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IV

In Appendix IV is given a tvpologv of the shapes of the imported Black Glazed and Red

Figured wares, and this tvpologv is used for the description of the wares in question in tie

Object Registers.

In Appendix V are published the inscriptions and graffiti.

Thanks to financial support by the vast number of subscribers and the grant of 5,000 Sw.

crowns from “Fonden for tryckning av larda verk” and 5,000 Sw. crowns from “Human-

tiska fonden” it has been possible to reproduce the groups of finds on a somewhat larv

scale than in the first volume.

The reproductions are by the same firms as in the first volume.
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41, 94, iby, 127, Sg, 140, 159. 61, III, 88, no, 54, 120, 133, 154, 172, 12.3, 137, 31, 28, 35

ifiS, 40, g8, 7b, 122, ig, 115, 130, 81, 93, 25, 117, 29, 96

33, 143. 77. 102. 105, 30, 157, 20, 39, 75, 145, 153. 82, 34, 170, 139, i6b, 15, 156, 52, 129, 171, 83, 163, 60, 167, 135

tab, 43, 95, 74, 109, 50, ibg, 49, 84, 142, 91, 119, 104, iiS, 132, 56, 103, 47, 134, 21, 114

taS, 123, 22, 141, 24, 59, 144, 78, 160, 13b, 99, 92

PL XVL

Aniathus, Tomb to. Pottery.

38, 41, 3(1, 40, 59. 35

33, 39, 53. 21
,
51

, 34, 42, 2b

54, 27, 29, 24, 58, 52, 28, 43, 15

47, 48, 22, ib, 23. 31 , 20

32, 49, 45, 17, 19, 13, 14. 9, II, iS, 25, 30, 10, 50

PL xvn

1 Amathus, Tomb 9. Terracotta statuettes.

2. Amathus, Tomb 10 Minor objects.

3. Amathus, Tomb ii. Terracotta statuettes.

4 Amathus, Tomb ii. Bronze bowl.

5 Amathus, Tomb li Minor objects.

PL. XVUI.

.Vmathiis, Tomb ii Pottery.

3.

x 34. 3^. 5L 3. f>3. 39. 3°, 3L 5«

49 . 8, 54, I
, 50, 45, 44

go, fib, 85, 22, b5, 53, 55, 52, 41, 59, 12, 46, 33

(14, .5, 88, 7, 70, (17, 9, 42, 47, 29, 37, 40, 13, 20, 27, 23, 3b, 38

4, fn
, 10, 98, 48, 68, 24, 84, 19, 25, 89, 95, 28, 56, 21, 94, 62, 14

2 .Vmathus, Tomb ii. Minor objects.

3 .Ani.ithus, Tomb 12 Minor objects.

4 .\mathus, 'Lomb 12. Pottery.

PL XIX.

t -Vmaihtis, 'I’omb 13 Pottery.

- -- - - — 3b, 40

43. 2, 38, 39, 37, 41, 42

2, .\mathus. 'I’omb 13. Spcai-hcad and bu\s Is of bronze

3. .\mathus, 'Lomb 13 Minor objects.

PL XX.

1 Amathus, 'Lomb 14. Ibitteic.

12. 53 . 7. 47. 37 . 33

23, 54, 3, 9, 3b, 48, 8, 49, 14, bi, 13

58, 2b, 15, 34, 10, f>4, 4(1, 21, 24

b7, 35, 20, fio. 22. 7b, 30. 28, 59, 55



XIX

11, 75, 52, 74, 50, 51, i6

73, 66, 3S, 18, 68, 32, 63

79, 40, 17, 57, 62, 78, 6g, 45, 4, 29, 70, 19, 43, 44, 56, b, 39. 72, 42. 27, 77. 25

2. Amathus, Tomb 14. Minor objects.

3. Amathus, Tomb 15 ]\Iinor objects.

PL. XXL

Amathus, Tomb 16. Pottery.

37, 34. 153, 115, 114. 60, 35

16, 117, 151, 18, 8, 103, 94, 58, 92, 23, 24, 48, 44, 25, 109, 56

12, 64, 79, 76, 6, 105, 70, 89, 66, 102, 7, 10, 71, 31, 83, 27, 74, 85, 15, 81, 61

90, 100, 29, 49, 106, 40, 28, 17, 51 , 21
, 47, 42, 77, 69, 120, III, 136, 135

75, 45, So, 26, 84, 86, 30, 68, 9, 41 ,
no, 91 , 43, 73, 107, 108, 46, 1 13, 72, 133

PL, XXII,

Amathus, Tomb 16 Pottery, continued,

149, 67, 122, 63, 123, 32, 88, 121, 132

152, 142, 148, 134, 55, 141, 33, 140, 98, 118

20, 99, 1 1 2, 13,63, 137, 126, 50, 59, 138, 127, 125, 124, 1 1 9, 1 16

53, 14^', 150, 97, 145, 131, 96, 87, 139, 19, 14, 22, 5, 39, 144, 93

52, 54, I2y, 130, 147, 62, 104, 95, loi, 57, 143, 78, 12S

PL, XXIIL

1, Amathus, Tomb 15, Pottery,

26, 30, 23, 4, 17, 10, 15, I, II

6, 7, 22, 27, 18, 43

44, 2S, 53, 34, 24, 35, 8, 16, 45, 51, 55, 21, 32, 13, 52

39. 23, 33, 38, 5, 20, 48, 49, 9, 19, 34, 50, 12, 14, 37, 36, 92, 40. 41

2, Amathus, Tomb 15, Minor objects

3, Amathus, Tomb 16, Objects of iron,

4, Amathus, Tomb 17, Potteiy.

14, 15

5, Amathus, Tomb 17, Glass bottles

PL, XXIV.

1. Amathus, Tomb 18. Potteiy.

49, 5, 8, 6, 27, 25, 21, 23, 38, 24, 37

41, 40, 22, 4, 48, 35, 7, 47, 2, 26

9, 10, 28, I, 3, 31, 30, 36, 44

2. Amathus, Tomb iS. Glass bottles.

3. Amathus, Tomb i8. Bronze bowls

4. Amathus, Tomb i8. Minor objects.

5. Amathus, Tomb i8. Bronze shovel.

6. Amathus, Tomb ig. Iron knife and spindle-whorl of stone.

7. Amathus, Tomb 21. Objects of bronze.

8. Amathus, Tomb 20. Pottery.

PL. XXV.

1. Amathus, Tomb 19. Pottery.

8
,

10, 1 , 17, 7 , 4 , 16, 32

13. 3. 5. ^7. 23

20, 14, 15, 21, 25, 12, 2^1, iS, 19, 30, 29, (>, 28, II

2. Amathus, Tomb 21. ()bjects t)t iron.

3. Amathus, Tomb 21 Minor objects.

4. Amathus, Tomb 21. Bronze bo^^ls.



XX

PL. XXVI

I Amathus, Tomb 2i. Pottery.

44 . 44 . 4 . 7 . 37 .

2, 40, aS, 27. 52, 41, 20, 6, 23, 15

8, I, 3, 2<), 10, 24, 33, 34, 36. tb

45. 18, 5, 14, 17, 22, 35, 3t, 32, 54, 26, 25

2. Amathus, Tomb 22, Minor objects and bronze bowl (restoredl.

PL. XXVII

1. Amathus, Tomb 22, Pottery.

to, 15,30, II), 12, 13, 1 1 ,
42 , 45 , 5

21, 27, 35, 20, 36, 16. 26, 46, 41, 23

22, 25, 18, 34, 53, 8, 40, 48, 3S, 3, 2

37, 17, 14, 24, 28. 47, 50, 44, 43, 49, 39, I

2. Amathus, Tomb 24 Potteiy.

I.
,3 . 7 .

ij. ^0 t°. 5. 9 . 4. II

PL, XXVHL

Amathus, Tomb 23 Pottery.

3rd Burial Layer' 13, 12, 14, 11, 10, 9, 4th Burial Layer: t, 6, 3, 8, 4, $. 2, 7

and Burial Later; 25, 2t, 27, 22, 39, 46, 42, 43, 59, 44, 41, 48, 53, 38

2nd Burial Later 40, 23, 24, 51, 31, 50, 33, 49, 52, 2S, 32

ist Burial Layer: 20, 79, 57, 18, 34, 73, 74, 60, 68, 72, 34. 47, 71, 55, 65

ist Buiial Layer. 66, 30, 17, 69, 64, 70, 35, 36, 37, 56, 19, 67, 75, 45

PL. XXLX.

I Amathus, Tomb 23, Cllyptics.

2. Amathus, Tomb 23, Objects of iron, bronze, and silter.

3. Amathu.s, 'J'omb 23, Bronr'e tibula.

4 Amathus, I'omh 25 Minor objects.

5. Amathus, Tomb 26. Pottery.

6. Amathus, Tomb 26 Stone scarab.

7 ..\mathus, Tomb 26. .Alabaster vase.

8. .Amathus. Tomb 25, Pottery.

8. to, 18, <), 11), 5

17, 6, 16, 7, 20. 13, 12, 15, 14, It

PL XXX.

1 Set 111, I'omb 2. Pottert.

16, 2, I . 13, 4, 5, II, 15

12, 17, 7, 14. 3, 9

8, 10, 6

2 Sttlh, 4'omb 3. Potteiy.

8, 7, 2 , I

6, 4. 5. 3

PL XXXI.

I. Sttlh, h’nmb 4 Potteiy.

5 .
I. 4 . 3

2 Sttlh, Tomb 5 Pottery,

3 , 2 , I

3. Sttlh, Tomb 6 Pottery

3. 17. 4. 14

I, 9, 15, 2, 16, 12, 7

18, 13. 21, 19, 8. t), II, 20, 5



XXI

4- Stylli, Tomb 7. Pottery.

3, 4. I. 2

PL. XXXII.

1. Stylli, Tomb 8. Potter).

1. 5,

4, 7, 3, 9. 6

2. Tomb 9. Pottery.

5, I, 3. 7, 4, 6

PL. XXXIII.

1. St) 111, Tomb 10. Pottery.

16, 6, le, 5

n , 8, 7, 2^, 20, 2, I

Dromos Cupboard 2: i, Chamber. 14, Dromos Cupboard 2: 2, Chamber: 21, 13, 10, y, 3, 17, ly

2. Stylli, Tomb ii. Pottery.

4, i> 3. 6, 5, 2,

3. Stylli, Tomb 12. Potteiy.

b, 3, 2, I, 5, 7. 4

PL. XXXIV.

1. Stylli, Tomb 13. Pottery.—• — Chamber: 2, Dromos Cupboard' 2, Chamber; y, 3

Chamber: 10, 5, 8, i, 7, 4, Dromos Cupboard; i, Chamber; b

2. Stylli, Tomb 14 and 14 A. Pottery

14 A: 2, 8, 14: I, 14 A. 7, 3, 5

14 A: to, g, II, 1 , 6, 4

3. Stylli, Tomb 15. Pottery.

L 2

4. Stylli, Tomb 16. Pottery.

2, I, 3, 6, S, 7, 5, 4

PL. XXXV.

1. Stylli, Tomb 17. Pottery.

2, I. 3. 5

7i t7, 3y, 2y, h, 30, Dromos Cupboard 3, Chamber ih, 25, 1 1 , 20

10, 24, 23, 22, 31, Dromos Cupboard 2, Chamber 12. 34, 41, ly

32, 28, 38, 15, 27, 37, 21, y, 33, ij, iS, 14, 36, 35, 26

2. Stylli, Tomb 6. Iron knife.

3. Stylli, Tomb 2. Spindle-whorl of terracotta.

4 Stylli, Tomb 17. Minor objects.

PL. XXXVI.

t. Marion, Tomb 2. Alaba.ster case.

2. Maiion, Tomb 4. Pottery.

9, 2, 6, 3, 5, lo

7, 4. I

3. Marion, Tomb 5. Pottery.

20, 18, 13, 1 , 2, 16, 10

8, 5, 12, 17, 14, II, 6, 9, 3

7 , 19. 4, 15

PL. XXXVII.

I. Marion, Tomb bA Pottery.

Dromos Niche: 11,4, 13, i, 7, 8, 6, 14, y, 5, 12, 10. 3



XXII

z. Marion, Tomb 6 B. Pottery

26, 23, Tomb 6 A, Dromos' i, Tomb 6 B: 11, 18

8, 20. 14, 33, 2. 3. 13

10, 6, 17, 2 Q, 22 , 21 . 15, 27. 9. 36, I

4,

12, 19, 24, 25, 34, 30, 31, 2S

7. 37, 35. 3-. 39 . 3 ^^. 5 .
16

3. Marion, Tomb 6 A. Iron knife.

4. Marion, Tomb 6 B Iron knife.

5. Marion, Tomb 7. Pottery.

1 . 2

6. Marion, Tomb 7. Glass amfihoriskos.

PL. xxxvm.

1. iNIarion, Tomb S. Pottery.

Dromos' 3, 5, fa, i, 4, 2, Side-Chamber: i, 2, S, 5, 6, 7

Chamber- i
, 2, 6, 7, 5, 4, 3, 8, Side-Chamber; 3, 9, 10, 4

2. ?iIarion, Tomb 9. Pottery.

h, 7. -2, 23, 26

9, 13, 5, 2, 15, 14

3, 8, 4, t, lb. 24

38, 44. 39, 40, 36, 48, 37, 47, 45. 42

3. iMarion, Tomb q. Objects of iron and bronze.

4. Marion, Tomb 9. Objects of silver and sold.

5. Marion, Tomb 9. Glass bowls

6. Maiion, Tomb q. Minor objects.

PL. XXXIX.

Marion, Tomb 10. Pottery.

32, 35, Dromos; i, 22, 21

26, 34, 20, 23, 24, 28, 29

4, 10, 13, 9, iq, fa, 7, 33, 27, 30, 15, Dromos Xiche; 2

Chamber, i, 14, 8, ifa, 25, 2, 31, 12, 3, 5, 18, 17

PL, XL.

I Marion, Tomb 10, Supplementary pot Xo. 36.

2. Marion, Tomb 12. Pottery.

3. Marion, Tomb 13. Pottery.

2. I. 3 . 4

4. Marion, Tomb 14. Objects of iron and bronze.

5 IMarion, Tomb 15 Terracotta statuettes.

fa. Marlon, Tomb 15. Pottery.

3. II, 17, 10, 21, 2, 19, 9, 26, 8, 4
fa, 14, 13, 25, 15, 7, 18, 16, 24, 22

PL, XLI.

•Marion, Tomb 14. Pottery.

17, I, 54 . 53. 9 . 15

46, 14, 43, 18, 30, 20, 36, 7, 13, 50, 49, 47, ig

3 . 33 . 34 . 52, 29, 42, 6, 25, 45, 40. 41, 39, 38

10, 31, 37 .
5l>, 24, 51, s, 28, 44, 27, 2, 4, 16, 26

«. 35 , 48, 32

PL. XLII.

I. Marion, Tomb 16. Potters.

15, 27, 4, 31, 21, 8, I



XXIII

25, 24, i8, 5, 3, 22, 23, 7, 2, 6, 20, 26, 16

30, 12, 13, 28, 14, 9, 19, 17, 10, 29, II

2. IMarion. Tomb 16. Bronze nails.

3. Marion, Tomb 18. Pottery.

5 » 9

4, II, 8, 12

10, 7, 13, 6, I

4. Marion, Tomb 18 Terracotta statuettes.

5. Alarion, Tomb 19. Pottery.

2

PL. XLIII.

1. Marion, Tomb 20. Pottery.

29, 2, 8, 19, 6

11, 9, 23, 20, 24, 7, 10, 12, iS

28, 25, 5, 3, 13, 4, 22, 14, 27, 15, 16, I, 17, 21

2. ]\Iarion, Tomb 20. Terracotta head.

3. IVIarion, Tomb 21. Pottery.

Chamber: 19, 15, 20, 17, 8, 4, 18, 9, 10, 21, 7,16 ^
11, 6, 12, 3, 5, 14, I, 2, Dromos Niche 2: i, 6, 7, 4, 8, 5

4. Marion, Tomb 21. Objects of cjilt bronze, silver, and terracotta

PL. XLIV.

1. Marion, Tomb 22. Pottery.

39 , 33 . 3 . I. 3 L ^3

28, 36, 38, 5, 2, 20, 11,6

14. 37. 4i 32. 27, 30, 29, 22, 21. 19. 18, 7, 34. 16

2. Marion. Tomb 22. Terracotta heads.

3. Marion, Tomb 22. Objects of iron, bronze, sd\er, and alabaster.

PL XLV.

1. Marion, Tomb 22. Objects of bronze.

2. Marion, Tomb 23. Pottery.

7, 18, 6, 10

12, 9, 13, 15, II

8
, 16, 19. 1 , 4, 17

,
14. 5 , 3 .

2

] 3. Marion, Tomb 24 Pottery.

I
3.1.2

I
4. Marion, Tomb 25. Bronze objects.

i

I PL. XLVL

I I. Marion, Tomb 25. Pottery.

Chamber: 2, 32, 33. 14, 31, 34, 17. 7, 26, 11, 22. 10, 15, 3, 23. 5, 25, 8, 19, 27, 29, 13

12, 9, 6, 20, 21. 24, 18, 4, Dromos: i, 2, 3, 5, 4, 6

2. IMarion, Tomb 26. Pottery.

'i Chamber: 9, 13, Dromos: i, Chamber- 4, 8

> 6. 3. 2, 5, 14. 12, 7

3. Marion, Tomb 26. Minor objects.

: 4. Marion, Tomb 27. Potter\ .

' 4, 6, 2. 10

5 . 3 3 b. I

5. Marion, Tomb 27. Objects of iron and bronze.



XXIV

PL. XLVIl.

1 Marion. Tomb 28. Terracotta statuettes.

2. Marion, Tomb 21; Pottery and iron Unite

Oromos. I, Chamber: i, 3, 4, 2

t. Marion, Tomb 30. Pottery.

4 ' 5 ' 3

4. Marion, Tomb 30. Terracotta statuettes.

3 Marion, Tomb 31. Pottery

5 • 3

Dromos Niche 3; 4, Dromos Niche 2:1, 2, Dromos Niche i: i. Chamber: 10, 4. 13,

6, Dromos Niche 3:3,2,!, Chamber: 1 1 , 12, Q

6 Marion, Tomb 31. Objects of iron, siher, and glass.

PL. XLVm.

I. Marion, Tomb 32. Pottery.

Dromos Niche 3 3, Niche 1:3, Niche 2:1, 2, Niche 3-6

Niche 3: 5, I, 2, Niche i: i, 2, Niche 3:4

2 Mai ion. Tomb 34. Potters

.3h, 50, 3, 7, I

14, 52, 47, 26, 23, 12, 34, 4b

33 . 45 • 5 5 1 ’ 54' 55 -• -4> 49' 4' 4-- --

5
''5

, 9. 25, 39, 37, 21, 20, 32, 33, 60, 15, 41, 44

17, 3S, 29, 2S, 18, 31, 30, 40, 27, 19, 16

PL. XLIX.

1. Marion, Tomb 34 Objects of iron, bronze, silver, and gold.

2. Marion, Tomb 35. Pottery.

3. 5. 1. 4. 2

PL 1 .

1. Marion, Tomb 3(1. Pottery

17, 7, 21. 8, 3, 6

II, 9, 1 , 10, 2 .
20

18, 19, 4. 25, 22, 24, 23, 5

2. Marion, Tomb 38. Terracotta statuette.

3. Marion. Tomb 36. Terracotta statuette.

4 Marion, Tomb 36, Objects of iron and alabaster.

5. Marion, Tomb 37. Objects of iron, bronze, and terracotta.

() Marlon, Tomb 37. Pottery.

8,4, 15, 14, 21. 1
, 3

,

6 , 5

24. 23, 17, i8. 19, 10, 12, 13, II. 2, 9

PL. LI.

Vlarion, Tomb 39. Pottery,

Chamber: 4, 38, 2, Dromos: i. Chamber: 1, 18, 46

16, 47, 22, 35, 45, 9. 29, 15. 17, 19

31, 20, 28, 23, 34, 27, 32, 26. 33. 44, 24. Dromos- 2

43, 8, 42, 3, 6, II, 10, 30, 40, 7, 39

PL. LII.

1 Marion, Tomb 38 Potteiy

3.4. 2

2 Marion, 'Pomb 38 Ilair-rmiis of added bronze.

3 Marion. Tomb 38 (Ibjects of bronze and silver.

4 iMarion, Tomb 39 Objects of iron, siher, and terracotta



XXV

5 Marion, Tomb -).o B. Objects of silver.

6. Marion, Tomb 40 A and B. Pottery.

Chamber A: i, a. Chamber Bty

16, 2, 1 , 14, 1

1

8, 4, 5, 12, to, 9

3. i3> 15

PL. LIII.

1. XIarion, Tomb 41. Pottery.

34. 24, 4. 13. 25. 45. 27, 23, I, 3

31, 6, 7, 17, 28, 16, 29. 2, 9, 35, 30, 13, 10, 36

5, 18

19, 12, 14, 43, 42, II, 20, 44, 21, 41, 8, 40

2. Xlarion, Tomb 42. Pottery.

20, 12, 5, 23, 10, 16, II, 2, 7, 4, I, 21, 17, 22, 26, 9

15, 14, 13, 18, 3, 25, 19, 24, 8

PL. LIV.

Marion, Tomb 43. Pottery.

Dromos: 2, 3, i, Chamber; 40 a, 4(1, 27

48, 24, 26, 22, 49, 23, 47, 30, II, 16

17. SI. 39. 50. 44. 12, 41. 53. 25. 34. 40 t), 3, 36, 42, 2

10, 8, I, 4, 6, 5, 9. 7, 38, 35, 43

PL. LV.

1. Marion. Tomb 41. Objects of iron, bronze, siher, and ijilded bronze.

2. Marion, Tomb 43. Objects of iron and bronze.

3. XIarion, Tomb 44. Objects ot iron, bronze, silier, and uilded bronze.

PL. LVL

XIarion, Tomb 44. Pottery

Dromos. 3, i
, 5, 4, 6, 2

C.'hamber: 13, 29, 3(1. 52, 14, 50, i, 41, 49. 42, 4(1, 47. 48

15, 43, 4, 51, 3, 53, 38, 45, 54, 8, 59, 35, 5, 40, 58, 44, 9, 31

17, 32, 20, 28, 6, 25, 30, 2, 7, iS, II, 24, 55, 10

34. 37 , 2^. 33 . 21, 23

PL. TATI.

1. XIarion, Tomb 45 Pottery.

I, 14, 9 II, 6, 8, 7, 5, 10, 15, 3, 13. 12

2. XIarion, Tomb 46. Pottery.

6, 24, 25, 19, 26, 15, 10, 22, 5, 28, 27

20, 32, 4, if), 8, 12, 29. II. 18, 14, 17. 21, 7. 30, 23, 9

PL. LVIII.

I. XIarion, Tomb 47. Pottery.

50, 51, 53, 22, 54

39, iS, 20, 14, 19, 4, 3, 59 . 21, 52. 23, 5, 49. 17. 8
, 12, (1, 10

46, 33. 27, 3 f’

if), 41 , 48, 15, 47, 42, 9, II, 35, 34

28, 29, 45, 7, 43, 44, 32, 31, 58, 55, 62, 57, I, 63. ()i, 58



XXVI

VFarion, Tomb 4S Pottery.

4, 1 , 2, 3, 5, f)

3. Vlarion, Tomb 49. Pottor\ .

6
, 4 , 5 , 1

. 7 , 3 , S , a

PL. LIX.

1 M.irion, Tontb 45 dbiects of iron and bronze,

a. Marion. Tomb 4b. Object."! of iron, bronze, and silver.

3. Maiion. 'I'omb 47. Objects of iron, bronze, siher, and alabaster.

4 Marion. Tomb 49 Siher hair-ring.

5 Marion, d'omb 50. Sil\ er hair-nng and amulets of faience.

PL LX

1. Vlarion. Tomb 50 Potterv.

la, 6, S

.3 . I
.

I <J , 14

IT, TO, 15, 0

4. 7. 3. 13. 17

a Alanon, Tomb 51. Objects of terracotta and cold.

3. Marion, Tomb 52. Objects of iron, bronze, sil\er, and gold.

4. Marion. Tomb 51. Pottery.

II, 10, 9 ,
b

, 7 , 5 , a
, 3 ,

I

5 Marion, Tomb 52 Pottery.

Drumos. I a, 2, 3, i b, Chamber. 3, 5, 2, 9

II, 10, 7, S, 12, 1
, 4

PL. LXI.

1 Marion, Tomb 53 Pottery.

TO, 4, 26. 3. I, 20. 13, 16, 20. 14, S, 2, iS, II, 13, 9, 12, 17

2, Marion, Tomb 53 Objects ot lead, bronze, alabaster, and terracotta.

3 Marion, Tomb 54 Pottery.

I. 4. 3

4 .Marion, 'I'omb 55. Objects of bronze,

5 .Marion, Tomb 56. Objects of iron, bronze, silver, and gold.

PL LXIL

I Maiion, Tomb 55, Pottery.

23. 3S, 21, 37, 32, 30

24, 29. 26, aS, 34, 31
, 33

22, 4S, 47, 23, TO, 27, 15, 6, 35, 30, 36, 12, 46, S, 7

II, 16, 43, 19, 13, 17, 14, 44, 42, 4, 3, 2, 41, 5, 18

2. Marion, 'I'omb 56. Potterc .

41, 10, ^6, I, 1 8. 16, 34, 28

.v;. I*-;! 13 ’ ^ 5 ’ 35 ’ 37 . 20, 32

30, 33 - 15 - 40 -
^ 7 . 4 . 24

5, 2^1, 31, f), 2<;, 23, 7, S. 3, 22

IM2. T.XIII.

Marinn, 'I’omb 57 Bronze mirror and minor objects of i^old.

PI. LXIV

1. Mauon, Tomb 57 Potterv

Chamber- 5, 4, 2, 3

I )u)mos: I
, 3, fi, 2

C'hambor. i, 9, 10, i^). 17. ii, 7,

2. Alani'n, Tomb 5S, Objects of iron, bron/e, >ilver, tjold, and ulass.



XXVII

PL. LXV.

Vlarion, Tomb 58. Pottery.

67, 69, 66, 58, 47

59, 60, 70, 68, 56, 64, 63, 52

53 , 54 , 77 . 49 . 65 S', 5 °, 71. 51. 57 ,
I -> -L 34. 4 ^^

75, 9, 20, 10, 74, 23, 73, 62, 15, 19, 14

72, II, 35, 13, 26, 25, 24, 7, 6, 29, i6, 27, 28

PL. LXVL

1. ^Marion, Tomb 58. Statuettes of terracotta and stone.

2. Marion, Tomb 59. Jewellery, objects of iron and bronze.

3. IMarion, Tomb 59. Pottery.

Chamber: i, 2, 20, 21, Dromos: i, 6, 3, 5, 4, 2, 8, 7, Chamber: 28, 25

15, 13, II, 26, 12, 8, 19, 14, 10, 23, 30, 9, 7, 27, 16, 23

PL. LXVII.

1. Marion, Tomb 60. Pottery.

69, 44 , 43 , 65, 36, f>4 , 42
, 57, 13

43, 37 . 77 , 16, 41. 39 , 63, 32, 35, 38, 31, 21

72, 20, 24, 40, 82, 79, 14, 18, 33, 19, 34, 15, 17, 62, 58, 78, 30

48, 46, 56, 45, 44, 12, 27, 25, 26, 52, 51, II, 49, 50, 28

2. Marion, Tomb 61. Pottery.

5, 4, 16, 2

14
, 14, 9, 8, 6, I, 13, 15, 3, 7

PL. LXVII I.

1. Marion. Tomb 60. Objects of gold, silver, glass, and cornelian.

2. Marion, Tomb 60. Terracotta statuettes and bronze objects.

PL. LXIX.

Alarion, Tomb 62. Pottery.

28, 26, 45, I, 49, 48

37 , 38, 17, 46, 14, 15, 13,

34, 31, 47, 25, 35, 36, 34, 4, 8, 2, 12, 47, 29

II, 5 , 44 , 19, 42 , 20, 9, 7, 3, 6, to, 41, 33, 23, 24, 21, 43, 30

PL. LXX.

1. Marion, Tomb 62. Objects of iron and silver.

2. Marion, Tomb 62. Impression of scarab Xo. 40

3. Alarion, Tomb 63. Pottery.

Dromos: 4, 2, i, 3, Chamber; 4

3, 6, 8, 2, 13, 17, 19

7, I, 16, 18, 15

10, 14, 9, 12, II, 5

4. Alarion, Tomb 64, Pottery.

4 , 6, 4
, 3, I, 5

PL. LXXI.

1. Alarion, Tomb 65. Pottery.

7, <1, 9, 3. 8, 5, 4, I
,
4

2. Alarion, Tomb 66. Pottery.

8, 10, 16, 9, I, 13, 15, II

6, 12, 14, 4

5, 7 ,
4

, 3

3. Alarion, Tomb 67. Objects of bronze and siher.



XXVIII

PL I.XXII.

1 Vi.iiion. 'i'l/mb fi7 Pcjttcry.

1 o . b

,

7 , 1
,
yb , 1

1

V. 74, lb, 17, 41, 74, -, 35. 4°, 1^' “ 3 , 5

42, i<), 24, 25, 4, 20, 15, 2S, S, 1, 3

24, 31. 2h, 27. 22, 21, 14, 13, 32, 30

PL LXXIII

I. Manon, I’cinib 6S. Iron sptar-head and spindle-whorl of tula.

2 Vlarion, Tomb 69, Minor objects

7.

Vlaiion. 'Pomb 68. Pottery

18, cj, 14, I

22, 15, 16, 17, 20, 13, 19

7, 25, 8, 5, 23, 2

6, 12, II, 3, 4

PL. I.XXIV.

I. VlarRin, 'P<ainb 69 Pottery.

14, 18

24, 6, 33, 10, 31
.
7, 25, I

8, 19, 2, 27, 13, 9, 29, 32, 26

17, II, 35, 5. 30, 15, 12

3, 20, 28, 34, 23, 16, 4

2 Marion, Tomb 70 Potttiy

2. I

PL LXXV.

1 .Marion, 'I'oinb 71 Pottery.

7. 4

3, 6, 8

1 . 2
, 5

2 .Marion, 'I’l.nib 72 Objects of iron, bronze, and siLer.

PL. LXXVl

Marion, Tomb 72 Pottery

Oroinos; 4. 2, i, 3, 5, 6

t li.imliei 6, 30, 10, 15, 35, 36, 9, 14, II

13, 1 . 31 , 20, 19. 32, 16, 22, 24, 8, 27, 17, iS. 5, 7,4, 21, 23

PL, LXXVII.

1 Marion, d’omb 73. Pottery.

18, 22, 26, 20

19, 2, 23, 9, II. 3, 15, 23, 14, 16, I, 8, 21

7, 12, 5, 17, 13, 24, 6, 10

2 M.irion, d’omb 74. Pottery.

Dromos 3. 4, Vh.itnber 7. 8

3 , 4 ,
6

, 5 , 1 ,
2

3 Marion, Tomb 73. Bronze bowl.

PL LXXVTII.

1 Vlarion, d'omb 75. Pottery.

9,

21, 16, 13, 7, 17, 4, 13, 19 18

3, 2. 12, II. 22. 5. 8, ii, 20, I, 10

2 Maiion, 'Poinh 75 lion 1 nile.



XXIX

3- Marion, Tomb 77. Pottery.

7, 8, 4, 9, I, 10, 6, 5, 3

4. Marion, Tomb 76. Pottery.

5. Marion, Tomb 78. Pottery.

3

,

S, 4 .

6,

7, 2 , I

PL. LXXIX.

1. Marion, Tomb 79 Pottery.

19, 22, 17, 13, 6, 7, 23, 24, 20, 21, 14, 16, 18, 15

9, 10, t I , 12, 8, 3, I
, 2, 4, 5

2. Marion, Tomb 80. Pottery.

15, 2, 10, 3 ,
6

12, II, 9, I, 17

14, 8, 13, 16, 4, 5, 7

PL. LXXX.

1. Marion, Tomb 81 A. Pottery.

2

,

4, I. 3

2. Marion, Tomb 81 B. Pottery.

2
,

I

3. Marion, Tomb 82. Pottery.

32, 31. 2, 13

1 1

)

5 , 17, 36, I

16, 19. 23 , 25, 29, 30. 4 . 33. 3

28, 20, 21
, 14. 27, 34 . 26, 24, 22

33 . 8, 10, 9, 12, 6, 7 .
18

PL. LXXX I.

1. Marion, Tomb 83. Pottery.

4,

7, 10, 6, 8, 5, 16, 20, 18, 13

3, 12, I, 21, 17, II, 9, 2, 15, 14

2. Marion, Tomb 83. Minor objects.

3. Marion, Tomb 84. Pottery.

10, 12, 13, 18, 23, 9

19, 20, 7, 21, 6, 4, 3

16, 14, 17, 15, 2, I
, 22, 8, II, 5

PL. LXXXII.

1. Marion, Tomb 85. Pottery.

8. 7 , 9

5, 6, 2, 4, 3, I

2. Marion, Tomb 85 Earrings ot bronze.

3. Marion, Tomb 87. Pottery.

2
,

I, 3

4. Marion, Tomb 86. Pottery.

3. I. 2
, 4, 5

5. Clarion, 4'omb 88. Pottery.

10, 12, 21, I, 20, IS, 13, 9, 16, 4, II, 3, 5

2, 14, 8, 17, 6, 19, 18, 7

6. Xlarion, Tomb 89. Pottery.

12, II, 13, 8, 14, 16, 15

10, 6, 2, 9, 4, 5, I, 7 , 3



XXX

PL. LXXXIII

I. Marion, Tomb 90. Pottery.

2, I, 7

10, 8, 3, 12, 6, 5. 4

13. 9 1 II

2 Marion, Tomb 91. Pottery.

Dromo^: 2, 4, 3. 6, 5, i

Chamber: 6, 5, 7, 8, i, 2, 9, 3, 4

PL. LXXXIV.

1. Marion, Tomb 92. Pottery.

1, 3, 6, 5, 2, 12, 16

17, 25, 8, 9, 15, II, 4, 20, 14

19, 22 , 18, 21 , 13, 10, 7

2. Marion, Tomb 92. Minor objects.

3. Marion, Tomb 93. Pottery.

2, 5 , 3. 4 ,
I

4. iNlarion, I’omb 94. Pottery.

5

,

4 < 3 >
2

PL. LXXXV

Marion, Tomb 95. Potter>

.

12, 10, 19, II, 20, I

15, 14, 4, 2, 18, 8, 13

21 , 22, 24, 25, 16, 23, 6

5, 17, 7, 9, 3, 26

PL. LXXXV I.

I Marion, Tomb 96. Pottery

14, II, 10, 9

2,

3. <'. 7, ‘ 3 , 4 ,
I

2. Marion, Tomb 97. Pottery.

13, 10, 2, 14, 17, 4

7, 16, iS, (1
,

I, 3, 19, 9, II, 5, 8

PL, l.XXXVII.

1. Marion, Tomb 97. Bronze bowl.

2. Marion, Tomb gS. Bronze bowl and stone pyxis.

3. Marion, Tomb gS. Pottery.

b, S, 45, 5, I

0,

3. 39 , 10, 44, 31

13, 29, 21, 42, 7, 25, 33, 32, 12, 36, 26

16, 17, 15, 18, 23, 27, 38, 43, 4, 2

22, 28, 19, 24, 37, 14, 34, II, 30, 35, 20

PL. LXXXVIII,

1. Idalion, Tomb 1. Pottery.

16, 7 , II, 9 , 14, 12, 13, 6

4, 8, 5, 3 , 15, 1 , 17

2. Idalion, Tomb 3. Minor objects.

3. Idalion, Tomb 2. Objects of iaience, L'lass, and cornelian.

4 Idalion, Tomb 2 Bronze coins.

5. Idalion, Tomb 2. Potterv.



XXXI

PL. LXXXIX.

Idalion, Tomb 3. Pottery.

7S, 97, 17, It, 30, 28, 37, 61, 83, 82, 19

74, 6, 41, 46, 96, 51, 55, 10, 104, 65

31, 86, 20, 35, 36, 68, 2, 69, 22, III

42, 48, 3, 9, 107, 103, 113, 60, 102, 21, 95, 18, 49, 67

53, 54, 70, 44, 112, So, 15, 43

72, 27, 73, 34. 64, 81, 7, 13, 62, 71, 57, 14, 98, 84, 92, 38, 4

47. 79, S8, 16, 33, 99, 39, 87, no, 105, 40, 45, 91, I, 66, 100. 59, 32, 56, 76

26, 85, 108, 89, 109, 90, 8, 75, 23, 24, 106, 77, 63

PI,. XC.

White Painted I Ware.

PL. XCI.

White Painted I Ware.

PL. XCII.

i: White Painted I Ware; 2— ii: White Painted II Ware.

PL. XCTII.

White Painted II Ware.

PL. XCIV.

White Painted III Ware.

PL. XCV.

I—5: White Painted III Ware; 6—9: White Painted IV Ware.

PL. XCVI.

White Painted IV Ware.

PL. XCVII.

White Painted IV Ware.

PL. XCVII I

.

i: White Painted IV Ware, 2—9: White Painted V Ware.

PL. XCIX.

White Painted VI Ware.

PL. C.

White Painted VII Ware.

PL. CL

1—4: Bichrome I Ware; 5— 11: Bichrome II Ware.

PL. CII.

Bichrome III Ware.

PL. cm.
Bichrome III Ware.



XXXII i

PL. CIV.

Bichronie III Ware.

PL. CV.

Bichrome IV Ware.

PL. CVI.

Bichrome IV Ware.

PL evil.

Bichrome IV Ware.

PL. CVIII.

Bichrome IV Ware.

PL. CIX.

Bichrome IV Ware.

PL. C'X.

I

—

2 : Bichrome IV—V Ware; 3— ii: Bichrome V Ware.

PL. CXI.

Bichrome V Ware.

PL. CXII.

I— 5, 7: Bichrome V Ware; 6, 8' Bichrome VI Ware; 9: Bichrome VII Ware.

PL. CXIII.

Black-on-Red I (III) Ware.

PL. CXIV.

I— 5: Black-on-Red I (III) Ware, 6— 15; Black-on-Red II (IV) Ware.

PL CXV.

Black-on-Red II (IV) Ware.

PL. CXVI.

Black-on-Red II (I\ ) Ware.

PL. CXVII.

Black-on-Red III (V) Ware

PL CXVIII.

1— 4; Black-on-Rcd IV (VI) Ware, 5: Black-on-Red IV (VI) V (VII) Ware; 6—7; Black-on-Red V (VII) Ware; 8~
13: Bichrome Red 1 (IV) Ware.

PL. CXIX.

I— 5: Bichrome Red I (IV) Ware; 6—12: Bichrome Red II (V) Ware.

PL. CXX.

Bichrome Red II (V) Ware.

PL. CXXI.

I—6; Bichrome Red II (V) Ware and White Slip V Ware; 7— 11: Bichrome Red III (VI) Ware.



XXXIII

PL. CXXII.

1^7; Bichrome Red III (VI) Ware; 8; Biehitir-e Red IV (VII) Ware; q. Black Slip hire Fainted I Ware, ic 12: Black

Slip Bichrome III Ware

PL. CXXIII.

Polychrome (I—VII) Wares

PL. eXXIV.

I— 5; Black Slip 1 Ware; (1—8 Black Slip 11 W'aie, p, 10: Black Slip 111 Waie; 11 . Black Slip 1 \ — \ Ware, 12 14: Black

Slip V Ware

PL. eXXV.

I—4: Black Slip VI Ware; 5— 13: Red Slip I (III) Ware.

PL. CXXVI.

I— S'. Red Slip I (III) Ware; fc— 14- Red Slip 11 (IV) Ware.

PL. CXXVI 1 .

1— 5; Red Slip II (IV) Ware; 6— 16: Red Slip III (V) Ware.

PL. CXXVIII.

I—9: Red Slip IV (VI) Ware; 10— 16: Red Slip \' (Vll) Ware; 17; Red Lustrous Waie.

PL CXXIX

I— 4; Grey and Black Polished Ware, 5, 6' Black Lustrous Ware; 7— lO’ Snoke Polished I (Vll W'are, ii— 17:

Stroke Polished II (VTI) Ware.

PL. eXXX.

i; Plain W’hite I Ware; 2—8; Plain White II Ware; y. Plain White 111 Ware; ic— 17. 1 lain While IV Waie.

PL. CXXXI.

Plain White IV Ware.

PL CXXXII

I, 2’ Plain White IV Ware; 3— i(r Plain White V Ware.

PL. CXXXIII.

1— 5: Plain White V Ware, t— 16: Plain White \’l Ware.

PL, CXXXIV.

Plain White VI Ware

PL CXXXV,

1— 5: Plain White VI Ware; 6— y: Plain White Vll Ware.

PL. CXXXVI.

Plain White VII Ware.

PL. CXXXVI I

.

Plain White Vll W’are.

Ill



XXXIV

PL. CXXXVIII.

I— S' C'oarje Ware, tj

—

12 : Foreign Ware

PL C XXXIX.

Foreign Ware

PL. LXL

F'orelgn Ware

PL LXI.I

HUkL (clayed Ware, Boul

PL CXLII

Red Figured and Black Llayed Wares, i— li' Bowl, 7— 10 Kclix

PL. CXLIII.

Red Figured and Black (dazed Wares, i—S: Lekytho.s; g— 15; (luttus

PL. CXLIV.

I' B 1 ick Figured Ware, a— d: Red F'lgured Ware

PL CXLV,

I—9: Red Figuied Ware, 10, ii' Black (dazed Impiessed Ware.

PL CXLX'L

Hellenistic Pottery Bichrr-me, Bladi-r.n-Red, Black and Red Slip, Red Lustrous, Plain WFiite, and Coarse Wares.

PL CXLVIl

Ilellcnistic Pottery Red Lustrous, Plain WFiite, and Coarse Wares

PL. CXLVIIl

I— .t . Hellenistic Potters Plain White Ware 4— 11: Roman Pottery. Red Slip and Plain White Wares.

PL CXLIX.

Iron 1 — 2 Sword', t— 4' Spear-head'. 5—6: Daggers, 7— ii' Arrow'-htads ; la— 14: Axe-heads, 15— ly. Knixes

PL. CL

Iron. Splint armour, Amathus, Tomb 2, Xo. 57

PL, CLI

Iron 1. Fibula, 2 >tiigil, 12 Chisel, 13 Lampstand; 14; F'lnger-nng Lead 15: Pyxis Bronze. 3—6: Spear-heads;

7- ic .-\rrow-ht,id'
, 11 Stiigil. 1(1: ‘shield boss, 17: Sceptre

PL CLIl

Bronze I —3- Spatulae, 4- 5- d'weezers, (1— S: Pins, y— 13, 15, 17, iH- Fibulae; 14; Shoxel, 1(1: Wreath, ly, 21 ' Flair-rings,

22, 28; Flarnngs, 20 F'inger-ring. 23. 24, 29, 33’ Mountings, 25— 27 Xkids, 31: Bracelet; 30, 32 Handles

PL CLIII

Bronze 1— 3. Mirror^, 4 Lamp. 5. 8— 10; Bowls, fi—7 Pallets



XXXV

PL, CLIV.

Bronze, i—4, 7, S: BowL; 5: Ladle; 6: Jut;.

PL. CLV

Objects of silver, i—2; Hair-rings; 3— 5: Earrings, 6—12; Pinger-rmgs, 13, 14, 16, 17; Pendants, 15: Cylinder, iS: Fibula;

19—20: Bracelets, 21: Plaque (Jbjects of gold. 22, 23, 29: Hair-rings; 24,25,27,31,32.34' Earrings; 26. 30, 33; Pendants;

35. 3b: Beads,

PL. CLVI.

Objects of gold, i—5: Finger-nngs
,

6—7: Plaques, 9, 13: Diadems; S, lO' Necklaces; ii— 12: Mouth-pieces.

PL. CLVH.

derracotta, 1: Spindle-svhorl
;
2—13: Lamps; 14—19. .Statuettes; 20: Chariot.

PL. CLVHI.

Terracotta i— 18: Statuettes

PL CLIX.

I—28: Objects of faience. 29—42: Objects of glass,

PL. CLX.

t—5: Objects ot glass. C—13: Objects ot bone and i\or\. 16— 18, 23; Senii-prccious stone beads 14. 15. 19—22,24—-b:

Objects of stone.

PL. CLXI

Stone, i: .-Alabaster \ase, 2—3: Limestone capital, 4— 6- Limestone sculptures,

PL. C'LXII.

Idahon. Pottery from Deposit, Squares (i—H. h—

7

PL CLXIII

Idahon. Pottery from Deposit, Squares Cj—H 6—

7

PL. CLXIV.

Idahon. i—2' Bucchcro Hand-made Ware; 3; White Painted Hand-made Ware; 4; Bucchero Wheel-made Ware; 5: Black Slip

Wheel-made Ware; 6—7: Plain White Wheel-made Ware; S. White Painted Wheel-made Ware, 9; Coarse Wheel-made Ware.

PL. CLXV,

Idahon. I : White Painted 11 Ware; 2—6. White Painted IV Ware; 7—9. White Painted V Ware, 10— 12 Bichrome IV Ware

PL. CLXVI.

Idahon. Bichrome IV Ware.

PL CLXVII

Idahon. i— ii: Bichrome IV Ware, 12. Bichrome IV—V Ware

PL CLXVIII

Idahon i—8: Bichrome V Ware; 9— 13 Black-on-Red II (IV) Ware; 14 Black-on-Ked HI (\’) Ware.

PL. CLXIX

Idahon. 1—3. Black-on-Red 1 1

1

(V) Ware; 4' Bichrome Red 1

1

(V) Ware
, 5 Black Slip Ware

,
fi - i o . Red Slip H I ( V) Ware

,

II— 15: Grey Polished Ware; i()— 19' Plain White HI Ware



XXXVI

PL. CLXX,

Uialion I—fr Plain White IV Ware; 7— 19: Plain White V Ware; 20—23- Coarse Ware; 24 Foreign Ware.

PL. CLXXI.

Idahon Iron i: .'>\\ord; 2—8: Spear-heads; 9: Pike, 10: Dagiter; ii— 15: .Xrrou -heads

PL. CLXXII.

Idalion. Iron i: .Vrinour No. 236, reconstructed; 2. Types of bronze splints; 3: 'Pypes of iron splints; 4: Frayments of

armour; Lacintt of armour, reconstructed.

PL. CLXXIII.

Idahon. Iron, i—3: .\xes
;
4— 10: Kni\cs; ii: Pm; 12: Spit; 13— 14: Earrings; 15— 19- Finger-rings

, 20; Lamp.

PL CLXXI V.

Idahon Lead, i : Cuter, 2. Buss, 3—6: Vlountings; 7—9: Weights. Bronze. 10— 13: Spear-heads; 14—22: .Vrrow-heads.

PL. CLXXV

Idalion. Bronze t—6: Shield bosses and peripheric bands.

PL. CLXXVI.

Idahon. Bronze i—4: Helmets; 5—6: Knites; 7: S: Tweezer; 9— to; Needles; ii— 14: Pins; 15: Hammer; 16: Chisel,

17. Strigil; iS— 19: Spatulse; 20: Hair-ring; at—24: Earrings; 23—29: Finger-rings,

PL CLXXV I

L

Idalion Bronze i—7: Fibuhe, S— 12: Bracelets; 13- Clasp; 14; Hinge; 15; Chain.

PL CLXXVI

H

Idahon. Bronze i— 15' Mountings.

PL CLXXIX

Idalion Bronze, i— 15: Mountings; 16, Cylinder; 18— 19: Lamps; 17: Shovel,

PL CLXXX,

Idahon, Bronze, I—7: Bowls; 8, ii: Stands; 9, 10, 12: Handles; 13— 16: Weights, .Silver-lead, 17: Finger-nng ,Sil\er,

18— 19- Hair-rings; 20—21: Earrings, 22—23: F'mger-rings; 24: Pendant; 25: Bracelet.

PL CLXXXL

Idahon. Silver, i—4: Mountings. Gold. 5: Earring; 6: Bead. 7: Pendant; 8—9: Mountings. Terracotta. 10— 14; Spindle-

tthurls, 15— iS. Luom-weights
;
19—22: Lamps, 23; Incense-burner, 24; Weight.

PL. CLXXXII.

Idahon. 'I'erracotta. i—3: Bull statuettes. 4: Buck statuette, 5 Ram's head; 6 Ram statuette, 7 Bull's head; 8— 10 Riders,

II— 12 Male figures; 13— 14' Female figures

PL. CLXXXIIl.

Idahon. Faience i— (1 Beads, 7— S. Pendants, 9 Spout, to Necklace Glass, ii—20 Beads, 21 Ring. Stone. 22
' -Vxe-hcad

;

23—27 .Mace-heads, 28 Giinder; 29—33 Pestles; 34—35' Whetstones; 36 Polisher

PL CLXXXIV.

Id.tlion Stone i— fi Spindle-uhoils; 7—lo’ Beads; ii. Amulet; 12’ Weight, 13— 14' Mould; 15—19 Vases. Semi-
precious stone 20—27‘ Be.uis.



XXXVII

PL. CLXXXV.

Idalion. Bone and Lory, i 4. Pins; 5. Pulishci
;
6—S. Handles; g Bobbin; 10— 12. Buttons; 13— 14' Discs; 15— 16

Bull statuette. (Ihptics. 17—20' Seals.

PL CLXXXVI.

Idalion. I—22 CjhpliLs; 23—31 Coins

PL. CLXXXVI I

.

1 Ajia Irini. Pottery of Period 1

2774. 2773. 2768, 2772

2 .Ajia Irini. Pottery of Period 2

2042

3. Ajia Inni. Pottery of Period 3

2746, 2026

4. Ajia Irini. Pottery of Period 5.

2414, 2007, 2406, 2173, 20c6, 2407, 2171, 2747, 961

2004, 2397, 201, 2416, 2415, 2738

70,76,202,2715,2582,204,966,207,964,203,67,2574,2716,963,206, 2576, 962, 1002, 2005, 20C9, 65,2581.2583,68
t°03, 2577, 2378, 1001, 2575, 2008, IC04, 2417, 205, 965, 2412, 2410, 2413, 2411, 74, i'7 ' 7 ^' 75 . 7 -

PL, CLXXX\ I 1 I.

1. Ajia Irini. Pottery of Period 4.

967, 2741. 95b, 274!^. 970. 969. 96ii. 957. 95*^

581, 1972, 1974, 1768, 952

212, 213, 211, 2396, 2655, 210, 1188, 1973, 2652, 209

2166, 459, 5S2, 5*53. 2742

951, 953. 955. 954. 950

2. Ajia Irini. Pottery of Period 6

2056, 45, 46, 2654, 1671

2651, 923, 2743, 1 1 16, 2740, 2739. 91S, 2579, 2744

47 , 49 , 50

2745, 2055, 2653. 2660, 2650, 64

PL. CLXXXIX

.Ajia Iiini. Terracotta sculptuio, .Style 1

PL. CXC.

-Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculptuie. St\le I

PL. CXCI.

Ajia Irini. d'erracotta sculptuits. Stele I.

PL. CXCII.

Ajia Irini. 'Perracotta sculptures. Stele 1 .

PL CXCIII.

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculptures, Style I.

PL. CXCIV.

.Ajia Irini d'erracotta sculptures. Stele 1



XXXVIII

PL. CXCV.

Ajia Irmi. Terracotta sculptures, Style I.

PL. CXCVI.

.\jia Inni Terracotta sculptures, St\Ie 1.

PL. CXCVII.

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculpture, Style II.

PL. CXCVII 1.

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculpture. Style 11.

PL. CXCIX.

Ajia Irini. 7’erracotta sculptures. Style II

PL CC.

Ajia Irini, Terracotta sculptures. Style 11.

PL. CCI.

Ajia Inni Terracotta sculptures. Style 11.

PL. ecu.

Ajia Inni. Terracotta sculpture, Style II.

PL. CCIII.

Ajia Inni. I'erracotta sculptures, Style II.

PL. CCIV.

Ajia Inni. Terracotta sculpture. Stele III.

PL CCV.

Ajia Inni Terracotta sculptures, StWe III.

PL. CeVL

.\jia Inni Terracotta sculptures. Style III.

PL. CCVII.

Ajia Inni. 'I'erracotta sculptures. Stele III.

PL, CCVIII.

Ajia Inni, 'I'erracotta sculpture, .Style III.

PL. CCIX.

Ajia Inni. 'I’erracotta sculptures, Stele III.

PL. CCX.

.Vjia Inni. 'I'erracotta sculpture. Stele IV.

PL. CCXI.

Ajia Irini, 'I'erracotta sculpture. Stele I\'.



>

XXXIX

PL. CCXII.

Ajia Inni. Terracotta sculptures, Style IV.

PL. CCXIII.

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculptures, Style IV.

PL, CCXIV.

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculpture, Style IV.

PL. CCXV.

Ajia Inni. Terracotta sculptures, i—2: Style IV; 3—4. Style V.

PL. CCXVL

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculpture. Style VI.

PL. CCXV 11 .

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculpture. Style VI.

PL. CCXVIII

Ajia Irini Terracotta sculptures. Style VI.

PI. CCXIX.

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculptures, Style ^'I.

PI ccxx.

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculpture, Style VII.

PL. CCXXI.

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculptures. Style VII.

PL. CCXX 11 .

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculptures, Style \'IL

PI. CCXXIII.

Ajia Irini. Terracotta sculptures, St\le VII.

PL. CCXXIV.

Ajia Irini. Animal statuettes. Type i (i—2); Type 2 (3—4); Type 3 (5—6).

PL. CCXXV.

Ajia Irini. Animal statuettes. Type 4 (i—2); Type 5 {3—4); Type 6 (5); Type 7 {6').

PL. CCXXVL

Ajia Inni. Animal statuettes. Type 7 (i); Type 8 (2); Type 9 (5'); Type 10 (3,4,6, 7).

PL. CCXXVII,

Ajia Irini. Minotaur statuettes. Type i.

PL. CCXXVII I.

Ajia Irini. Minotaur statuettes. Type 2 (i—4); Type 3 (5)

2



XL

PL. ecxxix.

Ajia Inni Small human idols. Type i u—21. Type 2 (3), Type 3 (4), Type 4 (,5—S).

PL CCXXX

Ajia Inni Sm.ill human idols. Type 5

PL. CCXXXI.

.Ajia Inni .Small human idols, I'ype 5 li—lol. Type 6 (ii— 15)

PL CCXXXI I

.Xjia Inni Small human idoL, Type 6 (i— 5); Type 7 (6— 15)

PL. CCXXXIII.

Ajia Inni. Small human idols, 'I'ype S (i— 5I, Type 9 (7), Type 10 (9), Type 11 (SI; Type 12 (10, ii); Type 13 (6).

PL. CCXXXIV.

Ajia Inni .Small human idols, Type 14 (11, Type 15 (2—6).

PL. CCXXXV

Ajia Irini Small human idols. Type 15.

PL CCXXX^T

Ajia Irini Larce human idols. Type i (i—2), Type 2 (3—S).

PL CCXXXVH,

-Aji.i Inni. Larsie human idols, 'Type 3

PL CCXXXVIIl

Ajia Inni Lartre human idols, 'Type 4.

PL CCXXX IX

Ajia Inni. Stone sculptures, i .Style I, 2—6 .Style II

PL CCXL,

.Ajia Inni Stone sculptures i—3 Style III, 4 Style I\', 5—S Bronze sculptures

PL CCXLI

.Ajui Irini Iron. I—2 .Xrrow-headi
, 3 Tweez.er Bronz.c 4—

5

.Arrow-herds
,
7—9 Tweezers; 10 Fibula, 11,15 Earnnps

12 Lamp, 13 Handle, Silver-lead 14 Earrint;. Terracotta t6 Spindle-whori , 17 Pendant, iS—19 Lamps Faience

20—24 Beads; 25—32- Pendants.

PL CCXLI I.

-Ajia Inni Objects of ulass i— 5 Beads; 6—7 Pendants Objects of stone. 8—9 .Axe-heads; ic- Mace-head, ii— 12

Grinders; 13 Pestle, 14 Spmdle-whorl; 15— 18 Beads, 19—23' Pendants and .Amulets. 24—26 \'ascs.

PL. CCXLlil

.Ajia Irini i—4 Objects ot semi-precious stone; 5 Cult object 6—S Objects of bene 9

—

to Coins. Glyptics ii— 19 .Seals

20—21 Cylinders

PL CCXLIV.

Ajia Inni Glyptics



XLI
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PL. CCXL\’.

Ajia Irini. Glyptics.

PL. CCXLVI.

Ajia Irini Glyptic;.

PL. CCXLVII.

Ajia Irini Glyptics

PL CCXLVI 11

Ajia Irini Glyptics

PL. CCXLIX.

Ajia Irini. Ghptics

PL CCL.

Ajia Irini and Am..ithus

i

Gh ptics



LIST OF PLATES II

Amathus, Tomb i.

Type; PI. CLVI. i.

Amathus, 'I'omb 2. Groups: Pis. VI, i, 2,

Types: Pis. CV, i; CXVII, 5; CXXVI, ii, 13, 14; CXL,

3; CXLIX, I, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 19; CL, I—5; CLI, 12;

CLVII, 9; CLIX, 15, 24—28; CLX, II— 13, 22; CLXl,

2, 3.

Amathus, Tomb 3. Group- PI. \TI, i

Amathus, Tomb 4. Ciroups; PI. VII, 2, 3.

Types: Pis. CLII, 17; CLVII, 14, 15; CLX, 19, 20, 25

Amathus, Tomb 5. Groups: Pis. VII, 4; VIII, i, 2.

Types : Pis . XCI 1
, 4 ;

XCV, 9 ; XCVI , 7 ;
CX 11

1

, 6 ; CXL I

i; CLI, 17; CLII, 13, 18.

Amathus, Tomb 6. Groups: PI. VIII, 3, 4.

Types: Pis CLI, 6; CLII, t
;
CLIII, 7; CLIV, 2; CIAT, 9

Amathus, Tomb 7. Groups; Pis. VIII, 5; IX, i, 2; X, XI,

I, 2; XII; XIII, I.

Types: Pis. XCII, 2, 7; XCIII, 3, 6; XCIV, i, 2, 5, 9;

XCVII, 8; Cl, 5, ii; CII, 10; CIII, 1 1 ; CV, 3; CAT, 5;

evil, i; CVIII, 6; CXIII, 2, 3,4, 12; CXV, i, 1 1 ; CXIX,
I ; CXXII, 10, II, 12; CXXIV, 9; eXXV, 7— 10, 12, 13;

CXXVI, 4; eXXX, 2—4, 7, 8;CXXXI, ii;CXXXVHI,
2, 4, 9; CXLIX, 13, 18; CLII, 5, 6, 10; CLIX, i.

Amathus, Tomb 8. Groups: Pis. XIII, 2; XIV, i.

Types; Pis. XCV, 7, 8; XCVI, 3, 6, 13; CV, 4; CVI,

2—4,6, 12; CX,4;CXlI,3;CXIII,io;CXX,7;CXXIII,

6, 7; CXXVI, 9; eXXX, 10; CXXXI, 2—6; CXXXII, i;

CLVI, 6; CLX, 7, g.

Amathus, Tomb 9. Groups: Pis. XIV, 2; XV; XVII, i.

Types - Pis. XCVI, 4, 1 3; XCVII I, 2, CAT, 1 1 , 13; CVIII,

2, 5; CTX, 5; CXIII, 8, 9, ii; CXV, 3, 7, 8; CXVI, 5;

CXVII, 7; eXX, 9; CXXI, 4; CXXIII, I, 3; CXXXI,

7 ;
CXXXIX, 7, 10 ;

CLV, 13, 1 8 ;
C lATI, 19, 20; CTATII,

I, 5, 6; CLIX, 2, 13, 16, 21—23.

Amathus, Tomb 10. Groups; Pis. X^T; X\TI, 2.

Types: Pis. XCII, 10, 1 1 ; XCIII, 4, 8; XCVHl, 3;

CXXIII, 8; CXXXVIII, n; CXXXIX, 13, 14; CLII, 16;

CLIV, 3; CLV, 2, 6, 15, 21; CLVI, 13.

Amathus, Tomb ii. Groups; Pis. XVII, 3— 5; XVHI, i, 2.

Types: Pis XCII, 6; XCIV, 7;XCVHI,6; CT,6; CII, 8;

cm, 10; CAT, 7; CXI, 8; CXXIII, 4, 5; CXXVI, 5, 10,

CXXIX,2; eXXX, 15; CLVm, 4; CLIX, 8, ii.

.Am-ithus, Tomb 12. Groups: PI XVHI, 3, 4,

I’ype: Pi. CLIX, 12.

Amathus, Tomb 13. Groups; PI. XIX. i— 3.

Types; Pis. CTV, 3; CXXV. ii; CXXVI, 1—3; CXL, i.

CXLIX, S, 10, 1 1 ; CLI. 3 ;
CLII, 7,11; CLIV. 7; CLV, 28;

CLX, 6, 16.

Amathus, Tomb 14. Groups: PI. XX, i, 2.

Types; Pis. XCII, 5; XCIII, i. 3; XCV, 5; CTI, 7; tHI,

4, 13; CXIV, I, 5; CXXIV, 6, 10; CXXV, 5; CXXIX, 3;

eXXX, 5: CLII, g: CLV, 3r.

Amathus. Tomb t5 Groups: Pis. XX, 3; XXI II. 1.2.

Type.s. Pis. XCI, t, 5, 9; XCII, 3; XCIII, 2, 7; XCIV,

8; Cl, 4; CII, 2; CXXIV, 5; CXXXIX, 2; CLI, t; CLII,

t2; CLIX, 10; CLX, 26.

Amathus, Tomb 16. Groups; Pis. XXI; XXII: XXIII, 3

Types; Pis. XCVI, i, 2, 14; XCVII, i, 4, CT, to; CTI,

9, CV, 5, 6; CVI, to; CVII, 3; CXII, 7; CXIII. t, 5, 7:

CXIV, 12; CXVII, 9; eXX, 8; CXXVI, 12; cxxvn,
1,4; CXXXI, to.

Amathus, Tomb 17, Groups; PI. XXIII, 4, 5.

Types: Pis. CXLVIII, to, tt; CLIX, 36, 38—40,

Amathus, Tomb tS. Groups: PI. XXIV, i—5.

Types: Pis. XCV, 3 ;
CTII, 6, 9, ta; CXXIV, 8; CXLVIII,

7, 9; CLII, 14; CLV, 21.

Amathus, Tomb tg. Groups; Pis, XXIV, 6; XXV, i.

Types: Pis XCI, 2: XCII, 8; CT,7,9; CTI, t, 3,4, CXXII,

9; CXXXIX, 4.

Amathus, Tomb 20. Group; PI. XXIV, S.

.Amathus, Tomb 21, Groups: Pis. XXIV, 7; XXV, 2, 3;

XXVI, I.

Types: Pis. XCI, 3, 6, to; Cl, 2,8; CXXIV, 7 ; CXXXIX,
1,5, 6; CXLVIII, 5, 8; CLI, 4, 5, 16; CLIV, 4; CLVI, 7;

CLIX, 7, 9: CLX, 8, to.

Amathus, Tomb 22 Groups; Pis. XXVI, 2; XXVII, t.

Types; Pis. XC, t—4, 12; XCI, 4, 7, 8; Cl, 3; CXXIII,

2; CXXIV, i; CXXXVIII, 12; CXXXIX, 3; CLIII, to;

CLX, r7, 24.

Amathus, Tomb 23. Groups: Pis. XXVIIpXXIX, i—3.

Types: Pis, XCV, 4; XCVI, 5, ty; XCVII, 3; CVI, i

;

CXVI, 2, 8; cxxvn, 2; CXXXI, i
;
CLII, ts; CLV, 12

Amathus, Tomb 24. Group; PI. XXVII, 2.

Types; Pis. XC, 15; XCII, 9; CT, t; CXXXVIII, to.

Amathus, Tomb 25. Groups; PI XXIX, 4, 8

Types; Pis. CX. 8; CLX, 23.

Amathus, Tomb 26. Groups: PI. XXIX, 5—7.

Types; Pis. CXIAT, 7, CLXI, i



XLIII

Stylli, Tomb 2. Groups; Pis. XXX, i, XXXV, 3.

Types: Pis. CX, 3; CXXXIX, 1 1 ;
CLVII, 2, 3.

Stylli, Tomb 3. Group: PI. XXX, 2.

Type: PI. CIV, i.

Stylli, Tomb 4. Group: PI. XXXI, i

Types: Pis. XCVI, y; CVII, 9.

Stylli, Tomb 5. Group. PI. XXXI, 2

Stylli, Tomb 6. Groups; Pis. XXXI, 3, XXXV, 2.

Types: Pis. XCTV, 6; XCV, i; CIII, 2, 8; CV, 10.

Stylli, Tomb 7. Group- PI. XXXI, 4.

Types. Pis. CII, 6; CLVII, 4.

Stylli, Tomb 8. Group- PI. XXXII, i.

Types: PI. CIII, i, 7.

Stylli, Tomb 9. Group; PI. XXXII, 2.

Types: Pis. XCIV, ii; CIII, 3; CIV, 4; CXIV, 4.

Stylli, Tomb 10. Group. PI. XXXI II, i.

Type; PI. CXXXVIII, 3.

Stylli, Tomb n. Group: PI. XXXIII, 2.

Types; Pis. CV. 12; CVII, 5; CX, 7.

Stylli, Tomb 12. Group: PI. XXXIII, 3.

Type: PI. CVII, 6.

Stylli, Tomb 13. Group: PI. XXXIV, i.

Types: Pis. CIV, 2, s; CV, g; CVII, 8.

Stylli, Tomb 14 and 14 A. Group: PI. XXXIV, 2.

Type: PI. CIX, 4.

Stylh, Tomb 15. Group; PI. XXXIV, 3,

Stylli, Tomb 16. Group; PI. XXXIV, 4

Stylli, Tomb 17. Groups; PI. XXX^^ 1, 4.

Types; Pis. CIII, 5; CV, 7, S; CVHI, 4, 10, CIX, i, 3;

CXV, 12; CXXIX, 4; CLVII, I,

Marion, Tomb 2. Group; PI. XXXVI, i,

Marion, Tomb 4. Group: PI. XXXVI, 2.

Types; Pis. XCV, 6; XCVI, 10; CXIV. 13.

Marion, Tomb 5. Group: PI. XXX\'I, 3.

Types: Pis. CV, 13; CXII, i
;
CXX, 6; CXXIV, ii,

cxxvn, 13; cxxxiii, 2.

Alarion, Tomb 6 A. Groups: PI. XXXVII, i, 3

Types; Pis. XCIV, 12; CVII, 7; CXXVI, 6, CXXXVIII, 7.

Marion, Tomb 6 B. Groups: PI. XXXVHI,2, 4.

Types: Pis. XCIV, 10; XCVI, 8; XCVUI, i ,
CIX, 2;

CXIV, 10; CXVII, 4, cxvni,8-, CXIX 3, 5; cxxvn,
3; CXXXII, 4, 9, 16.

Marion, Tomb 7. Groups: PI. XXXVH, 5, 6.

Type; PI. CL IX, 42.

Marion, Tomb 8. Group; PI XXXVIII, i.

Type; PI. CXVIII, ii.

Alarion, Tomb g. Groups: PI. XXXVIII, 2—6.

Types; Pis. CXLVI, 2—6, ii, 12, 14, 15; CXLVH,
4—6, 8, 10, 12; CXLVIII, 2, 3; CLIII, 4; CLV, 27, 34;

CLVI, 2; CLVII, 10, II
;
CLIX, 3, 4—6; CLX, 1, 2.

Marion, Tomb 10 . Groups; Pis. XXXIX; XL, i.

Types; Pis. XCVII, s, 7, 9; CVII, 2; CXIV, 2, 3, 9;

CXV, 5; CXVI, 7; CXXV, 6; CXXVII, 5.

Marion, Tomb 12. Group; PI. XL, 2.

Marion, Tomb 13. Group: PI. XL, 3.

Marion, Tomb 14. Groups: Pis. XL, 4; XLI.

Types; Pis. XCIX, 2, 9, CXX, 5; CXXI, 8; CXXII, 4,

7, CXXIX, 5; CXXXII, 14; CXXXIV, 12; CXLI, I, 3,

II, 12, 16; CXLIII, 4,9; CXL\
, 9; CLII, 2, 4.

Marion, Tomb 15, Groups; PI. XL, 5, 6.

Type; PI. CXLIII, 10.

Marion, Tomb 16, Groups: PL XLII, i, 2.

Types; Pis. C, ii; CXVIII, 6.

Marion, Tomb 18, Groups; PI. XLII, 3, 4.

Types; Pis. CXVIII, s; CXXII, i; CXXV, 3; CXLIII, 8;

CXLIV, 6; CXLV, i ;
CLVII, 17.

Marion, Tomb 19. Group: PI. XLII, 5.

Marion, Tomb 20. Groups: PI. XLIII, 1, 2.

Types. Pis. XCIX, 3; CXII, 8; CXVI, 3; CXXV, 2;

CXXXII, 8; CXXXIII, 9, 16; CXXXIV, 5; CXXXV, 2.

Marion, Tomb 21. Groups: PI. XLIII, 3, 4.

T>pes; Pis. CXXIX, 14, 15; CXXXIV, ii; CXXXV 5,

6, 16, 17; CXLI. 5; CXLIV, 5; CLII, 22; CLV, 14.

Marion, Tomb 22, Groups: Pis. XLIV, i—3; XLV,i.

Types; Pis. C, 4, 9; CXXXV, g; CXXXVI, 3, 8, 18, 20,

21; CXXXVH, 5, 6; CXLI. 6; CLI, 2; CLII, 25—27,

30, 33; CLIV, i; CLVIII, 14, 15.

Marion, Tomb 23. Group: PL XLV, 2.

Types; Pis. CXVIII, i; CXXI, 7, 10; CXXIV, 12;

CXXV II 1 , 6 ; CXXIX, i ;
CXXXI 1 1,8,11,15; CXXXIV, 4

;

CXXXVIII, I.

Marion, Tomb 24. Group; PI XLV, 3.

Types; Pis. CXXVII, 9; CXXXIII, 14-

Marion, Tomb 25. Groups: Pis. XLV, 4; XLVI, 1.

Types; Pis. CXVIII, 4; CXXVIII, 14; CXXIX, 13;

CXXXVn, 8; CXLI, 14; CXLII, 4-

Marion, Tomb 26. Groups; PI. XLVI, 2, 3.

Types; Pis. XCIX, 5; CXX, 3; CXXIV, 13; CXXXII,

13; CXXXV, i; CXLII, 8; CLV, i; CLIX, 29; CLX, i8.

Marion, Tomb 27. Groups: PI. XLVI, 4, 5.

Types; Pis C, 10; CXLI, 4.

Marion, Tomb 28. Group; PI. XLVH, 1.

Type; PI. CLVIII, 3.

.Marion, Tomb 29. Group; PI. XLVII, 2.

Marion, Tomb 30. Groups: PI. XLVII, 3, 4.

Type: PI. CLVIII, 13.

Marion, Tomb 31. Groups; PI. XLVII, 5, 6.

Types; Pis. CXXI, 9; CXXXII, 5; CXLIX, 15; CLV, 3.

Marion, Tomb 32. Group: PI. XLVIII, i.

Types; Pis. CXXVIII, 8; CXXXIV, 3; CXLIII, 5.

Marion, Tomb 34. Groups; Pis. XLVIII, 2; XLIX, i.

Types: Pis. CXXVIII, 13, 17; CXXXV, 8; CXXXVI,
4, 7, II, 12; CXXXVII, 1,2,7,10; CXLI, 9. 17; CXLII,

3, 6; CXLIII, II : CLI, 13; CLIV, 5, 6; CLV, 7; CLVI, 3.

Marion, Tomb 35. Group: PL XLIX, 2.

Type; PI. CXXVIII, 3.

Marion, Tomb 36. Groups: PI, L, i—4.

Types; Pis. CXXIX, 16; CXLII. i; CXLIX, 16; CLVIII,

8, 9.

Marion, Tomb 37. Groups; PI. L, 5, 6.

Types; Pis. C, 7; CXXII, 3; CXXVIII, 12, 16; CXXIX,
17; CXXXVII, ii; CLVIII, 2 .

Marion, Tomb 38. Groups: PI. LII, i—3.

Types; Pis. CXXIX, 8; CXLIII, 2.



XLIV

Marion, Tomb 31;. CJroup^- Pis. LI, LII, 4

Types- Pis. CXVni, 3, CXXII, 2,6; CXXV, i ; CXXVHI,
9, ii; CXLI, 7, 8, 13; CLV, 8; CLVH, 8, iS; CLVIII, 7

Marion, Tomb 40 A and B Groups. PI. LII. 5, 6.

Types- Pis CXLII, 9; CXLIII, 3

Marion, Tomb 41. Groups- Pis. LIII, i; LV, i.

Types. Pis. XCIX, 6, CXVIII, 2; CXLI, 19, CXLIV, 2,3,

CXLV, 6; CLII, 19, CLV, 17, 24, 26.

Marion, Tomb 42. Group. PI LIII, 2

Types: Pis. CXXVIII, 5, CXXIX, 9.

Marion, Tomb 43. Groups: Pis. LIV; LV, 2.

Types Pis CXII, 6, CXVIII, 7, CXXIII, 10; CXXVIII,

7; CXXIX, 7, 10, II , CXXXV, 6; CXXXVI, 2; CXXXVII,

3; CXLI, 10; CXLV, 10, 1 1 ; CXLIX, 5, 7, 14; CLI,

7— 10; CLII, 8

Marion, Tomb 44, Groups. Pis. LV, 3; LVL
Types: Pis. XCIX, i

;
CXIX, 8,11; CXX, i ; CXXVIII, 4;

CXXXIII, 12; CXXXIV, 8; CXXXVI, 13; CXLV, 4,

CLI, II, CLIII, 9; CLV, 9.

Marion, Tomb 45. Groups- Pis. LVII, i; LIX, i.

Type. PI. CXLIII, 12.

Marion, Tomb 4b. Groups: Pis. LVII, 2 ; LIX, 2.

Types: Pis. CXIX, 6; CXLIII, 6; CXLV, 3; CXLIX, 17,

CLII, 21

Marion, Tomb 47 Groups: Pis. LVHI, i, LIX, 3.

Types. Pis XCIX, 4, 10, CXXI, 1 1 ; CXXV, 4; CXXXIX,
12; CXLI, 15; CXLII, 5.

Marion, Tomb 48. Group: PI. LVIII, 2.

Types- Pis. CXI, 5; CXXXVI. 9.

Marion, Tomb 49 Cjroups. Pis. LVIII, 3; LIX, 4

Types: Pis. CXXVIII, 2; CXXXVI, 14; CXLII, 2

-Marion, Tomb 50 Groups; Pis. LIX, 5; LX, i.

Types. Pis CXVII, 6; CXX, 4, CXXI. 2; CXXVll. n.
CXXXII, 7; CXLII, 7; CLIX, 14, 17—20

Marion, Tomb 51. Groups; PI. LX, 2. 4.

Types: Pis. XCTX, 7, CXXXIII. 6; CLV, 25; CLVll, i6

Marion, Tomb 52 Groups; Pi LX, 3, 5.

Types: Pis. C, i ; CXVII, 2; CXXIX, 12; CXXXIII, 13;

CXXXIV, 7; CXLI, 2; CLII, 31; CLV, 36.

Marion, Tomb 53. Groups: PI. LXI, 1,2.

Types: Pis. C, 12; CXXVIII, 15; CLI, 15; CLlIl, i, 6;

CLXI, 5

Marion, Tomb 54. Group; PI LXI, 3.

Marion, Tomb 55. Groups- Pis. LXI, 4, LXII, i.

Types: Pis, CXXII, S; CXXXVI, 10; CXLIII, 13, 14;

CLII. 2.

Marion, Tomb 56. Groups: Pis. LXI, 5, LXII, 2.

Types: Pis. XCIX, 8; CXXII, 5; CXXVH, 16; CXXVIII,

1, 10; CXXXIV, 6, CXLI, 18, CXLIII, 15, CLI, 14.

Marion, Tomb 57. Groups. Pis. LXIII; LXIV, i.

Types- Pis CXXIII, 9; CXXXIV, 2; CXXXVI, 1, 19,

CXXXVIII, 5; CXLV, 7, CLIII, 3 ;
CLV, 22, 29; CLVI, 8,

1

1

Marion, Tomb 58. Groups: Pis LXIV, 2; LXV; LXVl, i.

Types: Pis. CXXXIII, 7, CXXXIV, 9; CXXXV, 3— 5, 7,

CXXXVIII, 8. CXLII, 10; CXLIII, I ; CXLV, 8; CXLVI,
10; CLII, 23, 24, 32; CLIII, 2, 5; CLIV, 8, CLV, 5, 32;

CLVI, 4; CLVll, 7; CLVIII, 16, 17; CLIX, 41; CLXI,

4. b-

Marion, Tomb 59. Groups. PI. LXV I, 2, 3.

Types. Pis C, 2, 8; CXII, 9; CXXXIII, 10.

Marion, Tomb 60. Groups: Pis. LXVII, i; LXVIII
Types: Pis. CXLIII, 7; CXLIV, 4; CLII, 29, CLV, 20,

- 3 - 3°. 33 i
3b, CLVI, 5, 10, 12; CLVIII, 10— 12, 18

Marion. Tomb bi. Group: PI LXVII, 2.

Types: Pis. C, 5, 6, CXLV, 2; CXLVI, 8, 9, 13; CXLVII,

1, 7. 9. cxLvm. 1 ,

Marion, Tomb be. Groups; Pis. LXIX; LXX, i, 2.

Types; Pis. XCTV, 3; XCVIII, 4; CVI, 9; CVHI, 9;

CX, i; CXIV, 7; CXIX, 10, 12; CXX, 2; CXXVII, 14:

CLV, 16, 19.

Marion, Tomb b3. Ciroup; PI. LXX, 3.

Types: Pis. XC, 5, 6, 8; CXXIV, z; CLII, 3

Marion, Tomb 64. Group; PI. LXX, 4.

Types; Pis. CVHI, 8; CXV, 4; CXXX, 14

Marion, Tomb 65. Group: PI LXXI, i

Types: Pis. XC, 9. lo; XCII, i.

Marion, Tomb 66. Group; PI. LXXI. 2.

Type: PI. CXXVII, 6.

Marion, Tomb 67. Groups: Pis. LXXI, 3; LXXIL
Types: Pis. CXXIX, 6 ;

CXXXVII, 4; CXLV, 5 ; CXLVI.i

.

CLV, 4
Marion, Tomb 68. Group: PI LXXIII, i, 3.

Types; Pis. XCI, :i, CXIV, 6, ii, 14; CXVIII, g;

CXXIV, 3; CXLIX, 3, CLX, 14.

Marion, Tomb 69, Groups; Pis LXXIII, 2; LXXIV
Types: Pis. XC, 13, 14; XCIV, 4; CIT, 5; CXXIV, 4, 14,

CXXVII, 8-, CXXX, 1, 6; CXXXIX, 8; CLII, 20

Marion, Tomb 70. Group; PI. LXXIV, 2

Types Pis. XC, n; CXXXVIII, b

Marion, Tomb 71 Group: PI. LXXV, i.

Types; Pis. CXI, 4, 6; CXIX, 9; CXXXI. 8; CXXXII, 3

Marion, Tomb 72. Groups: Pis. LXXV, 2; LXXVI
Types : Pis . C

, 3 , CXXXI 1 ,6,10; CXXXV 1,15; CXXXM I

,

9, CLVH, 6.

Marion, Tomb 73. Groups; PI. LXXVII, i, 3.

Types; Pis. XCVlll, 8; CXI, 2; CXVII, 3, CXXVII, 7

CXXX, 17; CXL, 2, 4.

Marion, Tomb 74. Group: PI. LXXVII, 2.

Types; Pis. CXXVII, 12; CXXX, ii.

Marion, Tomb 75. Groups; PI. LXXVIII, i, 2.

Types: Pis. XCVII, 2; CVI, 8; CX, 5, 1 1 ; CXII, 2; CXV,
6, CXVIII, 12; CXIX, 7; CXXVI, 8,

Marion, Tomb 7b Group: PI. LXXVIII, 4.

Type: PI. CXXX, 9.

Marion, Tomb 77. Group; PI. LXXVIII, 3.

Types Pis. XCVIII. 7; CXIV, 8; CXIX, 4; CXXX,
12, 13

Marion, Tomb 78. Group; PI. I-XXVIII, 5.

’I’ypes; Pis. CX, 9; CXXXI, 13; CXXXII, 12.

Marion, Tomb 79 Group- PI. I-XXIX, 1.

Types; Pis CVIII, 3; CXV, 10; CXVI; 4, 6; CXIX, 2 ;

M.irion, Tomb 80, Group. PI. LXXIX, 2.

Types Pis. CXXXII, 15; CXXXIV, 10



XLV

Marion, Tomb 8i A and B. Groups: PI LXXX, i, 2

Type: PI. CXXXII, 2.

Marion, Tomb 82. Group- PI. LXXX, 3.

Types. Pis. XCVI, ii, XCVII, 6; CVI, 14; CVIL 4,

CVHI, i.'y.GXI, i;CXVni, io,i3;CXXXI,(j;CXXXIII,

3; CXXXIX, 15.

Marion, Tomb 83 Groups. PI LXXXI, i, 2

Types- Pis. XC, 7; CV, 2; CX, 10; CXV, 2; CXXXII, ii

,

CLV
, 10, II.

Marion, Tomb 84. Group: PI. LXXXI. 3.

Types Pis XCVII 1
, 5 ; CXI , 3 , 9 , CXXVII ,

i o, CXXXI 1 1

,

5

Marion, Tomb 85. Groups: Pi, LXXXII, i, 2.

Types- Pis. CX, 2; CXXX, 16; CLII, 28.

Marion, Tomb 86 Group: PI LXXXII, 4.

Marion, Tomb 87 Group: PI LXXXII, 3

Marion, Tomb 88. Group- PI LXXXII, s.

Marion, Tomb 89. Group: PI. LXXXII, 6

Type- PI, CXXVII, 15

Marion, Tomb 90, Group: PI, LXXXIII, i

Type: PI. CXI I, 5

Marion, Tomb gi. Group- PI. LXXXIII, 2.

Marion, Tomb 92. Groups: PI. LXXXIV, i, 2.

Type; PL CLIX, 30.

Marion, Tomb 93. Group: PI. LXXXIV, 3.

iMarion, Tomb 94. Group: PI LXXXI\", 4

Type; PI. CXVII, 8.

Marion, 'Pomb 95 Group: PI. LXXXW
Types; Pis. XCVIII, 9; CX, 6; CXII, 4; CXXI, i, 3, 6,

CXXVII, 8; CXXXIIL 4.

Marion, Tomb 96. Group; PI. LXXXVI, i.

Types. PK CXI, 7, CXXI, 5; CXXXIII, i; CXXXIX, 9;

CLVII, s.

Marion, Tomb 97. Groups; Pis. LXXXVI, 2; LXXXVII, i.

Type. PI. CXVII, i

Marion, Tomb 98. Groups; PI, LXXXVII. 2, 3.

Types. Pis. XCV, 2; CV, ii; CXIV, 15, CXV, 9; CXVL
i; CXXVI, 7; CXXXI, 12; CLIII, 8; CLX, 21.

Idalion, Tomb i. Group: PI. LXXXVIII. i.

Types; PI. CXLVH, 2, 3. ii, 13.

Idalion, Tomb 2. Groups; PI. LXXXVIII, 3— 5.

Types; Pis. CXLVIII. 4. 6, CLVII, 12, 13; CLIX.

31—33. 37; CLX, 3, 4. 5.

Idalion, Tomb 3. Groups; Pis LXXXVIII, 2; LXXXIX
Type; PI. CLX, 15.
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Fig. I. Amathus. View of tumulus, Tomb 26, from S. E.

A M A T H U S

The Necropolis

INTRODUCTION (Plan I)

T
he ancient site of Amathus has repeatedly attracted the attention of archaeologists and

amateurs. The site was visited several times during the i8th and 19th centuries by

travellers. General Luigi Palma di Cesnola made some rather extensive excavations

in the necropolis, which inter alia resulted in the finding of the remarkable sarcophagus, now
in the Metropolitan Museum in New York‘, and the famous silver patera, recentlv bought

for the British hluseum and studied by Prof. J. L. Myres . A romantic excavation report

is given by Cesnola in his Cyprus, its cities, tombs, ami temples, London 1877, p. 249 IT.

I



2 A M A T H U S

Fig. 2. Amathus. Tomb 2, ist chamber with doorway into the 2nd chamber.

All the statements and records published there should not, however, be taken too

seriously. In reality they have proved to be rather exaggerated in many respects, especially

as regards the great difficulties in excavation of the tombs. It certainly is an exagger-

ation, too, that Cesnola examined nearly a hundred of the large built tombs. These were

situated N. of the acropolis, and two of the tombs opened by Cesnola were still accessible

in 1930. As no plans or drawings are published of them the tombs were drawn by Mr.

Lindros (Fig. 47). According to Cesnola the built tombs were of two different types:

’’one with a flat roof and square walls; and the other having a roof in the form of whatwe

call in the American army, a field-officer’s wall-tent” ( !). Tombs i and 2 described below

correspond in general to these types. That the large sarcophagus mentioned above, was

really found at Amathus is confirmed by old people in the village of Ajios Tychonas, who

still remembered this event. As to the Amathus origin, however, of the L. C. chariot-

vase {Cyprus etc. p. 268), doubts must be raised as no Late Cypriote pottery has ever been

found at Amathus. It certainly originates elsewhere. Cesnola mentions the necropolis

along the sea shore, too, (Cyprus, etc. p. 283) and that there were many tombs yet to be
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Fig. 3. Amathus. Tomb 2, ist chamber, right part.

opened in his time. The tombs excavated by Cesnola in this necropolis were situated

just W. of the acropolis hill, on the sea side of the road. This is according to old people

in the village of Ajios Tychonas who worked under Cesnola.

Of less importance are the excavations carried out by Ohnefalsch-Richter in 1885’.

He mentions two sanctuaries in the old town and publishes plan and sections of a tomb,

with a monolithic roof.

Other occasional finds and trial excavations are to a great extent made by the villagers and

others. The most magnificent finds are supposed to be the colossal statue of Bes, in 1873

removed to Istanbul from its place close to the road below the acropolis hill, and the large

stone bowls found on the top of the acropolis, one of which was transported to the Louvre.

The necropolis examined by the Swedish Expedition is situated on both sides of the

acropolis on the low hill-slopes which rise only a short distance from the shore. It was

partly excavated by the English Expedition to Cyprus in 1894 (Excavations in Cyprus,

London 1900 p. 89).

The site A (op. cit.) is situated some 800 m. west of the acropolis on both sides of the

*



4 A M A THUS

main road from Nicosia to Limassol. The site B also extends on both sides of the road,

but is situated nearer the acropolis, about loo m. west of a small river, which runs past

the acropolis hill. Between these two sites investigated in 1893—94 there is an area of

about 400 m. length, where apparentlv other tombs could be found. As a matter of fact

some large holes were dug there bv treasure-seeking villagers, who thus had emptied one

or two tombs of their contents.

This area was investigated and 25 tombs were found on both sides of the road. Another

tomb (Xo. 26) of entirely different type was excavated just west of the site A {op. cit.), c.

400 m. east of the 48th mile post. This seems to be the extreme western limit for the

whole necropolis. Rather a lot of damage was done to this necropolis when the road was

laid out, and subsequentlv repaired. Then the roof slabs of many tombs were taken away

and used as foundation material for the road. Possibly some trial diggings in the deeper

lavers in some of the tombs, were made bv the same labourers (cf. below) on that occa-

sion. Similar diggings were also made in Roman times, when the necropolis partly was

re-used as a cemetery.

iNIost of the tombs excavated are grouped around the 48th mile post on both sides of

the road, which cuts off some of them entirely, as a part of the cemetery was situated just

below the road. The site is known by the villagers as ’’Loures tons Anemous” probably

because the shore is so exposed to the south winds. The place slopes gently towards the

sea where dark sand-dunes are blown up into a large barrier. Above these dunes the land

is cultivated, the fields being sheltered bv beautiful carob-trees. The rock is found at a

depth of 0.50—2.00 m. below the surface, and the soil close to the rock consists of the

characteristic dark red earth. Above this, the earth is red, but considerably lighter. This

layer extends up to the cultivated surface layer, which is of a grev, or black colour. The

two lower layers have in all cases been cut through by the tomb-builders, a circumstance

which was useful when finding the tombs.

The excavation was carried on during the months April—Nlav, 1930.

TOMB I (Fig. 6: i)

SIZE .VXD SHAPE

The dromos of this tomb was never excavated, so that complete measurements and

drawings could not be made as regards the lower parts. As far as could be seen, however,

the dromos is of about the same shape as that of Tomb 2 (cf. below); it ends in a small

vestibule, built of ashlar of the same technique as the chambers described below. The

vestibule, 1.22,- 2.00 m. in square, was closed with a large door slab, the upper parts of

which could be seen from the inside of the tomb. The entrances to the dromos and

to the middle chamber are built with monolithic jambs and lintels. The roof consists of

one large flat slab. — The interior of the tomb is rectangular, and tripartite with the longer

axis at right angles to the dromos axis. The middle-chamber is slightly larger than the
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f

side-chambers. The right-hand chamber had been destroyed and its roof stones removed.

The floor of the tomb consists of large slabs. The walls are built of large, carefully

cut ashlar, to a height of i m. above the floor. On these walls the corbel-vaulted roof rests,

running from the right to the left side-chamber. The projecting corners of the stones

in the vaulted part of the roof are worked oft'. The vault is closed bv huge, long, rectang-

ular slabs, placed in the same axis as the dromos, across the tomb. Thus the upper part

of the corbel roof is flat.

The chambers are separated by ashlar walls, 0.55 m. thick. The side chambers are con-

nected with the central one by doors, 1.50 m. wide, in the partition walls near the rear wall

of the tomb.

STRATIFKATION

According to old people in the village of Ajios Tychonas, the interior of this tomb was

accessible some 50 years ago and it was described as a large rectangular hall, where the

oldest people of the village used to play as children. When the roof stones were removed

—

according to the villagers, at the time when the road was built — the tomb slowly silted

up and was filled with earth as described below. According to another storv, a Latin priest

at very remote period, made excavations in the tomb, which since that time is called

’’Tafos tou Patera”.

A
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As tlie tomb, apparently, was very much disturbed, and an entire excavation of it would

be verv expensive, onlv a part of the right side-chamber was examined. Here the chamber

was filled with infiltrated earth and sand from a small stream, which passes over the tomb.

On the bottom of the chamber a burial stratum, 0.20 m. thick, was found, consisting of

dark earth. In this earth were numerous human bones and some Hellenistic and

Roman potsherds. In this stratum the finger-ring of gold was found.

FIND (PL. CLVI, i)

I. I'lniXcT-ring of plaited ^old strinjj with rectangular bezel in which is fitted a green stone. Diarn. 2.0. Flooi

.

CHRONOLOGY

In spite of the fact that the contents of the tomb are of a late date, there can be no doubt

that the tomb was built in earlier times and must be compared with Tomb 2 (cf. below).

As manv other of the tombs of this necropolis, it was used for subsequent burials in Roman
times when probablv all the original tomb-gifts were removed. — Fig. 6: i shows the tomb

as far as it could be planned without removing the earth which had filtered into the other

chambers to within about i.o m. from the roof slabs.

TOMB 2 (Figs. 2—4; 6: 2—4; 7)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 13-0 3.10 7.00 —
Stomion 0.72 1.42 — 1.70

I St Chamber 1-90 3 -3°
— 2.68

Door between chambers 0.66 1-37 — 1.70

2nd Chamber 2.30 3-30 — 2.68

SHAPE

The dromos is cut in the soft dromos rock with not very carefully hewn floor and sides.

The floor slopes towards the entrance of the first chamber. In the upper part, there are

some traces of steps. The dromos widens downwards, a fact noticeable both in plan and

section. About i.o m. from the floor of the dromos, and 0.30 m. from the rear wall, a

small niche or cavitv was found cut in the walls, on both sides of the dromos. These

niches are explained, as being remains of the building of the tomb. Probably wooden

supports were placed here for a winch when the huge door slab was lowered into its place.

The front wall above the door is carefully built with ashlar, smoothed on the outside.

To build the tomb itself, a rectangular shaft was excavated in the rock. In this the

tomb was built and closed with the vault, described below. The space over the roof stones

was filled with earth, which was prevented from falling into the dromos, by the above

mentioned front wall.

Cv
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The entrance was found closed by a huge slab, leaning against the wall on the outside.

The right upper corner of the slab was pierced by a circular hole, which widens towards

the inside. Probably there was a similar hole through the left side, too, though this part

of the slab had been smashed by some treasure-seeking visitors in later time (cf. below).

These holes are supposed to have served some purpose when the door was placed in its

final position. At the foot of the door two square pieces of ashlar were found leaning against

the door. A similar piece of ashlar was found placed as cover to a small shaft on the right

side of the dromos, just outside the door (cf. below). The tomb is entered through a door,

l.42 m. wide and 1.70 m. high, built with a threshold, jambs and a lintel, the latter 2.50

m. long. The lintel and the jambs are simply moulded on the outside.

The interior of the tomb consists of two chambers, the one behind the other, both in

an extraordinarily good state of preservation. The floor of the first chamber is o.io m.

below the threshold, and consists of irregular slabs of stone. The walls are vertical up

to a height of 1.45 m. above the floor. On these walls a barrel-shaped roof rests, corbel-

vaulted and running in the long axis of the tomb. The projecting corners of the roof

stones are worked off so that the inside is smooth and slightly concave. The vault is closed

by flat slabs so that the section of the roof is like that of a truncated cone with slightly

convex sides.

The second chamber is like the first one, but of slightly larger size. Here, however,

the floor was found destroyed in the inner parts of the tomb. The slabs were removed

and the rock below them uncovered.

The chambers are separated by a wall, 0.65 m. thick. Exactly in the middle of this wall,

a door leads from the first to the second chamber. This door, which is of exactly the same

size as the entrance, is provided with orthostatic jambs and a lintel which extends over

the whole width of the tomb. The opening between the two chambers has apparently

been closed by wooden doors. The iron pegs for fixing these are still to be seen on both

sides on the facade to the first chamber between the lintel and the block next below.

On the left side wall of the first chamber, there is a green patch, the trace of a bronze

rosette which was fixed as an ornament on a block, 0.95 m. above the floor.

The whole tomb is built of finely cut ashlar stones kept together by gypsum mortar.

The blocks fit each other so well that the point of a knife cannot be inserted between

them. The walls on the long axis of the tomb are built in regular layers of ashlar, alter-

nating headers and stretchers.

The cross-walls of the tomb, especially the rear wall, are built in a somewhat different

technique. Here the layers are irregular and large ashlar blocks are mixed with small.

The blocks of the corbel-vault are all of about the same size. Some stones of the upper
layers show a trapezoid shape in the fa9ade.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of homogeneous black or brown earth, the surface

layer of which had the usual dark eolour. Close to the rear wall of the dromos, in the
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left corner, these layers were dug through by a vertical shaft down to 0.50 m. below the

upper part of the door slab. Apparently the tomb-robbers here made their way into the

interior of the tomb. This hole was found filled with rubble and loose, black earth. The

visitors had cut off the corner of the door slab and thus entered the tomb and through the

opening sand and earth had silted into the tomb. This infiltrated la^ er was found close

to the door, covering only the central part of the first chamber. On the bottom of the

tomb a layer of dark, sandy earth, c. 0.40 m. thick, was found. This burial layer was en-

tirely worked through bv the tomb-robbers. Fragments of the once very rich tomb-gifts

were scattered over the whole tomh, and the bottom earth was full of fragments of pot-

tery, iron weapons and bronze objects etc. Evidently, it was useless to make any in situ

plans of these thousands of fragments.

Leaning against the walls, and lying on the floor, the roughly cut slabs of two sarcophagi

were found; to judge from the situation of the pieces one of the sarcophagi was placed

in the second chamber and the other close to the right wall of the first chamber, where

four depressions for the stands were noted in the floor (Fig. 3). In the middle of this

first chamber a stone table of i m. in square, once was placed just between the two doors.

The table was found leaning against the left side wall of the chamber, but its original

place was marked on the floor by the traces of the four stands, probably wooden. On the

upper side of this table a circular green patch, probably the traces of a bronze vase once

placed on the table, was noted.

If the interior of the tomb thus was in entire disorder, the strata outside the door

at the bottom of the dromos were untouched. Near the door slab a thin layer of hard

compressed earth was found containing fragments of faience objects. On the right side

of the dromos a small shaft was dug into the rock floor, 1.0 x0.78 m. sq., to a depth of

0.60 m. The shaft was partly covered by a square ashlar block of the small kind like those

leaning against the door. The shaft contained large half-burned pieces of charcoal from

olive wood. Among this charcoal, the bronze disc No. 5 was found.

Among the loose stones thrown down in the subsequent shaft above the entrance, a

large limestone capital (No. 78) was found. The capital must have come down when closing

the pit but nothing can be stated with certainty as to its date. The capital cannot be explain-

ed as belonging to any building in the neighbourhood. Probablv it must be connected

with the subsequent burials, noted in several tombs of this necropolis. As regards this

tomb, it could not be ascertained if the Romans visited the tomb for any burial purpose.

BURIALS

As the tomb-robbers had done their work so carefullv it proved to be verv difficult to

say how the dead were originally buried. Fragments of sarcophagi were found in both

chambers, and, judging by their positions, both chambers were presumablv used for bur-

ials. The sarcophagi were probably placed close to the side-walls of the chambers, and

were not cut out of one stone, but built of big, flat slabs. One of the sarcophagi was cer-

tainly placed to the right of the entrance, along the side wall. There the four depressions

4
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described above mark the place of the sarcophagus. The tomb-gifts indicate that the

buried was male; the splint armour, the enormous masses of arrow-heads and spear-

heads, and the swords rather pointing to a warrior. None of the minor objects indicate

the burial of a rich female. The square stone table placed in the centre of the first chamber

must have been used in connexion with the burial, probably for libations. The circular

green patch on the upper side of the table shows that a bronze vase, and probably other

vases too, had been placed on it. — The bottom layers outside the door had not been dis-

turbed. The small shaft in the floor on the right contained a lot of charcoal originating

from a fire either inside the tomb or in the dromos. To the left on the dromos floor, two

or more faience bowls were placed as offerings.

The objects attributed to the third century were all found in the upper layers in the

dromos. Possibly there had been a later burial in the dromos in the same epoch, sub-

sequently destroyed by Roman intruders. The Hellenistic and Roman finds were all

mixed up in the earth of the pit close to the rear wall of the dromos.

FINDS (groups; pls. v, vi; types: l. of pl. ii)

^ I. Sack-shaped aryballos of alabaster with round base;

vertical string-hole projection on shculder. Profiled

knob inside the bottom. Rim and several pieces of i

body missing. Height 20.5. Found in dromos. '

2. Aryballos of alabaster; shape as No. i, but without

string-hole through the projections; several pieces of rim
'

and body missing. Height 22.0. Found in dromos.

3. Small fragment of fluted faience bowl. Found in dromos.
'

4. Alabaster vase, as No. 2; rim missing. White or yellow !

alabaster with almost horizontal stripes. Height 14.0.

Found in dromos.

5. Fragments of a bronze disc with moulded edge, where

traces of small holes for fixing the object are visible.

Diam. c. 4.5. Shaft in dromos.

6. Fragments of bronze plaque. One of the fragments

has a straight side decorated with a row of dots along

the edge. Length 4.9. Found below the door in dromos.

7. Fragment of amulet in bluish-white faience representing

head of Bes. The head is carefully worked and wears

a crown, an elaborate variety of the atef-crowm. Three

shocks, flanked by two plumes, occupy the centre,

standing upright on the combined horns of the bull

and the ram. Erect on either side are uraei. Head broken

just below mouth. Height 2.6. Chamb. i.

8. Amulet of ivory, shaped as a woman’s body. The head,

^ which was made separately and fitted into a square

depression in the body, is missing. The breasts are

hemispherical; the circular, prominent, hanging belly

is supported by the woman’s arms. Hollow back with

moulded edge, probably for the purpose of keeping
]

bits of cloth belonging to pregnant women. Length 4.0.
j

9. Amulet of faience shaped as the head of Bes with buck
j

horns between the upright, pointed ears. The face is 1

grotesque with a wide mouth showing two rows of
1

teeth; a short, flat animal nose; oblique, small eyes,

back with darkened patina. The head is pierced through the

temples. Elat, plain back. Length 2 .3 . Chamb . i

.

10. Amulet of blue faience shaped like a monkey sitting

on its tail and eating. Upright body; elbows resting

on the drawn-up knees, hands holding the object which

the monkey eats. At the back of the head is a socket,

pierced through by string-hole. Length 4.5. Chamb.

I, right side.

11. Semi-circular whetstone of grey sandstone. The round

edge is cut away. Length 4.9. Thickness i.i. Chamb.

I , left side.

12. Two lumps of sulpher of irregular shape. One of the

lumps is covered by bronze sheet. Length 1.4; 2.2.

Chamb. i, right side.

13. Wzat eye amulet of greenish-blue faience with black

iris and eyebrow. Conventional type with tears. The
amulet is pierced by string-hole. Plain back. Length

5.4. Chamb. i, right side.

14. Biconical bead of gold with out-turned, small edges

around the string-hole. The bead is decorated with

impressed lines. Diam. 0.8. Chamb. i, left side.

1 5 . Plain bead of gold, pierced by a large
,
worn string-hole

.

Diam. 0.7. Chamb. i, left side.

16. Lump or bead of dark red, lustrous amber. Length

1.0. Chamb. 2, right side.

17. Fragment of oval bronze mounting, with one short

end straight; pierced by holes in the middle. Length

3.1. Chamb. i, right side.

18. Bronze coin, almost entirely worn off and illegible.

Obverse: Roman emperor, possibly Tiberius, can still

be distinguished. Diam. 2.6. Dromos pit.

ig. Thick bronze ring, belonging to bronze mounting.

Diam. 2.6. Thickness 0.9. Chamb. i, right side.

4
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20. WciLiht of hard, dark stone broken through middle;

woin on two sidc'^ I.eni2th 2 3. Weight 11.58. Chamb. i,

right side.

21. Ba'vc with feet of statuette of white, blue glazed faience.

'I'he ba'>L is made like a seal with traces of worn designs.

Ba^e bia'ken Length 1.4 Chamb. i, right side.

22 Thiee pierced beads ot cdass; two dark blue and one

light green Diam. i.o. Chamb. i. right side.

23 I ragiiKnt ot iron axe-head w ith shaft-hole. Length 11.5,

24 Lamp of red terracotta; circular base and body. Near

ihe iim an incised, encircling line Large horizontal

nozzle, tragmentary . Length 6.7.

25 'i’wo piece‘s of small bowl ot white taience with brown

glaze The bowl was globular with small, Bat base and

benr-in, plain iim The pieces are fragments of rim and

and bt'ttom. Bottom diani. c. 3.0. Chamb. 1, right side.

2h. Fragment of faience disc or plaque with green patina.

Length 5.5 Chamb. 2, left side

27. Lragment of bowl of greenish faience with part of a

horizontal handle; up-turned, and crowned by a lotus

tlower. .\round the base of the handle shaft is a ring

in lelief, decorated with trans\erse incised lines, and

between the shafts is a small band of incised heinng-

bi'He pattern. Chamb. 2, left side.

28. Two pieces of small, depressed, globular bowl of greenish

white taience, circular, plain nm. Around nm short,

transverse lines in relief beesveen the edge and an en-

circling line, also in relief. Body covered with scale-

pattern Fractures of a handle; base missing. Height

c. 40 Chamb 2, left side.

20. Fragments of small bottle of blue and yellow variegated

glass, base-ring, angular shoulder-line, and two pro-

jections on shoulder. Only the lower part of the body

up to shoulder preserved. Height c. 4.8. Chamb. 2,

left side.

30 Fragments of spherical, greenish faience bowl; well

marked nack-hne; out-turned, plain nm. Chamb. i,

right side.

3 I . Fragments of amulet of white faience with brown glaze

rc'pu-scntmg fish Only one side of the head and parts

»>t the boch prc»er\ed. The head has a round, open

mouth, white glazed circular e>e with black ins; a hole

pieiced at the junction between head and dorsal fin;

side of body decorated with incised scale pattern

bordcied with straight lines. Length of head 4.9.

T.ength of body 7.7. Chamb. i ,
right side and Chamb. 2,

lett side.

32. \ anous fragments of ivory; part of cylinder; conical

button pierced through middle, mushroom-shaped head

f't pin Floor

33 a lught lotus buds of i\ory with one side flat, the other

concc'X, triangular incised calvx Four of the buds

ate pierced b\ a hole at the base, and have a small peg

at the top of the bud. Length 3 3.

h d'wo lotus tloweis of i\()r\; one side fiat, the other

con\cx small peg at the top of the flower. Length 2.8.

Width ; 7.

j
34. Fragments of glass bowl. Diam. c. 14.0.

35. Fragments of glass bottle.

,
36. Fragment of thin, plain gold sheet.

I
37. Bichrome IV plate with flat base; angular outline; flat

I

rim. Encircling black and red bands inside. Diam. 15.7.

' 38. Bichrome IV lid with curved sides; concave central

boss Encircling black and red bands. Dram. 18.0

39. Bichrome IV shallow bowl with flat base; angular out-

,
line; flat, horizontal rim Red lustrous, black bordered

band on rim; encircling black lines around base. Diam.

I

22.8. ^

. 40. Bichrome Red I (IV) bowl with flat base; curved sides;

plain nm; two horizontal handles below nm. Encircl-

ing white and black lines outside and inside; black

i handles. Diam. 15.4.

! 41. White Painted III shallow bowl with flat base; curved

sides; wavy handle on rim. Dotted line on rim. Diam.

20.2.

42. Red Slip 11 (IV) plate with flat base; flattened rim. Red
polished slip. Diam. 23.8.

43. Black-on-Red II—III (IV—V) bowl with flat base;

curved sides; plain rim; two horizontal handles below'

nm. Encircling black lines outside and inside. Hand-
les missing. Diam. 21 .0.

44. Red Slip II (IV) plate with flat base, and flat, hori-

j

zontal nm. Polished slip. Diam. 24.5.

I
45. Red Slip II (IV) plate, as No. 44. Diam. 25.4.

46. Black-on-Red II—III (IV—V) amphora with base-

ring; short, splaying neck; two large, vertical handles

j

on shoulder. Encircling black lines on shoulder and

neck; a wavy line on neck; black lines on handles. Height

;
26.0.

I

47. White Painted III amphora with base-ring; cylindrical,

wide neck; flat rim, two vertical handles from rim to

j

shoulder. Encircling lines around body, shoulder,

neck, and nm; a bordered zigzag line on handles. Height

! 45 •4-

' 48. Black-on-Red II— III (IV—-V) oval amphora with base-

ring; short wide neck; annular rim; knobbed, horizontal

handles on shoulder. Encircling lines on base-ring, body

,
shoulder, and neck; below shoulder a frieze consisting

: of tree-ornaments alternating with vertical lines con-

' sisting of groups of small concentric circles; on neck,

,

groups of small concentric circles; black handles. Height

51.8.

49. Red Slip II (IV) deep bowl with base-ring; curved

sides; inwards-bent plain rim. Height 25 5.

' 50. Red Slip II (IV) plate w'ith base-ring; flat, horizontal

rim. Darkened slip. Diam. 32.0. ^ ^

51. Black Varnished lid with central boss. White, concentric

circles on the upper side. Hard grey clay Fragmentary.

Foreign w'are. Diam. 9.4.

52. Red Slip, deep bowl (foreign ware) with flat base-ring;

plain rim; horizontal handles below nm. Brown, hori-

zontally polished slip, four encircling groo\es bclow^

rim. The core of the clay is grey or e\en black. FTag-

mentary. Diam. c. 21.0.

i'V'



53- Circular terracotta lamp with raised base; moulded

rim, thick nozzle. Inside varnished. Length 9.0.

54. Circular terracotta lamp, as No. 53. Nozzle missing.

Diam. 5.6.

55. Plain tear-bottle with high foot; oval body. Parts of

neck and rim missing. Height 13.5.

56. Alabaster vase, as No. 2, but with string-hole handles.
'

Rim missing. Height 23.0.

57. Pieces of iron splint armour*. The armour was composed

of rectangular splints with the angles rounded off at '

one end (c. i.0+ 3.0 cm.). The splints are pierced by
'

two holes, one at about the middle of the splints, the

other at the rounded end. Between these holes there ^

is a small oblong longitudinal knob. The splints are
|

arranged in parallel, horizontal rows, and held together
j

by horizontal plaits of thin leather strips. Each plait

consists of five strips plaited together as shown in PI. CL,
the edge strip being always threaded through the holes '

of the splints, so that each plait laces the lower holes

of an upper row of splints to the upper holes of the 1

next row below. All the rows of splints seem to have
;

been kept together in this way. The arrangement can '

be studied on many pieces of armour of various sizes,

some containing as much as six rows of splints rusted '

together and still held by their rust-covered plaits. Not

only are the rows of splints overlapping each other,

but the several splints in the same row also overlap,

so that each hides half the next. The oblong knob

between the holes, mentioned above, prevents the

splints from sliding further. It may be said that the

plaits need not necessarily be so complicated as to

contain five strips. Three or four strips should be

enough to make the armour sufficiently strong. Attempts

to copy the armour, however, showed that plaits of

three strips would not keep the various rows of splints

closely together. If, on the other hand, four strips were ;

used in the plaits, the splints of the upper row would

come straight above those of the lower row, thus

leaving the joints in the armour comparatively weak.

This is avoided by the use of five-strip plaits,

which just make the splints of the lower row co\er

the joints between the splints of the row next above.

The five-strip plait makes the armour very pliable,

as only every sixth splint is fixed by the same strip (cf.

PI. CL, 4). The use of horizontal plaits as the only means .

of holding the several rows together also facilitated

bending when the armour was worn. The problem

whether the splints were pointing up or down must

be discussed, as well as the question which side was
j

the outside and which the inside. Seen from one side,

the lacing of the armour was not visible; nothing can

be seen of the holes or the plaits, as the splint-rows

overlap. From this side the rows are marked only by

the sequence of straightly cut short splint ends. But

* I am greatly indepted to Dr. B. Thordeman, Stockholm
for his courtesy having discussed the construction of the

armour with me^.

from the other side the whole construction is easily

distinguished, the plaits being visible as projecting

lines just at the joints between the splint rows. In no

case could the rounded ends of the splints be seen as

they were hidden by the plaits. If this side of the arm-

our had been the outside, all its weak points would

ob\iously have been very much exposed, the plaits

could easily be cut etc. It would also have been almost

impossible to bend the armour. It therefore seems

necessary to assume that this was the inside of the arm-

our. The other side, on the contrary, shows no weak

points, the whole surface being closely covered by the

overlapping splints. This side is thus very suitable

as the exterior. If this is correct, the cut-off corners

at the ends of the splints are explained as facilitating

bending, and as avoiding all superfluous material in

connexion with the plaits. The straight-cut ends of

the splints were presumably directed downwards. In

specimens from other places, in which the splints were

directed upwards these are always fixed by holes and

strings at both ends, and not — as here — at the middle

and at one short end only^. If the splints had been di-

rected upwards, they would certainly not have fitted

close together on certain curved parts e. g. across the

shoulders etc., which arrangement would have been

inconvenient. Splints directed upwards would also

have let in rainwater and dust, and made the armour

uncomfortable in many ways. The proper reconstruc-

tion of the armour thus seems to be with the plaits

on the inside and the straight ends of the splints di-

rected downwards. If similarly arranged all over the

armour, there must have been a joint across the shoul-

ders. One of the pieces found seems to indicate that

that joint was laced with a slightly thicker leather strip,

sewn in a simple way. On many pieces it was observed

that the rows of splints had been covered with leather

bands, c. 1.2 cm. broad, running between the over-

lapping ends of the splint rows and fixed to the plaits

(cf. PI. CL, 2, 3, 5.). These leather bands probably served

to protect the splints from water and dust. Actually,

nothing of the iron construction could thus be seen

from the outside. The armour looked like a series of

horizontal leather bands lying the one partly above

the next. In some cases fragments of cloth had been

preserved by the rust on that side of the armour which

we have here supposed to be the inside. The cloth

has been examined by Miss Agnes Geijer, who de-

scribed it as two-ply*. Probably it is linen.

The detailed shape and size of the armour cannot be

stated with certainty, but assuming it to have been

of about the same size as that found at Idalion (No.

-36 P- 538), the following material would be needed

for its manufacture:

c. 16,000 iron splints.

c. 700 m. leather strips for the plaits.

* 1 w'ish to thank Miss Geijer also for her suggestion
how' the plaits were made.
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c. 8o m. leather bands for covering the splints
|

on the outside.
1

c. 115 m. thin leather strips for fixing the bands
j

to the plaits.

58. About fifty arrow-heads of iron rusted together to a

large bundle. The arrow-heads are all of the same type:

lancet-shaped; with tang. Tangs and points usually

missing. Length 11.5.

Sy. Thirteen arrow-heads of iron, as Xo. 58. Length 10.5.

60. Three arrow-heads of iron, as Xo. 58. Length 13.0.

61. Six arrow-heads of iron, as Xo. 58. Length 12.5.
[

62. Chisel of iron, uedge-shaped with rectangular section;

worked out head. Length 8.0.

63. Pickaxe of iron: axe-head widening towards the cutting

edge: shaft-hole in the middle; straight pointed end.

Length 12.5.

64. Spear-head of iron; lancet-shaped; with socket; midrib.

The point bent closed to the socket. Point missing.

Original length c. 22.0.

65. Fragment of iron spear-head, with leaf-shaped blade;

socket. Length 13.3.

66. Iron spear-head, as Xo. 65. Fragmentary. Length 8.5.

67. Iron spear-head, as Xo. 65. Fragmentary. Length 8.0.

68. Iron dagger with lancet-shaped blade; two cutting-

edges; midrib. Point and handle missing. Traces of

the wooden sheath still visible on blade. Length 29.3.

6q. Iron dagger, as Xo. 68, but with pointed end. Length

32 -5 -

70. Fragment of an iron dagger with rhombic section.

Traces of the wooden sheath still visible on blade.

Length 36.0.

71 . Fragment of an iron knife with parallel sides; one cutting

edge; flat back. Length 23.8.

72. Iron knife with curved cutting edge; flat back; pointed

end. Handle missing. Length 35 o.

73. Fragment of iron sword, rhombic section; with pa-

rallel cutting edges. Point and handle missing. Traces

of the wooden sheath still visible on blade. Length 32.2.

74. Fragment of iron sword with flat blade; two parallel

cutting edges. Only the middle part preserved. Length

27.0. Width 6.7.

75. Fragment of a sword, as Xo. 74. Pointed end. Length 40.6.

76. Three fragments of the blade of iron sword with mould-

ed ornaments on both sides; parallel cutting edges.

Traces of the wooden sheath still visible on blade.

Width 6.6.

77. Several pieces of an iron cuirass covered by a thick

bronze revetment. All pieces are curved, and some

provided with a moulded ridge. On one fragment

there is a bronze staple through the iron cuirass; another

piece is provided with small holes through the bronze

sheet, possibly for rivets; on other pieces rusted cloth

(two-ply) is clearly distinguished. The entire shape

of the cuirass can not be stated, as only few pieces fit

together. Size of pieces varying from 2.0—15.0.

78. Corinthian capital of limestone. The arched tops of

the 24 flutes partly chipped. Tips of some of the leaves

missing. Above the base-line 16 alternately large and

small acanthus leaves grow almost straight upwards,

with slightly curved ends. Above these leaves the four

angles of the capital are marked by heavy', moulded

acanthus stems, of which the spiral ends are broken

off. The spaces between these stems are decorated

differently

;

1 . The front side has a short fluted bundle column in

relief, above which two acanthus leaves are seen. The
capital of this bundle ends in volutes held together by

ribbons. The whole column is surrounded by conven-

tionalized vines with symmetrically arranged flowers

and buds.

2. The back of the capital is decorated with tw'o acanthus

volutes turned outwards.

3 and 4. The sides of the capital are both decorated in

the same way: in the middle one acanthus leaf framed

by two volutes turned inwards .— The decorations have

been made with careful technique, the edges between

the flutes being very sharp. The drill has not been

used on the deeper parts. Total height 73.5. Base

diam. 52.5. Upper width 62.0.

Apart from these numbered finds a large amount of iron

fragments were found in the bottom layer of the tomb.

The majority of these are arrow-heads of the same type as

described under Nos. 58—61. At least 600 arrow-heads

must hate belonged to the tomb-gifts. Fragments of a

great number of swords and daggers also were found in

the same layer. The daggers and knives sometimes had

ivory’ handles, none of which, however, was complete.

Other iron fragments evidently, are parts of clubs or pick-

axes sometimes of considerable size. A great number of

bronze fragments, too, were found, but it was impossible

to state whether they belong to the cuirass No. 77 or to

other bronze objects.
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The distribution of the finds is shown in the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

As a comparatively small number of sherds collected from the tomb was used for the

restoration of the pots the remaining sherds have to be examined. The Archaic pot-

tery consisted of Types III—IV, and a few specimens of early Type V. Type III was

represented by sherds of some White Painted III jugs, a few sherds of Black-on-Red I

(III) jugs, and sherds of a large Black Slip jug. The deep Red Slip bowl No. 52 probably

represents a still earlier period. Its clay is grey in the middle and brown near the surface,

owing to the firing. It is of the same ware as No. i in Tomb 21, but has a lustrous polished

surface. This bowl was certainly imported. Other foreign ware should be dated later

than the ware of Type III, and consists of 12 sherds from different vases, most of which

were bowls. These sherds belong to the same ware as the bowls Nos. 76 and 122 in Tomb
9. A lid (No. 51) also put together from sherds, is of foreign origin.

The bulk of the pottery, however, is of Type IV. The Red Ware dominates both among
the large and the small vases. Sherds of some large amphorae of the same type as No.

48 were found, and bowls of the same type as Nos. 42, 44, 45 were common. Some-
times the surface of the Red Ware sherds is very lustrous, as on plates Nos. 44—45, but

usually the sherds have the dull surface characteristic of Type IV. Some sherds with

a rather darkened surface (No. 50) point to a late stage of Type IV, or even to Type V,

but in these cases the shapes assign the vases to Type IV. As regards the Bichrome Ware
of Type IV, most of the vases were flat bowls or plates of angular outline and with flat

horizontal rims, or globular jugs. These shapes never vary very much. The ware is of

two different types: one mat painted, and one with a brilliant polished red colour giving

it a high lustre. The same lustrous red colour is seen on several Bichrome IV vases

found in the other tombs (cf. below). Besides this painted ware a great many examples
of plain ware were found. These could only be approximately classified. There is, how-
ever, no reason why they should not be assigned to Type IV.

Some Hellenistic and Roman pottery was also found in the tomb. Apart from Nos.

53 and 55, sherds of several plain, covered lamps with volute nozzles, handles and moulded
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Upper side were found. Sherds of lamps of earlier date may be assigned to the third

century B. C. These lamps were varnished black inside. Sherds of some pinched lamps of

Hellenistic tvpe might be ascribed to the same period. The upper part of a plain Roman

jug with tubular narrow neck, splaying rim, and an elevated handle from neck to shoulder

was found. Two sherds of Lustrous Red Slip plates must be ascribed to the Roman pot-

terv. The bottom of one of these sherds has incised concentric circles and a moulded

edge.

Summing up the result of these notes it seems to be reasonable to suggest that the

tomb was used on at least two separate occasions in Archaic times. The earlier pots of

Type III, or earlv Type IV, represent the first burial period, and date from the trans-

itional period between the Cypro-Geometric III and Cypro-Archaic I periods. This date

mav also be accepted for the construction of the tomb. This was probablv used as a fa-

milv tomb throughout the whole Cypro-Archic I period. The latest pottery from these

burials mav be ascribed to the transitional period between the Cypro-Archaic I and II

periods. There was probably a subsequent burial in the dromos in the third century

B. C. The large stone capital, the alabaster vases, and the lamp No. 53, should be

connected with this burial. At a still later time, probably during the first century A. D.,

the tomb has been visited and robbed by Romans, who threw the arrangements of the

Hellenistic dromos burial into disarray.

TOMB 3 (Fig. 6: 5—6)

SIZE

Length Width Depth

Dromos 5-65 1.60

—

Stomion 0.55 1. 10 1. 10

Chamber '^.00 4.00 1.65

SHAPE

The dromos floor slopes steeply down to the stomion, the floor of which is situated

3.30 m. below the surface. The dromos widens towards the entrance of the tomb, but

the sides are perpendicular. The stomion is of square section and was closed with a door

slab, 1. 12 m. wide and 1.35 m. high, which was found slightly moved back.

The chamber is of rectangular shape with rounded corners. The walls were vertical

up to 0.88 m. above the floor, which slopes slightly towards the rear wall. The roof is a

little curved and well preserved.

STRATIFICATION

The dromos filling consisted of a homogeneous, hard, brown or grey earth contrasting

against the natural red charara, which covers the rock of this field. The dromos filling
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was dug through by a vertical shaft made by some previous visitors just over the entrance.

The shaft was filled with dark earth. Through the opening between the moved door and

the upper part of the stomion, the same kind of earth had silted into the chamber, co-

vering parts of the floor. The original burial soil, containing scanty pottery, was worked

through by the robbers and thrown up against the rear wall.

BURI.\LS

As no remains of the skeleton were preserved, nothing can be said as to the burial

custom.

FINDS (group:

1. Plain White IV ju^ with flat hase: depressed body; narrow'
|

neck with handle ridge, stilted rim, handle from neck

to body. Height 9.5. Dromos.

2. Alurex. Length 14.5. + 45.

3. Plain White IV plate with flat, raised base; slightly out-

turned rim. Diam. 19.0. 4- 35.

4. Plain White V plate with flat base and flat rim. Diam.

17.8. -h 15.

5. Plain White V plate, as No. 4. Diam. 200, + 10.

6. White Painted V lid with concave central boss. Encircl-

ing lines on upper side. Diam. 20.5. -r 35.

PL. VII, l)

7. Plain White IV jug with fiat base; almost spherical body,

wide neck, handle from rim to shoulder. Rim chipped,

handle missing. Height 8.5. + 40.

8. Bichrome V amphora with base-ring, slightly depressed

shoulder; short, slightly splaying neck, flat rim, and

two handles from rim to shoulder. Encircling black

and red bands around body and neck; groups of small

concentric circles on shoulder combined with vertical

lines; winged lozenge crossed by a vertical line on the

handles. Height 34.0. Put together from sherds.

The distribution of the finds is shown in the following diagram:

Wh. P. V Bichr. V i PI. Wh. IV PI. Wh. V Mure\

6

-

1

I. 3 . 7
-3

4 - 5

CHRONOLOGY

This diagram shows that the pottery of the tomb consisted of Tvpes IV—V. As Type
V are rather advanced, this combination assigns the tomb to the later part of the Cvpro-

Archaic II period.

TOMB 4 (Fig. 8: 1—5)

SIZE

Dromos . .

Rock shaft

I^ength Width Depth

3.00 1.20 1-35

6.65 1.85 1.60

SH.\PE

This tomb consists of a dromos in connexion with a rock shaft excavated in the rock.

— The dromos has almost parallel, straight sides, and is provided with two steps at the

beginning. — The stomion was probably built with orthostatic jambs and a lintel, but

2



Fig. 8. Amathus. Tomb 4, Plan (i); Sections A-A—D-D (2—5). Tomb 5, Sections A-A, B-B (6, 7)
Tomb 6, Sections A-A—C-C (8— 10).
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these have been removed in later times. Probably also a threshold was placed in a spe-

cially excavated cavity which crosses the dromos floor, 0.60 m. from the entrance into

the tomb.

The shaft is of long rectangular shape with rounded corners, the floor being 0.25 m.

below the floor of the stomion. The sides of the shaft are regularly excavated in the rock,

and it widens downwards with a slightly concave line. The width of the upper part is

1.
1 5 m. and that at the floor, 1.90 m. in the same section (D—D). Probably the whole

shaft once was covered with a roof, which must have been of wood, as no traces of a stone

roof could be observed like that in Tomb 15 (cf. below).

STRATIFICATION

The dromos and the shaft was filled with the same kind of homogeneous brown or grey

earth. On the bottom of the shaft a stratum, c. o.io—0.70 m. thick, of dark burial earth

was found.

Through the filling of the dromos, and part of the tomb, a shaft had been dug to the

bottom of the dromos. This shaft had made only a little disturbance in the burial layer

just below the door-opening.

BURIALS

The tomb-gifts were found scattered all over the shaft floor without any noticeable

order. No skeletons or remains of bones were found, but possibly the dead were placed

along the sides of the shaft on both sides of the dromos. In front of the entrance many
of the finds were piled up in the middle of the tomb, but even there, they seemed not to

be in their original places, but brought there by the infiltrated earth and water. As the

content of the tomb is rather homogeneous, it is likely that it was used only once, or at

least during a very short period.

The terracotta lamp No. 46 must be explained as belonging to the pit made subse-

quently, over the stomion. It was found close to the wall to the left of the door, within

the chamber. Probably it was carried into position by water from the pit mentioned.

FINDS (groups: PL. VII, 2

1. Scarab of white steatite. On base, meaningless signs in

rude work. Encircling line. See Appendix 1. Length

1.8. + 34.

2. Square bead of blue faience pierced through the longi-

tudinal axis. Thin piece of gold leaf found close by.

Length 0.8. + 34-

3. Fragment of golden myrtle leaf. + 40.

4. Thick, small fibula of bronze with high narrow bow with

three beads. Spiral and pin missing. Length 3.2. + 43'

5. Bronze fibula, as Xo. 4, but thinner and with four beads.

Spiral and pin missing. Length 3.2. + 43.

6. Scarab of blue paste. On base, incised lotus flow'ers.

Encircling line. See Appendix 1. Length 1.5. +40.
7. Fragment of blue faience bead. Diam. 0.7. 40.

, 3; types: l. of PL. ii)

8. Scarab of white steatite. On base, incision representing

12 lotus flowers emerging from the middle of the scarab.

Encircling line. See Appendix I. Length 1.3. F'ound

in the sieves.

9. Scarab of blue paste. On base, incision representing

five lotus flowers, emerging from one side of the scarab.

Encircling line. See Appendix I. Length 1.5. + 36.

10.

Scarab of white steatite. On base, incision representing

a horse with a running man before it. Over its back a

cartouche with the name Men-kheper-re (Thutmes
III). Encircling line. See Appendix I. Length 1.6.

Found in the sieves.

I

It. Circular, bent silver ring with overlapping ends; evi-

dently hair-ring. Diam. 1.3. -h 30.
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12. Plain White sack-^^hapcd ju<^ with Hattened base; '

depressed body narrowing upwards; well marked neck-

line, handle from nm to shoulder. Handle and pait

of mouth missing. Surface white washed. Height q.o.

- 50.

13. Biohrome HI spherical jug with hat base; narrow neck

with handle-ndge; funnel-mouth with moulded nm;
handle from neck to shoulder. A vertical encircling

red band. s\mmetrically placed on sides with three

small concentric ciicles in the centre; two groups of

blaek small concentric circles as front ornament; black

encircjing lines around neck. Red painted nm, and

black handle. Butf clay Heiuhr 7.8. — 40.

14 Black-on-Red I (,HU small depressed jug with wide,

flat base; short body, rounded shoulder; narrow neck

with handle-ndi^e; tunnel-mouth; handle Irom neck
|

to shoulder. Encircling lines round body, neck, and

iim, three sw•a^tlcas on shouldei, trans\erse lines on

handle. Red clay. Height 6.0. — 40.

15 C\lindncal bead of blue faience pierced through the

longitudinal a.xis. Length 1.6. Diam. 0.85. —50.
ib. Black-un-Red H (IV) sphe^'ical jug with flat base;

narrow neck with handle-ndge; funnel-mouth; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines round shoulder-

line and nm; transverse lines on handle. Red clay. :

Height S 2. — 40.

17. Plain White open lamp with flattened base and pinched

11m. Broken. Diam. 14.0. -r 42.

18 Plain White I\’ flat plate with flat base; rim slightly

up-turned. Buff, gritty clay. Diam. 10.8. —41.
19. Fragment of straight, thin iron knife w’lth one cutting .

edge. Length 8.3. -r 48.
|

20. Leaf-shaped arrow-head of iron with low midrib; flat

section through head; long point. Tang missing. Length
|

8.1 . — 48.

21. Fragment of iron knife. Length 11.35. m 50.
j

22. Bichrome IV globular jug with flat base, narrow neck

with handle-ridge; funnel-mouth with moulded rim;
|

handle from neck to shoulder. Veitical, black bordered,
j

red, concentric bands symmetrically placed, on either
\

side; encircling black and red lines around neck and rim;
j

lattice-lozenges as front ornament; vertical, black line
|

on handle Height 9.0. -f- 45.

23. Three fragments of iron arrow-head. — 50.

24 Oblong, bobbin-shaped weight of haematite with flat '

ends and one flat side. Length 3.85. Weight 8.29. -p 50.

25. Fragment ot arrow-head of iron, as No. 20. 42.

26. Rectangular weight of haematite. Length 2.8. Weight
|

1 1 f). — 42.

27. P'ragnient of arrow-head of iron, as No. 20. — 42.

28. r-’ragment of arrow-head of iron, as No. 20. -- 42.

29 Black-on-Red H (IV) o\aI, slightly depressed jug;

flat base, cwhndncal neck; vertical handle to shoulder.
,

d’w'o \ertiLal encircling lines on body symmetrically
j

placed on either Mde; smaller concentric circles in the
.

middle. Mouth missing, red clay. Height 6.5. —
- 40.

30 Bichrome HI jug, of the same shape as No. 13. Two

vertical, red painted circles with black borders; con-

centric circles on body, symmetrically placed on either

side; three groups of small concentric, black circles

as front ornament on shoulder; black painted handle.

Neck and mouth missing. Height 6.8. 40.

31

Plain White V flat plate with small, flat base; slightly

curved sides; wide, flat nm. Buff gritty, wh'te washed

clay. Diam. 20.0. 40.

32. Bichrome Red I (IV> deep bowl with small, flat base;

cuived sides; plain rim; small, horizontal handles below

rim. Encircling white line round nm outside; concentric

black and white circles inside. Flalf of bowl missing.

Buff, or grey, gritty clay; darkened red, mat slip. Diam.

15.8. — 40.

33. Fragment of double-edged iron dagger with midrib.

Length 14.6. -f 29.

34. Plain White V sack-shaped jug; flat base; slightly con-

cave sides; body narrowing upwards; wide, slightly

curved neck; large, pinched nm; vertical handle from

nm to shoulder. Buff clay, white washed. Height 8.9.

-r 31-

35. Fragment of arrow-head of iron, as No. 20. Length

6.5. -f 38.

36. Arrow-head of iron with square section through head; I

short, straight tang. Length 6.2. — 38.

37. Plain White IV oval jug with flat base; thick, convex

neck; stilted rim; small handle from neck to shoulder.

Grey, gritty clay. Height 8.0. — 38.

38. Scarab of white steatite. On base, incision representing

four lotus flowers, emerging from a ring in the centre

of the scarab. Encircling line. Length 1.2. —28.

39. Amulet of blue faience, female: seated. Egyptian head-

dress. On back of throne a cartouche with illegible

signs. Height 2.8. -f- 30.

40. Scarab fitted into a ring. Inscription illegible. Length

1.9. -43.

41. Fragments of two arrow'-heads of iron, as No. 20. Length

6.4. - 30.

42. F^ragment of iron knife. 4- 40.

43. Terracotta buck standing on four short legs; straight,

upright neck. Ears and horns modelled in snow-man

technique, the short tail bent upwards over the back.

Black and red paint in bands on body and neck; black

painted eyes, red nose and tail. Buff, pink clay.

Length 9.5. Height 10.o. - 48.

44. Terracotta animal, standing on four short legs. Tail

hangs straight down; slightly bent foiward. Traces

of black and red paint on body. Right hind leg and

nose broken; white, gritty clay. Length 10.o. Height

4 5 - -- 50 -

45. Plain White IV biconical jug with flat base; short neck

widening upwards; straight rim; handle from rim to

shoulder. Rim chipped; butT clay. Height 6.2. — 36.

46. Plain, covered lamp with flat base and nozzle, no handle.

f)n the pierced lid is a relief ornament representing

bird sitting on branch with three leaves, and a flower.

Buff clay. Length 8.8. — 44,
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47. Plain White V jufj, as No. 12. Yellow clay, traces of

stroke polish on shoulder. Height 10.o. — 25.

4S. White Painted IV sack-shaped jug with flat base;

tapering body; well marked shoulder; short, convex

neck; handle from rim to body. Vertical stripe near

handle. Gritty, grey clay. Height 11.5. 2-25.

r\ide neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines round shoulder. Handle missing.

Grey, gritty clay. Height 8.8. V 25.

50. Arrow-head of iron, as No, 20; short, straight tang.

Length 7.7. -- 30.

51. Seal of white steatite; oval shape. On base, two scroll-

signs on either side of an indecipherable sign. Encircl-

ing line. See Appendix I. Length 1.3. -f- 40.

52. .Scarab of white steatite. On base, a cartouche with

meaningless hieroglyphs surrounded by signs for “Fresh-

ness” (waz), Horus, and Horus-eye. See Appendix I.

Length 1.7. — 40.

53. Fragment of straight pin of bronze, eiidently the pin

of fibula. Length 5.5. 52.

54. Lower part of Plain White V jug with round body.

Height c. 10. o. — 42.

55. Bichrome Red 1

1

(V) depressed amphora with base-

ring; wide neck-line, two large horizontal handles on

body. Body carelessly washed with black slip. Over

this slip, on shoulder and neck are encircling black

and white lines; on shoulder, broad, white horizontal

zigzag band; black neck-line ornamented with small.

white dots; black handles. Neck missing. Greenish,

giitty clay. Fleight 14.0. — 40.

5fi. Plain White IV depressed jug with round body; flat

base; short neck, widening upwards; handle from rim

to shoulder. Handle missing. Greenish, gritty clay.

Height 1 1.5. — 32.

57. Plain White IV depressed, biconical jug with flat base;

straight shoulder; cylindrical neck with handle-ridge;

wide, stilted rim; handle from neck to shoulder. Height

S-S- 44-

58. Piece of blue, twisted glass, -f to.

5y. Circular, disc-shaped stone weight; slightly convex

sides. Diam. 2.2. Weight 8.27. Found in the sieves.

60. Cylindrical bead of light blue faience, pierced by hole.

Length 1.35. Diam. 0,6. Found in the sieves.

hi. Two fragments of a silver plaque. Found in the sieves.

62. Biconical weight of steatite. Length 1.8. Weight 6.63.

Found in the sieves.

63. Arrow-head of iron, as No. 20. Length 5.5. 50.

64. Bichrome HI pilgrim bottle, symmetrically depressed

on both sides; prominent side-knobs; cylindrical, neck

with funnel-mouth; two handles from neck to shoulder.

Red encircling bands round side-knobs; black vertical

groups of concentric lines on body; encircling lines

round neck; ladder-pattern on handles. White clay.

Height 10. 1. Found in the dromos.

65. F'lat bowl of white alabaster, put together from five

pieces, round base, angular outline, flat, stilted rim.

Diam. 12.5. Height 5.5.

The distribution of the finds is shown in the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The comparatively long series of pottery from this tomb indicates that it has been used

for burials several times though the different burials could not be distinguished. The
pottery consisted of Types III—V. Types IV and V are in majority. This combination

of pottery types assigns the burials to the end of Cypro-Geometric III and the Cypro-

Archaic II period. The terracotta lamp No. 46 may be dated to the Roman epoch, which

probably indicates the time when the stomion pit was dug.
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Fit;. 9 Amathus. Tomb 5 seen from the North. Fig. 10. Amathus. Tomb 6. Interior view.

The scarabs found in this tomb may be discussed from chronological point of view.

Professor Xcwberrv ascribes X'os. 8—10 to a group which might be dated to the time

of Thutmes III, but more likely to the XXVIth Dynasty (see Appendix I). A similar

date is given to the scarabs Xos. i and 6, which have the style of the XVIIIth Dynasty,

but, to judge from the material, they probably date from the XXVIth Dynasty, too.

These five scarabs may be a terminus post quern for the tomb. The scarabs. Nos. 51 and

^2 are both assigned to the -Middle XVIIIth Dynasty and are of less interest from chro-

nological point of view.

TOIMB 5 (Figs. 5; 8:6,7; 9;

SIZE

Length Width Height

Dromos I.OO 0.80

Stomion 0.40 0.88 0.90

Shaft 3-93 1-33 1.30

SHAPE

The dromos makes a right angle with the tomb-shaft. It slopes slightly towards the

entrance into the tomb, without anv steps. The sides of the dromos are almost parallel

and straight. C. 0.80 m. from the entrance, a row of stones was found at the bottom

of the dromos. They make a sort of threshold, but are not connected with the door.

The stomion seems to have been built with orthostatic jambs, the left one of which is

still in situ, measuring 0.30 0.40: 0.90 m. The right jamb and the lintel were absent.

The tomb-shaft is excavated in the rock. It is of a rectangular shape with rounded

corners and long sides slightly narrowing upwards. Nothing was preserved of the roof. Pro-

bably the tomb w as covered in the same wav as was suggested for Tomb 4. In the inner-
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most left part of the tomb, a low ledge of pebbles was found. One short side was marked

with a raised ashlar block. The innermost part of the ledge was damaged by a shaft, dug

down in subsequent times from the surface through the tomb-filling.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of homogeneous, brown and grey earth and was

intact. A similar filling was found inside the tomb. Here, however, a layer of black burial

earth, 0.05 m. thick, was found on the bottom and on the bench of pebbles. The tomb

had been visited by tomb-robbers, who made a shaft through the filling close to the

western short side, as described before.

BURIALS

Xo remains of skeletons were preserved in this tomb, but to judge from the situation

of the fibulae, a burial was placed on the pebble bench. The two deposits in the interior

seem to be almost contemporars’.

The pots N^os. 32—35 were found standing absolutely in situ to the left, inside the

door. The other deposit in the northern corner of the shaft was also preserved more or

less in situ though the pots were not standing in the same upright position. Some of the

objects found in connexion with this deposit, as Nos. 18, 19, 23, 25, indicate that the

tomb was used as burial place for a man.

The potsherds found in the dromos, however, were all of Types II—III and may be

explained as remains from an earlier burial which had been cleaned out to give place for

a more recent burial in the chamber.

FINDS (groups: PLS. VII, 4, VIII,

1. Black Figured lekythos ^vlth wide foot; body widening )

towards the shoulder-line which is sharply marked;
|

conca\e shoulder; narrow neck; ele\ated handle from i

neck to shoulder. Mouth missing. Foot and lower
j

part of body black varnished. On front of body re- I

presentation of Theseus and the bull. Theseus stands

on his left knee keeping the head of the bull to the ground.
|

Details of bull carelessly sketched. Behind Theseus,
j

his arms hanging on a branch; the shoulder of the le-
I

kythos decorated with vertical lines. Height 13. i.
1

Upper layers, not belonging to the tomb proper.
1

2. Black Slip II depressed, oval jug on foot; marked

shoulder-line; tapering neck; pinched rim; handle from

rim to shoulder. Body vertically grooved. Rim and

handle missing; foot chipped. Height 11.8. — 82.

3. Black Slip II jug, as Xo. 2. Height 12.0. r 90.
j

4. Bichrome III depressed, oval jug with Hat base. Black
j

and red encircling lines round belly; black lattice-

triangles on shoulder. Xeck and handle m.issing; grey,
j

gritty clay. Height ii.o. -- 100.

1,2; types: L. of PL. Il)

Red Slip I (III) Hat bowl with base-ring; curved sides;

Hattened rim. Buff, gritty clay; red lustrous slip. Diam.

21 .0. -!- 80.

6. Black-on-Red I (III) wdde, barrel-shaped jug, depressed

on the sides; narrow neck with handle -ridge; funnel-

mouth; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines

round body and neck, w^avy line round neck; narrow’,

concentric spirals symmetrically on both sides; winged

lattice-lozenges as front and back ornament; ladder-

pattern on handle. Finely silted, red clay; red lustrous

slip. Height 9.5. — 80.

7. Bichrome HI jug, as Xo. 4. Encircling red band bor-

dered with three black lines round belly; black and red

inverted Al-ornaments with lattice mid-triangle as

front ornament on shoulder; vertical, bordered black

zigzag lines on both sides of handle; swasticas between

the zigzag lines and the M-ornaments. Xeck and handle

missing. Height 11.5. i-75-

8. Black-on-Red I (III) depressed, oval jug with flat base;

soft neck-line; narrow' neck with handle-ndge; out-
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turned nm; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling

lines round neck and rim; groups of small, concentric

circles as front ornament on shoulder; black handle.

Red clay; grey, rather red slip. Xeck and handle missing.

Height 5.8. + sli-

. Scaraboid of white steatite. On base, cartouche with

the name of Alen-kheper-re (Thutmes III). Below,

indecipherable sign. Encircling line. See Appendix I.

Length i.t. Found in the sieves.

. Scarab of white steatite. On base, incised signs of

which can be deciphered two signs for the crown of

Lower Egypt. Encircling line. See Appendix 1 . Length

1.6. Found in the sieves.

. Scarab of white steatite. On base, is incised a lying

animal and over it a sign for “Beauty” and pillar-sign.

Encircling line. See Appendi.x I. Length 1.5. Floor.

. Scarab of white steatite of Type A3-C3. On base,

incision representing two walking animals. The upper-

most with its tall lifted over its back, the lower one with

outstretched tail. Encircling line. Length i. 6 cm. Floor.

, Seal of blue faience in shape of a lying lion. On base,

indecipherable signs. See Appendi.x I. Length t.7.

Floor.

, Scaraboid of blue paste. On base, meaningless hiero-

glyphs. Length 1.3. Floor.

. Fragment of a thin, plain gold sheet. Length 4.0. Floor.

, Small iron fibula with high bow; thickened at the middle,

two collars; coiled spring; straight pin, and slightly

flattened socket. Length 3.1. Floor.

, Black Slip II jug, as Xo. 2. Height 13.0. -i- 25.

, Lancet-shaped spear-head of iron with two cutting

edges and wide socket. Length 17.0. — 30.

Cylindrical bronze sceptre, open at both ends; moulded

edges; six egg-shaped projections in the middle; each

projection with an encircling, incised line at the base.

The central ornament is bordered by ridges. Length

9.4- -r 28.

Black Slip Bichrome III large plate; slightly convex

base; flat base-ring; curved sides; up-turned rim; two

wish-bone handles below rim. Maltese cross outside,

bottom encircled by a wide, red band, on each side

bordered by three fine, and one broad black concentric

line. From bottom-decoration radiate four bordered

black zigzag lines, alternating with black and red M-
ornament, with lattice mid-triangle. Close to the base-

ring encircling black line; on base-ring black zigzag

line. Vertical flutes covered with a black rather grey

slip on sides. Two groups of black concentric circles

inside bottom. Buff, gritty clay. Piam. 38.o. — 20.

White Painted IV globular jug with base-ring; well

marked neck-line; narrow, cylindrical neck; handle

from upper part of neck to shoulder. Black, encircling

line and wavy band round neck, two groups of vertical,

concentric circles symmetrically placed on either side;

group of concentric circles as front ornament on shoul-

der, ladder-pattern on handle; vertical line with oblique,

black cross below handle Height 16.5. f 30.

. Black-on-Red I (III) depressed, oval amphora with

base-ting; almost horizontal shoulder; well marked

neck-line; cylindrical, wide neck with flat rim; handles

from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines round shoulder,

neck-line, outside and inside rim; groups of small,

concentric circles on neck; transverse lines round rim;

bordered zigzag lines on handles. One handle and part

of neck missing. Grey, rather buff, gritty clay; red,

lustrous slip. Height 33.3. + 20.

. Fragment of iron knife with one cutting edge. Length

6.0. T 20.

. Bronze fibula, as Xo. 16, but with three beads on bow.

Length 3.5. -k 22.

. Fragment of iron knife, as Xt). 23. Length 5.2. -r 20.

. White Painted HI wide, oval, barrel-shaped jug with

projecting side-knobs; handle from neck to shoulder.

Two groups of vertical, concentric lines symmetrically

placed on either side. Mouth missing. Height 7.0. -f 15.

. Black-on-Red I (III) kylix on foot with wide, cylindrical

stem; slightly curved sides; plain rim; horizontal

handles below rim. Black band round foot; two groups

of encircling lines on lower part of bowl; between handles

below rim, an oblique double cross, bordered with five

vertical lines; groups of concentric circles inside bottom;

black rim and handles. One handle missing. Buff,

gritty clay; red, lustrous slip. Diam. 21.5. Height

12.6. -r IS-

White Painted lentoid pilgrim bottle with splaying

mouth; handles from neck to shoulder. Two bands

of concentric circles symmetrically placed on either

side of body; transverse lines on handles. Much da-

maged; neck and handle missing; buff, gritty clay.

Foreign Ware. Height 9.8. t- ij-

Bronze fibula, as Xo. 24. Pin missing. Length 4.7. 10.

White Painted 1

1

bowl on foot; slightly curved sides;

straight, cylindrical mouth with plain rim; horizontal

handles below rim. Encircling black lines round foot

and sides; between handles, a frieze consisting of a

lozenge filled with smaller lattice-lozenges, alternating

with plain ones; large, oblique crosses bordered with

vertical lines, and bordered vertical zigzag lines; black

rim and handles. White washed, buff, gritty clay.

Diam. 19.5. Height 17.0. -r 5-

White Painted pilgrim bottle, as Xo. 28. White, gritty

clay, white washed and polished. Foreign Ware. Height

12.2. A o.

Plain White lY oval amphora on small foot; well marked
neck-line, neck narrowing upwards; plain rim; below

rim broad, impressed line round neck; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Buff, white washed clay. Height 42.0. 10.

Black-on-Red I (III) open bowl with high base-ring;

straight, splaying sides; curved mouth; plain rim; small,

horizontal handles below rim. Encircling bands and
lines round body outside; groups of encircling, fine

lines at sides; concentric lines and bands on bottom
inside, black rim and handles. Red, finely silted clay;

red, lustrous slip. Diam. 29.4. -r 48.
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34. White Painted TII larire, depressed. <»val amphora

with s<maU foot, horizontal -.houlder, wide, cylindrical

nei-k; flat horizontal rirn; wide handlcb from lim to

shoulder. Eneircliiitr lines round belly, shoulder, and

neck-line; deuenerate wavy band round neck; black

nm. and bordered zi4za*4 lines on handles. White,

iiritty clay. Height 42.0. -- 5.

35. Black-L>n-Red 1 (111) deep bowl with hi^h base-rin«i,

cur\ed ''ides; plain nm; Miiall, horizontal handles below

nm. Kncirclin^ lines on lower part of body; below rim

ttroups of small, concentric circles; groups of encircl-

ing lines on side and bottom inside; black handles

and nm. Red clay; red, lustrous slip outside, mat slip

inside. Diam. 15 S. — 5.

36. Black-on-Red I (III) depressed, oval jug with flat

base; gentle neck-line; narrow neck with handle-ridge;

out-turned rim, handle from neck to shoulder. En-

circling lines round neck and nm; groups of small,

concentric circles a-; front ornament on shoulder; handle

missing. Red clay, greyish-red slip. Height 8.8. -j- 10.

37.

White Painted I\' deep bowl with small, concave base;

curled sides; plain rim; small projection at centre of

bottom inside. Red bottom decoration with concentric,

encircbniT lines; red rim. \\hite, finely silted clay.

Diam. ii.a. r- lo.

3S. Bichroine IV flat plate with small, flat base; slightly

curved sides; flat rim. On both sides of the red nm,

are black encircling lines. At the bottom one broad,

red, and three black cncirclin.g lines. Buff, gritty clay.

Diam. 12.8. ~ 10.

39 Small bronze fibula with high, thick bow with square

transrerse section; four beads; coiled spring, straight

pm, and slightly flattened socket. Length 3.3. ~ 10.

40. Plain, rectangular plaque of ivory. Length 3.1. — 10.

41. Fragments of hemispherical bronze bowl; plain rim, zz O-

42. Black-on-Red I (III) jug, as No. 36, but with three

groups of concentric lines on shoulder. Light red,

lustrous slip. Height g.3. -r 18.

43. Black-on-Red I (III) jug, as Xo. 42. Height 9.3. + 17.

44. Fragment of plain sheet gold. Floor.

The distribution of the finds is shown by the following diagram;
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CHRONOLOGY

The majority of the pottery is of Type III, but a few specimens of Types II and IV

also occur. It may be suggested that the earliest t\ pes should be connected with the earlier

burial, the remains of which has been traced in the dromos. The pots of Type IV, how-
eyer, show rather early features, and assign the later burial to the Cypro-Archaic I pe-

riod. It may be pointed out that the Black Figured lekythos (No. i) has no connection

with the tomb proper, as it was found in the filling aboye the chamber. The scarabs,

howeyer, are ot a certain chronological yalue: Nos. 9, 10 are dated by Professor New-
berry to the time ot Thutmes III (see Appendix I) and may here be omitted as being of

little interest for the dating of the burials.

The scarab No. 14, howeyer, according to Professor Newberry probably dates from
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the XIXth to XXIIth Dynasties (see Appendix i). As this is the latest scarab, it may

be connected with the pottery of the tomb from a chronological point of eiew as it gives

a terminus post quern for the pottery.

TOIMB 6 (Figs. 8:8— 10; 10; 11:2,3)

SIZE

Lenfjth Width Height

Dromos 2.80 0.65 1.30

Stomion 0 0 0.58 1.00

Tomb shaft 2.54 1.38 1.40

SHAPE

The tomb is entered through a comparatively long and narrow dromos with parallel,

vertical sides and sloping floor without steps. The stomion once was built with ortho-

4 static jambs and a lintel which was found, fallen inside the tomb. I’he door slab was still

standing in situ. The left jamb had been removed.

The shaft-tomb is excavated in the rock and makes a right angle with the dromos. The
sides of the tomb are vertical. Extending along one long side, there is a niche in the wall

at about 0.70 m. above the floor of the tomb. Below this niche there was a bench of pebbles

the edges of which was marked by raised flat stones. Close to the western short side the

remains of another bench were found piled up in a heap of stones and pebbles.

STR.tTIFIC.tTIOX

The dromos and the tomb were filled with homogeneous, grev earth. On the floor of

pebbles a layer, 0.15 m. thick, of black burial earth was found containing finds Xos. 3—7.

Among the stones of the removed bench, in the western part of the tomb, Xos. 8—13,

16, 17, 19 were found together with human bones and Skull III. The skeleton with

Skull I belongs to the stratum on the bench. In connection with this burial the knife (Xo. 14)

was found. The niche in the long side above this bench contained a laver of black earth,

c. 0.15 m. thick, with remains of two skeletons, Xos, II and IV, and the rivets (Xo. 15).

Close to the right short side of the tomb, remains of another burial were found together

with Xo. 18.

The chronological order of the burials is as follows:

1. Skeleton II and IV (with the finds Xos. i, 2, 15)

2. » III
(

» )' » >' 8, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19)

3- » I
(

« >' » >> 14, and possibly 3- 7, 9— i i)

4. » V
(

)> ) 18).
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BURIALS

Skeleton I was found on the pebble bench in a dorsal position with the head to the E.

Apparently this was a male, as the iron knife (No. 14), and possibly, the spear-head

(Xo. 3) could be attributed to this skeleton. The iron knife was placed at his right side,

probably in his belt.

Skeleton II was not found on its original place, which was probably in the niche. As

only the skull was preseryed, nothing could be stated as to its position. If the bronze

pallet (XT. i), and the bronze spatula (No. 2), are to be attributed to this skeleton, it doubt-

less was a female.

Skeleton III. Probably this skeleton was originally placed on the pebble bench where

Skeleton I was found. It had, howeyer, been remoyed, and the bones and frag-

ments of the skull were found piled up against the wall in the W. part of the bench.

Among the bones, the tomb-gifts belonging to this burial were found. The spear-

head (No. 13) indicates that the skeleton was a male one. The bronze bowl (No. 12)

is also to be attributed to this burial, as also pots Nos. 8, 16, 17, and possibly Nos. 9

— II.

Skeleton IV was placed in dorsal position on the floor of the niche in the northern

long side of the tomb. The head was placed to the E. The ribs, and the left arm bones

were entirely destroyed, but the rest of the skeleton was comparatiyely well preseryed.

At the feet of the dead, a box or something similar was placed, the iron riyets of tyhich

were found (No. 15). No other finds could be attributed to this skeleton.

Skeleton V. At the E. short side of the tomb the much destroyed remains of a fifth

skeleton \yere found (femora). This skeleton, too, had probably been remoyed from its

original place. The jug (No. 18) is attributed to this skeleton.

FINDS (groups: PL. VIII, 3, 4; TYPES: L. OF PL. Il)

1. Bronze pallet of circular shape with slightly up-turned

edge. Diam. 93. ,
60.

2. I>ong, hat bronze spatula with concave sides; widening

towards the rounded end, towards the top of which it

IS provided with two barbs. Below' the barbs on the

long, straight tang is a moulded bead, surrounded by
|

two ridges in relief on each side. The handle ends

in an o\al thickening Length of spatula 7.5, Total !

length 20.0. -- 55.

3. Leaf-shaped spear-head of iron with two cutting edges;

midrib; pointed end, and conical socket provided with

circular bronze mounting around edge. Length 33.0. — 26.

4. White Painted II kyhx on low foot; raised sides; hori-

zontal handles on sides. Encircling lines outside and

in. Diam. 10.5. — 25.

5. White Painted II jug on low foot; o\al body; slightly

conca\e neck; pinched lim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines on foot, body, and neck-line; ladder-

pattern on handle. Height 29.0 - 15.

6. White Painted II amphora on low foot; slightly de-

pressed body; concave neck; flat rim; two handles from

rim to shoulder. Encircling black bands on foot, belly,

and neck; on shoulder, lattice-lozenges bordered with

three \ertical lines, alternating with band of lozenges

and chequers bordered with parallel lines; groups of

transverse lines on rim; ladder-pattern on handle.

Height 2S.0. 15.

7. White Painted II barrel-shaped jug. Damaged. Height

c, 20.0. — 20.

S, Bichrome pilgrim bottle; slightly depressed on the sides;

narrow neck; narrow funnel-mouth; handles from

neck to shoulder. Vertical black and led circles svm-
metrically placed on either side. One handle missing.

Foreign Ware. Height 12.3. — 20.

9. White Painted II plate with slightly convex base; curved

sides, flat rim; horizontal, knobbed handles below
rim. Base decorated with five concentric circles in

centre, and alternating latticed and hatched, bordered
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triangles with swasticas between the triangles; red

rim; black handles; concentric circles on bottom.
Diam. 18.9 -f- 15.

10. Bichrome lentoid bottle with body slightly depressed

on the sides; narrow funnel-mouth; handles from neck
to shoulder. Vertical black and red circles symmet-
rically placed on either side. Foreign Ware. Height
11.7. -1 20.

11. White Painted II amphoriskos on low foot; slightly

curved sides and neck; flat rim; handles from rim to

shoulder. Encircling lines on foot, body, and inside

neck; wayy line around neck. Height 10.9. -- 33.

12. Bronze bowl with round base; erect, plain nm. One
side damaged. Diam, 14.5. + 35.

13. Spear-head of bronze; leaf-shaped blade. Length 25.5.

“ 25.

14. Blade of iron knife with one cutting edge; a bronze
rivet belonging to handle preserved. Length 16.7. -f 22.

15. Fragments of bronze rivets attached to fragments of

ivory; seven small ring-mountings of bronze, probably

belonging to an ivory box. Length of ri\ets 2.2. Diam.

of rings i.o. — 50.

16. W'hite Painted bottle with almost spherical body; narrow

neck; high funnel-mouth; handles from neck to shoulder.

Vertical concentric circles symmetrically placed on

either side; transverse lines on handles. Foreign W^are.

Height 13.7. 22.

17. Bichrome lentoid bottle with narrow neck; funnel-

mouth; handles from neck to shoulder. Vertical black

and red circles symmetrically placed on either side;

transverse lines on rim and handles. Foreign Ware.

Height 13.4. — 20.

18. Plain W^hite II jug on low foot; oval body; slightly

concave neck; stilted nm; handle from neck to shoulder;

low ridge around neck-line. Height 32.5. — 20.

19. Elliptical diadem of gold pierced at the ends. Dotted

lines along edges, and at the middle. Length 12.9.

-r 30.

The distribution of the finds between the various burials is shown by the following

diagram:

Pottery I r 0 n Bronze Gold

wh. p.ii pl.wh.ii
(roreign)

i

(foreign!
Knife

Spear-

head
Mount-

ing
Bowls Spatula

Spear-

head
Diadem

ist burial
!

i

I .S

- 1

1 2

-1 -1

2nd burial 16 8. 17 12 13 19
1

- I -2 - I - I - I

3rd burial 4 ' 5 ' 6
' 10

7 - 9 ' II

-6 *

1

1

-I

14

- I

-3

-
1

1

!

4th burial 18

- I

CHRONOLOGY

As is shown by this diagram there is practically no difference as regards the pottery
from the various burials. The pottery is of Type II. The pots Xos. 8, lo, i6, 17 are
foreign, and closely related with the Polychrome White ware known from the earliest

layers of several tombs. No pottery could be attributed to the first burial. The three
latest burials, however, must all be dated to the Cypro-Geometric II period and the
tomb may be considered as a family tomb used during a comparatively short period.
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TOAIB 7 (Figs. 11:4—6; 12—14)

SIZE

Length Width Height

Dromos 0.60 0.90 0.65

Stomion 0.42 0.90 0.65

Tomb-shaft 4.60 1.40 0.90

SHAPE

The dromos to this tomb is very short, just like the rudiment of the usual type of

dromos.

Of the stomion and the original door opening only the left orthostatic jamb is still

in situ. The door and the right jamb were removed.

The tomb shaft is excavated in the rock and makes a right angle with the dromos.

The floor is rather rough. The long sides of the tomb widen slightly towards the bottom.

On the bottom, a bench of pebbles bordered with rubble was found along the left long

side. Nothing of the roof stones could be seen, but the whole tomb shaft and the

dromos were covered with a layer of hard stamped earth. This layer must have been

placed as a floor over the tomb after the last burial, and cannot belong to the first

period: the tomb has been opened and re-used several times so that the tomb shaft

at last was filled to the edge with burial-gifts (cf. below).

STRATIFIC.ATION

The extraordinary density of the burial-gifts in the western part of this tomb made
it very difficult to distinguish the layers in that part. The stratification could, however,

easily be studied in the eastern half of the tomb where the layers and the various bur-

ials were perfectlv clear. Below the dark surface layer (i), about 0.20 m. thick, a layer

of homogeneous brown earth follows (2), 1.60 m. thick, apparently accumulated since

the tomb was covered for the last time. At the level of, or slightly above, the rock sur-

face a thin hard layer was found (3), which as far as could be stated covered the whole

tomb and the dromos. It covered not only the tomb proper, but extended over the

rock at the sides of the tomb, where it was possible to follow it to about 0.5 m. from
the edge of the shaft. The layer consisted of a hard, light clav very easily distinguishable

from the surrounding earth. The layer is explained as a final covering of the tomb after

being filled with burial gifts (cf. below).

Below this layer the strata of the tomb proper begin. Some of the pots, belonging to

the uppermost burial layer (4), were found just below the hard covering stratum. This
layer consisted of brown earth or clay. At the level of + 60, some burials indicated a

floor level. The second burial layer (5) extended from level 60 to level + 50 or 4- 40.

The earth was of a similar composition as Layer 4. Layer 5, too, was limited by a burial
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floor at the level + 40. The bottom stratum (6) from level + 40 to + 15 was of a similar

composition, but more mixed with clay.

At the middle of the tomb the pebble bench was found along the southern long side.

The bench was bordered with rubble.

BURI.ALS

At the floor-level + 60, a comparatively well preserved skeleton (IV) was found in

dorsal position with the head to the E. The head was placed on a flat stone and the

arms along the sides. East of the head, pots Nos. 49, 51 and 69 were found, evidently

in connexion with this burial. The scarab No. 48 was found just close to the left shoulder,

and the bronze pin No. 78 seems to have had its place in the hair of the dead. It

seems impossible to ascribe wdth certainty any of the other pots of this stratum to the

skeleton. South of this skeleton IV, the lower parts of another were found along the

wall, placed in the same position. The bronze tweezer No. 47 may belong to this bur-

ial, as also the iron knife No. 50. In the same layer plenty of human bones were scatt-

ered among the pots in the western part of the tomb. Most of the bones with at least

four skulls (I—III, V) were found in entire disorder. At the middle of the tomb, how-

ever, the remains of some arm bones seemed to be undisturbed. All these bones evi-

dently were the remains of earlier burials, which had been removed to give place to the

last one (Skel. IV) on the same floor.

A second burial floor was found at the level 4- 50-—40. Here the circumstances were

rather similar to those above described. The more or less preserved remains of at least

three skeletons could be cleared at the middle of the tomb, while the western part was

filled with pots piled up on the floor. Two pebble beds were noted in the middle, both

with comparatively well preserved skeletons. The one along the southern long wall was

placed in dorsal position with the head to the E. (all remains of the skull had vanished).

The remains of the skeleton consist of some of the ribs and parts of arm bones and femora.

To this skeleton the arrow-head No. 82, the scarabs Nos. 184, 185, the finger-ring No.

186, the beads Nos. 187, 188 and possibly the fibula No. 189 may be attributed, as they

were found around the skeleton. Whether the pots Nos. 81 and 83, belong to the same

skeleton or not, remains uncertain. Parallel to this skeleton and along the northern wall,

another interesting burial was noted. Here the lower parts of two skeletons were found,

both in a dorsal position, the one placed exactly above the other. The upper parts, with

ribs and skulls of both skeletons were missing as well as their feet. About on the knees

of the uppermost skeleton, the plate No. 88 was placed. Though it was impossible to

distinguish the sexes of these two dead, the burials evidentlv must be explained as

androgynous. Among the pots in the western part of the tomb manv fragments of human

bones were found, and five badly destroyed skulls (VI—X). All these and most of

the other finds are explained as remains of earlier burials on the same floor, piled up there

to give place for the later burials described above. Similar circumstances were noted on

the bottom of the floor though all remains of skeletons had vanished there. On the pebble
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bench, however, was probably placed a burial, as on the upper burial floor. The finds

on the bottom of the floor must all be ascribed to this burial.

The chronological order of all the finds in this tomb is given by the burial floors:

1. The burial at the bottom, no remains of the bones preserved (all finds up to level + 45).

2 . The burials at the floor level — 4v A. Here the skeletons which had been removed

to the western part of the tomb (Skulls VI—X) represent the earlier burials with

most of the finds in that part of the tomb. B. The three skeletons in the middle re-

present the later burials of this stratum.

1,. The burials on the floor level -f 60. A. Here, too, the skeletons removed to the western

part of the floor represent the earlier burials (Skulls I—HI, V), while the skeleton

with Skull IV represents the latest burial in the tomb (B).

Within the various strata it seems impossible to separate with anv certaintv earlier

and later deposits. As a matter of tact each burial floor was used during a relativelv short

period, which is shown bv the diagram.

FINDS (groups: pls. VIII, 5, i.x—XII, XIII, i; types: l. of pl. ii)

1. Bichrume IV amphora with base-ring; depressed body;

short, cylindrical neck; Hat rim, slij^htly turned down;

handles from nm to shoulder. Encircling black lines

around belly and shoulder; red band on shoulder; alter-

nating black and red bands on rim and handles. Height

3S0. 70 -

2 . White Painted III oval amphora with ba.se-ring; slightly

depressed shoulder, wide, taperinL' neck; hat hori-

zontal nm; handles from rim to shoulder. Encircling

lines around belly, shoulder and neck-line, degenerate

va\y line around neck; on rim, four groups of trans-

\cise lines, bordered zigzag line on handles Buff,

grut> clay Height 40 o. 70.

3. Plain White IV long oval amphora with base-ring;

short, narrov neck \Mth collar-nni; horizontal handles

tin shoulder. Height 41.5. -- 70

4. White Painted 1 \ amphora with ha.se-ring; slightly

depressed shoulder; cxlindrical neck; flat, horizontal

nm, horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling lines

on body, shoulder, and neck; around shoulder-line,

a degenerate wa\ y line, tour groups ol bordered,

trans\erse lines on rim; black handles. Height 31.5.

So

5 White Painted HI depressed jug with flat base; slightly

von\e-\, wide neck; pinched nm. (Jroupb nt encircling,

tine lines on shoulder; neck-line marked; degenerate

wa\\ line around neck; black rim; bordered zigzag

lines on handle. Rim chipped. I [eight 155. 75 -

t). Hichrome I\' amphora, as No. i, but with stilted rim.

(iroups of encircling black and red lines around body

and shoulder; black neck-line; around neck a degenerate

red line; bLick eneireling lines around nm, crossed by

red Transverse lines; red and black vertical lines on

handles. Height 26.0. - 80.

7. Black-on-Red II (IV) flat bowl with base-ring; plain

nm; small, horizontal handles below rim. Dark slip

decorated with two lines on outside; inside concentric

circles. Diam. 27 8. 82.

8. Red Slip II (IV) bowl, as Xo. 7, but without handles.

Red lustrous, rather worn slip. Diam. 29.5. ^ 72.

9. Bichrome III deep bowl on low foot; curved sides;

moulded, out-turned nm; horizontal handles on sides.

Thin, encircling lines bordered with bands on sides;

alternating black and red lines on rim outside and in;

black handles with long \ertical stripes Diam. 14.5.

- 70.

10.

Red .'-^lip II (IV) bowl with base-rmg; almost straight

sides; fiat, horizontal rim. Mat, light red slip. Diam.

400. -T 75-

ti. White Painted IV oval amphora with base-ring; slightlv

widening neck, flat nm, slightly turned down; handles

from rim to shoulder. Encircling line on belly, neck-

line, and rim; encircling lines on shoulder; degenerate

wavy line around neck; bordered zigzag lines on

handles. Height 41.0. -- 80.

12 Bichrome IV o\al amphora with base-ring; short,

tclindrical neck; flat rim, handles from neck to shoulder.

Pmcircling black and red lines on belly and shoulder;

groups of small, concent! ic circles on shoulder and

nock, ladder-pattern on handles. Incomplete. Height

40.0. - 100.

13. White Painted HI flat bowl with base-ring; plain,

thickening rim; horizontal handles below nm. Rim
decorated with a black line, with two vertical stripes
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haneinj? down on either bide of the black handles;

inside at bottom group of concentric circles. Diam.

2^.5. !

100.

14. Coarse cooking pot with spherical body; vertical handles.

Height 16.5 — 70.

15. Red Slip I (III) jug with flat base; oval body; well

marked neck-line; long neck "widening upwards; wide,

pinched rim; twin-handle from neck to shoulder;

knobs on rim, on both bides of the handle. White,

gritty clay Height 15.5. — go.

16. Bichrome Red I (IV) jug with base-ring, almost sphe-

rical bt)dy; cylindrical neck; pinched rim; handle from

rim to shoulder. Encircling groups of black lines on

shoulder and neck; groups of \ertical, concentric

circles symmetrically placed on either side; a triangle

filled with horizontal zigzag line, a small, lattice-

triangle, and a lattice-rhombus as front ornament;

a horizontal zigzag line, and \ertical black line as

back ornament. On rim, eye ornament filled with white

paint; bordered zigzag lines on handle. Height 23 2. - 70.

17. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep bowl with base-ring, cur\ed

sides; plain nm; horizontal handles on sides. Groups

of concentric encircling lines outside and in; black

rim and handles. Diam. 22.3. — 70.

iS. White Painted IV bowl with flat base; ^e^tical sides;

plain rim. Black band around nm. Greenish, finely

silted clay. Diam. g.5. -- go

IQ. Red Slip II (IV) jug with flat base; spherical body;

slightly conca\e neck with bandle-ndge, stilted rim,

handle from neck to shoulder. Red lustrous slip with

traces of the polishing tool. Cirey, gritty clay. Height

17.3. T' 70.

20. White Painted IV jug with fiat base, almost spherical

body; narrow, cylindrical neck with diminutive handle-

ridge; stilted rim; handle trom neck to shoulder. En-

circling brown lines around belly and neck. Height

1 1 .4. — 88.

21. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep bowl with flat, slightly

raised base; upwards slightly tapering sides; fiat,

plain nm, horizontal handle on bide. Encircling groupb

of black lines outside and in. Diam. 12.0. — 88

22. Black-on-Red II (IV) shallow bowl with fiat base;

plain rim; horizontal handles below rim. Encircling

groups of black lines outside and in, black rim; vertical

strokes on handles. Diam. 18.7. — 78.

23. Bichrome I\’ jug with fiat base; spherical body; narrow,

cylindrical neck with handle-ndge, fiat, out-turned

nm; handle trom neck to shoulder. Three \ertical

bands of small concentric circles on shovildcr and

belly; encircling lines on neck; red nm; black crossed

lines on handle. Height 10.6. -- 78.

24 Black-on-Red H (IV) open bowl with base-ring, plain,

thickening nm; small, horizontal handles below nm
Groups of encircling lines outside and in, black nm
and handles Diam. 32(8.

,

70.

25. Red Slip II (IV) bowl with base-ring; almost straight

sides; flat nm. Thick, mat slip. Diam. 3(1 o. 70

2f>. Black-on-Red II (IV) jug with flat, sh^^htly rai'^ed

base; almost spherical body, short, c()nca\e neck

with pinched nm; handle trom nm to shoulder En-

circling black lines around body and neck; on shoulder,

groups of small, concentric circles, black rim, on sides

of handle, black lines. Height 12.5 78.

27. Plain White IV jug with fiat, slightly raised base,

depressed shoulder; wide, slightly cuived neck; handle

from rim to shoulder. Height 12 3. -- 70.

28. White Painted IV depressed jug with fiat base, concave

neck with pinched rim. Rim missing. A convention-

alized tree as front c)rnament; on both sides, an

oblique double cross; encircling line around neck;

bordered zigzag line on handle Height 105. 70.

29. Plain White IV oval amphora with base-ring; depressed

shoulder; short, narrow neck with collar-rim, hori-

zontal handles on shoulder. Height 43.0. — 75.

30. White Painted 1 \’ oval amphora with basc-nng, de-

pressed shoulder; cvlmdiical neck; fiat, down-turned

rim; handles from nm to shoulder. Ivnciiclmg lines

and bands on belly, shoulder, and nm; groups of small,

concentric ciicles on shoulder, bordered zigzag lines

on handles. Incomplete. Height 41.0. •• 75.

31. Plain White IV jug, as No. 147. Height 13 4. — 75.

32 Black-on-Rcd I (HI) deep bowl with base-img curved

sides moulded, out-turned nm, horizontal handles

on sides (iroups of encircling, concentric lines outside

and in; black nm and handles. Mat slip with traces

of the polishing tool; rather worn surtace. J.)iam.

21 .0. — 70.

33. Plain White IV anqihora, as No 29. Height 28.0. - (15

34. Red Slip H (IV) fiat bowl with fiat, slightly raised

base, fiat, horizontal nm. Mat slip with tiaces ot the

polishing tool Diam. 20.0 — 70.

35. Black-on-Red I ( 111 ) jug with base-iing, oval hodv

,

short, narvfjw neck; ]Mnched nm; twm-handle fiom

nm to shoulder. Horizontal groups of cnciicling

lines on shoulder and neck; two gioups ot concentric

circles, svmmetrically placed on either side with an

inscribed maltcse cross. I'ront decoiatmn hanging,

double crossed lines between scmi-circlcs on shoulder;

group ot concentric iirdes on beliv Back orn.iment.

groups of concentric circles Black nm and handle

Height 23.0. (‘5

3^1. White Painted IV bowl, as No iS. Diam. it S. - 70.

37. Black-on-Red 11 (IV) bowl with base-ring; curved

sides; plain nm, small, horiz(*ntal handles below inn

(jroups of concentric, encircling lines outside and in,

black rim and handles. Diam. 23 S (S5

38 Black-on-Red 11 (I\) bowl, as No. 21 Diam 11.5.

i 75

3g. Plain White 111 plate with fiat base and curved sides

Diam 18.5. (>5

40 Red Slip 11 (IV) bowl, as No. 10. Diam 3(1 o — 70.

41. Red Slip I (HI) bowl with fiat, shghth raised liase,

cuived sides; plain rim. Red, lustrous slip. Diam.

23.0. (»o.

3
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4’ Red .slip II (IV) hemispherical bowl with plain rim.

Red lu?.tu)us slip with traces ot the polishing tool.

Clrey, gritty clav. Diam. 13.5. ~ 60.

43. HRhrome IV spherical jug with base-ring; short,

concave neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Kncirclmg. horizontal line?> around shoulder and neck-

line; degenerate wa\y line around neck; vertical groups

of alternating black and red concentric lines, s\mmet-

rically placed on either side; groups of small, black

and red concentric eircles as front and back orna-

ment'>; \ertical black and red lines on handle; black

rim. Height ao.5 - 58.

44. Hlack-on-Red I (III) deep bowl with base-ring; curved

^ldes; plain rim, horizontal handles on sides. Eight

h('rizontal gnanes below rim; encircling lines out-

ride and in, black run and handles. Diam. 20.5. -f- 58.

45 Hlack-on-Red I (III) flat bowl ^Mth base-ring; curved

sides, plain rim: horizontal handles below rim. Con-

cent! ic, encircling black lines outside and in; black

rim; black handles with vertical strokes. Mat, red

slip Diam. 26.0. — 55.

4^1. Bichrome III oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical,

narrow neck; out-turned, moulded rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. Groups of black and red encircling

lines on belh , shoulder, and neck; black and red lines

on handle. Height 33.5 — 60.

47. Bronze tweezer c\ith a small, circular ring attached

to top; two ridges below ring, and slightly widening

arms with in-bent, straight edges. Length 5.4. -|- 68.

48. Scarab of white steatite of Type A5-B4-C4. On base,

incision representing the goddess of Truth and an

uraeus Encircling line. See .-Appendices I and II. Length

1.4. Height 065. — 70.

4{; Bichrome IV flat lid with small, raised knob; almost

straight sides; flat, horizontal rim. Small depression

inMde. Encircling red and black lines outside. Diam.

20.0. -75.
50 Lancet-Shaped, lung iron knife with one cutting edge;

thick back: flat tang pierced by two rivets. The knife
[

i5 slightly bent; point and top of tang missing. Length I

-- 70. i

51. Bichrome I\' jug, as Xo 23. Height 10.3. 75.

52. Coarse cooking pot, as Xo. 14. Height 20.0. -r 70.

53 White Painted IV sack-shaped jug with flat, slightly

raised base, bod> narrowing upwards; pinched rim;

handle from nm to shoulder. Band of alternating

wide and narrow encircling lines on body; black line

encircling neck; eye ornament below black rim; bor-

dered, crossed lines on handle. Height 10.0. -f- 70.

s4. Black-(jn-Red I (III) jug with flat base; depressed

ht)d\, prominent handle-ridge
;

funnel-rim; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around body

tind neck, three -'Wasticas on shoulder; ladder-pattern

()n handle. Height 8.5. 72.

55. White Painted I\’ jug with flat base; almost spherical

body, cylindrical neck with handle-ridge; stilted rim;

handle trom neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around

shoulder and neck; ladder-pattern on handle. Height

12 - 5 - V 65.

56. Iron knife with blade narrowing towards the point;

one cutting edge; thick back; flat, forked tang, pierced

by a rivet. Point missing. Length 18.5. -b 70.

57 - White Painted IV bowl, as Xo. 18. Diam. 10.3. b- ^2.

58. White Painted III oval jug with base-nng; slightly

depressed shoulder; short, convex neck, narrowing

upwards; pinched rim; twisted handle from rim to

shoulder. Lines encircling belly, shoulder, and neck-

line; degenerate wavy line around neck; black nm and

handle. Height 30.5. -f 70.

59. Bichrome IV jug with raised base; almost spherical

body; long cylindrical neck w'ith handle-ridge; funnel

mouth; handle from neck to shoulder. Groups of

concentric black and red lines, symmetrically placed

on either side; red neck-line with perpendicular, rhomb-

ical front ornament; two red strokes on handle, very

thick clay. Height 21.0. 4-60.

60. White Painted IV oval amphora with low’ foot; narrow,

short neck; plain rim; small, vertical handles on belly.

Encircling lines around belly, shoulder, and neck;

degenerate wavy line around belly. Height 31.5. -f- 70.

61. Red Slip I (III) flat bowl w’ith base-ring; slightly

curved sides; flat, horizontal rim. Mat, red slip with

traces of the polishing tool. Diam. 35.0. Inside Xo 62.

62. Red Slip I (III) bowl, as Xo. 61. Diam. 35.0. — 50.

63. Black-on-Red I (III) deep bow’l with base-ring; cur\ed

sides; plain rim; horizontal handles below’ rim. En-

circling groups of lines outside and in; black nm and

handles. Deformed in the kiln. Diam. 33.0. 4- 85.

64. White Painted IV bowl with flat base; flat, horizontal

rim. A group of concentric circles inside; black rim.

Diam. 12.5. 4- 70.

65. White Painted IV bowl, as No. 64. Diam. 11.6. 4- 75.

66. Black-on-Red I (III) deep bow’i with base-ring; curved

sides; plain rim; horizontal handles below’ rim. Encircl-

ing lines; black base-ring, rim and handles w’ith

vertical strokes. Lustrous, light red slip. Diam. 23.0.

55 -

67. Red Slip II (IV) hemispherical bowl with plain rim.

Dark, red slip; rather worn. Diam. 12.5. 4- 70.

68. White Painted IV hemispherical bowl with flat base;

plain rim, red painted. Diam. 11.8. — 70.

69. Bichrome IV oval jug with flat base; narrow neck

W’ith handle-ridge; stilted rim; handle from neck

to shoulder. Red encircling lines bordered with black

lines below’ shoulder; red band around belly; on shoulder,

three groups of concentric circles; encircling black

and red lines around neck; red rim. Handle missing.

Height 10.o. 4- 70.

70. Cylindrical, grooved bead of light blue faience; a hole

through the longitudinal axis. Length 1.6. Diam.

0.65. — 50.

71. Bichrome III plate with flattened base; curved sides;

plain rim; horizontal, knobbed handles below nm.
The bottom is decorated with two crossed bands,
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one consisting of a zigzag line bordered with four parallel
i

lines, the other is bordered with three black lines,
|

and in the middle consists of two black lattice-triangles
|

on both sides of black lozenges filled with latticed,

small lozenges alternating with lozenges with red dots; in

the triangular interspaces on both sides of the lozenges,

are red lattice-triangles; in the four triangular inter-

spaces between the cross arms are black swasticas.

Black concentric circles on the side, and inside the

bottom. Grey gritty clay; rather worn surface. Diam.

27.0. -I- 70-

72. Plain White IV depressed jug with flat base; wide,

short neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Rim missing.

Height 13.0. 72.

73. Red Slip I (III) fiat bowl with flat base; curved sides; flat

horizontal rim. Light red, lustrous slip. Diam. 14. 1 . -r 68.

74. Black Slip Bichrome III plate with flat base; curved

sides; plain rim; thick horizontal handles below

rim. The base is decorated with alternating concentric,

narrow black, and wide led circles. From this central
,

decoration radiate alternating black zigzag lines bor-

dered with black lines, and red M-ornament with

black lattice-triangle. The edge of the base is deco-

rated with a black zigzag line. Black sides and handles.

Inside the bottom are encircling black lines. Diam.

42.0. -f 70.

75- Black Slip Bichrome III plate, as No. 74, but with

knobbed handles, and groups of transverse lines, '

around edge of base. Diam. 37.0. + 65.

76. Polychrome White pilgrim bottle with traces of con-

centric, white, black, and red circles on either side.

Neck and handle missing; paint much worn. Foreign

Ware. Height 9.0. -f 65,

77. Bichrome II oval jug with flat base; neck widening

upwards; basket-handle; spout on shoulder. Encircling

black and red lines on belly and neck; encircling,

bordered zigzag lines on shoulder with groups of

short vertical lines hanging down over shoulder;

black lines on spout; black bordered zigzag line on

handle. Rim missing. Height 12.0. -f 65.

78. Straight bronze pin with pointed end; a spiral twisted

head of flat bronze. Point missing. Length 12.3. -r 70.

79. Bronze fibula with high bow with three collars; once

coiled spring; pointed pin. Catch missing; pin broken.
;

Badly corroded. Diam. 4.5, T 48. 1

80. Bronze fibula, as No. 79, but smaller, and with three
|

beads above catch; a thrice coiled spring. Catch and
i

pin missing. Diam. 2.9. + 52. !

81. Bichrome IV jug with flat base; depressed body; cy-

lindrical neck; stilted rim; handle from neck to shoulder.

Decoration worn off. Height 9.0. — 50.

82. Fragment of an arrow-head of iron with square trans-
j

verse section. Length c. 10.6. T 55-

83. Bichrome IV jug with base-ring; almost spherical

body; neck widening upwards, mid-ridge; stilted rim;

handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling red and

black lines around neck and rim. Height ii.o. — 52.

84. Red Slip II (IV) bowl with flattened base, cur\ed

sides; plain rim. Dark, mat slip. Diam. 14.8. 52.

85. Plain White IV oval jug with flat base; short, wide

neck; plain nm; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

14-5. - 50 -

86. Plain White IV jug, as No. 85, Height 15.0. - 50.

87. White Painted IV depiessed jug with flat base, wide,

short neck; pinched nm, handle from nm to shoulder.

Encircling black lines around shoulder and neck-line,

eye ornament on either side of nm; black nm and

handle. Height 155. 48.

88. Red Slip I (III) plate with flat base; curved sides;

flat, horizontal nm. Light red, lustrous slip. Diam.

26.0. - 53.

89. Plain White IV bowl; shape as No. 73. Diam. 13.8. 50.

90. White Painted IV bowl, as No. 18. Diam. 13.6. -- 50.

91 - Red Slip II (IV) bowl, as No. 42. Red, lustrous slip.

Incomplete. Diam. 14.0. 35.

92. Red Slip II (IV) deep bowl with base-ring; curved

sides; plain rim; four, vertical string-hole projections

below rim. Mat, darkened slip. Diam. 28.0. — 56.

93. Red Slip I (III) bowl with base-ring; slightly curved

sides; flat, horizontal nm. Light, rather worn slip.

Diam. 39.0. ^ 50.

94. White Painted IV depressed jug with flat base; short,

wide neck; pinched rim; handle from nm to shoulder,

Encircling lines around belly and neck-line; on shoulder

seven double crosses; eye ornament on either side of

rim; ladder-pattern on handle. Height 10 S. -65.

95. White Painted IV bowl, as No. 18. Diam 13 4. -- O5.

96. Bichrome IV jug with flat base; almost spherical body;

narrow neck with handle-ndge; out-turned rim, handle

from rim to shoulder. Encircling black and red lines

on body, neck-Iine, and nm; ladder-pattern un handle;

three hanging, winged lozenges on shoulder. Height

9 - 5 - 50.

97. Bichrome IV jug with raised base; shgrhly depressed

body; narrow neck with handle-ndge; stilted nm;
handle from neck to shoulder Concentric, \erncal,

red and black lines symmetrically placed on either

side of body; four groups of small, concentric circles

as front ornament; black encircling line around neck;

red rim; black handle. Height 11.2. - 50.

98. Black-on-Red 1 (III) jug with flat base; slightly de-

pressed body; narrow neck with handle-ridge, stilted

rim; handle from neck to shoulder Encircling lines on

body and neck; two groups of small, concentric circles on

shoulder; black lines on handle. Height ii.o. 50.

99. Red Slip I (III) jug with flat base; globular body;

narrow neck with slightly prominent handle-ndge;

stilted nm; handle from neck to shoulder. Light,

slightly lustrous slip with traces of the polishing tool

Height 16.5. -r 50

100.

Bichrome IV flat bowl with flat base; slightly curved

sides; flat horizontal rim. Encircling, concentric black

and red lines as bottom decoration; an interrupted

red line around rim. Diam 12.8 -- 58.
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101 BlaLk-on-Rcd I (III) deep bowl with base-rinL:; curved

Sides, plain nm; and two horizontal handles below

run (jioups <‘f cncirelmu lines outside and in; black

run, black handles with \ercical strokes. Litjht red,

iustruus slip. One side missing Diam 22.0. — 58.

102 Bichroine 1\' bowl, as No. 100. Diam. 12 S. -L 60.

10^; Red Slip I (111) tiat bowl with Hat base; slit^htly cur\ed

sides, llartened nm. Red, lustrous slip. Diam ip.o.

5 *-'

104 \Mnre Ikiinted II amphora with base-nnt?; shi^htly

depressed shoulder; well marked neck-line; slightly

spkiMnLr. cur\td neck. Hat rim; handles from nm to

shoulder Oroups of encircling lines on belly and

shoulder; groups of \ertical parallel lines on neck,

between the handles, on either side, lozenges filled

with smaller plain, and latticed cheejuers; bordered

zigzag line on handles; nm decorated with thin, trans-

\eTse lines. Height 46.0. t 70.

105 Red Slip I (III) rtar howl with flat base; curved sides,

riar nm Light, red lustrous slip on outside; mat slip

in>ide. Diam 20.0. — 52.

10^' BkKk-on-Red I (III) bowl, shape as No. 24. Diam
I'J 5- ' 5^-

107 White Painted III jug with base-ring; slightly de-

pressed shoulder; short, wide neck; pinched rim;

handle from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines around

shoulder and neck-line, degenerate wavy line around

neck, black nm; bordered zigzag line on handle. Height

22.3 • 62

108. White Painted III jug with fiat base; almost glo-

bular bods
,
narrow neck, widening upwards; stilted

nm; handle from neck to shoulder. Band of encircling

lines on shoulder, encircling wavy lines on neck; de-

coration of crossed lines on shoulder as front ornament.

The decorations are in red colour. Height 13.9. — 60.

109. Black Slip H jug on low foot; slightly depressed

shoulder; rapering neck; pinched nm; handle from

nm to shoulder Two encircling, horizontal grooves on

shoulder; body vertically grooved. Height 16.5. — 70.

110. White Painted II osal amphora with base-ring; slightly

depressed shoulder; neck gently widening upwards;

llat, hoiizoiital rim; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands on belly, shoulder and

neck; a degenerate wavy band on shoulder-line; bor-

dered lattice-lozenges on shoulder; crossed lines on rim;

black handles with vertical strokes. Height 34.0. -- 35.

111. Bichrome III kylix on low stem; angular outline;

plain run; horizontal handles on sides. Encircling

black lines on foot; a red line inside the rim; vertical

bands of thin lines between concentric semi-circles

alternating with swasticas, on sides. Diam. 20 3. Height

17.0. — 50.

112. White Painted III bowl with flat, raised base; cure ed

'ides; plain nm, pierced, horizontal handles with

side knobs Kncirchng black lines outside and in.

Diarn 15 N. —

I 13 Black-f >n-Red II fIV) bowl with base-ring; curved

sides, plain nm; horizontal up-turned handles below

nm Encircling black lines outside and in; black

handies. Light red, lustrous slip. Diam. 19.5. ~ 60.

1 14 Black-on-Red II (IV) jug with base-ring; almost glo-

bular body; well marked neck-line; cylindrical neck;

pinched mouth, twin-handle from rim to shoulder.

Group of horizontal, encircling lines on shoulder;

vertical, concentric circles on either side of bod\
;

black nm; ladder-pattern on handle. Dark, red lustrous

slip. Height 20 5
- do.

1 15. Black-on-Red I (HI) deep bowl with base-ring, curced

sides; plain nm; horizontal up-turned handles on side.s.

Encircling red lines outside and in, black painted

base-ring. nm. and handles. Light red. lustrous slip.

Diam. 24 5. — 50.

116 Hemispherical bronze bowl with Hat rim. Diam. 15.0.

5 •

1 17. Black Slip II amphoriskos on low foot; gently curved

neck; flat nm; vertical handles from rim to shoulder.

'Phe body is \ertical grooved. Height 14 . q. 45.

iiS. White Painted 11 barrel-shaped jug with neck narrowing

upwards; stilted rim; handle from rim to shoulder,

(jroups of vertical concentric circles, symmetrically

placed on either side; two winged lattice-lozenges

as front ornament; encircling lines on neck and shoulder;

zigzag lines on handle. Height 18.0. -r 50.

119. White Painted II barrel-shaped jug; almost spherical in

shape; wide neck with handle-ridge
;
funnel-mouth; fiat

nm; handle from neck to shoulder. Groups of concentric

circles around a maltese cross; symmetrically placed

on either side, winged lartice-lozenges as front orna-

ment, upper one filled with four small lozenges; hori-

zontal bands of lattice-lozenges bordered with three

parallel lines from the lower of which perpendicular,

short lines hang down as back ornaments; encircling

lines around neck and mouth; bordered zigzag lines

on handle. Height 25.0. + 45.

120. Black-on-Red I (III) jug with Hat base; depressed

shoulder; narrow neck with prominent handle-ridge;

funnel-mouth; handle from neck to shoulder. En-

circling black lines around shoulder-line and neck;

one group of small concentric circles as front orna-

ment; ladder-pattern on handle. Height S.o. — 62.

121. P'ragment of an iron knife with fiat handle. Length

12.1 . --^15.

122. Iron knife; slightly curved with a narrow blade; one

cutting edge; thick back; pointed end. The tang is

flat, rectangular; thickening towards the blade; the

top is forked. Between tang and blade it is hollowed

out, serving as groove for a finger. Large pieces

of wood on both side> of the tang. Point missing.

Length 15.2. — 65.

123. Black-on-Red I (III) deep bowl with base-ring; curved

side'^: plain nni; horizontal handles below rim. En-

circling lines outside and in, black foot, run and handles.

Mat, light red slip. Diam. 21 3 - 42.

124. White Painted HI deep bowl with base-ring; curved,



in-turned ^.idc^; plain, thick rim; horizontal handles

on sides. Encirchni: lines around lower p.irt of

bt-'dv and inside; beluv. um hand consistinjr of

winded latiice-lozenues between fields, crosj,ed lines

and a ^ertlcal band ot lattice-kjzen^es bordered with

four, parallel, \ertical lines. Diam 25.0. Height 195
“ “ 45 -

I2S. White Painted II juu with base-rinLp, slmhtK tlepressed

shoulder; narrow neck, wideninu upwards; handle

from neck to shoulder. Hands ot concentric lines

svmmetrically placed on either side; cheejuers filled

with small lattice-chc quers as front ornament; hori-

zontal ladder-pattern with perpendicular shoit lines

as back ornament, encirclina lines around mouth;

bordered zi^zajj lines on handles. Rim mi-^sin". Heii»ht

15.5. - 40.

12b. White Painted II howl with f]<it base, cur\ed sides;

plain rim; horizontal handles on rim. Encircling

lines outside and in Diam. 12 5 55.

127. Bichrome III pulgrim bottle with narrow neck; tunnel- '

shaped mouth; handles from neck to shoulder. Encircling

^e^tlcal black and red lines scmmetrically placed on

either side; ladder-pattern on handles; dots aiound nm
Height 14.0. — 50.

I

12S. Bichrome 111 bottle, as No. 127. Hemht 142. 55.
|

129. Polychrome White hariel-shaped jug of almost globular i

shape; narrow neck and funnel-mouth; handle from neck

to shoulder. Groups of vertical black, white, and red

concentric circles, s\ mmetrically placed on cither

side of bodN
;

three crossed lines as front and back

ornaments; encircling black, white, and red lines

around mouth. trans\eise bkick lines on handle. Yellow

wash; gritty clay. Foreign ware. Height 37.0. — 50.

130 White Painted II bowl, shape as Xo. 12b, but with

narrow grooNes below the nrn. Diam. 120. — 54.

131. Bichrome III plate with low flat base-ring; slighth

curved sides; plain rim; horizontal knobbed handles

below nm. At the middle of the base, a lariice-

chequer encircled by black and red lines; from this

ornament radiate alternating red M-ornaments. bor-

dered with black parallel lines, and latticed mid-

tnangle; laltice-lozenges bordered with alternating

parallel lines and zigzag lines; the base-ring is dec(>r-

ated with a zigzag line: encircling lines on lower part

of side-;, upper part, and handles black Inside, groups

01 concentric circles. Diam. 39.5. - 5b.

132. Black Slip II amphoriskos with flat base ; gently curved

shoulder; fiat, horizontal nm; handles from nm to

shoulder. Black, rather reddish mat slip; rather woin

fleight 14.0. — 50.

133 Bichrome III plate with fiat base, cur\ed sides; one

preser\ed knobbed handle below rim. Base decor-

ated with two eri»ssed bands; the one with led. black

boidered i\I-ornaments with a mid-tnangle filled

with lattice-lozenges; the other band consists of black

lattice-lozenges, alternating with triangles filled with

red paint. In the spaces between the cross arms

are black che\rons filled with red paint; encircling

lines on side, and inside plate. Pieces missing. Diarn.

19 o. -- 50.

134. Bichrome IV bowl with high base-ring; curved sides;

fiat, horizontal nm. Red nm; red patch as bottom

ornament inside, encircled by black lines. Diam. 12.5.

- 64.

135. Bichrome III pilgrim bottle, depressed on the sides;

side knobs, splaying funnel-mouth; handles from neck

to shoulder \ertical red and black lines symmelnc-

ally placed on either side; encircling black and red

lines on mouth, ladder-pattern on handles Rim chipped.

Height 12 2. - b2.

J3b. Black Slip Bichrome III plate with fiat base, cur\ed

Sides; plain nrn; handles below nm. In the middle

(»t base, concentric alternating red and black circles;

from this ornament radiate alternating red M-orna-

ments bordered with black lines, the mid-tnangle

ot which is decorated with one lattice triangle, one

latnce-lozengc, and black zigzag lines bordered with

parallel lines 'Phe edge ot base is decoiated with

encircling band, and a zigzag line. Black painted

sides and handles; inside, concentric circles Diam

39.0 - 64.

137. Ifiain White III howl with fiat base; slightly curced

Sides; plain nm. Reddish washed surface. Diam.

itS.o. 57.

138. Black Slip Bichrome III bowl with slightly convex,

raised base, cuiwcd sides; plain nm, knobbed handles

below nm. base ornament, there is a black maltese

cross, encircled b\ a red band and red lines; trom this

centre radiate thiee red M-ornaments bordered with

black lines; the mid-tnangle filled with plain and

lattice-l«)/cnges; in the spaces between these ornaments,

there arc other ornaments of three kinds: two zigzag

lines, hindered with |\ii\illel lines, one tr<ins\erse

zigzag line bordered with parallel lines and transverse

lines, h.ind of lattice-chetiuers hordercil with parallel

lines; edge of base decorated with black zigzag

line, bkick sides and handle'-, insuli., concentric iircles

Diam. 45 o. 55.

131) Plain White II goblet with high toot; evlindneal stem

with mid-ridge, slightly curved sides, flat nm. Butf.

gritty cla\ . Diam. 150. Height 13.0. 70.

140 White Ikunted II oval amphora with l>ase-iing, con-

cave nei..k; fiat nm; horizontal handles vin shoulder.

Belle, shoulder, and neck decorated with enciicling

hands and lines, one degenerate wave line on body; on

shoulder, four vertical zigzag lines bordered with

parallel lines; four groups ot tiansverse lines on nm;
black handles I Right 43 5. 30.

141 Red Slip II (I\') bowl with fiat base; slightly curved

sides; fiat, lnui/ontal nm. Light red, mat slip, some-

what polished. Diam 17.5 - 50.

142 Black Slip Bichrome 111 plate with fiat base; slightly

curved, veilically groiived sides, plain rim; knobbed

honziintal handles below nm. Base decorated with



a black inaltesc cross encircled by a red band and

black line, from this centre radiate black M-ornaments

with latticed inul-triarmle, alternating with black zit^zatj

lines, bordered with parallel lines. Sides covered by

black slip. Inside decorated with black, concentric

lines. Diam. 2<>o. 50.

14^ White Painted II amphora with base-ring; oval bodv

with sliLthily depiessed shoulder; slightly concace

neck, out-turned, Hat 11m, handles from rim to shoulder.

Belh , shoulder, neck-line, and rim decorated with

encircling lines, on neck, two degenerate waw lines;

transNerse lines on rim, bordered zig/ag lines on handles.

Height 45 5. -

144. Red Slip 1 { 111 ) howl with Rattened base; slightly curved

sides; plain rim Buff, gritty clay; red lustrous, polished

slip Diam i<) 2. -- 52.

145. Red Slip 1 (III) bowl, as No. 144. Diam. 128. ~ 65.

14^0 White Painted II harrebshaped jug with almost spherical

body: narrow neck with handle-ndge; funnel-mouth;

Rat rim; handle trom neck to shoulder. Groups of

circles symmetrically placed on either side; two winged

latticc-lnzenges as front ornament, and one similar as

back ornament; encircling lines around neck and nm;
bordered zigzag lines on handle Height 16.5 — 45

147. Plain White HI jug with Rat base; oval body with

slightly depressed shoulder: ridge at neck-line; wide

mouth; handle from nm to shoulder. Height 13.0.

45 -

148 Black-on-Red I (HI) bowl with base-ring; slightly

cur\ed sides; plain nm; horizontal string-hole handles on

nm. Encircling black lines outside and in; black rim

and base-ring. Height 30 o. — 45

149. Plain White II goblet, as No. 139. Stem missing

Diam. 17 2. — 75.

150. Plain W’hitc H deep bowl with Rat base; curved sides;

plain nm. Diam. 136. — 50.

151. Black-on-Red I (HI) bowl with base-ring; curved sides;

plain nm; knobbed horizontal string-hole projections

at nm. Encircling black lines outside and in. Diuni

24 o. 38.

152. Plain White III jug, as No, 147, but without ridge at

neck-line. Height 14.0. — 50.

153 Black Slip II jug with base-ring; o\al bodv; neck

narrowing upwards; pinched nm, handle from nm to

shoulder. Thin, black slip, somewhat reddish. Height

26 o. - 35.

154. Red Slip I (HI) open bowl with Rat base; curved sides;

plain nm. Buff clay; red lustrous slip, polished at

outside. Diam. iS i. 4- 60.

155. Black-on-Red I (HI) jug with Rat base, spherical body;

cylindrical neck; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to

shoulder. Imcircling black lines around shoulder and

neck, ladder-pattern on handle. Red lustrous, polished

slip Height 245. 43.

156. Plain White HI flat howl with flat base, and curved

sides. Diam. 1S4. -- ^5.

157. Plain White HI howl, as No. 156. Diam. 18.8. --- ^5

15S. White Painted I\’ jug with oval body; flat base; short,

slightly convex neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to

shoulder. Encircling lines on shoulder and neck-line;

wavy band around neck; black rim; bordered zigzag

line on handle. Height 18.5. -f- 50.

159- Black-on-Red I (HI) amphonskos with flat base; oval

body; narrow neck; handle-ndge; funnel-mouth; handles

trom neck to shoulder. E'ncircling black lines around

body and neck; tour groups of four concentric circles

on shoulder; black vertical lines on handles. One handle,

and piece of mouth missing. Height ii 8. + 50.

i(>o. Red Slip I (III) plate with flat, slifjhtly raised base;

Hat, horizontal nm. Dark, red lustrous slip, polished

on outside. Diam. 22 S- 45.

161. Red Slip I (III) plate, as No. 160 Diam. 26.8. + 45.

162. Red Slip I (III) bowl with flattened base; curved sides

Light red, lustrous, polished slip. Diam. 14.2. — 45

163 Red .Slip 1 (III) flat howl with base-ring, curved sides,

flat horizontal nm. Light red, polished slip. Diam.
2g.o. 4- 50.

164. Bichrome II pilgrim bottle; slightly depressed from sides;

short neck; handles from neck to shoulder. Vertical

black and red lines symmetrically placed on either

side. Rim and handles missing. Much damaged. 4- 50.

165. Bronze fibula, as No. 79, but with thrice coiled spring;

catch preserved. Complete. Diam. 4.1. 4- 58.

166. Scarab of blue paste of Type A4-B4-C4. On base,

incision representing standing man with outstretched

arm before an uraeus. Encircling line. See Appen-
dices I and II. Length 1,5. Height 0.75. 4- 35.

167. Black-on-Red I (III) jug with base-ring; almost spherical

body; long, cylindrical neck; pinched rim; twin-handle

from nm to shoulder. Band of encircling horizontal

lines around shoulder; two vertical bands of concentric

lines symmetrically placed on either side; three crossed

lines, and eight small groups of concentric circles as

front ornament; concentric scmi-circlts, and two

groups of concentric circles as back ornament; encircling

line on neck; ladder-pattern on handle. Height 20.5. +35.
168. A.xe-head of iron. Much rusted. Length 18.0. -4 35.

i 6 (). Bichrome III jug with flat base; depressed body;

narrow neck; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to

shoulder. Encircling black line around body; red

mouth. Height 8.5. + 50.

170 Bichrome II barrel-shaped jug with prominent side-

knobs; narrow neck; funnel-mouth: handle from neck

to shoulder. Vertical, concentric circles symmetrically

placed on either side; red mouth. Height 8.5. 4- 50.

171. Bichrome II jug, as No. 170. Height 8 5. 4- 50.

172. Red Slip I (III) plate with base-ring; plain nm; hori-

zontal string-hole handle below nm. Light red slip

polished on outside. Diam. 21.5. 4- 50.

t 73 - Red Slip II (I\ ) or al jug with low hase-nng; cvlindrical

neck, wide, pinched nm with a strainer pierced by four

rows of holes; handle from nm to shoulder. Jug covered

by a eery thin, reddish dark, mat slip; rather worn.
Height 28 o, -V ^o.
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174. White Painted III Jeep bowl with base-rin^, curved

sides, gently contracted nm; honztintal up'turned

handles on sides. Concentric circles abo\e base and

around nm; black handles. Diam. 25.5. — 40.

175. Red Slip I (III) jug on low foot; almost spherical

body; long neck widening upwards; handle-nJge;

handle from neck to shoulder. Below base of handle on

shoulder, there is a slightly prominent knob. Crev,

gritty clay; light, lustrous slip. Rim missing. Height

17.0. -f 40.

176. White Painted II kylix on high foot, gently curved

sides; contracted nm; horizontal handles on sides.

Encircling bands on foot, sides, rim, and inside; below

nm there is a border of a different kind on either side;

on one side vertical bands of chequers bordered by paral-

lel lines, and dotted zigzag lines, bordered with parallel

lines, alternating with fields decorated with crossed

lines; on the other: \ertical hands of chequers bordered

with parallel lines, and a double zigzag line bordered

with parallel lines alternating with fields as first side;

black handles. Diam. 20.0. Height 16.2. Inside Xo. 174

177. Coarse jug with flattened base; curved sides, tapering

upwards; plain nm; large, vertical handle below rim.

Darkened surface. Height 12 o. Inside No. 17^.

178. Black-on-Red I (HI) jug, as X'o. 208. Height 8 o. ~ 55.

179. Plain White III bowl with flattened base; in-bent rim.

Buff, gritty clay, reddish wash. Height 14.5. Inside

No. 174.

180. Black Slip III oval jug with base-ring; short, wide

neck; pinched nm; handle from rim to shoulder. Jug

covered by a thin, reddish, dark mat slip. Height

24.0. Inside No. 143.

181. Plain White III jug, as No. 147. Piece of rim and handle

missing. Height 14.0. -r 30.

182. Fragment of a plain, thin bronze pin. Length 2.5. 55.

183. White Painted III oval jug with base-ring; short neck

narrowing upwards; pinched nm; handle from rim to

shoulder. Two bands of encircling lines on belly and

shoulder; encircling line around ncck-line; degenerate

wa^'y line around neck; bordered zigzag lines on handles.

Rim chipped. Height 19.5. -r 40.

184. Scarab of white steatite of Type A2-B2-C2. On base,

hieroglyphic inscription with the blundered name of

Amon. Rest meaningless. See Appendices I and II.

Length 1.3. Height 0.75. -r 50.

185. Scarab of white steatite of Type A2-B2-C2. Double

elytra. On base, a cartouche w'ith the name of Men-
kheper-re (Thutmes III). Over it a flying bird (falcon?)

with outstretched wings. Encircling line. See Appen-

dices I and II. Length 1.7. Height 0.75. r 50.

186. Plain finger ring of silver; circular section. Diam 2.1.

f 50 -

187. Oblong bead of amber with one side flat; triangular

transverse section; pierced by a narrow hole through

longitudinal axis. Broken. I^ength 2.3. -r 58.

188. Oval bead of amber depressed on the sides, pierced bv a

narrow hole through longitudinal axis. Length 1.3. 50. I

189.

Bronze fibula, as No. 80, hut with only two heads.

Diam. 2.7. — 48-

190 Bronze fibula, as No. 79. but with thinner bow, and two

beads and one collar, twice twisted spring Pm and

catch missing. Diam 46. -- 50.

191. Bronze fibula, as No 79. Pm missing. Diam 3 3. -- 50

192. Bronze fibula, as No. 79. hut smaller. Diam. 3.2 - 41

.

193. White Painted II barrel-shaped jug with siJe-knobs;

slightU depressed from the sides; narrow neck, widening

upwards; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to shoulder.

Vertical bands of concentric bands symmetrically placed

on either side, encircling line on neck. Rim missing.

Height II. 5. -b 33.

194. Black-on-Red I (III) amphonskos with flat, small base;

almost globular bodv; narrow neck; handle-ridge

;

funnel-mouth; handles from neck to shoulder. Encircl-

ing lines on body and neck; four groups of small,

concentric circles on shoulder; black handles. Light

red, lustrous slip. Height 12.0. — 37.

195 Plain White III flat howl with flat base; curved sides;

plain nm Diam. 18 5. — 40.

196. Black-on-Rcd I ( 111 ) o\al jug with flat base; narrow

neck; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands on shoulder and neck;

one group of small, concentric circles <m shoulder as

front ornament; black handles Height 8 8 — 47.

197. Biehrome 11 o\al jug with flat base; short, e\lindrical

neck; stilteel rim; handle from neck to shouleler. Red

band b<.»relered with black line'' enciicling buely, black

encircling line around neck; four swasticas on shoulder;

ladder-pattern on handle Height 205. 35

19$. Black-on-Red I (III) depressed jug with flat base;

narrow neek. h<mdle-ridge; wide funnel-mouth, handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines on belly anel

neck, one swastica as front ornament on shouleleT,

ladder-pattern on handle. Red lustrous slip. Height

S.o. - 35.

i9<). Black-on-Red 1 ( 111 ) flat howl with flat base
;
plain nm

;

horizontal string-hole handle with siele-knohs on nm.

Encircling lines on base and sides. Diam n; 2. — 35.

200. Plain White 111 jug. as No. 147 Height 145 25

201. Slightly bent iron knife with hlaele* tapering towards the

enel; one cutting eelge; thick back; flat tang with forked

top; pierced by a bronze and an iron ri\et. Pennt missing;

broken. Iwngth 18 5. 33

202. White Painted 111 flat bowl with flat base; cur\eel sieles;

plain run; horizontal haneile below nm. I'ncircling

lines outside and m; black nm and handle Diam.

17.S. -r 31.

203. Biehrome II flat bowl with flat base; curved side;

plain nm; horizontal string-hole haneile on nm. Red

band borelereel by three black lines eneirelmg the

emtside; concentric circles inside; reel rim and handle.

Diam. 22.2.
, 34.

204. Biehrome II open bowl with flat, raised base; slightly

curved siele's; plain nm; horizontal hanelles below nm.
Base decorated with concentric red and black lines;
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on cdizc ot hcKc, crsc lints; encirclint; ba'so thore

arc one red band and a bladv zi^/au line «iltcrnatin<;

with thin, black cncirclinir lines inside Black rim and

handles. Piani 22 S. - 37

205 Red Mip II (I\') tiar boul A\ith small, tiat babe; curved

''ides; Hat, horizontal rim I.iuht red slip, ptihsbed on

t)Ut-'id(.. Diani. 130. -- 44.

acf-). Plain White III Hat b«n\I vith datiened base; cur\ed

bides Diam. 13 5 45.

207. Bichrome III o\al virh base-ring; narrow neck,

tapermii upwards; stilted rim; handle from neck to

shoulder. Red band bordered with black lines encircling

bellv, black lines encircling neck; black bird, walking

right, on shoulder as front ornament. At one side of

shoulder a tree ornament; on opposite side a \ertical

zigzag lint, bordered with parallel lines; zigzag lines

on handle Height 20.0. ~ 33.

20S. Black-on-Red I (III) depressed jug with flat base; narrow

neck; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to shoulder.

Bands of encircling lines on shoulder and neck; three

groups of small, concentric circles on shoulder; black

handle. Height S.5. — 33.

20(). Black-on-Red I (HI) jug, as No 20S, but with swasticas

instead of concentric circles; ladder-pattern on handle

Light red, somewhat partly darkened, lustrous slip.

Height 14.0. — 40.

210. Black-on-Red I (HI) jue, as No. 209. Mat. darkened

slip Height 12.0 • 40

21 1 Black-on-Rcd I (HI) bowl with flat, raised base, curved

sides; plain nm; horizontal, wavy string-hole handles

on nm. Diam. 144 —42.
212 Black-on-Red I (HI) jug with flat base; slightly depressed

body, narrow neck; handle-ridgt
;
funnel-mouth; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines on btlly and

neck; ladder-pattern on handle. Height 96. 40

213 Black-on-Red I (HI) tiat bowl with base-nng; cursed

side.s; plain nm; horizontal string-hole handles with

side-knubs below nm. Imcirclmg lines outside and in;

black nm and handle. Light red, slightly lustrous,

polished slip Diam. 25 5. 45.

214. Black-on-Red I (HI) jug with flat base; narrow neck;

handle-ndge; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to

shoulder. Imcircling lines on body and neck, three

swasticas on shoulder; black handles. Height 8.0 — 38.

215. Plain White 1

1

goblet, as No 139, but without mid-ridge

on stem. Height 15.5. ~ 38.

216. Plain White 1

1

deep bowl with curved sides; flat base;

contracted nm; horizontal string-hole handles below

rim. Diam. 13.5. -- 45.

217 Black-on-Red I (III) pilgrim bottle with spherical body;

narrow ntck; handles from neck to shoulder. Vertical

concentric lines syrnmetricallv placed on both sides.

Dark red lustrous slip, Rim missing. (P'oreign ware?)

Height II 5 - 35.

21S White Painted H flat h<)wl with low base-nng; cur\ed

Sides; plain nm; knobbed handlts below nm; on

base, lattice-lozenge with filled triangles in the angles.

encircled by black band, bordered with lines. From

this centre, radiate alternating black M-ornaments with

lattice mid-tnangle and double zigzag lines, bordered

with parallel lines d'he base-nng is decorated with a

zigzag line; black nm and handle. Pmcirchng lines

I inside. Diam. 37 o. • 30.

I

219. Coarse cookmg-pot, as No. 23S. Height i6 5. -
- 40.

220. White Painted H barrel-shaped jug; depressed on the

Sides; without sidi.-knobs; narrow neck with funnel-

mouth; flat nm; handle from neck to shoulder. Vertical

hands of encircling lin^-s symmetrically placed on both

sides; encircling lines around neck; ladder-pattern on

handle. Height 12 2. — 35.

221. White Painted HI howl with flat base; plain nm;
' horizontal handle on nm One encircling band round

side Diam. 10.5 35.

222. White Painted HI oval jug with flat base; neck widening

upwards; pinched nm; handle from nm to shoulder.

Encircling lines around belly, shoulder, and neck-line;

degenerate wavy line around neck; eye ornaments

below the rim; ladeler-pattern on handle. Height 20.5.

~ 45 -

223 Plain White HI deep bowl with low base-nng; curved

sides; plain nm; two horizontal handles on sides

Diam. 22.0 — 32.

224. White Painted H k\ lix on a low foot gently curs ed sides

;

plain nm; horizontal handles on the sides. Below

nm. hand decorated in the middle w ith a lattice-lozenge,

bordered with parallel lines; on both sides of this, a

Held filled with crossed lines and vertical zigzag lines,

bordered ssith parallel Iihls. Black painted foot, nm,

and handles. Inside, concentric circles. Diam. 17 5.

Height 130. •
• 30.

225. White Painted 11 jug ssith base-ring; cylindrical neck

ss ith mid-ndge .
stilted nm ; handle from neck to shoulder

Belly, .shoulder and neck decorated ssith encircling

lines; one lattice-lozenge bordered with three parallel

lines as front ornament on the shoulder; tsso sssasticas

and a chequered band on the sides of shoulder. Upper

part damaged. Height ih.o - 38.

226. White Painted II kslix on loss foot; slightly curs’ed

sides; plain nm; tsso horizontal handles on sides. Upper

part decorated with alternating vertical zigzag lines,

bordered with parallel lines and crossed lines; black

foot, nm. and handle Inside, concentric circles. Diam

15.0. Height 12.0. — 40.

227. White Painted HI pilgrim bottle, depressed from

the sides; narross neck; funnel-mouth; handles from

neck to shoulder. Vertical hands of concentric lines

svmmetncalls placed on either side; encircling lines

around mouth, ladder-pattern on handles. Height

ih.o. 40.

228. Bichnmie HI open howl with flat, low hase-nng;

curs’ed sides; plain nm , tw o horizontal handles below nm;
on base, black and red concentric circles; on hase-nng,

zigzag line; around the base, a red circle hand bordered

ssith black lines, from this centre radiate red M-orna-
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merits with lattice mid-triangle, alternating with vertical

zigzag lines, bordered by two parallel lines. Concentric

circles inside. Black nm and handles. Diam. 27.8. -k 40.

22<> Bichrome III bowl, as No 228. Base decorated with

concentric black and red lines with inscribed black maltese

cross; encircling line on the base-ring, traversed by

cross lines. Lower part of sides encircled by black

anei red lines; from this centre radiate red M-ornaments

with black mid-triangle. alternating with vertical bands

of red, black bordered lozenges. Inside, concentric

circles; black rim and handles. Diam. 27.8. -f- 38.

230. White Painted III bowl with base-ring; curved sides;

bent-in nm; one horizontal handle below rim. Black

dots on rim and handle Diam 17.3. -r 40-

231. Black-on-Red I (III) flat bowl with flat base; curved

sides; plain nm; two horizontal string-hole handles at

the nm. Encircling concentric lines outside and in;

black nm and handles. Light red, partly darkened slip;

polished outside and in. Diam. 19 2. -k 40.

232. Bichrome II deep bowl with base-ring; curved sides;

plain nm; two horizontal handles on sides. Encircling

bands on belly and inside; below rim, a band of alter-

nating bordered zigzag lines and vertical parallel lines,

and flelds fliled with crossed lines and a lattice-lozengc.

Diam. 15.5. -r 30

233. Black-on-Red I ( 111 ) jug, as No. 208. Height 7.8 — 49.

234 Black Slip 11 amphonskos on low foot; curved sides;

wide neck; flat nm; two vertical handles from rim to

shoulder; body vertically ribbed; thin, dark slip Height

15.6. — 40.

235. White Painted III howl, as No. 230. Diam. 17 6. — 33

236. White Painted pilgrim bottle; slightly depressed from

the sides; narrow neck with large mouth; large handles

from neck to shoulder. Vertical groups of concentric

lines symmetrically placed on both sides; transverse

lines on handles. Foreign ware. Height 12.5. — 30.

237. White Painted bottle, as No 236. Height 12.5. — 30.

238. Coarse cooking-pot, slightly depressed from above;

plain rim; two vertical handles on the sides. Height

17 o- - 35 '

239. Black-on-Red I (III) jug with globular body, neck-

line ridge and handle-ridge; gently curved funnel-

mouth; handle from neck to shoulder. Vertical concen-

tric lines symmetrically placed on either side. Light

red, mat slip with rather worn surface. Height 18.5

Found in No. 238.

240. Black-on-Red I (III) bow'l with flat base; curved sides,

plain nm; horizontal string-hole handle on nm. Encircl-

ing black lines outside and in. Mat, light red slip.

Diam. 19.0. 32.

241. Black sup Bichrome III flat bowl with flat base and

curved sides; plain nm, knobbed handles below nm
On base, two white, crossed bands: the first decorated

with red painted, black bordered M-ornaments with

black lattice mid-triangle ,
the other band is bordered

with black ladder-pattern and has a red zigzag line in the

middle; the triangles in the angles are black latticed.

The sides are co\ered by a thin, black slip; inside,

concentric circles. Diam. 25 5. — 35.

242 Hemispherical bronze bowl. Found inside No. 213.

243. Fragments of a bronze howl. E'ound inside No. 242.

244. Arrow-head of iron with midrib; two edges; short

solid tang. Much rusted. Length 7.7. — 45.

245. Plain White III bowl, as No. 230. Diam. 18.5 -- 35.

246. While Painted II bowl, as No. 232, but with chequered

band instead of the zigzag line. Diam. 15.8. — 35.

247. Plain White II jug with pointed base; cylindrical sides;

well marked shoulder-line; short, narrow neck; pinched

nm; handle from nm to below shoulder-line. Grey,

gritty clay. Height 9.5. — 35.

248. Bichrome II jug with base-nng; slightly depressed

shoulder; cylindrical neck with handle-ridge; out-

turned rim; handle from neck to shoulder, Imcircling

red band, bordered with two lines around body; encircl-

ing black bands around belly and neck; lattice-lozenge

bordered with three parallel lines as front ornament

on shoulder; swasticas and vertical lines on the shoulder;

bordered, black zigzag lines on handle. Height 17.0.

4- 30.

249. Bichrome III bowl, as No. 22S, Diam 28 2, -- 40.

250. Bichrome II jug, as No. 248. Height 16.0. ~ 45.

251. Plain ternicoita lamp with flat, raised base; flat pinched

nm. Rim chipped. Length 13. 8. - 52.

252. White Painted III howl, as No 230. Diam. 16 5 -r 52.

253. liichrome II plate with flat base; cur\ed sides; plain

rim;two horizontal, knobbed handles below nm. On base,

concentric red and black lines; from this centre radiate*

four red, black-bordered M-ornaments with lattice mid-

tnangles, alternating with four bands of lattice-squares

.

encircling lines on the sides and inside, black nm and

handles. Diam. 19.5. — 45.

254 White Painted 11 kylix on low foot; gently cursed sides;

plain rim; two horizontal handles on sides. Below

nm. the side* is decorated with a hand of alternating,

bordered zigzag lines, crossed lines anel sertical,

chequered bands; black pamteei foot, nm, anei handles.

Diam 13.5. — 35.

255. Plain White II bowl with flattened base; curved sides;

plain nm; pieces missing. Diam. 15.2. - 35.

256. Hemispherical bronze bowl. Diam. 12.5. — 25

257. EVagments of undecorated sheet-gold Length 25;

4.0. 27.

258. Scarab of white steatite of Type A5-B4-C4. Elytra

marked bv double line. On base incision reiiresenting

a kneeling man shooting a lion with bow and arrow.

Encircling line See .Appendices I and 11 . Length i 8.

Height 0.85. — 27.

2 S9- Bichrome pilgrim bottle with body slightly depressed

on the sides; neck widening upwards; two handles

from neck to shoulder. Vertical red and black lines

svmmetrically placed on either side; dots on handles.

Thick clay; lustrous surface. Foreign ware. Height

11.0. 23.
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2fio Fragment of a blade of an iron knife, thick back; one

cutting edge. Length 6.5. — 25.

2b I. White Painted II bowl with llat base; curved sides;

plain nm; two horizontal string-hole handles at the nm.

Base decoration worn off; around base, encircling lines

and four radiating, plain I\I-ornanients w'lth lattice

inid-tnangle. Height 13.0. — 25.

Supplementary catalogue

262. Black-on-Red I (III) bowl with base-ring; curved sides;

plain nm; two horizontal handles below nm. Encircl-

ing lines aho\e base-ring on sides, outside and in;

black handles and nm. Diam. 29.5.

263 Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl, as No. 264. Diam. 27.5.

264 Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl with flat base; curved sides;

plain nm; two horizontal handles below rim. Encircl-

ing black lines outside and in; black rim and handles.

Diam. 18.5.

265. White Painted IV deep bowl with flattened base;
[

straight sides. Wide, black band on rim. Grey, finely '

silted clay. Diam. 11.5.

266. White Painted IV bowl, as No. 265, but with red painted

nm. Diam. 13.0.

267. White Painted IV bowl, as No. 266, but with flat base.
\

Diam. 13.2.

268. White Painted IV bow'I, as No. 266. Diam. 18.7.

269. Black-on-Red I (III) bowl with flat base; curved sides;

flat nm; two horizontal handles below rim. Encircling

lines outside. Light red, polished slip. Diam. 19.4.

270. Bichrome IV flat bowl with base-ring; raised sides;

flat horizontal nm. Encircling black and red lines

outside and in. Diam. 24.0.

271. Plain White III open bowl with flat base; curved sides.

Diam 18.5.

272. Plain White III bowl, as No. 271. Diam. 19.0.

273. Plain White III bowl, as No. 271. Diam. 18.3.

274. Plain White IV plate with fiat base; almost straight sides;

Wide, flat nm. Damaged. Diam. 21.2.

275. White Painted IV flat bowl, as No. 49. Encircling

lines on base and sides. Diam. 20.0.

276 Red Slip I ( I II) jug with high foot and oval body with de-

pressed shoulders; long neck widening slightly upwards;

pinched nm; twin-handle from rim to shoulder. At

the sides of the handle base on the rim, are small

knobs, a similar knob at the shoulder below handle.

Metal imitating shapes. Buff gritty clay, covered by

red lustrous, fine polished slip. Height 32.8.

277. Black Slip II amphoriskos on low foot; gently curved

sides and neck; flat rim; two vertical handles from nm to

shoulder; sides of body carelessly ribbed; vhin, black slip.

Height 14.0.

278. Black-on-Red II (IV) globular jug with base-ring; narrow,

cylindrical neck; pinched nm; twin-handle from rim

to shoulder. Around shoulder, horizontal band of

encircling lines; vertical bands of lines symmetrically

placed on both sides; on the belly, groups of small,

concentric circles; on the shouldei, four groups of small,

concentric circles on both sides of three crossed lines,

as front ornament; encircling lines on neck; vertical

lines on handle. Light red, lustrous slip. Neck chipped.

Height 22.0.

279. White Painted III jug with base-nng; almost globular

body; short, wide neck; pinched nm; handle from rim to

shoulder. Encircling bands of lines on neck and belly;

degenerate wavy line around neck. Black rim and

base-ring; bordered zigzag line on handle. Height 22.0.

280. Bichrome IV amphora with base-ring; curved sides;

well marked shoulder-line; very short, wide neck;

two horizontal handles on sides. Encircling black

and red lines on belly, shoulder, and neck; below

shoulder a frieze of three lotus flowers alternating with

buds painted in red; black ladder-pattern on handles.

Height 22.6.

281. Bichrome IV depressed jug with flattened base; cylindric-

al neck with handle-ridge; slightly stilted rim; handle

from neck to shoulder. Upper part of neck decorated

with encircling black and red lines. Buff, finely silted

clay. Height 15.0.

282. White Painted IV depressed jug with flat, raised base;

short, slightly concave neck; curved handle from rim to

shoulder. Two tree ornaments as front decoration on

shoulder; on both sides of shoulder, two flying birds

with hatched bodies; encircling line on neck; bordered

zigzag lines on handle. Finely silted clay. Rim missing.

Height 13.5.

283. Fragments of two jugs, as No. 282 but with pinched nm.
On the shoulder, six tree ornaments; neck-line marked

by encircling line; eye ornaments below the nm.

284. Bichrome IV bowl with flat base; straight sides; flat nm.

Encircling black and red bands and lines outside and m.

Red, short lines on nm. Diam. 13.5.
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The distribution of the finds between the various burial layers is shown by the following diagram:
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\matlius. 'Fomh 7, Finds in situ, 3rd burial stratum (i); 2nd burial stratum (2); ist burial

stratum (3); Section A-A (4).
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CHRONOLOGY

The pottery found on the first burial floor dates from the Cvpro-Geometric II and III

periods, the bulk, (ct. \Vh. P. Ware) however, being of Type II. The comparatively large

number of vases of the Black-on-Red I (III) W'are found in this layer is worth notice.

Possibly some of these pots, all small bottles, are imported and the suggestion may be

made that this class is partly to be dated to the true transition between the Cypro-Geometric

II—III periods, or even to the Cypro-Geometric II period and contemporary with some

4- of the White Painted II Ware; especially as most of the pots were found among the earlier

deposits of the layer in the W. part of the tomb. The few pots of Type III belonging to

this layer all represent very early types within the class. This burial floor has thus been

used during the true transition between the Cypro-Geometric II and III periods, or

possibly the beginning of Period III.

The pottery found on the second burial floor shows Types II—IV. Type II are still

common; Type III are well developed; Type IV are comparatively few, and generally

early. It may be true that some of the earlier pots found in this layer have been taken

from the lower layer at the time when the second floor was levelled. Otherwise it seems

difficult to explain the great variation of vase classes in this layer. As is shown by the

pottery on the second floor it must have been used during the Cypro-Geometric III, and

early Cypro-Archaic I periods.

The bulk of the pottery found in the uppermost layer consists of fully developed Type

IV, but there is also plenty of Type III. The Wh. P. II amphora, Xo. 104, may he ex-

plained as being removed from some of the lower layers. Type III are compara-

tively few in number. This is especially noted as regards the Plack-on-Rcd and the Red

Slip wares. As the latest burial on the second floor could he dated to the beginning of

the Cvpro-Archaic I period it is necessary to date the uppermost burials to the end of the

same period.

As to the absolute chronology, the scarabs of this tomb may he discussed here. Two
scarabs (Nos. 166 and 2^8) were found in the first burial stratum. According to Professor

XTwberry scarabs as No. 166, are very common and range from the Ramesside period

onwards. The specimen is »jedenfalls yor-Saitisch» according to Dr. Pieper (see Appen-

dices I and II). The other scarab from this layer. No. 258, according to Professor New-

berry dates from the Ramesside period. According to Dr. Pieper, too, it should be assigned

to a period before the Saite period. — The two scarabs found in the second burial layer

(X"os. 184 and 185) are, as is shown by the Appendices, to be dated to the same period, or

slightly later (No. 18^, Appendix II). — In the uppermost, third burial layer only one

scarab (No. 48) was found. It has in both Appendices been assigned to the Ramesside

period (before 1000 B. C.). For the chronology of the tomb, the scarabs from the flrst

layer, howe\'er, are important as a terminus post qiiem for the whole tomb.
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TOMB 8 (Figs. 11:7; 15; 17:1—3)

SIZE

Length Width Height

Dromos i.io i.oo 0.7:;

Stomion 0.85 0.60 —
Chamber 4.10 1.35 1.13

SHAPE

The dromos of this tomb is rather rudimentary. It slopes steeply towards the entrance.

At the beginning of the dromos, there is a roughly marked step. The stomion eyidently

was built with orthostatic jambs, which, howeyer, had been remoyed, as also the lintel.

The jambs could be traced by depressions in the rock on both sides of the entrance. In

these holes or depressions, some rubble was found, remains of the wedges for the jambs.

The door slab, too, had been remoyed and was missing. The chamber consisted of a rectangu-

lar shaft excayated in the rock. It makes a right angle with the dromos. The shaft sides

are slightly curycd and the corners rounded. The long sides are oyerhanging, while the

short sides are perpendicular. The floor was leyelled out of the rock. All the roof stones were

missing.

STRATIFICATION

The dromos and the chamber were filled with a homogeneous earth up to the surface

layer. At the bottom, howeyer, the E. part of the fioor was coyered with a layer of pebbles.
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Fig. 15. Amathus. Tomb 8, E. part. Fig. 16. Amathus. Tomb 9 seen from the East.

To the E., the pebble layer was bordered with large rubble at about the middle of the

tomb. Along the S. wall of the chamber a pebble ledge of the usual type bordered with

rubble was found partly embedded in the pebble layer described above. Idie ledge was

covered by flat slabs. Along the N. wall, in the W. part of the tomb, a row of four raised

ashlar blocks. Between this row of ashlar blocks along the N. wall and the pebble ledge

along the S. wall, there is a narrow passage which had been covered with a large slab. The

earth filling below this slab consisted of very loose, dark soil.

BURIALS

The stratification described above seems to indicate the existence of various burial periods.

On the pebble ledge along the S. wall, the very much destroved remains of a skeleton (No. I)

were found. A skull and fragments of the arm bones could be distinguished. Probablv the

body was placed in outstretched, dorsal position on the ledge. Close to the skedl, the scarabs

Nos. I, 2 and 48 were found, possibly once fixed on a necklace, or string around the neck.

The pots Nos. 9 and 10, placed closed to the head, must be ascribed to this burial, too.

At a subsequent period, the ledge was built over with the laver of pebbles. Then the

Skeleton I was covered with the large slabs mentioned above. The floor of the W. part

of the tomb was thus heightened. The pebble floor was bordered with some rubble. On
this floor, evidently, several corpses were buried, the remains of which were found scattered

all over the floor. As no skulls were found there, it was impossible to state how manv
corpses were placed on this floor. Most of the pots found on the pebble floor should be

connected with these burials. The large accumulation of pots to the \V. short side indicate

that some burials have been removed to give place to others, in the same wav as was noted

in Tomb 7. Another removed skeleton (No. II) was piled up against the N. wall behind
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the row of raised ashlar blocks. There some parts of the skeleton were found, incidentally

two femora. A third burial, evidently later, was noted between Skeleton I and II (Skeleton

III). This was placed on a bier direetly on the rock floor, thus being at a lower level than

the burials mentioned above. The skeleton evidently was in an outstretched, dorsal position.

Only the fragmentary skull, the tibiae and femora were preserved. At the feet, the iron

nails Xos. 49 and 50 were found, being the only remains of the bier. The small deposit

of vases Nos. 6—8 may be ascribed to this burial. The lower part of the bodv was covered

with a large limestone slab which rested on one of the raised ashlar blocks at the N. end,

and on the slabs of the pebble ledge at the S. end.

The chronological order of the burials is as follows:

1. Skeleton I with finds Nos. i, 2, 9, 10, 48.

2. Skeleton II and burials on the pebble floor at the W. part of the tomb.

3. Skeleton III with finds Nos. 49, 50 and possible Nos. 6—8.

As the attribution of the finds to the various burials is more or less conjectural, all the

finds are treated as a unit in the diagram.

FINDS (groups: PLS. XIII, 2, XIV, I
;
types: L. of PL. ii)

1. Scarab of blue paste. On base, incised figure of the

goddess of Truth (Maat) and uraeus.. Encircling line.

See Appendix I Length 1.3. -- 20.

2. Scarab of \shire steatite. On base, incised cartouche

with the name Men-kheper-re (Thutmes III); on

one side of it, a figure of the goddess of Truth. Encircl-

ing line See Appendix I. Length i 2. • 20.

3. Fragment ot Plain White I\' jug. Surface layers.

4. Bichrome IN' depressed globular jug with fiat base,

narrow, cylindrical neck with handle-ridge; fiat, flaring

rim; handle from neck to shouUler Imcircling lines

around belly and neck Height S.5. — 65.

5 White Painted V globular jug with tkit base, narrow

neck, tapering upwards; pinched rim; high handle

from nm to shijulder. Encircling lines on neck, encircl-

ing waxy line aiound neck; xertical, encircling lines and

bands cm either side ot bocK
; tree ornament in front;

band along handle, transxerse line at base of handle;

black nm. (ireen, grittx cla\. Height 16.0. 50

fi. Bichrome IN’ deep plate with base-ring, slightlx curved

sides, fiat nm. Red. encircling band on nm, concentric

circle^ on base, encircling lines inside the bottom.

Oiam. 23 5
- 25

7 Bichronie Red I (IV) sack-shaped jug with tapering,

straight Sides, short, conxex neck, pinched nm; handle

trom nm to shoulder Base missing Encircling black

and xxhite lines around body; three groups of small,

concentric circles below shoulder; black line on nm.
ladder-pattern on handle Pink, finely silted clay;

red, lustrous slip lleight ii o 25.

8. Bichrome IV jug, as Xo. 24, but xvith red band on rim.

Height 8.5. -- 28.

(>. Black-on-Red 1 (III) depressed oval jug with flat

base; narrow, convex neck; handle-ridge; splaxing

funnel-mouth; handle from neck to shoulder. En-

circling lines on neck and shoulder; groups of small,

concentric circles as front ornament on shoulder;

black handle. Red. lustrous slip. Height 9.3. — 22.

10 Black-on-Red I (HI) jug. shape as Xo. 9. Encircling

lines around neck; three encircling, xertical bands

with small central circle on sides of body; two groups

of small concentric circles in their interstices, on

shoulder; black nm and handle. Eleight 8 9. 22.

1 1 NVhiie Painted IV depressed globular jug with flat

base; short, conuaxe neck, plain rim; high handle from

nm to shoulder; short spout opposite handle, on belly.

'I'wo groups of xertical, concentric circles on each

side of body; around base of spout, seven groups of

small, concentric circles; lines along spf>ut; black nm;
laddcT-pattern on handle. NVhite, griltx clay. Height

10.0. - 30.

12 Bichrome IV long oval jug with flat base; concave

neck with mid-ridge; out-turned, fiat nm; small,

vertical handle on neck. Encircling lines around neck

and shoulder. Height 10 8. 45

13 NVhite Painted IN’ fiat howl with small, fiat base;

angular outline, plain nm; small horizontal handles at

nm. Encircling line-, around nm, outside and inside

bottom. Buff, gritty elay Diam. iS.o - 42.

14 Plain NN bite IN' sack-shaped jug with flat base; body
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tapering upwards; short, concave neck; out-turned '

rim; raised handle from rim to body. White, gritty
'

clay. Height 8.5. — 35 -

15. Red Slip II (IV) depressed oval jug with concave

base. Neck, rim, and handle missing. Buff, gritty

clay; polished, dark led slip with traces of the polishing

tool. Height 10.o. -f 40

16. Plain White IV fiat bowl with flat base; curved sides;

plain rim. Buff, gritty clay. Diam. 10.7. + 38.

17. Bichrome IV depressed o\al jug with flat base; narrow 1

neck with handle-ridge; wide, out-turned rim; handle
^

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines on neck; on 1

sides, and below handle, groups of small concentric
^

circles; vertical row of three groups of concentric

circles as front ornament; red rim. Height 8.5. -p 30.
j

18. Polychrome White (V) depressed jug with flat base;

concave neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to

shoulder. Two red, encircling lines around neck;

encircling red band bordered with two black lines

around belly; on shoulder, red tree ornament sepa-

rated by two vertical yellow lines. Yellow, gritty clay.

Height 9.8. 4- 35.

19. Bichrome IV depressed globular jug with flat base;

short, narrow neck with handle-ridge; wide, splaying

rim; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines

on neck and shoulder; red rim. Height 13.5. — 30.

20. Plain White IV squat small jug with flat base; concave

neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Part of neck miss-
|

ing. White, gritty clay. Height 5.5. ^ 35.

21. White Painted IV deep, hemispherical bowl with plain 1

rim. Only half of the bowl preserved. Encircling
|

broad band outside and inside rim. Diam. 11.5. -r 35.

22. Plain White IV depressed, oval jug with flat base;
|

short, wide, concave neck; plain rim; handle from rim
]

to shoulder. White, gritty clay. Height 12.0. -r 30. ,

23. Plain White IV depressed globular amphora with 1

fiat base; wide, cylindrical neck; flat, out-turned rim;
|

vertical handles from rim to shoulder. White or buff ‘

clay. Height 9.0. ~ 30.

24. White Painted IV oval jug with flat base; narrow neck

with handle-ridge; wide, flat rim; handle from neck
|

to shoulder. Encircling lines around rim and neck;
i

four groups of small, concentric circles on shoulder. •

Greenish white, fine clay. Height 7.7. t 33.

25. Plain White IV flat bowl with flat base; slightly curved

sides; erect rim. White, gritty clay. Diam. 14.6. -r 30.

26. Bichrome Red II (V) biconical amphora with base-

ring; short neck, splaying upwards; plain rim; vertical

handles on shoulder. Encircling black and white lines

on neck, shoulder, and body; a degenerate wavy, black

line on a wavy, white band around shoulder; black

line on handles. Red, gritty clay. Height 27.0. \- 30.

27. Bichrome IV depressed oval amphora with flat base;

short, wide, cylindrical neck; flat, out-turned rim;

handies from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines around

neck; wavy lines around neck and rim; six groups of

small, concentric cireles on shoulder; bands along

handles. Green, gritty clay. Height 16 6 — 52.

28. Fragment ot a Black-on-Red II (IV) jug -- 40.

29. Bichrome V depressed oval amphora with base-ring;

wide, cylindrical neck, widening upwards, stilted rim;

horizontal handles rin shoulder Encircling black

lines around neck; on belly, crossed lines bordered

with encircling wavy line, and grey and black lines;

black handles. Buff, gritty clay, licight 230. — 35.

30. Plain White V plate with small, flat base; slightly

curved sides; flat, sloping nm. Parts of plate missing

Buff, gritty clay Diam. 17.0. 50.

31. Polychrome Red (IV) flat plate with flat base, slightly

curved sides, wide, horizontal, shghtlv mtiulded nm
On base, a central white, filled circle with blue con-

centric lines bordered by white dotted, black bands,

on sides, white concentric lines bordered with black

bands; on rim, encircling, red wavy lines on blue

bands alternating with black encircling lines. Light

red slip. Buff, gritty clay. Five colours, i Light red

slip; 2. black; 3. blue, 4. white; 5. dark red. Diam.

20 -3 - -75.

32. Bichrome Red 1

1

(V) depressed amphora with flat

base; neck widening upwards: stilted rim; horizontal

handles on shoulder. Encircling black and white

lines around neck, shoulder, and belly; black wavy

line with white dots on white hand around neek; black

handles. Buff', gritty clay. Height 22 5. — 75

33. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with flat base; curved

sides; short, concave neck: handle from rim to body.

Rim missing. White, gritty clay. Height 138. -- 75.

34. Plain While IV sack-shaped jug, as No 51 Height

11.5. -f 63.

35. Plain While IV bowl with small, flat base, curved

sides; ridge around sides; plain nm. Butf, gritty clav.

Diam. 16.0. — 72.

36. Bichrome Red II (V) depressed amphora with base-

ring; short neck, widening upwards; stilted nm; ho-

rizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling black and

white lines around neck, shoulder, and helK , a wavy,

white band around lower part of neck; white dotted

black line at base of neck; encircling low of black

dots on shoulder below neck, black handles. Buff,

gritty clay; red slip. Height 30.0. - 75.

37. Plain White V oval jug with flat base; short concave

neck; plain nm; handle from nm kj shoulder. White,

gritty clay. Height ii.S. - 75.

38. Bichrome Red H (V) amphoia, shape as No. 26. One

handle missing. Encircling black and white lines

around neck, shoulder, and body; black and white

wavy lines around shoulder Height 350. - 45.

39. Bichrome IV depressed globular jug with fiat base,

narrow neck; handle-ridge
,
handle from neck to shoulder.

Rim missing. Encircling lines and bands around body,

a red flower as front ornament, a vertical row of short,

horizontal lines on shoulder, two transverse lines on

handle. Buff, rather vellow clav. Height 8.8. - 35.

4
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40. Plain White I\ depressed globular jui; \\ith Hat ba'^e,

slightly concuNe neck; annular run, incised line aruund

shoulder; handle from rim to shoulder. Buff, gritty

clay. Height 12 5. -- 45.

41. Bichrome \\' depre•^sed ulobular jug with flat base;

narrow, c\lmdrical neck with handle-ridge; wide,

t)ut-turned nm, handle from neck to sh(»ulder. '^Phree

encircling led lines around shoulder; upper part of

neck red with white line between two encircling rows

of white dots; inside of nm red, on iini three encircl-

ing lines b(jrdered with sections of circles; upper part

of handle red; on lower parr, two diagonal crosses

separated b\ three trans\erse lines; plain triangle at base

ot handle. Finely silted, white washed, greenish clay.

Height 14.0. — 48.

42. White Painted IV deep bowl with llat base; curved

sides; slightly out-turned nm; horizontal handles

below rim. Encircling lines on body outside; con-

centric circles inside; black nm. Yellow, gritty clay.

Diam. 14.0. - 50.

43. Plain White I\’ jug, as Xo. 22. Height 12.5. — 50.

44. Plain White IV jug, as Xo 40, but with depressed

body, and without incised line. White, gntt\ clay.

Fleight 12.4. — 55.

45. Bichrome IV depressed, globular jug with base-ring;

cylindrical, narrow neck; handle-ndge; wide, out-

turned nm; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling

lines on neck Red, finely silted clay, white washed

Height 19.0. -r 60.

46. White Painted IV biconical amphora with base-ring;

cylindrical neck; stilted nm; horizontal handles on

shoulder. Encircling lines around neck, shoulder, and

belly; degenerate wa\y line around shoulder; black

handles with short, \ertical strokes on bod> White,

or yellow, gritty clay. Height 32.0. — 40.

47. Straight bronze pin. Broken. Length 74. -• 65

48. Scarab of white steatite On base, inscription: “Horus

living eternally*’ (Her ankh zet). Encircling line See

Appendix I Length 16 -• 20

49. a) Iron nail with large head, sharply bent. Probably

belonging to a wooden coffin Length 5.0.

b) Fragment of iron nail, similar to Xo. 49 a I.ength

3.2. -i- 20.

50. Fragment of iron nail with large, circular head. Length

5 o. - 20.

51. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with flat base; body

tapering upwards; concave neck; plain nm; hanelle

from nm to bod> . White, untt\ clay. Height 10 3. --- 35.

52 Plain White IV bowl with small, hat base; slightly

cur\ed sides; erect, plain run White, gritty cla\.

Diam. 138 -28.

53 Red Slip II (IV) bowl with hat base; slightly cur\ed

sides; plain nm; honzontal handles belnw run Cirey,

gntt\ clay; dark, mat slip. Diam. 12 8 d 2^)

54. Bichrome V bell-shaped lid Central knob missing.

Alternating black and red strokes radiating fn»m the

knob. Diam. 6.5 25.

55. Biack-(-n-Ktd I (III) jug. as Xo 9. Height 8.7. ^ 20.

56 White Painted W deep bowl with hat base, straight

sides; plain nm. Buff, gritty cla\ . Broad, encircling

band, outside and insiele rim. Diam. 7.5. -r 25.

57. Fragment of a globular depresseel bead t)f blue faience;

pierced. Le-ngth i i. — 22.

58 Plain White I\' bowl, as Xo 52. Yellow, gritty clay.

Diam 16.9. : 20

5Q Red .Slip II (IV) hat bowl with small, conca\e base;

ciir\eel base, hat nm. Buff, gritty cla\
;
red lustrous slip;

traces of the polishing tool \isible. Diam. 14. 2. — 20.

60 Black-on-Red I (III) jug, as Xo. 9 Encircling lines

arounel neck; bane! of hne encircling lines around

bod\ ; three groups of small, concentric circles on

shoulder; black nm anei handle Finely silted, red clay.

Height 90 '! 25.

61. P'ragment of iron nail with square section. Only pointed

end preserved. Length 5.7 — 30.

62 Black-on-I^ed I (III) jug. as Xo. 60. Xeck and handle

missing. Height 5.8. — 28.

63. Plain white 111 globular jug with low foot; neck narrow-

ing upwards; erect, plain nm; handle from neck to

shoulder. Handle missing. Fine, white clay, Height

132. — 40-

64. Red Slip II (IV) long, o\al jug with small base-ring;

handle and neck missing Buff, badly silted clay;

red lustrous slip. Height 7.7. -f 30.

65. Black-on-Ri-d I (III) barrel-shaped jug with splaying

neck; handle-ndge; funnel-shaped mouth; plain rim;

handle from neck to shoulder. P'ncircling lints around

neck and nm; wavy line aruund neck; a spiral at each

side of body; a chain of winged lozenges with central

cross-lines, bordered by \ertical encircling lines as

front ornament and below handle. Height 5.0. — 24.

66. Bichrome IV depressed globular jug with Hat base;

short, wide, concave neck; plain nm; handle from

nm to shoulder; tubular spout opposite the handle.

Encircling lines around neck, shoulder and belly;

wa\y lines around shoulder and neck; black nm, spout,

and handle. Grey, gritty clay. Height 9.0. — 30.

67. Fragment of a terracotta rider. Height ii.o. -f- 23.

68. White Painted I\' squat jug with flat base, angular

outline; short neck; pinched nm; handle from nm to

shoulder. I'incircling line around neck; four groups

of small, concentric circles on shoulder; black nm and

handle. Height 5.6. 28.

69 Bichrome IV o\al jug with base-nng; long, narrow,

slightlv c<;n\ex neck; wide, moulded nm
; small handle

from lower part of neck to shoulder. Encircling line

and hands around upper part of neck, and rim. Buff

washeei, finely silted clay somewhat polished. Height

17. I. ^ 24.

70. Plain White W jug. as No 51. Height 100 26.

71 White l^ainted IV bowl, as Xo. 13 Diam 20.0. -- 30.

72. Coarse jug with Hat base, globular boel\
;
wide, cvlindric-

al neck; plain 11m; hanelle troni nrn to shouleler Height

150 - 25.
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73. Plain White IV lid with flat cd^es, and circular, concave,

central knob. White, i;ritt\ ckiy. Diain. ii 8. 30

74. Plain White IV flat bowl with flat base; plain nm.
White, gritty clay. Diam. 16.5. — 40.

75. Bichrome IV depressed globular jug with flat base;

long, narrow neck with handle-ridge; wide, out-turned

nm; handle from neck to shoulder. I-incirchng lines

around neck; red mouth; group of encircling black

and dark red lines around shoulder. White, hard clay.

Height i).4 32.

76. Fragment of a Bichrome Red II (V) amphora with

short neck, splaying upwards; stilted rim. Only neck

preserved, -f- 35.

77. Bichrome Red 11 (V) amphora, shape as No. 26- Encircl-

ing black and white lines around neck, shoulder and

body; two white, wavy bands around body; white

dotted line on neck-line; black bands along handles.

Height 25.0. d- 27.

78. Bichrome IV jug, as No. 39. Encircling lines around

belly. Rim missing. Height 8.3. 36.

79. White Painted IV bowl, as No. 13 Concentric, encircl-

ing lines inside bottom, black nm and handles. Green-

ish, white, gritty clay, Diam. 17.5. — 30.

So. Fragment of an iron knife with one edge. Broken.

Length 9.0. — 29.

81. Fragment of an iron knife, similar to No. 80. Length

6.6. r 30,

82. Bichrome IV flat plate with small, Bat base; slightly

curved sides; Hat rim. Concentric circles inside bottom.

Butf, gritty clay. Diam. 15.8. ^ 25.

83. Bichrome IV globular jug with Hat base; narrow-

neck with handle-ridge; out-turned mouth; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around neck;

encircling bands and lines around belly; vertical row of

short, horizontal, transverse lines on shoulder; ladder-

pattern on handle. Yellow, gritty clay. Height 11.2.

T- 25.

84. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with flvit base; body

tapering upwards; short, conca\c neck; plain nm;
handle from rim to body; on belly, an almost horizontal,

tubular spout opposite the handle. Handle missing

Buff, gritty clay. Height 10.2 -r 40.

85. Plain White V plate with flat base; slightly curved

sides; flat, sloping nm Part of bowl missing. Buff, !

gritty clay. Diam. 18.2. 4- 35.
j

86. Plain White V plate, as No. 30. White, giitty clay. 1

Diam. 18.2. -r 35.

87. White Painted IV depressed amphora with base-ring;

short, cylindrical neck; stilted rim; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Encircling lines around neck, shoulder,

and belly; degenerate wavy line around shoulder and

rim; black handles Buff, gritty clav. Height 30.0 — 30.

88. Plain White I\' bowl, No. 74. Diam. 177. - 60.

89. Plain White I\ depressed, globular jug with flat base;

encircling ridge around neck; spkuing mouth with

plain nm; handle from neck to body. White, gritty

clay. Height 12.3. 65.

90. Bichrome Red 1

1

(V) depressed amphora with flat base;

sh<jrt neck, widening upwards; plain nm; vertical

handles on shoulder. Encircling black and white lines

around neck and upper part of shoulder; two black,

encircling bands on belly; eight groups of small, con-

centric circles around shoulder; black bands along

handles. <^irey, gntty clay; red slip. Part of neck

missing. Height 170. - 20

91. Plain White IV depressed oval jug with flat base;

neck, slightly widening upwards; plain nm; handle

from neck to shoulder. White, gntty clay. Damaged.

Height 16.0, — 35,

92. Plain White V plate, as No. 30, but with horizontal nm.
Red, rather buff, gntty clay. Diam. 19 o. — 38.

93. White Painted IV flat, open bowl with angular outline;

small, flat base; flat nm. Encircling lines at rim and

sides; central circle inside bottom. Buff, gntty clay.

Diam. 13.6. — 35.

94. Plain W'hite IV jug, as No. 40. White, gritty clay.

Height 15.0. i- 65.

95. Red Slip H (IV) pear-shaped jug with fiat base; sides

narrowing upwards; handle from body. Neck and

handle missing. Buff clay; dark red, lustrous slip.

Height 53. — 65.

96. Black-on-Red 1

1

(IV) depressed ovoid jug with flat

base; concave neck; splaying mouth with pinched nm;
handle from nm to shoulder Ivncircling lines around

neck and nm; on sides of body three vertical, encircling

bands with central concentric circle; three groups of

small, concentric circles on shoulder as front ornament;

ladder-pattern on handle. Finely silted, red clay; red,

lustrous slip Height 9.2. — 25.

97 Bichrome IV depressed jug on losv foot; vertical handle

from shoulder. Part of body, neck and handle missing.

Encircling black and red lines around belly; black foot.

Height c. 15.0. ^ 25.

98. Red Slip n (IV) jug, as No. 95, but with long, cylindrical

neck. Rim missing. Height 10. o 23

99. Polychrome Red (IV) deep bowl with flat base; slightly

curved sides; slightly stilted nm; horizontal handles

below nm Dutside on light red, thin slip, encircling

white band bordered by two black lines below handles;

concentric white, blue, and black circles on dark red

slip inside. Buff, gritty clay. Diam. 13.3. 25.

100. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with curved sides;

short, cylindrical neck; splaying mouth; plain rim;

handle from nm to body Base missing. White clay.

Height 13 2. r 25.

101. Grey Polished depressed jug with flat base; narrow-

neck with handle-ridge; spla\ing nm; handle from

neck to body. Height 6.8. — 25.

102. White Painted IV deep howl with small, flat base;

cur\ed sides; plain nm; horizontal handles below nm.
Decoration as No. 42. Buff, gritty clay. Diam. 15.0.

— 30 -

103. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with curved sides;

short, cylindrical neck; splaying mouth with plain rim;
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handle from rim to bodv. Base missing. White clav.

Hemdrt II 2 — 32.

104. White Painted IV depressed globular jug with slightly

concave bast; short, wide neck \Yith pinched rim;

handle from nm to shoulder Handle missing. Encircl-

ing line around neck and nm; on either side of body

triple cro-^^ed line forming a diagonal cross; two

\ertical tree ornaments on shoulder as front ornament;

eye ornament on nm. Height 11.5. -j- 27.

105. i^oKchromc IV depressed oval jug with small base-ring;

short, narrow, concave neck; concave, funnel-shaped

mouth, handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines

on ntck and mouth; \ertical, concentric circles on both

sides of body; red encircling band below nm; transverse

lints on handle. Greenish, gritty clay. Height 19.2. -y 20.

106 Plain White I\' jug, as No. 22. Neck and mouth
missing White clay. Height 106. ~ 35.

107. White Painted IV globular jug with flat base; narrow

neck; \<.rtical handle from shoulder. Encircling lines

around shoulder and belly. Neck and handle missing.

Buff and grey, finely silted clay. Height 7.8. -f 25.

loS Bichrome III barrel-shaped jug with side-knobs; narrow

cwlindrical neck; splaying, funnel-shaped mouth; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around mouth;

red encircling band below neck; vertical groups of

concentric lines on either side of body. Handle missing.

Bull, gritty clay; white washed. Height 8.6. — 25.

109. Black Slip Bichrome III plate with fiat base; horizontal

knobbed handles below nm; fluted sides. Decoration

on base almost entirely effaced Diam. 24.0. -r 30.

1 10. Black-on-Red III(\d depressed amphora with base-ring;

vertical handles on shoulder. Encircling lines on shoulder.

Ncck and part of body missing. Buff, gritty clay; very

dark, red slip. Height 23.0. — 35.

111. White Painted IV depressed oval amphora with base-

ring; short neck, slightly splaying upwards; stilted rim;

horizontal handles on shoulder. I-'ncircling lines and

bands around neck, shoulder, and belly; degenerate

wavy line around shoulder; zigzag band on nm; black

handles Greenish, gritty clay. Height 40.0. 30.

1 12 White painted IV amphora, as No. in. Buff clay.

Height 39.0. — 25.

113 Red Slip III (V) plate with small flat base; straight

sides; wide, flat nm. Buff, gritty clay; red slip. Diam.

23.4. - 25.

1 14. Fragments of iron. Length 5.0. -r 25.

115. White Painted IV bowl, as No. 21. Complete. Diam
1 1 b In No no.

1 16. Bichrome V plate, similar to No. 6. hut with flat base,

d'wo encircling lines around base outside; red band

bordered b\ black lines around nm; three concentric

cireles nn bottom, inside. Diam. 200. -f- 30.

1 17 Fdam White V plate with flat base; straight sides; flat,

slightly moulded nm. White, gritty clay. Diam. 245.

30

iiH Bichrnme IV flat bowl with fiat base; curved sides;

pLiin nm; small, horizontal handles below nm. Con-

centric black and red circles outside and inside; black

rim. Diam. 19.0. -f 30.

119. Plain White IV jug, as No. 22. Buff, gritty clay. Height

12.3. -r 30.

120. Plain White IV jug, as No. 20, but with wide,

cylindrical neck; pinched nm. Buff clay. Height 7.3.

- 40.

12 1. Bronze fibula with high, arc-shaped, beaded bow
with angular fore-end; flat catch. Pm and spring

missing. Length 3.5. -j- 25.

122. Copper part of bone pin, moulded with two groups of

ridges. Length 2.6. -f- 25.

123. Flat tang of iron, belonging to a knife, pierced by one

rivet. Length 7.4. + 25.

124. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep bowl with flat base; curved

sides; plain rim; horizontal handles below rim. Two
encircling lines outside body; encircling lines inside;

black nm and handles. Dark buff clay; thin, mat red

slip. Diam. i 6.5. + 25.

. 125. Red Slip II (IV) amphoriskos with globular body;

' splaying neck; handles from neck to shoulder. Height

c. lo.o. + 25.

126. Plain White IV deep bowl with small, flat base; curved

sides; plain nm. Parts of bowl missing. Buff, gritty

clay. Diam. 14.5. + 25.

127. Finger-ring of bronze, spiral-shaped. Diam. 2.2.

+ 25.

128. Bronze fibula, similar to No. 121. Pin missing. Length

4.5. -r 20.

. 129. White Painted IV depressed globular jug with rounded

base; narrow neck; funnel-shaped mouth; handle from

neck to shoulder. Vertical spirals m two groups on

each side of body; encircling lines around neck; black

mouth; bordered zigzag line on handle. Green, gritty

clay. Height 10.5. -f 20.

130. Fragment of a gold plaque, rectangular in shape. The

plaque is decorated with an embossed representation

of a female, naked figure, standing in frontal position

with arms lifted up in pose of adoration. Upper and

lower part with head and feet missing. Length 2.2. -|-20.

. 1 31. Cylinder of bone, pierced by a hole through the long-

itudinal axis, decorated with four groups of incised,

encircling lines with three parallel zigzag lines between.

Length 3,9. + 20.

j

132. Scarab of white steatite with slightly convex upper side;

j

head and wing-cases carelessly cut; wings divided by

three lines; no legs. On base, two female figures sitting

on chairs with three legs; symmetrically facing each

other; between heads a divided branch. Length 1.5.

;
Found in the sieves.

133. Fragment of an iron knife with one edge. Broken.

Length 8.3. + 20.

;

134. Fragment of an iron tang, belonging to a knife, flat in

shape with one rivet hole. + 20.

I

t35- White Painted III globular jug with round base; narrow

;

neck; slightly profiled, funnel-shaped mouth; handle

I

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around neck
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and mouth; two groups of concentric circles with ^^hlte

chequered cross in centre on either side of body; ladder-

pattern on handle. Hard, bull' cla\ . Height q 5. — 20

136 Red Slip H (IV) deep bowl with flattened base; sides

widening upwards: plain rim, horizontal handles; five

gro<)\ed lines arounel rim Black, fineh silted cla\ ,

red lustrous slip. Diam. 10. y. — 20

i:;7. Black Slip IH depressed amphoriskos with low foot;

wide neck; fiat, out-turned rim, handles from rim to

shoulder. I'luted bod\ ; horizontal gnawed lines around

shoulder. Green, gritty clay. Height 15 5. — 20.

138. Bichrome Red H (V) globular jug with fiat, raised base;

narrow neck with handle-ndge ; spkwing tunnel-shape el

mouth; handle from neck to shoulder. Imeircling

black and white lines around mouth and neck; encircling

bands and lines around body; four groups of small, con-

centric circles on shoulder, black band along handle Bufi,

gritty chw ; slightly lustrous, red slip. Height ii 2. - 35.

139. Fragment of a bronze bowl. In the sieve.

140 Black-on-Red I ( H I
)
jug, as Xo 65, but without lozenge-

ornament below handle. Complete Height 7.6. Floor.

141. Fragment of an iron tang, similar to Xo 134. Floor.

142. Gold plaque, as Xo. 130, but with preserved, triangular

head, high head-dress, the hair falling in two plaits

along sides ut neck. Feet missing, incomplete. Length

3.3. In the »ie\es

743. Scarab of white steatite. On base, representation of two

animals, one on the top of the other d'he uppermost

has Its tad bent over its body, the lower one has an

outstretched tad Lncircling line. See Appendix I.

Length i 4 In the sieves.

144. Weight i>f black haematite of irregular shape, worked

off on se\e*ral sides. Length 2 5. Weight 7 8S. In the

Slew es

145. Fragment of a cv Under of bone, pierced through the

longitudinal axis. Length i 4. In the sieves.

The distribution of the finds is shown hv the following diagram;
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CHRONOLOGY

As is shown in this diagram the pottery consists of Types III—V. Vases of Type IV

are by far in majority. The vases (Nos. 9 and 10) attributed to Skeleton I are both of Type

III which may indicate that this burial should be dated to the transition between Cypro-

Geometric III and Cypro-Archaic I periods. The bulk of the pottery is connected with

later burials and the combination of pottery dates these to the middle of the Cypro-Archaic II

period.

As regards the scarabs (Nos. i, 2 and 48) attributed to the first burial, No. 2 has been

ascribed to the XVIIIth Dvn. in Appendix II. The scarab No. 143, though found in the

sieves, with some certainty also can be attributed to the first burial. It has been dated to the

XIXth or XXth Dyn. which thus constitutes a terminus post quern for the whole tomb, or,

in any case, for the later burials of the tomb.

TOMB 9 (Figs. 16; 17: 4—7; 18; 19; 20: i)

SIZE

Length Width Height

Dromos 1.00 1.05 1 .00

Stomion 0 (ji0 0.65 1.04

Chamber 3-30 1.80 c. 1.80

SH.VPE

This tomb is excavated in the rock. The chamber and the dromos are partlv built of roughlv

cut stones in the rock shaft.

The dromos is very short and cut short bv a crossing wall of later date (cf. section).

The left side of the dromos is built with three layers of laid ashlar. The right wall of the

dromos consists of the verticallv cut rock.

Of the stomion only the two orthostatic jambs are preserved. The lintel had been removed

together with the roof stones of the tomb. The tomb shaft makes a right angle to the dromos.

The floor consists of levelled rock. The long sides of the chamber are built of roughlv

cut ashlar blocks of which three layers are preserved. The upper part of these walls is gone

but some of the stones were found in the upper filling of the tomb. The walls taper slightlv

upwards as a corbel-vault.

The short sides of the tomb have no built walls, but consist of the verticallv cut rock.

In the W. wall of the tomb, there is a niche, which partlv extends behind the N. wall. The
niche, the floor of which is about 0.20 m. higher than the floor of the tomb, is 0.45 m. deep
and is provided with a slightlv curved back wall.

The tomb has evidently been covered with large slabs, one of which was found in the

filling.
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STRATIFICATIOX

Below the surface laver (Laver i) follows a stratum (Laver 2) of homogeneous brown

earth which partlv extends down into the tomb. This earth has evidently come down

since the destruction of the tomb, as fragments of the roof slabs were found at the bottom

of the laver. Laver 3 is the rest of the original filling which was partly dug through when

the roof was destroyed. The earth consisted of homogeneous brown earth which rested

on a horizontal laver which makes the uppermost burial floor of the tomb. Below this level

(c. — 50) the earth was mixed with clav. This laver (Layer -|) contained some of the upper

pots resting on the lower burial floor, on the bottom or slightly above it. At the bottom of

the tomb, a la\er of dark burial earth was found (Layer 5) which could be noted almost

over the whole tomb floor.

BURIALS

'The earliest burial of this tomb must be sought for among the pots piled up against

the walls at the W. part of the tomb. All these tomb-gifts are remains of the earliest burial

at the flcjor. Among these pots some scattered human bones were found and Skull IV close

to the S. wall. In the X. E. corner of the tomb the remains of two other skeletons were

found, one of which evidentlv was placed in dorsal position. Skull II and parts of the ribs

were preserved. This burial certainlv was female as the necklace (Xo. 100, see detail plan.

Fig. 20: i) was found more or less in situ around the neck. The terracotta mask Xo. 106

and the terracotta statuette Xo. 107 were found as burial-gifts above the head. Most of

the surrounding pots probablv belong to the same burial. 'Ehe very scantv remains of

another skeleton with Skull III are noted X. of the female skeleton. — In the upper layer

the circumstances are similar. Here, too, some human bones were found among the pots

at the W. part, evidentlv removed remains of earlier burials on this floor. At about the

middle of the tomb just inside the entrance, the remains of a skeleton in dorsal position

were found. It was placed with the head to the S. (Skull I). Except for the skull onlv
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some of the ribs, the left armbones and femur were preserved. Some of the pots close to

the head might be ascribed to this burial. The accumulation of objects Xos. i—2, 4—8,

seems to indicate the previous existence of another, now totallv vanished burial in the

middle of the tomb.

The chronological order of the burials thus must be as follows: —
1 . Removed skeletons with Skull IV in the bottom stratum, with the finds piled up in the W.

part of the tomb.

2. Skeletons II and III.

3. Removed skeletons at the level + 50.

4. Skeleton inside the door with Skull I.

FINDS (groups: pus. XIV, 2; XV; XVII, i; types: l. of pl. ii)

1. Homs falcon of green glazed faience M'ith rectangular decorated with black bordered, red cross lines. Length

base, and pierced by hole through neck. Height 12.0. — 42.

1.6. -- 48. 10. Statuette of red terracotta. The crippled legs and the

2. Scarab of steatite. Damaged. 4- 50. position of the arms show resemblance to the Egyptian

3. Spherical bead of yellow and white variegated glass child-god Pateke, but the head is the one common

paste, pierced. Diam. 145. —50. to the Egyptian grave statuettes [ushabti]. The statuette

4. .Ymulet in green faience representing the lion-goddess is hollow and has flattened back. Traces of red bands

Sekhmet, standing upright; feet isolinear; arms along on the breast. Height 14.3. — 65.

body; roughly made lion’s head. String-hole through ii. .Amulet in green faience representing the moon-god

neck. Height 2.3. 4- 50. Thoth, standing upright, left foot advanced; arms

5 Statuette of Bes in green glazed faience; square head along body, ibis head. String-hole through neck.

t\ith large projecting eyes, nose and ears The arms Height 2.3. — 50.

fall beside the projecting belly, with the umbilica 12. Small amulet of uhite faience in the shape of an \%zat

marked by dot. Back plain. String-hole through neck. eye. Conventionalized type with the tear. String-hole

Height 1.85 —48. through the longitudinal axis, l.ength 1.25. — fio

6. Scarab of green faience of Type .A5-B3-C4. Double 13. Small circular earring of silver with oterlapping ends,

breast-line. On base, incision representing sphinx with Diam. 1.33. -- 54.

the signs for “God" (neterl and "Favour” (hes). Encircl- 14. Plain White IV jug with fiat base, depressed, softly

ing line. See .Appendices I and II. Length 1.2. curved body; plain rim; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 0.6. 50. Height 12.5. - 72.

7. Terracotta statuette representing rider sitting on horse 15. Black-on-Red I ( 111 ) jug with flat base; depressed body,

with straight legs; long neck; tail along left hind leg. Bands of encircling lines on the body; three groups ot

The rider has verv short legs, and holds his hand on the small concentric circles on shoulder Neck and haneile

neck of the horse. He is looking straight forward and missing. Height 5.1. ~ 63.

tsears a small conical cap The hair is divided in two 16 Fragments of Black-on-Reel I ( 111 ) aniphoriskos with

plaits on the nape of the neck. The horse decorated narrow neck, handle-ridge, tunnel-mouth, and two

with black bordered, red cross lines on the sides of handles from neck to shoulder Encircling lines on

neck and on legs; three black and red triangles as front neck. (18.

ornament; the rider has black hair, eyes, and beard; red 17. Pendant of silver in shape of a staple with pinched legs,

ears and cap. The rider's right arm missing. Incomplete. Height 1.8. — 50.

Height 11.9. — 42. 18. Bichrome IV jug with Hat, raised base; sides narrowing

8 + 94- 70. Terracotta chariot with two solid wheels; flat, upwards; well marked shoulder-line, short neck with

horizontal base which has two knobs turned downwards pinched rim; handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling

at the back corners. In the middle of the front, a hole for band of black anti red lines around belK
;
black neck-

fixing the pole; above this hole a disc-shaped plaque line and nm; eye ornament on run; black bordered

on the upper part of the chariot. This is decorated with zigzag lines on handle, Height 14.0 — bS.

parallel red and black lines in the middle of black 19 F'oreign bowl with flat base; curved sides; slightly

bordered, red triangles. The edges of the ch.iriot are contracted nm; two handles on body. Lower part
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c<>\c-rcd by mat slip. Below the nm, border of groups

of alternatmiz \ertical and horizontal lines. The inside

1-^ co\ered by mat slip; clay hard and finely silted.

Diam 1-5- - 75

20. White Painted III jug with base-ring; almost spherical

bodv, narrow neck with handle-ridge; stilted rim;

handle from neck to shoulder. Vertical groups of '

cncentnc, encircling lines symmetrically arranged on

either side, groups of small concentric circles as front

anel back ornament; encircling black lines around neck

anel nm I'he edge of the rim is decorated with black

crescents. Height 6 .q — 8o.

2 1 Plain White IV s.ick-shaped jug with plain base, body

narrowing upwareis, handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 1 1 8 — 85

.

22 Plain White W bowl with flat base; curved sides with

plain nm. Half of the bowl missing. Diam. c. 12.5. -f- 82.

23 Black-on-Red III (V) jug on low foot; oval body;

narrow neck tapering upwards; pinched rim; a raised

t\Mn-handle from nm to shoulder. Groups of vertical

encircling lines symmetrically arranged on sides of

hod; The body is covered by mat, rather worn slip.

Height 22 5. —83.
24 Bichrome IV lid with flat base, curved upper side with a

central, tlat knob. The upper side is decorated with

black and red concentric lines. Diam. 19.0. — 83.

25. Bichrome IV open bowl on flat base; raised nm; two

horizontal handles below nm. The sides decorated

with a black, encircling line and a red, degenerate wavy

line, inside, group of black and red. concentric circles;

black nm and handles. Diani. 143 —85.
2fl Plain White I\' amphora with flat base: almost bi- •

conical body, short, wide neck with stilted nm; two

h.indies from nm t(» shoulder. Height IU.5. r Si. '

27. Plain White jug with flat base; almost oval body.

Neck and part of body missing Height 138 - So.

25 Ihclirome IN' amphoriskos with flat base, almost globular

hod> : softly curved neck, widening upwards; two small

h‘)ri/ontal handles on the side.s Fncircling black and

ii.d lines around btlh and neck, one red, degenerate

waw line around body. Height 8.5. — 7S.

2o White Painted III howl with Hat base; raised sides;

plain run and two horizontal handles on the sides.

I'incireling lines outside and in Diam, 10.7. -- 80

30 Bichrome V bowl with flat base, slightly contracted nm.
N’ertical red and black bands around body. Diam. 7.7.

- 7 ^

3! Bichrome IV amphonsk«)s, as No 28. Height 8 f>. -- 79.

32. Plain White IN' oval jug with flat base; plain nm;
handK- from run to shoulder. Height 13.5. - “o.

33 PoKchromt NVhite (IN') flat bowl with flat base, curved

sides; a central boss inside. Kncirchng black and red

lines, some of which are decorated with white dots

out-'idt and in Diam 132. - 72.

34 Black-on-Rtd I (III) oval jug with flat base; narrow,

short mck, pinched run; handle from rim to shoulder

Ikind ot encircling lines around belly; three groups of

small concentric circles on shoulder. Black neck-line,

nm, and handle. Height 7.0. + 73.

35. Bichrome V jug with flat base; almost spherical body

;

short, narrow neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to

shoulder. Kncirchng band of red lines around body;

groups of small concentric circles on shoulders; two

red encircling lines around neck; black nm and transverse

lines on handle. Height 10.5. -j- 70.

36. White Painted V oval jug with flat base; narrow neck;

pinched nm; raised twin-handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines on body and neck. Height 22 4. + 72.

37 Plain NVhite IV jug with flat base, depressed body and

wide neck with plain rim. Height 11.4. +65.
38. Black-on-Red I (III) open bowl with base-ring; curved

sides; two string-hole handles on the rim. Encircling

lines outside and in; black rim and handles. Diam.

31.4. ^ 70.

39. NVhite Painted III jug; shape as No. 20. Encircling

lines around body and neck; groups of small concentric

circles on shoulder and a wa\y line below the handle-

ridge. Mouth and handle missing. Height 7.5. + 65.

40 Black Slip IV amphoriskos with base-ring; depressed

body; wide, short neck; flat nm; two handles from

nm to shoulder. Mat, dark reddish slip. One handle

and pieces of neck missing. Height 12.0. -f 68.

41. Red Slip II (IV) globular jug with flat base; cylindrical

neck with handle-ndge; stilted rim; handle from neck to

shoulder Red, lustrous slip Height 16.4. +15.
42. Plain White IV amphora with base-ring; oval body;

short, narrow neck with collar-nm; two large horizontal

handles on belly. Pieces of the neck missing. Height

23.8. -f 20.

43. Plain NVhite IV elliptical jug with flat base; cylindrical

neck; stilted nm; one vertical string-hole handle at

the neck. Height 10.3. -i- 50.

44 Bichrome IV amphoriskos with flat base; globular body;

cylindrical neck; stilted nm and two large horizontal

handles on the body. Around the belly, crossed lines

alternating with two vertical lines; black and red encircl-

ing lines around shoulder and neck; black rim and

handles. Height 16.5. — 40.

45. IMain White IV jug with flat base; globular body;

narrow neck; stilted nm and handle from nm to shoulder.

Around the shoulder, three encircling grooves. Height

14.5. ' (15.

46 Plain NVhite V jug, as No. 45, but with raised handle and

narrower neck. Height 15.7. — 0.50.

47. Plain NVhite IV sack-shaped jug with flattened base;

bodv narrowing upwards; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 10. o. -1 50.

48. Bichrome V amphora with base-ring; bicomcal body;

short neck widening upwards; flat nm; two handles

from nm to shoulder. Encircling black and red bands

around body, neck-line and nm; degenerate wavy

line on shoulder, and groups of red concentric circles

on neck; black and red lines on handles. Height

29 5- 15 -
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49. Bichrome IV jug with flat base; depressed body;

narrow neck; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling

black and red lines around shoulder. Mouth missing.

Height 6.5. + 40.

50. Plain White V jug with flat base; depressed body;

narrow neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Height 7.2.

H- 40-

51. White Painted V jug \sith base-nng; globular body;

narrow neck with pinched rim; handle from rim

to shoulder. Vertical encircling lines s>mmetncally

placed on either side, one of which is decorated with

supplementary' white dots; a black line on handle. Height

18.8. 50

.

52. Black-on-Red I (III) jug, as No. 15. Height 5 o. -f 52.

53. White Painted V jug with flat base; oval body; narrow-

neck with pinched rim; raised twin-handle from rim to

shoulder. Vertical circles symmetrically placed on

both sides of body; encircling lines around neck; vertical

and transverse lines on handle. Height 17.5. -!' 50.

54. Bichrome IV globular jug with flat base; curved neck;

plain rim; handle from rim to shoulder; pierced spout

on shoulder. Encircling black and red lines around

body, and neck; red painted spout. On the shoulder

above the spout, two black eyes. Height 10.3. -b 38.
'

55. Plain White IV oval jug with flat base. Neck and handle

missing. Height n.o. -r 36.
;

56. Bichrome V jug with flat base; oval body; narrow neck;
|

pinched rim and raised handle from nm to shoulder,
j

Encircling red and black lines on body and neck; on
|

the shoulders alternating double crosses and tree

ornaments; vertical red lines and black transverse lines

on handle. Height 11.5. — 55.

57. White Painted V oval jug with flat base; narrow neck;

pinched rim; tw’in-handle from nm to shoulder. Encircl-

ing lines around belly; groups of small concentric

circles on shoulder. Neck and handle damaged. Height

17.0. + 50.

58. Bichrome Red II (V) amphora with flat base; rather
\

biconical body; neck widening upwards; stilted nm;
two large, horizontal handles on the belly. Encircling

lines outside and inside the neck. Body is covered by

reddish dark slip on which the following decoration is

applied in white supplementary colour : below the

shoulder, large zigzag band encircling the body and

bordered with encircling lines. Height 20.0. — 60.

59. Bichrome IV lid with flat base; cur\'ed upper side;
'

central slightly concave boss. Encircling red and
j

black lines on upper side. Diam. 16.4. -r 50.

60. Black-on-red I (III) jug with flat base; depressed body;
,

narrow neck with handle-ndge; handle from neck to
'

shoulder. Band of encircling lines around body; three

groups of small concentric circles on shoulder; ladder-

pattern on handle IMouth missing. Height 8.1. fl- 50. ,

61. Bichrome V oval jug with flat base; narrow neck;

pinched rim; raised handle from rim to shoulder.

Black and red encircling lines around belly and neck;

vertical red stripes hanging down over the shoulder;

red painted rim; red trans\erse lines on handle Heic^ht

III. ~ 45.

62. White Painted IV oval jug with flat base. Encircling

lines around belly; tree ornament on shoulder as front

decoration Upper part of jug missing. Htmht 13 5.

5 ^-

63. Scarab of white steatite of Type A2-B3-C2. The space

between the two lines marking kgs striated. Elytra

marked with three lines. On base, incision, represent-

ing a crocodile and abose it a sun-disk and a pillar-sign

(iwn) Encircling line. See Appendices I and 11 .

Length 1.5. Height 0.75 Found in the sieves

64 Scarab of white paste of Type A5-B4-C4. On base

incised crocodile and beneath, meaningless hieroglyphs.

Encircling line. See Appendices I and II Length 1.2.

Height o 55, Found in the sie\es.

65. Scarab of white steatite in the form of a mouse with

chequered back. On base, incised bird and antelope’

()\er the back of the antelope, the signs for “(Jod*'

(neter) and “Beauty’* (nefer). Encircling line See Appen-

dices I and II. Length 1.45. Height 0.65. -f 42.

66- Amulet of white paste with remains of green glaze,

representing the crippled child Pateke. The statuette

has a square base and very short legs; prominent belly

and back. The head has two faces, one looking backwards

the other forwards. String-hole through neck. Height

3 1 - H- 45 -

67. Scarab of blue paste of Type A5-B3-C4. Double breast-

line. On base, incision m two fields. In the upper

field, sphinx with upright wings. In the lower field

is the goddess Sekhmet rccicving a sceptre from the

king. Behind him a man. See Appendices I and II.

The scarab is fitted into a ring of siher. Length 1.4.

Height 0.6. -r 45.

68. a) Four fragments of sheet-gold decorated with im-

pressed rosettes. Diam. of rosette 1.7.

b) Gold leaf with edges bent up, decorated with

impressed female figure standing upright with lifted

hands. One side damaged. Length 3 6. - 50.

69. Fragments of sheet-gold, as No. 68 b — 32.

70. Wheel of a terracotta chariot (see No. 8). ~ 48.

71. Fragment of bronze fibula, badly corroded; incom-

plete. — 45.

72. Bronze fibula, as No. 71. 52.

73. Plain White IV jug with flat base; depressed body;

plain rim; handle from nm to shoulder. Height 12.0.

-r 68.

74. White Painted IV jug with flat base; oval body; long,

thick neck; stilted rim; vertical string-hole handle on

neck. Encircling lines on shoulder and neck. Height

8.2. -E 4Q-

75. Bichrome III plate with flat base; curved sides; two

horizontal handles below rim. Black and red concentric

circles in the centre at the bottom; from this decoration

alternating parallel lines and latticed bordered triangles;

encircling black lines on sides and inside the bowl; black

rim and handles. One handle missing. Diam. 16.4. --- 40.
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~ti Foreign bowl with Hat base; cuiwed sides; contracted

run, two large honzt>ntal handles on sides. The lower

part of bod> is black; symmetrically placed on both

sides are two birds facing each other, alternating with

\erncal lines; encircling lines below the nm. The
handks and tht inside of the howl are co\ered by a

black slip Pieces of nm and base missing The clay

Is finely silted and reddish. Diam ii.i. — 27

77 Whitt Painted IV flat bowl with Hat base, and wide

nm Fncircling lines inside Diam. 8.2. -p 47.

78. Bichrome I\’ lid with flattened base; slightly curved

upper side; con\ex central boss. Fncircling black

bordtrtd bands on upper side Diam iSo - 40.

70. Plain White W jug, as No. 73. Height 13.O- — 32.

80 Bichrome IV jug with flat base; depressed bodv;

narrow neck, handle from neck to shoulder. Black

bordered hand encircling the body. Mouth missing.

Height 8 6. -- 57.

81. Bichrome IV open bowl with fiat base; raised rim;

two honyontal handles below nm. Fncircling black

and red lines outside and inside the nm. Black nm
and handies. Diam 15.6 — 70.

82. Bl<ick-on-Red I (III) o\al jug with Hat base; narrow-

neck with handle-ndge and funnel-mouth, and handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around belly

and neck; three groups of small concentric circles on

body
, black nm and handle Height 9.0. — 45.

83. Black-on-Red I (III) jug, as No. 82. Height 9.0. — 50.

84. Plain White IV jug with flat base; stilted nm; handle

from nm to shoulder. Height 6 o. — 45.

85. White Painted V fragments of jug. probably as No.

108 Vertical, encircling lines symmetrically placed

on both sides Around shoulder two horizontal ciicles;

a lotus Rower on high stem in the middle of two lotus

buds as front ornament — 45.

86. Bichrome Red II (V) amphora with base-ring; biconical

body, wide, splaying neck; stilted nm; two large

horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling white and

black lines around belly, shoulder and neck; large

tree ornaments on the shoulder; below the neck line,
j

three rows of white dots; black handles. Height 26 5. 1

- 30

87 Bichrome V jug with flat base; depressed body; narrow-

neck; pinched nm; twin-handle from nm to shoulder.

\ ertical bands of red and black lines symmetncdllv

placed on both sides of body; similar bands encircling

the shtiulder, encircling lines around neck; black

painted nm and handles. Height 14.5. -1 30.

88. White Painted I\' jug with base-ring; globular body;

tubular neck, with large funnel-mouth, and handle

trom nm to shoulder. \’ertical lines svmmetncallv

placed on biith sides of body; encircling lines around

neck and mouth; three crossed lines as front and hack

ornament on shouleler, trans\erse lines on handle

I le ight I 3 6 —
8ij Black-on-Red II (IV) jug with central knob within

the base-ring; sack-shaped bodv, slightly con\ex

neck; widely stilted nm and handle from neck

to shoulder. Encircling lines arounel shoulder and

neck; red nm and band on neck. Height 15.8. p 30.

90. Bichrome IV jug with flat base; globular body; narrow-

neck with handle-ndge; handle from neck to shoulder.

Wrtical, red encircling lines symmetrically placed on

either side, crossed by encircling red hands around

shoulder. In all the spaces, groups of small,

black concentric circles; trans\erse lines on handle.

Mouth missing. Height 10. S. - 35.

91. Plain White IV depressed jug with flat base. Neck and

handle missing. Height 8.8, ~ 38.

92 Plain White V lid with flat base, flat central boss.

Diam. 17,1. — 30.

93. Bichrome IV open bowl, as No. 81. Damaged. —

94 Red Slip II (IV) sack-shaped jug with Hat base; body-

narrowing upwards; narrow neck; stilted nm; handle

from nm to shoulder. Buff, finely silted clay. Height

7 -7 - -f 30.

95. Plain White IV jug, as No. 43. Height 8 8. -r- 30.

96. Plain White IV deep bowl with flat base; slightly- in-

bent rim; horizontal handle below nm. Four encircling

grooves below rim. Diam. 15 o. 4- 30.

97. Fragments of a bronze bowl. Diam. c. 12.0. 4- 30.

98. Polychrome (IV) bowl with flat base; slightly in-bent

rim; and two horizontal handles below rim. Encircling

black and brown band outside and inside the bowl,

supplemented in white. Diam. 13.2. — 32.

99. Plain White V flat, open bo\sl with flat base and out-

turned rim. Diam. 17 8. -f- 30.

too. Necklace consisting of various small beads of faience

and bronze (cf. Fig. 20. i). The faience beads are blue,

green or yellow and of two types as regards their shapes:

a) rounded; b) flat, disc-shaped. The bronze beads are

plain and flat. In the middle of the necklace there

IS a large bead of green faience On one side is repre-

sented an wzat-eye. On the other side can be distinguish-

ed an OK standing before an altar. Upper half of the bead

missing, -f 45.

101. Bichrome III jug with depressed body; narrow neck;

handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling black and red

lines on lower part of body; on shoulder, a border

of lotus flowers and buds directed downwards Lower
part of the body, mouth and handle missing. - 30.

102. Polychrome (IV) open bowl with flat base; plain nm.
Encircling black and red lines outside and in, one

of which IS decorated with white dots. Diam 132.

-r 25

103. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with flat base; bodv

narrowmg upwards, and handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 9.6. — 36.

104 White Painted I\' flat bowl with flat base; raised rim.

Encircling lines inside. Diam. 82. -r 40.

105. Bichrome V deep bowl with flat base; contracted nm.
Body decorated with alternating black and red \eitieal

lines. Diam. 8.0. 35.

106. Terracotta mask with straight base; faintly sculptured
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face; slightly projecting base of the nose. On the

forehead circular disc; ears marked by similar discs,

hair and eyes painted black; cheeks, mouth and nose

painted red. Holes for attachment below the ears

and on the crown of the head. Height 10.8. -r 36.

107. Terracotta statuette made in snow-man technique

with conical base, cylindrical body. Left arm is holding

plate, probably with fruit, the right arm is bent towards

mouth; the statuette is probably intended to be eating

the food. The hair is combed from middle in two

plaits behind the disc-shaped ears. Traces of black

and red ornaments on body and arms; eyes and hair

painted black, fruit painted red. Height 13.3. i- 35.

108. White Painted V jug with flat base; oval body; narrow

neck; pinched rim; and raised twin-handle from rim

to shoulder. Vertical circles symmetrically arranged

on both sides of body; groups of small concentric

circles as front and back ornament; encircling lines

on neck, and crossed lines on handle. Height 19.3.

+ 45 -

109. Plain White IV depressed jug with flat base; narrow

neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

8.5. 4- 28.

no. Bichrome IV jug with flat base; almost globular body;

narrow neck; stilted rim; handle from rim to shoulder;

short spout on body. The spout is painted red, with

black eyes and arched eyebrows on sides; red patches

below’ eyes. Black and red lines encircling the neck;

vertical red line on handle. Height ii.o. -r 45.

111. Bichrome IV oval jug with flat base; narrow neck;

pinched rim; handle from nm to shoulder. Encircl-

ing black and red lines around body and neck; vertical

black lines on handles. Height 12.5. 4- 43.

1 12. Polychrome (IV-V) globular jug with flat base; narrow-

neck with handle-ridge; wide, stilted rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. Black and red encircling lines around

shoulder and neck; rim painted red. On handle-ridge

dots in W’hite supplementary’ colour. Height 15.2. + 25.

1 13. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with flat base; body-

narrowing upwards; stilted rim; handle from nm to

shoulder. Pieces of one side missing. Height 15.2. 4 25.

1 14. Plain White IV oval jug with flat base; out-turned rim;

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 11.2. 4- 35.

1 15. Bichrome V open bowl with flat base; down-turned

rim. Black and red encircling bands and lines outside

and in; rim decorated with alternating black and red

filled triangles. Diam. 20.8. 4 62.

1 16. Black-on-Red II (IV) open bowl with flat base and

plain rim; two horizontal handles below' nm. Encircl-

ing lines outside and in. Light red, mat slip. Diam.

19.7- -r 40.

1 17. White Painted HI deep bowl with flat base; slightly

concave sides; flat rim and two horizontal handles

below’ nm. Encircling bands outside and in; black paint-

ed handles. Diam. 1 1 .8. 4 50.

118. Bichrome IV jug; shape as No. 89. Low'er part missing.

Height 12.5. 4 42.
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1 19. Bichrome V open bowl with flat base; fiat down-turned

nm. Encircling black and red bands outside, and on

nm, the inside covered bv a dark slip. Diam. 17.7. - 45.

120. W’hite Painted IV depressed jug with flat base; short,

wide neck; pinched rim; handle from nm to shoulder.

Tw’o flving birds with hatched bodies svmmetrically

placed on both sides of body; tree ornament as front

decoration. Encircling line around neck, eye ornament

below nm; ladder-pattern on handle. Height 13.2. — 40.

121. Black-on-Red I (HI) open bowl on low to(jt, gently

curved sides; plain rim and two horizontal handles

below nm. Encircling lines outside and in; black

handles Diam. 25 5. - 40.

122. Foreign bowl, as No. 76. Diam. no. -7- 30.

123. W’hite Painted IV bowl with flat base; raised sides;

string-hole handle below rim. Three grooves encircl-

ing the sides. Diam. 10.o. -- 28.

124. W’hite Painted IV depressed jug with flat base; narrow

neck with handle-ridge; stilted rim; handle from neck to

shoulder. E'ncircling lines around belly and neck.

Height 10.3. 40.

125. Bichrome IV jug with flat base: depressed body;

cylindrical neck with handle-ndge; stilted nm; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling black and red lines

around neck. Height 14.6. — 32.

126. Red Slip II (IV) elliptical jug with long narrow neck;

stilted nm; handle from nm to shoulder. Handle

missing. Height 12.5. ^41.

127. Bichrome IV jug; shape as No. 89, hut without encircling

line around shoulder. Height 14.5. •- 45.

128. Plain W’hite IV bowl, as No, 123, but without grooves

below rim. Diam. 11.3. —48.
129. Black-on-Rcd II (IV) jug with flat base; body narrowing

upwards; narrow neck with handle-ndge; stilted nm;
handle from neck to body. Ciroups of encircling lines

around body; vertical lineson handle Height 10.5 -- 40.

130. Bichrome V bowl, as No. 119 Encircling black and red

lines outside and in; transverse black strokes on nm.

Diam. 16. i. — 45.

131. Bichrome V oval jug with flat base; narrow neck;

pinched nm, handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling

black and red lines and wavy lines around body, shoulder

and neck Black ornaments below nm. Height 13.0.

4 5 fi-

132. Bichrome V amphoriskos with flat base, almost globular

body; wide neck and flat nm; two vertical handles

from nm to shoulder. Encircling black and red lines

around body and neck. Height 8.0. - 45.

133 Plain W’hite IV jug, as No. 114. Height 12.1. — 45.

134. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with flattened base;

handle from run to shoulder. Height 10 5. 2S.

135. Black-on-Red I (HI) jug with flat base; narrow neck

with handle-ndge; funnel-shaped nm; handle from neck

to shoulder, (iroups of encircling lines shoulder and

neck; three swasticas on shoulder. Height 10.2. - 25.

136. Plain W'hite V plate with flat base; flat nm. Diam.

18.2. ’ 30.
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i_^7. HuhroiiR I\ d'> No 125 Height ii.o. • 25.

13S liRliroriR- III u'l'>bular jui2 uith Hat ba-^c; narrow neck

with hanJk -rRlL'<--; ''tilted nni, handle trom neck to

shoiilder KncirclinL: black liri'. 5 around body and

ruck, rt »-l painted riru and handle; three uroap", ot small

concentric circb'. on shoulder. Height p <) - 30.

I to Black-ofi-Kid II (I\) juu" With Hat base; oval body;

narrow neck; pinched run, handle trom rim to shoulder,

(jroup'' ot Vertical circles sv mmetricallv arranged on

both siclc'. ot bodv ; in all the spaces, small groups

ot csjuccntric circles; encirchnu lines around the neck;

e V e <»rname nts below rim and ladder-pattern on handle.

Heiu^ht 107 - 30

140 Ihchrorne I\' jiu: with Hat base; slightly depressed body;

loriLt ruck, widcnini; upwards; mid-ridt^e; funnel-shaped

mouth, handle from neck to shoukier. Handle missmi;.

.-MI decoration is worn, but vertical black and red

circles are distinuLiished on one sicle. Height 19.5. ~ 20.

141 Plain \\ hite \' tl.it bowl with Hat base. Diam. 126 -- 30.

142 Hithrome \’ bowl, as No. 105. Diam 7.5. -- 28

143 White Pamteil open bowl with Hat base and plain

nru kncirclini' red line s outside and in. Diam. 8 o. • 30

144 Bichrome \’ lid with concave central boss KncirclmLt

black and red lines around upper side Diam. 15 3. r 30.

145 RcdSlip II ( I\'} miniature crater w ith low foot
;
depressed

bods , shuhrlv concave neck; Hat rim; two handles from

rim to shtjLilder. ( )ne side dam.iyed HeiLtht 5 2.
,
30

14b Bichroine I\' pv\is with Hat fiase, well marked shoulder-

iine, pkiin rim; two horizontal handles below shoulder

rncircliiut black and red lines .iround shoulder; below

the shoulder-line led crossed lines, .literriatiim with

bliick vertical lines; ladder-pattern on handles Height

72 -1 28.

147 bramuent ot bron/i tibula, badlv corroded 25

148 Plain White 1
\’ sack-shaped juu with flat l\ise , bods

n.irrowiriL; upwards, Rim and handle missirm. HeiuHit

I T, o pound inside No 48,

140 .\inulet in Ltieen taunce represi'iitinu' sacred piy. HeiLjht

i 3 lAiiclh 2 2 irisiele No 48.

15c Scarab ot Linen faience of 'I'vpe A 3 -H 2 -C' 3 . Dn base,

some meaningless hieroiilv phs See .Appendices land 11 .

lA-ruith I I lleiLihr ob b'ound in No 48.

I si \mukt, .R No II Insule No 48.

I s2 \'e rv small traLtment ot bron/e pin. Found inside No. 105.

153 Pl.ick-on-Red I (III) juu with flat base; depressed

bodv. narrow neck with handle-ndce .
funnel-mouth;

handle from neck to shoulder. IvncirelinLi lines on

boelv, ruck and mouth, vertical dotted line as tront

ornanunt on shoukUr, ladder-p.ittern on handle.

Ihiu'ht bS pound inside No 123.

is4 Plain White 1 )Uii with tl.it base; sbithtly depressed

shoulder, plain run. h.indie from nm t<^ shoulder.

I leicht 110 28

1^5 White Painte'd I
\’ JUL' with flat base, depressed bodv,

short, wide neck; pinched nm. handle from run to

shoi'lder P.ncirclino lines on shoulder and neck;

three vertical lines on handle Heuiht 145. — 35

15b. Black-on-Red I (III) juu, as No 15. Height 6 o. ^ 40.

157 White' Painted HI depressed juii with round base;

narrow neck, stilted nm; handle from neck to shoulder.

Maltese cross bordered with three vertical lines as

bottom ornament; encirclmL? lines around shoulder

anel neck; ladeler-pattern on handle. Height 6.1. — 25.

i:;8. Scarab of white paste of Type A4-B2-C4- base,

incision representing runnmLt animal with uplifted tail.

PncirclmLi line. See Appendices I and II. Leniith

I 4. Heiiiht 0.75. - 20.

159. Bichrome IV jug, as No. 140. but with base-rinu,

and small knob below handle. Vertical black and red

circles symmetrically arranLjed on either side, winged

lattice-lozenge as front ornament; three crossed lines

below knob; encircling red lines around neck. Mouth

and handle missing Height 15.5. r 22.

ibo. Plain W'hite IV oval bowl with Hat base and plain nm.

Diam. 19 2. r- 25.

i6t. Black-on-Rcd I (HI) jug, as No. 15. Height 79 i 20.

162. Bichrome V oval jug with Hat base; body narrowing

upwards; short neck; pinched rim; handle (probably

arched) from nm to shoukier. ivncircling black and

red lines on bodv ; three black crossed lines hanging

down over belly, as front ornament Handle missing.

Height 12.3. :
20.

163 Black-on-Ked I (HI) jug, as No. 15. Height y.o. •- 22.

164. Bichrome III jug with Hat base; oval bodv, straight,

plain nm; basket-handle on nm; spout on shoukier.

Imcirclmg black and red lines around bellv, shoulder,

and neck, cross lines on handle; black vertical lines

on spout Height 130. 30.

165. Red Slip II ( IV) jug. shape as No. 89. Height 123. - 30.

i6b. Black-on-Red III (\') jug with Hat raised base; bodv

narrowing upwards; short neck, pinched nm, raised

handle from nm to shoukier. (iroups of encircling

lines around body and neck; on shoukier three groups

ol small, concentric circles; eve ornament on nm;

ladder-pattern on handle. Height 12 5. -- 30.

1^7. Black-on-Red I ( 111 ) jug, as No 15. Height > 35.

ih8 Black Slip 1 1 1 amphora w ith low foot; slightly depressed

shoulder; slightlv concave neck. Hat nm, two handles

from nm to shoukier BulF, gritty clay, covered by

reddish dark slip. Height 150. — 25.

169. Plain White HI jug with Hat base; depressed body;

straight neck; plain rirn; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height b.o. — 20.

170. Black-on-Red 11 (I\’) juii with Hat base; oval body;

short neck; pinched nm and handle from nm to

shoukier. Pncircling lines around body and neck;

eve ornaments below the nm; three trroups of small

concentric circles on shoulder; bordered ziuzag lines

on handle Humbt 8.8 — 20.

171. Hlack-on-Red I (III) jug with Hat bast-; depressed body;

narrow neck with handle-ridge; funnel-rim and handle

from neck to shoulder. Pncircling lines on bodv, neck, and

mouth; rippled line on neck; three vertical dotted lines

on shoulder; ladder-pattern on handle. Height 6.4. — 22.
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1-2. Plain White IV jug ^\lth Hat base; depressed body;

wide neck. Handle missing. Height 10.3. -p 22.

173. Bobbin-shaped bead of cornealian, pierced through

longitudinal axis. Length 1.75. ^ 30 .

174. Three Hat finger-rings of siUer with moulded surface 1

kept together by a small bow fibula with three beads i'

on bow; thin lip; well preserved spring and pm.

Length of fibula 3.0. Diam. of rings 2.0. Floor.

17:;. Scarab of Type A2-B2-C2. On base, incised con- ,

ventionalized fiower. Encircling line. Length 1.5. Height

0.6. In the sieves.

Supplementary catalogue

176. Bichrome Red II (V) amphora with fiat base; depressed 1

body; short, wide neck with fiat nm; two horizontal
j

9 63

handles on shoulder. Encircling black and white lines

around bod\ and shoulder; on shoulder, groups of

small concentric circles. 'I’he black ncck-lme is decor-

ated with white dots; \crtical white and black lines

on the handles. Height 21.0.

77, Bichrome V amphora, as No. 176. Encircling black

and red lines around b<)d\ and neck; groups of small

concentric circles around shoulder; three \ertical lines

on handles Height 200

178. Bichrome Red II (\') amphora with fiat base; biconical

bod\ ; short neck, widening upwards; handles from

nm to shetulder. 'Phe whole amphora is co\ e-red bv

dark, mat slip; black and white encircling lines an)und

body and neck; groups of small concentric, black

circles on shoulder Height 20 o

The following diagram shows the distribution of the finds between the burial strata:
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CHRONOLOGY

'I’he diagram shows that the pottery from both layers consists of Types III—V. In the

bottom layer, however, Type III and especially Type IV dominate, while the Type V are

in minority, though comparatively common as regards the Bichrome Ware. Type III of

Black-on-Red Ware is very common, but the later stages of the same ware are only

represented by a few specimens. This is still more evident as regards the second burial

layer, where only Type III is represented by the Black-on-Red Ware, while Type III are

entirely missing as regards all other wares from this layer. The second burial stratum

contains some Type IV, and fully developed Type V; White Painted, Bichrome and Plain

White wares. Three specimens of foreign ware, generally known as “Ionian”, were

found in this tomb, two in the first layer and one in the second. This indicates that this

kind of foreign ware may be considered as contemporary with the Cypriote Type IV.

This combination of pottery assigns the first burial layer to the beginning of the Cypro-

Archaic II period, and the second burial layer to the end of the same period.

Six scarabs were found in the first burial layer and the latest of them may be of interest

as to the absolute chronology of the tomb. Nos. 63, 64, 67 and 150 date from the Saite

period (7th—6th Cent.), while No. 158, though not Egyptian, can be compared with the

Naucratite scarabs (see Appendices I and II). One of the scarabs from the second burial

layer (Layer 6) could be ascribed to the Saite period, or even the XXVIth Dynasty (cf.

Appendices I and II).

TOMB 10 (Fig. 20: 2—6)
Length Width Height

Dromos i.oo 0.87 0.90

Stomion 0.50 0.70 0.72

Chamber 3.25 1.55 1.70

SHAPE

The dromos of this tomb is rather short, with straight, steeply sloping floor. The sides

are vertical and almost parallel.

The stomion is well preserved with both orthostatic jambs and the lintel still m situ.

The jambs are comparatively well cut. The door slab of irregular shape was found, fallen

backwards on the floor of the dromos.

The chamber, which is excavated in the rock, makes a right angle with the dromos. The
shaft is of regular rectangular shape with rounded corners. The bottom is slightly concave,

on a level 0.30 m. below the floor of the stomion. The long sides of the rock shaft are slightly

concave, and narrow upwards. The short sides are vertical.

The rock shaft has been covered by large slabs resting on the edges of the rock. Two of

these slabs were found i)i situ, the largest one measuring 2.10 m. in length. The slab over

the western part of the tomb had been removed, apparently in connexion with a later burial
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in the niche in the short wall. For the same purpose the upper edges of the S. E. corner

of the tomb had been damaged, excavated as a sort of short dromos into the niche-tomb.

The niche itself is very deep and oriented in N.—W.S.E. Its floor is 0.35 m. above the

tomb floor.

STRATIFICATION

The stratification of this tomb is comparatively simple as the various burial periods

are not marked by different layers. Below the surface earth follows a layer of homogeneous

' brown earth to a depth of about 3.0 m. At the bottom of the tomb, a layer of dark burial

earth about o.io m. thick was found. Here most of the finds were lying, partly piled up to

the level of the layer above. The W. part of the tomb floor was covered with pebbles, which

were probably the remains of benches for the first burials. Some of the usual margin stones,

too, were found in the middle of the floor. At the \V. part of the tomb, a vertical shaft was

subsequently dug, to a level c. 0.35 m. from the floor. Through this shaft the burial in the

niche had been lowered into position. The niche itself was filled with dark earth infiltrated

through the shaft mentioned.

BURIALS

At the W. part, and the middle of the tomb some scattered human bones with Skull I

were found, but no entire skeletons survived. The finds themselves, however, and

especially their position, make it perfectly clear that the tomb was used for burials in

two different periods. At the N. W. corner, a group of pots were piled up against the

wall. At various points, other deposits are noted on the E. part of the floor. On examining

these piles of pots, it becomes clear that they belong to different burials. The first large

pile contained Types I—II only, while the two E. piles contained Types IV—V only.

Close to the N. wall, a group was found where pots from both burial periods were noted.

The finds in the middle of the tomb (Nos. 2—6, 12, 56 etc.) are ascribed to the later burial

period. These finds, evidently, come from both male and female burials. — The burial in the

niche was apparently of subsequent date. It was found in a dorsal position with the head

to the N. W. With the exception of the skull, the skeleton was comparatively well preserved.

Around the skull, a wreath of gilded bronze leaves had been placed (No. 57).

FINDS (groups: pls. XVI;

1. Gold diadem -svith almost parallel sides, pierced at the

short ends. Impressed palmettes. Length 14,5 r 45.

2. Plain, circular hnger-nng of silver. Diam. 2.1. -r 30.

3. Crescent-shaped earring of bronze. Part missing.

Diam. i .6. + 25

.

4. Thick spiral hair-ring of silver. Diam. 1.4. 4-30.

5. Long, narrow, plain cylinder of silver with ridges at

the edges; hole through longitudinal axis. Length

3.8. — 30.

6. Bronze handle belonging to bowl No. 46. ~ 30.

7. Small fragments t)f thin gold-sheet, -t- 50.

8. Fragment of iron spear-head. Length 13.0. -r 75 -

XVII, 2; types: l. of PL. Il)

9.

Plain White IV open bowl; flat base, and plain rim.

Diam. 100. -}- 30.

10. White Painted V open howl with tiat, base; Hat, down-

turned rim. decorated with transverse lines; encircling

lines inside. Diam. 10.8 “ 30.

11. Plain White IV bowl, as No. 9. Diam. 100. — 30.

12. Circular bronze button, with one convex side with

Hat centre. Probabh a nail head. Diam. 3.3 30.

13. Bichrome Red II (V) jug with base-ring; oval body;

narrow neck with pinched nm and twin-handle from

rim to shoulder. Vertical white and black circles,

symmetrically arranged on either side; groups of small

:>
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concentric circles as front and back ornament. Encircl-

ing black and white lines around neck; ladder-pattern

on handle Height 217. - 30.

14. Black-un-Red III (V) Juu^ as No. 13 but without white

colour. The jul{ has been nieneied in ancient times.

Height 22 o - 30

15. Black Varnl^hed torei^n bowl on low foot; finely curved

sides; Two horizontal handies below rim. The outsiele

decorated With red anel black encirchnit lines in lustrous

paint 'I’he inside co\ered by a black \arnish slip, on

which white bordered red circles are applied; black

\arnisheel handler. Buff, hard, finely silted clay. Diam.

13 3 ' -2S.

16. Pohchrome White ( 1
\’—V) amphora with flat base,

oval body, narrow neck with flat down-turned rim;

two lari^e horizontal hanelle^ below shoulder. Encircl-

ini: black and red lines around belly, shoulder and neck;

double crossed lines on shoulder; neck-hne marked bv

white dots, black handles with xertical strokes. Height

22 4. - 30

17. Plain White I\' jug with flat base; almost spherical

body; short neck with outwards turned rim; handle

from nm to shoulder. Rim chipped. Height 11.8. H~ 30.

t8 . White Painted IV, Hat bowl on flat base, raised plain

nm. Encircling black lines outside and in. Diam.

115- - so-

il) Plain White 1 \' jug as No. 17. Pleight 12 5. ~ 30.

20. Bichrome V amphora with base-ring; biconical body;

short neck widening upwards; stilted nm; large

horizontal handles on belly. Encircling black and red

lines around belly, shoulder and neck; crossed lines

around belly; black handles with vertical strokes.

Height 23.5 - 25.

21. White Painted II o\al j‘ug with base-ring; slightly

depressed shoulder; long cylindrical neck; pinched

nm; handle from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines on

base-ring, shoulder and neck; bordered zigzag lines on

handle. Height 26.2. -- 28,

22. Bichrome V jug with base-ring; almost globular body

;

short neck narrowing upwards; pinched rim and

raised twin-handle from nm to shoulder. Vertical

black and red circles symmetrically arranged on both

Sides; black and red encircling lines around shoulder;

black tree ornament as front decoration; encircling

black lines and wa\\ line around neck, transverse

lints on handle. Height 24 o. — 22.

23. W hitt-on-Black (V) amphora with flat base; depressed

body, short, widening neck; stilted rim, large horizontal

handles on shoulders; body covered by a mat, black

slip; encircling white lines and zigzag line around

boely and neck. Height 19 5. -j- 26.

24. Black Slip II amphoriskos on low foot with depressed

shoulders; short c>lindrical neck; flat nm; handles

from nm to shoulder. Body vertieally groo\ed Height

15 - r 8 .

25. Plain White V bowl with flat base, raised sides. One
piece missing. Diam. ii 5 t- 30.

26.

White Painted II jug on low foot; slightly depressed

shoulder; cylindrical neck; stilted nm; handle from nm
to shoulder On shoulder, a short spout with a strainer

m body. Encircling lines around foot, body, and neck-

line; two wavy lines around neck; vertical lines on

spout and ladder-pattern on handle. Height 18.5.

~ 27.

27 Black Slip II jug on foot; slightly depressed shoulder;

conca\e neck; pinched nm; handle from nm to shoulder.

Three encircling grooves around shoulder; lower part

of body vertically groo\ed. Height 16.5. ^ 30.

28. W’hite Painted pilgrim bottle with funnel-shaped

mouth, handles from neck to shoulder. One side has

knob; vertical circles, symmetrically arranged on
both sides; encircling lines around neck; ladder-pattern

on handle. Foreign Ware. Height 12.7. --- 22.

29. Black Slip I amphoriskos on low foot; slightly depressed

shoulder; concave neck; flat rim; handles from rim to

shoulder. Lower part of body carelessly grooved.

Reddish dark slip. Height 12.3. T 30.

30. Bichrome V flat bowl with flat base; down-turned rim,

decorated with black and red coarse lines. Diam. 10.5.

-f 30.

31. Bichrome V amphora with base-ring; almost biconical

body: short neck widening upwards; stilted rim; two

large horizontal handles on belly. The same decoration

as No. 20. Height 22.5. S- 30.

32. Black Slip IV jug with flat base; long, tapering body;

concave neck; splaying mouth; handle from neck to

shoulder. Handle missing. Traces of dark, reddish

black slip: surface much worn. Height 10.3. ^ 27.

33. White Painted II globular jug with concave base;

narrow neck; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to

shoulder. \ ertical circles symmetrically arranged on both

sides; two winged lattice-lozenges as front ornament on

shoulder; winged lozenges filled with small lozenges as

back ornament; encircling lines around mouth; ladder-

pattern on handle. Height 17 5. ^ 25.

34. Bichrome II barrel-shaped jug with globular body;

narrow neck with handle-ndge; wide funnel-mouth;

handle from neck to shoulder. Black and red vertical

circles, symmetrically arranged on either side; three

lozenges filled with lattice-lozenges as front ornament
on shoulder; double crossed lines as back ornament;

encircling black and red lines around neck, black dots

on nm; ladder-pattern on handle. Height 202. -r 25.

35. White Painted II oval jug with base-ring; slightly

depressed shoulder; short neck with stilted nm; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around bodv
and neck; double wavy lines around neck; ladder-

pattern on handle. Height 32.5. T 35.

36. White Painted II amphora with base-ring; oval body;
slightly concave neck with Hat nm; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Encircling lines around body and neck;

four groups of transverse lines on rim and black handles.

Height 47.0. ^ 30.

37 Bronze ring. \ery damaged. -3s.
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38. White Painted II amphora on low foot; slightly depressed

shoulder; wide, conca\e neck; Hat rim; handles from rim

to shoulder. Encircling lines on shoulder and neck-

line; rippled line around neck; groups of cross lines on

rim; bordered zigzag lines on handle. Height 37.0.

42.

39. White Painted II barrel-shapedjug; almost globular body;

well marked neck-line; handle-ridge; wide mouth

with stilted rim; handle from neck to shoulder. Vertical

spiral, bordered with black encircling hand; \ertical

circles symmetrically arranged on either side; two

winged bordered lattice-lozenges as front ornament on

shoulder; latticed winged lozenge as back ornament

below handle. Encircling lines around mouth and

bordered zigzag line on handle. Height 30.0. 63.

40. White Painted H amphora with base-ring; slightly

depressed body; wide neck, with Hat rim; handles

from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines around body

and shoulder; around the neck, squares with double
^

crossed lines alternating with vertical bordered, chequered
|

and latticed bands; groups of transverse lines on >

rim; bordered zigzag lines on handles. Height 39.5. ;

- 30-

41. White Painted II amphora with base-ring; oval body;

slightly concave neck; flat rim; horizontal handles on

shoulder. Pmcircling bands and wavy lines around

body, alternating bordered chequered bands and

lattice-lozenges around shoulder; encircling bands and

lines around neck; groups of transverse lines on rim;
|

black painted handles with ^erticaI strokes Height

43.0. ~ 48.

42. White Painted II barrel-shaped jug with almost 1

spherical body; narrow neck; stilted run; handle from
|

neck to shoulder, ^'ertlcal groups of circles, symmetrically

arranged on both sides of body; winged, bordered lattice-

lozcnges as front and back ornament; encircling lines

around neck and mouth; bordered zigzag lines on

handle. Height 17,2. -f- 25.

43. Plain White 1 1 bowl with flat raised base; curved sides;

plain rim; wavy handle below rim. Diam. 18.8. -!- 35. 1

44. Plain, circular Hnger-ring of bronze; broken in two.
|

Diam. 2.5. — 37- ‘

45 Plain White IV depressed jug with Hat base; narrow'

neck with mid-ridge; stilted rim; handle from nm to

shoulder. Height 8.8. — 38.

46. Bronze bowl of skyphos type (cf. Xo. 6). Height S.o.
|

-r 40- i

47. Bichrome V globular jug, as Xo. 22, but with Hat base.

Height 15.5. -r 30.

48. White Painted IV globular jug with base*-ring; narrow
|

67

neck with handle-ridge; handle from neck to shoulder.

Encircling red lines around shoulder. Mouth missing.

Height 18 5. — 30.

49. Plain White IV jug, as No. 17. Height 8.8. — 30.

50. Bichrome V bowl, as No. 10. Encircling black and red

lines outside and in; red strokes on nm. Diam.

16.5. — 30.

51. Bichrome H barrel-shaped jug with slightly projecting

side-knobs; narrow neck with handle-ndge; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling black and red lines,

symmetrically arranged on either side of body; bordered

lattice-lozenges as front ornament; double crossed

lines as back ornament below handle; encircling black

and red lines around neck; ladder-pattern on handle.

Rim missing. Height 18.3. Found inside No, 40,

52. White Painted I kylix on low foot; softly curved sides;

plain nm; horizontal handles on sides. Encircling

bands outside and in; black painted handles. Height

14.5. Diam. 16.8. -r 30.

53 Ikilychrome White jug with nmnd base; o\oid bod\

;

cylindrical neck with mid-ndge; slightly splaying rim;

handle from neck to shoulder; small projection below

handle. Body covcrcel by slightly polished, butT slip

on which \ertical black, blue, red, and white circles are

symmetrically arranged on both sides of body; three

black crossed lines as front and back ornament; neck

undccorated. Black, transverse lines on handle. Foreign

ware. Height 34.0. — 30.

54. Red Slip amphoriskos on low foot; slightly depressed

body; wide, concave neck; Hat nm: handles from nm
to shoulder; body covered by a mat reddish-lilac paint,

usual in Bichrome Ware (Foreign?). Height 7.3. -f 25.

55. a) Shoot-gold, with edges bent up, decorateei with

impressed female figure standing upright with lifted

hands, b) Five fragments of similar sheets. Length a)

4-5 -r 20.

56. Leaf-shapcel spear-heael of iron with socket; two edges;

nm of socket is surrounded b\ a Hat bronze ring. Traces

of wood still visible inside the socket. Broken. — 15.

57. Wreath of gilded m\rtle leaves of bronze; tied on a

Hat bronze rod. Damaged. Diam. c 20.0. Around

head of skeleton in the niche.

Supplementary catalogue

58. White Painted I k\lix, as No. 32. Height 13.3. Diam.

I7-5-

59. White Painted II jug as No. 35, but without lines on

neck. Height 38 o.
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Fig. 20. Amathus. Tomb
Finds in situ (6). Tomb

g, Necklace No. loo in situ (i). Tomb lo, Plan (2); Sections A-A, B-B, C-C (-
n, Plan (9); Sections A-A, B-B, C-C (10, 7, 8); Finds in situ {i\). Tomb 12'^

(ii); Section A-A (12).

-
5 );

Plan
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The following diagram shows the distribution of the finds between the various burials;
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CHRONOLOGY

This diagram shows clearly the different burial periods in this tomb. All the pottery

from the first period is of Type I—II with Type II dominating. Nos. 28 and 53 are foreign,

as probably also the small amphoriskos, No. 54. This combination of pottery assigns the burial

to the end of the Cypro-Geometric II period. The second burial is characterized by Types

IV and V. The distinction of this burial from the first, is thus very clear as no Types III

were found in the tomb. The vase classes are as follows: White Painted IV and V, Bichrome

V, Black-on-Red III (V), Polychrome White (IV), Black Slip IV, Plain White IV and V,

and a specimen of an imported ware (No. 15), known as “Ionian”. This combination of

pottery assigns the burial to the Cypro-Archaic II period. The subsequent burial in the

niche can only be dated by the wreath No. 57. As such wreathes are very common in tombs

of ancient Alexandria dated to the 3rd Cent., it is reasonable to date the burial to that

period.

TOMB II (Figs. 20: 7— 10, 13; 21—23)

SIZE

Length Width Height

Dromos 2.40 1.05 0.80

Stomion 0.40 0.70 o-75

Chamber 3.50 1.75 —
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21. Amathus. Tomb ii. Interior tiew. Fig. 22 . Amathus. Tomb ii .^een from above.

SHAPF

This tomb is of the same character as Tomb 9, though the orientation of the tomb and

the dromos is different (cf. Plan 1).

The dromos widens slightly towards the entrance. At the beginning, the floor slopes

very slightly, but after about i.o m. there is a high step from whence the floor slopes down

to the stomion. This is carefully built with a large threshold and orthostatic jambs. On
the right side, there were two. The lintel had been removed, but the door slab was found

ill situ with a small packing of rubble on the outside.

The tomb is of rectangular shape and makes a right angle with the dromos. It is excavated

in the rock. In this shaft, walls are built along the long sides on the inside covering the

rock. The walls are built of roughly projecting ashlar of various sizes. Four courses of

ashlar blocks are preserved. The walls narrow upwards. Probably the roof stones were

placed on the walls, but none were found in situ. In the filling, however, two large slabs

were found, possiblv remains of the roof.

Along the short wall just iu front of the door there was a small bench of pebbles, bordered

with large rubble. To the right of the entrance, too, three similar blocks of rubble were

placed, apparently as a shelter tor the burials.

STR.ATIFIC.ATION

Below the surface layer a rather heterogeneous layer was found, consisting of dark earth

mixed with large stones and some of the roof slabs of the tomb. At the level where these

were found, a burial layer was noted containing inter alia Skulls I—III. This layer slowly

became harder, and more homogeneous towards the bottom of the tomb. There the dark

burial earth was found, c. 0.40 m. from the rock floor. As regards the earth, it was imposs-

ible to distinguish any different strata in this layer, e.xcept for a patch in the middle of the

tomb, where a layer of pebbles separated two burial layers (cf. below). Along the S. short
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wall, a pebble bench was found bordered with rubble. These pebbles were found more

or less over the whole floor, even in the interior of the tomb.

BURIALS

Various burials could be distinguished in this tomb, and their chronological order could

be established on account of their position and the finds connected with them.

On the pebble bench, in front of the entrance, a skull (Xo. \T), with some verv much

corroded remains of the skeleton, was found in connexion with an intact deposit of burial-

gifts along the wall. Probablv the corpse was placed in dorsal position with the head near

the entrance. This burial may have been a male one, as the iron knife (No. 86) is attached

to it.

In the middle of the tomb, different burial strata were noted. The lowest was on the

rock floor close to the door, but here it was not possible to find anv skeleton. Over this

laver other burials were found. Here two skeletons were cleared (Skel. IV and V) Iving

the one over the other in an androgvnous position. Both were placed with the head to the

door. The lower, male skeleton was lying in dorsal position. Its skull was in a verv bad

state of preservation. Originally it must have rested on a rubble block placed on the floor.

On the left side of the male, a small terracotta rider (Xo. 16) was found, and over his pelvis

a bowl (No. 14) was Iving, upside down. 'I'he female skeleton was King partlv covering

the male. Its right leg was slightly bent over the right leg of the male. The skull (No. V)

of the female, which originallv had rested on the rubble, had turned over and was found

nearer the door. The female wore a bronze ring (No. 15) on her right hand and a necklace

(No. 72). In connection with her left hand, a scarab (No. 7S) was found. Between the

chests of the two skeletons, a tambourine-player of terracotta (No. 69) was found, apparently

the female pendant to the rider (No. 16) of the male skeleton. The pottery-gifts connected

with these burials are to be found in the diagram p. 76, where it shows the potterv of the

third burial. The fourth burials were found on a much higher level along the E. wall. Here

three well preserved skulls (Nos. I—HI) were found in connexion with remains of human

skeletons in dorsal position. No burial-gifts could be connected with these burials.

FINDS (groups: PLS. XVII, 3—5, XVIII, I, 2; TYPFS: I.. OF PL. Il)

I. Bichrome II large plate with Hat bottom and base-rintr;

slightly convex sides; flat nm; two wiNh-bone handles

on rim Outside the bottom black malte.se cross,

encircled by black line; red encircling band bordered

with black lines; encircling band of black bordered red

triangles and encircling red hand bordered with black

lines in the centre. Between the base-ring and this

central decoration, an encircling band consisting of

black triangles filled with smaller kitticc-lo/enges,

alternating with black bordered, red triangles filled

with a small lattice-triangle. In the spaces between these

triangles, black crosses with dots in the angles, bordered

with three radiating lines; on base-ring, four groups of

transverse lines; encircling black hands and lines around

sides. Inside, black spiral, bordered with w lele encircling

black hand in the centre; two concentric black lines

between the nm and the bottom. Black nm anel haneiles.

Ye*Ile)W, gritty cluv. Diam. 3<S.o. Founei m dromos.

2 . Flam, roughK circular hcaei of bron/e nail. Diam i 3.

Founei m dromos.

3. Black Slip II oval jug with base-rmg; narrowing neck;

wide, pincheel rim; hanelle from nm to shoulder.

Wrticalb fluted body; three, almost lustrous horizontal

ridge‘s around shouleler. Height 22 o. Found in dromos.

4. Bichrome III sack-shaped jug with flat base; tapering

body, short, narrow neck with small encircling ridge;
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deeph pinched rim; handle from nm to body. Encircling,

black bordered, red band on belly; black neck-line, rim,

and handle. Height 9.5. Found in dromos.

5. Bichrome III globular jug with Hat base; well marked

neck-line; narrow neck; handle from neck to shoulder.

Vertical black bordered, red, concentric bands symmetric-

allv arranged on both sides; black encircling lines

on neck-line and round the upper part of neck; black

transxerse lines on handle; red painted rim. Height

9.8. Found in dromos.

6. Bichrome IV amphoriskos, which crumbled entirely m
the air. Found in dromos.

7. Bichrome HI amphoriskos with flattened base; round

bod> ;
oblique shoulder; tapering neck; stilted rim;

two horizontal handles on body. Black, encircling lines

round body, shoulder and neck; dark red, encircling

band below the black painted nm. Yellow clay, white

washed. Height 10.8. -p 1.20.

8. Bichrome HI open bowl with flat base-ring; slightly

curled sides; stilted, in-turned rim; two horizontal

handles below rim. Red, encircling band, bordered

with black concentric lines as base ornament; black

transverse lines on base-ring; around the sides, a red

encircling band bordered with black lines; from this

ornament, radiate black zigzag lines bordered with

three lines, alternating with black bordered, red M-
ornaments with mid-triangles filled with chequers.

Black circle at the bottom; two black, concentric lines

between bottom and rim, inside. Black rim and handles.

Large piece of the bowl missing. Diam. 30.5. -f 90.

9. Red Slip II (IV) oval jug with flat base; slightly depressed

shoulder; gently curved neck with handle-ridge; stilted

rim; handle with circular transverse section from neck

to shoulder. Pink, gritty clay; light mat slip. Height

17.0.

- 95.

10. Plain White V circular lid with flat, knobbed handle;

curved sides and flat, out-bent rim. Buff clay, white

washed. Diam. 15.6. — 55.

11. Bronze fragment. Length 9.8. +43.
12. White Painted IV round jug with flat base; spherical

body; cylindrical neck with handle-ridge; wide, handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines round neck.

Green, gritty clay. Height 14 6. 2-

13. Plain White IV globular jug with flat base; short,

tapering neck; stilted nm; handle from nm to shoulder.

White, gritty clay. Height 15,0, -f 45.

14. Bichrome IV small, open bowl with flat base, sharply

curved sides and plain nm. Encircling black and yellow

bands outside and m, Diam. 8.8. -p 50.

15. Plain circular finger-ring of bronze with overlapping

ends. Diam. 2.4. -- 32.

16. Terracotta statuette representing rider in snow-man

technique, sitting on a horse which looks straight

forwards; the four legs are slightly curved and the short

tail falls along left hind leg; the forelock is straightly

cut The rider is sitting without legs on the front of

the horse's back; he places his hands behind the ears

of the horse. The head is large with projecting nose;

circular ears; hair falling down behind the ears. Bichrome

paint. Height 11.5. +48.
17. Slightly bent bronze pin with square section at the

top, and circular section at the point. Length 11.5. -h 37.

18. Thick bronze fibula with high bow; one collar and two

beads on the bow. Spring and pin missing. Length

5.0. 4- 37.

19. Black-on-Red II (IV) flat bowl with flat base; slightly

curved sides; up-turned, plain nm; small horizontal

handles on rim. Encircling black lines outside and in.

Green, gritty clay with dark red, mat slip. Diam. 21.5.

m 35-

20. Plain White V long oval sack-shaped jug with sides

slightly narrowing upwards; short convex neck; handle

from rim to shoulder. Yellow, gritty clay. Height

18.0. -r 30.

21. Red Slip II (I\’j deep bowl with flat base; curved sides;

slightly stilted rim; small horizontal handle below rim.

Incised lines around rim Red gritty clay; light, mat

slip. Diam. 11.5. + 40.

22. Bichrome III pilgrim bottle depressed on the sides;

projecting side-knobs; narrow neck; mouth widening

upwards; straight rim; handles from neck to shoulder.

Two groups of black concentric circles symmetrically

arranged on both sides; red band round side-knobs,

encircling black lines round neck; transverse lines on

handles. Rim missing. Buff, gritty day. Height 15.0.

- 35.

23. Plain White V' sack-shaped jug with flat base; slightly

concave sides; short, convex neck; handle from rim to

body. Rim missing. Grey clay. Height 12.5. -f 38.

24. Bichrome V deep bowl with flat base; sharply angular

outline; stilted, out-bent rim. Encircling black lines

round the vertical sides; red slip below nm; concentric

black and red circles, inside. Buff, gritty clay. Diam.

15.0. -r 60.

25. Grey Polished (V) globular bottle with low, narrow,

base-ring; high, somewhat biconical neck with handle-

ridge; flaring funnel-shaped mouth; handle from neck to

shoulder. Dark, grey lustrous surface. Height 7.5. +35.

26. White Painted V globular, slightly depressed jug with

large, flat base; slightly marked neck-line; narrow neck;

pinched rim; high twin-handle from rim to shoulder.

Groups of vertical, encircling bands and lines symmetric-

ally arranged on both sides; three stripes hang down

from neck-line radiating over the body; encircling

lines, degenerate wavy line around neck; transverse

lines on handle, at the root of the handle is a triangular

field with the two upper angles prolonged with strokes.

Black nm. White washed, yellow, gritty clay. Height

17.2. + 38.

27. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug. Buff clay. Height

22.4. -I- 30.

28. Bichrome IV flat bow! with small flat base; well marked

side; flat horizontal rim. Black encircling line outside

the nm; alternating black and red concentric circles
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inside; groups of five transverse strokes on rim. Buff,
|

gritty clay. Diam. 14.0. + 20.
j

29. Plain White IV oval jug with flat base; soft shoulder; '

convex neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Rim missing.

White, gritty clay. Height 13.0. + 45. !

30. Bichrome Red II (V) depressed amphora with flat base;
|

short neck widening upwards; stilted nm; large, hori- )

zontal handles on body. The pot is covered by black
!

slip on which is painted large, oblique, w'hite crosses '

on body; around shoulder, a w’hite encircling line

and below, a rippled line; a row’ of white dots below

the neck-line; around the w’hite painted neck, eight

groups of small,black, concentric circles; black encircling
^

lines around rim. Grey, gritty clay. Height 20.5. +40.
|

31. Polychrome White (V) long, oval jug w’ith base-ring;

curved sides; narrow neck with wide mouth; deeply

pinched rim; high twin-handle from rim to shoulder.

Three groups of encircling, black lines round body;

encircling black line with white dots round neck-line;

a red, short rippled line and encircling black lines

round neck; eight groups of small concentric circles

round shoulder; eye ornaments on each side of rim;

black painted rim; transverse red lines on handle. Fine,
,

white clay. Height 23.5. 4- 50.

32. Bichrome IV oval jug w'ith slightly depressed body;

fiat base; narrow' neck; pinched rim; handle from

nm to shoulder. Encircling black lines round body

and neck; short rippled band round shoulder; black

rim; red transverse strokes on handle. Greenish,

white, gritty clay. Height 12.5. + 50.

33. Bichrome V depressed biconicai jug w’lth flat base;

straight neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling black and red lines round body; tw'o encircling
|

lines on neck; red painted rim and handle. Brown clay.

Height 10.5. + 50.

34. Polychrome White (\0 oval jug with flat base; depressed

shoulder and body; narrow neck; pinched rim; handle

from rim to shoulder. Encircling black and yellow-

lines around the body; a degenerate red, wavy line and

encircling black lines around neck; a group of three red

stripes hanging over the shoulder as front ornament;

conventionalized branch ornaments on the shoulder;

red painted rim; transverse red strokes on handle. Yellow,

gritty clay, white washed. Height 13.0. + 50.

35. Bichrome V oval jug with flat base, slightly depressed

shoulder; narrow neck; pinched rim. Three groups

of vertical, concentric circles, the innermost black,

symmetrically arranged on both sides; encircling

black lines and degenerate wavy line around neck;

conventionalized branch ornament as front decoration;

black painted rim. Handle missing. Buff clay, yellow-

washed. Height 13.5. -r 48.

36. Plain White V sack-shaped jug, as No. 20, but with sides

tapering upwards. Brown, gritty clay. Height lo.o. + 50.

37 - White Painted III jug, similar to No. 13, but with oval

body and neck narrowing upwards. Encircling lines on

body. Height 14.5. + 50.

38. Plain White III jug, as No. 37. Handle missing. Buff,

gritty clay. Height ii.o. -r 48.

39. Bichrome V slightly depressed, oval amphora with

base-ring; well marked neck-line; short neck widening

upw'ards; slightly stilted rim; vertical handles from rim

to shoulder. Encircling black and red bands and lines

around body, shoulder, neck-Iine and rim; vertical

strokes on handle. Greenish gritty clay. Height 31.0.

-f 60.

40. Plain White III globular jug with flat base; cylindrical

neck; handle-ndge; slightly stilted nm; wide handle

from neck to shoulder. White, gritty clay. Height

14.0. + 58.

41. Black-on-Red I (III) deep bowl with flat base-ring;

curved sides; well marked shoulder-line; contracted,

plain rim
;
small horizontal ribbon-handle below shoulder-

line. Encircling lines on body. Buff, gritty clay with

red, mat slip. Diam. 17.0. -4 44.

42. Plain White III oval jug with flat base; short, wide

neck; slightly stilted rim; thin handle from rim to

shoulder. Buff, gritty clay. Height 14.8. Found m
No. 41.

43. Hemispherical bronze bowl with small, circular, disc-

shaped base fixed to the bow) with four bronze rivets;

gently widening, flattened nm. Diam. 15.6. 4- 35-

44. Bichrome III plate with slightly convex base; curved

sides; up-turned rim; horizontal handles below nm.

Red, encircling band bordered with black, concentric

lines; radiating black and red M-ornaments with

latticed mid-triangles alternating with black bordered

zigzag lines outside the bottom; encircling black lines

and bands round sides. Concentric black circles inside

the plate; black nm and handles. Half of plate missing.

Buff, gritty clay. Diam. c. 25.5. — 45.

45. W'hite Painted III flat, wide bowl with base-ring;

widening, slightly curved sides; stilted, slightly bent-in

rim; horizontal handles below nm; spiral at the centre

of base; transverse lines on base-ring; two groups of

concentric circles around sides. Inside, spiral and two

encircling lines; black painted rim and handles. One

handle missing. Yell()\s, gritty clay Diam. 26 o 40.

46. Bichrome II oval jug with round base; rounded shoulder;

very narrow, short, neck; pinched nm; handle from

rim to shoulder. Black maltese cross at bottom

encircled by black bordered, red band; an encircling

black bordered, red band below shoulder; three radiating

black stripes of bordered hatched bands around shoulder;

black painted rim. Handle missing. Buff, gritty clay.

Height 15.0. 4- 52.

47. Coarse cooking-pot with flattened base; depressed body;

plain rim; vertical handles on body. Black, gritty clay.

Height 14.5. - 42.

48. Bichrome III flat bowl with flat base; stilted nm and

horizontal handle on rim. Traces of red paint on handle.

Diam. 19.0. -r 40.

49. Black Slip Bichrorne II plate with flat base; slightly

curved sides; two horizontal handles below rim. Fluted
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tnaltfsc c^o^s encircled b\ alternating? red

and Mack concentric circles, tri>ni thcj.e circlei» three

horde reel /iLt/aL? Iint~. and three hkick and red Al-orna-

rnent'' with latticed niid-triani'les radiate. Inside,

Mack ^plral anel three concentric lineN, black slip on

'idc'^ and handle'' HutF clav . Diam. 21.5. ' 35.

Bichronu III open ho\s I with tiat base; tiat base-rini;,

sliobtle ciirvcel siele-'; stilted, m-bent rim; horizontal

handles on the ‘^idcs ( )n base, a red, encirclini? band

horelcreel With black concentric lines; a black ziyzai?

bane! roiinel basc-rini;: a broad, red, encircling band,

bordered by bkick concentric lines round sides close to

base-ring, black zigzag lines, bordered by three black

lines alternating with black be-irdered, red M-ornaments

with latticed inid-triangle radiating from the circles,

outside the bottom. Insiele bottom, black circle and two

encircling black lines Rim and handles painted black.

Burt, gritty clay. Diam 28.5. — 30.

5 I Blaek ^Iip HI o\aI amphoriskos with base-ring; spliuing,

eoncase neck, Haring rirn; angular hanelles from rirn

to shoulder Deconition, as No. 3, but without hori-

/ontvil ndge-s Piece of rini missing. Height 14.0 — 50.

52 Blaek-on-Keei 1 (III) eleep heiw 1 with base-ring; curved

sidt-'s. hoji/ontal handles below* run. Incise el, encircling

lirus .iroutul run, eneircling black lines «irouiul sides

and rini, insule, black handles. Hard, red clay. Diam.

iS 2 40.

53 Bku k-on-Re el I (III) eleep bowl with Hat hase'-ring.

shghih curseel sieles; plain run wuiemng upwards;

hori/ontal hanelles lielow run; st\ encircling, incised

lims below rim, bi.ick circle inside the bottom; black

hanelles Kid ekiv coMTed h\ reel, lustrous slip with

hon/.oni.il trace's of ,i p<plishing tool Diam 200 • 40.

s4 Biehtonu' (II bowl, as No 50 Di.im. 31 o ' 30

ss White Ikiinteel If k>li\: short foot; curxeel sules;

plain run, horizontal handies on the- suhs, I'lkiek

e rune ling baiuls anuirul loot, boeh, anel nm. painteel

ui-'iele'. also, two iiKueling baruls. insule, black hanelles

Butf, grirte das. white' washeel Diam 1^7 35.

sn Black-on-Ked I (III) small. o\al jug with Hat base;

diprtsuel shouleler. short, narrow, conwx neck; stilleel

Mfu, hanelK' trom run to shoulder l-.ncirclmg bkick

lines aiound iim. rutk, anel be-IK , conee-ntric, snuill

eneles on sboiileier; black hanelles M.it. black paint

on elee-p reel. lustrous slip. Surtacc worn Height 7 5

4s

s7 hragnunf of iron - 40

5S Buhronie II globular lug with l>ase-ring. narrow,

e'luuliical neck, tubular spout with straine-r with sc\e‘n

holes luuireling. fdack lieirelered. reel band rounei

bi'lK
,
blaek rieek-liru'. Irie/e round shouleler consisting

of \eitual,Maek e'heejuereel banels. anel triangular orna-

ment, borelere'el. and Hlleel with hatebeel lozenge's,

bl.u k Strokes on spout Yellow, gritl\ clay. Neck anel

handle nu'’>ing Heaght 1^ 5. 35.

>0 White Painted III shghtK depresseel, ova! jug with

Hat base Well marked neek-line, wide', short ne*ck.

pmcheei nm; handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling

lines retund body and neck-line; black nm; transverse

lines on handle Buti, gritty clay. Height 142. t 35 -

60 Statuette of blue faience. Damaged. String-hole through

neck. Height 2 2. • 35

61. White Painted I\' howl with flattened base; splaying

side. Black run. Diam. 12 i. 30.

62. Plain White I\' howl with Hat base; cur\ed sides;

straight nm; \er\ small horizontal handle below nm.

Around nm are careless incisions. White gritty clay

Diam. 9.5. 50.

63. Hichrome \ globular amphora with Hat base; softly

marked neck-Iine; large, horizontal handles on body.

Around body, frieze e)i small, concentric circles bordered

by two encircling bands; white wavy line on a brown

encircling band; encircling lines, and two brown bands

with white dots round shoulder; brown handles with

vertical strokes on belly. Neck missing. Grey, gritty

clay. Height 16.0. -f- 50.

64. Bichrome 111 small, slightly depressed jug with flat

base; long, e> Iindncal neck with handle-ridge; funnel-

mouth; handle from neck to shouleler. Encircling red

and black lines round body; three groups of small,

concentric circles round shoulder; encircling black and

red lilies round neck; black nm and handle. Height

9 2
:

20.

65. Bichrome III pilgrim bottle, as No. 22. Height

170 — 20

66. Bichrome HI pilgrim bottle, as No. 22. Height

17 -0 - .Es-

67 Bichrome IV globular jug with base-ring, neck widening

upwards; haneile-ndge ; funnel-mouth; handle from

neck to shoulder Irticirchng black and red lines around

nm Wllow ela\ . Height 12.5 30.

68 Black-on-Re<i 1 (III) jug, as No. 56 Rim chipped,

surface much worn Height 8 5 30

(»u 'I’erraci'tla statuette representing a tambourine player,

concave base, cvlindncal hods, upright head with

prominent nose, long hair tailing over shoulders. Both

hands htdd tambourine close to the breast d’hc statuette

is decorated with black bordered, red crosS lines on

the sides and along the arms; alternating black and red,

obEnjiie lines f)n the front of bociv
, black hair and eves;

red bearei, ears, nose, and turban Height 14 5. t 40.

70. Bichrome III globular jug with Hat base; narrow

neck with a small handle-ridge; stilted nm; thin

handle from neck to shoulder. Imcirclmg black and

reel lines in two groups around bodv . Rim chipped.

Pink cl.iv . Height 11.5. 35.

71 Scarab ot black steatite of d’ype A 3-G 3 On base,

incision representing stag; in front of it, a branch,

f.ength 13 - 41

72 a) Six bobbin-shaped heads of blue faience, pierced bv
holes through longitudinal axis Two broken. Length
c. 21. b) Six earrings of bronze Diam. 1.7. 40.

73 Scarab of white steatite On base meaningless hiero-

glvphs. See Appendix E Length 1.7. 30.
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74. Elliptical head of red cornelian with hexaj^onal section

and slightly curved sides; an incised line on the flat

sides, and hole through the middle Length 1.85. — 30.

75. Eobbm-shaped bead of cornelian, ^sith hole through

longitudinal axis Length i 2 . 30

76. Conical seal of blue faience, with pierced top and an

encircling line near base of seal. On base, incision

representing walking man wearing a hu»h head-dress

On both sides of the man, scorpions with up-turned

tails. Height 1.4. Diam. 1.7. In the sieves.

77 Scarab of black steatite. On base, incision represent-

ing two oxen, symmetrically turned with their backs

to each other. Encircling line. Length 1.5 In the

sie\ es.

78 Scarab of white steatite. On base, incision representing

two walking lions, one on top of the other. Before them

an Eg>ptian tj-sign. Encircling line. Length 16. — 60.

79. Scarab of white stone. On base, incision representing

walking lions, one on top of the other. In front of them

a feather. Encircling line. Length i 6. -- 20.

80. Biconical, black stone bead with a large hole through

centre. Diam. i.o. + 20.

81. Statuette of blue faience, as No. 60. Much damaged.

Length 2.6. ^ 20.

82. Two beads of blue faience; a) cylindrical and pierced

by a hole through the longitudinal axis; b) hat

and circular, pierced by a hole through the centre,

a) Length 1.3. b) Diam. 0.7. ^ 20.

83. Flat finger-ring of blue faience. Diam. 20. -f 25.

84. Bichrome III wide, barrel-shaped jug w ith softly curved

sides; projecting side-knobs; narrow neck widening

upward.s; funnel-shaped mouth; plain nm; handle from

neck to shoulder. Encircling black lines round neck;

vertical, concentric, black lines symmetrically arranged on

both sides. Red rim and black handle. Height 9.0. -•- 25.

85. Bichrome pilgrim bottle, depressed on the sides; narrow

neck; straight rim; vertical handles from neck to body.

Vertical concentric circles in two groups, on both sides

of body. Yellow, gritty, lustrous clay. Foreign Ware.

Height 14.0. + 25.

<S6. Curved iron knife with one slightly concave cutting

edge; Hat, thick back; pointed end; flat tang, pierced

by two rivets. Length 21. i. -r 30.

87. Conical, low spindle-whorl of hard, blue faience; hole

through centre. From the top, radiate small projecting

squares in relief; plain base. Diam. 2.7, • 30.

88. Pohchroine White (HI) spherical jug with small base-

ring; well marked neck-line; long neck w idening upw ards

,

funnel mouth; stilted nm; handle from neck to shoulder

Vertical, concentric black, red, and white circles

svmmctncally arranged on both sides ot body; encircling

black line around neck; red mouth; transverse black

lines on handle. Yellow clay, white washed. Height 11.7.

— 20

89 Bichrome III open bowl with Hat base; concave sides,

straight, almost Dinzontal nm; horizontal handles

below nm. Outside, black maltese cross in the middle

of the bottom; encircling black and red lines around

sides; black painted nm and handles. Inside, black

and red encircling lines. Butf, gnttv clay, slightly

white washed. Diam. 13 8. -f- 20,

90. W'hite Painted pilgrim bottle, depressed from the sides;

concave neck; straight mouth widening upwards; stilted

nm; handles from neck to bodv . I’wo groups of encircl-

ing lines sv mmetrically arranged on both sides ot hodv ;

transverse strokes on handles and nm BuB, white

lustrous clay; neck and mouth shaved. Foreign Ware-

Height 14 2. — 25.

91- Bronze fibula with low bow
,
slightlv moukled m middle,

two beads on bow. simple spiing. Pin anei st>eket

missing. Length 50. H 15.

92. Fragment of iron knife; tang pierced bv bronze rivets.

Length 10.0. -i 15.

93. Small fragments of bronze bowl with plain run. Length

8 6. -i 15.

94. Bichrome HI jug, as No. 4 Hemht 9.2. 15

95. Red vSJip I (III) miniature amphonskos on toot; depiessed

body; wide, concave neck; liar, projecting nm, handles

from rim to hodv. Red clav
;
polished surlaci-, lustrous

slip. Height 6 5. 15.

96. Bronze* tibula with high, trapezoid how; three slightly

moulded collars; a tvs ice-tw isted spring; pointed pin

and small socket. Length 4.0. ,
20.

97 Bronze fibula with high bow; three he.ids near spring,

one near socket; tw ice-tw isteel spring and str.ught

pin; socket missing. Length 4 3. • 15.

98, Bichrome HI oval, small jug with llat base, wule, short

neck; pinche-d nm, hanelle from nm to shoulder. Pneiicl-

ing red bands, bordereel with black lines mund helK ;

encircling black line around neck-Iine; black eye orna-

ments on the black nm; transverse, and vertical black

lines on handles. Yellow clay. Height 8.5 15.
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The following diagram shows the distribution of the finds between the various burials:

CHRONOLOGY

As the first deposit in the dromos contained pots of Type II and the second deposit

those of Types III—IV, it seems reasonable to suppose a distinct difference between the

two deposits as regards the chronology. This is, too, in accordance with the circumstances

in the tomb, where various burials were distinguished. The first burial was placed on the

pebble bench, close to the S. wall. The pottery ascribed to this burial consisted of Types

II—III and the small bowl No. 61 which must be ascribed to the White Painted IV Ware.

This combination of pottery assigns the burial to the end of Cvpro-Geometric III or the

very beginning of the Cypro-Archaic I period. The second burial can for similar reasons
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Fig. 23. Amathus. Tomb ii. Idol (No. bcj) and Fig. 24. Ainathus. Tonili 12. Mew from

beads (No. 72) in situ. the North.

be assigned to the first part of the Cypro-Archaic I period: Type III are still paramount,

but four specimens of Type IV are noticeable. As to the third burial, however, the presence

of Type V assigns the burial to a later period. The comparatively large amount of Type

V assigns the burial to the middle of the Cypro-Archaic II period. I’hough the pottery

of the fourth burial shows early types, it must, for stratigraphical reasons be dated to a still

later time, possibly the end of the Cypro-Archaic II period.

Unfortunately none of the scarabs from this tomb can be dated with certainty and they

may therefore be omitted here in connexion with the discussion of the chronology.

TOMB 12 (Figs 20: II, 12; 24)

SIZE

LenLfth Width HoiLrht

Dromos 3.40 0.80 0.92

Stomion 0.50 0.50 0.73

Chamber 2.60 1.35 1.73

SH.VPE

This tomb has an unusually long dromos, slightlv wider in the middle. On the

left side, the dromos wall had been repaired at a place where the soft rock is damaged.

Possibly, part of the dromos was once covered with large roof slabs, one of which was found

in situ about the middle of the dromos.
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I'he stomion is rather narrow. It is well built with the threshold and two orthostatic

jambs in situ. The lintel was removed.

The chamber is of rectangular shape and makes a right angle with the dromos. The

door of the chamber is on a much lower level than the dromos. The difference in height

between the stomion threshold and the chamber floor, is 0.77 m. Along the right long

side, there was a bench, bordered with large raised rubbles.

The sides of the rock shaft are vertical. In front of the entrance there is a long niche

in the northern long side. This niche is probablv not intended to serve anv purpose connect-

ed with the burial: probably the soft rock here is accidentally damaged.

The rock shaft was covered bv large slabs, one of which is preserved in the easternmost

part of the tomb.

STRATIFICATION

'This tomb had been investigated by tomb-robbers, who had dug a shaft through the

original filling, and partly destroyed the layers at the bottom of the tomb. The filling of

the dromos consisted of homogeneous brown or grey earth, which, as far as could be seen,

was of the same kind as the original filling of the tomb. At the bottom of the tomb shaft,

a layer of pebbles was found on which the burials had been placed. The filling of the robbers’

shaft consisted of loose brown earth mixed with rubble.

BURIALS

Most likely the pebble bench along the S. long side was used for a burial, but no remains

of a skeleton were preserved there, or in any other part of the tomb. The iron knife No.

6 seems to indicate that the corpse placed on the bench was a male. It is difficult to state

whether the other objects found were Iving in situ or not.

'The accumulation of beads and other minor objects in front of the entrance (Nos. 9—12)

may probably be interpreted as a closed group in connexion with a burial there.

FINDS (croups: PL. XVIII, 3, 4)

I I^Lh k-' in-Kt el I ( 111 ) o\a! juu with Hat h.isc; splayirii;

mouth; haneliu-riduu
; handle from neck to shoulder,

IdKirciint: lino on body and neck. Black handles.

Hi mdu S 2 . Floor

:: Conical spindU -w horl ol stone with Hat base; pierced

throuL,di centre Diam 32. Floor.

3 (jlobular head of taienee with hole throui^h centre.

Diain. 1.3 Floor.

4 Bead of blue faience, a.s No 3. Diam 1.2. Floor.

5. I'raumients of small bronzi howl. Floor.

0 Hkide of iron knife w ith one cuttiniz edue Point rnissincj.

Finuth S3 Width 20 Floor

7 Bronxe hbula with hitrh. angular bow with three collars.

Pin mis^in^ Lentrth c. 43. Floor,

8 Bronze fibula, as Xo 7. Fragmentary Fenirth c. 4 5. Floor.

9.

Flat, broad Hncer-ring of bronze with small, bordered

wTcath ornament on the outside. Half missing. Diam.

2.9. Thickness 0.8. Floor.

10. Scarab, of green stone with head, wing-cases and legs

carelessly marked. Base indecipherable. String-hole

through longitudinal axis. Length i 8. Floor.

11. a) Two beads of bone, one of conical shape, with large

string-holes. Diam. 1.2; i.o,

b) Two beads of cornelian, with narrow string-holes.

Surface worn. Diam. 0.9; i.o.

c) Two beads of blue faience art with large stringholes.

One broken. Diam. 0.5. Floor.

12. Blue faience bead, consisting of three parallel cylinders,

attached to each other, and each pierced by a string-

hole. Length 1.7. Width 1.5. Floor.
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The distribution of the finds is shown bv the following diagram:

Pottery Iron B r 0 n z e S tone Bone Faience CjL pticN

BI.-on-R. I

{III)
Knift Bow 1 Fibulae T- Spindli

lMntter-nn« Bead Bead Beads Scarab

I 6 5 7. 8
1

9 2 II b I I a 3, 4 1 1 c. 12 10

,

- 1 - I ' - I -2 - I - I - I - 1 -4 'I

CHRONOLOGY

As only one pot was found in this tomb, it is verv difficult to fix the date of it. The jug

No. I, however, is of Black-on-Red I (III) ware, which mav assign the tomb to the Cvpro-

Geometric III or Cypro-Archaic I period. The scarab is not datable with certainty.

TOMB 13 (Figs. 25:6,7; 26)

SIZE

Length Width Height

Dromos 1.20 1.28 i.oo

Stomion 1.58 0.90 i.oo

Chamber 3.20 2.00 1.30

SH.^PE

This tomb is provided with a comparatively wide dromos leading down to one of the

short sides of the rock shaft. The dromos sides are almost parallel and vertical.

The stomion is marked by an orthostatic jamb on the left side; possibly there was no

jamb on the right side. The lintel, which was found in the dromos, had been placed on the

left jamb, and the rock edge on the right side of the stomion. The door slab was found

moved back on the dromos floor.

The interior of the tomb is of irregular shape with a small recess, along the left long side.

The chamber floor is slightly lower than the stomion floor, and runs through the whole

tomb at the same level. The sides of the rock shaft are almost vertical, or slightlv tapering

upwards. Along the left long side, the edge of the rock is levelled with two courses of laid

slabs. This is made for the roof stones to rest on a level base. All the roof stones, however,

had been rerhoved, probably, as in the other tombs, in connexion with the building of the

road close to this tomb.

STRATIFICATION

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of a homogeneous, brown earth, which was also

found inside the tomb. At the bottom, a layer of dark burial earth, c. 0.18 cm. thick, was
found extending over the whole tomb. In this layer, finds Nos. i, 3—7, 20—23 were K ing

scattered over the whole floor. In the innermost left corner, a bed of pebbles was found.
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of which the edge towards the tomb was damaged. On this bed, finds Nos. 18, 19, and 34

were found. Just inside the door, to the right, a small shaft was dug down in the tomb

floor to a depth of 0.54 m. This shaft, measuring 0.50—0.75 m. was filled with dark earth,

mixed with ashes and charcoal. The small shaft eontained finds Nos. 8— 17.

BURIALS

No remains of skeletons were preserved at the bottom of the tomb. Probably, however,

the finds in the small shaft belonged to an earlier burial, which had been removed to make

room for the later burial, the gifts of whieh were found on the floor of the tomb. The

potterv collected on the tomb floor was found in the dark burial laver. All the sherds were

mixed together, and the pieces of the Argive crater (No. 2) were scattered over the whole

floor, the base being found near the stomion, other parts in the middle and the innermost

right corner. The vases described in the supplementarv catalogue were made up of sherds

found in connexion with the crater sherds. These circumstances seem to show that the

whole deposit of vases onee had been placed just inside the stomion. From this position,

thev were scattered all over the floor, bv the earth infiltrated through the stomion. It is

of special importance to note that some of the sherds were found above the small shaft

in the N. E. corner at floor level. This makes the suggestion certain that the objects from

the shaft belong to an earlier burial. Most of the finds of this tomb are peculiar to male

burials, but the earring of gold (No. 12) indicates that both a male and a female were buried

during the earlier period.

FINDS (groups: PL. XIX;

1. Straight bronze pin with spherical head, narrowing
|

towards the point. Length 6.7. Floor. ;

2. Large crater of Argive type; thick stem, with horizontal

encircling ridges, widening doN\nwards to a hat, conical

base; deep body, with bulging sides, narrowing below

rim; no neck; small, upright out-bent, flattened rim,

two horizontal handles on the widest part of the body

combined with two vertical handles from the nm to

the top of the horizontal ones. The paint is dark brown,

sometimes black on the homogeneous fields, and light

brown in the line ornaments. Glazed, shiny varnish.

Inside of bowl, stem and lower part of body is painted

entirely dark except for three outspread bands around

body. Around the edge of the base run two bands,

separated by double lines, the outer with small, filled

triangles, the inner with filled dots. Between the hori-

zontal handles, is a horizontal band of similar, filled

triangles. The main decoration on the shoulder is an •

oblong metope with hatched meander as central orna-

ment, surrounded by broad frames consisting of par-

allel zigzags, herringbone-pattern, straight lines and con-

centric lozenges. In each upper corner, a framed star

of crossed lines. Below the nm runs a hernmrbone

band, and on the nm are groups of parallel, transverse

types: l. of PL. 11)

lines. The horizontal handles are hatched, and the

\ertical ones are decorated with two bands of oblique,

parallel lines. The crater has been repaired and put

together from several pieces Height 40 6. Width

at rim 33 5. Bottom stratum.

3. Leaf-shaped arrow-head of iron with straight, pointed

end; moulded short tang. Length 8.5. Floor.

4. Fragment of haneile of ivory, very much destrined;

an elliptical section throimh the mieldle ma\ be dis-

tinguished. Length 5 I. Floor.

5. \ anous bronze fragments among which are to be noted,

a tang of a small knife, edge of plaque, rings and mount-

ings. Floor.

6. Heniispherical bead of ivory belonmng to pm; a small

hole pierced in the Battened base. Diam. 2.1. Floor.

7. Globular bead of re>ck crystal; sliuhtly depressed at the

sides; hole through centre. In the hole, traces of a silver

pin. Diam 2 4 Floor

8 He mispherical bron/e bowl with sliuhtlv flattened,

in-turned nm and two horizontal, bent-up handles

on the sides. On the top of the handle-bow, upright

lotus Bowers reaching above the edge of the bowl;

handles fixed b\ means of a 8-shaped niountinu, pierced

by SIX large ri\ets. Diam. 160 Floor shaft.

6
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Q Plain, hcinispht ncal bronze bowl with plain, sliyhtK

in-bcnt nm Diam 13.5 Floor shait

10. Foni;, narrow spear-head of bronze with tw'o edges;

narri^w pointed end; broad, rounded midrib; long

conical i^ockc•t with a flat band with ridges in relief

art)und edL^e Length 53 5 Floor shaft.

11 Fragments of bronze. Floor shaft.

12 Small earring of gold with thick lower part, and four

small balls suggesting grapes. I^ength 1.9. Floor shaft.

13. Fragments of two bronze fibulae of the same type;

one can he reconstructed as follows: A low bow consisting

of two rods, fixed together b\ two bronze rivets, hammered

into sejuare beads in the middle. The pin is thick and

consists of a double rod, once twisted spiral; large,

projecting catch. Length 7 5. Floor shaft.

14. Four seiuare plaques of bone, scratched on both sides

with a sharp tool, a) Square 2.4 4.0. b) Sejuare

2 I 4.1 c) Seiuare2.7. 2 9 d) Sejuare 2.1. '4.3. Floor.

Plain iron tang of a knife. Length 10.2. Floor shaft.

16. Fragment of iron knife with two cutting edges, and

elliptical section. Point and tang missing. Length 15.1.

Floor shaft

17. Narrow, slightly curved iron knife with one cutting

edge; Hat tang pierced by four iron rivets. Point

missing Length 15 7. Floor shaft.

18. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with rounded base;

curved sides, narrowing upwards; concave neck with

pinched mouth; high handle from nm to body. Buff,

gritty, white washed cla\‘. Length 104 Floor.

19. Iron arrow-head, as N (). 25. Le ngth 7.5. Floor. In-

complete.

20. Iron arrow-head, as No. 25. Length 9.0. Floor.

21 . Arrow-head of iron with rhombic shape; blade moulded

with small side-knobs at base, just above the tang;

pointed end. Tang broken Length 70. Floor.

22. Iron arrow -head, as No. 25 Length 87 Floor.

23 Lancet-shaped arrow -head of iron with midrib; blade

widening towards the tang; traces of wood around the

tang. Point missing. Length 7.5. Floor.

24. Arrow-head of iron, as No 21 I’ang missing. Length

7 4. Floor.

25 Lt af-shapi d arrow-head of iron with thick blade,

gently con\e'X edges; elliptical section through blade.

Traces of wood around the thick, short tang. Length

7.7 Floor

26. Arrow-head of iron with thin blade; edges straight,

narrowing towards the point, but conca\e towards

the tang 'Fraces of wood attacheel to the tang, by a

thin wire. Length 9 5. Floor.

27. .A-rrow -heael of iron, as No. 26. Length 8.7. Floor.

28. Arrow-head of irein, as No. 26. Length 6 5. Floor.

29. Arrow-head of iron, as No. 26. Length 7.0 F'loor.

30 Arrow-head of iron, as No 2b Length 92 Floor.

I

31. Lancet-shaped arrow-head of iron with pointed end;

at the middle, wider blade. Length 11.2. Floor.

32. Arrow-head of iron, as No. 23, but with slightly convex

edges. Length 7.0. Floor.

33. Iron knife, as No. 17, but with circular section through

tang. Traces of wood attached to the tang. Length 12.0.

Floor

34 Blade of iron knife, as No. 17. Pointed end and tang

missing. Length 17. i. Floor.

35. Biconical bead of gold with huted sides. Length 0.8. Floor.

Supplementary catalogue

36. Red Slip I (III) deep bowl with low foot; curved sides,

bent-in, wide nm. Below nm, encircling ridge. Gritty,

buff clay; polished, red, lustrous slip. Height 28.0.

37. Red Slip I (III) globular jug with raised base-ring;

long, tubular neck with mid-ridge and stilted rim;

handle from neck to shoulder; dark, red, lustrous slip.

Height 20.5.

38. Red Slip I (III) jug with low foot; almost biconical body

and neck; pinched rim; raised handle from rim to

shoulder. On each side of the base of the handle at the

nm there is a knob, and another knob is to be seen

below the handle on the body; light red, lustrous,

polished slip. Height 18.5.

39. Red Slip I (III) jug with low foot; oval body; high,

tubular neck; pinched rim; raised twin-handle from

nm to shoulder. Knobs at the sides of the handle

base, on rim; metal-imitating shape. Light red, lustrous,

polished slip. Height 26.5.

40. Bichrome III amphora with base-ring; depressed

body and collar-nm; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling black and red lines around body and neck;

round shoulder a border consisting of alternating small

groups of concentric circles, and three crossed lines.

Crossed lines on handle. Height 27 5.

41. Bichrome Red II (V) amphora with flat base; depressed

shoulder; wide short neck widening upwards; plain

nm; vertical handles on shoulders. Encircling black

and white lines on body, shoulder and neck; black lines

<m handles. Alat, red slip. Height 22.4.

42. Bichrome Red II (V) amphoriskos with flat base;

depressed body; short, concave neck widening upwards;

horizontal handles on neck. ICncircling black lines

round body, shoulder and neck; black handles. Thin

mat, red slip. Height 14 5.

43 Bichrome II bird-shaped cult-vessel with hobbin-

shaped h<^d\
;
three feet; spout on back; tail, wings,

neck and handle broken The body is decorated w'ith

black bordered, red bands of lozenges with central

dots running from neck to tail. The wings were painted

red. On the breast black tassels. Length 19 o Dromos.
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The following diagram shows the distribution of the finds between the various burials:
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CHRONOLOGY

No pottery was found in connexion with the earlier burial so that there is no fixed point

for the date of the objects found in the shaft. They must, however, be contemporary with,

or earlier, than the finds on the tomb floor. The finds there, however, must be dated in

accordance with the pottery found on the floor. On making a survey of these pots, it becomes

evident that they must be referred to two different burials, the first with pots Nos. 36—40,

which can all be ascribed to a late stage of Type III. Nos. 41—42 show a fully developed

Type V and are the gifts of the later burial. It is evident that the Argive crater No. 2, should

be connected with the first group. We thus obtain three burial periods:

1) with the finds in the small shaft.

2) with the pots of Tvpe III and the Argive crater (No. 2).

3) with the pots of Type V, and possibly most of the other minor objects on the floor.

As the crater was found together with late Type III only, it seems reasonable to place

the Cypro-Geometric III period contemporary with the crater.

The first two groups can, judging from the combination of pottery, be dated to the end

of the Cvpro-Geometric III period and the third group for similar reasons to the middle

of the Cypro-Archaic II period.
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TOMB 14 (Figs. 25: T 5; 27)

SIZE

Length Width Height 4

Dromos 1.20 0.80 1.00

Stomion 0-35 0.70 —
Rock shaft 3-77 1.40 1.90

SHAPE

This tomb is of a usual Amathus tvpe with a short dromos, which makes a right angle

with the rock shaft. The dromos floor slopes steeply down to the stomion. The sides are

almost vertical and widen slightly near the tomb.

The stomion is solidly built with a stone threshold and orthostatic jambs which are placed

in cavities speciallv excavated in the rock. The lintel was removed and missing. On the

dromos floor, the door slab was found moved back.

'The rock shaft is of long rectangular shape with rounded corners. The long sides slightly

widen towards the floor, which is on a level 0.60 m. lower than the stomion threshold.

Close to the right short side, there was a large upright stone, the meaning of which is diffi-
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cult to explain. In the innermost part of the tomb there was a ledge of pebbles extending

over the whole of the floor. The bench is divided into two halves by a row of upright stones.

STR.-\TIFICATION

Below the black surface layer the filling of the tomb consisted of homogeneous brown

earth which extended down to the bottom layer. This was rather dark in colour and c.

0.15—0.30 m. thick. Close to the W. short side, a vertical shaft had been dug by tomb-

robbers. This shaft had cut through the filling and extended down to the rock floor of

the tomb. Fortunately most of the burial gifts were placed at the other end of the tomb so

that the shaft had caused but little damage.

BURIALS

Only very scanty remains of skeletons could be identified in this tomb. One skeleton,

however, apparently a female one, had been placed on the N. ledge. Judging from the

position of the necklace (No. 31) it was placed with the head to the E. The corpse was

adorned with ear pendants, too, one of which (No. 2) was found close to the necklace.

Probably the other ear pendant had been previously found by the tomb-robbers. On
either side of the head, pots Nos. 3—4 had been placed, and the jug, No. 40 at the feet

of the dead.

On the S. ledge no remains of a skeleton were found, but a small deposit of pots, Nos.

32—35, at the E. end of the ledge suggests the previous existence of a skeleton there too.

The bulk of tomb-gifts was gathered into a large deposit close to the N. wall, in front

of the entrance on the pebble floor. Evidently these pots date from various epochs, but it

was impossible to separate the early vases from the late, from deductions from their

position in the heap.

A fourth group of objects was found just inside the door (Nos. 65—70). This was placed

directlv on the rock floor and was partly covered by the pebble layer on which the large

deposit rested. To judge from the circumstances, these vases seem to have been placed

there earlier than the large deposit. Summing up the facts we get the following groups:

I Nos. 2—4, 31, 40 III Nos. 65—70

II » 32—35 IV Large deposit.

FINDS (groups: PL. XX, I, 2; types: l. of PL. ii)

1. Small, ornamental piece of bronze vessel shaped like l to shoulder. Kncircling lines around foot, shoulder, and

bird with long, vertical neck; vertical loop on the i neck-line; wavy line around neck; black rim, ladder-pattern

back of the neck; small peg for fixing the bird on to ’ on handle Greenish, washed clay. Height 17.5. — 25.

the vessel. Length 2.5. Surface find. 4. White Painted II depressed jug with spherical, flattened

2. Larnng of gold with lower part thicker; upper part
j

base; oblique shoulders; soft neck-line and narrow

pinched; small gap between the ends; long pendant of neck with funnel-mouth. Groups of vertical, concentric

grapes. Length 4.2. -r 25. circles symmetrically arranged on either side of body.

3. White Painted II depressed jug on high foot; well marked Encircling lines around neck and mouth; ladder-pattern

neck-line; cylindrical neck; pinched rim; handle from rim on handle. Yellow, finely silted clay. Height 7.4. 28.
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5. Faience amulet representinii the hon-fjoddess Sekhmet

sitting on a throne, \\ earing a high crown. Height 2.0.— 25.

6. Bichrome III u\al barrel-shaped jug with projecting

side-knobs; narrow neck with splaying funnel-mouth;

handle from neck to shoulder. Black spirals around

side-knobs s\ mmetrically placed on either side; groups

of \ertical, concentric, encircling lines round body;

black encircling lines round neck; red nm; black

ladder-pattern on handle. Rim chipped. Yellow, gritty

clay Height 8.7. — 57.

7. White Painted II slightly depressed oval amphora

with base-ring; well marked neck-line; slightly curved

neck widening upwards; flat out-turned nm and two

horizontal handles on shoulder. Pmcircling bands

round belly and shoulder; four bordered lattice-triangles,

alternating with four vertical, bordered, chequered

bands round sh<iulder; black neck with two groups of

white, encircling lines; four groups of transwrse lines

on nm, inside the rim, two encircling lines; black

handles with oblique strokes. Height 45.0. — 32.

8. White Painted III depressed oval jug with base-ring;

well marked neck-line; slightly convex, short, wide

neck; pinched nm; handle from rim to shoulder. Black

base-ring and nm; encircling lines round shoulder and

neck-line; degenerate wavy line around neck, bordered

zigzag lines on handle. Rim chipped Height 23.0. — 45.

9. Bichrome II oval jug with base-nng, gentle neck-line;

slightly conve.x neck; handle from neck to shoulder.

Red encircling lines bordered with black lines, black

lozenges tilled with smaller lattice-lozenges as front

ornament, bordered with black, vertical lines, bordered

black zigzag lines symmetrically arranged on both
|

Sides of handle; encircling black lines around neck, and

bordered oblique trans.\erse lines on handle. White

washed clay. Height 21.0. — 43.

10 Bichrome III deep bowl on low foot, curved sides, well :

marked shoulder-Iine; con\ex out-turned nm; two

horizontal handles on sides. The lower part of bowl

IS black with encircling red lines, six vertical zigzag

lines round upper part of sidts, black encircling line

below nm; red painted run; inside the bowl, a red

bottom circle and black, concentric circles in two

grtiups, black handles. Height ii 6 Diam 17 5. 43.

II. Black-on-Red I (HI) flat bowl with base-nng; slightly

curved Sides; plain nm; two small horizontal handles

below nm. (Iroups of concentric circles and hands

outside and inside the bowl, black painteel handles with

oblie|Ue strokes. Reel clay with light reel, lustrous slip.

Diam. 23 7 — 40

12 White Painteel HI amphora with base-ring; slightly

depresseel shoulders; slightly conca\e neck, narnn\ing

upwarels, Hat, out-turned nm. handles from nm
to shoulder. I'.ncircling hanels around shoulder, neck-

line, anel inside the nm; two short rippled lines

rounel neck; six groups of transverse lines on nm;
bordered zigzag lines on handles. Buff gritty clay

Height 345. -- 60

13. Black Slip HI depressed amphora with small foot;

wide neck; flat, out-turned nm; handles from rim to

shoulder. Yellow, gritty clay with well preserved black

slip. Height 14.7 49.

14 Black Slip III oval jug with flattened base; well marked

ncck-line; cylindrical neck; handle from rim to shoulder.

Fluted body. Yellow clay with black slip. Handle and

rim missing. Height 155. — 50.

15. Plain White III depressed oval jug with flat base; short,

wide neck, widening upwards; plain nm; handle from

nm t(^ shoulder. White washed, gritty clay. Height

12.2. -^48.

16. Red Slip I (III) flat bowl with flat base; slightly curved

sides; flat, annular nm. Buff clay, covered by a red

lustrous slip with traces of the polishing tool. Diam.

21.3. - 35 -

17. Grey Polished (III) amphoriskos with foot; depressed

body; wide shoulder; well marked neck-line; wide,

cylindrical neck; flat out-turned nm; handles from nm
to shoulder. Grey, finely silted clay. Height 6.4. 45.

18. White Painted lentoid bottle with short, clumsy neck;

handles from neck to shoulder. Two groups of vertical,

concentric circles, symmetrically arranged on both

sides of body. Rim and one handle missing. Foreign

Ware. Height 13 o. — 35.

19 Bichrome III slightly depressed, oval jug with fiat base;

softly concave neck; pinched nm; handle from rim to

shoulder. Red, encircling bands bordered with black

lines round body; black neck-line and rim. Handle

missing. White gritty cla\ . Height 102. fl- 30.

20. Black ^\ip Bichrome II plate with wide, fiat base;

curved sides; up-turned nm; two wish-bone handles on

rim. A red, broad base-circle outside, from which

radiate three black M-ornaments with mid-tnangles

tilled with smaller lattice-lozenges, alternating with

bordered chequered hands; sides and handles covered

by a black slip. A black bottom-spiral inside, and three

concentric lines between bottom and rim. Buff gritty

clay. Diam. 18.5. — 33.

21. Red Slip I (HI) deep bf)wl with fiat base-ring, curved

skUs; plain, straight nm, horizontal handles on sides.

Six encircling, imprisstd lints below rim. Red clay

slip as Xo. if). Diam 28.0 Height 9.3. -S 55.

22. Bichrome III flat bowl with flat base-nng; slightly

curved sides; up-turned nm; horizontal handles below

nm. Two black bordtred. red encircling bands round

bottom and sides; si.x groups of \ertical, short lines

hanging down from two black encircling lines round

sides; black concentric circles inside; black painted

nm and handles. Diam 18.8. — 3:;.

23. White Painted II almost globular, barrel-shaped jug;

slightly elepressed at the sieles; short, narrow neck;

meiented tunnel-nm; handle from neck to shoulder.

Two groups ol vertieal, concentric circles symmetrically

placed on both sides of body; winged lozenges fllled

with smaller lattice-lozenges as front and back ornament,

on shoulder; encircling lines on necl^“brie and round
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iim; ladder-pattern on handle. Buff, t^ritty clay. Height

17 -4 - ^ 33 -

24. Coarse depressed o\al amphora with rounded base;

no neck; plain, in-turned rim; \ertical handles on

shoulder. Black or dark hroun, ^ntty clay. Height

175 - ; ^4

25. Black-un-Red I (111) f)\al, miniature juu with flat

base; short, conca\c neck; pinched rim; handle from

rim to shoulder. Fincircling lines round shoulder and

neck. Rim chipped; handle missing. Red clay. Height

5 - 5 - r 24

26. Plain White 111 jug, as No 15 Height 12 2. 25.

27. Black-on-Red I (III) small, o\al jug with flat base,

narrow neck; handle-ndge. funnel-mouth; handle from

neck to shoulder. Encircling groups of lines around

shoulder; three groups of small concentric circles

round shoulder; encircling lines round neck; black

handle. Height 9.7. -e 24.

28. Bichrome II flat bowl, as No. 22. Concentric black and

red circles outside bottom, and round sides; black

zigzag line on base-ring; black concentric lines, a black

bottom circle, inside the bowl; black rim and handles.

Yellow washed, gntty clay. Diam. 18.6. 25.

29. White Painted II jug, as No. 4, but w’lth vertical zigzag

lines as front ornament. Height 8.5. -i- 20.

30. Bichrome III bowl, as No. 22, but with five groups of

transverse lines on base-ring. Diam. 18.9. -- 36.

31. Necklace consisting of go circular, fiat, blue faience

beads pierced by wide string-holes. 25.

32. Bichrome lentoid bottle with gently rounded body;

short neck; straight, plain rim; two handles from neck

to body; one of the sides is provided with a side-knob.

Red and black concentric circles, symmetrically arranged

on both sides of body. Buff, gntty clay; surface worn.

Foreign Ware. Height 14. i. -r 25,

33. Black Slip II oval jug with fiattened base-ring; cylindrical

neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Fluted body and two grooved lines round shoulder;

oblique crosses incised on handle. Grey, gritty clay;

the black or grey slip is worn Height 25.8. 4- 23.

34. White Painted II deep bowl with flat base; plain

nm; two horizontal handles on sides. Encircling

bands and lines around lower part of body; below the

black rim, a frieze consisting of vertical band with

lattice-lozenges, bordered with vertical lines; oblique

crosses and zigzag lines bordered with vertical lines

on one side of the bowl. On the opposite side are two

fields with oblique crosses, and one field with lattice-

lozenges, alternating with bordered cross lines and

zigzag lines; encircling lines between bottom and rim in-

side the bowl; yellow, white washed, gntty clay. Handles

missing. Height 9.5. Diam. 15.0. -f- 20.

35- Black Slip Bichrome II plate, as No. 20, but the

M-ornaments are tilled with red paint, and the vertical

bands with red lozenges. Diam. 18.5. -f- 20.

36. White Painted III jug, as No. 8. Height 23.0. — 40.

37. Bichrome III oval jug ^\ith base-ring; depressed

shoulder; well marked ncck-line; c\lindrical, slightly

concave neck; uide indented mouth; handle from

neck to shoulder. Encircling red and black bands

and lines round belly, shoulder, and neck; a wa\y hand

round neck; black conventional tree ornament starting

from hatched triangles, the middle one latticed; between

the trees are two black maltese crosiiCS filled with

oblique transverse lines, and with short lines from the

edges of cross arms. Red mouth, and black bordered

zigzag lines on handle. Grey, gntty clay. Height 35.0.

“i 35-

3S. White Painted 11 lentoid bottle, as No. iS. Height 12. i.

- 25-

39. Bichrome HI jug, as No. 6, but with red bands instead

of the side spirals. Height 8.4. ~ 30.

40. Imported, plain depressed oval jug with fiattened base,

marked shoulder and neck-line; narrow neck widening

upwards, funnel-rim; handle from neck to shoulder.

Handle missing (irey, finely silted clay. Height 6.8 -f- 25.

41. Iron knife with one concave cutting edge; thick back.

Tang and point missing. Length 15.1. — 30,

42. White Painted III lentoid bottle, as No. 18. but

with splaying funnel-mouth; ladder-pattern on handles.

Height 92. 4 ' 23.

43. White Painted 11 jug, as No. 4. Height 78. -b 50.

44. Bichrome III oval jug with depressed shoulder; flat

base; narrow neck widening upwards; wide, plain rim;

handle from neck to shoulder. Vertical red bands

bordered with black lines encircling the body, symme-

trically arranged on both sides; encircling black lines

around neck; ladder-pattern on handle. Buff, white

washed clay. Height 102. — 50.

45. Bichrome III jug, as No. 6. Height 90. 4- 4".

46. Black-on-Red I (III) deep bowl with base-ring; slightly

curved sides; plain nm; horizontal handles below rim.

Encircling, black lines around body, rim, and inside

the bottom; black base-ring and handles. Buff clay

with light red slip, carelessly polished. Diam. 21.0.

Height 1 1 .0. 4* 30.

47. Black-on-Red I (III) oval amphora with base-ring;

slightly depressed shoulder; wide neck, narrowing

upwards; gently out-turned rim; handles from rim to

shoulder. Encircling lines on base-ring; bands of

encircling lines around shoulder; short rippled line

round neck; four groups of transverse lines on rim;

bordered transverse lines on handle. Buff, gntty clay

with red lustrous, polished slip. Height 34-0. 4- 30.

48. Black-on-Red I (HI) oval jug with base-ring; long

cylindrical neck; out-turned nm; handle from lower

part of neck to shoulder. Vertical groups of con-

centric circles symmetrically arranged on both sides

of body; intersecting circles on body; encircling lines

around neck and nm, vertical lines on mouth; ladder-

pattern on handle. Buff, gritty clay with red lustrous,

polished slip Height 25.0. 23.

49. Black Slip III jug, as No. 33, but with tapering neck;

five grooved hues around shoulder. Height 21.2. — 24.
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50. Plain White III hat bowl with hat base; slightly curved

sides; plain nm and horizontal handle on nm. Diam.

20.4. - 45.

51. Red Slip I (III) hat bowl with base-ring; slightly curved

sides, plain rini. Buff clay covered by a red lustrous

slip with traces of the polishing tool. Diam. 26.7. — 35.

52. Black-on-Red I (III) bowl, as No. ii, but with tw'o

string-hole projections on rim. Diam. 27.8. -r 40.

53. White Painted III amphora, as No. 7, but with more

cylindrical neck. Two encircling bands round belly;

encircling lines and four bordered vertical zigzag lines

round shoulder from the neck-line; neck and nm
decorated as No 7. Height 44.0. -r 20.

54. White Painted II jug, as No. 23, but the front ornament

IS hlled with net-work. Greenish clay. Height 18.4. — 25.

55. Bichrome HI bowl, shape as No. 28, decoration as No. 30,

hut instead of the vertical stripes, bordered bands of

ladder-pattern on sides. Inside, black bottom-spiral.

Diam. 16.0. -r 30.

56. White Painted H jug, as No. 4. Rim missing. Grey,

gritty clay. Height 7.5. + 22.

57. Foreign, depressed jug with wide base; almost hori-

zontal shoulders; well marked neck-hne, with a small

ridge; narrow neck; funnel-mouth; handle from neck

to shoulder. Four vertical, encircling purple bands

bordered with black, concentric circles; encircling

black lines round neck; bordered, transverse lines on

handle. Red clay, red washed. Height 7.3. — 22.

58. Plain White HI jug. as No. 15. Greenish clay. Rim
missing. Height 10 9. — 20.

59. Bichrome H flat bowl with small flat base; slightly

cur\ed sides; plain nm; two horizontal handles on nm.
A black maltese cross, encircled by a black band in

centre of bottom, outside
;
a red encircling band bordered

by several black, encircling lines round sides; groups

of concentric circles inside the howl; black nm, handles '

with short, oblique strokes. Yellow clay white washed.

Diam. 18 i . — 30. :

60. Bichrome H bowl, as No. 59. Handles missing. Diam

17. 1. — 25. :

61. Black Slip III amphora, as No. 13 Height 15.4 -- 22.
1

62. Black-on-Red I (HI) jug. as No 27, but with only
j

one group of small concentric circles on shoulder, i

Height 9.4. In No. 63.

63. Plain White III jug, as No. 15. Incomplete. Height

135. — 12.

64 White Painted II large kyhx on low foot; cur\ed sides; 1

plain nm; onl\ one vertical handle on side preserved.

Black foot; black encircling lines round sides, Betw'een

those and the black nm. a frieze consisting of vertical

lattice-lozenges bordered with three vertical lines,

alternating w ith bordered zigzag lines; in their interstices, <

large oblique crosses. Imcircling lines on bottom and
j

sides, inside. Height 180. — 30.
j

65. Bronze hbula with high bow with three collars; coiled

spring and a thin, flat catch. Pm missing. Length

4.0. - 25.

66. Plain White H small kyhx with clumsy foot without

stem; marked shoulder-line; convex, splaying, plain

nm; two horizontal handles on shoulder. Yellow,

gritty clay. Height 6.5. Diam. 9.5. + 25.

67. Black-on-Red bowl with base-ring; curved sides; up-

turned rim. Encircling black spiral lines on body;

well smoothed, red, lustrous slip. Foreign Ware. Diam.

c. 28.0. — 30.

68. White Painted lentoid bottle, as No. 18. Fleight 12.2.

— 22

.

69. White Painted H jug, as No. 4. Height 4.9. -r 25.

70. White Painted H oval jug with flat base; short, convex

neck; out-turned nm; conical spout on shoulder;

basket-handle. Two encircling lines round body;

encircling lines round neck and base of spout; strokes

on spout. Height 98. --25.

71. Bronze pin with square section. Length 6.6. -r 26.

72. Bichrome HI barrel-shaped jug, as No. 6. Handle

missing. Height 8.7. 25.

73. Red Slip I (HI) hemispherical bowl with flattened base;

curved sides; plain rim, Buff clay, covered by a red,

lustrous, somewhat darkened slip, with traces of the

polishing tool. Diam. 14.7. -f- 30.

74. Plain White III flat bowl with flat base, straight, splaying

sides; flat out-turned rim. Buff, gritty clay. Diam.

25-5- — 30-

75. Black-on-Red I (HI) flat bowl with base-ring; slightly

curved sides; plain nm; two small horizontal handles

below rim. Red clay with light red, lustrous slip.

Diam. 24.0. — 20.

76. Bichrome III bowl, as No. 28. A red base-circle

encircled by black lines outside the bowl, around

base-ring, groups of black transverse lines; a red, en-

circled band bordered with black concentric lines,

and three black, radiating M-ornaments with latticed

mid-triangle alternating with three bordered, zigzag

lines round shoulder, encircled by two concentric black

lines; black handles and nm. A black bottom-circle

inside the bowl and encircling black lines round sides.

Diam. 24.0. 32.

77. Black-on-Red I (III) jug, as No. 27, but with two

groups of small concentric circles on shoulder. Height

8.8. -b 32.

78. Black-on-Red I (III) jug, as No. 27. Height 9.2. + 30.

79. White Painted 1

1

flsh-shaped vessel with rounded bellv;

horizontal ridge along back suggesting dorsal fln;

divided caudal fin and a small, pierced, oblique, spout

instead of head. Ladder ornament on both sides of

dorsal fin; lattice-lozenges bordered with filled triangles

symmetrically arranged on both sides. Yellow, white

washed clay. Length 14.7. Surface find.
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CHRONOLOGY

As is shown by this diagram, the three first groups contained pottery of Type II onlv:

White Painted, Bichrome, and Black Slip Ware. This combination of pottery assigns the

earliest burials of the tomb to the end of the Cypro-Geometric II period. The large

deposit of vases must be partly referred to a later period. Here, Type III are paramount,

though vases of Type II still are numerous. This combination of pottery assigns the latest

burial to the end of the Cypro-Geometric III or the transitional period between this and

Cypro-Archaic I period.

TOMB 15 (Figs. 25: 3, 5; 28; 32: I, 2)

SIZE

Length Width Height

Dromos 2.15 0.70 0.80

Stomion 0.60 — —
Chamber 2.20 1.60 1.90

SHAPE

In this tomb the dromos and the chamber are on the same axis. The dromos is rather

narrow, with almost parallel and perpendicular sides. It slopes down to the stomion without

any steps. The original stomion is indicated by enlargements in the rock on both side.
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Fisj. 2S. Amathus. Tomb 15. Root slabs in situ. Fig. zcj. Amathus. Tomb i b seen from the Xorth-West.

where apparently the usual orthostatic jambs were placed. They had both been removed

before the excavation. The lintel was found in the filling inside the tomb (cf. the section).

The dromos leads down to one of the short sides of the almost rectangular rock shaft.

The floor of the tomb is 0.60 m. lower than the stomion floor. The sides of the shaft are

perpendicular. Along the left long side and back wall, there was a bench of pebbles bordered

with raised flat stones. The shaft was well closed with three long slabs resting on the rock

edges. The slabs are slightly cut to fit close to each other. All the remaining spaces between

the slabs all of which were found in situ were wedged with smaller rubble.

STR.ATIFIC.ATION

The roof stones of this tomb were found just below the surface earth. The interior of

the tomb was filled with infiltrated brown earth which also filled the dromos. At the bottom

a layer of dark burial earth, 0.10—0.30 m. thick, was found. This layer partly extended

up over the ledges, where most of the tomb-gifts were found. A certain differentiation as

regards the layers of the pebble ledges was also noted (cf. below).

UURIALS

The earliest burial was found at a level of + 30 y 20, among the pebbles of the left

ledge. Here the scanty remains of a skeleton (III) was cleared. It had been placed in a dorsal

position with the head near the entrance. Around the head of this skeleton some minor

objects (Nos. 59— 63) were found. A second burial (I) was found on the same ledge, but

at a higher level ( — 50—40), where the remains of a skeleton, also in dorsal position, were

found. The skull was partly preserved together with few fragments of ribs, femora and tibke.

d'his skeleton rested on a bed of flat stones, and the head was surrounded by rubble. Some
pots were placed around the corpse as burial-gifts, (Xos. 4—9). The very scattered remains

of a third skeleton (II) were found on the ledge close to the rear wall. Here a heap of pots

were piled up over the bones and, over the whole, a huge lump of rubble was placed. This
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rubble stone cannot have fallen from above as the roof was covered, and the only possible

explanation of the stone seems to be that it was placed on the skeleton to prevent the dead

rising. The rubble had caused some damage to the pots, which had partlv fallen on the floor.

The following chronological order of burial, seems to be correct:

1. Skeleton III with finds Xos. 59—63, Dromos XT. i.

2. Skeleton II. Possibly it was originallv placed on the pebble ledge, but wcs removed to

the interior of the tomb, together with all the gifts, to give place for the third burial. Possibly

the short ledge against the rear wall was laid out in connection with these alterations.

3. Skeleton I was placed on the left pebble ledge together with gifts X'^os. 4—9.

FINDS (groups: pls. XX, 3, XXIII, I, 2; types: l. of PL. ii)

1. Bichrome I globular with base-ring; marked neck-

line; convex, narrow neck; funnel-mouth; handle with

ridge from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines on

neck-line and around rim; degenerate wavy line

around neck; black bordered, red, concentric, vertical

circles symmetrically on either side of body; star of

crossed lines as front and back ornament, on shoulder.

Yellow, gritty clay Height 32.5. Found in dromos.

2. Small green statuette of faience representing Bes

standing in the usual, frontal position with short, bent

legs, large head with projecting ears, and the hands

folded on the prominent belly. The back is fiat with a

horizontal ridge; string-hole through neck. Height

2.9. Found in the sie\es.

3. Diadem of thin gold sheet, decorated with five impressed

rosettes. Damaged at the edges. Length 7.5. — 20.

4. White Painted HI oval, slightly depressed jug with

base-ring; wide, concave neck and deeply pinched

nm; handle from rim to shoulder Groups of encircling

lines around belly, shoulder and neck-line; degenerate

wavy line around neck; painted run; vertical zigzag

band on handle. Rim and neck chipped. Buff clay.

Height 27.0. + 52.

5. Plain White HI open bowl VMth small, tiat base; curved

sides; straight rim. Buff, gntrv clay. Height 5.S.

Diam. 136. -r 52.

6. White Painted II goblet with moulded stem; straight

sides widening upwards; two vertical handles from nm
to sides. Encircling lines and bands around toot, stem,

and lower part of body. From the painted rim, groups

of bordered crossed, hatched bands, alternating with

triskeles. Inside, encircling lines in the middle ot the

bottom; painted handles; grey clay. Height 12 5. — 50.

7 - Black Slip Bichrome H plate with battened base and

up-turned rim; horizontal handles below nm. A red

maltese cross on black ground encircled by red bands

and black lines on the centre of the bottom, beneath

the plate; radiating, bordered black zigzag lines alternat-

ing with black and red M-ornaments with latticed

mid-triangles; in the interstices close to the encircling

lines, a zigzag line above which are swasticas. Black

painted sides and handles. Concentric lines inside 1

buff, gritty clay. Diam. 28.0 4 50.

8. Black Slip I depressed amphora on foot, wide shoulder,

concave neck widening upwards; flat nm, handles from

nm to shoulder. Grey, gntty clay. Height 17 4. — 50.

9. Bichrome III lentoid bottle with side-knobs; narrow-

neck with funnel-mouth; handks from neck to shoulder

\’crtical groups of black and red, concentric circles

symmetrically on either side of body; encircling black

and red lines around neck and mouth; ladder-pattern

on handle. Greenish, grey clay. Height 15.2. ^ 45

10. White Painted H large, oval, slightly depressed amphora

with hase-nng; well marked neck-line, slightly convex

neck, and Hat nm; horizontal handles em shoulder

l-'ncircling bands around belly and shoulder; two wavy

bands around body between the handles; two vertical,

bordered zigzag lines alternating with two bordered

lattice-triangles around the shoulder; black painteel

neck with two groups of encircling white lines, four

groups of transverse lines on nm White, gntty clay.

Height 47.5. — 45.

11. White Painted I slightly depressed amphora on low

foot; gentle neck-lme; concave neck; out-turned nm;
large, horizontal handles on helK . Encircling bands

around bellv, bordering a carekss wavv band. I^lack

painteel neck with encircling white lines; tour groups

of vertical strokes an*und shoukkr; black painteel

handles. Green, gntty clay. Height 13.5. — 20

12. Bichrome k-ntoid bottle with shoit, clumsy neck;

mouth with gentle outline and w idening upwards
,
handks

from neck to shoukier. Wrtical groups of black anel red,

concentric circles, sv mmelrieally on either siele of lioelv
;

transverse lines on handles. Buff, gntty clay. Ei^reign

Ware. Height 13.0. -7- 15.

13. White Painted lentoid bottle with narrow neck; mouth

widening upwarels; hanelles from neck to shoulder.

Concentric circles on body Decoration much worn.

Burt gritty clay Eoreign Ware. Height 130. -- 15.

14. White Painted II barrel-shaped jug with shghtly

pnijecting side-knobs, gentle neck-line, neck wielening

upwards; handle from nee'k to shoukk-r; four gnaips
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of concentric circles around bod\ ; encirclinjj: lines around

neck-line and rim; ladder-pattern on handles. Heiyfht

1 1 .o. — 29.

15. White Painted II oval, slightly depressed jug with

base-nnit; wide, tapering neck; pinched rim; handle

from nm to shoulder; ridge around shoulder (Iroups

of encircling lines around belly, shoulder and neck-line;

degenerate wa\ \ band around neck; painted nm; vertical

zigzag bands on handle. Height 28.0. — 30.

16. Bichrome I depressed, o\al amphora on low foot;

gentle neck-line; conca\e neck; out-turned nm; hori-

zontal handles on belly. Black, encircling lines on foot,
'

bellv, and neck; dark red, encircling line around shoulder;
|

four groups of trans\crse lines on rim; black painted
j

handles. Green, gritty clay. Height 15.8. 30. i

17. White Painted I jug, as No. 25, but with narrow,

neck. Rim chipped. Height 27.0. -r 30.

18. Bichrome II plate with Hat base; up-turned nm,
horizontal handles below nm. Around the damaged

centre, alternating, bordered black lozenges and black

and red M-ornaments with latticed mid-triangles.

Black sides and handles. Inside, concentric circles.

Buff clay; decoration much worn. Diam. 27.5.

~ 45

IQ. Bichrome bottle, as No. 12, but without transverse lines '

on handles. Mouth missing Foreign Ware. Height

13.0. - 30.
I

20. Bichrome II bottle
;
shape as No. 12. Concentric black and

!

red circles around a \ertical. bordered band with lattice- •

lozenges in black paint on one side of the body; the
j

other side is decorated with concentric black and red !

circles around two lattice-triangles; plain neck and

handles. Buff, gritty clay. Height 13.7. — 40.

21. Black Slip I depressed, biconical jug on low foot;

well marked neck-line; narrow, cylindrical neck;

pinched nm; handle from nm to shoulder. Fluted

body, (irey gritty clay. Height 11.5. -r 35.

22. Bichrome II flat bowl with flat base-ring; slightly

convex sides and up-turned rim; horizontal handles
,

below nm. Concentric black and red base-circles;
|

zigzag line on base-ring, bordered, vertical, double

zigzag lines alternating with black and red i\I-ornuments

with latticed mid-tnangles encircled by black and red

bands. Concentric bottom-circles inside; black handles.
;

Diam. 32.0. — 25. 1

23. White Painted II flat bowl with flat base; straight sides;

plain nm; two pierced string-hole projections on rim.

A black maltese cross on base; encircling lines around

sides and nm. Groups of concentric circles, inside.

Buff clay. Diam. 11.8. — 35.

24. Polychrome White globular jug with spherical base;

narrow neck with handle-ridge, plain rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. Vertical concentric circles in red, black

and white, s) mmetricallv placeei on side*s of bod\
,

transverse lines on handle; front ornament too much
worn to be described Buff clay. Foreign Ware.

Height 152. - 45 -

25. White Painted I oval depressed jug with base-ring, soft

outline; short neck; pinched nm; handle from rim to

shoulder. Encircling lines around the base-ring, belly,

neck-lme and rim; wavy band around neck; vertical

stripes on handle. Greenish grey clay. Height 16.5. A 43.

26. White Painted II biconical, spherical jug on foot; gentle

outline; short neck; plain rim; vertical handle from rim

to shoulder; small spout near handle, on shoulder.

Encircling lines around foot, body, neck-line, and base

of spout; transverse lines on handle. Buff clay. Height

13-5- 40.

27. Bichrome II bowl, as No. 22, but the inside decoration

worn out. Grey, gritty clay Diam. 340. A 30.

28. Bichrome lentoid bottle, as No. 12. Height 13.5. A 32.

29. Small statuette of faience, representing Bes; same

shape as No. 2. Height 2.6. A 25.

30. White Painted I spherical jug with foot; concave neck;

plain rim; basket-handle; opposite handle, an oblique

spout on shoulder. Foot and lower part of the body

painted black; two encircling lines around neck and

shoulder; encircling line around base of spout; four

lines along spout; rim painted black, transverse lines

on the handle. Yellow, gritty clay. Height 17.0. A 15.

31. Finger-nng of bronze with elliptical section; one side

slightly thicker than the other. Diam. 2.7. A 20.

32. White Painted bottle, as No. 13, but with transverse

lines on handles. Height 14.8. A 15.

33. White Painted II plate with flat base; very low sides;

up-turned nm; two wish-bone handles on nm. Latticed,

diametrical hands between two latticed triangular

fields, encircled by bands on base; concentric bands

inside. Light grey clay. Diam. 12.8. — 55.

34. Polychrome White jug, as No. 24, but with funnel-

shaped mouth. Oblique double cross as front decoration

on shoulder. Foreign Ware. Height 175. — 45.

35. White Painted I bottle shaped like a truncated cone

with slightly convex base; well marked shoulder- and

neck-lme; narrow, cylindrical neck; wide, out-turned rim,

two small string-hole projections below shoulder-line.

The body is divided m an upper and a lower part by an

encircling line; around body, latticed and chequered

lozenges arranged in vertical bands; vertical stripes

over neck in front. White washed, buff clay. Height

17.0. A 40-

36. White Painted II bowl, as No. 23, but with convex

sides. Diam. 10.3. A 40.

37. White Painted II bowl, as No. 23. Diam. 8.4. A 40.

38. White Painted II bowl, as No. 23. Diam. 11.4. A 40.

39. White Painted II howl, as No. 23. Diam. 9.7. A 40.

40. White Painted II bowl, as No. 23. Diam. 9.7. A 40.

41. White Painted II howl, as No. 23. Diam. 9.2. A 40.

42. White Painted II howl, as No. 23, but flatter and more

plate-shaped. Diam. 108. A 40

43 Bichrome II basket-shaped howl with flattened base;

straight sides, widening upwards; plain rim. Lozenge-

shaped openings cut through the sides to imitate open-

work in basketry. Red and black concentric circles
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on bottom outside and in; around that central design,

band of irregular lines imitating plait-^\ork; red sides.

Diam. 12.5. — 40.

44. Bichrome II small barrel-shaped jug with narrow neck

and splaying mouth; vertical handle from neck to

shoulder. Black bordered, red, encircling lines around

rim; vertical, black bordered red, concentric circles on

sides; black lattice-lozenges as front ornament on

shoulder; Black transverse line on handle; below

handle, an oblique cross. White, gritty clay. Height

10.2. -r 48.

45. Red Polished I oval amphoriskos with hattcned base;

convex sides; short neck; splaying mouth; two small

vertical string-hole handles. Buff, or grey clay, surface

slightly damaged with black parts. Height 13.0. 48.

46. Hemispherical spindle-whorl of white faience; flat base;

Vertical ribs radiating from two concentric circles in

relief around central hole, Diam 4.1. -f- 48.

47. Irregular disc-shaped bead of green stone, pierced

through the middle. Diam. 1.7. — 48.

48. White Painted II bottle; shape as Xo. 13. Decoration

obliterated. Height 13.0. 48.

49 Bichrome II bottle; shape as Xo 12, but with globular

body, slightly depressed on sides. Decoration worn.

Yellow clay. Height 11.8. — 48.

50. Bichrome bottle, as Xo. 12. Yellow c^ay. Height 13.0.

- 48.

51. White Painted I rather depressed amphora on foot;

almost horizontal shoulder; marked neck-line; wide,

cylindrical neck; flat rini; handles from rim to shoulder.

Four encircling lines around shoulder; encircling line

around neck and nm. Black painted foot and handles.

White, gritty clay; one handle missing. Height 1 1 .5. -r 48.

52. White Painted II lentoid bottle with clumsy neck

widening upwards; handles from neck to shoulder

Vertical, chequered band bordered with two lines around

sides from neck to neck; wheel ()rnani(.nt encircled by

two concentric circles on side. Kncircling lines around

neck; ladder-pattern on handles Height 13.5 — 48.

53. Bichrome bottle, as Xo. 12. Buff clay. Height 16.6. -48.

54. Bichrome bottle, as Xo. 12, but with trans\erse

lines on handles. Mouth chipped. Yellow clay. Height

13.0. - 48.

55. White Painted I spherical amphora on foot; gentle

outline; concave neck; flat nm; handles from nm to

shoulder. Kncircling lines on foot, belly, neck, and nm,
Ladder-ornament on handles. Buff clay. Height 10.7.

^ 48.

56. Hemispherical bronze bowl with flattened, in-hent nm.
Diam. 14.0. — 48.

57. Bronze bowl, as Xo. 56, Diam. 18.0, — 48.

58. Bronze bowl, as Xo. 56. Diam. 20.0. — 48.

59. Cylinder of black stone, pierced through the longitudinal

axis. ICncircling, incised lines at both ends. The
representation is arranged in two rows and is rather

worn. In the lower row are four amphorae on small

feet; neck-lines marked by a deep incised lines; long

necks; two vertical handles seem to run from rim to

shoulder. In the spaces betw'een are deep dots Above

one of the amphorae in the upper row is a huoaniurn

surrounded by three deep dots; close to the biuranium

are two stars; one on each side, and two figures, possibly

birds, facing each other. Length 2.4. Diam. 1.05. — 20,

60. Xarrow iron knife with one cutting edge; thick back.

Pointed end; tang missing. Broken into three pieces.

Length 13.4. - 30.

61. Bronze fibula with gently curved, low bow with two

beads, simple spring and thin socket. Pm missing.

Length c. 7.0. — 25.

62. Fragment of bronze fibula w ith low bow. Length 4 8. —20.

63. Iron fibula with high angular how; small, flat catch;

pin with circular disc Length 132. ^ 18.

The following diagram shows the distribution of the finds between the various burials:
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CHRONOLOGY

Among the objects ascribed to the first burial no pottery is found. This makes the dating

of the burial almost impossible. The large iron fibula No. 63 points, hocvever, to the

very beginning of the Iron Age. A similar fibula was found in Tomb 417 (No. 99) in I.apithos

where it could be dated to the Cypro-Geometric I period (see Vol. I; PI. LI, i). The

pottery connected with the second burial layer consisted of Types I and II. Type II are in

majority. This combination of pottery assigns the burial to the end of the Cypro-Geometric

II period. 'Phe Red Polished I amphoriskos. No. 45, is especially interesting. This is

extraordinary as no Bronze Age settlement or necropolis is known in the neighbourhood

of Amathus. A small Neolithic settlement was, howeyer, discoyered on the top of one

of the hills W. of the acropolis of Amathus. The possibility still exists that there might

be some Early Cypriote tombs in this connexion, from whence the pot originates; and was

found by some of the Iron Age inhabitants of Amathus, who placed it in the tomb together

with the other tomb-gifts. The gifts of the third burial contained together with Types

I—II, also potten,- of Type III. This burial thus can be dated to the Cypro-Geometric

III period.

TOMB 16 (Figs. 29—31; 32: 3, 4; 37: I, 2)

SIZE

Dromos

Chamber

Length Width

1-75 1.05

3-75 1.70

SHAPE

'Phe dromos of this tomb has almost parallel and perpendicular sides, and slopes down
to the stomion without any steps. The upper part of the stomion is damaged. The lintel

was remoyed, but the two orthostatic jambs were found ifi situ. The opening was blocked

up by two erect stone slabs.

Originally the interior of the tomb was built with walls of laid ashlar along the long

sides of the rock shaft, but these walls haye later been considerably damaged, partly by a

subsequent burial (cf. below). On the southern side, four courses of the wall are preseryed,

where an upper course extends a little outside the lower one making a sort of corbel-yault.

Probably the tomb was coyered by large slabs, as Tomb 13. One of these slabs was found

in the upper filling close to the southern wall. Other stones and ashlar blocks haye

probably come from the northern wall.

STRATIFICATION

At the bottom of the tomb a layer of pebbles was found in the innermost part of the tomb.

Probably this layer extended oyer the whole of the tomb floor, but it was subsequently

destroyed by the burial in the northern wall. On the pebbles, a layer of dark brown burial
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Fig. 30. Amathus. Tomb 16. Skeleton and finds /« sjV//. Fig. 31. Ainathus. Tomb 16. Finds in W. part.

earth was found. It was rather thick in the innermost part of the tomb where the large

heap of pottery was piled up along the wall. Over these bottom strata the tomb was filled

with grey earth. This layer was dug through by a shaft in the X. E. corner, where the

stones of the wall had also been removed, down to a level 0.40 above the tomb floor.

BURIALS

On the pebble layer at the bottom, scattered remains of at least two skeletons could be

made out. Their original position, however, could not be defined as the bones had been

removed by infiltrated water and sand. At about the middle of the tomb, fragments of a

skull (No. II) were found close to some femora and arm bones. i\long the S. wall, the

jaw possibly belonging to the same skeleton was found. It may be suggested that these

skeletons once were placed as usual along the walls, but it was not possible to distinguish

any dift'erent layers or groups. The pottery connected with these burials was found piled

up in the W. part of the tomb. A comparativelv well preserved skeleton (X*o. I) was found

in the N. E. corner of the tomb. Here the blocks of the wall had been removed down to

the rock floor. Just where the wall once ran, the skeleton was founel in dorsal position with

the legs slightly bent to the right; the head was turned to the right; the arms were

placed along the sides with the hands over the pelvis. The feet, tibiay and left femur

were rather well preserved, as was the upper part of the body with spinal column, ribs, and

arm bones. The skull could be cleaned, but its bad state of preservation prohibited exact

measurements. No burial-gifts could be connected with the skeleton directlv, but above

the burial the four cippi (Nos. i—4) were found (see Fig. 32: 3), and bowl. No. 5, whieh,

however, should be explained as a strav find in the filling.
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FINDS (groups; PLS. XXI, XXJI, XXIII, 3; TYPES: L. OF PL. Il)

I. Stone cippu^ with circular flat bottom with central

s>quare depression, moulded base and capital, cylindrical

stem. Lenuth 50 6.

2 Stone cippus, a^ Xo i. Lenyfh 50 5.

3 Stone cippus. ab Xo. i Length 40.8.

4. Stone cippus, as Xo. i. Lens^th 50.1.

5. Black Slip IV boul \\ith flattened base, raised sides.

Diam 122. Stray find in the hlling.

6 White Painted IV jtur ^^ith hat base; depressed body;

wide ncck; handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines

around bodv and neck, bordered zigzag lines on handle.

Xeck and part of handle missing. Height 11.7. -^25.

7. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with flat base; depressed

bod\
;
concave neck; handle from rim to shoulder.

Ht mht S o. — 20.

8. Bichrome V globular jug with flat base; neck narrowing

upwards; pinched nm; elevated twin-handle from nm
to shoulder. Encircling black and red lines on body

and neck; wavy red line around neck; vertical lines on

handle. Height 21.6. — 15.

9. Black-on-Red I (III) jug with fiat base; depressed body;

narrow neck with handle-ridge; funnel-mouth; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around body

and neck, line on handle. Red, lustrous slip. Height

y 2. — 18.

10. Bichrome IV depressed jug with flat base; narrow

neck, stilted rim; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircl-

ing black and red lines around body and neck. Height

9.4. - 40.

11. Sharply curved iron knife with a broad, tapering blade

with one cutting edge; thick back; pointed end; small,

flat, straight tang, pierced by two bronze rivets, ending

in two points; point missing. Length 16.2. — 25.

12. Bichrome IV izlobular jug with flat base; neck widening

upwards with mid-ridge; funnel-mouth; handle from

neck to shoulder. Vertical black and red circles on

body, red, transverse lines on nm. Handle missing.

Heiuht 15. 1 .
— 20.

13. White Painted IV howl with flat base; down-turned

nm. Rim painted red. Diam 14.4. — 30.

14. Bichrome V miniature bowl with flat base; contracted

nm. Encircling black and red lines around body.

Diam. 5.0. -f- 20.

15. Bichrome II barrel-shaped jug with side-knobs; narrow'

neck; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to shoulder.

Vertical, black circles symmetrically arranged on either

side of bod\
,

encircling black and red lines around

mouth. Height 9.3. — 40.

16 White Painted V globular jug with flat base; concave

neck; pinched nm, arched handle from nm to shoulder.

Eneirchng black lines around bod\ and neck; \ertical

line on handle. Height 17.0. --- 15

17.

Plain White IV depressed jug with flattened base;

short neck Avith handle-ndge; stilted nm; handle from

neck to body Height 98 - 15

18. White Painted IV jug with flat base; oval body; short,

wide neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines around body; wavy line around neck.

Three vertical lines on handle Height 20 o. -p 40.

19. Plain White IV flat bowl with flat base; plain rim.

Diam. 9.8. — 25.

20. Black-on-Red II (IV) open bowl with flat base; raised

plain riin; horizontal handles below rim. Encircling

lines outside and in. Diam. 19.4. r 30.

21. Bichrome IV depressed jug with flat base; short neck

with stilted rim; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircl-

ing black and red lines on neck. Height 8.0. -- 25.

22. Black Slip IV deep bowl with flat base; curved sides;

plain nm, three horizontal grooves below nm; horizontal

handle below nm. Diam. 12 5. — 30,

23. White Painted IV depressed jug with flat base; short,

wide neck; pinched nm; handle from rim to shoulder.

Three crossed lines on the sides and tree ornament as

frontal design on shoulder; encircling line around

neck and rim; bordered zigzag lines on handle. Height

11.3. -k 30.

24. White Painted IV jug, as Xo. 23. Two flying birds on

the sides and a tree ornament as frontal design; encircling

lines around neck and rim; eye ornaments below rim;

ladder-pattern on handle. Height ii.i. +30.
25. White Painted IV jug with fiat base; biconical body;

neck narrowing upwards; pinched rim; large handle

from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines around body

and neck; vertical lines on handle with curved strokes

on body. Height 13.5. ^ 30.

26. Black-on-Red I (III) amphoriskos with fiat base; oval

body; narrow neck with handle-ridge; funnel-mouth;

handles from neck to shoulder Encircling lines around

body and neck; four groups of small, concentric

circles on shoulder; black painted handles. One handle

missing. Height 11.8. k- 22.

27. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with flat base; body

narrowing upwards; concave neck; handle from rim

to shoulder. Height 11.4. -j- 32.

28. Plain White IV depressed jug with flat base; cylindrical

neck with pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 9.4. T 32 -

29. Plain White IV amphoriskos with flat base; depressed

body; concave neck with stilted rim; two small hori-

zontal handles on body. Height ii.o. 25.

30. Black-on-Red I (HI) oval jug with flat base; narrow-

neck with handle-ndge; funnel-mouth; handle from

neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around body and

neck; two groups of small, concentric circles on shoulder;

black painted handle. Height ii.o. 4-22.

31. Bichrome IV depressed jug with flat base; narrow'

neck with stilted nm; handle from neck to shoulder,

kmcircling red and black lines around body and neck;

three vertical bands of transverse lines on shoulder.

Height 1 1 .0. -i- 22.
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32 Bichronic Red II (V) amphora with base-rint<; biconical

body; short neck widening upwards; Hat rim; handles

from rim to shoulder. Encircling black and white lines

around body; vertical short, wide lines on shoulder; bord-

ered black zigzag lines on handles. Height 30.0 -r 50.

33. Black-on-Red I (III) open bowl with Hat base; curved

sides; plain rim; horizontal handles on rim Encircling

black lines outside and in. Brown, polished slip.

Diam. 20.7. — 75.

34. Bichroine V amphora w ith base-ring; depressed shoulder;

well marked neck-line; short, wide neck; flat, down-

turned rim; handles from rim to shoulder. Encircling

black and red bands around body and neck; red, wavy

lines around the shoulder and below rim; groups of

small, concentric circles around shoulder and neck;

three lines on handles. Height 49.0. -f 65.

3^. Polvchrome (V) amphora with base-ring; depressed

body; short neck widening upwards; flat rim; handles

from rim to shoulder. Encircling black and red bands

around body and rim; red, encircling, wa\y line around

neck; white dots around neck-line; groups of small

concentric circles around shoulder; bordered, black

zigzag lines crossed by a red \ertical line on handles.

Height 27.5. 57.

36. Fragment of the blade of an iron knife with long,

narrow’, pointed end. Length 7.0. — 20.

37. Bichrome V amphora, as Xo. 34. Height 34.0. -r 70.

38. Fragment of a conical iron socket Length 7.5. — 25.

39. Plain White V flat bowl with flat base and plain rim.

Diam. 17.8. ^ 85.
!

40. Bichrome IV almost globular amphoriskos with flat

base; narrow’ neck with funnel-mouth; handles from neck

to shoulder. Encircling black and red lines around body

and neck; black line on handles. Height ii.o. -f- 15.

41. Black-on-Red I (III) jug, as Xo 9. Handle missing

Height 9.2. r 15.

42. Bichrome V depressed jug with flat base; narrow neck 1

with pinched rim; arched handle from neck to shoulder.
|

Encircling black and red lines around body and neck.

Height 7.0. + 23.

43. White Painted IV pear-shaped bottle with flat base;

long, narrow neck with handle-ridge; stilted nm;
vertical handle on neck. Plncircling line around body

and neck; oblong dots on neck. Height ii.o. —15.

44. Plain White IV jug with flat base; globular body; wide

neck; handle from nm to shoulder. Height 12.0. -r 25.

45. Red Slip II (IV) globular jug with flat base; c\hndrical

neck with handle-ridge; stilted nm; handle from ntck

to shoulder; mat, red slip. Height 16 9. -r 15.

46. Red Slip 1

1

(I\^ jug with flat base; depressed body;

straight, wide neck; handle from nm to shoulder. Red,

somewhat darkened slip. Handle missing. Height

13.6. -h 20.

47. White Painted depressed jug with flat ba.se; narrow

neck with handle-ridge; stilted nm; handle from neck

to shoulder. Three crossed lines on shoulder. Height

7 -8 . -r 30.

48. White Painted IV depressed jug with small flat base;

short wide neck with pinched nm; projections on the

rim; handle from nm to shoulder. Three vertical

bordered zigzag lines on shoulder alternating with

three short, crossed lines; encircling line around neck;

eye ornaments below nm; bordered zigzag lines on

handle. Height 9 7. — 30.

49. Plain White IV jug, as Xo. 44. Xeck and handle

missing. Height 8.5. -r 40.

50. White Painted IV bowl with flat base; raised plain rim;

horizontal handle on the side. Encircling lines outside

and in. Diam. 14.2. 35.

51. White Painted IV globular jug with flat base; neck

with handle-ridge; handle from neck to shoulder;

encircling line around neck. Alouth missing. Height

9 -6. ~ 35 -

52. Plain White HI bowl with flat base; curved sides and

plain nm. Diam. 19.7. -P 30.

53. Black-on-Red H (IV) open bowl with flat base; curved

sides; plain nm, and two small horizontal handles below

nm. Encircling lines outside and in. Diam. 18.7. —25.

54. White Painted HI open bowl with flat base; curved

sides; horizontal handle below rim. Encircling lines

outside and in. Diam. 19.4. -- 15.

55. Red Slip 11 (IV) flat bowl with base-ring; curved sides;

flat horizontal rim. Light red, lustrous, polished slip.

Diam. 32.0. 15.

56. Plain White IV jug, as Xo. 44. Height 11.9, ^ 25.

57. Red Slip II (IV) open bowl with flat base; almost

straight sides; flat nm. Mat, light red slip Diam

19.0. -r 22.

58. Plain White IV jug, as Xo. 44. Height 13.6. — 65.

59. White Painted IV deep bowl with flat base; curved

sides; plain nm; horizontal handles below rim. En-

circling. red lines outside and in. Diam. 14.8. — 50.

60 White Painted V amphora with base-ring; depressed

shoulder; short neck widening upwards; stilted nm;

large horizontal handles on body. Encircling lines and

bands around body and neck; degenerate wavy line

around shoulder; zigzag line on rim; black lines on

handles. Height 33.0. -r 30.

hi. Bichrome HI ientoid pilgrim bottle with narrow neck

and straight funnel-mouth; handles from neck to

shoulder. Encircling black and red lines \ertically

arranged on either side; black transverse lines on

handles and rim. Height 13.5. — 70.

hz. Plain White IV flat bowl with up-turned nm. Diam.

1

9

3 - 70 -

63. Black-on-Red I (HI) deep bowl with base-ring; curved

sides with plain nm; horizontal handles below nm.

Encircling black spiral outside and in. Black painted

handles. Diam. 22.3. hS.

64. White Painted IV globular jug with flat base
; c\ lindncal

neck with handle-ridgo; stilted nm; handle from neck to

shoulder. Encircling lines around ntck. Height 14.5. — ho.

65. White Painted IV bowl, with flattened base and raised,

plain nm Rim painted black. Diam. 10 o. — 58.

7
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Bichromc IV ulobular ju^ with flat base; cylindrical

neck; stilted nni; handle from neck to shoulder En-

circling black and red lines around body and neck;

laelder-pattern on handle. Height 10.6. — 50.

67. Black-on-Red I (III) bow'K as No 63. Diam 21.3 -r 50.

bS Black-on-Red I (III) jug, as No 30. Height 10.S 60.

(><> Bichrume IV globular jug with fiat base. Encircling

black and red lines around body and neck. ^louth

and handle missing. Height 7.1. —72.
70. Bichrume IV jug, as No. 10. Height lo.o. ~ 60.

71. Bichrume IV jug, as No. 31, but with seven bands of

cross-lines on shoulder. Height g.i. 60.

72. Black Slip II amphonskos on low foot; globular body;

wide, conca\e neck with flat nm, handles from rim to

shoulder. Height 13.0, -r 30.

73. Red Slip II (IV) depressed jug with flat base; splaving

neck; handle from nm to body. Height 7.1. 40.

74 Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with rounded base;

bobbin-shaped body and well marked neck-Iine; large

handle from nm to shoulder. Height 14.5. 42.

75. Red Slip II (IV) pear-shaped jug with base-ring;

well marked shoulder-line; conve.v neck with out-turned

nm; handle from neck to shoulder. Red lustrous,

poli.shed slip. Height 16.7. -4- 35.

76. Plain White IV jug, as No. 44 Height 13.0. -j- 34.

77. Bichrome IV globular jug with flat base; narrow neck

with handle-ndge; out-turned rim; handle from neck

to shoulder. Encircling black and red lines around

body and mouth, three groups of small concentric

circles on shoulder; black ladder-pattern on handle.

Height 8.5 - 45.

78 Plain White IV plate, with flat base and flat horizontal

nm. Diam. 19.7. — 50.

79. White Painted IV jug with globular body; flat base;

cylindrical neck with handle-ridge; handle from neck

U) shiJiilder. Encircling lines around neck Height

12 5. — 50.

So. Red Slip II (IV) jug, as No. 45. Height 16.3. — 20.

81. Bichrome II lentoid bottle with narrow neck; straight

funnel-mouth; handles from neck to shoulder. Vertical

black and red circles symmetncalK arranged on either

side Height 154. 18.

82. Fragment ot a large iron socket. L'f No. 38. Length

9 ' 5 - 35 -

83. White Painted IV sack-shaped jug; shape as No. 27.

Handle missing. Height 9.7. — 35.

84 Black-on-Reel I (III) jug, as No. 30, but without con-

centric circles Height 11.5. - 26.

85. Bichrt)me II barrel-shaped jug with side-knobs; narrow

neck with funnel-mouth, handle from neck to shoulder.

Wrtical spirals and encircling lines symmetrically

arranged on either side of body; encircling black and

red lines around neck. Height 9.7. -• 35,

86. Black-on-Red I (III) jug, as No 84. Height 100. 4 28,

87. Bichrome I\' flat bowl with flat base; horizontal, flat

nm. Encircling black and red lines inside, and red

bands on nm. Diam. 13. i. -- SS-

88. White Painted V amphora, as No. 60. Height 41.5. 20.

89. Bichrome IV globular jug with flat base; narrow neck.

Vertical black and red circles, symmetrically arranged on

either side of body; tree ornament as front decoration.

Mouth and handle missing. Height 11.5. -r so.

90. Plain White IV depressed amphora with flat base;

concave* neck; stilted nm; horizontal handles on body.

Height 10. o. ~ 30.

91. W’hite Painted IV sack-shaped jug with flat base; long

body narrowing upwards; short neck with pinched rim;

handle from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines around

body and neck; three small groups of small concentric

circles around shoulder; bordered crossed lines on handle.

Height 1 1 .0. — 30.

92. Bichrome IV depressed jug with flat base; short, wide

neck with pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Hatched maltese crosses alternating with crossed lines

in red paint, on shoulder; encircling lines around neck

and nm; eye ornaments below rim; black bordered

zigzag lines on handle. Height 12.0. 30.

93. Plain White IV bowl with flat base; raised rim. Diam.

16.8. -f- 50.

94. Bichrome Red II (V) amphora with flat base; depressed

body; short cylindrical neck with stilted rim; horizontal

handles with knobs, on body. Encircling black and white

lines around body and neck; white lotus flowers with

black concentric circles in the centre on the body; white

dots on neck-line, black concentric circles on neck
;
oblique

cross lines on rim; black handles. Height 20.0. -f 20.

95. White Painted IV open bowl with flat base; stilted nm
and two horizontal handles on nm. Encircling lines

inside and on rim. Diam. 17.2. + 25.

96. Bichrome IV bowl, as No. 87. Diam. 13.8. -r 25.

97. Bichrome V lid with a central knob. Encircling black

and red bands on the upper side. Diam. 20.4. + 40.

98. Black-on-Red I (III) open bowl with convex base;

curved sides; flat horizontal nm; two horizontal handles

below nm. Encircling black lines outside and in.

Diam. 20.8. -r 50.

99. Black-on-Red I (III) bowl with base-ring; curved sides;

contracted rim; horizontal handles on sides. Encircling

black lines outside and in. Grey, gritty clay co\eTed

by a light red, lustrous, polished slip. Diam. 15.0. -|- 35.

100. Plain White IV amphonskos, as No. 90. Height 10.3. -r 35.

101. Plain White IV plate, as No. 78. Diam. 18.0. — 20.

102. Bichrome IV depressed jug with flat base; narrow neck

with nm out-turned; handle from neck to body. En-

circling black and red lines around body and neck;

triangles with dots around shoulder combined with

\ertical lines; black ladder-pattern on handle. Height

10.8. -b 35.

103. Bichrome II kylix with w ide foot; slightly curved body

;

two horizontal handles below rim. Encircling black and

red lines around foot and body; below run, alternating

bordered vertical zigzag lines and bordered inverted

filled triangles; black painted handles; encircling lines

inside. Diam. 20.8. Height 16.0. 20.
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104. Plain While IV bowl, as No. 93. Diam. 15.5. -r 20.

105. Plain White IV jug, as No. 64. Height ii.o. Found

inside No. 60.

106. Bichronie IV globular jug with base-ring; cylindrical

neck with mid-ridge; flat out-turned run; handle from

neck to shoulder. Three groups of small concentric

circles on shoulder; encircling black and red lines around

mouth; handle missing. Height 12.0. — 40.

107. Black-on-Red I (HI) jug, as No. 30. Neck and piece of

handle missing. Height 9.8. -r 47.

108. Black-on-Red I (III) (imitative fabric) jug with flat base;

depressed body. Greenish grey, gritty clay covered by a

dark grey, mat slip on which are parallel encircling lines

on the body, and three swasticas applied in black, lustrous

paint. Neck and handle missing. Height 6.6. — 38.

109. Bichrome IV jug, as No. 64. Encircling black and red

lines around body and neck; bordered, black zigzag

line on handle. Height 19.5. + 22.

no. Black-on-Red I (III) amphoriskos, as No. 26. Mouth

missing. Height 9.5. 55.

111. Black Slip Bichrome HI plate with flat base; plain rim;

knobbed handles on rim. A black maltose cross encircled

by black and red bands; from this centre, radiate three

bordered, black zigzag lines alternating with three black,

bordered M-ornaments with latticed triangles; sides

and handles covered by a black slip. Encircling black

lines inside the plate. Diam. 28.2. -r 20.

1 12. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep bowl with flat base; curved

sides and plain rim. Three encircling flutes below rim;

small handle below rim. Diam. 14.8. -r 25.

Supplementary catalogue

113. Black Slip II jug on foot; globular body; cylindrical

neck with pinched rim, handle from rim to shoulder;

body vertically fluted. Height 15.5.

1 14 White Painted IV amphora with base-ring; slightly

depressed shoulder; short, cylindrical neck with stilted

rim; horizontal handles on body. Encircling bands and

lines around body and neck; wavy line on shoulder;

zigzag line around rim. Height 34.4.

1
1 5 . White Painted IV amphora, as No. 1 14, but w ith encircling

lines around rim instead of the zigzag line. Height 38.5.

116. Bichrome IV bowl with flat base; depressed body;

short w'ide neck with plain rim; horizontal handies on

body. Encircling black lines around body and neck;

vertical, red zigzag lines crossed by a vertical line on

the body. Height 13.8.

1 17. Bichrome V globular jug with flat base; neck narrowing

upwards; pinched rim; elevated tw'in-handle from

rim to shoulder.Vertical black and red circles symmetric-

ally arranged on either side of the body, crossed by

horizontal black and red, encircling lines on shoulder;

groups of small concentric circles as front and back

ornament; red lotus flowers on shoulder below neck; two

lines on neck and ladder-pattern on handle. Heightzi.o.

118. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl with flat base; slightly raised

I 6

rim; handles below rim. Encircling black lines inside;

darkened slip. Diam. 19.0.

1 19. Bichrome IV bowl, shape as No. 99. Encircling black

and red lines outside and in. Diam. 17.0.

120. Black Slip Bichrome HI plate with flat base; curved

sides; knobbed handles below rim. Black lozenges

encircled by red and black lines, from which centre

radiate four bordered black zigzag lines, alternating

with four black and red iM-ornaments with latticed

triangles; sides covered by black slip; encircling black

lines inside. Diam. 26.5.

121. Black-on-Red HI (V) crater on short foot; cur\ed

sides and contracted, plain rim; vertical handles on

body. On each side of handles, small projections.

Encircling black lines around foot and body; on shoulder,

tree ornaments. Grey, gritty clay covered by light

lustrous, partly darkened slip. Height 35.0.

122. Black-on-Red 11 (IV) deep bowl, as No. 20. Diam. 22.0.

123. Black-on-Red I (III) bowl, as No. 63. Diam. 24.0.

124. Bichrome IV bowl, as No. 119. Diam. 16.5.

125. Bichrome IV bowl, as No. 119. Diam. 17.0.

126. White Painted IV bowl with flat base; curved sides;

plain rim. Rim painted red. Diam. 12 3.

127. Bichrome IV bowl, as No. 126. Black bordered, red

band around nm. Diam 15 7.

128. Plain White IV plate with flat base; raised, plain nm.

Diam. 16.0.

129. Plain White IV plate, as No. 128. Diam. 18.2.

130. Plain White IV plate, as No. 128. Diam. 15.0.

131. Bichrome V lid, as No. 97. Diam 18.3.

132. Plain cooking-pot with contracted nm, two \ertical

handles on body. Height 16.5

133. Plain cooking-pot, as No. 132. Height 13.0.

134. Red Slip II (IV) flat bowl with base-iing; curved sides;

flat horizontal nm. Mat, light red slip. Diam 30 7.

[ 135. Red Slip II (IV) flat bowl with base-ring; straight sides

and flat horizontal rim. Mat, light red slip. Diam. 36.7.

,
136. Black Slip Bichrome III plate with flat base; curved

;

sides; knobbed handles on nm. Black maltese cross

' encircled by black and red lines; from this centre radiate

; three black bordered zigzag lines alternating with

three black and red Al-ornaments with black latticed

triangles; sides covered by mat, black slip; encircling

i
black lines inside. Diam. 28.5.

I
137. White Painted IV bowl with flat base; raised sides.

Encircling red lines outside and in. Rim chipped.

Diam. c. 12.5.

1 138. Plain White IV deep bowl with flat base; cur\ed sides;

flat rim; two small, flat horizontal handles below rim.

Diam. 14.8.

139. Plain White IV bowl, as No. 13S, but with only one

handle. Diam 11.2.

140. Black-on-Red H (IV) howl, similar to No. 98 but

with mat slip. Diam. 20.0.

141. Black-on-Red H (IV) bowl, as No. 140. Diam. 22.4.

142. Red Slip II (IV) bowl; shape as No. 140. but without

handles, and with base-ring. Diam. 29.6.
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143 Plain White 1 \’ plate with Hat base and tial rim. Diani.

ig 5.

144. Plain White IV flat bowl with flat base; curved sides

and plain rim Diam. 20 5

145. Bichrome hd. as No (>7 Diam. 20.8.

i4^i Hichrome \' Hat bowl with flat base; Hat rim. P'ncirclini;

black and red lines outside and m, jrroups of

trans\erse lines on rim. Diam. 21.5.

147 Plain White IV bowl; shape as No. 146 but with

horiztmtal nm Diam. 20.2.

14S Red Slip II (IV) bowl, as No. 134. Diam 29.0.

i4<;. Plack-on-Rcd II ( IV) bowl on hi^h base-rin^; contracted,

raised nm; wa\\ handles at the sides. I'mcirchng black

spirals outside and in. Mat, red slip, inside darkened.

Diam. 22.3.

150 Bichrome III open bowl with base-ring; slightly curved

sides, plain nm; handles on nm. Encircling black

and red lines on base and sides; black zigzag line en-

circling the sides; cross-lines on base-ring, and encircling

black lines inside, Diam. 22.0.

151. White Painted III o\al jug with base-ring; slightlv

depressed shoulder; neck narrowing upwards; pinched

nm; handle from rim to shoulder. Encircling black

lines around body and neck; bordered zigzag line on

handle. Rim chipped. Height 21.2,

152. Black-on-Red II (IV) amphora with base-ring; depressed

shoulder; well marked neck-hne; short neck narrowing

upwards with moulded. Hat nm; handles from nm to

shoulder. lincirchng black lines around body and neck,

bordered zigzag lines on handles. Light red, hard clay

I

covered by a dark slip. Height 38.5.

I

153. Bichrome V amphora, as No. 34. Height 43.0.

The distribution of the finds is shown in the following diagram:

P o t t e r >' Iron
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- I
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CHRONOLOGY

Unfortunately it was not possible to separate any layers in this tomb, though the contents

indicate that the tomb had been used twice, probably with a certain intermediate period

between the burials. The pottery must thus be described as a unit. It consists of Types
III— As regards the White Painted, Bichrome and Plain White wares the Type IV
are in a great majority, while Type III are paramount as regards the Black-on-Red wares,

d’his combination of pottery assigns the last burial on the tomb floor to Cvpro-Archaic
II period while the earlier burial should be assigned to the end of the Cypro-Geometric
III period. — The subsequent burial in the S. wall is dated by the cippi. Nos. i—4, to the
Roman period.
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TO^IB 17 (Figs. :)/
• 3)

size:

Length Width Height

Dromos 1.15 0.78 i.oo

Chamber 2.60 1.55
—

SHAPE

This tomb had an almost rudimentallv dromos with slightly sloping and perpendicular

sides. The stomion was built with one orthostatic jamb on the left side. On the other

side, no traces of a jamb could be found. Probably the lintel there rested on the rock

edge. The chamber constitutes a right angle to the dromos. The floor is situated about

0.30 m. below the stomion floor. The chamber is of rectangular shape, slightly irregular

and with vertical sides. The floor is levelled out of the rock.

STRATIFICATION

The lavers of this tomb, evidently, had been disturbed and mixed up at two different

periods. The chamber seems to have been emptied almost entirely on one occasion and

re-used as a burial place. The filling of the tomb was of a very loose consistency and mixed

with rubble. Through this filling a pit had been dug in the W. part of the tomb, just in

front of the entrance.

BURI.ALS

On the floor, remains of four skeletons were cleared. The upper parts of the skeletons

were destroved bv the pit mentioned but the lower parts were in all cases comparatively

well preserved, from the pelvis downwards. Skeleton I was placed along the N. wall in

outstretched, probablv dorsal position. Femora and tibia- were preserved in situ. At the

knees, remains of a cranium were found which, however, not should be assigned to any of

the other skeletons. The badlv destroved remains of the cranium of Skeleton I were

found in situ. Skeletons II and III were found close together, the one on top of the other.

Judging from the size of the femora etc. the uppermost skeleton (No. II) was a male one,

while the lower was female (No. IIIj.The skeletons consequently were buried in androgynous

position. Skeleton IV was placed in the same position as Skeleton I. Evidently, all these

burials make a closed group together. The skeletons at the sides of the androgynous burial

in the middle may be explained as being servants or slaves slain in connexion with these

burials. The whole group was surrounded by burial-gifts in glass and terracotta concentrated

along the N. and E. walls.
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FINDS (groups; PL. XXIII,

1. Glass bottle. Frat^ments. Floor.

2. Glass bottle with slightly concave base; bulging

shoulder; long cylindrical neck with stilted nm. Broken

in many pieces. Parts of side and neck missing. Height

18. 1. Floor.

3. Glass bottle, as Xo. 2, but with tapering neck. Height

17.3. Floor.

4. Glass bottle, as Xo. 3. Height 16.6. Floor.

5. Glass bottle, as Xo. 2. Height 13.8. Floor.

6. Glass bottle with flattened base; curved sides; concave

neck with splaying rim. Height 12.0. Floor.

7. Glass bottle, as Xo. 3. Part of neck missing. About the

same size as Xo. 3. Floor.

8. Glass bottle, much broken. Floor.

9. Glass bottle, much broken. Floor.

10. Glass bottle, as Xo. 2. Height 17.5. Floor.

11. Glass bottle of generally the same shape as Xo. 2,

but with rather conical sides. Xeck partly missing.

Height 6.5. Floor.

4, 5; types: l. of PL. ii)

12. Glass bottle, as Xo. 2. Upper part of neck missing.

Height 7.5. Floor.

13. Glass bottle. Much broken P'loor.

14. Roman Lustrous Red Slip jug with raised base-ring,

rather biconical body; tapering, narrow neck; flat, hori-

' zontal rim. Twin-handle from neck to shoulder. Incised

I

grooves encircling neck and shoulder. Height 17.0. F'loor.

15. Roman Lustrous Red Slip jug, as Xo. 14, but with wider

i neck, and handle from rim to shoulder. Height 16.8. Floor.

! 16. Glass bottle, as Xo. 2. Height 17.5. Floor.

17. Glass bottle, as Xo. 2. Part of neck missing. Height

8.3. Floor.

I

18. Glass bottle, as Xo. 3. Height 13.0. Floor,

j

19. Small pear-shaped bottle with, high cylindrical neck;

splaying rim.* Height 9.3. Floor.

20. Glass bottle, as Xo. 2. L^pper parts of neck missing.

Height 9.2. Floor.

21. Glass bottle, as Xo. 2. Height 11.9, Floor.

1

* The bottle contained a blue pigment.

CHRONOLOGY

As regards the finds, this tomb should be dated to the Roman period. The pottery is of

the same kind as the pottery belonging to the subsequent burial in Tomb i8. There, the

pots were found together with a bronze coin, probably of the Antonine period. The burials

described above may therefore be dated to this period. Doubts may, however, be raised

whether the tomb was excavated at the same time or if it was constructed in Archaic time

and subsequently cleaned and re-used in Roman time. The fact remains, however, that

not a single potsherd of earlier periods was found in the tomb.

TOMB 18 (Figs. 32: 6, 7; 33—35; 37: 4, 5, 7)

SIZE

Length Width Height

Dromos 1-65 0.68 0-55

Stomion OoO

0-

55

1-

25

0 . s ^

Chamber 2.48 1.60

SH.\PE

The dromos to this tomb has parallel sides and slopes verv slightly to the well-closed

stomion. This is built with two orthostatic jambs and a huge lintel, which was found

in situ. The entrance was blocked by an upright door slab, on the right side wedged with

small rubble. The rock shaft makes a right angle with the dromos and is of rectangular

shape with slightly curved sides. The long sides widen towards the bottom.

The roof of the tomb was well preserved and consisted of three large slabs resting on
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the edcjes of the rock shaft. The holes between the large, only slightly cut, slabs were closed

by rid'ible of various sizes to prevent earth and sand silting into the tomb.

The eastern rock wall of the tomb was in a subsequent period damageei. Here the rock

had been cut awav, and the tomb had been opened bv means of a dromos from the E. A
subsetpient burial had been pushed into the tomb and the hole closed again by upright,

flat stones.

STRATIFICATION

The earth filling the dromos consisted of a homogeneous brown or grev layer, which

was found intact. It contained a deposit of vases which was found close to the \V. wall

of the dromos and in front of the door slab (Xos. i—8, 47—49). Inside the tomb various

strata could be distinguished. The W. part of the floor was covered bv a layer of pebble

stones (Layer 7). The space just in front of the entrance was left uncovered. The edge

of the pebbles was marked by a row of some large rubble. The whole bottom of the tomb

was covered by a layer of dark burial earth, c. o.io m. thick, in which the burial-gifts were

found (Xos. 17—46, 50—53). This layer (Layer 6) was thicker towards the W. Above

these bottom strata the filling consisted of infiltrated grev, homogeneous earth (Laver 5)

up to level A 140. Here another burial floor was noted. The floor consisted of earth mixed

with clay. The filling above the upper burial floor was of a rather loose consistency and

dark in colour. Above the roof slabs the surface layer (Layer i) and a grey, hard laver of

earth (Layer 2) were noted. E. of the tomb shaft a dromos had been excavated in the rock,

evidently in connexion with the subsequent upper burial floor, as the lower of the two

raised stones, described as door slabs, rested on a stone threshold at the floor level mentioned.

The earth outside the slabs, viz. in the dromos, was of a rather loose consistency and mixed

up with small rubble. Below the floor level mentioned the dromos filling grew harder.

BURIALS

Xo intact skeleton could be found at the bottom of this tomb, but there is certain

evidence which allows us to draw conclusions as to the arrangement of the burials. Inside

the large amphora Xo. 25, a skull (Xo. I) was found together with some femora and arm-

bones. Evidently, this is the remains of a burial which had been removed, probably to give

place tor another. 'I’his must be sought for along the X. wall. There no bones or remains

ot the skeleton were found, but only at this place there is space for an out-stretched body.

The large deposit of vases on the other side of the tomb prevents the supposition of a burial

there. Along the X. wall, too, innumerable small faience beads, collected as Xo. 43, were

found (Fig. 35). The beads should be explained having been applied on a dress or

garment, in which the corpse was dressed.

'The bronze bowl (Xo. 18), the small iron knife (Xo. 51), the bronze fibula (Xo. 50) as well

as the plaque and the ring (Xos. 42 and 45) and the faience seal (Xo. 17) are probably all to

be attributed to this burial. As regards the deposit in the S. \V. corner, it seems impossible

to separate pots belonging to the earlier burial from those of the later on account of their
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Fig. 33. Amathus. Tomb 18. Dromos with

finds in situ.

Fig. 34. Amathus. Tomb 18. Roof slabs

in situ.

position. The pots are all together piled up partly on top of each other. Certainly, however,

the small objects of bronze and iron on the floor as Xos. 19, 20, 29, 33, 34, 46 and 52 must

be referred to the earlier burial, as their positions are otherwise difficult to explain. Judging

from the position of finds Nos. 38-—41, 44 and 53 they may be ascribed to the later burial

on the tomb floor. On the upper tomb floor remains of two bodies were excavated. Both

were placed in dorsal position with the head to the E. but only fragments of the lower

extremities were preserved (femora and tibiie).

The bodies had apparently been pushed into position from the entrance in the E. part

of the shaft, the roof stones never being removed. The bodies had been adorned with some

gifts: the two jugs (Nos. 9, 10), the glass bottles (Nos. 12— 15), and the bronze coin (No. ii).

The gold fragments (No. 16) too, come from this laver and were founei in the sieves. All

these finds apparently had been pushed to their final places on both sides of the corpses,

from the same entrance as the bodies. After the funeral was finished, the entrance was

closed by means of two upright slabs, of which the lower one rested on a stone threshold

at the same level as the burial floor.

FINDS (OROUP.s: PL. XXIV, 1

1. Plain Whitf 11 depressed nxal juu with pointed base,

short, conca\e neck; deepK pinched nm; handle from
|

rim to body. Handle inisMnLf. White washed, uritty

clay. Ilen^ht 13.5. In dromon -- 135 ,

2 . bichrome II small, wide, barrel-shaped jutt with side-
'

knobs; lonix, narrow neck, tunnel-mouth, twin-handle

tr(.)m neck to shoulder. Kncirclinu. \ertical red Kind-.;

5; TYPFS: L. t)F PL. Il)

black circles annind side-knob s\ nimeti icallv on eithei

side of body; encirclini: black lines beloc\ the red painted

mouth Hard, butT or white clay. Heiydit 10.’. In

dromos. - - 130.

3 l51ack-on-Ked 1 (HI) wide, o\al barrel-shaped jutt

with side-knobs; narrow neck; sharply bent handle

from neck to bod\ . Ciroups ot concentric lines svm-
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nictiiLalK on either side of body. Mouth missiruj.

Hard, buff da\ co\ered by a \ery thin Jiu;ht slip. Heii'ht

7.7. In tli'oinos. -- 130.

4 Black Slip Ihchrtiine II plate with Hat base; shtjhtly

LDiuex Mde--. up-turned nm; wish-bone handles on

iini HiiLirLlin'; red band bordered with concentric

bkiLk linc'^, on base; three black bordered znjza^ lines

alternatinL: with red and black M-ornaments with latticed

tiianule, radiatinu from the centre ornament; sides

black and decorated with vertical, carelessly drawn
;

riuteb, touching neither base nor nm. Concentric black

and red circles inside. Buff, fragile clay. Diam. 22.8.

In dromos. — 148.

5. Bichrome III oval jug with base-ring; well marked neck- 1

line; narrow, cylindrical neck with funnel-mouth; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines on neck; inter-

secting circular lines on body; concentric circles on

shoulder. Height 35.0. In dromos. -f 95.

h. White Painted H oval depressed amphora with base-ring;

marked neck-line; cylindrical neck; flat rim; horizontal

handles on shoulder. Encircling lines around belly

and shoulder; between handles, a degenerate wavy line;
;

black painted neck with two groups of white encircling !

lines, black painted handles with vertical strokes.

(irey or \\hite, gritty clay. Height 42.0. In dromos. H- 95.

7. Bichrome H small plate with flat base; up-turned rim;

horizontal handle at rim. Concentric black and red 1

lines outside and in; red nm and handle. Dark, buff,
,

gritty clay. Diam 12.7. In dromos. -r 105.

8, Bichrome HI osal jug with a diminutive base-ring;

well marked shoulder-line; short, concave neck; wide,

pinched nm; handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling

black line around belly; encircling black bordered, red

band below the shoulder; three vertical lines as front

ornament and black triangles as side ornament on
\

shoulder, black neck-line and handle. Grey, gritty clay.
1

Height 15.2. In dromos. -f 102.
!

9- Roman Red Slip depressed globular jug with base-ring;
|

conical shoulder; neck tapering upwards; out-turned, '

flat, horizontal nm; narrow mouth, sharply bent twin-

handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling horizontal

hands of \ertical and oblique, incised lines bordered by

honzontal, encircling, incised lines; thin, fine, lustrous

slip; hard, buff clay. Height 207. -j- 150.

10- Roman Red .Slip jug with high base-ring; depressed

sides; well marked shoulder-line; concave shoulder;

cslindrical neck with a groove; stilted, flat nm; twin-

handle from upper part of neck to body. Alat, light

red slip. Buff, gritty clay. Height 19.4. -r 120.

11- Roman bronze coin (.Antoninus Pius). '^Poo much worn

to be legible. Diam. 2.7. Weight 13.52. -f- 133.

12. Small bottle of glass with flattened base; tapering

>ide>, slightly con\ex, c\lindrical neck; flat out-turned

nm Height 9.6. -f- 140.

13 ^mall bottle of glass with conical body; contracted

nt'ck-hne, long, cylindrical neck with out-turned nm.
Height 7.6. - 140.

14. Long bottle of glass with spherical bottom; straight,

tapering sides; narrow neck-line; cylindrical neck, with

out-turned nm. Height 12.8 140-

15. Bottle of glass, as Xo. 14. Height 7.3. 140*

16. Gold sheet shaped as a myrtle leaf. Length c. i.o.

Found in the sieves.

17 Seal of blue faience. On base, the prenomen of Amen-

ophis 111, Men-maat-re. Encircling line. See Appendix L

Length 2.4. A 35.

18. Hemispherical bowl of thin bronze with slightly

flattened rim. Much broken. Diam. 16.4. ^ 15.

19. Fragment of an iron knife, which seems to have had two

edges; one straight, the other slightly convex; mid-rib,

and pointed end. Length 16.8. -7- i5-

20. Fragment of an iron sword with only a piece of the

double-edged blade preserved. The tang is zigzag

hammered and has rectangular section. The handle

was fixed by iron rivets, of which two are preserved.

Length 15.7. A i5-

21. Black Slip II oval, depressed amphoriskos on foot;

gentle outline; short, wide neck; flat out-turned rim;

handles from rim to shoulder. One handle missing.

Black or grey, partly worn slip. Height 15.5. A 10.

22. Black-on-Red I (IH) flat bowl with base-nng; convex

sides; straight nm; two small string-hole projections

on nm. Black concentric circles outside and in; black

painted base-ring, nm, and handles. The red slip is

dark and polished; lustrous outside; mat inside. Buff,

gritty clay. Diam. 20.2. 20.

23. White Painted III slightly depressed, oval amphora

with base-ring; marked neck-line; slightly concave,

wide neck; flat, out-turned rim; handles from rim to

shoulder. Groups of encircling lines around belly and

shoulder; six groups of small concentric circles on

shoulder. On neck, from rim to neck-line six vertical,

bordered zigzag lines alternating with groups of concen-

tric circles. The frontal zigzag lines are provided with

dots in the triangular interspaces. Encircling and trans-

verse lines around rim, bordered zigzag lines on handles.

Height 41 .0. A i5-

24. Bichrome I large oval barrel-shaped jug with projecting

side-knobs; short, wide neck with handle-ridge; funnel-

mouth; handle from neck to shoulder. Groups of vertical,

concentric lines symmetrically arranged on either side

of body. Encircling black bordered band around side-

knobs; encircling black line around the neck-line;

black painted handle-ridge; encircling black and red

lines around mouth. A winged lattice-lozenge with

latticed swallow tail as front and back ornament;

ladder-pattern on handle. Buff clay. Height 35.0. A 25.

25. White Painted II amphora, as Xo. 23, but with more

depressed body. Encircling lines and bands around

body, shoulder and neck-line, vertical bands of bordered

lattice-lozenges around neck; transverse lines around

nm; vertical wavy bands on handles. Decoration worn

on one side. Buff, fragile clay. Height 45.5. A 15.

26. Bichrome III barrel-shaped jug, as Xo. 2, but more
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depressed on the sides; mouth widening upwards; no
i

red paint on body; ladder-pattern on handle. Height
|

ii.o. 4’ 25.

27. Bichrome III biconical oval jug with base-ring; marked

neck-line; cylindrical neck; out-turned rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. Encircling black lines around belly;
|

encircling, black bordered, red band around body; !

vertical bordered black zigzag line on shoulder. In-

verted ]\I-ornaments with filled mid-triangle as front

ornament; encircling black band and lines around neck

and mouth; black painted handle. Yellow, gritty clay.

Height 17.0. +20.
28. Black-on-Red I (HI) deep bowl with base-ring; slightly

curved sides; straight rim; handles on sides below '

rim. Encircling lines outside and in; black painted 1

base-ring, rim, and handles. The bowl is covered

by a sometimes darkened, thick, red, lustrous, slip with

traces of polishing tool. Surface worn. Imcomplete.-r 20.

29. Thin fibula of bronze with softly angled bow; centre

thicker with three collars; spring and pin missing. ,

Length 4.4. + 20.

30. Black-on-Red I (HI) small jug with wide, flat base;

narrow neck; wide funnel-mouth; handle from neck

to shoulder. Encircling lines around shoulder, neck, and

mouth; ladder-pattern on handle. Polished, red, lustrous

slip w’ith traces of polishing tool. Height 7.5. -f- 20.

31. Red Slip I (III) small depressed, oval jug with small flat
1

base; short, wide, neck; a ridge around neck-line,

pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Red, hard,

finely silted clay with light red, lustrous slip. Height

7.4- -r 20.

32. Fragments of an iron knife with thin blade. Traces of
,

wood still visible, attached to the blade. Length 6.5.

Found inside No. 25.
j

33. Small finger-ring of bronze with one end broken. Might

have been a spiral ring. Diam. 2.2. 20.
1

34. Thick fibula of bronze with four beads on bow; rect-

angular section through bow; coiled spring; straight

pin. Socket missing. Length 4.0. -r 20.

35. Plain White II bowl with slightly flattened base; convex

sides; straight rim; below rim, two encircling incised

lines; small handle below rim. Light buff, gritty clay.

One side damaged. Diam. 15.0. -f- 20.
'

36. Black-on-Red I (III) wide, oval, barrel-shaped jug with

side-knobs; narrow neck; sharply bent handle from

neck to body. Groups of vertical, concentric circles,

symmetrically arranged on either side of body. Very

thin, light slip. Height 7.7. -p 20.

37. Bichrome, lentoid pilgrim bottle with narrow neck;

widening mouth; handles from neck to shoulder.

Vertical, black and red concentric circles symmetrically

arranged on either side of body. Yellow, hard clay.

Foreign Ware. Height 11.5. -f- 20.

38. Black Slip II amphora, as Xo. 21. Better preserved slip.

Height 14.8. -7- 30.

39. Bronze bowl, as Xo. 18, but with in-bent, hammered
rim. iMuch broken. Diam. 13.3. -h 20.

I 8 107

40. Red Slip I (III) deep plate with small, flat base, slightly

convex sides; flat rim. Polished, dark red slip with

traces of the polishing tool. Buff gritty, clay. Diam.

20.4. 2_ 20.

41. Black-on-Red I (III) flat bowl with small, flat base;

slightly curved sides and straight rini, two small string-

hole projections on nm. Encircling black bands and lines

around base and sides outside; black concentric bands

and lines, inside; black painted nm. Red. lustrous,

polished slip. Diam. 17.9. -f I5-

42. Rectangular plaque of silver sheet, decorated with two

impressed stags standing upright, symmetrically arranged

on each side of a conventionalized tree. Around the

edge is a rope ornament. The plaque was pierced at

the corners but only two holes are preserved. Edges

chipped. Length 3.8. Width 2.3. -r 15.

43. Hundreds of circular, flat beads of white or blue faience;

pierced by large holes through the centre. They were

probably fixed on garments. Diam. 0.5—0.8. -f- 20.

44. White Painted III depressed, globular jug w'ith short,

convex neck; widening mouth; handle from neck to

shoulder. Vertical groups of concentric circles symme-
trically arranged on either side of body. Buff, gritty

clay. Height 7.5. 10.
*

45. Finger-ring of bronze with a bronze wire comphcatedly

tied like a knot, instead of the ring stone. The ends of

the ring visible below the knot with a small gap between

them. Diam. 3.1. A 10.

46. Bronze shovel; rectangular with slightly concave edge;

the long sides are bent upwards and their back corners

pinched; long, straight, twisted handle. The top of the

handle bent to a loop, in which a plain, circular ring

with overlapping ends is attached. Length 68 7. Diam.

of ring 4.6. Width of shovel 12.4. — 10.

47. Bichrome lentoid bottle, as Xo. 37. Much damaged.

Height 11.5. Found in dromos. — 115.

48. Bichrome II flat bowl with flat base-ring; slightly convex

sides; up-turned rim; two horizontal handles below

rim. Concentric, black and red base-circles, groups

of transverse lines on base-ring; groups of vertical lines

bordered w'ith encircling black and red bands around

sides; concentric black circles inside; black nm and

handles. Diam. 20.0. In dromos. ii5-

49. Bichrome lentoid bottle, as Xo 37. Mouth chipped.

Buff clay. Height 14.0. In dromos. -- 115.

50. Bronze fibula, as Xo. 29. Damaged. Length 4.3. 20.

51. Fragment of a tang of iron belonging to a knife. Traces

of w'ood visible. The wooden handle was fixed to the

tang by small bronze rivets, of which three are preserved.

Length ^.o. +15.

52. Bronze fibula; type as Xo 29. but with double twisted

spring and straight pin Length 4 fS. 2 25

53. Circular, central boss of bronze with straight base;

projecting centre; peg missing. Xo holes or rivets for

fixing the boss to the shield can be n(Ued. Diam. ii S.

+ 15 -
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The distribution of the finds between the various burials is shown by the following

diagram
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CHRONOLOGY

The deposit of the dromos contained pottery of Type II mainly, but also two early

specimens of Type III. The group is bv this combination of pottery assigned to the very

beginning of the Cypro-Geometric III period, and may be connected with the earlier of

the two burials stated, as regards the interior of the tomb (cf. above). The pottery from

the tomb floor contained Tvpes II—III. This combination of pottery assigns the tomb

to the middle of the Cvpro-Geometric III period. The increasing number of Tvpe III

in relation to the dromos deposit mav be e.xplained bv the two burials noted in the tomb.

The earlier deposit of vases in the tomb probablv contained only Tvpe II and earlv Tvpe

III; the late Tvpes III were certainlv connected with the second burial on the tomb floor.

— The objects found on the upper burial floor consisted of potterv (Nos. 9, 10), glass

bottles (Nos. 12—iG iirid the bronze coin (No. it). As this kind of potterv is not vet dat-

able the coin mav fix the date of the burial. It was very much worn but after a careful

cleaning it could he ascertained that it dates from the time of Antoninus Pius. This mav
also be the approximate date for this subsequent burial.

As to the absolute chronologv, the faience seal (No. 17), too, mav be of interest. The
prenomen of Amenophis III is engraved, hut according to Professor Newherrv(see Appendix

I) the stvle is certainlv later (NIXth Ii)vnastv.'). This means onlv the to minus post qutm

for the tomb.
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Fig- 35 - Amathus. Tomb 18. Faience beads

covering the pebble floor.

Fig. 36. Amathus. Tomb 19. Interior view with

section remaining and finds in situ.

TOMB 19 (Figs. 36; 37:6, 8—9)

SIZE

Length Width Height

Dromos 1.75 0.85 —
Stomion * 0.35 1.20 0.85

Rock shaft 2.25 1.25 1.65

SH.^PE

This tomb has an unusual dromos with sides narrowing down towards the stomion.

Its walls are perpendicular. At about the middle of the dromos floor there is a semicircular

step.

The stomion has no orthostatic jamb as is the rule in the other tombs. The vertically

cut rock forms the sides of the stomion. A long, roughly cut lintel was preserved in situ,

resting on the edges of the rock just over the stomion. Instead of the usual flat door slab,

the stomion of this tomb was blocked with two huge stones extending out into the dromos.

The dromos comes down into the tomb shaft at south-eastern corner, which imparts

a slightly irregular shape to the tomb. The floor is quite level, about 0.30 m. lower than the

stomion floor. The sides of the rock shaft are almost vertical. In the W., one of the roof

stones was preserved in situ resting on the rock edges of the shaft.

Along the S. long wall of the tomb there was a roughly built ledge of flat stones. In the

innermost corner of the tomb this was continued by a layer of pebbles.
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I'lK- 37 - Amathus. 'Fomb i6, Sections A-A, B-B (i, 2). Tomb 17, Section A-A (3). Tomb 18, Plan
with rwif stones in situ (4); Sections A-A, B-B (7, 5). Tomb iq, Plan with finds in situ (6); Sections A-A,
B-B (8, 9). Tomb 20, Plan (ii). Tomb 21, Plan (14); Sections A-A, B-B (10, 12); Finds in situ (13).’

Tomb 22, Section A-A {15).



TOMB 19 III

STRATIFICATION

At the bottom of this tomb a layer, o.io—0.15 m. thick, consisting of clay mixed with

pebbles was found. This layer contained all the finds on the bottom of the tomb. Most
of them were piled up along the N. wall, where the floor filling changed into a layer of

clay. At the S. side of the tomb the bottom stratum continued also around and partly

aboye the stone making the ledge mentioned aboye. The dromos filling was of a similar

character.

BURIALS.

Remains of four skeletons with comparatiyely well preseryed skulls (Nos. I—IV) were found.

None of these skeletons, howeyer, was preseryed hi situ: they had been remoyed and piled up
in the W. part of the tomb, in the characteristic way known from other tombs. The other

parts of the skeletons were found in entire disorder. Just in the N. W. corner some badly

preseryed fragments of arm bones and femora were noted, but it was impossible to make
any further examinations as to the skeletal material. Apparently these skeletons were all

remoyed to their final places to make place for the last burial, which, it may be supposed,

was placed on the stone ledge along the S. side. Nothing, howeyer, was preseryed of this

burial. As regards the burial-gifts, it is impossible to make any distinctions about the

position of the pots. The bulk of the finds was piled up against the N. wall. To the E. of

this main group some pots (Nos. i—5 and 21) make a small separate group, but there

is nothing which allows us to attribute these pots to any of the skeletons mentioned. The
pottery is therefore classified all together as a uniform group, though the four crania indicate

seyeral burials and, consequently, possibly several burial periods. The jug No. 32 was

found at the entrance of the dromos.

FINDS (groups: PLS. XXIV, 6, XXV, i; types: l. of pl. ii)

1. White Painted II kylix on foot with wide stem; plain

rim; small, vertical handles below rim. Encircling lines

around foot; below rim, a frieze consisting of bordered

vertical zigzag lines and cross lines on either side of a
1

central decoration, which on one side consists of a

winged lozenge filled with two lattice-lozenges, and

on the other side of a bordered lattice-lozenge. Black
j

painted rim and handles. Diam. 25.3. Height 23.0. — 25. !

2. Black Slip Bichrome II plate with flattened base;

plain rim; knobbed handles below rim. Black
i

maltese cross, inscribed by black and red encircling
|

lines at the centre of the bottom. From this centre I

radiate alternating bordered, black zigzag lines, and red
,

black bordered i\I-ornaments with black latticed mid-
,

triangles; sides covered by mat, black slip. Encircling

black lines inside the bowl. Diam. 24.0. -j- 23.
j

3. Bichrome II open bowl with flat base-ring; slightly
|

contracted rim and two horizontal handles below
!

rim. The same decoration as No. 2, but without the 1

maltese cross, and with trans\erse lines on base-ring.

Diam. 29.8.-1-20.

4. White Painted I barrel-shaped jug with oblong bod\
;

slightly depressed from the sides; projecting side-knobs;

wide neck with handle-ridge; funnel-mouth; stilted nm;
handle from neck to shoulder. Vertical circles on either

side; two winged lattice-lozenges as front and back

ornament; encircling spirals around neck and mouth;

black painted handle. Height 32.5. ~ 18.

5. Black Slip Bichrome II flat bowl \\ith flat base-ring;

vertically grooved sides; horizontal kn{>bbed handles

below rim. Decoration as No. 24, hut with a zigzag

line on base-ring; sides covered by a mat slip. Diam.

27.0. + 13.

6. Bichrome II barrel-shaped jug, shghtlv depressed fiom

the sides; side-knobs; narrow neck with tunnel-mouth;

handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling black and

red, vertical lines symmetrically arranged on either side.

Encircling black and red lines around mouth; ladder-

pattern on handle. Height 8.fi. • 17.

7. White Painted I barrel-shaped jug, as No. 4, hut with

only one lozenge as front and back ornament.

Height 35.5. -- 26.
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8. Black Slip II juc: with base-rine; oval body; c\lindrical

neck, pinched rim; handle from nm to shoulder.

Two encircling groo\es on shoulder; body carelessly

vertically Huted. Height 25.0. — 16.

i). Bichrome II open bowl with flat base-rins; plain rim;

handles on nm. Encirclintr black and red lines on the

outside; black circles inside; base-iimj decorated with

transverse lines Diam 31.5. — 20. !

10 White Painted II kyhx on foot with low stem; softly

curved sides, plain nm; two vertical handles on the

sides. Encirchnt=r lines around foot and body; below

nm, a band consisting of alternating bordered ziijzag
j

band and crossed lines. Encircling lines inside; ladder-
|

pattern on handle. Diam. 19.8. Height 17 6. — 13. 1

11. Plain White 11 sack-shaped jug with flattened base;
'

short, concave neck; handle from rim to shoulder;

body vertically polished. Height 12.8. — 20.

12. Bichrome II flat bowl with flat base-ring; curved sides;

slightly contracted rim and two horisontal handles

below rim. Black spirals as bottom ornament outside

and in; encircling black and red lines outside and in;

black painted rim and handles. Diam. 27.0. -f- 15.

13. Black Slip Bichrome I plate with flattened base; curved

sides; plain rim; two horizontal knobbed handles on ,

nm. Black maltese cross encircled by black and red

lines on base. From centre radiate alternating black

chevrons with filled mid-triangle and bordered ladder-

pattern in black paint; sides carelessly grooved and

co\ered by a black slip; black concentric circles inside,

and black painted handles. Diam. 25.5. -r 15.

14. Bichrome II jug with base-ring; globular body, narrow

neck with handle-ndge; funnel-mouth; handle from

neck to shoulder. Vertical black and red circles on either

side of body; encircling black and red lines around

neck and mouth; black ladder-pattern on handle. Height

1S.5. — 18.

15. Polychrome Red lentoid pilgrim bottle with narrow-

neck; funnel-mouth; handles from neck to shoulder.

Encircling black and white vertical lines symmetrically

arranged on either side of body, covered by a red, mat

slip on which the ornaments are applied. I’oreign

ware. Height 12.3. -r 15.

16. Bichrome II jug on low foot; almost globular body;

narrow, neck widening upwards; plain nm; handle from

neck to shoulder. (In shoulder, a long open spout in

connexion with strainer-holes through the body. Band of

encircling black and red bands around body, and neck.

On shoulder, alternating bordered, \ertical latticed

bands and black bordered, red band; black ladder-

pattern on handle; parallel black and red lines on spout.

Height 23.5. — 20.

17. White Painted I barrel jug, as 4. Height 35 o. —45.
18. Black Slip White Painted I amphoriskos on low foot,

rather depressed body; wide cylindrical neck with flat

rim, twin-handles from nm to shoulder. Two encircling

groo\es on shoulder; body caretulK \ertically fluted,

lower part of bod) c<nered by black slip; encircling

band, and waxy line around neck, transverse lines on

nm; ladder-pattern on handles. Height 17.9. 15.

19 Black Slip I amphoriskos on raised base-ring, oxal body

with neck-lme ridge, neck narrowing upwards; flat rim;

handles from nm to shoulder. I.oxx'er part of bodx'

oblit|uely fluted; black, mat, partly worn slip. Height

15.5. -^22.

20 Bichrome II oval jug xvith raised base-ring, narroxv neck

with mid-ndge and stilted rim; handle from neck to

shoulder. Encircling black and red lines around body

and neck; three xertical, black bordered, red lines

around shoulder; black ladder-pattern on handle.

Height 20.3. — 18

21. Foreign Red blip bowl with flattened base; curved

sides; plain nm. Metal imitation; surface coxered bv a

red lustrous slip, partly somewhat darkened and hori-

zontally polished in distinct spirals outside and in.

Diam. 13.7. — 20.

22. Small, biconical bead of grey steatite. String-hole

through centre; body decorated with small circles with

a dot in the middle. Diam. 1.7. -r 13.

23. Plain White I—H open bowl, as No. 21, but with a

horizontal handle below rim. Diam. 14.2. — 20.

24. Black Slip Bichrome II plate with flattened base;

curved sides; txx'o horizontal knobbed handles on rim.

Encircling black and red lines m the centre of the bottom.

From this decoration alternating black zigzag lines

and black bordered red M-ornaments with lattice-

triangle; sides coxered by black slip; encircling black

lines inside; black handles. Diam. 24.6. -r 20.

25. Bichrome II plate as N’o 24, but with maltese cross in

the centre; encircling black lines instead of the black

slip. Central spiral inside the plate. Diam. 20.0. — 18.

26. Bichrome I flat boxxd with flattened base; curxed sides;

plain rim; handles at rim. Black maltese cross encircled

by red band and black lines with cross lines as central

decoration on the bottom. Around this central decor-

ation. black bordered latticc-tnangles alternating with

winged lattice-lozenges; encircling black lines around

the Sides and inside; black painted handles. One
handle missing Diam 21.5 - 17.

27 hite Painted 1

1

kylix on loxx' foot; slightlv curx'ed

Sides; plain rim; horizontal handles on the sides. En-
circling black lines outside and in. Diam. 100. -- 20.

28. Bichrome 1

1

barrel-shaped jug. as No. f), surface cox ered

by a xxash slightly polished. Height 81.
;

30.

2(> Bichrome lentoid pilgrim bottle with narroxv neck;

slightly stilted nm; handles from neck to shoulder.

Surface xery much worn, hut traces of black and red

encircling lines xisihle. The surface seems to haxe

been coxered by a xxhite, polished slip I'oreign ware.

Height 143 20.

30. Bichrome pilgrim bottle, as No. 29, hut better preserxed.

Surtace xvhite xxashed and ^lightly polished; vertical

encircling lines s\ nimetrically arranged on either side

of bodx; l)lacl\ cross lines on handles fOreign xx'are.

Height ifi.y. 20.
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Curved iron knife with one cutting edge; thick back;

pointed end; flat, short, tang pierced by two rivets.

Length 15.3. — 20.

Black Slip White Painted I jug on low foot; slightly

depressed shoulder; concare neck; pinched rim, handle

II3

from rim to shoulder. Three encircling grooves around

shoulder; belly and foot covered by a black slip; en-

cii cling black lines around neck-line and nm; ladder-

pattern on handle. Height 20.5. Found on dromos

floor.

The following diagram shows the distribution of the finds:
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CHRONOLOGY

This diagram shows that the pottery contains Types I—II. Besides the Cypriote

wares some interesting Foreign wares are represented: Bichrome, Polychrome Red,

Red Slip Wares. This combination of pottery assigns the last burial to the Cypro-Geometric

II period. Judging from the shapes of the foreign pots they should be ascribed to a rather

early stage of the Cvpro-Geometric period. Probably they are more or less contemporary

with the Cypro-Geometric I wares. The Polychrome Red Ware, represented by the bottle

No. 15, and the Polished Red Slip Ware, represented by the bowl No. 21, are interesting

as they are the fore-runners to the Black-on-Red and Red Slip wares of the Cypro-Geo-

metric III period. The Foreign Bichrome Ware represented by Nos. 29 and 30 should

be compared with the Polychrome White Ware known from several other tombs. This

ware is of the same character, but the white colour is omitted.

Chamber

TOMB 20 (Fig. 37:11)

SIZE

Length Width

4-20 1.75

SH.APE

This tomb has its dromos in the same axis as the length axis of the tomb itself. The dromos

was never excavated entirely as the tomb had been completely robbed and destroyed. The

chamber floor is 0.37 m. lower than the stomion. The tomb was built as Tombs 9, ii, 16

with ashlar walls along the long sides, but only the lowest layers of laid ashlar were

preserved in siiii. Evidently the tomb had been used as a quarry. In the short back vail

of the tomb there was a small bench excavated in the rock, 0.15 m. above the floor.

8
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STRATIFICATION

All the layers in the chamber were mixed and had evidently nothing to do with the original

tomb. Three cippi were found just in the stomion. In the upper filling a jug (Xo. i, PI.

XXIV, 8) was found.

TOMB 21 (Figs 37: 10, 12—14; 38, 39)

Width Height

2.10 1.80

SIZE

Rock Shaft

SHAPE

As this tomb to the great part was situated below the main road from Nicosia to Limassol,

only a part of it could be excavated and examined. It was necessary to leave the rest of the

tomb, which still remains unexplored below the road. The part excavated seems to be

the innermmst corner of a huilt tomb, the other half and drcmos cf which is situated to the S.

just below the road. The tomb is of a considerable size. It consists of a large shaft excavated

in the solid rock. The sides of this shaft are lined with walls of roughly cut ashlar. The
blocks are arranged ^s a corbel-vault, on the W. side preserved up to a height of 1.50 m.

with a difference in plan of 0.50 m. from the base of vault up to this uppermost preserved

course of ashlar. The E. wall is not preserved to such a height and does not allow any certain

conclusions as to its closing. These two walls together, apparently, form the long sides of

the tomb. The X. wall, too, which consequently is the interior short side of the chamber

is badly damaged. It is preserved up to a height of 0.80 m. from the tomb floor level. It is

reasonable to suppose that this wall was straight as is the case with the short sides of other

built tombs of this kind (cf. Tombs 9, ii and 16). Along this N. wall there is a ledge ex-

cavated in the rock, the upper part of which is situated on a level 0.60 m. above the tomb floor.

The ledge is 0.85 m. wide. The problem how the tomb was covered mav be solved in

accordance with other tombs. The corbel-vault was probably not pointed as no such roofs

are known as regards tombs in this necropolis. In accordance with Tomb i, which is the

most elaborate specimen of tombs of this kind, a flat roofing mav be the most probable

suggestion. There are evidences for similar arrangements as regards other built tombs

and also the pure shafts. The tomb was probably closed by means of large rough slabs like

Tombs 15 and 18.

STRATIFICATION

Several layers could be distinguished in the filling of this tomb. Below the road filling

(Layer i) a layer of sandy earth (Layer 2) rather light in colour was found. This filled most

of the tomb. About o.io—0.20 m. above the level of the ledge a floor of pebbles (Layer 3)

was found which extended over the whole area excavated in the tomb. This layer is to be
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Fig. 38. Amathus. Tomb 21. Necklace (No. 49) Fig. 39. Amathus. Tomb 21. Necklace (No. 50)

with beads remaining in situ. with beads remaining in situ.

explained as a real floor separating upper layers from lower ones. Below the pebble stone

floor the filling consisted of dark, hard clay (Layer 4), in horizontal layers. This clay extended

down to the tomb floor. In the E. part of the tomb partly above the ashlar wall on this

side Layer 2 had subsequently been dug through down to a level c. 0.75 m. above the

tomb floor. This pit was on the W. side lined by two rows of raised ashlars resting on

the pit floor mentioned, where a burial could be noted. At the bottom of the pit, evidently

in connexion with this burial, the bottles Nos. 25, 26, 53, and 54 were found. Layer 4

contained the finds Nos. i—24, 27—29, 32—37, 45, 47, 49, 50, and 52. On the pebble

floor Nos. 30, 31, 38—44, 46, 48, and 51 were found.

BURIALS

As alreadv has been pointed out the stratification gives evidence for separate burial

periods; the tomb-gifts belonging to the various periods are separated by the pebble layer

mentioned above. It seems as if the area excavated constituted the interior part of the tomb

into which earlier burials had been removed or pushed to give place for a more recent

one near the entrance (cf. Tomb 7). This explains why no entire skeleton was found

in situ and. whv all the skeletal remains in both bottom layers gave clear evidence for being

moved and secondarilv placed among the potterv in the N. half of the tomb. As regards

the bottom layer the skeletal remains were scanty and badly preserved. Some fragments

of femora, tibiae and arm bones could be distinguished in the clay on the tomb floor, but no

cranium. Two crania were found in Layer 2, resting on the pebble floor. Both crania had

been placed in large amphorae (Nos. 4 and 7) together with fragments of other human
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bones: femora, ribs and arm bones. In the same layer many femora and other human bones

were scattered among the pottery. All these remains were in an entire disorder. Under

such circumstances it is difficult to explain how the necklaces (Nos. 49 and 50) could have

been preserved in a wav which clearlv shows that the strings still were preserved at the

time when thev were removed (Figs. 38 and 39). If the corpses to which they belong were

removed from the other half of the tomb it must be supposed that the alterations were made

shortlv after the burials, before the strings decayed. The finds show that burial-gifts from

both male and female corpses were gathered in this part of the tomb. — The subsequent

burial in Layer 5 was badly destroyed. No remains of the skeleton were preserved. The

shape of the shaft or pit, however, indicates that the corpse was placed in out-stretched

position, evidently along the rows of raised slabs mentioned above. As burial-gifts the

small bottles Nos. 25, 26, 53 and 54 were placed close to the corpse.

FINDS (groups: PLS. XXIV, 7, XXV,

1. Foreign Red Slip deep bowl with base-ring; plain rim;

two horizontal up-turned handles below rim. Five

encirclms: grooves around nm, above handles. Brown

clay with a grey inner core. The colour is reddish brown

with a waxy surface. Diam. 24.6. -r 43.

2. Bichrome II oval jug with base-ring; narrow neck with

wide, stilted rim; handle from neck to shoulder. En-

circling black and red bands around body and neck;

alternating bordered zigzag lines, winged lattice-

lozenges and lattice-triangles in black paint around

the shoulder; bordered zigzag lines on handle. Height

17.0. -43.
3. Bichrome II flat bowl with base-ring; slightly curved

sides.; plain nm; two horizontal handles on nm.
Encircling black and red lines on base and sides; on

base-ring, and below the upper encircling lines, groups

of transverse lines; black spiral as inside bottom orna-
|

ment, black rim and handles. Diam. 18.0. -f- 55.

4. White Painted I amphora with high base-ring; depressed

shoulder; slightly concave neck; fiat rim; two handles

from nm to sshoulder. Encircling lines around shoulder

and neck-line; two wa\y lines around neck; groups of

transverse lines on rim; bordered zigzag lines on

handles, fleight 40.0. -r 20.

5. Black Slip II jug with foot; almost globular body;

gently curved neck; pinched rim; handle from nm to

shoulder ''I’hree encircling grooves around shoulder;

body vertically grooved. Mat, rather worn, slip. Height

lU.o. - 40

6. White Painted II open bowl with flattened base; plain

nm; two horizontal handles on nm. Encircling bands

outside and in Diam. kj.o. —40.

7. White Painted I amphora, as No. 4, but with low foot;

straight tapering neck; one side and the upper part

missing Height 45 o. -r 40.

S. Foreign Red Slip oval jug with base-nng; short,

narrow neck, with a small ridge just above the neck-

2—3, XXVI, i; types: l. of pl. ii)

line; pinched nm; handle from rim to shoulder. Four

encircling grooves around shoulder; vertical grooves

on body. Red or brown, finely silted clay covered by a

lustrous slip. The core of the clay is grey at break.

Height 17.5. — 20.

9.

Hemispherical bronze bowl. Diam. 15.0. -r 40.

10. Bichrome II flat bowl with flat base: plain rim; hori-

zontal knobbed handles on nm. Black maltese cross,

inscribed with black and red circles at the centre of the

bottom. From this radiate bordered triangles filled

with lattice-lozenges, and bordered zigzag lines with

dots in the corners, all in black paint. Encircling black

lines on the sides and inside. Black painted rim and

handles. Diam. 23.4. — 40.

11. Iron spear-head; leaf-shaped with socket. Bronze

band around socket. Point broken. Length c. iS.o. -r 30.

12. Spear-head of bronze of the same type as No. 39.

Around socket a flat bronze band is wound. Length

18.5. -f 30.

13. Fragments of a bronze jug with beaked mouth; only

the nm is well preserved. ~ 40.

14. Black Slip II jug on foot; almost spherical body;

straight neck with pinched rim; handle from nm to

shoulder. Three encircling grooves on shoulder; body

carelessly, vertically grooved. Mat, partly worn slip.

Height 16.8. — 35.

15. Plain White I bowl with flattened base; contracted nm.
One side deformed m the kiln Diam. 14.0. + 35.

16. White Painted lentoid pilgrim bottle with narrow neck;

plain nm; handles from neck to shoulder. The body is

reddish washed, and slightly polished. Vertical, encircling

lines symmetrically arranged on either side of body.

Foreign Ware. Height 12.5. -- 35.

17 Black Slip II jug with base-ring; almost oval body;

cylindrical neck; pinched rim; twisted handle from rim

to shoulder. Body vertically grooved. Mat, black slip

Height 18.0. r 65
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iS. Black Slip II amphoriskos on low foot; wide, conca\e

neck; Hat nm; handles from nm to shoulder. Body

vertically grooved. Height 13.2. — 40.

19 Leaf-shaped iron knife with one cutting edge; thick

back; pointed end; solid tang. Incomplete. Length

19 2. — 60.

20. White Painted I kylix on low foot; softly curved sides;

plain nm; horizontal handles on sides. Encircling

bands around foot and body; below rim, bordered

lattice-lozenges between bordered, vertical zigzag lines

with swasticas in the interspaces. Encircling lines,

inside. Diam. 25.0. Height 22.0. — 30.

21. Bichrome I barrel jug with oblong shape and projecting

side-knobs; narrow neck with slightly marked mid-

ridge; wide funnel-mouth; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling black and red lines symmetrically arranged

on either side; winged lattice-lozenges as front and

back ornament. Encircling red and black lines around

neck and mouth. Handle missing. Height 22.2. — 30.

22. White Painted H amphoriskos on low foot; softly

curved neck; Hat rim; handles from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines around body and neck; transverse

lines on rim and handles. One handle missing. Height

I 4 - 5 - -65.

23. Plain White H open bowl with Hat base; plain rim;

wavy handle on rim. Diam. 15.5. Found inside No. 20.

24. Bichrome II plate with Hat base; plain rim; two knobbed

handles on rim. Black maltese cross encircled by

black and red lines. From this centre, radiate bordered

lattice-triangles alternating with black bordered latticed

bands. Encircling black lines on the sides, and inside

the bowl. Black painted handles. Diam. 22.5. -r 30.

25. Roman Red bottle with flattened bottom and pear-

shaped body; cylindrical neck with Hat nm; neck red

varnished Height 9.3. — 60

26. Roman Plain Red jug, shape as No 25 but without

varnish. Height ii.o. -r 60,

27. White Painted H jug with flattened base, almost

globular body; narrow, tapering neck, plain rim;

handle from neck to shoulder. Vertical encircling lines

symmetrically arranged on either side of body; three

winged, filled lozenges as front ornament; winged

lozenge with a dot in the middle as back ornament;

encircling lines around mouth; ladder-pattern on

handle. Height 10.8. — 60

28. White Painted H lentoid barrel-shaped jug with project-

ing side-knobs; narrow neck widening upwards; handle

from neck to shoulder. Vertical circles on either side,

encircling lines around mouth; ladder-pattern on handle.

Height 125. 55 -

29. Bichrfime I open bowl with low base-ring; curved

sides; plain rim; two horizontal handles below nm.
Encircling black and red lines on bottom and sides,

black zigzag line on base-ring; around the sides, band

of black bordered, red tilled triangles; black encircling

lines inside, black nm and handles. Diam. 19.1. -• 55.

30. White Painted I oval jug with low fool
,
narrow, cylindrical

neck; pinched nm; handle from rim to shoulder. En-

circling lines around bellv and shoulder; black neck-

line with vertical, short lines, vvavv line around neck;

bordered zigzag lines on handle. Height 29.0. i_ o.

31. Bichrome II barrel-shaped jug slightly depressed on the

sides; narrow neck with handle-ridge; stilted nm,
handle frc>m neck to shoulder. Crossed lines and black

and red vertical, encircling lines on either side of body;

two winged latiice-luzenges as front and back ornament;

encircling black and red lines around neck; ladder-

pattern on handle. Height 23.0. — 10.

32. Polychrome W*hite globular jug with raised base-ring;

narrow neck widening upwards; mid-ridge; stilted

rim; handle from neck to shoulder. Around neck-line,

encircling ridge; projecting knob below handle. Surface,

reddish washed and somewhat polished. Encircling

black, red, and white, vertical circles on either side of

body; black, double crossed lines as front ornament

and black transverse lines on handle. Foreign W'are.

Height 27.3. — 40.

33. W’hite Painted I flat bowl with base-ring; verticallv

grooved sides; plain rim; two horizontal knobbed

handles on rim. Inside the base-ring, bordered lattice-

lozenges arranged in a band between thin transverse

lines; sides covered by black slip. Encircling lines

inside. Piece of rim and one handle missing. Diam.

21.7. -40.

34. Bichrome II plate with flattened base, horizontal

handles on rim Encircling black and red lines on base;

groups of black concentric circles inside bottom; black

painted lini and handles. One handle missing. Diam.

I 9 -7 - - 40-

35. White Painted I amphoriskos on foot; slightly depressed

shoulder; concave neck; flat nm; handles from nm to

shoulder. Encircling lines around bi>dy and rim;

wavy line around neck; transverse lines on handles

Height 14.5 -^ 35 -

36 Plain White II bowl, as No. 23 Diam. 17.0. 30.

37. White Painted 1 barrel-shaped jug with oblong hodv
,

projecting side-knobs; short neck with handle-ndge,

funnel-mouth; stilted nm; handle tiom neck to shoulder.

Vertical black circles on either side of hodv ,
two winged

lattice-lozenges as front and back ornament, encircling

black hues around neck and nm, black painted handle.

Height 32 5. ' 20.

38. Central boss of a shield; hnm/e: disc-shaped base with a

curved boss in the middle, pierced bv a rivet. Diam.

12 o. -7 15.

39. Leaf-shaped spear-head of bronze, mid-ndge and

socket. Length 25.0. - 15.

40. Cvlinder of bone with one side tlaltened Around the

edges are kitticed haiuls hoiderevl with incisevl lines 'The

cvlinder is hollow and has probably been used as a

needle-box. Length 40 Diam i 4. 20

41. Bichrome I open bowl, as No 29, but with a central

maltese cniss, and transverse lines on the hase-ring

instead of the zigzag line. Diam. 30 5. 20.
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42. Hemispherical bronze bowl with horizontal up-turned

handle near the edge, crowned by a lotus flower.

Diam. 19.0. In Xo. 43.

43 White Painted I amphora on low foot; slightly depressed

shoulder, wide, cylindrical neck; hat rim; handles

from nm to shoulder. Encircling bands around body,

double zigzag lines around shoulder, two degenerate

wavy bands around neck; groups of transverse lines

around rim and bordered wavy lines on handles.

Height 42.0. " o.

44. White Painted I oval jug with base-ring; slightly curved

neck with pinched nm; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines around body and shoulder; wavy

line around neck; bordered wavy line on handle.

Height 39.3. = o.

45. Black Slip II amphoriskos with low foot; oval body;

slightly concave neck; fiat rim. Body carelessly grooved.

The black slip entirely worn off on one side; both

handles missing. Height 15.0. -r 40.

46. Iron rod with large traces of wood around the pointed

end, probably a tang. Length 6.4. 20.

47. Circular sheet-gold with impressed rosette. Diam. 1.9.

i o

48. Ivory handle of an iron knife. The handle is fixed

to the tang by means of iron rivets. The handle ends

with an animal's head probably that of a roe-buck,

on which the ears and some designs on the crown are

clearly distinguished. Length 13.7. -h 20.

49. About 800 blue or green faience beads; flattened and

pierced by a large hole. Diam. c 0.5— i.o. Floor.

50. Necklace consisting of 124 flat, circular beads of light blue

faience; pierced through centre. Diam. of beads 0.5

—

0.7. ^ 25.

51. Central boss of a shield, of the same type as No. 38.

Diam. 12.0. Floor.

52. WTiite Painted II open bowl; shape as No. 41. Encircling

lines outside and in; transverse lines on base-ring;

black painted handles. Diam. 27.0. -p 30.

53. Glass bottle with flattened base; pear-shaped body;

cylindrical neck; stilted rim. Height 6.0. -r 60.

54. Plain White Roman bo'tle, as No. 26. Height 16.2.

fl- 60.

The following diagram shows the distribution of the finds between the various burial

layers
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CHRONOLOGY

The diagram shows the difference between the various layers. As regards the pottery

of the first burial layer, Type I are paramount: White Painted I and Bichrome I wares.

As two of the pots, Xos. 31 and 41 ,
represent a very late stage of Type I, and even Type II

this combination of pottery may assign the layer to the very end of the Cypro-Geometric I

period, or even the transitional period to the Cypro-Geometric II period. The pottery found

in the second burial layer consists of Types I— II and Foreign Ware. This combination of
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pottery assigns the burial to a more advanced period, or the middle and end of the Cypro-

Geometric II period. In this connexion the foreign wares are interesting. The Polychrome

White Ware, represented by jug No. 32, is known from other tombs, too, where it always

occurs in early layers. The Red Slip Ware, represented by Nos. i and 8, is similar to the

bowl No. 52 in Tomib 2 but quite different to the Cypriote Red Slip Ware known from

the Cypro-Geometric III period. The shape of the bowl (No. i) agrees with forms of

that period and may be interpreted as the immediate fore-runner to the Red Slip I (III)

bowls of the Cypro-Geometric III period. The shape of jug (No. 8), however, agrees

more with Cypro-Geometric I shapes and should probably be assigned to that period.

The finds of the third burial layer assign this burial to a much later period. The pottery

consists of Hellenistic-Roman Varnished and Plain Wares, which may assign the burial

to the transitional period between the Hellenistic and Roman periods. To that time

the small glass bottle (No. 53) also points.

TOMB 22 (Figs. 37; 15; 40; 41; 46; I, 2, 6)

SIZE

Length Width Depth

Dromos 1.50 0.88 —
Stomion 0.35 0.85 0.45

Shaft 2.60 1.50 1.70

SHAPE

The dromos is of the usual passage type and has almost parallel sides. It slopes down to

the stomion without steps. The sides are perpendicularly cut in the rock, on the N. side

strengthened bv a lying block ashlar. The entrance was found blocked up with a large flat slab,

preserved in situ, leaning against the lintel and resting on the dromos floor. The stomion

was roofed over by a roughly cut lintel preserved in situ and resting on the rock edges on

both sides of the dromos. The lintel measured 1.27 m. in length and was levelled on the

upper side. No jambs were used for supporting the lintel. The interior of the tomb is

excavated in the rock with the usual shaft form and makes a right angle with the dromos.

The tomb floor is situated at a level about 0.50 m. below that of the stomion floor. The

shaft is rectangular with rounded angles and slightly curved sides. The walls taper upwards

on all sides. Along the W. side a ledge of pebble was laid out. It was rectangular in shape

with the exterior corner rounded. The ledge was bordered with flat rubble which constituted

a well preserved edge to the ledge. The N. part of the rock floor was covered by pebbles

(cf. below). The roof of the shaft was comparatively well preserved. It was laid with large,

long slabs, three of which were still in situ above the N. part. The easternmost slab was

removed so that the edge of the shaft could be seen there (Fig. 40). The largest of the roof

slabs measured 2.40 m. in length.
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Fig. 40. .Amathus. Tomb 22. Exterior view from
the dromos.

Fig. 41. .Amathus. Tomb 22. Interior view with
finds and skeletal remains in situ.

STR.ATIFIC.ATION

The layers in this tomb were found entirely undisturbed. The roof slab removed had
caused no damage to the layers in the tomb. The filling in the dromos consisted of homo-
geneous brown or grey earth. In the filling a large stone slab was found, nearly of the same
width as the dromos. The measurement of this will be discussed below. — Inside the tomb
the floor was covered with a layer of pebbles which extended onlv over the N. half of the
shaft. The space in front of the entrance had no pebbles, but instead of these, a layer of
dark earth mixed with clay was found (Layer 5). In this layer were most of the pots; some
of them, however, extended up into the next layer (Layer 4), which also was dark in colour
but not so hard in consistency, as Layer 5. These two layers are both to be ascribed to a
period shortly after the burials. The rest of the tomb was filled to the roof slabs with
heterogeneous earth, grey and brown in colour (Layer 3). A similar kind of earth was noted
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above the slabs (Layer 2) where the colour was grev. The surface laver was, as usual,

dark (Layer i).

BURIALS

Two separate burials could clearly be distinguished in this tomb. The first skeleton was

found on the pebble ledge along the W. side of the tomb. There, a cranium and some badly

preserved remains of the other parts of the skeleton were found. Xo certain conclusions

as to the position of the body could be made, but it is likelv that the corpse was placed in a

dorsal, out-stretched position with the head to the X. As the ledge measures only 1.60 m.

in length it may be suggested that a child or a small woman was buried there. The corpse

was provided with vases Xos. i—3, 5 and 8. At the side of the head, the bronze bowls, Xos.

6 and 7, were placed, one inside the other. In connection with the head, too, the bronze

fibula Xo. 9, the faience plaque Xo. 4 and the steatite bead XT. 32 were found. The finger-

ring X"^o. 33 was found in situ at a place which makes it probable that the right arm was

stretched along the side.

E. of the pebble ledge with Skeleton I, a second skeleton was found (Skeleton II). Only

very mouldered remains were left. Probably the body was placed with the head to the S. as

some fragments of femora and tibiae could be distinguished at the opposite side. This skeleton,

too, was placed on a bed of pebbles at a slightly lower level than that with Skeleton 1 . This bed,

too, was bordered with rubble at the S. end; there is no doubt that it was laid out later than

the W. ledge. If the two ledges really represent two different burial periods it must be supposed

that the large deposit of vases in the S. E. corner of the tomb were piled up there in conne.xion

with the later burial as some of the pots (Xos. ii— 18) are lying above the ledge. The

deposit mentioned may, however, contain pots from both burials. Because of that, the whole

content of the deposit is treated as a closed find in the diagram, p. 123. The jug Xo. 10,

and the bead Xo. 31 may, however, certainly be ascribed to the second burial. — The large

stone slab in the dromos (cf. above) may need some explanation (Fig. 40). Its position

implies its connection with the burials in the tomb. As the layers in tlie dromos were intact

it is impossible that it derives from some subsequent disturbances at the site. Possibly

the slab has some sacrificial meaning.

FINDS (groups: pls. XXVI, 2,

1. White Painted I bird-shaped vessel on three stands,

oval body with horizontal, trian^^ular tail; pierced

vertical spout and handle on back; lonir, curved neck

with pierced, triangular head. On the sides, vvini^s

were fixed, now' missing. The body is decorated with

borders of ladder-pattern; parallel lines on tail and

concentric circles on spout. Length i8.o. 50.

2. White Painted I bowl with flat base; slu^htly contracted

rim; two horizontal handles on the sides. Encirclinit

bands on the sides. Diam. S.o. — 40.

3. White Painted I amphoriskos with hat base; depressed

body; wide, flat rim; two handles from rim to shoulder.

On bottom black maltese cross; four encircling bands

XXVII, i; TYPF..-^: L. OF PL. 11)

! on lower part of body, metopes vvith crossed lines and

;

lattice-lozenues altcrnatmu with veitical ladder-pattern;

transverse lines tin rim. One handle missinu. lleiOtt

6.7. — 3S.

4.

Kectanyular seal of paste (see Appendices I II). Lentith

2.2 35

T. White Painted I amphoriskos with toot ; slii^htly depressed

body; wide, concave neck with out-turned rim; two

vertical handles from rim to shoulder. Encircling

bands and wavy bands on bodv and neck. ()nc handle

inissimt. Height 12 3. - 40.

6. Shallow bron'/e bowl with llat rim. 'The bottom

damaged. Diam. 147. ."45
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7. Br(inze as Nd. 6. Only parts of rim preserved.

Diam 22 2. — 45.

S. White Painted I Hat bowl with fiat base; curved sides;

two horizontal handles on the sides. Black maltese

cross as bottom ornament; encirclini? black lines on the

sides outside and in; black rim and handle. Diam. 158.

' 45-

g Fragment of a bronze fibula with low, moulded bow,

two beads on bow and twice twisted spring. Pin and :

catch missing Length c. 4.8. — 45

10. Polychrome White I globular jug with base-ring;

narrow neck with mid-ridge and funnel-mouth; handle

from neck to shoulder. Vertical black, red, and white

circles symmetrically arranged on either side; winged

lozenges as front ornament on shoulder; encircling

black and red lines around neck and mouth; black ladder-

pattern on handle. Cypriote Ware. Height 17.5. -f 30.
'

11 White Painted II oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical

neck with pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Imcirchng black lines around body; wavy line around
I

neck, bordered zigzag lines on handle. Height 19.6. 30.
j

12 Bichrome I globular jug with base-ring; narrow neck

with mid-ridge; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to
'

shoulder. Vertical black spirals and black and red

bands symmetrically arranged on either side; three

winged, black latticed lozenges as front ornament on

shoulder; bordered, crossed lines as back ornaments

below handle; encircling black and red lines around

mouth; bordered black zigzag lines on handle. Height

25.0. - 30.

13. White Painted I jug on low foot; concave neck with

pinched nm. Three deep grooves encircling the neck-

line; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling black

lines around foot and body; ladder-pattern on handle.

Height 22.8. 4-25.

14. White Painted I oval amphora with low foot; slightly

depressed shoulder; narrow, concave neck; stilted rim;

horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling black lines ,

around body and neck; four groups of vertical lines on
|

shoulder; black lines on handles. Height 20.0. 4- 25.

15. Bichrome barrel-shaped jug with long, narrow neck;

stilted rim; handle from neck to shoulder; body rather

asymmetrical. Vertical, black and red circular bands on

sides; black painted mouth. Foreign Ware. Height

-22 5
— 25

16. White Painted I open bowl with flat base; flat rim and '

two horizontal handles on rim. Bordered, winged

lozenge filled with latticed, small lozenges as bottom

ornament; encircling black lines outside and in; black

painted rim and handles. Diam. 23 2. 50.

17. Black ^lip I jug with low' foot; depressed shoulders;

concave neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Body
\ertically grooved. Height 18.0. -f- 55.

18. Bichrome I flat bowl with flat base; slightly contracted

nm, two horizontal handles below rim. A black maltese

cross encircled by black and red lines. F'rom this centre

radiate bordered latticed bands alternating with bordered
,

bands with filled lozenges; black cross lines at the edge

at the base; encircling black lines at the sides and

inside the bowl. Diam. 21.7. ^30.

19. White Painted II oval jug with base-ring, narrow

cvUndrical neck with stilted nm; handle from neck to

shoulder. Encircling black lines around body and neck;

wavy line around neck; bordered zigzag lines on handle.

Fleight 34.0. -r 25.

20. Bichrome I flat bowl with flat base; flat rim; two hori-

zontal knobbed handles on nm. Black maltese cross

encircled by black and red bands; from this central

decoration alternating bordered latticed lozenges, and

triangles filled w'ith latticed lozenges, or filled lozenges;

encircling black lines on sides and groups of concentric

black and red circles inside. Black rim and handles.

Diam. 29.5. -f 40.

21. White Painted I amphoriskos on foot; wide, concave

neck W'ith flat rim; handles from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines and w'avy lines around body and neck;

groups of transverse lines on rim; ladder-patterns on

handles. Height 15.4. -r 30.

22. Black Slip 1 bow'l with low' foot; wide mouth w'lth

contracted rim; tw'o horizontal handles on the sides;

lower part of body vertically grooved. I’hick, black

slip. Diam. 13.9. — 45.

23. White Painted I amphoriskos, as No. 21. Fleight 140.

-r 30.

24. White Painted I amphora, as No. 14. Height 18.5 -j- 35,

25. White Painted I strainer pierced, by many large holes;

sides widening upwards; contracted flat rim; two hori-

zontal handles on rim. The side is decorated w'ith vertical

latticed bands, a bordered triangle filled with latticed

lozenges, bordered band of lattice-lozenges, and bordered

triangles w'ith filled lozenges; encircling black lines

outside and in; crossed lines on handles. The pierced

part is covered with a black slip. Diam. 20.2. + 40.

26. White Painted I amphora, as No. 21. Height 18.0. -f- 30.

27. White Painted I amphora, as No. 21 . Height 13.5. -f 20.

28. White Painted I amphora, as No. 14. Height 16.5. + 25.

29. Fragments of a White Painted I jug. 4- 25.

30. White Painted II amphora with oval body; raised base-

ring; cylindrical, or slightly concave neck; flat rim;

horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling bands

and wavy line on body and around neck. The shoulder

is decorated with a bordered triangle filled with lattice-

lozenges, alternating with bordered band of lattice-

lozenges, and a triangle with filled lozenges; groups of

transverse lines on nm; black handles with vertical

strokes. Height 45.5. — 20.

31. Globular depressed melon bead of cornelian; hole

through the centre. Diam. 1.2. -4 30.

32. Small biconical bead of black steatite; large hole through

centre filled with a piece of a bone pin. Length

1-5- -440-

33. Circular, plain, flat ring of bronze. Slightly deformed.

Diam. 3.6. 4- 40.

34. White Painted I open bowl vvflth base-ring; curved
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sides flat rim; horizontal knobbed handles on rim.

The bottom is decorated with a bordered band of

bordered lattice-lozenges in the middle of alternating

bordered latticed triangles, triangle filled with black
;

lozenges; cross-lines on the base-ring and concentric ,

circles on the sides. Inside, spiral ornament at the

bottom and encircling band on the side. Black painted
;

rim and handles Diam. 20.7. -f 20. '

35. White Painted I amphoriskos, as No. 21, but without

wavy line on body. Height 14.7. -r 25.

36. White Painted I open bowl with flat base; curved sides;

stilted rim; knobbed, horizontal handles on rim. Base
\

decorated with band of latticed chequers in the middle !

of bordered bands with filled triangles; encircling lines ,

on the sides and spiral ornaments inside; black rim and
i

handles. Diam 25.2. -h 22. ;

37. Black Slip I jug, as No. 17. Height 18.5. -p 25.

38. White Painted I flat bowl with flat base; curved sides;

horizontal handles below rim. Bordered lattice-lozenge

at the bottom; encircling lines outside and in. Below '

rim is one small cross; black rim and handles. Diam.

12.0. P- 25.

39. White Painted lentoid pilgrim bottle with narrow neck;

funnel-mouth with stilted rim; handles from neck to

shoulder. Vertical circles symmetrically arranged on

either side of body; transverse lines on handles and rim.

Foreign Ware. Height 13 5. -p 25-

40. White Painted I bowl, as No. 8. A maltese cross as
|

bottom ornament encircled by black lines; side decorated

with a bordered latticed band; bordered zigzag line,

and two bordered triangles with filled lozenges; encircling

lines inside; black handles and rim. Diam. 14.3. -p 20.

41. White Painted I amphoriskos, as No. 21. Height 14.0.

20.

2 2

42. White Painted I jug with foot; slightly depressed

shoulder, concave neck, stilted rim, handle from nm
to shoulder; a tubular spout with strainer on the shoulder.

Encircling bands and lines around foot and body.

A wavy line around neck ladder-pattern on handle;

\ertical lines on spout. Height iS 2 — 30.

43. White Painted pilgrim bottle, as No. 39, but without

transverse lines on nm Height 125. - 20.

44. White Painted pilgrim bottle, as No. 39 Height 13.5. —20.

45. Plain White I jug with flat base; depressed shoulder;

concave, wide neck; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 12.7. -p 20.

46. White Painted I amphoriskos, as No. 21 . Height 1 3 .0. -p20.

47. White Painted I amphoriskos, as No. 14. Height 16.5. -r20.

48. Bichrome I flat bowl with two handles below rim.

Black maltese cross encircled by black and red lines;

from this centre radiate bordered, latticed triangles;

encircling lines inside. Diam. 12.6. p- 20.

49. White Painted I pilgrim bottle, as No. 39. Height 12.3.

-r 20.

50. White Painted pilgrim bottle, as No. 39. Height 13.5.

p- 20.

51. Bronze fibula with high, moulded bow with three

beads; narrow, up-turned catch and straight pin.

Part of pm missing Length 55. -i- 25.

52. Plain, flat, circular bronze ring with overlapping ends.

Diam. 3.0. -r 25.

Supplementary catalogue.

53. White Painted I bowl, as No 40, bur more raised

Bottom IS decorated with five black triangles instead of

the maltese croc>s, encircled by black lines. On the

sides, two bordered triangles filled with lattice-lozcnges;

encircling lines inside;black handles andnm. Diam. 18. S.

The distribution of the finds between the groups is shown by the following diagram;
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CHRONOLOGY

The diagram shows the difference between the various burials. The tomb-gifts attributed

to the first hurial contain as regards the pottery, Type I only (White Painted Ware). Though

the pots are rather few it mav be right to assign this burial to the Cypro-Geometric I perioef.

Among the pottery attributed to the second burial. Types I and II are represented. The

White Painted II Ware is represented by one jug only (No. ii). This is of a very early

type, a transitional form between Types I and II. Examining the large deposit of vases,

partly certainly connected with the second burial, a similar relation is noted. This deposit

of vases contains Types I and II. Type II is here represented by the jug No. 19 and the

amphora No. 30, both showing earb’ features. The bulk of the pots, however, are of Type I.

This combination of pottery assigns the second burial to the very transitional period between

the Cypro-Geometric I and II periods. Nothing was found in the tomb which should he

dated later. — The Polychrome White jug (No. 10) is of a special interest as it, evidently,

not is imported, but of pure Cypriote clay like the rest of the pottery. The shape is known

from the Cypro-Geometric I period but the decoration is unique. It is probably a local

variation influenced by the foreign Polychrome Ware.

As to the absolute chronology, the faience plaque No. 4 may be mentioned (see

Appendix I). It has been dated by Professor Newberry to the Ramesside Period or later

,

which may be considered as a terminus post quern for the first burial.

TOWB 23 (Figs. 42; 43; 46:7— 12)

SIZE

Length Width Height

Dromos 1.35 0.80 i.oo

Stomion 0.40 0.60 0.88

Rock shaft 2.65 1.35 1.60

SHAPE

This tomb resembles Toiub 5 in general outline. The dromos slopes gently down to the

entrance, without any steps. The sides are perpendicular and diverge slightly towards the

entrance. On the right side, there is a small irregularity of no importance to the whole.

The entrance was found blocked by an upright door slab which was standing in the dromos,

about 0.20 m. from the stomion. The slab was wedged at the right side. The stomion

was built of two orthostatic jambs of parallelepipedic shape. Between the jambs a rather

well cut thresh(dd was preserved in situ. The jambs measured nearly i m. in height; the

threshold 0.^7 m. in length. The lintel had been removed and was missing. The tomh was

of the usual shaft type and was oriented at right angles to the dromcjs. The general outline

was rectangular in shape with the angles slightly rounded. The short sides of the rectangular

shaft were perpendicular, but the N. long side is slightly leaning inwards. The S. W. corner
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of the shaft had been cut off obliquely (cf. Fie^. 42). This mav have been done in connexion

with the 4th burial period (cf. below). Xo roof stones were preserved in situ. Possiblv

they had been removed at the time when the S. \V. corner was cut off, or in connexion

with the 4th burial period.

At the bottom of the shaft a well built pebble ledge was found along the S. and W. sides.

It consisted of pebbles to a height of o.i^ m. The pebbles were bordered with flat rubble

of irregular shape. This ledge is to be attributed to the first burial period, contemporarv

with the building of the tomb.

STRATIFICATION'

In this tomb various layers could be distinguished, some of which represent various

burial periods. Below the dark surface earth (Laver i) follows a laver of homogeneous

brown or grey earth to level — 10^5, where the uppermost burial laver was met with. The

floor at this level consisted of a laver of clav originating from innumerable fragments of

human bones (Fig. 42). On this floor some pots were found (Xos. i—8). This laver

being removed another layer of grey earth was found (Layer 3) extending down to level — 60,

where a second floor could be noted. On this, the pots Xos. 9— 14, 80, 81 and the scarab

Xo. 15 were found. If the flnds on these two upper floors were comparatively few, a large

number of pots were found on a floor, at level c. — 40. The earth above this floor (Layer 4),

consisted of horizontally laid clay which, evidentlv, had infiltrated from the roof like the

layers mentioned above. The original burial layer (Layer 5) was found below level — 40

at the bottom of the tomb. This layer consisted of dark, hard clay and contained a certain

number of pots, and the large spear-head (Xo. 6i), the knife (Xo. 62), the fibula (Xo. 63),

the seal (Xo. 78) and the scarabs (Nos. 76, 77). The pebble ledge embedded in this layer

has already been described; as all the earth in this tomb has slowly silted in from above

or from the entrance, it is certain that the lower strata must represent earlier periods of

burial. The chronological sequence of the strata is thus;

1. Burial stratum at bottom; Finds Xos. 17—20, 30, 34—37, 47, 54—57, 59—79.

2. Burial stratum at level A 40; Finds Xos. 16, 21—29, 31—33, 38—46, 48—53.

3. Burial stratum at level A 60; Finds Xos. 9— 15, 80, 81.

4. Burial stratum at level A 105; Finds Xos. 1—8.

BCRIAT.s

It is natural to suppose that the earliest burial in this tomb was placed on the pebble

ledge along the S. wall of the shaft. There, some verv badlv destroved remains ol a skeleton

with just the outlines of a cranium (Xo. XVI) were found. The bodv seems to have

been placed in an outstretched position with the head to the E. This being so, the scarabs

Xos. 76 and 77 and the seal, Xo. 78 should be connected with this burial having been fixed

to the dress. The howl, Xo. ^4, was placed at the feet. Possiblv the pots Xos. 17— 20, too,

should be ascribed to this burial, being placed just outside the ledge near the head. The
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Fig. 42 Amathus. Tomb 23. 4th burial layer

vvith finds and skeletal remains in situ.

Fig. 43. .Amathus, Tomb 23. Finds from the ist

and 2nd burial layers in situ.

same might be supposed as to the spear-head No. 61, the knife No. 62 and large fibula No. 63

at the feet of the skeleton.

It seems impossible to draw any certain conclusions as to the rest of the finds from this

first burial laver, and their connexion with the skeleton mentioned. No other skeletal

remains were found in this layer. The contents, however, give evidence that there are

repeated burials on the tomb floor to be accounted for.

The second burial laver gives a quite new aspect. There, no bed or ledge of pebbles

could be found. The lower parts of a large skeleton was cleared in the N. E. part of the

tomb: the tibiae, femora and pelvis with part of the spinal column were preserved in situ.

This bodv had apparently been placed in a sitting position with its back leaning against

the wall. The upper parts of the corpse have fallen, the fragments being scattered over

the floor. The cranium was found close to the remains of the pelvis (Cranium XIV). The

badly destroy ed remains of an other cranium (No. XV) were found not far from Cranium

XIV. Whether more than two corpses were buried on this floor or not, remains uncertain.

Some pots are clearly to be connected with these burials. Nos. 21—26 were found in the

immediate vicinitv of the skeletal remains mentioned, and Nos. 27—29, 33 were

placed around the lower extremities. The deposit of pots in the N. W. corner of the

shaft mav be explained either as belonging to the same burial, or as burial-gifts, being

removed from an earlier burial and pushed against the wall.

In the third burial layer, no complete skeleton could be cleared. All the remains were

scattered about around the whole floor. The number of burials could only be counted
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by means of the crania (Xos. XII, XIII). All other remains of the skeletons were

mixed together.

A similar state was noted as regards the fourth burial layer, where a comparatively

large number of crania and human bones were found entirely mixed together. Eleven

crania were counted (Nos. I—XI). They were all in a very bad state of preservation.

The chronological order of the burials is as follows;

1. Skeleton XVI; Finds Nos. 17—20, 76—78, 54, 61—63.

Probably other burials in the same layer; Finds Nos. 30, 34—37, 47, 55— 57, 59, 60, 64—79.

2. Skeletons XIV and XV; Finds Nos. 16, 21—29, 31—33.

Probably other burials in the same layer; Finds Nos. 38—46, 48—53.

3. Skeletons XII, XIII; Finds Nos. 9—15, 80, 81.

4. Skeletons I—XI; Finds Nos. i—8.

FINDS (groups: pls. xxviii, XXIX I—3; types: l. of PL. ii)

1. White Painted IV amphora with base-ring; biconical Two tree ornaments as frontal design on shoulder, and

body; depressed shoulder; short, cylindrical neck: three crossed lines on either side; encircling lines

stilted rim; large horizontal handles on shoulder. around neck and nm; eye ornament below nm;

Encircling lines around body, shoulder, and neck; bordered zigzag lines on handles. Height 13.0. —~o.

degenerate wavy line around shoulder; black handles. 12. Plain White III-IX torpedo-shaped pithos with pointed

Height 34.5. -f no. base; slightly concave sides. Upper part missing.

2. Bichrome IV deep bowl with flat base; curved sides; Height 55.0. — 90.

plain rim. Wide, red band bordered with black lines 13. Black-on-Red II {I\ ) oval jug with base-ring; tapering

outside and in, below rim. IDiam. 13.0. 105. neck; pinched nm, twin-handle from nm t<j shoulder.

3. White Painted IV sack-shaped jug with flat base; Vertical concentric circles, symmetrically arranged on

short convex neck; handle from nm to body. Black either side; encircling lines around shoulder, neck-line

dots on handle. Height 10.9. -- iio. and nm; fl\e crossed lines as tront ornament on shoulder;

4. Plain White III-IV plate, as No. 5. Diam. 17.5. — no. vertical lines on handle. Height 42.0. -- 70.

5. Plain White III-IV bowl with flat base; plain rim. 14. White Painted I\ amphora vith raised base-ring;

Oreenish, white washed clay. Diam. 17.4. “r 105. depressed shoulder; short cylindrical neck; stilted nm,

6. W'hite Painted IV globular jug with flat base; short, horizontal handles on shoulder. Enuirclmg bands and

narrow neck with handle-ridge; stilted rim, handle from lines around body, shoulder and neck; degenerate

neck to shoulder. Encircling brown lines around neck; wavy line below shoulder, zigzag lines encircling nm,

transverse lines on handle. Height 17.5. -r 100. and black painted handles. Height 39.0. — 70.

7. White Painted IV bowl with flat base, plain nm. En- 15. Scarab ot white steatite of 'I’ype A5-B4-C4. Double

circling black line outside, and inside the nm. Diam. breast-line; elytra marked by double line. On base,

9.1. -r 120. a cartouche with meaningless signs, flanked by a wzat e\e

8. Bichrome IV globular jug with flat base; convex neck on either side See Appendices I and II. Length i S.

widening upwards; handle from rim to shoulder; short Height 09. -i- 60.

horizontal spout on belly. Red tree ornaments around 16. Pwo flnger-nngs of silver with osal bezels in which are

shoulder; encircling black lines and zigzag line around fltted small scarabs of lapis lazuli. Diam. 2.3. — 45.

neck; alternating red and black lines on spout, and 17. Bichrome H barrel-shaped jug with oblong body and

black transverse lines on handle. Height 9.0. -i- 115 side-knobs; narrow neck tapering up\\ards; handle from

9. White Painted IV globular jug with flat base; neck and neck to shoulder. \ ertical concentric circles sxmmetric-

handle missing. Vertical bands of small concentric ally arranged on either side; encircling black lines on

circles on shoulder. Height 7.6. A 90, neck; \ertical red lines below nm; black ladder-pattern

10. WAite Painted IV depressed jug with flat base, short, on handle. Height 11.8. — 25.

narrow neck with handle-ridge; handle from neck to 18. Black Slip I jug on lo^^' toot, slightly depressed shoulder;

shoulder. Encircling line around neck. Height 10.o. A 90. neck-line ridge, slightly coneaxe neck, pinched nm;

11. White Painted IV depressed jug with flat base; wide. handle from neck to shoulder; body xertically grooxed;

short neck; pinched nm; handle from nm to shoulder. mat, black slip. Height 17.7. — i 5 -
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K). White Painted I jiiu" with low fo»»r, sliu^hth depres^cd

bods; i'hnrt concave neck with plain rim, probably

proNided with a ba^ket-handIe. On shoulder there

IS a spout. Lower part ot body covered with a black

slip, encircling lines around neck, black lines on

spout. Height 12.0. — 25.

20. Black Slip I amphoriskos on low foot; oval body;

wide, cylindrical neck; flat rim; handles from rim to

shoulder. Belly vertically grooved Ilemht 14.4 — 22.

21. White Painted III amphora with base-rinu; shshtly

depressed body; cylindrical neck; fiat horizontal rim;

horizontal handles on shoulder. Decoration almost

entirely worn utf Put toi^ether from many pieces.

Height 50 o. — 45.

22 White Painted IV oval juc^ with flat base, wide, concave

neck, handle from rim to shoulder. Two cross lines

on handle. Height 14.5. — 35.

23. Red blip II (IV) open bowl with base-ring; flat rim.

Bowl covered by a mat, partly dark, red slip. Diam.

^7-^ — 45-

24. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep bowl with base-ring; curved

sides; stilted nm; horizontal handles below rim.

Encircling black lines outside and m; mat, light red

slip. Diam. 21 S. — 45.

25. Black-on-Red 11 (IV) oval amphora with base-ring; short

cylindrical neck with flat rim; wide handles from rim

to >houlder. Groups of encircling lines around belly,

shoulder, and neck; black lozenges crossed by vertical

line on handle. Rim chipped. Height 32 2 — 25.

26 Sherds of a White Painted l\ jug. — 35.

27. Plain White II I-I\’ o\ al jug with Hat base; short, concave

ncLk; handle from rim to shoulder Height 19.0. — 35

2S. White Painted I\’ bowl, as No. 2 but without black

lines. Very much damaged Diam c. i<).5. — 25.

29. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl, shape as No 23. but with

two horizontal handle^ below nm. Encircling black lines

outside and in One side damaged Diam. 29 S. — 30.

30. Polychrome White globular jug. as No. 66. All the

decoration worn off. P'oreign Ware Height 26.0 10.

31 Red Slip II IV) plate with hat base; riat horizontal

nm. Light red, polished shp. Diam. 244 35.

32. White Painted I\' bowl, as No. 2S. Diam. -- 35

33. Red ^lip II (IV) plate, as No. 3 1 . Some pieces missing.

Diam. 23 o. — 45.

;4. Red Slip I (III) bowl with flat base; slightly up-turned,

hat nm IVIat, red slip, polished in fine concentric

circles outside and in Diam. iS.o. --- 20.

35 White Painted IV o\al jug with base-ring; narrow neck

narrowing upwards; stilted nm; handle from nm to

shoulder. Encircling lilack lines around body and neck;

bordered zigzag lines on handle. Height 2S o. -- 15

3^). White Painted III o\al jug with base-ring, slightly

conca\e neck. ]'>inched run; handle Irom nm to shoulder.

Einircling black lines around base-nng, shoulder, and

neck, bordered zigzag line on handle Height 27 5. 10

37. White Painted III jug with base-ring; o\a! bocb ,

shoit, cslindrual neck, pirwhed nm; hamlle from nm

to slumlder. Encircling lines around body and neck;

bordered z.igzag lines on handle. Height 25.5. Floor.

3S Plain White III-I\* flat bowl with flat base; plain rim.

Diam. 15.9. — 30.

39. Bichrome IV globular jug with flat base; narrow neck

with mid-i idge; stilted rim, handle from neck to shoulder.

Encircling black and red lines around neck. Height

16 o. — 50.

40. Red Slip II (IV) bowl, as No. 23. Diam. 27.3. — 30.

41 White Painted IV open bowl with hat base; raised,

slightly stilted rim, horizontal handle below rim.

Greenish, white washed clay. Group of concentric,

grey circles mside; grey painted nm and handle.

Diam. 24.0. 45.

42. Plain W’hite III-IV jug with flat base; short neck

widening upwards; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 14.5. - 45.

43 White Painted IV jug with flat base; depressed body;

narrow neck with handle-ridge; funnel-mouth; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling red lines around

body and neck; red line on handle. Height 10.3. H- 35.

44. Bichrome III oval jug with flat base; missing neck and

handle. Traces of red paint below handle. Height

7 3- ~ 35-

45. White Pamted III pilgrim bottle with lentoid shape;

narrow neck. Rim and handles missing. All decoration

is worn ofl'. One side missing Height 140. — 39-

46. Red Slip II (IV) jug with flat base; almost globular

body; narrow neck with handle-ridge; stilted rim;

handle from neck to shoulder. Buff, gritty clay, covered

by a light red, mat slip. Eleight 15.5. — 42.

47 White Painted IV jug, similar to No. 39. Height

14 8. — 20.

48. Plain While Ill-lVbuwl, as No. 5. Diam. 20.8. + 45.

49 Open lamp with flattened base and out-turned, pinched

nm. Buff, gritty clay covered by a red, mat slip. Diam.

12-5 -r 50-

50. Red Slip II (IV) plate with small flat base; flat down-

turned rim. Buff, gritty clay, covered by a mat, red

slip. Diam. 24.3. — 42.

51 Blaek-on-Rcd 11 (IV) deep bcnvl with flat base; stilted

nm; two horizontal handles below rim. Encircling black

lines tait.'.ide and in. Mat, light red, partly darkened

slip. Diam. 16 o. — 30.

52, White Painted IV flat bowl with flat base-ring; flat,

almost horizontal rim. Outside and inside the rim, a

red encircling band. Diam. 28. 6. — 30.

53. Plain Vhito III-I\’ bowl, as No. 5. Diam. iSo. -j- 3^.

54 Iflain White I1I-I\’ bowl, as No. 5. Diam. 17.8. -f 25.

55. IMain White III— 1\* jug with flat base, wide, concave

neck, handle Irom nm to shoulder. Height 14.0. Floor.

56. White Painted II jug on low foot; slightly depressed

shoulder; concave neck; basket-handle; short, conical

spout on shoulder Black painteel foot; encircling

lines around bod% and neck, ladder-pattern on handle;

tour lines on spout Handle missing Height 14.7. I'loor.

57 Black Slip I jug with toot, slightly depressed body;
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concave neck with pinched nm handle from rim to

shoulder. The body obliquely aapoved. Height 14.0. Floor.

58. Bead of variegated glass; hole through centre. Diam.
i.o. Found in the sieves.

59. White Painted IV depressed jug with flat base; narrow

neck; handle-ridge; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to

shoulder. Encircling brown band around body and

neck; black painted handle. Height 9.9. — 25.

60. White Painted I kylix on low foot; curved sides; plain

rim; two horizontal handles on the sides. Encircling

bands outside and in. Diam. g 5. Floor.

61. Lancet-shaped spear-head of bronze; broad mid-rib;

circular socket with an iron band around the end.

Pieces of lUst-covered wood in the socket. Length 28.5.

Floor.

62. Fragment of an iron knife with one cutting edge; thick

back; flat tang pierced by a bronze rivet; tang covered

by wood fragments on both sides. Length 10.5. Floor.

63. Large bronze fibula with high bow; two beads with

moulded ridges on each side of bow; a twice twisted

large spiral; straight pin; large, fiat catch. Length 11.2.

Height 8.0. Floor.

64. Bichrome II open bowl with base-ring; plain rim;

horizontal handles on rim. Black maltese cross encircled

by three concentric circles inside the base-ring; encircling

red and black lines outside and in. Black painted handles.

Diam. 20 7. Floor.

65. Plain W’hite III—IV jug. as Xo. 55. Height 12.S. Floor.

66. Polychrome W’hite globular jug with narrow neck

with handle-ridge; funnel-mouth, handle from neck to

shoulder. Vertical black, red and white circles symmet-

rically arranged on either side; four emssed lines as

front ornament on shoulder. Foreign W’are. Height

24.7. Floor.

67. W’hite Painted III amphonskos with low foot; depressed

shoulder; wide neck; fiat rim; handles from nm to

shoulder. Encircling lines around body and neck-

line; groups of small concentric circles on neck; groups

of crossed lines on rim; ladder-pattern on handles.

Height 13. 1. Floor.

68. W’hite Painted III open bowl with flat base; slightly

contracted nm; small, horizontal handles below rim.

Encircling black lines outside and m. Diam. 17 4. Floor.
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69 Bichrome III oval jug with flat base; narrow neck

with handle-ndge; funnel-shaped mouth; handle from

neck to shoulder. Encircling black and red lines around

body and mouth. Plandle rnisMng. Height 10 9 Floor.

70. Plain W’hite III--IV deep bowl with flat base; plain

rim. Diam. 13.3. Floor.

71- Plain White III-IV jug, as Xo 55. Height 13 7. Floor.

72. Plain W’hite III-IV bowl, as Xo. 5. Diam. 16.2. Floor.

73. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl with flat base, raised plain

rim; small, horizontal handles below nm. Encircling

lines outside and in. Diam. 18.6. Floor.

74. W’hite Painted IV bowl with flat base; raised, plain nm.
Black painted nm. Diam. ii.i. Floor.

75. W’hite Painted II lentoid pilgrim bottle with side-knobs;

narrow neck; handles from neck to shoulder. Vertical

circles on either side; ladder-pattern on handles. Rim
missing. Height 11.4. Floor.

76. Scarab of white steatite of Type A3-B2-C3. On
base, a cartouche with the name Men-kheper-re.

Encircling line. See Appendices I and IL Length

1.7. Height 0.9. Floor.

77. Scarab of white steatite of Type A5-B4-C4. Elytra

marked by double line. On base, the blundered name
of Amon-Re. Encircling line. See Appendices I and IL

Length 1.3. cm. Height 0.65 cm. Floor.

78. Conical seal of black steatite. Big string-hole through

middle. On base, incision representing walking antelope.

Rude work. See Appendices I and IL Length 1.75.

Height 1.7. -r 25.

Supplementary catalogue.

79 Black Slip I jug with foot; oval body; slightly concave

neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Body

vertically grooved. Height 12 2. Floor.

80. The upper part of a Plain W’hite IV torpedo-shaped

pithos, as Xo. 12 Well marked shoulder-line, almost

horizontal shoulder; short, narrow nm; two vertical

handles below shoulder. Diam 25.0. (3rd burial str )

81. Bichrome IV lid with flat base, curved upper side;

concave central knob Encircling black bordered, red

bands on upper side Diam. i(> S (3rd burial str )

0
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The following diagram shows the distribution of the finds between the various burial

strata:

P I) t t e r V Iron Bronze Silver tllypties
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CHRONOLOGY

Summing up the results shown in the diagram, it is evident that the burial-gifts from the

bottom stratum originate from different burials. The potterv consists of Tvpes I—IV.

This combination of pottery assigns the latest burial in this stratum to the Cvpro-Archaic

I period, but the early types of pottery indicate that there should be another burial already

in the Cvpro-Geometric II or III period to be accounted for. All the finds ascribed to

Skeleton XVI are of this earlv type, so it seems reasonable to assign Skeleton XVI to the

period mentioned.

The potterv from the second burial stratum contained Tvpes III—IV; here all the early

tvpes have ceased. This combination of pottery assigns the burials of this laver to the

Cvpro-Archaic I period, and considering the Type III, to a rather earlv stage of

the period mentioned. The third and fourth burial strata contained potterv of Type IV

onlv: White Painted IV, Bichrome IV, Black-on-Red II (IV)', and Plain White IV Wares.

This combination of pottery assigns the layers to later stages of the Cypro-Archaic I period.

As the stratification distinctly separates the different burials we are in the comparatively

rare position to show four different stages of the Cvpro-Archaic I period.

As regards the pottery, it is, however, not possible to differentiate the tvpes any further

than to distinguish earlv tvpes from late.
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Fig. 44. Amathus. Tomb 24. The entrance seen Fig. 45. Amathus. Tomb 26. .-Xlabaster vase in situ,

from the dromos. seen from above.

The scarabs Nos. 15, 76, 77 and the seal No. 78 may be of certain interest for the absolute

chronology. The seal No. 78 is, according to Dr. Pieper, a work in Alitanni style and shows

a type characteristic of Asia Minor. No. 77 dates from the Ramesside or a later period.

These were found in the bottom stratum. No. 15, found in the third burial stratum, repre-

sents a much earlier type and may be ascribed to the Hyksos period and can, under no

conditions, be later than 1400 B. C. (cf. Appendices I and II.)

TOMB 24 (Figs. 44; 46:4, 5, 14)

SH.APE

Length Width Ilemht

Dromos 2.40 0.95 1.50

Stomion o.:;5 0.67 0.84

Chamber 1.85 1.30 1.70

This tomb is of a slightly different tvpe from the other tombs excavated. It was extra-

ordinarily well preserved, too, and, therefore, the interior gave quite a different impression

to the previously excavated tombs. The dromos situated in the longitudinal axis of the shaft
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consists of a passage he^Yn out of the rock. The sicies are almost parallel and perpendicular.

The floor slopes gentlv to the tioorwav, which was found intact. The construction of the en-

trance is similar to that of Tomb 2, but much coarser. The doorway consists of an irregular

slab wedged on the sides. The stomion was carefully built with a threshold, two orthostatic

jambs and a lintel preserved in situ. The rear wall of the dromos, built above the lintel,

consisted of laid ashlar roughly hewn and varying in size, the largest being about 0.50 m.

in length. This wall was for the purpose of retaining the earth over the roof slabs, and to

prevent it from sliding down into the dromos (cf. the same construction in Tomb 2).

The interior of the tomb consisted of a shaft excavated in the rock. The walls were on all

sides perpendicular. The floor was situated at a level about 0.25—0.30 m. below the threshold

level. In the rear wall there was a semicircular niche at about the same level as the threshold

and extending over the whole width of the wall. The niche had an obliquely sloping roof.

The shaft was covered bv thin, flat slabs, three of which were of large size, while two others

placed over their joints were of a small size. The large slabs rest on the solid rock edges.

STR.ATIFIC.VTION

The dromos was filled with a homogeneous grey earth, entirely separated from the earth

in the tomb. This consisted of a layer of wet clay, about 0.30 m. thick, on the tomb floor.

Curiously enough no other earth was found in the tomb in spite of the fact that neither

the roof slabs nor the door packing were closely fitted.

BURI.ALS

Xo skeletal remains were found in this tomb, but the corpses buried may have been

placed in the back part of the tomb. Just inside the door a deposit of vases was found,

probablv all belonging to the same burial. The jug, No. i, had been removed by the water

infiltrated, to the centre of the tomb and was found resting on the layer of clay.

FINDS (group: PL. XXVII,

I Whire Painted II oval juit with basc-rmy; narrow,

concave neck with stilted nm; handle from neck to

shoulder. Encircling lines around body and neck;

two wavy lines around neck; bordered zigzatr lines on

handle. Height 40 o. — 28.

2. Bichrome II oval jug with base-ring; narrow neck.

Ivncirclmg black lines above base-ring; bordered band

around shoulder Rirn and piece of handle missing

Height 14 .T 15.

3. Bichrome I depres'^ed jug on low foot; cylindrical neck

with pinched nm, twin-handle from neck to shoulder.

Ikncircling black and red lines above foot and on belly;

wavy line around neck; ladder-pattern on handle.

I leight 17.0. — lO.

4. Plain White I— II jug with flat base; depressed body;

conva'c. wide neck, handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 125. 13.

2; types: l. of PL. ii)

5. Black Slip II jug with base-ring, neck narrowing

upwards; pinched nm, handle from rim to shoulder.

'Thin, reddish dark slip. Height 25.0. — 23.

6. White Painted II open bowl with flat base, curved sides;

horizontal handle below nm. Encircling lines outside and

in. Diam. 20 9. “ 30.

7. White Painted I oval jug with wide foot; depressed

shoulder; narrow', concave neck with pinched nm;

handle from nm to shoulder. Ivncircling lines around

body and neck, two wavy lines around neck; ladder-

pattern on handle. Height iS.o. 15.

S. Plain White I oval jug with raised base-ring; slightly

depressed shoulder; pinched nm; handle from rim

to shcmlder. Height 190. — 15.

9. Bichrome I oval jug with raised base-ring, evlindneal

neck with stilted nm; handle from nm to shoulder;

short, concave spout with strainer. Encircling black
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lines around body and neck; wavy line around neck;

parallel lines on spout; bordered zigzag lines on handle.

Height 19. y. + 23.

10. Plain White I— II bowl with flat base; slightly up-

turned rim. Height 18.4. ^ 17.

11. White Painted II lentoid pilgrim bottle with narrow

neck; straight funnel-shaped mouth; handles from neck

to shoulder. Vertical circles on either side, cross-lines

on rim and handles. Height 13.0. — 18.

12. Polychrome White, deep bowl with base-ring; curved

sides; contracted rim. Encircling black, white, and red

lines around body, and below rim; on shoulder’

alternating three and four \ertical, black lines, the

interstices being filled with white paint. 'J^wo t)f

these fields decorated with inserted tilled mangles.

E'oreign Ware Diam. 35.5 22

Supplementary catalogue.

13.

Bichrome I deep bowl with flat base-ring; curved sides;

plain rim. Encircling black and red lines; black zigzag

lines on the sides and bottom; encircling black lines

inside. One side of the bowl chipped. Diam. c. 13 o.

The following diagram shows the distribution of the pottery between the ^’arious

vase-classes;

Pottery

\Vh P I Wh P H Bichr I Bichr H B 1 SI H PI Wh 1 PI. Wh. I-II
PiiKchr Wh.

(hirciirn)

7 1 . 6 . 1 1 1 3 - 9 , 13 2 5 8 4 10 12

- 1 -3 -3 - 1 -

1

I 2 - I

CHRONOLOGY

According to the diagram the pottery of this tomb is of Types I— II. This combination

of pottery assigns the tomb to the Cypro-Geometric II period. The large bowl (Xo. 12)

is of a unique type, the ware being of exactly the same kind as represented by the

Polychrome White jugs known from other tombs.

Chamber

TOMB 25 (Fig. 46; 13)

SIZE Length Width

3.50 1.50

SHAPE

Close to the road a large shaft was excavated, which was partly destroyed by the road-

builders. The dromos was situated below the road and could therefore not be examined.

The shaft constituted a right angle with the dromos and was parallel to the road, to the

side of which it was situated, just below the ditch. The stomion was built with two ortho-

static jambs, preserved in situ. The lintel was, however, removed and missing. The shaft

is of rectangular shape w ith rounded angles and perpendicular sides. No roof stones were

preserved.

STR.ATIFIC.ATION

All the filling in this tomb had, at a comparatively late time, been mixed, probably in

connexion w ith the road-building. A section through the shaft proved to be of no archaeo-

logical interest. The content, evidently, originated from at least two separate burials but

nothing could be said as to their positions, etc.
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FINDS (groups: PL. XXIX, 4 ,

1 . Sheet-gold with edges bent up; decorated with impressed

female figure standing upright with lifted hands. Only

upper part preserved. Length 2.8.

2. Small silver bracelet with overlapping ends; deformed.

Diam. 4.5. Floor.

3. a) Carved cylindrical weight of black polished steatite.

Length 2.5. Weight 15.50.

b) Circular weight of black polished steatite with one

side flat; the other irregularly concex. Diam. 1.5.

Weight 4.50.

4. Iron knife with tapering, slightly curved blade; flat,

broad tang, ending in two points. The point of the

blade missing. Traces of wood visible on the tang.

Length 22.0.

5 White Painted lentoid pilgrim bottle. Vertical circles

symmetrically arranged on either side. Neck and handles

missing. I'oreign Ware. Height S 5

6. Bichrome V lid with flat, central knob; curved upper side. 1

Encircling black and red lines around upper side.
'

Diam. 15.7.

7. Red Slip II (IV) jug with flat base, body narrowing

upwards; well marked shoulder-line; slightly convex

neck; out-turned rim; handle from neck to shoulder;

light red, lustrous, polished slip. Height 12.7.

8. Black Slip I jug on foot; oval body; slightly curved

neck with pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder,

lower part of the body vertically grooved. Height 18.3.

9. Plain White lentoid pilgrim bottle with narrow neck;

straight funnel-shaped mouth; handles from neck to

shoulder. Foreign Ware. Height 14.0.

10. Black Slip I jug, as No. 8, Rim and handle missing.

Height 14.4.

11. Plain White IV—V bobbin-shaped jug with convex

2 5 135

8; types: l. of pl. ii)

neck; out-turned rim; small handle from neck to

shoulder. Lower part damaiied. Heiuht S 4

12. Plain White IV—V sack-shaped juiz with fiat base;

cylindrical body; concave neck; handle from nm to

shoulder. Height lO.S.

13. Plain White I\*— depressed jutj with flat base;

narrow neck with handle-nd^c; stilted rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. Height 8,3.

14. Plain White IV—V juu, as No. ii. The base is flat.

Mcujht S 4,

15 Plain White IV—V sack-shaped jug w'lth flat base;

body narrowing upwards, concave neck, handle from

nm to shoulder. Height 10.3.

16. Plain White V oval amphora with flat base; narrow,

concave neck with stilted rim; large, horizontal handles

on sides. Height 17.6.

17. Bichrome V globular jug with base-ring; narrow'

neck, narrowing upwards; pinched nm; raised handle

from rim to shoulder. Vertic \\ bands of circles symmetric-

ally arranged on either side crossed, by a band of red

and black lines around the shoulder; tree ornament

as frontal design on the shoulder; encircling w'avy lines

around neck Height 20.5.

18. White Painted lentoid pilgrim bottle, shape as No. ().

Traces of \ertical circles on one side of body Foreign

Ware. Height 14.5.

19. White Painted lentoid pilgrim bottle, shape as No 9 Vertical

circles symmetrically arranged on either side of body;

transverse lines on handles. Foreign Ware. Height 13.5.

20. Plain White IV—V bowl with flat base and plain nm.

Diam. 7.1

.

21. Seal of grey faience; pierced through longitudinal axis;

incised line near base. On the upper side, the sign ^ ;

on base, a rider on horse w’alking to the left. Length i .h.

The distribution of the finds is shown in the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The diagram shows clearly the difference between two burial periods. The pottery from

the first one consists of Type I. The pottery from the second burial is of Types IV—V.

These combinations of pottery assign the first burial to the Cypro-Geometric I period;

the second to the Cvpro-Archaic II period.
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TOMB 26 (Figs, i; 46:3. 15—17)

This tomb is situated about 800 m. W. of the preceding tombs about 25 m. to the

right of the road Nicosia-Limassol. The tomb was supposed to be a large, built tomb like

Xos I—2, and the excavation was started with this hypothesis. The only thing visible

was a large tumulus c. 12.5. m. 14.0 m. in diameter and c. 2 m. high.

Around the southern edge of the tumulus, a trench was dug down to the rock. Here a

dromos would have been expected. But nothing indicating an entrance to a tomb was

found here. It was, however, ascertained that the whole tumulus was artificial. Another

trench was now dug from the east through the centre of the whole tumulus.

The section of this trench shows the following layers:

1. c. 0.25 m. Black surface earth.

2. c. 0.60 m. Black earth mixed with large rubble.

3. c. 0.25 m. Brown earth mixed with smaller, partly white rubble.

4. c. 0.15 m. Charcoal and ashes. Finds Nos. i, 5—7.

5. c. 0.25—0.50 m. Red or brown, virgin earth close to the rock.

A shaft down to the rock through all these layers and made bv tomb-robbers was cut

through, c. 2 m. from the centre of the tumulus but it had not done any harm to the tomb.

In the centre, however, the layers of charcoal and ashes thickened, the bottom stratum had

been dug through and a circular shaft 0.75 m. deep made in the rock. In this shaft

a circular stone pithos stood, closed by a square stone. The pithos was provided with two

circular holes near the rim. The stone pithos contained a large alabastron which was placed

at the bottom and covered with a red painted, gypsum lid. Around the rim of the alabastron

there was placed a wreath of gilded myrtle leaves, the pieces of which had partly fallen

to the bottom of the pithos. The alabastron contained a burnt skeleton.

The shaft was enlarged near this burial but nothing of further interest was noted.

FINDS (groups: PL. XXIX,

I. Scarab of black steatite. The ^ving-cases are marked

by incised lines; a hole through longitudinal axis. On
base, incisi<.)n representing a man -walking to the left;

in front of him is a branch with a small dot on top.

Length I 3. Layer 4.

2 Cylindrical stone pithos which contained the alabastron

No. 4. The base of the pithos roughly flattened;

interior conically hollowed out to a depth of 0.65 m.

from the run. Near rim, the side is pierced by a hole c.

o 05 m in diam Height 72.0. In rock cavity.

3. Pieces of a gilded bronze wreath of myrtle lea\es, similar

t(} No 57 in d’omb 10. d’he pieces are in such a bad

^tate ol preserxation that no measurements could be

made In No. 2 .

4. Large cylindrical \ase of alabaster with flattened base,

body narrowing upwards slightly; ver\ short, wide neck;

flat horizontal rim; two vertical projections on upper

part of body. A square placiue in relief hangs from the

projections 'Phe \ase is cosered by a red painted,

gxpsum lid which is pressed down into the neck like a I

5—7; types: l. of PL. ii)

' cork. The alabaster is yellowish white with beautiful

horizontal veins. Surface slightly damaged on one side.

Height 33.0. In No. 2.

5. Small, oval hydria of Glazed Ware on foot; body

widening upwards; well marked shoulder; tapering

neck; large disc-shaped, slightly moulded rim; handle

from neck to shoulder; two very small horizontal

handles on shoulder, one opposite the other. The
clay is buff or red and covered with pinkish-

white glaze, decorated with a green or black wavy

band around body and shoulder. One horizontal

handle and a piece of the vertical one arc missing;

I

glaze partly worn. The hydria is put together of

many pieces. Height 13.0. Layer 4.

6. Hydria of Glazed Ware, as No. 5, but no wavy band

around the body. Much damaged. Height lo.o. Layer 4.

7. Hydria of Glazed Ware, as No. 5, but -sxith more de-

pressed body, and almost horizontal shoulder. The
wavy band around the shoulder is much worn; glaze

much damaged. Black clay. Height lo.o. Layer 4.
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CHRONOLOGY

The date of this tomb must be determined by the pottery and the alabastron. The pottery

described is of a tvpe very rare in Cyprus and is probably imported from Alexandria where

similar pottery has been found in great quantity. The tombs of Shiatby and Ibrahimieh near

Alexandria' are in certain cases dated by inscriptions to the first half of the 3rd century

B. C. w hich also may be accepted as the probable date of the squat shape of the alabastron,

which is difl'erent to that of earlier periods.

Possibly the tomb contains the remains of some Ptolemaic official in Ansathus who

was buried in accordance with the custom of his country.

SUMMARY
iMost of the tombs examined are of a type rather rare in Cyprus. It is likely that the

difl'erent types of shaft tombs only constitute yariations of the same main type. The yari-

ations arc due to c arious circumstances as questions of space, difficulties in cutting the rock,

expenses in building, etc. But, as concerns the material examined, it seems to be possible

to trace a chronological deyelopment of the types. Making a suryey of the tombs dated by

their earliest burials, we obtain the following yariations of the rock shaft;

Type I A.

Type I B.

Type II A.

Type II B.

Type III.

Type /!’.

Rectangular shaft with a more or less diminuthc dromos making a right

angle with the shaft, and leading down to the right hand end of one long side

of the shaft. This type is represented by Tombs 5, 7, 8, 10, 14, 18, 19, 22, 23.

Type of similar character but with the dromos leading down to the left

hand end of the long side (Tombs 17, 25).

Like Type I A, but with long narrow dromos (Tomb 6).

Like Type I B, but with long narrow dromos, partly roofed in like the shaft

(Tomb 12).

Long rectangular shaft with the dromos leading down to the middle of one

long side (Tomb 4).

Rectangular shaft wfith the dromos in the longitudinal axis of the shaft

(Tombs 13, 15, 24).

Similar types are noted as regards the built tombs. Omitting the two large, built tombs,

Xos. I and 2, which are of quite different construction, we obtain types with the drom.os

leading down to longside, Type VA (Tombs 9 and 16) at the right hand end and Type

V B, at the left (Tomb 1 1); and w ith the dromos in the longitudinal axis. Type VI (Tomb 20).

These four built tombs all haye the short sides consisting of the perpendicularly cut rock

yiz., without reyetment walls. In this respect Tomb 21 differs as there the short wall, too,

is lined with ashlar.

Tombs I and 2 are of a quite different construction and quality, though they may be

considered as belonging to the same series as the built tombs preciously described. They
constitute tombs constructed for rich or eyen royal subjects. The two tombs are of different
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types as has already been pointed out: Tomb i with tripartite rectangular shape, and a

small vestibule in the centre into which the dromos leads; Tomb 2, also with marked

axiality, the dromos and the two chambers being in the same axis.

Tomb 3, an ordinary chamber tomb excavated in the rock, is the only tomb which

resembles types represented in other parts of Cyprus.

Tomb 26 is dated to a much later period than the other tombs, and represents an entirelv

different type. The tumulus may be connected with other Hellenistic tumuli.

As regards the burials, the same customs have been observed in most of the tombs exa-

mined. The corpses are as a rule placed in out-stretched and dorsal positions usually with

the head to the entrance. They are in many cases laid out on a ledge of pebbles along the

side of the tomb, while the burial-gifts in pottery were placed on the ffcor beside them.

Usually, however, the tombs have been re-used several times. Under such conditions the

potterv from the earlier burial was pushed into the innermost corner of the tomb, and

piled up against the walls. The skeleton from the first burial was usually left undisturbed

on the ledge, and the new bodv was placed at its side on the fioor, surrounded bv the new

burial-gifts. Sometimes several burials were removed in this way and piled up against

the walls. In a few cases it could be stated that male and female bodies were buried close

together (Tombs 7, it, 17). These androgynous burials are represented both in Archaic

(Tomb 7 and ii), and Roman periods (Tomb 17).

The cutting, or building of the tombs should certainly be dated in accordance with the

earliest burials noted. The following list shows, according to the finds, when the tombs

were constructed:

Tomb I —
» 2 Beginning of Cvpro-Archaic I period.

» 3 End of Cypro-Archaic II period.

» 4 End of Cypro-Geometric III period.

» 5 End of Cvpro-Geometric III period.

» 6 End of Cypro-Geometric I period.

» 7 Beginning of Cypro-Geometric III period.

» 8 End of Cypro-Geometric III period.

» 9 Beginning of Cypro-Archaic II period.

» 10 End of Cypro-Geometric II period.

» II End of Cvpro-Geometric III period.

» 12 Cypro-Geometric III period.

» 13 End of Cypro-Geometric III period.

» 14 End of Cvpro-Geometric II period.

» 15 End of Cypro-Geometric I period

» 16 End of Cvpro-Geometric III period.

» 17 — ^
» 18 Middle of Cypro-Geometric III period.
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Tomb 19 Beginning of Cypro-Geometric II period.

» 20 — — —
» 21 End of Cvpro-Geometric I period.

» 22 Cvpro-Geometric I period.

» 2^ End of Cvpro-Geometric II period.

» 24 End of Cvpro-Geometric II period.

» 2.^ End of Cvpro-Geometric I period.

» 26 3rd Cent. B. C.

Tvpe I A is represented by the following tombs; Nos. 5, 7, 8, 10, 14, 18, 19, 22, 23, viz.

tombs, all dated to the Cvpro-Geometric I—III periods. Type I B is represented by Tomb
25. No. 17 it is unfortunately, not possible to date. Tvpes II A and B represented by Tombs
6 and 12, are also assigned to Cvpro-Geometric I—III. Tomb 4 which is the only represent-

ative of Type III should probablv be dated to the Cypro-Geometric III period, though

earlier and later burials within the tomb could not be distinguished. Tvpe IV, too, is only

represented bv Cypro-Geometric tombs: Nos. 13, 15 and 24. As a marked contrast to these

rock-cut shaft tombs of various types all dated to the Cypro-Gee metric period, the built

tombs constitute a group which is dated to the Archaic period. Types V A and B are

represented by Tombs 9, 16 and ii, dated to the very end of Cypro-Geometric III and

to the Cypro-Archaic periods.

Tomb 21 is of a somewhat different type which, however, could not be entirely described,

as only a comparatively small part of the tomb was examined. The rock walls are lined

on all four sides with ashlar and the angles seem to have been slightly rounded. The tomb

thus resembles a built tholos as, for example, was found in Enkomi (Tomb 21, Vol. i p. 570).

Though onlv a part of Tomb 21 was excavated, and consequently the whole eontents of

the tomb were not gathered, it seems possible to date the first burial with some certainty,

to the transition between the Cypro-Geometric I and II periods. Apart from this early

tomb, the built tombs of the types described certainly should be connected with the large

built tombs represented bv Tombs i and 2. Such tombs are also, certainly, to be assigned

to the Cvpro-Archaic periods, both those excavated in this necropolis as well as those,

above mentioned, excavated by Cesnola. There is no fundamental difference between

the tvpes mentioned. Both are constructed according to the same principles. Only the

larger size and the better technique as regards tombs similar to Nos. i and 2, constitute

the difference. As both tvpes oecur in the same periods, it seems reasonable to explain

the built tombs as Nos. 9, ii and 16, as being copies, on a modest scale, of the other magni-

ficent structures made for rich, or even royal persons.

The difference between the tvpes is better explained by economic than by chronological

and tvpological reasons. As a rule, however, all built tombs of this kind should be considered

as a subsequent development of the typologieally, and chronologically, earlier rock cut

shaft tombs. The shaft tombs further, are met with for the first time in the Cvpro-Geometric

period, while the built tombs first become common in the Cvpro-Archaic I period. Character-
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istically enough, the latest pottery group of the Cypro-Archaic II period was found

in Tomb 3, which is of a type quite different to the other tombs. Evidently the shaft type

with rock cut or built chambers was abandoned in that period, which thus marks the end

of the series of such tombs. The shaft tombs evere replaced by the common chamber or

cave tombs, of types usual in other parts of Cyprus, e. g., in Marion. At the same time

the ground ^yas changed, and the dead were buried in the necropolis, E. of the town (Excava-

tions in Cyprus p. 88, sites D and E) where most of the Cypro-Classic and later tombs

are to be found.

In the Hellenistic and Roman periods the ground was again used for buiial, perhaps,

because all ground with suitable rock, was at that time occupied by tombs all round the

town. These subsequent burials did little damage and feev alterations to the old tombs.

LAually the bodies were buried somewhere in the upper filling as in Tombs 2, 4, 18 and

21. In other cases the pit was dug down to the bottom of the tomibs where the dead

were buried, e. g., in Tombs i, 16, 17 and 20. In one case (Tomb 10) a special niche was

hollowed out of the tomb ^yall.

The isolated tomb. No. 26, on the edge of the necropolis mav be explained as belonging

to some Ptolemaic official who died in Amathus. Tumuli over a cremated body represent

a type of tomb without any tradition in Cyprus, and Tomb 26 occurs here as a strange and

rare representative of a foreign burial custom.

In order to facilitate the survey of the find groups, they are arranged as follows showing

their distribution between the different periods;

Cypro-Geometric I;

Cypro-Geometric II A:

» » » B

:

Cypro-Geometric III A;

» » » B

:

Cypro-Archaic I A;

» » » B;

Cypro-Archaic II A;

» » » B;

Cypro-Hellenistic T.

Cypro-Roman:

6'; 15'; 21'; 22'; 25’ 5

6" 19; 22"
5

10’; 14’ 15"; 21"; 24 7

7’; 15"'; 18'; 18 Dr 4

^ , 8 ,
II

,
II Ur

, 13 j 14 /

5 >7 ;
II i

II
>

12; 23 0
III ^ II— IV

2; 7 ; 23 5

4; 8 ; 9 ; 10 ;
II

;
16 ; 25 7

3 ;
9"; 1

1‘^
;
13'” 4

io"‘; 2T"; 26 3

i; 16"; 17; 18”; 20 5

Total 1^8

A. II'.
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IXTRODLXTIOX

T
he village of Stylli is situated some 7 miles X. W. of Famagusta on the Mesaorea plain.

A mile E. of the village along the road leading to Enkomi lies an old tomb-field which

was the object of our operations in the autumn of 1930. The place was known before,

thanks to some excavations carried out there 1928 by Mr. Rupert Gunnis, now Inspector of

Antiquities in Cyprus. It is situated on a low, flat terrace which is slightly elevated

above the surrounding field, and is in manv respects typical of the choice of burial grounds

in ancient Cvprus (Fig. 48). The ground is fairly dry and consists of the usual, sedimentary

limestone rock, the cJiavara known from Lapithos, Ajios Jakovos, Enkomi, and other

places. Its surface is harder than the deeper parts, and is sometimes covered with a calcified

crust. Mixed with the limestone are strata of greenish, not yet petrified mudstone, the

so-called choinios. The small plateau slopes towards the South and the upper layers of the

bed-rock are here much eroded, leaving the soft chavaro and the chomios bare. The excava-

tion started on the highest part of the terrace, which was thoroughly investigated, and

thereafter the trial pits were dug in the southern slope, revealing some tombs in this

area, too.

During our work we had the great advantage of the personal presence and active assistance

of II. R. II. the Crown Prince of Sweden. His technical skill and great archaeological

experience helped the excavator over many difficulties and benefited the result in various

wavs.

A preliminarv report, dealing with some of the more interesting points of the campaign

are published in the dedicatorv volume to the 50th anniversary of hi. R. H.', and the obser-

vant reader mav notice that in a few cases the classification of some pots here below is not in

accurate agreement with the data proposed in the preliminary report. Eurther studies have

made these small alterations necessary, and it is needless to sav that the report in

these cases is displaced by this publication.
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Fig. 48. Stylli. The tomb-field.

TOjNIB I (Fig. 49: I—3)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3.47 1.80 1.88 —
Stomion 0.19 0.90 —

- c. 0.75

Chamber 0.99 1.64 — c. 0.95

SHAPE

The dromos of this tomb is to a certain extent typical to the tombs found on the central

plateau of the burial ground. It is large and not very distinct in its outlines. The sides are not

exactly straight, the angles are not orthogonal, and small excrescences and cavities are found

both in sides and floor. It is a widening passage that slopes gradually down to the entrance

of the chamber. It has no real steps in the back part, only two irregular platforms which

also slope in approximately the same inclination as the rest of the floor. The sides taper

slightly downwards. The stomion is a short passage, blocked by one single block of hard

limestone which was found turned over. The chamber is a small, irregular oval, the floor
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is rough, and walls and roof form a flat, curved vault. The roof of the stomion and of the

front part of the chamber was fallen in.

STR.ATIFICATION

The back part of the dromos was filled with three layers of slightly obliquely stratified,

intact charara, but in front of the stomion a spacious shaft was dug in modern times bv

tomb-robbers. This shaft was filled with mixed earth and stones, and contained some pot-

sherds, apparently coming from the chamber. The door stone lav in this layer. In the chamber

the stratigraphy showed that the tomb had been sacked from the shaft in the dromos.

All the contents of the chamber were turned upside down, and no finds were made.

CHRONOLOGY

'I’he potsherds found in the dromos are classified in the diagram here below:

wh p in Bichr. Ill B 1 -on-Rcdl(lII) PI. Wh Coarse Ware '

Total

Number of
20 2 I 2 8 33

PeiAcntauc 60 7 ' 6 0 3 ° 6 0 24 r 100

The Coarse Ware and the Plain White Ware are very adventurous to classify, when the

fragments are too small to allow of a safe reconstruction of the shape of the vase. They
must, therefore, in this case be omitted. The rest of the sherds are all Type III and date

the tomb to the Cvpro-Geometric III period.

TOMB 2 (Fig. 49:4—6)

Length Width Depth

Dromos 1.52 1.3^ 0.70

Stomion 0.32 0.38 —
Chamber 1.62 2.29 —

SH.APE

The tomb is cut out of an almost pure choimos layer and is, consequently, in a very

bad state of preservation. The hill-slope is eroded, and this is the reason that the depth

of the dromos at present is as small as 0.70 m. The dromos is short and wide, with rounded

corners opposite the entrance, and widens slightly towards the door. The floor slopes

somewhat towards the threshold, which marks the beginning of the stomion.

'The chamber is small and widens slightly towards the back wall, in the N. W.
f)f which there is a small recess. Along the W. wall runs a low, broad ledge.

corner
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STRATIFICATION

The dromos stratification is very simple. The bottom layer consists of pure chuitiius

stratified horizontally and covered by another also horizontal laver of clav and earth mixed

with chonnos. The surface stratum is the cultivated field. The two former layers are clearly

the result of the filling-in of the dromos after the last burial, and, as several burials could

be observed in the chamber, this horizontal stratification supplies a proof that the whole

dromos was cleared out before the last burial, a not very usual method.

Above the chamber the layers are, from the top, the following:

1) Surface stratum of cultivated earth.

2) Thick stratum of irregular shape containing large pieces of chavaya-roc]s. bedded in fine

stufl: of charara, mixed with chonnos.

3) Layer of coarse chonnos mixed with a small quantity of charara.

4) Thick horizontal laver of fine chonnos material.

3) Bottom stratum of dark chonnos mixed with earth emanating from mouldered organic

matter. Along the ledge, this stratum was divided into two by a thin laver of sand.

Evidently the second layer represents the final collapse of the roof, which consisted of

charara rock, now eroded at this part of the hill-slope. The third and fourth laver mark

the gradual filling of the chamber, bv erosion of walls and roof and certainly also, bv material

pouring in from the stomion. Fragments of mudbricks in the doorway explain the absence

of any stone-packing. The door has evidently been closed by means of a wall of mudbricks,

a fact which, in its turn, explains the exceptionally elevated threshold in the doorway,

which is not to be found in any other tomb of the necropolis.

Three burials have taken place in the chamber: one in the niche on the bench, another

below the bench on the floor and a third on the top of the second and separated from it by

a layer of sand. The third, consequently, belongs to a later period and the original buriiil

must be the second one on the floor in front of the bench, or, possibly, the first one in the

niche. The levels on which the tomb-gifts were found vary, and can be divided into two

groups. The bulk of the finds was lying directly on the floor (Nos. i—5, 7, 13— 18) and the

rest (Nos. 6, 8—12) was found 8—10 cm. above the floor, at approximately the same level

as the last burial. Consequently, the former finds can safelv be attributed to the earlier

burials, and the latter to the last one.

BURI.ALS

The few and very badlv preserved fragments of the skeletons are conclusive as to the

position of two of the bodies. The last dead body brought into the tomb was placed in the

longitudinal axis of the chamber, with its head towards the door and the body in an out-

stretched, dorsal position. The body on the floor, below the above-mentioned one, seems

to have had the same position, but its legs have been slightly moved by the later burial.

Of the skeleton in the niche, there was nothing left except a layer of dark earth indicating

the place of the dead body. Some teeth found in the S. corner of the niche, give evidence,

however, as to the place of the head.

10
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FINDS (groups: PLS. XXX, I, XXXV,

1. Trefoil'shaped lamp of terracotta with pinched nozzle,

and flattened bottom. Traces of soot on rim. Diam.

134. Floor.

2. Lamp, as Xo. i, but with marked rim. Diam. 12.7.

Floor.

3. Bichrome IV miniature bowl with flat base, and a wa\T

handle on rim, pierced by two vertical holes. Black

encircling lines outside and inside; concentric circles

at bottom and base, and a red band around base. Diam.

8 3 . Floor.

4. Bichrome IV oval amphoriskos with flat base; splaying

neck; plain rim, and two horizontal handles on belly.

Black encircling lines around rim, below neck, and

around belly; two red lines around neck. Handles

missing. Height 9.6. Floor.

5 . Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with round base; straight,

funnel-shaped rim, and handle from rim to body. Height

6 6. F loor

6. Bichrome IV globular jug with base-ring; narrow,

cylindrical neck; pinched mouth with in-turned rim,

and a twin-handle from rim to shoulder. Black, encircl-

ing lines around rim and neck; black and red vertical

circles on body, and concentric circles in their interstices,

below the handle, and as front ornament; black handle.

Height 22,5. — 51.

7. Bichrome III plate with conical sides; in-turned rim,

and two horizontal handles on rim. Encircling lines

around rim and body; black handles; concentric circles

m the bottom, and a broad, red line around base. Diam.

22.2. Floor.

8. Bichrome IV almost spherical jug with base-ring. Black,

encircling lines around neck and belly; concentric circles

on shouldei
;

a red band below shoulder. Neck and

handle missing. Height 27.1. — 51.

9. Bichrome V biconical jug with flat base; narrow neck;

pinched mouth, and handle from rim to shoulder. Black

lines around rim and neck, and on handle; eye-orna-

ments below rim, and three red, leaf-shaped strokes

as front ornament; two hooked, broad lines below handle

Height 15.2. — 52.

10.

Bichrome V deep crater with base-ring; flat, horizontal

shoulder; short, plain, vertical rim, and two horizontal

3; types: l. of PL. ii)

twin-handles on shoulder. Black and red encircling

lines; small, black triangles on shoulder; two friezes

of concentric circles around body; black handles, and

broad, black, vertical lines from roots of handles to

belly. Height 35.0. — 54 -

11. Black Polished oval bottle with flat base; narrow neck

with handle-ridge; funnel rim, and handle from neck

to shoulder. Handle missing. Height 8.1. Found

in Xo. 10.

12. Bichrome IV oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical, narrow

neck; pinched mouth, and a twin-handle from rim to

shoulder. Black and red vertical circles around body;

rows of concentric circles in their interstices; black

handle, and black, encircling lines around rim and neck.

Height 23.8. — 54.

13. Painted shallow bowl with flat base; bulging sides;

splaying rim, and two horizontal handles Encircling

lines around rim and base; a framed zigzag line below

rim; a panel-pattern of hatched meander elements

between handles; red inside and handles. Cypriote

imitation of an Argive geometric type. Diam. 9.9.

Floor.

14. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with rounded base;

splaying rim, and handle from rim to shoulder. Fleigh;

14.4. Floor.

15. Bichrome III globular jug with raised base; cylindrical

neck; splaying rim; a spout with a strainer, and handle

from rim to shoulder. Black and red encircling lines

around rim, neck, spout, and belly; a ladder-pattern

on handle. Neck and base damaged. Height 12.3. Floor.

16. Painted bowl with flat base; bulging sides; vertical

rim, and two horizontal handles. Encircling lines around

rim and body, and a panel-pattern of vertical lines be-

tween handles. Cypriote imitation of a Proto-Co-

rinthian type. Diam. 10.7. Floor.

17. Bichrome III globular jug with narrow, cylindrical

neck; pinched mouth; in-turned rim, and a twin-handle

from rim to shoulder. Black and red, encircling lines

around rim, neck, and body; concentric circles on

shoulder; black handle. Much worn. Height 22.0.

Floor.

18. Conical spmdle-whorl of terracotta. Diam. 3.8. Floor,

The distribution of the different wares between the two burial periods is demonstrated

bv the following diagram:

Pott e r y Terracotta

1

;
Tainted Ware
: Imit. foreign

Bichr III
j

Bichr. IV
1

1

Bichr V Bl. Pol PI. Wh IV
i

j

Lamps
!

Sp.-wh

1 1st burial 13, 16 ? 15. 17 i 3,

4

5. 14

1

1, 2 ! 18
i period -2 -3 1 -2 -2 -2

I
-I

2nd burial 6, 8, 12 9. 10 I I

period -3 -2 -

1

!
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CHRONOLOGY

The dominating ware is, in both periods, the Bichrome ware IV. A distinct feature of

the later group is the presence of the two Bichrome V pots and the Black Polished bottle,

both of which emphasize the later date. Chronologically, the tomb is to be placed in the

beginning of Cvpro-Archaic I; it was reoccupied in the beginning of Cvpro-Archaic II.

TOMB 3 (Fig. 49: 7—9; 50)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos '.
. . 348 1-93 0.90

Stomion 0.38 0.64 — c. 0.75

Chamber 1-91 ^ -55 — c. 0.95

SHAPE

The tomb is much deformed owing to the loose consistency of the rock, so-called

chonnos. The dromos has certainly been deeper, but the surface layers of the rock have

been eroded, and carried off by the winter-rains, thus levelling the ground. The roofs of

the chamber and stomion have collapsed from the same reason. Originally the shape of the

tomb was characterized by the same principal features as Tomb i: a long, widening dromos

gradually sloping down to the narrow entrance of an irregularly oval chamber. Construct-

ion and workmanship are also of the same inferior class. The door-stone—a large, heavy

slab — was found in situ. It was standing erect in spite of the collapse of the stomion,

supported bv the masses of debris from the chamber.

STRATIFIC.tTION

The dromos-filling consisted of two intact layers of chonnos covered bv a stratum of

clavev earth, apparently accumulated by the currents of rain-water that pass over the

place in winter times. This layer went also over the fallen-in stomion and chamber, where

it covered the debris from the roof. On the floor was a thin culture stratum consisting of a

burial along the right side and a deposit of tomb-gifts by the opposite wall.

Bl RIAL

'khe skeletal material was in a bad state ot preservation, but as it was perfectly intact, the

original position of the body could be reconstructed. It had been placed in dorsal, out-

stretched position with the hands in the bosom, and the head towards the entrance of the

chamber.
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Fig. i^o. Stvlli. 'I'omb 3. Interior view with

finds in situ.

Fig. 51. Stvlli. 'Tomb 4, dromos.

FINDS (group; PL. XXX, 2
;
types: L. of PL. 11)

1. Bichrome IV globular jug with base-ring: cylindrical

neck; pinched mouth, and a twin-handle from rim to

shoulder. Encircling lines around rim and neck; large,

Yertical, concentric circles on both sides of body, and

small, concentric circles in their interstices, and opposite

and below the handle; black handle. Height 25 3.

Floor.

2. Bichrome IV jug, as Xo. i. Height 24.4. H<n)r.

3. White Painted IV barrel-shaped, oblong jug with two

knobs at ends of body, and handle from neck to shoulder.

Large, vertical, concentric circles on both sides of

body; small, concentric circles in their interstices, and

below and opposite the handle; zigzag line on handle.

Xeck missing. Height 29.8. Floor.

4. White Painted III oval jug with base-nng; concave,

splaving neck; pinched mouth, and handle from rim

to shoulder. Encircling lines around rim, neck, shoulder,

bellv, and base, a framed, wavy line on handle. Repaired.

Height 3 1. 1. Floor.

5.

Coarse Ware oval jug with hat base, cxlindriLal neck;

plain rim, and handle from nm to shoulder Height

29.3. Floor.

h. Bichrome HI o\al amphora uiih base-ring, concave

neck; Hat rim, and two horisonial handles on shDuldci.

Bichrome, encircling lines around nm, neck, bcllv,

and base; a wavy line between handles, gioujis ot

transverse lines on run, and black handles Piece ot

nm missing. Height 41 9 Moor

7. Bichrome III squat jug with hat base; narrow neck, and

handle from neck to shoulder. Bichrome, encircling lines

around neck and bociv . Rim missing Pleight 11.5. hloor.

8 White Painted HI bowl with hat base, straight sides,

handle from nm to body. Encircling lines inside, and

a broad, wavv line around run Diam 12.0. 1 loor.

The diagram below gives a summary of the Object Register;

P o t t f r \

Wh P III' Wh. P IV Bichr III Bichr. IV C'<urt.t W.irv

4 - 8
!

3

-2
I

-I
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CHRONOLOGY

The distribution of the Type III and IV shows an approximate equilibrium. The latter

are fairlv advanced in shapes and decorations. The burial — and thereby also the tomb
— is consequently dated to the middle of the Cypro-Archaic I period.

TOMB 4 (Figs. 49; 10—12; 51; 52)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3.45 1.34 0.92 —
Stomion 0.39 0.50 — 0.76

Chamber 1.63 1.30 — c. 0.95

SHAPE

The tomb is cut in the charara-rocV. at a place where it slopes gently southwards. The
rock is much weathered at the surface, and the present state of the dromos does not agree

with the original shape. It was probably deeper than it is now.

The actual shape of the dromos resembles to a certain extent that of Tomb 3. It is a

shallow, broad passage ending in a built stomion, but the slope of the floor is yery slight.

The stomion consists of two jambs of rough masonry joined by a lintel which was
broken. The doorway was closed by some crude blocks of limestone. The chamber is small

and narrow, with a roughly horizontal floor and slightly eleyated threshold. The plan is

asymmetrical with curyed left side and straight right side, and the door is placed close to

the former. The roof probably formed a flat yault.

STRATIFICATION

The dromos-filling consisted of three horizontally stratified layers of chavara, coyering

almost the whole area of the dromos. In front of the door-packing were two wedge-shaped

layers of the same material, but sloping from the door towards the dromos. They were
intact, and ran right up to the stones of the door-packing. Therefore, they haye no other

significance than being an indication of how the dromos was filled after the burial, by
shoyelling the chavara matter from all sides of the dromos.

Stomion and chamber were filled with masses of debris from the roof. On the floor

lay a thin culture layer, containing some finds and the mouldered remains of a body.

BURIALS

The state of preseryation of the skeletal material did not make any conclusions as regards

the burial customs possible.
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FINDS (group: PL. XXXI, I
;
types: L. of PL. Il)

1. liichrome III bowl with stem; angular outline; a ridge below rim.fringed concentric circles, flanked bv chevrons

,

below nm, and two horizontal handles Encircling as front ornament, and a framed, waw line on handle,

bands of parallel lines around nm, and inside the bottom; Height ig.i. Floor

a red band inside nm; a panel-pattern of vertical 4. Bichrome IV, o\al jug with base-ring, cclindncal

lines, and chevrons between handles Black foot. neck; pinched mouth, and hariille from run to shoulder.

Diam. 15.7 Iloor. Bichrome encircling lines around nm, neck, shoulder,

2 Black-on-Red I (III) globular bottle with fiat base; and body; eye-ornament below rim; a waw line around

narrow neck with handle-ridge; funnel-rim, and handle neck; ladder-pattern on handle, and a hooked line below

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around nm, handle Height 23.5. Floor.

neck, and belly; concentric circles as front ornament. 5. Bichrome HI bowl, as Xo. i, but without ridge below

Height g.i. Moor. rim, and with slightlv spla\ ing nm. Decorated as Xo. i,

3. White Painted I\
,
o\al jug, with base-ring; con\ex but with a swastica in the centre of each panel. Diam.

neck; pinched mouth, and handle from nm to shoulder. 7.6. F'loor.

Encircling lines around rim and neck; eye-ornaments

The Object Register is summed up in the diagram below:

Pottery

\\h. P IV Bichr. Ill Bichr. IV B 1 -on-R. I (III)

3 1-5 4 2
- 1 -2 - 1 -

1

CHRONOLOGY

The vases Nos. 3 and 4 are both very earlv specimens of Type IV. The decoration

of No. 3 is in all essential respects based on the traditions of the earlier period, and

the vases can be classified as transitional types. Thereby the tomb is dated to the

earlier part Cypro-Archaic I.

TOMB 5 (Fig. 49: 13—15)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4-55 2.00 1.49 —
Stomion 0-36 0.76 — 0-95

Chamber 1-73 1-55 — c. 1.00

SH.\PE

The dromos is spacious and of mainlv the same tvpe as Tomb i. In front of the stomion

is an apsidal basin of the same width as the doorwav. The door is wide and was blockcd-up

by three narrow, upright slabs, crowned bv three small, irregular stones. The stomion

slopes gently down to the roughly horizontal floor of the chamber. The plan of the chamber

is irregular with a niche-shaped cavitv on a level with the floor at the right side of the back

wall. The roof of the niche is considerablv lower than the rest of the chamber.
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STRATIFICATION AND BURIAL

The dromos was filled with three horizontally stratified thick layers of rock-debris,

separated bv thin strata of gravel and chips of rock. At the bottom of the basin was a white

bottom stratum of great hardness. In the chamber, which was filled up to the roof by foreign

earth, stratified in several lavers, lav a poor find stratum on the floor. It had four pots

and the remains of a body. The latter was marked out by a dark stratum lying by the right

side wall and extending into the niche. Xo bones were preserved.

FINDS (group: PL. XXXI

I BLick-on-Red I (III) n\al bottle with Hat base; narrow

neck with handle-rid<te . darint; funnel-nm, and handle

from neck to shoulder. Paint obliterated; surface worn.

Heiitht 10.o. Floor.

2. White Painted III oval juii with base-nnu; cylindrical

neck, pinched mouth, and handle from rim to shoulder.

Encirclinc lines around rim and neck; eye-ornaments

, 2; types: l. of PL. ii)

below rim, a wavy line and ladder-pattern on handle.

Rim chipped; paint worn. Height 15.8. Floor.

3. Bichrome IV oval jug with base-ring; slightly concex

neck; pinched mouth, and handle from rim to shoulder.

Bichrome encircling lines around rim, neck, and belly;

a wa\y line around neck a framed, wavy line on handle,

and hooked lines below' handle. Height 18 7. Floor.

4. P'ragments of a jug of Coarse Ware. Floor.

Summing up the Object Register we get the following diagram:

Pottery

Wh P. HI Bi-hr. IV Bl -on-R.l(III) Coarse Ware

2 3 I 4
- I - I -I -I

CHRONOLOGY

The onlv vase of Type IV is, like in the previous tomb a very early specimen, and

the tomb is contemporary with Tomb 4, viz., belongs to the beginning of Cypro-Archaic I.

TOAIB 6 (Figs. 49: 16— 18; 54: I--2)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4-15 2.18 1.56 —
Stomion 0.36 0-93 — c. 0.90

Chamber 1.98 —
1 .10

SHAPE

The dromos is a long, sloping passage of considerable width, widening towards the

entrance of the chamber and with sides tapering downwards. Just in front of the stomion

is a semi-oval basin, sunk into the dromos floor to facilitate the entering, and to solidifv

the door-packing, which is built of flat stones of various sizes. The packing did not com-



pletely fill the actual doorway, which has been enlarged by erosion of the rock. The chamber

is irregularly oval in shape, and tairlv well preserved, being cut out like the rest of the tomb,

in the solid chavara rock on the top of the plateau.

STR.\TIFRWTION

The dromos-filling consists of cluivm'd material ot various kinds, distributed as follows.

1) A loose layer of yellowish chavara, covering the whole dromos and deepening consider-

ablv in the middle.

2) A fine, hard packed chavara in the back of the dromos.

3) A layer of coarse chavara mixed with stones and pieces of rock in front ot the door.

Just above the door-packing was observed a dark layer of moist earth and, finalh, the

semi-oval basin in front of the door was filled with a very hard compressed stratum of fine,

white chavara.

The third and fourth layer belonged to the original dromos-filling, but the second seems to

be due to a partial excavation of the dromos, caused by repeated burials. The dark stratum

above the original door-packing shows the way which was used the last time the tomb was
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entered. Consequently, the erosion of the doorway must have proceeded so far already at

that time, that the chamber could be entered without removing the original door-packing.

There is little to be said about the stratification in the chamber. A fan-shaped layer

of fine cluiTurd-stutf which had poured into the chamber from the dromos covered a thick

stratum of chavara mixed with some blocks fallen from the roof. Directly below the debris

followed the culture earth containing the skeletons and the finds, mostly resting directly

on the floor.

Remains of three burials were found. The earliest was discovered, swept awav at the

back of the chamber; another one on the floor along the western side, and the last in the

centre of the tomb.

All the tomb-gifts, consisting almost exclusively of pottery, cannot be attributed to the

different bodies with certainty, as all of them were placed directly on the floor. Finds Nos.

I, 19 and 20 however can safely be ascribed to the second burial — the corpse along the

western side of the chamber. The bulk of the pottery was found piled up in a heap by the

opposite wall.

BURIALS

Tiny fragments of skull, tibiae and vertebrae of the second burial showed with certainty

that the original situation of the body was the usual dorsal position with the head towards

the door. The remains of the third burial showed that the legs were slightly bent and con-

tracted, which may indicate rather a lateral than a dorsal position.

FINDS (groups: pls. XXXI, 3; XXXV, 2; types: l. of PL. ii)

I. Biuhrome III eohlet \vith cylindrical >tcm; anixular 6. Black-on-Red I (III) ulobular juii with base-rinj?; narrow

outline: two horizontal handle^, and a bordorint; ridue neck with handle-ndije
,

Haring: funnel-rim, and two

below nm Encirclin'^ lines around rim and foot, a handles from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around

panel-decoration of \crtical lines; fringed, concentric nm, neck, and body; black handles; concentric circles

circles, and isolated small crosses between the handles on shoulder. Height 12.4. Floor.

Broad, red lines inside. Height 10.3. Floor. 7. Plain White HI pear-shaped jug with flat base; cylindrical

2. Bichrome III o\al jug with base-ring, cylindrical neck; neck; splaying mouth; vertical nm, and handle from

pinched mouth, in-turned rim. and handle from rim neck to shoulder. Height 20.4. Floor.

to shoulder. Pmcirclmg black and red lines around nm, S. White Painted III bowl with angular outline; \ertical

neck, and base, e> e-ornaments below rim; ladder- sides; flat bottom, and two horizontal handles Encircl-

pattern on handle; a front ornament of chevrons, framing ing, broad lines around nm, body, and base; black

a group of filled and concentric lozenges; two small handles. Diam. 10.6. Floor.

chevron-groups on shoulder. Height 24.6. Found 9. Bichrome IV goblet with cylindrical stem; angular

on top of No. 3. outline; straight sides; bordering ridge below rim, and

3. Depressed, globular jug of Coarse Ware with round ' two horizontal handles. Black and red circular lines and

base; short, plain nm, and two \ertical handles on concentric circles ins^ide; black foot and handles, and

shoulder. Height 20 3 Floor two friezes around body. The friezes are composed

4. White Painted IV oval amphora x\ith short, wide, of \ertical lines, dividing them into panels; tree-orna-

c\lindrn.,al neck, flat nm, and two handles from rim ments; concentric semicircles and circles; dotted stars,

to shoulder. Encircling lines around nm, neck, and filled circles; winged lozenges and zigzag lines, forming

body; a wavy line around neck; transverse lines on a very minute and symmetrical pattern. Pleight 156.

nm. black handles Height 29.7. Floor. Floor.

5 Plain White III o\al jug with flat base; ridge below 10 Straight, single-edged iron knife with two rivets for

nevk, conua\e neck; pinched mouth, and handle from fixing the handle 'rraces of wooden handle left,

nm to shoulder. Height 142 I'loor. Broken and corroded I>ength 16.7. Floor.
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11. Trefoil-shaped lamp of terracotta with pinched nozzle. i6.

and rounded base. Diam. 13.2. Floor.

12. White Painted III oval ju^ ^^ith narrow neck; flat base;

pinched mouth, and handle from rim to shoulder. En-

circling lines around rim, neck and body, black handle.

Height 21.4. Found on top of No. 13 , 17

13. Bichrome IV plate with raised, flat base; in-turned nm,
and two small, wavy handles, pierced by vertical string-

'

holes. Black and red encircling lines and concentric

circles. Diam. 18 .

q

Found on top of No. 16.

14. Bichrome IV depressed amphora with short stem;

wide, cylindrical neck; flat nm, and tw'o handles from

nm to shoulder. Decorated as of No 4. Height 20 5.

Found on top of No. 15. 18

15. White Painted III bowl with base-ring; angular outline, iq.

and two horizontal handles. Encircling lines around
1

20.

rim and body; black handles, and a panel-pattern of
|

vertical and crossed lines between handles. Diam. 14 i. '

Floor.
I
21.

\\ hite Painted HI oval jug with flat base; narrow, concave

neck; pinched mouth, and handle from nm to shoulder

Encircling lines around nm. neck, and hod\ , ladder-

pattern and a \c-rtical. \\a\y line <)n handle. Height

22 o. Floor

White Painted III o\ai amphora with base-ring, con-

ca\e, spla\ing neck; flaring nm. and two horiz<jntal

handles. Encircling lines around nm. neck, shoulder,

and belly; a zigzag line on nm, a frieze of latnce-lozcnges

around neck; framed lattice-triangles on shoulder, and

a panel-pattern of vertical, framed bands of lattice-

lozenges, flanking a winged sejuare of five lattice-lozenges

between the handles. Height 71 S Floor.

Bichrome IV plate, as No 13. Diam. iS o. Floor.

WTite Painted ill bowl, as No. S. Diam 9.1. Floor.

Black-on-Red I (III) globular jug with flat base; narrow

neck with handle-ndge; funnel-nin. and handle from neck

to shoulder. Decoration obliterated. Jrleight 9.1. Flofjr.

Bichrome IV plate, as No 13 Diam iS.o. Floor

The distribution of the different wares between the two burials is demonstrated bv the

following diagram:

Pott
Wh. P. Ill Wh. PIV Bichr III Bichr IV ' P‘OVh. Ill W. Knife

Iron Terracotta

Lamp

1st burial

period

8. 12, 15

16, 17

0. 13- 14
i8. 21

10

-

1

and burial 19
period -I

I

-

1

CHRONOLOGY

The diagram shows that both burials must be placed in Cvpro-Archaic I, but it must be

specially pointed out that the five pots belonging to the categorv Bichrome IV are verv

early in their shapes and decorations. Both the goblet (Xo. 9) and the plates (Xos. 13, 18,

21) could almost as well be classified as transitional types between the third and fourth

classes. The bulk of the potterv is clear Type III which proves, that the tomb must be

classified chronologicallv as a verv earlv representative of the Cypro-Archaic I period.

TOMB 7 (Figs. 53; 54: 3—5)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

4-54 2.47 I .90 —
0.28 0.74 e. 0.90

1-77 1 .69 — c. 1.03

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber
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SHAPE

The dromos resembles the previous one. It is a long, sloping passage cut without much

accuracy, and provided with an apsidal basin in front of the door-packing. The sides are

rather weathered, and taper considerably downwards. Three blocks of local limestone

closed the doorway. The stomion is a short tunnel-shaped passage, ending in an almost

perpendicular step of a height of c. 0.3^ m. The actual height of the doorway is greater

than the original one. The chamber is small and fairly symmetrical. The floor is roughly

levelled, and the roof can be reconstructed as a flatly curved vault.

STRATIFICATION

'bhe stratification of the dromos consisted of five intact layers of rock debris, varying in

colour and compactness. In front of the stomion this filling was dug through by a wide

shaft in later times, and the chamber was entered through the enlarged doorway without

moving the door stones. To judge from the consistency of the filling in the shaft, it seems

to have been dug in modern times. The robbers have entered the chamber, but when they

found it filled up to a height of c. 0.75 m. with debris, they abandoned it again. The layers

of debris from dromos and roof were found intact by us. I'hey covered a culture stratum

containing some tomb-gifts and the remains of two bodies. Neither stratigraphy, nor their

positions elucidate the question, which of the two was the earlier burial, and the difference

in time between them does not seem to be very great.

BCRIALS

The skeletal material was very fragile and nothing could be saved for anthropological

investigations, but the original positions of the dead bodies could be correctly reconstructed.

Bv the left side lav a body in dorsal position with slightly bent knees and the arms along

the sides. The head was placed by the back wall of the chamber. A plate (No. 3) was found

on its pelvis. By the opposite side lav another body in dorsal, outstretched position with

the left hand in the bosom and the head towards the entrance. At its feet was found

a found a lamp (No. 2).

FINDS (CtROEP: PL. XXXI, 4; TYPES; L. OF PL. Il)

I Plain White III shallo^\ bowl with ilat base, and rounded

outline Diam. ii S. Floor

2. dVefoil-shaped lamp of terracotta with distinct nm,
round base, and pinched no/zle. d’races of sinit on nm
Kim chipped Diam i--5 floor.

3. Hichiome III plate with raised base; thick, in-turned

nm, an impiessed line below nm, and two small.

horizontal handles at rim Bichrome, encircling lines

and concentric circles outside and inside; black handles.

Diam. 22 o Floor.

4.

White Painted III bowl with Hat, slightly raised base;

liulging sides, and two horizontal handles. Knciicling

lines outsiile and inside, black handles. l)iant. loo.

floor.
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A summary of the Object Register is given here below:

Potter y 'IVrracotta

Wh. P. Ill Bichr III PI Wh 111 I ainip

4
!

3 I 2

1

- I
i -I - I - I

CJIROXOLOGY

The classification shows that the tomb is to be dated to the middle of the Cvpro-

Geometric III period.

TOMB 8 (Figs. 54: 6, 7, 10; 55)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4-09 1.67 1-73
—

Stomion 0.30 0-93 — c. 0.85

Chamber 1.69 1.41 — c. 1.05

SHAPE

The shape corresponds very nearlv to that of Tomb 6. The same sloping and widening

dromos, the same door-packing and stomion, and the same irregtilarlv oval chamber

characterize them both. A cupboard without cover or contents was found on the S. side

of the dromos.

STR.ATIFICWTION

The dromos-filling consisted of three lavers of horizontallv stratified diavara, of slightly

ditferent kinds, but all of them undoubtedlv belonging to the original filling. Through these

strata a shaft has been dug, evidentlv to reach the entrance of the tomb, but the purpose

was never carried out. The diggers never reached the door, and the shaft was refilled with

earth and stones. The chamber remained intact. Probablv the shaft bears witness of an

interrupted tomb-robberv in earlv times. The bottom stratum of the chamber consisted of a

thick layer, containing mouldered organic matter and skeletal remains, immediatelv covered bv

a thin layer of brownish culture earth. Close to the door a fan-shaped laver ot fine cJiarara

stuif shows that some earth has poured in from the dromos below the door stone, and,

above this layer, a thick mass of debris was found which had fallen down from roof and

walls. The top laver consisted of dromos earth which had come in from above the door

stone.

Although the bottom laver was homogeneous, there could be distinguished two ditferent

burials, one on the top of the other. This explains, too, the two different levels on which the
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pottery was found. One group lay directly on the floor and, consequently, has to be assigned

to the first burial (Nos. 4, 5, 7, and 8). The rest of the pottery (Nos. i, 2, 3, 6, and 9) was

found on a slightly higher level, and must be ascribed to the later burial.

BURIALS

The lower skeleton was in great disorder. Thus, the arms, vertebrae, and femora indicate

that the head had been placed towards the door as usual, but the skull was found close to

the back wall. The upper skeleton too, was not intact, owing to the collapse of the roof.

The situation of the fragments, however, showed that the dead body had been placed in the

common dorsal position with the head towards the entrance, and the slight contraction of

the legs must be due to the lack of space in the short chamber.

FINDS (group; PL. XXXII, i; types; l. of pl. ii

1. Bichrome III oval amphora with base-ring; slightly

concave neck; a ridge below the flat rim, and two hori-

zontal handles. Encircling lines around neck, body and

base; transverse lines on rim; a red line below rim; a

panel-pattern of vertical, framed zigzag lines and lattice-

lozenges, in groups of five, around neck; black handles.

Paint worn. Height 55.2. — 35.

2. Bichrome III globular jug with flat, raised base; concave

neck with small handle-ridge; splaying rim, and an arched

handle from neck to shoulder. Black and red encircling

lines around rim and neck; a wavy line around neck;

vertical, circular lines on both sides of body; black and

red handle; crossed lines as front ornament and below

handle. Paint worn. Damaged. Height 21.S. — 35.

3. Bichrome III bowl with base-ring; angular outline;

straight sides, and two horizontal handles. A panel-

pattern of vertical and crossed lines between handles;

encircling lines around rim and body; black handles,

and bichrome, circular lines inside. Diam. 15. i. — 35.

4. Black-on-Red I (III) oval bottle with flat base; narrow

neck; handle-ridge; funnel-nm, and handle from neck

to shoulder. Encircling lines around rim, neck, and

body; black handle, and concentric circles as front

ornament. Height 8.3. Floor.

!
5. Bichrome III globular jug with base-ring; bulging,

I

cylindrical neck; vertical rim, and handle from neck to

I shoulder. Bichrome encircling lines around rim, neck,

and body; a wavy line around neck; black handle, and

I

a hooked, broad line below handle. Height 24.0. Floor.
I

! 6. Bichrome III globular jug with flat, raised base, narrow

I
neck; handle-ridge; splaying rim, and handle from neck

I

to shoulder. Black and red encircling lines around rim

; and neck; crossed circular lines on body, black handles.

I

Height 21.9. — 35.

i
7. Black-on-Red I (III) oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical

I neck; pinched mouth, and handle from rim to shoulder

Encircling lines around rim, neck, and body; concentric

1 circles on shoulder and belK
;
black handle. Height 15 4

I

Floor.

j

8. Coarse Ware oval jug with cylindrical neck: ridge below

! neck; plain rim, and handle from rim to shoulder. Height

I

20.1. Floor.

!
9. White Painted III oval jug with flat base; concave neck;

pinched mouth, and handle from rim to shoulder. En-

1
circling lines around rim and neck; eye-ornaments below

I

rim; ladder-pattern on handle, two swasticas on shoulder,

]

and chevrons as front ornament. Height 13.0. — 35.

The wares were distributed between the two burials as follows:

p 0

1

e r >

Wh. P III Bichr III
... B1 “on-R I

Loarse W
. (Ill)

ist burial 5
-

8 4, 7
- r -2

2nd burial y
-

1

I. 2. 3, 6

-4
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CHRONOLOGY

Both burial periods fall within the Cypro-Gcometric III period, and seem to be separatee!

only by a short space of time, a circumstance which is emphasized, too, by the fact that both

skeletons were found in the same stratum.

TOMB 9 (Fiyn 54: 8, 9, it)

size

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3-S6 1.71 c. 1.37 —
Stomion o.is c. 0.75 — c. 0.80

Chamber 1.48 I

-

3.1
—

1 .04

SH.yPE

The tomb lay close to Tomb 4 and resembles that tomb in all essential respects. The

floor of the dromos is almost horizontal, but yery roughly leyelled. In front of the stomion

which was fallen-in the floor sinks c. 0.15 m. by means of a short step. The door-

packing consisted of a thick slab of local limestone, wedged by two small stones. The chamber

is of small size. It is an irregular oyal with rounded corners. The floor slopes gently towards

the back wall, and the roof forms a curyed yault.

STR.A.TIFIC.\TION

The dromos tvas filled with fiye horizontal layers of intact chavara of slightly different

consistencies. A stony bottom layer was limited to the sunken area in front of the stomion.

The collapse of the stomion had left a thick layer of debris behind the door stone which,

howeyer, kept standing. The chamber was entirely filled tyith this material and some debris

from roof and dromos. On the floor lay the find stratum, consisting of some yases and

the remains of a burial.

BURl.yL

The skeleton lay in dorsal, outstretched position by the right wall with its left hand in

the bosom. The head was placed towards the entrance. All the tomb-gifts lay in a common

deposit by the opposite wall.

FINDS (group: PL. XX.XII,

1. Hiuhromc III oval amphora with base-nnt?; wide,

concave neck; Hat rim; a ridtje below nm and two

horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling lines around

iim, neck, body, and base; a panel-pattern of broad,

framed, lattice-bands and encircled dots around neck;

a waw line around body; framed triangles with tilled

chctiuers on shoulder. Height 56.0 Floor.

2. Hlack-on-Red I (III) o\al juii with Hat base; conca\e

2; types: l. of PL. ii)

neck; pinched mouth, and handle from nm to shoulder.

Encircling lines art)und rim, neck, shoulder, and belly;

black handle, and a hooked line below handle. Height

22.2. Floor.

3.

Bichromc III howl with stem, angular outline; a ridge

below nm, and two horizontal handles Bichrtime,

encircling lines outside and inside; black foot and

handles, a panel-pattern of \ertical lines. Inlands of
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herring-bone patterns, dots and swasticas between

handles. Height 15.6. Floor.

4 White Painted III pear-shaped jug with slightly raised

base; splaying neck; plain rim, and handle from rim

to shoulder. Encircling lines around rim, neck, and

belly; black handle. Height i8 9. Floor.

5 Coarse Ware oval amphora with flat base; cylindrical

neck; a ridge below neck, plain rim, and two handles

from rim to shoulders. Height 27.4. Floor.

6. Plain White HI o\al jug with flat base; conca\e neck;

Summing up the Object Register we get the following diagram:

P 0 t t e r >

wh. p. in Bichr. II Bichr III BI -on-R I(III) P! Wh III t oan-c W.irc

4
-

1

7
- 1

I, 3 2 6 5
-2 -I -I -I

a ridge below neck; pinched mouth, and handle from

rim to shoulder. Height 17 9. Floor.

7. Bichrome II barrel-shaped jug with two knobs at

ends of body; narrow neck with handle-ridge
;
wide

funnel-mouth with indented rim, and handle from neck

to shoulder. Bichrome, larL^e. \erncal concentric circles

on both sides of body; encircling lines around rim and

neck; framed, lattice-lozenges as front ornament,

filled Maltese crosses at both ends of body and below

handle; trans\crse line-^ cm rim and handle. Pieces of

body missing. Height 21 i. Fkjur

CHRONOLOGY

The barrel-shaped jug Xo. 7 is typologically earlier than the rest of the deposite, although

it must be considered as a late Type II. Its presence in the group is an argument for a

relatively early part of the Cypro-geometric III period as the probable date of the tomb.

TOMB 10 (Figs. 54: 12; 57: I, 2)

SIZE

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber

SHAPE

The dromos of this tomb is extremely large in proportion to the small chamber, and has

two cupboards cut into its sides. Its type, however, is mainlv the same as that of Tombs
6 and 8, and as the tomb is cut in the cJiavara rock of the central plateau it is fairlv well

preserved. The door is blocked up in a manner different from that used at the other tombs.

The shutting stone is placed at a distance of more than 0.50 m. from the actual facade, and
is kept in its place by two flanking and one covering block. This arrangement does not seem
to have been the original one, but to be due to an alteration of the entrance at the time of

the second burial, when the first facade was much damaged bv erosion.

Length Width Depth Height

5-90 2.42 1.74 —
0-35 0.74 — 0.90

1.64 1.70 —

-

1.42
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l ie. 55. Tomb S, stomion. Fig, 56. Ftylli, I’onib 13. Finds in the dromos.

STR.\TIFICATIOX

The dromos is almost entirely rilled with the original cliavara, stratiried in four layers,

but, exactly in front of the door, there could be traced a narrow shaft rilled with darker

earth and leading down to the top of the entrance. The last body and its burial gifts have
been brought into the chamber by means of this shaft. The stratification of the chamber
\'eriries the abo^e obscr\’ations. The bottom stratum consists of dark culture earth with

remains of skeletons, covered by fine layers of debris from dromos and walls. On top

of the debris was found a second skeleton, together with several pots, some of which were
badly damaged by heavy pieces of rock mixed with other debris fallen from the roof. The
top layer was dromos earth, which had poured in from the entrance. To the later burial

the pots Xos. I—g, 16, and 19—22 can safely be assigned. To the earlier one belong Nos.
10--15, 17— which were all found on the floor. In the earth fallen from the dromos
into the stomion were found three small pots. Nos. i—3, all of a late date.

BURI.ALS

The upper body was placed carelessly, directly upon the debris in the chamber, and
was badly damaged by the collapse of the roof. It could, however, be observed that it

had been placed with the feet towards the entrance. A lamp was found close to the remains
of the skull by the back wall of the chamber.

In the earlier stratum were found two skeletons, the older one represented only by a

badly damaged skull lying in the SE. corner of the chamber. The later one, too, was very
badly damaged, but its original position could be seen with certainty. It had the usual dorsal

position, with the head towards the entrance, and the body fully outstretched.
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FINDS (group: PL. XXXIII, I ; types: L. of PL. II

U h a m b t* r

1 Bichronie W miniature amphonskos with flat base,

L\lindncal neck; flat rim, and two horizontal handles

Encirchnu line^. around nm. neck, and bod) , concentric

circles between the handles; black handles. Heiuht

97 -
— 6 -

2 Bichrome IV miniature amphori^kos, similar to No. i,

but without concentric circles. Hemht 120. — 4.

3. Hichrome IV miniature crateriskos with fiat, raised

base; \at-shaped body, and two horizontal handles.

Black and led encirclin^^ lines around nm and body,

black handles. Ileisht 7.8. — 11.

4. Trefoil-shaped lamp of terracotta with pinched nozzle,

rounded base, and marked nm. Traces of soot around

rim. Damai^ed. Diain. c. 12.4. — 42.

5. Coarse Ware oval ju^ with flat base, straight, splaying

neck; plain nm, and handle trom rim to shoulder. L)a-

maya'd. Ilei^rht 31.3. — 42.

h. White Painted III oval amphora with base-rintr; cy-

lindrical neck; flat, flanne nm, and two horizontal

handles on shoulder. Encirchna lines around rim,

neck, shoulder, belly, and base; a zicza? line on nm;
framed lattice-trianules and framed, vertical ziyzau lines

on shoulder; black handles Paint worn Height 65 S.

— 39

7. Bichrome III globular with base-rinir; tapennu neck;

pinched mouth, and a twin-handle from rim to shoulder.

Black and red encircling lines around rim, neck, and

body: black handle; a frieze of concentric circles on

shoulder Height 228. — 45

8. Black-on-Red I (III) oval jug, as No. 7. Height 257.

— 49

y. Flam White IV depressed jug with narrow neck, pinched

mouth; in-turned nm. and an arched handle from nm
to shoulder. Mouth damaged. Height 122. — 49.

10. White Painted III oval jug with base-ring; splaying

neck; pinched mouth, and handle trom nm to shoulder.

Encircling lines around nm and neck; eye-ornaments

below rim. ladder-pattern on handle, two swasticas on

shoulder, and a vertical, dotted line, crowned by a

chevron as front ornament. Height 13 9 Lloor

11. Plain White III pear-shaped jug with flat, raised base;

tapering neck; splaving nm, and handle from neck to

shoulder. Height 21.3. Floor.

12. White Painted IV depressed amphora with basc-nng,

cylindrical neck; flat rim, and two handles from nm to

shoulder. Ivncircling lines around nm, neck, and body,

a wavy line around neck, and framed, vertical, wavv

lines on handles. Height 29.1. Floor.

13. White Painted III sack-shaped jug with fiat base;

pinched in(»uth. and high handle trom nm to shoulder

E.ncircling lines around nm anil hodv ; a trarni-i,!. waw
line on handle. Height 15 i. Floor.

14. Black-on-Reel I (HI) globular jug with liar base, and

handle trom neck to shoulder. Kneircling lines arounel

belly; concentric ciicies as front ornament, black handle

Neck and parts of body mis->ing Height 9 2 Floor.

15. White Painted HI howl with angular oiiTline. straight

Sides; tlat, raised base, and two hiuizontal handles

Encircling, broael lines aiound nm and boiK
, black

handles Fragmentarv'. Diam. 109 Floor.

16. Bichrome III deep bowl with hase-iang, bulging .vides,

splaving nm, and two horizontal handles. Black and

red encircling lines around nm, body, base, and inside;

black handles. Diam. 144 — 50.

17 Bichrome HI bowl, as No. i9 Diam 7.5 Floor

18. Uonical spindle-whorl of terracotta. Diam 3 5 Flo»)r.

19 Bichrome IV plate with llat ha>e. and a wavv handle,

pierced by a vertical stiing-hole on nm Black iind red

encircling lines and concentric circles outside and in-

side; black handle. Damaged Diam. 107. — 42.

20. Bichrome IV globular jug with ba-e-nng; cylindrical

neck, pinched mouth, m-turned nm. and a twin-handle

fr»)m rim to shoulder ivncirding lines around nm and

neck; vcrtic.il. black and red. ciicular lines on hfidv,

with concentiic ciiclcs in then interstices; conccniiic

circles as front ornament, black handle. Mouth damaged.

Height 204 — 45,

21. Coarse globular cooking-pot with round base; cvlmd-

rical neck, and two vertical handles on shoulder Height

1 S I . - 48

22. Wlute Fainted 1\' jug, as .\<» 20 Hc'ght 22 2 ---47

D r o in o s c u p b n a r d i

I. Plain White IV cone-shaped pithos with cvlindmal

body; obIic[ue shoulder; narrow mouth with vertical

nm, and two vertical handle-' from shouldei Ikise missing.

1 leight 50 5

I) r o in o s c u p b 0 ,i r lI 2

1 Black-on-Red I (HH globular miniature jug wnhflat

ba:>e, nairovv neck with handle-ridgc , funnel-nm, and

handle from neck to shoulder Encircling line-' around

nm. neck, and hodv , black handle, and concentric circles

as front ornament. Height 5.5

2 Black-on-Red I (IIH <wal miniature jug with splaving

neck, spout on shoulder, anil a hasket-hanillc over mouth

Enciicling lines around nm, ncik, hodv, and spnut;

ladder-pattern on handle Height 100
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The distribution of the finds between the diflFerent burials and their classification is

shown by the diagram below:

\Vh P III wii P IV

Potter
Bichr III Bichr. 1

\*

y

-on-R
’

(III)
^ PI Wh III PI Wh IV

Terracotta

C’oar'^e Spindle- ,

Ware evhorl

ist burial 10 15 i- 14 I 1 18

period -3 -I
I

-I - 1 - I - I

2nd burial 6 22 7, 16 1 2. 3. 19. 20 8 0 5. 21 4
period -I -I -2 -5 - I - I -21

, -I

Cupb I I

i

- I

Cupb 2
i

I. 2
1

1

1

1
1

-2
!

i

CHRONOLOGY

The first burial group and Dromos cupboard 2 contain a majority of Type III and one

fairly early Type IV vase. The second group and Dromos cupboard i are dominated

by pottery of Type IV. The chronology is thereby settled: the tomb was built and used

for the first time in the beginnin of Cypro-Archic I
,
and reused at the end of the same period.

TOMB II (Fig. 57:3, 4)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3 -o8 2.52 c. 1.50 —
Stomion 0.37 0.65 — c. 0.95

Chamber 2.08 1.30 — C. 1. 10

SHAPE

The tomb was found in the same area as Tomb 2, where the ground slopes rather steeply

southwards, and where the consistency of the bed-rock is not chazara but chonnos. The

dromos is very wide and comparatively short, the floor slopes gradually towards the entrance,

and the sides taper downwards. Stomion and chamber had collapsed but the massive door

stone remained in situ. It was purposely pressed into the stomion and did not as usual

block the doorway from outside. The chamber is narrow and oblong with rounded corners,

fiat floor, and curved roof. The latter could only be studied at its back section, but thanks

to the remaining door stone the reconstruction can be made.
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STRATIFICATION

The dromos was filled with clayey rock material, stratified in two roughly horizontal layers,

separated by a thin stratum of coarser consistency. This filling was intact. From the fallen-

in roof a compact mass of debris had accumulated in the chamber. It consisted of an upper

stratum containing material from the calcified crust of the bed-rock, and a lower layer of

pure chonnos. Further there was a small amount of dromos earth in the stomion. The

culture layer was slightly disturbed by in-flowing water. A thin layer of dark, silted earth

coyered the floor, and in this layer the remains of a body were found. The eases lay in a

deposit close to the entrance, directly on the floor.

BURIAL

The skeletal remains were fragmentary and scattered. Pieces of the skull lay close to the

back wall; the jaw was found by the left side wall; the femora lay parallel in the back section,

and bones from hands and feet were found here and there. All these disturbances were due

to the silted condition of the find-stratum. It is, howeyer, clear that only one burial took

place in the tomb.

FINDS (group: PL. XXXIII, 2 ', TYPES: L. OF PL. Il)

1. Bichrome IV globular jug with base-ring: cylindrical

neck; pinched mouth, and a twin-handle from rim to

shoulder. Encircling lines around rim and neck; vertical,

bichrome, broad, concentric circles on both sides of

body; smaller concentric circles in their interstices,

around neck, and below handle. A front ornament

of crossed lines and concentric circles. Height 33.7.

I'loor.

2. Trefoil-shaped lamp ot terracotta with round base,

splaying nm, and pinched nozzle. Xot complete.

Diam. 12.9. Floor.

3. Bichrome IV jug, as No. 1. Encircling lines around

nm and neck; crossed, concentric circles on body;

groups of small concentric circles on shoulder; a front

ornament of crossed lines and concentric circles; similar

ornaments below handle. Repaired. Height 32.0.

Floor.

4. Black-on-Red II (IV) globular amphora with base-ring;

open, splaying mouth; plain rim, and two knobbed.

horizontal handles on shoulder. Close, encirclmu lines

around nm, neck, and shoulder; a frieze of concentric

circles between handles, black handles, and encircling

lines below belly. Height 3S.0. Floor

5.

Bichrome V oval jug with riat base; concave neck,

pinched mouth, and handle from run to shoulder

Encircling lines around rim and neck, an e>e-ornainent

below rim. ornaments shaped as conventionalized

leaves and boughs on bod> . black handle, and a hooked

line below handle. Height 14.5 I'loor.

b. Bichrome IV bowl with high stein; slightly curved

outline; a ridge below litn, and two hoiizontal handles.

White dower ornaments on black ground with red

dots in the centre, separated by vertical hand'? ot red

lozenges around nm, a panel-pattern ot vertical straight

and zigzag lines and large lotus-ornaments between

the handles; black handles, -and bichrome encircling

bands around base and stem. Paint partlv worn. Height

17.5. Floor.

Summing up the Object Register we obtain the following diagram:

Pottery Terracotta

Bichr IV Bichr V B 1 -on-U !I(I\) l.amp

I. 3 ,
h

-3 -I

2

-

1
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CHRONOLOGY

The majoritv ot the cases are well adcanced Tvpe IV, and the jug Xo. 5 is an early

specimen of Tvpe V. The conventionalized tree-ornaments point decidedly in that

direction, as well as the slightlv hiconical shape of the bodv. This vase, therefore,

dates the tomb to the beginning of the Cvpro-Archaic II period.

TOMB 12 (Fig. 57: 5-7)

Leniith Width Depth Height

Dromos 3 - 5 - 2.35 c. 1. 10 —
Stomion 0.28 0.87 — 0.90

Chamber 1-87 1-59 — 0.95

SHAPE

The tomb lav in the close neighbourhood of the previous tomb, and is mainly of the

same shape. The dromos is wide, has tapering sides, and slopes gentlv towards the entrance

of the chamber. Because of the loose structure of the cJiowws rock the upper edges of the

dromos are much eroded, and the original depth was, certainly greater than now. The door

was blocked up by a single, massive block and the stomion slopes down to the level of the

chamber floor. The chamber is oblong with rounded corners, and the side walls converge

towards the back wall. Both chamber and stomion had fallen in.

STR.ATIFIC.ATION

The dromos-fllling consisted of three horizontal lavers of chojuios, covered by a thick

stratum of clayey field earth, which also was found above the chamber. The culture layer lay

below heavy masses of debris from the fallen-in roof. It consisted of a burial stratum in situ

by the left wall, and traces of an earlier burial, swept up along the back wall. The burial

gifts can with a certain degree of certainty be separated between the two burials. Thus

the two badlv smashed jugs Xos. 3 and 4 and the fragment X'o. 8 lay directly on the floor

among the removed fragments of the earlier burial. These three finds can, therefore, be

assigned to the earlier group. The vases X'os. 5 and 6 lav on top of the removed burial

on a higher level and belong, thus, to the later group. The same is also the case with the

jugs Xos. I, 2, and 7, to judge from their respective positions in the chamber.

BUKIAL.S

The second burial is represented bv a skull at the back wall, fragments of the arms, and

two parallel femora along the left side wall. The earlier burial was partly swept away to the

back wall, where a laver of tiny fragments were found. The skull had, however, been left

in its original position just to the left of the entrance. The later body was, apparentlv,

placed dorsallv with slightlv bent knees and the feet towards the entrance. In the first

burial the head of the dead body was placed in that direction.
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FINDS (group: PL XXXIII, 3; TYPES: L. OF PL. II

I Bichrome IV elobular lU" with base-nng; cylindrical

neck, pinched mouth, and a twin-handle from rim to

shoulder. Encircling lines around nm and neck; broad,

\ertical, concentric circles on both sides of body;

small, concentric circles in their interstices, and below

and opposite the handle ; black handle. Base-ring chipped.

Height 22 4. Floor.

2. Bichrome IV jUg, as No. i. Repaired. Height 24.4 Floor.

3. Bichrome l\ jug. mainly as No. i, but with crossed,

concentric circles on body. Repaired. Height 25.0.

P'loor.

4. White Painted III bowl with Rat. raised base; angular

outline; slightly bulging sides, and two horizontal

handles. Encircling lines outside and inside; black

handles. Repaired. Diam 10.4. F'loor.

5. Bichrome IV jug, as No. i. Rim chipped. Height 20.6.

— 50.

6. White Painted IV jug. as o. i, but with closer, con-

centric circles Height 31.0. — 50.

7 Coarse Ware o\al jug with flat base, cylindrical neck;

plain rim, and handle from rim to shoulder. Piece of

run missing. Height 28 5. Floor.

8. Fragment of a terracotta chariot with bichrome decora-

tion. Floor.

A summary of the Object Register and a distribution of the finds between the two above-

mentioned groups is given here below:

Pottery Terracotta

Wh P III Wh P. IV Bichr IV
j

i
Coarse Ware Fragment

131 group 4 3
- 1 -

1

8

-

1

2nd group 6 i, 2, 5 , 7
-I -3 -I

CHRONOLOGY

The first group can be dated to the beginning of the Cvpro-Archaic I period, and the

second group, that contains only pure Type IV to a later part of the same period.

TOjNIB 13 (Figs. 56; 57:8— 10)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 5-75 2-51 1.96 —
Stomion 0.28 0.94 — c. 1.05

Chamber 1-39 1.50 — c. 1.05

SH.VPE

The dromos of this tomb is verv large in comparison with the ehamber. It has all the

principal features of the dromoi of the central plateau, but is cut with more accuracy. There

is one distinct step in the upper part, and it widens regularly towards the entrance of the

chamber. The sides taper downwards and on the right side-wall, just below the step, is a

small oval cupboard. The face is rather eroded on the left side, so that the exceptionallv

massive door-packing does not fit tightly on this side. The stomion slopes gently, and the

chamber is of irregular shape with rounded corners.
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STRATIFICATION

Except for the top layer of field earth, the dromos-filling revealed the following strati-

fication.

1. A thick layer of light-coloured chavara, thickening in the middle of the dromos, and

covering the whole area.

2. A layer of greyish, fine chavara, mixed with some culture earth. It is limited to the back

section of the dromos, and contained the entire deposite of vases (cf. below).

3. A wedge-shaped layer of coarse c/icicdra-stuff close to the door-packing.

4. Below Layer 2 was a layer of finely pulverized rock material, extending over the whole

dromos.

5. A bottom-stratum of chips of rock in front of the entrance.

6. A perpendicular layer, filling a shaft dug in front of the face. Its widest section was on

the left side where the rock was eroded, and from there it went right into the chamber.

It consisted of mixed earth and some potsherds. The filling of the chamber consisted

exclusively of this layer.

There is no doubt that the tomb has been sacked in comparatively modern times. The

shaft in front of the stomion, and Layer 6, which filled the same and continued into the

chamber give full evidence for that. The deposit in the dromos, found in Layer 2 and

consisting of ten vases, was, however, brought in its position in ancient times, as it was

covered by the intact Layer i. It rested on Layer 4, a circumstance that shows that the

dromos was partly filled when the vases were deposited. It seems reasonable to suppose that

the deposite was brought out from the chamber and, consequently, was the tomb-gilts of

earlier burials. Thus, the presence of culture earth in the dromos is explained. The dromos

was, apparently, partly excavated in preparing the tomb for a secondary burial, but the

extremely small size of the chamber made such a burial impossible without a thorough

clearing of the chamber. Layers 4 and 5 are remains of the original dromos-filling. Because

of the modern tomb-robbery it could never be stated if the secondary burial was carried

out or not. In the cupboard of the dromos two vases were found.

FINDS (group: PL. XXXIV, I
;
types; l. of pl. ii)

1. Black-on-Red I (III) bowl with base-ring; rounded
|

outline, and two horizontal handles below rim. Encircl-
J

ing lines around rim, body, and base; concentric circles
;

inside and below rim; black handles. Diam. 20.3. !

— 43-
I

2. White Painted III oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical

neck; pinched mouth, and handle from rim to shoulder

Encircling lines around rim, neck, and body; a framed

wavy line on handle. Pieces of rim and neck missing

Height 26.Q. — 64.

3. Black-on-Red I (III) flat bowl with base-ring; in-turned

nm, and two horizontal handles at rim. Encircling lines
I

outside and inside. Diam. 20.0. — 60.
|

4. White Painted III oval jug with base-ring; c\lindrical

neck; pinched mouth, and handle from nm to shoulder.

Encircling lines around neck, eye-ornaments below nm;

crossed lines and dots as front ornament; swasticas on

sides of body; ladder-pattern and crossed lines on handle.

Rim chipped. Height 14.2. — 25.

Richrome III squat, globular amphora with base-ring;

concave neck; flat rim. and two handles from rini to

shoulder. Bichrome, encircling lines around nni, neck,

belly, and base; concentric circles around neck and

shoulder, and framed, wavy lines on handles Height

31 2. —70.
(). Plain White III shallow bowl with slightly raised base;

rounded outline, and two horizontal handles Diam

1 1 .6. — 70.
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7. Bichrt>me III bowl with slightly raised base; in-turned .

nm, and two small, horizontal handles on rim. Bichrome, '

encircling lines around nm and body; concentric

circles outside and inside Diam. 23 -5 -
—

S. Coarse Ware oral jug with flat base; wide, cylindrical

neck, and handle from nm to shoulder. Incomplete.

Height ay — lyC !

I). Bichrome I\' bowl with high stem; angular outline;
j

shghtlv in-turned rim; a ridge below rim, and two
j

horizontal handles. Encircling lines around nm and
|

bodv; a panel-pattern of \ertical lines, concentric '

semicircles, tree-ornaments, and dotted crosses between
j

the handles; concentric circles inside; black foot and
1

handles. Height 160. — bo.

10. Bichrome HI large, oval amphora with base-ring;
;

wide, concave neck; fiat nm; a ridge below rim, and two
j

horizontal handles on shoulder. Bichrome, encircling

lines around rim, neck, belly, and base; a panel-pattern

consisting of framed, vertical zigzag lines, and four

lozenges, two of which are winged, filled with latticed

chequers, around neck; groups of transverse lines on the

handles. Height 65.5. — 52.

Dromos cupboard.

I Plain White HI biconical jug with base-ring; splaying

neck; a tubular spout on shoulder, and a basket-handle

on nm. Height 14.2. Floor.

2. Bichrome IV oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical neck;

pinched mouth, and a twin-handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines around rim, neck, and body; concentric

circles on shoulder; black handle, and a hooked line

below handle. Height. 23.9. Floor.

The diagram below gives a summar\- of the Object Register:

p 0 t t e r

Wh P HI Bichr III Bichr IV
B1 -on-R I

(HI)
PI Wh HI Coarse Ware

Dromos 2, 4
|

5 7. 10 9 ! 3 6 8

-2
1

-3 - 1 -2 - I - I

Cupboard 2 I

- 1 - I

CHRONOLOGY

The stemmed bowl No. 9 and the jug in the cupboard are early Type IV or rather

transitional types between the third and the fourth class. As the rest of the contents are

classified as pure Tvpe III the tomb can be dated to the beginning of Cvpro-Archaic I.

TOMBS 14 and 14 A (Fig. 57: ii— 14)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3-05 2.17 1-25 —
Stomion 0.38 0.77 — —
Chamber 1-31 1 . 16 — c. 1.05

T. 14 A 1. 12 0.76 0.44 —

sn.\PE

The tomb was found in the same region as Tomb ii, but situated a little higher up than

that tomb, just at the edge of the central plateau. Thus, the chamber is cut in almost pure

chavara rock, and the dromos in the sloping chomws ground.

The comparatively sharp slope of the ground has determined the shape of the dromos.
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It is short, and the floor slopes very slightly. It widens towards the stomion and the sides

taper downwards. The door-packing is irregular, and damaged bv the collapse of the

roofs of stomion and chamber. The shape of the chamber is unparalleled in its

irregularity. The sides are bulging, and the disposition of the room is entirely asymmetrical.

The so-called Tomb 14 A is a shallow pit dug in the debris of the collapsed roof of Tomb
14. It is no real tomb, and it contained only a deposit of eleven vases resting on a layer of

dark earth. The structural evidence shows that the deposit was made after the collapse of

the roof of the tomb below.

STRATIFICATION AND BURI.\L

The dromos-fllling consisted of two intact, horizontal layers of chonnos, and in the chamber

were found two top layers of coarse rock debris from the fallen-in roof. In the upper one of

these the pit 14 A was dug. It held flnelv pulverized chavara matter mixed with earth.

On the floor of the chamber lay a burial layer, covered by two layers of slightly silted debris.

The single burial, the remains of which were much damaged bv the moisture of the earth,

was provided only with one small vase as a tomb-gift.

FINDS (group: PL. xxxiv, 2; types; l. of PL. II)

Chamber

I. Black-on-Red I (III) globular bottle with flat base;

narrow neck; handle-ridgc; flaring funnel-mouth, and

handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines around

rim, neck, and body, black handles, and concentric

circles as front ornament. Height 9.1. Floor.

Tomb 14 A

1. White Painted II o^al jug with high base-ring; splaying,

conca\e neck; a tubular spout on shoulder, and a basket-

handle on nm. Encircling lines around neck, spout,

shoulder, and belly; transverse lines on handle. Height

144- —26.
2. Bichrome III shallow bowl with slightly raised base;

a horizontal handle at nm; a string-hole projection

opposite the handle, and slightly pinched sides. Bi-

chrome, encircling lines outside and inside. Diam. 11.9.

On No. 3.

3. Bichrome IV plate \Yith splaxing nm; flat base, and two

string-holes through nm. Encircling lines outside and

inside; transxerse lines on nm. Rim chipped. Diam.

12.9. On No. 4.

4. Bichrome IV plate, as No, 3, but with encircling lines

on rim. Diam. 15. i. On No 5.

5. Bichrome IV plate with slightly raised base; m-turned

nm; and a horizontal, curced handle, pierced by a

string-hole at nm. Bichrome, encircling lines outside

and inside Diam. 12.0. — S.

6. Plain White IV o\al jug with flat base, c\hndiical neck,

plain nm, and handle from nm to shoulder. Pieces

of nm and neck missing. Height 12 1 On No S.

7. White Painted 111 squat jug with slighlK raised base

Encircling lines around neck and helix concentuc

circles on shoulder. Kirn and handle missing. Height

10.2. — y.

8. White Painted HI bowl with flat base; rounded outline,

and two horizontal handles. Encircling lines outside

and inside; black handles. Diain. 10 2. —- S

9. Bichrome IV oxal amphora xvith base-ring, splaxing

neck; flat nm, and two horizontal handle.s on shoulder.

Bichrome, encircling lines around nm, neck, shoulder,

and bellv; black handles, and concentric circles between

handles. Rim chipped. Height 165. —

S

10. Bichrome IV globular amphoia xxiih base-ring; slightlx

splaxing neck, plain nm, and two hou/ontal handles

on shoulder Bichrome encircling lines around nm.

neck, shoulder, and helix black handles. Piece ot nm
missing. Height ii 0 — 26.

11. Bichrome III globular jug xxiih flat base, cxlindrical

neck; pinched mouth, and handle from nm to shoulder.

Bichrome. encircling lines around nm, neck, belly, and

base, black handle, and concentric circles on shoulder.

Height 18.3. —26.
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The Object Register is summed up in the diagram here below:

Wh P II Wh P HI

Pot

Bichr HI

t e r y

D u T\' -on-R. I
B.chr I\ PI Wh. IV

T 14 I

- I

T 14 A I 7, 8 2, I I 3 4, 5, g. 10 6
- I -2 -2 ~ 5 - I

CHRONOLOGY

The Black-on-Red I (III) bottle in the chamber is of a rather earlv tcpe, and is the only

criterion of chronology for this burial. Tomb 14 A contains, on the contrary, mane Type
IV among a majority of Type III. The latter is, therefore, dated to the earlier part of

Cypro-Archaic I. The structural evidence agrees with the contents of the chamber in

dating it to the Cypro-Geometric III period.

TOMB 15 (Fig. 58: 1-3)

SIZE

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber

SHAPE

The tomb is situated on the top of the plateau, and is typical for the place. A large dromos

of the same type as that of Tomb 13 slopes gently down to the entrance of the chamber. In

front of the door-packing, which consists of a thick slab surrounded by several blocks, is an

absidal basin sunk into the floor. The face is rather weathered. The stomion slopes

gradually down to the chamber floor. The plan of the chamber is roughlv svmmetrical

with converging long sides, and rounded corners. The floor is roughlv levelled, and the

roof is flatly curved.

STRATIFICATION

The dromos-fllling consisted of three intact layers of charara covering the whole area,

except for the section close to the stomion. There the filling is dug through in modern
times, and the chamber entered through the gap between the door stones and the eroded

fa9ade. The pit was filled with mixed earth, and this layer continued into the chamber, where

it was frequently mixed with culture earth and burial remains. The tomb has been thoroughly

sacked. On the floor by the back wall lay a skull and two vases, but that was the only con-

tents of the tomb.

Length Width Depth Height

5-04 2.72 2 . II —
0.41 0.96 — c. 0.80

2.18 I.QO — c. i.o;
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Fig. 58. Stylli. Tomb 15, Plan (i); Sections A-A, B-B (2. 3). Tomb 16, Plan (4); Sections A-A, B-B
(5, 6). Tomb 17, Plan (7); Sections B-B, A-A (8, 9); Finds in situ (10).
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FINDS (group: PL. XXXIV

I White I’.iiitteil III bdwl with shithtle raided, H.it base;

rntimlcJ outline, and two hoi i/nntal handles Encircling

lines outside and inside; black handles. Diam. 11.3.

1 loor

3; types: l. of PL. 11)

White Painted III ovaljui; with raised base; c\lindncal

neck, splaymu nrn, handle frem rim to shoulder, and a

splavin^ spout with a strainer on shoulder. Encircling

lines around nm, neck, spout, and belly; black handle.

Height 130. Floor

CHRONOLOGY

The two vases were both early Type III, and, thus, the tomb is dated to the beginning

of the Cvpro-Geometric III period.

TOMB 16 (Figs. 58: 4—6; 59.)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3-63 2.46 c. 1.20

Stomion 0-30 0.80 c. 0.95

Chamber 1-70 1-34 — C. 1.20

SH.^PE

This tomb is the neighbouring tomb of Tomb ii, and it resembles closely that tomb in

plan. It has the same type of short, broad, sloping dromos, a narrow- stomion ending in a

step and a small, oblong chamber with rounded corners. The door stone was very massive,

and cut out of a block of heavy, calcareous stone. At its base were some smaller pieces of

local limestone.

STR.ATIFR'.VTION

The dromos contained chonuos stratified in three horizontal layers. On the floor in front

of the door-packing were found eight vases, without any traces of culture earth around

them. Chamber and stomion had collapsed, and were filled with great masses of chonuos

debris of varving consistence. In some parts the filling was somewhat silted. Dircctlv on

the floor lav a burial-laver bv the right side wall. The chamber contained onlv the skeletal

remains.

BURLVL

The skeleton bv the right side wall w as fairly well preserved. It w as lying in dorsal position

with the arms along the sides and the head towards the door. Because of the lack of

space in the short chamber, the knees were slightly bent, and the body somewhat hooked

at the pelvis. The deposition of the dead body inside the chamber and all the tomb-gifts

outside the door-packing is verv unusual, but undoubtedly original.
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FINDS (group: PL. XXXIV,

1. liiohrome IV almost biconical amphora -with base-rmu:,

and two twin-handles from, nm to shoulder. Biehrome

encircling lines around neck, belly, and base; concentric

circles on shoulder. Xeck and handle missing. Height

ih.S. Floor

2. iiichrome o\al amphora with base-ring; shghtlv

splacmg neck, tiat nm. and two horizontal handles on

shoulder, Bichrome, encircling lines around nm,
neck, shoulder, belly, and base; concentric circles

between handles, a zigzag line on nm, and black handles.

Pieces <>t nm missing. Height 234 Floor.

3 White Painted IV oblong, barrel-shaped jug with two

knobs on sides of body, narrow, concave neck, and handle

from neck to shoulder. Large, vertical, concentric

circles, on both sides of bjdy, and small, concentric

circles below and opposite the handle. Rim and handle

missing Height 1^5. Floor.

4. White Painted IV plate with slightly raised base, in-

4 ; types: l. of PL. 11
)

turned nm, and two horizontal, \\a\s handle-'', jncrced

by string-hole-', at nm. kincirclmg lines out-'ide and

inside. Diam. 12.0. Floor.

5 Coarse Ware sack-shaped jug. Base, handle, and ncuk

missing Height 14.3 I'loor.

(). Bichrome III o\al jug with base-ring, cxhiidrical iiccK,

wide, pinched mouth, and a twin-handle Inaii nm to

shoulder. Fncirding bichrome lines around nm, neck,

and belly; black handle, and concentric circles on

shoulder. Height 23 5. Floor

7. Bichrome 1 \" deep bowl with base-ring; rounded outline

slightly, splaying nm, a ndge below nm. and two

horizontal handles. Decoration obliterated, e.vcept for

some red and black dots close to the handles In-

complete. Diam. 17.4. Floor.

8. Coarse Ware o\al amphora with cylindrical neck.

slightU , splaying nm. and two handles trom nm to

shoulder. Base missing. Height 27 8. I'loor

The following diagram gives a summary of the Object Register:

P o t t e r

Wh P l\' Bichr III Bichr IV Coarse Ware

3-4 ^ 1.27 58
- 2 - 1 - f -2

CHRONOLOGY

Find No. 6 being a late Type III, the group of finds is fairly homogeneous in the

classification and date the tomb to the middle of the Cypro-Archaic I period.

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber

TOMB 17 (Figs. s8: 7— 10; 60)

SIZE

Length Width I )epth I Icight

4.90 2.29 1.44

0-37 1.01 — C. 1 ,0 ^

2.05 1.95 — c. 1.25

SH.XPE

This tomb resembles in all essential features Tomb 13. The dromos is long and slopes

gradually towards the stomion; its sides taper downwards, and on the right side is a small

cupboard approximately at the middle of the wall. The stomion is a sloping passage ending

in a step, and closed by a large, flat slab of local limestone. In front of the stomion is an
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Fig. 59. i^tylii. Tomb 16. Finds in situ Fig. 60. Stylli. Tomb 17. Interior view \^ith finds in situ.

outside the door-packing.

apsidal basin sunk in the rock floor. The chamber is approximately symmetrical Ayith con-

yerging side tyalls, rounded corners, a roughly leyelled, horizontal floor, and a flatly

curyed roof.

STR.ATIFIC.\TIOX

The dromos-fllling was stratifled in the following layers.

I—3. Three layers of flnely pulyerized chavara limited to the back section of the dromos.

4—6. Three layers of looser consistence containing some grayel and dark earth mixed

w ith the chai'ara. These layers went from top to bottom in the front section, and were

brought into their position after the former group.

It is clear that this stratigraphy indicates a partial excav ation of the dromos after it was

filled in, when the first burial had taken place. We have, consequently, to suppose two

separate burial periods.

In the chamber was a rich find stratum directly on the floor, covered by three layers of

debris from roof and stomion. Two skeletons were found, one along each side wall.

They lay both directly on the floor surrounded by their tomb-gifts, and the stratific-

ation does not give any information which of the two is the older. The state of preserv’ation

is the same in both cases, and their positions are independent of each other. Therefore,

the relative chronology between the two must be fi.xed by means of the dating of their

respective tomb-gifts. To the skeleton by the left wall (Skeleton I) can be attributed the

finds Xos. I— 5, and the rest of the finds, including the rich deposit of miniature vases,

apparently, belong to the other body (Skeleton II).

In the cupboard of the dromos were found three vases.
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BURIALS

Both skeletons have been placed in dorsal, outstretched positions with the hands in the

bosoms and the heads towards the entrance of the chamber.

FINDS (groups; PL. XXXV

1 . Bichrome IV larye o\al amphora with base-nn^; slightly

splaying neck with straight sides; flat rim; a ridge

below rim, and two horizontal handles on shoulder.

Bichrome, encircling lines around rim, neck, shoulder,

belly, and base; a panel-pattern of vertical lines, tree-

ornaments, concentric lozenges framing a chess-board

pattern, partly fllled triangles, and chevrons as filling

ornaments; framed lattice-triangles and triangles filled

with chess-board pattern around shoulder; a wavy

line between handles, and groups of transverse lines

on handles. Height 77 4, Floor.

2. Bichrome III oval jug with base-ring; slightly concave

neck; pinched mouth, and twin-handle from rim to

shoulder. Bichrome, encircling lines around rim, neck,

shoulder, and belly, black handle. Height 24.5. Floor.

3. Bichrome IV oval amphora with base-ring, slightly

tapering neck; flat rim; a ridge below rim, and two

horizontal handles on shoulder. Bichrome, encircling

lines around rim, neck, shoulder, belly, and base;

concentric circles around neck and between handles;

groups of transverse lines on rim Lower part of body

IS pierced by a hole. Height 45.2. Floor.

4. Conical spindle-whorl of terracotta. Diam. 4.1. Found

inside No. 3.

5. Bichrome IV biconical amphora with high base-ring,

tall, cylindrical neck; flat rim, and two twin-handles

from rim to shoulder. Encircling, bichrome lines around
,

nm, neck, belly, and base; a wavy line around neck,

black handles. Height 21.6. Floor.

6. Black-on-Red II (IV) oval jug with base-rmg; cylindrical
'

neck; pinched mouth, and a twin-handle from rim to :

shoulder. Crossed, concentric circles around body, and
1

smaller concentric circles in their interstices, as front

ornament, and below handle. Rim chipped. Height 21.3.

Floor.

7 - Black-on-Red I (III) globular amphoriskos with raised

base; wide, concave neck; flat nm, and two handles

from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines around nm, ’

neck, and belly; concentric circles on shoulder. Piece ’

ot neck missing. Height 7.2. Floor.

Black-on-Red conical spindle-whorl with encircling
|

lines around the sides. Diam 4 2. Floor.
|

9.

Black-on-Red I (III) globular bottle with flat base; '<

narrow neck with handle-ridge; flaring funnel-mouth,

and handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines
1

around nm. neck, shoulder, and belly; concentric
I

circles as front ornament, and \ertical lines on handle
j

Height 10. 1. Floor.
|

10.

Bichrome IV plate with slightly raised base; in-turned
|

rim, and two wavy handles pierced by string-holes at '

,1,4; types: l. of PL. ii)

nm Encircling lines outside and inside, red handies.

Diam. 10.6. Floor.

11. Bichrome IV bowl with high stem; in-turned nm;
an impressed line below rim, and two wavy handles

pierced by string-holes at nm. Encircling lines outside

and inside; red handles and black foot. Diam 13.2.

Found inside Xo 12.

12. Bichrome IV plate with flat base; in-turned nm, an im-

pressed line below rim, and two wa\ y handles pierced

by string-holes at nm. Bichrome. encircling lines

outside and inside; red handles. Diam. i<'>4 I'loor.

13 Black-on-Red I (III) oval jug with flat ba>e; conca\e

neck, and handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling

lines around nm and neck, concentric circles on shoulder;

black handle Height 17.5. Flo;)r.

14 Black-on-Red I (III) hjtrle. as No. 9 Height 6 6.

Floor.

15. Grey Polished oval amphoriskos with flat base; wide,

concave neck, and two horizontal handles on shoulder.

Piece of neck missing. Height S 9. Moor

16. White Painted IV o\al amphoriskos with hase-iing,

wide, cylindrical neck; flat rim, and two handles from

nm to shoulder. Encircling hues around run, neck,

and belly; black handles. Height g.6. Found on top

of No. 34.

17. Black-on-Red I (III) globular bottle w iih slighiK raised

base; narrow neck with handle-ndge, flaring kinnel-

nm, and two handles from neck to shoulder. Fncii cling

lines around rim, neck, and belly; concentric ciicles

around shoulder; black handles. Height 12 6. Found

on top of No 19

iS. Black-on-Red II (IV) o\al jug with tlit base, wide,

conca\e neck, and handle from neck to shoulder.

Encircling lines around nm and neck, concentric

circles on body, black handle. Height 6 5. Floor.

19 Bichrome IV basket-shaped hiwl with flat base, and

splaying run Encircling lines outside ani.1 ins’kle, uul

a red band around body Diam 10 7 Floor.

20. Bichrome IV plate, as Xo. 12. Diam. 12 o. Found on

top on No. 22.

21. Cirey Polished shallow bowl with base-iing, roundetl

outline, flat nm; a ridge below run, and a \\a\\ handle,

pierced by a string-hole, at nm. Diam 9.7. Moor.

22. Bichrome III bowl with high stem; angular outline,

and two horisontal handles on body. Encircling lines

around run, body, and stem, bichrome. concentric

circles inside; a panel-pattern of \ertical lines ami

swastieas between handles, black toot and handles

Diam 8 5. Found on top of No. zS.

23. Bichrome III bowl, as No. 22 Diam. 8.4. Floor
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-:4. Bichrome III bowl, as No. 22 . Diam. 8.2. Floor.

25. Buhrome III shallow bowl with base-rin<4; cur\ed

outline; raised, spla\int: rim, and two horizontal handles

on body. Bichrome, encircling lines outside and inside;

black handles. Diam. 10.2. Floor.

26. Black-on-Red I (III) jul;, as No. 13. Encircling lines

around rim and neck, and lar^e, concentric circles on

body; black handle. Heii^ht 5.7. Floor.

27. Grey Polished amphoriskos, as Xo. 15. Height 8.7

Floor.

28. Bichrome IV plate, as Xo. 5. Diam 10.5 Floor.

2y. Black-on-Red I (III) sack-shaped jug with raised base;

short, conca\e neck; a low ridge below neck, pinched

mouth, and an arched handle I'rom rim to body. En-

circling lines around nm, neck, and belly; concentric

circles on shoulder, and vertical lines on handle. Height

14 5. Floor.

30. Black-on-Red II (D ) jug, as Xo. 6. Height 22.5. Floor

31. Bichrome IV pyxis with raised base; angular outline;

oblique shoulder; small, tapering rim, and two

horizontal handles. Bichrome, encircling lines around

nm, shoulder, and body; red handles. Height 7 5. Floor.

32. Bichrome IV plate, as Xo. 5. Diam. 9.5. Floor.

33 Black-on-Red I (III) bottle, as Xo. 9. Height 8 2.

Floor.

34. Bichrome I\’ basket-shaped bowl, as Xo. 19 Diam.

15.0. Floor.

35. Black-on-Red I (III) oval jug with flat base, concave

neck, a spout on shoulder, and a basket-handle on rim.

Encircling lines around nm and neck; concentric circles

on body, and transverse lines on handle. Spout missing.

Height 8.6. Floor.

36.

Black-on-Red II (IV) globular jug with slightly raised

base; cylindrical neck; pinched mouth, and handle

from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines around rirn and

neck; \ertical. concentric circles on both sides of body;

black handle. Height 7.2. Found on top of Xo. 34.

^7. Grev Polished amphoriskos, as Xo. 15. HeightS.”. Floor,

38. Grey Polished amphoriskos. as Xo. 15. Height 8.7.

Floor,

39 Black-on-Red I (III) globular jug, as Xo. 17. Height

12.9. Floor.

40. Circular bronze ring with overlapping ends. Diam.

2.4. Floor.

41. Bichrome IV basket-shaped bowl, as Xo. 19. In-

complete. Diam. 16.0. Floor.

Dromos cupboard
1. Black-on-Red I (III) globular bottle with Hat base;

narrow neck with handle-ridge, daring tunncl-nm,

and handle trom neck to shoulder. Decoration obliterat-

ed; fragmentary. Floor.

2. White Painted IV pyxis with flat base; angular outline;

oblique shoulder; small, tapering rim, and two hori-

zontal handles on body. Encircling lines around rim,

shoulder, and body; black handles. Height 7.9. Floor.

3. White Painted IV amphoriskos with flat base; cylindric-

al neck, splaying nm, and two horisontal handles on

shoulder. Encircling lines around nm, neck, and belly;

black handles. Height ii.i. Floor.

The classification of the finds gives the following diagram:

,

P 0 t t e r y
^ Terracotta Bronze

Wh P IV Bichr III B.chr IV
BI -.m-R I

(III)

BI -on-R II

(IV)
Grey Spmdle-

Polished 1 whorls
Ring

1st group
1

1

2 J- 3 , 5 4
- I -.1 -

1

‘ 16 22, 23, 24 10, 11. 12 7. <). 13 6 i8, 30

'

15, 21. 27 8 40

• 2nd group
2 S 19, 20. 28

31, 32. 34

14, 17, 26

33 33

36 37, 38

1 41 ' 39
- I -4 - 10 - lO -4 -5 -I -I

j

Dromos
Cupboard 2, 3 I

-I

CHRONOLOGY

The difference in time between the two groups cannot be very great. The later

group contains still a considerable quantity of pottery of Type III, and the vases of

Type IV in the first grnup are all early specimens of their class. Both groups seem

to belong to the earlier part of Cypro-Achaic I.
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SUMMARY

The tombs on the flat plateau where the ground consists mainly of chaz ara have all very

spacious dromoi, and are from a typological point of view rather different from those found

in the southern slope, where the bed-rock is soft and argillaceous. The former are long and

gentlv splaying towards the entrance of the chamber, and sometimes provided with a

dromos cupboard or two. The floor slopes more or less regularlv, and in some cases traces

are left of original steps. The latter are much shorter, but mainlv reach the same width

as the former. That means to say that they widen much more abruptlv. Further their

floors are almost horizontal, and none of them is provided with cupboards. A common
feature to both groups is the irregular shape of the chamber, the size of which is very small

in comparison with the often enormous dromos.

The conclusions drawn from these typological differences must, however, be carefullv

limited. It must be kept in mind that the consistencv of the ground and the features of the

terrain were the main factors that decided the work of the constructors of the tomb. On
the plateau a long dromos was needed to reach the depth reqired for the safe hollowing

out of a chamber, a condition which is not valid for the southern slope. The chonnos of this

area is not apt for the construction of a dromos cupboard, as such a small cavitv would

quickly be refilled with debris from the easily eroded material.

The burial customs are the same in all the tombs, and all the bodies were found in out-

stretched, dorsal positions, surrounded by their tomb-gifts. No coffins were used. The

orientation of the tombs to the cardinal points is in most cases North—South, with the

chamber northwards. This, however, is not a rule without exceptions.

Summing up the chronological data given above after each tomb, the whole scries can

be grouped in the following chronological scheme where the Roman figures signify the differ-

ent burial groups in each tomb;

Cypro-Geometric III A. g i burial group

Cypro-Geometric III B. 1,7, 8‘“”,
14, 15 6 burial groups

Cypro-Archaic I A. 4, 5,
6‘^", 10', 12’, 13, 14 A, 17'^" n burial groups

Cypro-Archaic I B. 2', 3, 10", 12", 16 5 burial groups

Cypro-Archaic II A. 2", 1 1 2 burial groups

This shows clearlv enough that the necropolis was in most frequent use at the end of

Cypro-Geometric III and the earlier part of Cypro-Archaic I. There are practicallv no

forerunners, and the later tombs are verv few. Comparing this result with the field-map

(Plan II), we can state that all the tombs on the central plateau were constructed during

the Cvpro-Geometric III period and the beginning of Cvpro-Archaic I. During this epoch

the southern slope was used only once (Tomb 12), but in the following periods (Cypro-

Archaic IB—II A) all the new tombs were constructed in this area. We can, therefore.
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State that the necropolis was used for the first time in the Cypro-Geometric III — Cvpro-

Archaic I A period w hen the central plateau was occupied by the tomb cutters, and that

in the following periods the old tombs were repeatedly used for later burials, and some

new tombs cut in the southern slope of the area. That these tombs are of another type

than the earlier ones may, however, be due mostly to the local conditions of the place.

E. S.
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INTRODUCTION (Figs. 6i, 62; Plan III)

Marion was one ol the ancient kingdoms of Cyprus, but its history is little known.

The earliest historical eyent in which the name of Marion can be identified with

any certainty in the records is its capture by Kimon in 449 B. C.‘ From the coins

we know that two kings, Stasioikos and Timocharis, ruled in Marion in the latter part ot

the 5th century B. C.' At the end of the 4th century B. C. we hear of another king, Stasioikos,

called the second. He was depriyed of his kingdom in 312 B. C. by Ptolemaeus Soter, and

the people of Marion were transferred to Paphos. After some time the city was refounded,

probably by Ptolemaeus Philadelphus, who named it Arsince in honour of his wife and

sister."^

The location of Marion has been disputed, but both literary and archaeological eyidence

proye undisputably that the city was situated close to the present yillage of Polls tis

Chrysochou.''

If one trayels to the West along the coast from Soli, the way first passes Vouni and Limniti,

running up hill and down dale through the western uplands of the ancient kingdom of

Soli to the yillage of Pyrgos, the name of which may indicate the existence there of a border

fortress. Beyond Pyrgos a rocky promontory projects into the sea. This is the ancient

Kallinousa, which seems to haye formed a natural boundary between the kingdoms of

Soli and IMarion. Here is pure w ilderness, not a yillage, not a hut, nothing but tinkling

flocks of sheep and scent of myrtle. Suddenly, from the crest of a hill, the smiling plain

of Marion comes into yiew. To the West, Cape Akamas juts out like the foaming prow of a

war galley, while the mountains of Paphos and Troodos form a wooded background.

The plain is a delta, formed by numerous small riyers coming down the hills.

The yillage of Polls tis Chrysochou is situated about i km. trom the sea. Between the

yillage and the sea lie the main remains of the ancient city. Architectural debris and numerous

potsherds on the surface bear witness of the ruins of the tow n buried below. Most ot the

datable fragments on the surface can be assigned to the Hellenistic or later periods. 'This

town, whose remains are yisible on the surface, can thus he identified w ith Arsinoe. \\ ithin

the boundaries of the town earlier remains of some importance are only yisible in one spot.
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1‘ig. ^11. View of Marion from the East with Cape Akamas in the background.

where fragments of terracotta sculptures prove that a sanctuary was situated there. Some of

these terracotta fragments belong to the Late Archaic period.

There are also remains of another settlement about 1.5 km. to the East, between the

present high-road and the sea. This settlement was probably a suburb, as the space between

it and the western, main settlement seems to have been unhabited. Heaps of slag are found

near this eastern settlement, and the datable fragments of pottery etc. discovered on the

surface are Roman.

The necropoleis were also two in number: one, east of the village, close to the eastern

settlement, and the other round, and partly, in the village itself, adjoining the ruins of

Arsinoe.'

The tombs date from the Cypro-Geometric down to the Byzantine period. The Arsinoe

tombs are naturallv Hellenistic and later, but numerous tombs from the Cypro-Geometric

to the Classical period indicate the existence of yet another town, contemporary with these

tombs, and this town ought then to be Marion.

As we have seen, the site of Arsinoe has been determined with certaintv. The question

is then where Vlarion was situated. Since no remains of any pre-Hellenistic town are visible

on the surface in the vicinitv of the tombs, it is natural to suppose that the ruins of Marion

are buried underneath those of Arsinoe. Further, as the western necropolis contains tombs

from the end of the Late Archaic and the Classical periods, while the tombs from the earlier

periods are found in the eastern necropolis, it seems reasonable to assume the original town

of Marion to have lain to the East, associated with the eastern necropolis, and that at the

beginning of the 5th centurv B. C. its centre shifted to the West, to the place where Arsinoe
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was subsequently built. Even Ohnefalsch-Richter was of that opinion, though he eould

not produce any positive evidence in favour of his supposition.

In an attempt to solve the question, we made soundings in both the western and eastern

settlements.

In the West we opened two trenches at right angles, the one i6.o m. and the other 6.40

m. long, and both of them 2 m. wide. In these trenches all the debris was dug through tiom

the surface to the rock. Parts of house walls of diflerent kinds were found, and these eould

be associated with three distinct floors. On the basis of potsherds found in the debris and

on each floor, the uppermost walls could be dated from the Roman and Byzantine periods,

the walls below these from the Hellenistic period, while the lowermost walls were associated

with sherds of the Late Archaic and Classical periods.

Are we justified in identifying these latter remains with those of [Marion.' Phey evidentK

represent a settlement from the Late Archaic and Classical periods, but was this settlement

the city of Alarion? It must be admitted that the depth of the culture earth only 0.20-0.25

m. — was much less than would be expected from the debris of an important and flourishing

town like Alarion. It is of course possible that the trench did not cross the centre of the

town, but on the other hand it seems bold to regard the remains as indicating an\ thing

more than the probability that the Late Archaic and Classical Alarion was situated here.

Lack of time, and financial considerations, prevented us from excavating the to\Mi-site

on a larger scale in order definitely to solve this topographical problem.

In the eastern settlement the result was negative as tar as concerns our attempt to find

there the remains of a town from the Geometric and .Vrchaic periods; onK liouse walls
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from the Roman periods were found. It should be noted, however, that soundings were

taken on one spot onh', and we might well have happened to dig the trial pit outside the

walls of the earlier town.

We mav therefore sav that the exact position of Marion, and even more the extension of

the town, is still rather uncertain, but there are indications that at least the Late Archaic

and Classical citv is buried below the remains of Hellenistic Arsinoe.

Excavations in Alarion were first carried out bv Ohnefalsch-Richter, who in 1885 and

1886 opened a great number of tombs for Messrs. Christian, Watkins, and Williamson.

An account of this excavation was given bv Hermann.' This account is based on

Ohnefalsch-Richter ’s notes.

In ""K\'pros, die Bibel uud Hefner'" the excavator himself has briefly commented on some

of his finds and rendered a polemic, summarv report on his excavation." In 1889—90

excavations were undertaken tor the Cvprus Exploration Fund bv Messrs. Alunro and

Tubbs.' Ohnefalsch-Richter, as well as Munro and Tubbs, excavated both in the eastern

and in the western necropoleis. Mr. M. Alarkides, ex-Keeper of the Cvprus Aluseum,

excavated a number of tombs in the western necropolis. No account of this excavation

has been published. Finallv, Air. Rupert Gunnis, Inspector of Antiquities, has excavated

a few tombs in the same necropolis. This excavation, too, is only reported in AIS. by the

excavator.

Beside the soundings on the town-site mentioned above, the excavations of the Swedish

Cyprus Expedition were concentrated to an exploration of the tomb-fields. In all ninety-

eight tombs were excavated, fifty tombs (Tombs i— 13 and 62—98) in the eastern necropolis

on the sites of Sikarka-Kokkina, Potamos tou Alyrmikof, and Evrethades and forty-eight

tombs (Tomb 14-61) in the western necropolis on the localitv of Kaparka.

The excavations began in Alarch and continued until the end of July 1929.

The necropolis at Sikarka-Kokkina

This is a localitv i km. to the east of the village of Polis tis Chrvsochou, consisting of

several small hills all with the west side sloping ahruptlv, and the cast and north sides sloping

more slowlv. On one of these hills the villagers had opened twelve tombs which were said

to contain Archaic potterv (Plan HI, i).

On the ground, potsherds from this period were abundant. The tombs were situated in a

line on the steep sides of the hill and were cut in the soft rock. Trial trenches were dug
with the following residts.
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TOMB I

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber

TOMB I (Fig. 65:

SIZE

Length Width Depth I ieight

1.40 1.20 1 .82 —
0-37 0-95 — 1.25

3-56 2.40 — 2.05

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather short and narrow shaft, approximately rectangular in shape with

vertically cut walls, sloping gently towards the door. Along the south side of the dromos

a small side-chamber is cut, rectangular in shape, with rounded corners, the long side

opening on to the dromos. This was closed with a packing of rubble.

The door has a saddle-shaped roof. The dcor-packing was almost entirely removed

except for two stone blocks in the lowermost course. The door opens to the left of the

longitudinal axis of the chamber and the stomion leads down to this with a gentlv sloping

floor.

The chamber is large, approximately rectangular with rounded corners, but somewhat

wider towards the back wall. The floor slopes gently towards the back wall and the north

long side. The roof is barrel-shaped and has been partly destroyed by the crumbling of the

rock. On the south, long side, close to the stomion, a tunnel-shaped niche with horizontal

floor and saddle-shaped roof is cut in the rock, on a level with the floor of the chamber.

STR.ATIFIC.ATIOK

Below the surface layer, the dromos-filling consisted of two layers of chavara, a layer of

chavara mixed with charcoal, and at the bottom a layer of hard chazara. The third layer

contained a strip of charcoal, about 0.05 m. thick. In front of the door, the layers were

disturbed indicating that the tomb had been entered by robbers, who had dug a shaft

close to the entrance, removed the stones of the door-packing and thus entered the tomb-

chamber. Also the stratification of the chamber and the condition of finds indicated the

same thing. The chamber was filled to the roof with earth, clay, and rock matter from the

fallen-in roof. Below this the culture stratum on the floor of the chamber was also disturbed

and not a single find was made. The side-chamber, which had escaped the tomb-robbers,

was filled with earth and clay, and contained an intact burial.

BURI.XLS

The side-chamber contained a single skeleton in a dorsal, outstretched position together

with a deposit of some pots. About the burials in the main chamber, nothing can be said,

except that the stratification of the dromos-filling indicates that repeated burials have taken

place, and that fires were lit, the remains of which were thrown out in the dromos.
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FINDS

1. Plain White HeUt-ni->tic amphora ^\lth pointed base;

Conical bod\ , >hcd'itK slopinir shoulder: tall. c\lindncal

neck, moulded nm. rectan'jular handles from neck to

shoulder. The handles are impressed with stamped

ln^crlptlons (see Appendix \ ). lleinht it>.o

2 Coa!^e juit with tlat base, wide belK ; slopimt shoulder;

wide. conca\e neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

1S.7.

3 Plain White Hellenistic jug with base-ring; oval body

with marked belly; sloping shoulder; wide, cylindrical

neck, harinit, imiulded nm. ribbon-handle from neck

to shoulder Height 17.5

Summing up the description in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram;

P 0 t t L- r y

P 1 \\ h
I

C'oarsf

CHRONOLOGY

The finds show that the tomb belongs to the Hellenistic period.

TOiMB 2 (Figs. 63; 64; 65:6— ii)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 1.83 2.50 —
Stomion 0.70 1.04 — 1.60

Chamber 4-30 2.50 — 1.98

SHAPE

The dromos is in the shape of a short shaft cut in the steeply sloping hill-side, widening

towards the hack end, and with vertically cut walls. At the entrance of the dromos, two

worn steps lead down to its floor which then slopes slightly towards the door. On the south

long side, a tunnel-shaped niche with horizontal floor and roof is cut into the rock, about

0.70 m. above the floor of the dromos. The niche is rectangular in shape with rounded

corners. Along the north long side of the dromos a bench, also about 0.70 m. above the

floor of the dromos, is cut into the rock. The door has an arched roof and opens on to the

chamber, obliquely to its longitudinal axis. The stomion leads down to the chamber by a

step. The door-packing was missing.

'rhe chamher is a large, roughly rectangular room with six irregularilv placed niches

cut into the wall. The floor slopes gently towards the back wall and the two side walls.

The roof is slightly curved and partly destroyed by the crumbling of the rock. The niches

are tunnel-shaped, and approximately rectangidar with rounded corners. Their floors and

roots slope towards the back wall. They are all cut approximately at a level with the floor

of the chamber except Xiche i which is about 0.25 m. above the floor of the chamber.
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Fig. 63. Marion. Tomb Interior view. Fig. 64. Marion. Tomb ;. Interior vieu

.

Niche 2 is about twice as wide as the others. Niche i is situated in the south wall of the
chamber, close to the entrance; Niche 2 in the same side wall at the back of the chamber;
Niche 3 in the back wall and Niches 4, 5, 6 in the north side wall of the chamber.

STR-tTIFIC.tTION'

The dromos t\as found uncovered, which, together with the missing door-packing, the
stratification in the chamber and the condition of finds, indicates that the tomb had been
robbed. In later times, moreover, it had been used by shepherds as a refuge. The layers
in the chamber consisted of a disturbed culture stratum at the bottom, and above that a
layer of earth and rock material from the fallen-in roofs and walls. Only in Niches i, 2,
and 6, the burial stratum was partlv intact.

BURI.tLS

All o\ er the floor of the chamber and the niches remains of bodies were found, but no
skeleton was completely preserved, or gave any idea of the details of the burial customs.
Finds of bronze nails in some of the niches, however, give evidence of wooden cofhns being
used to preserve the bodies.

FIXD.S (PL. XXXVI. I

I - Amphoriskos of alabaster. The kteneral b>hape of the \ase

an imitation of the Hellenistic type of amphora with
pointed base. The long handles from neck to shoulder
are decorated with a ladder-pattern anti two incised

grooves run round the shoulder. The pointed base widens
into a small fotit, moulded and decorated with grooves.

a development from the base-knob of the poiterv tvpe

A tall plug-shaped cover in the sha}''e ot a minuiturc v<*.se

standing on an ornamented cippus. the decorative

elements from the base are reiterated m the cover. 'I'he

alabaster is homogeneous and transparent Base, lips,

and covet damaged Height (with eovei) 227.

CHRONOLOGY

This find and the pottery fragments found show that the tomb belongs to the Hellenistic
period. Besides, numerous potsherds from the Hellenistic period were found in the disturbed
culture stratum on the floor.
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-Marion. Tomb i. Plan (i); Sections C-C, B-B, D-D, A-A (2, 4, i)- Tomb 2

Sections B-B, C-C, D-D, E-E (7, 8, 9, 10, ii). Tomb 3, Finds in situ (12)
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TOiNIB 3 (Fig. 6::;: 12)

189

Niche

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

2.25 0.98 — —

SH.\PE

The dromos and the main part of the chamber were washed away by floods, but they

seem to have been similar to those of Tomb 2. The chamber has had niches of the same

type as those of Tomb 2 and of these niches two were left.

STR.\TIFICATION'

The niches were filled with earth and sand. One of them contained a burial stratum

at the bottom.

BURI.tLS

No traces of skeletons were found.

FINDS

1. Black Lustrous bottle With sack-shaped bod> ; tall, splayed, 3. Finger-ring of blue glass, consisting ot a douhk'-twi'tcd

cylindrical neck; stilted rim. Height 15.5. spiral-nng, ending in an eicct snake's head Diam z 15.

2. Plain White oval tear-bottle with wide belly; cylindrical,

somewhat spkned neck and base. Height 150.

We thus obtain the following diagram of classification of the finds:

P <1 t t 0 r y (i 1 .1 s s

PI Wh. Bl. Lustrous Fint!cr-rinu

CHRONOLOGY

From these finds, it is evident that the tomb belongs to the Hellenistic period.

The necropolis at Potamos ton Myrmikof

This site is another hill-slope similar to that of Sikarka-Kokkina; facing South and situated

about 300 m. north-east of that locality. Three of the tombs on the site had been opened by

villagers, and large quantities of broken Archaic pottery were tound on the ground (Mg.

66; Plan III, 2).

Several trial trenches gave positive results.
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Fig. 66. .Marion. The necropolis at Potamos tou Myrmikof.

TOMB 4 (Figs 67; 69: i—5)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 1.48 1.20 0.92 —
Stomion 0.20 0.86 — —
Chamber 1.60 1.72 — 0.89

SHAPE

The dromos is a shallow, short shaft, widening slightly at the back end, with vertically

cut side walls and horizontal floor. The door had partly fallen in, so that nothing can be

said for certain about its shape; but the door-packing was intact, being very solidly built

of five large, roughly cut stones and a quantity of pebbles. The floors of the dromos and the

chamber are on the same level. The chamber is very small and of an irregular shape. Its

floor is approximately horizontal; the roof had been barrel-shaped, but a part of it had

collapsed in the centre of the chamber.

STR.ATIFICWTION

The filling of the dromos consisted of homogeneous chavara. In the chamber an intact

burial stratum was found on the floor and covering that were pyramidal layers of earth and

rock from the fallen-in roof and walls. These layers in their turn lav against a layer of earth

and rock from the destroyed parts of the stomion, which had, consequently, been destroyed

belore the roof collapsed.
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BURIALS

Only one burial had taken place, the remains of which were very scanty. The position of

a femur, an arm and fragments of the skull testify to a dorsal, outstretched position for the

body, which had been placed along the east side of the chamber. At the opposite side was a

deposit of tomb-gifts, consisting of some pots.

FINDS (group: PL. XXXVI,

1. White Painted IV jug with base-ring; oval body;

cylindrical neck; pinched mouth with in-turned nm;
twin-handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines

around nm and neck; black handle; four double-groups

of concentric circles around belly. Height 25.4. — 28.

2 . Black-on-Red II (IV) deep bowl with base-ring; rounded

outline; horizontal handles below rim Encircling lines

around rim, body, and base, encircling lines inside;

detached concentric circles hanging from rim; black

handles. Diam. 23.2. — 28

3. Bichrome IV globular bottle with flat, raised rim; glo-

bular depressed body; cylindrical, narrow neck with

handle-ridge; flat, out-turned nm; handle from neck

to shoulder. Red nm and upper part of neck; encircling

lines around neck; stroke across handle, two vertical

concentric circles in front of body. Height 8.6. E'ioor.

4. White Painted IV jug, as No. i, but with three single

concentric circles around belly; one double-group in

front. Height 26.8. — 28.

2; types: l. of PL. ii)

5. White Painted IV bowl with flat, raised base, angular

outline, flaring nm; vertical handle from nm to body

Encircling lines around nm and body; two concentric

lines inside; black handle; curved stroke from end ot

handle to rim. Diam. 8 5. Flour.

6. Black-on-Red 1 (III) oval bottle with flat base, handle

from neck to shoulder. Rim missing E'ncirclmg lines

around belly and shoulder, black stroke across handle.

Height 7 4. Floor.

7. Coarse ovoid jug with flat, raised base; wide, slightly

concave neck, handle from nm to shoulder. Height

27.5. Floor.

8. Coarse jug, as No. 7. Height 26.5. — 22.

9. Coarse jug, as No 7 Height 200. — 26.

10.

White Painted IV bowl with flat, raised base, double-

curved outline; vertical handle from rim to bodv . En-

circling lines around nm and body, small circle inside

bottom; black handle, curved stroke from end of handle

to nm. Diam 122 — 28.

Summing up the description in the Object Register we obtain the following classification

of finds:

1 Pottery

Wh. P. IV Bichr. IV Bl.-on-R. I (III) BI-on-R 11 (IV) Coarse

I. 4. 5. 10 1

-4 '

3

-I

6 2 7 , 8 9

CHRONOLOGY

The tomb belongs to the first part of Cvpro-Archaic I, as the pottery consists of a majority

of vases of early Type IV, and one specimen of Type III.

TOMB 5 (Figs. 68; 69: 6—10)

Length Width Depth lU-iuht

Dromos 2.00 1-44 2.50 —
Stomion 0-56 1 .1

1

— 1.42

Chamber 2.24 1-74 — 0.90



SHAPE

The dromos is short, with four steps cut in the rock leading down to the door and nearly

verticallv cut side walls. Along the east long side is a horizontal bench cut in the rock,

about 0.63 m. from the floor of the dromos, in front of the door-packing. The door has an

arched roof. It was closed with a very solid door-packing built of large, rough stones and

smaller pebbles. The floor of the stomion slopes gently down to that of the chamber and the

door opens to the right of the longitudinal axis of the chamber. The chamber is nearly

square in shape with rounded corners. Its floor slopes slightly towards the back, and the

west side walls. The roof is flat and slopes down to the back wall. Its state of preservation

is fairlv good and only a part of it has fallen down.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of two layers of chavara, the lower layer ending at the

level of the top of the door-packing, and the upper layer reaching the rock surface. The layers

were intact. In the chamber, the stratification consisted of covering layers of rock material

from the fallen-in roof forming a heap in the central part of the chamber, a wedge-shaped

laver of dromos cliarara, which has infiltrated through the door-packing, and below these

two burial strata. The lower of these rests directly on the sand-covered floor and the upper

one on the culture stratum of the former, about 0.05—o.io m. above the floor; representing

an earlier and a later burial period. Among the burials ot the earlier period, a distinction

can be made between one more recent and two older interments. The older interments are

represented by some scanty remains of two previously removed skeletons found in the

north-east part of the chamber together with some pots; the more recent by fragments of a
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skeleton in the centre of the chamber. Even this skeleton has been somewhat removed

from its original position when the interment of the later burial took place. The crumbled

remains of the skeleton of this bodv were found along the west side of the chamber.

According to the levels of the objects, the following finds belong to the 2nd burial period:

Nos. I, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 20; and the remainder to the ist burial period.

BURIALS

Concerning the position of the skeletons of the earlier burials nothing for certain can be

said, because, as stated above, thev have been removed from their original places. From the

position of the skull and scantv remains of ribs, femora, and tibiae of the skeleton of the

latest burial, it can be ascertained that the bodv had been placed in a dorsal, outstretched

position along the west side wall of the chamber, with the head in north-west corner. The

bodies had been supplied with the usual tomb-gifts, now destroyed, but once kept in the

pots surrounding the skeletons. In the south-east corner of the dromos, in the upper part

of the filling, a plain Archaic pot was found, having contained the last offering to the deceased

and, after the libation, was left in the place where it was found.

FINDS (group: PL. XXXVI, 3; types: l. of PL. ii)

1. Plain White V cone-shaped pithos with pointed base; !
part of handle; upper part of handle black. Pieces of

wide, low belly; double-curved body, marked shoulder-
|

rim missing. Height 13.7. — 57.

line; no neck; erect, swollen rim; two handles from
I 7. Plain White V wide bowl with high base-ring; splaying

shoulder to belly. Height 52.0 — 41. • sides; Hat, wide rim, pierced by two string-holes. Diam.

2. Bichrome V biconical amphora with cylindrical neck;
j

30.1. — 57.

swollen nm; two horizontal handles between shoulder 1
8. Red Slip III (V) biconical jug with narrow base-disc;

and belly. Encircling bichrome lines and bands around ' broad, splayed neck; handle from rim to shoulder,

nm, neck, shoulder, and belly; wavy lines around neck Height 7.5. — 63.

and shoulder; bichrome vertical strokes from shoulder 9. White Painted V alabastron-shaped jug, incomplete,

to belly; black painted handles. Height 32.5. Floor. Encircling lines around neck and belly; two groups

3. Black-on-Red III (V) biconical jug with base-disc; of concentric circle.s opposite handle. Height ii. 9. — 60.

narrow, concave neck: splayed, swollen nm; handle
i

10. Bichrome IV oval amphora with base-ring; short, cy-

from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines around nm, lindrical neck; flat rim; twin-handles from rim to shoulder,

neck, and body. Height 9.2. Inside Xo. 2. Encircling lines and bands around rim, neck, and belly;

4 Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl with narrow base-disc; transverse strokes around nm and on handles; groups

hemispherical body. Band outside the nm F)iam. ii.o. of concentric circles around neck and shoulder. Height

Floor. 18.2. Floor.

5. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with flat base, cyhnd- ii. Coarse oval jug with flat base; wide, cylindrical neck;

ncal body; splayed nm; handle from rim to shoulder. handle from nm to shoulder. Height 16.2. Floor.

Height 17.8 —
•
57. . 12. Plain White V oval jug with flat base-disc; tapering

6. Bichrome IV spherical jug with narrow, flat base-ring; neck; narrow, pinched mouth; elevated handle from

narrow neck with handle-ridge; lower part concave, rim to shoulder. Height 16 o Floor.

upper part cylindrical, flaring nm; handle from neck • 13. White Painted IV ()\al jug with flat base-disc; cylindrical

to shoulder. A broad red band and black encircling neck; pinched mouth; tYvm-handle from nm to shoulder,

lines around neck, two groups of concentric circles Encircling lines and bands around nm and neck; trans-

with groups of small concentric circles in the interstices verse strokes across handle; three groups of concentric

coNenng both sides of bodv; filled red circle with central circles around shoulder Height 19 i. Floor,

white dot encircled by black lines flanked by tY\o groups 14. Black Slip IV—V wide amphoriskos with stemmed
consisting of four groups of concentric circles, as front foot; short, cylindrical neck; fiat nm; two vertical handles

ornament, two groups of concentric circles as back from nm to shoulder. Height 14.3. Floor,

ornament; red painted nm, transverse strokes on lower 15. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl, shape as Xo. 4. Broad
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band outside and inside rim, concentric circles inside

bottom. Diam. ii.i. Floor.

16. Bichrome IV oval amphora with base-ring; cylindrical

neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles between shoulder

and belly. Encircling lines and bands around rim, neck,

shoulder, and belly; a frieze of four groups of concentric

circles around body. Height 20.4. Floor.

17. White Painted IV oval jug, shape as Xo. 13, but with

plain handle, same decoration, but paintings almost

washed out. Height 17.2. Floor.

iS. Bichrome Red II (V) oval jug with base-ring; wide,

slightly tapered neck; broad, pinched mouth; a twin-

handle with three bosses from rim to shoulder. Reddish

black ground; black encircling lines and bands around

nm, neck, and bclK ; ring of \ertical stripes on the upper

part of shoulder, transverse strokes across handle; white

supplementary colour used in two lines around belly, and

three rosettes of dots on shoulder. Height 20 6. Floor.

i() Bichronie V shallijw bowl with Rat base-disc, rounded

outline, plain nm. Encircling lines and bands around

edge, and inside bottom. Diam. 12 7. Floor.

20. Bichrome Red II (V) globular jug with base-ring;

tapering neck; narrow, pinched mouth; tall twin-handle

from nm to shoulder. Reddish black and red ground.

Black encircling lines and bands round neck and belly,

and transverse strokes across the handle, with supple-

mentarv colour used in several lines round belly and

shoulder. Height 26.5. In the dromos.

Summing up the classification in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data, we

obtain the following diagram:

P 0 t ter y
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CHRONOLOGY

We see thus that specimens of Type V increase, and those of Type IV decrease in the

2nd burial period; while there were seven vases of Type IV, and five of Type V in the ist

burial period, there were only two specime of Type IV, and five specimens of 'I'ype V in

the 2nd burial period. These chronological data allot the ist burial period to the first part,

and the 2nd burial period to the second part of Cypro-Archaic II.

TOMB 6 A (Fig. 70: I, 3, 4, 6)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 1.40 0.70 1.50 —
Chamber 1-30 0.98 — 1. 10

SHAPE

The dromos is a short, narrow shaft with vertically cut walls, and a single step leadiiig

down to the floor-level, in front of the door. The door was closed by a single, circular

stone slab with a round hole pierced in the centre, which was closed by smaller stones.
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The door-openine; occupies the whole width of the front side of the chamber, and the stomion

leads down to it with a fairlv gentle slope. The chamber is very small and irregularily

shaped. Its door and roof slope towards the back well. Part of the walls, and the roof have

fallen in.

STR.VTIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of homogeneous chavara. The chamber was quite

filled with rock material from the fallen-in walls and roof, covering two burial and culture

strata; the lowermost on the door and upper one on the top of it. The following objects

belong to the ist burial stratum, and were found on the door or just above it: Xos. 10— 14.

Objects Xos. I—9 were found between levels — 46 and — 76, and belong to the 2nd burial

stratum.

BURIALS

The remains of one skeleton were found. The small size of the chamber did not allow of

an outstretched position and from the disposition of the bones, it can be ascertained that

the hodv was placed with its back leaning against the back wall of the chamber, sitting

with crossed legs and holding jug Xo. 8 in its arms. After putrefaction, the upper part of

the body fell forwards, which can be seen from the fact that the skull was found on the top

of jug Xo. 8. The usual tomb-gifts in pots were placed around the hodv. In the dromos in

front of the door slab, an amphora was found, having contained offerings to the dead. The
hole in the centre of the door slab, moreover, gives evidence of sacrifices having been per-

formed for the dead; at the sacrifice the blood of the victims poured through the hole down

into the chamber to saturate the deceased.

(groups: PL. XXXVII,

D r o ni o

! W'l'.itc Painted I\’ aniphora with hasc-nni{; onok! b<»dy,

cxlindrical neck, swollen nm; horizontal htndlo on

shoulder. Encirchnu lines and bands around neck and

bod^ , sparse, concentric circles on shoulder Height

5S 7, In the dromos filling.

Chamber
1 Biuhiome o\oid amphora with fiat base, vertical

haiunu> on bell\ , neck missinir. Encirclim; lines around

neck, thick strokes alon^ handle; fiieze of concentric

circles between handles Decoration almost effaced.

neiL’’ht 15 — 65

2 Xairuw, leaf->haped iron knife with two n. ills for fitlinL;

the handle Point and upper part of handle missing

Traces of c\ood still viMble between the nails. Length

t 2 N — 46

3 White Paintetl \\ boul with curved outline; base-

disc. liamtle from rim to bodv. Encirclint; lines and

l)and> around nm, body, and base; circle inside and a

straight line outside the bottom, black painted handle,

c ur \ ed stri ike from h isc of handle to nm. Diam 125 - 57

1,3; types: l. of PL. II)

4. White Painted IV shallow bowl with round base. En-

cncling band around nm. Diam 12. h. — 64

5. White Painted 111 oval jug with basc-di-'c; ridge around

neck; concave, splayed neck; tubular spout, high tvvm-

hancile from nm to shoulder. Encircling linc-s around

nm, neck, and spout, black painted handle, lines along

spout, band of small concentric circles around shoulder;

a ring of same around root of spot. Height 20.4. — 59.

6. Red .^lip II (IV) shallow bowl with base-disc; somewhat

angular outline, flat nm, handle from nm to body.

Diam 94. — 70.

7. Bichrome Red I (IV) globular bottle with base-disc;

funnei-neck, Hat nm, handle-ridge; handle from neck to

shouidcT. Body with red slip, black and red encircling

lines around nm and neck Height 10.3. — -U.

8. Bichrome IV oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical, slightly

concave neck; wide, pinched mouth, twin-handle from

neck to sh(;ulder Encircling lines and bands around

nm and neck, close spirals on sides of hodv. surrounded

by double groups of concentric circles and encircling

hands; vertical hands of circles on side-^ of shoulder

and below handles, m front a wheel sui rounded bv a
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spiral, and encircled by concentric circles; all crowned

by a hatched triangle. Height 33.0. — 76.

9.

Red Slip II (IV) shallow bowl with flat base; vertical

sides; flaring rim; handle from rim to body. Diam. 6.8

— 65.

10. Black-on-Red II (IV) conical bowl with base-nng,

out-turned rim; two horizontal handles. Encircling

lines around rim, body, and base, concentric circles

inside the bottom, frieze of same between handles.

Diam. 15.2. Floor.

11. White Painted III shallow bowl with base-disc; straight^

angular outline; decoration as No. 3. Diam 12.8. Floor.

12.

Plain White III oval amphoia with base-disc, short,

swollen neck; out-turned nm. larize, horizontal handles

on shoulder. Height 16.3. Floor.

13 Coarse elongated, oval jug with flat base-disc, wide,

splayed neck; handle from run to shoulder Height

15.4 P'loor

14. White Painted I\' oval amph(^ra with base-nng, concave

neck; splaved, stilted nm. horizcjntal handles on shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands atound nm. neck, sht)ulder,

belly, and base; black painted handles, detached, con-

centric circles around neck; groups of same between

handles Height 41.0 Flour.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram;

Chamber

Pottery Iron

i

,

Wh.P HI Wh. P. IV Bichr. IV
BI.-on-R. Bichr. R. I

IKIV) (IVj '^{I’v/^
PI Wh III Coarse Knitc

1st burial 1

1

14 10 ' I 2 I ;

period -

1

- I - 1 - I -

1

2nd burial 00
"F 7 (). <1 2

period - 1 - 2 - 2 -

1

_ 2 - 1

Dromos 1

!

I

- I

CHRONOLOGY

As shown by this classification, both the burial periods belong to Cypro-Archaic I

characterized bv pottery of mainlv Type IV. These are, however, more advanced in style

in the 2nd burial period than in the first.

TOMB 6 B (Fig. 70; i, 2, 5)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 2.60 0.74 1.24

Stomion 0.30 0.70 — —
Chamber ">99 2.20 — —

SHAPE

When cutting the dromos of this tomb, thev happened to break into that of Tomb 6 A;

and therefore the direction of the dromos was changed to a corridor-shaped shaft cut in the

rock, from the door-packing of Tomb 6 A along the east side wall ot the chamber ot that

tomb. The floor of the dromos slopes verv gentlv towards the door, and the walls are

verticallv cut. The upper part of the stomion has collapsed, so that nothing for certain can
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be said about the shape of the door, which was blocked by a packing of irregular stones filling

about half the dromos. The door opens to the right of the longitudinal axis of the chamber

along its west side wall and the stomion leads down to it bv a fairly gentle slope. The
size of the chamber is greater than that of Tomb 6 A, and more regularily shaped, with

rounded corners and slightly curved sides. The floor slopes very slightly towards the back

wall; the roof has entirely collapsed.

STR.VTIFICATION

The dromos-filling consisted of two layers of chavara. Above the stomion, however,

tomb-robbers had started digging a hole from the surface layer of cultivated earth, but

stopped their work just at the top of the door-packing. The layers in the chamber consisted

of a burial stratum at the bottom, covered by a layer of dromos chavara and earth brought

in by the water from the dromos, and forming a heap in the front part of the chamber.

Overlaying this and covering the burial stratum in the back part of the chamber was a laver

of broken rock from the fallen-in roof and walls, and covering both these layers of debris,

was a layer consisting of silted rock and stones from the completely fallen-in roof, the

destroyed upper part of the stomion and the uppermost stones of the door-packing. As

the destruction of the chamber, consequently, has taken place gradually the finds were

in a fairly good condition.

BURI.ALS

Three different burials have taken place in the chamber. Remains of one skeleton were

found along the east side wall of the chamber with parts of the right fibula and cubital

bone, femora, and the left tibia in such a position that it is evident that the bodv had been

placed in an outstretched, dorsal position with the head towards the east part of the front

door. Another body was originally placed probably in the same position along the west

side wall of the chamber, but at the last interment, some of its bones were moved towards

the centre of the chamber where the left femur was found, while other parts were found

among the bones of the third bodv. This was placed along the west side wall of the tomb,

in a clearly outstretched, dorsal position with the head towards the door-opening.

At the same time the pots of the tomb-gifts to the second bodv were removed to the east

side of the chamber, where thev were found covering the bones of the first skeleton.

FINDS (groups: PL. xx.xvn, 2, 4; types: l. of pl. ii)

1. Black Slip V biconicai ju^ with narrow base-di'=;c, short, 3. Black-<m-Rcd III (V) globular jul: with hase-nnLr;

narrow neck; wide, swollen rim; handle from nm to conical neck; narrow, pinched mouth, tall twin-handle

shoulder. Height 12.3 (^n No. 2.
;

from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands around

2. White Painted V oval, almost biconicai amphora, with ' rim and neck; \ertical, concentric circles around either

base-ring; cylindrical, spla>ing neck; swollen nm. hori- side of body. Height 20.7. — 44.

zontal handles on shoulder. Encircling lines and bands 4. Flam White open lamp with Hat bottom; pinched wick-

around rim, neck, shoulder, and body, a waxy line below holder, flaring nm. Diam 12 2. Floor,

neck and another between handles Handles painted 5. White Painted IV globular jug with small base-ring;

black. Height 25 8. — 30. narrow neck; Hat nm, handle-ridge; handle from neck
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r<> shoulder Kncirclmu lines around nm and neck;

Transverse strokes across, handle, three uroups of hanuini^,

concentric circles (ni body. Heiydit go. Floor.

b Plain White V sack-shaped jug with flat base; no neck;

swollen nm. ^al^ed handle from nm to shoulder. Height

ihS —
^4*;

7 White Painted I\' sack-shaped jug with flat base; bobbin-

shaped body: conccue neck; splayed nm; tall handle

trom nm to shviulder. Encircling lines around rim and

shoulder Black handle Height loi. — 3.

N. Plain White cone-shaped pithos with pointed base;

conical body; slishtly curved waist, fiat shoulder; two

vertical handles from shoulder to belly. Rim smashed;

^llp washed otT. Height 3^.5. Floor,

g. Plain \\ hire IV—\’ sack-shaped jug with flat base;

almost cylindrical body; no neck; splayed rim; handle

frvim nm to shoulder. Height 16.0. Floor.

10. Plain White jug, as No. 6. Height ih.o — 51.

11. Bichrome I\' o\al amphora with base-ring; wide,

cylindrical neck, swollen rim; horizontal handles between

shoulder and belly Encircling lines and bands around

nm, neck, shoulder, and body; black handles; a frieze

of hanging, concentric circles on shoulder and belly.

Fleighc 46 5. Floor.

12. Red slip H (IV) open bowl with base-ring; conical

body; \ertical nm. Diam. 130. On No. 14.

13. Plain White IV pithos, shape as No. 8, but somewhat

more compressed, with straight sides. Height 3S.0. Floor.

14 Plain White V aiTiphora with small base; conical body;

high, rounded shoulder, very short neck; cylindrical

nm; arched handles on shoulder. Height 33.5. Floor.

15 Bichrome IV biconical amphora with base-ring; short,

cvlmdncal neck, swollen nm; horizontal handles on

belK F'ncirchng lines and bands around rim, neck,

shoulder, and body; transverse strokes across rim;

a wavy band around neck; vertical lines on handle;

fritze of concentric circles around belly. Height 16.3.

Floor

White Painted III plate with base-ring and two horizontal

handles. Encircling lines around nm; concentric circles

inside; black handles, Diam. 6.2. F'loor

17 Plain White o\al jug with base-ring; wide, tapering

neck, broad, pinched mouth; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 156. — 28.

iS. White PiUnted I\' oval hydria with base-ring; cylindrical

neck, swollen nm. Encircling lines and bands around

nm, neck, shoulder, and belly; black, horizontal handles;

strokes on and below the vertical one; concentric circles

on shoulder, below neck, and between the horizontal

handle-^ Height 44,5 F'loor.

IQ Plain White wide, shallow bowl with base-ring and

flat, out-turned rim. Diam. 25.3. Floor.

20 White Painted III oval jug with base-ring; short, con-

cave neck, broad, pinched mouth; twin-handle fnmi rim

to shoulder. Fineircling lines around nm and neck;

black handle, three euncentiic circles on shoulder.

1 (eight 23 5. F'loor.

21. Bichrome IV pyxis-shaped amphora with flat shoulder;

no neck; erect nm; horizontal handles between shoulder

and belly. Black nm and handles; encircling lines and

bands on shoulder and body; a zigzag frieze on shoulder;

a roughly made, latticed frieze on belly; band of oblong

checiuers and zigzag line on shoulder. Height 18.5.

Floor.

22. Bichrome IV amphora, as No. 21, Height 20.3. — 26.

23. Bichrome IV oval amphora with base-ring; wide,

cylindrical neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles between

shoulder and belly. Encircling lines and bands round

rim. neck, shoulder, and body; black handles; a double

frieze of tangent circles round neck, a double frieze of

concentric circles on shoulder. Fleight 54.7. Floor

24. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep, conical bowl with base-

ring; erect, contracted rim; horizontal handles below

nm. Encircling lines and bands round rim and body;

black handies; concentric lines inside bottom. Diam.

23.0. F'loor.

25. Bichrome Red I (IV) plate with base-ring, flat, flaring

nm; a string-hole handle on rim Encircling lines

with white supplementary colour in the inter\als on

rim. and inside bottom Diam. 18.2. Floor.

26. Bichrome Red I (IV) oval amphora with base-ring;

no neck, erect run; \erticul twin-handles between shoulder

and belly. Encircling lines and bands with supple-

mentary colour round run, shoulder, and body; black

handles; vertical rows of concentric circles around

belly. Height 34.0. Floor.

27. Red Slip II (IV) globular jug w’ith base-nng; short,

narrow neck with ridge; narrow, pinched mouth; handle

from rim to shoulder. Height 16.S, Floor.

28. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep, open bowl with base-ring;

convex sides; plain nm. Band of encircling black lines

around belly. Diam, 11.6, Floor.

29. White Painted IV oval jug with base-nng; narrow,

cylindrical neck; out-turned nm; tubular spout opposite

twin-handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines

and bands around nm, neck, and belly; black lines

along spout and handle; transverse strokes on nm;
concentric circles on shoulder. Fleight 19.3. F'loor.

30 Plain White V shallow bowl with flat base; rounded

outline; plain nm. Diam. 11.5. Floor.

31. White Painted IV bowl with base-disc; double-curved

outline; small nm, handle from rim to body. Encircling

bands around rim, body, and base, black handle; con-

centric circles with central dot inside bottom. Diam.

12.0. Floor.

32. Coarse oval jug with flat base, wide, cylindrical neck,

handle from nm to shoulder. Height 9.5. F'loor.

33 Bichrome Red I (IV) wide, biconical amphora with base-

ring; short, cylindrical neck; flaring, flat rim; triple-

handles Irom nm to shoulder. Encircling lines and

bands round nm, neck, and base; black-dotted, white line

below nm, frieze of tangent, concentric circles round

neck, hanging, concentric circles of varying size from

neck to belly. Fleight 42 o. F'loor.
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-,4. Bichu)me Red II (\') plate, as Xo. 25. Diam. iS.o.

i'lo.>r.

3s Bichrome IV globular jug with small base, narrow neck;

flat rim; handle-ridge; handle from neck to shoulder.

Red rim and upper neck; black lines round neck, trans-

\erse strokes across handle, four hanmng, concentric

circles opposite it. Height 115. Floor.

36. Plain White IV—V sack-shaped jug with conca\e neck;

flat base; handle trom nm to shoulder. Height 13 N.

Floor.

37. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with pointed base; con-

ca\e neck, handle from rim to shoulder Height ii.i.

Floor.

38. White Painted III crater-shaped amphoriskos with

base-ring, two horizontal handles between shoulder

and belh . Fncirding lines round nm, neck, and belK

Height 70. I' loot

.

39. Plain White badl\ damaged bicomcal jug Frag-

naentary. — 47

40. Iron knife, tragmentaiw and damaged, with tapered

blade. The handle has been fitted with bronze nails.

Length 11.2 Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register we obtain the following dia-

gram:

Pottery Iron Terracotta

16.

3«

-3

3- /

iS, 2C;

31

II.I

21 22

-A

3 ^4.

33

-3

34 36 (1 S 10

14 17

19 30

37 39
2 -9

40

CHRONOLOGY

The diagram shows that the pottery consists of three specimens of Type III: White

Painted III, a majority of Type IV, and a considerable number of specimens of Type V.

This combination of pottery types assigns the tomb to the early part of Cypro-Archaic II.

TOWB 7 (Fig. 70: 7, 8)

Chamber

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

c. 2.80 c. 2.70 — —

SHAPE

The dromos, stomion, and the front part of the chamber have been washed away by

the erosion of the water. The chamber is cave-shaped. The floor slopes slightly towards

the back wall and the roof has completely fallen in.

STRATIFICATION

The tomb had been plundered in ancient times, and only three intact finds were left.

The layers in the chamber consisted of a disturbed burial stratum at the bottom covered

bv debris of rock from the fallen-in roof. All the objects were found on the floor.
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BURIALS

Xo traces of skeletons were found.

FINDS (groups: PL. XX.\VII

I. Black ^-lip biconical juc with raised* flat base; narrow

neck; flaring, rounded rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 6.7. Floor.

2 Bichrome Red II (\’) biconical amphonskos with flat,

raised base, \Mde, slightly conca\e neck; handles from

nm TO shoulder. Encircling lines around rim* neck, and

bodv with white lines bettveen; two vertical lines with

sLipplementarv white colour from base of neck on shoulder;

black handles. Height 9.S. Floor.

5, 6; type: l. of pl. ii)

3. Amphoriskos of blue and white variegated glass with

slender, piriform, grooved body ending in a flat knob;

narrow neck, tapering upwards; wide, disc-shaped rim,

handles from below rim to shoulder. One handle missing.

Height 10.8. Floor.

4. Small fragments of a Black Figured vase. Only insignific-

ant parts of the figural representation preserved. In the

filling

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery Glass

Bichr R. II (V) Bl. SI. V
;

Bl. Fig. Amphoriitkos

2 I

- I - I

4
-

1

- 1 1

CHRONOLOGY

These finds date the tomb to the later part of Cvpro-Archaic II.

TOMB 8 (Figs. 70: 9— ii; 71; 73: i. 2)

SIZE

I.enath Width Depth Height

Dromos 9 02 083

Stomion

2 '70

0 22 0 84

Chamber 2.32 2.71 oc

Side-chamber .... 0.92 1.32 — —

SHAPE

The dromos is a wide and short shaft, narrowing at the entrance with verticallv cut walls.

The floor is nearly horizontal. Two chambers open from the dromos; the main chamber

from the south back wall and a side-chamber with a short, narrow dromos of its own from

the east long side. The stomion of the main chamber has fallen in, but a part of the door-

packing consisting of a couple of roughly cut stone blocks and a number of pebbles was

found in situ. The floor of the stomion leads down to the chamber by a gradual, fairlv

gentle slope of an unusual length, so that the floor-level of the chamber lies unusuallv deep

below that of the dromos. The door opens on to the right of the longitudinal axis of the

chamber in its north-west corner. The shape of the chamber is similar to that of
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Tomb 6 B, with slightly curved walls and rounded corners. The floor is approximately

horizontal and most of the roof has completely collapsed.

The upper part of the stomion of the side-chamber has also collapsed and the door-

packing has fallen into the tomb. The chamber is small and cave-shaped. Its roof has

completely collapsed.

STR.\TIFIC.\TION

The dromos-filling consisted of two layers of intact chavara. Above the stomion, however,

tomb-robbers had dug a shaft from the surface down to the upper part of the preserved

door-packing, where they stopped work. In the chamber, an intact culture stratum was

found in the front part with finds both at lower and upper levels, indicating two burial

layers. An oblique layer of dromos chavara, infiltrated from the dromos through the stones

of the door-packing, covered part of the culture stratum close to the stomion. Above this

layer, and the culture stratum in the centre of the chamber, was a thick layer of rock material

from the collapsed roof. In the back part of the chamber, the layers are completely disturbed

down to the floor-level. The tomb-robbers, who stopped work above the stomion, have

done their destructive work here.

In the side-chamber, an intact burial stratum was found at the bottom, covered by the

debris from the collapsed roof.

In the chamber, finds Nos. i and 4 can be attributed to the 2nd burial period according

to their levels; the remainder belong to the ist burial period. In the side-chamber, all the

objects were found on the floor, as well as those found in the dromos.

BURIALS

As no skeletons could be traced in the intact part of the chamber, nothing can be stated

about the burial customs. Bones from at least three skeletons were found in the earth

removed by the tomb-robbers.
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The side-chamber was a chiild's tomb. The chiki's skeleton was placed along the back

^\all of the chamber with the head facing the North. Only fragments of the skull were left;

the rest of the bodv could be traced as a thin dark stratum on the same level as the skull.

At the feet of the bodv, several small pocs had been deposited.

FiX'DS (group: PL. XXXVIII,

1 ) r t> iTi < ) s

1 *)\al juu wirh Hat base; c\linJrical, wide neck,

handle trom rim to shoulder. Heij^ht 27 o. Floor.

2.

Blauk-on-Rcd II (IV) bowl \\ith round outline; Hat, raised I

baxc, horr/ontal handles Kncirclini; bands around rim,

bod\ ,
base, and inside; black handles. Diam 10.6. Floor. <

3 Bichrume I\’ o\al amphora with base-rim^; cylindrical

neck. Hat rim; vertical twin-handles on shoulder. En-

uirulin^ lines around neck, shoulder, and belly; black

handles, detached concentric circles on shoulder. De-

coration rather worn. Height 22.7. Floor.

4. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl with round outline. Hat, i

raised base, horizontal handle, in-turned run Ihi-

circlmu" lines around nm, spiral circle inside bottom.

Diam. 12.2. On No. 3.

5. Black-on-Rcd II (I\*) osal amphonskos with Hat. raised

base, short, splayed neck; horizontal handles on belly.

Encircling lines aiound rim, shoulder, and body, black

handles, frieze of concentiic circles on shoulder. Height

ii.o. Floor.

0 . Plain White IV o\al jug with Hat base. Rim. neck, and

handle missing Height c too. Fluor.

i d e-c h a m b e r

1. Bichrome I\' oval amphora with basc-nng; horizontal

handle-j on belly. Rim and neck missing Encircling

lines around neck, shoulder, and belly; frieze of con-

centric circles between handles. Decoration much
worn Height 20.4 Floor.

2 Plain White IV globular, depressed hydna with base-

nng, cylindrical neck; horizontal, erect handles on belly.

Rim and vertical handle missing. Height 17.8. Floor.

3 Biuhrome Red I (I\') shallow bowl with narrow base-

ring, narrow, Hat rim, horizontal handle below nm.

Encircling line around nm; concentric circles inside

bottom; ladder-pattern on nm; white supplementary

colour on nm and in centre. Diam. 11.9. I'loor

4. Bichrome Red I (I\ ) bowl, as No. 3. Diam. 12.3. Floor.

5. Coarse oval jug with Hat base; cylindrical neck; ridge

below neck; handle trom nm to shoulder. I leight t 2 . 2 . P'loor.

6. Blauk-on-Red III {\') biconical amphonskos with Hat,

raised base; cvlmdrical neck; small. Hat rim; handles

trom nm to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands around

nm. neck, and belly; vertical stiokes along handle with

cross-lines between, detached concentric circles on

shoulder. Height 139. Floor.

7. Bichrome Red II (\ ) u\al amphonskos with flat, raised

base, cvlindrieal neck, Hat, swollen nm, down-turned,

handles trom nm to shoulder. P'ncircling lines and

i; type; l. of pl. ii)

bands around rim, neck, and belly; transverse black

and white strokes on nm; concentric circles around

neck and shoulder. Height 11.3. Floor.

1 . Plain White IV oval jug. shape as No. 5, but without

ridge below neck Height 125. Floor.

I. Black-on-Red HI (\ ) oval, depressed amphonskos with

flat, raised base; cylindrical neck; Hat, swollen nm,
down-turned; handles from nm to shoulder. Encircling

hands and lines around nm, neck, and bellv; transverse

strokes on handles; concentric circles around neck and

shoulder. Height 112. Floor.

) Bichrome IV—V ovoid amphoriskos with base-nng;

tall, narrow, cylindrical neck; swollen urn, erect, hori-

zontal handles between shoulder and belly. Encircling

lines around rim. neck, shoulder, and belly; bands of

ladder-pattern around neck; frieze of concentric circles

around belly. Height 13.6. Flour,

Chamber
1. Black-on-Red II (.D ) oval amphoriskos with flat base;

cylindrical neck; small, Hat nm, handles from nm to

shoulder Encircling lines around nm, neck, and belly;

roughly rippled line on neck: black handles; concentric

circles around shoulder. Height 12.8. — 70.

2. Black-on-Red II (iV) amphonskos, shape as No. i

Encircling lines around nm, neck, and belly; transverse

lines across handle; detached concentric circles around

neck and shoulder. Height 13.0. — 82

3. Black-on-Red II (IV) shallow bowl with base-iing,

rounded outline; Hat. up-turned run; horizontal wavy

handle on rim. Concentric circles inside bottom. Diam.

24 o. — 88.

4. Bkick-on-Red II {I\) shallow', conical plate with Hat,

raised base; Hut rim, sloping inwards; horizontal wavy

handle on nm. Concentric circles inside bottom. Diam.

20.7. -—72.

5. Black-on-Red III (V) slightly biconical amphonskos

with Hat, raised base, splayed neck; Hat nni; angular

handles from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines and

bands around nm, neck, and belly; black handle^. Height

9 5 -
“

7 ^-

6. Black-on-Red II ( 1 \’) amphoriskos, as No. i. Height

1 1 .7, — 78.

7 Black-on-Red 11 (IV) amphonskos, shape as No. i;

decoration as No 2 Height 11.7. — 82.

8 Black-on-Red II (I\') plate with Hat. raised base; Hat

nm, sloping inwards, horizontal wavy handle remaining

on nm. Ivncircling lines and bands around run, bodv, and

base; black handle, encircling lines inside Diam 1 1 .0. 85
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:

Pott e r >'

Bichr. IV
„ , BI-on-R H Bl.-on-R III
Bichr. l\-\

Bichr. R. I

(IV)

Bichr. R. II

(V)
PI. Wh. IV Coarse

1. 2 3, 4, 6 5

Chamber 7. s,

-7 - I

Side- I 10 6. c)
.1 . 4 2, S

1

i
5

chamber -

1

- 1 -2 -2 - I
1

_ 2 - I

Dromos '
3 2. 4,

5

6 I

-

1

3 - I - I

CHRONOLOGY

It is evident that the finds in the chamber, the side-chamber and the dromos are approx-

imately contemporary: nearly all are of Type IV, only four of Type V, but some of the

vases of Type IV are late. The whole tomb is, therefore, to be dated to the beginning of

Cypro-Archaic II.

TOISIB 9 (Figs. 73:3; 74:1—5)

Dromos .

Stomion

Chamber

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

c. 2.60 c. 1.60 c. 1.05

0.40 1.20

4.64 c. 1.70 — c. r.90

(6.yi with (5.08 With

niche) ruches)

SHAPE

The dromos is an approximatelv rectangular shaft with rounded corners, verticallv cut

walls and two steps at the entrance. From the lower step, the floor slopes slightlv towards

the door. The stomion has collapsed, and the door-packing was missing. The floor of the

stomion leads down to that of the chamber by a gentle slope. At the middle of the east side

of the dromos, a tunnel-shaped niche (Xo. 7) is cut into the rock in a south-eastern direction,

obliquelv to the longitudinal axis of the dromos. The south-west corner of the back wall of

this niche communicates bv a hole with Niche 6 of the chamber, the north-east corner of

which happened to break through when cutting X’iche 7. The floor-level of Niche 7 is 0.20 m.

below that of the dromos, and its opening to the dromos was blocked bv a stone-packing.

On the western side wall of the dromos, close to the door of the chamber, a similar tunnel-

shaped niche was cut in the rock (Niche i). The side wall, dividing this niche and Niche 2

of the chamber, has collapsed so that these niches, too, communicate with each other.

The chamber consists of an approximately rectangular, rather narrow, central part and
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five niches cut in the rock walls: Niches 2 and 3 in the west side wall, Niche 4 in the south-

west corner of the back wall, and Niches 5 and 6 in the east side wall. Niches 2, 3, 5, and 6

are tunnel-shaped as those of the dromos; Niche 4 is short and wide. All the niches are on a

level with the floor of the chamber. The floor of the chamber is horizontal: its roof has

collapsed to some extent, but seems to have been slightlv curved and sloping towards the

back wall. The floors and roofs of the niehes are approximatelv horizontal.

STRATIFICATION

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of a hard laver of rock material (choniios) at the bottom,

and less compact layers of chonnos in the upper part. The lavers in the chamber were

composed of a burial and culture stratum at the bottom, covered bv partlv silted lavers of

rock from the collapsed roof. Tomb-robbers have entered the chamber through the collapsed

part of the roof above the stomion, and dug a shaft in the middle of the chamber, working

through the covering strata of debris and reaching the culture and burial stratum, where

some damage has been done. The area worked through, however, is rather small, and on the

whole, the tomb can be considered as intact. The niches in the dromos (Nos. i and 7) are

cut later than the tomb-chamber itself, which is evident from the fact that Niche 7 has cut

through the rock wall of Niche 6 in the chamber. The contents of the niches in the dromos

are consequently somewhat later in date than those of the chamber. As regards the burials

in the chamber no sequence in time can be ascertained.

BURI.VLS

The front and central part of the chamber itself were devoid of finds and contained no

remains of burials. In the back part of the chamber the tibiae, fibulae, femora, pelvis,

parts of the vertebrae, the finger-bones, and cubital bones of a skeleton were found in situ,

and in such a position that it can be deduced that the body had been placed in a dorsal,

outstretched position with the feet near the back wall of the chamber, the head towards the

North and the hands on the pelvis (Skeleton I). In all the niches, on the other hand, re-

mains of burials and tomb-gifts were discovered.

Niche I contained a well preserved skeleton in dorsal, outstretched position with both

hands folded over the pelvis (Skeleton V).

Niche 2 contained remains of a badly destroyed, female skeleton (VI), together with

tomb-gifts in several pots, tear-bottles, and a personal outfit of some jewelry (No. 10: a

gold-ring. No. ii: an earring of bronze and silver. No. 12: gold leaves, and No. 17: paste

beads).

Niche 3 contained fragments of a skull (VII), and the skull and some hones of a ram

which had been brought as an offering to the deceased. Outside this niche, a small deposit

of lamps, pottery, and glass was found.

Niche 4 contained remains of three skeletons. Skeleton IV is well preserved from the
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feet, up to the pelvis. Of Skeleton II the upper part together with the skull was preserved,

and the same holds good for Skeleton III.

All the skeletons were placed in dorsal, outstretched position, Skeletons IV and II side

bv side, the feet at the back end of the niche and the head towards the chamber; Skeleton

II with the head at the back of the niche, and the feet towards the chamber; Skeleton III

was placed crosswise on the head, neck, and upper part of the ribs of Skeleton II with its

head towards the chamber and the feet at the back end of the niche.

Each of Niches 6, and 7 contained destroyed remains of a skeleton (VIII, IX, X).

On the bodv in Niche 5, a bronze obol was found near the back end, where the head of the

deceased probablv was placed. Consequentlv, it is assumed that the obol had been placed in

the mouth of the deceased, as a fare for Charon’s ferrv.

FINDS (groups: PL. XXXVIII

1 Plain White Hellenistic bobbin-shaped tear-bottle with

hat base, narrow, cylindrical, tall neck, small rim, turned

down. Heitrht 12. .2 Floor.

2 Plain White Flellenistic o^al ju^ with flat, raised base;

narrow, concave neck, funnel-shaped mouth, small,

flat rim: handle from below rim to shoulder. Heitjht

7. Floor.

3 Red .’’^lip Hellenistic conical plate with base-nnu, and

curved run. Diam 18.0. Floor.

4 White Painted Hellenistic piriform bottle with flat,

rai>ed base; narrow neck, splawnt: upwards; small iim,

turned down. Encirclmu^ lines around nm, neck, and

shoulder. Lustrous paint. Height 13.0. Flooi.

5. White Polished Flellenistic oval jug with flat, raised

ba^-e. no neck, funnel-shaped mouth; ridge below mouth,

moulded handle from below mouth to shoulder. Height

16. S. Floor,

6. Plain White Hellenistic osal jug with flat, raised base;

rather wide, tapering neck, ridge below neck; swollen

nm; handle from nm to shoulder. Height 28.5. Floor.

7. Plain White Hellenistic bobbin-shaped amphora wdth

knobbed base; narrow. conca\e neck, flaring nm, handles

from neck to shoulder. Height 27.0. Floor.

8. Coarse shallow bowl with flat, raised base; rim in-

curved. Diam 10.0. Floor.

(). Red Lustrous Hellenistic squat, biconical jug with wide

base-iing; tall, narrow, cylindrical neck, flat nm, moulded

twin-handle from neck to bod\ . Height 20.S. I'loor.

10. Plain gold flnger-ring with oval, undecorated bezel,

bent out of ^hape The bezel is not solid Diam. i 4.

I' loor

11. d’hin siher earring with a polychrome paste bead, and

a small MKer head of a bull, d'he bead is fixed on the

ring but badlv oxidized, and partly smashed. Diam

I 0 1 loor

12 Ihght <=;maU gold m>rtle leaves which ha\e been used

a'= a \\reath, or diadem. Length i o. Floor.

I ; Plain Wh.itc* Hellenistic slender, o\al jug w'lth short

steni, iiK.ulded base; narrow neck, tunncl-shaped mouth.

2— 6; types: l. of pl. ii)

ring-shaped, moulded rim; moulded handle from neck

to shoulder; spout opposite the handle Height 190.

Floor.

14. Plain White Hellenistic jug with depressed, globular

body; raised, flat base; conical, narrow' neck; wide,

pinched mouth with nm turned up; handle from nm
to shoulder Height 13.5. Fluor.

15 Plain White Hellenistic jug. as No. 14. Height 14.5.

Floor.

16. Plain White Hellenistic tear-bottle, as No. 4. Fleight

9.2. Floor.

17. Eight paste beads: a) one biconical bead of mono-

chrome, blue glass paste; b) one large, depressed, glo-

bular bead of mcrusted glass paste; c) one small of same

material; d) five of blue and white glass paste in the

shape of cotton reels a) Diam. 13. b) Diam. 1.24.

c) Diam. 05. d) Length 0.5. Diam. 0.55—0.4. Floor.

18. Iron nail with button-shaped head. Point missing,

badly rusted. J.ength 8.S. Floor

19 and 29 Fourteen small gold m>rtle leaves which have

been used as a wreath, or diadem Length c. i o. Floor.

20 and 30. Pair of gold earrings with a thin, twisted thread

of gold, ending in a hook and a loop A small blue

paste bead is threaded on the wire. Diam. i.i. I-’lcor.

21. Five globular paste beads of blue and white glass paste.

Diam. 0.6—0.4. Floor.

22 Coarse wide, biconical amphora with round base; no

neck; splayed nm; two moulded handles from rim to

shoulder. Height 23.0. Floor.

23 Coarse depressed globular jug with base-ring; conca\e,

wide neck; flaring nm; handle from rim to shoulder

Height 19.5. Floor.

24 Red Slip Hellenistic depressed globular amphoriskos

with base-ring; concave neck; moulded nm, handle^

trom nm to shoulder; tubular spout on shoulder Height

136. Floor

25 Seven paste beads: a) one large globular bead of in-

crusted glas>; b) one globular bead, of green glass; done
globular, ot blue glass, tour small globular ones of blue
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and white Ltlass Diani. a) i i. b) o S. c) 07. d) 0.55

—0.4. Floor.

26. Coarse wide, biconical jug with dat base; conca\e neck;

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 17.2. Floor.

27. (/lass bead ot intrusted blue and white glass, gl«)bular

in shape. Diam. i.i. — 45.

28. Shallow bowl of yellow-green moulded glass with light-

blue iridescence; concave bottom, plain rim, two groo\ed

lines inside rim Diam. 13 4 Floor.

29. See No. 19

30. See Xo. 20.

31. Plain, pointed bronze pm with a thick, back-bent head

Bniken Length 8.5. — 49.

32. Dark, elliptical paste bead with incru.ted, white line.

Length 1.2. Floor.

33. Shallow bowl of honey-coloured, moulded glaso with

Hat bottom; ribbed body, plain rim; encircling, groo\cd

line inside below rim; light-blue iridescence. Diam. 14. i.

Floor.

34 Bronze lamp in shape of a deep, narrow bawl with base-

ring; co\ered by a circular lid pierced by a central hole

for the wick, proNided with a loop-handle for sus-

pension. Height 4.6. Floor.

35. a) Fragment of iron strigil with long, slightly cur\ed,

spoon-shaped blade and bent back, angular handle.

Length c. 25.0.

b) Slightly convex bronze disc, probably used as liJ

TO a toilet box, made of perishable material. Fragments

of cloth attached Broken. Diam. 6.5. Floor

36. Red Lustrous Hellenistic plate with bvise-ring, moulded

nm with impressed kymation ornaments and notched

ridge. Diam. 15.4 Floor.

37 Depressed biconical lamp of terracotta covered with black

slip, partly turned red; fiat sides around tillmg-hole.

rather long nozzle; k/op-handle (mi'^-ing); tlat ba-.e

Length S 7. Lloor

38. Coarse globular, depressed amphora with round ba'^c;

no neck, flat, upturned rim; h.indle> from nm to '.huulder.

T'hree horizontal groo\e> around shoulder. Height

17.7. Idoor.

39. Black Slip Hellenistic cylindrical case, imitating glass,

with flat base and a grooved line around nm. Fleight

9 7. Floor.

40 Coarse conical, saek-shaped jug with tlat ba-e, short,

conca\e neck, splaying nm; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 7.7. Floor.

41. Circular earring of gold, one end bent into a loop, the

other end twisted around the nng Diam. i 2. Floor.

42. Plain White Hellenistic cyhndrieal amphora with pointed

base; conca\e neck, swollen nm, handles from below

nm to shoulder. Height 29.6 Floor.

43. Nail head of bronze Probably used for a wooden coffin.

Diam. 1.7. Floor

44. Black-on-Red Hellenistic hemispherical b )wl with

rounded base; splasing nm Inside and upper ]iait of

outside red slipped; encircling line around nm Diam

16.2. Floor.

45. Black Slip Hellenistic b >bbin-shaped re.ir-bottle with

raised, flat base; narrow, tall, concase ne<.k. thick, down-

turned nm. Height 10.7 — 60.

46. Fragment of u bronze coin, badly corroded. Diam 2 7.

Weight 10.23. Floor.

47. Plain White Hclleni''lic sUnder, piriform Te<ir-hoitIe

with hat, narrow base; call, narrow, cylindrical nock;

small nm, turned down. Height i(> 3 Floor.

48. Biconical lamp of terracotta, black slipped, with base-ring,

groove around lilling-hole , rather long no/zle Projection

on body missing. Length 9.0 I'loor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The pottery and glass objects assign the tomb to the Hellenistic I period.

14
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TOMB 10 (Figs. 72; 74:6— 10)

SIZE

Lcni;th Width Depth Height

Dromos 3.36 2.34 2.06 —
Stomion o-49 o.go — 1.05

Chamber --32 2.25 — c. i.io

SHAPE

The dromos is a nearly rectangular shaft cut in the steep hill-slope with vertical, or slightly

outward sloping walls. The floor slopes slightly towards the door. In the west wall of the

dromos, a small cupboard, 0.48 m. long and 0.26 m. wide, was cut in the rock, 0.86 m.

above the floor of the dromos. The outline of the door is somewhat destroyed, but it can

be seen that it was originally appro.ximately rectangular in shape with a flat roof. The door-

packing consisted of a large, roughly cut stone block in the middle, with a smaller block and

pebbles surrounding it. The door opens on to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal

axis, in its north-west corner; the floor of the stomion leads down to that of the chamber
by an oblique step. The chamber is of a fairly regular cave-shape with the front, the east

side wall and the back wall slightly curved; the west side wall is somewhat hollowed out.

The floor slopes slightly towards the back; the roof is only partly destroyed, and it can be

seen that it originally has been slightly curved and sloping towards the back.

STR.VTIFIC.\TIOX

The stratification of the dromos-filling consisted of an oblique layer of charara, sloping

towards the door in the front part of the dromos, a horizontal layer of chavara mixed with

numerous potsherds on the bottom at the back of the dromos and overlying the lower

part of the first layer; and finally a layer of chavara on the top of the two lower layers, up
to the surface of the rock. This seems to indicate that the first laver forms the remains of

the original dromos-filling which was dug out at the back of the dromos in front of the door,

and then refilled with the other layers, in connection with a reburial in the chamber. The
fragments of potterv' are to be considered as the remains of broken vessels, thrown out

into the dromos at the time of the reburial, to give place for the last interment. This inter-

pretation is supported by the stratification, and the condition of finds in the chamber itself.

The layers in the chamber consisted of a burial stratum at the bottom, covered by a culture

stratum belonging to this burial; and on the top of this a second burial stratum, covered bv

debris from the partly fallen-in roof and dromos chavara infiltrated through the stones of

the door-packing. The first burial stratum is represented bv remains of three skeletons.

Parts of the first skeleton (the skull, a femur, shoulder-blade, and a jaw were found, swept

away, in the north-east corner of the chamber). Remains of the other two skeletons (skulls,

femora, tibiae, pelvis, fibulae etc.) were found partly disturbed in the centre of the

chamber. It is evident that the first skeleton represents the earliest interment in the chamber
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and was removed to the place where it was found in order to make room for the second

and third interments; and moreover, that the second and third skeletons were disturbed

when the fourth and final interment of the second burial period took place in the chamber.

At the same time some of the tomb-gifts of the earlier burial period were pileci up along the

back wall of the chamber, and fragments of broken pots were thrown out into the dromos,

where thev were found in the filling of the reburial period (cf. above).

Onlv finds Xos. 2 and 7 belong to the 2nd burial period. The remaining objects, belonging

to the ist burial period, were all found on the floor, except N^os. 3, 5, 22, and 23, which

have no local connection with the bodv of the second burial period and were probablv

removed to make room for that body and placed at the higher level of that period.

Concerning the position of the skeletons of the earlier period, nothing can be said as re-

gards that of the first skeleton. Although the original position of the second and third skele-

tons, as stated above, was partlv disturbed at the last interment, the femora and tibiae of the

third skeleton were, however, found in an intact position, and from this it mav be concluded

that the body had been placed in a dorsal, outstretched position with the head towards the

front wall of the chamber. The position of the skeleton of the second burial period is

quite clear. The skull, the spinal column, and the other bones of the upper bodv were

found in such a position in relation to the pelvis and femora on the one hand and the west

side wall of the chamber on the other hand that it is quite evident that the body had originally

been placed with its back leaning against the west side wall of the chamber in a sitting

position with legs crossed. From this original position, the body fell away to the right

from the rock wall, into the position where it was found. After the funeral, tomb-gifts in

two pots (Dromos Xos. i and 2) were offered the deceased and placed in the dromos-filling.

FINDS (groups: PLS. XXXIX, XL,

D r o ni o s

I White Painted III ()\al amphora with ba^e-nny; slightly

conca\e neck; ridije below nt-ck, thick, swollen nm;
horizontal handles on belly. Encircling lines and bands

round nm, neck, shoulder, belh , body, and base; black

handles; \ertical lines framing a diagonal cross. Height

43.0. In the filling

2. Black-on-Red II (IV) depressed oval jug with small

base-ring, c>lindrical neck; pinched mouth with in-

turned nm; handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling

lines round nm, neck, and base; vertical, encircling

lines on both sides of body, hanging, concentric circles

oppo^Ite the handle; two wa\y lines below nm; framed

7igza2 line on handle. Height 20.0. In the cupboard

Chamber

1 Red r^lip II fl\') depre'^sed miniature jug with base-

di>u, tall, tapering neck, wide, pinched mouth; handle

from nm to shoulder. Height 6 2. Floor.

2 Black'on-Red II il\') ^hallow bowl »vith flat base;

rounded outline, contracted, out-cur\ed nm. Encircling 7

i; types: l. of pl. ii)

lines round rim and body: concentric circles inside.

Diam. 152. — 73.

Black-on-Red II (IV) shallow bowl with round base,

flattened; plain nm. Encircling band round rim;

concentric circles inside. Diam. 12.S. — 75.

Black-on-Red H (I\ ) wide, sack-shaped jug with no

neck; splaying base-disc; pinched nm; handle from

rim to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round nm,
neck, belly, and base; black handle; single, concentric

circles, as front ornament, on shoulder. Height 14.3.

Floor.

Black-on-Red H (IV) bowl, shape as Xo. 3. Encircling

bands round rim and body. Diam. 13.0 — 68.

White Painted I\’ o\aI jug with base-disc- cylindrical

neck, handle from neck to shoulder. Rim missing.

Encircling lines and bands round neck; ladder-pattern

on handle; three concentric circles below it; intersecting

encircling lines on both sides of bod> ; front decoration

of three concentric circles, crowned by a double loop

ornament with three hanging lines crossed at top by

two trans\erse lines Height 10 5. Floor.

Bichromc I\' ovoid jug with flat, raised base, narrow,
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c\lindrical neck; small, pinched mouth; handle from

rim to shoulder. hncirdinLC lines and bands round rim,

neck, and belly; \ertical lines on handle, concentric

circles on shoulder. Height 22.6. — 74.

S Black-on-Red II (I\ ) sack-shaped jui^ \Mth Hat, raised

base, short neck, spkumcn pinched nm; handle troin

nni to shoulder. Encirclintz lines and bands round

nm, neck, belly, and base; black handle, three concentric

circles on shoulder. I{el^ht 13.8. Floor,

g. Coarse oval ju^ ^Mth Hat base, broad, splaMn<< neck;

handle from nm to shoulder. Height 13.6. Floor.

10. Black-on Red I (III) o\al jug -with Hat, raised base;

short, slightly concaxe neck; pinched mouth; handle

troni nm to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands around

nm, neck, and belly; black handle; concentric circles

on shoulder. Height 194. Floor.

1 1 Fragment of hemispherical bronze bowl with round

base; central buss; plain nm with a low ridge below n:.!

inside. Diam. 13.2. Floor.

12. White Painted III bowl with flat, raised base; angular

outline; handle from rim to body. Encircling lines

and bands round nm, body, and base, black handle;

curved stroke from root of handle to rim. Diam. 12.0.

Floor.

13. Red Slip I (III) deep, more than hemisph rical bowl

with base-ring; two horizontal handles below rim. Diam.

15.3. Floor.

14. Black-on-Red II (IV) slightly biconical miniature jug

with narrow base-disc, short neck; splaying, pinched

rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines

round rim and neck. Height 7.3. Floor.

15 Bichrome IV globular jug with narrow base-ring; narrow-

neck splaying upwards w'lth handle-ridge; flat nm;
handle from neck to shoulder. Red rim; encircling lines

round neck; transverse strokes across handle; hanging,

concentric circles in front and below handle, vertical,

encircling lines and bands on both sides of body. Height

1 1.2. Floor.

16 Black-on-Red I (III) globular jug with base-disc; narrow-

neck with handle-ridge; flaring nm; handles from neck

to shoulder. Encircling lines round nm. neck and base;

black painted handles; a chain of winged, hatched

lozenges below handles; intersecting encircling lines and

concentric circles on both sides of body. Height 16.0.

Fluor.

17. Red Slip II (IV) cup-shaped bowl with rounded out-

line; raised, flat base; flat nm; handle from nm to body.

Diam 9.0. Floor.

18. Red Slip I (III) howl, as Xt) 17, but with angular

outline. Diam. 10.2. Flooi

19. Bichrome IV depressed oval jug with base-disc;

c\lindrical neck; pinched mouth, with in-curved nm;
twm-handle from nm to shoulder. Fncircling lines

and bands round nm. neck, and belh ; concentiic circles

on shoulder; ladder-pattern on handle. Height 17.2.

floor.

CO White Painted IV u\al amphoia with base-ring; erect,

horiZ()ntal handles on shoulder Rim and ntek missing

Encircling lines and bands round ncek. shoulder, and

belK ; black handles; rows of \ertical and single con-

centric circles between handles Height 34.7. Floor.

21. White Painted 1
\’^ o\al hydria with base-ring. c\lindrica]

neck; thick, swollen nm. two horizontal handles on

shoulder; a \ertical one from neck to shoulder En-

circling lines and bands around neck, shoulder, and

belly; black, horizontal handles; \ertical handle- with

ladder-pattern; concentric circles on shoulder, group

of one large and six small circles opposite the \crtical

handle. Height 44.0 Floor.

22. WTite Painted IN' oval amphora with base-ring;

cylindrical neck; thick, swollen nm, erect, horizontal

handles on shoulder. Encircling lines and bands around

rim, neck, shoulder, and belK ; black handles, hanging,

concentric circles fn)m shoulder to belK ; metope

dectiration ot vertical, concentric circles and crossed

lines separated by groups of vertical lines on neck.

Height 60.0. — 75.

23 White Painted 111 oval amphora with base-nng; slightly

concave neck; relief rivlgc below neck, hoii/ontal handles

between shoulder and belly. Rim and part of neck

missing Encircling lines and bands round neck. sht>ulder.

body, and base; black handles, rij^pled line between

handles. Height 340 — (tz.

24. Plain White IV oval amphora with base-ring; cvlindncal

neck, grooved below nm, small, splaving nm Height

39 2. Floor.

25. Black-on-Red II HV) pLite with base-ring, flat nm.

sloping inwards, horizontal handle on rim Encircling

lines round nm. concentric circles inside bottom Diam.

H) 2. Floor.

26. Black-on-Red I ( 111 ) jug. us N'u 10, but with base-iing.

Height 24.5. Floor.

27. Bichrome IV globular jug with liase-disc; narrow neck

splaying upwards with handle-ridge , tlat, out-turned

nm; handle from neck to shouldet . Red nrn: encircling

lines round neck; transverse sinAes acrtiss handle.

1 leight 117. Floor

28. B!ack-on-Red II (IN ) oval amphora with low base-

disc; short, cv lindncal neck, swollen nm, slightly down-

turned; handles from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines

and bands round nm, neck, and body, framed zigzag

lines on bandies, friezes of concentric circles lound neck

and shoulder. Height 23.0. Floor.

29. NVhite Painted IV amphora, shape as No 22. Encircling

lines and bands round nm, neck, shoulder, body, and

base; black handles. Height 19 5 FIdoi

30. Bichrome III jug with flat base, globular bodv
, narrow,

concav'e neck, splaying upwards; flaring nm, handle

from neck to shoulder Decoiatum sinnkii to X'o 15.

but with small concentric ciicles Height 11 5 1 loor.

31. NVhite Painted III bowl, as No. 12. but with rounded

outline. Diam. 17.0. Put Together of sherds from ist

burial period.

32. NVhite Painted IN' wide, biconical crater-shaped amphora
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With raised, in-turned rim, iid^e below rim; vertical

handles on belly. Decoration as No. 20 Heit^ht 30 4.

As No 31

33. Black-on-Red II ( 1 \’) conical bowl with base-rin<4,

erect rim; horizontal handles on body. Kncircling lines

round rirn, bod\ , and base; concentric circles inside,

black handles; concentric circles below nm Diam.

13 3 . As No. 3 1

.

34 Black-on-Red II (IV) globular jug with raised, Bat

base; short, shghth concave neck; pinched mouth;

twin-handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines

round nm, neck, and shoulder; black handle; hanging,

concentric circles as tront ornament, and below handle;

crossed concentric circles, and groups of small circles

on both Sides of body Height 2S.0. As No. 31.

35. Black-on-Red II (IV) ovoid amphora with base-ring;

short, wide neck, Bat, out-turned nm; triple handles

from nm to shoulder, (iroups ot trans\erse lines and

encircling bands around nm; detached, concentric

circles and encircling bands on neck, vertical rows of

concentric circles on shoulder, detached, concentric

circles around bellv, dotted, framed lines on handles,

filled, segmental area around base of handles, encircled

by dotted line; encircling band around base. Height

42.5. As No. 31.

36. Plain White IV torpedo-shaped pithos with pointed

base; cylindrical body; sharply marked shoulder-line;

oblique shoulder; raised, collar-shaped nm; vertical

handles below shouldei. Base missing. Height 57.5.

As No. 31.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

tve obtain the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

This classification shows that the pottery of the first burial period consists of a majority of

Type IV and a considerable number of Type III, and this period can, therefore, be assigned

to the early part of Cypro-Archaic I.

The pots of the second burial period to which those of the dromos belong consist of three

specimens of Type IV and one specimen of Type III, assigning this period to the later part

of the Cypro-Archaic I.

TOMB II (Fig. 74: 11^13)

Length Width

3-75 1.64

0.40 0.92

2.04 1.88

Depth Height

2.20Dromos .

Stomion

Chamber c. 1. 15
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SHAPE

The dromos is rather a long shaft widening at the back, with straight, or slightly splaving

walls; three steps at the entrance and three at the lower end. Between the steps, the floor

of the dromos slopes rather rapidly. Below the lower steps, before the door, the floor is

nearly horizontal. From the lowermost of the upper steps, a bench is cut along the east

wall of the dromos, about 0.95 m. above floor-level, to before the door. The upper part of

the door has fallen in. It opens on to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis, at the

right end of the front wall. The floor of the stomion is of the same level as that of the cham-

ber. The chamber is trapezoidal in shape, with the east side wall obliciue, and with rounded

corners. The floor is horizontal, and the roof, too, seems to have been originally horizontal,

but the front part is partly fallen in.

STR.\TIITCATIOX

The filling of the dromos consisted of three horizontal layers of chavara. In front of the

door the layers were, however, disturbed bv a shaft dug bv tomb-robbers, and the layers

in the chamber were completely mixed up by their destructive work and they had entirely

emptied the tomb of its finds.

BURIALS

Xo traces of skeletons were found.

CHRONOLOGY

The few potsherds found in the tomb (a majority of Type IV and a minority of Type V)

seem to indicate that it dates from the earlier part of Cypro-Archaic II.

TOMB 12 (Fig. 75:1-3)

SiZli

Length Width Depth 1 leipht

Dromos 3-13 CONOl-H 2.02 —
Stomion 0.40 0.96 — —
Chamber 2.50 2.cS — 1.20

SH.yPE

(reconstr.

The dromos is a nearly rectangular shaft with rounded corners, vertically cut walls, and

two steps in the middle. Above and below these steps, the floor of the dromos slopes gently.

From the lowermost of the steps, a bench of the same type as in Tomb ii is cut along

the east wall of the dromos. The upper part of the door has collapsed and the door-packing

was missing. It opens on to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis, at the right

end of its front wall. The floor of the stomion leads down to that of the chamber by a gentle

slope. The shape of the chamber is fairly regular with nearly straight front and side walls,
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and a curved back wall; slightly rounded corners at the front wall, and a curved back wall;

slightly rounded corners at the front wall, and much curved ones at the back. The floor is

approximately horizontal; the roof has to a great extent fallen in.

STR.\TIFIC.\TIOX

The fdling of the dromos consisted of four approximatelv horizontal lavers of chavara.

In front of the door the layers were, similarlv to those of Tomb ii, disturbed bv a shaft

dug by tomb-robbers; and the layers of the chamber, composed of the earth of the tomb

and the debris from the fallen-in roof and stomion, were entirelv worked through bv the

tomb-robbers, who had taken away all the hnds, except one.

BURIALS

No traces of skeletons were found.

FINDS (PL. XL, 2)

I. Black-on-Red II (IV> oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical Besides this jug numerous potsherds ot T>pe III and a

neck; pinched mouth, twin-handle from rim to shoulder. majority of T\pe IV were found in the fiilling* White Painted

Encircling lines round rim and neck; ladder-pattern on ‘^nd Bichromc III

—

1 \ ,
Blaik-on-Ked II (IV); Bichrome

handle, groups of small concentric circles on shoulder Red I ( I\ ).

and body. Height 14.0. Floor.

(HROXOLOCIY

This combination of pottery tvpes assigns the tomb to the earlier part of Cvpro-Archaic I.

TOMB 13 (Fig. 75:4—6)

Chamber

SIZK

Length Width Dtpth llt-iitht

3.18 2.80

SHAPE

The dromos is almost entirelv washed awav bv the erosion of the water. The stomion

has collapsed, and onlv one stone of the door-packing was left. The floor of the stomion

leads down to that of the chamber bv a gentle slope and the door opens on to the chamber

in its longitudinal axis. The shape of the chamber is trapezoidal, with the side walls narrowing

towards the back, and with rounded corners. The floor of the chamber is horizontal; the

roof has entirelv collapsed.

STR.ATIFU'.ATIOX

The stratification of the chamber consisted of the following layers: In the front part there

is an intact burial stratum at the bottom, and above that, a similar, intact culture stratum,

near the door covered bv cJiavara infiltrated from the dromos, and in the centre bv a heavv
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pvramidal laver of rock from the collapsed roof. The layers in the back part of the chamber

were disturbed bv a shaft dug by tomb-robbers from above. The tomb-robbers have

worked through about 3 4 of the chamber from this shaft. All the objects were found on the

floor.

BURIALS

About the burials nothing can be stated.

FINDS (group: PL. XL, 3)

1 White Pamtud 1
\' wide, o\al ju£? with base-rmc, short,

rapenntr neck; pinched mouth with in-turned nm; twin-

handle from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines round

nm and neck; black handle; group of hanging, concentric

circles below handle; vertical, encircling lines with groups

of concentric circles in the interxals, on both sides of

body, a front ornament of one large, and four small groups

of concentric circles, crowned by vertical, crossed lines; below

handle three horizontal, concentric circles from which a

vertical band of concentric circles. Height 33.0. Floor.

2 Bichrtime IV globular jug ^\lth base-ring, narrow, cy-

lindrical neck, pinched mouth t\ith in-turned rim; twin-

handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines round i

nm and neck; a hatched band below rim; ladder-pattern '

on handle, intersecting encircling lines on body; ring of

small circles m the inter\als; two hanging, concentric

circle" below handle, as front ornament on the belly
;

a garland of small, concentric circles below a broad band,

encircling a rosette ornament; a geometrical tree

surrounded by six small, concentric circles on shoulder.

Height 29 o. Floor.

3. White Painted IV slightly biconical hydria with low

base-ring; cylindrical, swollen neck; thick, down-turned

nm. Horizontal handle missing. Encircling lines and

bands round nm, neck, shoulder, and body; vertical

lines crossed by transverse lines on veitical handle; group

of concentric circles framed by two diagonal crosses

below' It; concentric circles on shoulder and belly. Height

28 o. P'loor

4. Bichrome IV—V depressed biconical amphoriskos with

flat base; splaying neck: swollen nm; horizontal handles

on belly. Encircling lines and bands round nm, neck,

and b<>d> ; black handles; waNv line round belh . Height

99. Floor.

Summing
diagram:

up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

Pottery
1

Wh P. IV Bichr. IV Bichr, IV-V :

CHRONOLOGY

These finds, thus classified, assign the tomb to the latest stage of Cvpro-Archaic I.

The necropolis at Kaparka

The locality Kaparka is situated on the western outskirts of the village of Polls tis Chry-

sochou and consists of a plateau between the abattoir and the stud-stables (Fig. 76; Plan

III, 4).

The geological character of the place makes it unsuitable for cutting rock tombs, and the

majority were found completely fallen in. The rock consists of several strata of alluvial
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l ig. 76. Marion. The necropolis at Kaparka.

matter of varying hardness, separated from each other by, more or less, thick lavers of

pebbles and sand.

Excavations have been carried out on this site by Messrs. Munro and Tubbs, Markides,

and Gunnis (cf. above). Our excavations started about 150 m. to the north of the area

already excavated, and advanced in the same direction, with the following results.

TOMB 14 (Figs. 75; 7—10; 77; 78)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 5.00 1.34 c. 2.00

Stomion 0.93 0.93

Chamber 2.55 2.45

SHAPE

The dromos has the shape of a corridor, widening towards the back end, with rounded

corners and verticallv cut walls. The floor descends in the front part of the dromos bv

five wide steps, and then slopes gently towards the door. The door had collapsed, but the

door-packing was found in situ. It consisted of a carefullv cut poros slab, held in position

by small stones around its edges. The floor of the dromos drops down to that of the

stomion by a step, and the floor of the stomion to that of the chamber by another step. The



Fig. 77. -Marion. Tomb 14, dromos.

.

'

.... ...
Fig. 78. iMarion. Tomb 14. Finds in situ.

stomion is square in shape. It opens on to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis.

The chamber is very carefully cut, and quite rectangular in shape with rounded corners.

In the side walls and the back wall, loaf-shaped niches are cut in the rock at different levels

from the floor: the niche in the east wall 0.50 m., the niche in the west side wall 0.92 m.,

and the niche in the back wall o.ya m. above the ffoor. The ffoor of the chamber is hori-

zontal, that of the east niche horizontal, and those of the west and south niches sloping

towards the chamber. The roof of the chamber has entirelv collapsed as well as the roofs

of the west and south niches. The roof of the east niche is partlv preserved and seems to

have been approximately ffat in shape.

STRATIFIC.ATION

In the lower part the fflling of the dromos consisted of two layers of charara at the bottom,
and in the upper part of a single layer of cJwvcivci

^

covering these bottom layers was a thick
layer of chavara mixed with stones and above that a layer of sand and gravel up to the
surface earth. This marked difference in the stratiffcation seems to indicate that the original

dromos-filhng of chavara has partly been dug out and replaced again, in connection with
a reburial in the chamber, and this interpretation is supported bv the stratiffcation of the
layers in the chamber. These layers were stratified in the following wav:

1) Debris of sand mixed with gravel.

2) Debris of rock and gravel.

3) Silted rock debris.
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4)
Culture earth. Through the debris of Layers i—4, tomb-robbers have dug a small

shaft above the middle of the tomb, reaching the uppermost find stratum, but soon

stopped their work. As far as could be seen, thev had taken awav one end and the two

sides of a built stone sarcophagus and some large ‘torpedo’ pithoi.

5)
Partly silted debris of rock mixed with sand, on the top of which was a burial stratum.

6) Culture earth. Before Layers 6 and 7 were formed, a part of Laver 8, close to the

stomion, was covered by debris of sand and gravel from the partlv crumbled rock.

7) Sand-filling, on the top of which was a burial stratum.

8) Culture earth.

9) The sand-covered rock floor with a burial stratum.

This analysis of the layers shows that there are three burial periods. According to the

levels of finds and the observations made, the following stratigraphical division of the objects

found, and their assignment to the different burial periods, can be ascertained. To the

ist burial period Nos. 42—56 belonged; to the 2nd burial period, Nos. 6—8, 12—35, and

to the 3rd burial period Nos. i— 5, 9— ii, 36—41.

BURIAL.S

One of the interments of the third burial period took place in a sarcophagus built of stone

slabs and placed in the middle of the tomb. A stone slab, forming the east end of this sarco-

phagus was found in situ still in the eastern part of the chamber, while the slabs of the two

sides and the western end, as stated above, had been taken away by the tomb-robhers.

The cover of the sarcophagus was also missing; either it was of wood, which has been

destroyed without leaving any trace; or it was of stone slabs taken away by the tomb-robhers.

Within the area of the sarcophagus a deposit of pottery was found, but no remains of

the bodv could be traced.

In the niche, in the back wall, a fairlv well preserved skeleton was discovered. The bones

of the lower extremities and most of the upper extremities were preserved. From the position

of these it can be seen that the body had been placed in a dorsal, outstretched position with

the head towards the west end. The edge of the niche, towards the chamber, was edged

hy a row of stones, in order to prevent the body from falling out of the niche. As this niche

hurial cannot be connected with any of the burial strata in the chamber itself, it is uncertain

to which of the burial periods it belongs.

In the other niches no remains of skeletons were found.

In the second burial stratum, no traces of skeletons could be detected.

In the first burial period some scantv remains of a male skeleton were found along the

back wall of the chamber, but on account of the position of the tomb-gifts of this burial

period, there must have been more interments.
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FINDS (groups: pls. XL, 4 ,
XLi; types: l. of pl. ii)

1. Plain White VII cylindrical torpedo-pithos with pointed

base: hmh. conical shoulder; ndije below shoulder;

swollen rirn; small, ^e^tlcal handle below shoulder.

Ileii^hr 56.7 — 77-

2. Black Crlazed {C. il bowl A few impressed palmette

ornaments inside. Diam. ii.o. — 75.

V Black (dazed (B. i) bowl Plain. Diam. 12.5. — 75.

4. Black (dazed (B. i) bowl. Plain. Diam. 12.0. — 75.

5 Imitation of Attic Red Fnjured flat "uttus with knobbed

top flat base; funnel-neck; basket-handle from rim to

body. Two female heads facing each other on both sides

of handle, a kind of meander ornament between them;

rosette on moulded top of guttus; two of the girls are

dressed m veils, with chignons, covering all their hair,

but for the curls on the forehead, and held together by

a ribbon round the head; the two others have plaits

falling down over the ears, and the coiffure gathered

up a broad ribbon round the head. dTe design of the

eye is quite free, with lids and brows in profile, but

roughly drawn. Local manufacture. Diam. 9.4. — 75.

^1. Bichrome Red III (VI) slightly curved, wide, shallow

bowl with base-ring; down-turned, flattened rim; hori-

zontal handle below nm, two holes in bottom; the bowl

used as cover to amphora No. 7. Black and white en-

circling lines on rim and inside bottom; a black circle

line outside, and black handle. Diam. 20.7. — 96.

7. Vhite Painted VI depressed ovoid amphora with base-

ling, slightly splaying neck with straight sides; collar-

shaped nm; horizontal handles on shoulder; impressed

cavities on bases of handles. Encircling lines and bands

round nm, neck, shoulder, and belly; black handles;

double frieze of dots on upper part of neck; conven-

tionalized leaf-trail further down the neck; palm-leaf

ornaments, joined by conventionalized, wavy leaf-trail

between handles. Different thicknesses of terra-umbra

colour gives bichrome effect. Height 44.0 — loi.

IS Black (ilazed (A. 1) bowl. Plain. Diam. 9.5. — 91.

9. Plain White VI—VII piriform amphora with knobbed

base; conc^ue neck; groove below rim; vertical handles

from neck to shoulder. Height 640. — 71.

10 Black Glazed (A ii) stand Plain. Diam. 7.2. — 71.

II. Iron knife with long, lancet-shaped blade, widening

slightly just before point. Probably only one cutting

edge Plandle fitted with one nail. Some wood of the

handle preser\ed on one side. Length 20.0. — 74.

12 Bronze mirror, circular with crescent-shaped projection

where the tang starts; narrow, flat tang in one piece

with the mirror; it has most likely fitted into a wooden

socket. One side of the plate is plain (the back) and the

otlier has a slightly up-turned nm. Tip of tang missing.

Diam. 13 4. — loS.

13 Biuhrome Red II (V) globular jug with high, curved base;

tapering neck; narrow, pinched mouth; high twin-handle

from rim to shoulder. Black lines with white dots round

neck; framed trans\erse lines on handle, \ertical black

and white circles on either side of body; hanging lines

below the handle. Height 29.5. — 106.

14. Plain White VI small, biconical jug with flat base;

narrow, cylindrical neck; swollen nm; handle from

rim to shoulder. Height 5.6. — 112.

15. Plain White VI wide, piriform amphora with knobbed

base; high, cylindrical, slightly swollen neck; ridge below

rim; handles from neck to shoulder. Height 56.7. — no.

16. Black Glazed (C. i) fragment of bowl. A few impressed

palmette ornaments inside. — 106.

17. Plain White VI wide, almost biconical, piriform amphora

with knobbed base; short, cylindrical neck; swollen

rim; handles from neck to shoulder. Heighc55.5. —^iio.

18. Plain WTite VI piriform jug with flat base; narrow,

cylindrical neck; swollen rim; handle from below rim

to shoulder. Height 9.7. — loi.

19 Red Slip IV (VI) shallow bowl with tall base; conical

body; erect rim. Diam. 11.4. — 101.

20. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with concave neck;

out-turned rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

13.5. — lOI.

21. Pigment-rod of bronze, consisting of a thin rod with

an oblong swelling at each end, used for applying paint

to lips and eyebrows. A piece of paint, \^hich had

probably been red — now turned to a bluish-purple

— was found close by. Length 17.0. — loi.

22. Iron tweezer with shanks of uniform thickness and in-

turned hook. Their starting point is an oblong loop.

A small bronze mounting for hanging the tweezer is

attached to top of loop. Broken, but repaired. Length

I 1 .7. — lOI .

23. Iron knife with leaf-shaped blade; one cutting edge;

long, pointed end; tang with three rivets in a line. Upper

part of tang missing. Broken at top and base of blade.

Length 22.0. — loi.

24. Black Glazed guttus, Type i. Plain. Diam g.o. In-

side No. 25.

25. Red Slip IV (VI) wide, shallow bowl with base-ring;

one horizontal handle on nm. Medium thickness.

Imitation of Attic bowl, Type B. i. Diam. 13.6. — 100.

26. Plain White open, saucer-shaped lamp, with pinched

wick-holder; flat base. Diam. 10.o. Inside Xo. 27.

27. Black Glazed (C. i) bowl. Plain. Diam. 11.2. Inside

X'o. 28.

28. Black Glazed (C. i) bowl. A few impressed palmette

ornaments inside. Diam. 10.9. — 99.

29. Red Figured (B. i) lekythos. A plain band around

shoulder with carelessly drawn spirals in front. Height

13.5. — lOI .

30. White Painted VI piriform jug with base-disc; funnel-

neck; ridge below neck; handle from ridge to body.

Encircling lines on shoulder. Height 10.9. — loi.

31. Black Glazed (A. i) bowl. Plain. Diam. 6.5. Inside Xo. 32.

32. Black Glazed (A. i) bowl. Plain. Diam. 9.0. Inside Xo. 33.

33. Black Glazed (B. i) bowl. Plain Diam. 13 2. Inside Xo. 34.
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34. Black Glazed (B. i) bowl. Plain. Diam. 12.2. Inside

Xo. 35.

35 Black Glazed (A. 4) bowl. Plain. Diam. 11.5. — 104.

36. Plain White VII deep bowl with tiat base; bulging

shoulder; swollen rim. Diam. 15.7. — 76.

37. Black Glazed (A. 2) bowl. Plain. Diam. 7.1. — 76.

35. Black Glazed (A. 3) bowl. Impressed palmettes and

radiating lines inside. Diam. 13.6. — 76.

3g. Black Glazed (A. 3) bowl; decoration as Xo. 38. Diam.

150. — 76.

40. Black Glazed (A. 3) bowl. Impressed palmette ornaments

inside. Diam. 15.0. — 76.

41. Black Glazed (A. 3) bowl; decoration as Xo. 40. Diam.

14.8. —76.
42. Terracotta dove, modelled; body of naturalistic shape

except for the flat, conventionalized tail; instead of
!

feet, three small knobs. Length 12.4. Floor. '

43. Black-on-Red III—IV (V—VI) biconical miniature ^

jug with base-disc; concave, short neck; narrow' handle
1

from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines round rim, neck,

shoulder, and belly; lines on handle Height 6 8. Floor.

44. Black Glazed (C. i) bowl. A few impressed palmette

ornaments inside. Diam. 10.6. Inside Xo. 46.

45 Black Lustrous sack-shaped jug with base-disc; concave

neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Fleight 15.7. Floor.

46. Bichrome Red II (V) wide, shallow’ bowl with base-

ring; wide, horizontal rim. Black and white encircling

lines inside bottom; band of black triangles on white

ground on rim, Diam. 24.0. Floor.

47. Bichrome Red III (VI) depressed piriform amphoriskos

with base-ring; no neck; short, splaying, swollen nm;
rudimentary handles on shoulder. Encircling lines

round nm, shoulder, and belK ; wavy band between

handles; W'hice supplementary colour below nm, and

on belly. Height 11.4. Fl(.)or.

48. Black Glazed (A. i) bowl. Plain ( )n ba^e graffito (see

Appendix V). Diam 9.8, Floor

49. Bichrome Red III (VI) amphoriskos. as Xo. 47 llemht

12 3. Floor.

I

50. Bichrome Red III (VI) oval amphoriskos with base-

ring; wide, cylindrical neck; collar-nm, ht^rizontal

handles on shoulder. Rim and neck black, with white

encircling lines; black and white encircling lines round

shoulder and belly; vertical strokes from neck to belly,

framing the black handles Height 17.5. Floor

51. Red Figured guttus, Type i. A red line round belly;

On the left side, a lioness in defensive position with her

back up, and lifting her right foreleg Head and tail

erect. On the right side, a resting jackal or lynx with

arched tail, head and left foreleg raised. The design

is not elaborate. Diam. g 2 Inside Xo, 52.

52. Black Glazed (B. i) bowl. Plain Diam if'.o Above

Nos. 5_^, 54.

53. Plain White V—VI usal amphora Mith base-nna. drooinnii

shoulder; wide, splasing neck, swollen nm; horizontal

handles on shoulder. Heiitht 47.0. Floor

54. Plain White VI amphora, shape similar to No 53.

Height 47.0. Floor.

55. P'raL'ments of iron striml. Length c 240. F'loor.

56. Red Fiaured guttus, shape as No. 51. Similar decor-

ation, but with a crouching tiger or panther with arched

tail, head full face, and left foreleg rai.sed. The same

figure on both sides of handle. Ineomplete. Di.iin.

9.0. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:
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CHROX’OLOGY

We see thus that in the first burial period the majority of the pottery is of Type VI with

some survivals of late Type V; in the second burial period, there is only one survival of

T^pe V, but the remainder are representatives of Type VI
;
in the third burial period, finallv,

there are only three Cypriote pots, and of these two are of Type VII and one is Type VI.

The first burial period is therefore to be assigned to about the middle of the Cypro-Classic I,

the second burial period to the later part of Cypro-Classic I, and the third burial period to

the beginning of Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 15 (Figs. 79; 80; 81:1—5)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 1-33 c. 1.50 —
Stomion o.:;o 0.80

Chamber 3-07

SHAPE

The front part of the dromos is narrow and descends by three steps. From the lowermost

of these steps, it widens abruptly in front of the door and slopes gently down to it. The

walls are verticallv cut. The upper part of the stomion has fallen in and onlv the lower

part of the door-packing, consisting of rough stones, was preserved. The stomion is rect-

angular in shape; its floor slopes verv slightly down to that of the chamber. The door opens

to the left of the longitudinal axis of the chamber. The chamber is approximatelv rectangular

in shape with rounded corners and with a loaf-shaped niche cut in each of the side walls;



Fig. 8i. Marion. Tomb 15, Plan (i); Sections A-A, B-B, C-C (2, 3, 4); Finds in .ilit (5).

'I’omb 16, Plan (6); Sections A-A, B-B, C'-C (7, S, <)).
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the east niche on a level with the floor of the chamber and the west niche 0.45 m. above.

Along the west wall of the chamber below the niche a shallow shaft, 0.30 m. wide and o.io

m. deep, is cut in the rock floor. The floor of the chamber is horizontal, as well as the floors

of the niches. The roofs of both the chamber and tbe niches have completely collapsed.

STRATIFICATION

The layers of the dromos consisted of a bottom stratum of chavara and an upper layer of

chavara of liner qualitv. In the front part of the dromos, this upper layer gradually changed

character and was found mixed with a few intact specimens of pottery and masses of broken

sherds and terracotta statuettes. In the lower part of this stratum, above the door, a few

loose stones from the door-packing were found.

The layers in the chamber consisted of an almost entirely disturbed burial stratum at

the bottom, in the front part of the chamber covered by an oblique layer of infiltrated chavara

of the upper layer of the dromos filling; and at the top of a heavy layer of debris from the

collapsed roof of the chamber. The circumstances of finds support the indications of the

stratification of the dromos and the chamber, viz., that the tomb has been robbed: not a

single find was made in the whole chamber except for a deposit of pottery found close to a

stone sarcophagus, to the left of the stomion. The stratification of the chamber shows,

however, that this robbery must have been performed in ancient times before the roof

collapsed and the dromos-filling infiltrated into the chamber, as these layers are not disturbed.

The robbers have dug a shaft in front of the door, removed the upper part of the door-

packing, entered the chamber, robbed it of most of its finds, left the tomb and then refilled

their shaft in front of the door. All the objects were on the floor, or piled up on those on the

floor.

BURIALS

A monolithic stone sarcophagus, 1.20 m. long by 0.60 m. wide, was placed along the E.

wall of the chamber, close to its front wall. The N. end of the sarcophagus was separately

built of rubble. The cover was missing and the sarcophagus cleared of its finds by the tomb-

robbers and did not even contain remains of a skeleton. Close to the sarcophagus was

found a deposit of pottery which, as mentioned above, was left by the robbers. To judge

from the small size of the sarcophagus, it has contained a child’s skeleton (cf. Tomb 81).

The pots (3 amphorae and a jug), fragments of pottery, and statuettes which were found

in the upper and front part of the dromos-filling are to be considered as the remains of

offerings brought to the deceased at the time of the burials.

FINDS (groups: PL. XL, 5, 6
;
types: l. of pl. ii)

Dromos
I

-• White VI oval jug with base-ring; concave, wide

I. Female terracotta statuette seated with hands on knees
j

neck; swollen rim; wide, pinched mouth; handle from

dressed in a chitnn and hiniation covering head, back, rim to shoulder. Height 28.2. — 49.

shoulders, and arms, stephane on head; parted hair 3. Plain White VI wide, piriform amphora with knobbed

^isible in front of stephane; o\aI head with straight base; cylindrical neck; swollen rim; handles from neck

nose; lull lips; mourning expression; surface worn. to shoulder; one groove on neck and three below rim.

Height 6.8. — 35. Height 48.0. — 55.
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4. Plain White VI amphora, as No. 3. Height 64.0. — 61.

5. Small, coarsely modelled statuette of a recumbent terra-

cotta lion; head turned to the right side; forepaws out-

stretched, and hind legs drawn up below body; tail

hanging down; gaping mouth. Length 9.6. — 7.

Chamber

6. Black Glazed (A. i) bowl. Plain. Diam. y.2. — 106.

7. Black Glazed (B. i) bowl. Plain. Diam. 15.6. Floor.

8. Red Slip IV (\ I) shallow bonl with base-ring; curved

outline; in-turned rim. Diam. 15.0. Floor.

9. Plain White VI piriform, sack-shaped jug with flat base;

out-turned nm; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

1 1. 4. Floor.

10. Plain White VI cylindrical, sack-shaped jug with flat

base; out-turned rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 1 1. 5. Floor.

11. Plain White VI bowl, shape as No. 8, but with flat base.

Diam. 13.7. Floor.

12. Four fragments of an iron strigil. — io6.

13. Red Figured squat guttus, Type i. Gn one side of

handle, a hon in defensive position, crouching down on

its forelegs with the right forepaw raised. On the oppo-

site side, a wolf in similar position. Fine design. Diam.

9.7. — 106.

14. Black Glazed guttus, Type 2. Plain Diam. So. Floor.
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15. Black Glazed (C. i) bowl. A few impressed palmette

ornaments inside. Diam. lo 5. — 103.

16. Black Glazed (C. i) bowl, as No. 13. Diam. 10 9. Floor.

17. Plain White VI—VH jug. similar to No. 10, but with

rather cylindrical body. Height 11.3. Floor

18. Black Glazed (C. 1) bowl, as No 13. Diam 107. Floor.

19. Plain White VI jug, as No. 10. Height 12 i. Floor.

20. P'ragment of an iron knife tang with two risets. Length

h.o. — 100.

21. Bichrome Red 111 (VI) depressed, crater-shaped

amphoriskos with base-ring; no neck; out-turned rim;

horizontal handles on shoulder. Black and white

encircling lines and bands round rim and belly. Height

15.1. Floor.

22. Red Slip IV (VI) shallow bowl with base-disc; cur\ed

outline; out-turned rim. Diam. 96. Inside No. 21.

23. Three, almost entiiely weathered, fragments of a shaped

jug of alabaster. Floor.

24. Red p'lgured guttus. Type i. (In one side of handle,

a recumbant panther with raised tail and right foreleg;

on the other, a swan with unfolded wings; neck bent

forwards; projecting tail F.legant design Diam 9,2.

Floor.

25. Black Glazed (B. i) bowl, PLiin. Diam 11,6. p'loor.

26. Stroke Polished I (\T) depr.'ssed tlibular jug with

base-ring, tunnel-neck; in-turned nm; handle from nm
to shoulder. Height 10 2. Floor,

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

:

Pottery
Black (pla'cel Plant Bl Cjl Impr Keel I'm

Bo el (jiittH's Bowl (.itt s

M

C.

'I’eTra- Ala-

cotta haste r

Chamber
8

22
-2

26 g, 10

II, ig

-I -4

17 14

iS

13

24

20 1

2

Dromos 2
, 3i 4

CHRONOLOGY

The Cvpriote potterv tvpes represented are entirely of Type VI, assigning the tomb

to the latter part of the Cvpro-Classic I period. The style of the Red Figured pottery found

in this tomb is in agreement with this dating.
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TOMB i6 (Figs. 81:6—9; 82; 83; 84:1)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 2.38 1.20 c. 1.80 —
Stomion 0.46 1.08 — c. 1.60

Chamber 3.74 2.40 — c. 1.90

SHAPE

The dromos is a short, deep, and carefully cut step-dromos with vertical walls, descending

by four steps to a small, slightly sloping platform in front of the door. The door has an

arched roof. The door-packing consisted of three slabs of stone, one rectangular slab at the

bottom and two square ones on the top of it, kept in position bv smaller stones and pieces

of terracotta sculptures wedged around the edges. The door opens on to the chamber

in its longitudinal axis and the floor of the stomion leads down to that of the chamber by

three steps. The architecture of the chamber is very fine. It is rectangular in plan with two

tunnel-shaped niches (2 and 3) cut into the right side wall, and one tunnel-shaped (i) and

one loaf-shaped niche (4) cut into the left side wall, about 0.15—0.16 m. above the floor-

level. The floor of the chamber is approximately horizontal and the roof, which has almost

entirely fallen in, may be reconstructed as a barrel-vault. The floors of the niches are

horizontal as well as the roofs. Niche 3 was closed by a large stone slab.

STRATIFIC.ATION

The stratification of the dromos consisted of horizontal layers of chavara and sand, and

was quite intact. The layers in the chamber were composed of a bottom layer of burial

remains and culture earth covered by a horizontal layer of pulverized, partly silted debris

from the crumbling roof; and at the top, a thick layer of rock debris with large pieces of rock.

From this it is evident that the rock was destroyed slowly at the beginning, while the final

break-down of the rock roof was sudden. At the back of the chamber, the layers were disturbed

down to the floor bv a tomb-robbers’ shaft dug from above. In the disturbed filling of this

shaft an empty stone base of a statue was found, thrown down by the tomb-robbers when

the shaft was refilled. All the objects were found on the floor, except Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10—14,

which have floated on the infiltrated water in the layer of silted rock matter covering the

culture layer.

BURIALS

In Niche 3 a body had been buried in a wooden coffin, of which only four bronze nails

remained. The skeleton was entirely pulverized. In the other niches, no traces of skeletons

could be detected, but in the centre of the chamber itself, some very scanty remains of a

skeleton was found together with some tomb-gifts in the north-east corner. Burials had

also probably taken place along the back wall of the chamber, where some tomb-gifts were

left bv the robbers in the south-west corner of the chamber.
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Fig. 82. Marion, Tomb 16, dromos.

FINDS (groups: PL. XLII,

1. Plain White VII piriform amphora \vith knobbed base;

neck and handles missing. Height 45.0. P'loor.

2. White Painted VII piriform jug with base-ring; concave

neck; flaring rim; handle from rim to shoulder. En-

circling line round nm and neck; loose network girdle

round belly. Height 215. Floor

3. Stroke Polished II (VII) depressed oval jug with base-

ring; ridge below neck; splaying funnel-neck; moulded

handle from neck to shoulder. Height 22.7. Floor.

4. Plain White VII wide, bobbin-shaped amphora with

long, pointed base; no base-knob; cylindrical neck;

slightly out-turned rim; handles from neck to shoulder.

Height 68.5. Floor.

5. White Painted VII jug, shape as Xo. 2. Encircling bands

round rim, neck, shoulder, and bod\ ; a ring of vertical

strokes below neck. Height 19.5. Floor,

6. Black-on-Red V (VII) oval jug with foot on low stem;

ridge below cylindrical neck; swollen rim; twin-handle

with bosses in imitation of metal types below rim. running

fiom neck to shoulder; a winged, female figurine holding

a miniature jar, opposite the handle. In-turned triangles

on base; running spirals round stem; ring of tiiangles

above stem; broad network girdle round body; frieze

with ivy ornaments on shoulder, neck decorated with

a meander ornament; double tooth-pattern, and running

spirals; of the figurine m front both wings and dress

Fig. 83. Marion. "Fomh 16. Vit:‘^^ of dromos and

chamber.

I, 2; types: l. of. PL. 11)

arc painted; angular transverse lines on handle. Height

22.7. —45-

I

7. Stroke Polished II (VII) jug, as Xo. 3. Height 22.0.

— 49 -

8. Plain White VI—VII large, oval jug with base-ring;

broad, splaying neck; swollen nm. handle from neck

to shoulder. Part of neck and handle missing. Height

35.0. —42.
9. Plain White \'l—VII wide, shallow bowl with base-

ring; wide, horizontal rim. Diam 22 o — 5S.

10.

Plain White VI—\'ll shallow bowl with flat base,

rather straight outline; in-turneti nm. Diam. 10.5

Inside Xo. 13.

II. Plain White VI—VII bowl, as Xo 10. Diam. 1 0.0

Inside Xo. 14.

12. Plain White VI—VII bowl, as Xo. 10. Diam 10 5

Inside Xo. 14.

13. Plain White VI—\II howl, as Xo. 10 Diam 14.2

Inside Xo. 14.

14. Plain While VI—VII bowl, as Xo 9 Diam 20 4. — 5 «

15. Plain White VI—\'I 1 jug, as Xo. 8. Height 35 o. Floor.

16. White Painted VII oval bottle with base-disc; narrow,

concave neck; funnel-mouth; flattened, swollen nm;
no handle. Encircling lines round nm, neck, and shoulder.

Height II 4 Floor

17 Plain White VI—\'II bowl, as Xt). 9. Diam. 18.5 I'loor.
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iS. Str(.)ke Pt)lished II (\'II) juy, as No. 3. Heiijht 170.

Above No. II).

11). Plain White \’I —\'II howl, a^ No i) Diam. 20 o. Floor

20. White Painted VII bottle, as No. 16. Heij^ht 107.

FU'or

21 Plain Whitt \’I —\’
1 I jui;, as No. S. Heit^ht 40.7. I'loor.

22 White Painted \dl o\al juir, with hase-nng, ridge below

cylindrical neck, spLuinu run; handle from below rim

to sht)ulder; rudiinentaiw bull's priitome opposite the

handle. Encircling lines and bands round shoulder

and belh Height 244. Niche floor.

23. White Painted VII ju^, shape and, probably, the same

decoration as No 22. Decoration worn out Height

255. Nithe tkmr,

24 Black Lustrous bottle with narrow base: pinfcrm body;

narrow, concave neck, flattened, swollen rim; no handle.

IleiLrht 13 I. Floor.

25.

Plain White VII depressed bottle with base-ring; wide

shoulder, narrow, concave neck; flattened, splaying

rim. Height 9.4. Floor.

26. Plain White VII bottle, as No. 25 Height 10.5. Floor.

27. Plain White VI—VII jug. as No S. Height 42. S. Floor.

28. Red Slip V (VH) conical bowl with base-ring; erect,

contracted rim; ridge below rim. Diam. ii h. Floor.

29. Plain White VI—VH bowl, as No. 10. Diam. 10.7.

Floor.

30. Black Lustrous shallow bowl with base-ring, used as

cover to amphora No. 31. Diam. 10.o. Above No. 31.

31. Plain White VII narrow, piriform amphora with pointed

ba^e; no base-knob; steep shoulders; cylindrical neck,

handles from neck to shoulder. Height 83.0. Floor

32. Bronze nails, hammered, one with a circular section

and raised, round head; three with octagonal section

and flat head; used for a wooden coffin; one nail bent;

the others in good state of preser\ ation. Length ii 4;

10-3 » 9 3‘. 10.7. P'loor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Potter y Bronze

Wh. P. VII
Bl.-on-K. V

,

(VII) ;

R. SI. V
(VII)

. Str. Pol. II ;

i (VII)
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,

1

Nail

2, 5,16 6 28 3. 7. 18 8, y, 10, II, 12
;
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I. 4 ^ 25 24, 30 32
20 22, 23

-b - I - I -3

13. 14. 15, 17
i (j . 21, 27, 2y

-13

26. 31

-3 -2 - I

CHRONOLOGY

All the pottery is of Type VH and most of it of decidedly late character, dating the tomb
to the later part of the Cypro-Classic II period.

TOMB 17 (Fig. 84: 2, 3)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 1.52 lioi 0.86 —
Chamber 1.48 0.70 — 0.80

SH.tPE

The dromos is a roughly rectangular shaft, with rounded corners and three steps at the

upper part. From the lowermost step, the floor slopes very slightly towards the door, and
from the same step a bench is cut in the east wall of the dromos. The doer was blocked bv
a large, roughly cut stone slab with smaller stones on the top of it. There is no stomion,

but the door leads directly into the chamber by a gently slope. The chamber is narrow
and rectangular, with rounded corners and seems to have never been finished.
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STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of three layers of charara, and the chamber was almost

entirely filled by a bottom layer of infiltrated dromms chavara, and on top of it a layer of

grayel and stone. Xo burial or culture stratum was found.

CHRONOLOGY

The potsherds found in the filling of the dromos were yery few. As far as could be

ascertained they were entirely of Type VI, assigning the tomb to the later part of Cypro-

Classic I.

TOMB 18 (Fig. 84: 6—8)

SIZE

Dromos

Chamber

SH.\PE

The dromos is a short and narrow shaft descending rapidly to a slightly sloping platform

in front of the door. It is probably that it originally was a step-dromos and that the steps

haye been worn out on account of the soft sandy rock. The upper part of the door has fallen

down but the door-packing consisting of rather loosely built-up, uncut stones was still in

situ. There is no stomion, and the floor of the doorway is approxim.ately at the same leyel

as that of the chamber. The door opens on to the chamber to the left of its longitudinal

axis, and at the north-east corner of its front wall. The chamber is trapezoidal in shape,

widening towards the back wall, and with rounded corners. The floor is approximately

horizontal and the roof seems to hat e been flat, but has now nearly entirely collapsed.

STR.LTIFIC.ATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of horizontal layers of chavara. In the chamber the

layers were composed of:

1) Rock debris from the collapsed roof.

2) Grayel.

3) More rock debris from the fallen-in roof.

4) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom.

All the finds were found on the floor.

Length Width Depth Height

1 .80 0.86 c. 0.95 —
1 .60 1.80 — c. 0.75

BURI-LLS

Remains ot entirely pulyerized skeletons were found.
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FINDS (groups: PL. XLII, 3

1. Red Figured lekythos (B. 5). Entirely black but for

rim, neck, and a narrow line above base-ring. The front

ornament is a recumbent ephebos w-ith short hair,

wrapped up in a folded himation around low'er part of

body, and falling down from left shoulder; right arm
outstretched; left elbow rests on cushions. Surface

worn. Height 9.7. Floor.

2. Terracotta dove. A replica of Tomb 14 42, but with

traces of black colour left on bill, eyes, breast, right

wing, and belly. Length 11.8. Floor.

3. Naked, female terracotta statuette, moulded, sitting

with right knee raised high; left kneeling on the ground;

sitting on left leg; right hand holding breast; left hand
resting on left knee; head frontal; pointed hair-dress

wrapped up in a veil, leaving curls round forehead free;

straight nose; other details of face worn out; a faded

smile on lips. Breasts small; belly large, probably in-

dicating a state of pregnancy. Back of statuette plain.

Height 10. 1. Floor.

4. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; out-

turned rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

12.7. Floor.

5. Plain White VI piriform amphora with knobbed base;

concave neck; rim out-turned; curved, vertical handles

from neck to shoulder. Height 51.7. Floor.

6. Red Figured (B. i) lekythos. Entirely black but fcr

the front ornament. A winged boy, probably Hypnos,

resting lightly on a stone (r). In his left hand he holds
j

a rhabdos, or branch; his face is in profile, and the body
|

4; types: l. of PL. ii)

IS half turned to front by a movement of the outstretched

right arm. Delicate and fine work. Height 13 9. Floor.

7. Black Glazed (C. 1) bowl. A few impressed palmette

ornaments inside bottom. Black glaze turned red. Diam.

ii.o. Floor.

8. Black-on-Red IV (VI)—^V (VII) oval jug with low,

curved foot; ridge below neck; concave neck; twin-

handle from neck to shoulder; female figurine, holding

a miniature jug, opposite the handle. Encircling lines and

bands round rim, neck, and btlly; hook ornaments round

belly. Decoration almost worn out. Fleight 37.5. F'loor.

9. Plain White VI amphora with base-ring; rather bi-

conical body; slightly splaying neck; swollen rim; ho-

rizontal handles on shoulder. Height 47.2. Floor.

10. Red Slip IV (VI) fiat bowl with fiat, raised base; double-

curved outline; out-turned nm. Used as a cover to

amphora Xo. 9. Diam 13.4. Above Xo. 9.

11. Bichrome Red III (VI) oval jug with high base-ring;

concave neck, twin-handle with “'metal” bosses from

neck to shoulder; a female figurine holding a fiower,

and a miniature jug, opposite the handle. Black and

white encircling lines and bands round rim, neck, shoulder,

body and base; black curved lines on either side of base

of handle; white supplementary decoration on neck

and shoulder; a dotted circle and conventionalized leaf

ornaments. Height 30.7. Floor.

12. Coarse oval jug with flat base, wide neck; handle from

rim to shoulder. Height 14 5 I'loor

13. Black Slip VI bowl; imitation of an Attic kylix. Diam.

9.7. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery Terracotta

CHRONOLOGY

The classification of the Cypriote pottery shows that there are onh’ specimens of TYpe

VI, of which a few are late in style, i. e., the tomb should be assigned to the end of Cypro-

Classic I. With this dating, the date of the Red Figured lekythos (Xo. 6) is in full agreement,

as it dates from the end of the 5th century B. C.



TOMB 19 (Fig. 84; 4, 5)

Shaft

Len^ith Width Depth

1.76 0.90 0.40

^^HAPE

The tomb consists only of a shallow, rectangular shaft with rounded corners.

STRATIFICATION

The tomb was filled with chavara. The two finds were on the floor.

BURIALS

At the S. end of the shaft a broken pithos was found containing a child’s skeleton. One

small pot with tomb-gifts was placed close bv.

FINDS (group: PL. XLII, 5)

I Bljck-on-Red IV (VI) oval jug' 'vith base-ring; tapering vertical, concentric circles on both sides of body. Height

neck; narrow, pinched mouth; twin-handle from rim 204. F'loor.

to shoulder. Encircling lines round rim and neck; 2. Fragment of a Plain White VI pithos with high loop-

handles. Height 60.0. Floor,

CHRONOLOGY

These two pots and some potsherds of the same

to shortly after the middle of Cypro-Classic I.

types found in the tomb assign it

TOMB 20 (Fig. 85: 1)

SIZE '

Length Width Depth Height

Oromos 1 .60 0.80 0.90 —
Chamber 2.60 2.86

The dromos is a short, narrow, and shallow shaft, rectangular in plan, with rounded

corners and verticallv cut walls. There is a wide step at the upper part of the dromos and

the floor slopes slightly towards the door. The upper part of the door has fallen in, but the

door-packing consisting of very solidly built stones was still in situ. There is no stomion,

but the door opens directly on to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis, and the

floor of the door leads dovvn to that of the chamber bv a gentle slope. The chamber is trapez-

oidal in shape, widening towards the back, and with rounded corners. At the south-eastern

end of the back wall, a rectangular column of rock projects about i.io m. from the wall in
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order to support the roof, thus dividing the back part of the chamber into two niches. The
floor is approximately horizontal and the roof has collapsed.

STRATIFIC.VTIOX

The filling of the dromos consisted of intact chazara layers. As much water has passed

through the filling of the tomb-chamber its stratification is of little chronological value and

all the finds have floated about, and were found more or less removed from their original

positions.

BURLVLS

A great number of human bones were found high up in the filling, but no skeleton in situ.

FINDS (groups; PL. XLIII,

1. Black Glazed (C. i) bowl. A few impressed palmette

ornaments inside Diam. ii.o. In the tilhny.

2. Plain White VI cone-shaped pithos with biconical body;

pointed base; horizontal shoulder; short, erect nm;
vertical handles below shoulder. Height 47.5. — 32.

3. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with bobbin-shaped

body; hat base; concave neck; out-turned nm; handle

from nm to shoulder. Height 14. i. — 28.

4. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug, tapering upwards;

base-disc; Raring rim, handle from rim to shoulder

Height 10.3 — 7.

5. Plain White VI jug, as Xo. 3, but with Rat base. Height

15 2. — 30.

6 . Black-on-Red II (IV) oval jug with base-ring: cylindrical

neck; pinched mouth with in-curved rim; twin-

handle from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines round

rim and neck; vertical lines on handle; and rows of ver-

tical concentric circles with single, large, concentric circles

between and below' the handle. Height 30.2 — 12.

7. Bichrome Red II (V)—-III (VI) depressed biconical

amphora with base-disc; no neck; out-turned nm,
horizontal handles between shoulder and belly. En-

circling bands round nm, shoulder, and base; black

handles; wa\y band between handles. Height 18 7. -f- 4.

8. Bichrome VI oval jug with base-disc; ridge below neck;

short, cylindrical neck: pinched mouth; handle from rim

to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round neck,

shoulder, and body; horizontal strokes below' neck;

wavy line round neck; wavy line along handle; leaf

ornament below handle. Height 34.5. — zb,

9. White Painted VI oval jug with high base-ring; conca\e

neck; handle from neck to shoulder; bull’s protome

opposite the handle. Encircling bands round rim, neck,

and belly; paintings on protome; conventionalized tree-

design. Height 28.3. — 18.

10.

Black-on-Red III (V)—IV (VI) globular jug with low

foot; swollen, tapering neck; narrow, pinched mouth;

handle from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines round

nm and neck; ladder-pattern on handle; vertical, con-

centric circles on both sides of body. Height 17 8. — 6.

I, 2; types: l. of PL. ii)

11. Bichrome Red II (V) o\al jug with base-ring; ridge below'

ne-k, cvlindrical neck, twm-handle from neck to sh(;ul-

der; Encircling lines and bands round nm, neck, belly,

and body, ladder-pattern on handle, black and white

triangles round nm. cons entionalized tree-ornament

on shoulder. The white supplementary colour is used

below rim, on shoulder, and among encircling bands

Height 31.0. Floor.

12. Plain White VI shallow bowl with tku base; cursed

outline, and plain 11m Diam 13 1 ). Floor.

13. Plain White VI jug, as Xo 3, but with defined shoulder.

Height 13.7. — 2.

14. Plain White \’I pintorm bottle with Rat base; narrow,

short neck; swollen nm; handle from neck to shoulder.

Height 9.2. — 5.

15. Black Slip V biconical bottle with base-disc; short, narrow

neck, swollen rim; handle from rim to shoulder Height

h .9 — 5 -

16. Plain White V biconical miniature bottle with Rat base,

swollen nm; handle from 11m to shouldei . Height 44
Inside Xo. 17.

17. Plain White VI shallow, conical bowl with Rat base;

defined nm Diam 17 2 Floor

18. Red Slip IV (\ 1 ) conical bowl with narrow base-ring;

niunded outline; no handle. Diam. 10 9 -- 2.

19 Plain White \1 o\al jug with base-disc; short, slighth

conca\e neck, ridge below neck; pinched mouth with

sharph defined nm, liandle trom nm to shoulder.

Height 30.fi. Floor.

20. Plain White V—VI depressed jug with Rat ba^e, con-

cave, short neck. Raring nm, handle from nm to shoulder;

tubular spout opposite handle. Height ii 5 Floor.

21. Black Slip \I shalU)w , tku howl w ith base-ring, defined,

down-turned nm. Diam 154 Floor

22. Plain W’hite VI bottle, as No. 14 Height 102 — 13.

23. White Painted \'I depressed, o\al jug with basc-nng,

conca\e, narrow neck. Raring nm. twin-handle from

neck to shoulder. Encircling lines round nm. neck,

and bod\ , ladder-pattern on handle, groups of vertical
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strokes below neck; leaf ornament and three stripes

round and below base of handle. Height 26.5. — 45.

24. Plain White depressed jug with Hat, raised base;

narrow, concave neck; flaring rim; handle from rim to

shoulder. Height ii.o. — 40.

25 Plain \\'hite VI jug, as No. 4. Height 15.4. — 45.

26.

Terracotta head, female, with mantle cotering high

hair-dress. Nose missing. Surface worn. Aloulded.

Height 3.0. — 51.

27. Black Slip VI depressed bottle with base-disc; narrow,

short, concave neck; flaring rim; handle from rim to

shoulder. Height 7.8. Floor.

28. Plain White V jug, as No. 3, but without neck. Height

15.7. Floor.

29. Plain White VI cylindrical, slightly swollen torpedo-

pithcs with pointed base; conical shoulder; ridge around

shoulder; short, concave neck; swolkn, splaying rim;

vertical handle below shoulder. Height 67.0. — 45.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The stratigraphic conditions (cf. above) do not admit a stratigraphic separation of the

finds but the typological examination as specified in the diagram has shown that two chrono-

logically distinct periods can be distinguished. The ist period is represented by Nos. 6, ii,

15, 16, 28, i. e., one specimen of Type IV and three specimens of Type V. The majority of

the vases of the 2nd period are of Type VI and some are transitory between Types V and

VI. The I St period is, therefore, dated to the later part of Cypro-Archaic II and the 2nd

period to the first part of Cypro-Classic I.

TOMB 21 (Figs. 85:2—6; 88: i)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 5-28 1.64 3.06 —
Stomion 0.56 0.76 — —
Chamber 3-82 2.85 — 1.97

(reconstr.)

The dromos is cut as a staircase of eleven regular steps. It widens slightly towards the

back and the walls narrow upwards somewhat. In the west wall of the dromos three loaf-

shaped cupboards are cut in the rock. The door had originally a vaulted roof as could

be seen from cuttings in the wall of the stomion, though the upper part of it had fallen in.



Marion. Tomb 20, Plan and Finds in situ (i). Tomb 21, Plan (2); Section;

A-A, B-B, C-C, D-D (3, 4, 5, 6).
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The door-packing was missing. The stomion is narrow, rectangular in plan, and descends

to the chamber by three steps, continuing the staircase of the dromos. By the uppermost

step, the stomion projects 0.34 m. into the dromos from its back wall. In this way two

square rock paraslades were formed at the sides of the door. The door opens on to the

chamber in its longitudinal axis. The chamber is approximately rectangular in shape, with

rounded corners. In the west side wall, a loaf-shaped niche is cut in the rock at the back

end, 0.70 m. above the floor-level. Below the niche, a rectangular, narrow shaft, 1.65 m. long,

0.52 m. wide, and 0.16 m. deep, is cut in the floor along the rock wall. Along the front part of

same side wall, two slabs of stone screen off a narrow, rectangular room, 0.40 m. wide,

between the front wall of the chamber and the shaft cut below the niche, forming a sort of

sarcophagus with the one long side formed bv the two stone slabs, the opposite long side and

one short end formed by the rock walls, and at the opposite short end opening on to the shaft.

In the front part of the east side wall of the chamber, a loaf-shaped niche is cut in the rock,

0.15 m. above the floor-level; and a smaller, loaf-shaped niche in the middle of the same

side wall, 0.24 m. above the floor level. The floor of the chamber is horizontal, and the roof,

which had collapsed, could be reconstructed as a barrel-vault with a rock-cut cornice running

along the long sides.

STR.'VTIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of two oblique layers of chavara. In the upper one of

these, there was a wedge-shaped layer of disturbed filling above the stomion, indicating that

a shaft had been dug there by tomb-robbers, who had removed the door-packing and entered

the tomb. The circumstances of finds in the chamber supported this theory. The layers

in the chamber consisted of;

1) Laver of rather fine rock debris mixed with gravel and smaller stones from the collapsed

rock.

2) A layer of sandy rock, crumbled from the roof.

3) A pyramidal layer of coarse rock debris from the fallen-in roof.

4) A layer of sandy rock, crumbled from the roof.

5) Burial remains and a culture stratum at the bottom, covered by a wedge-shaped layer of

dromos chavara close to the stomion, and infiltrated through the door after the packing

had been removed.

As all the debris was intact it is evident that the robbery' had taken place in ancient times

before the tomb collapsed; furthermore, the circumstances of the finds show that the rob-

bers had onlv taken the jewelry.

BURIALS

Pulverized remains of skeletons were found in all the niches, in the shaft below the

niche in the west side wall, and in the screened-off, sarcophagus-shaped room. In this

and in the centre of the tomb, several pots were placed, which had once contained tomb-

gifts to the deceased.
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FINDS (groups: PL. XLIII,

Dromos niche 2

1. Red Figured jug with base-ring; slightly curved and

splaying body; abrupt shoulder; concate neck, pinched

mouth with battened rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Entirely black, but for the front decoration which is

framed at the top by a horizontal kymation. The re-

presentation is a scene from the palaestra. In the centre,

a naked man, in proble, is about to jump over a hurdle;

feet together, bent knees; body leaning forwards, out-

stretched arms with hands together, head erect. On
each side of this figure is a man wrapped up in a wide

himation, which leaves only one hand free. One has

just hit a ball with a hooked bat, which the other catches.

As they are dressed, they may hare been gymnasi-

archoi. Height 16.7. Floor.

2. Two gilded bronze rings with transverse, fluted lines.

Diam. 2.6; 2,7. Floor.

3. Silver pendant, with a circular mounting for hanging.

Length 5,6. Floor.

4. Stroke Polished II (VII) depressed jug with abrupt

shoulder; ridge below neck; funnel-neck; handle from

neck to shoulder. Height 12.2. Floor.

5. Red Slip IV (VI)—V (VH) conical bowl with rounded

outline; narrow base; no handle. Used as a co\er to
[

urn No. 6, Diam. 12.2. Above No, 6.

6. Plain White VII open, vat-shaped urn with base-disc;
,

no neck; out-curved rim; three grooved lines below

rim. Height 13.7. Flour.

7. Plain White VII urn, as No. 6, but narrower. Height

1 1. 1. Floor.

8. Plain White \TI small jug with flat base; tapering,

concave neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to

shoulder. Height 7.9. Floor.

Chamber
1. Stroke Polished H (VII) bowl, imitating .Attic bowl.

Type A, i, but with a stitf, unplastic base-ring. Diam.

10.3. Floor.

2. Hellenistic glazed, shallow bowl with b.ise-ring, cursed

outline; plain rim. Small size. Thick ware. Diam.

Q.2. Floor.

3. Black Glazed (.\. 5) disc-shaped plate with base-ring;

moulded outside; no handle. Rich impressed ornaments.

Roulette circle in three lines, enclosing a four-pointed

3, 4; types; l. of PL. ii)

Star, with palmettes at the points; concentric circles

in centre with dots on the circumference Considerable

thickness. Diam. 12.1. Floor.

4. Stroke Polished II (VII) depressed o\al juij with base-

ring; handle from neck to shoulder. Neck missing.

Height 12-5 Floor

5 Plain White VII conical bowl with flattened base, thick-

ening, in-turned rim. Diam 12.5. Floor.

6. Plain White VII fragment (if a large pithos. Floor.

7. Plain White VII sack-shaped jug with Hat base; funnel-

neck; handle from nm to shoulder. Height 12.5 Floor.

8. Plain White \'II globular jug with base-ring; narrow,

cylindrical neck with handle-ridge; splaying nm; handle

I

from below' ndge to shoulder. Height 16.5. Floor.

9. Plain White VII jug, as No. S, but with nm missing.

Height 22.0. Floor.

' 10. Plain White VII deep bowl with flat base; curved

' outline; swollen nm; no handle. Height ii 5. Floor.

,

II. Plain White VII bowl, as No. 5. Diam 11.6. Floor,

j

12. Plain White VII bowl, as No. 5. Diam 11.9. Floor.

13. Female terracotta statuette, seated with both hands

on knees; dressed in a chiton and himation co\enng

head, back, shoulders, and arms. Details effaced. IIcMght

9.5. Floor.

14. Plain White VII disc-shaped plate with flat ba.se; no

handle. Diam. 14.5. Floor.

15. Stroke Polished II (VII) deep, rounded bowl with

round base; splaying, concase, erect nm. Diam. 1 1 .0

Floor.

16. Plain White VII shallow, wide bowl ^Mth base-ring,

broad, flat rim Diam 22 7. Floor.

17. Stroke Polished II (VII) bowl, in imitation of Black

Glazed bowl, Type C. 4, but roughly and irreizularly

made. Height 8.7. Floor.

18. Plain White VI oval jug with base-ring; ndge below

neck; slightly conca\e neck; handle fiom neck to shoulder;

small bull's protome, high up c)n shoulder opposite

the handle. Height 25 7. Floor.

19. Hellenistic glazed bowl, as No. 2, hut largcM- and some-

what taller. Dram. 15.9. Floor.

20. Plain White VII small, o\al jug with wide, concave

neck; handle from nm to shoulder Height 7.3. I'loor.

21. Black Cilazed (C. 2) bowl. Plain. Height 90. Put

togethei from sherds.
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Summing up the classiheation given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The contents of the chamber and the dromos niche are approximately contemporary.

They both belong to the end of the Cypro-Classic II period.

TOMB 22 (Figs. 86; 87; 88: 2—6; 89: i)

SIZE Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4-40 1. 18 3-45
—

Stomion 0.86 0.65 — 1.46

Chamber 3-86 2.51 — 1.71

SH.yPE

The dromos is a long step-dromos slightly wider at the back, with four steps at the upper

end, gradually sloping in the middle, and descending by six steps at the lower end. The

walls narrow slightly upwards. The door has an arched roof. The door-packing consisted

of two small slabs at the bottom and one large slab on the top of them, kept in position by

stones wedged around the edges. The stomion is rectangular in plan and descends to the

chamber by three steps continuing those of the dromos. The door opens on to the chamber

somewhat to the right of its longitudinal axis. The chamber is oblong with straight front

and back walls, and symmetrically curved side walls. In the left side wall, two tunnel-shaped

burial niches are cut in the rock on the level of the floor of the chamber. The floor of the

chamber is horizontal and the roof barrel-shaped, with a rock-cut cornice along the side

walls, identical in shape with that of Tomb 21. The floors of the niches slope very slightly

towards the back; their roofs are horizontal.

STR.XTIFIC.VTION

At the lower end of the dromos there was an oblique layer of earth covering the steps, and

continuing through the stomion down to the floor of the chamber. This seems to have
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Fig. 86. Marion. Tomb 22, dromos. Fig. 87. Marion. Tomb 22. \’iL-\\ of tlic chamber,

with finds in situ.

accumulated there before the tomb was closed. Above this, the filling of the dromos con-

sisted of approximately horizontal layers of chavara and gravel. The chamber was extremely

well preserved without any outside earth or debris from the rock covering the finds. When

it was excavated, it was practicallv in the same condition as it was after the last burial, and

onlv the usual burial stratum covered the floor.

BURI.VLS

Concerning the burials, the following facts could he stated. In the centre of the chamber

remains of two skeletons, probably the last, were found. Of the left-hand skeleton, only

fragments of the pelvis, femora, and tibiae were preserved; of the right-hand skeleton,

parts of the spinal column, femora, and tibiae. From the position of the bones, it is clear

that the bodies had been placed in a dorsal, outstretched posilion, with the heads towards the

door. On the upper part of the tibiae of the left-hand skeleton and on the chest of the

right hand skeleton two bronze handles were found opposite each other. I would explain

these bronze handles as having been attached to wooden biers on which the bodies rested.

In anv case, the bodies had not been buried in wooden coffins, as no bronze nails were

found which alwavs seem to have been used in their construction (cf. below). Close to the

left knee of the left-hand body, a dog had been buried. Along the right w all of the chamber,

16
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a burial in a wooden coffin had taken place. The coffin was constructed of planks, joined

by bronze nails; these and considerable number of pieces of wood were preserved. Of the

skeleton, parts of the spinal column, the pelvis, the upper and lower extremities were found

in such a position that it could be seen that the body had been placed in a dorsal, outstretched

position with the head towards the door. A deposit of tomb-gifts in large amphorae and

jugs w'as placed in the corner, to the right of the door outside the coffin. Near the back wall

of the chamber a single burial was found. In this case, the coffin had been strengthened

at the corners with bronze mountings (No. 45). Nails, wood, and mountings could be

satisfactorily preserved and studied. The skeleton was that of a tall male with the spinal

column, the pelvis, the lower extremities and parts of the upper ones preserved in a dorsal,

outstretched position with the head towards the right wall of the chamber. Tomb-gifts in

bowls and jugs were placed at the head of the coffin. Niche 2 contained remains of a female

skeleton, buried in a wooden coffin, in an outstretched, dorsal position with the head towards

the chamber. In the hair of the deceased, there were five hair-rings of silver. Of the bones,

parts of the spinal column, the pelvis, the lower and upper extremities were preserved,

and of the coffin pieces of the wood and the bronze nails which were used to fix the planks.

In Niche i a male skeleton, in a similar state of preservation and position, was found. The

body had been placed on the floor of the niche, and not in a coffin. On the left hand, it had

a finger-ring of iron with a bezel, and at the head, an iron strigil and tomb-gifts in amphorae

and other pots were placed.

FINDS (groups: pls. xliv, xlv, i; types; l. of pl. ii)

D r o m o s
j

1. Female terracotta head of Cypro-Classic II Type; oval
j

face; with rounded chin; full lips; thin straight nose;

soft cheeks; eyes in shape of myrtle-leaf, with moulded

lids; curved eye-brow lines; slightly sloping forehead

raised above nose-lme; roughly modelled ears; hair

covered by wreath and plain veil in front indicated by

notchings. The head made in a mould and touched up.

Height 14.2. In the filling.

2. Female terracotta head oval in shape with rounded chin;

full lips; rather stout nose; deep eyes; curved forehead

with horizontal wrinkles; head covered by plain veil;

parted hair \isible in front. The head made in a

mould and touched up. Height 5.5. In the filling.

Chamber
1. Plain WTiite VII bobbin-shaped amphora with tall,

narrow, cylindrical neck; small, swollen rim; angular,

vertical handle from neck to shoulder; elongated base-

knob. Height 63.5. Floor.

2. Plain White VII oval jug with base-ring; wide, coneaxe

neck; mouth with pinched, defined rim, handle from

rim to shoulder. Height 30.7. Floor.

3. Plain White VII amphora, as Xo. i, but with concave

neck. Height 68.5. Floor.

4. Plain White VI—VII shallow bowl with flat base;

plain rim Used as a coxer to amphora No. 3. Diam.

11.0. Above No. 3.

5. White Painted VII large, slender, oval jug with low,

curved foot; cylindrical neck, spUiNing nm; twin-handle

with “metal” knobs from neck to shoulder; female

figurine holding a miniature jug opposite the handle

Encircling bands round neck, shoulder, and hod>
;
red

paint on figurine. Height 38 2. Floor.

6. Stroke Polished I (VI)— II (\' 1 I) almost globular jug

w'ith high base-ring; ridge-line below mouth, funnel-

neck, mouth with in-cur\ed nm, moulded handle Irom

ridge to shoulder. Height 20.0. Floor.

7. Plain White VII depressed oval bottle with raised base;

narrow, concave neck; wide, flat, down-turned nm;
no handle, fleight 10.4. Floor.

8. Nine bronze nails, all hammered; with flat, circular

head, wood still adhering to some nails. Used for a

wooden coffln. Bronze much corroded. I.ength b.7

—

5.7. Floor.

9. Bronze nail with square section; round, flat head, has

belonged to a coffin. Well preser\ed Length h. 6. Floor

10. Eight bronze nails with square section; round, flat heads.

Wood still adhering. Have belonged to a coffin. Well

preserved. Length b.3-—5.8. Floor.

11. Stroke Polished I (VI)— II (VII) jug, as No 6. Height

22.0, Floor.
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12 Fragment of a Stroke Polished II (VII) oval jug, with

base-rirn2. ridLte below neck; almost straight funnel-

miiurh, handle troin base of mouth to shoulder. Floor.

13. Plain White VII oval jug with base-ring; narrow, swollen

neck, thick, ^wollen rim, handle from neck to shoulder.

Height 40.5. F'loor

14. Red Slip (VIIl conical b^nvl with angular outline,

base-disc; out-turned nm. Used as a cover to jug

Xo. 13. Diam. 102. Floor.

15. d’wo loop-shaped bronze handles of a wooden bier.

Well preser\ed. Length 5.8—5.4. Floor.

16. White Painted \’II oval bottle with flat, raised base;

narrow. conca\e neck; wide, flat, dowm-turned nm.
Xo handle. Black painted nm; encircling lines around

neck and shoulder. Height y.o. Floor.

17. Iron strigil with large, curved blade, semicircular in

section, fitted to a horizontal loop-handle, attached

to the blade by a leaf-shaped, flat mounting. Length

31 o. Floor.

18. Plain White VH depressed globular jug, as Xo. 19, but

with moulded handle. Xeck and part of handle missing.

Height ii.o. Floor.

IQ. Plain White VH oval jug with base-disc; short, concave

neck, flaring nm; handle from below nm to shoulder.

Height 14.0. Floor.

20. Plain White VH oval jug, as Xo. 2, but without defined

nm. Height 28. 5. Floor.

21 Stroke Polished II (VH) oval jug with base-ring; ridge

below neck; almost straight funnel-mouth; handle from

base of mouth to shoulder. Height 14.3. Floor.

22. Stroke Polished H (X'll) jug, as Xo. 21. Height 14.7.

Floor.

23 Sack-shaped bottle of alabaster with splaying neck;

flaring nm, flattened bottom; knob-handles below neck.

Height 8 6, Floor,

24. Se\en bronze nails, used for a coffin; one with circular

section and mushroom-shaped head (a); one with

square section and flattened head (b); five with square

section and convex head (c). Well preserved. Length

(a) 7.7; (b) () 2 , (c) 92 Floor

25. Five silver hair-rings with spiral, overlapping ends.

Much corroded Diam. 1.5. Floor

26. Hemispherical bronze bowl with two grooved lines

around the slightly moulded, flat rim Diam. 11.7. Floor.

27. Black (j-lazed (A. 4) bowl. Impressed palmette orna-

ments inside. Diam. 14.5. Floor.

28. Stroke Polished H (VH) jug, as Xo. 21. Height 22.9.

Above Xo. 29.

29. Plain White VII \^ide, conical bowl with base-ring;

wide, flattened rim, somewhat down-turned; two hori-

zontal handles on rim. Two incised, c )ncentric circles

inside bottom. Diam.. 310. Floor.

30. Black Glazed (A. (t) bowl. Impressed palmette orna-

ments inside. Diam. 14.7. Floor.

31. Plain White \ II o\al jug with base-ring; cvlindrical

neck; thick, swollen nm; handle from neck to shoulder.

Height 43.2. Floor.

32. Plain White \ H bowl with flat base; curved outline;

out-turned rim. L'sed as a cover to jug Xo. 31. Diam.

102. Above Xo, 31

33. Plain White VH amphora, as Xo. i. On one handle

stamped mark (see Appendix V). Height 66.2 Floor

34. Plain White \TI bottle, as Xo. 7, Height 10.6. Floor.

35. Two loop-shaped bronze handles used for a wooden

bier well preserved. Length 5.2. Floor.

36. Stroke Polished II (VII) jug. as Xo. 21, Height 20.5.

Floor.

37. Plain White VI—VII bowl, as X'o. 4, but with a flat,

raised base, m-curved rim. Diam. 11.2. Floor.

38. Plain White VII depressed oval jug with base-nng,

narrow, concave neck with handle-ndge; wide, thick,

flaring rim; handle from neck to shoulder. Height 26.9.

Floor.

39. Plain White VH oval amphora with base-ring; sloping

shoulder; narrow, swollen neck; thick, swollen rim;

handles from neck to shoulder. Fleight 41 o Floor.

40. Finger-ring of iron with bezel. Much rusted. Diam.

2.2. Floor.

41. Iron strigil, as Xo. 17. Parts of blade missing. Length

31.0. Floor.

42. Five bronze nails, all hammered, wood still adhering,

with round section, flat head (a); square section, flat

head (b), square section, knob-head (c). Used for a

wooden coffin. Length (a) 9.5; (b) 102; 8.9; (c) 10.2;

8.4. Floor

43. Four bronze nails with square section, knob-head (a)

or flat head (b); wood still adhering Used for a wooden
coffin. Length (a) 10.2; 10. i; (b) 10.2; 6.4 Floor

44. Four bronze nails with knob-head and square section;

wood still adhering. Used for a wooden cofhn. Length

10.5.—7.8. Floor.

Supplementary Catalogue
45. Bronze sheets, rectangular, bent at right angles pierced

by holes for bronze nails; used as mountings to wooden
coffin. Length 15.5— 16.7. Floor.
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

Most of the pottery finds in the tomb are of characteristic Type VII, dating it to the later

part of the Cypro-Classic II period.

Dromos .

Stomion

Chamber

TOMB 23 (Figs. 89: 2—6; 90)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

2.87 1.46 1.60 —
0.74 0.82 — 1.28

2.25 2.06 — 1.30

SHAPE

The dromos is a short shaft, with badly destroyed steps at the upper end, and then sloping

towards the door, with slightly splayed walls. The door has a slightly curved roof, and the

door-packing consisted of large, roughly cut blocks surrounded by pebbles. The floor of

the stomion slopes gently down to that of the chamber. The chamber is quite trapezoidal

in plan, with the side walls narrowing towards the back and with rounded corners. The
roof and floors are approximately horizontal. Along the left wall an oblong partition is

screened off, bv a wall built of pebbles.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a layer of gravel at the bottom and lavers of charara

at the top. The bottom layer reached the lower end of the central, large block of the door-

packing and the marked difference between this layer and the top lavers of chavara seems to

indicate that the dromos has been dug out, down to the bottom laver, at the time of a reburial
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Fig. 90, iNIarion. Tomb 2^. View of the chamber, Fig. 91. Marion. Tomb 25. View of the chamber,

with finds in situ. with finds in situ.

in the tomb. The part of the door-packing which is above this layer also seems to have

been built up at a later time than the lower. These indications of a reopening of the dromos

and the door are' corroborated by the fact that burials in two periods had taken place in the

chamber. The layers in the chamber consisted of two silted burial and culture strata at the

bottom, covered by two layers of rock debris mixed with sand and gravel; and a top layer of

infiltrated silted clay. Owing to the infiltrated water, some of the finds and parts of the

skeletons were floating and were found high up in the filling. On account of this, it is not

always easy to distinguish between the finds of the two periods. The following separation

of the burial remains seems likely: The scanty remains of a skeleton (skull, parts of upper

extremities, pelvis etc.) along the right side wall belong to the second burial period; skeletal

remains swept away along the back wall of the chamber belong to the earlier burial period

as well as remains of lower and upper extremities found within the rubhle-stone wall,

along the left wall of the chamber. That this wall was built as an ossuary at the second

burial period, is evident from the fact that the wall is not founded on the rock but in the

culture earth, slightly below the level of the second burial period.

The finds belonging to the two burial periods cannot, on the other hand, be separated

from each other with certainty, on account of the stratigraphic conditions above mentioned.

BURl.tLS

The body of the second burial period was placed along the right wall of the chamber, to

judge from the scanty remains of the skeleton in an outstretched position. Of the details

of the earlier burials nothing can be said, as the skeletal remains — as stated above — are

not in the original positions, but removed to the back wall, and within the rubhle-stone wall,

at the time of the last interment.

FINDS (group: PL. XLV, 2 ; TYPES: L. OF PL. II

)

I. Plain White VI ()\al, Mick-shapcd with depressed 2. Plain White open lamp, saucer-shaped; with sharply

t)\al body, small base-disc; conua\e neck; splaying run; pinched wTck-h(*lder; tlattened base Diam. 7 Inside

handle from rim tn shoulder. Height 9.2. Floor. No. 3.
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3 Plain White lamp, as Xo. 2. Diam. 10.2. Floor.

4. Black Slip V wide, biconical bottle with narrow base-

disc; short, narrow, concave neck; small, swollen rim;

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 8.3. Floor.

3. Plain White V or VI shallow, Hat bowl with flat base;

rounded outline; plain nm. Diam. 11.8. Floor.

6. Plain White VI piriform jug with flat base; narrow,

conical neck; funnel-mouth; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 15 2. On the wall. — 56.

7. Bichrome Red III (,V 1 ) shallow, wide bowl \Mth base-

ring; flattened, curved nm; two string-holes on rim.

Black and white circles inside; black encircling band

outside; black transverse lines and a wavy band on white

ground on nm. Diam. 29.5. On the wall. — 56.

5. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug, tapering upwards with

flat base; splaying rim; handle from nm to shoulder.

Incomplete Pleight 18.7. P'loor.

9. Red Slip IV (VI) conical bowl with rounded outline;

narrow base-ring; no handle. Diam. 11.7. P'loor.

10 Black Slip V globular bottle with small base-disc; narrow

neck, flat nm; handle-ridge; handle from neck to shoulder.

Height 10 2 Floor.

II. Plain White V cr VI bowl with rounded outline, flat

bottom. Diam. 7.4. P'loor.

12. Black-on-Red IV (VI) wide, urn-shaped amphoriskos

with base-disc; no neck; out-turned rim; two horizontal,

rudimentary handles on belly. Encircling lines and

bands round rim, below rim, and belly. Height 10.9.

— 28.

13. Red Slip IV (VI) bowl, as Xo. 9. Diam. 10.7. — 28.

14. Red Slip IV (VI) bowl, as Xo. 9. Diam. ii.i. Inside

Xo. 15.

15. Coarse shallow bowl with round base; slightly out-

turned rim with concave inside; an elevated, vertical

band-handle on nm, Diam. 13.5. — 28.

16. Plain White VI jug, as Xo. 8. Height 15.4. — 37.

17. Black Polished (V) biconical miniature bottle with flat

base; narrow, short, concave neck; splaying, swollen

rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height 5.2. Floor.

18. Bichrome Red III (VI) depressed spherical jug with

base-disc; narrow, concave neck; splaying rim; handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands

round nm, neck, and belly; a wa\ y stroke along the handle

;

leaf-shaped ornament at base of handle. Height 14.9.

— 10.

19. Plain White VI oval, sack-shaped jug with flat base;

conca\e neck; splaying nm, handle from rim to shoulder.

Handle missing. Height 10. i. — 10.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

:

Pottery Terracotta

Bl,-on-R

IV (VI)

Bichr. R. Ill

(VI)
Bl. SI. V Bl, Pol. (V)

^
PI. Wh. V-VI PI, Wh. VI Coarse Lamp

12 7. iS 4. 10 17 9- 13- '4 i
5-11 I. 6, 8

16. IQ

13

-I _ 2 . 2 -I
1

-3
1

-2 -5 -I - 2 '

CHRONOLOGY

The tomb thus contained a few specimens of Type V, some transitory specimens between

Types V and VI, and some of developed Type VI. The earlier types probably belonged to

the I St and the later to the 2nd burial period, though there cannot have been a long time

between them, because the finds are not chronologically inconsistent. As a whole, the tomb

is therefore to be dated to the beginning of the Cypro-Classic I period.

TOMB 24 (Fig 94: 1—3)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 1-76 0.91 0.99 —
Stomion 0.20 0-55 — 0.80

Chamber 1.04 0.84 — 0.78
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SHAPE

The dromos is a short shaft, leading down by a wide step to a slightly sloping platform in

front of the door. The walls are nearly yertical. The door is rectangular, with rounded

corners and flat roof, carefully closed by a solid door-packing of pebbles of different size.

The floor of the stomion leads down to that of the chamber by a gentle slope, and the door

opens on to the chamber, to the right of its longitudinal axis, at the north-west end of its

front wall. The chamber is small with straight walls and rounded corners. Its floor and roof

slope towards the back wall.

STRATIFIC.VriON

The filling of the dromos consisted of a thick bottom layer of chavara mixed with grayel,

and a top layer of chavara mixed with clay. The chamber was filled to the roof, by a homo-

geneous filling of grayel and chavara.

BURIALS

No skeletal remains were found. Probably the body of a small child had been placed along

the east side of the chamber, but has been entirely destroyed. A deposit of miniature pottery

was found in the chamber, close to the door.

FINDS (group: PL. XLU, 3;

1. Red Slip III (y) bcnvl with narrow base-rint;, anuul.ir 3.

outline: plain rim. Diam. lo.g. Floor.

2. Plain White t’l biconical bottle with hat base; narrow,
,

cylindrical neck; swollen rim; handle from neck to shoulder.

Height 9.2. Floor.

types: l. of PL. ii)

Bichronie Red HI (\’l) o\al jim with ba^c-iin^: tall

twin-handle, neck and pait <'f body mis.sin^ A dotted

whitc-on-hlack line round neck: cneirclinL: lints and

bands round neck and belly, framed, transverse lines

over handle. Hemht 21 5. Floor.

Summing up the classification in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram:

Pottery
Bichr. R. Ill

(VI)
R. Si III (Y) PI. Wh \T

3.1 ^

-I - 1 -

1

CHRONOLOGY

These finds date the tomb to the earlier part of the Cypro-Classic I period.

TOMB 25 (Figs. 91—93; 94:4—9)

SIZE

Tacnuth Width Depth Hemht

Dromos 5-^4 ^- 5°

Stomion 0.68 0.83 —
Chamber 3.93 2.89 —



SHAPE

The dromos is of the long staircase type, descending by twelve steps to a slightly sloping

platform in front of the door. The walls of the dromos widen slightly upwards. In the south

wall, a small cupboard closed by a rectangular stone slab is cut in the rock. The door has a

vaulted roof. The door-packing was partly found inside the tomb. The floor of the stomion

slopes down to that of the chamber by an oblique step, and the door opens obliquely to the

longitudinal axis of the chamber. The chamber is approximately rectangular in plan. Its

floor is horizontal, and its roof was saddle-shaped, but has partly fallen in. Two tunnel-

shaped niches are cut diagonally in the north and east corners, close to the door; a third,

right out from the north long side and the fourth one in the west back corner. All these

niches are rectangular in plan, and are on the level of the floor of the chamber. Their

floors slope verv slightlv towards the chamber and their roofs towards the back. Finally a

shallow, loaf-shaped niche is cut in the rock, along the back wall of the chamber, 0.50 m.

above the floor. Its floor is horizontal and the roof curved.

STRATIFIC.ATION

On the platform in front of the door, there is a bottom stratum of ashes and carbonized

matter, indicating that fires have been lit there probably for purification, or sacrifices in

connection with the funeral ceremonies. The rest of the dromos-filling consisted of oblique

lavers of cJiuvara. In front of the door these layers were disturbed by a narrow shaft leading

down to the upper part of the door. The shaft was filled with chavara mixed with dark earth

from the surface laver, indicating that the tomb had been visited by tomb-robbers, who
had also removed the door-packing. The layers in the chamber consisted of a burial stratum

at the bottom covered inside the door bv an oblique laver of dromos chavara, infiltrated
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through the open door after the removal of the door-packing; and in the other part of the

chamber hv double layers of silted filling of cJionnos anci rock debris, from the crumbling

walls and the partly fallen-in roof. The circumstances of finds show that the tomb-robbers

had only taken away the jewellery, and the intact layers of debris covering the burial stratum

give evidence that the robbery has taken place before the collapse of the rock, both indica-

tions that it had taken place in ancient times, probably soon after the last burial. All the

objects were found on the floor.

BURIALS

All the niches contained a burial stratum, but the skeletons had been completely destroyed.

Tomb-gifts of chiefly imported Black Glazed pottery have been placed along the walls.

Purification, or burnt sacrifices were performed in connection with the funerals in the dromos

outside the door, as stated above. Two jugs, probably used for libations were also found

in this place, and some pots, having contained offerings to the deceased, had been placed

in the cupboard in the south wall of the dromos.

FINDS (groups; pls. xlv, 4, XLVi, i; types: l. of PL. ii)

D r 0 in o s

I. Plain White VI oval jug with base-ring; concave, wide

neck; thickeninsj rim; handle tVom rim to shoulder.

Height 24.2 Floor.

2 Plain White VI jug, shape as No. i, but with wide,

pinched mouth. Height 21 5. Floor.

3 Red Slip (VII) depressed piriform, urn-shaped

amphonsko.s with short, c>lmdricai neck; plain rim;

horizontal handles on shoulder. Height 13.5. Floor.

4. Plain White \'II sack->haped. cslindrical jug with Hat

ba^e; concave neck; splaying nm; handle from nm to

shoulder. Height 120 Floor.

5. Stroke Polished II (\'II) depressed globular jug with

base-ring; ridge below neck; funnel-mouth, moulded

handle from neck to shoulder. Fleight 12.0. Floor.

6. Plain White VI small, depressed jug with base-disc;

short, concave neck; narrow, pinched mouth; handle

from nm to shoulder, hleight 7.G. Floor.

C h a m b e r

1. Bronze mirror, circular, plain with raised edge; straight

tang with riat. rectangular projection at disc. 'Fang

missing. Diam. 126. Floor.

2. Stroke PoIi>hcd II (\'II) globular depressed jug with

base-nng; short, concave neck; funnel-mouth; moulded

handle from neck to shoulder. Height lo.o. Floor.

3. Plain White \’I 1 globular jug w'lth base-ring; narrow,

cylindrical neck; moulded handle trom neck to shoulder;

tunnel-shaped rim .Shape mutating Stroke Polished

11 jugs. Height 5. Floor.

4 Stroke l^^ll^hed II (\'II) howl, imitating Attic bowl,

Type C 4. but ruughh made. Height 8 3. Floor.

5. Stioke Polished II (\dl) jug, as No. 2, but with globular

body. Height 205. Floor.

6. Plain White \T shallow bowl with flat base; curved

outline; in-turned rim. Diam 11.4. Floor.

7. Stroke Polished II (VII) globular jug with slightly

taller, more concave neck than No. 2; wide, disc-shaped

rim. moulded handle from neck to shoulder. Height

18.3. F'loor

8. Stroke Polished II (VII) jug, as No 2 Height 14 8. Floor.

9. Plain White VI conical boyvl with flat base; vertical

nm; angular outline. Diam 11.2. Floor.

10.

Bichrome VII narroyv ovoid jug yvith base-ring; concave

neck; flattened rim, handle from neck to shoulder with

metal-imitating buttons; bull’s protome opposite handle

on shoulder. Yellow and red encircling bands round

rim. neck, shoulder, and body; zigzag band on shoulder,

rough herring-bone frieze round belly; red paint on

protome. Painted after baking Height 31.8. Floor.

II Stroke Polished II (VII) jug, as No. 2, but with ovoid

body. Height 21.7. Floor.

12. Plain White VII shalloyv, yvide boyvl with flat base-ring;

plain nm. Diam. 16.0. Floor.

13. Plain White VII depressed jug yvith base-ring; sloping

shoulder; concave neck, slightly splaying rim; handle

from rim to shoulder. Height 9.7. Floor.

14. Black-on-Red IV (VI) globular jug yvith high, curyed

base; short, swollen, tapering neck; funnel-mouth;

pinched rim; handle from nm to shoulder. Line

round nm; dotted line below neck; crossed, concentric

circles round body; vertical, yvavy line along handle;

strokes beloyv handle; tront ornament of some roughly

made leaf-ornaments. Height 15.4. Ploor.

15. Black (/lazed (A. 7) boyyl. Impressed palmette star

inside bottom. Diam. 9.0. Floor.

lO. Bronze ladle y\ith round base; plain rim; a long handle,

rectangular in section, narroyving upwards; top of
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handle bent backwards and ending in a t^oose’s head.

Length 36.0. On Nos. 17, 19, 21.

17. Black Glazed (B. 3) bowl Plain. Medium thickness

Diam. ii.o. Inside Xo. 18.

18. Black Glazed (B. i) bowl Plain. Diam. 12.0. I'ioor.
j

19. Black Glazed guttus. Type i. Plain. Diam. 9.4.
'

Above Xo. 20.
I

20. Black Glazed (C. 8) bowl. Plain. Diam. 10.3 Floor. '

21. Black Glazed (B. i) bowl. Plain Diam. 12.2. Pdoor. .

22. Black Glazed (A i) bowl. Plain. Thick ware. Diam.

9.7. Inside Xo. 23.
|

23. Black Glazed (A. 7) bowl. Impressed palmette star
j

inside bottom. Diam 9 4 Floor.
|

24. Black Glazed (C 8) bowl. Impressed with four

palmettes around a circle. Diam. 10. o. Ploor.
1

25. Black (ilazed (B. 2) bowl. Plain. Medium thickness.

Diam. 12.0. Floor.

26. Black Glazed (A. i) bowl. Plain. Diam. 94 Inside

Xo. 25.
I

27. Coarse sack-shaped jug with flat base; concave neck;
^

splaying nm; handle from rim to shoulder. Height
|

14.3. Floor.

28. Bronze stngilwith curved blade, semicircular in section,

2 6

fitted to a horizontal loop-handle, attached to the blade

bv a leaf-shaped, fiat mounting pierced by two ri\et-

holes. Length 22.5 Floor.

29.

Plain White VH u^n->^haped amphoriskos with base-

ring, no neck; out-turned nm; two rudimentary, hori-

zontal handles on shimlder and a groo\ed line between

handles. Height 12.S. I'loor

30 Large, lancet-shaped iron knife with long point, one

cutting edge, five rivets m the fiat tang, arranged with

one central nail fianked by two pairs Broken and much

rusted Length 29.8. P'loor.

31. Plain White open, saucer-shaped lamp with flaring

rim; small base; sharply pinched wick-holder. Diam.

10.5. I’loor

32. Plain White VII miniature amphoriskos with pointed

base; short base-knob; tall, concave neck; swollen nm;

vertical handles from neck to shoulder. Height 15.7.

Floor.

33. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with fiat base; concave

neck; splaying nm; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 143. Moor.

34. Stroke Polished II (VII) jug. as X'o. 2. Height 15 o.

I’door.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, rve get the following diagram:

P o t t e B 1 . C) 1 Plain *inipr
Bronzt. TLn.Kiut.i

Bowl Bow I

X. ~ -T-

X X X X
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c ^ -
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-7. -
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Chamber: 8,11,34 33 2Q, 32 26 21 23
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Dromos 5
,

1
.
2 . 6 4

-I -3 -I

CHRONOI.OGY

The tomb thus contained a majority of pottery of Type \ II, mixed with some specimens

of Type VI. This dates it to the first part of the Cypro-Classic II period.

T0:MB 26 (Fig. 95: 1—4)

SIZE Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4-92 1.05 1.63 —
Stomion 0.45 0.80 —
Chamber 1-75 2.79 — —
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SHAPE

The dromos is a rather long shaft, with vertically cut walls, seven steps at the upper end,

and then sloping down to the door. The upper part of the door had fallen in, but the door-

packing was still in situ. It consisted of a quantity of solidly built rocks and pebbles. The

upper part was divided from the lower by a layer of sand, about o.i6 m. thick, indicating

that the door-packing had been built at two different periods. The floor of the stomion

leads down to that of the chamber, bv a very gentle slope. The door opens on to the chamber

to the right of its longitudinal axis, near the north end of the front wall. The chamber is

trapezoid in shape with the sides splayed towards the back wall. Its floor slopes slightly

towards the back wall; its roof has completely collapsed.

STRATIFICATION

In the sloping part of the dromos, there was a bottom layer of carbonized matter; above

that a laver of light-coloured chavara mixed with sand; covered by a similar, but darker

laver; and at the top a laver of homogeneous chavara. In the chamber there was a burial

stratum at the bottom covered by a horizontal layer of silted debris of crumbled rock; and

at the top a thick layer of rock debris with pieces of chavara and small stones from the

completelv collapsed rock. From this it is evident that the destruction of rock started slowly

at the beginning, and that the complete break-down came suddenly.

All the finds belong to one stratum. All were found on the floor, except Nos. 2, 9, 10,

II, 12, 13, 14. Of these. Nos. 2, 9, 10, ii, 12 (see Obj. Reg.) were found at levels of — 192

and — 198 in the silted layer of crumbled rock, covering the culture stratum, where they

have floated about, in the infiltrated water. Nos. 13 and 14, which were found at a level

of —no in the debris of rock from the collapsed roof of the stomion, have fallen down,

with the debris through the collapsed roof, from the dromos where they originally were

deposited (cf. below).

BURI.\LS

There are remains of two interments, tallying with the evidence of the door-packing

having been built in two different periods. Scanty remains of the earlier burial were found

in the north part of the chamber, with a skull preserved near the back wall. The body

was female and had been adorned with some simple jewelry. Along the south wall, remains

of the second interment were found; a male skeleton with the head near the back wall and

the femora and tibiae in such an intact position that it could be concluded that the body

had been placed in a dorsal, outstretched position, with the head towards the hack wall.

In the filling of the dromos, above the fallen-in door, a plain jug was found, having contained

libations to the deceased. The amphora No. 13 and the jug No. 14 have also contained

offerings and were originally deposited in the filling of the dromos, outside the door (cf.

above).
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FINDS (groups: PL. XLVI, 2
, 3; TYPES: L. OF PL. Il)

D r o m o s

I

.

White Painted VI oval ju? with base-disc; short, concave

neck; swollen rini; handle from rim to shoulder. Encircl-

ing bands round rim, neck, and body; wa\ y line on handle;

three pendant strokes from neck; sling ornaments at

base of handle. Height 34.2. — 17.

Chamber
1. Plain White V piriform amphora with knobbed base;

short, concave neck; swollen rim; vertical handles from

neck to shoulder. Much damaged. Height 45.0. Floor.

2. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; conca\e

neck; small rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

16.5. — 192.

3. Plain White V oval jug with base-ring; tall, narrow neck;

pinched mouth; high twin-handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 17.7. Flocr.

4. Bichrome Red II (V) oval jug with base-ring; slightly

concave neck; nm not defined; twin-handle from neck

to shoulder; bull’s protome on shoulder, opposite the

handle. Black, inverted triangles on white ground

around rim; two black lines with white dots around

neck; black, encircling lines around belly and body;

black protome; black, transverse strokes on handle;

black, conventionalized palm-tree designs on shoulder,

black network-band on white ground around belly,

white, dotted circles on shoulder; white supplementary

colour also used among the encircling, black, curved

lines at base of handle. Height 31.0. Floor.

5. Black-on-Red III (V) bicomcal bottle with base-disc,

narrow, concave neck; swollen nm; handle from nm

to shoulder. Black lines and hands round nm and belly;

other decoration worn out. Height 10.5. Floor

6. Black-on-Red IV (VI) shallow, wide howl with hase-

disc; flattened, curved nm. Transverse lines on nm;
other decoration w'orn out. Diam 27.0. Floor.

7. Black-on-Red IV (VI) bowl with curved outline;

small bdse-nng; plain nm. Broad line round edge;

partly worn out. Diam 11.9 Floor.

8. Bichrome Red II (V) oval amphora with base-disc;

slightly splaying neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Black and white encircling lines and bands

round nm, neck, shoulder, and body; vertical strokes

on shoulder. Height 13 5. Flour.

9. Black Glazed kyiix. Type 2. Stem, lower part of

bowl, inside, except centre of bottom, covered by

black glaze; black handles; encircling band around

body; concentric circles inside. Diam. 17.6. — 19S.

10. Eleven silver hair-rings with spiral, overlapping ends

Much corroded. Diam. 09 —'1.3. — 198.

11. a) Two circular beads of blue and white, incrusted

paste. Diam. 0.6.

b) Two oblong beads of white paste; broken. Diam. 0.5.

c) Two bicomcal beads of cornelian. Diam. 0.7. — 198.

12 Black Polished miniature jug with depressed bicomcal

body; narrow, concave neck, swollen nm, handle from

rim to belly. Handle missing. Height 43. — 198.

13. Plain White VI wide, bobbin-shaped amphora with

knobbed base; short, swollen neck; swollen nm; handles

from neck to shoulder. Graffito on shoulder (see

Appendix V) Height 58.5. — no.

14. Black Slip V depressed jug, shape as No 12 Height

7.5. — no.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

:
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CHRONOLOGY

We thus see that the majoritv of the pottery is of Type V; only five specimens are of

early Type VI, but Types V are late in style. The tomb is therefore to be assigned to the

beginning of Cypro-Classic I. The style of the Attic kyiix (No. 9) agrees with this date.
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TOMB 27 (Fig. 95: 5-^8)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Stomion 0.55 0.89 — —
Chamber 3-25 1-95 — —

SHAPE

The dromos was never excavated. The stomion is rectangular in shape. The stones of the

door-packing were found scattered about in the chamber. The chamber is trapezoidal in

plan with the south side wall narrowing towards the back wall. Along the south side wall a

long, shallow, loaf-shaped niche is cut in the rock, 0.50 m. above the floor of the chamber.

The floor of the chamber is horizontal; its roof has entirely collapsed. The floor of the

niche is approximately horizontal and the roof is arched.

STRATIFICATION

The layers in the chamber consisted of a burial stratum at the bottom almost entirelv

disturbed, and cleared of its finds bv tomb-robbers, who had entered the tomb by removing

the stones of the door-packing. Only a small deposit of finds in the back part of the chamber

was left. The upper part of the chamber was filled with rock debris from the completely

collapsed roof.

All the objects were found on the floor.

BURLALS

No skeletons were found, but the discovery of some bronze nails seems to show that wooden

coffins were used for the burials.

FINDS (groups: PL. XLVI, 4,

1. Black Glazed (A. ii) stand. Plain, swollen rim. Oiani.
|

6.0. Floor.

2. Black Glazed (B. i) bowl. Plain. Diam. 11.5. Floor.

3. a) Red Figured guttus, Type i. A deer lying down on

one side cf handle; a dog with raised forelegs; arched

tail. Diam. ti.o. Floor.

b) Red Figured guttus, Type i. A recumbent griffin,

with one foreleg raised; arched tail; outspread wings

on each side of handle. Diam. 12.7. Floor.

4. Black Glazed (A. 4) bowl. Plain. Diam. 15.9. Floor.

5. Black Glazed (A. 4) bowl, red inside; much worn.

Graffito on base (see Appendix V). Plain. Diam. 17.2.

Floor.

6. Black Glazed (C. 2) bowl. Encircled, impressed rosette

ornaments on bottom Plain. Diam. 17 9. Floor

7. Straight iron knife with one cutting edge; fiat tang

5; types: l. of PL. 11)

pierced by three ri\cts. Traces of wood still Msible

on tang. Point of blade, and part of tang missing.

Broken. Length c. 15.7. Floor.

8. 'Fwo bronze nails with fiat heads; one (a) with round,

and one (b) with square section. Lsed for a wooden

coffin. Length (a) 9.3; (b) 6.f>. Floor.

9. Lancet-shaped iron knife with one cutting edge. Point

missing. Wood still adhering to handle No rivets

Msible. Length 209. Floor.

10. White Painted VII depressed piriform jug with x\ide

base-ring, short, conca\e neck; fiaring rim; twin-handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines round rim,

neck, shoulder, and body; wavv line round neck; black

handle; dots surrounded by dotted circles on shoulder.

Lustrous paint. Fleight 15.5. Floor.
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Summing up the classification in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram:

Potter y Iron Bronze

Black Glazed Plain Bl. Gi. Impr Red Fig

Wh P. VII Bowl Bowl Guttus Knite Nail

A 4 All B 1
!

^ Type I

1

10
j

- I

45 I 2

-2 1
- 1 -

1

6
- 1

3 a, 3 b 7 - 9

i

8 !

1

CHRONOLOGY

The only Cypriote pot found in this tomb, and the imported pottery, both indicate that

the tomb dates from the later part of Cvpro-Classic II.

TOMB 28 (Fig. 95: 9, to)

SIZE Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4-21 1.74 2.03 —
Stomion C. 0.50 1.08 — 0.98

Chamber 1.80 2.16 — 1. 10

SHAPE

The dromos consists of a shaft with four, irregular steps leading down to a hollow with

horizontal floor in front of the door. From the lowermost of the steps, a bench is cut in the

east wall of the dromos. The door-packing was not intact. The floor of the stomion leads

down to that of the chamber by a gentle slope. The chamber is trapezoidal in plan, with

step-shaped shafts cut in the floor in the south part. The roof is slightly curved and slopes

towards the back wall.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom laver of chovara mixed with gravel, up to

the lowermost step, and a top layer of homogeneous chazara; the layers in the chamber

consisted of a disturbed laver of burial earth at the bottom, covered by debris of chazara

mixed with streaks of gravel, up to the roof. The tomb was robbed and the tomb-robbers

must have entered the tomb from a shaft dug through the door, though a difference in the

£/^(7^^^rrt-filling indicating this shaft was not observed during the excavation. During this,

moreover, the roof of the chamber completely collapsed, and, as there was fear of further

collapse owing to the soft consistency of the rock, the tomb was not completely dug out.

FINDS (group: PL. XLVII,

Dromos
I 'Terracotta statuette, female, \vith cylindrical body;

arms horizontally bent over breast vvith hands above

the prominent pellet breasts; rather square head; pro-

minent nose; pellet ears and mouth; hair falling m two

side-plaits from ears to shoulders; band around head. 1

Eyes, ins, eyebrows, ears, plaits, band around head, arms,
|

;
type: l. of pl. ii)

and body painted black; mouth red. Base missing. The
statuette has probably belonged to a dancing group.

Height 1 1.4.

z. Terracotta statuette, female, as No. i, but with red ears.

Lo\Ner part of body missing. Probably part of the

same dancing group as No. i. Height 9.0.
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CHRONOLOGY

The potsherds found in the filling of the dromos and the chamber consisted of a

majority of Type VI, and a certain number of Type V, indicating that the tomb dates

from the early part of Cypro-Classic I.

TOhlB 29 (Fig. 100: I—4)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4-44 1. 14 1.70 —
Stomion 0-35 0.98 — —
Chamber 3-o6 1.84 — —

SHAPE

The dromos is a long, rectangular shaft with originally, vertically cut w alls, descending by

two wide steps to the door. In the front part of the east side wall at the top of the rock,

there is a small cupboard cut in the rock, closed bv a stone-packing. The upper part of the

stomion had fallen in, but the door-packing, consisting of two stone slabs, one on the top

of the other, faced with rubble, was still standing in situ. The floor of the stomion is on the

the same level as that of the chamber, and the door opens approximately on to the chamber

in its longitudinal axis. The chamber is sack-shaped in plan, with a loaf-shaped niche cut in

the front part of the wall close to the door and another loaf-shaped niche, 0.18 m. above

the floor-level, cut along the back wall. The floor of the chamber is horizontal; its roof has

entirely collapsed. The floors of the niches are also horizontal, and their roofs are curved.

STR.ATIFIC.ATION

The dromos-filling consisted of a bottom layer of gravel and an upper layer of chavara

mixed with gravel. The layers were intact. The layers in the chamber consisted of a burial

stratum with culture earth at the bottom, covered by a heavy rock debris from the com-

pletely fallen-in roof. All the objects were found in the culture stratum on the floor.

BURIALS

Two interments have taken place in the chamber, one in the niche in the back wall.

Of the skeleton only scanty remains were found including the skull which lay at the west

end of the niche; the position of the bodv was probablv outstretched. The lower part of the

body was covered by two roughly cut stone slabs. Remains of another bodv were found

along the west wall of the chamber. Of the bones, the skull and fragments of the extremities

were preserved. The skeleton was that of a male; it was placed in an outstretched position

with the head towards the door, and was covered by four roughly cut stone slabs in the

same way as the first skeleton. The deceased had an iron knife in his left hand, but for the

rest, the tomb-gifts were verv poor and were all placed along the left side of the male skeleton.
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FINDS (group: PL. XLVII, 2
)

D r o ni o s !

I. Plain White VI oval amphora with base-ring and two •

horizontal handles, low down on the shoulder. Neck

and rim missing. Height c. 45.0. — 84.

Chamber
I Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; concave

j

neck; spKning rim, handle from rim to shoulder. Height
1

13.2. Floor.

2 . Black Glazed (A. i) bowl. Plain. Diam. 8.3. Floor.

3. Black Glazed (C. i) bowl. A few impressed palmette

ornaments inside. Diam. 11.2. Floor.

4. Black Glazed guttus, Type i. Plain. Diam. 8.0.

Floor.

5. Long, narrow, iron knife with one cutting edge. Handle

fitted with four rivets. Tip of blade missing. Length

18.5. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery Iron

1 Black Glazed PI. B 1 Gl. Tmpr.

PI. Wh. VI Bowl
j

Guttus Bowl Knife

.\. I 1 Type I C I

Chamber I 2 4 3 5

- I -I -I

Dromos I

1

- I

CHRONOLOGY

These finds, including two Plain White VI pots and imported Attic pottery, indicate

that the tomb dates from the later part of Cypro-Classie I period.

TOMB 30 (Figs. 96; 100: 5, 6)

SIZE

Shaft

Length Width Depth

2.40 1.35 0.85

SHAPE

This is a rectangular, shallow shaft with rounded corners, cut in the rock on the roof of a

tomb, excavated by Messrs. Munro and Tubbs. The shaft contained a deposit of two

terracotta statues, two amphorae with pointed bottoms, one torpedo-pithos and one jug,

placed along the north wall of a shaft, above a floor stratum of sand. The statues were found

in an upright position; one amphora, the jug and the torpedo-pithos were placed upside

down, and the other amphora, was lying with its mouth to the rock wall. The heads of the

statues had been cut off by the plough. No ashes or carbonized matter could be traced in

the earth. The terracottas seem to have been memorial statues of the deceased, buried in

the tomb and the pots to have contained tomb-offerings to them.



FINDS (groups; PL. XLVII, 3, 4; TYPE: L. OF PL. ll)

1. Terracotta statuette representing male ligure, seated

on a chair without a back. On a small podium, at his

right stands a goat; on his left, there has been a mini..tuve

figure of a ser%ant, also standing erect on a podium.

He — or she — has reached to his master's knee, d’he

chiet figure is seated in a frontal position, the right knee

slightly pushed forward. He is dressed in a chiton and

himation, the latter kept up by the left hand resting

on the breast With the right hand, he has probably

been feeding the goat. The folds of the uhiion are

roughly made, and of conventionalized type, the

himation is better, rhythmically spreading from tlic left

knee, and falling in waves down the sides. The feet

are adorned with red shoes. Back not worked. Missing:

Head, neck, right shoulder, left hand, right foot, head

of goat and right foreleg below knee, scr\ ant's figure,

except for the right foot Back mended. Height 55 S. -\- g.

2. Terracotta statuette, almost identical with Xo. i. The
only eMdent difference is in the position of the right

arm, which is here ''tretched out fioin the elbow

Missing' Head, right shoulder, right arm below elbow,

lett arm from middle of lower arm and both teet,

figure and podium on left side and figure (goat) on right

side. Mended here and there. Height (104 15

3. Plain White \ 11 large, conical amphora with pointed

base, angular shoulder, tall, e\Hndrical ncLk, small,

swollen nm; handles from neck to shoulder On liandies

stamped letter (see .appendix V). Height o, — 10.

4. l^lain White \11 o\al jug with LonuaNe neck, splaying

nm; handle trom neck to shoulder, bull's protome on

shtiukler, opposite the handle Ha^e missing Height

22 .0 . 35.

5 Plain White \II hobhin-shapLd toriu-dii-pithos with

concave neck, swollen nm; shghilv c(tn\e\ shouldei
;

vertical handle on body; base missing. Height sa o.

s

0. P'ragment of a Plain White Vll amphora with kncjbbed

base -{- iS.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the follow ing diagram

:

1 1 c r y T c r r .1 c 0 1 1 a

PI. wh. vn Statuette

3. 4. 5. () 1 .

2

-4 -2
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J

l ig. 98. Marion. Tomb 31, dromos niches. Fig. 99. Marion. Tomb 31. View of the chamber,

with finds in situ.

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery found is entirely of Type VII and consequently, this group belongs to the

later part of Cypro-Classic II period. The style of the terracotta sculptures agrees with this

date.

TOMB 31 (Figs. 97—99; 100: 7—14)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 2.96 0.72 1.44

Stomion 0.38 0.53 —
Chamber 1.80 2.08 —

SHAPE

The dromos is a rectangular shaft with vertically cut walls, and four steps in the upper

end, leading down to a slightly sloping platform in front of the door. Three small cave-

shaped cupboards with horizontal floor and curv ed roofs are cut near the top of the rock

walls of the dromos: Cupboard i in the east wall at the third step; Cupboard 2 in the same

rock wall close to the door and Cupboard 3 opposite it, in the west wall. The cupboards were

closed by packings of slabs and undressed stones. The upper part of the door and stomion

of the chamber has collapsed, but a door-packing, consisting of two long, square door

slabs and wedging stones of rubble around the edges, was still standing m situ. The stomion

is rectangular in plan and its floor is at the same level as that of the chamber. The chamber

is of an unusual type. It consists of a narrow corridor of the same width as the stomion

running obliquely to the right of the longitudinal axis of the chamber, and of bench-like

niches cut in the rock along both sides of the corridor, about 0.35 m. above its floor. The
floors of the corridor and the niches are horizontal. The roofs of the niches are flat.
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I-ig. 100. Marion. Tomb 29, Plan and Finds in situ (i); Sections B-R, F-C (2, 4). 'Fonib ',0,

Plan and Finds in situ (5); Section A-A (6) Tomb 31, Plan (7); Sections A-.\, B-B, C-C (8, 9, 10);
Finds in situ: chamber (ii); dromos niche i (12); dromos niche 2 (13); dromos niche 3 (14).
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Only the roof of the west niche is preserced. The roofs of the east niche, and the middle of

the tomb have collapsed.

STRATIFICATION

The fillin" of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of chavara mixed with stone, a

medium laver of chavara, and a top layer of earth mixed wiih chavara. The marked differ-

ence between the first and second laver seems to indicate a reopening of the tomb and this

is supported bv the fact that the door-packing is not founded on the floor, but in the bottom

laver of the filling. The layers in the chamber were composed of burial remains and a

culture stratum at the bottom, and covering layers of finer and rougher debris from the

collapsed roof.

All the objects were found on the floor, except Nos. 8 and 14. The knife No. 8 was found

at level — 76, close to the right niche, in the stratum of rock debris covering the culture

stratum. It has apparently fallen from the niche when some of the rock debris from the

collapsed roof had already accumulated on the culture stratum. The hair-rings No. 14 were

found at a level of— 82, i. e., just above the culture stratum. They have apparently become

first detached from the hair, when a little of crumbling rock-stuff had accumulated on the

culture stratum.

BURIALS

Three burials have taken place in the chamber, one in each of the niches, and a third

one in the corridor. The body buried in the east niche was placed with its head towards the

back wall in a dorsal, outstretched position. Of the skeleton, the skull, parts of the spinal

column, the lower and upper extremities were preserved. The position of the body buried

in the west niche has been somewhat disturbed; the skull was found close to the stomion,

fallen from the niche, and parts of the lower extremities in the back end of the niche. From

this it seems evident, that the body had been placed in an outstretched position, with its

head towards the front wall. The skull of the skeleton, found in the corridor, was lying

near the back wall of the chamber but the position of the other bones was disturbed.

This skeleton was female, and the hair of the deceased had once been adorned with hair-

rings of silver. Alost of the tomb-gifts were found in the corridor, and four pots in the back

end of the west niche. In the dromos close to the door, fragments of two amphorae were

placed on the top of the bottom layer, and the cupboards contained some smaller pots, all

having been filled with offerings to the deceased.

FINDS (groups: PL. XLVII,

Dromos
I. I'raumient ol a Plain White \'I o\al amphora with

base-rinc, horizontal handles on shoulder. In the fillin".

2 Fragment of Plain White amphora with knobbed

base; two horizontal handles on shoulder. In the

hihne

Dromos niche i

I. Plain White \' o\al jul: with small basc-disc, short,

conca\e neck, narrow, pinched mouth, hiLth handle

from rini m .shoulder Height I'^.o. Floor.

5, 6; types; l. of pl. ii)

Dromos niche 2

I. Bichrome Red III (VI) oval jug with raised base; short,

slightly concave neck; erect, splaying rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. Black and white encircling lines

round belly; black line round neck and below neck;

groups of pendant strokes from base of neck; sling

ornament around base of handle. Height 19.8. Floor.

2 Coarse depressed globular jug with base-disc; wide,

concave neck; handle from nm to shoulder. Height

105. P loor
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Dromos niche 3

1. Red blip IV (\ I) conical bowl with rounded outline;

narrow base-ring. Diam. 12.0. Floor.

2. Red Slip IV (VI) shallow, conical bowl with rounded
outline; base-disc; liattened, down-turned rim. Diam.

17.5. Floor.

3. Plain White V biconical miniature bottle with flat base,

narrow, short, concave neck; swollen rim; handle from

rim to shoulder. Height 5.1. Floor

4. Bichrome Red II (V) globular jug with base-ring; neck

tapering; narrow, pinched mouth; high twin-handle

from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands

round neck and belly; ladder-pattern on handle; sling

ornament around base of handle, white supplementarv

colour used round belly (lines); neck (dots), on shoulder

(crosses and short, pendant lines). Fleight 17.S. Floor.

5. a) Silver hair-ring with spiral, overlapping ends. Much
corroded. Diam. 1.2. Floor.

b) Earring of silver thread with a pendant, incrusted

glass bead; fragment of another. Diam. 1.5 Floor.

Chamber
1. Iron strigil, fragmentary; apparently of usual type.

Floor.

2. Lancet-shaped iron knife with one cutting edge; handle

fitted with three triangularly placed rivets. Length 20.3.

Floor.

3. Plain White VI piriform amphora with knobbed b.ase;

concave, splaying neck; small, swollen rim; handles

from neck to shoulder. Height 59.5. Floor.

4 Coarse sack-shaped Jug with flat base, concave neck;

out-turned rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

16.7. Floor.

5. Plain White VI oval amphora with base-ring; sloping

shoulder; tall, splaving neck; swollen rim; horizontal

handles on shoulder Height 43.5. Floor.

6. Coarse biconical bottle with somewhat rounded outline;

flat base, narrow', concasc neck; swollen nm; handle

from run to shoulder. Height 9.2. Floor,

7. Plain White V biconical jug with flat base-disc; short,

concave neck; swollen nm; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 97, Floor.

8. Iron knife, as No. 2. but with sesen rivets. Length

23-3- —76.

9 Red Slip IV (VI) conical bowl with rounded outline;

narrow basc-disc; no handle. Black mottled slip.

Diam. lo.o. Floor.

10. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with hat base; concave

neck; splaying rim, handle from nm to shoulder. Height

14.5. Xiche.

II Red Slip IV (VI) shallow bowl with base-disc; double-

curved outline; splaying rim. Dark mottled slip.

Diam. 13.5 Niche.

12. Red Slip IV (VI ) bowl, as No. 9, but with red slip.

Diam. ii.i. Niche.

13. Plain White VI ovoid bottle with hat ba<e; narrow,

cylindrical neck; swollen rim; handle from neck to

shoulder. Height 10 2. Inside No. 12.

14. Four silver hair-nng'., spiral-coiled, with o\erlapping

ends. Diam. i.o. — 82.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram;

Pottery Iron S i 1 e r

Richr R
H(V) ^U^(VU Pl.Wh. \’ PI Wh VI Coarse Knitc Stngil llaii-nng Farnng

Chamber
9 . 11 - 12 7 3- 5. 10 4, 6 2, 8 I 14

-3 -1 ! -4 -2 -2 -I -I

Dromos

;

Niche 1

1

-

1

1

1 Dromos
Niche 2

I 2

- I - I

1 Dromos
.\icht 3

4
-

1

1.23 5 a 5 b-2-1 - 1 -

1

Dromos 1 . 2

CHRONOLOGY

The chamber and the dromos niches are contemporarv. -\mong the pottcrv, a few Tvpe
V and a majoritv of Type VI are represented. Tvpe VI are earlv in stvle, and some are
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I i<^. 101. Marion Tomb 32. Xiche 3, closed Fig. 102. Marion. Tomb 32. Niche 3, «ith finds

^^ith a roof tile. in situ.

transitory between Types V and VI. The tomb can consequently be assigned to the first

part of the Cypro-Classic I period.

Dromos

TOiMB 32 (Figs loi
; 102; 105 : i—5)

SIZE

Length Width Depth

3.95 1.16 c. 2.15

SH.yPE

This tomb had been dug by Messrs. Munro and Tubbs, but we e.xcayated the dromos

with the following result. The dromos is a staircase shaft, widening slightly at the back end,

with yertically cut walls; it descends by six steps to a short platform in front of the door.

Three small niches, Xo. i and 3 caye-shaped, and Xo. 2, loaf-shaped, are cut in the rock.

Xiches I and 2 are cut in the north side wall of the dromos, and Niche 3 in the south side

wall. Xiche i, 0.56 m., Xiche 2, 0.45 m. and Xiche 3, 0.67 m. aboye the floor of the dromos.

The niches were closed with rubble and roof tiles. They contained deposits of pottery,

once filled with tomb-gifts as an offering to the dead.

FINDS (group; PL. XLyiii, I
;
types: l. of pl. ii)

Niche I

1. Red Slip III (V) biconical, depressed jug with narrow

base-di^c; narrow, cylindrical neck; swollen rim; handle

from rim to shoulder. Dark, almost black slip. Height

7 S. rioor.

2. Red Slip III (V)—IV (VI) conical bowl with rather

angular outline; narrow base-ring Dark, almost black

slip Diam 12 I. Floor.

3 Plain White VI osal, slightly biconical jug with base-

disc; short, conca\e neck; pinched mouth; high handle

from rim to shoulder. Height 17.0. Floor.

Niche 2

1. Strtikc Polished II (VH) oval jug with small base-ring;

ndge below mouth; funnel-mouth; moulded handle

from base of mouth tf) shoulder. Height 17.4. Floor.

2. Stroke Polished II (VH) jug, as No. i. Height 17.6.

Floor
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Niche 3

1. Red Figured lek\thob (B. 2). A fan-shaped, framed

palmette on body as front ornament. Height 9.7. Floor.

2. Red Figured lekythos, as No. i. Fleight 9.7. Floor.

3. Stroke Polished I (VI) globular jug with base-ring;

relief-line below neck; short neck with in-cur\ed rim;

moulded handle from neck to shoulder. Height 20.3.

Floor.
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4. Red Slip IV (\'l) urn-shaped, depressed bowl with

fiat base, raised, splaVni^ rim I feit^dit 0.2. Moor

5. Red Slip 1\' (VI) urn-shaped amphonskos with small

base-disc, raised, spUuinu rim, rudimentar\ horizontal

handles on shoulder. Hci^^ht 13 5 i-'lo<jr.

6. Plain White VI o\al juy with tlat base, wide, somewhat

conca\e neck; plain rim, handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 13.2. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain tlie following

diagram

:

p 0 t t e T y

PI Wh VIR SI. Ill (V)
R. SI. HI (V)-

IV (VI)
R SI IV (VI)

Str. Pol I

(VI)

Str Pol. II

(VH)

Red Fiii

Lck\ thos

B 2

Niche I

^ 2 3

-

1

I - I

Niche 2
1 . 2

- 2

Niche 3
4» 5 3

-

1

b

I

1 . 2

CHRONOLOGY

Type VI are predominant in Niches i and 3, but a specimen of Type V [Red Slip III(V)]

in Niche i indicates a slightly earlier date within Cypro-Classic I. The Stroke Polished II

(VII) pots in Niche 2 assign that tomb to Cypro-Classic II. It seems, therefore, that the

tomb has contained more than one burial and that the offerings to the dead were deposited

successively in the niches.

TOMB 33 (Fig 105; 6—9)

SIZE

Length Width Idepth Height

Dromos 2.79 1.22 2.CO —
Stomion 0.20 0.92 — 1. 12

Chamber 2.60 GO — 1.40

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather short staircase shaft widening slightly at the back, with nearly

vertical walls, and leads down by three steps to the door. In the north wall of the dromos a

bench is cut in the rock, 1.22 m. above the floor-level, in front of the door. The door has a

vaulted roof, the stomion is rectangular in plan and its floor leads down to that of the chamber
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dromos.

bv a step. The door opens to the left of the longitudinal axis of the chamber. The chamber

is approximately trapezoidal in plan, with slightly curved walls and rounded corners. Its

floor slopes slightly towards the back wall and its roof is curved and also slopes towards

the back wall. In the south wall, a bench-like niche is cut in the rock, 0.55 m. above the

floor-level of the chamber; and in the north side wall, another large, bench-like niche is

cut in the rock, extending round the corner along the north end of the back wall, 0.35 m.

above the floor-level of the chamber.

A part of the rock floor of the dromos has collapsed so that it communicates by a hole

with the niche of Tomb 34 which crosses it on a lower level. This hole was found blocked

up by stones (cf. Tomb 34).

STR.ATIFICWTION

The filling of the tomb was disturbed, indicating a tomb-robber’s visit. This was verified

bv the circumstances of finds: the chamber was absolutely findless but for some potsherds.

The robbery was evidently of recent times.

CHRONOLOGY

The potsherds found in the filling divide in two stylistic groups: one consisting of speci-

mens of late Tvpe V and early Type VI (Black-on-Red III [V], Plain White VI), and the

second represented bv sherds of late Type VI (Plain White VII). This seems to indicate

that burials had taken place in the tombs on two difi'erent occasions: in the first part of

Cypro-Classic I and in the later part of Cypro-Classic II.



Marion. Tomb 32, Plan and Finds in situ (i); Sections A-A, B-B, C-C, I)-D (

Tomb 33, Plan (()); Sections A-A, B-B, C-C (7, S, 9). 'Pomb 34, Plan (10);

Sections A-A, B-B, C-C (ii, 12, 13).
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TOMB 34 (Figs. 103; 104; 105: 10— 13; 106; I)

SIZE

[.ength Width Depth Height

Dromos 1. 18 1.72 —
Stomion .... 0 c^ 0.56 — 1-54

Chamber .... 3-68 2.86 — 1.82

SHAPE

The dromos is a steep staircase shaft widening slightly at the back, with originally yertical

walls; it descends by six steps, much worn at the upper end of the dromos, to the door.

The door has an arched roof, and was closed by two rectangular stone slabs, the one on

the top of the other, and with rubble here and there around the edges. The door opens

slightly to the left of the longitudinal axis of the chamber. The stomion is rectangular in

plan and its floor descends to that of the chamber by three steps. The chamber is oblong

with a curyed front wall, and straight back and side walls. At the front part of the north

side wall, a tunnel-shaped niche is cut in the rock, obliquely to the side wall of the chamber,

on a leyel with the floor; and in the south side wall, a loaf-shaped niche is cut into the rock,

o.o8 m. below the floor of the chamber. The floor of the chamber is horizontal, and the

roof is barrel-shaped. The floor and roof of the tunnel-shaped niche are horizontal as well

as the floor of the loaf-shaped niche, while the roof of the latter is curyed. The tunnel-

shaped niche was closed by a rectangular stone slab, and the loaf-shaped one by three

rectangular stone slabs, all found oyer-turned on the floor in front of the openings of the

niches.

STRATIFIC.ATION

The dromos-filling consisted of a bottom layer of chavara, mixed with stones and grayel,

and a top layer of homogeneous chavara. These layers were intact. The chamber did not

contain any foreign earth, except a small oblique layer of chavara, along the front part of

its north side wall and in the tunnel-shaped niche, which had infiltrated from the dromos

of Tomb 33, through the stone-packing of the hole in the roof (cf. aboye Tomb 33). The
chamber had been yisited by robbers, who entered it through the hole in its roof. These

robbers cannot haye been those who emptied Tomb 33 of its contents because, in this case

they haye eyidently only been looking for jewelrx', as they left all the pottery and som,e fine

bronze yessels. It seems that the persons who used Tomb 33 for a reburial in the later part

of Cypro-Classic II (cf. aboye) must haye performed this robbery. The great haste with

which it was carried out can be seen from the obseryations made during the excayation.

Entering the niche through the hole in the roof the robbers adyanced to the chamber

by oyer-throwing the poros slab which closed its opening. The poros slabs of a large built

sarcophagus had been oyer-turned and the body rapidly plundered. Finally, they looked

into the loaf-shaped niche, knocking down the three stone slabs which coyered its opening

and then they left the tomb by the way they had entered, blocking up the hole in the roof of

the tunnel-shaped niche with rubble.
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There is only one burial period, and all the objects were found on the floor, except Nos.

14 and 52. Of these No. 52 was found at a level of— 22 placed by the tomb-robbers on one

of the sarcophagus slabs, over-turned bv them. No. 14 was found at a level of — 63 on the

layer of infiltrated earth. As this laver came into the tomb after the visit of the tomb-robbers,

the pot must have reached the place where it was found, after this visit. The only explan-

ation seems to be that the tomb-robbers had placed it on the upright sarcophagus slab close

by, and that it fell down later, e. g., at the time of an earth-quake.

BURI.\LS

Four burials: one in the loaf-shaped niche, another to the side of this; a third in the tunnel-

shaped niche, and a fourth in the stone-built sarcophagus, along the north side wall of the

chamber. All the bodies were placed in a clearly outstretched position, but the bones of

the skeletons have almost entirely mouldered. The head of the skeleton in the loaf-shaped

niche was placed near its west side wall, and the head of the skeleton in the sarcophagus

towards the back wall of the chamber. The sarcophagus had a floor of four rectangular

poros slabs, sunk in a shaft of the rock floor of the chamber. The west gable was built of

one poros slab, each of the side walls of two slabs, and the cover of four slabs laid beside each

other. No slab belonging to the east gable of the sarcophagus was found. Rich tomb-gifts

in vases of terracotta and bronze etc. were all deposited on the floor of the chamber; a

large group among which a lamp-stand of iron in the south-east corner, and smaller groups

in the south-west corner, and between the foot of the sarcophagus and the back wall. In

the niches, and inside the sarcophagus only small finds were made: jewellery, alabaster,

and bronzes.

FINDS (groups: pls. xlviii, 2,

1. Plain White VII conical amphora ivith long, knobbed
|

base; angular shoulder; high, cylindrical neck; small. ;

swollen rim; angular, vertical handles from neck to
'

shoulder. Height 82.5. Floor. '

2. Plain White VI or VH shallow, conical bowl with flat

bottom; in-turned rim. Diam. 12.5. Above No. i.

3. Plain White VII bobbin-shaped amphora with knobbed

base; neck and handles, as No. i. Height 61.5. Floor.

4. Plain White VII sack-shaped jug with cylindrical body;

flat base; short neck; out-turned rim. Height 10.8.

Floor.

5. Plain White VH deep, conical bowl with flat bottom;

rounded outline; flat base; flat, out-turned rim. Height

15.8. Floor.

6. Fragment of thin, straight iron knife with one cutting

edge. Length 11.8. Floor.

7. Plain White VII amphora, as No. 1, but with wider

belly. Height 71.5. Floor.

8. Wide, shallow bowl of bronze with rounded bottom;

rounded outline; flattened rim. Diam. 36.3 Floor.

9. Red Figured guttus. Type 3. Roughly drawn palmcttes

round body. Diam. 9.3. Inside No. 10.

XLix, i; types: l. of pl. ii)

10. Wide, shallow bowl ot' bronze with short, wide, conca\e

foot; rounded outline; flat rim; two horizontal handles

ending in a Hat ledge tixed to bowl by ri\tts Diam.

35.4. Floor.

11. Dome-shaped jug of bronze with Hat base-ring; short,

concave, rather narrow neck; out-turned, moulded rim

decorated with a notched string; elevated handle,

octogonal in section, attached to rim with trianirular

mounting pierced with two rivets and ending m an ivy-

leaf fitted to body of jug. Above leaf is an arch-shaped

mounting decorated with embossed lines fixed to

shoulder of jug by means of two rivets. Height 175. Floor.

12 . Red Lustrous spindle-shaped jug with flat base; sloping

shoulder; concave, tapering, narrow neck; swollen rim;

handle from neck to shoulder. Only upper part of

pot slipped. Height 19.0. Floor.

13. Iron strigil with curved blade, semicircular in section;

horizontal loop-handle. Length 21.0. Floor.

14. Plain White VI or VII oval jug with base-ring. Neck

and handle missing. Height 20.5. — 63.

15. Black Glazed bowl (A. 9). Impressed, sparse palmetto

ornaments. Diam. 8.4. Floor.
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ib. Black Glazed bowl (A. b) Impressed, rich palmette

ornaments and stais inside bottom. Diam. 14.2. Floor.

17. Black Glazed bowl, as No. ib. Diam. 14.3. Floor.

18. Black (dazed bowl, as No. 16. Diam. 14.2. Floor.

19. Black Cdazed bowl, as No. ib. Diam. 13 9. Floor.

20 Black (dazed bowl (C 7). Plain. Diam 100. Above

No 21.

21. Black (dazed bowl <C. 7} Plain. Diam. 100. Fdoor.

22. Plain White \’ll small h\dria with depressed, oval

bixis , ewlindrical neck, splayini^ rim; rudimentary,

horizontal handles on shoulder, and a vertical one from

neck to shoulder. Ileiuht 15 7. Floor.

23. Plain White \dl o\al amphora with base-ring, sloping

shoulder, tall, slightly splaying neck; swollen rim;

horizontal handles on shoulder. Height 43.5. Floor.

24. Plain White VII disc-shaped bowl with flat bottom.

Used as a cover to amphora No 26. Diam. 13.3. P'loor.

25. Red Figured guttus, of Type i. A recumbent tiger

with raised foreleg on one side; a swan with curved

neck and raised wings on the other. Design much worn.

Diam 7.5. Floor.

26. Plain White VI—VII oval amphora, similar to No. 23.

Fleight 46.2. Floor.

27. Black Glazed bowl, as No. 16. Diam. 15.5. Above No. 28.

28. Black ( dazed bowl, as No. 16. Diam. 14.0. Above No. 29.

29. Black Glazed bowl, as No. 16. Diam. 15.2. Above No. 30.

30. Black Cilazcd bowl, as No ib. Diam. 14 5. Above No. 31.

31. Black Glazed bowl, as No. 16. Diam. 14.5. Floor.

32. Black Glazed bowl (A i). Plain. Diam. 8.9. Abo\e
Nu. 33.

33. Black Cdazed bowl {A. i). Plain. Diam. 9.2. Floor.

34. Red Lustrous jug, as No. 12. Height 19.2. Floor.

35. Plain White \’H bowl, as No. 5, but with base-disc.

Diam. 12.4. Floor.

3b. Plain White VII amphora, similar to No. 23.

Height 45.0. Floor.

37. Black (dazed bowl (C. 2). Impressed ornaments of

double, encircled rosettes. Diam. 18.5. Floor.

38. Black Glazed bowl, as No. 16. Diam. 15.0. Floor.

39. Black Glazed bowl (C. 5). An impressed, encircled

palmette star inside. Diam. 9.0. Floor.

40 Black Glazed bowl, as No. 16. Diam. 14.4. Floor.

41 Black Glazed stand (A ii). Plain. Diam. (> b. Floor.

42 Plain White VI—VII sack-shaped jug with concave

neck; c\lindrical body; flat base; out-turned rim. Height

13.0. Floor.

43.

Bronze ladle with circular, cup-shaped bowl fitted to a

perpendicular handle, top of handle bent into a hook,

ending in a goose’s head. Length 27.5. Floor.

44. Black Glazed stand (A. ii). Plain. Diam. 6.6. Floor.

45. Plain White VII bowl, as No. 5, but with base-disc.

Height 12.2. Floor.

46. Plain While VI or VH conical vase with pointed base;

wide, bent-in nm. Height 20.0. Floor.

47. Plain White \ II torpedo-pithos with ridge round

shoulder; sloping shoulder; concave neck; swollen rim;

vertical handle on body. Fragmentary. Fleight 26.5.

Floor.

48. launp-stand of iron consisting of an upright shaft on a

tripod base; at the top of the shaft a plate with up-

turned edge to receive the lamp, and two hooks (one

preserved) to suspend the implements for trimming

the wick. Height 79.5. Floor.

49 Plain White open, saucer-shaped lamp with flat base;

flaring rim; pinched wick-holder. Diam. 9.7. Above

No. 48.

50. Stioke Polished I (VI) — II (VH) very depressed

globular jug with base-ring; ridge below' neck; narrow,

concave neck; high, moulded handle from neck to

shoulder. Rim missing. Height 14.8. Floor.

51. Plain White VII depressed oval jug wdth high base-

ring; broad, splaying neck; flat rim; handle from rim

to shoulder. Height 15.2. Floor.

52. Stroke Polished I (VI) — II (VH) wide, oval almost

globular jug with base-ring; ridge below the short,

concave neck; curved funnel-mouth; moulded handle

from base of neck to shoulder. Height 23.4. — 22.

53. Pigment-rod, consisting of a bronze rod with an ovoid

swelling at each end. Length 13.0. Floor.

54. Red Slip V (VII) depressed, urn-shaped amphoriskos

w'ith small base-disc; raised, splaying rim; horizontal

handles on shoulder. Height 6.4. Floor.

55. Red Slip V (VII) amphoriskos, as No. 54. Height

6.4. Floor.

56. Bronze mirror, circular in shape; tang tapering upwards

and ending in tw'o volutes. Diam. 12.2. Floor.

57. Thin gold finger-ring with oval bezel. Edge of bezel

decorated w'ith a punctured filigree-line, surrounding a

cricket in enchased and engraved relief. Fine w'ork-

manship. Diam, 1.8. Floor.

58. Black Glazed guttus, Type 3. Plain. Diam. 8.8. Floor.

59. Plain White VH amphora, as No. 23. Height 45.7.

Floor.

60. Black Glazed bowl, as No. 15. Diam. 8.6. Floor.

61. Thin silver finger-ring with oval bezel. Representation

worn ofT. Diam. 2.3. Floor.
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

:

P o t t e r \ Iron Bron'-:e Siher Gold Terra
cotta

Black (ilazed Plain Bl. (j1 Impr Red Figured

54 50 !
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CHRONOLOGY
The majority of the potter\’ is of Type VII. Only a few specimens are late Types VI, or

early Types VII. The whole tomb can thus be assigned to shortly after the middle of

Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 35 (Fig. io6: 2—4)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 1.14 0.94 0.72

Chamber 0.65 1.31 — 0.63

SHAPE

The dromos is a small, shallow shaft, widening at the back and with splaying walls; it

descends to the door by a gradual slope. The door is of irregular, rounded shape, and the

door-packing was built of rubble. There is no stomion, but the dromos opens directly on

to the chamber. The chamber is shallow and cave-shaped, with the floor sloping towards

the back wall, and a curved roof.

.STR.tTIFICATION

The dromos-fllling consisted of a homogeneous layer of chavara mixed with ashes and

carbonized matter. In the chamber there was a layer of fine earth at the bottom covered by
• j

a thick layer of chavara and sand.

All the objects were found on the floor.

BURI.tLS

No traces of skeletons could be detected, and only a deposit of some pottery was found
at the north end of the chamber. On account of the small size of the tomb chamber, it had
probably been used for a child’s burial.
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FINDS (group: PL. XLIX, 2 ;

1. Plain White VI sack-shaped ju^r with Hat base, out-

turned rim; handle from rim to shoulder Heic;ht 17.0

P'loor.

2. Plain White VI cone-shaped pithns with biconical body;

horizontal shoulder; raised, cursed rim; two vertical

loop-handles below shoulder Height 4H.0. Floor.

TYPK: L. OF PL. Il)

3 Red Slip IV (\'I) bowl with basc-disc; double-cursed

outline, out-turned rim Diam 120. Floor.

4 Plain White \’l piriform bottle ssith Hat base;

narrow, concave neck; out-turned rim; handle from

neck to shoulder Height 10 o I'lour.

5. Red Slip IV (VI) conical bowl with rounded (mtline;

narrow' base-ring; plain rim. Diam 12,0. P'loor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery

R. SI. IV (VI) PL Wh. VI

4

CHRONOLOGY

These finds assign the tomb to Cypro-Classic I, and the absence, on the one hand of

Tvpe V, and the early style of the vases of Tvpe VI on the other hand, indicate that it should

be dated to about the middle of the period.

TOMB 36 (Figs 106: 5— II

;

107)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3-50 1.29 2.23 —
Stomion 0.46 0.66 — 1.22

Chamber 5-70 3.10 — 1.78

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather short, rectangular staircase shaft with vertically cut walls, de-

scending bv six steps to the door. In the south wall of the dromos a side-chamber is cut

in the rock. The main chamber opens as usual in the longitudinal axis of the dromos.

The doorwav has straight sides and almost horizontal roof. Xo door-packing was found,

but at the bottom in the dromos, in front of the door and inside the stomion, a layer of dark

earth apparentlv of mouldered wood. From this it seems justifyable to assume that the door

had been of wood, and that a wooden floor was placed at the bottom of the dromos, in front

of the door. The stomion is rectangular in plan, and its floor descends to that of the chamber

bv a step. It opens on to the chamber in its longitudinal axis. The chamber is oblong,

rather narrow, and roughly trapezoidal in plan, with the side walls widening towards the back

wall and the south end of the back wall curved. The floor of the chamber is approximatelv
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I'ig. 107, Marion. 1 omb 36. \ iew of the chamber Fig. 108. Marion. Tomb 37,
t\ith finds in silii. dromos.

horizontal, and the roof is saddle-shaped. Along the wall several niches are cut into the rock.

In the south side wall, close to the front wall is a short tunnel-shaped niche (i), furthermore

in the same side wall is a large, chamber-like niche with straight sides and rounded corners,

and entered b\' a rectangular stomion (2). In the back wall there is a long tunnel-shaped

niche (3), in the north side wall a small tunnel-shaped niche (4), a large chamber-like niche

(5), similar to Niche 2, and a loaf-shaped niche at the front end of the side wall (6). Niche

2 has a bench cut in the rock along its east side wall. The floors of the niches are approx-

imately on a level \\ith that ot the chamber, and are approximatelv horizontal. The roof

of Niche 5 is saddle-shaped and the roofs of the other niches are curved or flat. Niche 6

was closed by a stone-packing consisting of a central, rectangular slab, surrounded by
rubble. In the openings of the other niches, no door-packings were found. The small

side-chamber in the dromos is rectangular in plan with rounded corners. The floor is

horizontal and the roof is saddle-shaped. The stomion is rectangular in plan and descends

to the chamber by an oblique step. At the door, there is a cutting in the rock for fixing

the door; either it was of wood, probably like that of the main chamber, or a door slab

removed by the robbers who entered the chambers (see below).

STR.VTIFR-.ATIOX

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of dark earth, already mentioned,
and two upper layers of chavara. The layers in the chamber consisted of:

1) A white layer of rock debris with pieces of rock from the partlv fallen-in roof.

2) An approximately horizontal layer of dark, infiltrated earth.
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3) A horizontal, stilted, gray layer of rock debris.

4) A bottom stratum of burial earth, covered at the stomion bv oblique layers of infiltrated,

dark earth and ciromos charara.

In front of the side-chamber, the layers of the dromos-filling are disturbed by a shatt,

dug by tomb-robbers, who have also mixed up the layers of the debris in the side-chamber

itself. These layers were composed of an oblique bottom layer of dark earth; on the top

of that a layer of rock debris; above that, a thin, horizontal layer of dark chavara and an

oblique top layer of chavara, infiltrated from the dromos. Broken pieces of pottery were

found in all the layers, except the top one.

All the objects were found on the floor.

BURIALS

In all the niches of the chamber, burials have taken place, but the skeletons were completely

mouldered and only thin dark layers of burial earth indicated the place of the bodies. The

tomb-gifts were all deposited along the walls leaving the central area free.

FINDS (groups: PL. L, I

1. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Sparse, impressed palmetto

ornaments. Handle missing. Diam. ii.o. Floor.

2. Black Glazed bowl (B, i). Plain. Diam. ir.7. Floor

3. Red Figured guttus, Type i. -A. crawling dog with

curled tail and raised foreleg on one side, a galloping

deer on the other. Diam. S y. Floor.

4. Stroke Polished II (VI I) bowl, imitating a Black Glazed

bowl of Type B. i. Diam. g.2. Floor.

5. Black Glazed stand (.A. ii). Plain. Diam 6.7. Floor.

6. Black Glazed guttus, Type 3 Plain. Diam. 8.3. Floor.

7. Plain White VI shallow, wide bowl with raised base;

flattened rim. Diam. 26.0. Floor.

S. Black Glazed bowl (C. 5). Sparse, impressed palmetto

ornaments. Diam. 12.2. Floor.

9 Black Glazed bowl (A. y). Damaged. Rich, impressed

palmette ornaments. Diam. 17.4. Floor.

10. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Sparse, impressed palmettos

.

Diam. II.O. Floor.

11. Black Glazed bowl (.A. 6). Rich, impressed palmette

ornaments. Diam. 16,2. Floor.

12. Aloulded female statuette standing on a base with r.

foot advanced; 1 leg with bent knee; 1 arm slightly

advanced; r. arm bent over breast and holding an object

of indeterminable character; o%al face; straight nose;

forehead on a line with nose; hair curly, parted in the

centre of the forehead and ending in two plaits, falling

from the ears along the neck; b.ick hair wr.ipped up

in a red. The figure is dressed in a girdled chiton,

and is of the severe, classic style. Length 18.5 F'loor.

13. Seated, female terracotta statuette, facing front; hands

4; TYPE.S: L. OF PL. ll)

on knees. Head No. 12. but without plaits Feet

resting on a stool. No details in dress or chair Height

13 o. Floor.

14 'Frian^ular axe-head of iron with sliyhth curved

edtie, shaft-hole at top. Half of shaft-hele nnsMiiir

Much wood prescT\ed in the hole. Length 11 0. Moor.

15. Iron siriml of the usual type, but too hadh damaged

to make a minute description possible. Floor.

16. Sack-shaped alabaster bottle with short, concave neck,

flattened bottom, two knob-handles below neck. 'Fhe

rim (missinK) has been a separate piece, probably of

gold or sihcT Fine, veined Lilabaster Heiizhiiao Floor

17. Plain White VII ulobular jug with base-nn^, narrow,

concave neck with handle-ndue, swollen, out-turnetl

rim; handle from neck to shouldei Heicrht 2S S. Floor.

18. Stroke I'ohshed II (\ 11 ) bowl, imitating a Black (ila/.ed

bowl of type B. 1. Diam 13 8. Floor.

19. Plain White VI shallow bowl with flat base, in-turned

nm. Diam. 11.4. Floor.

20. Strtike Polished II (VII) deep howl, imitating a Black

Glazed bowl of Type C 4. Height S.S Floor.

21. Plain White \ 1 I sack-shaped jug with tlat base;

conca\e neck; out-turned nm; handle from nm to

shoulder. Height 12.7 Floor

22. Black (ilazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Diam. 92. Flooi

23. Black (dazed stand (-\. 11) Plain Diam 6 6. Floor.

24. Black (dazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Diam. 9.0 Floor.

25 Black (dazed closed lamp with small nozzle, some

rough reliefs on top (damaged), knob-handle opposite

the nozzle. Diam 9 o F'I(a)r
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

:
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CHRONOLOGY

Of Cypriote pottery, there are consequently only two specimens of Type VI represented,

while the remainder are Type VII. The tomb is therefore to be assigned to the later part

of Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 37 (Figs. 108; 109; iii: i—5)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4.85 1.36 2.40 —
Stomion 0.12 1.25 — c. 1.50

Chamber 4.02 2.60 — —

SHAPE

The dromos is rather a long staircase shaft, widening at the back, with walls narrowing

slightly upwards, descending by nine regular steps to a horizontal platform in front of the

door. The upper part of the door has collapsed, and the door-packing was much destroyed.

The stomion is short, rectangular in plan, and opens on to the chamber somewhat to the

left of its longitudinal axis; the floor descends to that of the chamber by three steps. The

chamber is oblong in shape with the front wall, the north side wall, and the back straight,

and the south side wall curved. The floor is horizontal and the roof has entirely collapsed.

In the north side wall, two loaf-shaped niches are cut in the rock (Niches i and 2), 0.60 m.

above the floor-level. Their floors and roofs are horizontal. In the south side wall, close to

the door, a smaller loaf-shaped niche (Niche 3) is cut in the rock on a level with the floor

of the chamber. Its floor is approximately horizontal, and its roof has been arched. It was

found closed by a large roof-tile of terracotta. Niches i and 2 were found open, but have

originally been closed by poros slabs and roof-tiles of terracotta, which were found scattered

among the debris of the chamber.

STR.LTIFICATION

The stratification of the dromos consisted of two bottom layers of chavara covering the

staircases and an upper layer of chazara. This latter showed traces of having been dug



Fig. 109. Marion. Tomb 37. View of the chamber with finds in situ. Fig. no. Marion. Tomb 39,

dromos.

through by a shaft in front of the door indicating, with the partly destroyed door-packing,

that the tomb had been robbed. This was corroborated by the circumstances of finds,

and the stratification in the chamber itself. The layers in the chambers consisted at the

bottom of two burial and culture strata, the one on the top of the other, both slightly disturb-

ed by tomb-robbers: bronze nails of a destroyed wooden coffin were found scattered about

in the upper layer, and pieces of poros slabs, once used for closing the niches, were found on

the floor in the centre of the chamber; further, the deposit of the pottery belonging to the

upper burial stratum was damaged and mixed up with broken roof-tiles, which, as can be

seen from the closure of Niche 3, once were used together with poros slabs to close the

niches. Niche 3 escaped the plunderers, who have also left all the pottery, bronze and iron

tools, terracotta statuettes and a few silver objects; consequently they have onlv been in

search of gold objects. Above the uppermost culture stratum, there was a wedge-shaped

layer of infiltrated dromos earth close inside the stomion. Above this was a horizontal layer

of pulverized rock debris, covered by top layers of debris mixed with large pieces of rock,

from the fallen-in roof. From this it can be concluded, first that the destruction of the rock

started slowly while its complete break-down came suddenly; and that the robbery took

place before the roof collapsed, as the layers of debris are quite intact. In connection with

the fact that the robbers have only searched for gold, this is an indication, that the rob-

bery’ took place in ancient times, probably soon after the first burial.

According to the levels of the finds (cf. however above), the folloyving objects yvould

belong to the 2nd burial period: Nos. 1,3,5, 7- ^4' 1 5, 21, 22. They were all found at a level
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of — 301 to — 310 (see Obj. Reg.). The statuette Xo. 25 might belong to the same period,

but most probably it belongs to the ist burial period. It was found at a level of — 2^8

in the filling of Niche 3. This level coincides with the top of the terracotta tile which closed

the niche. From this, it is to be concluded that the statuette originallv had been placed on

the top of the terracotta tile, leaning against the rock wall, and when the rock roof collapsed

it fell down among the debris. As the niche burial belongs to the ist hurial period it is most

likely that the statuette was placed at the top of the closing terracotta tile in the same period.

All the other objects were found on the floor and belong, consequentlv, to the ist hurial

period.

BTRIALS

Five burials seem to have taken place in the chamber: two on the floor in the chamber

itself, one in each of Niches i and 2; and finallv, a fifth burial in the second burial period;

the body had in this case been placed in a wooden coffin (the bronze nails of which remain)

in the chamber close to the entrance. Niche 3 did not contain anv burial, but only two

terracotta statuettes. The hones of the skeletons were quite mouldered and the position

of the bodies could onlv be ascertained from the thin, dark lavers of burial earth. Rich

tomb-gifts of pots, bronze and iron tools and weapons were accum.ulated outside Niche

3 and along the walls of the chamber. The left-hand skeleton on the floor, was provided

with an iron axe-head, that on the right with an iron strigil; and the one in Niche 2 with a

bronze strigil; and all were therefore, males.

FINDS (groups: PL. L, 5, 6;

1. Stroke Polished II (VII) depressed globular jug with

base-nne; ridge below neck. spla>ing funnel-neck;

moulded handle from neck to shoulder. Height 22.2.

— 310.

2. White Painted VII oval jug with high, curved base;

sharply marked shoulder, conca\e neck; twin-handle,

with metal-imitation knobs, from neck to shoulder;

figurine opposite the handle. Encircling lines below

neck and round shoulders; elegant kymation round base;

octopus and palmette ornament on body; hanging

garland of lines from shoulder o\er belly; double laurel

trail on the shoulder; dotted network ornament coxering

the ^^hole neck; small decoration on the figurine and

her miniature jug. Height 32.4. Floor.

3. Red Slip V (VII) jug shape as Xo. 2, but with rounded

shoulder. Figurine naked, and with her right hand

on the left horn of a bull’s piotome. Mottled slip.

Height 41 .2. — 307.

4. Plain White VII oval jug with high, curved base;

ridge below conca\e neck; out-turned rim, twin-handle

from neck to shoulder; female figurine holding a miniat-

ure jug, oppoi^ite the handle. Height 37 4. Moor

5. Plain White VII piriform amphora AMth knobbed base;

slightly splaAing neck; swollen rim, handles fiom neck

to shoulder. Above base is an encircling line in ochre

colour; a group of magical letters, and a careless

types: l. of PL. ii)

design, probably representing a flying bird Height

700 -304-
f). Plain White VII piriform amphora with knobbed base;

cylindrical neck with incursed nm; two lines ot double

grooves on neck; twin-handles from neck to shoulder

I leight 42 5 — 310.

7 Two hammered bronze nails with round section and

knob-head. Point missing on one of them Length

7.7. 4.4. 2nd burial layer.

S. Pl.iin White VII (>\al amphora with sloping shoulder,

base-ring; tall, splaying neck; swollen nm, horizontal

handles low on shtmlder Height 4^10 I looi

9. White Painted VII jug. shape as Xo. 2, but with lounded

shoulder. Fncircling lines lound neck and shoulder.

Other decoration faded. Painted after baking. I-'igurine

and neck smashed Height 3S.0. Floor.

10. Plain White \ II \at-shaped urn with fiat base, erect,

straight nm. Height 135. I'loor

11. Bichrome Red 111 (VI) jug, similar to No. 2, but with

ridge below neck, rounded shoulder, and low base-

ring. Black and white encircling lines and bands round

nm. body , and base; white-tlotted black line below neck;

white netw'ork with black dots co\enng the whole

neck; white \ine-trad on shoulder; black ladder-pattern

on handle, sling-01 nament round anJ below base ot

handle. Height 2S 2 I'looi
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12. Plain White VII urn, as No. 10. Height 13.5. Floor.

13. .Stroke Polisher' I (VI) depressed globular jug with

base-ring; moulded handle from neck to shculder;

funnel-neck missing. Height 18.5. F'loor.

14 Plain White VII shallow bowl with flat base; almost

straight outline; in-turned rim. Diam. 11.4. — 307.

15. Plain White VH sack-shaped jug with flat bottom;

concace neck; splaying rim; handle from rim to shoulder

Height 13.0. — 310.

16. Bronze stiigil, in small pieces. Floor.

17. Plain White ^'II bowl, similar to No. 14. Diam. 11.4.

Floor,

iS. Red Slip V (VII) conical bowl with narrow base; erect,

splaying rim, Diam 12.0, Floor,

IQ Black Glazed (C. 7) bowl. Plain. Height 9.3. Floor.

20. Fragments of iron strigil. End of blade and end of

handle missing. Length 12.4. Floor.

21. Plain White VH shallow, wide bowl, witb base-ring;

down-turned, flattened rim. Diam. 20.6. — 301.

22. Four bronze nails, with square section and flat heads.

Length 8.4; 8.6; q.o; 7.2. 2nd burial layer.

23. Black Glazed (A. i) bowl. Sparse, impressed palmette

ornaments. Diam. Q.3. Floor.

24.

Black Glazed (A. i) bowl. Sparse, impressed palmette

ornaments. Diam. 10.0. Floor.

23. Grotesque terracotta statuette of black clay. Body

in the same position as Tomb ib. No. 3, and similarly

moulded. Head modelled; a bald-headed, laughing

negrt) with low forehead, flat nose; huge mouth with

thick lips; projecting chin; all very realistic. The

comical effect is derived from the conventionalized,

frontal body, and the sneering negro head looking up

to the left, evidently in a happy state of inebriation.

Head and back repaired. Height 12.0. — 258.

26. Triangular iron axe-head with curved edge. Behind

shaft-hole, the tool ends in a pointed spike. This type

of tool IS still found in Cyprus and called “xinari”.

Length 19.9. Floor.

27. Terracotta statuette representing recumbent, female

figure resting on a kline; left elbow on a cushion, holding

the upper part of the body upright; left leg straight

out; left hand holding an offering, right arm outstretched;

right knee slightly raised; dressed in thin chiton, with a

thicker himation, VIoulded; product of careless manu-

facture. Head missing. Length 12.1. F'loor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram;
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CHRONOLOGY

We see thus, that in the 2nd burial period. Type VII are represented, and that in the ist

burial period, the majority of the vases are Type VII, but two specimens (Nos. ii, 13)

are of late Tvpe VI. The tomb therefore dates from the later part of Cypro-Classic II;

the 1st burial period at about the middle of the period.

TOMB 38 (Fig. 111:6—8)

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4.60 1.17 2.20 —
Chamber 3.31 2.92 — c. 1.70
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SHAPE

The dromos is a rather long staircase shaft with cupboards; slightly narrowing walls,

and descending by four wide steps to the door. The upper part of the door has collapsed

and the door-packing was missing. There is no stomion. The door opens on to the chamber

approximately in its longitudinal axis, and the floor descends to that of the chamber by two

steps. The chamber is roughly trapezoidal in shape with the south long side slightly curved,

and splaying towards the back wall. The floor slopes slightly towards the back wall, and the

roof has completely collapsed. In the north side wall, a loaf-shaped niche is cut in the

rock, on a level with the floor of the chamber, and closed bv two slabs of stones.

STRATIFICATION

The stratification of the dromos-filling consisted of the following layers:

1) A top layer of homogeneous chazara.

2) A layer of chavara mixed with sand.

3) An oblique layer of cJurcara mixed with numerous potsherds, especially in the lower

part of the dromos.

4) An oblique bottom layer of chaz ara covering the steps.

In front of the door, these layers were disturbed down to the bottom layer by a narrow

shaft, dug by tomb-robbers, from the surface earth. In the chamber, there were remains

of a burial stratum at the bottom. The whole central area of the chamber had, however,

been cleared by the tomb-robbers, but the well closed niche in the north side wall had

escaped them, and contained an intact burial stratum with remains of bones.

The debris above the burial and culture stratum consisted originally, of:

1) A top layer of sand and debris.

2) A silted layer of rock debris mixed with earth.

3) A horizontal layer of rock debris with heavy pieces of rock at the lower end of it.

4) A horizontal layer of small stones, gravel, and sand.

These layers have, however, been disturbed in the centre by a wide shaft, dug by other

tomb-robbers, from the surface down to the heavy pieces of rock in the third layer of debris,

as described above. Apparently interpreting these pieces of rock as being the rock floor

of the tomb, they stopped their work, and the shaft was refilled with earth and streaks of

ashes and carbonized matter from fires when the plot was burnt to make a threshing floor.

It is evident that the first tomb-robbers’ shaft was dug before the tomb collapsed, and

therefore probably in ancient times; while the second tomb-robbers’ shaft was dug after

the destruction of the tomb, in modern times.

All the objects were found on the floor, and belong to one and the same burial

period.
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BA'RIALS

Of the burials, only the one in the niche was found intact. Of the skeleton the skull, parts

of the ribs, spinal column, lower and upper extremities were preserved in such a position

that it can be seen that the body had been placed in a dorsal, outstretched position with

the head at the east end of the niche. That the body was female is evident from the fact

that it was provided with gikied hair-rings, and that among the tomb-gifts was a bronze

mirror. Most of the tomb-gifts, among which was the silver coin Xo. 5, were placed in a

corner outside the niche, on the steps of the stomion.

FINDS (groups: PL. LII, I

I. Binnze mirror, circular plate with a short, broad pro-

jection; narrow tang on which a socket of perishable

material had been fitted. Well preserved. Diam. lo i.

Floor.

a Hlack-on-Red IV (VI) globular jug with high, curved

base; swollen, tapering neck; narrow, pinched mouth; .

handle from nm to j^houlder. Imcircling lines and bands :

round neck, belly, and base; wavy line along handle, '

front ornament of three \ertical lines on shoulder.

Height c. 12.0. Floor.

3. White Cjrounded lek>thos (A. 2). Ring of leaf-shaped .

lines on shoulder; framed meander below shoulder;
!

—3; types: l. of PL. ii)

front ornament of symmetrically arrani;ed palmettes

Decoration much worn. Height 1S.3 Floor.

4. Stroke Polished I (\ I) depressed globular jug with

base-ring; ridge around base of neck, convex funnel-

mouth; moulded handle from neck to shoulder. Fleight

ii.S. Fluor.

5. Silver coin. Ohierse: Flead of Aphrodite looking to the

right and wearing wreath or diadem. Reverse: Entirely

corroded. Diam. 1.2. Weight 2.50. Floor.

f). Thick siher tinger-ring with large, oral bezel. Much
corroded; broken m two. Diam. 2.4. Floor,

7 T'wo thickly gilded hair-rings of bronze with fluted

ends, overlapping each other Diam. 1,0. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The pottery finds, all of Type VI, date the tomb to the later part of Cypro-Classic I.

TOMB 39 (Figs, no; 112; 114: i—5)

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos cO00 1.30 2.66 —
Stomion 0.61 1-54
Chamber 3-17 — 1.84
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Tomb 3g. finds in situ.

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather long staircase shaft widening at the back, with nearly vertical walls,

descending by eight steps to a horizontal platfornr in front of the door. The door has an

arched roof, and was closed by a door-packing of roughly cut slabs at the bottom, and un-

dressed stones at the top, which did not seem to be quite in an intact position. The stomion

is rectangular in plan, opens on to the chamber somewhat to the right of its longitudinal

axis — the recess (cf. below) not included — and descends to the floor of the chamber by

an oblique step. The chamber consists of a roughly trapezoidal, central area with an oblique

back wall, facing the stomion, and a recess cut in the west side wall. In the back and east

sides of this central chamber there are niches cut in the rock wall: two tunnel-shaped niches

in the back wall (Niches i and 2) on a level with the floor of the chamber, once closed

by rectangular slabs of stone found over-turned in the centre of the chamber; two loaf-

shaped niches (Niches 3 and 4) in the east side wall, 0.70 m. above the floor of the chamber;

a heart-shaped niche in the north-east corner of the chamber (Niche 5) on a level of the

floor of the chamber. The floor of the chamber is horizontal and the roof curved. The latter

has partly fallen in. The floors of the niches are horizontal, the roofs of the tunnel-shaped

Niches i and 2 are nearly flat, those of the other niches are curved.

STR.ATIFIC.ATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of two oblique layers of chai ara mixed with gravel

at the bottom and a thick top layer of homogeneous chavara. In front of the door the upper

layer of homogeneous chavara was disturbed bv a shalt dug bv tomb-robbers down to

the upper part of the door. The filling of this shaft consisted of the same mixture of chavara,

ashes, and carbonized matter as was observed in the modern tomh-rohbers’ shaft above the

chamber of Tomb 38, and it is therefore evident that both the shafts were dug approximately

at the same time. In this case, however, the tomb-robbers did not break through the

door-packing, but stopped their work. The layers in the chamber consisted of the

following:
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1) Thin top layer of rock debris.

2) Infiltrated dark earth.

'^) A silted layer of clay.

4) A white layer of pulyerized rock debris.

t) A burial and culture layer at the bottom coyered by a wedge-chaped layer of chavara,

infiltrated through the door-packing close to the stomion.

The stone-slabs which once closed the openings of the niches in the back wall, and tyere

found oyer-turned in a heap in the centre of the chamber, rested on the floor and the top

of the bottom layer of culture earth. This is an indication that the contents of these niches

had been emptied in ancient times, before the layers of debris was scattered in the chamber,

probably soon after the last burial. This is corroborated by the fact that some potter}" was

found scattered about on approximately the same level, just at the top of the layer of culture

earth. This pottery had no doubt been removed from its original place by the tomb-robbers

when they searched for the more precious tomb-gifts, and when they left the chamber they

placed two amphorae (Nos. i and 2) close to the stomion, exactly in the longitudinal axis

of the chamber, the one amphora across the mouth of the other, and the lowermost standing

just at the level of the top of the culture earth. After leaving the chamber they blocked up

the upper part of the door-packing, which they had removed in order to enter the chamber;

but in a rougher and less solid manner than its original construction, which is evident from

comparing the upper and lower parts of the door-packing. Finally, they offered the contents

of the torpedo-pithos (Dromos No. i) to the deceased as an expiation of their robbery, and

left the pithos upside down, close to the door-packing near the upper part of it. The shaft

which these robbers must have dug in front of the door in order to enter the chamber

was not clearly visible in the dromos-filling, and the traces of it must, to a great extent, or

altogether, been destroyed by the modern tomb-robbers’ shaft.

It is thus evident, that the gold and most treasure-objects of the tomb-gifts were taken

away by robbers in ancient times, and that the robbery attempted in modern times was

not carried out.

As there are remains of only one burial period, and the objects found above the floor-

level (Nos. I—4, 9, 10, 23, 24, 30, 38, 42, 43) seem to have been removed from their original

place in the niche bv the tomb-robbers, all the objects should be considered as belonging

to a single burial period.

BURI.VLS

Scanty remains of bodies were preserved in the niches in the back wall, and in the recess.

All the bones were mouldered. In Niches 3, 4, and 5, no traces of burials could be observed.

The tomb-gifts, as stated above, have partly been removed at the visit of the tomb-robbers.

In the excavations, they were found accumulated in the north-east part of the

chamber.
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FINDS (groups: PLS. LI, LI

D r o in o s

I. i^lam White \ I b(lbhln-^haped torpcdo-pirhos with

pointed ba^c. ridite below j>houlder; conical shoulder;

out-turned nm, \crtical handle below shoulder. Heiuht

(>8.0. — I(;l

.

. Blaek (da/ed lamp, rather tall, with base-riny; body

with rounded, an'jular outline, hole on top, lar^e nozzle

and prc'bably a horizontal handle opposite nozzle

Handle miSMnu Diam. lo.o. Flour.

C h a m b e r

1. Plain White \'I oval amphora with base-ring, sloping

shoulder; spla\ mg neck; swollen nm, horizontal handles

on shoulder. Height 42.4. Above Xo. 2.

2. Plain White VI amphora, as Xo. i. Height 41.8. — 69

Plain White VI—^’II shallow bowl with Hat base,

shghth curved outline ; in-turned nm. Diam. 11.7.— 73.
'

4 Stroke Polished I (VI) depressed globular jug with

base-ring, ndges round neck and on shoulder; tapering, 1

conca\e neck; moulded handle from neck to shoulder.

Mouth partly missing. Height 22.0. — 77.

5 Roughly modelled terracotta bird, head turned to right;

three knobs instead of feet. Length 10. i. Floor.

. Red Slip V (VII) bowl, imitating Black Glazed bowl,

'Pype B. I. Diam 13.6, Floor.

7. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base, splaying

nm, handle from nm to shoulder. Height 12 8. Floor.

8. Plain White VI piriform jug with Hat base; narrow,

tapering neck; swollen rim; handle from neck to shoulder.

Fleight 10 I. Floor.

Bichrome Rod III (\’l) u\al jug with high, curved

base-ring; conca\e neck; twin-handle from neck to

shoulder; female figurine with a miniature put, opposite

the handle. Encircling lines and bands round belly,

and base, black triangles on white ground round nm,

black lines with white dots round neck, white flower-

ornaments on shoulder; black ladder-pattern on handle;

sling-ornament below base of handle. Height 21.5.

- bS.

10. Plain White \’II shallow bowl with flat base: straight,

spkuing sides Diam. 147. — 82

11. Red 8>lip IV (\'I) wide, shallow bowl with base-ring;

wide, flattened nm with two string-holes Diam. 2b o.

Floor

12. Minuiture terracotta statuette, moulded; frontal posithin,

knee of left leg bent; left hand holding up the folds of

the uhitoii, right hand bent o\er breast, cloth co\enng

head like a bonnet; worn surface. Fleight (with

podium) I o 5 I'lnor.

13. Replica (/t Xo. 12 Height (with podium) 105. F'loor.

14 d'errauutta statuette, as Xo. 13 Head and upper part

ot ht (.iv missing. Height 8.5 Floor.

15 Red ^lip IV ( \ 1 ) urn-shaped amphoriskus with hase-

iing. no neck; out-turned, erect rim; horizontal, rudi-

ir.<.ntar\ handles in shi older. Height 132 Floor.

, 4; types: l. of PL. ii)

16. Plain White VI sack-shaped urn with flat base; no neck;

splaving, erect nm. Height 137. Floor.

17. Flam White VI urn, as Xo ib. Height 12. i. F'loor.

18 Plain White VII slender, oval jug with high, curved

base-ring; rather cylindrical neck; “metal-knobbed"

handle; protome opposite handle Rim and protonie

mis&ing. Height 25.4. F'loor.

19. Plain White VII deep, conical bowl with rounded

outline; flat base; thick, flat, out-turned rim Height

1 1 .1 . Floor.

20. Black Slip \’I bowl with rounded base; spla\mg sides;

central bo?r> in bottom. Diam. ii 4. Floor.

21. 'I'erracotta statuette, as Xo. 12, only a little more

elaboratelv worked, d’he himation comes down below

right arm in beautiful folds. A necklace round neck.

Height (with podium) 20 o. Xiche.

22. Bichrome Red HI (\’I) urn-shaped amphora with base-

ring; no neck; erect, splaying rim, horizontal handles on

shoulder. Black and white encircling lines and bands

round belly; black handles; wavy line between handles.

Height 13.2. Floor.

23. Black Glazed bowl (A. i). Grafflto on the side (see

Appendi.K \). Plain. Diam 8.8. — 75.

24. Black Glazed guttus, Type i. Plain. Diam. 10.2. — 75.

25. 'I'erracotta statuette of a seated fox looking up to the

right, ears erect, evidently howling; arched tail. Height

7 6. Inside Xo. 26.

26. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. 11.2. Inside

Xo 27

27. Black Glazed bowl (C. 4). Plain. Diam. 12.5. Floor.

28. Black Cdazed bowl (A 7). Impressed palmette orna-

ments inside. Diam. 8.8. Floor.

2(>. Stroke Polished II (VII) globular, depressed jug with

base-ring; ridge below shoulder marked by moulded

line; another round neck; slightly curved funnel-

mouth; moulded handle from neck to shoulder. Height

11.9. F'loor.

30 Plain White VI—VII bowl, as Xo. 3. Diam. ii 7.

77 •

31. Red Figured guttus, T\pe 3 A kymation round edge;

running spirals on shoulder. Diam. 9 5. Floor.

32. Black Glazed bowl (C. 5). Sparse, impressed palmette

ornaments inside. Height 7.4. F'loor.

33. Black Glazed bowl (B. 2). Plain. Diam. 102. Floor.

34. Black (dazed bowl (B. 2). Plain. Diam 10 3. Fluor.

35. Stroke Polished II (VII) jug. as Xo. 29, but without

one relict-line round neck. Height 12.7. Floor

36. Lancet-shaped iron knife with long, pointed end; short

tang with one met. Much wood still adhering. Length

27.8. F'loor.

37. "[’hin silver hnger-ring with large, oval bezel of the same

metal; much corroded. Diani. 2.3. Floor.

38 Stroke Polished I (VI) jug, as Xo. 4, but with relief-

ring below neck and funnel-mouth. Height 23.5. — 85.

39 Fragment of a Stroke Polished II (VII) jug, similar
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to No. 35. Lower part of jug missing. Height 8.6.

Floor.

40. Plain White \ I—\ II shallow bowl with Hat base;

round outline; erect sides. Diam 7.2. Floor.

41. Two silver hair-rings with overlapping ends Diam.
1.2. Floor.

42. Plain White VI conical bowl with base-disc; slightly

angular outline; erect rim. Diam. 10.4. — 7S.

43. Plain White VII narrow, sack-shaped jug with tlat base;

cylindrical neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

12.4. — 78.

44. Black Glazed bowl (A. 8). Diam. 9.2. Moor.

45. Black-on-Red IV (\'I) globular jug with high, cur\ed

base-ring; tapering, short, swollen neck, pinched mouth,

elevated twm-handle frtim rim to shoulder, hmcirding

line around base-ring, intersecting circles around

body; two encircling lines with dotted lines between

around neck. Height 21.5. Put together Irom sherds.

46 Stroke Polished II (VII) jug, as Xo 29, but without

moulded lines. Height 22.5 As Xo. 45.

47 Plain White VI ainphoriskos, shape as Xo 15. Height

t 5 -3 ' As Xo. 45.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following dia-

gram:
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Dromos

CHROXOLOGV

The pottery shows a mixture of Types VI and VII, assigning the tomb to the first part of

Cypro-Classic II. That the moulded terracotta statuettes, Xos. 12, 13, 14, 21, should

stylistically be attributed to Cvpro-Classic I, does not contradict this dating, as they may

have been made much later than the time the mould was made, and even placed in the tomb

a considerable time after their moulding.

TOMB 40 (Fig. 114:6— ii)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3-10 2.40 2.18

Stomion A 0.41 0.80 — C. I.OO

Stomion B 0.26 0.63 c. 0.90

Chamber A 1.00 1.95 1.05

Chamber B 1.38 — 0.86

19
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SHAPE

The dromos is a shallow shaft widening at the back, with nearly vertical walls, gradually

sloping towards the door. Two chambers open from the dromos: Chamber A at the back

end. Chamber B in the north side wall, close to the back wall. Along the south side of the

dromos, a bench is cut in the rock. This bench ends opposite Chamber B in a small cup-

board, closed bv a stone-packing. The door of Chamber A has an arched roof and the

door-packing, consisting of a quantity of rubble, was intact. The stomion is rectangular in

plan. It opens on to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis, and its floor slopes

gently down to that of the chamber. The chamber is oblong in shape, with slightly curv^ed

corners. It is entered from the stomion in its wide side. The floor slopes towards the back

wall, the roof is curved and also slopes towards the back wall.

Chamber B is of similar shape to Chamber A, but its walls are nearly straight, with

rounded corners.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos eonsisted of three dift'erent layers of chavara, of varying degrees

of hardness. The layers in Chamber A were composed of:

1) Rock debris from the crumbling roof.

2) Infiltrated dark earth.

3) An oblique layer of infiltrated chavara.

4) Bottom layer of burial earth.

The layers in Chamber B were similarly composed, only that there was no layers of in-

filtrated dromos chavara.

Both the amphorae forming the contents of Chamber A were found on the floor. All the

objects in Chamber B were found on the floor, except No. i, which was found at a level of

7 -

BURI.tLS

Chamber A contained one badly damaged skeleton, in a dorsal position along the back

wall. Tomb-gifts in plain amphorae had been given to this body. In Chamber B crumbled

remains of a child’s skeleton were found to the east of the stone slabs, which separated the

tomb in two parts. To the west of the slab was a rich deposit of native and imported pottery

of high standard which had contained tomb-gifts to the small child.

FINDS (groups: PL. LII, 5,

Chamber A
1. Plain White \’II amphora \Mth pointed base, short

base-knob, slightly eonca\e neck; swollen rim; handles

sliuhtly curved trom neck to shoulder. Height 56.3.

P'Kior.

2. Plain White \'II oval amphora with base-rin^; slopini<

shoulder, tall, splaymy neck; swollen rim; horizontal

handles on shoulder. Plen^ht 49 3. I'loor.

6; TYPES: L. OF PL. Il)

Chamber B

1, Coarse oval, slightly conical jug with flat base; wide,

concave neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

1 1.7. —7-
2. Red Slip V (VII) large, oval jug with high, curved

base-nng; concave neck, rim not pronounced; a “metal-

knobbed” twin-handle from neck to shoulder; female

flgurine in classical dress and hair-v^eil, holding a
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miniature jug, opposite the handle. Height 40.3.
j

Floor. ;

3. Black Glazed kylix, Type 3, with flat, moulded base-
|

disc; thin, concave stem; wide, moulded body, long,

up-turned handles. Plain. Diam. 13.9. P'loor.

4. Plain WTiite VII very shallow bowl with base-ring;

flattened rim; no handle. Diam. 26.3. Floor.
^

5. Red Slip IV (VI) wide, conical bowl with base-ring;
|

incurved, swollen rim; no handle. Diam. 19.2. Floor,
j

6. Black Glazed lekythos (A. 3). A violet line above
|

base and two others below shoulder; a double ring of
|

lancet-shaped strokes on shoulder. Height 13 i. Floor. i

7. Plain White VII amphora with pointed base; short
j

base-knob; slightly concave, impressed lines around !

neck; rim not pronounced; handles from neck to
,

shoulder. An ochre line above base. Height 68.0. Floor,
j

8. Plain White VI piriform jug with flat base; narrow,

cylindrical neck; swollen rim; handle from neck to

shoulder. Height 9.6. Floor.

9. Plain White saucer-shaped lamp with deeply pinched

wick-holder, “shaved” bottom; drooping, flaring rim.

Diam. ii i. Floor.

10. Plain White VI shallow bowl with flat base; in-turned

rim; no handle. Diam. 1 1 .7 Floor.

11. Red Slip IV (\'I) conical bowl with rounded outline;

narrow base-ring; ereet 11m; no handle. Diam. ii.o.

Floor.

12. Red Slip IV (VI) bowl, as Xo. 5, Diam. 13.2. Floor.

13. Black (jlazed bowl (B. I ). Plain. Graffito (see Appendix

V). Diam. 11.8 P'loor.

14. Plain White VH oval amphora with base-ring; sloping

shoulder; splaying neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Height 44.0. P'loor.

15. Red Figured guttus. Type i. A crouching panther on

one side; a dog running with head turned back, on the

other. Graffito (see Appendix V). Diam. S i. Floor.

16. Red .Slip IV (VI) bowl, as Xo ii. Diam. 10.9. Floor.

17. a) Silver finger-ring with bezel. Diam. 1.4.

b) Fragment of a cvlindrical silver pendant. Length

2.2. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following dia-

gram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The stock of potterv’ is thus composed of a majority of Type \ I, but a quantity I ype \ II

too, which date the tomb to the first part of Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 41 (Figs. 1 13; 1 15; 1 17)

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 8.96 1.72 3.10 -

Stomion 0.30 0.86

Chamber 2.30 3-17
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I'ig. 115. Marion. Tomb 41. Part of the chamber Fig. 116. Marion. Tomb 42. View of the chamber
with the sarcophagus. ^^ith finds in situ.

SHAPE

The dromos is an unusually long, gradually sloping shaft, widening at the back, with nearly

vertical side walls. Along the lower part of the south side wall, a bench is cut in the rock

in front of the door, about 0.65 m. above floor-level. The door has a slightly arched roof,

of which a part is somewhat damaged. The door-packing was rather loosely built up of

uncut stones. The stomion is rectangular in plan. It opens on to the chamber to the right

of its longitudinal axis, and its floor slopes down to that of the chamber, by an oblique step.

The chamber is approximately square with rounded corners. Its floor is horizontal, and the

roof has completely fallen in. In the side walls and back wall, loaf-shaped niches are cut

in the rock; the niche in the south side wall on a level with the floor of the chamber, separated

from the chamber by a set of stones; the niche in the north side wall somewhat above floor-

level, and the niche in the back wall on a level with the top of the blocks of the sarcophagus

built against it (see below). The floors of the niches are horizontal and their roofs curved.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of chonnos with pieces of rock, and a

thick upper layer of chonnos. The filling seems to be intact. In the front of the door, there

are some streaks of darker earth sloping down to the stomion, but they are derived from
streams of water. The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) Pieces of rock and clav.

2) Rock debris with pieces of chonnos from the completely collapsed roof.

3) Infiltrated dark layer of clay.

4) A layer of silted rock debris from the crumbled roof and walls.

5) Another layer of silted rock from the crumbled roof.

6) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom.
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The finds belong to one burial period, but were successively accumulated, the later ones

on the tomb-earth, which had meanwhile been formed at a level of about — i6o, i. e.,

up to o.io m. above the floor. Furthermore some of these tomb-gifts had floated about

on the infiltrated water of the silted laver which covered the culture stratum, and were

found up to a level of — 142. The objects which were found at these levels (from about

— 160 to — 142) were the following: Xos. ii, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21—36, 40—44, 46, 47 (see

Obj. Reg.). All these finds belong to the last-buried body, the remains of which were found

inside a stone-built sarcophagus (see below), and the other objects found on the floor belong

to the first-buried bodies, the remains of which were found in the niches (see below).

BURLALS

Three burials have taken place in the chamber; one in the niche in the south side wall,

another in the niche in the back wall, and a third in a sarcophagus, built of stone blocks

and attached to the niche in the back wall; one long side of the sarcophagus being formed by

the rock wall, the opposite long side bv a large stone block, and the two short sides by

smaller stone blocks. The cover, if it ever existed, must ha\e been of wood as there was

no trace of it. The niche burials are the earliest, and the burial in the sarcophagus found

at a level of about — 160 is the latest, as already mentioned above. In the left niche no

remains of burials were found, only a deposit of a jug (Xo. 45). All the remains of the bodies

were found in a bad condition and the bones were quite mouldered. The body in the niche

in the south side wall was female, adorned with gold hair-rings, and a gold pendant on the

neck, and provided with a bronze mirror and a pigment-rod of bronze for painting the face.

The body buried in the sarcophagus was also female, provided with a ring of silver and pend-

ants of silver and bronze. The bulk of the tomb-gifts were accumulated in pots to the

left of the door. Outside the door-packing, in the lower filling of the dromos, sherds of a

large amphora with pointed end were found. The amphora had been placed there with

offerings to the deceased after the funeral.

FINDS (groups: pls. liii, I, LV, I
;
types: l. of PL. ii)

1. Plain White -VII o\al amphora with basc-rinu;

sloping shoulder; tall, splaying neck, swollen rim;

hon/ontal handles on shoulder. Height 4<S 2. Floor.

2. Plain White open, saucer-shaped lamp with pinched

wick-holder; Haring rim; Hat botttnn. Diam. 10.8

Floor

3 Plain White VI slightly bobbin-shaped amphora with

pointed base, short base-knob; slightly concave neck;

swollen rim; handles from neck to shoulder. Height

55 o. Floor.

4. Plain White \*1 sack-shaped jug with Hat base; short,

concace neck; splaying rim; handles from rim to !

shoulder. Height 13.8. Floor.

5. Red Figured guttus, dhpe i. On one side, a running

dog hunting a hare placed on the other side, behind

the hare a Huwer. The dog’s ribs and the hare’s fur are

marked Diam 10. h. Fk)or.

6. Black Glazed bowl (A. 6). Roughly impressed palm-

ettes and dotted lines. Graffito on base (see Appendix

V). Diam. 15 2. Floor.

7. Black Glazed bowl (A. 6), as Xo. 6 Graffito on base

(see Appendix V). Diam. 14 9. Floor.

8. Black Glazed bowl (A i); much worn. Plain. Diam.

9.2. Floor.

9. Bichrome Red III (VIj wide, shallow bowl with base-

ring; Hat rim with two string-holes. Black encircling

lines outside; framed, black triangles on white ground

nm; black and white circular lines inside. Diam.

30.0. Floor.

10. Red Slip IV (\ I) wide bowl with rounded outline;

base-ring; in-cur\ed, swollen nm. Diam. 30.8. Floor.

11. Red higured lekethos, I’ype A. i. .A, palmette motif

on shoulder; kymation around neck-line; front figure re-

presenting Persephone with body facing, and head
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turned to the left; in her right hand, which is stretched

out at the elbow, she holds, a shallow bo^^l from which a

riuid drops; in her left, o\er which is a fold of her hi-

mation, she holds a sceptre, left foot facing, right in

profile; she wears a long chiton with wide elbow-

sleeves, and a folded himation wrapped around left

shoulder and waist; right breast is three quarter face; left ;

breast hidden by the himation; her hair is kept together
;

by a diadem, and falls down on the shoulder lea\ing

the ear, adorned by a pendant, free; the e\e is three

quarter-face without lids. Meander friezes above and 1

below figure. Painted inscription above outstretched
|

hand (see Appendix V), Height 38.0. — 160.

12. Black Glazed bowl (C. i). Sparse, impressed palmette

ornaments. Diam. 11.2. On Xo. 13.

13. Plain White VT shallow bowl with flat base; curved

outline; m-turned rim. Diam. 13. 8. Floor.

14. Black Glazed bowl (C. 4). Plain. Diam 16.3. — 137.

15. Plain White VI jug, as Xo. 4. Height 14.0. Floor
^

16. Plain White VI jug with concave neck; narrow, pinched

mouth; handle from rim to shoulder; lower part missing
j

Height 12.5. Floor.

17. Red Slip IV (\ 1 ) conical bowl with narrow base;

rounded outline; erect rim. Diam. 11.8. Floor.

iS. Red Figured guttus, Type i. A gntfln with raised

head and wings; arched tail; raised foreleg on one side;

a sphinx in similar position on the other. Rough work.

Diam. 12.0. — 142.

19. Black Glazed bowl (C. ih as Xo. 12. Diam. ii.i. —
150-

20. Black Glazed bowl (A i). (irafflto on base (-^ce App-

endix V). Plain. Diam. 9.6. — 146.

21. Black Glazed bowl (A. 7). Sparse, impressed palmette

ornaments. Diam. 97. — 161.

22. Gold earring, leech-shaped. iMixed with silver. Diam.

1 .8 — 1 .0. — 161

.

23. Plain White VI— Vll amphora, as Xo. i Height

48.2. — 161

.

24. Plain White VI jug, as Xo. 4. Height 12 S. — 161.

25. Plain White VI jug, as Xo. 4. Height 19.8. — 161.

26. Leaf-shaped iron knife with one side of joint concave

between blade and tang. End of blade and end of tang

missing. Length 14.0. — 161.

27. Plain White VI amphora, as Xo. i, but with shorter,

straight neck. Height 43.8. — 161.

28. Red Slip IV (VI) bowl, similar to Xo. 10. Diam. 15.7.

— 161.

29. Bichrome Red III (VI) oval amphoriskos with concave

neck; flaring rim; rudimentary, horizontal handles on

shoulder. Black and white enciiding lines and bands

round rim, neck, and belly; white wa\y lines below

neck and on shoulder; double, vertical stripes from

below neck to belly. Height 15.9. — 161.

30. White Painted VI sack-shaped jug with flat base;

concave neck; spla\ing rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines round rim and body. Lustrous paint-

ings. Height no. — 161.

4 1

31. Black Glazed htand (A. 1 1). Plain Diam (j.o. ilu.

32. Brnnze pii^rncnt-nid ;
straiuht, thin, with an nhlontt

swelling at each end. I Aed fcir paintinc! lips and

ecehrows Length 142. — ihi

33. Bronze mirror, circular, with a short, broad projection

and a narrow tanu; one side of plate Hat. the other

with shithtly raised rim, Diam 11.2. — ihi

34 Plain White \'I o\al jui; with fl.it base; wide, conca\ e

neck, plain rim; handle from nm to shoulder, lleitjht

146. — I h I

.

35. Stroke Polished 1 (VI) depressed ulobular juK with

base-rim;; funnel-neck with in-turned rim, moulded

handle from neek to shoulder. Ileiitht 12.3. ifii.

36. Stroke Polished I (VI)—II (VII) bowl, imitating Black

Glazed bowl ot d'ype A. i. Diam. 9.0. — 161.

37 Iron knife, as Xo. 26, but in very fragmentary state.

Length 14 h. Floor,

38. Nine, thickly gilded hair-rings of bronze with fluted

ends, oicrlapping each other Di.im. i i. Moor.

30 - Spherical gold pendant in the shape of a pomegranate,

decorated in two zones with a punctured tiligree pattern

of lozenges. The same decoratne elements recur on

the cylindrical mountini; from which it was hanging.

Length 2.1. Floor

40. Plain White \'I amphora, as Xo. i, but with shorter,

straight neck and wider body Height 41.7. — 148.

41. Bichrome Red III fVI) large, ovoid jug with high

base-ring; slightly concave neck; “nretal-knobbed

twin-handle from neck to shoulder, lem.ilc ligtirino

holding, a miniature jug opposite the handle. Violet

and white triangles round rim, white, dotted line

below nm; wa\y white line round neck; dotted, white-

line below neck, white, cons eniionalizcd palmtree

ornaments on shoulder; Molet and white encircling

lines and bands round belly ami base; \iolet ring round

base of handle. Face of hgunne painted. 'I'he slip

almost black. Height 37.0, On Xo. 42

42. Red Slip IV (\'l) wide, shallow bowl with base-ring,

straight sides; Hattcncd nm, no handle Diam 31 o.

— 15^-

43. Plain White \ 1 bowl, as Xd 13 Diam 12,3 — 161.

44. Black-on-Red IV (VI) jug, as Xo. 41. " I'h wider

shoulder and more concate neck. Imcircling lines and

bands round nm. neck, belly, and base. Height 33.1.

— 15S.

43. White Painted VI oral jug with base-ring; ridge below

neck; concave neck; splacing nm, ''nictal-knohhcd”

handle from neck to shoulder; a bull's protomc- opposite

the handle. Fincircling lines round neck, belly, body,

and base; bundles of \ertical stripes from below neck.

I Ic-ight 27 o. Xichc.

46. Thick silver fingcr-nng with large, oral bezel. Much

conoded. Diam. 2.2 Inside sarcophagus (
— 1(10)

47 Gclindncal siher pendant, probably used as carring,

ending in a fancy bird's hcatl. and caught up in a

round mounting at the back. Length 40. Inside

sarcophagus (
=— — 1 60)
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram

:

Pottery Iron Bronze Silver Gold Terracotta

Bl. Gl. Plain BI. Gl. Impr. Red Figured

Bow 1 Bowl Guttus Lekvthos
tc
c

CHRONOLOGY

As shown by the classification, the Cypriote pottery found in the tomb consists of Type
VI, both early and advanced in style, and a few early Type VII (Nos. i, 23, 36), properly

transitional forms between Types VI and VII. Thus it is evident that the tomb dates

from the end of Cypro-Classic I or the beginning of Cypro-Classic II. The date of the

lekythos No. 1
1
(towards the middle of the 5th centurt’ B. C.) is in accordance with this

dating: it merely gives a terminus post quern.

TOMB 42 (Figs. 1 16; 1 18: I—3)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 1.90 0.96 1.40

Chamber 2.58 2.50 —

SHAPE

The dromos is a short, basin-shaped shaft with vertical walls, sloping very slightly towards

the door. The upper part of the door has fallen in, and only the lower part of the door-

packing consisting of a stone block and two uncut larger stones, was still in situ. There is

no stomion. The door opens on to the chamber approximately in its longitudinal axis,

and the floor of the doorway is approximately the same as that of the chamber. The chamber is

almost square in plan, with rounded corners. In the side walls and back wall, loaf-shaped

niches are cut in the rock, the side-niches on a level with, and the niche in the back wall

about 0.25 m. above, the floor-level of the chamber. The side-niches are separated from
the chamber by sets of stone, and the south side-niche is divided by a cross wall into two
parts. The niche in the back wall was crossed by a block of stone, which has been somewhat
removed from its original place, as well as some of the stones of the separating set of stones

of the south niche.



iiS Marion. Tomh 42, Plan (i); Seatiou A-A (2); Finds iii situ 1 nmb 4

Sections A-A, B-B. C-C (5, (\ 7 )-
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STRATIFICATIOX"

I'he tilling of the dromos consisted of two oblique layers of chavara covered by a layer

of clavev earth. Idie layers in the chamber were composed of a thin layer of burial and

culture earth, covered bv silted cicbris of rock from the collapsed roof with pieces of chavara;

and a top laver of clavev earth. Some of the finds have floated about in the moist debris

of rock from the collapsed roof.

BLRI.WS

Burial earth was found in all the three niches, but no remains of the skeletons could be

traced. INIost of the tomb-gifts were placed in, or close to the niches.

FINDS (group: PL. Fill,

I Bichromc Red III (VI) o\al with hi^h base-nnti,

concave neck; ?pla\injj rim, figurine opposite the handle.

Handle and part of neck missing. Black and white

Triangles below rim; white, dotted black lines round

neck; black and white wavy lines below shoulder;

encircling lines and bands round belly, body, and base;

slmg-ornament round base of handle. Height 30.0.

Floor.

2. Black Lustrous sack-shaped jug with small base-ring;

bobbin-shaped body; concave neck; spkning nm, handle

from nm to shoulder. Somewhat lustrous slip. Heignt

15.6. Floor.

3. Bichrume Red II (V) conical bowl with narrow base;

bulging shoulder; erect, spkumg nm. Violet and white

encircling lines round nm. Slip black. Diam. 14.4.

Floor

4. Bichrome Red III (VI) jug, as No i, but with handle,

neck and figurine missing; decoration as No. i, but

instead of the wa\y lines, some conventionalized tree-

designs on shoulder, fleight 30.0. Floor.

5 Red Fiuaired lekvthos, T>pe B 3. .X seated sphin.\

with raised wings and arched tail. Much worn, and

rough design. Height S.2. I'ioor.

6. Terracotta statuette, cast in the same mould as Tomb
36.13 Height 13.2. Floor.

7. Bichrome Red III (VI) urn-shaped amphoriskos with

base-ring; splaying rim; no neck; rudimentary, hori-

zontal handles on shoulder. Black and white encircling

lines round run, shoulder, and belly. Height 15.2. — 48.

5. Flam White VI shallow howl w'ith fiat base; curved

outline; in-turned nm. Diam. 11.4. — 19.

9.

White Painted \'I globular jug with high, curved base;

swollen, tapering neck. Rim and handle missing.

Framed wavy lines round neck; dotted ring hekivv neck;

intersecting, concentric circles on body; sling-ornament

below handle; thm tlower-ornament opposite handle.

Height 150. — 7.

10.

Red Slip 1 \’ (\I) hiciuiical bottle with narrow neck;

thick nm
,
handle fr('m neck to shoulder Height 9 5.

- 46.

2; types; l. of PL. 11)

11.

Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with narrow, Hat

base; narrow, concave neck, splaying rim; handle from

nm to shoulder. Height 14.9. — 4b.

la. Black Glazed lekythos. Type B. 3, Three lines round

shoulder. Plain. Height S.3. — 41.

13. Black GUzed guttus, Type i. Plain. Diam 9.1, — 59.

14 Plain White open saucer-shaped lamp with shaved

base; deeply pinched wick-holder; flaring rim. Diam.

10.4. Floor.

15 Plain White lamp, as No. 14. Diam. 104. I'ioor.

16 Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; bobbin-

shaped body; concate neck, splaying nm, handle from

nm to shoulder. Height 13 3. I'ioor.

17. Stroke Polished I (VI) depressed, "bird-shaped" askos

with base-ring, conical, erect neck, wide funnel-mouth;

moulded basket-handle from neck to body. Diam.

ao.i. — 41.

iS. Plain White VI shallow bowl with flat base; rounded

outline; plain nm. Diam. S.2. — 12.

19. Plain White VI shallow bowl with flat base; in-turned

nm Diam. 12.0. Floor.

20. Black Glazed bowl (C. i). .Sparse, impressed palmette

ornaments. Diam. 11.5. — 34.

21. Bichrome Red HI (VI) globular jug with high, curved

base; swollen, tapering neck; funnel-mouth with pinched

rim; twin-handle from rim to shoulder. Decoration

as No. 9, but in black and white, and with dotted rosettes

on shoulder. Height 24.4 — 33.

22. Plain White VI oral jug with flat base; concave, wide

neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Height 15.8. — 28.

23. Black Slip VI biconical bottle with narrow base; narrow

neck, handle from nm to shoulder. Run missing.

Height 8.7. — 22.

24. Red Slip I\’ {\'I) conical bowl with narrow base; rounded

outline. Diam. 12.0. — 45.

25. Red Slip 1 \ (VI) shallow bowl with base-ring; cur\ed

outline, in-turned, swollen rim Diam. 15.2. — 68.

26. Black .Slip biconical jug with small base; narrow,

Loncace neck, swollen run; handle from run to shoulder.

Height 1 3.0. — 32.
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery Terracotta
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CHRONOLOGY
The diagram shows that Type VI are predominant among the pottery. Besides onlv two

specimens of late Type V are represented. The tomb is dated, consequently, to Cvpro-

Classic I, about the middle of the period.

TOMB 43 (Figs. 118:4

—

1 19)

SIZE

Length Widtli Uepth } Ifltillt

Dromos 3-65 1-34 2-35 —
Stomion 1.21 1.20 — c. 2.15

Chamber 3 -i 8 3-52 — c. 2.15

SH.^PE

The dromos is a staircase shaft, widening at the back, with almost vertical walls, descending

by nine steps to a sloping platform in front of the door. The door has an arched roof, and

the door-packing, rather loosely built up, consisted of uncut stones. The stomion is very

long and triangular in plan. It opens on to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis,

at its north-east corner. The floor of the stomion slopes down to that of the chamber bv a

rather steep slope. The chamber is approximately rectangidar in plan, with rounded corners

and slightly curved side walls. In the south side wall, a long, loaf-shaped niche is cut in the

rock, about 0.65 m. above the floor-level. The floor of the chamber slopes slightly towards

the back wall and the south side wall. The roof has collapsed, hut it can be seen from the

cuttings in the rock that originally it was a barrel-shaped, vaulted roof, with a rock-cut

cornice running along the side walls. The floor of the niche is horizontal and its roof is

curved. The niche was closed by five long, rectangular poros slabs, based on the floor of

the chamber. The central slab, which covered the middle of the niche, had been placed on a

base of stone in order to reach the roof of the niche. Three of these slabs, the central slab,

and the two slabs, which covered the east end of the niche, had fallen over, but were found
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There are, consequently, two burial periods. The finds of the later burial period are

limited to a single object: the torpedo-pithos No. 46. The objects of the earlier burial period

were found on the floor, or slightly above it, on a level varving between — 2^6 and — 278.

The objects found at these levels: Nos. 8—10, 16, 17, 22, 25, 26, 27, 34, 3^, 36, 37, 38, 43,

and 53 are tomb-gifts of later interments of the ist burial period, successivelv accumulated

in the culture stratum above the floor.

BURIALS

Of the bodies, only burial earth remains: the bones are completelv mouldered.

To judge from the position of the tomb-gifts there have been at least three interments

in the first burial period. Various kinds of tools and weapons of bronze or iron were given

to the deceased (knives, daggers, axes, arrow-heads etc.) who were therefore probablv

warriors.

In the second burial period there was onlv one interment. The bodv had been placed on

the cut pieces of one of the slabs, which had originallv covered the opening of the niche.

The tomb-gifts were poor, only one torpedo-pithos was found in connection with this

burial. After the burial, however, rich otferings were brought to the dead in three large

amphorae with pointed bases, placed upside down close to each other in the dromos, in front

of the door-packing.

FINDS (groups: PLS. LIV, LV,

D r 0 m 0 s

1. Plain White VI—VII sliyhtly bobbin-shaped amphora

with knobbed base; c>lindrical necU, swollen rim;

vertical handles from neck to shoulder A red line above
I

base, and on base-knob. Hei^^ht 6S,o — i(;4.
'

2. Plain White VI—VII amphora, as No. i. Height 64.0.

— 193.

3. Plain White VI—VII amphora, as No. i. Height

68.0. — 197.

Chamber 1

1. Black Gla5:ed bowl (A. 6). Rich, impres>ed palmette 'j

ornaments. Diam. 16.3. Above No. 3.
|

2. Black Glazed bowl (C' i) Sparse, impressed palmette
|

ornaments. Diam. 9.5. Above No. 3.
|

3. Black Glazed bowl (C 5). Sparse, impressed palmette ,

ornaments. Diam 12.6. Floor. 1

4. Black Glazed bowl (A. 10). Impressed palmette oina- ^

ments. Diam. 15-9. Above No. 5.

5. Black Glazed bowl (A. 6). Rich, impressed palmette

ornaments. Cjraffito on base (see Appendix V). Diam.

15. 1 . Abo\e No. 6.

6. Black Glazed bowl (A. 6) Rich, impressed palmette
;

ornaments. Graffito on base (see Appendix V). Diam

148. Abo\ e No. 7

.

7. Black Glazed bowl (A. i) Plain Diam 8 5. Floor.

8. Black Glazed bowl (A. 10). as No. 4. Diam ib 5.

Abo\ e No. 9.

2; types: l. of PL. II)

9.

Black Glazed howl, probably of 'J^pe H. i. with

smashed handle. Rick, impressed palmette orn.iments

Diam. 115 — 270

10. Black (ilazed bowl (A. 10), as No. 4 Graffito on base

(sec .Appendix \') Diam. 18 (> - 270

11. Red Slip 1 \' (\’H conical bowl with narrow base-nnu,

in-turned sides, spla\inu nm; no handle Di.un 12 7

Floor.

12. Stroke Polished 1 (\'li -II (\’ll) depressed ylobular

jug with base-ring, ridge below neck, almost straight

funnel-mouth; moulded handle from neck to shoulder.

Height 1 1.8. Floor.

13. Leaf-shaped arrow-head of iron, with midrib and long,

narrow tang. Broken. Length 12.7 Lloor

14. a) Arrow-head of iron, as No 13 Pang missing.

Length 4 b. Floor.

b) Arrow-head of bronze with tour-sided head, long

tang Badly corroded Length 9 7 Floor.

15 Straight, narrow bronze pin without head Broken

Length ib.i Floor.

lb. Plain White \’H shallow, wide b(n\l with base-ring;

Hat, drooping, down-turned rim Diam. 25 4 — abb

17. Stroke Polished I (VI) small, urn-shaped amphoriskcis

with depressed bod\ , base-ring, no neck; raised,

splaying nm; ridge below rim; two horizontal, up-

turned loop-handles on shoulder. Height S.o. - 275.

iS Arrow-head of bron/e, as No 14 b. Length i . I'looi .
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19. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 14 a, but with tang

preserved and a collar between tang and blade. Length

9.0. Floor.

20. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 19. Part of tang missing

Length 7.4. Floor.

21. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 14 b. Length 8.6. Floor.

22 . White Painted \ I oval jug with base-ring; ridge below

neck; concave neck, “metal-knobbed*' handle from neck

to shoulder; bull’s protome on shoulder opposite the

handle. Decoration is entirely worn out, and can only

be traced by some faded lines round belly; painted

after baking. Height 26.7 — 270.

23. White Painted VI jug, as Xo. 22. Encircling lines round

body and base; wavy line round neck. Painted after

baking. Decuiation worn. Height 27.5. Floor.

24 Polychrome (VH) oval jug with high, curved base;slightlv

conca\e neck, “metal-knobbed” twin-handle from neck

to shoulder; bull’s protome on shoulder opposite the

handle. Red and yellow encircling lines and bands

round rim, neck, and base; black wa\w lines on red

ground, on body; black and yellow leaf-ornaments on

neck, shoulder, and belly; similar zigzag line below

neck. Painted after baking. Height 34.0. Floor.

25. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; no

neck; splaying nm; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height ii.o. — 278,

26. Plain White VII deep bowl with rounded outline;

flat base; swollen nm. Height 12.8. — 263.

27. Plain White VII bowl, as Xo. 16. Diam. 28.5. — 265.

28. Pick-axe of iron widening towards the missing cutting

edge; shaft-hole in the middle; curved pick at the back.

Length 15.5. — 265.

29. Iron dagger with thin, leaf-shaped blade with midrib,

pointed end; double-curved sides; top of blade

strengthened by a fillet; thin, straight tang ending in

a thick, conical knob. Remains of the wooden sheath.

Broken in three pieces. Length 3S 5. — 270.

30. Stroke Polished II (.VII) disc-shaped plate with moulded

b.tpe; wide, flattened nm; two string-holes through rim.

Diam. 24.7. Floor.

31. Five arrow-heads of bronze; four, as Xo. 14 b; the

fifth double-curved, with four-sided head. Length

10.4; 8.9; 10.2; 9.4; 49. Floor.

32. Two arrow-heads of bronze, as Xo. 14 b. Length 8.5;

8 6. Floor.

33. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 19. Tang bent. Length

13 S. Floor.

34. Plain White \ I shallow bowl with flat base; in-curved,

thickened nm; no handle. Diam. 11.7. —• 260.

35. Black (dazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Graffito on base (see

Appendix \ ). Diam. 15.3. — 271.

36. Black Glazed bowl (C. 5). Rich, impressed palniette

ornaments. Diam. 10.o. — 2b8.

37. Straight iron knife with one cutting edge; pointed end;

flat tang pierced by two rivets. Traces of wood still

\isible at tang. Length 23.8. — 270.

38. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Graffito on base (see

Appendix V). Diam. 12.5. — 270.

39 Stroke Polished I (VI) — II (VH) jug. as Xo. 12, but

with depressed, oval body. Height 19.0. Floor.

40. a) Plain White VI amphora with knobbed base; slightly

splaying neck; swollen rim; handles from neck to

shoulder. Height 32.5. Floor.

b) Plain While VI ciicular lid, slightly concave with

central, flat boss. Diam. 9.0. Floor.

41. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; concave

neck; splaying nm; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 13.8. Floor.

42. Black Glazed bowl (C. i). Plain. Diam. 10.3. Floor.

43. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. ii.o. Floor.

44. Stroke Polished I (VI) globular, depressed jug with

base-ring; short, concave neck; curved funnel-mouth

with in-bent rim; moulded handle from neck to

shoulder; ridge around neck. Height 16.5. Floor.

45. Iron knife with thin blade and tang. Incomplete;

broken. Length 13.6. — 260,

46. Phiin WTite VH cylindrical torpedo-pithos with pointed

base; ridge below neck; conical shoulder; splaying rim;

vertical handle below shoulder. Height 68.5. — 205.

47. Black-on-Red V (VH) globular jug w'ith high, curved

base; swollen, tapering neck; pinched, narrow* mouth;

handle from rim to shoulder. Framed, w’avy lines

round neck; intersecting, concentric circles round

body; dotted line below neck; wavy line along handle;

sling-ornament below handle; a flower ornament as

front decoration. Height 143. Inside Xo. 48.

48. Bichrome VI globular urn wdth base-ring; no neck;

splaying rim. Encircling lines round neck, shoulder,

and body; wavy line below shoulder. Height 14.3.

Floor.

49. Plain White Vll bowl, as Xo. 26. Height 10.5. Floor.

50. Stroke Polished I (VI) jug, as Xo. 44. Height 16.2.

Floor.

51 . Stroke Polished I (VI) jug, as Xo. 44, but with globular

body. Height 22.2. Floor.

52. Iron stngil, fragmentary. Floor.

53. Plain White VH sack-shaped jug with flat base; concave

neck; splaying rim; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 12. 1. — 256.

54. a) Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 19. Length 11.6.

b) Four-sided arrow-head of bronze with straight sides;

pointed end; narrow tang. Length 8.7.

c) Four-sided arrow-head of bronze with double-

curved sides, pointed end; narrow' tang. Length
10. 1. Floor.
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The diagram shows that the earlier interment of the first burial period is represented by a

majority of pottery of Type VI, and some specimens of d ype \ II assigning the interment to

the early part of Cypro-Classic II; the later interment of the first burial period is represented

by four specimens of Type VI, and four specimens of Type \ II assigning this interment to

about the middle of Cypro-Classic II. Only one specimen of pottery (pithos No. 46) belongs

to the second burial period. The pithos is of Type \II: Plain White \ II, assigning this

second burial period to Cypro-Classic II. On the evidence of this single vase it is not

possible to decide to which part of Cypro-Classic II this burial belongs, but a priori it

must be later than the last interment of the first burial period and thus wc are able to assign

the second burial period to the later part of Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 44 (Figs. 120; 121; 123: 1—5)

Length Width Depth Height

2.00 1.30 —
0.42 1-74

— —

Chamber 2.63 2.95 — —
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Fig. 121. Marion. Tomb 44. Chamber, with finds /« iv'/i/. Fig. 122. Marion. Tomb 45. Chamber, with finds f//

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather short and shallow shaft, widening at the back with nearly vertical

walls, descending bv one high and one ordinary step to an approximately horizontal floor

area in front of the door. The upper part of the door has fallen in and the door-packing was

rather loosely built of rubble, based on the bottom layer of the dromos-filling. The stomion

is very wide and short, opens approximately in the longitudinal axis of the chamber, and the

level of its floor is appro.ximatelv the same as that of the chamber. The chamber is trapezoidal

in shape with a niche-like cutting in the back wall. The floor slopes very slightly from the

stomion to the centre of the tomb, and from there it is horizontal to the back wall. The

roof has completely collapsed, but must, on account of the thin rock, have been nearly

flat. In the west side wall a loaf-shaped niche is cut into the rock, 0.25 m. above the floor-

level.

STRATIFICATIOX

The filling of the dromos consisted of a layer of chavara at the bottom, covered bv a layer

of sand and chavara

;

and a top layer of sand and clayey earth mixed with sand. The differ-

ence between the bottom layer of chavara and the medium layer of sand and chavara,

and the fact that the door-packing was based on top of the bottom laver indicate two burial

periods. This was proved by the stratification in the chamber. The layers in the chamber

were composed of:

1. Clavey earth mixed with sand.

2. A heavy, horizontal layer of rock debris, with large pieces of rock from the collapsed

roof and walls of the chamber.

3. A burial layer (2nd burial period).

4. Horizontal layer of sand, gravel, and smaller stones.

5. Burial and culture stratum, covered by fine sand (ist burial period).

From this it can be concluded, that there was a sudden collapse of the tomb just after

,the second burial period. The objects of the ist burial period were found on the floor.
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those of the 2nd burial period at a level varying between — 78 and — 95. The finds of the

2nd burial period are Xos. i, 41, 42, 46—50, 55. The remainder belongs to the ist burial

period.

BURIALS

There are scantv remains of two skeletons belonging to the first burial period, one in the

niche and the other along the east side wall. Judging by some of the tomb-gifts (knives and

strigil), the bodies seem to have been male. In the centre of the chamber, a female body

must have been buried, as gilded hair-rings were found there, but of the skeleton no remains

could be traced. Rather rich tomb-gifts were given to the deceased; a fine deposit of Attic

potterv and bronze tools, placed in a large bronze bowl, should especially be noticed.

In the second burial period there was onlv one interment. Scanty remains of a skeleton

(the right femur) were found near the back wall. After this last interment, offerings were

brought to the dead in large amphorae and other pots; the amphorae were placed upside

down in the dromos-filling, close to the door (cf. above).

FINDS (groups: pus. lv, 3,

D r o in o s

1. Bichruiue Red II (\’) ^.hallow, wide b*.>\vl with slichtly

Ltir\cd sides; basc-nni;, Hat rim, two btnrm-holc> on

nm Black tnancfles on white ground on nm; black

line outside body; black and white circular lines inside.

Diatn. 23.1. — 37.

2. Plain White \l piriform amph(.>ra with knobbed base,

cslindncal neck, swollen nm; handles from neck

to shoulder. Ilei^dtt 63.7. — 54.

3 Red .slip I\’ (\ I) shallow bowl with base-disc; swollen,

in-turned rim. Diam. 14 S. — 48.

4. Plain White \’I o\al amphora with base-rirm; slopintr

shoulder, c\liruirical neck; swollen lim; horizontal

handles on shoulder. Heiuht 52 o. -- 56.

5 Plain White \’II amphora, similar to No. 4, but with

slender body and tall ne^k. Height 49.8 — 52.

6 Plain While \l amphora, as No. 2. Neck missinu

neicdit45.5 —41

C h a m h e r

1 Plain White N'H sack-shaped jim with Bat base;

c\lindiical bod); conca\e neck; splaxinc run, handle

from nm lo shoulder Ileii^ht 12.7 — 78

2 Black Polished biconical miniature bottle with flat base,

c<)nca\e. narrow neck; swollen nm; handle from nm
to shoulder, lleicdit 4.(). Floor

3. I’lain White VI sack-shaped jui: with flat base, almost

cylindrical body; out-turned nm; rather hitth handle

liom nm to shoulder. Height 16. i. F'loor.

4 Plain White VI juu, as No. 3. Heiirht 14 5. I'loor.

". Coarse depressed cdobular jul; with round base; wide,

swollen, conical neck; swollen 11m; handle from nm
to slmuldcr. lleiLfht 87. Floor.

o Red '~^hp I\' (\ I) bowl wilh rounded, somewhat anuular

outline; nairow base; plain nm. Diam. 115. F'loor

Lvi; types: u. of pl. ii)

7. Red Slip IV (VI) wide, shallow bowl with base-ring;

string-holes on flat, slightly down-turned rim. Diam.

22.1. Floor.

8. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with bobbin-shaped

body; flat base; tapering neck; splaying rim; handle

irom rim to shoulder. Height 18.2. Floor.

9. Red Slip IV (VI) bowl, as N’o. 6. Diam. 11.3. Floor.

10. Red Slip IV (VI) shallow’ bowl with fiat base; curved

outline; out-turned nm. Blackish slip. Diam. 8.4. Floor.

11. Red Slip 1 \’ (VI) bowl, as N’o. 10, but with flat, raised

base. Diam 128. Floor.

12. Iron knife with lancet-shaped, pointed blade; one cutting

edge; round tang without rivets, ending in a loop

Length 17.6. Fdoor.

13. Plain White VI piriform, sack-shaped bottle with flat

base; narrow, cylindrical neck; swollen rim; handle

from neck to shoulder. Height 10.3. P'looi.

14. Bichrome Red II (V) oval jug with base-ring; ridge

below neck; concave neck; slightly thickened nm;
“metal-knobbed”, high twin-handle from rim to shoulder.

Black triangles on white ground round nm; white

dotted line below neck; black and white encircling lines

and bands round belly; front and shoulder ornaments

of white dots; black ladder-pattern on handle; sling-

ornaments at base of handle. Height 20.0. F'loor.

15. Plain White \ l jug, as No S, but with slightly piriform

body; small base-ring; sharp shoulder. Height 1 1 .5

Floor.

lO. Iron knife, only tang preser\ed. Length 8.0. P'looi.

17. Blauk Glazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Diam. 8.2. Floor.

18. Plain White \I chalice-shaped, deep bowl with high

base; double-curved outline; two rudimentary, hori-

zontal handler on body. 'Fhe high base is made by

hand Plcight 7 2. P^loor.
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iQ. Wide bronze bowl with flattened bottom; cuned out-

line; plain rim, contracted inwards. The bowl has

been mended m ancient times by means of a bronze

sheet attached to bowl by ruets. Small pieces missmst

on sides and bottom. Diam. 26.5. Floor.

20. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. 1 1 .6 Inside

Xo. 21.

21. Black Glazed bowl (C. 4). Plain. Diam. 11.4. Inside

Xo. 22.

22. Black Glazed bowl (C. 2). Impressed palmette orna-

ments. Diam. 14.5. Inside Xo. 24.

23. Red Figured guttus, Type i. On each side, seated

sphinx with wings, head, and one foreleg raised; arched

tail. Diam. 8.7. Inside Xo. 24.

24. Plain White VI shallow bowl with Hat base; thickened,

in-turned rim. Diam. 12.0. Inside Xo. 25.

25. Black-on-Red IV (VI) wide, shallow howl with rounded

outline; high base; incurved, swollen rim. Diam. 16.4.

Inside Xo. 19.

2(1. Iron fragments. Five pieces, all belonging to different

knives. Inside Xo. 19.

27. Bronze strigil with curved blade, semicircular in

section; horizontal, flat loop-handle. Length 24.1.

Inside Xo. 24.

28. Red Figured bowl (C. 6). Seated owl between two olive

branches on each side of body. Height 8.6. Floor.

29. Plain White VI jug, as Xo. 13. Height 9.8. Floor.

30. Red Slip IV (VI) shallow, wide bowl with base-ring;

drooping, flattened 11m; horizontal handles on rim,

Diam. 23.4. Floor.

31. Red Slip IV (VI) bowl, as Xo. 6. Diam. ii.i. Floor.

32. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain Diam. ii 4. Floor.

33. Black Glazed bowl (C. 3). Rich, impressed palmette

ornaments, and rosettes. Diam. 12.5. Floor.

34. Black Glazed bowl (C. i) Plain. Diam. 10.6. Floor.

35. Bichrome Red II (V) biconical bottle with narrow base;

short, concate, narrow neck, thick, swollen rim, handle

from rim to shoulder. Encircling black and white

lines and bands around belly. Height 13.2. Floor.

36. Plain White VI bottle, as Xo. 13. Height 12.4. F'loor,

37. White Painted VI shallow bowl with base-ring; rounded

outline; horizontal handles below rim. Attic influence.

Black handles, rim, and inside. Diam. 12.4. Floor,

38. Plain White VI jug, similar to Xo. 8. Height 16.3,

F'loor.

39. Bronze strigil, as Xo. 27, but r\ith broader handle and a

simple mounting. Broken. Length 24.2. Floor

40. White Painted VI bowl, as Xo 37. Encircling lines

around rim; red handles; circles inside F'lne surface;

red paint. Diam. 13.0. Fluor.

41. Plain White \T sack-shaped jug, as Xo. 8 Height

17.2. — 83

42. Red .Slip I\' (VI) bowl, similar to Xo. 6. but deeper.

Diam. 12.2. — 88.

43. Plain White VI jug, as Xo, 8. Height 13.2 F'loor.

44. Red Slip IV (\’I) bow'l, as X<). 42. Diam 1 1.4. Xiche,

45. Plain White VI jug, as Xo. 3. Height 16.7. Xiche.

46. Plain White VI oval amphora with base-nm:; slopini^

shoulder; splaying neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles

on shoulder; covered by a wide, shallow bowl. Height

47.0. — 95.

47. Plain White VI small bowl with hat base; rounded

outline; vertical rim. Diam. 8 9. On Xo. 48.

48. Plain White VI piriform amphoia with knobbed base,

cylindrical neck; swollen rim; handles from neck

to shoulder. A red line abo\e base. Height 64,3. — 95.

49. Plain White VI amphora, as Dromos Xo. 4. Rim

missins. Height 45.0. — 92.

50. Plain While VI jutr. similar to Xo. 8. Height 12.0.

— 88 .

51. Plain White VI jug. as Xo. 3, Ilemht 14.8. Floor.

52. Plain White VI oval jug with base-disc; short, concave

neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 16.0. Floor.

53. Plain While VI jug, as Xo. 3 Height ih 2. I'loor.

54. Plain White VI jug. as Xo. 3 Height 17.0. Floor.

55. Stroke Polished I (VI)— II (VH) bowl; imitation ut

Black Glazed bowl. Type A. i. Diam. 10.2. — S7.

56. Two siher hngcr-ring'^. one plain, and om. with bezel.

Diam. 2.0; I 7. Floor.

57. Four, thickly gilded hair-rings of bronze with huteu

ends, overlapping each other Diam. i.i. Fluor.

58. Red Slip IV (VH bowl, as Xo fi Diani 13.4 Floor.

59. Bichrome Rod IT (V) bottle, as Xo. 35 Height 127.

Floor
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the tollowing diagram;
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CHRONOLOGY

We see thus, that in the ist burial period Type VI dominate. Some of these are

characteristically early, and further, a few late Type V (Nos. 2, 14, 35, 59) are represented.

The ist burial period dates, therefore, from the first part of Cypro-Classic I. In the 2nd

burial period Type VI are mixed with single, early Type VII, which assign this burial

period to the end of Cypro-Classic I, or the very beginning of Cvpro-Classic II.

Dromos .

Chamber

TOMB 45 (Figs. 122; 123:6)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

2.02 0.85 — —
c. 3.10 2.20 — —

SHAPE

This tomb was much destroyed and not found intact. The dromos is a short and narrow
shaft, descending by a gradual slope to the door. The upper part of the door has collapsed,

and only one block of the door-packing was in situ. There is no stomion, and the floor

of the dromos slopes gradually down to that of the chamber. The chamber is oblong and
cave-shaped in plan. The back wall was broken through by a hole leading down to another

tomb.
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STRATIFICATION

All the objects, except Xos. 3 and 6 were found on the floor.

BURLtLS

No burials could be traced, but some tomb-gifts in pots, a bronze mirror, and an iron

knife were found in the front part of the chamber and along the east side wall.

FINDS (groups: pls. lvii,

1. Plain White \'II bmall, depre^Ncd jui^ with hat base;

short neck, pinched mouth; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 9.5. Floor.

2. Bronze mirror with flat, circular disc; plain tang.

Diam. 10.5. Floor.

3. Black Glazed bowl (A 4). Plain. Much Avorn . Diam

.

13.5. In the filling, abote flour.

4. Lancet-shaped iron knite with one cutting edge, and

two riiets in flat tang. Top of blade, and end of tang

missing. Length 16.2. Floor.

5. Plain White VII oval amphoia with base-nng, sloping

shoulder; tall, splaying neck; swollen run, horizontal

handles on shoulder. Height 44.5 Floor.

6. Black Glazed bowl {.A 4). Impressed palmette ornaments.

Didin. II. b. In the filling, abo\e fioor.

7. Black Glazed guttus. Type 4. On upper side of guttus

a realistic negro head, frontal; in high relief. Diam.

S.8. Floor.

I, LIX, i; TYPE: L. OF PL. Il)

8. Plain White VII o\al jug s\ith cursed ha-^e, gr(.H)\e

below neck; concave neck; “mctal-knobbcd" handle

from neck to shoulder; bull’s prolome opposite handle.

Height 29 5. P'loor.

9. Plain White VH wide, shallow bowl with base-ring,

flat rim. Diam. 248. I-'loor.

10. Black Glazed bowl (C. 6). Plain Diam. 13.0. I'loc^r.

11. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; narrow,

concave neck, flaring rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 13.2. I'loor.

12. Black Glazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Diam S 4. l'Un.,r.

13. Plain White VI—VH amphora with knobbed base;

c<.)nca\e neck; swollen nm, handles from neck to

shoulder. Height 60 o Floor.

14 Stroke Polished 11 (VII) bowl, imitation of Black

Glazed bowl, d'>pe B. i. Diam 16 2 Abuse No. 15

1 5 . Plain White VI amphora, shape as No. 5 . but w nh shorter,

straight, cylindrical neck, and wider body Fleight

50.7. Floor.

Summing up tbe classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

:
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CHRONOLOGY

The diagram shows that of the Cypriote pottery, three specimens are Type VI, of ^^hicb

one specimen is transitors’ between Tvpes VI and VII and five specimens are Type VII,

which indicates that the tomb dates from the middle of Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 46 (Fig. 126: 4, 5)

Length

2.64Chamber

SIZE

Widlh

2.08

Depth Height
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SHAPE

The tomb is situated on the hill-slope and has suffered badly by the erosion of water.

The whole dromos is swept awav as well as the upper part of the chamber. The chamber is

roughly trapezoidal in plan, with a loaf-shaped niche cut in the east side wall, about o.oS

m. above the floor-level. The floor of the chamber is horizontal.

STR.\TIFIC.\TION

The layers in the chamber were composed of a bottom stratum of burial and culture

earth and a covering layer of rock debris from the collapsed roof and walls. Only one burial

period is represented and all the finds were on the floor.

BURI.ALS

At least two burials have taken place in the chamber, one in the niche, and the other on

the rock floor below it. The bodv buried in the niche was fewiale, and was adorned with

two silver rings with bezels, on the fingers; four earrings and two spiral hair-rings of bronze.

Of the bones only fragments of the skull, the upper extremities, and the feet are preserved.

From their position it can be seen that the body had probably been placed in an outstretched

position with the head to the north end of the niche. The body buried on the floor below

the niche was male, pro^•ided with an iron knife. Of the bones only scanty remains are

preserved. The tomb-gifts were arranged around this latter body, in the middle of the

chamber, in the south-west corner and along the north rock wall. The find of a bronze

mirror among the tomb-gifts in the centre of the chamber seems to indicate that a female

body had been buried there. No remains of it, however, were preserved.

FINDS (groups: PL. LVII, 2 ; TYPES: L. OF PL. Il)

1 Twd) siher nnoer-niiys ^\ilh bezels.

2. I’wo plain, spiral earrings, of bronze. Length 3.1.

3. 'r\so pairs of leech->hapeJ carring> ot bronze.

Length 2.6. Floor.

4. Red Slip l\' (VI) shallow bowl with base-disc; double-

curxed outline; out-turned rim. Diam. 9.5. FKkh'.

5 Plain While \'I biconical bottle with fiat Kise; sloping

shoulder; eonca\e. narru\\ neck; swollen run; handle

from nm tf) shoulder. Height 6.4. Floor.

Red Slip IV (VI) wide, shallow bowl with base-ring;

fiat, thick nm with grooxed lines and two string-holes.

Diam. 23.5. On No>. 7, 8, y.

7. Black (dazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Diam. 8.() l-'Ioor.

S Red Slip IV (VI) bowl with narrow' base-disc
;
rounded

outline, straight, or slightly in-turned nm Diam.

I 1 .4. Floor.

o Plain White VI cup-shaped bowl with fiat base; straight

^idc^. Diam. 7.5. Floor.

ic. White Painted VI urn with rounded outline; fiat base;

no neck, splaxing urn Ericii cling lines round lim and

bodv, two waxy lines aboxe belly. Height 126. Floor.

Red Figured lekyihos (B. 3) A goose standing erect

with raised wings; sunk head; a conventionalized

flower ornament to the right. Height 11.3. F’loor.

1 2. Red Slip IV (VI) bow'l, as Xo. S. Diam. 11.6. Floor.

13. Bronze mirror with fiat, circular disc, shoil, broad

projection; narrow tang. Diam. 10.3. Floor.

14. Black Glazed bowl (A. 6). Plain. Diam. 14.0. Floor.

15. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with fiat base,

rudimentary neck; splaying nm; handle from rim to

shoulder. Height 13. i. Floor.

i(). Red Slip TV (VI) bowl, as Xo. 8. Diam. 12.0. Floor.

17. Black Glazed bowl (A. 7). Impressed, double rosettes

inside. Diam. 12.6. On Xo. 24.

18. Black Glazed bowl (C. i). Plain. Diam. 11.2. Floor,

ly. Plain White \l depressed urn xvith base-disc; very

wide, coneaxe neck, Haring nm; two knobs on rim

Height 7.2. Floor.

20. Plain White \I shallow howl with fiat base; in-turned

nm. Diam 120. On Xo. 24.

21. Black Glazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Diam. y.y. (_)n Xo. 24.

22 White Painted \I uxal jug with curxed base; coneaxe

Diam. i .5. Floor. i i

Floor.

Broken.
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neck; nvin-handle with “metai-knobs” from neck to

shoulder; seated figurine with miniature jug opposite

the handle. Encircling lines round rim, neck, shoulder,

belly, and base; badly worn. Some paintings on handle

and figurine. Painted after baking. Height 41.0.

On No. 24.

23. Black Glazed guttus. Type 4. Bad glaze. Plain. Diam.

9.6. On No. 24.

24. Bichrome Red II (V) wide, shallow bowl with base-

ring; fiat, drooping nm. Black triangles on white

ground round rim; black and white, circular lines

inside. Diam. 32.2. Floor.

25. Black-on-Red IV (VI) globular jug with curved base;

swollen, tapering neck; rim and handle missing; prob-

ably pinched mouth. FVamed, wavy bands round neck;

dotted line below neck; intersecting, concentric circles

on body; wavy line on, and sling-ornament below, the

handle; small front ornament of a conventionalized

fiower. Height 11.8. Floor.

26. Plain White VI jug. as No. 15. Height ii o. Floor.

27. Plain White VI piriform amphora with knobbed ba-sc:

e\lindrical neck; sw.illen nm; \ertical handles from neck

to shoulder. Red line above base. Height 60.0. Floor.

28. Plain White VI oval amphora with base-ring; horizontal

handles on shoulder. Neck and nm missing. Height

32.5. Fluor.

29. Red Slip IV (VI) bowl, as Xo S. Diam 12. S. Floor.

30. Black Glazed bowl (-\. il. Plain. Diam. 8.5. F'loor.

31. a) Leaf->haped iron knife with long, pointed end:

one cutting edge; long, tapering tang with six rivers

for fixing wooden handle, arranged m a line.

b) Knife, as No 31 a. but shorter and straight tang with

four rivets arranged as an inverted Y. Point missing.

Broken. 34.1; 23.0. F'loor.

32. Plain White VI bowl, as Xo 20. Diam ii 3. Inside

No. 33-

33. Plain White VI bowl with high, narrow base; round

outline. Incomnlete. Diam. 12.6. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The classification of the Cypriote pottery shows that Type VI are predominant. This

assigns the tomb to the later part of Cvpro-Classic I, and with this dating, the style of the

Red Figured pottery found in the tomb agrees.

TOMB 47 (124; 125; 126: I—3, 6)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 2.55 1.20 i.<S8 —
Stomion 1.05 0.68 — 1.36

Chamber 3.05 2.65 — ~
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Fisj. 134. Marion, Tomb 47, dromos. Fig. 125. Marion. Tomb 47. The chamber, with finds in situ.

SHAPE

The dromos is a basin-shaped shaft with nearly vertical walls, descending, in front

of the door, by one shallow and one deep step. The door has an arched roof. The
door-packing, consisting of a rectangular slab and some loosely built rubble, is not

founded on the rock, but on a floor of chavara in the filling of the dromos, and thus

covers only the upper part of the doorway. The stomion widens towards the chamber.

It opens on to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis, and its floor slopes grad-

ually down to that of the chamber. At the level of the chavara floor mentioned above,

a flat slab of stone was placed inside the door-packing as a threshold. The chamber is

roughly trapezoidal in plan, with slightly curved walls and rounded corners. The floor

is horizontal and the roof has entirely collapsed, but from cuttings in the rocks it can be

reconstructed as a barrel-shaped vault.

STRATIFIC.ATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of gravel and smaller stones in

front of the door. Above that a floor of chavara, hard packed; and at the top a thick laver

ot homogeneous chavara. The layers in the chambers were composed of:

1) A heavv laver of rock debris from the collapsed roof.

2) Three successive burial and culture strata, the one above the other.

3) A floor of hard packed chavara.

4) A horizontal filling of gravel.

5) A bottom stratum of burial earth close to the door covered bv a wedge-shaped laver

of infiltrated gravel and smaller stones from the bottom laver of the dromos.
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It is thus evident that two burial periods are represented, the first by the burial stratum

on the floor, and the second by the successive burial strata on the floor layer of hard packed

cJiavara. The preserved door-packing belongs to the second burial period, as it is founded

on the cJiaz-ara floor.

The objects found on the floor are the following: Nos i, 55—58, 61— 63. These finds,

therefore, belong to the first burial period. The remainder belong to the second burial

period. Of these. Nos. 3, 8— 12, 18, 19, 21, 49, 52, found at a level of — 70 to — 86,

belong to the first part of this burial period. Nos. 2, 6, 7, 13—17, 22, 28, 29, 31—48,

50, 53, 54, 60, found at a level of — 60 to — 68, belong to the second, and Nos. 4, 5,

20, 23—27, 30, 51, found at a level of — 52 to — 57, belong to the third part of this

burial period. As regards the lamp No. 59, which was found at a level of — 10, it mav
have been placed in a hollow in the surface of the rock, and when this collapsed it

slipped down with the rock debris.

BURIALS

The remains of all the burials are only preserved by thin lavers of burial earth. No
remains of bones were left. From the position of the tomb-gifts it seems certain that

at least three, probably four bodies were buried in the second burial period: one male

body near the east side wall, provided with a strigil of iron, and an alabaster urn of oil;

another male body near the west side wall, provided with an iron knife; a female body
in the centre of the chamber, with tomb-gilts of a bronze pigment-rod for painting

the face, and a bronze mirror; probably a fourth body, a female, was buried along the

back wall, to judge from the finds of two iron rings a and hair-ring of silver, in the

south corner of the chamber.

In the first burial period, there are remains ol two burials. The tomb-gifts are much
poorer than those of the second period and consist onlv of a number of pots. The
bones of the skeletons are entirely destroyed like those of the second burial period, and

nothing can be said about the position of the bodies.

FIXD.S (groups: pls. lviii, I,

1 . Painted “Ionian" open, shallow bowl with base-rintr,

small out-turned nm; two horizontal loop-handles

below nm. Encircling bands round nm and body;

black handles and part of inside; circular lines on the

bottom Somewhat lustrous, dark brown paint Diam,

14 2. I loor.

2 Hammered bronze nail ^^lth polygonal section; knob-
;

head Hooked and purposely bent. Length 5.3. — 68.
I

4.

\\hite Painted VI o\al amphora with base-rini^; sloping
|

shoulder; tall, cylindrical neck; swollen rim; hori-
'

zontal handles on shoulder Encircling lines and bands '

round nm. neck, shoulder, and below belly; black

handles; irieze ot con\ entionalized flowers between

handles Height 49.5. — 72.

4. Plain \\ hue open, saucer-.shaped lamp; rudimentarv base-

iing, pinched \\ ick-holder
,
flaring rim. Diam. 12 5. — =;7

5. Plain White \I sack-shaped jug \Mth tapering bod\
,

LIX, 3; types: l. of pl. ii)

flat base, out-turned rim; handle missing. Height

* 5 *5 • 57 •

6. Red Slip IV (\ I) bo\\l with rounded outline; narrow

base; slightly in-turnud rim. Diam. lo o — ft,.

7. Black Glazed bocvl (.A. 4). Plain. Diam. 9.0. Below Xo. 6.

8. Plain White VI piriform bottle with flat base; cvlmdncal,

short, narrow neck; thick, swollen rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. Heiuht 9.0. Inside Xo. 9.

9. Black Slip VI bowl, imitatms; .\ttic bowl, Type B. 1

Diam 12.5. Inside Xo. 10.

10.

Red Slip I\ (\I) shallow bowl with base-rinc;; double-

curced outline; out-turned, swollen run. Diam it 2.

Inside Xo. 1 1

,

II Red Slip I\ (\ I) bowl, as Xo. 10. Diam. 13 2. Inside

Xo, 12.

12. Red Slip I\' (VI) bow 1 , as Xo. 10. Diam. 13.9. —70.
13. Narrow, cur\ed iron strigil, with broad handle, ending
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in a narrow, turned-back tanu, fixed to the blade bv a

bronze rivet. Broken. Lentith ;c.4. — 66.

14. Plain White lamp, a^ Xo. 4. Di.im. (j.o. --tic.

15. Black Glazed bowl (,B. i). Plain. Diam la.h. — oo

16. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. ii.h. — 60

17. Plain White VI jua, as Xo. 8. Ilciuht 92. — f)^

18. Bichrome Red III (VI) Gobular jug with high, cur\ed

base; swollen, tapering neck, pinched mouth; high twin-

handle from rim to shoulder. Dotted and waw lines

round neck, concentric circles on both sides of bodv;

tiny front ornament with a flower motif. Dark Molet

colour IS used on the sides. Height 16 5. — 76.

19. White Painted \ I o\al jug with base-ring; wide, con-

cave neck; haring rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands round rim, neck, body,

and base; two framed, wa\y lines round neck; wavy

line along handle; slmg-ornament below base of handle.

Bright led paint. Pleight 265. — 78.

20. Bichrome Red II (V)—III (VI) jug, -as Xo. 18, but

with taller, less swollen neck. Encircling lines round

neck; black line with white dots below neck; black

and white intersecting, concentric circles round body;

transverse lines on handle; sling-ornament below base

of handle. Height 197 — 57.

21. W’hite Painted VI small, sack-shaped jug with Hat base;

concave neck; haring rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling line round rim. Bright red paint. Height

6.7. Inside Xo. 19.

22. Plain W’hite VI piriform amphora with knobbed base;

wide body; cylindrical neck; swollen rim; handles from

neck to shoulder. Height 59.5. — 60.

23. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with hat base;

rudimentary neck; out-turned rim, handle from nm
to shoulder. Height 14.8. — 55.

24. Bronze pigment-rod with narrow shaft, swelling at one

eod; small spoon-shaped ca\ity in the other. Paint

found close by. Length 15.5. — 52

25. Bronze mirror; circular disc with one side hat and the

other side with slightly up-turned rim; hat tang, starting

from a projection at the disc. Diam 13.2. — 52.

26. Iron fragment belonging to a knife. Length 7.2. — 52.

27. Black Glazed guttus, Type i. Plain. Diam. 8.6 — 5 --

28. Black Glazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Dkim. 8.3. —-bo.

29. Black Glazed bowl (A 1). Sparse, impressed palmette

ornaments. Diam 8.4. — 60.

30. Iron fragment of a knife. Length 7.5. — 55.

31. Black Glazed bowl (C. 9). Sparse, but fine, impressed

palmette ornaments. Diani. 12,6. — 62.

3-. Black Glazed bowl (G 9), as Xo. 31. Diam. 12.6 -- (12

33 - Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. 12.5. —-62.

34. Black Glazed bowl (C. i). Sparse, impressed palmette

ornaments. Diam. 13.0. Below Xo. 33.

35. Black G-lazed bowl (C. i). Sparse, impressed palmette

ornaments. Diam. ii.i. Belt)W Xo. 34.

36. Red I'igured guttus, T>pe i. Squatting have on each

side. Delicate work. Diam. 8 6. — (>2.

37. Sack-shaped alabaster bottle with shoit. coiKase neck

battened bottom; tw'o knob-handles below neck. Xeck

missing. 'Thin, \eincd alabaster. Length 9.4. — 62.

38. Iron stngil ot usual t\pe .Seceral pieces missing. - 62

39. Black Glazed bowl (B 4) Panels of vertical grooces

on the b.jdy; encircling line ot impressed ornaments

niund the belly. Diam. 9.4. — 62.

40 Ladle of bronze with rounded bottom. cur\cd outline,

tall, tapering handle, sejuarc m section, with hack-

curved top ending in a goose head Length 28 5. — 62

41. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam 12.5. — 62

42. Red I'igured guttus, T'ype i Grouching tiger on one side

with raised tail, and light foreleg, head facing; eagle hying,

on the other. Rough wt)rk. Diam. S.6. Below Xo. 41.

43. Black Glazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Grafhto on base

(see Appendix V). Diam. 8.2. — 62.

44. Black Glazed bowl (A. i) Sparse, impressed palmeiie

ornaments. Diam. 9,5. Below Xo. 43

45. Black Glazed bowl, as No. 44. Diam. S.7. Below Xo. 44

46. Black Glazed bowl, as Xk). 44 Diam. 8 2. Below Xo. 45

47. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. 12.5. — 61

48. Black Glazed bowl (B i) Plain. Diam. 12 S. '---(>2

49 Plain White VI depressed o\al jug with hat base; short,

concave neck; handle from nm to shoulder Rim mi’'S'

mg. Height S 5. — 70.

50. Plain White VI oval amphora with base-ring; sloping

shoulder; tall, splavmg neck; swollen nm; hon/onial

handles on shoulder; covered by a wide, shallow howl

Height 56.0. — 65.

51. Plain White VI amphora, as No 50 Height 5(1.0 — 57

52. Plain White V sack-shaped jug, cvhndiical bodv, ikii

base; no neck, out-turned nm, rather high handle fiom

rim to shoulder. Height 16 .

t

— So.

53 Plain White VI amphora, as Xo. 22 Height 57 5
-- (lo

54. Plain White VI amj-)hora, as Xo 22. Height ()S.o - (>o

55. Plain White V oval jug with base-ring, probablv as

Xo. 5(>, neck missing. Height 17 0. Ploor.

56. Plain White V oval jug with base-ring, tapering neck

pinched mouth, high twin-handle from urn to neck

Height 21.0. Floor.

57. Plain White VI piriform bottle with Hat base, tapering

narrow neck; swollen nm; handle trom nei_k to shouldei

Height 9.5. rioor

58. Plain White VI shallow bowl with Hat base; in-cuived

thickened nm Diam ii 7. Floor.

59 Plain White lamp, as Xo. 4. Diam. 9.S. — 10.

60. a) 1 lorseshoe-shaped finger-iing ot iron with kuge

oval bezel. Diam. 2.4.

b) P'inger-ring of iron, as a), smashed.

c) Hair-ling nf siKcr witli sitiial, overlapping ends

Diam. 1.3. — 60.

(>i. Plain White VI shallow howl with Hat base and splavmg

sides. Diam. 16 o. Floor.

()2. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with liat base; concave,

sliort neck; splavmg run; handle tiom run to shouldei

Height 12.0. Floor.

63 Red Slip i\' (\ 1 ) conical howl with base-disc; lounded,

angular outline, defined nm. Diam 1(10. l looi.

10
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical

data, we obtain the following diagram;

Pott Iron

Red
B1 G1 Plain B1 G1 Impr

Bo\vl Guttus Bowl Gutrus

Bronze Silver
’^I'erra-

coita
Ala-

bastci

_ i ^ M
.

X X ^ ^ « Tf
^ ^ t
^ x

1st burial

period

bj 55 57
56 5 «

;
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1

-I -2 -4

1

' I .

i

-

1

3 iS 9 10 52 8

’nd burial
II 40

period a)
12

3 -I -I -3 -I -2

i i

6 17 2S 7 15 ^9 39 34 31 56 1 3 60 a, b 40 2 60 c 14 37

43 16; 44 ' 35 3 ^ 4^ ; 3 *^
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|

5o'
I33 45 '
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,

;

4M 46 ,

;
'54!

1

fit i

j
,
4S'

i
i i

-I. 1-5 -2 -i'-6 -4 -I -2 -2 -2 -2: -2 -I -

1

‘I -

1

-I

2nd burial

!
1

^0 '

i

'

5 26 24 25 4
j

period c)
23 30

i

1

51
1

-I -3 - I -2 -1 -I -I
i

Uncertain
i

1

burial ; 59
period -I !

CHRONOLOGY

From this classification, it is evident that the two burial periods belong to the same

epoch: Cypro-Classic I, characterized by Type VI of pottery. That the 2nd burial period

represents a later stage of Cypro-Classic I than the 1st burial period, is clear from the

fact that in the ist burial stratum, beside five specimens of Tvpe VI, two specimens of

Type V were found, and an imported Ionian bowl (So. i) of the Late Archaic period. This

assigns the ist burial period to the beginning of Cypro-Classic I. In the first part of the

2nd burial period, there are ten Type VI against one Type V, and in the second and third

parts, only Type VI are represented, which shows that this burial period dates from the

middle, and later part of Cypro-Classic I.
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Fig. 127. Marion. Tomb 48. View of

dromos and chamber, with finds in silu.
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Fig. 128. Marion. Tomb 49. The chamber,

finds in i,iln.

TOMB 48 (Figs. 126; 7—9; 127)

Lenj^th

Dromos 1.31

Stomion 0.92

Chamber 2.08

Di-pth llemht

1.2:;

SHAPE

The dromos is a short staircase shaft, descending by four steps to the door. The door

and the stomion have collapsed, and the door-packing was missing. The stomion widens

slightly towards the chamber, and descends by three steps, continuing those of the dromos,

to the floor of the chamber. It opens on to the chamber approximately in its longitudinal

axis. The chamber is oblong in shape with curved south side wall, straight back, and

north side wall. It consists of a rectangular shaft in the middle, surrounded on three sides

bv rock-cut benches, about 0.40 m.—0.60 m. above the floor-level of the shaft.
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.STRATIFICATION

The fillino; of the dromos consisted of an oblique laver of chavara, covered by a hori-

zontal layer of gravel and clav, which also covered the debris of the chamber. The layers

in the chamber were composed of:

1) A heavy layer of rock debris with pieces of rock from the collapsed roof, covered by

the same laver of gravel and clav, which formed the upper part of the dromos-filling.

2) Debris of infiltrated earth, covering the burial and culture earth in the back part of

the chamber, and overlaying the wedge-shaped laver of infiltrated chaiara (Layer 3).

3) A wedge-shaped laver of infiltrated cltazara from the dromos, close to the stomion.

4) Burial earth on the back wall bench, and a bottom laver of culture earth on the other

benches and on the floor of the shaft.

Only one burial period is represented, and all the flnds were on the floor.

BURL\LS

Only the bench near the back wall has been used for burial purposes. Remains of the

body are only represented by a layer of burial earth. There were no traces of bones. A
small deposit of tomb-gifts and pots was placed in the shaft below the bench.

FINDS (group: PL. LVIII,

1. Stroke Polished II (\'II) jue, as Xo. 2; part of mouth

missins. Height c. 20.4. Floor.

2. Stroke Polished II (\'Il) depressed oval juc with base-

nriLD ridi^e below neck, straight funnel-mouth; mi^uldcd

handle from neck to shoulder. Heisht 21.7. Floor.

V Stroke Polished II (\'[l} juiz, as Xo. 2. Mei'uht iN.o Flo-.r

2; types: l. of PL. ii)

4 Stroke Polished II (VIP) juL^ as Xo. 2. Height 19.7.

Floor.

5. Plain White VII depressed oval jug with base-ring;

ridge below neck; concase neck; wide, fiat rim: handle

from neck to shoulder. Height 13.3. F'loor.

(> Plain White VII jug, as Xu. 5. Height 12.2. F'loor.

Summine up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram

:

Str IV. II (VID PI \\h vn

I 4
-4

5, 6

UHROXOLOGY

The finds arc entirely of Type VH, dating the tomb to the later part of Cypro-Classic II.

'rOMB yq (Figs. 128: 13 1: i, 2)

-SIZE

Length Width Dept'h Height

Dromos '^'30
1 .26

2.74

1.50

Chamber
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SHAPE

I he dromos is a basin-shaped shaft, with nearly vertical walls, descending gradually

to the door. The upper part of the door had fallen in, but the lower part of the door-

packing consisting of rubble was still in situ. There is no stomion. The door opens ap-

proximately in the longitudinal axis of the chamber, and the floor of the dromos slopes

yen’ gently down to that of the chamber. The chamber is of an irrcgidar type, cave-

shaped with the north side wall oblique. The floor is horizontal. In the middle of it there

is a narrow shaft, cut in the rock, 0.72 m. long, 0.22 m. wide, and 0.23 m. deep, below

the floor-level. The roof has entirely collapsed.

STRATIFICATION'

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of sand and cliariiru reaching the

upper end of the preserved door-packing, and a top layer of sand and clay, which also

covered the debris of the chamber. The layers in the chamber consisted of a disturbed

culture stratum at the bottom in which a burial layer could be traced along the north wall

of the chamber; close to the stomion it was covered by a wedge-shaped layer of sand and

chavara infiltrated from the dromos; above that, a thick layer of sandy debris from the col-

lapsed roof, and a top layer of sand and clay, which also formed the top-filling of the

dromos. As the culture stratum was disturbed while the upper layers of debris were intact,

it is evident that the tomb had been robbed before the roof collapsed. The distinct di-

viding-line between the bottom and top layer of the dromos-filling, which is on a level

with the preserved door-packing, marks the level at which the chamber has been entered

by the tomb-robbers.

-All the objects were found on the floor.

BURIALS

Remains of only one burial were found, represented bv the layer of burial earth along

the north side wall of the chamber. The body seems to have been female, as a hair-ring

of silver was found in connection with it. The tomb-gifts were mainly placed in the centre

of the tomb, near its back wall

FINDS (groups: pus. lviii, 3,

I. Biciiiome Kfd III (\'I) globular jug with ba^c-rmL^

twin-handle. Xeck and handle missing. Black and white

concentric circles on both sides ot body; black transverse

lines on handle; black line with white dots below neck;

three pendant strokes below base of handle. Height

10 2. Floor.

2 Black Glazed k\lix, 'l\pe 3. Stem and outside of bottom

black glazed; encircling band below handles, black glazed

handles; encircling lines above handles and around rim;

black glazed inside but for centre of bottom, which is

decorated with a circle atui cennal dot Height S.<;.

Inside Xo. 4 .

Lix, 4; types: l. of pl. ii)

3. I’Ui.i White \'I sack-shaped jug with ba>e-di''C, tapering

upwards; splaying rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 14.0. Inside Xo. 4.

4. Red y*lip 1 \* shallow, wide bowl with flat, laised

base; curved outline; splaving rim pieiced by two ''tnng-

holes Oiain. 18.c. Floor

5. Plain White \ I oval jug with sma.ll, llat, raided base,

short, concave neck; handle trom nm to shoulder. Rim

partly missing. Height 15.2. Fluor.

6. Red Slip 1 \' (VI) shalK'w bowl with ikil, lai-'evi base

curved outline, splaving nm Diam. izo. Floor
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7. Plain White VII sack-^haped jiu with flat base; cylind- 8 Black Glazed deep bowl (C. 6). Plain. Height 0.5. P'loor.

ncal bod\ . C()nca\e neck; spla\in«g nm. handle from nm 9. Hair-ring of silver \\ ith spiral, o\ erUipping ends. Smashed,

to shoulder. Height 14 i. I'loor. Diam. 1.6. Fluor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

:

Pottery
B] Gl. Plain

Bichr K.IIHVI) R SI. IV (VI) PI Wh VI PI Wh VH Bowl Kvlix

C 6 }

Silver

Hair-ring

I 4 - b 3. 5 7 8 ' 2 i)

-I -2 -2 -I -I -I -I

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery types represented are, consequently, nearly all of Type VI, and there is

only one pot of Type VII. The tomb is, therefore, to be assigned to the end of Cypro-

Classic I.

Dromos

Chamber

TOMB 50 (Figs. 129; 13 1
: 3, 4)

l.ength Width Depth Height

1-15 1.05 — —
2.50 2-73 — —

SHAPE

iMost ot the dromos and top of the chamber have been entirely destroyed by the erosion

of water. There is no stomion. The floor of the dromos slopes gently down to that of the

chamber. The door opens on to the chamber approximately in its longitudinal axis. The
chamber is of an irregular, square type with slightly curved walls and rounded corners.

The floor slopes gently towards the back wall. The roof has entirely collapsed. In the

east side wall, a loaf-shaped niche is cut in the rock on a level with the floor of the chamber.

STR.yTIFICATION

The thickness of the earth from the surface to the rock floor did not exceed about 0.85

m. The layers consisted of remains of burial earth along the back wall of the chamber,

a covering layer of clayey earth, and a top layer of surface earth above the level of the rock.

The tomb-gifts have suffered badly from the water. All the objects were found on the

floor except Xo. 18, which was found at a level of ii, evidently raised up bv the water,

which carried in the layer of clav that covered the culture stratum.
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Fig. 129. Marion. Tomb 50. The chamber, with finds in situ. Fig. 130. Marion. Tomb 51. Group
of the finds in situ.

BURL\LS

It could be stated that one burial, represented by a laver of burial earth, had taken place

along the back wall of the chamber. The bodv was female, which is evident from the find

of two silver hair-rings (Xo. 19). The lady was provided with five faience amulets (Xo. 16).

FINDS (groups: pls. lix, 5,

1. Bichrome Red II (V) wide, shallow bowl with base-

ring; straight sides; Hat rim, i\so string-holes. Black

triangles on white eround around rim, black and white

encircling lines and bands inside. Diam. 31.0. Floor.

2. Black-on-Red III (V) biconical bottle with nairow

base-ring; short, narrow, slightly concave neck; swollen

rirn; handle from rim to shoulder. Knciixling lines

and band. Height 11.4. Floor.

3. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with base-disc; no neck;

splaying rim; high handle from nm to shoulder. Height

15.5. Floor.

4. Plain White VI slender, sack-shaped jug with conca\e

neck; splaying rim; handle from nm to shoulder. Height

13.7. Floor.

5. Bichrome Red II (V) osal jug with base-ring; cylindri-

cal neck, slightly splaxing run, “metal-knobbed" twin-

handle from nm to shoulder; bull’s protome opposite

the handle. Black lines and bands with white dots

round neck; black paint, sling-ornament below handle;

black ladder-pattern (m handle; paint on protome;

black and white encircling lines and bands round belly.

Height 23.0. Floor.

6. White Painted V biconical amphora with base-ring;

cylindrical neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on

shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round nm. neck,

shoulder, and bod\ , black handles; frieze of sparse,

small, concentric circles, separated by bundles oi lancet-

shaped, vertical lines on shoulder. Different thick-

LX, 1; types: l. of pl. ii)

nesses of paint give a bichrome eifect. Height 30.2

Floor.

7.

Plain White V sack-shaped jug, as Xo. 3 Height 15.0.

Floor.

S. Bichrome Red II (V) jug. as No. 5, but with twin-handle

from neck to shoulder; similar decoration, but with

small, sparse, concentric circles, hanging, white dotted

rosettes, and black c<inv entionalized Tree-ornament on

shoulder; u ring ot black tuangles on white ciound

around nni, white doited sling-ornaTneni ending in

concentric circles. Height 2g.6. Floor.

9 Black Figured k\lix ('IVpe i) Fne/c of alleinating

purple and black palmettes and lotus buds butween

handles. Incisions mark th^ leaves ot the palnieitcs.

I Right 8 () Floor.

10 Bichrome Red 11 (\ ) biconical amphoia with basc-

ling; tall, slightly concave neck, swollen 11m. hori-

zontal handles on belly Black and while enciruling

lines and bands round run, neck, shoulder, and bodv,

white dotted, black lines below nm and neck; tiieze

of bundles of black and white, vertical lines between

handles. Height 15,8. Moor

II. Bichrome Red II (V) oval amphorlskos with ba-«.e-ring,

hoiizontal handles on shoulder. Neck mi''Sing. Dcc,-

ratum as No. 10. Height 145. Floor.

12 Bichrome Red II (\ )
jug, shape as No. 5, but with a

vague, moulded line below nm No I'uotome A black

wavy line on white ground below run; similar white
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line round neck; bhck ladder-pattern on handle; pend-

ant strokes below it; encircling bands round belly

and body; fionr ornament of two vertical strokes from

below neck to belh . Height 24.0. Floor.

13. Red Slip III (V) shallow, wide bowl with base-ring;

flattened, drooping rim. Diam. ai.5. Floor.

14 Bichrume Red 11 (V) oval jug with base-ring; concave,

tapering neck; pinched mouth; high t\Mn-handle from

rim to shoulder. Black line with white dots round neck;

black and white, concentric circles on both sides of

body; white, transverse strokes on handle; pendant

strokes below it; front ornament of white dots. Height

16.0. Floor.

15. Red Slip III (V) deep plate with wide base-ring, rounded

outline; wide, spla\ing rim with two string-holes. Diam.

27.Q. Floor.

16. a) Wzat eye of blue faience. Incrusted ins of black

stone. Eyelids in relief. Eyebrow striated. Length

2.9. Width 1.7.

b) Statuette of blue faience representing Bes, standing

with legs widely parted. On his head a crown with

three uraei. Height 1.9. Width 0.9.

c) Statuette of blue faience representing the cow-

headed goddess Hathor sitting. Between the horns

is a sun-disc. Height 2.3. Width 0.6.

d) Statuette of blue faience representing the Nile-god-

dess and goddess of pregnancy Toeris in her usual

form of a pregnant hippopotamus with hanging breasts.

Height 3.0. Width 0.6.

e) Amulet of blue faience representing the god Xe-

fertum standing with left leg advanced; arms stretched

along sides. He is nude e.Kcept for a pleated kilt. On
head a papyrus crown with two high feathers emerging

from top. Height 3.3. Width 0.8.

17. Red Slip III (V) depressed jug with narrow base-ring;

wide, conca\e neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

8.0. Floor.

18. Bichrome Red II (V) wide, shallow bowl with base-

disc; flat rim; one string-hole. Black triangles on white

ground around rim; black, encircling band, and wavy

line inside. Diam. 30.5, 7- 1 1 •

19. Two circular silver hair-rings with overlapping ends.

Diam. 1.2. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

P 0 t t e r y Sliver 1

i

Faience

Bichr R
(V;

II Bl.-on-R III

(V)
R SI III

(^•>

B. F.

Wh P V P! Wh V PI Wh VI Kylix Hair-ring Amulet

1

Type I

6 I. 5. 8,

II, 12,

iS

10 2

14
'

13 15- 17 3- 7

1

1

4
1

9 19 1 16

-I -8 - I -3 - 2 ' -I -I -I -I

CHRONOLOGY

As shown bv the classification of the pottery, Type V dominate, and only one specimen

of Type VI is represented. IMany of the vases of Type V are characteristically late in style.

The tomb is therefore to be assigned to the very end of Cvpro-Archaic II.

TOMB 51 (Figs. 130; 131: 5, 6, 7, 8)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 313 0.68 2.30 —
Stomion 0-49 0-59 ~ 0.86

Chamber 0.86 0.87 — 0.88
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SHAPE

The dromos is a verv narrow staircase shaft with vertical walls, descending by seven

steps to a horizontal platform in front of the door. The door is not placed, as usually,

at the lower end of the dromos, but in the right side wall from the platform below the

staircase. The door is rectangular with a nearlv flat roof, and the door-packing consisted

of a rectangular stone slab, surrounded bv small wedging stones. The stomion is rect-

angular in plan, and on the same level as the bottom of the dromos, but o.o6 m. below

the floor of the chamber. It opens on to the chamber in its longitudinal axis. The chamber

is square in plan with rounded corners. Its roof is horizontal, and the floor is curved and

sloping towards the back wall. The size of the chamber is unusually small.

STRATIFIC.XTIOX’

The filling of the dromos consisted of an oblique bottom laver of gravel, and a thick

top laver of homogeneous chavara. In the chamber, there was a thin laver of culture and

burial earth on the floor, only covered bv a small, wedge-shaped laver of infiltrated dromos-

filling in the stomion, and close to it. All the finds belong to one burial layer, and were

found on the floor, or on the burial earth.

BURIALS

There were remains of one burial, represented bv a laver of burial earth along the back

wall of the chamber. The bodv seems to have been male. It was provided rrith iron arrow-

heads, two gold finger-rings, and a deposit of tomb-gifts in pots. On account of the

small size of the chamber, the position of the body must have been seated or squatting,

but as the bones were quite mouldered, nothing for certain can be said about the position.

FIX'DS (croups: PL. LX,

I Red Slip IV (VI) bowl with rounded outline; narrow

base; erect sides and nm. Diam. ii6. Floor.

2. Plain White VI wide urn with base-disc; no neck; out-

turned, straight nm Height 14 o. Floor

3. Black-on-Red IV (VI) globular jug with high, curved

ba>e, swollen, short, tapering neck; slightly pinched

mouth; handle from run to shoulder. Two framed,

wa^ y lines round neck; intersecting, concentric circles

round body; wavy line along handle; sling-ornament

below handle; dotted line below' neck; front ornament

of conventionali;'ed flower on shoulder. Height 15 S.

Floor.

4. Crouching terracotta lion; head turned to the right;

arched, relaxed tail; open mouth; bushy mane. Back

s>ide not weirked. Length 12.7. Floor.

5. White Painted VI o\al jug with concave base; ridge

below neck; concave neck; moulded, '‘metal-knobbed*’

handle from neck to shoulder, bull's protome on shoulder,

opposite the handle. Network-pattern on neck; con-

, 4; types: l. of PL. ii)

\ cntionaliyed flower-ornaments on shoulder; encircl-

ing lines round shoulder and belly, framing a wavy

line; paintings on protome. Height 26.9. I'loor.

6. White Painted VI jug, as No. 5. Encircling bands

round neck, shoulder, body, and base; vertical line on,

and sling-ornarncnt beknv handle; wavy and roughly

dotted line on shoulder; paint on protome and "metal-

knobs". Height 30.S. In No 9.

7. White Painted VI jug, as No. 5, but with a con\ention-

alized laurel-trail, instead of a wa\y line. Pleight

2S 5. In No. 9.

8 Two circular, twisted gold rings with overlapping ends.

Diam. 1.8; 1.9. Floor.

9.

Plain W’hite VI wide, shallow bowl with base-ring;

flat rim. Diam. 28 5. Above No. 10.

10. Plain White VI howl, as No 9. Diam. 27 S. p'loor.

11. Plain White VI bowl, as No 9. Diam. 23.8. P’loor.

12. 'Fwo iron Iragments, probably belonging to arrow-heads.

Above N<* 9.
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

:

P 1) t t u r V Iron ( ; 0 1 d 'V r r r a L 0 t t a

Wh. P, VI H. SI. IV (VI) PI Wh. VI Arrow -head R 1 11 u’ Statuette

'-n 3 I ' 2. 9 10. 11

-I -I -4 -

1

s

-

1

4
- I

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery represented is entirelv of Tvpe VI,

the vases are transitory between Tvpes VI and VII.

end of Cypro-Classic I.

but generallv late in style. Some of

The tomb dates therefore, from the

TOMB 52 (Fig. 131; 9, 10, II, 12)

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber . . . .

SIZE

Lenuth

3-52

0-72

2.56

Width

1-23

0.75

2.85

Depth Hemht

c. 2.75
—

SHAPE

The dromos is a staircase shaft widening very slightly at the back with walls widening

upwards, and descending by six irregular and much worn steps to a sloping area in Iront

of the door. In the north-east side wall, there is a small cupboard cut in the rock. I'he

upper part of the door has fallen in, and the preserved, lower part of the door-packing,

consisting of rather loosely built irregular stones, seems not to be intact. The stomion

is rectangular in plan. It opens on to the chamber in its longitudinal axis, and its floor

descends to that of the chamber by a gentle slope. The chamber is trapezoidal in plan

with the side walls narrowing towards the back wall, and with rounded corners. Its floor

is approximatclv horizontal. Its roof has entirely collapsed. In the north-east side wall,

a loaf-shaped niche is cut into the rock, about 0.32 m. above the floor-level of the chamber.

STRATIFIC.ATIOX

Records of the stratification in the dromos are missing. The layers in the chamber con-

sisted of disturbed burial and culture earth at the bottom, close at the door covered by

a wedge-shaped laver of infiltrated dromos-filling; and in the central and back parts of

the chamber, bv a horizontal layer of silted, infiltrated earth. At the top, there was a

heavy laver of compact rock debris from the collapsed roof. The disturbed bottom layer,

and the looselv b\iilt door-packing indicate that the tomb has been visited by tomb-robbers.
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and the intact layers of debris above the culture stratum show that this robbery was per-

formed before the tomb collapsed, probably soon after the last burial. The robbers have

onlv searched for gold objects, as all the other tomb-gifts were left. A few gold beads

in the niche escaped the robbers, however.

As the culture strata were disturbed, a separation of the finds according to their levels

cannot be made with certaintv. From the stvlistic point of view it seems most probable,

however, that two burial periods are represented (see below).

BURIALS

Diffused layers of burial earth were observed along the walls of the chamber; and in

the niche, some teeth and part of a tibia were found, together with the gold beads

mentioned above, indicating that a female body had been buried there. The remainder of

the finds were accumulated in the centre of the chamber, and in its north corner. The finds

of bronze bracelets (Nos. 13 and 14), an iron finger-ring (No. 17), an iron knife (No. 15)

and a bronze strigil (No. 16), show, that both males and females had been buried on the

floor of the chamber.

FINDS (groups: PL. LX,

Dromos niche

1. a) Plain White \l globular urn with base-ring; no

neck; splaying rim; two rudimentary, horizontal handles

on shoulder. Two impressed lines between handles.

Height 14.2. Floor.

b) Plain White VI fiat bowl with flat base; in-curved,

thickened rim; cover to urn Xo. i a.

2. White Painted VII depressed amphoriskos with base-

ring; no neck; splaying nm; horizontal loop-handles

on belly. Encircling lines around and below rim, and

around belly; ivy trail between handles. Height 11.5.

Floor.

3. Plain White VII sack-shaped, cylindrical jug with flat

base; splaying rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

12.4. Floor.

Chamber
1. Plain White \l biconical jug with narrow base-ring;

wide, concave neck; thickening rim; handle from rim

to shoulder. Height 9.0. — 169.

2. Bichrome Red II (V) oval amphoriskos with base-ring;

splaying neck; swollen rim; rudimentary, horizontal

handles, on shoulder. White and purple encircling lines

round neck and belly. Slip black. Height 13.8. — 169.

3. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with flat base; splaying

rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height 16.0. Floor.

4. Black-on-Red III (V) biconical bottle with narrow

base-ring; narrow, cylindrical neck; swollen rim; handle

from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round

neck and belly. Height 8.8. Floor.

3, 5; types; l. of PL. ii)

5. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; tapering

upwards; splaying rim and slightly raised handle from

rim to shoulder. Height 16.2. Floor.

6. Red Slip IV (VI) conical bowl with rounded outline;

narrow base-rir.g; in-turned lim. Diam. 10.4. — 178.

7. Black Glazed bowl (C. 1). Plain. Graffito on base

(see Appendi.x V). Diam. 10.4. — 178.

8. Black Glazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Graffito on base

(see Appendix V). Diam. 9.3. Floor.

9. Stroke Polished II (VII) deep bowl, imitation of Black

Glazed bowl (C. 6). Diam. 10.4. — 178.

10. Black Glazed bowl (A. 10). Impressed palmette orna-

ments inside. Diam. 14.8. — 178.

11. Plain White VII disc-shaped, flat bowl with flat base;

straight sides. Diam. 16.8. — 180.

12. Black Glazed bowl {A. 2). Plain. Graffito on base (see

Appendix V). Diam. 7.8. Floor.

;
13. Circular bronze ring with overlapping ends, probably

i a small bracelet. Diam. 4.7. — 180.

14. Silver-plated bronze bracelet with overlapping ends.

Ends decorated with flutings. Diam. 5.0. — 180.

15. Long, straight, pointed knife of iron, with one cutting

!
edge and handle fi.xed to tang by three, triangularly

I

arranged, rivets. Length 17.7. Floor.

j

16. Bronze strigil of usual type; fragmentary. I'lcor.

' 17. Horseshoe-shaped iron finger-ring with oval bezel.

Interior mounted with silver plate. Diam. 2.3. Floor.

18. four ovoid gold beads; two of them plain, two fluted.

Length 0.6. Niche.
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The mixture of vases of late Type V, Type VI and early Type VII seems to indicate

that the confused burial strata contained finds from two burial periods, of which the ear-

lier one dates from about the middle of Cvpro-Classic I, and the later, from the beginning

of Cypro-Classic II. The deposit in the cupboard of the dromos dates frcm Cypro-Classic

II, and may therefore be considered as belonging to the later burial period.

TOIMB 53 (Figs. 132; 133; 134: 1— 6)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Heiuht

Dromos 1.80 1.44 2.20 —
Stomion 0-94 0.70 — 1.60

Chamber 3 - 8o 2.10 — I.81

SHAPE

The dromos is a short, and deep staircase shaft, with originally vertical walls, descending

by six steps to a small, horizontal area in front of the door. The roof was curved, but the

upper part of it is somewhat damaged. The door-packing consisted of three rectangular

stone slabs, which are partly moved from their original position. The stomion is rectangular

in plan. It opens on the chamber in its longitudinal axis, and descends to the floor

of the chamber by three steps. The chamber is oblong in shape with straight front, and

back walls, and symmetrically curved side walls. Its floor is horizontal, and the roof is

a barrel-shaped vault with a rock-cut cornice running along the side walls. In the front

part of the north side wall, a rectangular tunnel-shaped niche is cut in the rock, on a level

with the floor of the chamber. When cutting the dromos of Tomb 57, they happened

to pierce a hole through the rock roof of the niche, so that there is communication between



Fig. 132. Marion. Tomb 53, dromos. Fig. 133. Marion. Tcmb 53. View of the chamber.

the niche and the dromos of Tomb 57. The roof of the niche is approximately horizontal

and its roof is curved. The opening of the niche was originally closed by a rectangular

stone slab.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of an oblique layer of chavara at the bottom; above

that a laver of sand and chavara, and at the top a laver of clayev earth mixed with sand.

This laver, and the upper part of the second layer, were mixed with fragments of terra-

cotta sculptures, three stone slabs and a stone sculpture (see below). The layers in the

chamber were composed of;

1) A top laver of dark-coloured, stratified clav.

2) A laver of light-coloured, stratified clav.

3) A laver of dark-coloured, well silted clay.

4) A layer of light-coloured, stratified clay.

5) A horizontal layer of infiltrated sand and clay.

6) An oblique layer of infiltrated dromos-filling, covering the steps of the stomion.

7) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom.

Layers 3, 4, and 5 are infiltrated through the hole in the roof of the niche.

The circumstances of finds show that the tomb had been robbed of its more precious

objects. The robberv must have been performed before the lavers of infiltrated debris

covered the burial stratum, as these layers are intact. The tomb-robbers have entered the
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tomb from the dromos, where the two upper layers of mixed earth marked the refilled

shaft dug bv them, and partly removed the door slabs so that they could slip into the

chamber. There they did their work thoroughly, taking away everything precious. They

turned over the slab which closed the opening of the niche, and deprived a body buried

there (cf. below) of its jewelrv. In the chamber, the robbers searched through the con-

tents of two sarcophagi (cf. below). Two of the covering slabs of the sarcophagus along

the right side wall were turned over and the other sarcophagus along the left side wall was

in a still worse state. Its high, covering slabs had been removed, and two of its side blocks

had been turned over. All the removed, covering slabs of the sarcophagi were found piled

up in a heap, in the south-east part of the chamber. There was only one burial layer, but

the finds were found at different levels owing to the fact that many of them were not

found in their original position. Some of them, which originallv seemed to have been

placed inside the sarcophagi, were removed by the tomb-robbers and placed on the top of

the stone blocks of the sarcophagi
;
and some finds had floated about in the clay and water.

On account of these circumstances, the levels of the finds are without any significance

in chronological respects, and all the finds must be considered as approximatelv con-

temporary.

After the robbery having been performed, the robbers refilled the shaft with earth and

chavara, mixed with fragments of terracotta sculptures, and a piece stone statuette, which

once had formed tomb-statues placed above the chamber (cf. below).

BURI.^LS

Three burials had taken place. Scanty remains of a body of a woman were found in the

tunnel-shaped niche. Of the tomb-gifts, a bowl of lead and alabastrum for perfume, a

pigment-rod of bronze for painting the face, and a bronze mirror were left. Two other

bodies had been buried into two stone-built sarcophagi, the one along the north wall

(Sarcophagus i), the other along the south wall (Sarcophagus 2) of the chamber. The

short sides of the first sarcophagus were built of a single slab of stone, each of the long

sides of two slabs of stones, and the cover of five stone slabs. Inside the sarcophagus, the

bodv was buried in a wooden coffin of which numerous bronze mountings and bronze

nails were preserved. The second sarcophagus was built in the same way, onlv that its

long sides are built of a single, long stone slab. At the west short end of this sarcophagus,

a funeral stele of stone was standing. This stele had been over-turned bv the tomb-robbers.

For the inscription see Appendix V.

As mentioned above, tomb-statues of the deceased were placed on the surface above

the tomb, forming a sculptural tomb-monument. These statues were both of terracotta

and stone. The terracotta sculptures were in a hopeless, fragmentary condition, smashed

by the tomb-robbers, and partly used as filling material in the dromos shaft dug bv them.

The only stone sculpture, representing a married woman (Obj. Reg. Dromos No. i), was

rather well preserved. The sculptures had been placed on a platform of three stone slabs,

which also were found in the filling of the tomb-robber’s shaft, together with the sculptures.
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FINDS (groups; PL. LXI,

D r o m o s

I. Statuette of hard, white limestone. Seated female

figure, attended by a small servant, holding a box.

The face has a mournful e.xpression; high, flat fore-

head; deep-set eyes; brows and ins r.ot marked; straight

nose and small, sensitive mouth, hair dressed in a com-
plicated system of plaits, rising straight up and crowned

by a thick plait form ear to ear, from the back of the

head, the mantle falls over shoulders and bodv; head

slightly bent forwards.

The figure is dressed in a chiton, held together by a

girdle below breasts; the mantle, falling from the head,

covers the arms and lower part of body down to the feet;

folds radiate from the left knee, which is slightly

pressed forwards.

Right hand rests on breast, and holds a lily; left arm,

now missing, rested on the edge of the chair back, and

from the elbow fell perpendicularly, the missing, right

foot has been slightly advanced.

The small servant girl at her right stands erect with

left foot advanced; right hand holds a large bo.v, sup-

ported against the breast, and left arm hangs at the side;

in this hand she holds a cloth; her dress is a simple

chiton, girded at her waist.

The chair has sculptured, moulded legs, and a

slightly rounded, high back. On the seat, there is a

large, soft cushion.

Traces of red on the hair, back of the servant, side

of the chair, and at the base.

Missing: Left arm from below shoulder, right foot,

servant’s head. Chipped right leg. Head found separate.

Height 55.5. Height of servant's figure 27.9.

Chamber
1. Plain White VH ovoid jug with base-ring; tall, cylindric-

al neck; out-turned, defined rim; handle from neck to

shoulder. Height 42.2. — 52.

2. Stroke Polished II (VII) ovoid jug with base-ring; ridge

below neck; funnel-mouth with plain rim; moulded

handle from neck to shoulder. Height 22.7. — 3S.

3. Stroke Polished II (VII) jug, as No. 2. Height 21.0.

— 39 -

4. Plain White VII narrow, piriform amphora with knobbed

shaft-base; cylindrical neck; swollen nm; angular handles

from neck to shoulder. Height 6S.0. On Sarcophagus 2.

5- a) Three bronze nails with flat head; polygonal section.

Length 6.3— 7.3.

b) Three bronze nails with knob-head; square section.

Length 6.6—8.8.

c) Sixteen bronze nails with flat head; square section.

Length 6.0.—9.5.

d) One bronze nail with head missing. Length 8.1. Floor.

All hammered and used for a wooden coffin.

6. F'ragments of ten iron nail heads. Quite deformed by

oxidation. Floor.

, 2; types: l. of PL. 11)

7. Bronze mounting of thick wire in shape of a nn^Jern

stocking-suspender. Length 5 9. Floor.

S Red Slip V (VII) conical bowl with narrow ha8ie; bulging

shoulder; erect rim. Diam 10.6 — 71.

9.

White Painted VII ovoid hydria with base-ring; tall,

slightly splaying neck; out-turned, defined rim, hori-

zontal handles on shoulder; the vertical one from neck

to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round neck,

shoulder, and body; red painted, horizontal handles;

wavy line along the vertical one; sling-ornament below

base of vertical handle. Height 50.0. Floor.

10. Red Slip V (VII) wide, deep bowl with base-ring;

rounded outline; thick, Hat nm. Diarn. 23.0. — 74.

11. Plain White VII jug, similar to Xo. i. Height 442.

— 93 -

12. Plain W'hite VH deep bowl with double-curved out-

line; base-ring; flat nm. Height 10.3. — 95.

13. Plain W'hite VH globular urn with base-disc, no neck,

erect rim; two horizontal, rudimentary handles on

belly. Height 11.5. — 103.

14. Plain White VH depressed jug with sloping shoulder;

tapering neck, handle-ridge; spla\ing rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. Height ifS.2. — 103.

15. Plain W'hite VII shallow bowl with hat ha&e; erect

nm. Diam. lo.o. — 103.

16. Stroke Polished II (VH) jug, as No. 2 Height 23.3 Floor

17 - Plain W'hite VII bobbin-shaped torpedo-pithos with

ridge below' shoulder; concave, conical shoulder; swollen

rim, \ertical handle below shoulder. Height 69. S. Floor.

18. Red Slip V (VH) bowl, as Xo. 8 Diam. ii 9. — fi2.

19. Smelting pot of baked, coarse clay, with sloping sides

and hat base; ovoid depression to contain the metal

Clay coarse and gritty. Baked red-brown in>ide, part

of side broken away. Diam. 23.0. Height 17 o. Floor.

20. Plain White open, saucer-shaped lamp with Hat base,

pinched wick-holder; haring nm. Diam. 8 5. Moor.

21. Sack-shaped alabaster bottle with cylindrical neck,

wide, haring nm; two knob-handles beU>w neck. Fine

alabaster; one side weathered. Length 15 i. Floor.

22. Squat py.xis of lead with battened base, upright, con-

tracted rim; py.xis co\ered by circular lid with central

knob; bent edge. Parts missing. Height 8 i. I'loor.

23. Circular bronze mirror with raised edge; straight tang;

ending in a cur\ed. Hat projection from the disc. 'The disc

is decorated with encircling relief-lines; a female head

of bronze is attached to the disc at the periphery. 'Fhe

head is of a (jreek 4th centurv t\pe; o\al in shape with

round chin; full lips; straight nose on a line with

forehead; thick, curly hair; narrow eyes with modelled

lids. Diam. 16.5. Floor.

24. Pigment-rod of bronze with slightly swollen, pointed

top; ending in a rounded spatula. Length 13 7. Floor

25. Silver coin. Too much destroyed and corroded to be

decipherable. Diam. 2 o Weight 2.68 gr Floor

26. Plain White VII piriform amphora with knobbed
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base; cylindrical neck; defined, out-turned rim; handles

from neck to body. Ileiijht 4S.0 Hoar.

'Three bronze nails with flat heads; square section.

Hammered, and used in a wooden coffin. Length ^.2;

7 I, 67. On Sarcophagus 2.

28 Circular pallet of bronze; fiat, raised ed^e. Circular

relief-lines around the periphery and in centre. Diam.

14.8. On Sarcophai^us. 2.

29. Red Slip V (,VII) bowl, as No. 8. Diam. ii.q.

— 62

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, tve obtain the following

diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY
The pottery is entirely of late Type VII, and dates the tomb to the later part of Cypro-

Classic II. The silver tetrabol (No. 25), found in this tomb, unfortunately does not give

any absolutely sure dating. It is supposed to be from the time of Stasioikos, called the

second, (before 315—312 B. C.), but there might well be a king Stasioikos between the

two kings of that name known; the first one occurs on coins from the later part of the 5th

cent. B. C. This king occurs on the coins together with the name of a co-regent Timo-
charis If the Marion kings were named alternately Stasioikos and Timocharis, there

must have been an intermediate Stasioikos between the two known.

TOAIB 54 (Figs. 134; 7—9; 135)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4.38 1.19 2.43 —
Stomion 0.26 0.68 — 1.25

Chamber 3.80 2.00 — —

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather long staircase shaft, widening slightly at the back with somewhat
upwards splayed walls, descending by eleven steps to a small, sloping area in front of the

door. The middle part of the dromos was destroyed by the collapse of the rock roof of an-

other tomb below. The door is rectangular with a nearly flat roof, which is slightly damaged.
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Fig- 135- Clarion. Tomb 54 , dromos.

r| / -

Fig. 136. Marion. Tomb 57, dromos.

The door-packing consisted of three slabs of stone; one large, rectangular one at the

bottom, and two square ones at the top. The door-packing was intact. The stomion is

rectangular in plan. It opens on to the chamber obliquely to its longitudinal axis and in

the left side cf its front wall. The floor of the stomion descends to that of the chamber bv a

gradual slope. The chamber is of a long, trapezoidal shape, with the side walls narrowing

towards the back wall. Its floor slopes slightly towards the back wall, and its loof has

entirely collapsed. In the back wall a short, rectangular, tunnel-shaped niche is cut in

the rock, at the level of the floor of the chamber.

STRATIFK'.XTION

The layers in the chamber were composed of;

1) A top layer of sand and gravel.

2) A heavy layer of rock debris with pieces of chciTara from the collapsed root.

3) A covering layer of infiltrated clay.

4) A thin layer of culture and burial earth at the bottom.

In recent times, however, a wide shaft has been dug through the debris of the fallen-in

chamber, from the surface right down to the floor. The area thus excavated was found
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thoroughly plundered. Only close to the back wall an intact spot was found with some

pots in situ.

All the objects were found on the floor.

BURIALS

Burial earth of one body was found on the floor of the niche.

FINDS (group: PL. LXI, 3)

1. Stroke Polished II (VII) depressed oval jug with base- 3. Red Slip V (VII) shallow, conical bowl with narrow

ring; ridge below neck; moulded handle from neck to base-ring; raised, splaying rim. Diam. 11.2. Floor,

shoulder. Funnel-mouth missing. Height 22.5. Floor. 4. Plain White VII bobbin-shaped amphora with knobbed

2. Fragment of a Plain White VII amphora with cylindric- base; cylindrical neck; two grooved lines below rim;

al neck. Floor. handles from neck to shoulder. Height 62.5. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram

:

Pottery
1

R. SI. V (VII) Str. Pol. II (VII) PI. Wh. VH

3 I 2, 4
-I “I -2

CHRONOLOGY

These pots being all of Type VII, date the tomb to the later part of Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 55 (Figs. 137: i; 138)

SIZE

Chamber
Length Width Depth Height

3.00 3.02 — —

SHAPE

The dromos of this tomb could not be excavated, as it was situated in a garden. The door

opens on to the chamber in its longitudinal axis. The chamber is roughly square in shape,

with slightly curved walls and rounded corners. In the right side wall, the back part of the

left side wall, and the right part of the back wall a loaf-shaped niche is cut in the rock,

about 0.40 m. above the floor-level of the chamber. The floor of the chamber is approxim-

ately horizontal, and its roof has entirely collapsed. The floor of the niche is horizontal,

and its roof is curved.

STRATIFICATION

No lengthway and transverse sections could be made through the filling of the chamber,

because of +he heterogeneous structure of the debris. It could be stated, however, that there
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Fio. 138. Alarion. Tomb 55. F’inds in situ.

was a stratum of burial and culture earth at

earth, and a heavy laver of rock debris with

The lavers were intact.

All the objects were found in one stratum

I o X

Fi^. 1^9- Alarion. I'omb 56. Finds in silii.

the bottom, covered by infiltrated lavers of

large pieces of rock from the fallen-in roof.

on the floor.

BURI.VI.S

Remains of four burials were preserved. One body had been buried in the niche in the

back wall. Parts of the skull at the right, short end of the niche, and fragments of ribs and

upper extremities were preserved. Below this niche another body had been buried on

the floor of the chamber. The right humerus, the right cubital bone and fibula, the right

part of the pelvis and the right femur were preserved in such a position that it is evident

that the body had been buried in a dorsal, outstretched position with its head towards the

right side wall of the chamber. A third body had been buried along the right side wall of

the chamber in a dorsal, outstretched position, with the head towards the back wall of the

chamber, which is quite e\ ident from the position of the preserved bones of the skeleton

(skull, spinal column and ribs, pelvis, left femur, right tibia and fibula). This body was

male and pro\ icfed with a strigil of iron. The fourth body had been buried along the left

side wall, with its head to the front wall of the chamber. It had also been placed in a dorsal,

outstretched position. Of the bones, parts of the spinal column, ribs, left cubital bone,

left humerus, right cubital bone, fibula, and left femur were preserved. Possibly a fifth

body, a female one, had been buried between the third and fourth bodies to which the

bronze mirror (No. 40) and a bronze pigment-rod (No. 45), should have belonged as

tomb-gifts. There were, however, no human remains in this place. The tomb-gifts were

accumulated in two groups; the bulk in a semicircle around the fourth body, and the re-

mainder in connection with the third body. The second body was onlv provided with a

bronze pigment-rod (No. 20) and the first body, buried in the niche, was without tomb-gifts.
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FINDS (groups: PLS. LXI, 4., LXII, I : types: l. of PL. II

I. Sack-shaped bottle of alabaster with hodv narrouinj^

upwards; short neck; wide, flat nm; projection on
both sides. Ileii^ht 15.0 Floor

2 Black Glazed bowl (A 10). Rich pattern of impressed

palmeltes. Diani. 15 2. On No. 3

3. Black Glazed bowl (A. 10). Rich pattern of impressed

palmettes. Diam. 15.0. Floor.

4 Black Glazed bowl (C. 7). Plain. Height tjh. Idoor.

5. Black Glazed bowl (A. i). Plain Diam. 97. Pdoor.

6. Plain White VII o\al jug with narrow, raised base,

cylindrical neck with handle-ndge, thick, splaying

rim; handle from neck to shoulder. Height ii.o. Pdoor

7. Plain White VII small bowl with curved sides, flat base:

shallow grooves round body. Diam. S 2. Pdoor.

8. Stroke Polished II (\’II) bowl, imitation of Attic bowl.

Type B. i. Diam. 14.0. Floor

9. Iron strigils of usual type; fragmentary. Floor.

10. Stroke Polished II (VII) bowl, imitation of Attic bowl.

Type C. 4. Height 7.4 Floor.

11. Red F'igured guttus. Type 5. Between spout and handle,

a duck or goose with an egg, on opposite sides of spout

and handle, a woman's face in profile; with short curls

of hair falling in front of the ears, and the head bound

up in a ‘’mandilia". Between them, on 1 ., a goose

with wings raised facing a spotted cat crouching 1 , with

right paw raised; filling ornament of scrolls and flower.

Diam. 9.0. Floor.

12. Plain White VI—\'II sack-shaped jug with concave

neck; flat base; splaying nm, handle from nm to

shoulder. Height ii.o. Floor.

13. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. 12.1. Floor.

14. Black Glazed stand (A. ii) Plain. Diam 6.7. Floor.

15. Stroke Polished II (VH) depressed ovoid jug with

base-ring; relief-line below neck; tapering, concave

neck; funnel-mouth; moulded handle from neck to

shoulder. Height 13.0. I'loor.

16. Red Figured guttus, Type i. A ring of roughly made

olive branches around edge. Diam. 9.0, Floor.

17. Black Glazed bowl (C. S). Sparse, impressed ornaments

Circles surrounded by five palmette points. Diam.

14.0. Floor.

18. Black Glazed Attic bowl (A. i). Plain. Diam. 9.2.

On Xo. ig.

19. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. ii.o. I'loor.

20. Bronze pigment-rod with a swelling at each end.

Used for cosmetic purposes. Pieces ut black, white,

and blue paint found close by. Length 14 2. Fl(H»r.

21. Plain White VII conical amphora with knobbed base;

cylindrical neck; swollen nm; handles from nock to

shoulder. Height 62.0. Floor.

22. Plain White open, saucer-shaped lamp with shaved

bottom; pinched wick-holder, flaring rim. Diam 90.

Floor.

23. Plain White VII wide, shallow bowl witli base-ring;

flattened, down-turned rim. Diam. 20.3. Floor.

24 Plain White VH ovoid jug with high, curved base,

cvlindricdl neck; slight ridge belnw neck; moulded,

swollen nm, “metal-knobbed" twin-handle fiom neck

to shoulder; bulFs protome oppiisite the handle. Height

31.0. Floor

25. Plain White VH cvlindrical, slightly bobbin-shaped

torpedo-pithos with conical, concave shoulder; splaving,

swollen nm; ridge below shoulder, vertical handle

below shoulder. Height 700. On Nos 26, 28. 29.

2b. Plain White VI oval amphora with base-ring, cvhndrieal

neck; swollen rim, horizontal handles on shoulder.

Height 41.5. Floor.

27. Bichrome Red I\’ (VII) oval jug with high, curved

base; small ridge below neck; splaying nm, “metal-

knobbed" twin-handle from neck to shoulder; and

seated, female figurine holding a jug on shoulder, op-

posite the handle. Black strokes on white ground around

nm; white network-pattern with black dashes covering

the neck; black and white encircling lines helovv neck

and round shoulder, bodv . and base, white leaf-

ornaments (much worn) on shoulder, black lines along

handle; sling-ornament below base ot handle, black

lines on chest of figurine. Height 28 5 Floor.

28. Plain White VH oval amphora with base-ring; sloping

shoulder, tall, splaving neck; swollen nm; horizontal

handles on shoulder. Height 45 S. Floor.

2). Plain White VH jug, as No 24. Height 32.5 Floor.

30. Plain White \*II amphora, as N*) 21. hut with long

base-knob and taller neck. Height 84 5. Floor

31 Plain White VII amphora, as No. 28. Height 472.

On Nos 33. 3p
32. Plain White VI arnph)ra, as No. 21, but with wide

belly and short base-knob. Height (>30. Flout

33. Plain White VIl amphora, as No. 21, hut with bobbin-

shaped body and short, small base-knob Height ^100

Floor.

34. Plain White VH amphora, as No. 28. Height 4I1.5

Fluor.

35. Coarse sack-shaped jug with flat ha-'C, concave neck,

splaying nm; handle troni nm to shoulder. Height

15 7. Floor.

36. Plain White VII sack-shaped jug with cvlindrical body;

nm and handle missing Height 137. Fluor

37. Plain White VII amphora, as No. 33. Height ^>2 5

Floor.

3S. IMain White \’I— \ H amphora, as No. 28. hut with

wider body and rather concave neck Height 55 o

Floor.

39. Plain White \ 1

1

sack-shaped jug with cvlmdiKal hodv
;

flat base; concave neck, handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 13 o. Flo<)r.

40. Bronze mirror with very thin, circular, flat disc; small,

narrow, moulded tang Diam. ii f) Floor.

41. Black (dazed bowl (.\ 41. Rich, inipiessed palmette

pattern. Diam. 133 Floor.

22
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42. Black Glazed bowl (A. ’I. Plain. Diam. 7.3. Floor.

43. Black Glazed f{uttus, "I'ype i. Plain. Diam. 9.6. Floor.

44. Black Glazed bowl (C. 7). Plain. Heii>ht 9.8. Floor.

45. Bronze pigment-rod with an o\aI swelling at each end.

At one end, black paint still preserved. Length 17.7.

Floor.

46. Plain White VII small, depressed, sack-shaped jug with

cylindrical body; concave neck; flat base; splaying rim;

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 5.8. F^loor.

47. Plain White VI 1 disc-shaped bowl with flat base;

straight sides. Diam. 14.6. Floor.

48. Plain White Vll bowl, as No. 47. Diam. 15.3. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The diagram shows that Types VII of pottery are in majority, mixed with a few Types

VI and VI^—VII assigning the tomb to about the middle of Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 56 (Figs. 137: 2—

6

; 139)

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber

SIZE

Length

3-65

0-33

2.46

Width

1.40

0-95

2.30

Depth

1.62

Height

SHAPE

The dromos is a nearly rectangular shaft, of a medium size, with walls widening upwards;

a combined sloping and staircase shaft, sloping in the upper and lower parts, with two

steps in the middle. The upper part of the door has fallen in, but the door-packing con-

sisting of two stone slabs, surrounded by wedging stones of rubble, was still standing

in situ. The stomion is approximately rectangular in plan and opens on to the chamber in

its longitudinal axis. The floor of the stomion descends to that of the chamber by a vertical

step. The chamber is trapezoidal in plan with the side walls narrowing towards the back,

and with rounded corners. The floor is horizontal; the roof has collapsed, but seems to

have been barrel-shaped.
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STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of chavara, sloping obliquely from

the upper step in the middle of the dromos to the door; above that a layer of sand and a top

layer of chavara. The door-packing was not founded on the floor, but on the bottom layer

of the filling. This fact, together with a marked difference between the first and second layers

of the filling, indicates that the tomb has been reopened for a second burial, and the dromos

refilled again. This was verified by the stratification of the layers in the chamber itself.

These layers were composed of:

1) A thick layer of rock debris from the collapsed roof.

2) Close to the stomion a wedge-shaped layer of infiltrated dromos-filling.

3) A burial and culture stratum.

4) Another burial and culture stratum at the bottom.

Two burial periods are consequently represented. According to the levels of finds (see

Obj. Reg.), the following numbers belong to the ist burial period: Nos. 14—20, 25, 31,

39, 40; and the following to the 2nd burial period: Nos. i— 13, 21—24, 26—30, 32

—

38, 41-

burials

Remains of three bodies were found belonging to the first burial period. They are only

represented by thin layers of burial earth, and no fragments of the bones were left. One

body had been buried within a narrow partition, formed by three slabs of stone in the

north-east part of the chamber; a second body, a female, was buried along the back wall

of the tomb, on the rock floor, and provided with a bronze mirror; and a third was buried

in the centre of the chamber. In the second burial period, three bodies were buried

right over the earlier ones: one within the stone-built partition, just below the top of the

blocks; a second along the back wall and a third one in the centre of the chamber; both the

latter ones at a level of about 0.18 m. below the burial level of the first bod\. Of the first

body, some remains of the bones were preserved (skull, right humerus, ribs, parts of the

spinal column, and the lower extiemities). It was placed \^ith the head to the south short

end of the partition, probablv in a half-sitting position, and with the hands folded ocer the

bieast, which is evident from the fact that two finger-rings of siber \\ere found among

the ribs. Together with these finger-rings, several small silver cylinders with animal protomes

were found. These cylinders probably belonged to a necklace, or a girdle, which adorned

the deceased woman. Of the two other bodies, no bones \\ere preserced and onl\ lasers

of burial earth indicated their place. The second body was female, and had a gold pendant

aj-Qund its neck. The third body was male. An iron knife and a bronze strigil had been

given to him, and a bronze ring decorated one of his fingers. The tomb-gifts were arranged

all round the bodies: within the partition, along its long side, near the back wall, and the

west side wall of the chamber.
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FINDS (groups: pls. lxi, 5,

1 White Painted VI c)\al jim \Mth hiijh base-rinu; ndye

below neck; concave neck; twin-handle from neck

to shoulder, seated hituiine with a juit, on shoulder

opposite handle. Encirclmtj lines round neck, shoulder,

and bodv. wavy line round shoulder and belly; careless

tree ornarnent> and spirals on shoulder; a ^lini^-ornament

below handle; strokes on handle and fisunne. Painted

after bakincr Hen:ht 37.5. Bunal-str. 2

2 Red Slip V larcre, wide, shallow bowl with base-

riniz; Hattened, down-turned nni; tw'O horizontal

handle'' on rim Diam 3g.h. Bunal-str. 2 .

3. Black (dazed bowl (A. ik Sparse, impressed patterns.

Diam () 5 . Burial--str a.

Black Glazed bowl (U I) Plain. Diam. 10.9. Burial-

str. 2

Black Cilazcd bowl (C 1), Plain. Diam. lo.b. Below

No 4

6. Red I'lcrured cuttus. Type i. A crawling dog with

rai'^ed head and forepaw. and arched tail; a swan swim-

ming on the other side. Diam. 8.5. Burial-str. 2.

7 Black (ilazed bowl (B i). Plain. Diam. ii.o. Bunal-

str 2

.

8. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. ii.o. Below

No. 7.

(> Bronze strigil with curved blade, semicircular in section;

horizontal loop-handle ending in a leaf-shaped mounting

attached to blade Mounting decorated with an incised

line around edge. Length 25.5. Bunal-str. 2.

10. Plain White VI—\’I[ o\al amphora with base-ring;

sloping shoulder; splaying neck; swollen rim; handles

on shoulder hleight 45 2 Burial-str. 2.

11. Plain finger-ring of bronze. Diam 23. Burial-str 2.

12. Plain gold pendant, in shape of a piriform vase, with

pointed base Punctured lines round neck and lip.

Loop-mounting for hanging. Length 2.4. Bunal-str. 2.

13. White Grounded lekythos (A 2) Decoration faded but

for some lines on shoulder. Height 1S.6. Burial-str. 2

14. Circular bronze mirror; tang tapering upwards ending

in two Nolutes. Diam. 11.2. P'loor.

15 Bichrome Red II (V)—-III (VI) wide, shallow bowl with

raised, fiat base-disc; broad, flattened, down-turned

rim; two string-holes on rim Black triangles on white

ground around rim; black and white circular lines and

bands, and an encircling wavy line on white ground,

inside. Diam 33 5 Floor.

if) Bichrome Red III (VI) oval jug with raised base-ring;

siiLditK concase neck; “metal-knobbed” twin-handle

from neck to shoulder; figurine with her right hand

resting on ram's head. Black triangles on white ground

round rim, black and white encircling lines and bands

round neck, body, and base; leaf-ornaments round

neck and fiower-ornaments in dotted lines on shoulder;

black transserse lines on handle and “metal sling-

ornament' and pendant strokes below; hair and dress of

figurine painted in dashes and lines. Height 33 4. Floor

LXII, 2; TYPES; L. OF PL. Il)

17. Bichrome Red HI (VI) urn-shaped amphora with

narrow' base-disc; splaying nm; no neck; rudimentary,

horizontal handles on belly. Black and white encircling

lines and bands round nm. shoulder, and body; wavy

line round belly Height ii.i. Floor.

iS. Bichrome Red HI (VI) jug, as No. 16, but the figurine

holding a jug seated on shoulder opposite the handle.

'Phe decoration as No. 16, but with a white wa\y line

round neck, white spirals on shoulder Height 34.4.

Floor.

ly. Bichrome Red HI (VI) urn-shaped amphora, as No

17, but the decoration much worn. Height 12.4. Floor.

20. Plain White VI piriform bottle with narrow, fiat base;

narrow, cylindrical neck; thick, swollen nm; handle

from neck to shoulder. Height 14.0. Floor.

21. Straight, narrow, thin iron knife with thin, broad tang;

three ri\ets arranged in line. Blade partly missing.

Broken. Length 20.4. Burial-str. 2.

22. Black Glazed bowl (A. 1) Plain. Diam. 7.1. Bunal-

str. 2.

23. Black (ilazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. 12.6. Bunal-

str. 2.

24. Black Glazed bow'l (C, i) Impressed palmette

ornaments inside bottom. Diam. ii 3. Below No. 23.

25. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; spla>ing

nm; slightly raised handle from rim to shoulder.

Height lb.3. Flooi

26. Black Glazed bowl (C. 3). Sparse, impressed palmette

ornaments. Diam. 131. Bunal-str. 2.

27. Black Glazed bowl (C. 3). Plain. Diam. 13.8. Burial-

str. 2.

2<S. Plain White VI shallow bowfi with flat base; rounded

outline; in-cur\ed rim. Diam 12.5. Bunal-str. 2.

29 Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. 13.4. Bunal-

str. 2.

30. Red Slip IV (VI) small, shallow, conical bowl with

raised base; flattened, horizontal nm. Diam. 13 5.

Below No. 2Q.

31. Red I'lgured guttus, Type 6. Crouching satyr on one

side and running panther with head facing on the

other side. Rough work. Diam 9 o. Floor.

32 Plain White VI boyl. as No. 28 Diam 12 6. On No. 33.

33. Red Slip IV (VI) bowl with round outline; high, narrow

base-ring; vertical nm. Diam. 10 . q. Bunal-str. 2.

34. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; thi^k,

flattened nm; handle from nm to shoulder. Height

13.2. Bunal-str 2.

35. Plain White VI jug. as No. 25, with flat base; splaying

nm; slightly raised handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 140. Bunal-str 2

3b. Plain White \’I—\'H wide amphora with knobbed base;

conenue neck; two ridges round neck; \c‘rtical handles

from neck to shoulder. Height bi.5. Bunal-str. 2.

37. Plain White \I jug, as No. 25. Height 11.9. Burial-

str 2
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3S. a) Circular fint^er-rmg of iron with oblong bezel. Diam.
2.1. — 130.

b) Horseshoe-shaped fini,rer-rinu of iron with oblon^^

bezel. Broken. Diam 2.h. — 130.

c) 1 wo cylindrical siher pendants ending in birds’

heads. Length 4.0 — 130.

d) Two silver pendants, as above, but ending in lions’

heads. Length 36. — 130,

39.

Red Shp III (V) deep, conical bowl with base-disc;

341

raised small rim, horizontal handles below rim. Diam.

ib.5. Kloor.

40. Red Slip 1 \' (\T) conical bowl with rounded sides;

base-ring; tiat, wide rim with two string-holes. Diam.

141. I’loor.

41. Black Lustrous bobbin-shaped, wide jug with flat base;

conca\e neck; thick, swollen rim; handle from neck to

shoulder. Black \arnish dashed round neck, shoulder,

and handle. Height 16.5 Burial-str. 2.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

We see thus that the pottery in the ist burial period is nearly entirely of Type VI with

two pots of Type V (Nos. 15, 39) surviving; while in the 2nd burial period, beside a majority

of Tvpe VI, there are a few Tvpe VI—VII represented. The ist burial period is therefore

to be assigned to the earlier part of Cvpro-Classic I, and the 2nd burial period to the end of

Cypro-Classic I.

TOMB 57 (Figs. 136; 140; 141; 142: 1—3)

SIZE Length Width Depth I leight

Dromos 4-74 1.47 3-15 —

-

Stomion 0.69 0.74 — 0.97

Chamber 3-79 3-25 — —

SHAPE

The dromos is a shaft of medium size, widening at the back end, with walls widening

slightly upwards; descending bv a gradual slope to the door. In front of the door, the dromos
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has cut through the roof of the niche of Tomb 53 (cf. above). The door has a vaulted

roof. The door-packing was not intact, and consisted of rubble; it closed only the upper

part of the door. The stomion is rectangulat in plan and opens on to the chamber in its

longitudinal axis. Its floor descends to that of the chamber by a vertical step. The chamber

is trapezoidal in plan with the side walls splaying towards the back wall. Its floor is hori-

zontal and the roof has entirely collapsed. In the north side wall, the back part of the south

side wall, and the north part of the back wall, loaf-shaped niches are cut in the rock, about

0.70 m. above the floor of the chamber. Their floors are horizontal and their roofs are

cuiA'ed.

STRATlFIC.'tTION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a rather thin layer of charara at the bottom, a

layer of chavdrd mixed with sand above that, and a top layer of charara.

In front of the door, the top layer and the upper pari of the second layer have been dug

through bv a wedge-shaped shaft, down to the lower level of the preserved door-packing,

indicating a tomb-robbers’ visit to the chamber. This was verified by the circumstances of

finds in the chamber. No sections could be made through the debris of the layers in the

chamber, on account of the undermined position, and heterogeneous structure of the filling

material. It could be stated, however, that there was a single burial layer on the floor,

covered with intact debris from the collapsed roof. This shows that the tomb-robbers’

visit happened before the destruction of the tomb, probably soon after the last burial.

The tomb-robbers have only been able to plunder the contents in the north part of the

chamber together with the niches in the back wall and the north side wall, which were

cleared of finds. The finds in the niche in the south side wall, and the south part of the

chamber were intact (cf. below). After this partial robbery, the tomb-robbers left the chamber.



Fig. 142. Marion. Tomb 57, Plan and P'inds in situ (i); Section (2); Finds 12-15 in situ (3)

Tomb 5S, Plan (4); Sections A-.-\, B-B (5, 6).
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closed the upper part of the doorway with a rather loose packing of stones which was pre-

served, and attempted to make expiation to the deceased by tomb-gifts in six pots

(four jugs and two amphorae), which they placed in the refilled shaft in front of the door.

BURIALS

As stated above, only remains of one burial were left in the tomb. The body was female

and buried in the niche in the south side wall. Of the bones, only fragments of the skull

were preserved at the east short end of the niche. The woman was richly adorned with

gold ornaments: a necklace of 28 gold beads, a mouth-piece of gold, several hair-rings

of the usual type, and two large spiral hair-rings. The woman was also provided with a

bronze mirror. The tomb-gifts and pots were placed below the niche, and along the front

part of the south side wall of the chamber.

FINDS (groups: pls. lxiii, lxiv,

D r o m o s

1. Plain White VII ovoid jug with high base-ring; ridge

below neck; almost cylindrical neck; moulded, out-

turned rim; "metal-knobbed” handle from neck to

shoulder; bull’s protome opposite the handle. Height

30.3. Surface str.

2. Plain White VII oval amphora with base-ring; hori-

zontal handles on shoulder. Neck missing. Height

41.0. Surface str.

3. Plain White VII jug, as No. i , but with low foot; figurine

whose right hand rests on the forehead of a bull on

shoulder in front. No mouldings on rim and no '‘metal-

knobs”. Height 33.4. Surface str.

4. Plain White VI wide amphora with knobbed base;

shoit, concave neck; groove below rim; handles from

neck to shoulder. Height 62 5. Surface str.

5. Coarse oval jug with flat base; wide, concave neck;

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 13.5. Surface str.

6. Plain White VI piriform bottle with flat base; narrow,

cylindrical neck; thick, swollen rim: handle from neck

to shoulder. Height 12.3. -Surface str.

Chamber
I. Plain White C'll wide, shallow bowl with slightly convex

sides; base-disc; down-turned, narrow rim. Diam.

^7o- — 93-

2 Plain White VI—VII oval amphora with knobbed base;

slightly concave neck; groove below rim; somewhat

splaring rim; handles from neck to shoulder. Height

6g.2. Floor.

3. Fragment of a Plain White VI pithos with tall bobbin-

shaped body; rounded shoulder; short, tapering neck;

swollen rim; two high horizontal handles on shoulder.

Bottom and handles missing. Height 65.5. Floor.

4. Plain White VI—VII oval, depressed amphora with base-

ring; sloping shoulder; slightly splaying neck; swollen

lim; horizontal handles on shoulder. Height 47.4 Floor.

i; types: l. of pl. ii)

Plain White VII oval amphora, as No. 4, but slender;

slightly broader neck. Height 45.0. Floor.

Polychrome (Vll) oval jug with low foot; concave neck;

ridge below neck; “metal-knobbed” twin-handle from

neck to shoulder; figurines standing on shoulder op-

posite the handle; one is winged and holds a jug in her

right hand. Network pattern covering the whole neck;

rough leaf-ornaments on shoulder; encircling lines

and bands round shoulder, body, and base. Black,

white, and red colours. Painted after baking; decoration

almost effaced. Height 40.0. Floor.

7. Stroke Polished I (VI) globular jug with base-ring;

ridge below neck; convex funnel-mouth with in- curved

rim; moulded handle from neck to shoulder. Height

20.0. Floor.

S. Bronze mirror with circular disc, flat on one side and

with slightly up-turned rim on the other; the narrow,

bar-shaped tang starts from a short, broad projection.

Diam. 10.3. Floor.

g. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Handle missing. Plain.

Diam. 11.2. Floor.

10. Red Figured guttus, Type i. Crouching panther with

raised head and forepaw, arched tail; swan with raised

wings, arched neck and head looking downwards.

In front of the swan graffito (See Appendix \’). Diam.

9.2. Floor.

It. Stroke Polished I (VI)—II (VII) jug, as No. 7, but with

very short neck, and almost straight funnel-mouth.

Height 20.3. Floor.

12. Eight hair-rings of thickly gilded bronze with fluted,

spirally overlapping ends. Diam. i.o. Niche.

13 Gold mouth-piece, in the form of a mouth and pierced at

each end. Length 6.3. Niche.

14. Necklace of gold, consisting of fourteen circular, fluted

beads of thin sheet-gold, and si.xteen plain beads. They

have been filled with some material, now disappeared.

In the centre of the necklace, is a pendant shaped as a
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pointed, piriform vase, adorned with very fine filiftree

work: punctured lines round rim and neck; spirals

below neck; palmette ornaments on shoulder and
leaf-ornament on bottom. Missim;: two fluted beads

(entirely destroced). Damaged: se\en plain beads and
mounting of pendant. Diam, of beads o 7 Length of

pendant 3.2. Niche.

15. A pair of gold hair-nngs with three spiral twists, ending

in a fluted mounting with a flower-shaped knob, and a

collar-mounting, surmounted by a female head. The

head and hair is retained in broad i ibbons T'he car-

ring-, are not of solid gold, but filled with copper.

iJtimaged both female faces. Length 4 3 Niche

ih Plain White \T ocal jug with flat base, concace neck;

pinched mouth; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

lO.S. Floor.

17. Plain White VII o\aljuu uith tilt base
;
concave neck

;

splaying rim; handle from nm to shoulder; spout

on shoulder Spout missm^. Ileiuht 107. Moor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

The tomb, containing pottery of mainly Type VII, beside a few specimens of 'hype VI,

or transitory between Types VI and VII, is on this account to be assigned to the middle

of Cypro- Classic II.

TOMB 58 (Figs, 142: 4—6; 143; 144; 149: i)

SIZE

Length Width Depth I lemht

Dromos • • 5-69 c. 1.72 c. 3.00

Stomion 0.36 1.26

Chamber 2.33 T "A I. S3

(recon^tr )

SHAPE

The dromos is a long staircase shaft, widening somewhat at the back, with walls widening

slightly upwards, descending by eight ordinary steps to a sloping platform in front of the

door. The upper part of the door has collapsed and of the door-packing, consisting of

roughly cut blocks and wedging stones of rubble around the edges, only the lower stones

were preserved. The stomion is rectangular in plan. It opens on to the chamber, obliquely

to its longitudinal axis, and its floor descends to that of the chamber by a step. The chamber
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Fig. 143. Marion. Tomb 58. View of the chamber. Fig. 144. Marion. Tomb 58. Finds in situ.

is of an irregularily square type with a curved, hollowed-out west side v;all. Its floor is

approximately horizontal, and its roof, which has fallen in, seems to have been nearly flat.

There were four rectangular, shallow shafts cut in the rock floor, one in each corner of the

chamber.

Adjoining the left back corner of the dromos, and the left front corner of the chamber,

a small secondary tomb is cut in the rock. The tomb consists of a vertical, rectangular,

well-shaped shaft with rounded front corners, and an irregularily shaped chamber commun-
icating both with the dromos and the chamber of the main tomb, through the collapse of

the rock wall. The entrance of the chamber from its dromos was closed by three large,

rectangular slabs, placed vertically, and covered by a horizontal slab. By the collapse of the

rock roof of the chamber these slabs have fallen into it. The irregular shape of the chamber

no doubt depends on the fact that it represents a case of necessity. The person who cut

this tomb did not know of the existence of the previous tomb. Cutting the dromos of the

tomb, he soon observed that if he cut any further he would break into the chamber of that

tomb. He therefore stopped work, and arranged for the burial in the back part of the cut-

out portion and used the front part as a dromos.

STR.VriFIC.VTION

The filling of the dromos consisted of:

1) An oblique laver of chavara, continued bv Laver i in the chamber.

2) A layer of rubble and sand, the same as Laver 2 in the chamber.

3) An oblique laver of chavara, the same as Layer 3 in the chamber.

4) A layer of rubble and sand.

5) A layer of chavara, continued bv Laver 4 in the chamber.

6) A bottom laver of sand.
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This stratification was intact, but seems to indicate that the tomb had been used for

repeated burials. The layers in the chamber were composed of;

1) A top layer of sand and rock.

2) An oblique layer of rubble and sand, fallen in from the dromos-fillinq.

3) A layer of chavara, fallen in from the dromos-filling.

4) Light-coloured rock debris from the collapsed roof with streaks of sand.

5) A bottom stratum of burial and culture earth.

The chamber had been used for repeated burials, but there was only one burial stratum

and all the finds were found on the floor.

BURI.ALS

Four burials, one in each of the shafts cut in the rock floor, were observed. Xo bones were

preserved and the bodies are only represented bv thin layers of burial earth. The body

buried in the north-west shaft was female and provided with a bronze mirror (Xo. 22),

a gold ring with silver fragment (Xo. 18), a gilded mouth-piece (Xo. 5) and a silver coin

(Xo. 3). The body buried in the south-west shaft was female too, provided with a bronze

mirror (Xo. 38), a perfume glass flask (Xo. 39) silver earrings (Xo. 40), and a number of

terracotta and stone statuettes (Xos. 41—46, 80).

The body buried in the north-east shaft was male. To him a bronze strigil (Xo. 76) had

been given.

From the tomb-gifts, there are no indications to which sex the body buried in the south-

east shaft belonged.

Beside these burials, there were remains of a fifth burial represented bv a laver of burial

earth in the secondary chamber. This body was female, adorned with silver rings (Xos.

30 and 31), a silver pendant (Xo. 32), and gold earrings (Xo. 33). The tomb-gifts were

placed both in the shafts and on the floor, around the bodies in four distinct groups, and

consisted of the usual kinds of pottery, besides bronze bowls (Xos. 36 and 37), and an iron

lamp-stand (Xo. 17), etc. To the woman buried in the secondary chamber a “tcar-b(;ttle'’

had been given.

FINDS (groups; PLS. LXIV, 2, LXV, LXVI, I ; TYPFS; L. OF PL. Il)

D r o ni o s

1. Thick handle of bronze, flat on top; concave, rounded

below with two curved arms ending m two circular

plates for fixing it to a sarcophagus or chest. Lcni^th

1 1.7. In the filling'.

2. Female terracotta head, moulded; tnal in shape; lull

lips; rather deep eyes; straight nose, curved lorehead;

hair falling in twisted plaits along sides ot neck. CJreek

late 4th century type. Height 4.5. In the filling.

C h a m b e r

1. Mounting of copper \Mre; fragmentary Floor.

2. Bionze mounting, circular; with a circular ring, fixed

to it by a small cotter. Diam. 2.5. FUnir.

3 Silver com, corroded, not deciplierable. Diam i o.

Weight 0.40 gr. Floor.

4. Bronze mounting, a> No. 2. Diain. 2 5 1 loor.

5. Mouth-piece of gilded >il\cr, m the shaj^e of a mouth.

Badly oxidized and bioken Length 44 Moor.

(j. Black (ila/ed bowl (.\. 4) Plain Diam. 12.7 Flooi

7. Black Glazed bowl lA i). Plain. Diam N 4. Moor.

8 Stnjke Polished 1 (VI) depressed o\oid jug with base-

ring, ridge beK)w neck, conca\e. short neck, cornex

funnel-mouth with in-bent 11m, moulded handle from

neck to shoulder. Height 134 Moor

U Stroke Polished H (VII) deep bowl imitating Attic

bowl, T>pe C 4. Height (> L. Moor.

10 “Ionian’' rounded, shallow bowl with rai'-ed base; small,
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horizontal handle on rim. Black-mottled, lustrous slip
‘

inside and on nm. Diam. y.a. Floor.

11. Red FiLTurcd ituttus. T\pe i. A swan with raised wint^s

and cur\ed neck on each side of body. Diam. y.S. Floor

.

12. Plain White VI sack-shaped juy: with bobbin-shaped

body; fiat base; concave neck; splayin" rim; slis^htly

raised handle from nm to shoulder. Height 17.8.

Floor.

13. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Handle missing.

Diarn 12.5. Inside No. 14.

14. Black Glazed bowl (B i). Plain. Handle missim;.

Diam 14.5. Flour.

15. Black Glazed bowl (C i). Sparse, impressed palmettes.

Diam. 10 5. Inside No. 16.

16 Black Glazed bowl (B, i). Plain Diam 15.4. Floor

17. Fragment of an iron lamp-stand, as that of Tomb
34. 48. Tripod base, part of shaft, and circular plate

preserved. P’loor.

iS. a) Plain gold finger-ring with an oval cornelian fixed in a

mounting, decorated with a frieze of small flower-
'

elements round the edge. Diam 2.2. Floor.
I

b) Horseshoe-shaped silver finger-ring with oval bezel.

Broken in two pieces. Diam. 2.3. P'loor.
I

ly. Black Glazed bowl (B, i). Plain. Handle missing. I

Diam 15.5. P'loor.
'

20. "Ionian" bowl, as No. 10. Diam. 8.y. Floor.

21. Black Glazed lekythos, A. i. Painted meander below
,

shoulder; palmettes on shoulder; no incisions. Height •

27.0. Floor
j

22. Circular bronze mirror; straight tang with plate pro-

jecting from mirror; the plate decorated with a grinning
,

Gorgon's head in relief with open mouth; pendant
,

Tongue; parted hair; palmettes m the angles between

head and mirror. Diam. 15.5. Floor.

23. Black Glazed bowl (C. 4). Plain. Diam. 21.2. Floor.

24. Black Glazed bowl (.V. i). Sparse, impressed palmettes.

Diam. 9.4. Inside No. 25.

25. Black Glazed bowl {A i). Sparse, impressed palmettes.

Diam. 94. fduor.

26. Black Glazed bowl (.\. i). Sparse, impressed palmettes.

Diam. 94. Floor.

27. Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. 12.7. Floor.

28 Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain, Diam 10.9. Floor.

29. Black (dazed bowl (.A. 4). Plain. Diam. 12.7. Floor.

30. Horseshoe-shaped finger-ring of silver with plain, oval

bezel Diam. 2.5. P'loor. Secondary Chamber.

31. Plain siher finger-ring with spirally overlapping ends.

Broken. Diam. 2.1, P'loor, Secondary Chamber.

32. .Sibcr pendant, spoon-shaped, probably used for

fixing a central bead in a necklace. Badly oxidized.

Length 3.1. p'loor. Secondary Chamber.

33 d'wo earrings of fluted gold wire, ending in a goat’s >

head. The eyes are of incrusted, white paste. P'lnework-
1

manship. Three of the paste beads marking
1

the eyes. Diam. 1.9. Floor. Secondary Chamber.

34. Hellenistic piriform "tear-bottle” with wide base; neck

almost cylindrical
, thick, swollen nm; dash of red lustrous

paint around rim, neck, and shoulder. Height 15.3.

Floor. Secondary Chamber.

35 Black Glazed lamp, with wide base-ring; wide top-hole;

nozzle; horizontal handle opposite nozzle. Plain. Diam.

8.2. Niche.

36. Wide bronze bowl with low, curved foot separately

attached to flattened base of bowl; curved outline;

out-turned, flat rim; tw'o horizontal, upright handles

fixed to bowl below rim by means of two rivets Diam.

41.5. P'loor.

37. (^pen bowl of bronze with round base; rounded outline;

plain, flat rim; two horizontal handles ending in circular

joined plates decorated with embossed rosette ornaments

and attached to bowl by rivets. Pieces missing. Diam.

24.0. P'loor.

38. Bronze mirror with circular disc; flat on one side and

with a slightly up-turned rim on the other side; a long,

narrow tang starts from a broad and short projection.

Diam. 12.3. Floor.

39. Oval miniature jug of variegated, dark-blue glass on

low foot; cylindrical, short neck; pinched nm; handle

from rim to shoulder. A yellow line around rim; white

and yellow zigzag lines bordered by encircling lines

around body. Height 8.6. Floor.

40. Oblong earrings of silver wire with spirally overlapping

ends. Length 2,2. P'loor.

41. Statuette of soft limestone, representing seated female

figure holding a piece of bread with both her hands on

the knees; roughly sculptured necklace; oval head w’ith

stout chin; mouth indicated by projection; eyes indicated

by depressions; plain hair visible in front below bonnet-

shaped head-cover; large, plain earrings; body plain;

isolinear feet peeping out of dress, chair only shown

at the sides. Dress painted black with stripes painted

red; red feet and base. Rough work. Chipped at back

of head. Height 14.5. P'loor.

42. Statuette of limestone, as No. 41, but hands on the

arms of chair. Head and right arm partly missing.

Height 10.9. Floor.

43. Limestone group consisting of a female figurine and a

dog’s statuette attached to a plinth. The woman is

sitting in a squat position with bent knees and arms

resting on the ground; face details almost obliterated.

Between the arms is an unworked triangular piece.

Possibly a child birth is represented. The dog is sitting

at the right side of the woman and is of the same size

as her. Both are sculptured in a very crude stvle

Height 8.6. P'loor.

44. Terracotta statuette of a seated fox looking up to the

right and with ears erect, evidently howling; curved

tail. Height 6.6. Floor.

45 - Terracotta statuette of a standing female figure dressed

in long chiton and an oblique, folded himation. The 1 .

hand holding the mantle; the r. hand bent over the breast;

face details almost obliterated; hair covered bv a pointed

bonnet. Ionian late Archaic type. Height 9.7. P'loor.

46. 1 erracotta statuette, as No. 45, but sitting with both
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hands resting on the knees Upper and back part of

body smashed and repaired. Height 9.5, Floor.

47. Plain White \ l wide amphora with knobbed base;

cylindrical neck; groove below rim; swollen rim; handles

from neck to shoulder. Height 55.5. P'loor

48. Red Slip IV (VI) shallow bowl with raised base; double-

curved outline. Diam. 12.7. On No 49.

49. Plain White VI shallow bowl with Hat base; convex

outline; plain rim. Diam. 12.2. Floor.

50. Plain White \I sack-shaped jug, tapering upwards,

flat base; splaying rim, slightly raised handle from rim

to body. Height 12.2 Floor.

51. Plain White \I sack-shaped jug with bobbin-shaped

body
;
Hat base; splaying rim; slightly raised handle from

nm to body. Height 14.6. Floor.

52. Plain While \I bowl, as No 49 Diam. ii 5. Floor.

53. Bichrome Red III (VI) urn-shaped amphoriskos with

base-disc; raised, splaying nm, horizontal, rudimentarv

handles on shoulder. White wavy line on black ground

round nm; black and white encircling lines and bands

round shoulder and belly; white wavy line in the inter-

vals. Height 13. 1. Floor.

54. Bichrome Red HI (VI) amphoriskos, as No. 53, hut

with cover. Fleight 15 o. Floor.

55. Circular silver tingcr-nng with oval bezel. Diam. 1.5.

Floor.

56. Bichrome Red III (VI) oval jug with concave base-ring;

concace neck; "metal-knobbed" twin-handle from neck

to shoulder; figurine with jug, sitting opposite the handle.

The decoration is much worn; encircling black and

white palm-tree ornaments on shoulder traceable.

Height 33.5. Floor.

57. Coarse sack-shaped jug with fiat base; conca\e neck;

splaying 11m; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

15.0. Floor.

58. Plain W’hite VI amphora, as No. 47 I leight (>4.0. Floor.

59. Bichrome Red III (VI) wide, shallow bowl with base-

ring; narrow', drooping nm. A black wa\y line on white

ground round rim; black and white circular lines

inside. Diam. 30.5. Floor.

60. Bichrome Red III (VI) bowl, shape as No 59 Black

triangles on white giound round rim; black and white

encircling bands inside; white wavy lines in the interxals.

Diam. 28.5. Floor.

61. Bichrome Red III (VI) bowl, as No. 59, but with a

black circular band outside the body. Diam 29.5. Floor

62 Black Glazed bowl (C. i). Plain. Diam. 110 Floor.

63.

Bichrome Red III (^ I) oval jug with cur\ed base-ring,

concave neck; “metal-knobbed", plain handle from neck

to shoulder; figurine with a jug. sitting opposite the

handle. Black wavy line on white ground beU>w nm;

black encircling lines framing white wavy lines on neck;

black and white encircling lines and bands round body'

and base, white tree ornaments and spirals on shoulder;

black waw line along handle; sling-oi n.iment round

base of handle; figurine framed by two black painted

con\enti(mali7ed branches opposite the handle, black

paintings on jug, and figurine. Height 25 2 Floor

64. Bichrome Red III (\'I) jug, shape as No ^3, hut with

higher base-ring and a plain handle, without knobs,

from neck to shoulder Black wa\y line on white ground

below nm; white-dtitted, black triangles round neck;

black and white encircling llne'^ and bands round belly

and base, \va\y line along handle; sling-ornament below

base of handle Height 28 b. Flcjor.

65. Black-on-Red 111 (V) bic<inical bottle with narrow

base-ring, narrow, cylindrical neck, swollen nm, handle

from nm to shoulder Black encircling lines and band

round belly. Height 98. Floor.

66 Plain White \*1 amphora, as No 69 Height 57 o Floor

67. Plain White \'I o\al amphora with base-ring, sloping

shoulder; cylindrical neck; swollen nm, horizontal

handles on shoulder. Part of neck missing. Height 53.0.

Floor.

68 Bichrome Red 111 (VI) jug, as No 56, hut with a twin-

handle without "metal-knobs", decoration as No 63,

but colours ()n neck and shoulder much worn. Height

38 5. On Nos. 67, 69.

69. Plain White VI amphora, as No. 47, but with shorter neck

and more bulging boiiy. Height 55 7 Floor

70. Bichrome Red HI (VI) jug, shape as No (iS and mainly

of the same decoraiicm, hut with white-dotted black

lines, alternating with white wa\y lines round neck.

Height 37.6. I'loor.

71. Plain White VI jug, as No 51 Height 147 Floor.

72. Black Glazed guttus. Type 1 l^lain. Diam. S 7 Floor.

73 Black Cilazed wide kylix. J'ype 4, not complete l-'oot

reconstructed. .A red painted line round outside of

base. Diam 18.3. Floor.

74. Black (ilazed howl (G 2) Plain Diam 187 Mnoi

.

75. Black (ilazed bowl (C.’. 6). Plain Height 7 S. k'loor

76. Broad stngil of bron-ze, which has been adorned with a

boss of bronze at ba'^e of handle I'ragmentarv Floor

77. Plain White \’ll bowl with Hat base, almost suaight

outline; plain nm. Diam. ii 4 I'loor

78. Bronze mounting, in the shape of an i\y leaf. Length

3.6. Floor.

79. Bronze pigment-r<»d with an oblong swelling at each

end. Used f<»r toilet purpose for applying paint Hiokcn.

Length 14 7. Floor

80. Terracotta statuette of recumbent Hgure resting on a

high khue on his right elbow, right hand straight up,

left hand outstretched to front; left leg straight out,

right leg slightly bent below the left ’Phe figuie is

dressed in chiton and himation with few, and rude

folds. Rough workmanship. Back parts of

kline\ head and right hand of figure, fingers of left

hand. Length 48 8. Flour.
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,
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CHRONOLOGY

The pottery found in the chamber is, consequently, almost entirely of Type VI with

exception of one specimen of late Type V (No. 65) and two specimens of Type VII (Nos.

9, 77). The latter pots were deposited by the body buried in the N. E. shaft close to the door,

which must have been the last one buried in the tomb. Many of the vases of Type VI are

early in style, but some are late (Nos. 56, 59, 68). From this it is evident that the burials

in the chamber fell within Cypro-Classic I, but continued during rather a long time within

this period down to the beginning of Cypro-Classic II.

The burial in the secondary chamber has taken place in the beginning of the Hellenistic

Age: the shape of the tear-bottle found there is typical of this period.

TOMB 59 (Figs. 145; 146; 147; 148; 149: 2—6)

SIZE

Length Width Depth

Dromos — 1.12 2.10

(reconstr.)

Chamber 2.66 2.99 —

Height

SHAPE

The dromos of the tomb, which was undermined by the chamber of Tomb 57 (cf. above),

was quite destroyed when this chamber collapsed. It was probably a staircase shaft of the

usual type. The bottom part forming a horizontal area in front of the door is preserved.
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we obtain the following diagram:
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In the west side wall was a cupboard cut in the rock and covered by a stone slab. The door

had an arched roof, but most of the upper part of it was destroyed. The door-packing

consisted of a roughly cut, large stone block in the middle, surrounded by rubble. There

is no stomion. The doorway opens on to the chamber in its longitudinal axis. Inside the

door a vertical step leads to the floor of the chamber. The chamber is spade-shaped in

plan, with straight front wall and curved side walls and back wall. Its floor is horizontal

and the roof has entirely collapsed. Along the back wall and the east side wall, there are

rock-cut niches at a level of 0.45—0.50 m. above the floor of the chamber. The rock wall on

the outside of both niches is lined by buttresses of rubble. The east niche is cut at two

levels, the innermost part being 0.12 m. above the level of the outer part.

STRATIFICATION

The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) Debris of sand and chavara, infiltrated from a hole communicating with the dromos of

Tomb 53.

2) Rock debris from the collapsed roof.

3) A light-coloured, wedge-shaped layer of chonnos infiltrated from the dromos, in the front

part of the chamber.

4) A burial stratum on level with the floor of the benches, and resting on Layer 5 (2nd

burial period).

5) A layer of dark-coloured, infiltrated earth with chonnos, reaching approximately the

level of the benches.

6) A stratum of burial and culture earth, on the floor of the chamber, and in the niches

(ist burial period).
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Fig. 145. Marion. I'omb 59. Part of

the dromos \\ ith the door-packing.

rig. 146. Marion. Tomb 59. The stone slab of the

dromos niche.

There are, consequently, two burial periods; the first represented by the burial stratum

on the floor of the chamber, and the second by the burial stratum on the top of the flfth

layer of debris. To which period the burials on the benches and in the niche belong is not

at once clear, as these burials have no relation to the fifth layer of debris. It is, however,

presumable that these burials belong to the first burial period, as the buttresses of stones

lining the rock wall of the benches are founded on the rock; and the bottom layer of culture

earth, as well as the fifth layer of debris, were intact and not cut through, which would

naturally have been the case, if the buttresses of stones had been constructed after the

infiltration of the fifth layer. Furthermore, the one of the hair-rings No. 18, which belong

to Skeleton IV, buried in the back wall niche, had dropped on the floor (see in situ plan).

This proves that there was no foreign earth in the tomb at that time. Finallv, there is no

typological difl'erence between the pottery found in the niches and on the rock floor, which

proves that the burials in the niches and on the floor of the chamber belong to one burial

period.

The following finds belong, on account of their levels, to the 2nd burial period; Nos.

I, 2, 20, 21, and 25. All the remainder belong to the ist burial period, and were found

on the floors of the niches and the chamber.

BURIALS

Of the burials in the flrst burial period, that on the floor (No. I) and that in the inner-

most part of the east niche (No. II) were poorly equipped. The body on the floor was
male, provided with an iron knife (No. 31). No skeletal remains were preserved and the
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I'ig. 147. ]Marion. Tomb 50. ^ ie\\ of the chamber l ig. 148. Marion. I'omb 54. Part of linds

with finds in situ. in situ.

bodies were only represented by layers of burial earth. The other bodies buried in the

niches were more richly equipped, and the bones were better preserved. Both bodies were

female. Of the body (No. Ill) buried in the outer part of the east niche, the skull, the

collar-bone, the upper and lower extremities were preserved in such a position that it is

evident that the body had been buried in a dorsal, outstretched position, with the head

towards the front wall of the chamber. The woman had rings of bronze and silver in the

ears (Nos. 3 and 4), and a jug (No. 2) on the breast. Of the body (No. IV) buried in the

south niche at the back wall, only the skull was preserved. The skull was found in the

angle between the two benches, on the top of the stones of the buttresses. It must have

overturned into this position from the east short end of the bench. The bodv must, there-

fore, originally have been placed in a dorsal, outstretched position with the head towards

the east end of the bench. This body was extremclv richlv adorned with valuable objects:

a bronze mirror (No. 17), seven hair-rings of gold (No. 22), two bronze hair-rings (No.

18) eight earrings of silver (No. 32), and two gold necklaces (Nos. 5 and 6). Most of the

tomb-gifts and pots were placed around this bodv.

After the funeral, offerings were brought to the deceased in pots cchich were placed, both

in the dromos-filling, and in the cupboard in the west side wall of the dromos.

FINDS (croups: PL. LXVI, 2
, 3; lYPKS: L. OF PL. ll)

Dromos dasher bcl(u\ helK
,

black painted ha-^c Dcuoialuin

1. Plain White VII o\oid ampliora with basc-nni;; tall, much worn Height 47 <S In the tilhn4.

splaying neck; s^Yollen rim; horizontal handies on 3 White Painted VII urn-shaped ain]'»huiisk<)s with

shoulder. Height 51.7. In the tilling. eurxed base; no neck, erect rim; ritlLre bek»\\ nm.
2. Bichrome VII oval jug with cur\eJ base, nditc below honzontal handles on shoulder. IhiLiuhnu lines lound

neck; concave neck; “metal-knobbed” twin-handle from nm, body, and ba^e; red handles, wa\N line between

neck to shoulder; damaged figurine seated on shoulder, them. Height 16.S. Cupboard

opposite the handle. Network pattern with dotsco\er- 4. White Painted \ H o\al jug with cuiwed ha^e, concave

ing the neck; garlands of dots on shoulder; i\yspia\ neck; handle tunn neck to shouldei , tlahoiate bulks

below shoulder; encircling lines round b.idy and base; protome oppijsite the handle. 'Triangles below nm;

^3
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network on neckj conventionalized tree-ornaments on
|

shoulder; encircling lines and bands round belly;

sling-ornament round base of handle. Height 24.0.
'

Cupboard.

5. Plain White VII disc-shaped bowl with flat bottom;
straight, splaying sides. Diam. 14.2. Cupboard.

6. Plain White VII bowl, imitating Attic bowl. Type C. i.
;

Diam. 10.7. Cupboard.

7. Black Glazed stand (A. 1 1). Plain. Diam. 6.8. On Xo. 8.
'

8. Red Slip IV AT) miniature bottle with wide, flat base,
j

Smashed. Height 5.7. Xiche. '

I

Chamber
|

1. Plain White VII disc-shaped bowl with flat base; I

straight, splaying sides. Diam. 14.6. — 16.

2. Plain White VII wide, sack-shaped jug with cvlindrical
|

neck; flaring rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height
i

15.0. •— 16. !

3. A pair of bronze hair-rings, triple-twisted spiral.

Length 3.3. Floor.

4. Seven hair-rings of silver with o\erlapping ends.

Diam. 1. 1. Floor.

5. Necklace of gold, as Tomb 57, 14, but all the beads

are in fragments. Pendant plain, except for punctured '

line at rim, and flower-ornaments at base. Length of
]

pendant 2.0. Floor.

6. Necklace of gold. The necklace consists of:

1) one central pendant of the same shape as that

previously described. Length 2.2. !

2) Tw’o large, fluted paste beads. Length 09.
|

3) Six circular cornelian beads. Diam. 0.7.

4) Twelve plain, circular gold beads. Diam. 0.6.

It can be safely reconstructed by means of the in sjtn

plan, and forms a rhythmic, symmetrical system run-
|

nmg as follows:
i

i) one paste bead, 2) one gold bead, 3) one cornelian

bead, 4) two gold beads, 5) one cornelian bead, 6) two gold

beads, 7) one cornelian bead, 8) one gold bead. —
The whole necklace is too small to reach round the

|

neck, and has only been used as a front decoration

of the dead body. Floor.

7. Stroke Polished I (VI) flat dish with flat nm; moulded

base. Diam. 18.7. Inside No, 8.

8 . Plain WTite VI conical bowl with flat base; in-turned

rim. Diam. 12,2. Inside No. 9.

9. Plain WTite VI bowl, similar to No. 8, but shallower,

and with rounded outline. Diam, 13.4. Inside No. 10.
|

10. Plain WTite VI wide, shallow bowl with base-ring;
j

small, flattened nm. Diam. 27.3. Floor,

11. Stroke Polished I (VI) depressed globular jug with

base-ring; ridge below neck; funnel-mouth; moulded

handle from neck to shoulder. Part of mouth missing

Height 12.4. Floor.

12.

Plain W'hite VI oval urn with flat base; no neck, wide

mouth; out-turned nm; ndge below nm. Height 8 o.

Moor.

13 Black Glazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Graffito on base

(see Appendix V). Diam. 11.5. Floor.

14. Black Glazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Graffito on base (^ee

Appendix V). Diam. 8.0. Floor.

15. Black Glazed bowl (A. i). Plain. Diam. 9.5. Floor.

16. Black Glazed bowl (A. 4). Plain. Graffito on base (see

Appendix V). Diam. 17.3. Floor.

17. Bronze mirror with flat, circular disc; long, tapering

tang, starting from a short, broad projection. Diam.

lo.o. Floor,

18. Bronze hair-rings, as No 3 ,
but ending in badly corroded

silver mountings. Replicas of Tomb 57.15. Length 4 3.

Floor.

IQ. Red Slip III (V) bowl with narrow base-disc; rounded

angular outline; plain rim. Diam. 12.4. Floor.

20. Stroke Polished II (VII) depressed oval jug with base-

ring; ridge below neck; funnel-mouth; moulded handle

from neck to shoulder. Height 12.0. — 14.

21. Stroke Polished 11 (VH) jug, as No. 20. Height 13.5.

— 14 -

22. Seven gold hair-rings with fluted. o\erlapping ends,

Diam. 1. 1. Floor.

23. Black Glazed bowl (C. i). Sparse, impressed palmettes.

Diam. 10.8. Floor.

24. Black Glazed guttus, Type i. Broken Diam. So,

Floor.

25. Plain White VII conical amphora with knobbed base;

cylindrical neck; swollen nm, handles from neck t(’

shoulder. Height 72 1 .
— 16.

26. Red Slip III (V) biconical bottle with narrow base-

ring; narrow neck; swollen, thick nm; handle from nm
to shoulder. Height 9 8 Floor.

27. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat has2; short,

concave neck; splaying rim; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 13.0. Floor.

28. Pluin White VI wide, piiiform amphora with knobbed

base; concave neck; swollen rim; handles from neck to

shoulder. Height 52.0. Floor.

29. Bronze pigment-rod with an oblong swelling at each

end. Lsed for applying paint. Broken. Length 15.7.

Floor.

30. Red Slip III (V) conical deep bowl with narrinv base,

bulging shoulder; erect lim Diam 14.6. Floor.

31. Narrow, single-edged iron knife with long, rod-like

tang. Broken. Length 18.3. Fluor

32. Eight leech-shaped siher earrings. Damaged Length

2.2. Skeleton IV.
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Slimming up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:
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GHRONOLOGV

In the I St burial period pottery of Type VI and specimens of surviving Type V are

represented: Red Slip III (^’), assigning this burial period to the early part of Cypro-

Classic I. In the 2nd burial period there are only specimens of Type VII represented,

assigning this burial period to the later part of Cvpro-Classic II. To the same period

belongs the deposit in the dromos, represented by six specimens of Type VII and

one specimen of T\pe VI.

TOMB 60 (Figs. 150; 152; 153; 154)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4.31 1.42 2.47 •

—

Chamber c. 3.60 c. 3.60 — c. 1.60

SHAPE

The dromos is a staircase shaft of medium size, widening towards the back, with walls

tapering upwards, and descending by seven steps to a sloping area in front of the door.

The upper part of the door has collapsed, but the door-packing was still hi situ. It consisted

of four blocks of stone kept in position by wedges of rubble. The upper part of the door-

packing was looselv built and seemed to be disturbed. There is no stomion. The door

opens on to the cham.ber obliquely to its longitudinal axis, in the left part of its front wall.

The floor of the dromos descends to the chamber bv an oblique step. The original chamber
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Fig. 150. Marion. Tomb 60. View of Fig. 151. Marion. 'I’omb 61. \ iew of the chamber,

dromos with chamber in the background.

extended only to the recess in the back wall and it was therefore trapezoidal in shape. The

floor of the chamber is horizontal and the roof has collapsed, but to judge irom preserved

pieces near the rock walls, it has been nearly flat, or slightly curved. Near the left side wall,

there are rectangular shafts cut in the rock floor, about 0.25 m. below it, and near the right

side wall, there is a rock-cut bench, 0.35 m. above the floor-level of the chamber. When

cutting a niche in the front part of the left side wall of the chamber of Tomb 61, they

happened to break through the rock wall separating the two tombs. This accident was made

use of in order to transform the two chambers into one burial room (cf. below). For that

purpose a recess was cut in the back -svall of Tomb 60 and the rock wall between the recess

and Tomb 61 was broken through.

STR.^TIFICATIOX

The filling of the dromos consisted of an oblique bottom layer of sand, gravel, and smaller

stones; a laver of chavara with streaks of sand above it, and a top layer of sand mixed with

stones. The lower end of the second layer is on a level with the upper end of the intact

part of the door-packing. The upper end of the disturbed door-packing, on the other hand,

is on a level with the upper end of the second layer. This seems to indicate that the dromos

has been dug out down to the bottom layer, and the upper part of the door-packing removed
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Fig. 152. iMarion. Tomb 60. Finds in the Fig. 153. Marion. Tomb 60. Finds Nos. i— 14
\. corner. in situ.

at the reopening of the tomb for reburials; the removed part of the door-packing was then

built up irregularly, and the dug-out part of the dromos-filling was refilled.

The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A top layer of infiltrated clay mixed with chavara and streaks of gravel from the collapsed

rock.

2) A layer of rock debris from the collapsed roof.

3) A layer of brown, silted, infiltrated earth.

4) A layer of rock debris from the partly collapsed roof of the chamber of Tomb 61.

5) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom.

A part of the culture earth of Tomb 60 (Layer 5) percolated into that of Tomb 61 before

anv foreign earth penetrated into it. This affords stratigraphic evidence that there was

communication between the chambers at the time of the burials, before the roofs of the

tombs collapsed, as stated above. Besides, the stratification shows that the roof of Tomb 61

began to fall in (Laver 4), before the entire collapse of the roofs of both chambers (Layers

I, 2). There is no stratigraphic evidence of different burial periods as there is onlv one

burial stratum (Layer 5) and no foreign earth separates the remains of the interments, but a

tvpological examination of the finds associated with the skeletons shows that there are

two burial periods, the later represented by the finds associated with Skeletons IV, V, VI

and the earlier bv the finds belonging to Skeletons II, III, and the finds in the N. E. corner

of the chamber which were not associated with any skeleton but seem to belong to the

earliest interment in the tomb (cf. Chronology). It should be observed that Skeleton I was

richly adorned with jewellerv (cf. Burials) but was not provided with any tomb-gifts in

potterv (the “tear-bottles” Nos. 50, 51 are removed from their original place, see below).

In consideration of this fact it seems possible that the potter}' in the N. E. corner had been
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placed around the bench and in the S. W. corner of the original chamber, from where they

were removed to their present place in order to make room for the burials of the second

burial period in connection with the newarrangement of the chamber when Tombs 6o and

6i were transformed into one burial room. The repeated burials in the first burial period

tally with the stratigraphic evidence of a reopening of the tomb (cf. above).

The interments of the second burial period, of which Bodv IV was placed in the added

recess and Bodies V and VI in the empty or emptied area in the middle of the chamber,

are contemporary with those of Tomb 6i (cf. below and Tomb 6i) and belong evidently to

the time when both chambers were used as a common burial room. Because of the intact

layers, the visit of the tomb-robbers must have taken place in ancient times before the tomb

collapsed, or even before some foreign earth had infiltrated. As there are no indications of a

tomb-robbers’ shaft having been dug in the filling of the dromos, the robbers must have

entered the chamber by the way of the dromms of Tomb 6i, but unfortunately the dromos

of this tomb was found destroyed so that no observations of the dromos-filling could be

made there (cf. below).

During the robbery, some of the finds were removed from their original position and

placed at different levels on the surface of the earth existing at that time in the tomb. It

is characteristic that these removed objects are concentrated around the stone-built sarco-

phagus and the coffin burial in the left back corner, i. e., the places which the robbers had

searched thoroughly. These removed objects are the following; Nos. 31, 34, 35, 36, 41, 42,

43, 57, 62 (for levels see Obj. Reg.).

BURIALS

There are remains of six interments: one on the bench and another one close by, along

the front part of the right side wall; the third one along the back part of the left side wall;

a fourth along the back wall of the recess; a fifth in the centre of the tomb and the sixth

in the stone-built sarcophagus between the door and the fifth interment. Of the bodies

no bones, but only layers of burial earth were preserved. Body I was a richly aelorned woman

with a gold necklace, (No. i 4-3), gold hair-rings of elaborate workmanship (No. 2), a mouth-

piece of gold (No. 4), and silver bracelets (Nos. 5, 6). Body II was female, too, but not so richly

adorned wfith gold ornaments. She had hair-rings of gold (Nos. 66 and 73), a clapper and

pendant of gold (Nos. 74 and 75), a gold ring (No. 76) and two silver bracelets (No. 60).

Body III had been buried in a wooden coffin of which the bronze nails and mouldered w ood

remained. From the position of these nails, it seems that the coffin has been disturbed,

possibly bv the tomb-robbers (cf. above). The coffin had been placed on a packing of sand

and hard filling of chavara, which filled up the shaft dug in the rock floor at this spot. Body

IV had also been buried in a wooden coffin, and the position of the preserved bronze nails

seems to show' the same signs as about the coffin above mentioned. The body was female

and adorned with hair-pendants of red paste beads. Body V w as female and adorned with

tw'O gold earrings (No. 7). Finally there remains the body buried in the sarcophagus. This

w'as built of stone slabs: each of the short sides formed by a single slab, each of the long sides
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formed by two slabs, and the cover by three slabs placed crosswise. The sarcophagus was
not found intact: the covering slabs, the slab of the south short side, and the adjoining slab

of the east long side had been removed by tomb-robbers and were found close bv the

sarcophagus. The tomb-robbers have evidently worked in a great haste, and were not able to

find all the precious objects they searched for within the sarcophagus. The bodv buried

there was female, and must once have been richlv adorned with gold ornaments. Those

not found by the tomb-robbers consist of: a necklace (Xo. 10) and two earrings of gold

(No. 9). Tomb-gifts and pots, “tear-bottles”, lamps etc. were placed close to the bodies,

and in the shaft cut in the rock floor at the left side wall, close to the door.

In connection with the funerals, offerings in the shape of terracotta statuettes were brought

to the dead and thrown down in the dromos-filling (Dromos, Nos. i—4).

FINDS (groups: pls. lxvii, I

Dromos
1. I'erracotta statuette, representing a woman standing,

dressed in chiton and himation, right hand hanging

down, holding some folds of the himation; left hand

bent and holding the bulk of the himation; left knee

slightly bent; right foot adtanced. Head missing. Height

17.7. In the filling.

a. Terracotta statuette. Half seated, half recumbent, naked

female figure with cloth drawn o\er head like a bonnet.

Face details worn. Height S.4. In the filling.

3. Female, veiled head of terracotta; broken below chin.

Meagre, o\al face i\ith small, cur\cd mouth, straight,

thin nose; prominent eyebrows; elliptical eyes with

lids. The hair is parted in the middle and combed down

over the temples and ears. Face moulded. Height 6.0.

In the filling.

4. Upper part of male statuette in terracotta; broken through

hips; left forearm missing Upright, powerful body,

slightly turned to the left. Right arm akimbo, left arm

along the side. Rounded head with full chin and cheeks;

short, \ertical nose and low. bulging forehead. The

short hair tufted. Height 10 4. In the filling.

Chamber
I m 3 - Gold necklace, consisting of thirty-two globular

beads, sixteen of which are fluted and a pendant of the

usual vase-type; plain except for an enamelled flower

ornament at the end; the loop-shaped mounting decor-

ated with flutings. One bead decomposed, sixteen

mended. Diam. of beads 0.7. Length of pendant 3.4.

Floor.

2. A pair of spirally w.uind, oval gold hair-rings, ending in

three-sided clusters of gold balls; same ornament recurs

at the lower turnings of the spiiral. Diam. 2 6. Floor.

3. Pendant of gold. See Xo. i. Floor.

4. Mouth-piece of gold in the shape of a smiling mouth;

pierced at both ends. Length 5.1 Floor

5. Circular silver bracelet with fluted ends. Diam 4.7.

Floor

.

Lxvni; types: l. of pl. h)

6. Silver bracelet, as Xo. 5, but somewhat deformed.

Diam. 5.4. Floor

7. Cjold earnnirs of twisted Ljold wire, endim^ in bull’s

head w ith eyes of encrusted white paste. Diam i .q Floor.

8. Sixteen buttons of red paste, probably used for a hair-

dress, Three buttons broken. Diam. i.o. Floor.

9 (jold earnn^^s, exact replicas of No 7 'Fhree paste

beads missinu in the eyes. Diam, i Floor

10. Necklace, consistim? of i) one disc-shaped, central

gold pendant; 2) six cornelian beads, 3) two astragalus-

shaped glass beads; 4) six plain, depressed globular

glass beads; 5) two cylindrical glass beads, f')) two bi-

chrome, depressed globular glass beads; 7) one biconical

glass bead; 8) one tube-shaped glass bead with concave

sides.

The present reconstruction is conjectural. 'The neck-

lace is very short and has tinly been used as a frontal

ornament Length 14.4, Flo(^r

11. Hellenistic White Painted pinform ”tear-bottle" with

painted run. Lustrous, blackish \arnish. Height 1^17.

Floor

12. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with Hat base; c(mca\e

neck; splaying nm; handle from nm to shoulder. Height

1 1 .8 . On No. 1 3

.

13. Plain White VI wide, piriform amphora with knobbed

base, slightlv concave neck, ridge below nm; vertical

handles from neck to shoulder Height 61.5 I-'lo(*r.

14. Plain White \’II sack-shaped jug with cylindrical body.

Hat base; concave neck; splaving rini; handle trom nm
to shoulder. Height 11.7. Floor

15. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with body widening

downwards; Hat base; concave neck; splaving nm;
handle from nm to shoulder. Height 15 i. Fl(H)r.

16. Black Glazed b)wl i). Plain Diam. 9.H. I'loor.

17. Plain White \’I jug, as No. 15 Height 14.4. Floor.

iS. Black (dazed bi>vvl (A. 3I. Impres-^ed with small circle

enclosing dots; eleven interlacing palmette points about

it; roulette circle without. (irafHto on base (see Ap-

pendix Diam. 14 Inside No. 19
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19. Black (ilazed bowl (A 10). Impressed with four rough

palmettes around circle; another circle of horseshoes, with

eight palmettes about circumference. Graffito on base

(see Appendix \). Diani. 16.3. Inside No. 20.

20. Black ^llp VI shallow bowl with flat base; angular

shoulder; small, flattened, in-curved, thickening rim.

Diam. 150. Floor.

21. Flam White VI shallow bowl with flat base; slightly

curved outline; inwards thickening nm. Diam. 11.7.

Floor.

22. White Painted VII o\al jug with base-ring; narrow,

conca\e neck; nm not pronounced; handle from neck

to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round rim,

neck, and body, brown handle; wavy line on shoulder.

Height 20.7. Floor.

23 Bichrome Red III (VI) wide, shallow bowl with base-

ring; straight sides; drooping rim. Black triangles on

white ground round rim; black encircling line out-

side, black and white circular lines, inside. Diam.

26.1). Floor.

24. Coarse knobbed cover. Diam. 13.7. Floor.

25. Hellenistic Plain White o^al jug with base-ring; wide,

horizontal, fluted neck; swollen rim; handle from neck

to shoulder. Height 30 5 — 25.

26. Hellenistic Plain White jug, as No. 25, but with de-

pressed body and \\ider neck. Height 17.4. — 30.

27. Hellenistic Coarse squat jug with fiat base; wide, con-

cave neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Height 10.5.

— 30-

28. Biconical lamp of terracotta with long nozzle; string-

hole handle. Blackish varnished ware. Diam. 8.3.

Floor.

29. t'our hammered bronze nails with circular section;

large mushroom heads. Length 7.4; 11.3; 9.2; S.7. Floor.

30. Stroke Polished II (VII) bowl, imitation of Attic bowl,

probably Type B. i. Handle missing. Diam. 13.0.

I'loor.

31. Plain White VI conical bowl with flat base; in-turned

rim. Diam. 22.7. — 17.

32. Black Glazed bowl (A. 10). Impressed four palmettes

with O's between enclosed in circle of O’s, with 20 in-

terlacing palmette points on outside. Fragmentary.

Diam. 12.1. On No. 33.

33. Black Glazed bowl (C. 7). Plain. Ciraffito on base. (See

.Appendix V) Broken. Height 12.2. Floor.

34. Black Glazed bowl (.-X. 3). Impressed with nine pal-

mette points about circle with four palmettes out of

centre, roulette circle without. Graffito on base (sec

Appendix V). Diam. 14.8. On sherds of No. 42.

35. Red Slip V (VII) wide, shallow bowl with straight

sides; base-ring; fiat, drooping nm. Diam. 37.0. — 21.

36. Plain White VII o\al jug w ith base-ring; sloping should-

er; conca\e neck; wide, pinched mouth; swollen nm;
handle from rim to shoulder. Height 21.4 — 33.

37. Black Glazed bowl (A. i). .Sparse impressions of small

ciicle with four palmettes on circumference. Diam.

7.6. Inside No. 38.

38. Black (dazed bowl (B. i). Plain. Diam. ii.q. Floor.

39. Plain White VII urn-shaped amphoriskos with small

base-disc; no neck; erect, out-turned rim; horizontal,

rudimentary handles on shoulder. Height 14.0. Idoor.

40. Terracotta lamp; saucer-shaped; shaved base; pinched

wick-holder; flaring rim. Diam. 10.o. Floor.

41. Plain White VII amphoriskos, as No. 39. Height 11.6.

On No. 42.

42. Plain White VII conical amphora with knobbed base;

flat shoulder; slightly concave neck; swollen rim; handles

from neck to shoulder. Height 47.5. — 30.

i 43. Bichrome Red III (VI) oval jug with base-ring; con-

cave neck; small rim; “metal-knobbed” twin-handle

from neck to shoulder; figurine with a jug opposite

;

the handle. Decoration effaced. Height 32.6. — 30.

I 44. Hellenistic Plain White spindle-shaped “tear-bottle”.

Height 16.8. Floor.

. 45. Hellenistic Plain White ‘"tear-bottle”, as No. 44. Height

17.7. F'loor.

46. Hellenistic Plain White "’tear-bottle”, as No. 44. Height

15.8. Floor.

47. P'our hammered bronze nails with square section and

I

knob-heads. Length 7.9; 7.1; 7.6; 78. Floor.

I
48. Hellenistic Plain \\"hite “tear-bottle”, as No. 44. L'pper

part missing. Height ii.o. Floor.

49. Hellenistic Plain White "‘tear-bottle”, as No. 44. Height

17.2. Floor.

50. Hellenistic Black Lustrous "‘tear-bottle”, as No. 44.

Entirely covered with blackish varnish. Height 11.2.

— 10.

51. Hellenistic White Painted "‘tear-bottle”, as No. ii.

Height 15.7. — 10.

52. Hellenistic Plain White piriform jug with base-disc;

short, tapering neck; pinched mouth; handle from nm
to shoulder. Height 14.9. Floor.

53. Bronze pigment-rod, ending in a fan-shaped, small,

I triangular blade. Used for toilet purposes. Length

14.3. Floor.

54. Rectangular bronze mounting, possibly used as mounting

on a box. Broken. Length 6.4. P'loor.

55. Rectangular bronze mounting decorated with two in-

cised, encircling lines. Length 12.0. Floor.

56. Hellenistic Black Lustrous pear-shaped “tear-bottle”.

Entirely covered with blackish varnish. Height 14.3.

' Floor.

57. Plain White VII cylindrical torpedo-pithos with pointed

base; ridge below shoulder; conical shoulder; out-

1

turned, swollen rim, veitical loop-handle below shoulder.

! Height 72.5. — 38.

58. Red Slip V (VII) shallow bowl with narrow base; erect

nm. Diam. 10.7. Floor.

59. Terracotta statuette, a replica of Tomb 58.46. Fleight

15.4. Floor.

60. Two silver bracelets ending in snake’s heads. Diam.

7 4. Floor.

61. Female moulded tcnacotta head, oval in shape; full

lips; straight nose; narrow, oblong eyes; curly hair.
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co\ered by a pointed bonnet; mcurninj^ expression.

Early Hellenistic type. Height 5 4. Floor.

62. Plain White \ ll sack-shaped }ug with cylindrical bodv,

flat base; conca\e neck; splaying rim; handle from rim

to shoulder. Height 13.1. — 33.

63. Plain White \ II deep bowl with base-disc; rounded

outline; swollen rim. Diam. 16.0. Floor.

64. Plain W'hite VII bowl, as Xo. 63. Height 13.6. Floor.

65. W'hite Painted VII o\al jug with high, curved base-

ring; cylindrical neck; small rim; ''metal-knobbed”

twin-handle from neck to shoulder; figurine holding

a jug opposite the handle. Encircling lines and bands

round rim, body, and base; ivy-trail on shoulder; pattern

of continuous, multiple chevrons carelessly drawn below

belly; zigzag line above base. Height 18.6. P'loor.

66. Four hair-rings of solid gold, with fluted, ovei lapping

ends. Diam. 0.9. Floor.

67. Eight fragments of iron knives, floor.

68. Terracotta head, as Xo. 61. Height 5.4. Floor.

69. Plain W’hite VI—VII piriform amphora with knobbed

base; slightly concave neck; groove below rim; vertical

handles from neck to shoulder. Height 60.5. Floor.

70. Terracotta statuette of fragmentary figurine belonging

to a \ase. Height 8.6, Floor.

71. Plain finger-ring of silver, rather wider on the outside;

slightly conve.x section. Diam. 1.9. Floor.

72. Plain WTite \'I bowl, as Xo. 21. Diam. 106. Floor.

73. Two pairs of gold hair-rmgs, icplwas ot Xo. t)6. Diam

0.

9. Floo*".

74. Vase-shaped gold pendant of usual type; plain except

for punctured filigree lines round rim and neck. Length

3.1. FUx^r.

75. Gold pendant, in the shape of sphinx seen in frontal

position, seated on an in\ertcd palmette; supported

by tw'o S-shaped spirals. Length 2.4. Floor.

76. Circular gold finger-ring with oblong bezel. engra\ed

with a double palmette. Diam. 1.5. Floor.

77. Plain W’hite VH bowl, shape as Xo. 35 Diam. 33.4. Floor.

78. Plain W'hite VI bowl, as Xo. 21. Diam. ii 4. Floor.

79. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with consev body;

fiat base, conca\e neck; splaxing rim; handle from nm
to shoulder. Height 12.5. Floor.

80. Female terracotta statuette sitting in an arm-chair.

The figure is dressed in a chiton and draped himation;

1. hand holding mantle, r. arm bent o\er breast; face

details almost obliterated. Hair coNcred by a pointed

bonnet. Height 17.5. Floor.

81. Red P'igured lekythos, B. 4 A galloping roe-deer m
realistic pose as hont ornament. Height 10 5. Floor.

82. Plain W'hite open, saucer-shaped lamp with sha\ed

base; pinched wick-holder; flaring nm Diam 1 1 .5

P'loor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

Within the first burial period it seems possible to distinguish between earlier and later

interments on the basis of the pottery types represented in the three deposits of pottery

belonging to the first burial period. The deposit of the later interment consists of three

specimens of Type VI, one specim.cn of Type VI—VII, and seven specimens of Type VII,

assigning this phase of the first burial period to the later part of Cypro-Classic II. The

earlier interment (deposit in the X. E. corner) is represented by seven vases of Type VI, and

two vases of Type VII. This interment thus dates from the earlier part of Cypro-Classic II.

The second burial period belongs to the Hellenistic period.

TOXIB 61 (Figs. 1 51; 154)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos — — — —
Stomion 0.65 0.80 — —
Chamber 4.88 2.35 — 1.95

(reconstr.)

SHAPE

The dromos of this tomb has been destroyed, to a great extent. It was cut above the

roof of Tomb 58, and became demolished at the collapse of this tomb. Only the stomion

is left. It is rectangular in plan and opens on to the chamber slightlv to the left of its long-

itudinal axis. The floor of the stomion descends to that of the chamber by three steps. The
chamber is narrow and rectangular in plan with rectangular, tunnel-shaped niches cut in the
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left side A\all close to the door, in the left end of the back wall, and a rectangular cupboard
cut in the back part of the right side wall: the niche in the left side wall on a level with the

floor of the chamber; the niche in the back wall, 0.62 m. above the floor and the cupboard,
o.io m. above the floor. The floor of the chamber, and those of the niches and cupboard
are horizontal. The roof of the chamber has collapsed. The roofs of the niches and the cup-
board are slightly curved; that of the niche in the left side wall has entirelv collapsed. Along
the left side wall close to the door, there is a rectangular shaft 1.50 m. ; 0.85 m. cut in the

rock floor, 0.35 m. below floor-level, and filled up with three, slabs of stone, placed crosswise.

STR.\TIFICATION

Concerning the stratification of the chamber of this tomb, nothing can be added to what
has been said in connection with the stratification of the chamber of Tomb 60 except that

in the south part of the chamber the intact layers of debris have been dug through bv a

tomb-robbers’ shaft, from the surface down to the rock floor. This shaft, consequentlv,

must have been dug in later times alter the collapse of the tom.b; the tom.b-robbers did not

continue their work further into the chamber, probablv because thev did not find anvthing

within the area excavated by them.

BURIALS

Remains of two burials were found in the tomb; one, represented bv a laver of burial

earth on the stone slabs sunk in the shaft near the left side wall; and the other, better pre-

served, on the rock floor along the middle part of the left side wall. The bodv in the latter

was female, and had once been beautifully adorned with gold lacework (Xo. ii). The lower

extremities, the pelvis, and the upper right extremities were preserved in such a position,

that it can be seen that the body had been buried in a dorsal, outstretched position with the

head towards the front wall of the chamber. The bulk of the tomb-gifts and pots were

placed around this body. The body buried on the stone slabs had only one Red Figured

bowl as a tomb-gift.

Fix'DS (group: PL. Lxvn, 2; types: l. of pl. ii)

I. Hellenistic piriform ‘‘tear-bottle”, with base-disc; neck Hat base; angular shoulder; narrow
, conca\ e neck , down-

slightly splayinc upwards; thick, down-turned rim; turned nm. Hei<:ht 15.4. Floor

red lustrous dash round nm and alons,; netk. Hemht 7. Hellenistic Hichrome Red bobbin-shaped “tear-bnttle”,

15.5. — 33. with Hat, splaced base Thin white line^ round nm and

2 Coarse depressed crater with round base; larire, straight. shoulder on a blackish-red trround, narrow neck,

splaying rim, handles from nm to shoulder. Height splaying upwards; down-turned nm. Height ib 7. Floor

17.6. — 33. 8. Hellenistic Plain White bobbin-shaped “tear-bottle”;

3. Hellenistic Plain White narrow, conical amphora with narrow neck, splaying upwards, small, spKuing nm.
pointed base; cylindrical neck, swollen run; handles Height 12.3. Floor.

from ne«'k to shoulder. Height 670. — 4b. 9 Red b'lgured howl (C . 10) White and red i\\-trail

4. Coarse ()\al jug with Hat base* sloping shoulder, concave inside rim; red palmeltes below and aroun^i handles

neck; splaying rim; handle from nm to shoulder. Height On one side of body a maenad looking right, wrapped

19.5. Floor. in a wide himation, right hand covered hy the drapery

5. Coarse jug, as Xo. 4, but with a small, conical spout high and left outstretched, holding a large therso',. 'Faeniac

up on the shoulder, opposite the handle. Height 1S5. are painted white, facing her, stand-' a male hgure in

Floor. the same dress and position, holding a horn in his right

b. Hellenistic Plain While piiiform “teat -bottle” with hand Faces and thvrsos miuh w\)rn. On the other
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Side, stands in the same dress and position a youth 13. Ileilenistic “tear-bottle as Xo. i. Height 16.2. Floor,

holding a stngil in his left hand, opposite is his teacher, 14. Red Figured guttus. d ype 3. Dots and kymation around

who makes a \i\id gesture with his right hand and the strainer; radiating, vertical lines on body. Diam.

leans against a stick; an ephebiis with his gymnasiar-
,

9.4. Floor.

chos. Diam. 4 Fkior. 15. ( oarse disc-shaped bowl with base-ring; straight sides.

10. Fragments of a wooden pvxis with iron mountings. Floor. '• Diam. 22 .0 . Hour.

11. A mass of tine gold tliread used as lacework on a dress. ' 16 Hellenistic Plain White oval jug with base raised; short

Floo. . neck; sw'ollen, pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

12. Black Glazed bowl (.A. i). Plain Diam. 9.5. Floor. Height 21.2. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

;
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CHROXOLOGY

The Cypriote potterv found in this tomb is of the same style as that of the later burial

period in Tomb 60, and thus assigns this tomb to the earlv Hellenistic Age. The style of

the Red Figured bowl (No. 9) is in agreement with this dating.

The necropolis at Evrethades

This locality is situated close to the Nicosia road not far from the site called “Ampelli

toil Englczou” where excavations were carried on by Ohnefalsch-Richter and IMtinro

and Tubbs (cf. above). The villagers had opened two tombs, one of which contained two

specimens of Archaic Attic potterv: a Black Figured kylix, and a Black Figured jug. On the

ground abundant Cvpro-Archaic potsherds were found.

The localitv is a low hill with a large, plateau-shaped top, sloping slightly to the North-

East (Fig. 155; Plan III, 3). The tombs are only cut on the plateau, the whole area of which

was systematically searched by many trial trenches and shafts, with the following results.

TOMB 62 (Figs. 156; 158: I—4)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 2.29 0.90 c. 1.20

Chamber 2.21 3.60 —
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Fig. 155. Marion. The necropolis at Evrethades.

SH.APE

The dromos is a rather short, rectangular, narrow shaft, with vertical walls, descending

to the door by one step in the middle. The upper part of it as well as that of the door has

been washed awav bv the erosion of the water. The door-packing consisted of large and

small stones, and was still standing in situ. There is no stomion. The door opens on to the

chamber near the left end of its front wall. The chamber is elliptical in plan. Its floor

slopes gently from the door towards the centre, and from there to the back wall it is hori-

zontal. The roof has completely collapsed.

STRATIFICATION

The dromos was filled with ciiavara; in front of the door a wedge-shaped part of the filling

was richly mixed with fragments of broken pottery, indicating a reopening of the tomb,

at which time fragments of the earlier tomb-gifts were thrown out in the dromos. This

was verified by the stratification in the chamber itself. The layers there were composed of:

1) A heavy layer of rock debris and pieces of rock from the completely collapsed roof.

2) A horizontal layer of silted rock from the crumbled roof.

3) Close to the door, a wedge-shaped layer of infiltrated charara.

4) A burial layer with culture stratum on the top (2nd burial period).

5) Another burial layer at the bottom with a culture stratum on the top (ist burial period).

The following objects were found on the floor and belong to the ist burial period: Xos.

18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, and 49.
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I'ig. 156. Marion. Tomb 62. \ iew of the chamber I-ig. 157. Marion. I'omb 63. View of the chamber
with finds in situ. with finds in situ.

In the upper burial layer the following objects, which therefore belong to the 2nd burial

period, were tound; Nos. 16, 17, 20, 24, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 46. Some of these objects

were found at different levels, (see Obj. Reg.) slightly above the 2nd burial laver, in the

layer of silted rock debris mixed with clay, where they have floated about in the water.

Objects Xos. I — 15 were unfortunately taken out of the tomb by mistake before their levels

were taken, but they certainly belong to the upper burial layer and therefore to the 2nd
burial period.

BURIALS

In the first burial period, scanty remains of three bodies were observed, one along the

back wall and two in the south part of the chamber. The body along the back wall was
female, adorned with one bracelet of silver (No. 18). Of the bones, only fragments of the

skull were preserved. Of the bodies buried in the south part of the chamber, one was buried

close to the south wall and the other beside it. The body buried close to the south wall was
male, provided with an iron knife (No. 42), and adorned with a silver bracelet (No. 39) and
a silver brooch with a scarab, hanging around its neck (No. 40). Of the bones of these two
bodies, no remains were preserved. In the second burial period there was only one inter-

ment, the remains of which, consisting of a layer of burial earth, were found in the centre

of the chamber. The tomb-gifts in the pots were accumulated close to the bodies in three

groups, one near the north side wall, a second near the back wall, and a third along the

south side wall of the chamber. Besides there were two cone-shaped pithoi, placed along the
front wall, to the right of the door.

FINDS (groups; pus. lxix, i.xx, 1,2; types; L. of PL. Il)

I. Plain White V eone-shaped pithos with pointed h.asc; ' 2. White Painted o\al juK with small hase-disc; narrow,
swollen belK, eur^ed waist, flat shoulder; no neek; raised short, taperintt nock; small, pinched mouth; handle’
nm, certical hop-handles below shoulder. Height 4S 5 from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round
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rim, neck, shoulder, and belly; vertical line on handle

ending in a cursed line from base of handle towards

shoulder. Height 16.6.

3. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with flat ba:>e; splaying

rim; somewhat raised handle. Height 17.5.

4. Black-on-Red III (V) globular jug with base-ring;
1

conical neck. Rim and handle missing. Encircling lines

round neck, concentric circles on. either side of body;

two concentric circles as front ornament. Height 14.2.

5. Plain White V small jug with flat base; wide, concave '

neck; raised handle from rim to belly. Height 89.

6. Plain White V jug, as No. 3. Height 17.4.

7. Plain White V jug, as No. 3, but without raised handle.

Height 16.0.

8. Plain White V o\al jug with base-disc; short, concave

neck; small, pinched mouth; raised handle from rim

to shoulder. Height 15.4 i

9. Plain White Vjug, as No. 3. Handle missing. Height 16.2.

10.

Black-on-Red II (IV) rounded, almost hemispherical

bosvl with Hat base; two vertical handles below rim.

Encircling lines round rim and handle; black handles. •

Diam. 10.6. ;

n. Red Slip III (V) biconical miniature bottle with narrow,
^

flat base; concave, narrow neck; thick, swollen rim;
|

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 5.5.

12. Bichrome Red II (V) oval jug with base-ring; neck

splaying upwards; moulded nm; knobbed twin-handle

from rim to shoulder. White dots on black ground upon

rim; white-dotted black lines round neck; black and

white encircling lines and bands round belly; white

wavy line round shoulder; ladder-pattern on handle;

sling-ornament and pendant strokes below handle.

Height 18.4.

13. Red Slip III (V) oval jug with base-ring; slightly con-

cave, almost cylindrical neck; vaguely moulded rim;

“metal-knobbed” twin-handle from nm to shoulder, and

a large buck’s protome opposite the handle. Height 26.8.

14. Bichrome Red II (V) jug, shape as No. 13. but with

ram’s protome opposite the handle. Black dots upon

rim; white-dotted, black lines round neck; convention-

alized leaf-ornament on shoulder; black and white

encircling lines and bands round body; ladder-pattern

on handle; painted protome and sling-ornament below

handle. Height 25.9.

i 5 - Bichrome Red II (\ ) jug, as No. 14, but with bulls

protome opposite the handle. Black triangles on white

ground, upon and below rim; white-dotted black lines

round neck; black and w'hite encircling lines and bands

round body; ladder-pattern on handle; painted protome

and sling-ornament below handle. Height 25*/

•

16 Bichrome Red II (V) jug, as No. 15. but with plain

handle from neck to shoulder; similar decoration, but

with a wavv white line round neck, and w'hite-dotted

rosettes on shoulder; \ertical strokes on both sides of

handle. Height 30.6. — 28.

17. Bichrome Red II (V) shallow, wide bowl w'lth base-

ring, and flat nm. Black triangles on ^Yhite ground

round nm; a black encirclin<g band outside body; black

circular lines and bands inside. Diam 33.5- ap.

18. Plain, circular silver bracelet, with a gap between ends.

Diam 6 5. Floor.

ig. Bichrome IV spherical battle with narrow neck, sp!a\ing

upwards, handle-ridge; flat nm; handle trom neck to

shoulder. Red nm and upper part ot neck, black

circular lines above handle-ndge; \ertical row ot two

concentric circles opposite the h indie; transverse lines

on handle. Base missing. Height 120. Moor

20. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with Hat base; splaying

rim. Handle missing. Height 14 -5 •

—
21. Red Slip HI (V) conical bawl with narrow base-disc;

Hat nm, sloping inwards; horizontal handle below nm.

Dark slip. Oiam. 12.7. Floor.

22. Bichrome I (IV)—II (^ ) oval jug with narrow, thick

base-ring; tall, swollen neck; nm and handle missing.

Surface slightly polished; decoration almost effaced.

Height 15.0. Floor.

23. White Painted HI cup-shaped bowl with narrow, raised

base, splaving nm; double-curved, rather angular out-

line, handle from nm to body Encircling lines round

rim, bodv, and b-tse; black handle; obliLjue stroke from

rim to base of handle. Diam. 13.5 Moor.

24. Plain White V shallow bowl with Hat base; concave,

raised rim. Diam. 12.3. — 22.

25. Bichrome IV—V depressed amphora with small base-

ring; splaying neck; plain nm, vertical handles on should-

er. Circular lines and bands round neck, shoulder,

and belly, sparse, concentric circles on shoulder; ladder-

pattern on handles; vertical strokes on shoulder, framing

the handles. Height 17.0. Floor.

26. White Painted IV oval hydna with base-ring, cylind-

rical neck; horizontal handle^ on shoulder, and a

vertical one from neck to shoulder. Rim missing En-

circling lines and bands round nm, shoulder, belh

.

and base: framed, vertical zigzag line on vertical handle,

black, horizontal handles; concentric circles round

shoulder and belly. Height 43

27. Black-on-Red II (IV) oval amphoriskos with base-

ring; wide, cvlindrical neck; swollen nm. vertical handles

from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines round nm, neck,

and belly; concentric circles on shoulder. One handle

missing. Height 13.4. Floor.

28. Bichrome IV oval amphora with base-ring; tapering

neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on shoulder

Encircling lines and band-' round nm and neck, en-

circling lines on shoulder and below belly, sparse,

concentric circles between the black painted handle>.

Height 40.0. F'loor.

29. Bichrome Red I (IV) oval, slender aInphon^kos with

base-disc and horizontal handles on shoulder. Neck and

nm missing. Black and bright-red encircling lines round

shoulder and belly; black handles. Stroke polished,

red surface and mat colours. Height 17.0. Floor.

30. Black-on-Red H (IV) wide, shallow b )wl with rounded

outline; base-ring; in-turned nm, tw\) horizontal handles

24
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on nm. Encircling lines and bands round rim. body,

and base; black handles and a spiral circle, both inside

and out. Diam i6.6. — 15.

31. Bichrome IV ()\oid amphonskos with base-disc; .

cylindrical neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on belly,
j

Encirclmtj lines and bands round nm, neck, shoulder,

and bod\ ; black handles. Height 135 On No. 32.

32 Black-on-Red II (IV) amphoriskos, as No. 27 Height
|

1 1 .6. — 20 .
I

33. White Painted III bowl, as No. 23, but with straight

sides; plain rim. Diam. 12.4. — 15.
j

34 Bichrome IV slender, oval amphoriskos with base-

ring; short, wide, tapering neck; Rattened nm; vertical

twin-handles from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines and
j

bands round nm, neck, and belly; \ertical lines on

handles; concentric circles round neck and shoulder.

Height 22.4. — 21. I

35. Bichrome IV—V amphora, as No. 25, but with slightly

con\ex neck. Height 20.0. Floor.

3(1. Bichrome I\’ oval amphora with base-ring; cylindrical

neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Circular lines and bands round nm, neck, shoulder,

and belly; sparse, concentric circles on belly, black

handles. Incomplete. Height 23.0. F'loor.

37. Bichrome IV amphora, as No. 36. Part of neck missing.

Height 26.5. Floor,

35 Bichrome Red II (V) shallow, wide bowl with base-

ring; flat rim. Black triangles on white ground round

nm; black encircling band outside, black and white

circular lines and bands inside the bottom. Diam. 198.

Floor.

39. Silver bracelet, as No. 18, but with groups of incised

chevrons on each end. Diam. 6.4. Floor

40. Symmetrically curved, brooch-shaped pendant of silver,

with cylindrical mounting for hanging. The central

ornament is a cornelian scarab with a seated sphinx,

looking right. Length 6.1. Ploor.

41. Red Slip II (IV) cup-shaped bowl with base-disc; flat-

tened rim; handle from nm to body. Diam. 9.8. Floor.

42. Curved, single-edged iron knife with broad tang and

two nails. The edge is on the concave side. The pointed

end missing. Length 14.0. P'loor.

43. Red Slip III (V) bowl, as No. 21. Diam. 16.8. Floor.

44. Bichrome IV bottle, as No. 19, and with base-disc;

three concentric circles in front. Height 10.6. Floor.

45. Plain White IV cone-shaped pithos with pointed base;

straight outline; vertical sides; flat shoulder; no neck;

swollen nm; vertical loop-handles below shoulder.

Height 41.0. P'loor.

46. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl, as No. 30, but with con-

centric circles inside. Diam. 33.2. —

S

47. Plain White IV oval amphora with base-disc; slightly

splaying neck; pinched mouth; handle from nm to

shoulder. Height 19.2. F'loor.

48. Plain White V piihos, as No i. Height 47.8 P'loor.

49. Plain White V pithos, as No. i. Height 480. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

In the I St burial period a survival of Type III, a majority of Type IV, and a few early

Type V of pottery are represented, assigning it to the first part of Cvpro-Archaic IT, in the

2nd burial period, there is one survival of Type III, a number of Tvpe IV and a pre-

dominance of Type V, of which some are rather late in style. This assigns the burial period

to about the middle of Cypro-Archaic II.
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TOMB 63 (Figs. 157; 158: 5
—

7 )

Dromos

Chamber

SIZE

Length

2.12

2.04

Width

1. 10

2-34

Depth

1.80

Height

SHAPE

The dromos is a rectangular, basin-shaped shaft with nearly vertical walls, sloping

towards the door. The rock wall between the chamber of Tomb 83 and the back part of

the south side wall of the dromos has collapsed. The upper part of the door has collapsed,

but the door-packing, consisting of a quantity of rough stones was still standing in situ.

There is no stomion and the floor of the dromos is on the same level as the front part of the

chamber. The chamber is roughly square in shape, but the south-east rock wall, separating

it from the chamber of Tomb 83, has collapsed. The floor of the chamber slopes towards

the back wall; its roof has entirely collapsed.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of an oblique bottom layer of fine chonnos and chavara,

mixed with stones and potsherds; above that an oblique layer of rough chonnos and chavara

and a top layer of chonnos and clay. The finds of pottery fragments in the bottom layer of

the dromos-filling indicate a reburial, some of the pots for the tomb-gifts of the first burial

hae ing been thrown out into the dromos at the reburial. This was verified bv the strati-

fication of the layers and the circumstances of finds in the chamber. No sections were made
through the filling of the chamber, but it was evident that there were two burial strata, one

on the floor and the other on the top of this, covered by rock debris from the collapsed roof.

The objects Nos. 5,11, and 12 found at a level of— 98 and — 104 (see Obj. Reg.) belong

to the 2nd burial period. All the other objects belong to the ist burial period, and were

found on the floor or inside those deposited on the floor, except Nos. i and 2 which were

found on the levels of — 116 and — 120, having floated about in the silted debris.

BURIALS

No remains of skeletons could be traced. In both burial periods beside the usual tomb-

gifts and pots, which were found in the chamber, offerings were brought to the deceased in

pots after the funeral, and the pots were deposited outside the door in the dromos-filling.

FINDS (group: PL. LXX,

Dromos
I. White Painted II deep bowl with low foot, slightly

d(>ublo-eur\ed outline; splaying nm; horizontal handles

below urn Eneireling hands round nm, bodv. and

b<i->e. black hantlles, metope decoration of plain metopes

'^eyiarated by bands of Ncrtical lines and latticed lozenges,

framed h\ vertical lines Part of bowl missing. Height

12. 1 — 85.

3; types; l. of PL. ii)

2 White Painted IT bowl, shape as No. i, but somewhat
heavier. EncirclinEt bands around nm and bodv;

black handles; metope decoration of plain metopes
separated by vertical bands of network, latticed lozenges;

zigzag herring-bone pattern; lines framed by parallel

certical lines Height 14.0, — 83.

Black Slip I depressed globular jug with low foot;

ridge below neck; concave, tapering neck; pinched
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mouth; handle from rim to shoulder (missingl, vertical-

ly, grooied b('d^ . Height 15.3. Floor.

4.

Fragment of White Painted I n\oid ampiiora with base-

ring, Flneircling lines and bands round body and base

F pper part missing — yS.

<-' h a in b e r

1. White Painted I depressed globular ju<g with narrow,

low toot, slightK coneate neck; spiasing rini; handle

from neck to shoulder. Tattieed bands crossing each

other irregularly on shoulder: a herring-bone band
round belly; transverse lines on handle, encircling line

below neck. Decoration worn; almost effaced. FFeight

21.5. — I lb.

2. White Painted 1 depressed globular jug with low foot,

short, concase neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to

shoulder. Flneircling lines and bands round rim and body;

framed zigzag line along handle, FFeight 14.0 — 120.

3. Black Slip I—II depressed oval jug with low foot;

tapering, rather straight neck; pinched rim (missing);

handle from nm to shoulder Vertically grooved body;

four horizontal, incised lines around shoulder. Height

23 5. In Xo. 4

4. White Painted I howl with low foot; double-curved

outline; splaying nm; horizontal handles on body.

Encircling bands round nm, body, and base, black

handles; metope decoration of swasticas separated by

bands of zigzag lines, and herringbone-pattern framed

by parallel, vertical lines on body, circles inside.

Diam 24 o floor.

5. White Painted V globular jug with base-ring, conical

neck; narrow, pinched mouth, twin-handle from nm
to shoulder. Encircling lines round rim and neck;

wavy line round neck; intersecting encircling lines and

concentric circles on either side of body , transverse

lines over handle; three stripes below handle Height

25 o. — yS,

6. Black Slip I depressed globular jug with low foot;

slightly concave neck; pinched rim; handle from nm to

shoulder. Vertically grooved body. Flcight iy.2. F'loor.

Summing up the classification given in the

we obtain the following diagram:

7. White Painted I jutj, i>hape as Xo 2, but with wider

and taller neck. EneirclmK lines and bands round run,

neck, and belK ; latticed, framed tnanule-v, and a \ertical,

framed band <jf ladder-pattern on shoulder, two en-

circlini'i wa\y lines on neck. Heit{ht 22 2 FioiFr.

8. Black ^slip I depressed t^lobular with low foot;

tapenni? neck; swollen nm; handle trom neck to shoulder.

Vertically grooved body. Height 19.5. Floor

9 White Painted II bowl, similar to Hromos Xt). 2. Kn-

circling bands round nm, body, and base, circle inside

bottom, black handles Height 1 1 .9 Floor.

10. W*hire Painted I bowl with low foot; doubIe-cur\ ed

outline; splaying run; handle from nm to body. Encircl-

inK line round nm and circles inside, foot and handle

black; two lines round body; curved stroke below

handle Diam. 122 Floor.

11. Black Slip V—VI oval jug with flat base; concave neck;

splaying nm; handle from nm to shoulder, spout

opposite handle (missing) Height 10 6. Inside Xo. 12.

12. Plain W’hite \'—VI bowl with narrow base-ring, rounded

outline; plain ram. Diam. 13.0. — 104.

13. Black Slip I—H jug, shape as Xo. (>. but with sIightK

concave, narrow neck. Diam. 10 o. Floor.

14. W’hite Painted I bowl, shape as Xo. 4; decoration as

Xo. 9. Height lo.o. Floor.

15. W’hite Painted 1 bowl, shape as Dr. Xo. 2, and decor-

ation as Xo. 4 but with the metopes diagonally crossed,

separated by bundles of vertical lines. Diam 18.S.

F'loor.

16. White Painted I bowl, as Xo. 10, but without the curved

stroke. Diam. 123. Floor

17. Coarse wide, depressed jug with fiat base, wide, short

neck
;
raised, out-turned nm ; handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 90. Floor.

iS. W'hite Painted 1 how), as Xo 10 Diam 137 Floor.

19. Bichrome I— II barrel-shaped bottle w ith narrow neck;

handle from neck to shoulder Mouth missing. En-

circling lines round the neck and concentric circles on

cither side of the bixiy, transverse strokes over handle.

Height 100. Floor.

Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

Pottery
Wh. P I tVh.P.II tVh. P.V Bichr I-II B 1 SI. 1 : B 1 SI. l-II Bl. SI V-\T

i

PI Wh
V-\T

Coarse

Chamber
ist burial

period

I. 2.

7. 10.

15 ib,

-9

4 y ly F. s 3. 13

14
15

-I -I -2 -2

1

7

-

1

2nd burial

period
5 1

1

-
1 - 1

I 2

- I

Dromos
-I
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t'HRONOLOGA'

The second burial period, where Type V of potteiA' and transitory forms between Types V
and VI are represented, dates, consequently, from the end of Cypro-Archaic II, while the

first burial period, in which Type I and a few specimens of Type II occur, has to be

assigned to the beginning of Cypro-Geometric II.

TOMB 64 (Figs. 158:8—12; 163)

Dromos

Chamber

SIZH

Length

2.35

1-76

Width

1-23

2.08

Depth

I.16

Height

SHAPE

The upper part of the dromos is narrow and descends by two steps. At the second step,

the dromos widens abruptly to a roughly rectangular shaft with nearly yertical walls, descend-

ing by a gradual slope to the door. The upper part of the door has collapsed. It is yery

wide and fills the whole width of the dromos. The door-packing, consisting of one roughly

cut block and a quantity of rubble, was still in situ. There is no stomion. The door opens on

to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal a.xis, and the floor of the dromos descends

to that of the chamber by an oblique step. The chamber is caye-shaped, with two loaf-

shaped niches cut in the back wall; the one at the leyel of the floor of the chamber and the

other, 0.05 m. aboye it. The floor of the chamber is horizontal. The roof has entirely

collapsed, but seems to haye been slightly curyed.

STR.ATIFIC.tTIOX

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of two oblique layers of chavura, separated by an

oblique streak of sand. The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A top layer of silted rock debris, from the completely collapsed roof.

2) A layer of rough rock debris mixed with sand from the partly collapsed roof.

3) Close to the door, a wedge-shaped layer of infiltrated chuvara from the first layer of cha-

vara in the dromos.

4) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom.

There was only one burial layer and all the finds were on the floor.

BURIALS

Remains of one skeleton were found along the south side wall of the chamber. Of the

bones, parts of the spinal column, ribs, right cubital bone, fibula, peh is, left finger-bones

and right femur were preseryed in such a position that it can be ascertained that the body
had been buried in a dorsal, outstretched position r\ ith the head towards the baek wall of

the chamber. The few tomb-gifts in pots were placed in the centre of the chamber, and in

the north niche.
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FINDS (group: PL. LXX, 4; TVPFN: L. OF PL. Il)

1 . Bichrome IV oval luu with hasc-dis.c Xeuk and handle

missing. Encircling lines and bands round belly, with

three encircling wavy lines m their intervals; concentric

circles in double-groups on shoulder. Height 21.2 Elotir.

2. Bichrome IV depressed u\oid amphora with base-ring,

short, \\ide, cylindrical neck; swollen, tiattened twin-

handles from rim to shoulder. Encireling lines round

belly; frieze of concentric circles on shoulder, framed

zigzag band round neck; ladder-pattern on handles,

strokes on nm. Height 26 4. Floor.

3. Bichrome I\' depressed o\oid amphora, with short

neck, splaying slighth upwards; llattened nm; horizon-

tal handles on helK . Broad network frieze round helK
,

framed by se\eral encircling lme^ and band>; black

handles, line below neck. Height 2f‘).7 I kjor.

4. Plain White 1 \' rounded bowl with plain nm, llat,

raised base Diam. 10 2. Inside No 2.

5. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl, skape as No 4. hut more

rounded outline. Broad line out-Nide and inside nm.
Diam. 10.6 Inside No. 3

6. Black-on-Red II ( 1 \) depressed miniature jug with

base-disc; no neck; pinched mouth; handle from nm
to shoulder. Encircling line round nm and neek;

\ertical hand along handle. Height 64. Inside No. 3

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery
Bichr. IV Bl.-on-R. II (IV) PI. Wh. IV

I 2, 3 5, 4
- 3 - 2 -

1

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery is entirely of Type IV, which are generally late in style. The tomb therefore

dates from the end of Cypro-Archaic I.

TOMB 65 (Fig. 159: I—4)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 2.23 i.ii 1.75

Stomion 0.27 0.90 —
Chamber 2.20 2.16 - —

SH.tPE

The dromos is a basin-shaped shaft, widening slightly at the back. The back and side

walls are almost vertical; the front wall is concave; the floor slopes gently towards the door.

The upper part of the door has collapsed, but the door-packing consisting of a quantitv of

rubble was still in situ. The stomion is verv short, rectangular in plan. It opens on to the

chamber, at the right end of its front wall, and its floor descends to that of the chamber be-

an oblique step. The chamber is roughlv trapezoidal in plan, with the side walls narrowing

towards the back; an oblique back wall, and nearly semicircular right hack corner. The

floor is approximatelv horizontal, and the roof has collapsed, hut seems to have been slighth

curved and sloping towards the back wall.
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STRATIFICATION

The dromos-filling consisted of an oblique layer of stones and pieces of choinios in front

of the door; a horizontal layer of chavara overlaying this in the front part of the dromos, and

an upper laver of chavara separated from the lower layer, by a strip of small stones. The

layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A top laver of silted clay.

2) Debris of gravel and chavara.

X) Rock debris from the collapsed roof.

4) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom.

There was onlv one burial laver, and all the finds were on the floor in the chamber.

BURIALS

Remains of onlv one interment were found in the chamber, along its south side wall.

Onlv fragments of the skeleton were preserved (parts of the upper and lower extremities,

and the pelvis). From the position of these bones, it seems certain that the body had been

buried in a dorsal, outstretched position along the south side wall of the chamber with the

head near the front wall. On the pelvis a bronze pin was found (Xo. 10), which has been

used for fastening the clothes of the deceased.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXI,

I White Painted I deep bowl with low foot; double-

curved outline; two horizontal handles below nm
Encirclins: bnds round nm, body, and base, circle

inside; black handles. Diam. loo. Floor.

z White Painted I b()\\l. as Xo. i Diam. 5. Floor.

3 White Painted I i^Mobular depressed stirrup-vase with

narrow, hiyh base-ring. Concentric circles on the

knob; transxerse lines on handle; encircling lines and

hands round spout, belly, and base, framed, latticed,

eciuilateral triangles on shoulder. Height 11.5. Inside

Xo 4.

4. White Painted I conical goblet with in-turned nm; two

handles from nm to bod\ ; tall, moulded stem; llat base-

di-«c Encircling lines and bands round rim. body,

stem, and base, transverse lines on handles; dented

line below nm; /igzag ornament on base-disc. Height

136. Floor.

5 White Painted I howl, shape as No. i. Encircling bands

round rim, body, and base; two wavy lines between

handles. Height 140. Floor.

i; types: l. of pl. ii)

6. White Painted I depressed piriform amphora with

narrow base-ring, no neck, out-turned, curved nm;
horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling lines and bands

round rim, shoulder, base, and belly, black handles;

tWi) wavy lines between handles. Height 18.5. Floor.

7. Black .Slip I depressed globular jug with low foot;

slightly concave neck, pinched mouth; handle from rim

to shoulcier. Horizontal, grooved lines on shoulder; body

vertically grooved from shoulder to base. Height 16.8.

Floor.

8. White Painted 1 piriform amphora with base-ring;

wide, slightly concave neck; flaring nm; curved, vertical

handles from nm to shoulder. Bundles of radiating

lines on nm, squarely framed, four-leaved ornament on

neck, flanked by vertical, framed zigzag lines; zigzag

lines on handles; encircling lines round nm, neck,

shoulder, and base. Height 39 3 Floor.

9 White Painted I amphora, as Xo. S Height 43.0 Floor.

10. Plain needle of bronze with oval eyelet at one end.

Eyelet partly missing Length 11.4. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram:

P o t t e r v Bronze

Wh. P. I Bl. SI I Needle

q. 4 6 S, 0
-S

10

- I



Fie. i:;;q. -Marion. Tomb 65, Plan (i); Sections A-A, B-B (2, 3); Finds in iilii (4). 'Fomb db. Plan and

Finds in situ (^); Sections B-B, C-C, A-A (6. 7, S). lomb bj. Plan (9); Sections A-A, B-B (to, ii).
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t'HROXOLOGY

The pottcrv, which the classification shows to be entirely of Type I, assigns the tomb

to Cvpro-Cfeometric I.

TOMB 66 (Fig. 159: 5-^8)

SIZE

Dromos .

Chamber

Length Width Depth Heisht

2.36 I.14 1.72 ^
2.88 3-34 — c. 1.40

(reconstr.)

SHAPE

The dromos is a short staircase shaft, widening towards the back, with vertical walls,

descending bv six regular steps to an approximately horizontal area in front of the door.

The upper part of the door has collapsed. The door-packing was rather loosely built of

rubble and not founded on the floor, but on the bottom stratum of the dromos-filling.

There is no stornion. The door opens on to the chamber at the right end of its front wall,

and the floor descends to that of the chamber bv a gentle slope. The chamber is roughly

lectangular in shape, with slightly curved walls, and rounded corners. Its floor slopes

gently towaids the back wall. In the middle, there is an irregularly shaped shaft o^

rounded outline, cut in the rock, o.io—0.20 m. below the floor-level. The curved roof

has nearly entirely collapsed.

STR.\TIFIC.\TION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of sand, gravel, and smaller stones,

on which the door-packing was founded; and two upper layers of cJiavara and sand. The

layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A top layer of sand and rubble from the collapsed, upper part of the rock.

2) An oblique laver of rock debris consisting of clioiinos and gravel from the collapsed roof.

3) A pvramidal laver of c/tonuos and streaks of gravel from the collapsed roof.

4) A horizontal laver of hard-packed filling of sand.

5) A disturbed burial and culture stratum at the bottom.

The disturbed culture stratum show s that the tomb had been visited by intruders, and the

intact lavers of debris that this happened before the tomb collapsed. The tomb-robbers

evidentlv entered the tomb from the shaft, which thev partly dug out, down to the bottom

laver; and after their visit they built up the door-packing loosely again, founding it on the

bottom laver of the dromos-filling, and refilled the dromos with the two upper lavers of

chavara and sand.

BURI.\LS

In the disturbed bottom stratum some traces of burial earth were found along the left

part of the front wall of the chamber. The tomb-gifts in pots, etc., were found along the

left side wall and the back wall of the chamber.
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FINDS (group: PL. LXXI, 2 ’, TYPE: L. OF PL. Il)

1. Plain White V sack-shaped ju^ with hat base; no neck,

splaying rim; raised handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 13.5. — 62.

2. Plain White V shallow bowl with hat base; erect rim.

Diam. 1 1 .o. — 6o.

3. Plain White V—VI shallow bowl with flat base; inwards

thickening rim. Diam. 12.0. — 54

4. Red Slip III (V) deep plate with wide base-disc;

bulging sides; flattened rim. with moulded lines; two

string-holes. Diam. 21.0. — 65.

5. Open, saucer-shaped lamp of terracotta with flattened
\

base; flat rim; pinched \Mck-holder. Diam. 10.6. Floor.
,

6. Red Slip IV (VI) rounded bowl with narrow base-ring;
|

plain rim. Slip turned almost black. Diam. 12.0. Floor.
|

7. Plain White V bowl, as No. 2. Diam. 10.8. Floor.
;

8. Black-on-Red III (V) biconical bottle with narrow
|

base-ring; short, narrow neck; swollen rim; handle from

rim to shoulder. Encircling bands round nm and bcdh .

Height y.f). Floor.

9.

Plain White V depressed globular jug with base-disc,

short, conca\e neck, pinched mouth; raised handle from

nm to shoulder. Height 12.0. Floor.

10 Black Slip V bottle, shape as No. 8, Height 7.5 Floor.

II- Plain White V jug, as No i. Height 16.S. Floor.

12. Red Slip III (V) bowl, as No 6, but with narrower

base-ring; conical, rather angular outline. Diam 12.2.

Floor.

13. Plain White V jug, as No. i. Height 16. i. Floor.

14. Black Glazed kyhx. Type 3. Plain. Diam. 16.7. Floor.

15. Plain White V jug, as No. i. Height 16 6. Floor.

16. Black-on-Red HI (V) bottle, as No. 8. Height 13 o.

Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

!

P 0 t t c r > Terracotta

Bl.-on-R,

in (V)
Bl. SI. V R. SI. Ill (V) R.Si. IV (\T) PI. Wh. V PI Wh. V-VI

1

Bl. Gl. PI.

Kylix

Type 3

I -cinip

8. 16
1

10 4- 1-2 6 I. 2. 7, y 3 14 5

II. 13, 15

-I -2 -1 -7 -I -I

CHRONOLOGY

This tomb, containing potterv of generally late Type V, with two specimens of early

Type VI, is accordingly assigned to the end of Cypro-Archaic II, or beginning of Cypro-

Classic I. The stvle of the plain Attic kylix is in accordance with this date.

TOMB 67 (Figs. 159:9— II

;

160;

SIZE

Dromos .

Chamber

1 61; 162

Length Width Depth Heisiht

3-70 1.52 1 .22 — -

2-59 3.02 - - -

SH.tPE

The dromos is a rather short shaft, widening slightly at the back, and descending by two

steps to a horizontal area in front of the door. The upper part of the door has collapsed.

The lower part of the door-packing consisting of small and large stones, was still standing

in situ. There is no stomion. The door opens on to the chamber in its longitudinal axis.
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Fig. i6o. Marion. Tomb 67. View of the chamber Fig. 161. Marion. Tomb 67. Skeleton in siiu.

with finds in situ.

and the floor of the dromos is at the same level as that of the chamber. The chamber is

roughly trapezoidal in shape, with the back wall hollowed out. The floor slopes gently

towards the back wall, and the roof has entirely collapsed.

STR-A.TIFIC.VTION

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of three layers of sand and cha-vara. The layers in the

chamber were composed of;

1) A heavy laver of rock debris with large pieces of chonuos and streaks of sand from the

completely collapsed rock.

2) A laver of fine, silted chonnos from the partly collapsed roof with a burial and culture

stratum (2nd burial period).

3) Close to the door a wedge-shaped layer of infiltrated dromos-filling.

4) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom (ist burial period).

The objects found on the floor were the following: Nos. i— 10, 12, 17— 19. They belong

therefore to the first burial period. The objects belonging to the second burial period were,

for the most part, found at a level of — 55, in the burial stratum, but som.e of them were

found at higher levels, having floated in the water of the silted layer of chonnos. According

to the levels the objects belonging to the second burial period are Nos. ii, 13— 16, 20—44.

BURI.ALS

Remains of a body buried in the first burial period was found along the back wall of the

chamber on the floor. No bones were preserved, and the body was only represented by a

laver of burial earth. In the second burial stratum, a well preserved female skeleton was

found along the right side wall of the chamber, within a rectangular area screened off bv

two cut poros stones. Tbe woman buried within this scrcened-olf area was provided with

a pallet and a mirror (Nos. 37, 39), and was adorned with silver finger-rings, hair-rings.
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and earrings (Nos. 43, 44). The body was placed in a dorsal, outstretched position with

the head near the back wall of the chamber. The tomb-gifts in pots of the first burial

period were placed along the back wall of the chamber; those of the second burial period,

inside the screened-off area, with exception for a few found just outside it.

FINDS (groups: pls. lxxi, 3,

1. Red Slip IV (VI) rounded, shallow bowl with narrow-

base; plain rim. Diam. 11.7. Floor.

2. Plain White VI ovoid amphora with slanting shoulder;

widening neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on

shoulder. Height 41.6. Floor.

3. Black Lustrous shallow bowl with base-ring; angular

outline; flat, drooping rim; plain. Diam. 15.0. Floor.

4. Black Glazed kylix. Type 3. Plain. Diam. 13.8. Floor.

5. Plain White VI fragment of a piriform amphora with

wide body; knobbed base. Floor.

6. Plain White VII bobbin-shaped amphora with knobbed

base; swollen, short neck; swollen rim; handles from

neck to shoulder. Height 61 o. Floor.

7. Plain White VI amphora, as No. 2. Height 46.5. Floor.

8. Red Slip IV (VI) bowl, as No, 1. Diam. 12.0. Floor.

9. Plain White VI urn-shaped, small amphoriskos with

flat base; no neck; splaying rim; horizontal, rudiment-

ary handles on shoulder. Height 6.5. Floor.

10. Plain White VII piriform amphora with knobbed base;

cylindrical, slightly swollen neck; small, swollen rim;

handles from neck to shoulder. Height 63.5. Floor.

11. Plain White VH amphora, similar to No. 10, but with

slanting shoulder and splaying neck. Height 57 5. — 42

12. Lustrous Painted oval amphora with moulded base-

disc; horizontal shoulder; cylindrical neck; outward

bulging rim; handles from neck to shoulder. Encircling

lines and bands round rim and shoulder; black base-

disc; hooked cross between handles on each side of
,

neck; dotted lines below neck and on shoulder Black, !

lustrous paint on fine, red slip. Imported. Height
j

49.7. Floor.
1

13. Red Figured guttus of clumsy type with knobbed
;

top, imitating Type i. Leaf-ornaments round knob,
j

female head in profile, surrounded by olive-leaves, on

each side of body. Inferior work. Diam. 9,5. — 45.
|

14. Black Glazed bowl (A. 2). Impressed, four-pointed
|

star with palmettes at the points; circle in centre;

faint roulette circles without. Diam. 9,1. — 45.
|

15. Black Glazed bowl (C. 7). Plain. Diam. 11. i. — 45.

16. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; cimcace

neck; splaying rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height i

1 1. 5. — 48.

17. Plain White VI sack-shaped jug with flat base; no neck;
,

projecting rim; high handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 13.6. Floor.

18. Plain White VI jug, similar to No, 17. but with less

elecated handle, and slacker body. Height 12 2. Floor.
,

IQ. Black Slip VI biconcal jug with narrow base-ring;

Lxxii; types: l. of pl. ii)

rather wide, short, concave neck; swollen rim: handle

from rim to shoulder. Heie'ht 7.6. Floor.

20. Black Glazed bowl (C. 6). Plain. Diam 14 2. — 55

21. Black Glazed bowl (A. 4). Impressed star of palmettes

surrounded by circle of O s and nine palniette points;

faint rouletting without. Diam. 14.0. — 55.

22. Black Glazed bowl (A. 3). Impressed, largish circle of

O’s, surrounded by ten palmette points. Diam. 15.0.

55 -

23. Plain White VI oval jut; with flat base; conca\e neck;

small nm; handle from rim to shoulder; small spout

opposite the handle. Height 10.3. — 55.

24. Black Glazed bowl (C. i). Impressed, plain circle with

SIX palmettes on circumference. Diam. 11 2. — 55.

25. Black Glazed bowl (C. i) Impressed, plain circle with

six palmettes on circumference. Diam. 1 1 .2 — 55.

26. Black Glazed bowl (C. 3). Impressed, plain circle with

nine palmette points on circumference. O's at base of

points. Diam. 12.7. — 55.

27. Black Glazed bowl (C. i). Impressed, plain circle with

six palmettes on circumference Di im 1 1 .0 — 55.

28. Black Cjlazed bowl (C. 3). Plain. Diam. 15 2. — 55.

29. Black Glazed guttus. Type i. Plain. Diam 8 S. — 55.

30. Black Glazed guttus. 'Pype i. Plain. Diam. 8.S — 55.

31. Black Glazed guttus. I'ype i. Plain Diam. (> 0. — 55.

32. Black Glazed guttus, 'Pype 1 Plain. Diam 8 5. — 55.

33. Plain White VII rather biconic.il jim with hase-rimr,

narrow, concave neck, widening slightK , small, pinched

mouth; handle from run to shoulder. Height 18 3. 55

34 Plain White VI howl, shape as Xo i. Diam 1 1 .8 — 55.

35. Stroke Polished II (VII) depressed oval jug with

base-ring; ridge below neck, funnel-mouth; moulded

handle from neck to shoulder Height 27.8 — 18

36. Plain White VII ovoid amphora, as Xo 2. but with

slender bodv; narrow, tall neck, widening upwards

Height 44.5. — 12

37. Pallet of bronze, circular, plain, used for grinding

paint for toilet use. Diam. 11.8. — 55.

38 Plain White VI jug, as No. ih. Height 12.7. — u;

39. Circular mirror of bronze with narrow tang, 'tarring

from a rounded mounting Palmette on mounting.

Diam. 100. — 55.

40. Plain White VII ovoid jug with flat base. Neck and

handle missing. Height 20 7 — 12

41 Plain White VII spherical jug with wide base-ring,

narrow, cylindrical neck with handle-ridge near nm,

splaying nm; handle from handle-ndge to shoulder.

Height 157. — 18.
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42. Plain White \'II shalUiw bowl with flat base; splaying,

straight sides; inwards thickening nm. Diam. 12.2.

— I

4’,- bix leech-shaped earrings of silver. Badly oxidized

and broken Length 2.2. — 55.

44. Three siher rings.

a) Ilair-ring with oserlapping ends. Diam. i j-

b) Finger-ring with horseshoe-shaped bezel. Diam. 1.9.

c) Bezel to a finger-ring. Length 1.9. — 55.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:
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CHRONOLOGY

We thus see that in the ist burial period, the Cypriote pottery consists of Type VI with

a few Type VII, and this burial period dates therefore from the ver}- beginning of Cypro-

Classic II. In the 2nd burial period Type VII have increased in number, but Type VI are

still represented, indicating that this burial period dates from the earlier part of Cypro-

Classic II. The imported Attic pottery is numerous in the 2nd burial period, but infrequent

in the ist burial period.

TOMB 68 (Fig. 162: 2~5)

SIZE

LcncTh Width Depth Height

Dromos 1.40 1.20 c. 1.30 —
Stomion 0.20 0.85 — —
Chamber 2.36 2.35 — c. 0.95

.SHAPE

The front part of the dromos has been destroyed. Its floor slopes gently to the door.

The upper part of the door has collapsed, and the door-packing was missing. The stomion is

very short. It opens on to the chamber near the right end of the front wall, and its floor

descends to that of the chamber by a gentle slope. The chamber is roughly trapezoidal in
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shape witli the side walls narrowing towards the oblique back wall. Its floor is horizontal,

and the roof has nearly entirely collapsed.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of two layers of cJiovara. In front of the stomion an

open shaft had been dug through the debris of the dromos-filling down to the floor of the

dromos, and this tomb-robbers’ shaft continued into the chamber along its left front and

south-east side wall. The intact layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) Top layer of clayev earth mixed w ith rock.

2) Rock debris from the collapsed roof.

3) A layer of silted, infiltrated debris.

4) A burial and culture stratum on the top of this (2nd burial period).

5) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom (ist burial period).

The finds of the two burial layers, howeyer, haye been mixed up by the water of the silted,

infiltrated debris coyering the burial strata, in which they floated. Xo stratigraphical im-

portance is therefore to be attached to the levels at which the objects were found. It is still

possible to distinguish between the finds of the two burial periods, because they are divided

in two distinct, stylistic groups as shown by the classification.

BURI.ALS

In the first burial period one interment took place. Remains of this, represented by a

layer of burial earth, was found in the front part of the chamber.

In the second burial period, the back part of the chamber was screened off by a partition

wall of stone blocks and rubble, and two interments took place, one inside this partition

wall, and another outside, on the top of the earlier burials. Of the body buried within the

partition wall, only the skull, the femur, and insignificant remains of other bones are pre-

served; but disarranged by the water in the loose layer of silted debris, so that nothing

for certain can be said about the position of the body. Of the body buried outside the

partition wall, no distinct traces of bones were preserved, but only a layer of burial earth.

FINDS (groups: PL. LXXIII, I, 3; TYPES: L. OF PL. Il)

I. White Painted 1 deep bowl with double-curved outline; 4. Black-on-Red II (I\') bowl, as No. 3. Diam. 10. i.

horr/ontal handles. Base missinu- Encircling; lines — 20.

round rim and body; black painted and striped hand- 5 Black-on-Red II (IVj conical bowl with base-ring;

les, vertical bands of framed checjuers; hanging, hatched rounded, in-turned rim; horizontal handles below rim.

lozenges from rim to belly. Diam. 22.1. Floor. Encircling band round nm; encircling lines inside;

2 Black-on-Red I (III) oval bottle with Hat base; narrow black handles. Diam. 23.6. Floor.

neck with handle-ridge; Haring funnel-mouth; handle 0 . Bichrome Red I (IV) Hat, plate-shapedbowlwithbase-
trorn neck to shoulder. Encircling lines round nm, neck, ring; Hattened nm; horizontal wavy handle on rim.

and hodv , black handle; small concentric circles as Black and white panels on rim ; encircling line and band

;

front ornament Height 9.3. Floor. circle spiral inside. Diam. ly 2. Floor.

3. Black-on-Red II (IV) round bowl with narrow base- 7 White Painted IV oval jug with base-ring; splaying,

disc; horizontal handles below nm. Encircling bands concave neck; twin-handle from rim to shoulder,

inside and outside; black handles Diam. ii.i. — 20. Neck and handle missing. Encircling lines and bands
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round rim, neck, and belly; concentric circles on

shoulder. Height 24 5 -^2.

8. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep, conical crater with base-

ring; erect nm; twin-handles from rim to body. Encircl-

ing lines and bands round rim, body, and base; frieze

of tangent, concentric circles hanging on nm; and

detached, concentric circles below. Height 15.8. r 6.

y. White Painted I piriform amphora with high base-nng,

wide, concave neck; flat, flaring nm; handles from rim

to shoulder. Bundles of radiating lines on nm; squarely

framed, four-leaved ornament, flanked by framed zigzag

lines on neck between handles; encircling bands round

rim, neck, shoulder, and base; zigzag lines on handles.

One handle missing. Pleight 37.5. — ii.

10. Tiny bronze fragment of a ring. Inside Xo. 9.

11. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl, shape as Xo. 6. Encircling

lines round rim; encircling lines and bands on rim

and inside. Diam. iy.6. On Xo. 12.

12. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl, as Xo. ii. Diam. 19.8.

— 20.

13. Plain White I oval jug with base-disc; ridged nni; wide,

concave neck; handle from nm to shoulder. Height

9.9. —27.

14. White Painted I o\al amphora with base-ring; concave

neck; flat, flaring rim; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling bands and lines round nm. neck, shoulder,

belly, and base; framed, partly latticed triangles;

bundles of vertical lines; black hour-glass ornament

with latticed lozenge below, framed by double vertical

lines, on the shoulder. Black handles. Height 39.7.

— 15-

15. Black Slip t depressed globular jug with low foot,

concave neck; pinched mouth; handle from nm to

shoulder. Vertically grooved body; three to four

horizontal, incised lines on shoulder. Height 17.8. — 8.

16. Black Slip I jug, a> Xo. 15, hut wuh ndge below neck,

no horizontal lines on shoulder. Heuzht 175. — 2.

17. Black Slip I jug, as Xo. 15. Ba^e missing. Height ly.o.

18. Coarse oval jug with flat ba^e, 1 idge bekjw run, spla>!ng

neck; handle from nm to .shoulder. Height zo 2 — 22.

19 White Painted I depressed globular amphoriskos with

low foot; concave, wide neck, flat, flaring nm. handles

from rim to shoulder. Encircling lincs^ and bands

round nm, neck, shoulder, and base; radiating line.'' on

nm; framed zigzag line on handles. Height 16 2. — 30

20. Plain White I depressed globular jug with low toot,

concave, rather wide, tapering neck; swollen nm; ridge

below neck; handle trorn neck t.) shoulder Height

17.7. Floor.

21. Leaf-shaped spear-head of iron with midrib; cvlindrical

socket with a rmg-mountmg ot bronze. Wood still

preserved in socket. Badly rusted. Length 33 o Moor.

22 White Painted I bowl with low foot, double-curved

outline; plain nm; handle tnMri rim to body Encircling

lines round rim and base; sweeping, wavy lines round

body. Height 10. i. Floor

23 Red Slip I (III) depressed amphoriskos with low foot,

concave neck; flat, flaring run, handles troin run U)

shoulder. Height 7.0 Floor.

24. Conical spindle-whorl of white tufa with flat bottom,

pierced with a hole through centre frieze of hatched

lozenges and triangles bordered by two grooves around

edges; hatched triangles and bands of herring-bone

pattern at bottom. Height 3.9. Floor.

25. White Painted 111 oval jug with base-nng; splavmg,

concave neck, twin-handle from nm to shoulder,

missing tubular spout oppo.site the handle Encircling

lines and bands round nm, neck, and belly, concentric

circles on shoulder, lancet-shaped strokes radiating

troni base of spout. Height 19 7. — 21

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:
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Fig. 163. Marion. Tomb 64. Fig. 164. Marion. Tomb 6tj.

CHRONOLOGY

The 1st burial period, with only potter}- of Type I dates from Cypro-Geometric 1
;

in the and burial period, the pottery represented consists of Types III and IV, assigning

this burial period to about the middle of Cypro-Archaic I.

TOMB 69 (Figs. 162: 6—8; 164; 165)

Dromos

Stomion . .

SIZE

Length

2.96

0.22

Width Depth

1.00 c. 1.4:^

0.90

2.52

Height

Chamber 2.29

SHAPE

The dromos is a narrow, rectangular shaft with its front part descending by four regular

steps, to a slightly sloping corridor leading to the stomion. The upper part of the door has
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Fig. 165. iMarion. Tomb 69. Finds in situ. Fig. 166. Marion. Tomb 71. Finds in situ.

fallen in, and che door-packing was missing. The stomion is rather short. It opens on to

the chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis, and its floor is at the same level as that of

the chamber. The chamber is trapezoidal in plan with rounded corners. Its floor slopes

gently towards the back wall. Its roof has completely collapsed.

STR.ATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of chavara, and upper layers of clav,

choimos mixed with stones, and silted choiinos lying obliquely over the bottom laver. These

upper layers have been formed by the influx of water. The layers in the chamber were

composed of a bottom layer of burial and culture earth; a covering layer of infiltrated clay

mixed with streaks of burial earth, bones, and floated pots; and a top layer of rock debris

from the collapsed roof.

Two burial periods could thus be distinguished. Two skeletons belonging to the earlier

burial period were found packed together with some smaller tomb-gifts in two large amphorae,

placed near the back wall of the chamber. Some of the finds of the first burial period and

most of the finds of the second had floated about in the infiltrated layer of clay, and were

found at different levels, as mentioned above.

Among these floating finds it is easy to distinguish between those of the first and those

of the second burial period, as they are divided into two stylistically distinct groups, as

shown bv the classification.

BURI.ALS

About the position of the bodies of the first burial period, nothing can be said as the skele-

tons were packed in the two amphorae already mentioned. In the second burial period, two

burials could be stated, one along the left wall of the chamber, with the skull and fragments

of the spinal column, ribs, upper and lower extremities in such a position, that it is evident

that the bodv had been placed along the left side wall with the head towards the back wall
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of the chamber; the second burial was represented only bv a layer of burial earth along the

right side wall of the chamber.

FINDS (groups: pls. lxxiii, 2

1 . Biuhron'ic IV shallow
.
w iJe bowl with base-disc, flattened,

uur\t*d run. hnn'/t'>ntal handle on rim Encirclina: lines

round rim. body, and base; circular lines enclosing a

circle-''piral inside; trans\erse lines on nm. Diam.

21 4. — Q4.

2. Black Slip I elobular, depressed jug with low foot;

conca\e neck, pinched mouth; handle from rim to

^houlder. Ridue below neck: xertically grooced body.

Heuzht 20 o — 94.

3 Coarse o\ al juir with small base-disc; wide, pinched

mouth Handle missing. Height 11.2 — 90.

4. Foreign Red Slip depressed bottle with flat base;

small, narrow neck; handle from neck to shoulder. Rim
missing. Height 6.0 — 81.

5. White Painted II deep bowl with low foot; rounded,

hea\y. shghth double-curved outline; horizontal hand-

les below nm. Encircling bands round nm. body,

and base; circle inside, two framed, diagonal crosses

between handles Diam. 13.0. — 80

h White Painted IV o\al amphora with base-ring;

cylindrical neck; ring-shaped nm; horizontal handles

on belly. Encircling bands round rim, neck, and belly

;

black handles, flanked by vertical double-stripes from

neck to belly; single tree-ornament between handles;

frieze of framed, diagonal crosses round nm. Height

28.4. — 72.

7. Bichromo Red H (V) biconical bottle with narrow,

c>lindrical neck, thick, swollen nm; handle from nm
to shoulder. Encircling lincN and bands of white and

dark purple on mat, black slip around body Fleight

8.7. — So.

8. Black Slip T jug, as No. 2. Part of handle miNSing.

Height 20 o. — Si .

9 Plain White V shallow bowl with flat base; inwards

thickening nm. Diam. 11.4 — 76.

10. Black-on-Red HI (\') oval jug with base-ring, tapering

neck, pinched nm, twin-handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling line round neck; concentric circles on

either side of bod>
;
pendant strokes below handle;

front ornament of three stripes below neck. Blackish

'=.lip Height 210 — 89.

11 White Painted I bowl \\ith low foot; double-curved

outline, splaying nm; handle from nm to body. Encircl-

ing lines round nm. bod\
,
and base, two sweeping

lines round body. Diam. 13.0. — 74.

12 White Painted I plate with base-ring; two horizontal

handle', on run. Encircling lines and bands round

run and base, black handles; encircled spiral inside the

bottom : eni. ii\ led w heel out'^ide Diam. 147. Dn No 14

13 Plain White \' howl, shape as No. 9. but with angular

outline Diam 12 i On No. 14.

LXXIV, i; TYPES: L. OF PL. Il)

14

White Painteci II large, oval amphora with base-ring;

slightly concave neck; flaring nm; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Encircling bands round nm, neck, shoulder,

belly, and base; black handles. Height 65.0. Floor.

15. White Painted III deep, conical bowl with base-ring;

straight, almost angular outline; three incised lines

round neck; horizontal handles below rim. Vertical

band of latticed lozenges, intersected by filled triangles

and flanked by two diagonal crosses, framed by bundles

of \ertical lines between handles; encircling bands

round rim, body, and base; black handles. Height

10 5. Diam. 20.2. Inside No. 14.

16. Foreign Red Slip shallow bowl with rounded outline;

flattened base; a cavity from outside in centre of bottom.

Imitating bronze bowls. Diam. 13. i. Inside No. 17.

17. White Painted I deep bow'l with low foot (missing);

double-cur\ ed outline; horizontal handles below nm.
Encircling bands round rim, body, and base; latticed

lozenge and two diagonal crosses, separated by bundles

of \ertical lines, and flanked by framed, vertical herring-

bone bands between the black handles. Diam. 17 5.

Inside No. 18.

18. Plain White I large, oval piriform amphora with narrow,

flat base; ridge below neck, concave neck; flattened,

flaring nm; curved handles from rim to shoulder. Tw’o

knobs flanking each handle on the nm. Height 67.0.

Floor.

19. Black Slip 1 wide, oval jug with base-ring, ridge below

neck; tapering neck with straight sides; pinched mouth;

handle from nm to shoulder Vertically grooved body.

Height 25.5. Inside No. 18.

20. White Painted I globular, barrel-shaped jug; narrow

neck; collar-shaped funnel-mouth; handle from neck

to shoulder. Encircling lines round nm and neck;

groups of encircling lines on body; ladder-pattern on

handle. Height 16.5. Inside No. 18.

21. Plain, straight, thin bronze pin. Broken. Length 15.6.

Inside No. 18.

22. Broad, plain finger-ring of bronze. Diam. 2.3. Inside

No 18.

23. Plain White II plate with base-ring; two horizontal

handles on nm. Diam. 12.7. Floor.

24 Richrome IV oval amphora with base-ring; cylindrical

neck; thick, swollen nm; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands round nm, neck, shoulder,

and belly, frieze of close, concentric circles round

neck; sparse, concentric circles on shoulder; black

handles Height 50.0. — 8().

25 Rlack-on-Red HI (V) globular jug with raised, flat

base; cylindrical neck, convex, splaying mouth, handle

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines round nm and
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belly. Decoration rather effaced. Height 12.7. Inside

No. 24.

26. Bichrorne Red II (\') bottle, as No. 7 Height 5.5.

— 3f>-

27. Black Slip I globular jug with low foot; concave neck;

incised lines below neck; plain body Run and handle

missing. Height 15.5 — 40.

28. White Painted I barrel-shaped, globular jug with narrow

neck; flaring funnel-mouth; handle from neck to

shoulder. Encircling lines round rim and neck, Iramed

herring-bone pattern on handle; concentric herring-

bone circles around a wheel on either side of bod\

,

hanging, latticed lozenges below base of handle; similar

front ornament. Incomplete. Pleight 18.0. — 40.

2y. Black Slip V shallow bowl with base-ring; angular

outline. Diam 127. — 42.

30.

W'hite Painted H deep bowl, as Xo. 5. Encircling

bands round rim and base Diam. 98. — 46.

31. Bichrorne Red H bottle, as No. 7 Heiuht 13 5.

— 100

32. Black Polished depressed miniature b utle with flat

ba>c, narrow, c incase neck, thick, sss.dlen iini. handle

from run to .shoulder Height 54 - 100

33 W'hite Painted IV osal jug with base-ring, slighiK

swollen neck, pinched mouth with in-turned iim, hanslie

from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines and band round

rim and neck; vertical lines on handle; si\ euncentnc

circles in double groups on shoulder. Height 205.
— 100.

34. Bichrorne H globular, barrel-shaped jug with straight,

spldving neck; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircl-

ing lines and bands round nm and neck, transverse

strokes on handle, concentric circles on both sides

of body. Height 13 5 — too.

35. W^hite Painted I bowl, as Xo. ii. but with wa\v lines

around body Diam. 1 3 2 Eloor

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:
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CTIROXOLOGY

We see thus that the pottery of the ist burial period is composed of a majority of Type I

and a minority of Type II, and a single specimen of Type III, which, however, is of an

early type and almost transitory between Types II and III. The Foreign Red Slip pots

should be noted. This combination of pottery types seems to indicate repeated bmials in

the I St burial period: the earliest interment is to be assigned to Cypro- Geometric I and

the last interment to the end of Cypro-Geometric II. In the 2nd burial period the

pottery is represented by a number of Type IV and a majority of Type V, assigning

it to the first part of Cypro-Archaic II.
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TOMB 70 (Fig. 167:1—3; 168)

Dromos

Chamber

SIZE

Length

1.86

Width

0.80

2.10

Depth

1-74

Fieisht

SHAPE

The dromos is a narrow staircase shaft, widening slightly at the back, with walls narrowing

slightly upwards, and descending bv two ordinary, and two oblique steps to a sloping area

in front of the door. The upper part of the door has collapsed, and of the door-packing

only three stones of the lower course remain. There is no stomion. The door opens on

to the chamber approximately in its longitudinal axis, and the floor of the dromos descends

to that of the chamber by a gentle slope. The chamber is roughly trapezoidal in plan with

slightly curyed side walls, narrowing towards the oblique back wall of which the north

part is somewhat damaged. The floor of the chamber rises slightly towards the back wall,

and the roof has completely collapsed.

STR.XTIFICATION

In the lower part of the dromos there was a bottom-filling of chavara mixed with stones,

and in the upper part, a filling of fine, homogeneous chavara. These layers were coyered

by a top-filling of an oblique layer of chavara. The layers in the chamber were composed of;

1) A heayy layer of rock debris mi.xed with streaks of sand from the completely fallen-in

roof.

2) A layer of sand.

3) An infiltrated layer of clay and silted filling of choimos.

4) A disturbed culture stratum at the bottom.

'hhe disturbed culture stratum together with the fact that the debris coyering it tyere

intact, giye eyidence of the chamber haying been robbed in ancient times, before the roof

collapsed. Of the contents of the chamber, only two pots were left by the robbers.

BURIALS

Xo remains of skeletons were found.

FixD.s (group: PL. Lxxiy, 2; types: l. of pl. ii)

I White Painted I deep hnwi with low foot; double- 2 Coarse <)\al jul^ with thir b.ise; eoneave, spl<i\in^ neck;

cur\cd outline, spia\inL( ritn, horizontal handles below handle troni run to shouldei. Height 130. Floor,

run l-'ncirehno hands round nm. body, and base,

Circle in^'ide l.)iarn. 94 Floor.
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Summilio- up the classification given in the Object Register, \ve obtain the following

diagram

:

P i> t t e r y

\Vh P. I Coarse

I 2

- I - I

CHRONOLOGY

To judge from the two remaining finds of pottery, the tomb should be assigned to Cypro-

Geometric I.

TOAIB 71 (Figs. 166; 167; 4, 5)

SIZE

Len^^th \V:dth Depth Height

Dromos 5.05 1.70 2.60 —
Stomion 0.42 1.03 — c. 0.90

Chamber 1.78 2.04 — c. 1.05

SH.\PE

The dromos is a long shaft, widening towards the back, descending gently at its upper

end. and sloping abruptly in the middle, into a basin shaft in front of the door. From the

upper end of the basin, a bench is cut in the right side wall of the dromos on a level with

the top of the basin. The upper part of the door has fallen in, but the door-packing, con-

sisting of two slabs of stone based on a foundation of rubble, was well preserved, and in

still. I’he stomion is rectangular in plan. It opens on to the chamber slightly to the right

of its longitudinal axis, and its floor descends to that of the chamber by a step. The chamber

is roughly square in plan with curved front and side walls, and straight back wall. Its floor

is horizontal, and its roof has completely collapsed, but seems to have been slightly curved,

or nearly flat.

STR.XTIFIC.ATION

'The filling of the dromos consisted of three layers of chaz ara. The layers in the chambers

w'ere composed of

;

1) Oblique layer of rock material, with streaks of sand from the ccmpletely collapsed roof.

2) .\nother laver of debris from the completely collapsed roof.

3) horizontal laver of fine rock, from the crumbled roof.

4) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom.

There was consequently only one burial layer, and all the finds were on the floor.
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BL RIALS

Only one burial took place in the tomb, of which a well preserved skeleton was found,

The body was buried in a dorsal, outstretched position, on one of the diagonals of the

chamber with the head towards the right front corner. The tomb-gifts in pots were placed

in two groups, the one at the head, and the other one at the feet of the dead.

FINDS (group: PL. Lxxv, i; types: l. of PL. ii)

1. Bichrome Red II (V) deep, conical bowl with narrow belly. Fncirclinu linei. and bands round nm. neck,

base-ring; rounded outline; high, convex rim; horizontal, shoulder and belly, two wavy lines below neck, con-

rudimentary handles on body. White and purple lines centric circles, separated bv crossed and vertical lines

round nm and body; white, wavy line between handles. on shoultier. Height 46 4. Floor.

Diam. 15.0. Floor. 5. Plain White I\' cylindrical, sack-shaped jug with

2. Plain White t wide, shallow bowl with base-ring; tapering base; low base-ring; narrow neck, pinched

Hat, down-turned rim. Diam. 34.0. Floor. mouth; raised handle from nm to shoulder Height

3. Bichrome V depressed oval amphora with base-ring; 1(1 8. Floor.

splaying neck with straight sides, thick, swollen rim; 6 Plain White ovoid amphora with narrow base-ring;

horizontal handles on shoulder. Two wavy lines round cvlindrical neck; ridge below nm, conve.v rim, handles

rim; friezes of concentric circles round rint and belly, from neck to shoulder. Height 5S 5 Floor,

zigzag band and a metope decoration of framed hour- 7 Bichrome V amphora, as Xo. 3, but without shoulder

glass ornaments wtth one filled, and one plain triangle; decoration, and with a network pattern on rim Height

black handles; encircling bands and lines round nm, 40.0. Floor.

neck, shoulder, and belly. Height 40.0. I-'loor. 8. Bichrome \’ amphora, shape as Xo, 3 and decoration

4. Bichrome V biconical amphora with base-ring; slightly as Xo. 7, but without nm decoration and with two

splaying neck; swollen rim, horizontal handles on tree-ornaments Hanking each handle Height 40.0. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery
Bichr. V Bichr. R H (V) PI Wh. IV Pl.Wh.V

3 4 ' 7 -
. 1 .3

74
-

7^

CHRONOLOGY

All the potter}- found in the tomb is of Type V, except No. 5, and th.c tomb belongs,

consequently, to the later part of Cypro-Archaic II.

TOINIB 72 (Figs. 167:6— II

;

169)

SIZF

Lenuth Width Depth Height

Dromos 6.48 2.4^ 3.92 —
Stomion 0.68 0.90 -- 1.16

Chamber 2.30 3.30 1.47
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Fii;. i68. Marion. Tomb 70. Fi^. 169. Marion. Tomb 72, dromos.

SHAPE

4'hc dromos is a large, monumental staircase shaft widening towards the back, with walls

wideniiur upwards, and descending by nine steps to a horizontal area in front of the stom-

i(jn. The stomion is rectangular in plan and projects into the dromos 1.45 m. from its back

wall. On both sides of the stomion a base is cut out of the rock near the corners of the back

wall of the dromos, up to the upper level of the door-packing. These bases served as stands

for terracotta statues (cf. below). The projecting part of the stomion descends by three

steps to the door, and from there by a gradual slope down to the chamber. The door has a

sliahtlv curved roof and was closed by an intact door-packing of rough stones. Above the

door in the back wall of the dromos. 0.65 m. below the rock surface, there is a small cupboard

w ith curved roof and approximately horizontal floor cut in the rock. The chamber is of a

roughlv o\ al shape, and is entered through the door at the right end of its front wall. Its

floor and curved roof slope towards the back wall.

SI'R.tTIFIC.VTIOX

The filling of the dromos consisted of four lavers of cliarara with streaks of sand in the

third laver. The lavers in the chamber were composed of a burial and culture stratum at
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the bottom, on the top of which was another burial and culture stratum, close to the door

covered by a wedge-shaped layer of infiltrated dromos chuvara. For the rest, there was no

foreign earth in the tomb.

In the layer of the ist burial period the following objects were found: Xos. 4, 8, 10,

II, 16, 17, 18, 27, 28, 34, and 37 a. The remainder belong to the 2nd burial period.

BURI.tLS

The layer of the first burial period contained remains of two burials directly on the sandv

floor (Skeletons V, VI); one body placed obliquely in the south part of the chamber, the

other, immediately inside the door, both with the heads towards the door. Of the skeletons

only the skulls were preserved. The first was a male body, provided with an iron knife

(No. 28) and the last female, provided with a silver ring (No. 37 a), and a bronze mirror

(No. 34 )
which had, however, been swept awav to the left side wall at the time of the later

burials. Also the ceramic tomb-gifts were to a great e.xtent removed, or smashed and

swept away, mainly towards the right side wall of the chamber. The laver of the second

burial period contained remains of four burials with a well preserved skeleton in dorsal, out-

stretched position. Body I was male, provided with an iron strigil (No. 3) and was placed just

inside the door with the head near the right side w all. Body II was female and placed in the

right back part of the chamber with the head towards the first body. Body III was male,

provided with an iron strigil (No. 29). It was placed obliquely in the left part of the chamber,

with the head towards the front corner. Body IV was female, provided with a bronze

mirror (No. 25). It was placed along the back wall with the head towards the left side wall.

After the funeral, offerings were brought to the deceased in pots thrown down in the

dromos-filling (Dromos Nos. i—6), and images of the deceased in terracotta sculpture were

put up on the rock-cut bases on both sides of the door. Of these sculptures, fragments were

found in the dromos-filling, indicating that they belonged to the first burial period and were

destroyed at the time of the second burial period.

FINDS (groups: PLS. LXXV, 2, LXXVI; types: L. of pi.. II)

Dromos 5. Plain WKite \ I amphora, Xu lloiuhi Fx o.

1. Plain White V cone-shaped pithos with pointed base, 0. Plain White \1 shallow, wide h'wl wnh Hal. lai'.cd

buDm^, eur\ed sides, Hat shoulder, raised rim, vertical base. Hat nm. Diam aS aSS

handles below shoulder. Heii^ht 47.5
- - lao.

a Bichrome Red II (V) oval ju-a with base-nna, tall. 1. ham her
taperina neck; narrow, pinched mouth; hiah twin- i Plain White V sack-shaped jua with Hat h.i-u. '^idavina

handle from nm to shoulder. Ileieht 272 — rim; raised handle from rim to -^houKier. Ihiaht lOa

3. Plain White VI piriform amphora with convex sides. In burial stratum 2

knobbed base; sliahtlv concave neck; arooved line 2. Black >»lip jua. entirely sma'-hed and indts^iihahle

below nm, vertical handles from neck to shoulder lleiaht 12.5. In buiial stiatum 2.

Pait of neck, and one handle missing. Height 545 3. Large, broad iron stiiail with cuived hl,ii.le. ^vniic 11 c ular

— 160. in section, concive loDji-handle, att.Klied to hacl^ ot

4 Plain White \’I oval juu with base-iing; ridge below blade b\ a bion/e mounting Ihukcn 1 ength 30 c

neck; concave neck; splaving, Hattencd nm; “metal- In burial stiatum 2.

knobbed” twin-handle from neck to shoulder, bull's 4. Plain White V shallow howl with Hat hwc. thukimng

protume in front. Height 275. -- 200 nm Diam 12 c In hu.nal -ti i
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5. Red Slip IV (VI) bn\\l with rounded outline; narrow

base-nnu; plain run Oiam. 1 1 8. In burial str. 2.

6 Plain White VII flat. disc-i,haped bowl \Mth flat base;

flat sidc> luani 12 o. In burial str. 2.

7. Plain White \' rather deep bowl with almost anaular

outline, Hat. rai-'ed base; plain nm. Diam. ii 2. In

burial btr 2

8 Piehr(.*ine Red I (IV) globular bottle with flat base;

narrow neck, ha* dle-iidae; flattened funnel-mouth.

Red painted mouth; black encirchnu lines rouncl neck,

hleicht S 5. In burial str. 1.

g Plain White VII piriform amphora with ki obbed base;

concase neck, three ^uoo\ed lines below nm and two

round reck; handle from neck to shoulder. Height

52.5. In burial str 2.

10 Plain White V o\al jug with base-ring; narrow, coneaxe

neck, narrow, pinched mouth; high twin-handle fmm
rim to shoulder Height i6o. In burial str. i.

11. Black-on-Red II (IV) shallow bowl with raised, flat

base; nm sloping inwards; horizontal handle on rim.

Black nm and handle; encircling lines and bands inside.

Diam. 13.8. In burial str. i.

12. Fragment of a bronze bowl with plain nm; slightly

in-bent nm. Only part of nm preserved. Diam. c.

14.0. In burial str. 2.

13 Black (jlazed Hat, open lamp with nozzle; conical
i

projection in bottom and sharpK in-turned rim. Diam
7.8. In burial str. 2

i.i. Bichrome Red II (Vi wide, shallow howl with base-ring;

straight sides; broad, Hat nm with two string-holes.

Black triangles on white ground round nm; white and

purple concentric circles inside, two encircling lines.
|

outside. Blackish slip. Diam. 29 5. In burial str. 2.

15 White Painted \'II o\al jug with high base-iing; ridge

below neck; concave neck; Hattened, splayed nm;
’dnetal-knobbed" twin-handle fiom neck to sh.iulder;

standing figurine with a jug oppo>ite the handle. En-

circling red lines round neck and belly. Decoration

much worn Height 36 3 In burial sir 2.
'

16 Plain White oval miniature jug with base-di>c; wide,

splaving neck; handle from nm to shoulder. Height

7 5 In burial str. 1

.

17. Bichrome Red I (l\ ) bottle, as No. 8, but with raised,

tk't base. Height 87 In burial str. i.

18. Bichiome Red I (IV) bt)ttle, a^ No. S. Height 7.S.

In burial str. i

Kg Plain While VH sack-shaped jug with almost cylindrical

hodv
; Hat ba-^e; splaving run; handle from nm to

shoulder. Height S 3. In burial str. 2.

20. Plain White VH sack-shaped jug with bobbin-shaped

bodv; Hat base; spkivr g run; handle trom rmi to

shoulder. Height 10.7. In burial sir. 2.

21. Plain White VI bowl with Hat base; inwards thickening

nm. Diam 11.7. In burial str. 2.

22 Hlack-on-Ped HI (V) biconical miniature bottle with

short neck; narrow base-ring; pinched mouth; handle

from nm to shoulder. Decoration almost worn out.

Height 7.0. In burial str. 2.

23. Plain White VI bowl, as No. 21. Diam. 11.6. In burial

str. 2.

24. White Painted VH oval jug with cylindrical foot;

concave neck, grooved lire below rim; swollen rim;

handle trom neck to shoulder. Red painted girdle round

lower part of bodv ; encircling line round rim. Height

10.5. Under No. 25.

25. Bronze mirror with circular plate, flat on one side, and

slightly up-turned rim on the other; short, narrow

tang, directly attached to disc. Diam. 11.3. In burial

str. 2.

26. Fragment of a bronze pin with a central eyelet. Length

5.8. In burial str. 2.

27. Bichrome Red I (IV) bottle, as No 17, Height 8.7.

In burial str. i.

28. Lancet-shaped, single-edged iron knife with short tang;

two rivets. Broken. Length 14. i. In burial str. i

29. Iron stngil. as No. 3, but not complete. Length 23.5.

In burial str. 2.

30. Plain White VII amphora, as No. 9, but with a grooved

line below* nm. Height 49.0. In burial str. 2.

31. Plain White VII jug, as No. 20. Height ii.i. In burial

str. 2.

32. Plain White VI piriform bottle with base-disc; short,

concave, narrow neck, ring-shaped rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. Height 9.0. In burial str. 2.

33. Fragments of an iron knife. In burial str. 2.

34. Circular mirror of bronze Tang and part of mirror

missing. Diam. 125. In burial str. i.

35. Plain White VI globular, depressed amphora with

high bdse-nng; cylindrical neck; flattened nm; horizontal

handles on shoulder; ridge below neck. Fleight 39.8.

In burial str. 2.

3h. Plain White VH bowl, as No. 6, Diam. 13 5. In

burial str. 2.

37. a) Circular finger-ring of silver with oval, flat bezel.

Incomplete. Diam. 1.3. In burial str i.

h) Silver com Obierse: corroded. Reverse: ankh

symbol surrounded by wreath; square incuse; damaged;

part missing Diam. i.o. Weight 0.35. In burial str, 2.
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram;

Pottery Iron Bronze Silver I’crracotta
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CHRONOLOGY

The pottery of the ist burial period is composed of late Type IV and a few specimens of

Type V and this period is therefore to be assigned to the first part of Cypro-Archaic II.

In the 2nd burial period, there are about equal quantities of Types VI and VII and four

specimens of Type V (Nos. i, 7, 14, 22). It seems strange that these latter were found on

the level of the second burial stratum. Two explanations are possible: The second burial

period covers a rather long time from the first part of Cypro-Classic I to the first part of

Cypro-Classic II, or these pots of Tvpe V belonged originally to the deposit of the ist

burial period and were removed and re-used at the time of the second burial period. This

is quite possible in consideration of the fact that there was very little earth between the

levels of the two periods in some parts of the chamber so that some of the pots of the ist

burial were easv of reach at the time of the 2nd burial period. This latter alternative seems

preferable and the 2nd burial period thus dates from the first part of Cypro-Classic II.

TOAIB 73 (Figs. 167: 12— 14; 170; 171; 172: i)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Heitiht

Dromos 3.04 1.21 1.5

1

Chamber 2.21 2.20

—
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Fig. 170. Marion. Tomb 73. Dromos with Fig. 171. Marion. Tomb 73. Finds in situ.

door-packing.

SHAPE

The dromos is a short staircase shaft, widening much towards the back, with vertical

walls, and descending bv five steps to a horizontal area in front of the door. There is no

stomion. The upper part of the door has collapsed, but the door-packing, consisting of a

heavv mass of stone slabs and rubble, was still in situ. The doorway is vers' wide and fills

the whole width of the chamber. The floor of the dromos leads down to that of the chamber

bv a verv gentle slope. The chamber is spade-shaped, with an irregularily cut back wall.

Its floor slopes slightlv towards the back wall. Its roof has entirely collapsed, but seems to

have been slightly curved.

STR.ATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of rough chomtos stuff on the hori-

zontal area in front of the door, and three upper layers of chavara. No sections were made

through the lavers of debris in the chamber, but it was observed that these layers were

composed of a burial and culture stratum at the bottom, close to the door covered by a

wedge-shaped laver of infiltrated chonnos and chavara; a heavy top layer of rock debris

from the fallen-in roof, and infiltrated layers of clay.

All the finds belong to the same burial period, but some of them had been floating in

infiltrated water, and were found in the filling above the floor.
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BURIALS

Two bodies had been buried in the tomb; one near the left side wall, and the other, along

the back wall of the chamber. No bones were preserved, but the bodies were only represent-

ed bv layers of burial earth.

FINDS (GROUP-S: PL. LXXVII, I.

1. Black-on-Red III (V) depressed biconical jusj with

raised, flat base; bulging shoulder; conical neck; pinched

mouth; high twin-handle from rim to shoulder. En-

circling lines and bands round rim, neck, and belly;

black handle; encircled dot, as front ornament; two

concentric circles flank b.ise of handle. Height ii.o

Floor.

2. Black-on-Red III (V) sack-shaped jug, tapering upwards,

with raised, flat base; no neck; pinched rim; raised

handle from rim to shoulder Encircling lines and bands

round rim, neck, and belly; black handle. Height lo.i.

Floor.

3. Coarse oval jug with flat base; splaying neck; plain rim;

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 17.4. Floor.

4. Shallow bowl of bronze with rounded base, curved

outline; plain rim. Pieces of base missing Diam. 14.5.

Floor.

5. Black Slip V shallow bowl with raised, fiat base, double-

curved outline; splaying rim; horizontal handle below

rim. Diam. 15.8. Floor.

6. White Painted IV shallow bowl with raised, flat base;

double-curved outline; one handle from rim to body.

Encircling bands round rim and body; curved stroke

from base of handle to rim; black handle. Diam. 12.8.
;

Floor.

7. Red Slip II (IV) shallow bowl with raised, flat base;

double-curved outline; handle from rim to body.

Diam. 8.6. Floor.

8. Black-on-Red HI (V) biconical bottle with narrow, flat,

raised base; short, concate neck; splaying rim; handle

from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands

around body; slip turned black. Height 7.8. Floor.

9. Plain White IV—V sack-shaped jug, tapering upwards i

with flat base; splaying rim; raised handle fiom rim to

shoulder. Height i6.8. Floor.

to. White Painted IV bowl, as No. 6. Diam, 120. Floor.

11. Plain White IV jug with rather cylindrical body; base-

disc; convex, raised rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 17,6. — 1 18.

12. Red Slip HI (V) shallow bowl with flat, raised base;

slightly double-curved outline, handle from rim to

body. Diam. 11.5. — 112.

13. Black-on-Red HI (\') shallow, wide bowl with flat,

raised base; flat, wide rim. Encircling lines and bands

inside. Diam. 17.5. Below' No. 12.

14. Bichrome Red H (V) depressed amphoriskos with flat,

raised base; splaying neck; flattened rim; handles from

3; types: l. of PL. Il)

rim to shoulder. RadiatinL^ black line's on nm, encirciinc

black lines round nm, neck, and belle; transi\erse dashes

on the handle, traces of white colour at neck. Decorat-

ion dlmobt ellaced. Hen^ht 7 S — ti 5 *

15 lilack-on-Red III (V) biconical amphoriskos with Hat.

raised base; splavint; neck; battened, down-turned

rim; horizontal handles on belly. Kncirclm^ bands*

and lines around neck and body. Heii^ht 10.0. — lop.

16. Black-on Red III (V) amphornkos. as Xo 14 but

without white colour. Hemht 73. — 104.

17. Bichrome V urn-shaped amphoriskos with bat base;

straii'ht, short neck; spla\inti nm, horizontal, rudiment-

ary handles on belly, lincirclin^ line> and bands round

rim, neck, shoulder, belly, and base, was > line between

handles. Hciiaht 10 b. - 104.

18. Bichrome V biconical amphora ssith base-nner, splasmir

neck; thick, swollen rim, handles on belly Encirdmu

lines and bands; sertical strokes on bells
,
blaek handles

HeiLjht 37.S. — 1 18

!(.>. Red Slip III (V) piriform bottle svith laised, bat base,

cylindrical neck, bat 11m; handle from nm to shoulder

Handle missint;. Hemht 70. — <)0.

20. White Painted \’ amphora, shape as No. iS, but ssnih

bundles of sertical lines svith partis plain and ]iait]s

hatched band abuse; sshite supplcinentars colour in a

doited line belosv neck. lleiLbtt 42.S. - • 125.

21. Black-on-Red 111 (\') bottle, Xo. S. but slip ichI

Heiuht 6.8. Inside No 20.

22. White Slip ’‘Ionian" bobbin-shaped amphoia ssiih

pointed base; cvbndncal neck; sssollcn iim, handles

from neck to shoulder KncircliiiLT lines round rim,

shoulder, belly, and body; slmu-ornamcnts round, aiul

betsveen handles. Height bS o — 105

23. Bichrome Red I (IV) cylindrical, sack-shaped juu ss ith

base-disc; pinched nm; no neck, handle lion\ nm to

shoulder. Height 11.4. — ^ 5 -

24. Bichrome Red II f\') bosvl, as No 13, but ssith bat.

down-turned nm and svhite. encirclini: lines belssccn

the black ones. Diam. 16 5
— 100.

25. Black-on-Rcsi III (\ )
amphoriskos, as X\). 14, but ssith

Inezes of concentric circles round neck and shoulder,

and witlmut svhite colour. Ileiitbr () 3
— 100.

26. White Slip “Ionian" amphora, as No. 22. bur ssith a

rouixhly painted sum betsveen the handles, user the

other paintings (see Appendi.x Vk Base mis>in^

Height 78.0 In the blling.
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram:

o 17,1s 1, 2, S. 13 23 14. 24 ! 5 7 12.19 II 9 3 1

22 ‘ 4
15, 16 21, 25 , ,26

J - 1 -2 -I -I -2 -I -I -I -2 -I

CHROXOLOGV

The classification of the pottery shows that Type V predominate, with onlv five speci-

mens of Type l\ . Some pots of Type V are early in style, and the tomb is therefore to be

assigned to shortly after the middle of Cvpro-Archaic II.

TOMB 74 (Figs. 172:2—4; 173)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3-63 1.63 2.33 —
Stomion 0.30 0.83 — c. 0.75
Chamber 2.25 1.90 — c. 0.90

SHAPE

The dromos is a basin-shaped shaft, with a rock-cut bench along the left side wall, 0.75
m. above the floor-level. The shaft widens towards the back; the front and side walls are

t ertical, and the front wall declines by two ledges, of which the upper one is on a level

with the top of the bench, to the horizontal floor. The top of the door was destroved, but

it seems to have had a slightly curved roof. The door-packing, consisting of roughly cut

stone slabs, kept in position by wedging stones of rubble, was in situ. The stomion is

rectangular in plan. It opens on to the chamber at the right end of its front wall. The floor

of the stomion descends to that of the chamber by an oblique step. The chamber is trapez-

oidal in plan with rounded back corners. Its floor slopes towards the back wall. Its roof

is slightly curved and slopes towards the back wall. It has onlv partly fallen in.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of:

1 )
A top layer of chavara.

2) A wedge-shaped layer of hard, pulverized cJioJinos.

3) A layer of chavaro.

4) A horizontal bottom layer of chomios stuff with lumps of chonnos.
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The layers in the chamber were composed of a bottom layer of burial and culture earth and

an oblique top layer of chonnos from the partly collapsed roof and infiltrated from the dromos-

filling. There was only one burial layer and all the finds were on the floor, or in the burial

earth. The potsherds found aboye the floor-leyel in the coyering debris of chonnos haye

all come from the deposit of pots in the dromos with the infiltrated filling.

BURIALS

Three bodies haye been buried in the chamber. Of these, two were children, with fairly

well preseryed skeletons in dorsal, outstretched positions; Skeleton I, along the left side wall

of the chamber with the head towards its front wall, and Skeleton II along the back wall

with its head towards the left side wall of the chamber. Skeleton III was well preseryed,

lying diagonally across the chamber, in a dorsal, outstretched position with its head towards

the left front corner and the feet towards the right back corner. After the funeral, offerings

were brought to the dead in pots deposited in the dromos-filling (Dromos Nos. i—4).

Four slabs of cut stone found high up in the filling of the dromos, might haye seryed as

tomb stones marking the position of the tomb.

FINDS (group; PL. Lxxyii, 2; types: l. of PL. ii)

Dromos splaying:, pinched mouth; handle from nm to shoulder.

I. Biack-on-Red II (IV) fragment of an amphora with Height 20.1. Floor.

hanging, concentric circles. — 4. 4. Plain White V jug. as No. 3. Height 1S.2. Floor.

2 Plain White IV fragment of an amphora. — 16 5. Black-on-Red III (V) biconical bottle with base-disc;

3. White Slip “Ionian” bobbin-shaped amphora with narrow, concase neck; wide, flat nm; handle from rim

pointed base; slanting shoulder, cylindrical neck; to shoulder. Encircling lines round rim and belh ; three

swollen nm; handles from neck to shoulder. Encircling small, concentric circles on shoulder Height 8.2 P'loor.

lines round rim, neck, shoulder, and body, sling- 6, Plain White V small, oval jug with base-disc; splaying,

ornament between and below handles. One side of slightly swollen neck; handle from nm to shoulder,

neck graffito (see Appendix V). Height 63 5 — 60. Height 8.4. Floor.

4 Bichrome Red II (V) biconical bottle with narrow 7. Bichrome V oval jug with base-ring; conical neck,

base-ring; narrow neck; thick, swollen rim; handle from splaying, pinched mouth; twin-handle from rim to

rim to shoulder. White and purple lines and bands shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round nm, neck,

round belly. Height 8.6. — 26. and belly; wavy line on shoulder; concentric circles

flanking base of handle; two bundles of vertical stripes

Chamber from below neck, and front ornament of three, tn-

1. Plain White V shallow bowl with flat base; inwards angularly arranged ct>nLentric circles. Piece of mouth

thickening rim. Diam 13.7. Floor. missing. Height 27.0. Pdoor.

2. Plain White I\' shallow bowl with base-disc, rounded 8. Bichrome V oval amphora with base-rmg; splaying

outline, horizontal handle below rim (missing). Diam. neck; thick, swollen nm: horizontal handles on belly.

1 1.7. Floor. Encircling lines and bands round rim, neck, shoulder,

3. Red Slip III (V) sack-shaped jug with base-disc; and body; black handles. Height 24.0. Floor.

Summing up the classification giyen in the Object Register, \ye obtain the following diagram:

^ BI -<!n-R. II
BKhr, \

Bl.-on-R. Ill

(V)

P 0 t t e r

Bichr^ R. 11
PI. wh. y Wh. SI.

“ Ionian”

Chambei 7. 8 5
- 1 - I - I

I. 4. 6

-3

Dromos I 4 2 3

-I -I -I -I
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CHRONOLOGY

We thus see that the potterv in the chamber is almost entirely of Type V: only one

specimen of Type IV eyas found in the chamber and Uyo specimens in the dromos.

On this account, the tomb is to be assigned to the second part of Cypro-Archaic II.

Dromos

TOWB 75 (Figs. 172:5—7; 175)

SIZE

Length

4-51

Width

1.30

Depth

2-37

Heittht

Stomion 0.20 0.95 — 1. 15

Chamber 2.76 2.78 -- 1. 21

SHAPK

The dromos is a staircase shaft of medium size, cyidening towards the back with approxim-

ately vertical walls, and descending bv seven steps to a sloping area in front of the door.
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rig. 175. ALirion. Tomb 75, Finds in situ. Fig. 176. Marion. Tomb 78. Dromos with

door-packing.

The upper part of the door has collapsed, but the door-packing consisting of rubble was

iji situ. The stomion is rectangular in plan and opens on to the chamber at the right end of

its front wall. The floor of the stomion descends to that of the chamber by an oblique step.

The chamber is cave-shaped in plan. Its floor slopes towards the back wall; its roof is

curved and slopes towards the back wall.

STR.tTIFK'.ATION

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of three lavers of chavara of different degree of hard-

ness. Xo section was made through the layers of debris in the chamber, but it was observed

that these consisted of a single burial and culture stratum at the bottom, covered bv in-

filtrated earth and dromos cliavara, and a top laver of rock debris from the collapsed roof.

All the finds belong to the same burial period and were all originally placed on the floor,

but some of them (Xos. 19—22) were floated by infiltrated water, and were found above the

floor, in the filling covering the culture stratum.

BURIALS

Remains of two bodies with fragments of the skulls, and pulverized bones were found,

one near the left side wall and the other, near the right side wall of the chamber, both

with their heads towards the front wall. To judge from the position of the tomb-gifts,

among which was an iron knife (Xo. 14), found close to the back wall of the chamber, it

seems, that a third bodv had been buried along there. Of this bodv, however, no remains

could be traced.
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FINDS (groups: PL. LXXVIll,

1. Bichrome V globular amphora with base-ring; slanting

shoulder; tapering neck; large, swollen rim; curved

handles from neck to shoulder. Black rim; frieze of

concentric circles below rim; wavy lines covering neck

and shoulder; broad, encircling bands covering belly and
body; lines on, and below handles. Height 28.5. Floor.

2. White Painted IV oval jug with base-disc; short neck;

pinched mouth; handle from rim to shoulder. Encircling

bands round rim and neck; vertical bands on handle;

concentric circles below handle, and on shoulder; front

ornament of two concentiic circles. Height 19.4. Floor.

3. Bichrome V oval jug with base-disc; short, tapering

neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to shoulder. En-
circling lines and bands round rim, neck, shoulder,

and belly; bundles of vertical strokes alternating with

concentric circles on shoulder; lines on handle. Height

20.0. Floor.

4. Black-on-Red II (IV) plate with base-ring; flat rim;

horizontal handle on rim. Encircled, circular spiral inside

bottom. Diam. 10.4. Floor.

5. White Painted IV jug, as No. 2, but no concentric

circles below handle and onlv one as front ornament.

Height 7.4. Floor.

6. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl with narrow base-disc;

curved outline; splaying nm. Black rim and circles

inside. Diam. 11.5. Inside No. 7.

7. White Painted IV shallow bowl with raised base, double-

curved outline; vertical handle from rim to body. En-

circling lines round rim, body, and base; black handle;

circle inside the bottom; curved stroke from base of

handle to rim. Diam. 12.3. Floor.

8. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl, as No. 6, but of hemi-

spherical outline. Black rim. Diam. 12.0. Inside No. 9.

9. Black-on-Red III (V) wide, shallow bowl with base-

ring; flat nm; horizontal handle on nm. Encircling

lines inside the bottom. Decoration much worn. Diam.

21.5. Floor.

10.

White Painted IV oval amphora with base-ring;

cylindrical neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on

shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round rim. neck,

shoulder, belly, and base; black handles; friezes of

concentric circles round neck and on shoulder. Height

32.5. Floor.

7 5 4°5

I, 2; TYPES; L. OF PL. ll)

II. Black-on-Red H (IV) globular bottle with base-di^^c

;

narrow neck; handle-ridge; wide, flat rim, handle from

neck to shoulder. Red rim and upper part of neck;

black lines round neck and on handle. Height 124.

Inside Xo. 10.

12. Coarse oval jug with base-disc; splaying neck; handle

from rim to shoulder. Height 19.0. Floor.

13. Bichrome V deep, conical bowl with low, conical foot,

erect, con\ex nm. Filled triangles, framed by bands

and lines below rim; encircling bands and lines co\ering

the whole body and foot. Diam. 21.0. Floor.

14. Lancet-shaped, single-edged iron knife; flat tang with

two rivets. Broken. Length 1S.5. Floor.

15. Red Slip H (IV') bow'l with base-disc; rounded, cup-

shaped body; splaying rim; handle from nm to body.

Diam . 1 1 .2 . Floor

.

16. Bichrome Red I (IV) conical bowl with base-ring;

splaying rim; two horizontal handles. Encircling lines

round rim and body; black handles; concentric circles

below rim and between handles; w'hite-dotted line

between rim and body. Dark slip. Diam. 13.3* Floor.

17. White Painted IV bowl, as X'o. 7. Diam 87. Floor.

18. Bichrome IV amphora with squat body; angular shoulder ;

base-disc; raised nm; small, erect rim; horizontal handles

below shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round rim

,

shoulder, body, and base; black handles; concentric

circles on shoulder. Height 11.7. Floor.

19. Bichrume IV amphora, as X’o. 18, but with more glob-

ular outline and with a framed zigzag line below nm

.

Height 19.0. — 179.

20. Black-on-Red II (IV) oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical

neck; pinched mouth; twin-handle from nm to shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands round rim, neck, shoulder,

and belly; lines on handle, concentric circles on shoulder.

Height 23.0. — 179.

21. Bichrome Red II (V) conical, shallow bowl with base-

ring; sp!a\mg nm. Framed, white, wa\\ line round

body ; dark circles inside. Dark slip. Diam. 140. — i74-

22 . Bichrome IV globular bottle with small baNe-di>c;

narrow neck; handle-ridge; flat, somewhat drooping,

wide rim; handle from neck to shoulder. Red nm

;

encircling lines round neck; strokes on handle; three

concentric circles covering body. Height Si. — 169.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

:

Pott e r y Iron

\Vh. P, IV Bichr IV Bichr. V Bl.-on-R. II

(IV)

Bl.-on-R. Bichr. R.
III(V) I (IV)

Bichr. R.

II (V)
R SI. II ,,

(IV)
Knife

18, 19. I- 3- 13
10, 17

4, 6. 8

II, 20
16 14

-3 -3 -I
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CHRONOLOGY

The majority of the pottery is of Type IV, but there are some representatives of Type V,

which date the tomb to the beginning of Cypro-Archaic II.

TOMB 76 (Figs. 172:8—10; 174)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 1.84 0.87 1.30 —
Stomion 0.26 0.48 — 0.90

Chamber 1.24 0.99 — 1.08

SHAPE

The dromos is a well-shaped shaft, with walls widening upwards. The door has a vaulted

roof and was closed by a door-packing of rubble. The stomion is rectangular in plan. It

opens approximately in the longitudinal axis of the chamber, and its floor descends to that

of the chamber bv an oblique step. The chamber is ven’ small in size, oval in plan; its

floor is horizontal and its roof is curved, and somewhat destroyed.

STR.VTIFIC.VTION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of gravel and smaller stones, and two

upper layers of sand and chavara. The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A top-filling of sand and charara, infiltrated from the upper layer of the dromos.

2) Rock debris from the destroyed roof.

3) A thin, wedge-shaped layer of infiltrated earth from the dromos.

4) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom.

The layers were intact.

BURIALS

Scanty remains of a child’s skeleton were found along the left side wall of the chamber.

One jug with tomb-gifts had been given to the child.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXVIII, 4; TYPE: L. OF PL. Il)

I Piam White III oval ju£^ with raised, fiat base; three grooved lines round shoulder; widening, pinched mouth;

twin-handle from nm to shoulder. Height 19.1. P'loor.

CHRONOLOGY

The single find of Type III and a few potsherds of Types III and IV found in the filling

assign the tomb to the early part of Cvpro-Archaic I.
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TOMB 77 (Fig. 177: 1-3, 5)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3.70 0.96 2.25 —
Chamber 1.98 1.70 — c. 1.04

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather long shaft, sloping in the front part, with two steps in the middle,

and then sloping again down to the door. In cutting this dromos it happened to approach

the chamber of Tomb 82; which was broken through, so that the two chambers of Tombs 77
and 82 communicate. This accounts for the irregular entrance to the chamber of Tomb 77,

and the irregular location of the chamber in relation to the dromos. The door has collapsed,

and the door-packing was missing. There is no stomion, and the floor of the dromos de-

scends to that of the chamber by an oblique step. The chamber is trapezoidal in plan with

rounded corners. Its floor is horizontal, and its roof, which has partly collapsed, was slightly

curved.

STRATIFICATION

The interpretation of the stratification leads to interesting conclusions. The layers were

composed of a top layer of cho?mos from the collapsed rock mixed with sand and small stones;

a layer of dromos chavara; a layer of crumbled rock; a thinner layer of dromos chavara

both in the dromos and on top of the bottom layer of debris; a heavy bottom layer of rock

debris from the collapsed roof; a thin burial and culture stratum on the floor of the chamber.

It is to be observed that the hea\’y layer of rock debris extended to the back part of the

dromos, where it rested directly on the dromos floor. From this, and the fact that the door-

packing was missing, it can be concluded that the rock roof of the chamber began to collapse

a short time after the burial while the tomb still was open. The thin layer of chavara cover-

ing the rock debris both in the dromos and the chamber was probably brought there by a

water stream from the heap of chavara which must have lain on the surface around the

edges of the dromos after the cutting of the tomb. More rock debris accumulated and the

remainder of the dromos chavara was filled in. Finally, the rock roof collapsed entirely

forming the top layer. In this layer a number of well cut chonjios slabs, and a square stele

with an inscription in Cypriote syllabary’ were found (see Appendix V).

All the finds were found on the floor.

BURIALS

The chamber contained remains of one burial: a rather well preserved male skeleton in a

dorsal, outstretched position was found along the left side wall with its head near the front

wall of the chamber. The tomb-gifts were collected in two amphorae placed at the feet

of the deceased, along the left part of the back wall of the chamber, and in a hydria and a
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group of smaller pots in the right back part of the chamber. The stone slabs and the in-

scribed stone found near the surface of the top layer of debris above the chamber, seemed

to have formed a tomb-monument on the surface above the chamber.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXVIII,

1. Plain \Miite I\ conical, shallow bowl with base-nny; 7.

slightly bulging sides; flattened rim; no handle. Diam. 8.

18.0. Floor.

2. Plain White IV shallow, cup-shaped bowl with base-

ring; flattened rim; \ertical handle from rim to body

Diam. 13.3. Floor.

3. Coarse oval amphoriskos with flat base; conca\e neck;

swollen rim; horizontal handles on shoulder. Height

8.5. Floor.

4. Black-on-Red II (IV) shallow bowl with base-ring; 9

narrowing rim; one horizontal handle below rim. En-

circling lines round rim and body; encircled spiral

inside. Diam. 13.5. Floor.

5. Bichrome Red I (IV) globular bottle with small, flat

base; narrow neck; handle-ndge; flat rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. Encircling line round nm and neck;

intersecting black and white circles on body; black 10.

handle; concentric circles as front ornament. Height

10.2. Floor

6. Coarse ovoid jug with flat base, high, wide, slightly

con\ex neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

13.2. Floor.

3; types: l. of PL. ii)

Plain White IV bowl, as Xo. 2. Diam. 95. Floor.

White Painted biconical hydria with slightly spla\ing

neck; base-ring; swollen rim; vertical handle from neck

to shoulder; horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling

lines round rim, neck, shoulder, and belly; black hori-

zontal handles; line along the \ ertical one; concentric

circles on shoulder and between horizontal handles,

four vertical stripes below base of \ ertical handle. Height

43.5. Floor.

White Painted IV oval amphora with base-ring; c\lmdri-

cal neck: thick, sw'ollen nm; horizontal handles on

shoulder. Encircling lines round rim, neck, shoulder,

and belly; black handles; curved strokes from base

of handle on to body; frieze of concentric circles round

neck; scatteied, concentric circles on shoulder. Height

54.7. Floor.

White Painted I\' oval amphora with base-ring; slightly

splaying neck; thick, swollen nm; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Encircling lines round nm. neck, shoulder

and belly; black handleN; friezes of concentric circles

round neck and shouldei ; two wavy lines round neck.

Height 52.0. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram

:

Pottery
i-»

rr-. \T'L. T* Bl.”on-R. Bichr. R. I 1^, ^1-1 kx* /'Wh.P. I\ \\ h P. \ Pl.uh.ix Coarse

0, 10 8 4 5 I. 2. 7 3, 6

-2 -li -I -I -3 “2

CHRONOLOGY

The classification shows that there is a majority of pottery of late Type R' and one

specimen of Type V, assigning the tomb to the earlier part of Cvpro-Archaic II.

TOMB 78 (Figs. 176; 178: 1—3)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Heitjht

Dromos 1-71 1.60 2.10 —
Stomion 0.33 1.01 — 1.03

Chamber 1-73 1.64 — 1.08
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SHAPE

The dromos is a basin-shaped shaft, sloping slightly towards the door. A bench is cut

along the south side wall. The upper part of the door is destroyed. The door-packing,

consisting of two blocks of sandstone, based on a foundation of rubble and kept in position

bv wedging stones of rubble was still in situ and intact. The stomion is rectangular in plan.

It opens on to the chamber at the right end of its front wall. Its floor is on the same level

as that of the chamber. The chamber is cave-shaped in plan with rock-cut benches along

the left side wall, and in the back wall, o.i8—20 cm. above the level of the floor.

STRATIFIC.\TION

The filling of the dromos consisted of:

I—2) Top layers of sand and rough filling of chonnos.

3) An oblique layer of fine chonnos.

4) An oblique layer of chonnos and chavara.

5) A bottom layer of rough chonnos.

Close to the entrance of the dromos, there was a small, cave-shaped tomb-chamber;

a rock partition wall between that tomb-chamber and the front part of the dromos had

collapsed, as well as the roof of the tomb-chamber and debris from Layers i —3 had

fallen into the chamber. The small cave-chamber contained a Red Polished I bowl

with a tubular spout, a unique find in this necropolis which is difficult to explain.

The layers in the chamber eonsisted of a bottom stratum of burial and culture earth

on the benches and floor; a layer of rock debris from the partly fallen-in roof and close

to the door a wedge-shaped layer of infiltrated dromos-filling.

All the objects belong to one burial period, and were found on the floor, except No.

3, which was found at level of — 70, i. e., in the burial layer slightly above the floor.

BURIALS

On the bench along the left side wall, a pulverized skeleton with the head to the front

wall of the chamber was found, together with tomb-gifts in pots on the bench near the

back wall of the chamber. The bulk of the usual tomb-gifts of pottery were found

accumulated along the right side wall of the chamber.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXVIII, 5; TYPES: L. OF PL. Il)

I Plain White V oval juc with base-disc, taperinj?, short and bands inside; encircling band outside. Diam. 15.4.

neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to shoulder. ' — 70.

Height 25.8. Floor.
;

4. Bichrome Red II (V) shallow bowl with base-ring; flattened

2. Bichrome V jug, shape as No. i. Encircling lines and rim; horizontal handle below rim. Encircling lines round

bands round neck, shoulder, and body; lines on handle; nm; encircled spiral inside; white, trans\erse strokes

bundles of \ertical strokes below neck. Height 25 3. on rim; supplementary colour also used inside bottom.

Fl'ior. Diam 16.0. On the bench

3 Hlack-on-Red HI (\') wide, shallow bowl with base-ring, 5. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl, shape as Xo. 4, and decoration

flattened rim. Encircling lines round nm; encircling lines as N'o. 3. Diam. 22.2. On the bench.
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6. Plain White I\ wide aniphoia with base-rin^; short, splaying neck; swollen run; horizontal handles on belly,

wide, cylindrical neck; moulded, ring-shaped rim; hori- Encircling lines and bands round rim, neck, shoulder,

zontal handles on shoulder. Dotted incisions around and belK , frieze of close, c«)ncentric circles round neck,

body. Height 41.7. Floor. wavy line on should_T; group^ of two veriicalK arranged

7, Bichrome IV depressed oval amphora with base-ring; concentric circles on belly. Height 39 5 Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

p 0 t t c r y

Bichr. IV Bichr. V Bl.-on-R II

(IV)
Bichr. R II (Vj

:

Pl.Wh IV PI Wh V

7 2 5 3 4 ' f> I

- I 1 -

1

!

-I 1 -I ! -I -I - I

CHROXOLOGY

The pottery finds, consisting of three specimens of Type IV, and four specimens of

Type V, date the tomb to the first part of Cypro-Archaic II.

TOMB 79 (Fig. 178: 4-7)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 2.78 1.86 2.30 —
Stomion 0.32 0.93 — —
Chamber 2.35 2.10 —

- c. 0.95

SH.\PE

The dromos consists of an irregularily shaped staircase shaft, widening much towards

the back end, and descending by four steps, of which the second is twice as wide as the

others. From the level of this second step, a bench is cut along the left side wall of the

dromos and the two lowermost steps are therefore narrower than the upper ones. The

upper part of the door has collapsed, but the lower part of the door-packing, consisting

of a quantity of rough stones, was in situ. The right side wall of the stomion widens

towards the chamber. The stomion opens on to the chamber at the right end of its front

wall, and its floor descends to that of the chamber by an oblique step. The chamber

is an irregular hexagon. Its floor is approximately horizontal, and its roof, which has

nearly collapsed, has been curved and sloped towards the back wall.

STR.^TIFIC.'tTION

The filling of the dromos consisted of three layers of clionnos, the lower ones mixed

with stones; and the layers in the chamber were composed of a burial and culture stratum

at the bottom, a hea\w laver of rough debris of clionnos from the collapsed roof above.
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and a top layer of gravel and earth mixed with clav from the upper part of the collapsed

rock, and the alluvial soil of the infiltrated water. All the objects belong to one burial

period and were found on the floor, except Xos. 17 and 21, which were found at a level

of — 120, i. e., directly on the burial stratum.

BURI.VLS

Remains of one burial, represented by a layer of burial earth along the left side wall

of the chamber were found. The bodv was female, adorned with two silver earrings

(No. 25), and had been placed with her head towards the front wall of the chamber.

The tomb-gifts in pots were deposited in three groups, one at the head of the dead,

another round the feet, and a third, in the middle of the chamber.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXIX,

1. Bichrome IV pyxis with a knobbed co\er of coarse

ware. Encircling lines and bands round rim, shoulder,

and body; lines on handles; metope ornaments of

diagonally crossed squares, with filled triangles m
between, on body. Height 16.7. Floor.

2. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep bowl with base-ring, rounded

outline; two horizontal handies. Encircling bands

round rim, body, and base; circular lines inside; black

handles; concentric circles immediately below nm. !

Diani. 22.5. Floor. !

3. Black-on-Red II (IV) oval jug with base-ring; tall, 1

tapering neck; pinched mouth: twin-handle from rim
,

to shoulder. Encircling lines round nm and neck;

intersecting, concentric circles round body; small ones

in the intervals; lines on handle; concentric circles below

base of handle; crossed lines and concentric circles

as front ornament. Height 23.2. Floor.

4. White Painted IV oval amphora with base-ring; cylindri-

cal neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on nm.
Encircling lines and bands round nm, neck, shoulder,

and belly; black handles; frieze of concentric circles

on shoulder. Height 34.8. Floor.

5. White Painted IV oval hydria with base-ring; cylind-

rical neck; swollen, flaring nm; vertical handle from

neck to shoulder; horizontal ones on shoulder. En-

circling lines and bands round nm, neck, and shoulder;

concentric circles on shoulder. Height 41 5. F'loor.

6. Bichrome Red I (IV) oval amphoriskos with base-disc;

cylindrical neck; flattened, swollen rim; wide, curved

handle from rim to shoulder Encircling lines and bands

round rim, neck, shoulder, and belly; ladder-pattern on

handles; concentric circles round neck and shoulder.

White paint used on nm. Height 12.6. Floor.

7. Bichrome Red I (IV) amphoriskos, shape as No. 6,

but with conical body; narrow base; \ertical handles

from rim to horizontal handles on shoulder, similar

decoration, but with black and white lines around neck.

Height 12.5. Floor.

8. Bichrome I\’ o\oid amphoriskos with flat base; slightly

i; types: l. of pl. ii)

concase neck; flattened, swollen rim; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round rim,

neck, shoulder, and belly; black handles; concentric

circles on belly. Height 15.8. F'loor.

9.

Black-on-Red II (IV) segment-shaped bowl with narrow

base-ring; black nm. Diam. 11.5. On No. 10.

10. White Painted IV shallow bowl with double-cur\ ed

sides; base-disc; out-turned nm, handle from nm to

body. Diam i2.b. Floor.

11. Black-on-Red II (IV) shallow bowl with narrow base,

rounded outline; bulging shoulder; erect run, two hori-

zontal handles; decoration as No. 2. Diam. 12 4 Floor.

12. Bichrome IV globular juglet with narrow, flat base,

narrow neck with handle-ndge; handle fnnn neck to

shoulder; wide, flattened rim. Red nm, black lines

round neck; dashes over handle, two small, concentric

circles, vertically grouped, opposite the handle Height

11.5. F'loor.

13. Black-on-Hed II (IV) depressed piriform amphoriNkos

with narrow base; wide, short neck; swollen, tlatteued

rim, handles from neck to shoulder; decoration as No 7.

Height 8.5. Floor.

14. Black-on-Red II (IV) amphoriskos, shape No. b

and decoration as No. 7, but without white Cfilour.

Height 1 1.5. F'loor.

15. Bichrome Red 1 (IV) amphoriskos, similar to No. b.

Height 1 4. 1. F'loor.

i(^ Black-on-Rcd II (IV) amphoriskos, shape as NO (>,

decoration as No. 14. Height 12 9. Floor.

17. Bichrome Red I (IV) amphoriskos. as No b Height

1 1 .9
— 1 20.

18 Black-on-Red II (I\') amphoriskos, shape as No. (>

.

decoration as No. 14 Height 12.9 Floor.

19. Black-on-Red II (IV) amphoriskos, shape as No. (),

decoration as No. 14. Height 13.7. Floor.

20. Bichrome Red I (.I\ ) amphoriskos. sh.ifie as No b.

but with depressed piriform bodv; narrow ba^e, twin-

handles; similar dce<5ration. but with a white-dotted

line below neek. Height ii 7 Floor.
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’I. Black-on-Red II (IV) amphoriskos, shape similar to
|

shape as No, 7, but with short, stemmed foot; decoration

No 20 : decoration as No. 14. lleisht 10.4. — 120. as Xo. 14. but with more richly decorated handles. Height

22. Bichrome Red 1 (I\') amphoriskos, as Xo. (). Height '

15 5. Floor.

I ’,.9. Floor. ' - 5 - fiib'er earrings. One pair leech-shaped earrings. One

2’, Black-on-Red H ( 1 \') amphoriskos. shape as Xo. 6, pair stirrup-shaped earrings with clapper. One pair

decoration as Xo 14. Fleight 13 S. Floor. of oeal, spiral earrings, .All more or less damaged.

24 Black-on-Red H (IV) depressed globular amphoriskos,
,

Length 1.8; 2.7; 1.7. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery .Silver

Wh. P. IV Bichr. IV BI.-on-R. II (IV; ^ Earring,

4. 5, 10 I. S 12 2. 3. O' II- ij- 14 6. 7.15 25

16, iS. ic. 21. 23. 24 17. 20, 22

-3 -3 -12 -6 -I

CHRONOLOGY

We thus see that the pottery represented is entirely of Type IV, but some of the

Black-on-Red and Bichrome Red pottery is characteristically late in style, and almost

of Type V. This assigns to the tomb a date towards the end of Cypro-Archaic I.

TOMB 80 (Fig. 178: 8— ii)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 2.70 1.23 2.40

Stomion 0.30 1.14 —
Chamber 2.40 1.88

SH.APE

The dromos is a basin-shaped shaft, widening towards the back, and descending

in ledges to the floor, which slopes slightly towards the door. The upper part of the

door has collapsed, but the door-packing was still m situ. The lower part of the door-

packing consisted of rubble, rather solidly built, and the upper part of rubble and a single

stone slab, more loosely packed together. The upper part of the packing was separated

from the lower bv dromos-filling, indicating that it was built up at a later period, than

the lower part. The stomion is rectangular in plan and opens on to the chamber at the

right end of its front wall. The floor of the stomion slopes gently to the level of the

chamber. The chamber is trapezoidal in plan, with oblique and curved back wall. Its

floor is approximatelv horizontal and its roof, which has nearlv entirelv collapsed, seems

to have been slightlv curved and sloped towards the back wall.
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STRATIFICATIOX

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of sand and gravel, and an upper

layer of cJionnos mixed with streaks of sand. The upper level of the bottom layer coincides

approximately with the top of the lower part of the door-packing, indicating that the filling

of the dromos was dug out down to this level, at the time when the tomb was reopened

and the upper part of the door-packing was built.

The two burial periods thus indicated by the stratification of the dromos and the con-

struction of the door-packing were verified by the circumstances of finds in the tomb-

chamber itself. At the bottom in the chamber, there was a burial and culture stratum,

but remains of earlier burials, consisting of a quantity of human bones, were swept away

and mixed together in a rectangular shaft, cut in the rock floor of the chamber, near its

left back corner. On the bottom layer there was, close to the door, an infiltrated wedge-

shaped laver of dromos-filling. Covering this and the culture layer in the back part ot the

chamber, there was a laver of rock debris from the collapsed roof covered by a heavy top

layer of rock with streaks of sand from the upper part of the collapsed rock.

As all the finds were found on the floor, even those of the second burial period, it is

not possible to distinguish strictly between the finds of the two burial periods, on strati-

graphical evidence, but they are clearly divided into two, stylistically separate groups

(see below).

BURIALS

About the burials in the first burial period no more can be said than that the bones of

the skeletons were packed into the ossuary shaft, already mentioned, at the time of the

second burial period. During this time, two bodies were buried in the chamber, one along
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the left, and the other along the right side wall of the chamber. The skeletons were rather

well preserved, and from their position it is quite evident that the bodies were placed along

the side walls of the chamber, with their heads towards the front wall in a dorsal, out-

stretched position. The tomb-gifts and pots were placed in the centre of the chamber

between the two bodies. After the last funeral, a libation was offered to the dead in a jug

deposited near the lower level of the second laver of the dromos-filling, close to the door.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXIX, 2 ;
types: l. of PL. ii)

1. Plain White V large, bobbin-shaped pithos with pointed wavy line separating \ertical pair of concentric circles

base, horizontal shoulder; no neck; erect rim; two on shoulder. Height 48.o. Floor.

large, erect loop-handles on shoulder. Height 94.5. 10. Plain White VII deep bowl with flat base; bulging

Floor. outline; flattened rim. Diam. 13.6. On No. ii.

2 . Plain White V sack-shaped jug with flat base; concave ii. Bichrome V biconical amphora with base-ring; splaying

neck; splaying rim; slightly raised handle from rim to neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on belly. En-

shoulder. Height 10.7. Inside No. 1. circling lines and bands round rim, neck, shoulder,

3. Plain White VH shallow, disc-shaped bowl with flat and belly; dotted line below neck; black handles flanked

bottom; straight sides. Used as a cover to amphora I by broad, vertical strokes; palm-tree ornaments, sepa-

N’u. 4, Diam. 13.7. On No. 4. rated by \ertical lines, between handles. Height 41.9.

4. Plain White VI—VII oval amphora with base-ring; Floor.

slanting shoulder; splaying neck; flat rim; horizontal 12. Bichrome V amphora, as No. ii, but ctlindiical neck,

handles, on shoulder. Height 44.5. Floor. and concentric circles among palm-tree ornaments.

5. Plain White VI—VII piriform amphora with knobbed Height 33.3. Floor.

base; concave neck; swollen rim; vertical handles from ! 13. White Painted V flat bowl with base-ring; flat rim.

neck to shoulder. Height 57.3. F'loor. Encircling lines round rim; circles inside. Diam. 13.7.

6 Plain White VI—\TI shallow, flat bowl with flat base; Floor.

inwards thickening rim; slightly curved outline. Diam. 14. Eichrome Red II (V) bowl, as No. 8. Decoration worn.

12.2. Floor. Diam. 31.0. Floor.

7. Plain White ^TI oval jug with small base-disc; rather 15. Red Lustrous bobbin-shaped bottle with flat base;

wide, concave neck; pinched mouth with flattened rim; narrow neck; swollen rim; handle from neck to shoulder,

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 27.4. Floor. D.irk, lustrous paint entering rim, neck, handle, and

8. Bichrome Red II (V) wide, shallow bowl with flat, raised
|

shoulder. Height 17.3. Floor.

base; flat rim; two string-holes on rim. Black triangles 16. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with tapering base-

on white ground on rim; white circular lines inside; disc; short, splaying neck; pinched mouth; handle from

black encircling band outside. Diam. 21.3. Floor. rim to shoulder. Height 16.2. Flour.

9. Bichrome IV oval amphora with base-ring; cylindrical
, 17. Plain White V piriform amphora with knobbed base;

neck; thick, swollen 11m, horizontal handles on shoulder.
1

short, splaying neck; swollen rim; tertical handles from

Encircling lines and bands round rim, neck, shoulder,
j

neck to shoulder. On shoulder a graffito (see Appendi.v

and body; frieze of close, concentric circles round neck;
|

V). Height 55.4. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

P 0 t t e r >' i

Wh. P. V Bichr. IV ,
,, Bichr. R.

Bichr. t
jj

Red
Lustr.

PI. Wh. V
!

PI Wh.
VI-VII

PI. Wh.
VH

1st burial 13 0 II 12 8. 14 1. 2. 16. 17

period -

1

- 1 -2 -2 -4

2nd hunal 15

i

1

4. 5. 6 3 - 7 ,
10

period - I -3 -3
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tig. iSi. Marion. Tomb 83. Finds in situ. Fig. 182. Marion. Tomb 88, drorno.^.

CHRONOLOGY
This classification shows that the pottery of the ist burial period consists mainlv of

Type V, and one specimen of Type IV, which dates this burial period to the later part

of Cypro-Archaic II. The pottery of the 2nd burial period consists of specimens of

Type VII and transitory between Types VI and VII, assigning this burial period to the

later part of Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 81 (Figs. 178: 12—

SIZE

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber

Stomion of side-chamber

Side-chamber

14; 179)

l.eni>th Width Depth 1 k-iuht

2.58 1.04 I -95
—

0.30 o.go — o.go

I .12 1.22 - 0.94

0.22 0.67 0.77

0-53 1.00 0.76

SH.^PE

The dromos is a rectangular shaft with curved front and with walls widening slightlv

upwards; it descends bv two wide, high steps to a horizontal area in front of the door of

the main chamber. Two chambers open from the dromos; the main chamber in its long-

itudinal axis, and a smaller side-chamber in the right side wall of the horizontal area. The
door of the main chamber has a slightly curved roof, and was blocked up bv a e|uantitv

27
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of roughly cut stone slabs and rubble. The stomion is rectangular in shape. It opens

on to the chamber at the right end of its front wall. Its floor is at the same level as that

of the chamber. The chamber is small in size, trapezoidal in shape, with rounded corners.

Its floor slopes slightly towards the back wall, and its roof is horizontal.

The door of the side-chamber is similar to that of the main chamber. It was blocked

by a large slab of stone, kept in position by a few small wedging stones of rubble. The

stomion is of the same plan as that of the main chamber and opens in the right end of the

front wall of the chamber. The chamber is elliptical in shape. Its floor slopes towards the

back wall and its roof is curved.

STRATIFICATION'

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of two intact layers of chavara with a top layer of

clayey earth. In the main chamber, there was a bottom layer of culture earth covered by

a thin layer of infiltrated chavara. In the side chamber there was a bottom stratum of

hard-packed chavara on the floor. No foreign earth covered this bottom stratum.

All the objects were found on the floor and belong to one burial period.

BURIALS

Both the tombs contained pulverized remains of children. In the side-chamber a child’s

body had been buried in a monolithic sarcophagus placed along the back wall of the

chamber.

FINDS (group; PL. LX.X.X I, 2 ; type: l. of PL. ii)

Chamber A
I. Black-cn-Rcd III (\') i^lobuiar with base-ring;

tapering neck; pinched mouth; twin-handle from rim to

shoulder. Concentric circles on either side of body;

transNerse lines on handle; encircling lines round rim

and neck; front ornament of a conventionalized palm-

tree design. Height 23 4. Floor.

2 Bichrome Red II (V) jug, shape as No i. Black and white

concentric circles on either side of body; transverse

herringbone-pattern on handle; encircling lines round

rim and neck. Height 16.7. Floor.

3. Plain White IV cone-shaped pithos with pointed base;

straight sides, angular shoulder; small, erect nm; vertical

loop-handles below shoulder. Height 35.5. F'loor.

4. Bichrome Red II (V) oval jug with base-disc; rather

Nhort, slightly tapering neck; grooved, ring-shaped nm.

Summing up the classification given in the C

a high twin-handle from rim to shoulder. Black line

with white dots below neck; white-dotted rosettes on

shoulder; black and white encircling lines and bands

round belly; transverse lines on handle; white-dotted

sling-ornament on shoulder at handle. Height 19 5.

F'loor.

C' h a m b e r B

I Bichrome Red II (V) jug, shape as No. i of Chamber A.

Concentric black and white circles on either side of body;

three stripes below handle; transverse lines on handle.

Height 19.0. F'loor.

2. Plain White V large, cone-shaped pithos with pointed

base; bulging belly; concave waist; angular shoulder;

erect rim; vertical loop-handles below shoulder. Painted

inscription below shoulder (see Appendix V). Height

54.0. F'loor.

ject Register, « e obtain the following diagram:

P o t t e r V

B 1 -on-R. Ill Bi.hr R. H
(V) (V)

Pl.Wh IV Pl.Wh.V

ChambL-rA i 3
-

1

Chamber B 2
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CHROXOLOGV

The specimens of Type V ot pottery, characteristic of both the chambers, assign them

to the later part of Cypro-Archaic II.

TOMB 82 (Figs. 177; 180)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Heitrht

Dromos 4.50 1.44 2.95
—

Stomion 0.21 0.62 —
Chamber 2.49 1.64 — c. 0.95

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather long staircase shaft, widening much towards the back, with

walls narrowing slightly upwards, descending by seyen regular steps to an approximately

horizontal area in front of the doors of the chamber of this tomb and of Tomb 85, which

both open on to the same dromos; this tomb to the left, and the chamber of Tomb 85 to

the right. The upper part of the door has collapsed, but the door-packing consisting of

roughly cut stones and rubble was still in situ. The stomion is rectangular in plan, and

opens on to the chamber, in its right front corner. The chamber is oblong and caye-

shaped in plan. Its floor is horizontal and the roof has entirely collapsed. The rock wall

separating this tomb and Tomb 85 has collapsed, as well as the rock wall between this

tomb and Tomb 77 (cf. aboye) so that there is communication between these three

chambers.

STR.\TIFIC.\TIOX

The dromos-filling consisted of intact layers of chonnos. In the chamber there was a

bottom layer of burial and culture earth, and upper layers of coyering debris from the

collapsed rock. These layers were the same as those coyering the culture and burial

stratum of the chamber of Tomb 77, indicating that the destruction of these chambers

was simultaneous. All the objects were found on the floor and belong to one burial period.

BURIALS

Remains of a burial represented by a layer of burial earth was found along the left side

wall of the chamber. The tomb-gifts in pots were placed in three distinct groups, one

on the left of the door, and another on the right, and a third near the back wall.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXX, 3; TYPES: L. OF PL. Il)

I. Bichrome IT oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical neck; 2. Bichrome I\' o\al amphora with hase-ring, slightly

pinched mouth; twin-handle from rim to shoulder. concave neck ;
swollen rim ; horizontal handles on shoulder

Encircling lines round rim, neck, and belle; transverse Encircling lines round nm, neck, shoulder, and bod> ;

lines on handle; concentric circles on shoulder Height black handles, frieze ot concentric circles round neck

26.7. On No. 2. ''Ittl shoulder. Height 52.4. Floor.
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3 Coarse u\al juu" with Hat base, broad, splaying neck

with ^traiLzht sides, handle from rim to shoulder. Height

o o Floor

4 Plain White IV o\al jut^ with flat base; short neck;

pinched month, handle from rim to shoulder. Height

17 4 Floor.

5 Bichrome I\' depressed amphora with base-ring; very

short. c\lindrical neck, swollen rim; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Radiating transverse lines on rim; wavy

line round neck; encircling lines round shoulder and

belly: black handles; rough network-pattern between

handler Height 275. Floor.

d Plain White IV shallow, conical bowl with flat base; wide,

tlattened nni, one horizontal handle on rim. Diam.
j

id. 5 Floor.

7. Plain White IV open bowl with rounded outline; flat
,

ba^e; out-turned nm. Diam. 14.3. On No. 8.

N Red Slip III (V) shallow, conical lid with wide, flat

nm . conical central knob. Diam. 15.4. On No. 9,
|

g. Plain White I\’ bowl, as No. 6. Diam. 17.4. Floor.

10. Plain White W bowl, as No. 6. Diam. 17 4. Floor.

II Bichrome IV jug, shape as No. i, but encircling lines

lound nm and neck, ladder-pattern on handle; large,

concentric circles on either side of body, rings of small

circles in their intervals; group of circles below base

of h,mdle; front ornament of an encircled flower, crowned

by a palm-tree decoration, and surrounded by small,

concentric circles. Height 25.5. Floor.

12. Plain White IV bowl, as No. 6, but without handle.

Diam 21,1. Floor.

13. \N'hite Painted I\’ oval amphora with base-ring; cy-

lindrical neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on

shoulder. Encircling lines round rim, neck, shoulder,

and body; black handles, two wavy lines round neck;

frieze of double, concentric circles between handles

Height 54 S Floor.

14 Red Slip III (\') oval amphonskos with flat base; splaying

neck, swollen nm, handies from rim to shoulder. Height

8.0. Inside No. 13.

15 Red Slip III (\') amphonskos, as No. 14. Height 7.8.

Floor.

Ru Bichrome Red I (IV) globular bottle with fiat base,

narrow neck, handle-ridge, flattened, wide nm; handle

from neck to shoulder Encircling lines round nm, neck,

and bellv, transverse lines on handle; small, concentiic

circles on shoulder. White, supplementary colour on

nm Height 10.4. Floor,

17 Bichrome V wide, biconical amphora with base-ring;

very short, cvhndncal neck with ridged ring; swollen

run, horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling lines

round nm. neck, shoulder, and belly; black handles;

concentric circles between handles. Height 35.8 Floor.

iN Bichrome Red I (IV) shallow bowl with flat base, no

handle Fnciiding black and white lines round nm;
circk-. inside Diam 12.5 Inside No. 17.

ig. Bichrrmie IV almost cylindrical jug with flat base;

pinched mouth; handle from nm to shoulder. Encircl-

ing lines round rim. neck, and body; transverse lines on

handle; concentric circles on sh<iulder Height 14.8. Floor.

:o. White Painted IV oval amphonskos with flat base;

concave neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on belly.

Encircling lines round nm, neck, shoulder, and body;

black handles: bundles of vertical lines between handles.

Height 13.2. Floor

21. Bichrome Red II (\’) depressed amphoriskos with flat

base; splaying neck; flat, swollen nm; handles trom nm
to shoulder. Black triangles on white ground around

rim; encircling lines round neck and belly; transverse

lines on handles; white, supplementary colour used as

dots on the black line below neck. Height 8 0. Floor.

22 Black-on-Red III (V) oval amphora with small base-

ring; splaving neck; swollen nm, handles from nm to

shoulder. Encircling line below neck. Height 8.2. Floor.

23. Plain White IV jug, as No. 4. Height 15.5. Floor.

24. Black-on-Red III (V) amphoriskos, as No. 22. Height

8.0. Floor.

25. Bichrome Red I (IV) depressed jug with wide, flat

base; cylindrical neck; pinched mouth; twin-handle from

nm to shoulder. Encircling lines round nm and belly;

black lines on handle; white-dotted, black lines round

neck, small, concentric circles on shoulder. White,

supplementary colour used on belly. Height 16.6.

Inside No. 26.

:6. “Ionian” Black Lustrous deep bowl with flat base; rounded

outline; out-turned rim; handle from nm to body.

Diam. 11.4. Inside No. 27.

:7. White Painted IV shallow bowi with base-ring, slightly

angular outline; out-turned nm; handle from rim to

body. Black rim and handle; encircling line round

body; circles inside. Diam. 15.0. Floor.

:8. Black-on-Red II (IV) depressed, piriform bottle with flat

base; cylindrical neck, wide, flat rim; handle from nm
to shoulder. Encircling lines round belly; other decor-

ation worn out. Height 7.7. Floor,

29. Bichrome IV oval amphonskos with flat base; short,

concave neck, slightly flattened rim; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Encircling lines around rim, neck, shoulder,

and belly; a wavy line below neck; concentric circles

between handles; black handles. Height 13 7. Floor.

30. White Painted IV oval jug with base-ring; cylindrical

neck; pinched mouth, twin-handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines round nm, neck, and body; ladder-

pattern on handle; concentric circles on shoulder. Height

17.7. F'loor.

31. White Painted IV amphora with oval body; base-ring;

cylindrical neck, slightly tapering upwards; swollen

nm; horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling lines

around nm, neck, shoulder, and body; friezes of con-

centric circles around neck, and between handles. Height

50 o. Floor.

32. Plain White V slender, double-curved, cone-shaped

pithos with pointed base; arched shoulder; wide mouth;

small nm; vertical loop-handles below shoulder. Height

50.2. Floor.
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33. Black-on-Red III (\ } shallow bowl with hat, raised

base; angular outline; splaying sides; plain nm. Black

rim; circles inside. Diam. ii.o. In^^ide No. 34.

34. Black-on-Red II (I\ ) deep, conical bowl with base-

ring; rounded outline; two horizontal handles below

rim. Encircling lines round rim, body, and base; black

handles; circles inside; small, concentric circles hanging

below rim. Diam. 27 o. Floor.

35. Bichrome IV sack-shaped jug \Mth celmdrical body,

flat base; no neck; pinched mouth; handle from nm to

shoulder. Encircling lme> around nrn; bands and lines

around body; small, concentric circles on shoulder,

ladder-pattern on handle. Height 14. i. Floor.

36. Bichrome IV amphora, as Xo. 5, but with \ertical

handles on shoulder; lines on handles. Height 30.S.

Put together from sherds.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

P o t t e r >

13. 20. 27

30- 31 II. 19, 29

35' 36
-S

::8. 34 22. 24

33

16. 1

8

-3 ' -3

8. 14 4 6. 7 32 3 26

15 y. 10. 12

^3
-3 -7

-J
-I -I

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery is composed of a majority of Type IV, of which some are late, and a few

specimens of earlv Type V, assigning the tomb to the early part of Cypro-Archaic II.

TOMB 83 (Figs. 181; 183: 1—4)

SIZE

Dromos

Chamber

Length Width Depth Height

4-56 1.63 2.65 - ^

2.80 3-96 —

SHAPE

The dromos is a combined staircase and sloping shaft, widening towards the back, with

walls widening upwards, and descending by five regular steps in the front part and from

there, sloping to the door. From the level of the lowermost step, a bench is cut along the

left side of the dromos into the rock. The upper part of the door has fallen in, but the

lower part of the door-packing, consisting of rough stones was still in situ. There is no

stomion. The door opens on to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis, and the

floor of the dromos descends to that of the chamber by a step. The chamber is cave-shaped

in plan, its floor is approximately horizontal, and its roof has completely collapsed.
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STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of:

1) A top layer of chojinos mixed with clay.

2) A filling of coarse choniios.

3) A layer of fine rock.

4) A layer of coarse chomios.

5) A bottom layer of pulverized, fine chonnos.

No section was made through the debris of the chamber, but the following facts were

recorded. There were two burial periods, but the burial remains of the later one were

found on the floor, and those of the earlier one had been swept away and deposited in a

small shaft, cut in the rock floor near the right side wall of the chamber. Covering the

burial stratum at the bottom was a layer of infiltrated mud and silted clay. The water

of this layer has greatly disordered the position of the finds, a great deal cf which had

floated up and were found at different levels above the floor, in the infiltrated layer of

mud. At the top there was a layer of rock debris from the collapsed roof.

On account of the stratigraphical conditions, the finds of the two periods can only be

separated on stylistic grounds.

BURI.\LS

In the second burial period, two burials took place in the chamber, one along the left

side wall and the other, close to this in the centre of the tomb. Of the first body, only

burial earth remained. The body was adorned with silver rings of which two with bezels

of scarabs (Nos. 22-—27). Of the second body, burial earth and fragments of the skull

remained. The body was placed with the skull towards the back wall of the chamber.

The bulk of the tomb-gifts and pots were placed along the back wall of the chamber.

FINDS (groups: PL. LXXXI,

1. Bichrome V oval juu with base-rin^: Nhort, taperintr

neck: pinched mouth; twin-handle from rim to ‘shoulder

Encircling lines and bands round rim. neck, and body; :

vertical lines on handle; three concentric circles as front

ornament; curved lines with concentric circles on both

sides of handle. Height 28.6. Floor.

2. Red Slip II (IV) shallow bowl with base-ring, double-

curved outline; vertical handle frtim nm to body. Diam.

1 1. 7. Floor.

3. Plain White V wide, pear-shaped, amphora with flat

base-knob; short, splaying neck; ring-shaped nm;

vertical handles from neck to shoulder. Height 55.0.

— 1 5 1 .
.

4. White Painted I—H spherical juglet with concave,
1

narrow neck; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to shoulder,
j

Encircling lines round neck; spiral round mouth; trans-

\erse lines on handle; concentric circles on either side

of body. Height 11.5. I’loor.

5. White Painted I deep bowl with low foot; base-disc;

double-curved outline; two \ertical handles below nm

I, 2; TVPFS: L. OF PL. 11)

Encircling bands round nm. body, and b,iNe. I'llauk

handles. Circles inside Diam 120 Inside No h.

6. White Painted I bowl, shape as No 5. Encircling lines

and bands round nm. body, and base, black handles,

latticed, framed triangles. Hanked b\ bundles ot \ertical

lines, between handles; circles inside Diam. 17.3

— 150

7, White Painted I bowl, shape as No. 5. but with one

\ertical handle from nm to bod\ . Fncn\ling lines

round nm, body, and base; two w.i\\ Imc'' lound the

body, black handle. Diam 15.5. Inside No.

S White Painted I bowl, as No. 7 Diam 15.5. — 153

9.

Plain White IV wide, shaihwv bowl with Hat base;

battened, curved, out-turned nm. Diam. 14.0 On
No. 10

10. White Painted I howl, shape as No 5. Enuircling lines

and bands round nm. bod\ . and ba'^e; \crrical. framed

herring-bone bands and bundles of \eiTKal lines be-

tween handles; circles inside Height ii 153

11. Bichromc IV disc-shaped bowl with basc-iing. curved.
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fattened rim; handle below rim. Encircling lines and

transverse, radiating strokes on rim; circles inside.

Diam. ib.2. Floor.

12. White Painted I— II depressed piriform amphora with

base-ring; concave, wide neck; Hat, flaring rim; handles

from rim to shfjulder. Handles missing. Radiating,

trans\crse lines on rim; encircling lines and bands

round neck, shoulder, and base; vertical, framed bands

with herring-bone patterns and hanging, hatched

lozenges on neck. Height 35.0. — 131.

13. Black Slip I oval jug with low foot; concave neck; pinched

mouth; handle from rim to shoulder. Three horizontal,

impressed lines on shoulder; vertical, grooved lines

from shoulder to body. Height 17.4. — I44-

14. Black-on-Red HI (V) piriform juglet with narrow base;

narrow neck; splaying, swollen rim; handle from rim

to shoulder. Encircling lines round belly. Height

7.7. Floor.

15. Plain White V shallow bowl with flat base; angular

outline; in-turned rim. Diam. 12.2. — 189.

16. Coarse oval jug with flat base; wide neck with straight,

splaying sides; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

12.5. Floor.

17. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep bowl with base-disc; bulging

shoulder; defined, erect rim; two horizontal handles.

Encircling lines and bands round nm. body, and base;

circular lines inside; frieze of concentric circles on

rim, and on shoulder. Diam. 16.5. Floor.

18. Coarse jug, as No 16. Height 14.9. Floor.

19. Five fragments of a shallow, plain, bronze bowl with

moulded rim. Diam. c. 13.7. — iSi.

20. Coarse jug, as No. 16. Height 15 5. —-iSi.

21. Black-on-Red II (IV) bowl, shape similar to No. 15,

but with more rounded outline; base-disc and one

horizontal handle below rim. Encircling lines round

rim and body; circular lines inside. Diam. 14.5. Floor.

22. Plain silver finger-ring. Diam. 2.3. Floor.

23. Plain finger-ring of siher, as No. 22, but thicker. Diam.

2.9. Floor.

24. Silver finger-ring, as No. 22. Diam. 2.4. Floor.

25. Scarab of white steatite set in a revolving mounting

on a circular silver finger-nng (see Appendix I). Diam.

of ring 2.8. Length of scarab 1.5. Floor.

26. Circular silver finger-ring with a scaraboid of paste

set in a revolving mounting (see Appendix I). Diam.

of ring 2.8. Length of scaraboid 2.1. Floor.

27. Silver finger-nng with scarab, as No, 25 (see Appendix

1 ). Diam. of ring 2.6. Length of scarab 1.6. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram

:

1st burial

period

and burial

period

Pottery Bronze
j

Silver I

CHRONOLOGY

The I St burial period with pottery of Type I, of which some are late, is consequently

to be dated to the later part of Cypro-Geometric I; the 2nd burial period with about equal

quantities of pottery of Types IV and V, is to be assigned to the first part of Cvpro-

Archaic II.

TOAIB 84 (Fig. 183: 5-8)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4.00 1.50 2.50

Chamber 2.30 2.13 —
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SHAPE

The dromos is a basin-shaped shaft with curved front and vertical walls, sloping slightlv

towards the door. Along the left side, a bench is cut in the rock, i.oo m. above the level

of the floor, in front of the door. The upper part of the door has fallen in, but the door-

packing, consisting of rough stones, was still /w situ. There is no stomion. The door opens

to the right of the longitudinal axis of the chamber, and the floor of the dromos descends

to that of the chamber by a gentle slope. The front wall and the front parts of the side

walls of the chamber are straight, but the back part of the chamber is irregularilv shaped,

so that the whole chamber has the shape of an irregular trapezoid. The floor of the chamber

slopes slightly towards the centre from the door and from there to the back wall; it is

approximately horizontal. Alost of the roof has fallen in, but it seems to have been curved

and sloped towards the back wall.

STRATIFICATION

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of a bottom laver of sand, a second laver of coarse

choimos and an oblique top layer of pulverized chonnos, the top laver and the second laver

being separated by a streak of brown earth.

The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A top layer of rubble and sand, horizontally stratified, from the upper part of the

collapsed rock.

2) Rock debris from the collapsed roof with lumps of rock.

3) A heavy layer of silted rock debris from the collapsed roof.

4) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom, close to the door covered by an infiltrated

layer of dromos-filling.

The water in the silted, third layer of debris has brought disorder among the original

position of the finds, so that many of them were found floated up into this layer.

BURIALS

Remains of onlv one burial could be observed, along the left side wall. Xo bones were

preserved, only burial earth.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXXI,

1. Black-on-Red III (V) wide, shallow bowl with base- 1

disc; flat rim; horizontal handle on nm Circles inside.
^

Diam. 20.7. — 158.
j

2. Black-on-Red III (V) bowl, as Xo. i, but with two
;

string-holes on rim. Diam. 1S.3- — 158.
j

3. White Painted V almost globular jug with base-ring:

short, tapering neck; pinched mouth; t^Mn-handle from

rim to shoulder. Encircling lines round rim, neck,

and above base; vertical dashes on neck; trans\erse

lines on handle; intersecting, encircling lines; concentric

circles on either side of body; palm-tree ornament in front;

double crossed lines on shoulder Height 240. —• 164.

3; types: L. of PL. Il)

Bichrome V bicomcal amphora with bise-ring; handles

on beiU . Xeck missing. Encircling lines and bands

round nm, neck, shoulder, and body, dotted line below

neck; concentric circles separated by bundles of \ertical

lines between handles. Height 308. — i6|.

5. Bichrome V depressed amphoriskos with base-disc;

short, rather splaying neck; plain nm; small, horizontal

handles on belly. Encircling lines round nm, neck,

shoulder, and body. Height 13.1. (^n Nos b. 7.

6. Bichrome V bicomcal amphora c\ith base-nng; slightly

swollen neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands round nm, neck, shoulder,
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and bodv, concentric circles, separated bv bundles

of vertical lines, on shoulder. Height 2S 7. — 161.

7 Bichrome \’ biconical amphora, as No 6. Height 37.0.

— ^57

8. Plain White biconical, small juu with base-disc;

ndite below nock; pinched mouth, handle from nm
to shoulder. Heiuht 0 O- Inside No. 5.

g. Plain White cone-shaped pithos with pointed base;

am^ular shoulder, erect nm; vertical handles below

shoulder Height 41 3. F'loor

10. Bichrome biconical amphora with base-ring, splaving

neck, swollen, spkuing nm; horizontal handles on

belly. Decoration as No 6, but with a waxy line round

neck and without concentric circles. Height 37.0. — iby.

11. Buhrome V amphoriskos, as No. 6. Encircling lines

and bands round rim, neck, shoulder, and body; waxy

line on shoulder; double, vertical lines, flanking the

black handles. Height 1S.7. — i6g.

12. Bichrome V amphora, as No. 10, but dotted line beloxv

neck, instead of the xvavy one. Height 39.3. —
- lOz.

13. Bichrome V amphora, shape as No. 10, and decoration

as No. 12. Height 39.8. — 162.

14. Plain White V xxide, shallow boxxl xvith base-disc,

battened rim, horiZ(»ntal handle on nm. Handle missing.

Diam. ib.5 — 169

15. Red Slip III (V) xvide. shallow boxvl xvith base-disc,

flattened, doxvn-turned nm. Diam. ib.2 — 169.

16. Red Slip III (V) boxvl. as No. 15. Diam 14.7. — i6q.

17. Bichrome Red II boxvl. as No. 15, but xx’ith txvo

string-holes on nm. Black and xvhite circles inside;

black band outside. Diam. 14 2. Floor.

iS Bichrome V amphora, shape as No. 10. Encircling

lines and bands round nm. neck, shoulder, and body;

frieze of concentric circles round neck; xvaxw line beloxx'

neck; palm-tree ornaments and hanging, concentric

circles on shoulder; black handles. Height 49 2. Pdoor.

19. Bichrome V biconical amphora, xvith base-ring; short,

cylindrical neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on

shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round rim, neck,

shoulder, and body; concentric circles on shoulder;

black handles Height 3S 3. Floor.

20. Bichrome V amphora, as No. 4, but xvith palm-tree

ornaments betxveen handles. Height 24 5. Floor.

21- Bichrome V amphora, shape as Nci. 12. Encircling

lines and bands round nm, neck, shoulder, and body;

xx'ax'y line beloxv nm; double, vertical lines flanking

black handles. Height 30 o. Floor.

22. Plain White V suck-shaped jug xxith base-disc, splaxing

neck, handle from nm to shoulder. Pleight 17.0. On
No. 23.

23. Plain White piriform amphora xvith narroxv base-

ring. short, splaying neck; sxvollen rim; handles from

neck to shoulder. Betxveen handles graffito (see Appendix
V» Height 54 0. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram;

Pottery
Wh. P. V Bichr. V Bl.-on-R. Ill (V) Bichr. R, II (V) R. SI. Ill (V) PI. Wh. V

4. 5. 6. 7. 10. II I. 2 17

12. It. iS 19. 20. 21

15 16 R. 9. 14. 22. 23

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery finds, entirely of Type V, date the tomb to the later part of Cvpro-

Archaic II.

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber

TOMB 85 (Figs. 177; I, 3

SIZE

5; 180)

Length tt’idth Depth Height

4-50 1.41 2.95 —

-

0.59 0-54 — —
2.09 1.28 — 0.96
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>HAPE

For the dromos see lomb 82. d’he door has a curved roof and was closed hv a looselv

built door-packing ot roughly cut stones and rubble, apparently disturbed. The stomion

is rectangular in plan and opens on to the chamber approximately in its longitudinal axis.

The chamber is oblong and cave-shaped in plan. Its floor is horizontal and the roof has

entirely collapsed.

STRATIFRWTIOX

The filling of the dromos consisted of layers of cJiavara, in front of the door interrupted

by a refilled shaft, together with the disturbed door-packing, indicating a reopening of

the tomb.

The layers in the chamber showed that this happened in connection with a reburial:

at the bottom there was a burial and culture stratum, covered by rock debris from the roof:

above this was another burial and culture layer, covered by a heavy layer of rock debris

from the collapsed roof. The covering layers of debris were the same as those of Tombs
82 and 77 indicating that the tombs collapsed simultaneously (cf. above p. 419). Finds

Nos. 7, 8 belong to the 2nd burial period (found at a level of — 60) and all the other

finds to the ist burial period (found on the floor).

BURIALS

On the floor there were remains of one burial, represented bv a layer of burial earth

found in the middle of the chamber. The body was female, adorned with two bronze

rings with beads (No. 10).

In the 2nd burial layer, there were also remains of a burial represented only by a layer

of burial earth. Tomb-gifts in two pots only

FINDS (groups: PL. LXXXII, I,

1. White Painted IV cup-shaped bowl with angulai, double-

curved outline, base-disc; handle from nm to body.

Encircling lines round nm and body; circles inside;

curved stroke from base of handle to nm. Diam. S 6.

P'loor.

2. Plain White IV o\al jug with small base-diM. , cvlind-

lical, very short neck, pinched mouth, handle from

nm to shoulder. Hemht iSo. Floor

3. Bichrome IV—V depre.ssed bottle with dat base, >hort,

narrow, concave neck; wide, flaring nm; handle trom

rim to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round neck

and belly; black handle; wavy line on shoulder; red

rim. Height y.g. Floor.

4. Black-on-Red III (V) oval amphoriskos with flat base,

splaying neck; swollen rim, down-turned handle trom

nm to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round nm,

neck, and bell> ,
trans\er>e lines on handles, friezes of

concentric circles round neuk and shoulder. Height

8 .8. Floor.

5. Plain White IV osal jug with small base-disc, short,

had been given to the deceased.

2; types: l. of PL. ii)

cylindrical neck, pinched mouth, handle from nm to

shoulder. Height 22 o. Floor.

6. Plain White IV jug, as No. 2. Mouth partK missing.

Height 20.4. I'loor.

7. Plain White \’
1 I o\al jug with base-img, conu<i\e neuk,

ridge around base of neck, "metal-knobbed" twin-

handle from neck to shoulder, hull’s protonic opposite

handle. Height 2b.o — bo

8. Plain White VII wide, shallow b )wi with base-disc;

Hat, down-turned nm. Diarn 25.5. — bo

g White Painted I\ o\al amphora with basc-rmg; almost

cylindrical neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on

shoulder Encircling lines and bands round iim, neck,

shoulder, and base, frieze of concentric circles round

neck; detached, concentric circles on shoulder; black

handles; wa\\ lines on shoulder. Height 477. Floor

10. A pair of earrings of bronze, circulai in shape, with

a small gap between the ends. ()n nng is threadeul a

Hat, circular head of green glass. Only one bead pre-

ser\ed. Diani. ot ring 24. Diam ot bead 0.6. Floor.
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Summing up the stratification given in the Object Register and the stratigraphical data,

we obtain the following diagram:

Pottery Bronze
|

Wh P. IV Bichr. IV-V BI.-on-R. ni(V) PI. Wh IV PI Wh. VII Earrinc

ist burial

period
I, 9 3 4

-I -I

2. 5- b

-3

10

-I

2nd hunal
|

7, S

period t -2

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery of the ist burial period is almost entirely of Type IV, with a single specimen

of early Type V, which dates this burial period to the earlier part of Cypro-Archaic II.

The 2nd burial period, with two vases of the Plain White VII class is by this assigned to

the later part of Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 86 (Fig. 184: 1—3)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3-50 1.30 0-95

—

Stomion 0-37 0.42 — 0.78

Chamber 1.00 1.00 — 0.81

SHAPE

The front part of the dromos is a narrow staircase shaft with three steps. At the lower-

most step, it widens abruptly into a basin-shaped shaft with a horizontal floor. The door

has a curved roof, and the door-packing consisted of a large, rectangular slab of stone,

kept in position by wedging stones of small rubble. The stomion widens towards the chamber.

Its floor is on a level with that of the chamber. The chamber is small in size, cave-shaped,

with the floor sloping slightly towards the back wall, and the roof curved and sloping

towards the back wall.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of coarse chonnos with lumps of

cho?nios, covered bv a horizontal, trodden layer mixed with limestone; and a top laver of

rock mixed with clay. The layers in the chamber were composed of a bottom layer of

burial and culture earth, a layer of cho?mos from the partly collapsed rock, and a top layer

of homogeneous, hard-packed, infiltrated clay. All the objects were found on the floor.
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BURIALS

Along the right side wall of the chamber scanty remains of a child’s body were found.

The few tomb-gifts in pots were placed along the left part of the back wall, and along the

left side wall of the chamber. From the right side wall of the dromos a rectangular shaft is

cut out of the rock, where stone bases for statues, and a stele with an inscription in Cypriote

syllabary were found, together with a stone base for erecting the inscribed stele (see Ap-

pendix V). There was, consequently, a group of tomb-monuments standing at this place.

Of the sculptures, only scanty remains were found.

FINDS (group

1. C-oarse oval jug with flat base; broad, splaying neck with

straight sides; handle from rim to shoulder. Height

14.3. Floor.

2. Black-on-Red II (IV) depressed amphoriskos with base-

disc; cylindrical neck; swollen, down-turned rim; handles

from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round

rim, neck, and belly; trans\erse lines on handles; friezes

of concentric circles round neck and shoulder. Height

8.3. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery
Wh. P, I\' B 1 -on-R. II (IV) !

Coarse

: PL. LXXXII, 4)

3. Black-on-Red II (IV) deep, conical bowl with base-ring;

raised, splaying nm; horizontal handle below rim. Black

outside; circles inside. Diam. 16.5. Floor.

4. White Painted IV bowl with double-cur\ ed outline;

base-disc; handle from rim to body. Encircling lines

round nm and body; circles inside; cur\ed stroke from

base of handle to rim; black handle. Diam 12.7. Floor

5. White Painted IV bowl, as No. 4. Diam. 7 9 P'loor.

I

-

1

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery found in this tomb is all of Type IV. Nos. 2 and 3 are late in style, and

the tomb is therefore to be assigned to the later part of Cypro-.\rchaic I.

Dromos

Stomion .

Chamber

TOMB 87 (Figs. 184:4—6;

SIZE

185)

Length Width Depth Height

3-45 1.25 2.05 -

—

0.32 0.79 —
1-73 1 .86 — C. 1,00

.SHAPE

The dromos is a combined staircase and sloping shaft, with nearly vertical, but curved

side walls, descending by four steps in the front part, and from there sloping to the door.
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Fig. 185. .Marion. 'Fonib 87. dromos.

'W-
I'ig. 186. Marion, 'ronib 97. dromos.

From the level of the lowermost step, a bench is cut in the left side wall of the dromos.

The upper part of the door has fallen in, but the door-packing, built up of poros slabs,

kept in position by small wedging stones of rubble, was still standing in situ, llie stoniion

is rectangular in shape. It opens approximately in the longitudinal axis of the chamber.

Its floor descends to that of the chamber by an oblique step. The chamber is spade-

shaped. Its floor is horizontal and its roof, which has nearly entirely collapsed, has been

slightly curved.

STRATIFIC.tTION

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of two lower layers of chavara and clioiuios. and a

top layer of earth and cJionnos. The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A heavy layer of coarse rock debris from the collapsed roof.

2) An oblique layer of rock debris from the collapsed stomion.

3) A horizontal layer of crumbled chonnos from the roof of the chamber, covered with a

thin streak of sand.

4) A layer of burial and culture earth at the bottom.

All the objects were found on the floor.
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BURIALS

Only one burial has taken place in the chamber, along the left side wall. Of the bones,

the skull and parts of the upper and lower extremities were preserved. The tibiae were

crossed, the skull was found near the left front corner of the chamber. This seems to

show that the body had been buried lying with crossed legs, and with the skull near the

left front wall of the chamber, in an outstretched position.

FINDS (group; PL. LXXXII, 3)

1. Coarse oval jug with flat base; broad, splaying neck with to body. Encircling lines round rim and body; black

straight sides, handle from nm to shoulder. Height ' handle; circles inside; curved stroke from base of handle

ii.Q. Floor. to nm. Diam. 10.6. Floor.

2 . White Painted IV cup-shaped bowl with base-disc; 3. Plain White IV oval jug with base-disc; neck and handle

double-curved outline; splaying nm; handle from rim missing. Height 19.3. P'loor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery
Wh. P. IV ' PI. Wh. IV C oarse

:
!

! 3
!

-I -I

I

-1

CHRONOLOGY

The pots found in this tomb are thus of Type IV, and the tomb is therefore to be

assigned to the later part of Cypro-Archaic I.

TOMB 88 (Figs. 182; 184:7—10)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4.00 1.23 2.10

Stomion 0.92 0.86 —
Chamber 2.64 2.60 —

SH.VPE

The dromos is a rather narrow shaft of medium size, widening towards the back, with

curved front end and nearly vertical walls, descending by a gradual slope towards the door.

The upper part of the door has fallen in. Of the door-packing, the lower part consisting

of a substructure of rough stones was found in situ. The upper part, which consisted of

three upright slabs of poros covered by a transverse top slab, was more loosely built,

which seems to indicate a reopening of the tomb in connection with a later burial. The
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stomion is nearly rectangular in plan; its roof had collapsed. It opens on to the chamber

near its right front corner, and its floor descends to that of the chamber by two steps.

The chamber is approximately square in plan with slightly curyed walls and rounded corners.

Its floor is horizontal and its roof has entirely collapsed.

STRATIFIC.\TION

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of choiinos mixed with stones, a

wedge-shaped layer sloping from the door and consisting of sand and white cJiavara, and

a top layer of chonnos. The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A top layer of rock mixed with gray clay, from the upper part of the collapsed rock.

2) A layer of partly silted chonnos.

3) A layer of rock debris mixed with sand.

4) A layer of rock debris partly silted, partly with lumps of rock
;
both these layers from

the collapsed roof.

5) A layer of culture and burial earth at the bottom.

Only one burial period could thus be stratigraphically stated, but some of the finds

were found at different leyels aboye the floor, being floated by inflltrated water. The

classification of the pottery (see below) indicates, howeyer, that two burial periods are

represented (cf. aboye, door-packing).

BURI.ALS

Remains of two burials only, represented by thin layers of burial earth, were found in

the chamber; one along the left side wall, and the other along the right side \\all ot the

chamber. The body along the left side wall was male, proyided with a bronze strigil (Xo.

22). The tomb-gifts in pots were accumulated along the left part of the front wall, in

connection with the male body and around the other body, buried along the right side

wall, but some of them haye been brought

above).

FINDS (group:

1. Plain White VI shallow bowl with flat bottom; rounded

outline; plain rim. Diam. 7.3. — 100.

2. Plain White VII wide, shallow bowl with base-rin^^

straight sides; flat, down-turned rim. Diam. 23.4.

Floor.

3. Plain White VI bowl, as Xo. 2, but slightly rounded

outline; flat rim. Diam. 21.7. — 150.

4. Plain White VII depressed, oval jug with base-ring;

cylindrical neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to

shoulder. Height 22.0. — 153.

5. Plain White VII bobbin-shaped torpedo-pithos with

pointed base; ridge below shoulder; concave, conical

shoulder; short neck, splaying rim; vertical loop-handle

below shoulder Height 62.5. — 153.

6. Plain White VII squat jug with flat base; broad, splaying

neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Height g.i. Floor.

into disorder by the inhltration or water

PL. LXXXII, 5)

7. Plain White \' sack-shaped jug with flat base, no neuk,

splaxing rim; raised handle tiom rim to shoulder. 1 higlit

ib.3. Floor.

8. Bichrome Red II (V) biconical b )ttle \\ith narrow ba^e;

narrow neck; wide, swollen nni; handle trom nm to

shoulder Black and white encircling lines round belly

Height 10 5 Floor

9. Plain White V jug, similar to Xo 7 Height 15 5. — 159

10. Plain White VI small, biconical jug with flat base,

short neck; pinched mouth, handle trom run to shoulder

Height 74 — 162.

11. Plain White VI wide, piriform amphora with knobbed

base; slightly spUi\ing neck; groo\e beUwv nm, handles

from neck to shoulder Height 600. — 155

12 Plain White VI jug, as Xo 10. Height 7 3. Inside

Xo. II.

28
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13 White Painted \’I globular jug with high, curved base-

ring; tapering, swollen neck, splacmg, pinched mouth;

handle from nm to >huulder Intersecting, concentric

circles on body; framed, waxy lines round neck and on

handle, dower-ornament in front of and sling-ornament

below ba>e of handle. Height 155. — 160.

14 Plain White V bowl with dat base; conical body; angular

shoulder, plain nm Diani. 12.6 Floor.

15 Plain White VII bowl, as Xo. 2. Diam. 26.1. — 148.

16 Plain White VI oval jug with base-ring; ridge below

neck, concave neck; small, dat nm; “metal-knobbed”

handle from neck to shoulder; bull's protome opposite

the handle as tront ornament. Height 22.8. — 148.

17.

Bichrome Red II (\d bottle, as Xo. 8. Height 11.2. Floor.

18. Plain White V jug, as Xo. 9. Height 13 o. I'loor.

19. Plain White VII sack-shaped, cylindrical jug with Hat

base; concax e neck; splaying rim; handle from nm to

shoulder. Height 10.3. Ploor.

20. Plain White VII shallow bowl with dat bottom; straight,

splaying sides; inwards thickening rim. Diam. 12.7.

— 155 -

21. Plain White VI jug, as Xo. 10. Height 7.3. — 155.

22. Fragment of curved bronze stngil, semicircular in

section, with concaxe, horizontal loop-handle, attached

to blade by a long, lancet-shaped mounting with holes

for two rivets. Part of handle missing. Broken. Length

12.5. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

p 0 t t e r y Bronze

Wh. P. VI Bichr. R. II (V) PI. Wh. V PI. Wh. VI PI. Wh. VII Stngil

13 8, 17 7. 9. 14. 18 I, 3, 10. II. 12. 16. 21 2. 4, 5. 6. 15. 19. 20 22
-I -2 -4 “7 "7 - I

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery thus consists of Types VI and VII, with some surviving Type V. This

seems to indicate that burials have taken place in two periods: the early part of Cypro-

Classic I and the early part of Cypro-Classic II, as there is no evidence that a quantity

of Type V survived in Cypro-Classic II. Unfortunately the disturbed culture stratum

has deprived us of the stratigraphical evidence.

TOMB 89 (Fig. 184: II— 13)

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber (with niches) . .

SIZE

Length

3-70

0-34

3-00

Width Depth

1.00 c. 1.90

0.83 —
2.20 —

Height

SHAPE

The dromos is a narrow shaft of medium size, widening towards the back, with vertical

walls, descending bv a gradual slope, rather steep in front of the door. The upper part

of the door had fallen in, but the door-packing, consisting of rectangular stone slabs and

rubble, was still in situ. The stomion narrows towards the chamber. It opens on to the

chamber at the right end of its front wall. Its floor is on the same level as that of the
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chamber. The chamber consists of a rather narrow, roughly rectangular central part with

a large, rectangular rock-cut niche in the left side wall, and a smaller, loaf-shaped

niche in the back wall, about 0.20 m. above the floor-level of the chamber.

STR.VTIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of three layers of chonnos mixed with charara. The
layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A top layer of sandy rock and rubble from the upper part of the collapsed rock.

2) A homogeneous layer of rocky matter of chonnos mixed with smaller pieces of white

chavara.

3) In the front part of the chamber, a wedge-shaped layer of infiltrated dromos-filling.

4) A bottom layer of burial and culture earth.

All the objects were found on the floor, except Nos. 8, 12, 13, (see Obj. Reg.), which

were found at levels varying between — 142 and — 151, in the culture earth on the floor

of the left niche.

BURIALS

Remains of one burial, represented by a layer of burial earth, were found in the niche

in the left side wall of the chamber.

The bulk of the tomb-gifts in pots were placed around the body in the niche, and a few

to the right of the door, and in the loaf-shaped niche.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXXII, 6; type: l. of pl. ii)

1. Plain White V sack-shaped with flat base; no nock;

swollen rim, raised handle from nm to shoulder. Heicht

142. Floor.

2. Black Glazed kNlix, Type i. Glaze covering; inside with

concentric, black circles on red "round m centre; black

lines around shoulder; broad, black band around body

below handles; black glazed bottom outside. Diam. 14.0.

Floor.

3. Plain White V oval jug with base-ring; ridge below

neck; splaying neck; pinched mouth; twin-handle troni

rim to shoulder. Height 29.0. Floor.

4. Black-on-Red III (V) bicomcal bottle with narrow

base-disc; narrow, short, concave neck, swollen rim,

handle from nm to shoulder Encircling lines and

bands round neck and belly. Height S 3. Floor.

5. Coarse sack-shaped jug with flat base; coneaxe neck;

splaving rim; handle from nm to shoulder. Height

1 5 I . Xiche.

b. Plain White V hemispherical bowl with narrow base-

disc, plain nm. Diam. 12. S. On Xo. 7.

7.

Bichrome V o\al jug with base-ring, neck, handle, and

rim missing. Encircling lines and bands round neck

and belly; concentric circles on shoulder, cutxed lines

on both Sides of base t>f handle Height 22 5 Idoor

8. Bichrome Red II (V) wide, shallow bow! with base-

disc; flat nm. Black mangles on white ground lound

rim; black and white circles inside. \*er\ daik slip,

Diam. 16 o. — 142.

9. Bichrome Red II (\’) bottle, as Xo. 4, but wilh white

supplementarx colour Height 7 i. h'loor

10. Open, saucer-shaped lamp of terracotta with shaxed

base; pinched mouth; Haitened nm Diam. 11.7 I'loor.

11. Plain White V shallow, wide howl with base-ring; tlat

rim; horizontal handle at rim Diam 1 3 I'loor.

12. Red Slip III (V) disc-shaped plate with wide base-ring;

Hat nm sloping inwards, grooved lines round nm ami

inside; two string-holes on nm. Diam. 13.7. — 151.

13. Red Slip III (V) bowl, as Xo. S, but deejier. Diam
1 8 .0 .

— 1 4O

.

14 Red Slip HI (\ ) bowl, shape as Xo. 8. Diam 15.8.

I'loor,

15 Red Slip III (V) shallow bow! with doub!e-cur\ ed

.

angular outline; base-disc, handle from nm to body.

Diam 10 o. Floiir

if>. Red Slip HI (V) howl, as Xo S. Diam 14. b. Floor.
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

Potter y Terracotta

„ ,
Bl.-on-R III

Ijiciir. v *^'6 PI. \Vh. V
1

!

Coarse

B!. Gl. Plain

Kyi IX

Type I

Lamp

7 4 8, 9 ^ 12. 13. 14
,

I 3 - 6. II
'

1

5 2

1

10
!

15. 16

1

' - 1 - 1 “ "5 -4 - 1 - I

CHRONOLOGY

The classification proves all the potter\' to be of Type V, dating the tomb to the later

part of Cvpro-Archaic II.

TOAIB 90 (Fig. 187: I—3)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 2.66 1.48 2.04

Stomion 0.54 0.75 —
Chamber 1.90 1.90 —

SHAPE

The dromos is a basin-shaped shaft, widening towards the back, with curved front,

and descending by two ledges to the floor, which slopes towards the door. The upper

part of the door has fallen in, but the door-packing consisting of a substructure of two

smaller, roughlv cut stone blocks, and an upper, rectangular, large slab of stone, kept in

position bv small wedging stones of rubble, was still standing approximately in situ, but

the stone slab had fallen into the dromos at the collapse of the roof of the tomb. The

stomion is rectangular in plan; it opens on to the chamber approximatelv in its longitudinal

axis; and its floor descends to that of the chamber by an oblique step; its roof has collapsed.

The chamber is roughly square in shape with curved, and irregularly shaped walls. Its

floor is horizontal, and its roof has entirely collapsed, but seems to have been curved and

sloped towards the back wall.

STRATIFIC.\TION’

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of coarse cJionnos, another laver

of chojinos and chavara covered with a streak of sand, and an upper laver of chonnos and

chavara mixed with clay. The streak of sand below the upper layer seems to show that,

for some time the dromos had been opened at this level, possibly in connection with a

reburial, which is corroborated bv the fact that this streak of sand is on a level with the top

of the substructure of the door-packing. The layers in the chamber were composed of:
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1) The same top layer of chonnos mixed with clav, which covered the hlling of the dromos.

2) A pyramidal layer of sandy rock from the collapsed roof, surrounded bv inhltrated lavers

of silted clav.

3) A horizontal layer of chonnos from the collapsed roof, partlv silted bv infiltration of

water.

4) A bottom layer of culture and burial earth.

The culture layer was in a bad state of preservation owing to the infiltration of water,

which also had floated some of the pots; they were found in the third laver at different

levels above the floor. It could not even be stated with certaintv whether there were one

or two layers of burial.

BURI.XLS

Of the burials very scanty and disturbed remains were left, so that nothing for certain

can be said about them.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXXIII, i;

1. Plain White VII shallow bowl with flat base; rather

straight sides. Diam, 11.4 Inside No, 2.

2. Bichrome V biconical amphora with base-ring; upper 7.

part of neck missing; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands round rim, neck, shoulder,

and belly; black handles, flanked by black \ertical stripes;

pairs of stripes between handles; concentric circles

between bundles of stripes on body. Height 35 o. 8.

Floor. y.

3. Black-on-Red III (V) biconical bottle with narrow

base-disc; short, narrow, concave neck; swollen rim;

handle from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines and

bands round rim, neck, and belly; concentric circles

on shoulder. Height 7.3. Inside No. 2. 10.

4. Stroke Polished H (VH) depressed globular jug with

base-ring; ridge below neck; very short neck; funnel- ii.

mouth; moulded handle from neck to shoulder. Height

10. o. — too.

5. Black-on-Red HI (V) sack-shaped jug with b.ise-disc;

no neck; handle from rim to shoulder. Mouth partly 12.

missing. Encircling lines round rim and neck; vertical,

hanging, concentric circles in front and on both sides

of handle; transrerse dashes on handle. Height 13.1. 13

— y6.

6. Plain White VH oral jug with flat base; slightly concave.

type: l. of PL. 11)

wide neck, handle from rirn to shoulder. Height 13 7

Floor.

Bichrome V amphora, shape as \o 2, splaxinu neck;

swollen rim. Hncirchna: lines and band^ n>und rim,

neck, shoulder, and belh
.

black handle'', tlanked by

vertical stiipes; wavy line below neck, pairs of stripes

on belly. Hemht 34.9. — t)i.

Black Slip V bottle, shape as No. 3 .

1

Ici^ht 2 Inside No. 7.

White Painted \' rather pintorm amphora, neck acci-

dentally swollen; swollen iim; houxontiil handles on

bellv , decoration a> No. 7, but not hichiome. 'J’he clay

IS C(*arse and badly silted, the white slip unattv and much
worn. Height 45.0. Floor

Black-on-Red III (V) bottle, as No 3, hut no ctincentiic

circles. Dark slip Height 6.2 Inside No. 9.

Bichrome V amphora, as N\) 7, hut with i. on\ eiuionali/ed

palm-tree ornaments on belly separated hv bundles ot

vertical stripes, and encirclini; row of dots mstt-ad ot wavy

Ime. Heiuht 37 5 I kior.

Plain White VII urn-shaped, oval amphonskos with

base-disc; splaying rini. rudiinentarv handles on shoulder.

Height 15.4. On No. ii

Bichrome V amphora, shape as No 7, decoration as

No. II, but with only one palm-tree ornament on each

side of belly Heiuht 35.0. I'loor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram

:

P o t t e r \

Wh. P. V Biehr. V
i

Bl. SI. V
|

PI- Wh. VH

2, 7. II, 13

-4
9
-

1

3 5. 10

-3

8

-

1

4
-

1

I, 6 , 12

-3
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CHRONOLOGY

The classification shows that the pottery divides itself into two stylistical groups, one

with vases of Tvpe V and the other with pots of Type VII. This is an indication that

there were two burial periods of which the first period dates from the later part of Cvpro-

Archaic II and the second period from the later part of Cypro-Classic II.

TOAIB 91 (Fig. 187:4--6)

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber

SIZE Length

2.72

0.48

2.78

Width Depth

1.08 c. 1.60

0.90

2.44 —

Height

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather narrow and short shaft with vertical walls and curved front,

gradually sloping in the front part, then abruptly descending into a basin-shaped area in

front of the door. The upper part of the door had collapsed, but the door-packing con-

sisting of roughly cut slabs and rubble, was still in situ. The stomion is approximately

rectangular in shape. It opens on to the chamber diagonally, in its right front corner.

The floor of the dromos descends down to that of the stomion by an oblique step; that of

the stomion is on the same level as that of the chamber. The chamber is approximately

trapezoidal in shape with the right side wall irregularly cut. The floor of the chamber

is approximately horizontal, and the roof has entirely collapsed.

STRATIFICATION

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of coarse chonnos and two upper

layers of finer chonnos. The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A heavv lay er of rock debris from the collapsed roof, partly silted, covered by oblique

top lavers of earth.

2) A horizontal layer of silted clay.

3) Close to the door a wedge-shaped layer of infiltrated dromos-filling.

4) A burial and culture stratum at the bottom.

There was, consequently', only one burial layer, and all the finds belong to this; but on

account of the infiltrated water, they' have floated about and were found at different levels

above the floor, except Nos. 8 and g, which were found on the floor.

BURIALS

There were remains of one burial represented by a layer of burial earth along the west

side wall of the chamber. After the funeral, offerings were brought to the dead in two

bowls and five amphorae (Dromos Nos. i—7), and these were deposited in the upper

lay er of the dromos-filling.
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FINDS (group:

D r o m o s

I. Red Slip V (VII) shalhnv bowl with base-disc; rounded

outline; flat, inwards thickoninu rim. Diam. 16.3. — 60.

2 Plain White VI shallow bowl with flat base; inwards

thickening rim ; slnzhtly curved outline. Diam. 11.4. -^52.

3. Plain White VII oval amphora with base-rin^; slanting

shoulder; splaying neck, swollen rim; horizontal handles.

Height 4^.4. — 56.

4. Plain White VII piriform amphora with knobbed base;

slightly concave neck; grooved lines below rim; handles

from neck to shoulder. Height 55.5. — 56.

5. Plain White VH amphora, as No. 4. Height 59.0. 56.

6. Plain White VII amphora, as No. 3. Pleight 47.0. 12.

7. Fragment of Plain White VII amphora, as No. 3. — 30.

Chamber
I. Plain White VII oval jug with low foot; ridge below

neck; concace neck; hat rim; “metal-knobbed” twin-

PL. LXXXIII, 2
)

handle from neck to shoulder; a figurine standing with

a jug opposite the handle. Height 36.8. — 28.

2. Plain White VII sack-shaped jug with bobbin-shaped

body; flat base; short, concave neck; splaying, swollen

rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height 12.5. — 66.

3. Plain White VI jug, as No. 2. but softer, convex outline;

plain, splaying rim. Height 11.2. — 60.

4. Coarse squat miniature jug with pinched mouth; handle

from rim to shoulder. Fleight 5.0. — 60.

5. Black Glazed bowl (A. 3). Impressed paimettes, inside

bottom. Dram. 13.0. — 60.

6. Black Glazed stand (A. ii). Plain. Diam. 6.5. — 60.

7. Red Slip V (VII) shallow bowl, as Dromos No. i.

Diam. 15.4. — 60.

8. Red Slip V (VII) conical bowl with high base-ring;

out-turned rim. Diam. 13.7. Floor.

9. Plain White VI jug, as No. 3. Height 12. i. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram:

Pottery
Bl.Gl. Plain Bl. Gl. Impr.

i

R. SI. V (VII) PL Wh. VI PI. Wh VH Coarse Bowl Bowl

: A. 11 A. 3

Chamber 7 ,
s 3- 9

1 ,

I. 2 ; 4 6

1

5

!

-2 ' -I -I -I

Dromos I 2 3- 4 . 5- 6, 7
j

1

- 1 - I -5 !

CHRONOLOGY

We thus see that the pottery consists of a majority of Type VII and a few Type VI,

which prove that the tomb dates from the later part of Cypro-Classic II.

TOMB 92 (Fig. 187:7— 10)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 4-63 1. 10 c. 2.40 —
Stomion 0.23 0.96 — —
Chamber 2.55 215 — —

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather narrow and long shaft, of the combined staircase and sloping

type, slightly widening at the back, and with nearly vertical walls; in the front part it de-
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scends by four regular steps and then gradually slopes towards the door. The upper part

of the door has fallen in. The construction of the door-packing, consisting of rubble,

shows that it has been built in two periods, as a part of the dromos-filling separated the

lower part from the upper (cf. below). The stomion is short and rectangular in plan; it

opens on to the chamber at the right end of its front wall, and its floor descends to that

of the chamber by a step. The chamber is trapezoidal in plan, w ith the side walls widening

towards the back wall. In the right back corner, there is a rectangular niche cut in the

rock on a level with the floor of the chamber. The floor of the chamber is approximately

horizontal, and the roof has entirely collapsed.

STRATIFICATION

The bottom layer of the dromos-fllling consisted of choiinos. At the top of this, which

reached exactly the top of the lower part of the door-packing, there was a streak of sand.

The upper part of the dromos-fllling consisted of chonnos with oblique streaks of sand

in it. The structure of the stratification of the dromos-filling thus coincides with that

of the door-packing, indicating that the upper part of the dromos-filling has been dug

out at a later period, as the circumstances of finds in the chamber show, in connection with

a reburial; the part dug out was left open for some time while the streak of sand collected

there; then the upper part of the door-packing was rebuilt and the upper layer of the dromos-

filling replaced. The layers in the chamber were composed of:

I-—2) Upper layers of choimos-^\\mg with lumps of chonnos and chavara streaks from the

upper part of the collapsed roof.

3) A thick horizontal and homogeneous filling of chonnos from the collapsed roof.

4) Remains of two burial and culture strata on the floor, the later one in the chamber and

the earlier one swept away into the niche.

All the objects were found on the floor except Xos. 9, 10, and ii, which were found

at a level of — 112, i. e., in the filling just above the culture stratum. A long time cannot

have elapsed between the burials because the pottery finds are homogeneous m a stylistic

respect; and of the two pots found together with the skeletal remains swept awav in the

niche. No. 22 is among the latest from stylistic point of view.

BURIALS

In the earlier burial period only one body seems to have been buried, the remains ot which,

as mentioned above, were swept awav into the niche at the time of the later burial period.

About the details of this burial, nothing more can be said than that the body was female,

adorned with two hair-rings of silver and neck-pendants (Xos. 23 and 24 a, b).

From the second burial period there were remains of two burials, one in the middle

of the chamber, represented only bv a layer of burial earth, and the other one along the

back wall of the chamber; of this body, a well preserved skeleton was found in a dorsal,

outstretched position with the head near the left side wall, and the hands folded above

the pelvis.
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FINDS (groups: PL. LXXXIV,

1. Red Slip III (V)—IV (VI) shallow bowl with base-ring

;

double-curved outline, no handle. Diam. lo.o. Floor.

2. Red Slip III (V)—IV (VI) deep bowl with conical,

angular outline; narrow base-ring; no handle. Diam.

12. 1. Floor.

3. Red Slip ill (V)—IV (VI) bowl, as No. i. Diam.
|

12 (1. Floor.

4. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with tapering, flat base; ^

no neck; splaving, short rim; arched handle from rim

to shoulder. Height 16.0. Floor.

5. Red Slip III (V) bowl, as No. 2, but deeper. Diam.
^

12.5 Floor
I

6. Red Slip III (V) bowl, as No. 5. Diam. 12.7. Floor.
|

7 Plain White V shallow bowl with upright rim; small

base-ring. Diam 12.3. Floor.

8. Red Slip III (V) flat, wide, conical bowl with straight

sides; base-ring; flat rim. Diam. 24.7. Floor.

9. Bichrome Red II (V) shallow, conical bowl with base-ring;

flattened nm. Black triangles on white ground round

run; encircling line outside; concentric circles inside,
j

Diam. 28.5. On No. 10.

10. Plain White V shallow miniature bowl with upright

nm; small base-ring. Diam. 7.3. — 112.

11. Plain White V jug, as No. 4. Height 16.5. — 112.

12. Red Slip III (V) biconical miniature jug with narrow

base-ring; concave neck; handle from rim to shoulder.

Height 8.3. Floor,

13 Bichrome Red II (V) oval jug with base-ring; concave
|

neck; nm not pronounced; twin-handle from rim

TO shoulder. Black-dotted, white line round rim; white,

wavy line surrounded by two vertical, white-dotted,
|

black lines round neck; black and white encircling lines

round belly; white, wavy line on shoulder. Height 21.2.

F'loor.

I, 2; type: l. of PL. ii)

14. Plain White V jug, as No. 4. Height 13.5. On No. 15.

15. Plain White V jug, as No. 4. Height 17.3. Floor.

16. Black Glazed kyhx. Type 2. Plain. Diam. 13.7. Height

7.3. Floor.

17. Plain White V depressed globular jug with base-ring;

tapering neck; pinched mouth; high twin-handle from

nm to shoulder. Height 16.3. On No. 18.

iS. Bichrome Red H (V) oval jug with base-ring; concave

neck; rim not pronounced; twin-handle from neck to

shoulder. Black and white, encircling lines round rim,

neck, and body; ladder-pattern on handle. Height

20.3. Floor,

19. Plain White VI oval jug with high, wide, concave neck;

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 9.7. Floor.

20. Plain White V jug, as No. 4. Height 15.4. Floor.

21. Bichrome Red II (V) jug, as No. 13, but with a bull’s

protome opposite the handle. Black triangles on white

ground round neck, black and white, encircling lines

round neck and belly; wavy lines on both sides of base

of handle; transverse lines on handle; paint on protome;

black and white flower-ornaments on shoulder. Height

28.3. Floor.

22. Plain White VI piriform bottle with base-ring; narrow

neck; thick, swollen rim; handle from neck to shoulder.

Height 9.5. Floor.

23. Two silver hair-rings with overlapping ends. Diam'.

1. 1. Floor.

24. a) Polychiome, incrusted paste bead, mounted in a

bronze cotter. Length 1.8.

b) Fragment of green glazed, Egyptian porcelain figurine.

Height 1.9. Floor.

25. Red Slip HI (V) bowl, shape as No. i, but with large

rim and two string-holes. Diam. 19.5. F'loor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

p 0 t t e r \' Silver
[

P a 15 t e

Bichr. R.

i

11 (V)
R SI. HI (V)

R, SI HI
(V)-IV
(VI)

1

PI. Wh. V Pl.Wh.VI

Bl. Gl. PI.

Kyhx Hair-nng Bead
,

Figurine

Type 2

9, 13, 18 5, 6, 8 V 2
, 3 4 - 7. TO. II 19, 22

1

'

1

16 23 ! 24 a 24 b

,

21 1

-4
1

12. 25 1

“5 -3 '

14. 15 - 17. 20
-8 -2

'

-I
j

-I -

1

-I
1

CHRONOLOGY

The stock of pottery is composed of a majority of vases of generally late Type V, and

a few specimens of early Type VI, assigning the tomb to the transition from Cypro-Archaic

II to Cypro-Classic I.
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TOMB 93 (Fig. i88: i, 2)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Hcinht

Dromos 2.06 0.80 c. 0.83

Chamber 0.90 1.23 —

SHAPE

The dromos is a narrow, rectangular shaft with vertical walls, gradually sloping in the

upper part, and descending by a step in front of the door. The upper part of the door

has fallen in and only the lower part of the door-packing, consisting of rough stones, was

in situ. There is no stomion. The door opens on to the chamber near the right end of its

front wall, and the floor of the dromos descends to that of the chamber bv a gentle slope.

The chamber is small in size and roughly rectangular in plan. Its floor is horizontal and

the roof has collapsed.

STRATIFIC.ATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of chavara and sand, and the chamber was entirely

filled by layers of rock debris, sand, and smaller stones.

All the objects were found on the floor.

BURIALS

No traces of skeletons or burial earth were observed. Probably a child had been buried

in the tomb, of which no remains have been left, but to which tomb-gifts in the five pots

preserved had been given.

Fi.XDS (group: PL. LXXXIV, 3)

I. Black-on-Red III (V) biconical bottle with narrow base- and palm-tree ornaments between handles Heittht 3;, 3.

ring; narrow neck; swollen rim; handle from rim to
,

Floor.

shoulder. Encircling lines round neck and belly. Height 3. Bichrome V amphora, as No. a. Height aS.o. Floor.

7.3. Floor. 4. Bichrome Red 11 (,Vl globular jug with b.ise-iing, tapering

I

neck; pinched mouth; twin-handle tiom nm to shouldei .

a. Bichrome V biconical amphora with base-ring; splaying
j

Purple and white lines round the neck and belK Dark

neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on shoulder. En- slip. Height aa.o. Floor.

circling lines round rim, neck, shoulder, and belly ; vertical 5. Bichrome V amphora, as No. a, but without palm-tree-

strokes flanking black handles; bundles of vertical strokes ornaments. Height 35 5 Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram:

Pottery
Bichr. V Bl.-on-R. HI IV) Bichr. R. H (V)

2. 3 - 5

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery, as shown by the classification, consists entirely of Type V, assigning the

tomb to the later part of Cypro-Archaic II.
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TOMB 94 (Fig. 188:3, 4)

SI2E Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 1.-4 1.17 c. 0.65

Chamber 0.46 1.43
—

SHAPE

The dromos is a shallow, basin-shaped shaft, widening at the back end, and \\ith curved

front end. The upper part of the door has collapsed, and the door-packing, consisting

of a quantity of stone slabs and rough stones, has been disturbed bv this collapse of the

rock. There is no stomion. The floor of the dromos descends to that of the chamber by

a gentle slope. The chamber is rectangular in plan, very small and niche-shaped.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of two layers of sand and chavara, and the chamber

was entirely filled by upper layers of infiltrated dromos-filling and rock debris, and a thin

bottom layer of culture earth. All the objects were found on the floor except bowl Xo.

2, which was found at a level of — 48, i. e., in the filling, 8 cm. above the culture stratum.

This bowl once covered the mouth of amphora No. i and slipped down when some sand

and chavara had infiltrated into the tomb to a level of — 48.

BURIALS

Only scanty remains of burial earth were found, probably belonging to a child's body.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXXIV

1. Plain White V piriform amphora; flattened, pointed ;

base; short, splaeing neck; swollen rim, handles from neck

to shoulder. Height 52.0. Floor.

2. Red Slip HI (V) wide, shallow bowl with base-disc;

flattened, down-turned rim. Diam. 155. — 4S.

3. Bichrome V biconical amphora with base-ring; splaying

neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands round rim, neck, shoulder,

and belly; black handles; wavy line below neck; double

vertical strokes between handles. Height 41.0. Floor.

, 4; type: l. of PL. II)

4. Bichrome IV oval amphora with base-rmi;; cylmdtical

neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on shouldci

.

Encirchnu; lines and hands round rim, neck, shoulder,

and body; black h.andles, hanked by vertical strokes;

concentric circles on belly. HeiL^ht 32 5 I'loor.

5. Black-on-Red 111 (V) biconical ciater with base-nni;;

no neck; flat rim; vertical handles on shoulder. Kncirclmu

lines and bands round iim and body; lines on handles;

flanking lines on both sides of each handle; sparse, con-

centric circles on shoulder. Height 27.3. Moor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram

:

Pottery
Bichr. IV Bichr. V B!.-on-R. HI (V) R. SI. HI (V) PI. Wh. V

1

1

4

1

t

3 5^2:1
- I - I - I -I

;

CHRONOLOGY'

The pottery consisting of Type V, and one late Type IV, dates the tomb to the later

part of Cypro-Archaic II.
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TOMB 95 (Fig. 188:5-^8)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 3.65 1.25 c. 2.40 —
Stomion 0.18 0.85 — c. i.io

Chamber 2.05 2.06 — c. 1.20

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather short staircase shaft, widening towards the back, with nearly

vertical walls, and descending by three wide steps to the door. At the lower level of the

first step, a horizontal bench is cut along the right side wall of the dromos. The door seems

to have had a nearly flat roof, but the upper part of it has been partly destroved. The door-

packing consisting of rough stones, and a few cut stone blocks, was still in situ. The stomfion

is very short and rectangular in plan. It opens on to the chamber approximately in the

longitudinal axis, and its floor descends down to that of the chamber by a gentle slope.

The chamber is roughly trapezoidal in shape with the side walls widening towards the

back. Its floor is horizontal and the roof, which is only partly destroyed, is curved and

sloped towards the back wall.

STR.^TIFICATIOX

The filling of the dromos consisted of three layers of chormos and sand, and were quite

intact. The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A top layer of rock debris from the destroyed part of the roof, and the door on both

sides of it.

2) An oblique thin layer of fine rock debris from the destroyed part of the roof.

3) A horizontal layer of dark-coloured, silted, infiltrated earth.

4) A layer of culture and burial earth at the bottom.

There was, consequently, only one burial stratum, and all the objects were found either

on the floor, or piled up on each other at the time of the second interment (cf. below).

The flnds Nos. 21—26 are certainlv connected with the later interment. Onlv one amphora

(No. 4) was found on a level above the floor, in the third layer of dark-coloured, silted,

infiltrated earth, having been lifted up by the infiltrated water.

BURIALS

In the culture stratum, remains of two burials were found, one along the right side wall

and the other along the left side wall of the chamber. The body buried along the right

side wall had been buried first. In order to make place for the second burial, the pots

of the first were accumulated in the right part of the chamber, placed one on the top of

the other, covering the remains of the skeleton of the body which was found in a disturbed

position.
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Of the body of the second burial, a well preserved skeleton was found along the lelt

side wall, in a dorsal, outstretched position with the head near the front wall of the chamber.

The tomb-gifts in pots belonging to this skeleton (Xos. 21—26) were placed, one at

the head, and the others along the legs of the bodv.

FINDS (group: PL. Lxxxv; types: l. of PL. ii)

1. Plain White \ wide amphora with narrow base-nni^;

slightly splaying neck; swollen rim; handles from neck
to shoulder. Height 47.7. Floor.

2. Bichrome V depressed amphora with base-ring; splaving

neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on bellv. En-
circling lines round rim, neck, shoulder, and belly;

black handles hanked by \ertical lines; double stripes

between the handles. Height 38.0. Floor.

3. Coarse oval jug with flat base; splaying, convex neck,

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 19.5. Floor.

4. Bichrome V amphora, as Xo. 2, but with palm-tree

designs between vertical lines on belly. Height 39.5.

— 140.

5. Black-on-Red III (V) globular or oval jug with base-

ring; tapering neck; pinched mouth: handle from rim

to shoulder. Encircling lines round nm and neck;

intersecting, concentric circles round body, lines on

handles; concentric circles as front ornament. Height

19.0. Floor.

6. Plain White V shallow, wide bowl with base-ring;

flattened ^-im. Diam. 21.8. Floor

7. W’hite Slip (V) biconical crater with base-ring; no neck;

flat, swollen nm; two vertical handles on the shoulder.

Encircling lines round nm and body; lines on handles,

black and red palm-tree decoration between handles

Decoration worn. The pot has been mended in ancient

times. Height 30.0. Floor.

8. Bichrome V biconical amphora, as No. 2, but with

cylindrical neck and handles low on shoulder. Encircling

lines round rim, neck, shoulder, and belly; black handles;

two broad strokes flanking handles; palm-tree designs

between handles. Fleight 31.5. Floor.

9. Bichrome V amphora, shape as Xo. 8. Encircling lines

round rim, neck, shoulder, and bell>
;

ladder-pattern

below neck; wavy lines below shoulder Height 26.5.

On Xos. 10, 14. 16.

10. Bichrome V amphora, shape as Xo. 8, but with tapering

neck. Encircling lines and handles as Xo. S, wavy line

below neck; palm-tree frieze between handles. Height

45.7. Floor.

11. White Slip (V) oval amphora with base-ring; splaying

neck with straight sides; thick, swollen nm; horizontal

handles on shoulder; pierced outlet-hole m bottom.

Decoration faded, but for some traces of bichrome,

encircling lines on nm and neck; frieze of concentric

circles round neck. Height 48 o. Floor.

12. Bichrome V amphora, as Xo. 2. Height 40 5. F'loor.

13. White Painted V oval amphora with base-ring, splaying

neck; swollen nm; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling lines round rim. neck, shoulder, and belly;

black handles; zigzag line on nm. Height 307. F'loor.

14.

White Painted V biconical hvdria with narrow base-

ring; narrow, splaving neck; vertical handle tiom neck

to shoulder; horizontal handles on belly. Flncirchng

lines round rim, neck, shoulder, and belly, black, hoii-

' zontal handles; stripes on and below the vertical one;

broad strokes flanking it. Height 44.0. F'loor.

15 Plain White V biconical hydria with base-ring; tapering

' neck; sw'ollen nm; v'ertical handle from neck to shoulder;

two horizontal ones on belly Height 31.3- Floor.

16. Red Slip HI {\') biconical miniature jug with narrow

base-ring; splaying neck, handle from run to shoulder.

;

Height 7.3. On Xo. 15

I

17. Bichrome V oval jug with base-ring; cvhndrical neck;

: pinched mouth, handle from nm to shoulder. Kncirchng

!

lines round nm and neck; girdle round bellv, three

,
bundles of diverging lines hanging from neck, curved

I line on each side of base of handle; lines on handle.

' Height 32.5. On Xos. 14, iS, 20.

I

18. Bichrome V amphora, as Xo. 2, but with a line of black

dots below the neck. Height 33.5. floor.

19. Bichrome Red II (V) oval amphora with base-rmg;

splaying neck, thick, swollen 11m; horizontal handles

on shoulder. Black and white encircling lines round

nm, neck, shoulder, and bellv; black handles, black

and white wavy lines round neck, white palm-tree

ornaments, separated by vertical purple line, between

handles. Height 46.0. F'loor

20. Bichrome Red 11 (V) amphora, shape as Xo. 11. Black

and white, encircling lines round nm, neck, shoulder

and belly; black wavy lines round neck and shoulder;

tiieze ot concentric circles round neck; concentric circle'^,

separated by vertical purple lines, between handles.

Height 51.6. F'loor

21. Bichrome Red H (V) shallow, conical bowl with base-

ring; flat rim; two string-holes on 11m Black and while,

encircling lines round nm; black, circular line outside;

concentric circles inside. Diam. 20 o. Flour.

22 Red Slip HI (V) shallow, wide bowl with base-ring;

flattened nm; two string-holes on run Diam. 17.5.

On Xo. 23

23. Plain White V bowl, shape as Xo 22. Diam. 17 o. Floor.

24. Red Slip HI (V) bowl, as No. 22, but without string-

holes. Diam 137. Floor.

25. Red Slip HI (V) bowl, as Xo. 24 Diam. 12.7. Floor.

26. Coarse oval jug, as Xo. 3 Height 16.2. Floor
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Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram:

Pottery
Wh. P. V u 1

Bl.-on-R. Ill
iiichr. \ Bichr. R. H (V) Wh SI. (V) R. SI. ni(V)'

1

1

PI. Wh V Coarse
|

j

ij- 14 ' 4 - S. 9 5

10, 12. 17. 18

-8 ! -I

1 ,

j
19 , 20. 21

1
7, II

-3
1

-2

1

i

16. 22

24. 25

-4

I, 6. 15. 23

-4

z; 1

i

3’ 26
1

-2
1

CHRONOLOGY

The classification shows that the pottery is entirely of Type V, and the tomb, con-

sequently, dates from the later part of Cvpro-Archaic II.

TOMB 96 (Fig. 188:9—12)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 6.10 2.00 3.20

Stomion 0.90 0.94 —
Chamber 2.43 2.57 —

SHAPE

The dromos is a long staircase shaft, widening much towards the back, with walls

widening slightly upwards, descending by two narrow and two wide steps to a basin-shaped

area in front of the door. From the level of the lowermost step, a bench is cut into the

rock along the right side wall of the dromos. The upper part of the door has fallen in,

but the door-packing, consisting of rough stones solidly built up, was still in situ. The

stomion is almost rectangular in shape. It opens on to the chamber to the left of its long-

itudinal axis, near the left end of its front wall. The floor of the dromos descends to that

of the stomion by an oblique step, and the floor of the stomion is on a level with that of the

chamber. The chamber is of an irregular type, cave-shaped. Its floor is approximately

horizontal, and its roof has collapsed.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of a bottom layer of powdered ciionnos with lumps,

a laver of chonnos covered by a streak of sand, and an upper layer of chazara with small

streaks of sand. The layers in the chamber were composed of:

1) A heavy layer of rough rock debris from the collapsed rock.

2) A silted, infiltrated layer of chonnos.

3) A layer of rough rock debris from the collapsed roof.

4) A bottom laver of burial and culture earth.

There was, consequently, only one burial layer and all the objects were found at the

floor-level.
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BURIALS

There were remains of two burials represented by layers of burial earth and fragments

of the skulls. One body had been buried along the left side wall of the chamber, and the

other body along the right side wall. A lamp and two small pots had been placed at the

head of the first body. All the remainder of tomb-gifts in pots of terracotta and one in

bronze (No. 12), had been placed in the middle of the chamber between the two bodies.

FINDS (group: PL. LXXXVI

1. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with tapering base;

splaying rim; arched handle from rim to body. Height

16.8. Floor.

2. Black-on-Red III (V) biconical bottle with narrow

base-ring and neck; swollen rim; handle from rim to .

shoulder. Encircling lines round rim and belly. Height '

6.8. Floor.

3. Shallow, saucer-shaped lamp of terracotta with shaved

base; pinched wick-holder; flaring, pierced rim. Diam.

13.0. Floor.

4. White .Slip (V) squat crater with round base; no neck;

fiat rim; two vertical handles on shoulder. Black lines

on, and curved lines below, handles. Height iy.5. F'loor.

5. Plain White V fragment of an amphora. Floor.

6. “Ionian” open bowl with base-ring; marked shoulder;

out-turned, raised rim; two horizontal handles. Black

glaze inside; black glazed bands around rim and body;

black glazed handles. On base graffito fsee .Appendi.x V).

Diam. 11.9. Inside No. 7.

7. “Ionian” open bowl with low foot; marked shoulder;

raised rim, widening upwards; two horizontal handles

on shoulder. Black glaze on body below handles; black .

glazed handles; black glazed encircling lines around
;

i; TA’PES: L. OF PL. Il)

shoulder and rim; inside ^.ilazed, turned red. Diant.

158. Floor,

8. Bichrome V fras;ment of an amphora, as No. 14. Fluor.

9. Plain White V pithos ^\lch narrow, Hat base, com-

paratively short, bicjnical body; small handles. Height

43.9. Floor.

to. Plain White V spindle-shaped pithos with shaved,

pointed base; rudimentary neck; rim^-shaped nm; raised,

horizontal handles on shoulder. Height 90.0. Floor.

11. Bichrome V biconical amphora with splaying nm;
thick, swollen nm; projecting, horizontal handles on

belly. Filled triangles on rim; encirdmu lines round

neck, shoulder, and body, black handles; pairs of vertical

strokes between handles. Height 50 3 Floor.

12. Deep, plain bronze bowl with straight sides, splaying

upwards; round bottom. Diam. 14.4. Inside Xu ii.

13. Bichrome V amphora, shape as No. ii, but with more

oval body. Filled triangles on nm; wavy line and frieze

of concentric circles on neck, shoulder, and lower j'^art

of body; concentric circles, separated by %crticul lines,

round belly. White supplementary colour used in a

tiny wavy line on shoulder. Height 35.5. Floor.

14. Bichrome V amphora, as No. ii, but with black rim

and wavy line on neck. Height 46.0. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

P 0 t t e

„ , Bl.-on-R. Wh. SI.
Bichr. \ jjj

r y

i

PI. Wh. V
I

“ Ionian'’

Bronze

Bowl

Terracotta

I.amp

8 , II. 13. 14^2 4
-4

I

-I -I

I; 5 - 0 - 10

-4
6- 7
- 2

12
- 1

3 1

- 1

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery thus classified being altogether of Type V, assigns the tomb to the later

part of Cvpro-Archaic II. The style of the imported “Ionian” pottery is in accordance

with this dating.

29
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Dromos

TOMB 97 (Figs. 186; 189: 1—4)

SIZE

Length

412

Width

1.90

Depth

2-15

Hei^rht

Stomion 0.20 1.48 — —
Chamber 2.25 b 00 —

SHAPE

The dromos is an unusually wide, rectangular shaft with upwards narrowing walls,

descending hy four steps to a horizontal area in front of the door. The upper part of the

door is destroyed, but the door-packing, consisting of stone slabs and a quantity of rough

stones, was approximately standing in situ, but had fallen obliquely towards the chamber,

leaning against its debris. The stomion is very short. It opens on to the chamber in its

longitudinal axis, and its floor descends to that of the chamber by a low step. The chamber

is roughly trapezoidal in shape, with the side walls narrowing towards the back wall, curyed

back wall, and rounded corners. Its floor slopes slightly towards the back wall, and the

roof has completely collapsed.

STR.yTIFIC.\TIOX

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of three layers of chomios. On account of the

dangerous condition of the debris in the chamber, no section were made through this.

It is recorded that a single burial and culture stratum constituted the bottom layer, and

that the coyering layers were formed by rock debris from the collapsed roof, and of in-

filtrated layers from the dromos-filling. All the objects were found on the floor.

BURIALS

Remains of two burials, represented by layers of burial earth were found, one along

the left, and the other along the right side wall ol the chamber. The tomb-gifts in pots

of terracotta and one of bronze (No. 15) were placed mainly along the back wall of the

chamber, and beside the body buried along the left side wall. Only two bowls (Nos.

18, 19) were placed in connection with the body along the right side wall.

FINDS (groups: pls. Lxxxyi, 2,

1. Shallow, open lamp of terracotta with shaved base;

pmuhed wick-holder; Harin^^, pierced rim. Diam. 1 i S, !

Flt)or.
I

2. Ihchrome V biconical amphoia with base-ring; cy-

lindiical neck; swollen rim; projecting horizontal handles
,

on belly. Imcirding lines and hands round rim, neck, ,

shoulder, and belly; black handles flanked hy vertical
j

lines; frieze ot palm-tree ornaments between handles.
|

1 Icight 37 .5 . Floor.
I

3. Bichrome V amphora, as No. 2, but with small, c<»ncentric '

Circles between palm-trees. Height 34.8. Floor.

Lxxxyii, i; type: l. of pl. ii)

4. Plain White V fragment of pithos, with pointed base.

Only lower part preserved. Moor.

5. Bichrome V fragment of an amphora of similai type

to No. 3. Floor.

6. Bichrome V oval amphora with base-ring; splaying,

wide neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on shoulder,

decoration as No. 2 and three diagonal crosses between

handles. Height 2c;.o Floor.

7. Black-on-Red III (\ ) biconical juglet with narrow

base; short, narrow neck; swollen rim; handle from rim
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to shoulder. Encirclirifr lines round rim and belly.

Height 7.2. Inside Xo. 6.

8. Bichrome Red II (V) sack-shaped jug -with base-disc;

pinched mouth; handle from rim to shoulder. Black

and white encircling lines and bands round rim, neck,

and body. Height 21.0. Floor.

9. Bichrome V amphora, as Xo. 6. Encircling lines and

bands round rim, neck, shoulder, and belly; black

handles, flanked by vertical lines; ladder-pattern belo\\

neck; pairs of vertical lines between handles; wavy lines

on shoulder and belly. Height 29.0. Floor.

10. Bichrome V amphora, as Xo. 2, but with splayed neck;

dotted line below neck and single palm-tree ornaments

between handles; wavy lines on shoulder and belly.

Height 20.5. Floor.

11. Plain White V jug, shape as Xo. 8. Height 16 2. Fdoor.

12. Plain White V fragment of pithos, as Xo. 4 Floor.

13. White Slip 'donum” bobbin-shaped amphora with

45

1

pointed base; cylindrical neck; swollen rim, handles

from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines round rim,

neck, sh(»ulder, and body; three cur\ed lines below and

between handles; tree-ornament c»n neck. Height

45 o. F'loor.

14. Bichrome V amphora, as Xo. 2. but with pairs of \erticai

lines between handle^. Height 30.5 Flo(U.

15. Hemispherical bronze howl with plain rim Diam.

13.2. Floor.

16. Bichrome V amphora similar to Xo. 14; damaged;

neck missing Height 27 5. Floor.

17. Bichrome V amphora, similar to Xo. 6, but with wavy

line below neck. Fleight 30.5. Floor.

18. Plain White V shallow bowl with tlat base; rounded

outline. Diam. 11.5. Floor

19. Bichrome Red 1

1

(V) wide, shallow bowl with base-ring;

flat rim. Black triangles round nm. encircling line outside;

black and white circles inside. Diam. 17.0. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram

:

Pottery Bronze Terracotta

Bichr. V ,Bl.-on-R III (V) Bichr R lUV)
.

PI Wh. V Wh. SI.

“lonKin"
Bo-A 1 Lamp

2, 3. s, 6. 0 , 7 S. 10 4 II- 12 - i!^ 13 15 I

10, 14. 16. 17
'

-0 -I -2 -4 - I - 1 - 1

CHROXOLOGY

The pottery is entirely of Type V, and the tomb dates consequently from the later part

of Cypro-Archaic II.

TOMB 98 (Fig. 189: 5—8)

SIZE

Dromos

Stomion

Chamber

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather nairow shaft of medium size, widening towards the hack, with

curved front end, vertical walls, and descending by a gradual slope towards the door. The

upper part of the door has collapsed and only the lower part of the door-packing con-

sisting of roughly cut stones and rubble was in situ. The stomion is rather long with slightly

curved side walls. It opens on to the chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis near

the right end of its front wall. 4 he floor of the dromos descends to that of the stomion

Length Width llcpth llciL'ht

3-34 1 . 18 C. 2.10

0.83 1.00 — -

3-15 2.84 -- - -
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by an oblique step, and the floor of the stomion to that of the chamber by another oblique

step. The chamber is spade-shaped in plan. Its floor slopes towards the back wall and
the roof has entirely collapsed.

STRATIFICATIOX

The filling of the dromos consisted of two layers of chomios, the upper one mixed with

oblique streaks of sand. On account of the dangerous condition of the debris in the chamber,

no section was made through this, but it is recorded that there was a bottom layer of burial

and culture earth, coyered close to the door by infiltrated dromos-filling and upper layers

of rock debris from the collapsed roof.

There was only one burial layer and all the finds were found either on the floor, or placed

inside those deposited on the floor.

BURIALS

Remains of two burials represented by burial earth were found, one along the left side

wall and the other one in the transverse axis of the chamber. The bulk of the tomb-gifts

in pottery, a bronze bowl and a stone pyxis (Xos. 40 and 41) were found accumulated in

the right part of the chamber.

FINDS (groups: PL. LXXXVTI,

1. White Painted III oval amphora with base-ring, concave

neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands round rim, neck, shoulder,

and base; black handles; hanging latticed lozenges

framed by vertical lines on neck. Height 49 5. Floor.

2. Coarse oval jug with flat base; broad, splaying neck;

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 10.2. Inside

No. I.

3. WTiite Painted IV depressed amphora with base-ring;

short, cylindrical neck; flat rim; handles from nm to

shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round nm, neck,

body and base, radiating strokes on nm; network on

handles; friezes of concentric circles around neck and
below belly; wavy lines and groups of concentric

circles on shoulder; running spiral round neck.

Height 29.8. Floor.

4. Coarse jug, as No. 2. Height 13.7. Inside No. 3.

5. Plain White IV oval amphora with base-nng; short,

cylindrical neck; deep groove below nm; ring-shaped

rim; horizontal handles on shoulder. Painted inscription

(see Appendix V). Height 42.7. Floor.

6. Plain White IV amphora, shape as No. 5. but with

splaying nm. Height 47.0. Floor.

7- Black-on-Red II (IV) depressed miniature jug with

base-disc; splaying, tall neck; pinched mouth; handle

from rim to shoulder. Concentric circles on body;

black handle, encircling lines round rim and neck

Height 1 1. 1. Floor.

8. Plain W^hite IV amphora, as No. 6. Height 45 8. P'loor.

9. Black-on-Red H (IV) globular jug with base-ring;

ridge below neck; short, narrow neck; pinched mouth;

2, 3; types: l. of PL. 11)

twin-handle from rim to shoulder. Enciicling lines

round rim and neck; concentric circles on three sides

of body; small, concentric circles in inteivals below

handle; flanking, crossed lines with central Iringes m
front. Height 35.0. Floor.

10. W’hite Painted IV oval amphora with base-ring, cylindrical

neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands round nm, neck, shoulder,

belly, and base; concentric circles on shoulder. Height

26.1. Floor.

11. Red Slip II (IV) cup-shaped howl with round outline;

base-disc; a handle from rim to body. Diam 97. k'loor.

12. Black-on-Red II (IV) jug, as No. 9, hut with high neck.

Encircling lines round rim, neck, and base; intersecting,

concentric circles round body; small circles in the

intervals below the handle; small circles and crossed

lines as front ornament. Height 22.5. Floor.

13. Bichrome iV globular juglet with narrow base-ring;

narrow neck; funnel-mouth, flattened nm; handle-

ridge; handle from neck to shoulder. Red upper part

of neck; encircling lines round neck; strokes on handle;

concentric circles on either side of body, lotus de.sign

and two concentiic circles as front ornament, and three

others below handle. Height 14.7. Floor.

14. Red Slip II (I\) bowl, as No. ii, but with flat rim.

Diam. 10.3. Inside No. 15.

15. Red Slip II (IV) wide, shallow bowl with base-ring;

rounded outline; inwards thickening, flat rim, sloping

dow'nwards; horizontal handle on nm. Diam. 20.9.

Inside No. 16.

16. Red Slip II (IV) bowl, as No. 15. Diam 20.2. Inside No. 17.
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17 Red Slip TI (l\'l h iwl. a-- Xo 15. hut deeper and bulttm^

>ide> Diam 21 ('>. I'lnor.

iS. BlaLk-on-Rcd 1 (III) ^hallow howl with base-nnu;

n'Unded itutinie. in\^ard^ thu-keninit rim, honztmtal

handle-' on run Kn^iri.lin2 line-' and hands round bi'dv

and base, cin.ul,.r hne> inside. Diam. ig.2. On Xo. ig.

u> White Ikunted 1 \ ^h.allo^^ howl with base-disc, cur\ed

outline, h-‘.n\.ile tmin run to body. Encircling lines

round rim and body, circular bands inside; black handle

Diam. 150. In-'ide Xi). 20.

20. Red '^lin II iL\') shallow, segment-shaped bowl with

round b,i-'e; plain rim. Diam. 137. Floor.

21. Bichronie 1 \' luclet, as X'o. 13 Height 10.o. Floor.

22. White Painted III bowl with base-disc; ani?iilar outline;

pLim iim, handle trom nm to bud\ . Diam 12.4. (Jn

XW 24

23 Blaek-on-Red il (IV) shallow bowl with base-ring;

rid^e below nm, tw.) horizontal handles on body. De-

coration as X'o. iS, and with concentric circles below

nm. Diam 13 o Floor.

24 White Painted III bowl, as X'o 22. Diam. 12.2. Floor.

25 Black-on-Red II (IV) juu, as No. 7, but with broad

'jirdle below shoulder and concentric circles on shoulder

and body. Fleisht 11.7. Floor.

2(1. BLwk-on-Red II (I\*) jug, shape as Xo 9, but with

plain handle, decoration as Xo, 12. Height iSo. Floor.

27 Red Slip II (IV) bowl, as Xo. 14 Damaged. Diam

10. 0. Floor.

2S White Painted III bowl, as Xo. 22. Diam. 14.0. Floor.

20 Red Slip I (III) hat, eircular pilgrim-bottle with cy-

lindrical neck; mountings for string around body Height

2b 3 Fluor.

30 Voar^e cup-shaped howl with angular outline; b<ise-

disc; flat nm; handle from nm to body. Diam. g o Floor.

31 White Painted III ovuid amphora with base-ring;

horizontal handles on slmulder. Xeck missing. En-

circling lines round neck, shoulder, body, and base,

latticed, framed triangles, and bundles of veitical lines

on shoulder; black handles, fleight 25 o. Fluor.

32 Black-on-Red I (III) globular jug with base-disc. En-

circling lines around belly; small, concentric circles

on shoulder. Handle and neck missing; surface much
worn. Height go. Floor.

33 Black-on-Red I (III) o\oid, sack-shaped jug with base-

disc; pinched mouth; handle trom nm to shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands round nm, neck, and belly;

black handle; small, concentric circles on shouldei

.

Height 15 c. Eloor.

34. Red Slip 11 (IV) cup-shaped bowl, as Xo ii. Diam.

12.S. Floor.

35. Red Slip II (IV) bowl, shape as Xo. 14. Diam. 9 5.

Floor.

36 Black-on-Red II (I\’) jug, as Xo. 12, but neck and

handle missing. Height 1S.4. I'lour.

37. White Painted III bowl, as Xo 22. Diam. 11.6, Floor.

3S. Coaise jug, as Xo. 2. Height 16.4. FDor.

39. Coarse depressed amphora with round base; no neck;

out-turned nm, handles from nm to shoulder Height

12.2. Floor.

40 Hemispherical bronze bowl with round bottom, plain

rim; encircling ridge inside below nm. Diam. 13 2.

Floor.

41. Rectangular limestone pyxis with four legs; each pair

strengthened by a Transverse beam. Made m one piece.

Broken and several paits missing. Decorated all o\er

with incised zigzag lines; hatched and punctured lozenges

and triangles. Worn here and there. Height 12.8. Floor.

42. Black-on-Red II (W) o\al jug with base-disc; no neck;

pinched mouth, handle from rim to shoulder. Encircling

lines round rim and neck; black handle. Height 6.5.

Flour.

43. Coarse jug, as Xo. 2. Height 15. i. I'loor.

44 Bichrome IV oval amphora with base-ring; cylindrical

neck; swollen rim; horizontal handles on shoulder.

Encircling bands round run, neck, shoulder, and belly;

black handles; concentric circles round belly. Height

2S.0. Floor.

45. Plain White IV amphora, as Xo. 6. Height 44.8. Floor.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, we obtain the following diagram:

\\h 1 > in Wh P. IV liichr, IV

Pottery
B!.-<m-R. I Bl.-on-R- 11 .> wi|tj

(III) (IV)
Mill)

R. S!. II

(IV)
PI, Wh. IV Cfhirsc

Bronze Stone

Bowl P\X!S

1 2 2 24 3 10 ig 13. 2 1, 44 3- 33 7 - II. 14, 15 5 (> h 45 2, 4 50 40
!

41

:o- 37

-0 -3

23. 25 26

3 f)- 4 -
-S -I

16. 17, 20

^ 7 - 34 - 35
-9 -4

3 S- 39 ' 43

-6 - 1 -

1

CHRONOLOGY

Idle classification of the pottery shows that Types III and IV are represented, with

a maj(jritv of I’vpe IV. The tomb, therefore, dates from the earlier part of Cvpro-Ar-

chaic I.
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SUMMARY
T^he chronology of the tombs has shown that they date from seven main periods: Cypro-

Geometric I^II, Cypro-Archaic I—II, Cypro-Classie I—II, and the Hellenistic period.
Ihe classification of the finds, however, has admitted of a more definite chronological
division or the burial-groups and we can assign each burial-grcup to an earlv or late stage
of each period. If we call these Stages A and B, we attain the following chronological
division of the tombs

Cypro--Geometric I A .

.

. . Tomhs 65, 68\ 70 *>

» » I B .

.

. . » 83'
0

I

» » II A . . » 63'. 69'
2

Cypro--Archaic I A. . . » 4, 6 A‘, 10', 12, 76, 98. . . 6
» » I B. » 6 A", io“, 13, 64, 68”, 79, 86, 8 7 • 8
)) » II A. » 3', 6 B, 8, II, 62', 62", 69' 72 ’ 7 :'* 77 5, 82,

II

83", 85’

» » B. » 5”, 7, 20', 50, 63”, 66, 71, 7 3. 74 , 80 81 A, 81 B,

84, 89, 90*, 93, 94, 95, 96. 97 20

Cypro-Classic I A.
, , » 14', 20”, 23, 24, 26, 28, 31 - 32

‘

’ C’O ’ 35 ' 4 - 44'-

I B.
47 '> 52*1 56', 58 'i 59 ‘, 88‘. 92 19

» » » 14”, 15, 17, 18, 19, 29, 3
2", 38, 4h 44

‘'

461

47 '‘i 49 > 51^ 56“, 58" ... 16
» » II A. >> 14*”, 25, 32"', 39, 40, 43'. 45 - 52 '‘i 57 . 6o‘,

673 67”, 72”, 88”
, , , , , I s

» )) II B. » 16, 21, 22, 27, 30, 33”, 34, 361
s-'
a /

' 37
''-

43 -1 481

53, 54, 59”, 60”, 80”, 85”, 90", 91 20

Cypro-•Hellenistic I » I, 2, 3, 9, 58\ 6o”‘, 61 . .

It is t\orth} of notice that the Cyprc-Geometric III period is unrepresented in this
series of tombs from Cypro-Geometric I to the Hellenistic period. Although it is possible
that, by chance, no Cypro-Geometric HI tombs were found, it still seems more probable
that there was a gap in the habitation of the site between Cypro-Geometric 1 1 and Cypro-
Archaic I: when tombs appear again in Cypro-Archaic I they are of another shape than
those typical of Cypro-Geometric I—II (cf. below).

The small number of tombs in Cypro-Geometric T- II seems to indicate that the settle-
ment of these periods was of a rather inconsiderable extent in comparison with that
of the successive periods, though, of course, it is possible that the main burial ground of
the Cypro-Geometric period was on another site than those examined by us.

In Cypro-Archaic I A the number of tomhs increases, and then there is a gradual in-
* -A Reiman I'lgurc alter the numbers ut the tomhs signifies the diHerent but i.il pen.ids, .s ^itlg-chanihc r.
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crease to Cvpro-Archaic II B. The number of burial groups in this period — 20 — then

remains approximately constant during the whole of the Cypro-Classic period, though

with a slight decrease in Cypro-Classic I B and Cypro-Classic II A.

The number of Hellenistic tombs is not very large, but this we know to be due to the

fact that the main necropolis of the Hellenistic period was on another site than those

excayated by us (cf. aboye p. 182).

The shape of the tombs differs in the different periods, though, of course, some types

are represented in more than one period.

In Cypro-Geometric I—H, the chamber of the tombs is usually trapezoid, with straight

walls and rounded corners (63, 65, 68, 69, 70), and the dromos is either basin-shaped (63,

65, 68), or a staircase shaft (70), or a combined staircase and sloping shaft (69). Occasionally,

the chamber is more elliptical in shape, with a combined staircase and sloping dromos

proyided with a rock-cut bench along one side (83).

In Cypro-Archaic I A, the chamber is usually caye-shaped, roughly round or oval (4,

6 A, 76); roughly square or rectangular (10, 12), or spade-shaped (98). The roof, when

preseryed, is slightly curyed and slopes towards the back wall. The dromos consists of

a short shaft (4, 6 A), sometimes rectangular (10), a sloping shaft, narrow (98) or of medium

size (76), or a combined sloping and staircase shaft (12).

In Cypro-Archaic I B, the same caye-shaped, roughly square, or spade-shaped type

is usual (64, 86, 87), but a trapezoid and hexagonal shape occurs too (13, 79). Tomb 64

is proyided with a loaf-shaped niche. The short, or sloping dromos shaft (64) is still re-

presented, but we find, too, a basin-shaped shaft, with a few steps (86), a short staircase

shaft (79), or a combined sloping and staircase shaft (87), both with rock-cut benches

along one side of the dromos.

The caye-shaped chamber occurs in Cypro-Archaic II A, too, and it is often of an oyal

or elliptical shape (62, 72, 75, 78, 82, 85); less common, but not unusual, is the roughly

trapezoid (6 B, 8), or more regularly trapezoid chamber (5, ii, 77), with straight walls

and rounded corners. The shape of the dromoi yaries: corridor shaft (6B); short, wide

shaft (8); basin-shaft with rock-cut bench (78); step shaft (62); short staircase shaft with

rock-cut bench (5); combined sloping and staircase shaft (77), sometimes with rock-cut

bench (ii); long staircase shaft (75, 82, 85), sometimes proyided with rock-cuX. parastodes

close to the door (72).

In Cypro-Archaic II B the caye-shaped (7, 96), spade-shaped (73, 74), and niche-shaped

(94) tombs are still represented, but the irregularly square, rectangular, or trapezoid

chamber is commonest (50, 66, 71, 80, 81, 84, 90, 93, 95); less common are chambers of

narrow, rectangular (89) and trapezoid shape (20, 97). Tomb 20 is proyided with a rock-

cut pillar in the back wall and Tomb 89 with a loaf-shaped and a rectangular niche.

The dromoi are of the following shapes: shallow shaft (20, 50, 93, 94); basin-shaped

shaft with (74, 80, 84), or without (90) rock-cut bench; narrow, sloping shaft (89); long,

sloping shaft with rock-cut bench (71); staircase shaft without (66, 73, 97), and with rock-

cut bench (95, 96).
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The predominant shape of the chamber in Cvpro-Classic I A is trapezoid or roughly

square, with straight sides and usually rounded corners (14, 23, 28, 31, 33, 42, 44, 47,

52, 56, 58, 59, 88, 92); the wide trapezoid (26), roughly rectangular (24) or cave-shaped

(35) chambers are only represented by single specimens. The roof, when preserved, is

almost flat, usually sloping towards the back wall (23, 24, 52, 56, 59). Loaf-shaped niches

are not seldom cut in the walls of the chamber (14, 31, 33, 42, 44, 52, 59). The shape of

the dromoi is more various: basin shaft (42), sometimes with rock-cut step (44, 47);

short, sloping shaft (23, 35) sometimes with step, too (24); long, sloping shaft (88), which

may have one or two steps (56); short (33) or longer (14, 26, 31, 52, 58, 92) shaft of the

combined sloping and staircase type, occasionally provided with a rock-cut bench (28).

The combined staircase and sloping shaft is thus the commonest type.

In Cypro-Classic I B, the chambers are usually trapezoid (18, 38, 46) or wide trapezoid

(15, 41, 49) in shape; the roughly rectangular (17), square (51), or irregularly oblong (29)

types are less common and Tomb 19, which only consists of a shallow shaft, is quite unique.

The chambers are, as a rule, provided with loaf-shaped niches. The roof, when preserved,

is cur\’ed and slopes towards the back wall. The dromoi are of the following shapes: short,

sloping or basin-shaped shaft (18, 49); long, sloping shaft (41); short, wide shaft of the

combined sloping and staircase type (15, 17); short, narrow staircase shaft (51); long

shaft with wide steps (29, 38).

In Cypro-Classic II A, too, the chambers are normally of the trapezoid (55, 57, 60,

67) and wide, trapezoid, or roughly rectangular type (39, 40); irregular, oblong (45),

square (43), or rectangular (25) shapes are represented by single specimens. The roofs,

when preserved, are curved, somewhat arched (39, 40) or barrel-vaulted (43). Loaf-shaped

niches, cut in the walls of the chambers, are rather common (39, 43, 55, 57) and tunnel-

shaped niches (25, 39) appear for the first time. The dromoi are short, or longer, sloping

shafts (40, 45, 57), sometimes provided with a few steps (67); shafts of the combined

staircase and sloping type (43, 60), or staircase shafts (25).

The normal shape of tomb in Cypro-Classic II B is that of a symmetrical, rectangular

chamber, usually with slightly curved walls (16, 22, 27, 34, 36, 37, 53, 54); the trapezoid

(21), irregularly trapezoid (91) or roughly rectangular (48) chambers are less common.

The roofs, when preserved, are usually barrel-vaulted (16, 21, 22, 34, 53) or saddle-shaped

(36)

. Loaf-shaped niches are still represented (21, 27, 34, 37), but the tunnel-shaped

niches are more typical (16, 22, 34, 36, 53). The dromoi are, as a rule, staircase shafts

(16, 21, 22, 34, 36, 37, 48, 53, 54); the combined staircase and sloping shaft is represented

by only a single specimen (91).

The chambers of the Hellenistic tombs are rectangular in shape and provided, with

tunnel-shaped niches. The roofs, when preserved, are arched and slope towards the back

wall (2, 9), or are barrel-vaulted (i). The dromoi usually consist of a short shaft (i, 2, 9),

sometimes provided with a few steps (61).

The tombs were often used for repeated and successive burials, indicating that they

were family tombs, but there are tombs used only for single burials, too. The small tombs
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used tor single burials of children are noteworthy (e. g. Tombs 19, 35, 40, 76, 93). Some-

linrcs the toinbs were re-used hundred of years after the first burial, apparently without

anv connexion r\ ith that eyent (e. g. Tomb 68* in Cypro-Gecmetric I A and 68“ in Cypro-

Areiiaic I B, Tomb 83* in Cypro-Geometric I B and 83“ in Cypro-Archaic II A, Tomb
hV io Cypro-Geometric II A and 63** in Cypro-Archaic II B, Tomb 69’ in Cypro-

(C-onietric II A anel 69“ in Cypro-Archaic II A, Tomb 72* in Cypro-Archaic II A and

72“ in Cypro-Classic II A, Tomb 83* in Cypro-Archaic II A and 85“ in Cypro-Classic II B,

etc., (ace aboye, the chronological table of the tombs). At the reburials, the drom.os earth

had to be remoyed and then replaced again, which, as a rule, is yisible in the stratification.

As far as can be ascertained, the bodies were all inhumated and usually placed in a dorsal,

outstretclied pc'sition. Only occasionally is another position obseryed: in Tomb 6A a

bi'd’\ was buried in a sitting pcsition; in Tomb 10 a body eyas buried seated, with its back

Icau.inu against the back wall; and in Tomb 36 a body seems to haye been buried in a half-

^iuing posture. The corpses were usually placed directly on the tomb floor. In Tomb
38 they were deposited in rock-cut shafts in the flcor and in Tomb 19 a child has been

b'uricd in a large pithes. When the chambers were proyided eyith niehes, seme of the

bodies, at least, were buried there. These niches were sometimes closed with stone slabs

and lined with rubble \yalls. In one case, at least, there is eyidence of the custom of coyering

th.e bodies cyith slabs of stone (Tomb 29). In Tombs 21, 23, 36, 67, 68, the bodies tyere

buried in screened-ofF areas with partition walls of stones. These tyalls are sometimes

built of dressed stone blocks (Tombs 41) thus forming a sort of ‘built’ sarcophagus, \yith

three sides made of stone blocks and the fourth formed by the rock wall. It is worthy

of notice that this “pseudo-sarcophagus” was found in a tomb of Cypro-Classic I B, while

the earliest ‘built’ sarcophagi tyere found in tombs of Cypro-Classic II A (cf. below). It

seems therefore possible that the “pseudo-sarcophagus” marks the beginning of the

custom of using built stone sarcophagi in the Alarion tombs, though this can in no way

be ascertained. Such stone sarcophagi, built of dressed limestone blocks, were found in

I'l.mbs 14“', 34, 33, and 60. In addition, small monolithic sarcophagi for burials of children

were used in Tombs 13 (C\ pro-Classic IB) and 81 (Cypro-Archaic II B). Remains of

wooden sarcophagi were left in Tombs 2, 16, 22, 27, 37, 33, 60, all from Cypro-Classic

II B and the Hellenistic period. In Tomb 33 one body had been buried in a wooden

sarcophagus placed inside one of the stone sarcophagi. Finally, there is eyidence that

the bodies were placed in the tomb on wooden biers (Tomb 22).

In order to m.ake room for the fresh burials, the bones of the earlier interments were

often remoyed from their original pcsition, either swept away in a corner of the tomb,

b'uricd in pits, or deposited in large eases.

I'he dead bodies were proyided with tomb-gifts of yarious kinds: food and drink in

\.iscs ol metal and terracotta; tools and weapons; personal accessories, and, in cases of

ycalth, e\e|uisite specimens ot jewellery. Occasionally small coins are among these tomb-

gilts and in one ease ('Bomb 9) it can be ascertaineel that a coin had been placed in the

in.outh ot the deceased, apparently as the fare tor Charon’s ferry.
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We know that offerings were brought to the dead after tlie funeral, too. 'The strati-

fication of the dromos-filling of Tomb 77 proves that tlie dronn s was not tilled and the

door was not closed with the usual packing of stone immediatelv after the Inirial. The tomb

was thus accessible some time after the funeral, probablv in order th.at the sur\iv(,rs minht

be able to visit the tomb on fixed davs and perform the prescribed rites, on each

occasion bringing with them new offerings to the dead. When the door was definitely chy,ed

with the stone packing — possibly it was temporarily closed before with wta elen planks (.r

the like — the dead was honoured with more offerings and sacrifices, 'bhe liole in the door

slab of Tomb 6 A and the finds of pottery and other objects in the dronios niches point

in that direction, and the large amphorae, jugs, etc., found in tlte dromcs-filling often in

front of the door, show that the same custom was practised when the dromos was hlled.

A stele, usually with the name of the deceased and his father, w as sometimes erected in

the chamber itself (Tomb 53), or, more often, in the dromes and on the surface, abo\ e the

tomb (Tombs 74, 77, 86), where, moreover, sculptures of terracotta or stone, representing

the deceased, were placed in their honour (Tombs 30, 53, 72, 86).

E. (;.
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Fig. 190. The western acropolis of Idalion from the South.

I L I

The western acropolis

TOPOGRAPHY

(Figs. 190, 191; Plans IV, V)

T
he ancient city of Idalion, once the capital of one of the kingdoms of Cyprus, of

the same name, was situated in the centre of the island on the river of Yalias, a

tributary of Pedias, the main river of Cyprus.

When the traveller comes from Nicosia, and has passed about 10 kms. through a desert

of limestone, the village of Dali, the modern successor of the ancient city, comes in sight

as a green paradise in the \\hite lime desert. The river Yalias, as most of the Cypriote

ri\ers, is dry in the summer but there are many veins of water underground and many

pumps cariy- the water to the tomato and cotton plantations, the potato patches.



the apricot trees and the orange groves. Evergreen olive trees give shadow and refresh-

ment, and the hill-sides are covered with gorgeous vineyards. It is true that the heat in

summer is rather oppressive but the air is dry — unlike that of the coast land — ane

cool winds sweep down every afternoon from the hills through the valley of alias.

The ruins of the ancient city extend to the S. of the village. The city consisted of three

parts: two acropoleis and the lower town. The acropoleis were situated on two hills, that

to the East now called Mouti tou Arvili, and that to the West called Amhelleri. These

hills are separated from each other by a narrow' valley through which the modern road

between Dali and Lymbia passes. These acropoleis bounded the city to the South, an

the lower town extended on their northern slopes and the flat land right up to the southern

outskirts of the modern village. The city-wall can be traced along the ridge of the eastern

acropolis, passing the church of Ajios Georgios and disappearing on the plain. It can also

be traced along the ridge of the western acropolis where it was excavated to some extent

(Plan V). .

Between the two acropoleis the city-wall must have crossed the valley separating them.

There, however, it cannot at present be traced above the ground; but it is natural to assume

that it crossed the vallev where the distance between the hills was shortest and also that

the sanctuarv of Resheph-Apollo (cf. below) was within the ramparts. In consideration

of this it seems certain that the city-wall crossed the valley at the place indicated on

Plan V. The course of the city-wall dowm on the plain, where it is entirely buried below
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the cultivated earth, can be approximately determined by the occurrence of the tombs

Avhich extended right up to the outside of the citv-walls. The gradual growth of the citv

and the successive extension of the citv-wall is shown bv the fact that tombs of the Bronze

Age (Late Cvpriote) and Earlv Iron Age have been found within the area enclosed bv the

later citv-wall (cf. p. 629, and Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, die Bibel imd Homer, PI.

Ill) while tombs of the later Iron Age and the Hellenistic period have been found outside

the later ramparts of the lower town {op. cit.), and on the hills S. of the acropoleis.

The principal acropolis was that to the West on the hill of Ambelleri. As our excavations

have shown it was inhabited from the time of Late Cvpriote III when it was a fortified

stronghold with a cult place. In the Cvpro-Geometric and Cypro-Archaic periods it

was the place of the temenos of the goddess Anat-Athena. On a terrace below the top of

the acropolis are remains of the royal palace as we proved bv trial excavations there.

The top of the eastern acropolis (Mouti tou Arvili) was occupied by a temenos of Aphro-

dite, and in the valley between the acropoleis, probably just inside the city-wall, was a

temenos of Resheph-Apollo (Ohnefalsch-Richter, op. cit. PI. III).

The lower town, as can be presumed, contained the public agora and private houses.

Many of the tombs were excavated bv the labourers of Cesnola and bv Ohnefalsch-

Richter. Of these excavations there is no report publishedh A few tombs excavated bv

us are published below.

The sanctuary of Aphrodite on the eastern acropolis was excavated by Ohnefalsch-

Richter, and yielded a series of sculptures of terracotta and stone' {op. cit. PI. XIII,

XLII sqq.).

The sanctuary of Resheph-Apollo was excavated by Lang". In this temenos, too, a

collection of sculptures was found.

The top plateau of the western acropolis, finally, was excavated by the Swedish Expe-

dition and the results are described below. At this place no excavations had been carried

out before, but some treasure-hunting peasants, digging there occasionally, found, among

others, the silver paterae now in the Louvre and the inscribed bronze tablet of Due de

Luvnes now in the Cabinet des Medaillcs in Paris (cf. below pp. 618).

From these excavations and surface examinations the general topographical conditions

of Idalion are evident. The two acropoleis, of which at least the western one was a fortified

stronghold at the end of the Bronze Age and later on occupied bv a sanctuarv of Anat-Athena;

the roval palace on the terrace below the top of this acropolis; the sanctuan' of Aphrodite

on the top of the eastern acropolis; the sanctuarv of Resheph-Apollo in the vallev between

the acropoleis; the lower town on the plain below the acropoleis and the necropolis outside

the ramparts of the lower town and on the hill-sides S. of the acropoleis.

Much remains, however, to be done before we know the topographv of Idalion and

still more before we know the plan of the town with its architectural remains and their

history. We do not know if the eastern acropolis was inhabited in the Bronze Age as well

as the western one, we know very little about the ramparts of the town except those of the

western acropolis, c.xcavated by the Swedish Expedition, and we know nothing about
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the earlier ramparts of the lower town. The palace and the central part of the lower town

should be excavated, and the Swedish Expedition hopes to carry out this programme as

a natural continuation of the work already begun.

The following is a report of the results of the excavations on the top (4' the western

acropolis.

ARCHITECTURE (Plans VI, YII)

AROHITEOTURAl. l^LEMEN'l

S

Wall S.

'^Vall I. Width: 1.40 m. Height: 2.50 m.

The material used exclusively is the local lim.estcne* of soft quality cut into irregular

blocks of o.io—0.40 m. in length. The stones are not laid in distinct courses and their

thickness varies from 0.05—0.20 m. The corner construction binding it to Wall 2 is, in

its lower part, irregular. The upper part is somewhat better, and the system of headers

and stretchers is roughly adopted. One black river-stone is used. The stones are emhedded

in a mud-mortar. It must have been considerably higher hut its pcsitien on the hill-side

and its bad construction, have assisted its destruction. The wall is founded on the debris

covering the rock at about level 84. It encloses together with tlie Walls 2 and 3, a sepiare

of filling material consisting of stone and earth and thus only the cuter face is seen.

Wall 2. Width: 1.40 m. Height: 2.70 m.

The wall is built only of local limestone, and mortar is not used, nor is anv real face

obtained. Stones of various sizes have been irregularly piled up and the construction has

been supported by Walls 23 and 25 C. The wall is bonded into Walls i and 3 and forms

the north-east side of the above mentioned fxlling-material. It is founded on the debris

at approximately the same level as Wall i.

Wall J. Width: 1.40 m. Height: 3.30 m.

The material used throughout is the local limestone, but the wall is exceptionally well

preserved. It is built in distinct courses, about o.io m. thick, of selected, squared blocks.

As a rule the joints alternate in the different courses making the construction solid. 'I’he

length of the blocks varies from 0.60 m. to 0.20 m. Mud is used for mortar. 'Phe wall

is bonded to Wall 2 and forms the south-east side of the stone-hlling mentioned. It is

founded at the same level as Wall 2.

Wall 4. Width: 0.30 m. Height: 1.40 m.

All the stones are of the local limestone, except for one small black ri\er-stone supporting

the corner (cf. Wall i). The measurements of the stones varies from 0.6c m. 0.20 m. to

* This Stone IS characterized bs its stratified schistose structure, which makes is split easily into slabs and blocks

It is a verv soft and easily destroxed building-stone
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o.io m. 0.08 m. A small quantity of mud seems to have been used as mortar. The south-

east part of the wall is founded on the rock, its north-west part in the debris covering the

rock at about level 90. The wall is a revetting wall attached to the south-west side of Wall

21. The surface of the face is rough and the stones are carelessly selected for their purpose.

No distinctive courses run through the construction, which strongly resembles that of

Wall I.

all 5. Width: 0.20 m. Height: i.oo m.

The material is local limestone mingled with sporadic black river-stones. The stones

are generally rough, but a certain order is kept in the construction, and the wall has a more

regular face than the previous one. The size of the blocks varies from 0.50 m. , '0.20 m.

to 0.15 m. O.IO m. l\fud is used as mortar; but to a small extent only. It is a revetting

wall running along the south-west side of Wall 4; it is built on a projecting, stepped base.

The wall is founded on the rock.

Walls 6 A and B. Width: 1.40 m. Height: 0.60 m.
The lower part is rock-cut, surmounted by a built foundation of limestone and poros

blocks and smaller stones. One of the blocks has a vertical groove, probably used for fixing

the wooden jamb of a door. The size of the blocks varies from 0.4^ m. y 0.50 m. to 0.30 m.
0.20 m. Of the stone foundations, only the interior edge along the rock is preserved.

(Fig. 234.)

Wall 7. Width: 1. 10 m. Height: 1.70 m.

The bottom course and angle of the wall are made of large, well-cut poros blocks and
the faces are built of selected, roughly cut stones of the local limestone, intermingled with

black river-stones and some poros fragments. The corner block of poros is 0.75 m. 0.45

m. 0.20 m., those of limestone considerably smaller. To a certain extent the system of

“stratifying” the wall in distinct stone courses is kept, and, as a whole, the wall gives the

impression of finer facing. Mud is abundantly used as mortar. The wall is a narrow, cubic

construction founded on debris accumulated on the rock at level 76.8. It is not bonded
either to Wall 8 or to Wall 25. (Plan XV, 5.)

Wall S A. Width: 1.70 m. Fleight: 4.00 m.
The face of this wall is built of selected, cut limestone blocks. Here and there, in the

lower courses, a square-cut poros block is to be found. Along the base of the wall runs

a projecting base. The north-east corner is solidly founded on a gigantic poros block with
alternating poros and limestone blocks, and the system of headers and stretchers is em-
ployed to a certain extent. Close to the corner on both sides, the construction is strengthened

by several poros stones, in the lower as well as the upper courses of the wall. The inside

of the wall also shows a fine eonstruction. The poros blocks are, however, entirely absent
and replaced by sporadic river-stones. The rest of the material is selected, but not always



Fig. 192. Idalion. Walls ..15 (left) and 8 (right). Fig. 193. Idalion. Wall-s\stein 7— 17 in the

foreground.

cut, limestone of local origin; the wall is not built in regular courses. The core is also re-

markably solid; the inner stones are bound bv the facing stones, thus forming a homo-

geneous structure. In the interstices are chips of limestone, together with rock and poros

evidently emanating from the cut, facing blocks. The south-west end of the wall is not

bonded to Wall 34, neither are there proper bonds to Walls 9, 10, ii, nor probable to Wall

12. Only the central part and the north-east wing are founded on solid rock, and the south-

west wing is based at a level of 57.5-—64 on a thin layer of hard packed debris covering

the rock.

Wall SB. Width: i.io m. Height: 3.70 m.

This wall runs parallel with and close to Wall 8 A. It is almost joined to the latter,

and there can be some doubt as to its separate identity. Thus its short north-east end

cannot be definitely separated from the corner construction of Wall 8 A. It is founded

on the rock. The inside face is more primitively built with bad, and unhewn pieces of the

local limestone and a few black river-stones.

Walls 9, JO, II, 12, ij are all of the same tvpe and can be treated as a special group.

They are exclusively built of local limestone, but of selected quality. The blocks are large

and carefully cut, and the walls are built in distinct courses, with mud as a binding

material. (Fig. 193.)

Jl all g. Width: 0.80 m. Height: 2.:;o m.
The size of the stones varies between 0.60 0.20 m. and 0.30x0.1^ m. This wall ad-

joins, but is not properly bonded to Wall 16, except for its upper part, where real bonds

exist. The wall is founded on hard packed debris, at a level of 80.

Hall 10. Width: 0.75 m. Height: 2.30 m.
The size of the stones is the same as in Wall 9. The wall is bonded to \Vall 16. It is

founded on the same level as Wall 9 and resembles it stronglv.

30
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Wall II. Width: 0.75 m. Height: 3.80 m.

The construction and size of stones are the same as in the preceding walls. The wall

is founded on the solid rock and abuts against Wall 16.

Wall 12. Wddth: 0.75 m. Height: 3.40 m.

The size of stones and construction are the same as in the preceding walls. Throughout

its length, it runs parallel with, and close to Wall ii, and these two together form a double-

wall. Their connection ’\\ith W’all 16 is, however, to be noted. The wall is founded on the

debris covering the rock at level 72, bonded to Wall 16, but not to Wall 14. Probably it

abuts against Wall 8 (see above).

Wall ij. Width: i.oo m. Height 3.25 m.

The size of stones and the construction are similar to the preceding walls. This wall

runs parallel to Walls g— 12, and is founded on the debris covering the rock at level 72,

and abuts against Wall 16. In its upper part, it is properly bonded to Wall 8 B, but more

looselv connected in the lower part.

U’all 14. Width: 0.80 m. Height: 1.50 m.

This wall is built of rough limestone blocks and occasional river-stones with an inner

core of irregular construction and a more regular, though onlv roughly coursed, face. It

is not bonded to anv of the adjoining walls, W^alls 16 and 35, and is founded high up in the

debris at about level too and partly on top of W'all 16. (Fig. 198.)

Wall Ij. Width: 0.90 m. Height: 4.00 m.

The wall is built of selected, hewn blocks of local limestone. Plentv of mud is used as

mortar. The dilferent courses of stones can be distinctlv traced, and are onlv interrupted

bv some large blocks of double tbickness, which do not interfere with the main regular

construction of the wall. The size of the stones is generally large, about 0.50 - 0.20 m.

The wall is bonded to W all 8 B, but no other. Its north-west part is founded in the debris

at about level 72; the south-east part is founded on the rock.

Ual! 16. Wddth: 0.65 m. Height: 3.80 m.

The sizes of stones arc as in Walls 9-13. The wall runs parallel with W’all 8, between

Walls 15 and 34, without being bonded to any of thenr. For bonds see WTlls 9—13. It

is founded on the rock and serves as an interior support to the cross-walls 9— 13.

(Plan XIV, 4.)

]]’all ly. Width: 1.25 m. Height: 3.80 m.

The building stvle and size of stones are the same, as those of WHlls 9—13. The base

of the wall is, however, somewhat more roughlv constructed.

The wall is founded on the rock and is bonded to the top courses of W’all 44.
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Fig. 194. Idalion. Walls 19 E, 125, and part of 19 D Fig. 195. Idalion. Walls 125, 19 D, 102 (from left

in the foreground; Walls 46, 107, Altar 38, and Wall to right).

47 in the background (from left to right).

This wall forms, throughout its length, a revetting wall of the previous one. (Figs.

199, 203; Plan XV, 3.)

Wall 18 see p. 491,

Wall ig. Width: o.8o-—0.95 m. Height: 1.90 m.

Of this wall only the substructures and parts of a platform with two steps are preserved.

The substructures consist of five, square foundations of stones: 19 A, B, C, D, and E,

and are built in the following manner:

A pit has been dug through the debris down to, or near, the solid rock, sometimes

breaking through and destroying earlier walls. The pit has been square with sides of about

i.o m. and has been filled to the rim with rough pieces of local limestone, intermingled

with mud and earth; bv this rough technique a sort of sunk foundation was made.

Substructure No. 19 E has a covering layer of two rectangular poros blocks.

The stepped platform is built of rectangular blocks of local limestone with blocks of

poros at the corners. The blocks are founded partlv on the stone substructures, partly

on the well packed debris below them. Lime-mortar is used as binding material. Most

of the blocks have been removed.

What was the purpose of the five square substructures of stone? They cannot have

served as substructures for a stone wall, now destroved, because there is no foundation

for such a stone wall between them. It should be observed that the blocks of the upper

step of the platform have a groove along their inner edge, which was probablv made to

receive wooden beams, resting with their ends on the cubic substructures, and serving as

the base for an upper wall of wood (cf. p. 488; Figs. 194, 195, 206, 213, 214, 233—239;

Plans XIV, I
;
XV, 4.)
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Wall 2u. Width: o.8o m. Height: 0.20 m.

Of this wall only a small part below the north-east end of Wall 19 is preserved. It was

almost entirely destroyed when Wall 19 was built; its construction is different from all

the other walls, consisting of a double shell of rather large rubble, with a filling of earth

between. The north-east face of the wall is founded on the rock rvhich, there, is nearer

the surface, but the south-west face is founded in debris at level about 100.

Wall 21. Width: 1.35 m. Height: 2.50 m.

The stones of this wall are as a rule comparatively small, and the sizes vary’ from c.20 m.

0.13 m. to 0.20 m. ,0.10 m.

The face is comparatively smooth and built of selected pieces of local limestone, rarely

mixed with small, square poros stones.

A considerable quantity of mud is used as mortar. Its face is hidden behind Walls 4

and 5, and its construction can only be studied in section, except for a small part of its

north-west extremity. The upper wall was built of mud-brick. The wall has been built

over by stones of lamellar limestone, and occasional poros blocks and when this was done

the mud-brick rvall was cut awav, as illustrated by the section through Walls 41 and 23

(cf. below). These stones are of approximately equal size and the construction resembles

that of Wall 8. The south-east part of the wall is founded on the rock; its north-west part

in the debris at level 90. The wall is a large revetting wall along the south-west side of

Wall 41. (Fig. 233.)

]Vall 22. Width: 0.55 m. Height: 1.50 m.

The size of stones is about the same as in Wall 21 and the main construction resembles

that of Wall 21, too, but the face is ruder and the poros blocks are replaced by black river-

stones. The wall serves as a revetting wall along the north-east side of Wall 41. Its south-

east part is founded on the rock; its north-west part on top of Wall 51 and in the debris

at level 98. (Fig. 233.)

]]\ill 2j. Width: 1.30 m. Height: 2.90 m.

This wall is properly a continuation of Wall 21.

Its exterior face is hidden by Wall 2 and it can thus only be studied in section, which,

of course, onlv gives a fragmentary- idea of its type and construction. The section shoyvs

an irregular mass of local limestone, mud, earth, and some river-stones. The upper yvall

was built of mud-brick. Tyy o types are represented, the size of yvhich varies slightly. One is

approximately 0.12 m. 0.24 m. 0.50 m., and the other 0.12 m. .-,0.50 m. . 0.50 m.

The first type is consequently rectangular in shape, and the second, square. The yvall

is composed by these tyvo types in the manner shoyvn by Plan XY, 2, but the construction

is not abvay s regular and according to this regular scheme.

The mud-brick yvall has been partly cut ayvav and replaced by a stone yvall of lamellar

limestone of the same construction as in Wall 21.
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Fig. 196. Idalion. Face of Wall 25 C. Fig. 197. Idalion. Section through filling hctwcen

Walls 26—29.

Wall 24. Width: 0.60 m. Height; i.io m.

This wall is a continuation of Wall 22.

It is very badly built with the most inferior kind of local limestone in small pieces and

frequently mixed with small river-stones, and the face is consequently ver\' rough. It is

loosely bonded to Wall 30 and more tightly to Walls 33 A and B. The foundations are

laid in the debris covering Walls 50 and 69 at level 108. Like Wall 22. it serves as re-

vetting wall along the north-east side of Wall 41.

Walls 2jA, B, C. Width: i.oo m. (A); 0.90 m. (B); 1.50 m. (C).

• Height: i.io m. (A); 2.35 m. (B); 2.50 m. (C).

Wall 25 A is built of limestone blocks and river-stones, irregularily mixed, and forming

a curved platform to the north of Wall 27. The construction is irregular and the stones

are rather piled up. The wall is built over in the same way as the adjoining walls. It is

founded on the debris covering the rock at level about 81, and is not bonded to any of

the adjoining walls.

Wall 25 B is built of rough blocks of better quality local limestone, mixed with a few

pieces of poros and river-stones in an irregular construction. The wall is semicircular in

shape, built over and hidden in the same way as the preceding wall. It is founded in the

debris at the same level as Wall 25 A, and is not bonded to anv of the adjoining walls.

The Wall 25 C is built of large, rectangular blocks of poros, or good limestone in distinct

courses, and has a smooth face. Only very little mud-mortar is used. The corners are well

constructed, and the system of headers and stretchers is adopted. The wall has been built

over in the same wav as Walls 21 ff. It is founded on the rock and bonded to Wall 34,

but no other of the adjoining walls. The wall is clamp-shaped with its arms abutting

against Walls 23 and 43, and serves as outer facing and support to the complex of inner

walls and filling (cf. below; Fig. 196; Plan XV, i).
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Wall 26. Width: 1.30 m. Height: 2.80 m.

The south-east part of the wall is built of medium-sized blocks of rather bad local lime-

stone, together with some pieces of poros and river-stones and is founded on the debris

of the bricks of Walls 50 and 69, and at about level 81.

Its north-west end is built of large, cut and selected, local limestone blocks in regular

courses and founded in the debris at level 81.8.

The wall is a continuation of Wall 24. It runs, to the S. E. as a revetting wall to W all

41 along its north-east side (Plan XV, 2); to the N. W. it is, itself, revetted by Wall 25 B.

The south-west face is entirelv hidden bv these walls, and the north-east face by a

compact mass of filling of rubble and earth, which is held up and enclosed by Walls 26—29.

(Fig. 197.)

Wall 2/. Width: i.io m. Height: 1.50 m.

The wall is entirelv hidden bv the filling material and built over in the same way as the

adjoining walls. Consequentlv, it could onlv be studied in section.

Face, material, and size of stone seem to be of the same tvpe as the adjoining part of

Wall 26. It is bonded to this wall, but not to Wall 28. It is founded in the debris at level

82.8—95.4, and serves as north-west revetment to the filling held up by Walls 26—29.

Wall 2S. Width: i.oo m. Height: 2.60 m.

The material of the wall is bad local limestone, frequently mixed with river-stones,

and a few pieces of poros. Neither the limestone, nor the poros is worked. The size of

stone varies very much.

The wall is bonded to Wall 29, but not to any other, and is founded in the debris at level 92.

This wall forms a north-east revetment to the filling held up by \^’alls 26^—2.9, and at

the same time along the south-west side of Wall 43. Its south-west face is not always

clearly defined, but passes gradually into the filling.

117/// 2C). Width: 1.50 m. Height: 1.70 m.

This wall is of the same tvpe as Wall 28. It is founded in the mud-brick debris of Walls

50 and 69 at about level 95, and serves as a south-east casing of the filling enclosed by Walls

26—29, to the N. W. passing graduallv into the filling and with a smooth face to the S. E.

]\’all JO. Width: 0.90 m. Height: 0.75 m.

The material is chieflv local limestone, but of the very best quality and cut into small

square blocks. Sporadicallv, some pieces of cut poros and unworked river-stones are used.

The size of stone is about 0.25 0.12 m. IMud is used as mortar. The wall is looselv

bonded to Wall 24, and is founded in the debris at about the same level as that wall.

117/// ji. Width: 0.85 m. Height: 1.20 m.

The size of stone, the material and construction are the same as those of Wall 30. It

is founded at level 106, partly on top of Wall 127. (Figs. 201, 235.)
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Wall 32. Width: 0.90 m. Height: i .20 m.

The material of this wall is selected and cut local limestone with a few pieces of cut

poros, and river-stones. The different courses of stone are kept separate and bound to-

gether with mud-mortar.

The stones are considerably larger than in the two previous walls and the principal

size is about 0.40 0.25 m. at the south-east end of the wall, and about 0.20 0.15 m.

at the north-west end, where the construction with headers and stretchers is adopted,

but for the rest, the building technique is the same as that of Walls 30 and 31. The south-

east part of the wall is founded directlv on the solid rock, the north-west part in the debris

accumulated on the rock, at level 107.5— 233—235.)

Walls 33 A—B. Width: 0.65 m. (A); 0.75 m. (B).

Height: 1.40 m. (A); i.oo m. (B).

The building material consists of blocks of local, lamellar limestone and a few river-

stones in a construction of distinct courses. The walls form a double wall; Wall 33 B

being built along the north-west face of Wall 33 A. The S. W. and X. E. ends of the walls

are missing. Of their S. W. end, however, a small part is preserved close to Wall 24, showing

that these walls were bonded to each other. The walls have been built over in the same

way as Walls 21 ff. The walls are founded in the debris. Wall 33 A at level too. Wall

33 B at level 104. (Fig. 201.)

Wall 34. Width: 0.55 m. Height: 3.30 m.

The main bodt" of the wall is built of selected and cut stones of local limestone and poros,

held together with mud-mortar. The wall is distinctly coursed and resembles very much

Wall 25. The size of stone is about 0.40 '0.20 m. Its N. W. end is founded on a stepped

substructure of three courses of large, squared poros and limestone blocks, resting on the

rock. The S. E. end is of the same tvpe, but founded on debris of mud-bricks from Wall

69. The wall is overbuilt in the same way as Walls 21 ft’.

The wall is a revetting wall along the N. E. of Wall 43, and a buttress for Wall 35.

It is bonded to Wall 25 C. (Fig. 198.)

Wall 33. Width: i.io m. Height: 0.75 m.

The material of this wall consists of rough stones — local limestone, poros, and many

river-stones — loosely constructed with much mud.

In construction it somewhat resembles Walls 22 and 24. It is not bonded to anv of the

adjoining walls; it is almost entirelv destroved bv the wall system 7— 17, and must be

reconstructed to a great extent. The wall is founded on the debris at a level of 94—95,

and serves as a revetting wall along the N. W. side of Wall 42. (Fig. 198.)

Walls 36 A—B. Width: c. i.oo m. Height: 0.20 m.

These walls are almost entirelv destroyed. Only the north-western face of Wall 36 A
is preserv ed. The material is the same as that of Walls 22 and 32. The wall abuts against
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Fig, 198. Idalion. Walls 14 (left), 34 (right) in the Fig. 199. Idalion. Walls 44 (left) and 17 (right),

foreground; \^alls 42 A, 35, 69 C in the background.

Wall 41 and is founded on the rock. Wall 36 B, on the opposite side, is marked by a rock-

cut foundation and a doorway between the walls is indicated by cuttings in the rock.

(Fig. 234.)

\YaU Width: 0.80 m. Height: 1.45 m.

The material of the wall is local limestone of varying size and quality, mixed with small

pieces of cut poros and numerous river-stones.

The face is rough and the construction careless: it is founded partly on Wall 69, partly

in the debris at level 95— 98.5. The wall is not bonded to Wall 45; it serves as a revetting

wall, along the X. W. side of Wall 42.

Wall jS see p. 491.

Wall jcj. Width: 1.40 m. Height: i.io m.

d’he wall is built on a base of large blocks of local limestone. The face is smooth and

consists of small square pieces of local stone, poros, and a few river-stones. The size of

the stones is about 0.25:- 0.15 m. Alud-mortar is regularly used. The wall is founded

in debris at a level vaning between 95 and 99, and does not reach the rock at any point.

It is a revetting wall of triangular shape built against the S. E. side of Wall 42. (Fig. 237.)



Wall 40 see p. 492.

Fig. 200. Idalion. Wall 46.

Wall 41. Width: 1.15 ni. Height: 2.40 m.

The wall is entirely hidden behind \^'alls 21, 22, 23, 26, and could only he studied hv

means of tunnels in a section. A short piece of the face can be seen at the X. W. end.

The wall is there built on a foundation of local limestone blocks of varying quality,

mixed with a few river-stones. Some of the stones are roughly cut, others are qinte rough.

The face is well built, of limestone, in rough courses. Mud-mortar is largely used. The
N. W. part of the wall is founded in the debris at level 98—88; the S. E. part is founded

on the rock.

Above the stone foundation, part of the upper wall of mud-bricks is preserved. Three

types of bricks were noted: one measuring 0.50—0.53 m. in length, 0.41—0.44 m. in width,

and o.io—o.ii m. in height; the second, measuring 0.41—0.44 m. in length, 0.31^—0.33

m. in width, and o.io—0.12 m. in height; the third, measuring 0.41-—0.44 m. in length,

O. 21—0.24 m. in width, and o.io-—0.12 m. in height. The size of the bricks consequently

varies slightly but corresponds to the average measurements of the three types of brick

in Wall 51 (cf. below p. 476). As there pointed out, these proportions for the bricks, made
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Fig. 201. Idalion. Walls 33, 129, 31 (from left to Fig. 202. Idalion. The well in Squares Z
right) in the foreground; Wall 46 in the background. 15— 16.

it possible to build them into a solid structure, but the building of the bricks in this wall

is not systematic, or regular, so far as shown by the preserved part of the brick-wall (Plan

XV, 2). The wall is built over by blocks of limestone in the same way as Walls 21 ft'.

Wall 42 A. Width: c. 1.15 m. Height: 0.40 m.

This wall is badly destroyed by building over it and must be reconstructed to a great ex-

tent. The preserved part is built of mixed river-stones and rough limestone, founded

on the mud-brick of Wall 69. Mortar of mud is principally used. The preserved S. W.
end shows that the wall was bonded to Wall 41, so far as could be seen, and also to Walls

44 and 46. (Fig. 198.)

Wall 42 B. Width: c. 1.15 m. Height: 0.40 m.

Of this wall only a small part is preserved. It seems to have been of similar material

and construction to that of the preceding wall.

Wall 42 C. Width: 2.15 m. Height: 1.80 m.

The wall is built exclusi^ely of local limestone of fairlv good quality, cut into large

blocks. The stones are fairly regular and thus it has been possible to keep to certain

courses in building, the more as thick layers of mud-mortar are used as binding material.

The size of stones varies between 0.65 m. 0.25 m. and 0.40 m. o.i^ m. The wall is

founded partly on Wall 69, partly in the debris at level about 95. It is bonded to Wall

45, and in its lower part to Wall 47, but rather loosely. It has been built over in the same

way as Walls 21 ft. (Figs. 204, 208, 212, 236—238.)

Wall 4J. Width: i.oo m. fleight: 2.40 m.

It is built of local limestone and occasional river-stones forming a face with rough courses

resembling Wall 41, but more strongly and solidly built. The wall has been built over
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Fig. 203. Idalion. Walls 44 (left) and 17 (right). Fig. 204. Idalion. Walls 42 C, 47, and part of Altar 38

(from left to right); Wall no seen in the hole between

Walls 42 C and 47.

in the same way as Walls 21 ft'. It is almost entirely hidden by Walls 25, 28, 29, 34, 35,

and can only be partially studied. So far as could be seen, it was bonded to \\ all 42. It

is founded in the debris covering the rock at level 86.

WaU 44. Width: 0.80 m. Height: 2.30 m.

The material in the lower part of the wall is almost exclusively local limestone of varying

quality, size and work, rather carelessly laid, but held together by some mud-mortar:

a solid structure, partly founded on the rock, partly on Wall 69.

At the top of this lower part of the wall there is a levelling course of more regularily

laid, flat stones of limestone.

The upper part of the wall has been twice built over with stones of lamellar limestone

and poros, the top course to about 0.70 m. from the top, and the second course to about

1.70 m. from the top. The top course is bonded into Wall 17, and a part of the second

course was cut oft' at the erection of that wall. So far as could be seen, the whole wall —
even the lower part — was bonded into Wall 42. (Figs. 199, 203; Plan XIV, 4.)

WaU 45. Width: o.So m. Height: 4.30 m.

The wall is built of limestone blocks and smaller stones of the same material in the inter-

stices; the whole held together bv mud-mortar. No regular coursing is used. The wall

has been built over in the same way as Walls 21 ft', with lamellar limestones laid in rough

courses. The dift'erence between the original wall and the part built over is easily recogniz-

able on the drawing of the face. The wall is bonded to Wall 42 C but not to any other

wall, and is founded on the rock. (Fig. 192; Plan XV, 5.)

Wall 46. Width: 0.70 m. Height: 2.20 m.

The material in the lower part of the wall is local limestone in squared blocks, rather

carelessly laid in a trench dug through the debris to about level 91.
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About 1. 10 m. from the bottom there is a levelling course of flat limestone blocks. Above

that the material and construction of the wall change; obliquely placed lumps of bad, la-

mellar, local limestone mixed with some poros stones, are used as building material. At

the top there is a final levelling course of flat blocks, of which some are preserved. The

size of the stones in the lower part of the wall is about 0.45 0.30 0.30 m.; in the upper

part 0.25 0.15 0.10 m. Mud is used as mortar in the upper part. The wall was bonded

to Wall 42. (Figs. 194, 200, 201, 235; Plan XIV, 3.)

Wall 4j. Width: 0.95 m. Fleight; 2.00 m.

The material and construction are identical with Wall 43. This wall is founded partly

on the rock, partly on the top of Wall no. It is built over with stones of lamellar limestone

at the top, and is loosely bonded into the lower part of Wall 42. (Figs. 194, 204.)

Wall 4S see p. 492.

II rt// 49. Width: 2.00 m. Height: 0.40 m.

The whole wall has been built over bv Wall 69 A. To judge from the portions laid bare

it is constructed as a regular shell-wall, the faces of which have a thickness of about 0.40

m. each, carefully built in distinct courses with flat blocks of the local limestone. The
length of the stones varies from about 0.20 to 0.30 m.

The core consists of looser filling-material, frequently mixed with stone. Mud is used

as mortar.

Walls jO A—B. Width: 1.60^—2.00 m. Height: 0.50 m.

The material and construction are the same as those of Wall 49.

The walls are hidden by the building over it of Wall 69, but can be seen as a plinth here

and there, along the X'. W. slope of the acropolis. The wall is founded on the rock.

(Fig. 207.)

JJ all jl. Width: 1.60 m. Height: 0.40 m.

The material and construction are the same as those of Wall 49. (Fig. 233.)

Above the stone foundation, parts of the upper wall of mud-bricks are preserved. The
bricks were of three tvpes, measuring on an average as follows:

Tvpe I. 0.42 0.22.5 X 0.12 m
» 2. 0.42 0.31 y 0.12 m.

» 3 - 0.52.5 0.42 0.12 m

It is thus evident that the height of all the three types is constant; the width of the third

type is equal to the length of the first and second types, and the combined width of the

first and second types is equal to the length of the third type. These proportions thus

made it possible to build the bricks into a solid structure, well bonded together. So far



as could be seen, the setting of the bricks was not, however, systematic or regular (cf. Fig.

2io). The wall is only preserved to a comparatively small distance. To the S. E., the rock

rises to a higher level and the wall disappears. It may have been purposely removed when

the house-walls ii2-—117 were built.

The connection between Walls 51 and 50 cannot either be satisfactorily settled. General

considerations make it likelv that there was a bonded junction, but the corner has been

entirely destroyed.

Wall j2 . Width: 0.^0 m. Height: 0.^0 m.

The wall is built of a bottom course of narrow stones, laid opposite each other, meeting

towards the centre and covered by an upper layer of larger stones, all held together with

a very scanty amount of mud-mortar. The material is exclusively of the local rock,

mixed with yen’ few river-stones. The wall is founded on the rock and is loosely bonded

to Wall 53.

Jf’all jj. Width: o.:;o m. Height: 0.40 m.

The material and construction are the same as those of Wall 52, but most of the upper

course is missing. The junction with Wall 54 is destroyed.
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117?// j4. Width; 0.50 m. Height: 0.30 m.

The material and construction are the same as those of the preceding walls. The

junction with Wall 3 3 is destroyed.

117?// 55. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 0.25 m.

The material and construction as of the preceding walls
;

it is partly built over by Ramp

69 F.

117?// 56. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 0.60 m.

This wall is a continuation of Wall 55. Its eastern end makes a sharp turn, and is faced

bv a double-sided shell of large blocks, placed upright on their edges.

117?// 57. Width: 0.40 m. Height: 0.45 m.

This wall is a very poor construction of much mud and narrow blocks of rock placed

opposite each other, as a double-sided shell with loose filling between; it is founded on the

rock. There is no bond to Wall 58.

117?// 5<S’. Width: 0.45 m. Height: 0.60 m.

The wall is built in the same way as Wall 57 with an upper course of roughly dressed

blocks of rock, of a fairly large size, held together by some mud-mortar. It is founded

on the rock.

117?// 59. Width: 0.65 m. Height; 0.55 m.

The wall is considerably wider than the preceding walls, but of a similar construct-

ion and material, the rock-cut stones occasionally mixed with a few river-stones, resting

in an ample bed of mud-mortar. The sides are plastered with a layer of mud. The wall

is founded on the levelled rock and is firmly bonded to the previous one. (Figs. 212, 236;

Plan XHI, 5.)

117?// 60. Width: 0.55 m. Height: 0.60 m.

The wall is of a similar material and construction to those of the preceding walls.

117?// 61. Width: c. 0.65 m. Height; 0.30 m.

The wall was of the same type as Wall 59, but only very scanty remains are now visible.

117?// 62. Width: 0.30 m. Height: 2. 00 m.

This wall is built of limestone in superimposed sets of usually single stones, lining

a curved rock wall.

117?// 6j. Width: o. 45 m. Height: 0.50 m.

The material of the wall consists of large and small rock-cut stones, the large stones

placed along the edges, and sometimes covering the vchole width cf the wall. ]\Iud-mortar is

scarcely used. The wall is founded on the rock, and is cut through bv Wall 123. (Plan XIV, 2.)
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Fig. 207. Idalion. Wall 69 C on top of the foundation Fig. 208. Idalion. Ramp 69 F and Wall 42 C in
of all 50 A. tEe background.

Mall 64. \Mdth: 0.45 m. Height: 0.40m.
1 he material and construction of this wall are identical with those of Wall 63 to which

it is bonded.

]l all 6j. \\idth: 0.40 m. Height: 0.30 m.
The material and construction of this wall are identical with those of Wall 63. It is

bonded to Wall 66. (Fig. 235.)

Hall 66. Width: 0.55 m. Height: 0.^0 m.
The material and construction are identical with those of Wall 58. The sides of the wall

are plastered with mud. It is founded on the rock. (Fig. 235.)

Mall 67. Width: 0.45 m. Height: o.^:^ m.
This wall is only a line of stones, facing the rock-cut w all of Rooms XXXVI 11

, XXXIX.
The material is rock-cut stones of fairly large size.

ll all 66. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 0.55 m.
Some scanty remains of a short wall, of similar material and construction to Wall 63.

Mall 6g A. Width: 1.7s m. Height: 1.23 m.
The greater part of the material of this wall consists of rock-cut stones of various size,

but here and there a river-stone is to be seen in the face, where the stones are larger and
more regularily laid, forming an edge Irame. The corner is regularlv built w ith alternate

headers and stretchers and some of the blocks are roughly dressed. The local rock is of
better quality; the wall is founded on the top of Wall 49, sometimes separated from it by
a thin layer of mud-briek debris.

The S. end of the wall has been repaired: the original end is c. 0.65 m. inside, and the
later end is added to it as a shell without bond approximately in a line with Whrll 70 (Fig.
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22y). 1 he original end is in a line with Wall 71 and the south end of Wall 49. A part of

the wall to the north of the original end has been destroyed and was later repaired: the

repaired piece was founded in the mud-brick debris of the original Wall 69 A. (Figs.

209, 232.)

ir«// 6 () B. Width: 1.70 m. Fleight: 1.30 m.

'Fhis wall is of the same material and construction as the previous one, of which it is

a continuation. It is founded on Wall 30. (Figs. 209, 232.)

U'ciII 69 C. Width: 1.55— 1.60 m. Fleight: 1.35—2.50 m.

This wall runs above Wall 50 and is a continuation of the previous wall but it ditfers

much from the type of that wall. Pieces of rock and river-stones are mixed together in

about equal parts; the stones are of varying size and quality, and there is no definite facing.

Mud-mortar is used, but to rather a small extent. The south-west end of the wall, flanking

the entrance gate in Squares E: ii—12 (cf. p. 489) resembles strongly, however. Walls 69

A—B in material and construction. The wall is somewhat thicker, 2.00 m. wide, near

the gate and strengthened by facing shells. The upper wall was built of miud-bricks and

these were well preserved at its S. W. end, at the entrance gate. The bricks were of similar

types to those of Wall 51. (Figs. 198, 207, 216, 232.)

Wall 6g D. Width: c. 1.55 m. Height: 1.40 m.

This wall being a continuation of Wall 69 C to the S. W. of the entrance gate is identical

in material and construction with the S. W. end of that wall. The upper mud-brick wall

is well preserved, too, and of the same construction as those of Walls 51 and 69 C.

]]’all 6 c) E. Width: 1.40 m. Height: 0.5c m.

This wall is of the same material and construction as the S. W. end of Wall 69 C and

Wall 69 D. It is built inside Wall 69 D, founded in the inner part of the mud-brick structure

of that wall. Its X. F. end was destroyed at the erection of Wall 33.

Wall 69 F see p. 491.

]Valls 70 A—B. Width: 0.55 m. Fleight: i.oo m.

The material of Wall 70 A is exclusively lamellar limestone of medium size, rather care-

lessly built up in an irregular construction. It is founded in the debris covering the rock

and abuts against the added part of Wall 69 A at the entrance gate. The material and

construction of Wall 70 B are identical with those ot Wall 125. It is founded on the rock.

(Fig. 232; Plan XH.)

Jl’all Ji. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 0.35 m.

The wall is built of limestones of good quality and a few river-stones. The construction

is rather careful, with larger stones facing the edges and nearly meeting in the middle.
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Fig. 209. Idalion. The North Gate Fig. 210. Idalion. Bricks of Wall 51.

with Walls 69 A and R.

In general the construction is similar to that of Walls 8o ff. (cf. belov,). Only a part of the

Avail is preserA’ed: it seem.s certain that it once abutted against Wall 69 A in line Avith its

original south end. The top of the stone structure in the preserved part of the Avail has

also been demolished. The Avail is founded on the rock. (Fig. 232).

Walls 72 A—C. Width: 0.50—0.60 m. Height: 0.70 m.

These AA'alls are built of lamellar limestones of the same quality and size as those of

Wall 70 and the irregular construction, too, is the same as that of Wall 70. The connection

betAveen the Avest and east parts of Wall 72 A are missing as Avell as parts of Walls 72 B

and C. Walls 72 A and B are bonded to each other but none of the Avails are bonded to

anu other AAall. The Avails are founded on a loose filling of earth held up by a shell of

stone slabs.

Wall 7J. Width: 0.60 m. Height: 0.65 m.

The chief material of this Avail is limestone of fairly good quality and mixed iqA Avith

some river-stones. The construction is rather careful Avith larger stones, roughly dressed,

facing the edges, and roughh' coursed face. In general the construction is similar to that

of Walls 80 IT. The rough inner side of the Avail merges gradually into a bedding of stones

and earth filling up a cavitv in the rock inside the Avail. The Avail is not bonded to any

of the adjoining AAalls. (Fig. 232).

Wall 74. Width: 0.60 m. Height: 0.75 m.

In material and construction this Avail is identical Avith Wall 70. It is not bonded to

Wall 73 and is founded on the debris coA'ering the rock. (Fig. 232).

31
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Jl'a/ls 73 A^B. Width: 0.40 m. Height: 0.15 m.

Badly destroyed \yalls built of slabs of limestone similar to those used in Walls 63—69.

The walls are founded on the rock and Wall 75 B once abutted against Wall 50. (Fig. 232.)

U'all 76. Width: 0.65 m. Height: 0.40 m.

In material and construction the wall is identical with Walls 80 ff. It is founded on

the rock. (Figs. 216, 231.)

JVall 77. Width: 0.45 m. Height: 0.30 m.

This wall is identical in material and construction with Wall 70 B. It is slightly curyed,

and founded on the rock. (Fig. 232.)

Walls yS A—B. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 0.40 m.

These walls are partly entirely destroyed but seem to haye been of the same mural type

as Walls 80 If. (see below). They are founded on the rock.

Walls ~JC) A—E. Width: 0.50 m. Height: o.io-—0.40 m.

These walls are of similar material and construction as the preceding ^yalls. (Figs.

231, 232.)

Halls do

—

Sj. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 0.50 m.

The chief material of these walls is small blocks of the local rock of a fairly good quality

and mixed up ^yith about 10 "o of small riyer-stones. Occasionally corners and ends are

built of larger, rock-cut stones. For the rest, the construction is rather careful, with larger

stones, usually facing the edges and sometimes nearly meeting in the middle, Ayhich is

filled with smaller stones and earth. Mud-mortar is largely used as a binding material.

Walls 80—81 and 81—82 are bonded into each other. The walls are founded on the rock.

(Figs. 231, 232.)

JJ’all <S]. Width: 0.60 m. Height: 0.90 m.

This wall is of the same type as Walls 70, 72. It is founded on top of Wall 76, and in

the debris at the same leyel. (Figs. 231, 232.)

Walls 84—95. Width: 0.55—0.60 m. Height: 0.50 m.

These walls are identical in material and construction with Walls 80—82 and are bonded

to each other. The walls are founded on the rock except the north Ayings of Walls 86 and

90, which are founded in the debris coyering the rock and Wall 92, which is partly founded

on top of Wall 96. The doorway between Wall 87 and 90 was later blocked up by a course

of stones founded in the debris. (Figs. 216, 231, 232, Plan XHI, 3.)
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Fig. 21 1. Idalion. Walls loi (left) and

122 (right).

Fig. 212. Idalion. Walls loi, 122, 59, .-\ltar 4S,

Walls 124 and 42 C (from left to right).

Wall 96. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 0.30 m.

The wall is of the same construction and built of the same material as Walls 52 ff. It is

founded on the rock.

Walls 97

—

gS. Width: 0.40—0.70 m. Height: 0.30 m.

The material and construction are the same as those of Walls 80 ff. except for Wall 97 A,

which contains a large percentage of river-stones. The walls are founded on the rock.

Walls 99

—

100. Width; 0.45-—0.60 m. Height; 0.90 m.

The material and construction are the same as those of the preceding walls.

Wall loi. Width: 0.4S m. Height: 0.33 m.

The wall is built of a filling of small stones of the local rock with small narrow edge-

stones, nearly meeting in the middle, covered by a layer of larger stones, as Walls 32 ft'.;

it is mortared with mud. A part of the upper wall of mud-brick is preserved. The bricks

van," somewhat in size. The length varies between 0.55 and 0.59 m., the width between

0.46 and 0.48 m., and the height between 0.12 and 0.15 in. The bricks are placed length-

ways in superimposed rows with regrdar, alternating joints, and covering the whole width

of the wall. Beside these bricks of normal tvpe, bricks of about half the size arc used at

the ends of the wall, and in the corner construction. The wall is founded on, or near,

the rock. It is bonded to Wall 104. (Figs. 21 1, 212, 236; Plan XHI, 3.)

Wall 102. Width: 0.48 m. Height: 0.70 m.

The lower part of the wall is of similar construction to Wall loi. In the upper part

the material is chieftv small pieces of flat rock mixed with pithos sherds and a few river-

stones of a tvpe resembling Wall 125, indicating a later reparation and heightening of the

wall. ]\Iud is scantilv used as mortar. The wall is founded on the rock and bonded to

Wall 103. (Figs. 195, 213, 214; Plans XHI, 4; XIY, i.)
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Wall loj. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 1.05 m.

The material and construction are the same as those of Wall 102. The wall is partly

cut in the rock, partly built. It is much destroyed.

]]'al! 104. Width: 0.^5 m. Height: 0.40 m.

The material and construction are similar to those of Wall loi. When Wall 125 B

(cf. below) blocked up the doonyay between Walls 102 and 104, a new doorway was opened

about 0.50 m. to the N. E., partly on top of the stone foundation of Wall 104 which was le-

yelled for the purpose. (Figs. 213, 214; Plan XHI, 4).

Wall loj see p. 492.

Wall 106. Width: 0.60 m. Height: 1.60 m.

The material and construction are the same as these of Walls 80 ff.

]]'all 10 j. Width: 0.60 m. Height: 2.00 m.

The lower part of this wall is of the same material and construction as those of Walls

80 ff. About 0.65 m. from the top the wall is built oyer by another wall, 0.45 m. wide, so

that the lower part seryes as a socle for the upper one; the material and construction also

change, the upper part being built of small pieces of rock in regular courses mixed with

pithos sherds and embedded in mud-mortar. This wall built oyer continues to the S. E.

of the angle between Walls 107 and 109 and abuts against Wall 64. On the top, a part

of the upper wall of mud-bricks is preseryed. The bricks are of the same size and

construction as those of Wall loi. The wall is founded on the rock and its lower part is

bonded to Wall 109, but not to Wall 108. (Figs. 194, 215; Plan XHI, 2).

IVall loS. Width: c.70- 0.80 m. Height: 0.35 m.

The wall is built of the same material and in a similar technique to these of Wall 68,

only that the stones are somewhat larger owing to the greater width of the wall. This wall

is not bonded to Wall 107 and is founded on the rock.

]Vall 109. Width: 0.65 m. Height: 0.85 m.

The wall is built of the same material and in the same technique as the lower part of Wall

107. It is founded on the rock. For bonds see Wall 107.

JVal! iTO. Width: 0.60 m. Height: 1.70 m.

This wall is of the same material and construction as Wall 107, showing the same differ-

ence in material and construction between its upper and lower parts Its lower part is

bonded to Wall 109 and is founded on the rock. (Fig. 204).

II (/// III. Width: c. 0.40 m. Height: 0.50 m.

This is a small, badly preseryed wall built in the debris of the rock-cut bothros in

Square 1

1

v



tig. 213. Idalion. Walls 19 D, 104, 102, 122 in the Fig. 214. Idalion. Wall 102 in the foreground;
foreground (from left to right). Walls 104, 125, and 19 D in the background.

Walls 112—IIj. \\idth: 0.55—0.60 m. Height: 0.4^ m.
These tvalls are built with a bottom course of material and constniction as Walls 80 tf.

and a top layer containing much river-stone and. mortar, indicating a later repair and
heightening of the walls. They are founded on the rock and bonded into each other.

(Fig- 233).

Walls 114—115. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 0.55 m.
The miaterial and construction resemble these of the previous wall, but most of the top

layer is destroyed. The walls are founded on the rock and bonded to each other. (Fig. 233).

Walls 116—iiS. Width: 0.45—0.60 m. Height: 0.23 m.
The material and construction are the same as these of Walls 114— 115. The upper

layer of river-stones is missing. The walls are founded on the rock. Some parts of Walls

1 17 and 1 18 are miissing. (Fig. 233).

Wall ii(). Width: 0.45 m. Height: 0.73 m.
The material and construction are the same as these of Walls 112— 113. The wall is

founded on the rock. (Fig. 233).

Walls 120—121. Width: 1.25— 1.40 m. Height: 0.30 m.
The walls are built along the exterior of Walls 69 A and B. d'htv are founded in the

debris at about level 72—70, and are built of large, flat pieces of local rock, mixed up with
some river-stones and a few pieces of uncut poros. Between WTlls 121 and 69 B there

was a filling of rubble and earth. The walls served as strengthening bastions to Walls

69 A—B.
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Fig. 215. Idalion. Wall 107. Fig. 2 i 6. Idalion. Wall 94 (left), Eothros 7. Wall

76 (right) in the foreground; Walls S3, 69 C and other

walls in the background.

Wall 122. Width: 0.50 m. Height; i.oo m.

The material is large blocks of local rock and in their interstices, small stones of every kind

mixed with potsherds, all piled up with a minimum of mud-mortar. The wall is founded

on the rock and not bonded to the adjoining walls. (Figs. 21 1—213, 236; Plan XIII, 5.)

Wall 12^. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 0.40 m.

The wall consists of two courses of flat pieces of local rock, mixed with river-stones,

constructed as Walls 80 ff. The wall is not bonded to Wall no and its north-eastern end,

close to Wall 124, is destroyed. It is founded in the debris at level 98.

Wall 124. Width: 0.50 m. Height: 0.90 m.

This wall is built of the same material and construction as Wall 122. The wall is not

bonded to any of the adjoining walls. It is founded in the debris at level 82.3.

The upper part of the wall has been destroved and levelled on the erection of the super-

imposed Altar 48. (Figs. 212, 236; Plan XHI, 5.)

II <7// J25 A—B. Width: 0.40 m. Fleight: i.oo m.

The lower courses of Wall 125 A contains some river-stone, but for the rest, the ma-

terial consists of small pieces of the local rock, frequentlv mixed with larger pithcs sherds.

Mortar of mud is scanty. The west end of Wall 125 A is destroved bv the sinking of

Substructure 19 E. The wall is not bonded to the adjoining walls, it is founded on, or near,

the rock, and cuts through Wall 63; Wall 125 B is founded in the debris at level 95. It

blocks up the doorway opening between Walls 102 and 104 (cf. above. Wall 104). (Figs.

194. W 5 > 206, 214; Plans XHI, 4; XIV, i; XV, 4.)
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Wall 126. Width: 0.40—0.4:; m. Height: 0.70 m.

This wall was badlv destroyed at the erection of Altar '58. It is of the same type as Wall

125. It is founded in the debris at level 95. (Fig. 205.)

Walk I2y—ijo. Width: 0.55 m. Height: 0.40 m.

These walls are much destroyed. What remain are two thin layers of foundations of

flat, local rock, mixed with river-stones, constructed similarly to Wall 123. The walls are

founded in the debris at about level T02—loi; Walls 129— 130 are not bonded to one

another; and the corner construction of Walls 127— 128 is destroyed. (Fig. 201.)

We thus obtain the following types of walls:

1. W'all of rather large, local limestone blocks of good quality as facing and smaller stones

in the middle (“shell-wall”). IMud-mortar is used to a certain extent. The stone wall

is comparatively low as it serves only as base for the upper wall of mud-bricks. (Walls

49—51-)

2. Wall of limestones of the better quality of various size mixed with a few river-stones.

The stones are larger and more regularly laid along the faces. The corners are built

with alternate headers and stretchers and some of the blocks are roughly dressed.

The stone wall is rather high. (Wall 69 A, B, C, western part, D, E.)

3. Wall as No. 2, but built of rock-stones and river-stones in equal proportions. (Wall

69 C, eastern part.)

4. Wall of stones of local limestone of varying quality mixed with a few river-stones.

The face is built of limestones roughly coursed. Alud-mortar is abundantly used.

(Walls 41, 42 A—B, 43, 47.)

5. Wall built exclusively of blocks of limestone, large and of good quality, with a coursed

face. Much mud-mortar is used. (Walls 42 C, 4^.)

6. Wall of rather carelessly built blocks of limestone of varying quality and size with

a levelling course of more regularly laid, flat stones of limestone. (Walls 44 and 46.)

7. Wall of selected square-cut limestone of rather small size mixed with some poros

or river-stones, rather rough face and much mud-mortar. (Walls 21, 23, 30—32.)

8. Wall of bad local limestone of varying size, with no or little poros, numerous river-

stones, and rough face. (Walls 22, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 33, 33, 36, 37.)

9. Wall of selected, square-cut limestone mixed with numerous blocks of poros, both

of large size, and a well built, smooth and coursed face. (Walls 25, 34, 39.)

10. Wall of a core of usually lamellar limestone, rough or roughly cut, mixed with lime-

stones of good quality and sparse river-stones, a rough or roughly coursed face and no

or little mud-mortar. Sometimes there is a levelling top laver of poros or limestone

blocks. (Walls i—6, 14, 19 A—E.)

11. Wall of an inner core of limestone and cut limestone blocks with sparse poros blocks

in a coursed face. Much mud-mortar is used. (Walls 7— 13, 15— 17.)

12. ^\'all of small narrow edge-stones nearly meeting in the middle and covered by a layer,
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of larger stones, all of limestone. i\Iud-mortar is sparsely used. (Walls 52—56, 68,

96, loi— 104, 108).

13. Wall as Xo. 12, but the edge-stones do not meet in the middle but form a shell framing

a loose filling in the core. Much mud is used as mortar. (Walls 57—61).

14. Wall of a single line of limestones, lining a rock-cut wall. (Walls 62 and 67).

15. Wall of rock-stones of larger and smaller size, the larger stones framing the edges

and large stones sometimes covering the whole width of the wall. iXIud-mortar is

sparsely used. (Walls 63—66, 73 A—B).

16. Wall of local rock-stones and about 10 river-stones with the larger stones usually

framing the edges, scmetimes nearly meeting in the middle. Occasionally corners

and ends are built of larger, roughly cut rock-stones. jMud-mortar is abundantly used.

(Walls 71, 73, 76, 78—82, 84—95, 97—100, 106, 107, 109—119, 123, 127— 130).

17. Wall of rock-stones frequently mixed with river-stones and pithos sherds built in a

construction similar to No. 16. (Walls 70 B, 77, 122, 124—126).

18. Wall of a double-sided shell of rubble with a filling of earth between. (Wall 20).

19. Wall of an irregular construction. (Walls 70 A, 72, 74, 83).

20. Walls of flat limestone slabs mixed with some river-stones, uncut pieces of poros in

the face; filling of rubble and earth. (Walls 120, 121).

21. Walls built over:

a) of Type 10 (Walls 21—47).

b) of river-stones (Walls 112— 119).

c) of Type 17 (Walls 102, 103, 107).

The upper walls, except that of Wall 19 (cf. below), were built of mud-bricks. The
bricks are of dift'erent types, one type measuring on an average 0.57 m. in length, 0.47 m.

in width and 0.13 m. in height; a second type measuring 0.52 m. in length, 0.43 m. in width

and o.i I m. in height; a third type 0.43 m. in length, 0.32 m. in width and o.i i m. in height;

a fourth type 0.42 m. in length, 0.22 m. in width and 0.1 1 m. in height.

The bricks of Type r, used in Walls loi and 107, are used in the house-walls and cover

the whole width of the walls. They are built with alternate joints. The other three types

are used together in walls of great width (ramparts, etc.: Walls 41, 51, 69 C—D). The
proportions of these bricks (cf. above) facilitated their ccmpcsition into a solid structure,

but the construction, so far as could he stated, was not uniform according to a regular

scheme, but the different types are composed in various ways in the superimposed courses,

as it seems, without any fi.xed order. As a rule, however, the courses have alternate

joints and straight-joints are avoided. It must be remarked though, that the preserved

parts of the mud-v.alls are too small to allow definite conclusions as regards the general

method of construction.

In one case (Wall 19) there are indications of a wooden wall, resting on wooden beams

on a substructure of cubic stone foundations, hut about the construction nothing more

can be said as no remains of the wall itself were preserved. The wall was surrounded bv sa

platfornr with two .steps of well cut, selected blocks of limestone and occasional poros block.
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Gates.

Entrance gates are found in the rampart walls 49, 50, 69, 41, 41 — 21 — 22, and 21 41 +6.

Walls 49—50 have three gateways, one between Walls 49 and 50 A: the North Gate,

the second one between Walls ^0 A and B, the West Gate, and the third one, a narrow

side-gate, opening in Wall 50 B. The North Gate is 1.80—2.00 m. wide and the West

Gate 1.85 m. wide. The flanks are made of regularly built limestone and a substructure

for the threshold consisting of sets of flat limestones is preserved in the North Gate. Of

the wooden doors nothing is left and there are no traces of the jambs in shape of cuttings

in the flanks of the gates. To judge from the substructure slab for the threshold in the

North Gate it was closed by a double door, one at the outer and another one at the inner

line of the wall leaving a small, square gate-chamber between the doors. The West Side-

gate is only 0.50 m. wide. The gates of Wall 69 open at the same places and were of the

same type as those of Walls 49— :;o. The North Gate, which originally had the same width

as the corresponding gate of Walls 49—50, was later narrowed by the addition of a shell-

wall (Wall 70) along its north flank so that it attained a width of only 1.05— 1.16 m.

(Fig. 209).

The entrance gate of Wall 41 opens in the S. E. part of the same. It is 2.25 m. wide.

The flanks are made of well-built limestones in stratified courses, the substructure for the

threshold consists of flat, well-cut slabs of limestones, of which two were found in situ,

and the third one was missing. Along the south flank of the gate there is a slab of stone

placed on the top of the threshold substructure. This served as substructure for the woeden

jamb of the door. On the opposite side this substructure was missing as well as the thres-

hold slab. (Plan XIII, i).

The gate of Wall 41^21 — 22 is only a deepened entrance of the previous one, resulting

from the enlargement of the wall bv addition of Wall 21. Of the threshold and door-jamb

substructures nothing is left. Both these gates were filled in with stones and earth at the

same time as the walls were built over (cf. above). (Plan XIll, i).

The gate of Wall 21— 4i-r6 is 1.20— 1.35 m. wide and opens at the S. E. end of

Walls 21+41, between these walls and Wall 6. It is of the same shape and constructicn

as the previous ones. A course of stones which served as substructure fur the threshold is

preserved along the outer line of the wall. Of the door-jambs there are no traces.

Subterranean entrance.

Besides these entrance gates above ground there is one subterranean entrance, in the

shape of a tunnel passage close to the entrance gate between Wall 49—50 and Walls 69

A—B and cut in the rock below these walls. This tunnel is entered by a staircase, con-

sisting of 14 rock-cut steps. From there the tunnel is cut w ith gradually sloping floor for

about 3.50 m. whence it descends hv two wide, and four ordinary, rock-cut steps and

reaches the surface of rock on the north-western hill-slope of the acropolis. The tunnel

is about 21.0 m. in length, about o.go— i.oo m. in width and about 1.85 m. in height. The
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lower part of the tunnel curves somewhat to the X. \V. The side-walls and the roof are

slightly curved. (Plan XII.)

I) o o r w a y s.

The doorwavs of the rooms are of different width varving between o.6o m. and i.o8 m.

Their flanks are always carefullv built. In some cases (e. g. Rooms XIII, XIV, XVII,

XVIII) a substructure of rough stones for the threshold is preserved. Special substruct-

ures for the jambs or traces of cuttings in the walls for fixing of the same are nowhere

visible.

The doorwavs of the temenos are similar in construction but wider, e. g., the doorway

leading to the outer temenos from the X. \V. end of Hall L is 1.40 m. wide, and the door-

wav leading to the inner temenos is about 2.20 m. wide.

As regards the doors themselves, there are indications of the construction of the same

in one case. On and near the blocks of Wall 19 close bv Wall 42 C there were found three

hinges (X’^os. 292, 301, 325, see Object Reg.) of bronze. From this it is evident that a wooden

door, opening on to the inner temenos (Room LIV) at its north corner, was fixed to a

wooden jamb by means of these hinges.

Floors.

The floors, as a rule, consisted onlv of stamped earth, sometimes mixed with gravel

and split stones. From this rule there are only two exceptions: inside Room LIV, and

outside the same there are two superimposed floors made of gypsum mixed with clay,

gravel, and occasionally split stones. The same kind of floor is represented in Room L,

and partly outside the same.

Roofs.

The roofs of the rooms were probably built in the wav which was usual in Cvprus and

other countries in the Mediterranean, i. e., of clay resting on a substructure of straw and

reed, but no impressions of the straw or the like were observed, through which this sup-

position could be proved. Such impressions are, however, onlv occasionally found (cf.

Vol. I, p. 282), viz. when the clav has been so much baked, e. g. bv a fire, that it resisted

the dissolving activity of the water. In one case, however, it can be proved that terracotta

tiles were used as covering material, as fragments of such were found above the floor of

the inner temenos (Room LIV). The fragments were few and verv scantv so that di-

mensions of the tiles could not be ascertained. There are two shapes: one flat and wide

with one raised short side, and another one cun ed and narrower to be used as peg-tiles.

Thus inner temenos, howe\er, cannot have been entirelv covered in, as it was an altar

court (cf. p. 532). Taking this into account on the one hand, and the finds of the fragments

of tiles on the other hand, it seems likely that the courtyard was onlv covered along its

sides, leaving an open space in the middle.
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Fig. 217. Idalion. Bothroi Xos. 9 -ii and

surrounding walls.

o Column.
Column JO C.

There is only one example of columns being used: In the centre of Room XLIX
a polygonal column with a 16-sided shaft, 0.35 m. in diam. was erected on a base of Hat

stone slabs. Of the shaft one drum was preserved. (Fig. 234.)

Ramp.

Ramp 69 F. Length: 15.50 m. Width: 1.90—2.00 m.

This is the substructure of a ramp built of large, flat blocks of rock-stone of the better

quality, and smaller stones as filling, leading up to Wall 69 C along its inside. (Fig. 208.)

Bases.

Bases 18 A—B. Length: 1.25^— 1.40 m. Width: 060 m.

Base 18 A is a square structure built of rough, local limestone. Some mud is used as

mortar. It is founded in the debris at level 108, and close to it there were rectangular,

well dressed poros blocks, probablv once used as top blocks (cf. below).

Base 18 B is of a similar construction to that of 18 A, but one rectangular, well dressed

block of poros of the top laver covering the base substructure is presere ed.

Altars.

Altar jS. Length: c. 1.80 m. Width: c. 1.60 m.

The material is almost entirelv cut poros with some square pieces of selected, local lime-

stone. It contains comparatively little mud. The size of the poros stones varies from 0.60

); 0.15 m. to 0.35 : 0.15 m. It is a sunk structure built in the same techniejue as Wall 19 A,

B, C, D, and E, though, as noted, of different material. It abuts against Wall 47, and is

founded on Walls 63, 64, 109, and 126. The shape is the same as Altar 40 but a considerable

part has been destroyed. (Figs. 194, 204, 205; Plan XIV, 2.)
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I'ig. 219. Idahon. Bothroi Xos. 24 and 25. Fig. 220. Idalion. Bothros Xo. 29.

Altar 40. Length: 1.75 m. Width: 1.15 m.

This altar is cubic in shape. The material is almcst altogether square poics stone, and

the construction is the same as that of Altar 38. The size ol the stones is about 0.30 o.i^

m. It is partly based on solid rock, partly in the debris at level about 93. (Figs. 236—238).

Altar 4S. Length: i.8o m. Width: i.oo m.

This is a cubic construction built of mi.xed materials. Large, square blocks of selected

local limestone, some heavy river-stones and one square-cut poros block are kept roughlv

coursed by thin, levelling layers of mud-mortar and splinters of stone. The altar is founded

on top of Wall 124 and in the debris at the same level. (Figs. 212, 236—238; Plan XIII, 5).

Altar 10j. Length: 0.42 m. Width: 0.42 m.

The altar is small in size and square in shape. It is built of flat limestone slabs framed

by upright slabs around the edges. Of these latter slabs only one was found preserved.

The altar is founded on the rock. (Fig. 236).

Bothroi.
The bothroi are all cut in the rock. Thev are of two different tvpes.

1. Circular, rather shallow pits with a diameter varving between 0.8^ m. and 3.00 m. and

a depth vareing between 0.20 m. and i.oo m. This tvpe is the commonest (Bothroi

I—24, 26—28, 30, 31). (Figs. 216—218).

2. Square-cut, rather shallow shafts. Of this type there are two specimens: one in

Squares G— I: 3—4 (Bothros 29), 3.40 m. long, 2.40 m. wide and 0.6:; m. deep, and

the other one in Squares P—O 7 and parts of the adjoining squares (Bothros 2^).

It measures 3.55 m. in length, 2.35 m. in width and 0.80 m. in depth. When the latter

shaft was made, a circular bothros of Type i (Bothros 24) was cut off. (Figs. 219, 220).

W e 1 1 .

Cylindrical well i.iom. in diam. and 2.00m. deep, situated in Squares Zi:;— 16. (Fig. 202).
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STRATIFICATION

Description of layers.

Section I (Plan YI, 2).

This section starts in Square C 3 and runs in a north-eastern direction to Sc[uare Z

10, where it turns to the N. and runs in a northern direction to Square FF 23. The section

shows the following stratification.

The uppermost layer in the whole section consists of a surface layer of earth mixed

with lime-stuflF, the upper 20 cm. of which was disturbed cultiyation earth. During the

first 6 meters there are only two culture strata below this surface layer, one consisting of rather

hard, clayey earth (Layer 2), and the other one of darker, clayey earth and pieces of mud-
bricks (Layer 3). At about the 6th meter Layer 2 is diyided into two layers by a separating

streak of bright earth mixed with lime, so that there are four layers in all: one surface layer

and three culture strata, except for about 0.70 m. in Square G 4, where the bottom layer

disappears against an eleyation of rock. Between m. 16 and 25 the stratification becomes

more complicated and the accumulation of culture earth increases as the rock slopes. Layer

1 is the same surface layer as in the preceding part of the section, but Layer 2 does not

correspond to Layer 2 in the preceding part of the section. Layer 2 splits up in two layers:

2 A and B of which Layer 2 A rests on a floor of clay, grayel, and lime-earth and Layer 2 B
on the same floor as Layer 2 in the preceding part of the section. Between m. 16 and 25 this

floor runs just aboye that of Layer 3, so that the-'- nearly form one floor. The floor of

Layer 2 A, on the other hand, is on a leyel with the top of the upper step of the stepped

platform of Wall 19 and lies on top of the floor-leyel of Layer 2 at m. 16. It is thus eyident

that Layer 2 A between m. 16 and 25 corresponds only to the upper part of Layer 2 in

the preceding part of the section; and Layer 2 B between m. 16 and 2:; corresponds mainly

to the lower part of Layer 2 in the preceding section, while Layer 3 in that part of the sec-

tion is nearly missing between m. 16 and 25. From this it may be inferred, that the remains

of Layer 3 in the preceding part of the section were only slightly represented between

m. 16 and 25, or purposely dug away, when the floor of Layer 2 B was formed. Below

the floor of Layer 3 is Layer 4, consisting of dark, clayey earth. This layer corresponds

only to the upper part of Layer 4 (Layer 4 A) in the preceding part of the section, as it

rests on a floor-leyel appearing as a streak of hard earth, which appears just in the middle

of Layer 4 at m. 16 and e.xtends to Wall 19. Below this layer are Layers —6 consisting

of culture earth mixed with streaks of ash, carbonized m.atter and pieces of mud-bricks.

Layer 6 rests on the rock. In Square K—L 6 there is a cayity in the rock filled with chips

of limestone and some clay. In Square iM—X 6 there is another cayity in the rock, below

Layer 5, filled with two layers, the upper one consisting of graty clayey earth, mixed with

pieces of mud-bricks. The foundation walls cut through by the section in this part are

Wall 103 in M 6, Wall 19 and Wall 20 in X^ 6 and C) 7. Layer 3 and the lower layers, down
to the bottom layer, were cut through by the stone foundation of Wall 19 and Layers
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—6 by Wall 20. It could not be stated whether Layer 4 was cut through by the latter wall.

Laver 3, however, abuts against the wall.

North-east of this wall the stratification changes: Layer 2 is a single layer again and for

the floor betv\ een Layers 2 and 3 is substituted a vague streak of trodden earth on a level

with the lower step of the stepped platform of Wall 19. The floor of Layer 3 continues,

but on a level of about 0.30 m. below the same floor inside Wall 19.

Layer 4 between m. 16 and Wall 19 disappears and for it is substituted a bottom layer

corresponding to Layer 4 of Section VII (cf. below). The section cuts through a square

bothros (Bothros 25) which is filled with clayey debris and thick streaks of ash and

carbonized matter.

North-east of this bothros the stratification consists of i : an upper layer corresponding

to Layers i—2 of the previous part of the section and to Layer i of the adjoining Section

XIV. 2: a bottom layer corresponding to Layer 3 of the previous part of the section and

to Layer 2 of the adjoining Section XIV. The section crosses the circular bothroi Nos.

23, 22, 21, and Wall 99.

The section continues composed in this way via the turning point in Square Z 10 to

Square BB 13. There the stratification changes and consists of two upper layers corres-

ponding to the two layers of the preceding part of the section and a bottom layer of clayey

culture earth, partly mixed with chips of stones corresponding to Layer 4 of Section VII

and Laver 3 of Section XIV. This bottom layer rests on the rock. In Square CC 16, where

the section cuts through the circular Bothros 14 there is a fourth layer at the bottom of

the bothros consisting of debris and carbonized matter.

The walls cut through by this part of the sections are: 98, 79 A, 78.

Seciion II (Fig. 221; Plan VIII, i).

This section starts in Square C 3, from Section I and crosses Sections XII, XIII, XI, X,

running N. N. W. to Square D 16. In Squares E 10 and E 13 it makes turns to the N. W.
The stratification consists of the following layers:
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1. A surface layer of clavev earth mixed with large and small chips of stones extending

all over the section. The upper 20 cm. are disturbed cultivation earth.

2. A culture stratum of hard, clayev earth corresponding to Laver 2 of Section I. In

Square C 5 this layer ends at a floor stratum of clay and flat chips of stones cor-

responding to the floor between I.ayers 2 and 3 of Section I (between m. 16 and 25).

3. A culture stratum of darker, clayey earth corresponding to Laver 3 of Section I (be-

tween m. 16 and 25), resting on a floor of lime-earth and chips of stones on a bed of

clay, partly mixed with carbonized matter, corresponding to the floor between Layers

3 and 4 of Section I (between m. 16 and 27.50).

4. This layer was observed in Squares D 9—10, but petered out towards Square D 8,

merging into Layer 5. This vaguelv indicated laver corresponds to Layer 4 of

Sections III and XIII and Layer 4 of Section I (between m. 17 and 27.50).

5. A thick layer of clayey earth mixed with pieces of bricks, chips of stones, and car-

bonized matter, in Squares D 7—E 10 resting on a streak of hard clav and carbonized

matter, indicating a floor. The laver starts in Square C 4 close to Wall 112, where

the rock makes a stepped descent, partly cut.

6. Another layer of much the same consistency as the preceding, partly mixed with ash,

carbonized matter, and potsherds. The laver starts in Square C 5, where the rock

makes a second stepped descent, partly cut, close to Wall 114. Between Walls 114

and 1 19 the layer is rather thin; north-west of Wall 119 it appears again thicker and

at a lower level on account of the descent of the rock; it ends at a streak of hard clay

partly resting on a substructure of stones, indicating a floor-level. In Square D 9

a streak of ash cuts across the layer, dividing it there into two halves: Layers 6 A
and B.

7. A layer of dark culture earth richly mixed with splinters of stones and carbonized

matter between Walls 114 and 119 resting on the rock, and north-west of Wall 119

resting on a floor of the same structure as in the preceding layers. It is there thicker

and at a lower level than between Walls 114 and 119 on account of the descent of the

rock. In Square D 10 this laver is cut across bv a streak of ash dividing it there into

two halves: Layers 7 A and B.

8-9. Bottom layers of culture earth and splinters of stones starting in Squares D 8 and D 9

where the rock makes a third and fourth stepped descent mentioned above.

The walls cut through bv this part of the section are, counting from the beginning, Walls

36 A, 1 12, 1 14, 1 16, 1 19, 127, 31. In the remaining part, where the section is exclusively

architectural, it cuts through Walls 33, 42, 29, 28, 27, 25 A—C. Layer 6 has been cut

through at the building of Wall 127 and Layers 4—5 at the building of Wall 31.

Section III (Figs. 222, 223; Plan VIII, 2).

This section starts between Squares G—H 2, runs in north-wcsterlv direction, crosses

Sections I, XII, XI, XIII, IX, X, and ends between Squares G—II 16. From Sej^uare



Fig. 223. Idalion. Section through the deposit in Squares C—FI; 6— 7 of Section III.

G—H II, where the section cuts Wall 44 it is exclusively architectural. The layers of the

section are composed as follows:

1. A surface layer corresponding to that of the preceding sections.

2. A culture stratum, corresponding to Layer 2 of those sections, resting on a floor-

level of hard-packed earth.

3. A culture stratum corresponding to Layer 3 of Section II and of Section I between

m. 8 and 16. From Squares G—FI 5 the dividing streak between Lavers 3 and 4
continues as a floor built of lime-earth and splinters of stones on a bed of clav,

corresponding to the floor of Layer 3 of Section II and of Section I between

m. 16 and 27.50.

4. A culture stratum corresponding to Layer 4 of Section II and of Section I between

m. 17 and Wall 19. The layer starts in Squares G—II 5, where the rock descends

bv a stepped cavitv, partlv cut.

5-7. Culture strata of dark, clayey earth mixed with splinters of stones and carbonized

matter, corresponding to Layers 5 and 6 A—B of Section 11 . Lavers 5-—6 start

in Squares G—H 5, close by \\all iii, where the rock descends bv the stepped

cavity mentioned above and form the bottom strata in Squares G—FI: 5—6. Laver

7 starts in Squares G—H 7, above Wall 67, where the rock descends by a second,

deep, stepped cavity, partly cut. Layers 5 and 7 rest on floor-levels indicated by
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streaks of hard-packed clay of different colours. Layer 6 rests on a streak of car-

bonized matter and ash, which in Section II only appears in Stpiare D 9 there di-

yiding Layer 6 into two halyes: Layers 6 A—B (cf. aboye).

8-9. Culture strata of a structure similar to Layers ^— 7, corresponding to Layers 7

A—B of Section 11 . Layer 8 is separated from Layer 9 by a streak of ash appearing

in Squares G—II 8. This streak of ash appears only in Sejuare D 9 of Section II,

there diyiding Layer 7 into two halyes: La\ers 7 A—B (cf. aboye). Layer 9 of

Section III rests on a flcor-leyel corresponding to that of Layer 7 B of Section 11 .

lo-ii. Culture strata corresponding to Layers 8—9 of Section 11 . Layer 10 starts in

Squares G—H 7, close by Wall 67, and is the bottom layer resting on the rock be-

tween Walls 67 and 108; Layer ii starts in Square G—H 10, north-west of Wall

108, where the rock descends again by a stepped slope.

12-13. Bottom layers of earth and split stones, starting north-west of Wall 108.

In Squares G—H: 3—4 the section cuts through a square bothres (Bothres 29) tilled with

debris and streaks of carbonized matter and ash and in Squares G—II 5 a circular bothres

(Bothros 28) filled with the same debris. In Squares G—H: 6—7 Layers 3—5 are cut

through by a pit dug down from the leyel of Layer 2, which also was partly cut through

but not the layer itself. It was tilled with a deposit of pottery and other objects. The walls

cut through by this part of the section counted from, its beginning are as folhAvs; Walls

III, 67, 46, 108, 107, 69 C. The debris of the bothros in Squares G—II 5 is cut thnmgh

by Wall III, the upper part of Layer 5 by Wall 46 and Layers 10—13 by Wall 107. The

north part of the section, which is purely architectural, cuts through tlie following walls:

44, 16, II, 8 A.

Sectio7i IV (Plan IX, i).

This section is merely architectural. It starts in Square I 7 and runs in a north-westerly

direction to between Squares I—J 16, crossing Sections XII, XI, IX, X, and Walls 67, 125,

64, 38, 126, 109, 68, 42 B, 69 C, 17, 16, 8 B, 8 A.

The strata which were the same as those of Section III are not indicated on the section.

The strata in the mural shaft, cut through by the section, consisted of homogeneous debris:

filling earth mixed with potsherds and other waste material, d'he debris was of the same

consistency from the top to the bottom and the same holds goctl for the debris of all the

other mural shafts.

Section L (Plan IX, 2).

This section starts between Squares K—L 3, runs in a north-westerly direction parallel

to Section III—IV, crossing Sections I, XII, XI, IX, and ends in Sepiare L 12. The
part of the section outside the stepped platform shows the same stratification as the

adjoining part of Section I, except that below Layer 6 there are other culture strata

accumulated on the sloping rock close by the platform of Wall 19 (cf. below). The floor of

32
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Laver 2 B abuts against the bottom of the lower step of the stepped platform of Wall 19,

which is founded just above the floor of Laver 3.

Between this and Wall 42 C the stratification consists of the following lavers:

1. A surface layer of the same kind as in Section I and the other sections.

2. A cedture stratum corresponding to Lavers 2 A~B outside Wall 19, Lavei 2 of Sec-

tion I between m. 6 and 16, and Laver 2 of Section III. This is evident from the

fact that Layer 2 inside the platform rests on a floor which is a continuation of the

floor-level of Layer 2 in Section III. Consequently it corresponds to the floor of

Layer 2 B outside Wall 19 though on a higher level than that.

3. A culture stratum corresponding to Laver 3 of the preceding sections. The stratum

rests on a floor which is a continuation of the floor between Lavers 3 and 4 in the

preceding sections.

4. A culture stratum corresponding to Layer 4 of the adjoining part of Section 1 .

5-6. Culture strata corresponding to Lavers 3—6 in the adjoining part of Section 1 . Both

strata increase in depth as the rock slopes.

7-8. Layers of pieces of bricks and burnt debris forming streaks of carbonized matter.

The layers begin close to Wall 103, where the rock descends further down. Between

Walls 103 and 104 there is a streak of hard-packed clay below Layer 8 indicating a

floor-level.

9-10. Culture strata of clayey earth mixed with chips of stones.

II. Bottom stratum of chips of stones mi.xed with some earth, being a filling-layer in the

cavities of the rock.

From the north part of Squares K—L 7 to Altar 48 and Wall 42 C, Layers 3—5 are dis-

turbed and replaced by oblique layers of debris consisting of i) decomposed mud-
bricks and stones; 2) clayey earth; 3) ash and carbonized matter. As the original culture

strata in question cannot have slipped down on account of a collapse of the supporting

Wall 42 C — there is no evidence of its having been repaired — the only possible explanation

seems to be that the strata have been dug away for some purpose and refilled at the time

when the floor of Layer 2 was laid. The walls cut through by the section are the following,

counted from the South: Walls 103, 19, 104, 122, 48, 124, 42 C, 37, 69 C. It is to be re-

marked that Lavers 7— ii are cut through bv Walls 122 and 124.

The part of the section outside Walls 42 C and 37 consists of the following stratification:

i) Surface layer; 2) layer of debris consisting of clay, chips of stones, and chtreara; 3) hard

layer of decomposed mud-bricks; 4) another layer of decomposed mud-bricks; 3) clav

with ash and carbonized matter; 6) clay. All these layers, except Laver 2 were dug through

at the building of Wall 37 and this foundation trench, close bv the wall, was refilled with

loose earth.

Of these layers outside Walls 42 C and 37 the surface layer corresponds to the surface

layer inside the wall and Layer 2 corresponds to Layer 2 inside the wall being remains of

mud-bricks and stones, which have fallen down from the walls at the end of the period
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Fig. 224. Idalion. Section M, with .Altar 40 and the treasure hunters' shaft.

represented bv Layer 2. Laver 6 consists of debris of mud-bricks fallen down from Wall

69 and are therefore contemporars' with Layers 5—6 inside the wall. Layers 3—5 thus

correspond to Layers 3—4 inside the walls. The finds in these layers (cf. below) show

that Layers 3—4 correspond to Layer 3 inside the wall, being remains of mud-bricks fallen

down from Wall 42 C at the end of the period represented by Layer 3, and that Layer 5

corresponds to Layer 4 inside the wall, being remains of culture earth thrown out and mud-

bricks fallen down from Wall 42 C at the end of the period represented by Layer 4.

Section VI (Fig. 224; Plan IX, 3).

This section starts between Squares INI—N 5 and runs parallel to Section V, crossing

Sections I, XII, XI, IX to Squares IM—N 12. The stratification is consistent with that

of Section V.

In Squares IM—N :
6—7 the section cuts through the same cavity as Section 1. In Squares

1\I—N: 8—9 and part of Squares M—N 7, the culture strata are disturbed by a shaft dug

by treasure hunters, who then refilled the shaft with the disturbed culture earth. As shown

by the plan, a shaft was first dug down to Altar 40, and at both sides of this, to the S., close

by the altar, down to the rock, and to the N. in the shape of a small cave down to Layer 1 1

.

Outside Walls 42 C and 37 there was the same accumulation of debris as in Section V.

The walls cut through by the section are the following counted from the South: Walls

62, 19, 106, 40, 58, 59, 39, 42 C, 37, 69 C. Layers 3—6 are cut through by Wall 39,
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Layers 9— 10 bv Wall 106 and Layers 6—10 by Altar 40, but on account of the disturbed

upper layers it cannot be stated how far up the original strata had been cut through.

Section L// (Plan IX, 4).

This section adjoins Section I between Squares Q—R 7 and runs in a north-westerly

direction to between Squares Q—R 13. It consists of the following strata:

I. Surface layer corresponding to Layer i of the adjoining part of Section I and of the

other preceding sections.

2-4. Culture strata corresponding to Layers 2—4 of the adjoining part of Section 1. Further-

more, Layers 2—3 correspond to Layers 2—3 of Section VI and Layer 4 to Layers

5—6 of that section.

5. Culture stratum, corresponding to Layers 7—8 of Section VI.

6. Bottom layer of clay mixed with chips of stones and grayel. It corresponds to Layers

9—II of Section VI. The walls cut by the sections are: Walls 100, 53, 55, 69 F,

42 C, 69 C.

Section J’llI (Plan X, i).

This section starts in Square R 10 and runs in a north-easterly direction to Square

V 13. The stratification is the same as that of Sections VII and XIV. The walls cut through

by the section are: Walls 69 F, 92, 96.

Section IX (Figs. 225, 226; Plan X, 2).

This section starts in G 1 1 and runs in a north-easterly direction to Square N 9. The

stratification is the same as that of the adjoining parts of Sections III, V, VI.

The different stratification of the lower layers diyides the section in three parts: the

first part (A) e.xtending from the beginning of the section to Wall 107; the second part (B)

from Wall 107 to Wall no; and the third part (C) from Wall no to the end of the

section. Layers i—5 are uniform in the whole section. Layer 6 in C corresponds to

Layers 6—7 in A and B; Layer 7 in C to Layer 8 in A and B; Layer 9 in A to Layers

9—10 in B and Layer 8 in C; Layer 10 in A to Layer n in B and Layer 9 in C; Layer

n in A to Layer 12 in B and Layer 10 in C; Layers 12—13 in A to Layers 13—14 in B

and Layer 1 1 in C.

The section cuts the following walls, counted from the West: Walls 130, 46, 107, 68,

no, 47, 60, 123, 48, 124, 59 B, 59 A. Wall 46 cuts through Strata 5—9; Wall 107

cuts Strata 10—14; Wall no cuts Strata n— 14; Wall47cuts Strata 5—n; Walls 123 and

130 are founded in Stratum 6; Altar 48 cuts Strata 5—7; Wall 124 cuts Strata 7—10.

Section X (Plan X, 3).

This is a purely architectural section running from Square A 14 to Square K 14 in a

north-easterly direction and crossing Walls 2, 25 C, 25 B, 26, 27, 43, 34, 9, 10, n, 12,

13- 15, 45-
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I'ig. 225. Idalion. Part of Section IX in Squares P'ig. 226. Idalion. Part of Section IX in Squares

J—K 10. I—] II.

Section XI (Plan XI, i).

This section is purely architectural. It starts in Square A lo and runs in an easterly

direction to Square O 8 crossing Walls 4, 21, 41, 24, 30, 31, 127, 129, 46, 107, 126, 38,

47, 102, loi, 40.

The strata which are not indicated on the section were the same as those of the cross

Sections II, III, IV, V, VI. Outside Wall 4 the stratification consisted of 1) a surface layer

of earth from the collapsed bricks of Wall 4--21— 41 24 and corresponding to Layers

I

—

2 of Section II; 2) a thick mass of homogeneous debris close by Wall 3 reaching a depth

of about 3 meters from the surface; 3) a thin layer of earth corresponding to Layer

3 of the Section II; 4) bottom layers corresponding to Layers 5— 8 of Section 11 . From

this it is eyident that the thick layer of homogeneous debris was thrown out alter the earth

of Layer 3 and before the earth of Layer 2 had accumulated.

Section XII (Plan XI, 2).

This section shows a stratification identical with that of the cross Sections II, III, V.

It starts in Square A 9 and runs in an easterly direction to Square O 6 cutting Walls 5,

4, 21, 41, 22, 51, 32, 66, 19 E, 63, 19 F), 19 C, 19 B, and Base 18 B. At the foundation

of Walls 19 C—E and Base 18 B the lower layers, up to Layer 2, were cut through; at the

foundation of Walls 22 and 32 the lower layers up to Layer 3. 'Phe lowermost culture

strata, on the other hand, abut against Walls 51, 63, and 66.
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'I’hc debris outside Wall 5 + 4— 21 -r4i — 22 was of the same consistency as that of

Section XI. 'Fhe huers are not indicated on the drawing which is purely architectural.

Section XIII (Plan XI, 3).

d'his section starts between Squares E 9— 10 and runs in a north-easterly direction to

Squares II q— 10, crossing Sections II, XI, and III. The stratification is the same as that

of the adjoining parts of these sections.

The section crosses Walls 129, 46, 107. At the erection of Wall 129 Layer 6 was cut

through. Wall 46 cuts through Layers 5—9; Wall 107 cuts through Layer 10.

Section XIV (Plan XI, 4).

This section starts in Square W 1 1 adjoining Section I and runs in a north-westerly

direction to Square W 17.

The stratification comprises the following layers:

1-

2. Surface layer and culture stratum corresponding to Layers i-—2 of the adjoining

part of Section 1 .

3. Culture stratum of clayey earth. This stratum starts close to Wall 91, where the rock

begins to slope. It corresponds to Layer 4 of Section VIII.

4. Culture stratum of darker, clayey earth. It starts in Square W 12 and corresponds

to Layer 5 of Section VIII.

5. Bottom layer of clay and chips of stones as a filling resting on the rock and thickening

as the rock slopes. It corresponds to Layer 6 of Section VIII.

The walls crossed by the section, counted from the S., are: Walls 91, 92, 96, 90, 69
C, 50 A.

Stratification of the X. E. area.

d'he strata between Section I and Walls 50-—69 are only recorded and no sections were

drawn, d'hese records, howeyer, show the following composition of the strata within

this area:

I. An upper layer corresponding to Layer i of the adjoining part of Section 1 .

2-

3. Culture strata corresponding to Layers 2- 3 of the adjoining part of Section I and

Layer 3 of Section XIV.

4-5. Culture strata corresponding to Layer 4 of Section XIV.

6. Bottom layer corresponding to Layer 5 of Section XIV.

Period s.

A comparison of the strata in the different sections shows that they represent si.x different

periods of habitation which can be grouped together in accordance with their relations

to the floor-leyels: the first period of habitation comprising the lowermost culture strata

up to the second floor-leyel, the second period of habitation comprising the culture strata

up to the third floor-leyel etc. It is to be obseryed that in some parts of the area excayated
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one period of habitation comprises two or three strata, represented by one or two strata

in other parts and vice versa. Furthermore, there are occasionally two floor-levels within

one period of habitation owing to partial rebuildings.

This unequal accumulation of the culture strata in the difl'erent parts of the area excav-

ated was caused by the facts that the lower culture strata, naturally, accumulated easier

lower down the slope of the rock than higher up, where they were washed away by the

winter-rains, furthermore, that the culture earth accumulated more in the centre than

in the peripherv of the culture area of each period and, finally, that the area excavated

was not inhabited uniformallv during the difl'erent epochs.

The interrelations of the difl'erent strata and their combinations into periodical groups

are illustrated by the diagram, p. 503.

Period i. Period i comprises Lavers 8—9 of Section II, Layers 10— ii of Section XIII,

I.avers 10—13 of Sections III and IX A, Lavers ii-—14 of Sections IX B, Layers 9— ii

of Sections IX C, V, and VI, Layers 6 of Sections VH and VIII, Layer 5 of Section XIV,

and Laver 6 within the N. E. area. It is thus cxident that the remains of habitation of this

period are concentrated in the centre of the area, while they thin out towards the W.

and are nearlv missing altogether towards the E. and X^. In consequence of the ac-

cumulation of the culture earth, as pointed out above, the strata of the period increase in

number and thickness further down the slope of the rock, while they are missing higher up.

Period This period is represented by Layer 7 of Section II, Layers 8^—9 of Sections

XIII, III, and IX A, Layers 8—10 of Section IX B, Layers 7—8 of Sections IX C, V, and

VI, Layer 5 of Sections VII and VIII, Layer 4 of Section XIV, and Layers 4 and 5 within

the X. E. area. The culture strata are preserved higher up the slope than in Period i, and

the habitation was extended to the East and Xorth.

Period j. This period comprises part of the mixed bottom stratum (Layer 4 B) of

Section I between m. i and 16, Layers 5—6 of Section II, Lavers 5—7 of Sections XIII,

III, IX A, and IX B, Lavers 5—6 of Sections IX C, V, VI, and Section I between m. 16

and 27, Laver 4 of Section I between m. 27 and 37, Sections VII and VIII, Laver 3 of

Section XIV, Lavers 2—3 of the X. E. area and Section I between m. 37 and 82. The

remains of the habitation are preserved still higher up the slope of the rock but are, for

the rest, represented within the same area as during Period 2. There are two floors re-

presented within this period: an earlier and a later floor. Layer 5 of Sections II, XIII,

III, and IX A—B rests on this later floor, representing a rebuilding during this period.

There are, consequentlv, two sub-periods: Periods 3 A and B.

Period 4. This period is represented by a part of the m.ixed bottom stratum (Laver

4 A) of Section I between m. i and 16, Layer 4 of Section I between m. 16 and Wall 19,

Layer 4 of Section II, which, however, is distinctly represented onlv in the north part
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of this section, Layer 4 of Sections XIII, III, IX A— C, V, and VI. Further to the E.

this layer is unrepresented. The culture strata are thus concentrated to the western part

of the area and do not extend to the top of the rock.

Period 5. This period is represented by Layer 3 of Sections I between m. i and 16,

II, XIII, III, IX A—C, V, VI, I between m. 16 and 27, I between m. 27 and 37, VH,

VIII, and of Layer 2 of Section XIV. Within the X. E. area, and in Section I between

m. 46 and 82, the stratum of this period merges into that of Period i without any distinct

difference between them. The culture remains thus extend within the ^yhole area ex-

cayated hut are much attenuated in the north-eastern part where they are not distinctly

separated from those of Period 6, and also toAyards the top of the rock a distinct layer of

this period is usually unrepresented.

Period 6 . This period comprises Layer 2 of Sections I between m. i and 16, II, XIII,

III, IX A—C, V, VI, I between m. 16 and 37, VII, VIII, and Layer i of Section XIV.

Within the X. E. area, it is represented by Layer i which, howeyer, is formed by the culture

earth of Period 5, too, as stated aboye.

It is to be obseryed that in Section I between m. 16 and 25 Layer 2 is split up in two

layers: Layers 2 A and B (cf. aboye). Consequently, Period 6 comprises two sub-periods:

Periods 6 A and B. As, howeyer, there is only one floor of Period 6 outside the area cut

by this part of Section I (Squares I—O: 4—7), the finds of these sub-periods cannot be

stratigraphically separated there, except in two cases (the finds in the deposit in Squares

G—H: 6—7, and in the filling outside Wall 3 (cf. below pp. 597, 599). On the other

hand, it is possible to attribute the architectural remains to respectiye sub-periods

(cf. below. Architectural analysis, pp. 514 ff.).

ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS (FIGS. 228— 230).

We will now' analyse the architectural elements described aboye and assign them to the

different periods of habitation.

Walls 49—68 and 75 A—B, 96, loi— 104, 108, and Altar 105 were built in Period i,

for the reasons giyen below.

Walls 49-—51 are built oyer by Wall 69, w hich consequently must be later than the first

mentioned walls. Xow it can be proyed that Wall 69 was built in Period 2 and cannot haye

been built later (see below). Furthermore, Wall 119 which was built in Period 2 (see below)

is also partly built on top of Wall 51. Consequently Walls 49—51 were built in Period i.

This is yerified by the fact that at the only place where undisturbed culture strata could

be studied in connection w ith the w all, i .e., in connection w ith Wall 51, the layers of Period

I lie close to the wall and culture strata of Period 2 coyer it. It is a piiori clear that this

wall, being the earliest fortification wall, must haye been built in the earliest period of ha-

bitation. The aboye mentioned facts are, howeyer, important as they show that the wall

has not been used for a longer time than Period i.
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W alls 52 ' 68 and 96 and the lower part of Walls loi—104 are all built in the same tech-

nique, Type 12, differing from all the other walls. That they belong to Period i is proved

by the fact that the culture strata of that period, everywhere undisturbed, lie consequently

against these walls. Furthermore, it is to be observed that Wall 92 which belongs to Periods

2-3 (ef. below) is built upon the foundation of Wall 96, and Wall 100, which also belongs

to Periods 2—3 (cf. below) crosses Walls 52— 33. Walls 75 A—B are nearly entirely de-

stroyed and their relation to the culture stratum of Period i could not be ascertained,

but the stratum of Period 2 covers them. Wall 108 is covered by the floor of Period 2 while

the floor of Period i lies close to it which shows that it should be assigned to that period.

Altar 105 was built in Period i as the undisturbed floor of that period abutted against

the altar.

As regards the ciuestion for how long a time the walls were used it is to be remarked

the fact that \\ alls 92 and 100, which cross Walls 96 and 32— 33, exclude the possibility

that the complex of \\ alls 52—56 and 96 was used in Period 2. Furthermore, the foundations

Oi A alls 37—39 as well as those of the preceding ones are covered bv the floor-levels of

Period 2 which affords a sure proof that these walls were used only in Period i. The
same holds good as regards Walls 60, 68, 73 A— B, and ic8. Walls 62, loi—104, on the

other hand, were used in Period 2, too, as the floor-level of that period lies close to them
(see below). As regards Wall 61 it could not be stated if this was the case as the culture

strata of Periods i-—2 were disturbed at the erection of Wall 122. This wall was built

in Period 3 (cf. below) and that fact seems to show that Wall 61 must have been used also

in Period 2, because otherwise Room XXXIII would have been open to the X. W. during

this period, which seems most unlikely.

Wall 63 has been cut through by Wall 123 which was built in Period 3 (cf. below). It

is therefore evident that the wall-complex 63—67 forming Rooms XXXVIII and XXXIX
cannot have been used later than Period 2. On the other hand there is a floor-level of

Period 2 above that of Period i within these wails which shows that they were still used

in Period 2. Altar 105 was also used in Period 2 as the floor of that period abutted against

it (see below).

Bothroi i—24, 26—28, 30, 31, finally, belong to Pericd i. The numerous bothroi (Nos.

I—23) in the X. and X. E. parts of the acropolis were covered by the buildings and floor-

levels of Periods 2—3. Bothros 24 has been cut through by the square Bothros 25 which
dates from Periods 2- 3. ^Moreover, most of these bothroi were filled with debris con-

taining groups of potsherds characteristic of Period i. Bothroi i—24 can, therefore, be
assigned to Period i. The other bothroi of Type i (Xos. 26, 28, 30, 31) can be assigned

to the same period. Bothroi 26, 28, 30, 31 contained debris with potsherds of the same
kind as found in the other bothroi of 'Fype i. Bothros 27 contained very little debris,

with but a few insignificant potsherds. It is to be observed, however, that the X. W. side

of the bothros, where the rock slopes abruptly (see Section V, Plan X, 2), is not rock-cut

but formed by a compact mass of chips of stones whieh filled the deep cavitv between
Wall 103 and the rock wall. As this filling is not cut through bv Wall 103 it must be
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contemporary with it, i. e., it belongs to Period i. It is therefore reasonable to assign

Bothros 27 to the same period.

The following walls belong to Period 2: Walls 61 “ 67, 69 A— D, 71, 73, 76, 78— 82,

84—95, 97— 107, 109, no, 1 12— 1 19, and Ramp 69 F.

Of these, Walls 61—67, loi—104, and Altar 105, built in Period i, were still in use

in Period 2, as shown above.

The other walls were built in Period 2.

Wall 69 A—D is built on top of Walls 49 and 50; it is therefore later than these walls.

That it was not built so late as Period 3 is shown bv its relation to the walls of the houses

of the N. E. area, which were built in Period 2 (cf. helow). Some of the walls of these

houses abut against the rampart which consequently also ser\ es as back wall of the houses.

The same holds good as regards the walls and rooms of the N. W. area, where the back-

wall of Room XLI is formed bv the rampart. The same thing was probably the case with

the walls and rooms (XLV—XLVIII) of Period 2 along the S. W. part of the rampart but

this could not be stated as the rampart could not be cleared out in this place on account

of the superimposed walls. Ramp 69 F leads up to Wall 69. There arc no traces that it

was added in a later period; it is therefore to be assigned to Period 2. Moreover, it is built

on top of Walls 54, 55, and 56 of Period i and Walls 90 and 93 of Period 2 abut against it.

Walls 71, 73, 76, 78—82, 84-—95, 97—100 were all built in Period 2 as shown by the

fact that the culture stratum of Period 2 in the rooms formed by these walls lies

undisturbed against them.

Wall 106 cuts through the debris of Period i, while the stratum of Period 2 lies close to it.

The lower part of Wall 107, Wall 109 and the lower part of Wall no are bonded to each

other, so that they must be contemporary. The overlying upper parts of Walls 107 and no
belong to Period 3 (cf. below), which indicates a terviiuus ante quern for the lower parts

of the same walls. The floor-levels of Period 2 lie undisturbed against the walls and in

part cover walls of Period i (e. g. Wall 68, cf. above), while the strata of Period i are cut

through by the walls. The walls are consequently later than Period 1 and earlier than

Period 3, i. e., are built in Period 2.

Walls 112—119 form a complex enclosing Rooms XLV- XLVIII. Of the two culture

strata which abut against them, the lowermost stratum belongs to Period 2 vhich pro\ ts

that the walls were built in that period.

Some walls of Period 2 were not used in Period 3: Walls 61, 63—67 are covered by the

strata of Period 3 and Wall 63 is cut through by Wall 125 of Period 3 (cf. below); Wall

71 is demolished below the level of Period 3 and was substituted by Wall 70 of Period 3

(cf. below); Wall 76 is partly built over and replaced by Wall 83 of Period 3; Wall 109,

finally, is demolished below the level of Period 3 and covered by the floor of that period.

Bothroi of Tvpe 2 seem to have been used in both Period 2 and 3, since potsherds of

these periods were found mixed up in their debris.

The following walls belong to Periods 3 A—B: Walls 62, 69, 70 A—B, 72— 74, 77—95,

97—107, no—130.
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J*'ig. 228. Idalion. Analytical plan of the architecture of Periods i— 3.

Of these, Walls 62, 69, 73, 78—82, 84—95, 97-— 107, no, 112—119 were built in Periods

I and 2, as shown above, but were in use during Period 3, too, as the floors and culture

strata of Period 3, also, abut against them. Some of the walls have been repaired in this

period. The part added to the southern end of Wall 69 A, at the entrance gate must be

attributed to Period 3 as this reparation of the entrance gate must be connected with the

demolition of Wall 71, which is on a line with the original end of the entrance gate and

flanked the northern side of the entrance passage. As Wall 71 was demolished at the end

of Period 2 (cf. above) the reparation of Wall 69 A must be assigned to Period 3.

The overlying parts of Walls loi— 104 are of Type 17 which is used exclusivelv in walls

of Period 3.
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Fig. 229. Idalion. Analytical plan of the architecture of Periods i—3.

The overlying part of Wall 107 belongs to Period 3 as it was continued as a new-built

wall between the southern end of the original Wall 107 and Wall 64, cutting through the

strata of Period 2.

That the overlying parts of Walls 112 ff. were added in Period 3 B seems to he indicated

by the fact that the debris of Period 3 A reaches just to the top of the original walls while

the floor of Period 3 B lies close to the overlving part (Plan VIII, i).

Walls 69 E, 70 A—B, 72 A—C, 77, 83, iii, 120— 130 were new-built in Period 3.

Wall 69 E is founded in the inner part of the mud-biick structure of Wall 69 D of

Period 2. This repair of Wall 69 must, therefore, be dated later than Period 2. On the other

hand it cannot be later than Period 3, as Wall 69 was not used later than that period (cf.
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below). Wall 70 replaced Wall 71 of Period 2 and flanked the northern side of the narrowed

entrance corridor of Period 3 (cf. above). This assigns the wall to Period 3. The sub-

terranean entrance was cut in Period 3, which is proved by the fact that it occupies a part

of the entrance corridor of Period 2, viz., the part between Wall 70 and the demolished

Wall 71. Walls 72 A—C, 74, and 83 were built in Period 3 as they are founded in the earth

of Period 2 — Wall 83 partlv on top of Wall 76 of Period 2 — and the floor of Period 3

abuts against them. Wall 77 is built along the X. edge of the shaft of the subterranean

entrance following its curved line. Consequently, it cannot be earlier than the subterranean

entrance and so belongs to Period 3. Walls 120, 121 are not bonded into Wall 69, which,

of course, does not necessarilv implv that thev were built later than that wall, but thev

are founded high up in the debris outside the rampart and not like that on the level of the

rampart of Period i (Walls 49, 50). This seems to indicate that thev represent a later

addition.

Wall III was built in Period 3, because the lowermost culture stratum abutting against

the wall belongs to that period, as shown bv Section III. It crosses Bothros 28 which

affords a terminus post quern.

Wall 122 cuts through the lavers of Period 2, while those of Period 3 abut against the

wall. It is therefore to be assigned to Period 3.

The strata of Period 2 are cut through by Wall 124, too, which assigns it to Period 3.

Wall 123 is founded in Layer 6 of Period 3 A, while Layer 5 of Period 3 B abuts against

the wall. This wall belongs consequently to Period 3 B.

Wall 125 cuts through Wall 63, which was in use in Period 2. It must therefore he later

than that and dates, consequently, from Period 3. The relation of Wall 126 to the surround-

ing layers was difficult to ascertain on account of their disturbance at the erection of the

later walls built at this place, but its identical construction with that of Wall 125 and the

fact that it was not founded on the rock but in the debris at a level of about 95, i. e., about

the top-level of Period 2 makes it certain that it belongs to Period 3.

Walls 127— 130 are of the same construction as Wall 123 and they are founded in the

debris of Period 3 A, while the floor of Period 3 B abuts against the walls. Consequentlv

they belong to Period 3 B.

X'^o walls of Period 3 were used in a later period. The architecture and the stratification

show an absolute interruption of the development of habitation at the end of Period 3.

Walls 41—47 belong to Period 4.

Wall 41 forms the inner core of the wall-complex 4-! 5-721-741 T22. Wall 22 which

revets the north-eastern side of Wall 41 can be assigned to Period 5 (cf. below). This

indication that Wall 41 was built before that period, is supported bv the find of sherds

of White Painted II—III in the interstices between some stones of its north-eastern face.

This potter}' is characteristic of Period 4 (cf. Statistical list of potsherds, pp. 619 ft'.). The
sherds were found 0.15—0.20 m. inside the face and must therefore be considered to

aft’ord a safe date.

Wall 42 A is bonded to Wall 41 and must therefore he contemporarv with that. Further-
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more, it was in part destroyed at the erection of Wall 29 which dates from Period 5 (cf.

below), indicating a date earlier than Period 5 for the wall. A terminus post qiieni is given

bv the fact that the wall is founded in mud-brick debris of Period 3. Consecpiently it

must have been built in Period 4.

Wall 43 is bonded to Wall 42 A, so far as could be stated. This attributes it to the same

period as that wall. Furthermore, Walls 28 and 34, which can be assigned to Period 5 (cf.

below), revet the south-western and the north-eastern sides of Wall 43, and Walls 29 and

35, which date from Period 5, too, (cf. below) abut against the wall and are not bonded

to it.

Wall 42 B is a continuation of Wall 42 A and therefore contemporare' with it. Wall

44 has been built over twice. The uppermost part of the wall is bonded to Wall 17 and

consequently contemporary with that. This wall was built in Period 6 (cf. below), and the

uppermost part of the Wall 44 must therefore be assigned to that period. The overlying

lower part must therefore be earlier than Period 6. That it dates from Period. 5 and not

from an earlier period is shown bv the fact that the original, lowermost part of the wall

is to be assigned to Period 4, as it is bonded into Wall 42.

Wall 46 has cut through the debris of Periods 2—3 but the floor-level of the Period 4

abuts against the wall. It dates therefore from Period 4 and is, moreover, bonded to Wall

42 B.

Wall 42 C is a continuation of Wall 42 B, though the junction is missing. The difference

between the construction of Walls 42 A—B and Wall 42 C is explained by the greater width

of the latter wall which necessitated a more solid foundation. That Wall 42 C, too, was

built in Period 4 is evident from the fact that Altar 48, which cannot be later than that

period (cf. below) is built against it. Furthermore, close to Altar 48 and the inner face

of Wall 42 C, in Square L 10, White Painted II—III and Bichrome II sherds were found

in the foundation trench dug in the layers of Period 3 at the erection of the wall. These

pottery types are characteristic of Period 4. Finallv, sherds of the same kind were found

in Layer 5 of the oblique layers of debris outside the wall in Square L 12, which represents

the earliest debris thrown out from the wall and which is contemporarv with Laver 4 of

Sections V—VI of Period 4 (cf. above p. 498 and below. Statistical list of potsherds, p. 623).

Walls 45 and 47 are bonded into Wall 42 C and are therefore contemporan- with it.

Altar 48 is built on top of Wall 124. It must therefore be later than Period 3. On the

other hand it must be earlier than Period 5. Unfortunatelv the lavers of Periods 4—

3

are disturbed all round the altar, so that it could not be stated how these lavers were

related to the altar. An indication that it is earlier than Period 3 is given, however, bv the

fact that the level of the floor of Period 5, if continued to the altar, passes above it, while

it rises above the floor-level of the Period 4 if continued in the same wav. That this

indication is correct is proved by the fact that, in Period 3, Altar 48 was replaced bv

Altar 40. Altar 48, consequently, dates from Period 4.

The following walls were built in Period 3: Walls 20—36 and Altars 38, 40.

Wall 20 must on the one hand be earlier than Period 6, because it is built over bv Wall
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which was built in Period 5 (cf. below) is oriented according to this wall, while this is not

the case with Altar 48 of Period 4.

Wall 22 is a revetment of Wail 41. It is founded on the rock to the S. E. and in the debris

of Period 3 to the N. W., where the rock slopes, and at its foundation the layers up to the

floor of Period 5 were cut through. This proves that the wall was built in Period 5.

Wall 24 is a continuation of Wall 22 and is therefore contemporarv with that.

Wall 30 is bonded into Walls 22 and 24: it is founded in the debris of Period 3 cutting

through the culture strata up to the floor of Period 5 and is therefore contemporarv with

the previous walls. The same holds good for Walls 31 and 32. Furthermore, in the inter-

stices between the stones of the wall were found potsherds characteristic of Period 5 (cf.

Statistical list of potsherds, pp. 619 ff.): White Painted and Bichrome III—IV and Black-

on-Red II (IV), about c.15 m. inside the wall, so that thev eannot reasonably have slipped

in after the wall was built. That Wall 33 was built in Period 5 is shown by the fact that

it was bonded into Wall 24.

Wall 23 is a continuation of Wall 21 and thev are therefore contemporarv. They are

revetment walls to Wall 41, which was built in Period 4. Their identical construction

with that of Wall 22 which forms a corresponding revetment of Wall 41 makes it a prioii

probable that they belong to the same period as that wall. That they cannot be later than

Period 5 is proved by the fact that Wall 25 C which was built in Period 5 (cf. below) supports

Wall 23. Walls 21 and 23 cannot therefore be later than Period 5.

In the filling enclosed by Walls 26—29 were found potsherds of White Painted III,

Bichrome III, and Black-on-Red I (HI) and stray sherds of White Painted IV, Bichrome

IV, and Black-on-Red II (IV) which proves that the walls were built at the beginning

of Period 5. The same holds good for Walls 25 A—B in the filling between which the same

kind of potsherds was found. This whole complex of walls is supported by Wall 25 C
which also forms its exterior face revetment, the other walls being only temporary retaining

walls for the erection of the tower, formed by the walls (cf. below, Architectural synthesis

p. 529). Wall 25 C is therefore necessarily contemporary with the above mentioned walls.

Wall 34 is bonded into Wall 25 C and is therefore contemporary with that. Wall 35 is

supported bv Wall 34 and cannot therefore be later than that. On the other hand it is

built partly above and along Wall 42 A and must therefore be later than Period 4. It is

therefore to be assigned to Period 5.

Walls 36 A, B have been nearly entirely destroyed. As stated in the description of the walls,

only a part of Wall 36 A is presen ed. The floor of Period 5 seems to have lain clcjsely

against it, but the bad preservation of the wall makes it difficult to ascertain this. General

considerations and the fact that the material of the wall is the same as that of Walls 22

and 32, make it most probable that it belongs to Period 5.

The floor of Period 3 abuts against Altar 38 while the lower layers were cut through

at its erection. Furthermore, Bichrome III—IV sherds, characteristic of the beginning

of Period 5, were found far inside the altar between the interstices of the stones. Conse-

quently it is to be assigned to Period 5.

33
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Altar 40 is absolutely identical in construction with the previous one, and this indicates

that they are contemporary. Unfortunately its relation to the adjoining floor could not

be ascertained on account of the treasure-hunter’s shaft dug all round and above the altar,

but potsherds of the same kind as in Altar 38 were found between its stones.

The walls of Period 4 were all used in Period 5 except Altar 48, which was replaced by

Altar 40. They were, as a rule, built over and in some instances these additions

are easily distinguished from the later additions of Period 6: Walls 44 and 46 (cf.

above).

The following walls were built in Period 6: Walls —17, 19, 37, 39, Bases 18 A, B,

and Column 18 C. Walls i—3 date from Period 6 B. The walls are bonded into each

other and are therefore contemporary. Their date is given by the following facts. The
thick mass of debris (Layer 2 of Section XI, outside Walls 3 and 4) rests against the walls,

while the bottom strata of earth (Lavers 3—^4)
were cut through at the erection of the walls.

From this it may be concluded that the walls are later than Period 5, as Layer 3, which

is cut through by the walls, represents that period (cf. above. Section XI, p. 501). Further-

more, we may conclude that the debris was thrown out as a levelling stratum contempor-

arily with the erection of the walls. The potsherds found in this debris were numerous

and of a homogeneous character, as is shown by the Statistical list of potsherds (p. 624); the

great majority consists of Type V, and many of them are late in style. On comparing these

sherds with the pottery found in the deposit of Squares G—H: 6—7 (cf. Condition of

finds, p. 597) we find that the potter}' of the deposit is decidedly earlier than that of the

debris; in the deposit, as shown by the diagram, p. 608, there are intermingled vases of

Types IV and V but those of Type IV are numerous. If we now consider that the deposit

was buried in a pit dug down from the flooi -level of Period 6 (cf. above. Section III, p.

497) and, therefore, must be later than the beginning of Period 6, it is evident that the

erection of W’alls i—3 must be still later and date from the beginning of the last phase of

Period 6, called Period 6 B (cf. above, p. 505).

Walls 4, 5 are of the same construction as Walls —3 and their relation to the debris

along the walls is the same as that of Wall 3. The walls must therefore be assigned to

Period 6 B.

As shown, p. 468, the original brick wall of Walls 21 and 23 has been removed and replaced

by a stone wall. This must have taken place before the erection of Walls 2, 4, and 5, as

the brick wall was cut away down to the level of the original stone foundations of Walls

21 and 23, about 2.50 m. below the top level of the stone foundations of Walls 2, 3, 4,

and 5. If the repair of Wall 23 had taken place contemporarily with the erection of Wall 2 it

would not have been necessary to replace the original brick wall of Wall 23 by a solid stone

foundation but Wall 2 would have revetted the brick wall. On the other hand, if Wall

23 at the time of the repair was an exterior wall such a strengthening of the stone foundation

is naturally explained. Walls 2, 3, 4, and 5 were built at the beginning of Period 6 B and the

repair of Walls 21 and 23 seems therefore to be earlier than that: it seems to have taken place

between Period 5, in which period the original Walls 21 and 23 were built, and Period 6 B,
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i. e., in Period 6 A. The entrance gate of Wall 21 ^^1—22 was blocked up (cf. p. 489)

with stones of this repaired wall. This dates Wall 6 and the entrance gate between Wall

6 and Wall 21+41- This gate, Wall 6, and Column 18 C were evidently built when the

earlier gate was blocked up, i. e., in Period 6 A.

Walls 7—17 are a coherent complex of walls forming the framework of a tower (cf. below.

Architectural synthesis, p. 531). This tower was built at the beginning of Period 6 B. This

is proved bv the numerous fragments of potterv in the homogeneous filling of the shafts

between the walls. As shown by the Statistics! list of potsherds (p. 624), the latest types of

pottery are of Tvpe V: White Painted and Bichrome V; Black-on-Red III (V); Bichrome

Red II (V); Plain White V. On comparing these sherds with those found in the debris

outside Wall 3 (cf. above) we find that they are exactly of the same kind. This fact shows

that Walls 7—17 are contemporary' with Walls i—5, i. e., were built at the beginning of

Period 6 B.

Against this svnchronism it mav be argued that, as shown by the Statistical list of potsherds,

the filling in the shafts between Walls 7—17 contained a number of potsherds earlier than

those of the filling outside Wall 3; while this latter contained Iron Age potsherds almost

entirely of Type V mixed only with a few specimens of Type IV, a majority of Iron Age

sherds of Tvpe V mixed with a number of Iron Age sherds of Types II—IV, and some

Late Bronze Age sherds were represented in the filling inside Walls 7— 17. This fact is

explained by the different composition of the fillings. The filling outside Wall 3 was ho-

mogeneous and thrown on top of the surface existing at the erection of Wall 3, while the

filling inside Walls 7— 17 was mixed with earlier debris. This earlier debris consisted of

the earth which filled the turret which was replaced by the tower of Walls 7—17 and of

which there remain only Walls 44 and 45 (cf. below. Architectural synthesis, p. 526).

On the other hand, it is evident that the latest sherds in the filling are decisive as regards

the dating of Walls 7—17 and these sherds, the majority belonging to Type V, are the same

in the filling inside Walls 7—17 as in the filling outside Wall 3.

The substructures for Bases 18 A—B were dug through the layers of Periods 4 and 5

while the stratum of Period 6 abuts against them.

At the erection of the substructures 19 A—E the stratum of Period 5 and all the other

lavers below that down to the rock were dug through. Furthermore, the blocks of the

stepped platform rest on and above the floor of Period 5. This indicates that Wall 19 was

built later than Period 5. On the other hand, the floor of Layer 2 inside the wall lies close

to the platform. This floor is a direct continuation of the floor-level of Layer 2 of Section

III (cf. Section V, p. 498) and is therefore to be assigned to Period 6 A. The erection of

W^all 19 is therefore assigned to the same period. The same date is obtained if the

relations of the floor-levels to the wall outside it are studied. The floor-level of Layer

2 B lies close to the blocks of the platform, while the floor of Layer 2 A covers the lower

step of the platform and is on a level with the upper step. The platform and W'all 19 must

therefore have been built contemporarilv with Layer 2 B and earlier than Layer 2 A, i. e.,

in Period 6 A.
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\\ ,i!! t - j. r._-\ cttiicnt i_;f Wall 42 C aloiua its north-western side. At the building

'! tin ^ ednru'- eh se to Wall 42 C was duy throturh down to the debris of Period 3

. La\w' ; (f the debris, out throuuh by the wall, belong to Periods 4

.lOvl c a’ e. 1 a' L i' 2, hieh was not eut through, belonets to Periitd 6 (cf. above p. 498). The

'..a! ' L ' a.Lnth. to be assignee! to Period. '1.

\\ . i to ' i 'lht alontr j part of the south-eastern side oi Wall 42 C. It is founded in

; ihrii d 2 arid at the erection of the wall the lavers up to the floor of Period

0 A .w nar through. 'Phis floor, howewr, abuts against the wall, which is therefore to

1 . . " _w a. O' Pefioel b A.

la.' ..'i 'lie walls existing in Period t except Wall 20 — were used in Period 6

. 1 . a .id i' udt o\ er with a la\er of lamellar limestone blocks as mentioned in the

i . 'X 'if tb.c w alls.

1

'

. .!: belongs to Period 6 as shown bv the pauten' traements founei in it, which

. n r 'l'\ pe

ARUin lA I t RAI. --VX'lHFsIs

Period 1 ( Plan X\'l ').

Miitdiul I'lul
(
''instruction.

1 lie ranpxirt walls (Walls 44- 51) wei'e baiilt of mud-bricks on a st(jne foundation of

1
. iw I. dhe mud-bricks are ot T\pi.'

1 3. .\s tar as coukl be observed, the setting of

’'I. biicks was not. howe\er, s\ stenuitic "r recular.

riic housc-wails were built of niud-bncks on stone foundations of Tvpe 12 (Walls 52-

—

;o, OS. (/), loi- 104, loS), T\ pe 13 iW.ilh t7 hi), Tvpe 14 (Walls 62, 67), and d'ype

I ; I Walls (ip bf), y; A B). 'I'he maid.-bneks were of 'I'vpe i and are built with alternate

i-auts, co\ering the whole \\idth ot the \'. alls. 'Phe walls are founded, on the rewk and,

'.ben iKboimnu, as a rule bonded into eaeli other.

rile cates opeiupg in the rampart were closeel bv double doors. The flanks were built

a lecuiarK coursed limestone anel there were stone substructures for the thresholds. The

.'oiwa\s ha\e nowhere substructures tor thresholel or traces ot door-jambs anel of the

' ' -'tructioii of the eloors nothing can be said.

b'".-.- floors coiisist ot IcA elled rock with tillince <4 chips ot stom,-, urawl etc. in the hollows

o-i deVn earth on a tilliPL; hicer ot crave! anel chips ot sloiie cowring the rock,

b'- i'o'it' were most probablv tlat, or nearly flat, packed with clav on a substructure

'
b and ...traw restinc on wooden beams.

Form and Puui.

. is period the western acropidis ot Idalioii was a fortified stronghold and refuge,

.1 rampart, preserxed along the north-western and south-western slopes (Walls

\’ o'a rhe south-eastern, eastern, and itt jrtli-eastern slopes, where the rock rises,
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there are no remains ot the ramparts leit. h'he ranip'.-.n tdliiiw ^ tlie natural, cur\ed forma-

tion of the lull so that the fortihed area ha^ lu.J ilu >hapL ( 1 an (,hlonn >ack, contraeted

in the middle. How the detenders (.t the stronnhiokt reaehed the top of the ramparts where

they met the attack ot th.e am-resuirs is uncertain, there are no traces ot staircases or ramjis

serving as means of access, contraiw to the coi.ehtioi .•- in the succceehna periods. Possible

the warriors climbed up to the top ot tlie rampart on kKider.-' iiom the roots ot the houses

built against it.

The rampart had three cates i t which two were main nates' tlte Xortli (late. 1.80 m. wide,

and the West Gate, r.85 rn. wiele, and one side-cate: the We^t Sii'e-C iatc. o.i^o m. wide,

close by the West Main Gate.

The settlement within this rainjuirt was concentrated, in the m nth-west part of the acro-

polis. The central part oi the settlement was (.ccupied In tlie h.ouse tormeel hw Rooms
XXXIII--XXXIV. The rooms are trapezoidal in shape. Room XXXI II is entered trom

without through a door at the rich', end of tlie north-east sh< rt wall (Wall loi ). The room

measures 3.00 2.64 m. It comnainicates with R( om XXX 1
\’ th.rouch a dc.Oi- at the south-

western end of Wall 104. Room XXX!\' was prohaMv entered. Iroin outsit'e too, through

a door at the left end of the nortli-east wall (Wall 101 ). hut this part oi the wall is destroceel

so that the existence of a eloorwa\ is doubtful. ( )n the other haiKl. luniener. there must

have been one in Perioel 3, at least, because otherwise this mom would then have been

without entrance, as the miter ek.or ii'to Room XXXI! I w.is closed at that time (ct. below ).

The room meastires 3.20 m. 3.0G lu. bi the noith corner is the small, square \ltar 105.

This and the votive olferinc.-i. found in tlie room (ef. below p. 5(^3 1. show that the house

is a cult-house.

In front of the cult-house, to the .X. P.. there was au open eourt (Room XXX), hounded

on the X. W. by Rooms XXW XX\'I, XXIX. XXXI, ai'd on the S. h. Iw Wall b2. The

court is of an irregular, ohloi'ic shape, about 12.0 ir. loim a"d 5.20 in. wide, with a recess

between Rooms XXXI II and XXIX to the W.

The house of Room.s XX\', X-X\ !. XXIX. XXXI, XXXI 1 . auel XI ,

1

extended, between

the court and the rampart and W. ot the eult-house. It could only partly he excavateel

on account of later, superimposed walls. 1 he shape ot the moms is trape/oidal. It ma\

be suggested that the rooms were used as in inc-mon'.s tor th.e piiest, in tlte same wa.\ as

as the “Xorthern House" in Peiieels 2 3 (el. helmx I.

To the S. W. ot the cult-house is a.notlier liouse. 1 his is tr.ipe/oukil in shape anel con-

tains two rooms (XXX\’HI and XXXIX), both trape/oukil. Room XXX\ HI is entered

from outside through a door at the richt eiul of th.e north-west lone sie'e. The room

measures 4.2;; m. yio m. It communicates with Room XXXIX throuch a eloor opening

at the left end of the wall separatinc the two rooms. 1 lie I'oont measures 3.40 ni. 3.10 m.

The house seems to have been useei as a storehouse to jiklce tmm the tinds ot larue pieces

of smashed pithoi.

In the rcmaiiung part of the acropolis there were no In.uses hut this area was occupied

by rock-cut hothroi used as reccjitaeles tor the waste ot the (Rtei'ings.
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Fig. 231. klalion. 'I'he "Xorthern Utilise” of Periods 2— 3.

Period 2 (Plan XVII).

Material ami Construction.

The rampart walls (Walls 69 A—D) were built of mud-brick on stone foundations of

Type 2 (Walls 69 A, B, western part of C, D) and Type 3 (Wall 69 C, eastern part).

Some house-walls of Period i were still used in Period 2 (cf. above). The newly built

house-walls were constructed of mud-bricks on stone foundations of Type 16 (Walls 71,

73, 76, 78—82, 84-—^95, 97— 100, 106, 107, 109, no, 1 12— 1 19). The walls are usually

founded on the rock, but in some cases in the debris covering the rock (Walls 86, 90) or on

top of earlier walls (Walls 92, 100, 119). As a rule, adjoining walls arc bonded into each

other, except house-walls built against the rampart. Some foundations of walls are not

built, but cut in the rock (Walls of Rooms XIX, XXIII).

The gates of the rampart were of the same construction as in Period i.

The construction of Ramp 69 F is described above, p. 491. The floors and roofs were

of a similar construction to those of Period I; in Rooms XIX, XXIII, and XXIV the floor
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Fig. 2 52. Idalion. The “Northern House” of Periods 2— 3.

consisted of the smoothly levelled rock; in Room X\ the floor consisted of unlevellcd or

only roughly levelled rock, and in the other rooms a layer of gravel and splinters of stones

mixed ^yith earth.

Form and Plan.

In Period 2 a new rampart (Walls 69 A—-D) evas built on top of that of Period i, follo\ying

the same line as that. Only to the S. W. the rampart of Period 2 runs some^yhat further

down the slope than that of Period i.

The rampart had three entrance gates in the same places and of the same width as in

Period i. By means of the sloping ramp 69 F the soldiers reached the top of the rampart

where they met the attack of the assailants.

The central part of the settlement was still occupied by the cult-house. This was the

same building as in Period i, only restored.

The priest’s house of Period i, however, was abandoned and replaced by a new house,

the “Northern House”, built between the North Gate and the court in front of the cult-house,

within the area which had been uninhabited before. The rooms are rectangular in shape
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except Rooms X\II XIX, XXI, XXIII, which arc trapezoidal. From the entrance gate

runs a corridm' ( Room 111 ), a.oo m. wide and h.oo m. lonpp in an easterly direction dividing

tile hou>e lu two p.irts: one to the X. ot th.c corridor with remains ot a few small rooms, and

tile main i\irt to the S. I't the corridor Two other corridois (Riaims X and VI - XI)

pro\ lele communication between this entrance corridor and the S. part of the house.

L'orrielor X, i .fo m. w ule anel 7. ho m h-iip, leaels directly trom Corridor III to the en-

trance ot the principal la oms of tile liouse. Alonp the \\ . side of th.e corridor is a rectangular

room I Room IX). i.ho m. w kIc anel h.So nu lonp: a hall-like mom, probably rvith partly

open trout to the corrielor. At the S. cuiel ( t tlie corridor a door opens on to Room XIII.

Corrielor \ I XI, i.bo m. wielc arwl S.fio m. lonp, runs tmm the E. end of the entrance

Corridor, p.u-allel with Corridor X, to the conrtcaret (Roian XV). Finally a third corridor

I Ro,.in \ II I, 1.30 i.fio m. wiele auel la.ao m. h up, runs parallel with these trvo corridors

rrom tlie courtcard (Room XV) to the X. part of th.e lioi;se, thus pirovidip" communication

At'.' eeii tile S. anel X. parts ot the hmise. .Moiip the F. siele ot Corrielor VII are two rooms

R"om,> \ , \ III), Room \ HI is i.bo m. wnle and m. lonp. It is rectangular in shape,

.; :,.'.l!-like ro(>m, corresponding to Room IX alonp the \V. side of Corrielor IX.

< It the n Ktir.s in the X. part of the ho, use onK a few w alls are preserve el ( Walls 71
.

78 A—B),

iriel ot the sliape ot the rooms, or their purpi.se. notliinp can be ascertained.

The S. part of the house consists of four ditferent components: i) the principal rooms

'Rooms XIII, Xl\', X\'I X\'III): 21 the courtyard (Room Xb'): 3) the kitchen-depart-

nieut ( Rooms XIX, XXI II, XX!\ ); 4) tlie store-rooms (Roc ms XXI, XXII).

Room XI 11
, 5.40 m. wiele anel 2,"'0 m. eleep, is a wide-lronted room, rectansular, with a

n.irrower b.. part an.el a wieler W
. p; rt It :s ePtereel bv a th.c^r from Cc.rrielor X, and served

,is a \estibiile in front of the ceutr,:! .lo ' R' om XI\'). with which it cc.mmunicates by a

eloor at the east enel of Wall 82.

Th.e Central n-mn (Room XI\'i n e.o ri-- 3.40 m. 3.75 m., and is approximately sepiare

:n t\ pe. It commuiiicates bv a eb i,r at du X > nd c.'t Wall 84 with the courtyard (Room XV),

.'.uel bv another door on the ofipi 'i'e v.d., with Room XVL This room is very small,

t.ijO 111. 1.7^ ni . anel reet.irvjul.ir '' .p, Ih'obabK' it is only a passage room, pro-

.(eling indirect conmmpicatio'P Iaiw.^u e ee-ttral n-can and the two hack rooms (Rooms

X\ II, X\ nil. 'I'hesc two rooms r. rm a u: u. communicating with each other by a eloor

Oic S. enel ot W all .87, but. as meiUi' I'ed . 1 '.e, ^cpaavitc trom the central room and com-

•'cndeatima onh inelircctlv with that tin'' 1 H d-.e passage room XVF Both rooms are

;i /oulal in shape-. Room X\ II mea-.i.i'. ' 4 ! ^ m. 2.bo m., and Room XVIII 4.00 m.

2 [loth namiN are thus w ide-tron'.. el. '1 hat the roc.uus ina\ ha\e been uscel as sleeping

' 't’elieateel b'\' their seclueled pc, situ .r; d ^naaller size in relation to the central room.

urn.,ird 1 Rooiii X\ ) mca.siire s t' :;g iu. t.20 b.oo in. That it was a cotirteard

' e d-ip, w TUit oiiU' inelicated b\ n~ - /e . mueh kive^r than any other room of the

''
' b' tbc tact that the flm r yo;.- 14 unk'.elleel r)r roughly Ictcllcel rock

'' ' ", n' HI the other, eo'c’'eel hom-,.

. ,n d i" the kitchcii-departn c pt. > . "I'.wtinu ' f the tlu'cc rooms XIX, XXIII,
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and XXIV. Rooms XIX and XXIII art- trapezoidal and partlv cut out of the rock, as mentioned

above. Room XIX measures m. 2.90 m.. Room XXIII t.iSo m. 2.9^ m., and Room

XXIV c. 4.00 m. 3.60 m. Rocjm XXIII is the kitchen proper: there were remains ot a cook-

ing-place near the S.W. corner. 'This cooking-place was a rouedilv rounded shallow pit, cut out

of the levelled rock floor, containing abundant remains of ashes ami carbonized matter. On
the floor were also two grindstones. I'he kitchen communicated with Room XXI In a

door at the X. end ot W ail 91. Room XIX probable communicated by a door with the court-

vard, but this cannot be proved, as there are no traces ot the wall Ictt there except the rock-

cut foundations.

The store-rooms XXI anel XXII are probable onle parts ot one sinerP- room, separateel

be' a short piece of evall projectintt trom Wall 92, anel there cannot haee been a eloor beteveeii

the tevo rooms, since tlie opening is 1.90 m. evielc, or more than tee ice the normal eeieith

of the doorevavs. This elmible-room is rectamaular in shape me.isurinn N.40 m. 2. bo m.

As stateel above Room XXI communicates eeith the kitchen be a elimr at the X. enel ot

Wall 91, anel Room XXII is entereel trom outsielc be a door at the le end ot Wall (it- 1 he

finds of fragments of large pithoi in these rooms inelicate that thee eeere use el as store-ro( ans.

Room XX ee'as probak-h not coeered. but an open space betweei' the rampart anel Rooms

XXI^XXII, as a part ot it eeas oceupiexl be’ the ramp Ic.ulinc up to the toiuitication ee.ill,

Walls 97, 98 seem to lorm pai'l ot a corrielor ruimiiie .iloi-e tlu outsielc oi the kitchen-

department and leading from the court ot the priest s house (Room X\ )
to the I’luiUimos in

the W. part of the acropolis.

Betee'cen the priest’s house ami the cult-housc there w.is .t k'.rce , ope n plaev, or court,

parth' on the top of the elcbi'is ol the earlier priests house, partle aboee the Ie\el ot tla

earlier court in front ot the cult-hoii'.e. .\ part ot this \ard, ck se to the priest s house w,is

screened oft’ by ^^'alls (jp lOO. jirob.ible torming a sort ot a shelter.

S. W. of the cult-house, tlu e-.irlur storehouse (Rooms XXX\ III and XXXIX 1

was still in use but a new house was built to the .X. \\ .. between tlutt ami the rampart,

replacing the earlier buildinc. (>1 wliu'li \\ .ills (iS aiul lot'l remain. ( )nl\ oiu' ri'iiin ( XXX\ .\i

coulel be excavated and c\en that not eiuircK, on account ol the later supenmpe seel w.ills

It cannot therefore be asceutaiueeh it the' house e'ont.nneel ni<ire' iluin this loom. It is

rectangular in shape.

Finallv a new heruse’ was erecteel .ilouc the south-we’st r.impart. 1 Im hiuise einisists ot

three rooms and one narrow corrielor. tiice'thcr tornunc one’ buileiini; einuplex. 1 Iw sinith-

west part of Rooms Xh\II, XI, \ 111 .
.mel (.(irrielor Xh\ eeeie’ luit e’xeaeateel on ,ieeouut

of the later superimposed walls, so that the extent ot tluse’ looms anel ei'nseeiiientK that

(jf the house is uncertain. 1 he rooms arc trapezoidal in shape.

Room XLVIII has a separate entr.incc to the rieht eue' of the north-east, short side, and

probablv did not communicate with the other two ro(-nis. I hese looms (XIA I, XI. \ 11
)

j-Qj-i-j-j toeeethcr a separate' part of the* hiiusc, tiapc/oidal in sluipc, tind lelentical with that ot

Rooms XXXVllI and XXXIX. The house served as a storehouse, which is exident from

the finds of terracotta weights and pieces ot bin jars in. Room XI. \ III.
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Fig. 233. Idalion. Vie^^ of the S. ^^’. hall (Room L). Wall 32 to the left; Wall 21+41+22 to the right;

Walls 51, 1 12— 1 16, 1 19 in the middle.

Period 3 (Plan XVIII).

Material and Construction.

The ramparts of Period 2 were still used in Period 3.

The newly built rampart u all 69 E was built of mud-brick on a stone foundation of Type

2, and the bastions (Walls 120, 121) on stone foundations of Type 20. The newly built

house-walls were constructed of mud-bricks of Type i on stone-foundations of Type 16

(Walls III, 123, 127—130), Type 17 (Walls 70 B, 77, 122, 124—126), and Type 19

(Walls 70 A, 72, 74, 83). The gates, doors, roofs and floors are of the same construction

as in the preceding period. The construction of the subterranean passage has been

described aboye pp. 489 f.

Form and Plan.

In general, the architecture of Period 3 remained the same as in Period 2, but some re-

pairs and new building took place.

The West Gates were blocked by Wall 69 E. The North Gate was made narrower by the
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Fig. 234. Idalion. View of the excavation from the S. The gate-chamber (Room XLIX) and Wall 32
in the foreground.

addition of a revetment to the S. end of Wall 69 A, so that it retained a width of only 1 .05—
1.

1 5 m. Close to the entrance, the rampart was strengthened bv the two bastions 120
and 121. In connection with this strengthening of the North Gate, a further fortification

work was carried out by cutting the subterranean passage in the rock below the ramparts.
This tunnel served as a secret safety port for the defenders of the acropolis. It is entered
by a staircase shaft and runs in a western direction below the rampart for a length of about
21.0 m. and reaches the surface of rock on the N. W. hill-slope of the acropolis, as described
in detail above, pp. 489 f. The roof above the entrance shaft was supported bv the newlv
built Walls 77 and 70 B, of which the latter at the same tirr^e served as part of the N. wall
of the new Corridor III (see below).

The priest’s house underwent some slight alterations and repairs in connection with this

new arrangement of the entrance fortification.

Wall 71 was demolished, and Walls 70 A—B were built in its place, in a line with the N.
end of the repaired gate. Thus, Corridor III was made as much narrower as the gate,

retaining a width of i.oo m.



Period 3 (Plan XVIII).

Material and Construction

.

'Fhe ramparts of Period 2 were still used in Period 3.

The newly built rampart wall 69 E was built of mud-brick on a stone foundation of Type
2, and the bastions (Walls 120, 121) on stone foundations of Type 20. The newly built

house-walls were constructed of mud-bricks of Type i on stone-foundations of Type 16

(\valls III, 123, 127—130), Type 17 (Walls 70 B, 77, 122, 124— 126), and Type 19

(W'alls 70 A, 72, 74, 83). The gates, doors, roofs and floors are of the same construction

as in the preceding period. The construction of the subterranean passage has been
described aboye pp. 489 f.

Form and Plan.

In general, the architecture of Period 3 remained the same as in Period 2, but some re-

pairs and new building took place.

d’he West dates were blocked by W'all 69 E. 'Phe North date was made narrower by the
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Fig. 234. Idalion. Mew of the excavation from the S. The gate-chamber (Room XLIX) and Wall "^2

in the foreground.

addition of a revetment to the S. end of Wall 69 A, so that it retained a width of only 1.05—
1.

1 5 m. Close to the entrance, the rampart was strengthened by the two bastions 120

and 121. In connection with this strengthening of the North Gate, a further fortification

work was carried out by cutting the subterranean passage in the rock below the ramparts.

This tunnel served as a secret safety port for the defenders of the acropolis. It is entered

by a staircase shaft and runs in a western direction below the rampart for a length of about

21.0 m. and reaches the surface of rock on the X. W. hill-slope of the acropolis, as described

in detail above, pp. 489 f. The roof above the entrance shaft was supported bv the newly

built Walls 77 and 70 B, of which the latter at the same time served as part of the X. wall

of the new Corridor III (see below).

The priest’s house underwent some slight alterations and repairs in connection with this

new arrangement of the entrance fortification.

Wall 71 was demolished, and alls 70 A—B were built in its place, in a line with the X.
end of the repaired gate. Thus, Corridor III was made as much narrower as ihe gate,

retaining a width of i.oo m.
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i iic X. A.irt ' ; rlic In use was rebuilt and some new rooms added (Rooms I, II). They

are liIlK ri. etaneular in shape as all the other rooms ot the period, but the walls

a:A ’.xi.i’! '.ye
, th.u the exaet extent c't the rooms, the position (;f doc.rs and other

a,.:. a!' ax ame;:. m, I'h.e purp( se of the n.oms is unoertain, too. as thev contained no

t : \ II. winch in IVrioel 2 led to ihe X. part of the house, was now used to pro-

xi : - riie ,-ubterranean passage.

1
^

; I the hou^e was subject onh to ^liaht modifications. Cc.rridcr X was narrowed

' . .0; ^ • c5;\ G.S; ni. bv addition of Wall 74. At the same time A'all 83 was newly built

'
.1 rwiit ancle to Wall 74.

! ei.b-h"use was iit use during this period, too: the onlv one which was in use from

: -- '._i’n!n.c of Period i to the end of Period 3. d’he X'. \V. sidewall of Room XXXIII,

. w, .1,' newh built, and at the same time the outer door ot that room was blocked up.

; uM’i're. a new ro( m XXX\'I was attached to the X*. W'. ot Room XXXIII. d his

; trape/Hidal in shape, as the other two rooms ot the cult-house, and measures 2.60

2.3; m. The eailier do(,rwav between Rooms XXXIII and XXXIV wus blocked up
'

'e I \\ all 102, by Wall i2t b, and a new eloorwav was ((peiied about 0.50 m. to the

-X. 1 ... parth on top of the S. W. er.el of the foundations of Wall 104.

1 he storehouse to the S. W. of the cult-h(,use (Rooms XXXVIII, XXXIX) was demol-

'1 ed, aiiel the house of Ro(;m XXX\' A underwent both alterations anel additions: Wall

I 2s demolished. Walls i2t and i2t) uewlv built. Wall 107 was rebuilt and continued

tile .
4

. li, to oppi r~ite Wall 12^0 1 he newK built walls abut apainst the S. W . wall of the

eult-lmuse, but there ^\a^ no elireet ciiimmmication between it anel the newly built house.

ciinsists of teeo room>, one uuter naan ( XXXVH) and one inner room (XXXV A-B),

>f '.'.hich the hitter ct.iilel not be entireh excaeateel on account of the later, superimpi seel

.'.all>. The rlll,m^ are both rectanpular in >hape. The outer room measures 3.00 m. 2.20m.

It> S W. front i> entireK open. It communicates bv a eloor with the inner room, which

;.20 m. in wielth. but lt^ leuptli is unknown tor the reasons ahiwe mentioned. \\’ithin

R‘ -i 'iiw XXX\' and XXX\'l numerous objects were h iiiul (see Plans X\’I 1 , X\dII): cvlind-

'e-aX. pla'-> bc.ieX, spinelle-w h(/rX, kiiivcs, etc., objects ^imildr to those found in the

.h-moin ir>elf 1 hi,> make^ it probable that these rooms tormeel a sort of treasury for

-•.-mc \i)ti\e ob|ects.

1 1 ". >t' Weir )i i-e alonp the S, W. rampart were still useel anel repaircel ehirinp this period.

I' I lie area iii'-iele the West (late, three new rooms were screeneel otl. Rooms XLII,

. 1.1 I I to the X. It. and Room XLI\ to the .
4

. W. of the pate. Room XLII measures 3.(^3

c ni ,
Room XI.III 2.40 m. 2.00 m, ,mel Room X 1 .I\’ 2.60 m. 1.80 m.

: o!ii, are rectanpiilar in '^hape. Rooms XLII anel XLIII are open to the S. E.

\LI\ Is open to th.e S. W.
' ,ue io -e_ii^ that the settlement of Peril el 3 was violently destroyed: no traces of

;
.0 "ii,i/ed matter in the elebris coeerinp the walls were observeel, anel the founel-

'4
rt ehl li.imel ijuite intact, where not elamapeel bv the later buildinp enterprises.
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Form and Plan.

Along the S. W. and N. W. slopes of the acropolis there are remains of an encircling

wall (Wall 41 and 42 A—C). A gate, 2.25 m. wide, opened in Wall 41.

It seems certain that the encircling wall was not only a periholcs wall enclosing the acro-

polis area, but at the same time served the purposes of fortification. The structural type

of the walls are evidence of this. Wall 42 C ser\ ed as a fortification wall in Period 5 without

being widened or strengthened, and the other walls too, were of a solid construction with

high, massive brick-work on well-built stone foundations, quite different from the usual

Cvpriote tvpe of a peribolos wall, as represented, e. g., in Ajia Irini (cf. below). The inter-

pretation of the technical purpose of Walls 41, 43, 44, and 4;; points in the same direction.

What was the purpose of these walls? That thev cannot be buttress walls, becomes

clear if the architectural arrangements at this place in Period 5 are considered (cf. belon).

At that time the wall certainlv served fortification purposes. A massive tower was built

around Walls 41 and 43, but Walls 44 and 45 were still used as in Period 4, onlv built over.

It is then obvious that these walls cannot have served as buttresses, because on account

of their length they would have offered to the aggressors a too easy approach, and are, from

the point of view of fortification technique an impossible arrangement. It may therefore be

concluded, that the walls in question are not buttress walls. In consideration of this, so

far as I can see, Walls 41, 43, 44, and 45 must be interpreted as remains of two turrets, bv

reconstructing two cross walls, one between Walls 41 and 43, and the other between Walls

44 and 45, as shown by Plan XIX. That there were no traces of these cross walls left is

easily explained by their destruction at the later rebuildings in Periods 5—6. These

turrets would thus be the predecessors of the towers of Periods 5—6 at this point

(cf. below). The E. turret measured about 5.80 7.10 m., and the W. turret about

5.20 6.80 m.

These turrets must have contained a filling inside the walls in the same way as the later

towers of Periods 5 and 6. It was suggested above, p. 515, that the filling of the E. turret

was mixed with that of Walls 7—17 at the erection of these walls. The fact that this filling,

as shown by the Statistical list of potsherds, contained a certain number of sherds of Types

II—III [White Painted and Bichrome II—III and Black-on-Red I (HI)], characteristic

of the beginning of Period 4 (cf. Absolute Chronology) is in accordance with the dating of

the turrets to Period 4. Approximately opposite Walls 44 and 45, Walls 46 and 47 were

built inside Wall 42 B. These walls form the side walls, and Wall 42 B the back wall of

Room Till, uhich consequently was enclosed on three sides, while the fourth side, to the

S. E., was open. It is, therefore, a room of the so called "liwan” tvpe. The room measures

4.90 m. 5.05 m.

Finally, Altar 48 was built against Wall 42 C to the X. E. of Room Till, in Square

L 10.

These are, consecpiently, the architectural remains: a fortification wall along the slopes

of the acropolis with two turrets in the W
.
part of the X. W. wall, with an entrance gate
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Fig. 23A. Idalion. \'ieu of the central part i.-f tlie e\ca%ated area.

in the S. W. wall; a room of the "liwan” type and an altar, both built inside theX. W.wall.

The altar and the finds of votive objects make it evident that we have to do with a cult-place.

This cult-place was, consequently, of the usual Cypriote tvpe: an open temenos enclosed

by an encircling wall with an altar as the sacred centre. Room LI II is the onlv enclosed room,

of which there are remains within the temenos. It seems certain, too, that it was roofed.

True, there is no direct evidence, but the fact that there is evidence of its roofing in Periods

5—6 makes it more than probable that it was roofed alreadv in Period 4, since its form

remained the same from its erection, in that period. The fern finds within the room do not

indicate its purpose, but the finds of Periods 5— 6 prove that it was a cult-chapel. The
cjuestion arises, whether, in this period there was an inner temenos wall separating the

altar court from the outer temenos, as in the later periods. Most probahlv there was, but

there are no remains left of it. It must, however, be noted that there are verv scantv remains

of the inner temenos wall of Period 5, too. Very probablv the wall was of a primitive

construction, may be of earth as in Ajia Irini, or a hurdle-fence, perhaps on a poor stone

foundation, which easily e.xplains that it has been entirelv destroved without leaving

anv trace.
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Fig. 2’,;. Idalion. The inner temenos, with Wall 19 in the foreground; Walls 42 C and 39 in the background.

Peri 0 d 5 (Plan XX).

Mafeiial and Construction.

The walls were built of mud-brick on stone foundations of Type 7 (\\ alls 21, 23, 30 32),

Type 8 (Walls 22, 24, 26 —29, 33, 35, 36), and Type 9 (Walls 25, 34). The construction

of the brick walls can be studied in Wall 41 (cf. above).

'Phe construction of Wall 20 is uncertain. Its foundations are of lype 18, but as very

scanty remains of it were left, the construction of its upper walls cannot be ascertained

at all.

The foundations of the newlv built tower were constructed by a series of walls (Walls

25 A -C, 26 - 29) forming a mural framework, and supporting an inner compact filling of

small stones, gravel, and earth.

The entrance gate was of the same construction as in Period 4.

There is evidence that Room.s L, LI, and LIII were roofed in. Above the floor of these

rooms, a layer of ash and carbonized matter was found, which is easiest explained as remains

of the burnt roof (cf. Sections II, III, XIII). As there were no remains of tiles, the roof

must have been constructed in the usual way of reed and straw, packed with clay and resting

on htjrizontal, wooden beams.

'Phe outer temenos was of course open, and the inner altar court was uncovered, too:

there is no evidence that it has been covered in, not even in part, as in Period 6.

The floors consisted of lime-earth and chips of stones cm a bed of clay.
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Forui and Plan.

la Period 5 the architecture of the temenos was sul^ject to several law -hiiildincs aiul rc-

huildinys. Most of the walls of Period 4 were built o\er. \\'all 41 was w iileiicil aiul streiiclh-

ened by the revettiny^ walls 21 24 and Wall 42 A by the rcaettiuL: walls 33 aiul 3^;. lu

connection with this the W. corner of the encirclint^ wall was fortified In a massive, tra-

pezoidal tower, 8.00 m. 8.20 m. (Walls 25 -Zi)), filled with debris of earth and chips of

stone. This tower, then, was a sid'stitute for and streni^thenint; of the \V. turret of Period 4.

'Phe E. turret of that period was still used in Period 5.

d’he fact that \N'all 44 of this turret has been built over in Period 5 (cf. above, p. 31 i) ami

the finds of a number of sherds of M'vpe IV, characteristic of Peri(;d in the mixeil tillinu

inside Walls 7— 17 (cf. p. 515) afford indication that the turret was repaired in this period.

buttress wall (Wall 34) supportintt the nevviv built Wall 35 was built aloma the X. E.

side of the tower.

The entrance itate in the S. W. encirclinu wall remained in the same place as before.

Idle tower and the widening of the encircling wall give evidence that it was used for

fortification purposes, defending the acropolis, at the same time as being the peribolos w all

of the temenos. It is therefore evident that it must have run all along the slopes of the

acropolis hill, though it has been entirely de.stroved and no traces left along the li. and X.

W. slopes, d’his fortification wall of the acropolis was dircctlv connected with the citv-

vvall: the S. W. citv-vvall ended at the W. corner anel can be traced along the W . slope of

the acropolis down to the plain (Plan IV). ddie tower, conseepientlv, vv as insiele the citv-vvall

so that it was intended to defend the acropolis from assailants who had intruded into

the citv.

,V4.
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Inside the entrance gate a rectangular covered hall, 11.20 m. long and 3.3c—3.7^ m.

wide, was erected (Room L). The encircling wall 21 — 41 - 22 forms its S. W. long side;

the X. E. long side is formed bv Wall 32; the X. W. short side bv Walls 30, 31, and the

S. E. short side bv the two walls 36 A—B. Between Walls 30 and 31 there is a door, bv

which the hall communicates with Room LE and between ^^'all 31 and the X. W. end of

Wall 32 there is another door, bv which the hall communicates with the outer temenos.

Between ^\alls 36 A and B at the S. E. end of the hall, there was also a door, leading to

the outer temenos, indicateef bv the hollowed-cut piece of rock between the two raised rock

foundations on which the walls had been erected.

X. W. of the hall there is an irregularlv shaped narrow area: Room LE
Room LIII was still used; its walls were rebuilt onlv, and Altar 38 was built against Wall

47 at the right end of the open front side of the room. The erection of the altar, and the

finds within the room prove that the roomi is a cult-chapel.

Einally there is evidence of a wall enclosing an inner temenos court, to the X. E. of the

chapel (Wall 20). Where the remains of the wall are preserved it follows the line of the

later wall of the inner temenos of Period 6, and it mav therefore he inferred that the inner

temenos of Period 5 had the same shape and extent as that of Period 6. In the X. E. part

of this inner temenos, Altar 40 was erected.

Period 6 (Plan XXI).

Material and Consirnctia/i

.

The walls were built of mud-bricks on stone foundations of Type 8 (Wall 37), Type 9

(Wall 39), Type 10 (^^’alls i—6, 14), Type ii (Walls 7— 13, 15— 17). From this general

rule there is one exception: ^^'all 19. Its upper part was probably built of wood and rested

on ctibic foundations of Type 10, provided on the outside, with a double-stopped platform

of limestone blocks.

The construction of the newl\ built E. tower differs from that of Period 5. A network

of walls was laid out formed by longitudinal walls (Wails 8, 15— 17) and transverse walls

between these (Walls 9— 14). The small, trapezoid, or rectangular shafts between the walls

were filled teith debris of waste material and earth.

The newly built W. tow er w'as nearer in construction to that of Period ;; . It was constructed

of an inner filling of chips of stones, gravel, earth, and debris supported bv an exterior

framework of walls (Walls i—3). I'he altars were the same as in Period 5 (Altars 38, 40).

The entrance gate (between Walls 6 and 21- 41) was of the same construction as

that of Periods 4— 5. As to the construetion of the doors there is evidence that, at least

one of them, turned on hinges: in Squares O 1 1, P 8, P ii were found door-hinges of bronze

which once were used on a door probably opening into the altar court at its X. corner.

The floors and roofs were of a similar construction to these of Period Onlv in one case

dift'erent material and construction has to be assumed. Finds of tiles above the floor of

the altar court indicate that this was provided w ith a passage covered with a r(jofing of tiles
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Fig. 239. Idalion The W. part ot' the acropolis, witli the inner tenienos in the forettrouiul.

along the sides, while the middle part, including that above the altar, was open to the sky

(cf. above p. 490).

In the gate-chamber (Room XLIX), the roof was supported bv a polygonal column of lime-

stone, the onlv case where a stone column is used in the architecture of the Idalion acro-

polis.

Form mid FImi.

In Period 6 the cult-place was subject to the following additions and changes. The walls ol

Period 5 were built over. For the E. turret of Period 4, w hich still was used in Period 5, was

now' substituted a strong, new tower, 10.80 6.0 m. (Walls 7 17), added to the X. E.

of the tower of Period In this wav a massive double-tower, 20.0 lo.o m., was formed.

To the S. W. of this corner, in the angle between the acropolis wall and the citv-wall,

there was built another tower (Walls i
-

3), which was not entirelv excavated, and thcretorc

its size and exact shape are unknown.

The S. W. encircling wall was strengthened bv the revetting walls 4 -5, the earlier en-

trance gate in this wall was blocked up, and a new entrance made further up to the S. E.

in the same wall. This new gate is 1.90 m. lony and 1.7^ m. wide. It leads into a newlv

built gate-chamber XLIX, 3.70 m. 3.20 m. In the middle of the room was the poKgonal
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column i8 C supporting its roof. From this gate-chamber, the earlier door between Walls

36 A and B leads into Room L, and a new door between the S. E. end of Wall 32 and the

newlv built wall 6 leads directly into the outer temenos.

The X . face of Wall 42 C was revetted bv Wall 37, and a part of the S . E . face bv Wall 39

.

Hall L and the cult-chapel (Room LIII) were still in use, as well as Altar 38. The

inner temenos, however, was rebuilt. To the S. E. and N. E. it was enclosed by WTll 19;

to the S. W. and X. W. it was enclosed bv W’alls 47 and 42 C — 39. In this wav the

inner temenos retained the shape of a rectangle, 9.60 m. long and 3.80 m. wide, with

a small, trapezoidal recess in the X. corner, formed bv Wall 39. Along the wooden wall, there

was a double-stepped platform of limestone blocks. Altar 40 kept its place within this inner

temenos. This seems to have had two entrances: the main entrance in the S. corner, formed

bv a passage, about 2.20 m. wide, between the elongated S. E. wall of the temencs and the

cult-chapel; and a second entrance in the X". corner, where the finds of bronze hinges seem

to indicate the existence of a wooden door, as mentioned above. This may explain why Wall

39 which was intended to straighten the north-west inner face of the temenos, makes a reces-

sive turn at the north corner. Through this, a small vestibule was formed inside the door.

The architectural analysis has shown that the erection of the peribolos wall of the altar

court and the entrance gate took place in Period 6 A while the fortification work was done

in Period 6 B. The only architectural changes in the interior of the temenos noticeable

in the latter period is that a new floor was laid outside the S. E. long side of the altar court.

In architectural respects the cult-place of Period 6 was mainly the same as that of Period

5. It occupied the whole acropolis, was enclosed by an encircling wall, which at the same

time was a fortification wall of the acropolis and consisted of an outer temencs with covered

halls and an inner altar court attached to a cult-chapel, covered, but with open front.

FIXDS

OBJECT REGISTER

I. Scarab of amethyst. Type Winded ynffin

uith '.mated seated on a setjniental base dec«)rated

with parallel /luzau lines Above unffin. the winded

sun-di'.c with ravs and striated \\ini;> Sec Appen-

dix II. Hiain 22 D 4. jai S.

2 ^mall traigments of a hemispherical bronze bow! with

contracted nm. ribbed b^dy. Base missint;. C 3 121.5.

3. Button-shaped bronze mounting; convex without,

concave within; with a hole through the centre. Diam.

27 C 3. In the sieve-'

4. Biconical spindle-whorl of steatite, pierced by a hole

throuuh centre Diam 2.3 C 4. 115.^.

5. Bronze coin ( )h 7 erst': Lion walkinu 1 ; ab )ve, rams head

1 ,
border f>f dots Rcicrse: Horse walkins? i ; above,

star of enjht rays; in front, ankh sicn; concave field.

(EuaLioras II) Diam 20. Wciuht 329. D 4. 114.0

Circular, disc-'haped bron/c mountm^ with tour

hole-' at the edue Diam 143. D 3. 11S2

7 Circular bronze riny; with a flat wire fixed to the rin^;

bclontfinK to a mountinEX as No ii. Diam 1.5. D 3.

In the sieves.

S Bronze com. 01)7 erw Bunch of t^rapes with leaf to

the left. Much worn. Reierse' Melmet with cheek-

pieces and plume? fallim/ down; double-axe in the field

to the left. {Herodes Archclaus.) Diam. i 8. Weight

3.9^. K 6. Surface layer

9 Circular, plain bronze finyer-rin'; Diam. 17. K 6.

In the sieves.

10. Bronze com. ()h 7 'vr'Ct'. Head ot Alexander looking to the

riyht, diademed, with lonit hair and horn' of Ammon.
Revtr\e: Eaijle looking to the left, with wint^s open,

-standintf on thunderbolt. In the field, to the left:

rnonoGjram X . above, and helmet below. Around edije;

ll lu !I-.M I/u) [/; l±/ }} ^32
] ( Ptolemaeus I Soter )

Diam. I 7. Weiuht 3 25. K U. In the sieves.

11. Circular liron/e rini:, attached to a double rivet on
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which a convex mounting is passed. Diam. 3.0. 6.

107. 1

.

12. Stone pestle of basalt, in the shape of a truncated cone.

Lentith 15.0. Cj 5. 107 5.

13. I\v leaf of bronze, pierced by two holes, d’wo enchased

lines mark the \em of the leaf. Exidently the lower

end of a juu’s handle. Length 275. E 4. 11S.5.

14. Fragment of a horseshoe-shaped hnger-nn^ of iron,

with large, fiat bezel. Length of bezel 1.S5. E 4. 118.5

15. Fragment of a handle of a bronze spoon, ending in a

goose's head. Length 14.7 M 6. 106 8.

16. Thick, circular ring of bronze, probably a bracelet.

Diam 5 05. H 5. loi <).

17 Shallow bronze bowl with tiat base; plain nm; central

boss on base, with an encircling ridge. Diam. 13.3.

C 4. 120.7.

18. Bronze bowl, as No. 17, with an encircling, notched

ridge around boss. Diam. 14.0. C 4. 121.1

19. Narrow, leaf-shaped spear-head, with low midrib;

curved edges; pointed end; long, tapered socket, circular

in section, retaining slit along one side. Length 40.5.

C 4. 121.8.

20. Shallow bronze bowl with round, flattened base; plain

rim. Diam. 16.8. C 4. 122 2.

21. Shield boss, as No. 298 Central spike missing. In-

complete. Diam. 220. C 4 121.9.

22 Fragments of straight iron knife. Only poinicd end

p^eser^ed. Length 95 C 4. 1222.

23. Broad, leaf-shaped spear-head of iron, with low midrib;

tapered socket, circular in section, slit up along one

side. Length 28.5. C4. 122.2.

24. Conical spear-head of iron, with pointed end; long,

hollow socket, retaining slit along one side Length

29.0. C 4. 122.2.

25. Disc-shaped, flat cover of lead; probably used as cover

to a cylindrical box. Diam. 5.3. C 3. 120.5.

26. Bronze bo^\l, as No. 20. Diam. 16.9. C 3. 121 6.

27. Plain, shallow bronze bowl with flattened base; central

boss in the bottom. One piece missing. Diam. 14.4

C 3. 121 4-

28. Lancet-shaped iron sword with pointed end; slightly

widening at top, and low midrib. Tang missing. Length

69.0. C 3. 122 3.

2g. Bobbin-shaped bead of onyx, with a hole through the

longitudinal axis. Length 3.2. Dj 116.2.

30. Pyramidal loom-weight of terracotta with a transverse

hole near the flat top. Length 5.8. D 3. 115.8.

31. Rectangular bronze weight, with three oblong cavities.

Length 3.15. Weight 67.50. C 2 118.6.

32. I lorseshoe-shaped flnger-rmg ot iron with a large,

flat, oval bezel. Diam. 2.15. C 3. 118.6.

33. Iron finger-ring, as No. 32 Piece of ring missing.

Length of bezel 2.1. C 3. 118.6.

34. Plain White V oval jug with fiat base; concave, slightly

narrowing neck; handle from nm to shoulder. Height

84. L 6. 1 10 3.

35. Siher coin. ObTersv Head of beardless Ilerakles r..

in lion’s skin; border of dots Reiet^e' Lion r. bringinc^

down stag kneeling r
;

the whole in dotted siiuare,

within incuse square (C’ltium) L)iam. 09. Weight

o 7. J 6. I 14 4

36. Shallow lamp of terracotta with raised, fiat base,

rtattened nm; pinched wick-holdcr Piece ot nm
missing. Diam. 109. C 2. 1197

37. Pike-shaped spear-head of bronze with square trans\erse

section; tapering towards the pointed end; a ridge

where socket starts; tubular socket; must of socket

missing Length i<S 5 K 5. 107.5.

38. Three short pieces of bronze chain of etiual length

fixed to a Circular ring, probabK used tor hanging

up a lamp. The links are S-shaped. Length 18.0.

K 6. 107.0.

39. Button-shaped, circular spindle-whorl of steatite,

with one side convex, the other flat; a hole through

the centre; incised, parallel lines around the edge.

Diam 4.5. K6. In the sieves.

40. Plain W’hite \ pear-shaped jug with fiat base. Neck

and handle missing Height 7.3. L 6. 1103.

41. Oblong piece of blue faience paste, obliquely cut and

pierced by two holes at the upper end, Lower end

missing. Length 5,5. C 4. 1186.

42. A staple of bronze fixed U) a slightly convex disc

(mounting). Length 30 S 8. 104 8

43. Circular bronze earring w ith ov erlapping ends Diam.

2.3. Q 7. 1039.

44. Bronze ring with a pm attached; part of a mounting

Length of nail 2.7. Diam. of ring i 8. R S. 104.3.

45. Circular bronze ring attached by means of staple to a

button-shaped bronze mounting. Diam. 32 Q 8.

104.0.

46. Bronze rivet with two button heads Length 2.7.

P 8 100.8.

47. Four-sided arrow-head of bronze, with di 'uble-curv ed

edges; tapering outline; straight tang. Length 78.

P 7. 106.8.

48. Bronze mounting, consisting of a staple with hooked

ends, pierced through a disc. Length 3 5 Q 7. 102 5

49. Leaf-shaped arrow-head of bronze, with midiih.

straight tang. Length 5 o. K 6. 104.0.

50. Horseshoe-shaped fingei-ring of iron with an oblong

bezel of bronze, engraved with an animal with (our legs,

perhaps a deer, with head turned back Only parts of

the ornament visible. Diam 2.2. O 7. 105 8.

51. Bull’s head of terracotta, triangular, with large, pro-

jecting eyes, erect horns and ears Paintings around

the eyes. Tt>p of one horn and the whole ot the other

horn missing. Length ii 3. .M 6. 102.

i

52. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 47. Length 5 o. ’I’ 8.

104.2.

53. Arrow-head of bronze, as No 47. Tang broken.

Length 5.0. S S. 100.2.

54. Arrow-head of bronze. as No 47 Length 5 3
'!’<). 102 2

55. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 47. d’ang bent Length

6.4. *^r 9. 102 7.
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56. Spindle-\\horl of steatite, as 4; slu^htly damasked

Diam. 22. X 7 80.4.

^7. Plain White \ shallow bowl \Mth raised, flat base, out-

ward-bent rnn, broad iid^e bcio\\ rim Rim chipped.

Oiam 74 C . 1213

58 Spmdle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 39; incised, concentric

semicircles around the ed^^. Diam. 4.55. EE 22. 84.0

59 Bronze finger-rmg, as Xo. 9. Diam 2 2. EE 22. 84.0.

60. Bronze hnger-nng, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2 i. EE 22. 84 o.

(‘I Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4. Diam. 2 3. EE
22 84.0.

b2. Bronze coin. ()bze)se: Head of Alexander the Cireat,

looking to the right, in lion's skin
j

/A JP> iY

,

Quiver and club. Above A. (Demetrius

Poliorcetes). Diam. 1.7. Weight 6.60. DD iS. Surface-

63. Circular, flat loom-weight of terracotta pierced by a

hole through the centre. Diam. 5 6. CC 18. 87 7

64. Red sup III (V) juglet with flat, raised base; spindle-

shaped body; sharp shoulder-line. Xeck and handle

missing. Pleight 7.3. C 5. 118.5.

65. Pestle of basalt, in the shape of a slightly tapering,

truncated cone. Length 69. C 4. ii4-3-

66. Mother-of-pearl shell, broken. D 5. 118.5.

67. Roughly circular, rosette-shaped button of gilded

silver with a spherical, central knob. The rosette

consists of radiating lotus, alternating with papyrus

ornaments P'nchased work, broken. Diam. 3.0. D 6.

1182.

68. Bronze flnger-ring, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2.15. C 4. 1183

69. Bronze finger-nng, as No. 9. Diam. 2.05. C 4. 118.3

70. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo. 9. Diam. i 6. C 4. 118.3.

71. Piece of a plain, straight bronze pm. Length 2.9.

C 4. 1183.

72 Globular bead of dark-blue and white variegated glass,

with a hole through the centre. Damaged. Diam. i o.

C 4. 1 20. 1.

73. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4. One end chipped

Diam. 1.8. C 4. In the sieves.

74 Scarab of blue paste, Type A4-B2-C4. Representation

see Appendix II. Length 1.6. BB 16. 880.

75 The end of a spatula of bronze with notched edge;

broken tang. Length 2.3 C 4 1185.

7b Bronze socket, tubular, with rounded, tapering end.

incomplete. Length 45. C 4. 1185.

77 Circular, silver bracelet with a gap between the ends,

which aie decorated with impressed lines and flattened

Broken in three pieces. Diam. 4.7. C 4. 118.5.

78 Fragment of a Plain White V jug. C 4. 1185.

79. Pendant ot green faience, phallus-shaped; pierced by a

hole at upper end Length i 9. C 4. 118.5.

80. Part of a bronze handle, ending in a snake s head

Length 6 3. In the sieves.

81 Fragments of a shallow bronze bowl with base-ring,

ribbed body; erect, concave nm. Diam of base 7.7.

C 4. 1 18.5.

82.

Bronze com, as Xo 5 Diam 2 2 Weight 3 55 ^ 24

North slope of acropolis. Surface

83. Globular, plain bead ot agate Diam. i 8 In the

sieves.

84. Circular button of lead with one side flat, the other

convex. On the latter side, the button is covered bv a

thin bronze sheer Diam. 3 9. C 4. 1180

85. Bichrome \' small, wide, depressed vase with a flat

base, and short, wide, concave neck Black and red

encircling lines Height 50. C 3. 120.2.

8b Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo 47. Length 7 2. CC iS

In the sieves.

87. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo 4 Diam 2 3 EF

22 84.0

88. Crlobular head of grey-blue glass paste Diam i o

EE 22. In the sieves.

89. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo. 9 Diam 2 5. EE 22.

In the siev'es.

90. Circular, plain bracelet of silver with a gap between the

ends. Diam. 5 65. D 6. 118.8.

91. Plain White V depressed miniature jug with flat base;

concave, narrow neck, thick, slightly stilted nm. and a

handle from nm to shoulder. Handle missing. Height

51. D 6. 1188.

92. Circular earring of silver, crescent-shaped below.

Two pieces missing. Diam. 2 15. D 6. In the sieves.

93. Bead of cornelian, with one convex and one flat side.

Length 15. D 6. In the sieves

94. Globular bead of multicoloured glass, pierced by a

hole through the centre. Diam 0.7. D 6 In the

sieves.

95. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4; decorated with

small, concentric circles. Diam. 1.5. D 6 In the

sieves.

96. Bronze fragment. Length 5 6 D b. in 5

97 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo 49 Length 5 o KE 21

In the sieves.

98. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 49 Length 5 2 KF 21

In the sieves

99. Cylindrical polisher of black steatite, with a transverse

edge at one end; the other end missing Length 3 75.

D 8. 100 7.

100 P'ragments of a straight bronze pin 1)8 100 7

101 Short, thick, vvlindrica! pestle of basalt, with a cavity

at one end. Length 57. I) 8 100 7

102. Almond-ohaped bead with a hole through the longitud-

inal axis; flattened sides. The stone is a black con-

glomerate, veined with grevish- green strokes and dots,

and highly polished, l^tngth 4 5. D 8. 100.7.

103 Fragment of an ivory pin with incised scale-pattern; see

Xo->. 535. 53b. Length of fragment 21 I) b 1 1 1 .5

104 Spindle-w hoi 1 ot steatite, as Xo 4 Diam i 3 I) 6

103.6.

105. Clinical spindle-whoil of black steatite, with hole

through the centre. Diam 1.8 D b. 103.6.

lob. Iron knife with flat tang; slightlv curved blade with

pointed end, one edge, thickened back, two rivet-

hole^ through tang; top (4 tang mis^mg Length 17 8

D 4 I M 8
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IC7 Globular spindle-whorl of steatite, with a hole throuiih

centre Diam 20 D S 04 2

108. Bobbin-shaped terracotta weights. Lenmh 5 o—5 5

W'emht a) 70 55, b) 3^ 57; c) 43.09. D 5. rod 7.

loo- 'Ihsehe astraitah. '='e\en of which ha\e traces ^)f soot.

1) 6 104.5.

1 10 Small fragments of a) bronze; b) iron swords and sheets.

C. 4. 120 8.

111 a) Circular, flattened pestle of dolerite. Diam. 7.7.

D 6. 102 5

b) Pe-'tle, as No. iii a. Diam. 7.5 D 6. 102 5

c) Depressed salobular mace-head of basalt, with a

hole bored thrtmuh centre Diam. 71. D h. 102.5.

1 12. Spindle-whorl of L^rey steatite, as No. 39 Incised

pattern around ed^e. consisting of encirclinit lines and

semicircles with a central dor. Diam. 3 4. D 6 In the

sieves

1 13. Bronze frai^ments of. —

•

a) Fibula \^ith arch-shaped, plain how, reciantcular in

section, spiral sprin^n Pin missinu. Length 37.

Stray hnd

b) Bronze mountinu, as No 4<S. Lenmh 3.5 EE 22.

In the sie\es.

c) Bronze fin^er-nng, as No. 9. Diam. 2.25 EE 22.

In the sieves.

d) Three-edged arrow-head, with straight sides; inidrih,

pointed end; short, tubulai socket. Length 6.3 EE
22. In the Me\es.

1 14. a) Bronze fmger-rmg. as No. 9. Diam. 2.2. BB 17.

In the sieves

b) Two circular finger-rings ('f bronze, with a gap

between the rtattened ends. Diam. 20; i.S. BB

17 In the sieves.

c) Bronze nviunting, con'>isting of a st<iplc drawn

through two small, Lirculai rings Length 3 i.

BB 17 In the sie%es.

d) Piece of lead with hat ends and conca\c bndy, piciced

by two nvcTs. Length i 4. Width 0.9 BB 17. In

the sieves

e) Fragment of a crescent-shaped earring of iron.

Length 2 () BB 17 In the sieves.

f) Small lump of red ochre Diam. c 1 o BB 17.

In the sieves.

1 15 Spherical bead of cornelian, with a hole through centre.

Diam. o 55. BB 19 In the sieves.

116. Fragment of a bronze hbula. Length 5 tv DD 22. In

the sieves

1 17. A large lump o^ red ochre Diam c. 2.7 DD 22 In

the sieves

ii8 Fragments t)f‘ —
a) Plain, circular bron/e ring Diam 23 Dl^ 23

In the sieves

b) Bronze mounting, cxmsistirvg ot a plain, circular

ring, tixed to a hooked nail Diam. 20. DD 23.

In the sieves

G Shield-shaped cla^'p. with a hole through centre

lham 24 DD 2t In the sieves

d) Piece of a bronze sheet. DD 23. In the sieves

1 19. a) Small, thin bronze pm, broken; b) lump of lead

Length a) 3.4: b) 5.5. DD 23. 77.5.

120 a) Fragment ot a bronze sheet, covered with dots in

enchased w(jrk. Broken in two pieces E 10. ni 5

b) Leaf-shaped arrow-head ot iron with straight tang;

low midrib; point broken. Length 6.5. E 10. 11 1.5.

c) Fragment of a cylindrical bead of shell, pierced by a

hole. Length 1.3. E 10. iii 5.

121. Bronze mounting, as No 3. with moulded edge, and

without central hole Diam. 3 S. In the sieves.

122. Fragments of an iron knife. In the sieves.

123. Bronze hnger-nng, as No. 9. Diam 2.2 EE 22. In the

sieves.

124. a-b) Fragments of bronze and iron, among which, were

small pieces of bronze bowls; iron knives, pikes, and

swords. In the sieves.

125. a) Circular bronze bracelet; plain, bent. Diam 6.0

In the sieves.

b) Fragments of bronze and iron, among which were

small fragments similar to those f)f No. 124, and

part of an iron socket of a spear-head, with remains

of a bronze ring around the opening. In the sieves

126. a-b) Fragments of bronze and iron, as No. 124 E 4

121 7-

127 Fragments of a globular bottle of white and blue

green glass. Broken m many pieces. H 4. 120 9

128. A badly damaged bronze mounting, in the shape of a

wing. Broken m manv pieces. Length 21.5. C 2. 12 1.7

129. Shallow bronze bowl with a central boss in the bottom,

surrounded by an encircling ridge and vertical, radlatin^

grooves forming a sort of rosette ornament covering

the inside. Diam. 14.2. C 2. 122.5.

130. a) Fragment of a bronze bowl with inwards-bent rim.

b) 'I’he central boss of a bronze shield. Length 5

C 2. 1 22.8.

13 1 Spear-head of iron with broad, leaf-shaped blade.

lc)W midrib; pointed end; tapered socket, circular in

section; letaining slit along one side. Length 31.0

C 2. 122. 1

.

132 Spear-head of iron, as No. 131, but with the socket

pierced by an inm nail. Length 200 G2 121.7.

133. Circular bronze shield boss with a trained, dotted line

inside the edge in enchased work, tall, conical peg in

the centre with straight sides and narrow point; pairs

of holes at the edge for fixing it to a leather shield

Diam. 23,5. C 2. 122. i.

134. Saucer-shaped lamp of bronze with flat rirn, tretoil-

shaped wick-holder. Diam. 13.0. G 2 121 7

135 Spear-head of iron with broad, leaf-shaped blade,

low midrib; pointed end; tapeied socket, circular in

section; without slit Length 58 o E 4. 121.7.

136. Iron fragments, of which one might be a knife E 4.

121.7

137 a) Bronze shield boss. a?. Nt) 133, but with the central

spike short and with fiat top. The shield is pierced

hv holes, one near the spike, the other through the
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edi^e. A decoration of encirclins; lines in relief

around the edee. In many small Iragments E 4.

1 2 1 .7

b) Bronze frairments of a border mountinu: to a shield,

decorated by a chain of loops, fiamed b\ two ridijes

in relief Lem^th 12.4; ii.b. E 4. 121 7.

c) Bronze fragments of a ditto, but plain Len<2[th

1 1 h
; 1 5 5 ; 1 1 .0 ; 7 6 , 1 3 o E 4 1 2 1 .7

.

138. Eras^ment of an iron spear-head with midrib. ^luch

damaged. E 4. 121.7

139 Eraument of an iron spear-head with socket. Eenjith

220 1'^ 4 1217.

140. a) Iron spear-head with leaf-shaped blade; two cuitinc

ed^es. pointed end, midrib Socket missinij. Length

17 5

b) Erai^ment of an iron sword with midrib; two cutting

edges Length 10.8. E a. 121.7.

141. Eragment of an iron sword, with two cutting edges;

low midrib; pointed end. Pieces of blade and tang

missing Length c 41.0 E 4. 121.7.

142 Large, flat iron handle to a knife w'lth one side straight,

the other conca\e; rounded top pierced by two rivets.

The blade has one cutting edge and thick back. Only

a very small part of the blade preserved. Length 21 5.

E 4. 121.7.

143. Eragments of a thin bronze rod, purposely bent into

a loop. E 5. 121 .2.

144 Eiagment of an iron knife with one edge, broad back,

point of blade and tang missing. Length 8 3 E 4.

120.4.

145. Narrow, leaf-shaped iron spear-head, with curved

edges; high midrib; pointed end; tapered socket,

circular m section, retaining slit along one side.

Broken, Length 34.7. E 4. iiS 1.

14^1, Eragment ot a bronze handle of a large howl with

slightly concave plate, for fixing the handle to the bowl.

Length 7.0. E 5 1182.

147, Circular bronze bracelet with a gap between the ends,

which are in the shape of conventionalized snake’s

heads. Diam. 5.5 E 5 11S.2,

14S. Sole-shaped, narrow lateral piece of a bronze helmet,

pierced by one pair t)f holes through each side ot the

wide, lower part, and a pair at the top of the “shaft"

Length 19. S. E 5 11S.2.

T49. Bron/e strigil with a curved blade; semicircular in

.section; flat, horizontal loop-handle, ending in a mounting

in shape of an ivy leaf, which is attached by a rivet to

the back of the blade, the under side of the handle is

narrow and straight d’op of blade missing. Length

15 o. K 5 1 18.2.

150. Circular bronze bracelet with a gap between the ends;

square in section. Liam, b. 5 - 5 - -•

151. Spear-head of iron with only fragments of the blade,

and a small part of the socket preserved Length 5.9.

E 5 . 1182.

IS-- Lamp of terrac'ott.i, as No sh d'races of soot on the

wick-holder. L)iani ii i. L 2. 1185.

I S3. Lamp of terracotta, as No. 36. Rim chipped. Diam.

12.0. D 2. I iS o

154. Red sup III (V) gkibular, depressed miniature jug with

flat base; short, concave neck, thick nm, handle from

rim to shoulder. Height 51. D 2. 118.0.

155. Horseshoe-shaped finger-ring of iron with an oval

bezel. Diam 2.3. D 2. 118.5.

is6. Finger-iing of bronze, as No. 9. Diam. 2.9. D 2.

118.5.

157. Einger-ring of iron, as No. 155 Diam. 25 D 2.

1

1

S 5

.

15S Iron knife, similar to No lob. Point of blade missing.

Length 142. D 4. 118.5.

159 Rectangular sheet of bronze, probably used as a

mounting. Length 14.5 D 4. 116.1.

160. Circular bracelet of bronze with a gap between the

rounded ends. Bent. Diam. 5.7. D 4. 118.6.

161 Rectangular bronze plaque used as a mounting, with

two asvmmetncally placed, rectangular holes Length

7.0. D 4. 1 1 6.0.

i()2 Broad, leaf-shaped spear-head of iron, with low midrib;

pointed end; convex sides, tapered socket, circular in

section, split along one side, Length 38.2. E 5. 114.8.

163 Iron rod with round section. Many fragments. Length

50 o. E 5. 114.8.

184. Lateral piece of helmet, similar to No. 14S Length

22.9 Iv 5 - 114 b.

ihs. Eragment of an iron spear-head with socket Length

<) o Iv 5. 1 14-8

ihb. Disc-shaped bronze mounting, pierced by two holes

in the edge. A large rosette m enchased work covers

the disc; a rope-ornament around the edge; pieces

missing. Diam c. 9.0. E 5. 115.

i

I by. Bronze fibula with arch-shaped bow. provided with

beaded mouldings towards ends of bow, spiral spring,

straight, pointed pm. Length 75 E 4. 117.2.

lOS Iron rod with both ends rounded. Length 17 5. C 2.

1 1S.2.

169 I^lain. disc-shaped bronze mounting, slightly convex.

Diam. 71. C 2. 1 1S.2.

170. Large, elliptical giinder of dolerite, with one side flat,

the other convex; both ends rounded. Iwnglh 2b.o.

C 2. I 18.5

171. Open saucer-shapevl lamp of iron, with Hat base. Hat,

wide nm; pinched wick-hoIder. Dmm. 15.0. C 2. 122. i.

172. lion spear-head with broad, leaf-shaped blade; low

midrib; pointed end; tapered socket, circular in section;

silt along one side. Incomplete Length c. 40.0. E 7.

1 10 I

.

173. ITagment of a large iron knife with leaf-shaped blade,

no midrib, one cutting edge, pointed end. Only half

of the blade p^e^e^ved. Length ib.o. E 6. 117 8.

174. a) Lancet-shaped blade of an iron knife, as No. 106.

Tang missing. Length 158. E 5. iib.b.

b) Iron rod, No 163 Broken. Length c 23 o.

E 5 ilb.f).

175 Bronze bracelet, as No. iHo Diam 57. E H. 1169.
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176. Arrow-head of iron with leaf-shaped blade, low midnb;

straiijht tans^. Length ii 7. F S. 1148.

177. Arrow-head ot iron, as No. 176 Broken. Leni^th S 3

K 5. 112 ().

17S. Arrow-head ot bronze, as No. 47 Lenitth 7.0 (.} 8.

1 12.1

.

170. Arrow'-head of bronze, as No 47. Leni^th 7.0. E 5.

I ib.6.

iSo. Bronze tibula, similar to No. 167; catch with upturned

lip. Length 8 8 E 5. 112.5.

181. Bronze mountinii, consistim^ of a rectangular bronze

sheet, folded, torminit a rouL;hI\ made socket
,
pierced

by a hole at the top Lem^th b.6. k' 5. 110.4.

152. Lamp of terracotta, as No 3b, but with rounded base.

Diam. i2.b. E 5. rio.4

153. Arrow-head of lion, as No. 176. Length 9.3. E 5. no.4.

154. Alany fragments of a circular bronze mounting, with

a very rich, perforated and enchased decoration of

palmettes and papyrus ornaments in the centre; tri-

angular hole-> around the edge, in three lines. J)iam.

19.5 E 6. 1 15 4

185 Plain circular bronze ring with o\erlapping end^;

probably used as a bracelet. Diam. 45. E 6. 111.4.

1S6. Iron rod, as No. 163. Incomplete. Length c. 4S.0. E 6.

I i4.b.

1 87. .Melon-shaped bead of blue glass, with a wavy spiral

line from top to base, and a hole through the centre.

Diam. II. E 6, 1 1 1 i

.

188. Arrow-head of iron, as No 176, pointed end missing.

Length lo.o. F 7 110.7.

189. Sickle-shaped iron knife with pointed end, one edge;

thickened back; Hat tang, most part of tang missing.

Length 1 1 5. F 7. 1107.

190. Cur\ed knife of iron with one cutting edge. cur\ed.

pointed end, tlat tang pierced by a met. l.cngth 140.

F 7 . 1107.

191. Circular bronze bracelet, with a gap between the Hat,

incised ends. Diam. b.o. Ci 7. 1106.

192. Fragment of a hooked bronze pm. with fkittened ends

in the shape of a staple. O 7. 110 b

193. Bronze finger-nng, as No. 9. Diam. 4.4. (r O- 1070.

194. I'ragment^ of b.irder of bronze mounting to a shield

with one edge plain and pierced by holes tcir fixing the

mounting to the leather, the other framed by a ridge

m relief. On the plain edge is a rectangular bronze

sheet folded over the edge and pierced by two rivets.

The mounting is decorated with lotus flowers attached

to each other by an intersecting trail in embossed work.

Length 14 5 I' 7. 107 c.

195 d'wo rectargular bronze sheets, the smaller one pierced

by three holes at the short ends; the larger one with

three holes at the short end? and two on one long side.

Length 5.8; 64 Ct (i. 1107.

196. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 47. Length 8.3. G b.

109 I

.

197. I)e]-)resscd globular bead of white paste, with a hole

through the centre. Diam 12. G (> 109 1.

198. Arrow-head of iron; fragmentarc . E 5 1122.

199. Arrow-head of iron, as No 17b Length b.9 E 5

1 1 2.0

200. I^eaf-shaped arrow-head of iron with sticught tang,

no midrib Point missing Length b ;. E 5 1120

201. Arrow-head of inin, as No. 17b d'.ing broken Length

4.9 E 5. 1 12.0

202. F'ragment of a flat iron tang of knife, pierced by a met.

Traces of wood still visible around the rivet. Length

73. E 5. 1 12.0.

203. Iron rod, as No iSb Incomplete, broken Length c.

25 o. (x 9 113 7-

204. Iron rod, as No ib3. Incomplete Length c 250.

(i 9 112.3

205 F'ragment of iron G 9 ii 3 -4 -

20b, Rectangular bronze mounting with one edge slightly

curved. Length 90. G 9 113 4.

207. F'ragment of a thick iron rod. Length iS 3. G 9. iio i.

208. Long, lancet-shaped iion sword with stiaight cutting

ed<ge.s; midrib; pointed end; llat hilt with wa\y sides,

splaying, rounded top, htted for a hand grasp and

pierced by two iron rivets. Length 79.7. F () 104.0.

209. Blade of an iron knife, us No. lob. Point and tang

missing. Length 190 E 8 1153.

210. Rectangular bronze mounting, folded together forming

a sort of socket Length 102 E 8 iifi.S.

211. Straight bronze pm, mcom]'»lete Lengih b.S^. G
109 3

212. Plain White V shallow bowl with raised, flat base;

upright, plain nm. Piece of nm missing Diam. 14 o.

E 8. 1 15.7.

213. Iron Sickle-shaped knife, as No iS(; Length 210

E S. 1 1 b.7.

214. Fragment of iron rod, stjuare m section K 8 iifio

215 Bronze staple with liooked ends, oriv* ^nd h,.nt miu a

loop. Length 3 2. F 8. 114 i

216. a) Spmdle-whorl C)f steatite, as No. 4; dei.orated with

incised, concentric circles Diam. 1.9 G () 105 8

b) Small, flat, circular bead of light-blue faience, with

a hole through the centre. Diam 07 ( r 105 3

217 Circular earring of bioiize with lower part cu-scLiit-

shaped Diam 2.35 M 10 lOb 8

215. Arrow-head of iron, as No 17^' length 2.S. ]•', g

1 1 5 .0

.

219. a) Arrow-head of iron, as No 17b Length f) (i.

b) Arrow-head of iron, as No. Tang and point of

blade missing. Length 48. G 7. In the sie\es.

220. Arrow-head of iron, as No. 34b. d’ang missing Lengih

b.S. (i 9. 1 10.0.

22T Iron spear-head, with broai. 1
,
leaf-shaped blade, k'W

midrib; tapered socket, circular in section, retaining

slit along one side Length 43 o L 8 ic(i 7.

222-22b. a-b) Fragments of bronze and iron. Stiav finds.

227. Fragment of an iron sword Length 7 5 Stray find

22S a-b) Bronze fragments of a ring and a sheet, the latter

decorated with enchased w('rk, jiiercet-l bv a h<*le.

^strav finds
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229. Bichrome 1 \' clobular amphoriskos with raised, tiat

base; almost cylindrical neck; Hat rim: handles from
nm to shoulder Biehnime encircling lines around
neck, encircling lines and bands around helK . con-

centric Circles around shoulder, trans\eise strokes I'n

lim. Handles and pieces of neck and shoulder

missinp. Height 17 S. Cl 7 loh.o. (Deposit).

230. Black-on-Red II (IV) spherical bottle with Hat base,

narrow neck with handle-ridge; flaring rim; handle

irom neck to shoulder Encircling lines around rim,

neck, and belh ; concentric circles around shoulder.

Height 59. C'r 7 tod. 5. (Deposit)

231. White Painted H spherical bottle, narrow, s]->la\mg

neck, stilted nm; handle from rim toshoulder. Encircling

lines around nm. neck, and belly; ladder-pattern on
handle. Lower part of body missing Height 47 G 7

106 (-).
( Deposit)

232. Black-on-Red H ({\') o\al jug with raised, hat ba^e

Encircling lines around hclK ; concentiic circles around
shoulder. Neck and handle mIs^lng Heigln ii 7

G 7. 104 o. (Deposit)

233 Bichrome IV oval amphoriskos with basc-nng, cylind-

rical neck; Hat nm; handles from nm to shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands around neck and bellv,

concentric circles around shoulder, ladder-pattern on

handles Height 1(19 G 7 1050. (Dep<i''it )

234 Arrow-head of iron, four->icled, with straight edge-,

tapering outline, straight tang I,eng(h (> (» <j 7

105. 1
.

( Deposit).

235 Bichrome Red H (\') depressed amphoriskos with low

stem; cylindrical neck, Hat rim; handles from nm to

shoulder. A white and a black encircling line inside,

bedow nm; encircling black line with white dots around

neck; encircling black line-- around be!l\ ; concentric

circle^ around neck and shoulder; ladder-p.ittcrn on

handles and nm Hei^dit 1(13 (i 7. 10(13. (Deposit).

236, Armour splints of iron and bronze. 'Phe mm splints

are of fne types. They are all scale-shapetl, with

straight long side.s, one short side stiaight and the other

rounded, and proMded with a ]m>jection in the longiiud-

inal axis, 'i'ypes 1- 4 aie of the same sizw, the me.isure-

ments u^u<llly \ar\ing between 2.f) 2S cm in length

and I o

—

I 3 cm in width. A tew splints sh«)w slight
|

\ariati‘ms trom the.-'C* measurements. 'The splints ot

Type I are pierced b> six holes' two narrow holes at
^

the straight short end, to the left of the longitudinal
!

axis (if the side with the projection is considered to be
|

the exterior, ct below); two similar h<*les at the right

long sule, opposite the projection; and two wider holes

in the longitudinal axis, one at each end ot the project-

ion 'Ihpes 2 —4 ditfer Irom 'Ihpc 1 only in the numlKr

and position ot the narrow holes. 'The splints ot 'i\pe

2 are pierced by two narrow holes at the straight short

end, and one narr<Av hole at the light long side: those

of d'epe 3 by two nanow holes at the straight shoit end,

to the right ot th.e longitudinal axis, and two naiiow

hole- at the left long ctppositc the pioaiimri

fhi.se of T\pe 4 are pierced by two narrow holes at the

stiaight short end. and one narrow hole at the left long

side dTe splints of Type 5 are larger in size, about

3 6 cm in length and i .7 cm. in w idth I’hey are pierced

b\ SIX hole.s placed as those of T>pe 3. Of the small

splints, those ot d'ype i are commonest The splints

ot B'ype 5 are \cry few.

The bronze splints are of three ditferent mam types.

Type I IS 2.9 « I -4 cm. and scale-shaped A very

few splints of this t>pe are smaller in size. Type 2

IS rectangular in shape, 1.4 cm. wide and 2.7 cm. long,

provided with a central ridge projection and pierced by

two holes, one at each end of the projection. T\pe ^

IS ot the came .shape as Type 2 bu*’ smaller, i 2 cm.

wide and 2.0 cm long. It is pierced by six holes, one

narrow hole in each corner of the splint and two wider

holes, one at each end of the projection.

As shown by hhg. 244. the armour had been thrown in

pit together with a number of puts and other objects

(cf C'ondiuon ot binds) so that the original arrangement

was not preserved, and no remains of }>laits and strips b\

which the splints were kept together were left, contrary

to what was the case with the armour found in Amathus.

Tomb 2 (cf. above) The reconstruction of the armour
i.c therefore largely a matter of conjecture. The recon-

struction suggected below is based on the following

facts, indications and arguments. A fact is that the

iron splints were arranged in horizontal rows overlapping

each other and the splints in each row also overlap,

$0 that each hides half the next. Pieces with several rows

of splints rusted together in their original position prove

that the splints were thus arranged (PI. CLXXII, 2)

It can aNo bo seen from these preserved pieces that

the side with the projection is the exterior, indicated

both by the nK^re regular adjustment of the splints

on this side and the fact that many of the pieces rusted

together show a slightly cuived outline, the convex

side of which is that with the projection. The short

rounded end of the splints was then naturally turned

down.

'I'hcTc weic no remains of metal nails on these iron

^pliriis and thev must therefore have been laced or

sewn on an lining of doth or leather.

It is certain that the splints were I,iced and it seems
likely that they were fastened to a lining as well.

In order to attempt a solution of this problem it seems
convenient ti; start from the fact that the holes at the

upper ^hort ends and long sides of the splints are

much narn.wei than those at each end of the project-

ions A single and continuous lacing cannot possibly

havt pasNfd through all these holes. On the contrarv
.

then diHeient width indicates two systems of lacings

one through the wide and the other through the narrow
holev How the lacing through the wide holes was
arranged cannot be ascertained Possibly the lacing

was similai to that of the arm<;ur found m Amathus,
i'lTiih 2. hut several variations are iiossible and it
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seems useless tu speculate in this matter How the lacing

through the narrow holes may be arranged is explained

by the drawing, PI. CPXXII, 3, better than by words

Variations are possible but the suggested anangement

seems to be the simpliest and therefore most piobable*

in this way the threads can be passed through all the

narrow holes in horizontal lines which is a character-

istic and natural feature of armour lacing. It can be

seen that the narrow holes of the splints ai ranged as

suggested above are placed so that it is possible to

pass a needle through them into a lining of cloth

or leather, if required. On the other hand, the splints

being arranged as shown by the preser\ed pieces, it is

not possible to pass a needle through the lower of the

two wide holes since a metal splint is always below it.

It is therefore certain that lacing only was used through

the wide holes. Such a lacing would be sufficient to

keep the splints together, as seen from the Amathus

specimen. It is then natural to suppose that the narrow-

holes were intended for another purpose than lacing,

or, most probably, for fastening the splints to a lining

of cloth or leather. We know that leather cuirasses

were used in Cyprus at the time from which the armour

dates (Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, die Bibel und Homer,

PI. CXLII, i).

The armour would thus represent a combination of

the technique of the plaited metal armour found in

Amathus and that of the metal armour fastened to a

lining of cloth or leather.

The iron splints which thus formed the “body” of the

armour amount to a number of about 6S00. The bronze

splints, on the other hand, are very few. They, and the

few iron splints of Type 5, were probably used as

borders.

Finally, it is to be observed that the reconstruction ot

the armour, mounted on a cork model (PI. CLXXH, 1

)

serves to give a general impression of how the armour

looked but for practical reasons it ^\as not possible

to make the reconstruction exact in technical respects:

the splints in each row had to be placed side by side

and not overlapping as many holes had rusted together.

The armour has been reconstructed with shoulder

pieces as such are found on the Cypriote leather cuirasses

as represented on the sculptures (.cf. above. Ohnefalsch- '

Richter, op cit. PI. CXLII. i) (Deposit).

37. Bichrome IV amphoriskos with almost biconical body;

cylindrical neck; fiat rim; handles from nm to shoulder;
j

base missing. Encircling lines and bands inside neck,

around rim, and body, encircling lines and band ot
j

cheejuers on rim; row of concentric circles around

neck and shoulder; vertical lines on handles, and trans-
|

verse strokes on their upper part near nm. Height
|

16.0. G 7. 106.3. (Deposit). '

38. Bichrome IV amphoriskos. as No. ^35. Encircling lines
j

around neck, belly, and base; concentric circles around
j

neck; shoulder covered by alternating red and black
|

latticed panels; ladder-pattern on handles and nm. •

Pieces ot run and nc-ck restored Height 18 6 (j 7 106 3

(Deposit!

-39 Plain White I\ open bowl with Hat base, sp}a\mg sides,

flat nm Diam 127 G 7 104 3 (Deposin

^40 Bichrome V depressed globular amphoriskos with low

toot; c\hndncal. slightly spla\ing neck, flat nm.

handles from rim to shoulder. Bichrome encircling

lines around nm, neck, and belK
.
framed zigzag band

around neck; pattern of black and red network co\ering

the shoulder. One handle and pieces of nm restored,

foot chipped Flcight 155 G 7. 105.4 (Deposit)

241. I^.ectangular bronze sheet pierced bv holes around the

edges, used as a mounting Bent, incomplete, and in

pieces. Length c. ii 6. (j 7. 106 5 (Deposit).

242. Whetstone, rectangulai , hat; of sandstone. Length 8.1.

G 6. 106.0

-43 - a) Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176. Lcngth7 i. E9. 106.9.

b) Arrow-head of iron, as Xo 176. Length 10.o.

E 9. io6 9.

244 White Painted IV f>val, depressed amph()ri>kos with

base-ring, c\lindncal neck, thick, stilted nm; horizontal

handles on shoulder Encircling bands and lines around

neck, shoulder, and belly; irregular, slightly wa\y line

between handles; framed zigzag line around rim; black

handles w ith long handle strokes. Height 21 i G7 1062

(Deposit).

245. Pkiin White V sack-shaped jug with flat base; rather

conical body; neck and hiindle ml^slng Height 8 3

(j 7. 106 (i^eposit)

246 Bichrome IV amphoriskos. as Xo 233. Encircling black

lines and bands around neck and belly; \shite line

around neck; concentric circles around shoulder,

ladder-pattern on handle, groups of trans\erse lines

(ut nm One handle missing. Height 17 3. Cj 7. 105 9

( Deposit).

247 a) Hemispherical, plain bronze howl with round base,

plain nm. Diam. 21.0. E (). 103.3.

b) Bronze bowl, as Xo. 247 a. Diam. 210. E 6 103 3.

248. Bronze hnger-nng, as Xo. 9. Diam 2.2 L 9. 105 7

(Disturbed layer)

249 Fragment ot an indented bronze sheet. L 9. 107 7

(Disturbed layer).

250. Circular finger-ring of iron with o\ al bezel Diam

2.3. E. 8. 104.3 H)isturbeel la\er).

251. Irt>n earring, circular, w ith ()\ erlapping ends Defaced.

Diam. 3.5. E 7 104.6 (Disturbed layer).

252 Circular bremze bracelet, with overlapping ends.

Diam. 5 5. L 7. 98.1.

253. Bion/e tinger-ring. as Xo 114 b. Diam 2 5 I> 9

106.0 (Disturbed layer)

254 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Lengtli 6.6. M 9.

1 1 1 .1

.

255. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 6 9. M 9

1 1 1 .1

.

256. Three-edged arrow-head ot bronze with concave sides;

midrib, sh«)rt, tubular •'ocket with ri\et-hoie. Length

32 Mu 1 1 1 i
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-:?7 Arr<.)\\ -head (. t bronze, as No 47 Length 60. 'Si y.

1 1 1 .1

.

25s a) Arrow-head of bronze, a> No. 47, 'I'an-^ bent

henmh So I. 1 1 2

b) Ihon/e niountin52 conxistini: ot a dixc, pierced h\ a

S'taple with hooked ends i\irt ot sheet and one end ot

staple missini:. Diam 2 L
259. Airow-head ot bronze, as No. 256. Length 4.1 9

280 Arrow-head

108.6.

of bronze, as Xo 47 - Length 6.1. p

281 Arrow -head

ic8 d

of bri-nze. as Xo 47 - f.eni'th 7 7 • p

282. Atr( w-hcad ot hri/n/e, as X.). 47 Length 4 9 p

loS

2S4 Circular bronze mounting:, pierced by a staple. Diam.

- 55- ^ ict) 0

1 12.6.

2()0. Tnancailar bronze stand with concave sides, and a hole

throUL’‘h centre, supported bv three feet now missint^

Length 4.5 L 9 loi; 4

2^11 Arr<A\-head ot hionze, as NO. 47. but with more

conca\e sides. Lenirth 5.3 L 9. iio 3

262 Bron/e niountmu. as No 42 Diam. 2.5. M 10. 1112.

2^3 Arrow-head of bronze, as NO. 47. Length 7.4. M 10

1 1 1 .2

.

2(14 Spindle-whorl of steatite, as NO 4. Diam 22. S

9S 9

2<)5 .Arrow -head of bronze, as No 47. Length 5.9. M 9.

lO'S.f)

2^16 'I’hm bronze nail with a button-head, nail bent, point

missing Length 2.0. L 10. 108.

i

2^17 Bronze fibula with rather angular, arched bow with

three beads alternating with three disc-shaped mouldings

;

hat socket. Pm missing. Length 94 M 10. 107.2.

ihS. h'ragment ot a bronze hammer with sc|uare section,

circular shaft hole; the hamntcr widens towards the

front end, part of shaft hole nus>ing Inscription (see

Appendix Length 5.1. L 9 107.2.

269 Finger-ring of bronze, as No. 9. Diam. Z.2. L 9

107 2.

270 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47 Length 5.2. L 9

107.2.

271. Leaf-shaped arrow-head of hion/e with d()ul>le-cur\cd

outline, nudrih; straight t<ing; thickened l>elow tang

Length 3 L o. 107 2

272. Long, leai-shapcd arrow-head of bronze with midrib;

straight tang Length 104 L 9 1072.

273. Iron mounting of irregular shape with a broad ridge

along the long side, ^inel a cavity oppj»site the edge

which might have been a ri\el-hole Probablv a mount-

ing Used on A wooden ciooi Length 123 Width

5 d L 10 1 1 I I

274 Hion/e mounting, as No 3 Diam. 3 3 O S. In the

sic \ fs.

27^ b'ltcular bracelet ot bronze, with a gap between the

•'lighiK thickei ends Bent Diam d i L 10. 101 5

I I )istui bed lavcr)

27n ( ir..ular bron/e Imicelet. with a gap between the

knobbed ends Diam 5 5 M 9 jodg

277 Aiiow-luad of bron/e, as No 47 Length 52 L 9.

4

27s Arrow-head of bronze, as No 47, Length 4S L 9

io<> 4

270 Arrow-head of bron/e. as N(» 47 Length d 4. L 9

I C^' 4

254. Bronze mounting, as No. 3 Diam 4.S. () d. 106,9.

255. Bronze tinger-ring, similar to No 9. Diam 1.4.

P 10. 109 4.

2Sd. Arrow-head of bronze, as No 47. I.ength S.2. P 9 -

108 3

287 Jironze mounting, as No 2N3. Diam 2 4 - P d- .0

28S. Leaf-shaped spear-head of iron, as Xu. 221. Length

34 5. P 9- 104 4 -

289 Bronze finger-ring, as No. 114 b. Diam. 3.7 P 8.

In the Sieves

290. Bronze mounting in the shape of a triangular bulbs

head with large, prominent eves, thick, raised neck;

short, curved horns and large, projecting ears Incisions

between the horns near the ears, around the eyes and

on the nose At the back of the neck, there is a loop to

which a ring is fixed. The head is fixed to a vertical,

semicircular plaque which is somewhat curved, and at

a slightly acute angle to the head. The plaque is pierced

Ivy two holes. Height 9.5. (.) 10 103.1

291 Fragments of a shield boss of bionze. O 10. lod 7.

292 Bronze hinge, consisting of a bronze sheet with straight,

short Sides, one lung side convex, the other with wavy

outline; three cylindrical sockets placed vertically in

the midde; fixed by six rivets with large button-heads

foimmg a loop on the back side. Two of the nails

misMng Length 7.2 D 10 106,7

2(13- Iron spit, scjuarc in section, hole at upper end for

hanging; narrowing towards tip. 'Pip nussing. Length

89 o (.) 10. 106 7.

294 Bronze mounting consisting of a circular rmg attached

to a staple with long, hooked legs, pinched together

at the upper part. Length 4.4. P 10. 109.4.

2(>5. Plain White \’ biconical bottle with flat, raised base;

Concave neck, thick rim, handle from rim to shoulder.

Pait ot neck arul iim and handle ml'^^lng Height 5 o.

P 9. 108 3

296. a) Fragments of rim belonging to a bronze bowl.

b) Bronze nail with a circular, fiat head. Length i i.

P 9. 108.3.

297. Iron knife, similar to No. lod
.
flat tang, with one concav e

side Points o( blade and tang missmg. Length 14.2.

1* 10 lOd

2<i8 Shield boss ot bronze, circular in shape, with a central,

conical spike; around the edge alternate concentric

strings of beads and ridges in itpousse, and four pairs of

perforated holes fur fixing the boss to a leather shield.

Put togethei from pieces, small parts of the boss

misxing and the spike damaged and depressed. Diam.

23.3. P 10. lod o.
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299. Shield of bronze as No. 29S, but end of spike

broken otf. The decoration is in more ele\ated tepousse

Several pieces of the boss miasmu’. Diani 21.^ (> 10

105.3.

•;oo ()Nal bronze mountimj, pierced b\ a staple with lonir,

hooked ends. Bent. Diam 3 P u 10.S.3

-^01 . Bronze hinye, as No 292 Three rnets mi'^sinir. Length

7.3. P II. 105.9

302 Broad, sole-shaped cheek-piece of a helmet of bronze;

the narrow part has concave sides and slightly curved

base, pierced by two holes; an almond-ishaped nd^^e

m relief with a ri\et in the centre, in the middle of the

cheek-piece Broken. Lene:th 19 5. P <S. 105 2.

303. Crescent-shaped iron knife with curxed, thickened

back; one strai^iht cutting edife, pointed end, Bat,

broad, curved tang with rivets. Length 21.0. P 9. 105.9.

304. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 47. Length 4.7. O 8.

107.5.

305. Arrow-head ot iron, as No 234. Length 71. PS.
104 h.

30b Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo 47. Length 5 b. I. 9

104.5 (Disturbed layer).

307. Arrow-head of iron, leat-shaped. with midrib; double-

curved outline; straight tang. Traces of wood still

Msible around the tang. I.cngth 92. 9. 102.

b

(Disturbed la\er)

30S Iron knife, similar to Xo lob Point missing Length

20 S. L 9. 102 b ( Disturbed layer)

309. Spear-head of iron, as Xo. kj. Length 35 o. M S.

106. 1

.

310. Spear-head of iron, as Xo. 162. Socket smashed.

Length iS.q. P 10. 106.S.

311. Fragment of an iron rod. square m section. P 10 lob.S.

312. Fragment of a limestone bowl. P 10. lob 8.

313. Arrow-head of iron, a.s Xo. 234. Pieces (*f blade and

tang missing. I.ength 59 () ir. 107 S.

314 Bronze bracelet, as Xo 147 Diam. 7.5 L 9. loi.b

(Disturbed layer!.

315. Bronze mounting of large size, consisting of an almost

semicircular sheet; one side con^ex. the other conca\e,

\Mth a small, rectangular piece cut out at one of the

angles between the cur\ed and straight sides, pierced

by holes along edge, folded hinge socket preser\ed

along straight side, possihh a shoulder-plate, or part

of a mounting of a helmet, a.s that represented on the

statuette Xo. 1555 in Ajia Trim Length 23 3. P 10.

iob.4.

31b Disc-shaped mounting of brMnze. Diam S.S () 10

lob 7

317. Circular bronze mounting, with three pans of htilcs

at the edge. Diam. S i. () 10. io() 7

318. Bronze shocel, re.-t<ingul 11 , with long sides straight,

upturned; back side conca\e and upturned. Length

12 O. P 10. lOb.O

3 H) Xarrow
. leaf-.-.h ipcd digger of iron with cross-h.ir,

flat hilt with sphqing, rounded r »’p. Length 420
P 10 io().i

320 Roughly rounded mace-head of basalt; ilattcned on

both sides, with a hole bored in the middle. Diam.

9 b A 1 9 99.3.

321 l-'ragments ot a hrt»nze instrument, mueh damaged

Length 74 1
^ 10 105 5

322 Sdeer socket-shaped mounting. co\cred with a pattern

of strings ot beads and ndges; tragmentary. Length 2 o

P 10 104 2

323 PVagments of a bnmze sheer with a broad ridge along

the lung side Broken Length c 4 o 10 105 5

324 Piece of a bronze sheet with a taUe. running spiral

P 10 105 b

325. Hinge ot bronze, as Xo 292. Length 7 7. P 10. lob i.

32b. Strip-shaped hron/.e mounting with two ndges on the

long Sides. Small pieces missmg Length c 6.0 P 10.

lob.i

.

327. ^Mounting of rectangular bronze sheet, pierced by two

holes on one long side, d'hree high ndges decorate

the mounting. Length N 2. P 10 lob i.

32S. Arrow -head of bronze, as Xo 47 'Pang broken Length

42. ( ) 10. lOb I

.

329 Circular co\er of limestone with one side con\e\.

the other tiac Diam 5 4 P 8. 9(> 9

330. Bronze cramp consisting of a thick wire with square

transverse section; ho.>ked, twi-'ted, and with Hat

front part. Length 1 8. M 7 In the sieses.

Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo 4 Diam. 2.8. P 8.

In the Sieves

332 Fragment of a rectangular bronze sheet, damaged and

crushed. Length 57. P ii 105b

333. Iron knife with leaf-shaped blade, two cutting edges;

midrib; pointed end. Tang missing. Length 9.1. In

the sieves.

334. White I\imted 1 \' amphora with base-iing; depressed

ovoid l> >dv , cylindrical neck, honzont.d handles on

h >dy. ICncirding line> and hands around neck and

b)dy; frieze of gcornetncalK drawn birds, w ith hatched

bodies, long beaks, and long necks, around belly.

F’pper part of neck missing. Height 20.5. M 9 98 0

(.Disturbed layer).

335. Iron arrow-head, as Xo 234 Broken Length 4 7.

TO 99 i (Disturbed laver)

33b. Xarrow. leal-shaped spear-hcad of iron with straight

edges, high midrib, tajvered sockcr, ciicular in section;

socket without slit Length 20 5 P 10 101.b (Dis-

turbed lacer)

337 (Bobular depre^-^ed bead of grey steatite, with a hide

through centre. Diam. i i P 9 94 o

33S Plain White Wheel-made «)v.il jug with Hat base, cy-

lindrical, tajvenng neck, handle fiom neck to shoulder.

Xeck mi-'>ing Height 2b. o. L 9 <>5 2

339. a) Spindle-wh-*rl ot steatite, as Xo 4 Diam 2 3.

M 8 94.1

b) Spindle-whorl, a-; X’o 4 Diam. 2 2. M 8. 94.1.

340 Incense-hurntr of terracotta, ladle-sh lived, with Hat.

vertical h indie widening upward'', rounded ti*p. a liole

pierced neai the top, inci''ed. vertical wa\\ line along
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the iitKldlc ('t han'.lh Pan ut ladle nmsint; Len’jth

; I o I. (> 1^3 7

341 Arrow-head ot brt)n/:e a'> \o 47 lA-ntzth 70 J 7

loN f>.

342 (. ircular dnc ot i\ 01 \ , w ith a hole picrecd through centre

Ar(-un(.l the eds^e ot t)ne Mpe run'' a h)idered ropt*-

oinament. l^ieccs tnis'inu Duun 5 o L n -So ^

343 ai Button-head of a hionze nad Lenitth 2 N (

)

U 7 I

hi Pwo ricit. di-'C-'-haped heaiis (»t huht-blue taience.

pien.ed h\ hole throutth centre Diam 07,0 5 Og
u 7 I

344 I'raLurn.nt-' of a bronze inountinLr wixh "htThtly moulded

>ei.tion. a triangular notch in one of the lorn; >ide>

Leneth 107 S 1034 (Disturbed la\er>

345 C iixuiar hntter-ririi,^ of >il\er with an oblom; h.zel

Diam 20 L 5
— AI loS i

34') Arrow-head of iron, four-sided, with double-cur\ed

edtte" tapenne outline, straight rant: Lent^th 90
M 10'S I

347 Circular bronze niountm^. pierced by three pairs of

holes at the cdt:e .
decorated w ith a rosetre in embossed

w(jrk and with a band of runninu loops around the

edL^e Diam AI 5 icS i

34>'> Lcech-shaptAl. ohlonL" earrino .jf -sil'cr. broken in

three pieces Diain 20 1 . 5 iob> 2

349 Arrow-head of btonze, as Xc, 25b Lenuth 3 9 D 5

loS 9.

150 hpcar-head (d iron, as \o 24 Leniith iSo Alb 1075

351. roui-sided arrow-head ot bronze' with straiciht edL^cs.

rapenriL" outline; stranaht tancr Len-ath 70 K 9

In the sicwes

352 Bronze rnountmirs, one, {-vroh^d'K circular in shape,

decorated with a lar^e rosette in enchased work. i»ne

cHcular, decorated around the edete wi^h solutc' and

palmettes. td' the same t\pe as \o 447. I'niLunentaiw

Diani. 50,71. AI 5. ion 9

d’wo arrow-heads of iron, as No 234 l-enonh s o, 5 N

A I 5 10b <).

354 Mher fniLier-rint; with a thin, o\al bezel. tHLUMve^l

with the win<,ied sun-dist .
Miinumtied h\ a strini; ot

beads Diarn. 20 L 5. 105 5

t55 riauinent (d' the b >w of a hron/a* tiliuki, the how in

two iiKuiwed habe', united midway by a knob and

collai . on bow nviuldiriL^s in shape ot “(.loulile .i\es ,

surrounded b\ two collars I.erurih 5 i K 9. io<; 5

^sb Bent non IriLtment Lenirth 112 K 9 10^ 1

I S7 Arrow -he,id of hn /Uze. as No 25b, but w itliout a pit 1 1 t‘d

bole lojii'Cth 3 7. K S In the sieves

Iraument ot a curved iron Unite w illi one t utt wilt c dc.

Point arnl tanu inissino Ltnulh 10 S K S lo^ _

( I )isturhed lav 1 1 )

159 Bron/e inouiitinLU as \o i > lAiiLi’h 51 AI 5 o(

p)0 C iwulai bu)n/c inountinL: with <i dep^es^lon > n om
side t )Mm no 1-4 i oS 5

p)i ’"'inall
,
hollow hion/eiiVit w itli Haturii d c nd'

I
S \ I oS -

3n2 Laiire tiacniient •)! a Lircular b’-onze shield b )ss with two

contenrric tidies and a band of running ’“'-lines aiound

the peripherv Length 19 o I- 4 loS 5

30', Arrow -head of bion/t. Cs No 351 Length b S Ai 3

lOO I

3n4 ai Pramnent of a i ectancailar. cildcd silver strip,

pierced with holes alone: ed^es. used as a mountin^^.

( 'ne end preserved, rolled up into a tube for insertion

ot a silver pin Decorated with a tneze (d' alternating

lotus tlowers and buds in emb issed work; the hewers

have three petals of eA[ual heiuht Length 5.2.

h) l-raLTment ot a itildcJ silver sheet with one end rolled

up. the other end mi'Smq- Decorated with a female

head m cmbv»ssed work The head is m profile with

stranaht nose, shuhtiy slopinc forehead, lan^ie almond-

shaped eye. marked evebrow; large ear; strong chin

and cheek, the hair on the head m parallel, vertical

rolls ot wa^y lines falhnu freely along the shoulders,

where it is marked with parallel relief lines. Length

20 L 4. loS 5

3b5 Three arn)w-head5 of bronze, as No. 47 Length 9.S;

5'/, 70 K 10 101.5 (Disturbed layer),

3h*. Bobbin-shaped terracotta weight Lengi-h 5 5. Weight

42 lo. L 10 vSb.4

307 Button-shaped spindlc-whorl of steatite, with both

s’des convex, pierced by a hole through centre. Diam.

42 I. .s b4 I

50S Bronze handle of a jug The start cd' the handle is a

curved, oval nnunting pierced by two rectangular

h'»les. from the centre of the mounting springs an

elevated handle which is provided with tiail- and leaf-

ornaments Incomplete Length S.3. L 4 1100

3n<j (. vlirivie'' ot lap*' lazuli, with repre.sentation of two stags,

walking to the left, between them an indistinct emblem
which mav I;,, the >un and the crescent. Kepresentatmn

much wo’*n Length 1 b5 AI 4 109 b.

370 .\irow-head (d bronze, as No 113 d Length 2 b

AI 4 io<j i

371 Hi

»

hhin-shapcd weight of haematite, with (gie side

conve.x, the t»ihcr Mat lAngrh 2 4 Weight 17 20

X I I B.ittom kiver

372 Cvlindiu.d mavc-hc.'d >d hasalt. with shirhtly convex

s Ivies and fkit rciK d < nd' A cenii vil hf )le starts from b )th

ends Ivjt 1- u »i b lied through Length S X 7.

"s 1 1 . r fi n «

I

t7t 1 lagir.ern'- ot tuoiuc >]iecls, one piece decorated with a

i.ipe-ornauKnr <iikI small dms along the h jrder I^ength

1.4 1107

t74 Iiigmcut 'd vi Imm/e h u Length 10 S. () 6 loq

t7^ lap- ling. pipc-stKiji', (i. hoI](»w peg ot iron, cvidentlv

med t )' file ccniic <!* e. •shield Broken, point missing

! < riL’tli m 25 t ) n ico ^

I7(» <• iiculir bi'.’./t iva.Llei, spioiUv wound, ot thick

i'i'»U/e ^l:L Dui'u 72 Kb loS ’

X~~ Born I) ii'bin in ’Ik -hije ot a cmk-sciew handle,

vv *h thi.lci epo- ii.m.Kitv iMund iIk noddle Iwngth
4-0 K b m'’' _
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Black B(>hxhc-<.i bic(»niLal niiiiiaiurL jul' with rajxod,

Hat baxc; narrow neck I'ppcr part ot k arul h indie

rnissinii Hen/ht 3 p K <'> loS 3

^79 Arrow-head ot bronze, a-^ \o api I.enLrrh 3 3 K 9

110 6

.

^So Arrow-head of br<>n7e, ax No 'I'anu bent henirrh

9.6. K 9 1104

;Si. Bronze earring, as Xo 43 Diani 24 X 5 107 i

3S2. Bronze ^^nge^-nnL^ as Xo o Diain 2 45 X 5 107 2

383 Bow of a bronze Hbula: similar to Xo ibp. Pin inissmL^

catch broken. Len^rth 7.3 () 6 1C5

384. Broad-axe, with rarhei thin blade, splaymir nn\ards the

curved cutting edge: thick-tianued back nai rowed,

hat, curved tang Hanked b\ two projections, between

which It was hxed in the cleH head ot a wooden '-haft.

Length 41 o. O 6. 107 3

385. Arrow-head ot bronze, as Xo. 351 Length f) 8 N 5.

107.6

386. Bronze eaning, as Xo 43 Diam. 2.1 X 5 105 7

387. Piece of cast lead, probably used as binding material

in architecture Length 59 L 2. 1127.

388. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo 47 Length 8 c L i

1 1 5 8

.

389. Roughh rectangular piece of thick bronze plate Length

137. X 6. 106 9

390. Chlinder of black steatite, irregular shape, the cwlinder

hole starts from one side, bur is not continous I'uur

figures in standing position with outstretched arms and

legs, engrated with lines only: the h.eaJ is marked bv a

dot; scratchings between hgure'- Length 2 9 K 10

1 12 8.

391. Bronze canmy. as Xu 43 Diam. i 5 K 10 1128

392 Two bronze naiLx with slightly eon\cx head'-, '^ne ot

them, mcumplete Length 2 0, 04 K lo 1128

393. Small tragments of bixinze .^tra\ find

394. Pestle of btsalt, as X'u 12 Length 15 5 \V i 1 8

395. Bronze tinger-rmg. ax Xo 9 Diain 2 3 X o 10^^ 3

396 Ring-shaped, moulded stand (-f l‘>ron/e. with (.«-Pe.;\e

sides. Diam. 77. K 10. 1114

397 Stand, as Xo. 39O. Diam 77 K 10 1114

398. .Shallow bronze bowl with round bast, moulded line

below nm. Incomplete iJiani 12 5 lx. 10 1120

39<j Circular bronze bTaeelet, with a g.qi beiwetn ihc

flattened ends Diam () 8 X 105 3

40c. Arr()X\-head of hronzt
.
as Xo 4“ Length h- K 10

1 1 1 .0.

401 Spear-head of bionzc, as \o 37 ^oeket p.iitb. missing

r.ength 22.8. K 10. iii o

402. Bronze hnger-iing, ax No i) Di.im 22 K 10 iii o

403. Bronze weight in the sh.ipi.' ot a tronxaltd ]>\rainul

Height I 5 Weight 45 52 M 3 ( )n llie roik

404 Plain White sliallow howl with flat, laixtd base,

moulded shoulder, flat, broai,! iim, nuitcd i)\ a -tTing-

hole Rim chippcLl. J)iani 8 8 l\ n 1074

405- Bronze fingt i -1 iiig, as No 9 Diam 5 5 K t) 107 4

40f>. Spindle-w liori ot xtcaiitc, as Ni' 4 Lengd-' 21 K t)

In the sic\es

407 I^ike--haptd -ptai-liead oi bi'-n/e. tircuku in settion,

lanermL' towaids the pointed ent.1, tubular soeket with a

moulded end, m -hape resembling tlie Mg>ptian paperus

eapital Length if) 0 J. 3 103 f> (Dixturbed layer)

40S Plain White \’ bowl, ax No 404. but with flat base

Pieee^s of run mixxing Di.im 9 2 X f). 106 3

409 Cireular, plain broru'c mounting Diam ii 5 M
105 I

410. Small fragment e»f a bronze hbula M b 105 i

41 1 Square weight ot terraetuta, with round, tapered Top

(missing) Len<gch 3 o Weight 19-67 W 13 93 9

412 Ce'arse amphora with flat, raised baxe, u\al body,

neek and handlex mixxing In many picees Height

215 W 12 88 3

413 Straight, thiek bronze needle with pointed end and an

eyelet at the- upper end Length if) 7. K 7 99 o

414 Square weight of bronze Length i 9 Weight 44 96.

O 5. 107 3

415 a) Bronze braeele-r as X(,» 390 Diam 5 5. O b. 107.3

b) Fragment ot an iron sheet Length 41 0 6 107.3

416 Cheek-piece uf a helmet, similar to Xo 148 Length

20 2. ( > 6, 107 3

417 Ladle-shaped mcense-burner of terracotta with tall, hat.

vertical handle 'The handle is decorated with an inci.sed

design of running spiraK. bordered by two broai.1.

straight groo\es Part of ladle and lop ot handle misxing

Length 22 3 K 7 95.8

418 Fiagment of bnuizc xheet J 5 1107

419. l*'ragment of bionze sheet J 5. no.

7

420. A large lump of bron/e slag, iitegular in shape Length

0 15 o. P 9. <H 2.

421 Roughly stjuare b.i^in ot limextone with iound>.d

corners, h<it base, -tnught sides, a piojection on one

side Length 53 o J 5 <13 1

422 Small, hat. circular head ot cornelian, j^ierced b\ a hole

through centre Chipped Diam 05 (18 {>3 2

423 Black Buccheio W heel-made globular jug with low

foot, upwaidx rapc-nng neck, jdain rim. handle from

nm to shouldei A ridge between neck and xhouldei
,

libbed hods Ileighc 172 K 6. (>34

424 Bucchero Wheel-made o\.il, dcprexxcd lug with low,

moulded foot, liandle Irom nm to xhouldei A ridge

between neck and slmulder. hod\ i.o\cred with tLno>wx

Xeck mi.xxing '’J’he jug ix uoveied with a hrownixh xli]'

1 [cMght c 1^5 Kb «i3 4

425 Bronze tinger-nng, Xo 114 h Diam 2 5 I) 2

1185

42b Plain White Wheel-made jug uilh ha-e-nng, o\al

bod\ , concave neck, llanng nm, handle Irom nm to

xhouldei'. Kcliel ndge arouiul base ot neck; thice nail-

shaped jirojeclionx insule the 11m near handle imitation

nailx liy which the handle of the metal prototvpe wax

fixed to the nm. a xunilar nail-shaped piojedion at

the lower end ot h.indlc on shouldei Ileight 200

K 7 01 3

427 While Pa.inted Hand-made tlat, lentoid bottle, made Uj-'

trooi -e'cial piectx. tapering neck with xtraighl sidcx,
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funnel-nioiirh
;

twi.) hiindlcs fn>m. rim to iNhoulder

One side is co\crcd by ,i spiral trom the centre »)f \\hich

radiate lines to the peripher\
,
in the interstices ot which

are dots, on the other side are concentric circles, the

innermost ot which is decorated l>\ tour cioss lines

Irrec;ularly radiatini: lines cross the circles, out to the

edLte of the battle, 'i’raiiscerse lines on the handle and

encirdmLt lines around neck and run Coarse, irreenish

clay; butf-white slip, mat, brown paint bleiyht 200.

K 7. yi.3.

42S l^lain, ciicular nn^ of bron 7e with oserlappinir ends,

possible a bracelet Diarn. 4S le 2 121 o.

429 Bronze socket in shape ot a set siiuare with rectamtular

section, one leu of the armle is wider than the other

Lenuth 21.0. K 10 iio.t)

430. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 256. Length 36 K 10

1 10.9.

431. Fraument of an iron sword with two cutting edues,

midrib; pointed end. Only part of the blade preserved,

r.enuth 27.0. K 10. 1112.

432. Bronze mountinu, as No. 4<S. Lenuth 3 2. K 10 111.2

433. Fragments of a circular bronze socket F^enuch 2 3.

K 10. no.

9

434 Thick, circular rini^ of dark and urey ulass paste Half

of nnu missmu, badly damaued Diam c. 3.7 K 10

104.9 (Disturbed la\erl

435. F-'raument of a tibula, as No. 355 Onl> the middle- ot

the bow left F^enuth (>.2 K 10. 104.9 ( Disturbed

la>ei ).

43b. Mountms? of bronze, consistmu of a circular nnu fi\cd

To a double nail by a loop Diam. of rinu 5.0. K 10.

1045 (Disturbed layer)

437 i\*sr!e of basalt, in the shape of a truncated cone, with

rounded base and top Fenuch t) 5 J\, 7. 01.3

43N .straiuht, plain bron/e pm witli pointed end, broken in

two pieces. lA-nuth ii o I' S 92.0

439 Bronze bracelet, a» No 147 Ibeces inissinu Di.un.

60. C 6 . 1 1 S 2

.

440 Chisel axe-head of iron, fiat, with straight educ.

rounded top, circular hole near top for hxinu it in-

to the cleft head ot a wooden shaft by means (»f a bolt.

Much destn)\ed l.enuth 130 C b 117N

441 I'rauments ot an non knite with one cutlintr edue

I.enuth 5 9; 52, 3 5 C b i iS 2.

442. Iron knite, similar to No lob Several j'>ieces mis.sinu

TvC-nuth c 14. b. C 5 11S5

443 The blade of an iron knife, similar to N’o. lob J.enuth

I 3 4 C b I I S ()

444 IMain White small liowl, .is No 404, liut without

strinu-hole at nm. Inco»nplete. Diam 95 C 5

I iM 5

445. Bull ot teriacotta with cvluulrical hoiK , straiuht,

peu-shaped leus sliuhtiv t.iperinu downwards, trianuular

head, snout narrow and alnu)st pointed, eyes larue and

circular, marked both with buttons in relief and with

paint, horns erect, ears indicated l^y Hat projections

btlow the hoins; tail k-nu and narrow, tailing .ilonu the

riuhc hind leu, brisket at neck and breast marked by a

waw. vertical relict line. Body, breast, and leus are

covered bv a painted network, suuucstmu a ceremonial

covet mu 'I'he tad is painted black and the hair between

the horns is marked bv a larue black dot Snout

repaired, ends ot horns missinu- I.enuth 22 o. K 7.

91 -5

44b. Pike of imn. round in section, with pointed end and

four-sided, narrowed tup for fixinu it to a wooden shaft.

F.enuth 300. L 5 1178.

447 Bronze mountinu m the shape of a rosette, pierced by

nine larue, trapezoid and nine small, tnanuular luiles

around the central part; decorated with enchased

ornaments of rosettes in the central part and a row ot

nine palmettes and volutes around the edge. Diam.

9.8 C- 5 1 1 7 - 8 .

448 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo 47. Length 5.2. In the

siev es-

449 I’lai, circular bronze hnuer-rinu; broken; pieces missinu

l^iam c 2 5. Fv 7 91 5-

450 Fraunitmts of a bronze sheet. K 7. 91 5.

451. Black Slip Wheel-made (turned on t'^urnette) jug with

base-nnu; oval body; rather narrow, almost cylindrical

neck; ring-shaped rim; encircling ridge around base

of neck; ribbed body; handle from rim to shoulder.

Heiuht 23 5. K 7, 91 5 -

452 '’J'erracotta bull of Rase-nnu Ware, with cylindrical

b )d>
;
peu-shaped leus; no feet; very thick, raised neck,

wide, modelled brisket. Liuht surface with dark;

wavy lines from neck down to forelegs, dark dots on

the back. Two holes b.dow the belly. Flead and piece

of rail and two legs missing. Legs repaired Length

c. 14 S. K 7. 91 .5.

45,1 Oat, circular bronze flnger-nng. Diam I 7. K 7

1)1 5.

454 Plain,, straight bronze pin. Length 1 0 8 . K 7

.

yio

455. Bull of terracotta with cylindrical body; peg-shaped

legs tapering downwards; triangular head; neck broad

and bulging, snout almost cylindrical; mouth marked

by an incised, horizontal line; nostrils by two dots;

eyex projecting; horns and ears upright, tail shott and

hangx right down; brisket marked by a vertical ridge;

throe holo roughly pierced at the front The body,

nock and logs are cov ered by a black painted network

sLiggestinu a ceremonial covering; forehead is covered

by horizontal strokes; the eves, ears, and the tail are

painted black Horns, two legs broken; one ear miss-

ing. I.enuth 23 o. K 7 91 5.

456. l.ump of rod ochre ot irregular shape, i.ength 5 7. K 7.

91.5-

457. Plain White \ sack-xhaped jug with flat base; plain

nm, handle Irom rim to belly. Height 8.0. C 6. 116.8.

45S Bronze bracelet, as No. 147. Diam. 7.5. C 6. 116.8.

459 >haUow bronze lamp with flat base; wide, flat nm
with a relief line, ending in two small loops, for hanging

the lamp 'J'he nozzle n ]i)ng and narrow with concave

sidc', On the nm on each xide of the nozzle are two
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conventionalized birds facini^ each other, ahu u^ed as

mountings for fixing the chain or wire by means of

which the lamp was hung up. Diam. lo o. C 6. ii6 8.

460. Iron finger-ring, as Xo. 32. Diam 3.0. C (). 116.S

461. Bronze sheet, \ery destroyed. Length 9 o. F2 113.6

462. Iron knife, similar to Xo. 189. Length 21.5 C 5.

II7-3*

463. Terracotta bull with c\lmdrical body, straight, peg-

shaped legs; no feet; long tail falling along the left

hind leg; raised, cylindrical neck; small, almost pointed

nozzle; large button-e>es in relief with raised e\cbrow>

and projecting ears The body 1-. covered by a coarse

network of broad, \ertical and horizontal lines. Both

horns and piece of left ear missing. Length 22 4. K 7.

91-3-

464. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4; decorated with

small, concentric circles. Diam. 2.0. F 2 (Bothros).

465. Fragments of a shallow, round bronze bowl. E 2.

121 .0.

466. Fragment of straight iron knife with one cutting edge,

point and upper part missing. Length 20.5. K 10.

1 10.8.

467. Circular pestle of basalt, with one side flat, the other

chipped and worn. Diam. 6.6. K 9. 90.3.

46S. Mace-head of basalt, similar to Xo. 320. Diam. 14.0.

K 9. 90.3.

469. Bronze earring, spiral-coiled. Diam. 1.9 C 7. In the

sie\ es.

470. Oval earring of bronze, similar to Xo. 217. Diam. 3.6.

K 7. 90.0.

471. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4. Diam. 2.7. K 7.

89.7.

472. Seal of steatite in the shape of a truncated pyramid,

pierced by a hole at the top and with a roughly

square base Incised with short lines circularly arranged

around a central dot. Height 2.0. K 7. 89.6.

473. Earring of gold, boat-shaped, with o\crlapping ends.

Diam. 2.0. K 7. 90.0.

474. a) Depressed globular bead of light-blue glass paste,

pierced by a hole through the centre.

b) Bead of multicoloured glass paste, of the same

shape, but smaller and with three projections m
darker paste. Worn.

c) Bobbin-shaped bead of dark glass paste: incomplete.

d) Bead of faience, as Xo. 197. Diam. a) 1.5. b) 1.3.

c) Length i.o. d) 1.2. K 7. 90.0.

475. Black Bucchero Handmade slightly depressed jug with low

foot; slightly tapering neck; handle from rim to shoulder.

A ridge around the neck, and body covered by vertical

ridges. Rim and pieces of neck and foot missing.

Height 20 5. K 7. 90.0.

476. Plain White Wheel-made oval jug with low foot, concave

neck; splavmg nm, twin-handle from neck to shoulder.

A ridge around the neck. Height 23.5. K 7. 90.0.

477. Terracotta bull of Base-ring Ware with cylindrical

body; peg-shaped legs; tail hanging straight down, very

thick, raised neck; large, triangular head; narnivv

muzzle; erect horns, large button eyes, short ears;

modelled brisket to breast .Mouth, nostrils, eyebrows,

hairs on forehead and line> on the shoulder, indicated

by inci'.i()n> Lett horn, right ear, and left forelee

restored Light surfa>_c with brown, dotted paintings.

Length iS 3. K 7 90.0

47S Straight, thick needle of bronze with p.iinted end, and

an eyelet at the upper end. Length 16 3. K 7. 90.9.

479. a) Oval muce-head of basalt with a hole bored through

the centre. Length 97 K 7. 90.9

b) Axe-head of basalt; fiat, shghrlv conve.x body;

narrowed top; slightly curved cutting edge Length

5.0. K 7. 90.9.

480. The knob of a bone handle pierced by a cylindrical hole;

decorated with incised lines Length 2.7. K 7. 91 i

481. Cylindrical bead of multicoloured glass paste, with a

hole through the longitudinal a.xis. Length 2.5. K 7.

91.1.

4S2. Cylinder seal of steatite with a hole pierced lengthwise

Engraved representation of three women dressed in

long gowns, with pointed hoods on their heads, per-

forming a round dance; engraved tree ornaments

between the dancers. Length 25. K 7. 91. i.

483. Circular spindle-whorl of terracotta, with both sides

slightly convex, pierced by a hole through centre

Worn and chipped. Diarn. 4.3. F 91 2

484. Bronze awl. with pointed end, top hammered square

for fixing to a handle; point missing Length 14 6.

W 15 Si.6.

4S5. Leaf-shaped arrow-head of bronze, without midrib;

straight tang. Length 7.2. II 9. 107.7.

486. Fragment of the cheek-piece of a helmet, onh the rect-

angular, straight handle, }-)ierced at the base by two

holes, preserved. Length 9.5. II S. 115 8.

4S7. Horse's head of teiTae\)tta, as that of Xo 556 Height

6 5. H 4. 113. 7

488. a) Bronze mounting consisting ot a disc covered by a

rosette in enchased work, pierced by a staple to

which is attached a small, circular ring. Half the disc

missing Diam. 3.0. II 4. 1135

b) Rectangular bronze mounting, pierced by holes

arranged in zigzags along edge. Length 5 5 II 4.

1 1 3 -5 •

c) Fragment (*f a small bronze bracelet, as Xo 391;

Defaced and pieces missing. Diam. c. 8.0. H 4 113-5.

d) Bronze finger-ring, as Xo 114 b Diam. 25.

H 4. 113-5-

e) Iron finger-ring, as Xo 32. Only fragments preserv-

ed. Length of bezel 1.9. II 4. 113 5.

4S9 Fragment of a horse’s head ddie head is adorned with

black paint, forming a network on the iK.'se. Kars and

mane are painted black, the eyes project slightly and

are indicated by black dots Only the central part of

the head remains Length 7.5. X 15. 86.1.

490. Large iron knife, similar to Xo. 106; tang pierced

by three iron rivets One rivet mi>sing Length. 390
H 9. 115 2.

35
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4yi. Square niountinir of bronze with Hat base and short,

concave, taperinLt sides 'Two holes through base and

one hole through each side. Length 6 3, H q. 115 2

492. Small fragment of an arrow-head of iron H 9. 115 2

493. Circular, thin siKer hnger-ring. Diam 23. II b In

the sieves

494 Straight bronze awl with pointed end and thicker upper

end, square m section, for hxing to a handle Length

14.45. E 9 - 9 <^ 4 -
I

495. Plain White V small jug with oval, depressed body: fiat

base; concave, tapering neck, stilted rim; handle fmm
,

rim to shoulder Handle missing; rim chipped Surtace
|

worn. Height 9.7. H 3. 114.2
'

49b. Fragment of a plate of grey, soft steatite with base-ring;
,

curved outline; plain rim. The inside of the plate is

fiat Diam. c. 24.0. C 7. 109 5. 1

497. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 351. Length 5.5. J 7.
|

1 1 1 .3

498. Arrow-head of bronze, as X'o. 47. Length 5.4 J 7.
|

111.3.

499 Bronze finger-ring, as X’o 114 b. Diam. 2.25 j 7

III 3.

500. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4 Diam 1.65. J 7

111. 3.

501. StraiLfht bronze rivet with a flattened, hammered head

at each end. Length 2.5 J 7. 111.3.

502. Arrow-head of iron, as Xu. 17O. l.,ength 7.8. H 6

105 3 (Deposit).

503. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo 176. Tang broken Length

8.2. H 6. 105.3 (Deposit).

504. PYagment of an iron knife. H 9. iio.o.

505. P'ragments of strip-shaped bronze mounting, decorated

with grooved, parallel lines 'The fragments consist of

Two straight strips at square angles and a curved strip,

together forming approximately a {.juarter of a circle,

d’he bronze strips are nailed to an iron sheet of which

small pieces remain, d'he whole seems originally to

have served as a mounting of a short side of a wooden

box with curved lid. Length 6.8, J 6. 110.9.

506. Circular disc of ivory with one side fiat, the other side

shghtlv convc':; pierced by a hole through centre On

the convex side is a frieze of intersecting semicircles,

bordered by encircling lines. Pieces missing Diawi

5 2. C 7. 104.8.

507. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 17b Y’ang misSing Length

7.0.

J 7. In the sieves

508. Cvlindrical bronze socket with one end broken; the

other end provided with a rounded head with upper

and lower moulded borders. Length 100 II 9. 11 1.2.

509. Long, narrow strip of hionze, j^robahly used tor

bijrdering a wooden object Length 12 b 11 9 111.2.

510. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47 Length 5.0. J i)

1 15.4.

51 1. Straight bronze pm with one end ending in a spatula

and the other in an oblong, thick knob. Instrument

for painting eyebrows and lip'> Length ib3. H 3.

512.

Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 6.3. W 16.

91 .6.

-13 pYagment of a shield boss of bronze with a conical peg in

the centre, bordered by a dotted and an impressed line

around edge. J 8. iii.o.

514 Three fragments of iron rods. Length 14.2; 5.5; 5.6.

J 8. III.O.

515. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo 47. Length 65. J 8.

1 1 1 .0.

516. Loom-weight of terracotta, as Xo. 63. Diam. 4.9.

D 8. 103.4

517. Iron knife as Xu. 333; fiat, short tang, pierced by rivet-

holes. Point missing. Length 9.7. D 7. 106. i.

518. Square plaque of red-brown steatite, being half of a

mould for casting minor objects, as three bobbin-

shaped beads pierced by holes through the longitudinal

axis; two small, hemispherical beads with ribbed bodies;

a boat-shaped pendant decorated with ridges around

the neck, and a crescent-shaped plaque. In two corners

are circular holes for fixing the two halves of the mould

together. Length 5.2. J 6. 103.4.

519. Pestle of basalt, with slightly convex base; fiat sides;

wedge-shaped. Length lo.o. J 6. 103.4.

520. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 39; around the edge

a border of incised, encircling lines and concentric

semicircles Diam. 3.9 J 7. 102.9.

521 Plain White III b{>bbin-shaped bottle with pointed base.

Xeck and handle missing. Height 14. 3. J 7. 104.8,

522. Cvlindrical ivory handle with incised lines around the

ends. Length 7.0. I 6. 109.7.

523. Earring of bronze, as X’o. 470. Diam. 2.3. I 6. 109.7.

524 Scarab of white steatite, Type A2-B2-C2. Repre-

sentation see Appendices I and IL Length i.i. H 7.

107 9.

525. Biconieal bead of cornelian, with one side flattened.

Xo h<)le. Length 21. H 9. 103 2.

529. Bobbin-shaped bead of cornelian, pierced by a hole

through the longitudinal axis. Ends chipped. Length

2.0.

D 6. In the sieves

527. Globular bead of multicoloured glass paste, pierced

by a hole through centre. Surface worn. Diam. 1.2.

1 ) 6. In the sieves.

528 Spindle-whorl of terracotta, as X’o. 483. Diam. 5.2.

1 ) 9 . In the sieves.

520. Plain White V small, depressed oval jug with flat base;

concave, narrow neck; stilted rim; handle from rim to

shoulder. Height 5.9. I 6. iio.i.

' 530. Various fragments of bronze sheet; of which one rect-

angular, pierced by three holes at each short end, and

three roughly pierced holes in one long side. Length

59 19 1 10.8

531. Fragment of a bronze pin. Length 4.3. D 9. 101.8.

532. Pair of leech-shaped earrings of bronze, partly broken.

Diam. 29. D 9. lOi.S.

533 Pear-shaped pendant of green faience paste, with a hole

through the upper end, and a rosette ornament on the

front side. Length 1.6. J 6, 101.9.
1 14.9.
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534. Bronze mounting, as No. 121. Diam. 2.2. I 6. 109.6.

535. Upper part of an ivory pin with a cylindrical head,

decorated with horizontal, incised lines. The pin is

decorated with an incised scale-pattern. .See Xos. 103,

536.

Length of fragment 3 5. D 6—8. In the .sieves.

536. Part of the ivory pin Nos. 103, 535; the piece fitting in

between Nos. 103 and 535. Length of fragment 45.
D 6—8. In the sieves.

537. Waste from bronze castings. Length 5.8. D 6. In the

sieves.

538. Circular finger-ring of silver-lead, with overlapping

ends. Diam. 2.9 D 6. In the sieves.

539. Small, biconical bead of cornelian, pierced bv a hole

through centre. Diam. 0.6. D 6. In the sieves

540. Two fragments of circular, incised ivory disc; burnt

black. Length 1.9. D 6. In the sieves,

541. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as No, 4, Damaged; pieces

missing. Diam, 2.2. D 8. In the sieves.

542. Bronze finger-rmg, as No. 9. Diam 2,3. LI 9. 102.2.

543. Fragment of a bronze needle with pointed end. Upper
part missing. Length 3.7. H 9. 102.2.

544. Various bronze fragments. H 9. 102.2.

545. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as No. 4. Damaged. Diam.

1.65. D 8. In the sieves.

546. Rectangular, fiat whetstone, pierced by a hole; of

sandstone. Broken; pieces missing. Lengthy.y. J 8. 103.7.

547. .\rrovv-head' of bronze, as No. 331. Length 5.2. N 9.

109.5.

548. Nail of bronze. Length 4 4. X g. 109 5

549. Pestle of basalt, as No. 12. Length 13.5. H6 (Deposit)

550. Coarse bowl-shaped lamp; roughly round; flat bottom;

two string-holes below rim. Hand-made. Traces of

soot left. Diam. 5.8. H 6 (Deposit).

551 • Arrow-head of iron, as No. 176. Tang broken. Length

8.7. H 6 (Deposit).

552. Bronze strip, as No. 509. Length 5.2. H 6 (Deposit)

553. White Painted D' bowl with fiat base, nearly vertical

sides; plain rim. Decorated with a broad band below

rim. Diam. lo.o. H 6 (Deposit).

554. Coarse depressed globular jug with round base; cy-

lindrical, short, splaying neck; plain rim; handle from

rim to shoulder. Lleight 130. H 6 (Deposit).

555 - Bichrome IV globular, depressed amphoriskos with

low foot; cylindrical neck; fiat rim; handles from rim

to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands around neck

and belly; concentric circles around neck; bordered

frieze consisting of hanging lotus buds alternating with

erect, larger buds; in between are two semicircles,

the inner filled; ladder-pattern on handles anil rim;

foot painted black. Rim and foot chipped. Height

17.5. H 6 (Deposit),

55b. Terracotta horse with tubular legs; short, narrow body;

tall, straight neck; hogged mane; small, conical head

with mouth, nostrils, eyes, and ears roughly modelled;

tail hanging along r. hind leg; genital organs marked,

front-cover on breast; modelled nose-band, Iront-h.ind,

cheek-band, blinkers, and plume, tassels hanging below

,

chin. f)n the horse's back, remains of two figures: of

j

the mam rider the seat only is preserved; legs bent

' back and hands grasping the mane close by the horse’s

ears; in front, sitting “side saddle" is a small figure

holding a staff in his bent, r. arm and a ribbon wound

!
around the forehead, modelled in ‘snow-man’ technique.

Black and red bands around hoofs; upper part of tail

painted black; body washed red: black lines around

eves; red dots on front-cover, traces of black and red
j

I
chequers on r. hind lec^. Body of main rider, ears, and

j
cheek-picces of horse missing, the whole statuette put

j
tofjether from pieces. Length 22 i. H 6 (Deposit).

I 557. Strdii^ht iron pin with square section. Head and point

;

missin‘2. Lent^th 62. H 6 (Deposit)

558. Black-on-Red II (I\') o\al amphoriskos with base-nnfr;

I

cylindrical neck; flat rim; handles from rim to shoulder,

j

Encircling lines and bands around neck and body;

I

concentric circles around shoulder; black nm and

I

handles Pieces of neck, rim. and one handle missinit.

I

Height 16.7. H 6 (Deposit).

i 559. Coarse jug, as No. 554. Height 13 4. H b (Deposit).

!
560. Terracotta horse, as Xo. 556. Height 23.0 H 6

(Deposit).

561 Plain White IV bottle, as X'o 652. Height 10. b. H 6

(Deposit).

562 Two fragments of iron arrow-heads; one with square

section and pointed end Eength 4.8; 5.7. H. (> (Deposit).

563. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 17b. J^ength 7 2. II b

' (Deposit).

564 Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176. Tang missing Length

I

4.9. H 6 (Deposit)

565. Coarse globular amphoriskos with round base; cylindric-

al neck; small, vertical loop-handles on shoulders

Rim chipped. Height 11.4. H b (Deposit).

5b6. Bichrome IV globular, depressed amphoriskos with

low foot; c>hndncal neck: flat nm, handles from

rim to shoulder. Bichrome encircling lines and

bands around neck, belly, and inside the neck,

irregular wavy line around neck; frieze around shoulder

consisting of erect lotus douers, their triangular inter-

stices tilled with network; black foot. Pieces of neck,

body, and both handles missing. Height iS.b. H b

(Deposit).

5(17 Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 17b. Tang broken. Length

7-8. H 6 (Deposit).

568. Grey Polished conical bottle with flat base; narrow neck

with handle-ridge; funnel-rim; handle from ridge

to body. Pieces of nm missing. Height S.o. H b

( Deposit)

I

5(19 Idain White IV small, depressed jug with hat base;

no neck; large, pinched rim, handle from nm to body.

Height 5.3 H b (Deposit).

570. White Painted IV globular miniature jug with hat

base; narrow neck; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines around the neck and belly; three

concentric circles on shoulder, black handle. Xeck
and part of handle missing Height (i.o. H () (Deposit).
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571. Grey Polished globular miniature jug with flat base;

narrow neck with handle-ridge , funnel-mouth. Handle

troin ridge To shoulder. Part of body and handle

missing. Height ~ .z H h (Deposit).

572. Gres Polished small, shallow bowl with flattened ba^e;

contracted rim with flattened top; two wa\y horizontal

handles on the body. Imitation of a bronze bowl.

Diam 7.(1. H b (Deposit).

573. Bichrome IV globular arnphonskos with low stem;

cylindrical neck; flat rim; handles from nm to shoulder,

hncirclmg lines and bands around neck, shoulder,

ht-lly, and stem, concentric circles around neck and

shi.)ulder; broad, tramed. trans\erse strokes on rim,

on handles \ertical line and transverse lines, framed

by vertical bands. Height 21.0. H 6 (Deposit).

574. Grey Polished miniature jug, as Xo. 571. Height 6.6.

H 6 (Deposit).

575 Grey Polished miniature jug, as Xo 571. Part of bod\

chipped, handle missing Height 62. H 6 (Deposit)

576. Coarse amphorlsko^, as Xo. 565 Height 18 3. H (>

(Deposit).

577 Bichrome o\al arnphonskos with flat base; cylindrical,

slightly splaying neck; nm sloping downwards, small,

horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling lines and

bands around neck and belly, concentric circles around

shoulder, black handles One handle missing. Height

18 5. H 6 (Deposit).

578. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176 Length 10. i. H 6

(Deposit).

579. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176 Tang missing. Length

7.6. PI 6 (Deposit).

5S0 P'ragment of a horse of terracotta, similar to Xo 556.

Length 13 o. PI 6 (Deposit).

551. Arrow-head of bmn/c, as -\«). 47 Length 6.0 X 9

109 3.

552. .A,n irregular, hooked bronze bar. Length 8.0 N <).

109 3

583. P'ragment of broad iron knife with two cutting edges

and midrib. Length 9.8. X 9. 109.3

5.84. Fragment of an iron rod, round in section Length

8 95. X 9. 109 3.

585. Plain White Wheel-made jug, as Xo. 426. Damaged

Height 28 6. J 7 91 9

586. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4. Diam. 20. J 7

94 I-

587 Pebble-stone of reddish (quartz. Length 2.3. J 7. 93 8

588. Conical spmdle-whorl, as Xo. 105. Diam. 35 C 6

102 5.

589 Small, cone-shaped pestle of basalt Halt of the pestle

missing Length 24 C 7. 1025.

590. A bundle of thin needles slightly twisted around each

other, pierced b> e\eleis at the top; pointed ends.

Length 9.5. C 6. 102 5.

591. P'ragments of iron mounting of irregular shape,

pierced by two bronze nails C' 7. 102 5

592. Spindle-whorl <jt steatite, as No, 4 Damaged, piece

missing Diam. 21 C 7. 102 5.

193. Plain White IV sack-shaped bottle with flat base;

\ery short, concave neck; splaying, plain nm; elevated

handle from nm to body. Height 13.9. H 7 (Deposit).

;94. (irey Polished globular miniature jug w'ith flat bottom;

no neck; pinched nm, handle from rim to shoulder.

Pleight 5.2. PI 7 (Deposit).

195. Bichrome W miniature jug, as Xo. 571, but with raised,

flat base. Black encircling lines around neck; three

groups of two large, concentric circles, each with a

small circle in the middle, covering the body in red

paint; black transverse strokes on handle. Rim missing.

Height 6 6. II 7 (Deposit).

396. Coarse shallow plate with flat base and plain nm.

J 9iam. 12 8. H 7 (Deposit).

597. Black-on-Red II (IV) miniature jug, as Xo. 571. En-

circling lines around rim. neck, and body; frieze of

oblique lines around shoulder; black handle. Pieces

of nm and body missing. Height 6.3. H 7 (Deposit).

59S. Plain White I\' sack-shaped jug with round base;

no neck; pinched rim; handle from nm to shoulder.

Piece of nm missing Height 90. H 7 (Deposit).

599. Red Slip III (\') sack-shaped bottle with flat base;

concave, narrow neck; pinched rim; handle from nm to

shoulder. Only upper part of body is covered by a red

slip. Pleight 18.5. PI 7 (Deposit).

600. Plain White IV bottle, as Xo. 593. Pleight ii.o. H 7

( Deposit).

601. P'ragments of two arrow-heads of iron. Only the tangs

and small parts of blades preserved. Length 4.6;

3 5. H 7 (Deposit).

602. Double-curved iron knife with one curved cutting

edge, pointed end; broad, flat tang pierced by two

rivets. <md curved in the opposite direction. Length

28 o. 1 1 7 (l)epoMt).

(>03. (irey Polished globular miniature jug with flat bottom;

narrow neck; handle from nt'ck to shoulder. Part of

neck and nm missing; surface chipped. Height 5.7.

H 7 (Deposit).

604. Bichrome V hiconical miniature jug with raised, flat

base; neck, nm, and handle missing. Black oblique

lines bordered by encircling lines, and a frieze of

hanging bichrome lotus flowers around shoulder. Paint

worn. Height 4.0. H 7 (Deposit).

605 (irey Polished miniature jug, as Xo. 603, Xeck, nm,
and handle missing Height 4.4. H 7 (Deposit).

606. P'ragment of a White Painted IV oval jug, with flat

base. Encircling lines and bands around belly. Height

7.0. II 7 (Deposit)

607 Plain White I\’ plate, as Xo 239. Part of howl missing.

Di.vm. 15.2 II 7 (Deposit).

608. Coarse globular amphora, as No 565. Pieces of nm
and neck missing Height 18. i. H 7 (Deposit).

609. Bichrome IV oval, depressed arnphonskos with base-

ring; handles from nm to shoulder. Bichrome encircling

lines and bands around neck, belly, and base; concentric

circles around neck; two chains of loops fllled with

red on black ground bordered with encircling lines,
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around shoulder. Xeck, handles, and })ieces of the

base-ring missing. Height 15.0. H 7 (Deposit).

610. Plain White V bowl with hat base and plain rim Pieces

missing. Diam. c. 17.0. PI 7 (Depositt

61 1. Bichrome IV shallow bowl with raised, tlat base;

bent-in rim, traces ot two horizontal handles at nni.

Bichrome encircling lines and bands outside and inside

rim; large, concentric circles inside; encircling lines

and bands outside; concentric circles on bottom. In-

complete. Diam. c. 22.0. H 7 (Deposit).

612. Bichrome depressed amphoriskos with slightly

convex neck; flat rim; handles from rim to shoulder.

Bichrome encircling lines and bands around neek and

belly; series of black trapezoids bordered by bichrome

lines and bands on nm; concentric circles around

neck, and a panel-pattern consisting of concentric

circles separated by red vertical bands on shoulder; hand-

les bordered by black bands, the upper part covered

by transverse strokes, the lower by central band. Part

of belly and lower part of pot, missing Height 15 3.

H 7 (Deposit).

613. Black-on-Red H (IV) miniature jug, as No. 571.

Encircling lines around neck; concentric circles around

shoulder. Further decoration not visible. The surface

is covered by soot and damaged by fire. Height 6.3.

H 7 (Deposit).

614. Black Polished miniature jug, as No. 571, but with

large, Hat nm. Height 6.9. H 7 (Deposit).

615. Plain White IV bottle, as No. 593. Damaged. Height

11. 5. H 7 (Deposit).

616. Bichrome V biconical amphoriskos with high base-ring

Bichrome encircling lines around neck, belly, and base;

lotus ornaments framed by oblique ladder-patterns,

and flanked by conventionalized design> of birds on

shoulder Xeck. handle, and pieces of body missing.

Height 14.2, H 7 (DepOMt).

617. Bichrome IV amphoriskos, as Xo. 555. Xeck and

handles missing Height i6,o. H 7 (Deposit).

Fragment of an iron knife with one cutting edge;

fiat tang, pierced by a rivet. Length 7.S. H 7 (Deposit).

619. Coarse globular amphoriskos with round base, sharply

marked shoulder-line; concave, short neck; plain

rim; vertical loop-handles from shoulder to belly.

Pieces of neck, shoulder, and belly missing. Height

16.5. H 7 (Deposit).

620. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176, Tang and point

missing. Length 4.4. H 7 (Deposit).

621. White Painted IV oval jug with flat base. Encircling

lines around neck and belly; groups of small, concentric

circles around shoulder. Surface and paint much worn,

the upper part, pieces of belly, and handle missing.

Height II 5. H 7 (Deposit)

622. Loom-weight of terracotta, as No. 30. Height 50 16 .

In the sieves.

623. Finger-ring of bronze, as Xo. Q. Diam. 2.3. H2.117S.
624. Bronze earring, as No 43. Diam 2.1. H 2. 117.S.

625. Fmger-ring of bronze, as No 9. Diam 22. II 2. 117.S.

626. Black-on-Red II (I\') o\al, depressed amphoriskos with

flat, raised base; cylindrical, slightly conca\e neck,

flat nm; handles from nm to shoulder. Kneirding lines

and bands around neck anti belK ; concentric circles

around neck and shoulder; transserse strokes bordered

with bands on rim Pieces of run, neck, and both

handles missing Height 16.4. H 7 (Deposit).

627. Grey Polished miniature gkjbular jug with flat base;

no neck; pinched mouth, handle from nm to shoulder.

Pieces of body and handle missing Height 54 H 7

(Deposit)

628. Bichrome V biconical amj-ihoriskos with low

rapering neck; nm sloping downwards, handles from

rirn to shoulder Decoration as No 555 Rim and toot

chipped; one handle missing. Height 15.2. H 7

(Deposit).

629. Bichrome IV amphoriskos with base-nng; ovoid body,

cylindrical neck, flat nm, handles fium nm to shoulder.

Framed transverse lines on nm; ladder-pattern on

handles, concentric circles on neck, crossed by an

encircling red line, encircling bands and lines around

base of neck, body, and base, on shoulder a frieze ot

alternating, erect and pendant lotus flowers with fl\e

petals. Height 195. H 7 (Deposit).

630. Bichrome V biconical amphoriskos with low foot;

handles from nm to shoulder. Decoration almost

obliterated but traces ot encircling lines around neck

and gioups of chevrons on shoulder still visible 'J'he

upper part of pot missing. Height 13 7. H 7 (Deposit).

631. Black-on-Red II ( 1 \’) oval amphoriskos with raised,

flat base; handles from rim to shoulder. Encircling

lines and bands around neck and belly; groups of small

concentric circles around shoulder. Neck and handles

missing; mat paint Height 16.0 H 7 (Deposit)

(>32 Arrow-head of lion, as No. 176 'I'ang missing Length

39. H 7 (Deposit)

633. Bichrome IV depressed amphonsktis with low toot;

cylindrical neck; flat nm; handle trom nm to shoulder

Bichrome encircling lines and bands around neck and

belly; concentric circles around neck, alternating red

and black vertical bands filled with herring-bone pattern

on shoulder; transverse strokes on nm. ladder-patlern

on handle; inside of neck and the toot painted led

One handle missing; nm and foot chipped. Height

16.5.

H 7 (Deposit).

634. Iron fragments belonging to the armour No 236. H 7

(Deposit).

635. Bichrome IV depressed amph)ri>kos, as No 555.

but with small, erect kitus buds instead ot the semi-

circles Pieces of neck and rim re'.toted. Height 1^5.

H 7 (Deposit).

63b. Finger-ring of bronze, as No. 9 Diam 215 II 2

In the sieves.

637 Bichrome IV depressed amphoriskos with low foot and

handles fnnn nm to shoulder Bichrome encircling

lines and bands around neck and hellv ; fric/.e around

shoulder of erect lotus buds, every second bud con-
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nccted with mtcrj-ccnn^ trail Neck, handle, and most

of foot mixsin^. Heisaht 11 5. H 7 (Deposit).

63S Kraument ol an iron pm with one thick end Half of the

pin ini>sinLr l.enc'th 455 H 7 (Deposit)

()pj. Arrow-head ot iu>n, a^ No i7() ’ranu broken J.eni;th

(15 1171 l)epo>iT

)

('40 Arn)w-head ot iron, as No 176. Tanu broken. Len'^th

() g H 7 (Deposit).

641 Bichrome lY arnphoriskos, as Xo. 633 Base chipped.

Height If). 3 H 7 (Deposit).

64a Black ^lip Whtel-niade o\al jul^ with wide, raised, Hat

base, sliuhtK tapermu neck; ridc'e around neck. Body

Is co\ered h\ \eitical <ar«.)o\es. 'I'he upper part of neck,

run, and handle missinit. Height ih.2. I— J 7. 103.4

(143 Conical seal of black steatite, pierced by a trans\erse

hole. Representation of a deer lying, with bent legs;

head turned backwards. Head, horns, and body

naturahsticalh rendered with delicately car\ed details

Height 14 11 7 (DepoMt).

644. Arrow-head ot bronze, as No. 351. Length 7.2 J lo.

1105

645 Conical seal ot hard, black steatite, pierced by a hole

at the top. Engraved lepresentation of a tree, or a twig

of a tiee with lancet-shaped leaves. The surface is

badh injured and a large piece missing. Height 2.15.

D () In the sie\es

(>46 Iflain, cireulai tinger-nng of silver. Diam 1.2 11

In the Sieves

647 Spindle-vs horl of steatite, as No. 4 Diam. 3.9. H S.

92 4.

64S. .Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 47. Length 5.7 J 10.

1 1 3 .

1

64(; Tw in-hantile ot bronze jug with a semicircular cramp,

pierced In tour risets for fixing the handle to the jug.

and ending at the lower end with a palmeltc Length

I o (J J I o 1147
(»5o Loom-wtight of rerraetitta, as No 30. Height 7.5

N S. gg.tS.

(151. Red .Slip III (\') cup-shaped, small bowl with raised,

fiat base, \trticaL depressed handle from rim to belly.

Rim chifipcd. Diam. Si. H 7 (Deposit).

(152. Plain White \’ bottle, as No 503. but witlumt neck

and with ordinary handle Height ii 7. H 7 (Depiisit)

^>53 Buhrome I\' spherical jug with raised, Hat base;

narrow, slightlv splaying neck with handle-ndge,

wide, Hat nm: a handle from ridge to shoulder. En-

circling black lines around uppei part ot neck; nm
painted red, three group.> of hanging concentric circles

attached to each other as front ornament, opposite the

black handle. Piece ot handle missing Height S.2.

H 7 I Dcptisit).

(>54. Black Polished jug, shape as No. 653 Piece of handle

missing Height (17 H 7 (Deposit)

(\s5. (hey Polished jug, shape as No. 653, but with flat base.

Height b S H 7 (Deposit).

b^b Plain White \’ buttle, as -No (>52. Neck and handle

missing. Height 120. II 7 (Depijit )

657. Bichrome V shallow plate with flat base; flat, slightly

splaying nm; two string-holes at nm. Encircling bi-

chrome lines and hands inside; rim painted black

outside Diam. 124 H 7 (Deposit)

bsS. Plain White I\' plate, as No 239 Diam. 13 6. H 7

(Deposit).

659. Bichrome \' shallow plate with flat base and plain nm.

Bichrome encircling lines and bands inside. Paint

much worn. Incomplete. Diam. 13.0 H 7 (Deposit).

660. they Polished globular miniature jug with flat base;

long, cvlmdrical, narrow neck; pinched mouth; handle

from run to shoulder. Handle missing, body chipped.

Height 6 o. H 7 (Deposit).

661. Plain White V bottle, as No 652. Handle missing,

nm chipped. Height 12.0. H 7 (Deposit).

662 White Painted IV globular jug with flat, raised base;

short, narrow, concave neck; pinched mouth; handle

from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines around run and

neck; three groups of concentric circles around shoulder;

one group placed as front ornament and the two others

on each side of the handle; vertical bands on handle.

Pieces of run missing. Height 14.5. H 7 (Deposit).

663. Grey Polished shallow bowl with rounded base; concave,

splaying rim; two small, horizontal handles on body.

Diam. IS.4 H 7 (Deposit).

0(»4 Coarse shallow, shell-shaped lamp with rounded base;

flat. Wide run, pinched wick-holder on each side of the

long, slightly curved twin-handle. Diam. 15.4. H 7

(Deposit).

665. Plain White V shallow bowl with flat base and plain

rim. Incomplete and much damaged. H 7 (Deposit).

bbb. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 271. Length 4.8. J ii.

1

1

3 .0

.

b(>7. Bronze cramp in the shape of a staple with both end^

hooked, forming a straight side, 'i'he bow is slightly

moulded. Width 25 J lo. IIOO.

bf)S. Eragments of a rn luntmg of thick bronze sheet m the

shape of a rosette. Length 4.0. J 10. iio.o.

66y. Iron knife, similar to No. 106. Length 20.9. J ii.

112 9-

I

(170. a-b) A shell /and an olive stone, the latter carbonised

and broken. X 17 <So o.

!

(>71 I*estle v)f basalt, in the shape of a truncated cone,

With flat base, iiasc chipped Height 60 W 17. 75 -^i.

i (>72. Einger-ring ot bronze, as No. 9. Diam. 2.2. H 2.

In the sieves.

673 Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 351 Length 6 2. Stray

find.

674. .Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 47. Length 49. Stray

hnd.

(•75 Arrow-head of iron, as No. 176. Length 15.3 J 10.

,
1 1 1 5.

676 Iron mounting, flat, oblong, long sides curved in the

middle and tapering towards the slightly rounded ends.

Length 26.0. J 10. 109 3.

(177. .Arr<»w-head of iron, as No. 307. Most of tang missing.

Length 52 J 10 109 3
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67S. Finger-ring of iron, as Xo. 250. Diam. 2.3. Stray

find.

679. Bronze fragments of one, or probably se\eral bowls.

Very fragmentary. Stray find.

680. Small fragments of two Bronze Age Black Slip wheel-

made jugs with ribbed body. Len<:th 5.0; 6.3. Stray

find.

681. White Painted IV depressed amphoriskos with base-

ring; cylindrical neck; fiat rim; handles from rim to

shouldei. Encircling lines and bands around neck

and belly; concentric circles around shoulder; trans\erse

strokes on rim; \ertical bands on handles. Pieces of

neck and one handle missing. Height 15.9. H 6—

7

(Deposit).

682. Plain White V bottle, as Xo. 652. Rim missing. Height

12.4. H 6—7 (Deposit).

683. Plain White V shallow bowl with flat, raised base and '

plain rim. Incomplete. Diam. 11.7. H 6—7 (Deposit),
j

684. Bichrome IV depressed amphoriskos with low foot; '

cylindrical neck; handles from rim to shoulder.

Bichrome encircling lines and bands around neck and

belly; concentric circles around neck; on the shoulder, a

triangle filled with chequers flanked by parallel lines,

crossed by a vertical line, and with fllled e.\crescences

at the top; the middle square in the chess-board

pattern is unfilled except for a dot in the centre, and

flanked by two degenerate lotus flowers on the shoulder

between the handles, ladder-pattern on handles; foot

painted red. Part of neck, one handle and pieces of the

other handle missing. Height 17.5, H 6—7 (Deposit).

6S5. Spindle-whorl of grey steatite, pierced by a central

hole. Much damaged; only half preserved. Diam.

2.3. C 8. 96.6.

(*8() Earring of bronze, as Xu. 43. Diam. 22 H 2. In the

sie\ es

687. Finger-ring of bronze, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2.2. H 2.

In the sieves.

688. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 351. Length 6.2. I 7.

114.7.

689. Bichrome IV globular, depressed amphoriskos with

flat base; slightly tapering neck; handles from rim to

shoulder. Encircling bichrome lines and bands around

neck and belly; concentric circles around neck; black

handles with triple strokes pendant from base of handles.

IMost of the neck, one handle and pieces of the other 1

missing. Height 12.2. H 6—7 (Deposit).

690. Bronze earring, as Xo. 43. Diam. 2.0. J 8. 89.9.

691. Fragment of an ivory pm with thick, pear-shaped head.

Length 6.1
. J S. 88 7.

692. Bichrome IV— amphoriskos with low foot, deprc'^sed

oval body; cylindrical neck; flat nm. handles fiom rim

to shoulder. Framed, fllled triangles on nm; ladder-

pattern on handles; encircling lines around neck;

encircling lines and bands around base of neck, body,

and base; on shoulder a frieze <d male heads, primitiv-

ely drawn in profile with large eyes en Jan\ painted

eyebrcAvs and hair; two heads with conical helmets.

upper border of dress rendered as a hatched hand

;
below' cbm. Height 19.5. H 6—7 (Deposit).

I

693. Arrow-head of bionze, as Xo. 256. Length 3.4 I 7.

114 I.

I

694. Spherical head of cornelian, as Xo. 115 Diam 1 4

H 7. loi .8.

695. Fragment of an iron knife with two cutting edges and

midrib. Length 5.0. X 10. 108. i.

696. Straight iron pin; point missing. Length 10 5. X 10.

108.1

.

I

697 Circular, flat bronze flnger-ring. Diam. 2 4. X 10.

105.1

.

698. Plain White \' bottle, as Xo. (>52. Incomplete. Height

10 o, H 6—7 (Deposit).

699 Plain White bottle, as Xo. <^152. Pieces of rim and body

missing. Height 11.4. H 6—7 (Deposit).

700. Bichrome IV oval, depressed amphoriskos with small

base-ring; cy'lindncal neck; flat rim. handles frrim nm
to shoulder. Bichrome encircling lines and bands

inside nm, around neck, and bellv, concentric ciicles

around neck; eiect lotus buds attached to each other

by a wa\y line; trans\erse strokes, framed by encircling

lines, at rim; ladder-pattern on handles. Height ih 0.

H 6—7 (Deposit).

701. Coarse globular jug with round base; short, slightly

concave neck, plain nm; handle from nm to body

Piece of rim missing. Height 135 H 6—-7 (Deposit)

702. Bichrome I\' oval, depressed amphoriskos with low

foot; cylindrical neck, fiat nm. handles from nm to

shoulder Encircling bichrome lines and bands around

neck and belly; concentric circles around neck; shoulder

covered by network, trans\erse strokes on nm; foot

and inside of the neck painted red. Rim ehipped,

pieces of neck and Duh handles missing Height

H 6— 7 (Deposit).

703 Iron cramp, consisting of a straight bar with the two

ends bent at right angles. Length 5.4 H — 7 ( I )e}'>osit 1

704. a) Fragment of the periphery of the circular bronze

mounting of a shield with two br('>ad ndges around

edge; one of the short ends pierced by two

holes for fixing the bronze sheet to a leather shield.

Length 193. H 3. 113.2.

b) I'lnger-ring of bronze, as X(^. 9. Diam 2 i II 3.

113

c) Finger-ring of bronze, as 114 b Diam 2 3. H 3.

113 2.

705 Strip-shaped mounting of lead, o\al in section. Length

4.1 . I 2. 1189.

7of). Oblong, flat scarab{>id of white paste. .-X horse walking

in profile to the right, with arched neck; raised, arched

tail. Finer details worn out Duim. 13. I 2 1189

707. P'lnger-nng of bronze, as Xo. 9. Diam. 22 I 4. 117 o.

705. Earring of bronze, as Xn. 470. Diam. 1 45 I 4. 117.0.

709 Plain, circular bronze mounting pierced b\ two holes

at the edge Diam. 24 (7 2. 116.1

710. Roughly circular mounting of bronze, pierced by

holes along the edge Diam i i .25 1

1

4 108.0 (Bothros).
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711 I raLTment t)t two bronze needles; one pierced by a

hole throiiudi the top. Lentjth b.i
, 5.4 H 7. t;7.4.

712. Cylindrical bead ot multicoloured ulas> paste, with a

hi>le through the longitudinal axis. Length 1 <S 117 -

100 S

713. Red Slip III (\’) sliohtK hiconical jut» with tiat base,

tapennu. eonea\e neek, moulded ndue between shoulder

and neC\ Rim and handle missini; Heitrht 78. H 7

( Deposit).

714 lham White V bottle, as No ^52. but with short,

siiohtly splayino neck, plain rim lieii^ht 11.2. II 7

( Deposit).

715 I'ramnents of a limestone basin, similar to Xo 421.

l.enoth 40 o X i)i) S.

7ifu Depressed spherical bead of cc^rnelian, with a hole

through centre. Diam. 15 J 9. 8q i.

717. A piece of a hooked bronze bar with square transverse

secticm. Length c 7 7 X ii. 107.0 (On Wall 42 c).

71 S. Hooked, thick moulded piece of a bronze bar Length

c 7.0. X II. 107.0 (On Wall 42 c).

710 SiUcr pendant with ridged edge; central projection;

tubular string-hole on the edge. Diam 1 6. I 2. 115.8.

720. a) Bronze mounting, similar to Xo. 488 a. Diam. 3.5.

b) Bronze mounting as above, but without the disc.

Diam t)f ring 1.65

c) Bronze ri\et in the shape of a collar-stud with a short

stem on which a smaller button is fixed. Diam i .8.

I 2 1158.

721 Fragment of thin bronze sheet. H 4. 107.6 (Bothros)

722 Bronze coin ()htise: Head of Zeus Ammon. Reverse:

UTOIEMAIOY BAlI.fEi*! Two eagles; between

legs of eagle, in front J (Ptolemaeus Philadelphus,

267 H. C.' ) Diam 44 Weight 67 9. I 3. Surface layer.

723 Lragment of an iron arrow-head, much rusted Length

4 7-13 114 7 -

724 I'ragment ot seated, naked female figure of terracotta

with modelled breasts, navel marked by a dot; incised

"truiii'^Ie ^iurt"', the arms ha\e been bent upwards,

pressed against the chest between breasts; lower part

of legs, arms, except remains of one hand, and head

misung Length 6.7, X 10 95 o.

725. Straight bronze bar with one end rounded. I-Vagmerit-

ai\ I.ength 6 5 H 7. 102 b

726. I.eat-shaped arrow-head of iron with no midrib;

straight tang Length 5 75 H 7. Stray find.

727 a) Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 234; point missing.

Length 10 4. I 7. 107.5.

b) Part of the thin blade of a leaf-shaped knife of iron,

with two edges, low midrib, pointed end I.ength

51 I 7 107 5 -

728 Bronze socket with tapering end and a large, round head,

decoiated with three ridges around neck. Detaced and

broken in many pieces. Length 25. I 7. 107 5

729 Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 726 Point missing Length

76 I 7 107.5

730 .Arrow-head of non, as Xo 726 Length 87. I 7

1C7 5.

731. Scarab of white steatite with a black glaze. Type A3-

B2-C4. Representation see Appendix II. Length

15. H 7 96 S.

732. Two bionze strips, one rectangular in shape, with

traces of an embossed ornament, and pierced by two

holes through the short end; the other irregular in shape,

and plain. Length 7.9; 6.2. H 3. 113.7.

733. Bronze weight, as Xo. 403. inscribed (see Appendix V).

Height i.o. Weight 22.53. 5 -

734. Small terracotta animal with concave back ending

in a small, knob-shaped tail. Xeck and the two hind

legs missing; onh part of forelegs preserved. Length

.55. J 10. 87 2,

735. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo 47. Length 6.3 I 2.

114 2.

736. Finger-ring of bronze, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2.15. I 2.

114 I

737 Fragments of a bronze sheet, one piece pierced by holes.

I 4 1 1 1 .5

.

738. Arrow-head of bronze, as X'o. 256. Length 40 I 4.

1115.

739 a-b) Iron fragments of a handle of a strigil and of an

arrow-head. I 4. 111.6.

740. Fragment of the peripheric, ciicular bronze mounting

of a shield decorated with a string-ornament, flanked

by two ridges m embossed work Length S.o I 2 1 15.6.

741 l-'inger-ring of bronze, as Xo. 9. Diarn. 2 4 I 2 1150.

742. Irregular bronze mounting, consisting of a rather thick

sheet. With three sides straight; the fourth with a semi-

circulai piece cut aw'ay. Length 12.2. I 3. 111.7.

743. Bronze finger-iing. as Xo. 9. Incomplete. Diam. 2.1.

K 3 . 1155 -

744 Circular flnger-nng of bronze with oval, plain bezel,

harnmeie-d flat. J)iam 1.2 K 2. 116.7.

745 Straight bninze pm with pointed end. Upper part

missing. I.ength 113 I 6. 1044.

746 Biacelet of bronze, as Xu. 147. Diam. 6.2 I 4 111.6.

747 Bichrome \' biconical jug with flat, raised base; short,

splaying neck; pinched mouth; handle from nm to

shtiulder. Bichrome hands around rim and neck;

ieal-shaped strokes hanging in groups from neck over

shoulder; red dots arranged \ertically in the inter-

stices. Handle missing Height no. H7 (Deposit).

748 Plain White V sack-shaped jug with flat, raised base;

no neck; pinched mouth, handle from nm to shoulder.

Height 12.2. H 7 (Deposit).

749 Plain White I\' sack-shaped jug with flat, raised base;

moulded line between neck and shoulder. Xeck, nm,
and handle missing Height 10.7. H 7 (Deposit).

750 Plain White \’ sack-shaped jug, as Xo. 652 Rim and

handle missing. Height 128 fl 7 (Deposit).

751 Plain White A' sack-shaped jug, tapering upwards;

very short, concave neck; funnel-nm; raised handle

from nm to body. Rim chipped. Height 13.5. H 7

(Deposit).

752. Plain White \ jug, as Xo. 652 Rim and handle missing.

Height 12.9. II 7 (Deposit).
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White Painted IV bowl with flat base; oblique sides;

concave rim; two horizontal handles below rim Band

around rim. Diam g.5. H 7 (Deposit).

754. Fragment of a Plain White IV ar\ hallos, partly covered

by a red wash; ^l^^bular bijdy; narrow neck with handle-

rid^^e; Harintc rim; handle from neck to s-houlder.

Lower part of body missini'. Height 7.0. H 7 (Deposit).

755. Black-on-Red II (I\’) globular miniature jus; with flat,

raised base; no neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim

to shoulder. Black encircling lines around neck and

rim; black handle. Ilei^ht 73 H 7 (Deposit).

756. Black-on-Red III (V) plate with flat, raised base,

erect rim; two horizontal, -.mall handles below nm.
Encircling lines. The red slip has turned black. Decorat-

ion much faded. Part missinu- Diam. 19.0. H 7

(Deposit).

757. Black-on-Red II (IV) globular miniature jug with flat

base; narrow neck with handle-ndge; handle from

ridge to shoulder. Black encircling lines around ridge,

neck, and belly; concentric circles aniund shoulder;

black handle. Part of neck and rim missing Height

5.3. H 7 (Deposit).

758. Plain White IV jug, shape as Xo 757 Rim missing.

Height 7.3. H 7 (Deposit).

759. Black-on-Red II (D’} o\al amphoriskos with fiat,

raised base; slightly con\e.x neck; nm sloping downwards,

handles from rim to shoulder. Encircling lines around

neck and belly; groups of small, concentric circles

around neck and shoulder .Surface worn, paint almost

obliterated here and there. Rim chipped, pieces of

body missing. Height 15.5. H 7 (Deposit).

760. Black-on-Red III (V) oval, slightly depressed amphor-

iskos with low foot; cylindrical neck; nm sloping

downwards; handles from rim to shoulder Encircling

lines around neck, belly, and base; frieze of oblique-

lines around shoulder. Piece of body and one handle

missing. Paint worn. Height 20 S, H 7 (Deposit).

761. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug, as Xo 652. Height

13.2. H 7 (Deposit).

762. Plain White IV miniature jug, as Xo. 757, but splaying,

flat rim. .Slip almost obliterated. Height 58. H 7

(Deposit).

763. Black-on-Red II (D') miniature jug, as Xo 7(12, but

with wide, flat, stilted nm Encircling lines around

neck and belly; concentric circles around shoulder.

Paint obliterated here and there. Height b 8. H 7

(Deposit).

764. Bichrome IV miniature jug, shape as Xo. 7(')3. Bichrome

encircling lines and bands around the upper part ot

the neck. Red painted nm and two groups of hanging,

concentric circles as front ornament opposite the handle.

Rim chipped Height 62. H 7 (Deposit).

765. White Painted IV oval jug with flat base, handle from

nm to shoulder. Encircling lines and bands around

neck and belly; concentric circles around shoulder;

transverse strokes on handle. Xeck misNing. Height

17.0. H 7 (Deposit).

766.

The pm of a bronze flbula with a twisted spiral spring;

point missing. Length 5.6. H 7 (Deposit).

7(17. Plain White IV jug. as Xo, (>52, but with rai-ed. flat

base. Run and handle missing. Length 11.7. H 7

( Depo-iit'.

7(18 Plain White \'jug. as Xo (>52. but with flat, rai'^ed ha^-e;

ele\ated handle; moulded line between nm and shoulder.

Length 12.3. H 7 (Deposit).

769. White Painted IV shallow bowl with flat base, rounded

outline; slightly spla\ed nm. two horizontal handles

on body. Encircling band around rim and inside.

Diam. 7.5 li 7 (Deposit).

770. Plain White I\’ plate, similar to Xo. 339. Diam. iS o.

H 7 (Dep<»sit).

771. Bichrome IV amphoriskos. as Xo 555. Rim and handles

missing. Fleight 17.7. H 7 (Deposit).

772. Red Slip II (IV) globular jug with base-ring Xeck

and handle missing. Height 14.4. H 7 (Deposit).

773. Bichrome IV jug, as Xo. 764, but with groups ut con-

centric circles as front ornament and trans\ erse strokes

on handle. Height <S 2. II 7 (Deposit).

774 Bronze fragments, probably belonging to check-piece ot

a helmet; and a fragment of a broad, straight sheet

bordered by two ridges on each long side. Length

S 9, 6.8. K 5. 108.3.

775 Bell-shaped bronze mounting with two holes at the top

Height 20. Is. 5 loS 3.

776 a-b). I'ragments of an iron rod and a mounting, the

latter con‘>istmg (jf a narrow, flat snip pierced by a

nail. Very fragmentary. Length 7.0; 5.6 K 5 lO-S 3.

777. Bronze bracelet, as Xo 147. Defaced. Diam. 7 3.

K 5. 108 3

778. Bronze nail with large, flat head and pointed end.

Hooked. Length 48. K 5. loS 3

779. Fragment (4 an arrow-head of iron. Length 51. K 5

108 3.

780. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4 Diam 14. X 7. (;S 3,

781. Conical spindle-whorl of terracotta, with a hole pierued

in the middle. Height 1.9. X 7 98.3.

7$2. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4; decorated with

incised, small, concentric circles. Diam. a i. I (v

I.a\er (i.

783. Whetstone, rectangular, flat; of limestone Length

I 3 -75 - J 3 - 1096 (Bothros).

784. Bell-shaped bronze mounting with eircular base,

concave sides, pierced by triangular holes; top ending

in a loop. Height 38. E (>. 107.0 (Disturbed la\er)

785. Scarab of white steatite, T\pe A 3. Representation

see Appendices I and 11 . Length i 2. J 3. iio 1.

756 ITagment of a circulai bronze sheet. Diam. (> 5 K 5

108.3.

757 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo 47. Length 5 3. Stra\

find.

758 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 271 Length 7 o. K 4.

I lO.O.

789 Circular, thin bronze mounting Defaced. Diam (> 8.

K 4 1 1 o o

.
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700. Bronze mounting, as Xo. iS4 Diam. 9.4. K 4. iio.o.

791. Arrt)w-head id' bronze, as Xo 351. Lenijth 9.0 T 10.

loa 7.

70 - • rramnent of an iron rod Lenuth 6.0. T ii. 102.7.

703. Closed spout ot blue faience \\ ith rectanyuiar transverse

section; pierced by a c>lindrical hole with a shovel-

shaped outlet, encirclmit ridi;e around the hole at the

inner end for fi\in'2 it to the \essel Length 3.45

I 3 1080 (Bothros),

794 Fragment of a bronze sheet -which has been the edtre

of a circular plate or shield decorated by a framed

runnini; doi2 ornament in enchased work. The object

has been gilded. Lenuth 5 2. J 4 In the siexe^.

795 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo 351. Lenitth 62. C 11.

In the sie\es.

796. Earring of siher, as Xo. 34S. Piece of rin^ missing.

Diam. i.Q. H 3. 110 5 (Bothros).

797. (dobular bead ot gold leaf. Damaged. Diana. 0.6 H 3.

1103 (Bothros).

798. Finger-ring of bronze, as Xo. 744. Diam. i.b. H 3

1 14.5.

799 - Fragment of a straight bronze pin. Length 2 9. H 3.

1105 (Bothrosb

800. Flat, Circular bead of glass paste, with a hole through

the centre: rosette ornament on the front side. Diam.

1. 15. I 6. 104.5.

801. Bronze mounting, sintilar to Xo 48. Diam. 2 4. H 3.

1 1 2.3

.

802. Br()nze mounting, similar to No. ii, hut ring attached

by 8-shaped mounting, fi.xcd by rivets Diam 3.0.

Stray find.

803. Plain strip of thin gold leaf. Length 48. K 7. 90S.

804 'Fiapezoid mounting of lead with two knobs Length

3 .7 . J 2 1 1 S 3

.

805. Fragment ot an iron lod I.cngth 42. J 2 118 3.

806. Hair-rmg ot bronze, circular, with o\erlapping ends

Diam. II. J 2 118,3,

807. Pentagonal bead of dark glass, mcru'vted hy spots of

light j'>astc of ditferent colours; hole through centre.

Diam 15 J 2 1 15.0,

808. Strip of lead. Length 5.7. J 2. 115.2.

809 Earring of bronze, as Xo. 4^'>9. Diam. 28. H 3.

108.2 (Bothros).

810. Iron hnger-nng as Xo 250. Piece of ring missing.

Diam 2.3 H 3. 1143

811. A piece ot a lead sheet. Length 8.0. H 3. loS.2 ( Bothros).

812. Fragments of two thin Vronze rings. J 2. In the sie\es

813. Bionze earring ot flat wire, similar to No. 4(19. Diam,

2.0 J 2 1152.

814. Bronze finger-iing, as Xo 9. Diam 2.2 J 2. 1152

815 Bn>nze fmger-iing, as Xo 9. Diam. i J 2 115.2

816. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 351, Length 8.0. J 3.

114.2

817. Large ''pear-head of iron, as No. if)2 Socket missing

Length 28 2 Q 9 lo"; 8

818. Bead ot cornelian, as No 539 Diam oS Q9 1022

Si 9. Button-shaped mounting of silver, semicircular in

section, with a loop in the centre of the concave side.

Pieces missing Diam. 2 5. Q 9. 102.2.

S20. Fragments ot two spear-heads of iron with conical

sockets; leaf-shaped blades with two edges and midribs.

Points and several pieces missing. Length 19. i; 17.4.

T II— 12. 90.0.

821. Conical socket of iron, split up at the long side. Length

13 o. 0 9- 103 8.

S22. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2.2. G 10. 115.9.

823. Spear-head of iron with broad, leaf-shaped blade;

high midrib; tapered socket, circular in section, retaining

blit along one side. Piece of blade, point, and end of

socket missing. Length 195. G 10. 1159.

824. Small, roughly disc-shaped bronze mounting, slightly

convex Diam. 2.5. G 10. 115.9.

825. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176; tang pierced by a rivet.

Length 99. K 10. 116.1.

S26. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. S25. I.ength 10.5. F 10.

1 1 6.1

.

827. Fragments of a thin bronze sheet. I 3. 112.2.

828. a) Fragment of a hinge, consisting of a bronze sheet,

folded o\er and pierced by a rivet through the double

edges. The bronze sheet is also pierced by a circular

hole for fixing the hinge to the wood Length 5 o

i 3. 1 1 2.2.

b) Fragment of bronze sheet decorated by dots and

ridges in enchased work, and pierced by a hole at one

edge. Probably a part of the bronze mountings on a

leather shield. Length 56 I 3. 112.2.

829. Fragments of two bronze rings, one \ery thin and one

thicker. Length bo; 4.2. I 3. 112.2.

830. Fragments of two iron anow-heads, one slightly bent.

Length 50, 60. H 3. 1125.

831 . I'ragnient of a bronze sheet with a moulded edge Length

5.9. II 3-

832. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 7 2. R ii.

loi .2.

833. .Spindle-whorl of steatite, a-s Xo. 4. Diam 2.0. V 13.

88 o.

S34 Miniature rosette of gold leaf. Diam. 04. H 10. 1 1 1 .0

835. Broad, sole-shaped lateral piece of a helmet with an

almond-shaped excrescence fixed to the leather helmet

with a i'i\et in the centre; slightly concave “shaft”

with “midrib”, pierced at the base by two holes. An
impressed line all round the edge and two circular

holes at each side at the edge for fixing the bronze

piece to the leather. Length 21.3. I 7. 115.4.

836. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 256. Length 4.05. I 7.

1 10 7

S37 Bronze eaning, as No. 43 Diam. 2.05. I 7. 1107.

838. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 485. Length 4.25. I 7.

107 3.

839. Button-shaped bronze mounting with fragments of

lead inside. Diam. i 9. I 7. 107 3.

S40. Plain White III sack-shaped bottle with flat base,

\ery short. cUindrical neck; tunnel nm; handle from

rim to shoulder. Handle missing. Height ii 6.I7. 105.6.
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541 Spindle-whorl of steatite, as No, 4. Diam. 47. I 7.

103.6.

542 Larne piece of raw rock cr\stal Iwnnth 3 3. I 7.

103 f).

S43. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as No. 4. Diam. a.y I 7.

103.6

844 Iron fragments. In the sietes

S45. Bronze fragmints. In the sieies.

84(1. Iron fragments. In the sieies.

847. Bronze fragments. In the sieves.

848. Biconical spindle-whorl of terracotta, pierced by a hole

through the centre. Diam 4.9. Q 10. 134.0.

841). Biconical, depressed spindle-whorl of terracotta, pierced

by a hole through centre. Incised, concentric senai-

circles around bady. Diam 2.1), I 7. 103.6.

S50. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 47. Length 8 7. H ii.

113.1.

851. Lamp of terracotta, as No. 36. Diam. 6.75. H 11.

113.1.

832. Lamp of terracotta, as No. 36, but w.th flat base.

Diam. 8.2. H ii. 113.1.

853. Fragment of an iron rod. Length 5 7. H to. 110.3.

854. Fragment of an iron spear-head with tw.i edges; midrib;

socket. .Much damaged, (j ii, 113.7.

855. Small fragments of an iron sword. H 10. 110.3.

856. Fragments of an iron sword, H 10. U0.3.

857. Fragment of iron, Length 6.0. H 10. 1103.

S58. a) C'onical socket of bronze with pointed end, the

central spike of a shield. Length 5.8. H lo. 110.3.

b) Bronze bracelet, as No. 377. Defaced and half

missing. Length 10.0. H lo 110.3.

859. Straight bronze needle, with an eyelet at the top and

pointed end. Length 7.05 U 12. 90,0.

860. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 47. Length 4,8. U 15.

98.0.

861. Five tiny fragments of bronze sheet, probably belonging

to a bowl. V 16. 94.8.

862. Fragments of an iron mounting, consisting of a rect-

angular platiue pierced by two bronze iitcts. Length

c. lo.o. U 12. 91.2.

563, .Arrow-head of bronze, as No, 351. Length 7.35. 1 9.

1 16. 1

.

564. The flat handle of an iron sword with slightly concate

sides at the upper end, and part of the lancet-shaped

blade, with two cutting edges. Length 155. K 10,

1 10.8.

865. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as No. 4. Diam. 4.65. V 13.

Si. 5.

866. Iron knife, doublc-cur\ed; with one cutting edire;

pointed end; Hat tany without riNets. Leni^th 31 o.

I 9. 1 10.9.

S67. Fragment of a rectangular iron sheet; one end preser\ed.

Length 5.5. I 9. 110.5.

868. Globular, depressed bead of blue glass paste, pierced

by a hole through centre. Diain. 0.7. I 10. 115.5.

869. Bronze hnger-ring, as Xo. 9. Diam 2.2. I 9— 10.

In the sieves.

870.

Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 5.0. T 13.

96 9.

S71 lion fragment. Length 60. G ii. 1027

872. Stone pestle of basalt, a's Xo. 671. Length 6 i. F 10.

102. 1

.

873. Pestle of basalt, in shape of a truncated cone with Bat

base and top. Length 12.6. F 10. 102. i.

874. Spindle-whorl of steatite. a> Xo. 4 Diam 2 3 F ii.

102 I

.

875 Bronze needle, as Xc>. 47S. Length 15 85. I 8. SS 3.

876. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4 Diam 17. F 11.

100.8.

877 Cylinder of haematite with engraved representation

of a conical fetish standing ah ive and bjtvveen a pair

of horns of consacration. 'Ft) the left is a kneeling stag

with long, raised neck, and above the stag a sun-disc

To the right a crescent and a sun-disc and still farther

to the right, a figure which seems to be a tiying bird

Slightly worn. Length 1.4. I 9. 98.3.

878. Plain bronze cylinder, pierced b\ a hide through the

top. Length 26. I 10. 108.7.

579. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. ^85. Length 80. H ii.

lOO.t).

580. 'i’wo bronze rivets with b )th ends Battened Length

3.1 ; 3.5. I 10. 1 10.4

881. Ledge-shaped bronze handle of a bjwl. Length 6.5.

I 9. 98.3.

882. Arrow-head of iron, as X ) 176 Point ml^sing Length

6 8 L 9. 106.5.

883. Red Slip Wheel-made globular, depres^ed jug with

b.\se-ring; decoration of furrowed lines covering the

body. Xeck and handle missing. Height 8.0. F 1 1 loi 7.

8S4. Bucchero Hand-made globular, depressed jug with

basc-nng, short, cylindrical neck; annular nm, handle

from nm to shoulder pnissing). Height 8 8. 1
' 11

101.7.

885. Conical seal of greyish steatite, pierced by a hole.

Engraved representation of a stag standing right m
profile; a 'Sun-disc ahoce hi> hack; tree in frv^nt of his

nose. Length 1.7. 1 9. 101.7.

886. Ivory knob in the shape of a pomegianate, pierced hv a

hole through the centre; the head of a pin Length 2 i

.

I 9 (Layer 6).

S87. Spmdle-whorl of steatite, as Xo 4 Diam 22 I 9

(I.ayer 6).

888. Spindle-whorl of grey steatite, as Xo. 4. Diam. 2 6.

I 9 (Layer 6).

889. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xi). 4 Diam. 2.3 I 0

(Layer 61).

890. Spindle-vv horl of steatite, as Xo. 4. Diam. 22 I <)

(Layer 6).

891 Conical seal of black steatite, as Xo. 643. Engraved

representation of a roughly carved stag with long horns

and short tail, looking to the left. Above filling orna-

ment. Length i.i. I 9. 08.3.

892. Plain cvlinder of steatite, with a hole through the long-

itudinal axis. Length 2.95. I 9 98 3.
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S(>3. Arrow-head A)t bronze, as No 351. I.enuth O7 Q 6.

1 03 S

S94 Ciieular Tnoiintirm ot bronze, pierced 1>\ two pan b, of

hole'' at the edae RouudiK einbo''sed, linear ornainentx

Diain. 77. Q 7 102. ti.

^05 Staple of bronze with both ends hooked. Lenttth 3 2

R 7. lof) 4

Ariow-head of bion/e. as No 47 Length 50 O 12.

107 3 (I)ebiis. La\er 2).

S(j 7 Knde ot non, as No. 517 Intact. Leni»Th 152 K
12. 864 (Debris. La\er fd.

808. I'raLtment of straiuht, plain bronze pin Renuth 5 i

I 10. 8f) 6

8(;<;. A lame luni]') ot red ochre. Length 105. J 10 S3.2.

900. (jrinder ot dolerite, as No 170, with ''InthtK concace

top Lentrth 35.0. J 10 80.7.

QOi Bronze inountmt: consisting of a S-shaped plate,

pierced by twx) luets with round head and pointed

ends One met broken henuth 31. R 7. 107^1

(J02 Bronze fint:er-rln',^ as No. Diam. 2.0. R 7. 107.

S

<)03 Rosette-shaped bronze mountinu with a larire knob of

iron in the centre. Diam 35. R 7. 107 b.

904 Fragments of bronze sheets. R 7 lob 4

905 Spindle-whorl ot steatite, as No 5S Diani. 30 I lo

So 4

906. Bronze mountinyr. as No 48 Diam. 2 8 Stray hnd

907. Fragment of a bronze sheet. Length 4.3 R 7 io() 3

908. Brtinze nail Lenuth 24 R 9. 105 5.

909. Conical seal stone of black steatite, pierced l>\ .1 hole

throu'i:h the top. Base chipped and pieces mi''SinLr,

only a small part of the repre.-Nentation Msible; animal

with curved horns l^oat). flemht 17. I 10. 80 3.

910. Bronze knife with leaf-shaped blade, two edt:es; midrib

Point and tarm missimr I.c-nuth Si I ii. <>

911. Arrow-head ot bronze, as No. 351. I,ent:rh 74 11 13

III 5-

912. Frai^ment of an iron rod. Fenuth 5.6. II 13. 112 i

913. l-'rai^ment of a cwlindncal ceiracotta statuette in “sn<wv-

inan” technKjUe d’he ann-'i have been outstretched

'braces t)f black paint visible 1 lead and arms missmif.

base chipped. Iwn^nh 9.9. M 12. 97-7 (Dehiis,

Layer 5).

914. Bronze needle with pointed end and ]>ierced b\ an

evelet throu^^h the top. Kyelet broken I>enctth 82

<J 7. 100 5

915. Fragment of a bronze rinit with a i^ap between the ends

Diam 2.5. Q 7. 102 7.

91b. Fragment of bronze sheets Q 7. 102 5

917 Knob-shaped bead (jf ^rev .steatite, with a concavitv in

the middle. Lenuth 4 3 J 10 So 3

91S. Cylindrical head ot multicoloured ulass, pieiccd h\ a

hole through the lonuntudinal axis (.)ne end niissinu

Lenuth 2.b. J 10. 78 7

9i<) 'Pool made of a rib of an o\ and probably used for

polishinu potterv
,

pierced hv a hole, l.cnuth 124.

I I o 784

920.

Spindle-whorl ot steatite, as No 4, decorated with

incised, concentric circles on body. Diam. 2.0. I 11.

<)5 7 -

921. Spmdle-vv horl ot steatite, as No. 4. Diam. 2.8. I ii.

97 8

922. Circular, plain bronze mounting, slightly convex;

pierced by a hole at the edge; probably used as a cover.

Incomplete. Diam 7.55. Q 9- 97-3-

923 Bronze traument ot a mounting consisting of an oval

hninze disc, pierced by a staple with hooked ends.

Incomplete Length of staple 2.0 R 7. 103.7.

<>24. Bronze finger-ring, as No. 9. Diam 2.3. R 7. 103.7.

925 Bronze staple with an oval loop. Length 2.2. S 7.

105 5.

92!) Bion/e linger-rmg, as NO 9. Only half of the ring

pieservcd. Diam. 2.3. M 12. 99.6 (Debris, Layer 5).

927. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as NO. 4. Diam. 1.8. Y ii.

94 5 -

928. Karnng of bronze, as No. 532, the upper part missing.

Diam. I 95. I 10. 93.0.

929. Iron fragment. Length 8.0. I 10. 7S.3.

930. Bronze sheet of triangular shape. Diam. 3.8. I 10. 7S.3.

931 A dogs tooth, probably used as an awl. Length 3.0.

J 10. 7S.3.

932. Almost entirely mouldered fragments of cloth. Quite

blackened. J 10 78.3.

933 Spmdle-whorl of steatite, as NO. 4, decorated with

incised, concentric circles on body. Diam. 2.0. J 10.

78.3-

934. Lump of red ochre. Length 2.9. J 10. 78.3.

935- Conical seal ot black steatite, pierced by a hole through

the top Engraved representation of a male figure

walking to the left, dressed in a mantle, and carrying a

bow and quiver. Much worn Height 1.5. J 10. 78.3.

<>39. Straight, plain bronze pin, fragmentary. Length 8.8.

J 10. -jn.:,.

937. Earrmt; of bronze, ab No. yaS. Diam. i.y. Q 7. 100.0.

93.S. A large iron tang of a knife with a curved top; pierced

by ten rivctb b\ mmetncally arranged along the edges,

tor tiMng the wood or bone handle. Length 12.4.

(J 7 - 102,(1

P39- Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo, 4, decorated with

incised, concentric circles on body. Diam. 2.1. .Stray

hnd.

940 (ilobular, depressed bead of multicolouied glass paste,

pierced by a hole through centre. Surface worn. Diam.

1.3, R 7. 102 o.

941. A rectangular plaque of greenish steatite, being the

half ul a mould, with a hole in each corner, into which
knobs ot the other half of the mould fitted. (Jn the

hack .1 \ ague incision of crossed lines. The mould
lepresents a bull in left profile with raised head, large

c\es, and skin and muscles conventionally marked by
certical lines on the shoulder and hind quarters. The
metal was poured into the mould by a V-shaped
channel going from the upper part ot the mould to

the back of the bull One corner chipped. Length

5 2. J 10. 78.3
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942. Straight bronze pin with pointed end. Broken. Length

9.3. I II. 95 -7 •

943. Iron fragments of \arious shape. H 13. 1106

944. Trapezoid fragment of a handle of iron, pierced bv

three rnets. Length 6.3. H 13. 111.4.

945. Globular, depressed bead of multicoloured glass paste;

surface worn. Diam. 1.0. In. 95.4.

946. Bronze handle with the upper part in the shape of a

large spiral, the lower part as a flat plate, and fixed bv

means of a bronze mounting, consisting of two leaf-

shaped bronze sheets put together with a flat loop.

Height 9.3. R 7. 103.8.

947. Arrow-head of bronze, as No 47. Length 5.5 R7 103 5.

94S. Bronze bracelet, as No. 399 Diam. 61. Q 7. 102.9

949. Bronze rod bent into a loop at both ends. Length 4.8.

Q 7- 102.9.

950. Bobbin-shaped weight of lead. Length 3 3. Weight

58.80. I 10— II. In the sie\es.

951. Bronze ri\et with a button-head and one end stilled.

Length 3.1. O 12. 105.8 (Debris, La\er 3).

952. Fragment of an iron rod. H 13. iii.i.

953. Iron handle, as No 938, but smaller and pierced by an

oval hole at the top, instead of rivets. Length 7.6.

R 9. 102.4.

954. Bronze mounting consisting of a small, convex disc

pierced by a narrow staple with long ends. Damaged,

incomplete. Length of staple 3.9. R 7. 102.4.

955 - Fragment of an iron rod. Length 7.8. Q 7. 103.0.

956. Bronze met, as No. 951. Length 3.0. (j 13. 111.9.

957. Fragment of iron sheet. Length 5.6. G 13. 111.9.

958. Bronze earring, as No. 217. Diam. 1.75. N 12. 985
(Debris, Layer 5).

959 - Fragment of the body of a terracotta animal. Length

8.2. M 12. 923 (Debris, Layer 6).

960. Fragments of bronze sheet. S 7. 103.2.

961. Lump of yellow ochre Length 25. R 7. 103.5

962. Iron rod with pointed end. Incomplete Length 10.5.

N 7. In the sieves.

963. Bronze mounting, as No 48. Diam 2.35 S 7. 103.2.

964. Fragment of a slighth bent iron rod. Length 5.6.

S 7. 103.2.

965. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 256. Length 2.55. Q 12.

98.4 (Debris outside Wall 42 Cb
966. Arrow-head of iron, as No. 176. Tang broken. Length

14.6. O 12. 99-2 (Debris. Layer 5).

967. Shallow, rounded bowl of grey tufa with three

short legs tapering downwaids; erect, plain rim. The
legs are combined with a cur\ed ridge in relief. Half

of the bowl and one leg missing. Surface weathered.

Diam. 1S.4. N 12. 970 (Debris, La\er 5).

96S. Bull's head of terracotta, triangular, with thick neck;

projecting ears; two horns (broken) Height b.4.

N 12. 96.6 (Debris, Layer 6).

969. Head of terracotta in “snow-man" technique with a

conical helmet; large no^e, traces ot black paint on the

rounded beard. Height 4.2. N 12 97.1 (Debris,

Layer 5).

:>:) /

970. Fragment of a bronze sheet Length 8.0. N 12 97 i

.

(Debris, Layer 5L

971 Lamp teriacotta. as No 182, but with flat, down-

turned rini. Wick-hr Ider chipped. Dram, ii 8. M 12.

96.7 (Debris, Layer 5).

972. Roughly globular mace-head of basalt, with a hole

bored through centre. Diam. 125. A 7. 91.4.

973. Bronze com. ()lntrie: Bust of Constantius II, looking

to the right CONSTANTIUS P F AU(F Rf^erse:

Two Mctories. \dCTORIAK DD AUCKi Q NN
(Constantius H). Diam 1.7. Weight 1.55. S 7.

Surface layer.

974. Plain, circular bronze mounting, probably used as a

co\er. Diam. 69. S 7. 102. i.

975. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as No. 4. Length 2.6 Q ii.

92.9 (Debris outside Wall 42 C).

976. Arrow-head of iron, as No. 176. Tang missing. Length

5.05. Q II. 92.9 (As No. 975}.

977. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as No 39, decorated with

incisions of two groups of concentric circles alternating

with two dots, bordered by encircling lines, around

the edge. Diam. 3.5. G 13. 109.0 (Filling layer).

978. Fragment of an iron rod. Length 3.1. G 13. 108.0

(Filling layer)

979. l-'ragment of a shallow, rounded limestone bowl. Length

II. I. N 12. 94.1 (Debris, Layer 6).

980. Plain White III oval jug with base-ring, defined

shoulder-line; cylindrical neck; three ridges around

neck Handle, most of the neck, and nm missing.

Height 13. 1. N 12. 951 (Debris, J^a>er 5).

981. Fragment of finger-ring of iron with a large, flat,

oval bezel. Much rusted. Diam 25. S 7. 102 i.

9S2. Bucchero Wheel-made u\al jug with low foot; c>lindrical

neck with a ndge. Ribbed body. Most of the neck,

run, and handle missing, foot chipped Height 11 3.

N 12. 95.2 (Debris, Layer (p.

983. Fragment of a terracotta statuette, representing a

figure riding on a horse with both arms holding the

animal's neck, d'he figure’s hetul and legs and the ani-

mal's head missing. Length 10.7. N 12. 94 0 (Debris,

Layer 5).

984. Fragment of a disc-shaped bronze mounting, pierced

by holes at the edge. Length (>.4. N 12. 94.1 (Debris,

Layer 5).

9S5. Fragment of an iron sword Length 21 o H 13 08 3

(Filling layer).

986. Bronze bracelet, as No. 160. Bent. Diam. 7 7. T S

loi .9.

9S7. Small fragment of cheek-piece of a helmet Length

7.0. T <8. 102 I

988 Foreign Ware jug with base-ring, oxal bod\ ; short,

concave neck; pinched rim; elevated handle from

rim to shoulder. Body covered by a brown lustrous

slip; decorated with lustrous band around rirn; encircling

lines of blown and \ lolet colour around luidy. Height

1 1 7 S 7. 102 3

989 Ram of terracotta with conical legs, short, slightly
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conccue back, spLuiny neck; head with pointed nose;

small ears, fraLmicnts ot horns 'Fraces of black paint

M>iblL on chest, around ne^k, on horns; e\es painted

bla^k d\\o IcLTs, one ear, and horns missiny. Length

6 (). 'V S loa.i

.

Opo. Iron knife, as Xo. S97. Tan" broken Lentjth 12.9 H 13.

94.S (Fillimr layer)

(>91. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo 176. Length 12 i (j 13

lo^'i S
( Fillin" la\er).

9(;2. Fragment of an iron nail with larce head. The pointed

end missin" Length 5.0. G 13. 106.S (Filling layer).

993. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176. Tang broken. Length

77. (j 13. io^‘) 8 (Filling la\er)

9(j4 Small iron knife, similar to Xo loh. 'Fang missing.

Length 7.1. G 13. 1068 (Filling layer).

995. Cylindrical bronze mounting in the shape of a socket

with one flat end, the other open, the socket pierced

by large, circular holes Length 1.5. T S. 99.9.

99^) Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47 Length 4.4. S 7.

99 O-

907. F'ragment of the blade of an iron knife with one edge

and thick back. Length 4.1. S 7. 99.0. i

998. Bronze earring, as Xo. 43 Piece of ring missing. Diam.

2.3. 'V S. In the siexes
|

999. I’hree lumps of iron slag. R 9. 91.7.

1000.

Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 271. Length 5.2.
,

.Stray find.

1001 Straight bronze met with a flattened, liammercd head

at each end Length 32. \'
1 1 . 100.8.

1002. Spherical sling-stone td basalt. Diam h 6 1 10. 98. 2.

1003. Bronze staple with pointed ends. Defaced. Length

34. L 9. 102.5.

1004. .'spiral-tw i'lted siher hair-ring Diam. 1.3. V ii. 983.

1005 Rectangular weight of bronze with two sides incused.

Length 2.3 Weight 3.78, L ii. 1003

looh Inin knite. similar to Xo. io9, tang pierced by a rivet.
'

Broken, pieces of blade and tang missing. Length !

154. L II. 100.3
I

1007 A bow-shaped bronze handle with square section.
'

Length (19 I’ 1 1 . 100 3

1008. Conical spindle-whorl, as Xo 105. Diam. 3 15. I ii.

iG-3-

1009. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2.2 H i 111^.3.

1010 Fragment of an iron sheet Length 5.4. L 10 1006.

toil Bronze coin ( )h: '’rsc Head of Ale.xander looking to

the right. Much worn Rct ersc Fkigle looking to the

left with wings open, standing on thunderbolt. In the

held, to the left. E Y abi)\e. and monogram A .
below.

Much worn. ^Prolemaeu^ II PhiladelphuO Diam

1.8 Weight <1 5*). \ 10 <19 9

1C12 Spherical, hollow knob of terracotta, with a hole,

not pierced through, in o^c side Diam. 2 8. L 10.

103.2.

loi V I’he point of an iron knite with one cutting edge and

thick back Length 5 2. \*
i i 98 i

1014 Fragment ot the bl.ule ot a large iron knite with one

cutti.ng edge Length 57 \' 10 9^3

1015. Iron fragments. V ii. 99.6.

1016. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo. 114 b. Diam 1.8. K i.

120 5

.

1017. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo 9 Diam. 2.4. K i. 120.8.

lOiS Iron fragments. V ii. 99-1.

1019. Fragment of an iron knife. Length 4.0. V ii. 99.1.

1020. Iron knife, similar to Xo. 106. Damaged. Length

7.2. \' 10. 99-5-

1021. Small bronze strip, triangular in section. Length 4.5.

X 10. 99.5,

1022. Iron fragments. V 10. 99.3.

1023. Fragment of a terracotta statuette with flat base;

straight, cylindrical body. Xeck, head, and arms

missing. Height 8.0. L ii. 99.5-

1024. Small bracelet of bronze, as Xo. 160. Diam. 3.9.

L’ II. 98.1.

1025. Small, cylindrical bead of light-blue glass paste, pierced

by a hole. Diam. 0.3. I 10. 99 5.

1026. Bronze flnger-nng, as Xo. 9. Diam. 4 6. H 12.

109. 1 (Filling layer).

1027 Bronze sheet of irregular shape. Length 3.5. H 12.

109.1 (Filling la>er).

102S. Leg of bell-shaped idol pierced by a hole at the upper

end. Length 4.9, V ii. 99.2.

1029. F'ragment of a bronze sheet. Length 4.0. L ii. 98. 2.

1030. Bronze flnger-nng, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2.3. J i. 120.7.

1031. Small bronze finger-nng, as Xo. 114 b. Defaced.

Diam i .55. K i . 1 18.8.

1032. 'i’he muzzle of a terracotta horse with the nostrils

indicated by impressed dots. Length 1.8. J i. 118.3.

1033. Small piece of red ochre. Length i.i. V 10. 96.9.

1034. Biconical bead of red-veined, white marble. Diam. 0.85.

J I. 118.2.

1035 Bronze flnger-nng, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2.3. K i. 121.8.

103C. Bronze finger-nng. as Xo. 9. Diam. 22. K i. 121 o.

1037. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2.2. J i. 117.2.

1038. Ihro irregularly shaped fragments of lead. Length

5 2; 3 o. J 12. II3-4-

1030. Iron fragments U 10. 98. 2.

1040. Fragment of statuette of a rider, similar to Xo. 983,

wearing a conical helmet. Horse, left arm, right hand,

and legs of rider missing. Bichrome paintings: helmet

red; large, black eye; red and black, tiansverse lines

on arms. Height 92. K i. 119.3.

1041 Bronze finger-nng, as Xn. 9. Diam. 1.5. L i. 119.4.

1042. Bronze earring, as Xo 43; piece of the ring missing.

Diam. 2.1. U 10. 98.5

1043. Silver mounting, as Xo. 819. Edge chipped. Diam.

3.2. J 12. iri.8.

1044. 'F-shaped bronze mounting. Length 32. In. 115.5.

1045 Fragment of an iron rod. Length 6.6. K 12. 113.4.

104^1. Fragment of an iron knife with two cutting edges and

midrib Length 8.3. J 13. 109.7 (Filling layer).

1047. Fragment of an iron rod. Length 6.8. H 12. 104.8

(Filling layer).

1045. Bronze fingei-ring, as Xo. 9 Diam. 2 5. K i. 118.6.

1049. The pin of a fibuld(:). Length 5.9. P 6. 107.6.
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1050. Saucer-shaped lamp of terracotta with flat, raised

base; flat rim; trefoil-shaped wick-holder. Leni^th

8.5. P 6. 107.3.

1051- Straight, thick needle with pointed end and an eyelet

in the upper end Length 15-25. U 10.

1052. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo. 114 b. Diam. 2.1. L i.

II 7 - 3 -

1053. Fragment of a thick iron rod. Length 8.5. K 12.

114.4.

1054. Straight bronze rivet with flattened, hammered head

in each end. Length 3.2. Stray find.

1055. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo. g. Diam. 2.0. L i. 117.8.

1056. Fragment of cheek-piece of a helmet; pierced by a

hole. Length 5.8. L i. 114.9.

1057. Fragments of a bronze spear-head \Mth socket. Length

6.0; 2.9. Q 10. 106.6.

1058. Fiagment of an axe-head of iron, as Xo. 440. Length

6.8. I II. 113.3.

1059. Small iron fragments of a curved sickle, a sword, and a I

knife with one cutting edge. I ii. 1125.

1060. a-b) Fragment of a bracelet; one fragment of bronze

strip decorated \sith ridges. Diam. 7.0. Length 6.5.

I II. 1 12 .5

.

1061. Iron sheet with one angular corner. Lenirth 6.8. I ii.

112.5.

1062. Bronze mounting, as Xo. 48. Diam. 2.4. In. 112.5.

1063. Fragment of a large iron knife with one cutting edge.

The knife has probably been cur\ed. Length 8.1.

Q 10. 107.4.

1064. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 7.8. P 7.

105.8.

1065. Fragment of an iron rod. Length 5.8. Q 10. 105.7.

1066. Circular button of bone, with both sides flat; pierced

by a hole in the centre. Diam. 22. kl 12. 101.8 '

(Filling layer).

1067. Grinder of dolerite, as Xo. 900. Length 24.0. Q 10.

105.2.

1068. Iron knife, similar to Xo. 106. Length 11.8. 1 7. ;

95 -7 -

1069. Plain, circular bracelet of bronze. Incomplete and

defaced. Diam. 5.9. P 6. 105.8.

1070. A circular, flat amulet of red stone pierced by an

eccentric hole. Diam. 2.8 Stray find.
j

1071. Iron mounting decorated with strip-shaped bronze

mountings around edges, similar to Xo. 505, but the
j

curved strip only curved at the angle, and with three
|

nails with button-heads inside the bronze strips. Frag-

mentary. Has been used as mounting on a short end
1

of a wooden box. Length 12.0 In. in.6.

1072. Silver coin. Ohvftse: Head of Aphrodite looking to the

right. Reverse: Lotus flower in the middle, iv\ leaf

to the left; astragalus to the right. (Idalion). Diam.

i.o. Weight 0.76. In. in 6,

1 *^73 - Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 39; incised semi-

circles with a dot in each centre, flanked by cncii cling

lines around edge. Diam. 5.6 I 10. 95.0.

1074. Conical loom-weight of terracotta with flat base;

pierced by a hole near the rounded top. Pleight 5.0.

i

D 10 975.
I 1075 Small, broad, conical bead of blue and white gla;,s

I
paste, ornamented b\ a spiral running trom the centre

to the periphery. Xo hole. Diam. i .0 \’
1 1

. 90 7.

;

1076. Bronze nail with a flat head and pointed end hooked

into a loop Length 23, Q ii. 106 o.

, 1077. Bronze mouniing, similar to Xo. 48. Diam 2.3. Q ii-

I

105-4-

;
1078. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176. Length 91. Q ii.

I
105.6.

,

1079. Small fragment of an iron rod Q it 105 6

' 1080. Fragment of an iron lod. Length 5.7. Q 10. 105 6

1081 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 54 1

2

100 2.

1082. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4. decorated with

incised circles with a dot in each centre. Diam. 1.9

I 10. 95.0.

1083. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47 Length 5.3 Q 11

106.3.

1084. Silver coin. Much corroded and indecipherable.

Probably of the same type as Xo 1072. Diam. i o

Weight 075 Qii. 1063.

1085. Fragment of an iron sheet. Length 4 7 Q 10 1030

1086. Bronze bracelet, as Xo 399. Defaced Diam (> 0

M I. 1 1 2.0.

I

1087. Iron finger-ring, as Xo. 250. Most of the ring missing

Diam. 1.7. Q ii. 105.3.

10S8. Central shield boss of brt)nzc, as Xu. 137 a, but

plain. Diam. 6.7. P 7. 105.3.

1089. Plain, flat, circular flnger-ring. Diam 1.85. P6. 1037

1090. Tang of an iion knife of rectangular shape, ]nerced

by five rivets placed closed together, with one in the

middle and two on each short side. Length 6 () M 12.

1 10.9

1091. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 5 5. 1

1

102.S.

1092. Arrow-head of bronze, a> Xo 256. Length 3.2. Q ii.

103.0.

1093. Arrow-head of iron, as Xu. 24(1 I.ength 70. Q 11.

103.0.

1094. The half of a circular bronze bracelet with a gap between

the flattened ends Diam. 5.2. Mi 110 (k

1095. Bronze disc, pierced b\ holes; decorated with a rosette

ornament and a beaded string around edge, l.dge

chipped. Diam. 8.0. X i. iii.i.

1096. Arrow-head ot bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 7.1 P

103 o.

1097 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 351 Length 71. Q ii

103 o.

1098. Small iron fragments. Length 50 Q ii. 103.0

1099. Two small iron fragments Q 10. 103 o.

1 100. Plain White Wheel-made oval jug with base-nne.

Xeck and handle missing Height 92 I 10. 05.9.

1101. Spear-head of iron, as Xo. 336 Socket pierced by a

rivet The pointed end missing. Length 65. Q 11.

103.0.
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1102 Iron socket to a spear-head Pieces niissirii^. Length

51. Q 1 1 . 103 o

1103 Arrow-head t>t bronze, as No 351 Lcniith 7.4 Q II- .

1 03 .0.

1104. Hair-rin^ ot bronze, as No. S06 Diam. 1.8. Q ii.

103.0

1 105 Frai^ment of the handle of an iron sword Length 8 z.

Q 1 1 103.0.

1106. Pestle of basalt, similar to No. iii a Diam. 575.

I 10. g5 g.

1107 Spindie-whorl of terracotta, with flat base; conical

body, tiled off top; pierced by a hole through centre.

Decorated with encirehn^ black lines around the

body. Diam. 2.4. I ii ioi>.6.

1108. Nail head of bronze. Diam. 1.7. U 12. Surface layer.

1109. Arrow-head of iron, as No 176. Tangmissing. Length 1

70. Q 1 1 . 103 .2.

1 1 10 Bronze earring, as No 470. One piece missing I

Diam. 3 .5 . I 10 95 o

1111 Fragment of an iron rod, with round trans\erse

section. Length 16.0. P 6. 103 S. 1

1 1 12 Coarse bowl with flat base; defined shouIder-lino;

slightly out-turned rim. Both handles missing; nm I

chipped Diam. 9O P (>. 1060.
|

1 1 13. Bronze mounting, as No. 48. Staple missing. Diam.

2.0. T II. 102.2.

1 1 14 Arrow-head of bronze as No. 351. Length 5 S. Q ii.

104 o.

1115. Arrow-head of iron, as No 176. Slightly bent. Length

140. Cr 12 106.9 (Filling layer).

1 1 16 Small, oblong lump of red ochre. Length 2 6. I 10.

92.0.

1 1 17 Hooked pin of bronze, in the shape of a modern hair-

]iin Length 6 15. 'P 11. 1004

1 1 18 Large, conical socket of iron spear-head; the upper end

bent Length 11.45. Q ii. Stray find

1 1 19. Fragment of a bronze stand, consisting of a circular

ring with the upper side Hat, short feet, in the shape c»f

a closen hoof. Only one foot and a small part of the

ring preser\ed Height 2.5. K 12. 103.9 (Debris,

Layer 4).

1120 A’aruius very small iron fragments. T ii. 996.

1121. Fragment of an iron knife with fiat tang, pierced by

one rivet. Length 67. K 12 1014 (Debris,

Layer 5).

1122. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 47. Length 50. Q ii.

103 I.

1123. Fragment of an iron arrow-head. Rusted into small

fragments. Length 76. 10. 100.0.

1124. .Sibei coin. ()b(t)se: Bull standing 1 .; abo\e, winged

solar disc, border of dots. Rtrersc Fhigle( ') standing L;

at Its feet, 1., one-handled case, to r , abo\e, i\\-leaf;

incuse square. Much worn. (Paphos) Diam o 7.

Weight o 2. d’ 9. 103 2.

1125. Fragment of an iron finger-ring with large bezel

()nl\ halt of the bezel, and a small part of the ring

preserced. Diam. of bezel 1.3. T 9 i02.<S.

1126.

Iron pin. with a large head. Pieces of head, and the

lower part missing. Length 5.3 T 9. 102.6.

1127 F'ragment of a bronze sheet, pierced by a hole at one

edge; ecidently a part of the cheek-piece ot a helmet.

Length 6.7 12. 92.2 (Disturbed layer).

112S. Iron fragments. K 12. 100.9 (Debris, Layer 5).

1129. Iron knife, similar to No 106; pierced by one ricet.

Point missing. I^ength 10.o. M 12. 101.6 (Debris.

Layer 5).

1130. Terracotta buck with straight back; straight, tapering

neck; long head with rather pointed nose; piojecting

eyes; small ears; horns, small goat’s beard; peg-

shaped legs, short tail. Bichrome black and red hori-

zontal lines and bands ocer front; vertical ladder-

pattern from ears all along forelegs: irregular red

stroke along neck, back, and tail; horizontal, bichrome

ladder-pattern on each long side widening over the

hind quarters and turning down the back legs; red

painted nose, beard, and ears; eyes maiked by two

encircled black dots; black lines on the horns. The

foui legs and the two horns are missing. Length

7.1. K 12. 100.9 (Debris, Layer 5).

1131. Bronze mounting, as No. 48. The how of the staple

missing. Diam. 2.5. Q 9. 104.9.

1132. Shoit, rathei wide, leaf-shaped iron knife; no midrib;

one cutting edge; curved, fiat tang with rounded end,

pierced by nvet-holes. Traces of wood still visible

o\er the whole blade, probably the remains of a wooden

sheath. Length 12 9. I 10. 92 4

1133. Bronze bracelet, as No. 399. Defaced. Length 16.5.

Q 9. 105.0.

1134. a) F'ragment of an iron rod. Length 5.6. Q ii. In

the sie\es.

b) Arrow-head of iron, as No. 726. Tang missing.

Length 4.3. Q 11. In the sieves.

1135 - Spindle-whorl of steatite, as No. 4. Length 2.0. T 9.

100.0

1136. Bronze bracelet, as No. 160. Broken into five pieces

Diam. c. 6.0. 'V 10. loi 5.

1137. Lump of iron slag. Length 6.7. I 10. 91.9.

1138. Circular wheel of terracotta belonging to a chariot,

pierced by a hole through centre. Pieces missing.

Diam. 9 8. K 12. 99 2. (Debris, Layer 5)

1139. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as N(k 4 Incised inscription

Diam. 305. I 10 (>3.4 (see Vol HI, Appendix I).

1140. Spindle-w horl of steatite, as No. 39. Plain. Diam. 1.6.

L’ 12. 86.2.

1141. Bow of bronze fibula, similar to No. 267. Length 9.5.

K 12. 100.7 (Debris, Lavei 5).

1142 Bronze mounting, as No. 48 Diam 2.2. Q 8.

105.3.

1143. Bronze mounting consisting of a circular ring attached

to a staple with pointed, hooked ends. Length of

staple 3 9 Q 8. 105 3.

1144 Bronze mounting of thin bionze sheet, with scalloped

edge, pierced by holes. Very fragmentary. Height

7.0. T 10. 100.4.
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1145. Pm of ivory with a Iona, moulded, car\ed head.

Pointed end missing I.ength 6 6. V 12. <_)0 o.

1146 Bronze tinger-rma, as No. 9 Diam 2.1 X 12.

106.6 (Debris, La\er 2)

1147. Spear-head of iron, as Xo. 19. Length 15.5. Q 9

105.4.

114S. Fragment of a spear-head of iron, with socket. The
socket was filled with wood tragments. Length 170
P 7. 103 I.

1149 Plain White III globular, depres:>ed amphoriskus with

flat base; tapering neck; thick, flat rim; handles from

iim to shoulder. Height 10. o. AI 12. 99.2 (Debris,

Layer 5).

1150. Rectangular pyxis of vhite lime-.tone, lour short

legs with square trans\erse section; Bat bottom;

straight, erect sides. On the long sides are two, and

on the short one, rectangular projection imitating

metal mountings on the wooden prototype Pieces of

sides and two legs missing Length 12.6. Width 10.3.

I 10. 89.0.

1151. Globular, depressed bead of multicoloured glass paste,

pierced by a hole thiough centre. Diam. 0.8. I 10.

88.6.

1152. a) Slightly biconical, oblong bead t)f cornelian, with
'

a hole through the longitudinal axis. Length 1.4.

I 10. 88.6.

b) Pear-shaped pendant of cornelian, with disc-

shaped base, and pierced by a hole at the upper end

Length 1.75. I 10. 88.6

1153. Bronze hnger-ring, as Xo. 744. Diam. 1.8 Stray find. ,

1154. Weight of haematite, as Xo. 371, Length 3.9. Weight

28.35, X 12. 102.9 (Debris, Layer 4).

1155 Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176 Length 10. i K 12.

96.6 (Debris, Layer 5).

1156. Scarab of white paste, T>pe A4-B2-C4 Represent-

ation see Appendix II. Length 1.5. Q 9. 104.5.

1157. Female statuette of terracotta, dressed in a long chiton

reaching to her feet and with mantle arranged in

“swallow tails” on both sides; both hands at the breasts;

isohnear feet. Head missing. Height 67. Q 9. 104.

i

1158. Tubular, light-blue paste bead, surface worn Length

1.2. I 10. 91.9.

1159. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47, but flatter. Tang
broken. Length 42. Q 7. 107.0.

1160 Bronze mounting in the shape of a c(>n\ cntionalized

bird’s head, surmounted by a loop from the neck.

Length 3.7. R 6. 108.0.

1161. Tubular bead of light-blue faience paste, with an

incised line around the middle. Length 0.3. I 10.

90.0.

1162. Bull's head of terracotta, triangular, with wide neck;

two erect horns and ears; projecting eyes; nostrils

marked by two dots, mouth by a horizontal, incised

line. Black, \ertical strokes on each side of the snout

and neck; black ears and eyes; a black stroke between

horns and an encircling band around neck. Length

7.8. 1 II. 98.5.

1163.

Bronze staple with hooked end-;. Length 28 O 12

109.0

1164 Mace-liccid ot ha>alt. similar to Xo 972. Diam 15 9

V 12 82 1.

1165. Fi\e lumpj. of red ochre of did'erent shipc.-'. Length

2 7—1.5. V 12. 84 2.

1166 Spindle-whorl of steatite, a'. Xcj. 4 Diam. 2 4. I 10.

89 7.

1167 Bronze mounting, similar to Xo. 48 Diam 28.

Q 7. In the sieves.

1168. a) Hair-ring of bronze; spiral-twisted. Diam. 1.2

Strav find

b) Bronze rivet with hammered, flattened ends,

fragments of a pierced bronze sheet around the muldle

J^ength 2.9 Stray find.

c) Bronze nail with a defaced head around which

iron fragments are attached, a pointed end. Length

3 4. Stray find.

1169. Spindle-vvm>il ot steatite, as Xo 4 Diam 1 5
\' 12.

81 .9

1170. Spindle-whorl of terracotta, as Xo. 483. Edges

chipped. Diam 5.0 V 12. 81 9.

1171. Spindlc-whorl ot terracotta, as No. 483 Diam 52
V 1 2. 81 .9

1172 A lump of red ochre. Length 29 12 81 (;

1173. Silver mounting, as No 1043. Diam. 3 i. 'F 8. 100 0.

1174. Plain White HI globular, depressed jug with base-ring;

concave neck, handle from nm to shoulder. Rim
missing. Height 145. 'V 7. 101 8

1175. Fiagment of an iron kmle with leat-shajud blade,

TWO edges; low midrib. 'Fang missing Length 8.1.

T 7. loi 4.

1176 Hand of terractitta with bent fingers Length 40
'F 7 102.1

.

1177. .\n'ovv-hcad of iron, as Xo. 234 Length 70 'F 7.

10 1 .9

1178. Two fragments of an iron rod. Length 9.8; 5.3

T 7. 101 9.

1179. k'lvc tubular light-blue paste beads, attached to eaeh

other, each bead pierced by a hole through the long-

itudinal axis Broken. Length ia). Vi; 87 2

1180. Bronze hnger-nng, as Xo. 114 b Diam. 2 3. T 7.

loi .7.

iiSi. The Hat hanelle cd an iron knife, piereeel b\ three

rivets vertically auangeel. Length 3 5 'F 7 lOi 7.

1182. Beads, as Xo. 1179, but only two pieserved Length

I 15. Y II. S7.4

1183. White Painted amphora with base-ring; biconical

body; neck wielening upwauK, swollen nm; horizontal

hanelles on shouldei . Fneircling lines and hands

around body anel neck, zigzag lines around run.

Badly damaged. Height 28.0. G 13 1037 (Pilling

layei ).

1184 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 8 6. 'F 7

10 1 .7.

1185 Fragment ot an iron rod with square section. Length

6.2. T 7 loi .7.

36
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iiSb. Plain White sack-iihaped \uii with flat base; no

neck; spLuini; nm; handle from 11m to shoulder

Heiuht 9 S T 7 1017
11S7. Fragment of an iron rod. Fenuth b.7, T 7 101.7.

iiSS. I'ramnent ot an iron rod Length 6 S. 'P 7. 101.7.

11^9. Framncnt ot a bron/e nwuntinLj; flat with tapeiintt,

rounded tup, pierced by a hole. Length 1.8. T 7.

loi .7

1190. Conical bead of multicoloured u:lar>s, pierced by a

ht)le; piobably the head of a pin Diam 07. Cj 13.

loa 6 (Fillintf la\er).
|

1191. d'he iron handle to a tool, pierced by one met. Length

44 (j 13 104 S (Fillin'? layer). i

119a. Frasaments of iron Cj 13. 104.8 (Fillini? la\er). 1

1193. Sheet ot lead, pierced by two holes at the edge. Length '

5.1. I 10. 83 .Q. j

1194 Bobbin-shaped bead of cornelian, pierced by a hole
;

through the longitudinal axis. Length 1.6. Z ii.

‘Li-r

ii()5 Bronze ri\et, as Xo. 1054. Length 2.6. S 9. 1033. 1

119b. (dobular spindle-whorl of grey steatite, pierced by a

h(.)le through centre A decoration, consisting of

circles with central dot, on body. Diam. 2.5. Y 14.

91 I.

1197 Fragment of a plate of dolente with flat bottom.

Length 30 o .Stra> And.

1198. Bronze met, as Xo 1054 Length 27. D ii. 115.6.

1199. Bronze sheet with one edge folded, making a socket. .

Length 8.1. L' 8. 104.6.

1200. Fragment of a bronze rod. Length 6.0. U 8 104.6.

1201 Square co\er of stone. Length 36. In. 85.7

1202. Airow-head of bronze, as X0.47. Length 5.05. R ii

103.4.

1203. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 5.15.

R II 103 4.

1204. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo 176. Length 125.

b) d’he upper pair of a large iron pin with a large

button-head. Length 7.1.

e) Fragment of flat iron tang. Length 3 45.

d) F'ragment of hooked iron rod. Length 6.2. (r 13.

103.6 (iMlling la\er)

1205. Arrow-head of lironze, as Xo 351. Length 6 3. 14.

107.9 (lulling layer).

1206. Rectangular bronze plaque, pierced by three holes at

both shoit ends. One piece missing. Length 63
I II. 1 1 1 .0.

1207. Bronze met, as Xo. 1054 Length 3.0. R ii. 1005

120S. Large angular handle of iron with sijuare section,

piobahK belonging to a wooden bowl, lycngth 24.0.

S 9 loi .1

.

1209 I ragment of a brorr/e strip, with one side flat, the other

slightly con^ex. pierced by a hole for flxing the strip

to wood or leather. On the con\ex side are transverse

ridges in relief. Length 48. S 9. 100.S.

1210. .Ariow-head of bronze, as Xo 47. Length 6,6. L 8.

104 I

1211. Bronze rosette in enchased woik with a central, pro-

jecting dot. One piece missing. Diam. 6.4. G 13.

loi 5 (Filling layer).

1212 F'ragment of an iron knife with one edge; thickened

back. Length 6.7. II 14. 107.4 (Wall shaft).

1213. Fragment of a plain bronze pin. Length 2.2. T 7.

93 - 5 *

1214. Iron finger-ring, as Xo. 250. Only the half preserved.

Diam. 2.3. T 7. In the sieves.

1215. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 6.6. T 7.

In the sieves

1216 Small fragment of a shield boss; decorated with

palmettes in enchased work. Length 4.5. S g. 100.8.

1217 Seal of lead, as Xo. 645. Plain. Height 1.5. I 10. 78.2.

1218. Bronze flnger-nng, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2.2. Cj 13.

99.7 (Filling layer).

1219. Small bronze finger-ring, as X'o. 9. Diam. 1.5. H 14.

105.6 (Filling layer).

1220. Fragments of an iron spear-head; only one piece of

the blade with two edges, and one piece of the socket

presetted. Length 5.1; 6.4. II 14. 107.7 (Filling

layer).

1221. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4. Diam. 2.2. I ii.

79-7 •

1222. Pendant of cornelian, as Xo. 1152 b. Length 1.8.

R II
. 97 9.

1223. A circularly bent bronze pin with hooked ends in the

shape of the handle of a drawer. Diam. 4.3. 7.

loi .0.

1 224. Fragment of a thm bronze sheet, with one edge straight.

I.ength 6.3. L' S. 100.8.

1225. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 5.1. I 12.

II 3 -4 -

1226. Fragment of an iron rod. Length 5.5. U 8. 102. i.

1227 I'ragment of an iron rod Length 60 L’ 8. loi.o.

122S. Bronze pin with thick top and flattened, pointed end.

Length 6 8. Z 12. 89.6.

1229. (jrinder of dulerite, as Xo. 900. Length 50.0. U 7.

98.8.

1230. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176. Length 8.1. U 7

100.6.

1231. Pestle of basalt, nearly cylindrical, tapering slightly

upwards, with conve.'; base and flat top. Length ii.o,

Z 12-13. Stray find,

1232. Bronze staple, with both pointed ends missing. Length
1 .9. Stray hnd.

1233. Rectangular iron sheet, probably used as a mounting.

Slightly convex by deformation. Length 7.4. G 13.

<17.6 (Filling later)

1 -34 - Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xn. 4, decorated with

incised, concentric circles on body. Diarn. 1.8. D ii.

101,3.

1235. Earring of bronze, as Xo. 43. Diam. 15. R ii. 92.0.

1236 Iron knife, similar to Xo, 106. Tang missing. Length
8.5, I 12. 112.8.

I-37 - Leech-shaped earring of bronze, with an oblong

paste bead attached. Broken into pieces. Length 1.2.

'i 13- 93-9 (Filling layer).
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1238. Annular, hooked iron rod. Length 9.4. G 13.

96.0 (Filling layer).

1239. Bronze finger-ring, as No. 9; one piece missing Diam
I. 8. G 13. 93.9 (Filling layer).

1240. Fragment of the blade of an iron knife, with one

cutting edge; thick back. Point and handle missing.

Length 15.5. I 12. 111.9.

1241. Cylindrical, nariow bronze socket with thickening,

moulded end. Broken into pieces. Length c. lo.o.

I 12. 113.1.

1242. Bronze staple, as No. 1167 Length 2.7. Y ib. go 7.

1243. I'lat, circular bead of bone, pierced by a hole through

centre. Diam. 0.6. A.A. 16. 89.2.

1244. Plain, circular silver hair-ring with orerlappmg ends.

Defaced. Diam. i.o. G 13. 89 i (Filling layer).

1245. Plain, shallow bronze bowl with round base. Diam.

I

I.

7. D 10. 96.6.

1246. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as No. 39; incised, concentric

semicircles around centre. Diam. 3.3. D 10. gS S.

1247. Irregularly shaped piece of a bronze ingot. Length

7.5. D 10. 98.3.

1248. Fragment of a bronze tool with a flat, leaf-shaped

blade with thick edges; flat tang with slightly concave

sides. Point missing. Probably used as a chisel.

Length 6.7. D 10. 98.0.

1249. Leaf-shaped spear-head of bronze with high midrib;

two edges; pointed end; tapering socket, pierced by

two holes at the lower end Length 20.8. D 10

lOO.I .

1250. Loom-weight of terracotta, as No. 63. Diam. 5.7.

D 10. 98.3.

1251. Globular bead of blue and white variegated glass,

pierced by a hole through centre. Diam. 2.5. S 10.

92.9.

1252. White Painted Wheel-made jug with base-ring;

oval body; narrow neck; tubular spout on shoulder;

relief ridge around b.ise of neck. Plain encircling

bands around body; a freely drawn frieze of hatchings

and veitical wavy lines on shoulder. Part of spout,

neck, and handle missing. Height 11.6. Y 16. 83.1.

1253. Pestle of basalt in the shape of a truncated cone,

with flat base and rounded top. Height 5.0. Y ih.

83-4-

1254. Straight pin of bronze with square transverse section;

pointed end. Length 1075. Y 16. S3.3.

1255. Bronze pm, as No. 1254. Length 5.7. Y ih. 86.7.

1256. Bronze nail, slightly bent, and without head. Length

3.2. Y 16. 77.3.

1257. Biconical, narrow bead of lead, with a wide, longitud-

inal hole; used as a mounting. Height 1.4. V 16.

80.9.

1258. Globular bronze mountinii with a small socket and a

ridge in relief around the socket; probably the top of a

handle. Length 2.2. AA 15. 907.

1259. Earring of bronze, as Xo. 92S. Diam. 2.0. BB ib.

84 .8.

1260. Bronze fibula \\ith fiddle-shaped bow; spiral spring;
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straight pm with pointed end; fiat catch. Broken into

many pieces. Length S.5. BB ib. 84.8.

I2bi Necklace made out of 281 beads f)f white faience pa^te;

all of the same shape: plain, flat and circular with a

central hole, d’wo beads broken. Length 54.5. Diam

of beads 0 5 -08. BB lb. 848.

1262. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4, decorated with

groups of incised, concentric circles on bod\ . Diam.

1.6. Stray find.

' 1263. Cylindrical bead of lead, pierced by a large hole

I

through centre; used as a mfiunting. Diam. 1.2

AA 17. 82.2.

1264. Spindle-whori of steatite, as Xo 4; decoration, as Xo.

I2b2. Diam. 2.9 S 10. 93.1.

1265. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 17b. Point missing.

Length S.i. I 12. 100.2 (Filling layer).

1266. Straight iron nail, with pointed end; fiat button-head.

' Broken into two pieces. Length 9.5. I 12. 100.9

(Filling layer).

i

1267. Bronze bracelet, as Xo. ibo. Diam. 5.1 I 12. 100.4

I

(Filling layer).

1268. Iron nail, with large butt(>n-head. The nail is thick

I

and slightly bent. Length 9.0 I 12. 100.3 (Filling

' layei).

1269. Fragment of an iron rod with pointed end. Length

!
7-fi5- I 12 100.3 (I'dling laser).

' 1270. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 47, but flatter. Tang

missing Length 3.5. D 5. 107.4.

1271. Bronze fmger-nng, as Xo. 9. Diam. 2.3. O 5. 107.5.

1272. Thin, circular bronze finger-nng with a fiat, round

' bezel composed by a thin wire, spirally twisted.

Diam. i.S. O 5. 107.5.

,
1273. a-b) Bronze and iron fragments of \ari()us shape

I

O 5- 107-0.

I

1274. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 17b. Length 82 1 12

95.3 (Filling layer).

1275. Fragment of an iron rod. Length c. 12.4 I 12 984
(Filling layer).

I

1276. Bronze pin with thickened top and pointed end.

I Length c 5.3. AA 17. 83.1.

. 1277. Disc-shaped bronze mounting; pait of the periphery

missing. Diam 7.25. AA i(). 90 2.

1278. .-Xrrow-head of iron, as Xo. 17b. J.ength 10.8. 1 12.

95.0 (Filling layer).

1279. Fragment of a straight iron rod. I.ength b.7. I 12.

95.4 (Filling layer).

1280. Fragment of a straight iron pin. Length 5.8. I 12.

j

95-4 (Filling la\er).

I 1 28 1 I'ragment of an iron rod Length b (). I 12. 95.7

j

(Filling layer)

1282. Lump of bronze slag. Stray find.

1283. Ivory statuette of a bull, standing in positum of attack

I

with lowered head and projected horns; the back is

I
cuived indicating a turning position; the tail has,

' apparently, been erect, the eyes are large and have

been inlaid with some other material, incisions indi-

,
cate the mane, and the wrinkles around the e\es;
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the muscles are \ 'i\ idly modelled. ( )n top of the withers,

a prtgection ot •'omethine:. broken otT ’’I’he tour

the tail, and the tip-^ ot the horns mis^inii; one side of

the tiLtunne much worn, the »)ther side tairh well

preser\ed 'i’he hL^urine has probably been part of

bull sport representation, and the projection on the

back seems to be the position for a male fiixure, jump-

ing over the bull. Lermth 71 I 13. (>5.2 (Fillim^

layer!.

12S4. Small bronze disc. Diam. 4.2. (j 13 901) (F'dliny

layer).

1285. niobular spindle-whorl of ure\ steatite, pierced hv

a hole throu<zh the centre, in^Ltibed (see Appendix V)

Diam 2 S Stray hnd

128b Iron knife, similar to No. iSy. Lemjth 120. I i

91.0 (Filling layer).

1287. Straight, awl-shaped iron nail with pointed end,

head thickenin^^ upwards, square transverse section

Length 8.1. I 13. 900 ( Fillinu la\er)

1288 Bichrome Red II [V) ju^let with flat, raised base;

biconical body Encircling black lines and band with a

white line between, around body. Neck and handle

missinu. Ileiuht b 2. J 13 <>3.1 ( I'llhnLr la\er).

1289. a) Bionze hnLwr-nm:, as No. 453, Broken into man\
pieces and one piece missimr. Diam. 2.9

b) Biconical, flat bead of multicoloured ^lass, pierced

by a hole through the centre Diam. 08. I 13

92 9 ( Fillim; layer)

1290. Bronze fibula with stilted fore-end. larcw. flat c.itch,

straii/ht, pointed pin Length 4 4. D 10. 88 3.

1291. Button of ivory, a,s No io6b: decoration of incised,

encircling lines; on the flat side is a circular concavitv

m the centre for fixing the button Diam. 2.1. I 13

890 (Filling lavet)

1292. Loom-weight of terraLoita. as No 30 Ileiglu 54
AA 17 74-2.

1293. Circular, flat, light-blue faience bead, pierced by a hole

through centre Diam 04 Z 14 8b. 3.

1294. Nvhnder ot faience paste. {>ierced bv a hole tlirough

the longitudinal a.xis, Ins^iibed signs (see Vol. Ill,

Appendi.x I) Length 2.5 S ii 950.

1295. Iron lod, as No 163 Length 19.0 I 12. 8S.5 (Filling

layer).

129b. Bronze hnger-nng, as No. 114 h. Only the half

preserved Diam 2.1 BB 18 89 S

1297. Arrow-head of bronze, as Nf). 47. Length 74. S 12.

103 4.

129S. Arrow-head of bronze, as No 47 Length 9 S AA 19

87 o.

i 2(;9 I-'iagment of an iron swoid Length 81. S 12 103 2

1300 Lump of copper slag. Length 90 Z 15. 87 9

1301 Fragment of iron arrow-head Length bi. S 12.

103 .b.

1302 Fragment of a bronze bowl, with two ridges below the

stilted rim .Muvh defaccil Length 8 Z 882

1303.

Plain, circular bronze mounting pierced b\ tour holes

at the edge. Diam. 7 b Z 15. 882

1304. Fragment of a bowl of grey-brown steatite with rounc-

base, and tripodic feet. Decorated with incised zigzag-

lines on body, and nm; crossed lines on teet. Only t)nt.’

foot and small part of the bowl preserved. Height 4 c

AA 16. 83.5.

1305. Arrow-head of iron, as No. 234. I.ength 6.4. Z 15

(Well). 83 6.

130b. Rectangular bronze mounting, pierced by three ht>le’

at each short end. Length 5.4. Z 15 (Well). 83 4.

1307. Small fragments of a bronze sheer. Z 15 (Well). 78.0

130S. Lump of copper slag. Length 1.2. Z 15. 85.1.

1309. Oblong, fluted bead of blue faience paste, pierceJ

bv a hole through the longitudinal axis Length i 25

AA 19. 79 5.

1310 Fragment of a bronze knife with two cutting edges',

no midrib; sloping shoulders; narrow tang. Point

and tang missing. Length 3.8. CC ig. 82.0.

1311 Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 485 Length6.5. DD 2c

83 .0.

1312. Bronze finger-nng. as No. 114 b Diam. 1.9. CC21.

^7 -5 •

1313- Loom-weight f)f terracotta, as No. 30. Height b.i-

CC 21. 79.9.

1314. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 351. Length 7.5, Cl'

20. 84.5

1315. Iron flnger-rmg. as No. 155, bezel missing. Diam-

26. Z 15 (Well). 757.

1316 Bronze flnger-rmg. as No. 9 Diam i .9 Z ib. 90 5-

1317. Bronze mounting, as No. 3. Diam 3 0. Z 15 (Well'-

75 o-

1318 Iron sheet of rectangular shape; angular cornct'-t

on one of the short sides is a semicircular projection*

the other short side seems to be bent over an iron ru;i-

'IVaces ot wood attached to the sheet on both siile*

Length (>.5. Z 13 (Well). 75.0.

1319. Iron fragments of various shape. Z 15 (Well). 75 c-

1320 Cdobular, depressed bead of blue glass paste, pierceA

by a hole through centre Diam 1.2. CC 22. 794-

1321. a) I'ragmcnt ot an iron blade with pointed end ani

one cutting edge Length 4 b. Z 15 (Well). 7b. c-

b) Fragment of an iron rod Length 5.6. Z 15 (Well'*

76.0.

1322. Flat iron tang, probably belonging to a knife Tract-

of wood still visible on both sides. Length n i-

Z 15 (Well). 7(10.

1323 Rectangular seal of black polished steatite, pierce^k

by a hole through the longitudinal axis, engraved on a'E

sides. On one of the broad sides representation

two male figures with long, pointed beards; walking

to the lett in a procession, holding each other hand"

and dressed in long chitons with flounces; on the t

heads they wear conical helmets; between the heac-_

are two shfirt, \ertical lines. On the other broad sidi-

representation of a running goat in left profile wu'-^

large, curved horns and uplilted tail, and in the r.Rl-t

corner three short, \ertical lines. On one of th^t

narrow sides representation of a bull, standing ic,
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position of attack with lowered head and projecting

horns; the eye is indicated b\ a dot; the muscles are

finely engrated, the tail hangs down. On the other

narrow side representation ot a warrior, in left profile,

with long, pointed beard; dressed in a long, flounced

chiton; conical helmet on the head; the left foot

adcanced; the left arm outstretched holding a drawn
bow; the right arm drawn back holding the arrow.

(Jn each end, around the hole are radiating lines.

Length 1.8 BBag. 79.7.

1324. Fragment of a straight, plain bronze pm. Length

4.6. A.\ ly. 751.

1325. Straight bronze pin v\ith rounded, thickened top.

Point missing. Length 1 1 .h Z 15 (Well), 73.2.

1326. Fragment of an arrow-head of iron, with leaf-shaped

blade; midrib: two edges, narrow tang with round

transverse section. Broken Length 87. Z15 (Well).

73 2 -

1327. Fragment of iron with traces of wood still \isible.

Length 48. Z 15 (Well). 73.2.

1328. Bronze finger-rmg, as No. y. Diam. 2.5 Strav find.

132Q. Fragment of an iron rod. Length 230. Z 15 (Well).

73 -2 -

1330. ,\rrow-head of iron, as No, 176. Traces of wood
attached to the arrow-head all o\er. Length y.y.

Z15 (Well). 734.

1331. .Angularly bent, flat iron cramp with traces of wood
attached. Incomplete. Length 11,6. Z 15 (Well). 73.4.

1332 Iron finger-ring, as No. 155. Part of ring missing

Diam. 2.8. Z 15 (Well). 73.4.

f 333 Oblong, biconical weight of lead. Length 3.3. Weight

56.17. P—Q: 6—7 (Bothrosl.

1334 Bronze rweezer with the arms splaying downwards;

bent catch; loop-shaped top. Length 7 5. CC ly.

^3 - 7 -

1335. Earring of bronze, as No. 43; containing some iron.

Diam. 1.7. CC 19. In the sieves.

1336 Loom-weight of terracotta, as No. 30. Height 6.45.

DD 20. 81 .7.

>337 Circular pendant of gold leaf, with a dotted star in

embossed work and a tubular stiing-hole at the edge,

for hanging it. Diam. 1.3. Z 15 (Well). 70.3,

1338. Biconical bead of green paste, pierced by a hole
|

through centre. Diam. 12. Z 15 (Well). 70.3.

>339 Fragment of an iron ring with bezel Diam 2.(>

Z 15 (Well). 70.3.

1340 Pick-axe of iron splaying towards the slightly curved

cutting edge; cylindrical shaft hole in the middle; end

of pick missing. Length 11.2. Z 15 (Well). 72.5

1341 .-Crrow -head of bronze, as N'o. 47. Length 3.4. R 13.

104.0.

1342 Arrow-head of iron, as No. 176 Traces of wood

attached to the arrow-head. I.ength 9.9. Z 15 (Well).

71 .0.

>343 Fragment of a bronze sheet with one straight side

and one angular corner. Length 10.7. Z 15 (\\ell).

70.4.

1344 Bronze mountini^. consistint^ of a circular bronze

sheet with embossed ornament^)
.

pic-rced by a staple

With Hat loop and hooked, pointed cnd>. Diani

I 5. BB 19. In the >ic\es.

1345 Fraitmcnt of a plain, straight bronze pin. J.eimth

5.8. \V II (Buthros)

1346. Plain, quadrangular bronze mountini^ with one edite

turned up. Length go. Z 15 (Well) (ig.o

1347. Arr<AV-head of bronze, as No. 25b. Lenuth 3 b

Z 15 (Well). 69.0.

1348. Fragment of an iron tool with narrow tanu 'braces

of wood attached to the iron. Length 87. Z 15

(Well). 69.0.

1349. Iron arrow-head, a.s No. 17b Fcneth 87 Z 15 (Well)

b8.2.

1350 Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 726 Wood fragments

still visible on the tanu. Lem^th 8.7 Z 15 (Well)

bS.2.

1351. Fragment of an arrow-head of iron, with narrow tang.

Traces of wood still \l^lble on the tanco Length (>.8.

Z 1 5 (Well). 68 2.

1352. Iron finger-rmg, as No. 155 Diam 2.5 Z 15 (Well)

68.2.

1353 Sih er-plated, horseshoe-shaped tinc'er-nrig ol non with

a laige, oval bezel Diam. 2.6. Z 15 iWell) (18.2

1354 - Iron arrow-head, as N’t). 234. Remains ot wooden

arrow around the tang. Length 6.8. Z 15 iWclli 67 i

1355. Bronze bracelet, a.s N'o. ibo. Diam 5.0 Z 15 (Well)

67 I.

1356. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 25(1 'I'races of wood

still Msible in the socket. Length 3 b Z 15 (Well)

67.1.

1357. Arrow-head of bronze, as N'o 351 Length 73
Z 1 5 (Well). 67.1

135^- Fragment of a bronze sheet, broken into man\ jneces

Z 1 5 (Well) 67.1

.

1359. Large, round, fiat head of an iron nail. Traces of woc.d

still visible on the small part of the sliatt Diain 3 2

Z 15 (Well) 67.1.

1360 Fragment of a plain bronze sheet with one edge stiaight

Length 4.7. Z 15 (Well). (17.1.

1361. Bead of cornelian, as N'o. 422 Diain. 0.7. (_C2i

79

1362. Arrow-head

Z 15 (Well)

of

(17

bronze,

I

,

as No 25(1 Length 3 i

1363. Arrow-head of bronze. as No 25(1 Length 3 7

Z 15 (Well). 67.1.

1364. Fragment of a bronze rod with circular section, bent

in a high bow. Length b.4 BB 19 800

13(15. Bronze handle, as Xo. 8v8i Length 3.(p (.'L 20. 834
1366. ITagment ot iron arrow-head. 'Fraces ot wookl stiil

attached to the arrow-head. Length 7.1 Z 15 iWtdb.

66.6

1367 I'ragment of a Hat, narrow l^ronze stu]'*. inerkcd bv

two ri\ets. Length 4.(15 Z 15 (Well) b(i.f).

1368. Plain, circular bronze disc Bioken in many piece'';

incomplete Diam. c. 93. Z 15 tWTll). 66. (i.
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1369. Plain, rectangular bronze s>heet. pierced through both

^.hort ends b\ three hole-''. Length 5.() Z 15 (Well),

dfi 6.

1370. bronze inounlinL:, Minilar to Xo. 742, but h^e-^lded,

and wuh an almost eirLular piece cut out from the

anule between t^\u Mdes. Length 12.5. Z 15 (Well).

66 .0 .

1371. Small, conical spindle-whorl, as Xo. 105. Incised,

encirclini; lines and concentric semicircles Diam.

2 2. Z 16. S4.7.

1372 Loom-\\ei2ht of terracotta, as Xo. 30. Lcnitth 7.4.

Z i(). S4 7.

Fragment ol an iron knite with one cutting edge,

thick back, and fiat tang. The point missing. Length

14.2. Z 15 (Well). 66.0.

Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo.

Z 15 (Well). 660.

256. Length 3.7.

Arrow-head ot bronze, as Xo
Z 15 (Well). 65 7.

25(). Length 3.7.

Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo.

Z I 5 ( Well ). (>5 .7

Length 3 5

1377. .\irow-head of bronze, as Xo. 256. Length 3 6. Z 15

(Well). 65.7.

1378. Bronze mountins, rectangular, folded, forming a

sort of a socket. Length 3 85. Z 15 (Well). 65.7.

1379 Circular button-head of a bronze pm. Diam. i o.

Z 15 (Well) In the sieves.

1380 Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 256 Length 3 6.

Z 15 (Well). 65.5.

13S1. Spindle-whurl of steatite, as Xo. 4 Diam. 17 Z 16.

829.

1382. Fragment of a bronze iiwl. Length 2 8. Z 16. 82.9.

13S3. Whetstone, similar to Xo. 7S3. l.ength 20.0. Z 15

(Well). (15 5

I -^84 d'en ai row-heads of bronze, as Xo. 256 Length 3.25

—

3 95. Z 1 5 (Well). 65 0.

1385. Fragments of carbonized bone. Length 3.1; 1.9.

Z 15 (Well). 65.0.

1386 Fragments of arrow-heads of iron. Length 6.5; 7.3.

Z15 (Well). 65.0

1387, Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 4, with incisctl,

encircling lines and circles with central dots Length

2.0 Z 16. 82 8.

13S8. d'hick, disc-shaped weight of lead with one side Hat,

the other with a caMty in the centre. Diam. 29.

Weight 99.56. Z 16. 84.2.

1389. Parallelepipedic looni-‘\\ eight of terracotta ^\lth hat

base and top. pierced by a hole through the upper end.

Length 8.4. Z 16. 843.

i7<;o. Spmdle-whorl ot steatite, as Xo 39. .Around the edge,

incised encircling lines with groups of four vertical

lines at equal inter\uls Diam 3 S. Z 16. 844.

1391. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 351. Length 52.

R 13- 63-7-

1-592. Bronze coin Ohvtrse: Athena in Corinthian helmet,

looking to the right. Reverse: Prow ot war galley, to

the right Abo\e, uncertain letters (H A"), below, M.

(Meneiaus of Salamis). Diam. 1.5. Weight 3.90.

CC 22. Surface la\er.

1393 Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo 4. Diam. 2 i. BB 21.

/ 7 */ •

1394 Bronze pm, straight, with plain top. The pointed end

missing. Length 8.2. BB 21. 77 7-

1395. Fragment of a bronze pm. Only the point preserved.

Length 2.9. BB 22. 79.0.

1^96. Bronze finger -ring, as Xo. 114 b. Diam. 1.6. BB 22.

79.0.

1)97- Spindle-whorl of steatite, as X'o. 4; incised with

concentric circles Half tlie spindle-whoi I missing.

Diam. 1.5. Stray tind.

I3<)8. Lamp of coarse terracotta with flat bottom; hat, broad

nm; channel-shaped wick-holder. Traces of soot

around wick-holder and around nm. The lamp has

been washed over with a white slip. Diam. 11.5.

M II (On top of Wall 42 C). no 4.

M99 Spindle-whurl of steatite, as Xo. 4; incised with

groups of concentric circles. Diam. 1.5. L 10. In

the Sieves.

1400 Lump of copper slag. Length 2.6. I 13, In the sieves.

1401. Shark’s vertebra; chipped. Length 1.5. I 12 (On

Wall 69 C).

1402. Plain, shallow bronze bowl with round base. Diam.

10.0. BB 21
.

71 .1

.

1403. Bronze hnger-ring, as Xo 9. Diam. 2.1. The sub-

terranean entrance. Surface laver.

1404. Bronze mounting consisting of a circular, plain ring

attached to a staple, the legs of which are pinched

together Diam. of ring 1.9. Stray find.

1405 .Ai row-head of bronze, as Xo. 47. Length 8.0. AA 20.

86 6 .

1406. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo. 9 Diam. 2.0. BB 20.

In the sieves.

1407. Bronze finger-ring, as Xo 9. Diam. i 8. V iS. 91 i.

1408. Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 351. Length 73.

R 13. In the sieves.

1409. Biconical, bead-shaped mounting of lead, similar to

Xo. 1257. Height 1.6. F 9. 87.3.

1410. a) Spmdle-whorl of terracotta, as Xo. 483. Diam.

4.6. Stray find.

b) Spmdle-whorl of terracotta, as Xo. 781. Diam.

2.6. Stray find

1411. Fragment of a spindle-whorl of badly burnt clay.

Stray find.

1412 Iron fragment. Length 3.3 H 12. 95.2 (Filling layer).

1413. Scaraboid of white paste. Repi esentatiun see Appendix

II. Length I 5. L 12. 103 7 (Debris, Layer 4).

1414. Fragment ot a terracotta horse with high neck; flat

front; mane marked out by ridge of terracotta. Black

bands along both sides of the neck; horizontal red and

black strokes and a lattice band over the front; the

eyes indicated by black encircling dots; traces of red

on nose and mane. Only the neck, head, and a small

part ot the body preserved; paint almost obliterated.

Height lo.o. L 12. 990 (Debris, Layer 5).



1415- Arrow-head of bronze, as Xo. 256. Lenjjth 4.6.

Stray find.

1416. Fray:ment of a large handle belonging to a Plain

White Wheelmade jug. Inscribed signs (see Vol. Ill,

Appendix I) Length 1 1 .0 .Stray find.

1417. Iron knife, similar to Xo. 106. llroken in thiec pieces

Length 17.5. L 12. 9<).6 (Debris, LaNer 5).

1418. Thin, circular silver finger-ring with a gap between

the ends. Diam. 1.55. L 12. 99.0 (Debris, Layer 5).

1419. Ram's head of terracotta with pointed nose; projecting

eyes; and horns bent foreward. The eyes are painted

as black dots, surrounded by black, encircling lines;

the horns are painted red. Paint almost obliterated.

Height 4.1. L 12. 99 I (Debris, Layer 5).

1420. Lamp of terracotta, as Xo. 182, but with traces of a

handle from the base. Part of nm and handle missing.

Diam. 9.5. L 12. 99.0 (Debris, Layer 5).

1421. Black Polished globular miniature jug with flat base;

narrow neck with handle-ridge; handle from below

ndge to shoulder. Rim mussing. Height 63. L 12.

98.5 (Debris, Layer 3).

1422. Plain White IV slightly pear-shaped miniature jug

with flat base; short, splaying neck. Rim and handle

missing. Height 5.1. L 12. 100.2 (Debris, Layer

5)*

1423. Seated female figurine of terracotta, with head bent back;

left arm bent at elbow and hand touching the breasts;

legs turned outwards; left knee touching left elbow,

around head a broad band; the sexual parts indicated

by a circular hole; eyes painted as dots, surrounded

by large circles, in black paint, hair and upper part of

dress also painted black; nose, mouth, head-dress, and

the lower part of the dress painted with clear red

colour. Left arm. and both legs below the knees are

missing. Height 8.7. L 12. 98,5 (Debris, Layer 5).

1424. Spindle-whorl of steatite, as Xo. 39. Dian\. 3.5. K 12.

72.6 (Disturbed layer)

1425. Bichrome V biconical amphoriskos-shaped, deep bowl

with flat base; short, concave neck; no handles;

out-bent rim. Red and black encircling lines around

nm and shoulder. Height 6.4. K 13. 103.7 (Debris,

Layer 2).

1426. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176. Length 12.4. K 13.

97.2 (Debris, Layer 5).

1427. Iron knife, similar to Xo. 106. Length 22.3. K 13.

96.1 (Debris, Layer 5).

1428. Cylindrical female terracotta figurine, with both

arms erect; the face roughly modelled with nose and

eves producing a bird-hke etTect; the breasts indicated

by small conical dots; the head-dress is flat and rect-

angular. The dress is painted as encircling black

and red lines around arms and the lower part of

body, at the back is a bichrome lattice triangle, and on

the breast are black crossed lines. Left arm missing;

base chipped; paint worn on the face. Height 1x6.

On hill-slope close by subterranean exit.

1429. Fragments of a terracotta figurine, as Xo 1428.

Head and right arm missing; paint almost obliterated.

Height 7 7. As Xo. 142S.

1430. Terracotta figurine, as Xo. 1428 Black lines around

amis and lower part of the bod\
,
bkick circles around

breasts. Right arm and head missing; paint worn.

Height 9.9. As Xo. 142S.

1431. Terracotta head in ‘‘snow-man" techniciue; on head, a

low' helmet with ear-flaps. The hair falls down in a

plait at the back. Traces of black paint suggesting

the hair around helmet on front side. Height 46.

K 13 (Debris, Layer 4).

1432. Mounted warrior of terracotta in conical helmet

with upturned ear-flaps and top tailing back. 'Fhe

figurine has a bearded “snow-man” tace; a peg at the

back of the neck; a shield hanging from the bent,

right arm. The warrior has been riding on a horse.

Legs, left arm, and right hand missing. Height 17.8.

K 13 (Debris, Layer 4).

1433. Conical spindle-whorl with top filed off, pierced by a

hole through the centre Encircling black lines on

body and at base. Height 24. K 13 (Debris, Layer 5).

1434. Scarab of black steatite. T>pe A3-B3-C'3. Represent-

ation. a chariot drmng to the right surmounted by

two men, one of them holding a whip and driving the

horses, the other, standing behind him. In profile

only one horse is visible, but the legs of a second are

clearly indicated Cf. Appendi.x II. Length 2.0

j 14 90.S (Wall shaft).

1435. conical spmdle-whorl as Xo. 105. A pattern of

encircling lines and concentric circles around the edge.

Diam. 1.9. Stray find.

1436. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. 176. Tang slightly bent.

Length 9.5 J 14 (Wall shaft)

1437. Arrow-head of iron, as Xo. i7(). Length 10.3 -\s

No. i43(>.

143S Iron knife, similar to No. 10b. d’ang missing Length

13 5. As Xo. 143^).

1439. Straight iron rod. Length 1 1 .6 As Xo. 14

1440. Fragment of large, thick handle ot iron. Length 9.7.

As Xo. 1436.

1441. Fragment of a circular bronze mounting, decorated

with an embossed rosette. Length 5.2. As Xo. 143^1.

1442. Iron knife, similar to Xo. 106. Length 8.0 AsXo i43f‘>.

1443. Saucer-shaped lamp of bronze with flattened bottom,

flat rim; trefoil-shaped wick-holder. Diam. 12.4.

As Xo. 1436.

1444. Bronze bracelet, as Xo. 147. Defaced Diam. 7 5

Stray find.

1445. Large iron rivet with a large button-head at one end,

and a circular plaque pierced by the rnet's rounded

end at the other. Length 7.1. Outside Wall 3 (Debus,

Layer 2)

14.^6. Fragment of a bronze fibula; onh the straight pin with

once twisted loop, preser\ed. Length 5.5. (j 14

(Wall shaft),

1447. iMussel shell of mother-ot-pearl. Broken into manv
pieces. As Xo. 143^
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144S Iron Unite. 5.imilar to No. 106, tan£c pierced by three

ri\et>. arian^ed in a row Length 203. As No.

1445

i44<> Circular iron tinixer-rmi; with (>\al bezel. Diam 2.7.

As No 1445

1450 Arrow-head of iron, as No 17b Length 9.3. As No
144b.

1451. Mramht bronze pm with plain top and pointed end.

Length 15.2. As No 144b.

1452 Arrow-head of iron, as No 17b Onh a very small

part ot the blade preser\ed. Length S.b. As No
1445

1453 ConiLal bronze piece with conca\e sidejN, e\itlentl\ the

central peg of a shield. Length 7 o. As No. 144s.

1454 Circular iron hnger-nng with oval bezel. Diam. 2.2

As No. 1445.

1455. Iron tinger-ring, as No. 1454, but larger and thicker.

Diam 2 As No. 1445.

145b Iron knife, similar to No lob. Tang missing. Length

I S.b As No. 1445.

1457 Hlack-on-Ued III (V) biconical miniature jug with

raised, tlat base; short, narrow, concave neck, splaying

rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Black encircling

lines around body; paint almost obliterated. Height

4 9. As No 144b.

1458. Plain, circulai , thick iron finger-ring. Diam 2.7. A^

No 1445

1459 Plain, circular bronze ring with overlapping, tlattened

ends, possibly a bracelet. Diam 4.S. As No. 1445.

i4bo. Square lead weight. Length 2.35. Weight 8S.79. As

No. 1445

i4bi Arrow-head of iron, as No. 307. Length 10.5. .\s No.

1445

I4b2 .\rrow-head of bron/e. as No. 47 Length S.9. .As

No 1445

I4b3. Black Slip miniature jug. as No 1457. Paint almo.st

obliterated Height 50. As No 144b.

i4b4. The bow of a bronze fibula, fragmentary; catch

damaged. Length 120. As No. 1446.

i4b5. Arrow-head of iron, as No. 17b. Length 9 b. As No.

144b.

i4bb .Arrow -head of bronze, as N<i 25b, but longer. Length

4 b An No 1445.

I4b7. Lragment of a large cheek-piece of a helmet of bronze,

evidently pear-shaped, pierced by several holes

Length 107. As No. 1445.

i4bS. Bronze bracelet, as No 147. Diani. 67. As No.

144 .S

I4b9. Bronze pm with plain top; pointed end missing.

Length 105. As No 1445

1470 .Arrow-head of iron, as No. 17b Length 10.5. As No

^ 445

1471 Bronze hnger-nng. as No 114 b. Diam 2.4. As No.

1445.

1472 Blade of a curved iron knife with one cutting edge,

reNemhlmg a sickle Length ib 2 .As No. 1445.

1473 Straight blade of an iron Unite with one cutting edge

and thick back. Point and tang missing. Length 18.2.

As No. 1445-

1474. Scarab of white paste. Type A3-B2-C3. Represent-

ation see Appendix IL Length 1.6 Stray find.

1475 Terracotta lamp, as No 3b Piece of rim missing.

Diam. b.9. As No. 1445.

147b. Plain White V barrel-shaped jug with shoit, concave

neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to body.

Height 14. 1. As No. 1445.

1477. Twin-handle of bronze attached to a semicircular

strip, pierced by two holes, for fixing the handle to

the nm, and a semicircular plate, pierced by a hole,

for fixing the handle to the body Length 7.5. As No.

1445-

1478. Bronze finger-nng, as No. 9. Diam. 2.3. F 14 (Wall

shaft).

1479. Iv'ory button, as No. 1291. Plain. Top of the convex

side missing, Diam. 1.6. As No. 1478.

1480. Plain White V pyxis with flat raised base; biconical

body; no neck; splaying nm. Height 6.5. As No.

1445 *

1481. Fragments of a spear-head of iron with socket. Length

7.3; 9.1. As No. 1445.

t482. Finger-ring of bronze, as No 9. Diam. 2.2. As No.

1445.

1483. Olobular, depressed bead of white paste with three

inlaid, circular ornaments of yellow material, pierced

by a hole through centre Diam. 1.2, As No. 1478.

1484 Bronze ring with spirally overlapping ends; possibly

a small bracelet. Diam. 4.35. As No. 1446.

1485. Fragments of a large, shallow bronze bowl with out-

turned rim. The hanille has been fixed by means

of rivets. Length 16 i. As No. 1445.

1486. Finger-nng of bronze, as No. 744. Diam. 1.75. As

No. 1445.

14K7. Kiniicr-nni’ of iron, as No. 32. Diam. 2 fi. .\s No. 1445.

148K .A.rro%\-head of iron, as No. 176. Length 8.6. As

No. 1443.

1484 Slightly curved iron knife with one cutting edge;

thick back; pointed end; flat tang. Piece of tang

missing. Length 12 8. As Ko. 1445.

1490. Handle of ivory with cylindrical head. Bronze nails

indicate position of applied decoration. The tapering

end missing. Length 40. .\s No, 1445.

1491. Two arrow-heads of iron, as No. 176. Length 8.g;

8.5. As No. 1443.

1492. Flat, circular cover of white limestone, with a short,

cylindrical projection to fit into the mouth of a jar,

and a hole at the edge to tie it to the neck. Half the

cover missing. Diam. 14.6. As N'o. 1443.

* 4b 3 - Square bronze weight, with two long sides incused;

on one short side palmette and volutes in relief.

Length 0.9. Weight 38.02. As No. 1446.

1494. Ivory button, as N'o. 1066. Diam. 1,45. As No. 1446.

1493- Ivory button, as No. 1066. Diam. 1.33. .\s N'o. 1445.

1496. Bronze clasp plate for fastening a dress belt, com-
posed of 8-shaped slightly con\ ex shields, arranged
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in continuous rows, surrounded by straight bronze

strips. One end missing, the other end with a double-

curved outline pierced by two holes. The shields

are concave on the back side. Lenuth 13.7 As No. 1445.

1497. Iron finaer-rinu, No 155 Oiain 2 5 As No
1445-

1498. Bronze finger-rm^, as No. 114 b. Broken in three

pieces. Diam. 2.5. As No 1445.

1499. Earring of bronze, as No. 928. Diam. 2.15. As No.

1445-

1500. Arrow-head of bronze, as No 351. hencuh 107
As No. 1445

1501 Iron tinger-nnc', as No. 32. Diam. 26. As No
1445-

1502. Two finger-rings of iron, as No. 32. Diam. 2.4;

255. As No. 1445.

1503. Circular bronze mounting with turned-up edye,

pierced by a large hole through centre. Diam. 2.9.

As No. 1445

1504. Bronze bracelet, as No 160. Diam. 5.9 As No. 1445.

1505. Plain White V jug, as No. 1476. Neck, mouth, and

handle missing Height 9.1, As No. 1445.

1506. a) Fragment of plain, shallow bronze bowl. Diam.

c. 10.5. As No. 1445.

b) Small fragments of a shield boss, as No. 299

As No. 1445.

1507. Arrow-head of bronze, as No. 351. Length 5.6 .As

No. 1445.

1508. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with flat base; no neck;

splaying rim; handle from nm to shoulder. Height

12.9. As No. 1445.

1509. Plain White IV pear-shaped miniature jug with raised,

flat base; cylindrical, swollen neck; flat funnel-mouth;

handle from the swollen part of neck to shoulder.

Rim missing. Surface worn. Height b 2. As No. 1445

1510 Circular bronze mounting, ornamented b\ a rosette;

plain edge pierced by holes. Diam. 8.0. As No. 1446

1511. Scarab of black steatite, Type A1-B2-C3. Engraved,

worn representation of standing figure looking to

the left. With long, striated hair falling to shoulder,

and holding a papyrus staff m the left hand; filling

ornaments of papyrus plants. Length 1.6 Stra\ find

1512. Bronze finger-nng, as No, one piece missing.

Diam. 2.3. As No. 144b.

1513. Sack-shaped aryballos of alabaster, with round base.

One of the side knobs preserved. The upper part

of the aryballos missing. Height 5.1). As No. 1478,

1514. Fragment of a bronze mounting, with only the convex,

central boss preserved. Diam. 4.6. .As No. 1478

1515 Fmger-nng of iron, as No. 32. Diam. 2 7. As No. 1445.

1516. Circular fmger-nng of iron with oval bezel. Diam,

2.5. As No. 1445.

1517- Arrow-head of iron, as No. 176. Tang with traces

of wood still attached. Length 6 S. As No. 1445

1518.

White Painted V oval amphora with base-ring; splaying

neck; swollen nm; large, horizontal handles. Kn-

circhng lines around nm. neck, and helow' bellv;

black handles Around shoulder and belly runs a

relief frieze of dancing h-male figurines holding each

other’s hand, in coarse execution. Feet and faces

in profile, body m j<ui. The> are dressed m long

chitons and short cloaks with long, widi sleevts.

The hair is combed behind the ears, and falls irecly

down the back and shoulders. Paint worn. One of

the handles, a piece of the nm and of the shouldtr

restored. The vase has been put together from many
pieces. Height 2025. As No. 1445.

1519. Plain White V juglet with flat base; depressed body;

short, narr<)W', coneaxe neck; flaring, swollen nm;
raised handle from nm to shoulder. Rim chipped

Height 5.0. As No. 1445.

1520. Scarab of green faience. Type A4-B2-C4. Represent-

ation see Appendix II. One edge slightly chipped.

Length 145 As No 1445.

1521. Horseshoe-shaped finger-ring of iron with large,

flat bezel. Much rusted Diam. 2 85. As No. 1445.

1522 Bichrome V o\al amphonskos with flat base and

two vertical handles. Bichrome encircling lines around

neck and belly; a panel pattern between the handles,

consisting of the following elements xertical lines;

trapezoid fields crossed by diagonal lines, the triangles

thus hirmed are filled xvith red paint according to

a horizontal scheme on one side, and a xertical one

the other. Neck and handle missing. Height S 7.

As No. 1445

1523. Iron hanelle with a leaf-shaped mounting, pierced

by txvo bronze- nails for fixing the handle to the jug

Upper part of the handle missing Length 9 5. As

No. 1445.

1524 Scarab of grt x i>h-w hite steatite, Txpe .\r. Repre-

sentation see Appendix 11. Chipped on the back.

Much xxorn. Diam 1.55. As No. 1445.

1525. Iron fmger-nng, as No. 32. Diam. 3 o. As No 1445.

1 526. Bull’s head mask of terracotta xx ith holes for suspension

;

narrow eyes xvith incised lids; hair on forehead indi-

cated by hatchings around a sun and crescent in relief;

stripes around the nose, bands from the exes doxxn

to the neck, aLo in relit f. Black paint on the horns,

around the eyes and the mck. Horns and one ear

missing. Length 6.b. As No. 1445.

1527. Circular bronze mounting, ornamented by a rosette,

and a stnng-ornament around the edge in embossed

xx'ork; pierced by holes through the edge. Broken

into manv pieces Diam. c. 7 3. As No. 1445.

1528 Aliniature fibula of bronze with arch-shaped, rather

angular bow; spiral spring; straight pm. Length

3 9- As No. 1445.

1529. Silver fmger-nng, us No. 345. Defaced. Diam.

2 5. As No. 1445-

1530. Fragment of a male terracotta statuette in “snoxx -man ’

technique, xvith conical helmet. Head and breast

preserxed I.ength 65 As No. 1445.
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1531 Bichromo IV amphonsknj with lo^^ foot; depressed

hod\
;
wide, cyhncirical nick, tlat nm; twin-handles

from nm to shoulder I'ncirclim; lines and bands

inside nm, around bod>
,
and base; eneire'led banel

of filleei triangles on nm; plain anel nppled lines

around neck; on shoulder contii»uous, hatched tri-

angles; black handles. Height 20.7. Put together

of shereis from Deposit, Sc}uares Cl—H: 6—7.

1532. Ihchronie IV amphonskos, shape as No 1531, but

neck slii^htly taller. Kncirchng lines around nm;
encircling lines anel haneis arounel bod\ anel base;

concentric circles on neck crossed by an encircling

line; on shouleler metope decoration of concentric

lozenges separated by groups of vertical lines, the

exterior groups of lines with semicircular excrescences;

black handles. Height 22.2. As No. 1531.

1533 Bichrome IV amphoriskos, shape as No. 1531, but

with high base-nng and plain hanelles. l-incircling

band and lines inside nm, around body, and base;

encircling lines on nm; nppled line and plain line

encircling nock; on shoulder metope dece*ration of

hatched four-leaved ornament with central dot separ-

ated by groups of ^ertical lines, and with semicircular

excrescenses between lea\es; black handles Height 18.5.

As No. 1531.

1534. Bichrome IV amph'inskos, shape as No. 1531, but

plain handles. Decoration as No 1531, but framed,

transverse lines on handles, and on shciuldcr a tri-

angle with filled chequers framed by groups of an-

gular lines, and ledge-shaped excrescences; on either

side of this ornament are* lotus flewsers with thre-e

petals and two buds Height 18.5. As No. 1531.

1535. Bichrome I\" amphori''kos with hase-nng; elepresseel

globular bod> , cylindrical neck (nm missing); hori-

zontal handles on belly, hncirchng lines anel bands

around neck, shouleler. and below belly; black hanelles;

frieze of gcometricalh dra^^n birds with hatched

bodies; raised wings; tall, curved necks; long beaks,

and c\es marked by dots; legs and necks are indicated

by lines. Height 202. As No. 1531.

1536. Bichrome I\’ amphoriskos, shape as No 1531;

parts of neck and handles missing. Imcircling lines

and banels inside nm, around body, anel base; framed,

transverse lines on nm; plain and rippled lines around

neck; on shoulder a frieze of pendant, alternating

lotus buds and flowers connected by parallel, hori-

zontal lines Heught 16.5. As No. 1531.

1537 Bichrome I\* amphonskos. shape as No. 1531; parts

of neck and handles missing. Encircling lines and bands

inside nm, around body, and base; encircling lines

on nm; concentric circles on neck; framed band of

\ertical, alternating red and black lines below neck;

band of guilloche pattern in outline technieiue on

shoulder. Height 162. As No. 1531.

1^38. Bichrome V amphoriskos with low foot; biconical

bodv; neck splaying upwards; twin-handles from nm
to shoulder; upper part of neck, part of handles and

bodv missing. Encircling banels and lines inside neck,

around body, and base; plain and rippled lines around

neck; black handles; on shoulder central ornament

of triangle with filled chciiuers framed by parallel,

angular lines with filled excrescences; on either side

a lotus ornament of carelessly drawn lotus flowers

and buds framed by vertical bands. Height 17.7-

As No. 1531.

1539. Bichrome IV amphoriskos with high base-ring;

depressed o\al body; neck tapering slightly upwards;

flat nm; handles from nm to shoulder. Encircling

lines and bands inside rim and around body; framed

transverse lines on nm and handles; plain and nppled

I lines around neck; on shoulder metope decoration

I
of outlined four-clover ornaments with central dot,

separated by framed, vertical band m outline technique

and chc\ nms flanked by vertical bands with excresc-

ences. Height 19.3. As No. 1531

1540. White Painted V crater with cylindrical stem; splayed

base; depressed o\al body; short, erect, splaying rim:

\ertical triple handles with metal imitation knobs

on shoulder. Encircling lines and bands around nm,

body, and stem; framed, transverse lines on handles;

an upper row ol alternating swasticas and triple

dots, and a lower row of C( neentne urcles iin shoulder;

rows of concentric circles crossed by encircling line?

on belly and stem. Height 3S.5. As No. 1531.

1541. Black-on-Ked II (IV) large, deep bowl with base-ring

cur\ed outline; somewhat contracted, splayed nm
horizontal handles below nm. Pincircling lines and

bands inside; encircling bands around nm, bcllyy

and base; black handles; on shoulder metope decoration

of vertical rows of concentric circles separated b\

\ertical, parallel lines. Diam. 30.5. As No. 1531.

1542. Bichrome IV amphoriskos with base-ring; depressed

I

oval body. Metope decoration of rosettes and vertical,

I

framed guilloche pattern in outline* technique; parallel,

' encircling lines arounel body. Part of body, base-

ring, neck, and handles missing. Height 21.0. As

;

No. 1531.
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CLASSIFICATIOX' OF FIXDS

As shown by the descriptions of the finds in the Object Register they consist of the follow-

ing main classes: pottery, objects of iron, lead, bronze, silver-lead, silver, gold, terracotta,

faience, glass, stone, alabaster, semi-precious stone, bone, ivory, and glyptics.

Pottery (Group: Pis. CLXII, CLXIII; Types: Pis. CLXIV—CLXX).

The pottery is represented bv both hand-made and wheel-made wares.

Hand-made are: Bucchero and White Painted wares, both of Bronze Age tvpes. The
Bucchero Ware is represented bv two specimens of dift'erent tvpes: a jug of black

bucchero with vertical ridges along body; tapering neck; handle from rim to shoulder (Xo.

475), and a jug of reddish bucchero, with plain bcdv; cylindrical, short neck; handle from

rim to shoulder (Xo. 884). The White Painted Ware is represented by a single specimen

only: a lentoid bottle with tapering neck; handle from rim to shoulder; decorated with

radiating lines, circles, spiral ornament etc. (Xo. 427). Thus the hand-made wares are very

few in number; they are altogether of types characteristic of Late Cypriote III.

Wheel-made are the following Bronze Age classes: Bucchero; Black Slip; Red Slip; Plain

White; White Painted; Coarse Ware, and the following Iron Age classes: White Painted II,

IV, V; Bichrome IV, V; Black-on-Red II (IV), III (V); Bichrome Red II (V); Black Slip

IV, V; Red Slip III (V); Black and Grey Polished; Plain White III—V; Coarse Ware;

Foreign Ware.

The Bronze Age wares are all of the types characteristic of Late Cypriote III. The
Bucchero Ware is represented by jugs with ribbed or furrowed body and handle from rim

to shoulder (X"os. 423, 424, 982); the Black and Red Slip Wares by similar jugs (X’^os. 4^1,

642, 680, 883); the Plain White W'are by jugs with cylindrical or concave neck; handle

from rim to shoulder, usually provided with relief lines and knobs imitating ridges and

bosses on metal prototypes (Xos. 338, 426, 476, 585, 1100); the White Painted Ware bv

jugs with tubular spout on shoulder, decorated with a rather free pattern of encircling

bands, wavy lines and hatchings (Xo. 1252); the Coarse Ware by an amphora with flat

base and oval body; neck missing (Xo. 412).

Of the Iron Age pottery. White Painted II is represented bv a single specimen (Xo. 231):

a depressed globular juglet with narrow neck, swollen rim, and handle from rim to shoul-

der. It is decorated with encircling lines round body, and a ladder-pattern on handle.

White Painted IV is represented by bowl with flat base; nearly straight sides; plain rim

(Xo. 553); bowl with flat base; oblique sides; concave rim; two horizontal handles below

rim (Xo. 753); shallow bowl with base-ring (Xo. 769); globular juglet with flat base; narrow

neck; handle from rim to shoulder (Xo. 570); globular jug with flat, raised base; short,

concave neck; pinched mouth; handle from mouth to shoulder (Xo. 662); similar oval or

globular jugs, but more or less incomplete (Xos. 606, 621, 765); oval or depressed amphorae

with base-ring; cylindrical neck; swollen or flat rim; handle from rim to shoulder (Xos.

244. 334. 681).



The bowls are decorated with encircling lines and bands; the jugs and amphorae with

encircling lines and bands around the neck and body; occasional zigzag and wavy lines

(Xo. 244) and often concentric circles on the shoulder.

Of White Painted V Ware only three specimens were found; two amphorae, oval (No.

1^18) or biconical (Xo. 1183) with base-ring; neck widening upwards; swollen rim; hori-

zontal hanciles on shoulder; and one stemmed crater (Xo. 1540). The amphorae are de-

corated with encircling lines and bands, and Xo. 1518 has a unique decoration of a relief

frieze of dancing female figurines. The crater is decorated with encircling lines and bands;

upper row of alternating swasticas and triple dots and lower row of concentric circles on

shoulder; row of concentric circles, crossed by encircling lines, on belly and stem.

Bichrome IV potterv is represented by a single bowl (Xo. 61 1) with flat, raised base;

bent-in rim; horizontal handles at rim; four jugs (Nos. 595, 653, 764, 773) with flat base;

globular body; narrow neck with handle-ridge; flat or flattened, swollen rim; handle from

neck to shoulder; a majority of amphoriskoi (Xos. 229, 233, 237, 238, 246, 555, 566, 573,

609, 617, 629, 633, 635, 637, 641, 684, 689, 700, 702, 771, 1531, 1532, 1533, 1534, 1535,

1537) 1539) 1542) with flat base, base-ring or low foot; globular, oval, or depressed

bodv; cylindrical neck; flat rim; handles from rim to shoulder, or occasionallv horizontal

handles on shoulder. The amphoriskos Xo. 692 is Bichrome IV—V.

The bowl is decorated with encircling lines and bands inside and outside; the jugs with

encircling lines and bands, and groups of concentric circles onbcdy; the amphoriskoi with

encircling lines and bands; various ornaments on neck and shoulder; wavy lines; concentric

circles; network pattern; vertical panels of herring-bone pattern; triangle filled with che-

quers and enriched with excrescenses; guilloche pattern; metope decoration of rosettes; frie-

zes of lotus flowers and buds; occasionally figural decoration of birds and male heads.

In Bichrome V the following shapes are represented: plates, bowls, jugs, amphoriskoi.

The plates have flat base; plain rim (Xo. 659); flat, slightly widening rim and two string-

holes at rim (Xo. 657). The bowls (Nos. 85, 1425) are depressed; rather deep; with flat base;

short, concave neck. The jugs have flat, raised base; biconical body (Xos. 604); neck widen-

ing upwards; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder (Xo. 747). The amphorae (Nos.

240,577, 612, 616, 628, 630, 1522, i538)have flat base, base-ring, or low foot;oval, depressed,

or biconical bodv; neck widening upwards or slightlv convex; rim down-turned; horizontal

handles on shoulder, or handles from rim to shoulder.

The plates and bowls are decorated with encircling lines and bands only; the jugs with

encircling lines and bands; frieze of lotus ornaments on shoulder (No. 604) and leaf-orna-

ments in front (No. 747); the amphoriskoi with encircling lines and bands, sometimes with

oblicjue lines between; concentric circles on shoulder or neck; panels of concentric circles

separated by vertical bands; panels of hour-glass ornaments separated bv bands of vertical

lines; lotus ornaments, sometimes framed by ladder-pattern and flanked by convention-

alized birds, on shoedder.

The shapes of Black-on-Red II (IV) include one specimen of a bowl (No. 1541) and many
juglets and amphoriskoi. The bowl is large and deep; curved outline; contracted, splayed
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rim; horizontal handles below rim. The majority of the juglets are globular, sometimes

oval; with flat base; narrow neck with handle-ridge; flaring or flattened, swollen rim; handle

from neck to shoulder (Xos. 230, 232, 597, 613, 763); a single juglet (Xo. 755) has

globular body; flat, raised base; no neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder. The
amphoriskoi (Xos. 558, 626, 631, 759) are oval or depressed; with flat, raised base, base-

ring, or low foot; cylindrical or slightlv concave neck; flat or down-turned rim; handles

from rim to shoulder.

The bowl is decorated with encircling lines and bands; on shoulder metope decoration of

vertical rows of concentric circles separated bv vertical, parallel lines. The juglets are decor-

ated with encircling lines and bands, and concentric circles on bodv; the amphoriskoi

with encircling lines and bands; concentric circles on neck and shoulder.

Black-on-Red III (V) is represented bv a plate (Xo. 756) with flat, raised base; erect

rim; horizontal, small handles below rim; decorated with encircling lines; a juglet (Xo.

1457) with raised, flat base; biconical bedv; short, concave neck; widening rim; handle

from rim to shoulder; decorated with encircling lines; and one amphoriskes, with flat,

raised base; oval body; slightlv convex neck; rim down-turned; handles from rim to

shoulder; decorated with encircling lines and frieze of oblique lines on shoulder (Xo. 760),

Of Bichrome Red II (V) only two specimens were found: an amphoriskes with low foot;

depressed body; cylindrical neck; flat rim; handles from rim to shoulder; decorated with

encircling lines and hands, partly white-dotted; concentric circles on neck and shoulder

(No. 235); and a juglet with flat, raised base; biconical bedy; decorated with encircling

lines and bands with white line in between (Xo. 1288).

Black Slip V is represented by a juglet with raised, flat base; biconical body; narrow, con-

cave neck; splaying rim; handle from rim to shoulder (Xo. 1463); Red Slip II (IV) by a

globular jug with base-ring (Xo. 772); Red Slip III (V) by a cup-shaped howl (Xo. 651)

with flat, raised base; vertical handle from rim to bedy; three juglets: one, with flat, raised

base; spindle-shaped body; sharp shoulder-line (No. 64); the second, with flat base; glo-

bular, depressed bodv; short, concave neck; thick rim; handle from rim to shoulder (No.

154); the third, with flat base; biconical body; tapering, concave neck; moulded line between

shoulder and neck (No. 713); and a sack-shaped jug with pinched rim and handle from

rim to shoulder (No. 599).

Grev and Black Polished Ware is represented bv a majoritv of juglets and two bowls.

Both of these are shallow: the one has rounded base; concave, out-turned rim; two small,

horizontal handles on bodv (X'^o. 663); the other has flattened base; contracted rim with

flat top; two wavv, horizontal handles on bodv (No. 372). The juglets are usuallv globular,

with flat base; narrow' neck with handle-ridge; flaring or flat, splaving rim; handle from

neck to shoulder (Nos. 571, 574, 575, 603, 605, 614, 654, 655, 1421). No. 568 is conical,

wdth flat base; narrow neck with handle-ridge; funnel-mouth; handle from neck to shoulder.

No. 378 has biconical bodv and raised, flat base. Nos. 394 and 627 arc globular, with flat

base; no neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to shoulder. No. 660 is similar to these,

but with long, narrow' neck.
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Plain White III is represented by the jugs Nos. 840, 980, 1174; the bobbin-shaped bottle

No. ^21, and the amphoriskos No. 1149; Plain \\ hite IV by bowls Nos. 239, 607, 658,

globular juglets with handle-ridge Nos. 754, 758, 762; miniature jugs with handle from

rim to shoulder Nos. 1422, 1509; the jug No. 569 with pinched rim, and the sack-shaped

jugs Nos. 561, 593, 598, 600, 615, 749, 761, 767; Plain White V by plate No. 610; bowls

Nos. ^7, 212, 404, 408, 444, 665, 683; pyxis No. 1480; oval or piriform jugs with concave

neck and handle from rim to shoulder (Nos. 34, 40, 495); sack-shaped jugs (Nos. 78, 245, 457,

652, 656, 661, 682, 698, 699, 714, 748, 750, 751, 752, 768, 1186, 1508); barrel-shaped jugs

(Nos. 1476, 1505); miniature jugs (Nos. 91, 295, 529, 1519).

Coarse Ware is represented by the following shapes; plate (No. 596); bowl (No. 1112);

jugs (Nos. 554, 559, 701); amphoriskoi (Nos. 565, 576, 608, 619).

Foreign Ware is represented by the jug No. 988.

Iron.

The iron objects are of the following classes; sword, spear-head, pike, dagger, arrow-

head, shield, axe, knife, armour, spit, rod, strigil, pin, earring, finger-ring, mounting,

sheet, lamp, cramp, nail, rivet.

Sivord (PI. CLXXI).

The swords are, apparently, of one single type; long, lancet-shaped; with straight edges;

pointed end; midrib; flat hilt with wa\y sides and rounded, splaying top pierced by two

iron rivets for fixing the wooden plaiting. Only one specimen (No. 208) was entirely pre-

served. The others, so far as preserved, seem to have been of a similar shape.

Spear-head (PI. CLXXI).

The spear-heads are represented by the following types; i. Broad, leaf-shaped spear-

head; low midrib; socket with no slit (No. 135). 2. Broad, leaf-shaped spear-head; low

midrib; socket retaining slit along one side (Nos. 23, 131, 132, 162, 172, 221, 288, 310).

3. Broad, leaf-shaped spear-head; high midrib; socket with no slit (No. 823). 4. Narrow,

lancet-shaped spear-head; high midrib; curved edges; socket retaining slit along one side.

(X^o. 14 i). 5. Narrow, leaf-shaped spear-head; low midrib; curved edges; long socket

retaining slit along one side (Nos. 19, 309, 1147). 6. Narrow, leaf-shaped spear-head; high

midrib; straight edges; socket with no slit (Nos. 336, iioi). 7. Conical spear-head; socket

retaining slit along one side (Nos. 24, 350).

These socketed spear-heads were usually fitted to the wooden shaft by means of nails;

the slit served to give enough elasticity for a firm grip on the shaft; sometimes a ring-mount-

ing around the mouth of the socket served to strengthen the fitting of the shaft. X"one of

these mountings were preserved on the Idalion specimens, but raised edges around the

mouth of the socket give evidence of them.
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Pike (PI. CLXXI).

Only one specimen (Xo. 446) is entirely preserved: it is rounded in section with pointed

end and four-sided, narrowed top.

Dagger (PI. CLXXI).

The daggers are represented by Xo. 319; it has narrow, lancet-shaped blade; cross-bar;

flat hilt with splaying, rounded top.

Arrozv-head (PI. CLXXI).
The arrow-heads are of these different types: i. Leaf-shaped arrow-head; straight tang;

without midrib (Nos. 200, 726, 729, 730, 1134 b, 1350). 2. Leaf-shaped arrow-head; straight

tang; low midrib (Nos. 120 b, 176, 177, 183, 188, 199, 201, 218, 219 a—b, 243 a—b, 502,

503- 507. 55L 563, 564. 567. 578, 579> 620, 632, 639, 640, 675, 825, 826, 882, 966, 976, 991,

993. 1078, 1109, 1115, 1155, 1204 a, 1230, 1265, 1274, 1278, 1330, 1342, 1349, 1426, 1436,

^437 )
^ 45 °. ^452, 1465, 1470, 1488, 1491, 1517). 3. Leaf-shaped arrow-head; double-

curved outline; straight tang; midrib (Nos. 307, 677, 1461). 4. Four-sided arrow-head;

straight edges; tapering outline; straight tang (Nos. 234, 305, 313, 335, 353, 727 a, 1177,

1305. ^354)- 5 - Four-sided arrow-head; double-curved edges; tapering outline; straight

tang (Nos. 220, 346, 1093).

Shield.

The shield bosses were, as a rule, of bronze (see below). There was found only one speci-

men of iron: a circular boss with central, conical spike (No. 375). As the bronze bosses, it

was used as central mounting of a leather shield fitted to that by nails through holes pierced

at the edge of the boss.

Armour (PI. CLXXII).

Armour of iron and bronze splints, of the type described in No.236 (see Object Register).

Axe (PI. CLXXIII).

Of axes there are three different types: i. Chisel-axe; head with straight edge; rounded

top; circular hole near top for fixing the axe-head to a cleft shaft by means of a b(flt (Nos.

440, 1058). 2. Pick-axe; one end with curved cutting edge; shaft hole in the middle; end-

ing in a pick at the other end (No. 1340). 3. Broad-axe; rather thin blade; splaving towards

the curved cutting edge; thick-flanged back; narrowed, flat, curved tang flanked bv two

projections, between which it was fixed in the cleft head of a wooden shaft (No. 384).

Knife (PI. CLXXIII).

The types of knives include the following classes: i. Leaf-shaped knife; pointed end;

two cutting edges; midrib; narrowed, flat, short tang fixed to the handle bv rivets [Nos.

333 . 517. 727 b (only the point preserved), 897, 990]. 2. Leaf-shaped, short, rather wide
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knife; rounded end; one cutting edge; narrow, curved, flat tang fixed to the handle by ri-

vets. Of this tvpe onlv one specimen is entirely preserved (No. 1132)- 3 - Long, lancet-

shaped, straight (or nearly straight) knife; one cutting edge; pointed end, thickening back;

flat, straight (or nearly straight) tang fixed, to the handle by riyets (Xcs. 106, 158, 174^) 209,

297, 308, 442, 443, 490, 669, 994, 1006, 1020, 1068, 1129, 1236, 1417, 1427, 1438, 1442,

1448, 1456, 1489). 4. Crescent-shaped knife with curyed, thickened back; one cutting edge,

straight; pointed end; flat, broad, curyed tang fixed to the handle by riyets (No. 303). 5.

Curyed knife; one cutting edge; curyed end; flat, straight tang fixed to the handle by riyets

(No. 190). 6. Double-curyed knife; one curyed cutting edge; pointed end; tang flat, curyed

in the opposite direction, fixed to the handle by riyets (Nos. 602, 866). 7. Sickle-shaped

knife; curyed as a sickle; rounded or pointed end; flat, narrow tang, sometimes fixed to

the handle by riyets (Nos. 189, 213, 462, 1286, 1472).

Spit (PI. CLXXIII).

Only one specimen (No. 293) was preseryed: it is square in section with a pointed top

and a hole at the upper end for hanging.

Rod.

Many fragments of iron rods, circular, or square in section are represented. Their use

is uncertain. Some of them may be fragments of pikes and spits. (Nos. 163, 168, 174 b,

186, 203, 204, 207, 214, 3 1 1, 514, 584, 776a, 792, 805, 853, 912, 952, 955, 962, 964, 978,

1045, 1047, 1053, 1065, 1079, 1080, nil, 1134 a, 1178, 1185, 1187, 1188, 1204 d, 1226,

1227, 1238, 1269, 1275, 1279, 1281, 1295, 1321b, 1329, 1439).

Strigil.

There is only one fragment of a strigil handle preseryed (No. 739 a). It is to be supposed

that the iron type of strigil was the same as that of bronze (see below).

Pin (PI. CLNNIII).

The pins are all straight. Only in one specimen the head is preseryed and button-shaped

(No. 1204 b).

Earring (PI. CLXXIII).

Of earrings there are two types represented: i. Circular earring, with overlapping

ends (No. 231). 2. Crescent-shaped earring (No. 114 e).

Finger-ring (PI. CLXXIII).

Three tvpes of finger-rings are represented: i. Plain, circular finger-ring (No. 1458).

2. Circular finger-ring with oval bezel (Nos. 250, 678, Sio, 1087, 1214, 1449, 1454, 1455,

1316). 3. Horseshoe-shaped finger-ring with oval bezel (Nos. 32, 33, 50, 155, 157, 460,

488 e, 1315, 1332, 1352, 1353, 1487, 1497, 1501, 1502, 1515, 1521, 1525).
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Lamp (PI. CLXXIII).

There is only one single specimen of lamps represented: open, saucer-shaped; with

flat base; flat, wide rim; pinched wick-holder (Xo. 171).

^lounting, cramp, nail, rivet.

Various pieces of iron used as mounting on wooden or leather objects, cramps, nails

and rivets were found. They are all of plain, simple shapes showing no typological variations

(see diagrams).

Lead.

The leads objects are few, and as a rule, of non-typological character. Covers, mountings

of different kinds, and weights are represented.

Cover (PI. CLXXIV).
Only one specimen of a cover (No. 25) was found: flat, disc-shaped and probably used

as cover to a cylindrical box.

Boss (PI. CLXXIV).
The boss (No. 84), with one side flat and the other convex, was covered with a bronze

sheet and has probably served as filling of the central boss in the bottom of a bronze bowl

(cf. p. 583).

Mounting (PI. CLXXIV).
Among the mountings four types may be mentioned: i. Cylindrical, with a longitudinal

hole (No. 1263). 2. Biconical, with a longitudinal hole (Nos. 1257, 1409). Both these

types were probably used as mountings on wooden or bone pins. 3. Strip-shaped (Nos.

705, 808), probably used as mountings on wooden boxes. 4. Trapezoid mounting with

projecting tops (No. 804).

Weight (PI. CLXXIV).
The weights are square, flat, circular or biconical in shape. The specimen of the first

type (No. 1460) has a weight of 88.79 ^^at of the second type (No. 1388) has a weight

of 99.56 gr.; those of the third type a weight of 58.80 gr. (No. 950) and 56.17 gr. (No. 1333).

Bronze.

Among the bronze objects the following classes are represented: spear-head, arrow-head,

shield, helmet, knife, hammer, chisel, rod, strigil, tweezer, spatula, awl, needle, pin, fibula,

hair-ring, earring, finger-ring, bracelet, clasp, hinge, chain, mounting, nail, rivet, cramp,

cylinder, lamp, shovel, vase, weight.

37
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Spear-head (PI. CLXXIV).
The spear-heads are of three types, i. Leaf-shaped spear-head; with midrib; tubular

socket, pierced bv rivet-holes. (No. 1249). 2. Pike-shaped, four-sided spear-head, taper-

ing towards the pointed end; tubular socket. (Nos. 37, 401). 3. Pike-shaped spear-head;

with circular section; tapering towards the pointed end; tubular socket, towards the pike

ending in a moulding resembling the Egyptian papyrus capital (No. 407).

Arrozc-head (PI. CLXXIV).
The arrow-heads are of the following types: i. Short, leaf-shaped arrow-head; straight

tang; without midrib (Nos. 485, 838, 879, 1311). 2. Short, leaf-shaped arrow-head; straight

tang; with midrib (Nos. 49, 97, 98). 3. Long, leaf-shaped arrow-head; straight tang;

with midrib (No. 272). 4. Leaf-shaped arrow-head; double-curved outline; straight tang;

with midrib, usually swollen at base of blade (Nos. 271, 379, 666, 788, 1000). 5. Four-

sided arrow-head; straight edges; tapering outline; straight tang (Nos. 351, 363, 385, 497,

547, 644, 673, 688, 791, 795, 816, 863, 893, 911, 1097, 1103, 1114, 1205, 1314, 1357, 1391,

1408, 1500, 1507). 6. Four-sided arrow-head; double-curved edges; tapering outline;

straight tang (Nos. 47, 52, 53, 54, 55, 86, 178, 179, 196, 254, 255, 257, 258 a, 261, 263,

265, 270, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 286, 304, 306, 328, 341, 365, 380, 388, 400,

448, 498, 510, 512, 515, 581, 648, 674, 735, 787, 832, 850, 860, 870, 896,947,996, 1064,

1081, 1083, 1091, 1096, 1122, 1159, 1184, 1202, 1203, 1210, 1215, 1225, 1270, 1297, 1298,

1341, 1405, 1462). 7. Three-edged arrow-head; with straight sides; midrib; short, tubu-

lar socket (Nos. 113 d, 370). 8. Three-edged arrow-head; concave sides; midrib; short,

tubular socket with rivet-hole (Nos. 256, 259, 349, 357, 430, 693, 738, 836, 965, 1092,

1347. 1356, 1362, 1363, 1374, 1375, 1376, 1377, 1380, 1384, 1415, 1466).

Shield (PI. CLXXV).
The shields were of leather and covered with metal mountings of iron (see above p. 575)

or, usually, of bronze. These mountings were applied as central bosses and peripheric

bands on the leather shields.

The central bosses are all of the same shape: a flat disc with a straight spike tapering

towards the point in the middle. Only the spikes are of slightly different types: i. Long;

with straight sides; narrow, pointed end. 2. Short; with concave sides; flat, broad end.

3. With concave sides; narrow end.

Type I is represented by No. 133; Type 2 by Nos. 137 a, 1088; Type 3 by Nos. 21, 298,

299. The bosses are all decorated with the same ornaments in repousse: concentric strings

of beads and ridges around the edge.

The peripheric bands are only preserved in fragments (e. g. Nos. 137 b—c, 194, 344,

704 a, 721, 729, 740, 794). They are of different width and diameter, depending whether they

were mounted around the edge of the shield or further in between the edge and the central

boss. Some of these bands are plain; some are decorated with ornaments of beaded strings,

running spirals, wavy line and row of circles, cable pattern, frieze of lotus ornaments etc.
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Both the bosses and the bands are provided with small, pierced holes at the edges for

nails by which they were fixed to the leather shields.

Helmet (PI. CLXXVI).

Of helmets only cheek-pieces of bronze were found. These are sole-shaped, with straight

upper end. Type i is rather narrow (Nos. 148, 164, 416) and Type 2 is broader (Nos.

302, 835). The shaft of the “sole” is either straight-sided or concave.

Of the specimens of the second type, No. 302 is provided with an almond-shaped ridge

and a rivet in the centre of the sole for receiving an inlay of some other material, possibly

ivory. No. 835 has a midrib on the shaft and a similar, raised, almond-shaped projection

in the centre.

The cheek-pieces have been fixed to a leather helmet by nails through pierced holes at

the edges. These holes are, as a rule, placed two and two.

Knife (PI. CLXXVI).

The bronze knives occur rarely. Two types are represented: i. Leaf-shaped knife with

two edges; no midrib; sloping shoulder; narrow tang (No. 1310). 2. Leaf-shaped knife

with two edges; midiib; tang of unknown shape, missing (No. 910).

Hammer (PI. CLXXVI).

There is only one specimen of hammer represented, and that fragmentary (No. 268). This

is square in section, widening towards one end; other end missing; circular shaft hole.

Chisel (PI. CLXXVI).

One specimen of chisel is represented (No. 1248). It has a flat, leaf-shaped blade; thick

edges; flat tang with slightly concave sides.

Rod.

The rods are of the same tvpe as those of iron. Only fragments are preserved (Ncs.

143, 374, 582, 717, 718, 725, 1200, 1364).

Strigil (PI. CLXXVI).

The strigils are of the tvpe represented in iron: curved blade, semicircular in section;

flat, horizontal loop-handle ending in an ivy-shaped mounting attached to the blade by a

nail. Only one specimen is entirely preserved (No. 149).

Tiveezer (PI. CLXXVI).

One specimen of tweezer was found (No. 1334). It has bent catch and loop-shaped top.

Spatida (PI. CLXXVI).

The spatulae consist of a thin, straight rod; one end with knob-head; the other with a

small, flat, trapezoid, or oval blade (Nos. 75, 511).
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Atd (PI. CLXXVI).
The awls are of one single type: straight pin with pointed end and four-sided top to fit

into the handle (Xos. 484, 494).

Xeedle (PI. CLXXVI).
The needles are all of the same type: straight, with pointed end and eyelet near the top

(Xos. 413, 478, 590, 711, 859, 875, 914, 1051).

Pm (PI. CLXXVI).
The pins are of four types: i. Straight pin with plain top (Xos. 71, 119 a, 438, 454, 898,

942, 1254, 1255, ^394’ ^45i> 1469)- 2. Straight pin with rounded thickened top (Nos.

1228, 1276, 1325). 3. Straight pin with button-head (No. 1379). 4. Hooked pin, in shape

of a modern hair-pin (No. 1117).

Fibula (PI. CLXXVII).
All the fibulae, with a few exceptions, are proyided with spiral spring

;
straight, pointed pin

;

flat catch. The following types are represented: i. Fibula with fiddle-shaped bow (No.

1260). 2. Fibula with stilted fore-end, sometimes without spring (No. 1290). 3. Fibula

with plain, arch-shaped bow; four-sided in section (No. 113 a). 4. Fibula with arch-

shaped bow, proyided with beaded mouldings towards ends of bow (Nos. 167, 180, 383).

5. Fibula with plain, arch-shaped, rather angular bow (No. 1528). 6. Fibula with arch-

shaped, rather angular bow, proyided with large beads and disc-shaped mouldings in the

middle of bow (Nos. 267, 1141). 7. Fibula with angular bow; large mouldings; knobbed

top (Nos. 355, 435).

Hair-rino (PI. CLXXVI).
The hair-rings (Nos. 806, 1104, 1168 a) are small and spiral-coiled.

Earrhig (PI. CLXXVI).
I. Circular earring, with oyerlapping ends (Ncs. 43, 381, 386, 391, 624, 686, 690, 837,

99S, 1042, 1235, 1335). 2. Earring, with spiral coils (Ncs. 469, 809, 813). 3. Earring, with

lower part crescent-shaped, almost circular or oblong (Nos. 217, 470, 523, 708, 938, iiio).

4. Earring, with lower part leech-shaped (Nos. 532, 928, 937, 1237, 1259, 1499).

Finger-rivg (PI. CLXXVI).
I. Finger-ring, round in section; plain (Nos. 9, 59, 60, 68, 69, 70, 89, 113 c, 114 a, 123,

156, 193, 248, 269, 285, 382, 395, 402, 405, 542, 623, 625, 636, 672, 687, 704 b, 707, 736,

741, 743, 814, 815, 822, 869, 902, 924, 926, 1009, 1026, 1030, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1041,

1048, 1055, 1146, 1218, 1219, 1239, 1271, 1316, 1328, 1403, 1406, 1407, 1478, 1482, 1512).

2. Finger-ring, with flat coil, narrow or wide (Nos. 449, 453, 697, 1089, 1289 a). 3.

Finger-ring with a small gap between the ends (Nos. 114 b, 253, 289, 425, 488 d, 499,
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704 c, 1016, 1031, 1052, 1180, 1296, 1312, 1396, 1471, 1498). 4. Finger-ring, with flat,

oval bezel (Nos. 744, 798, 1153, i486). 5. Finger-ring with a spiral-twisted, round bezel

(No. 1272).

Bracelet (PI. CLXXVII).

The bracelets are of the following tvpes: 1. Plain, circular bracelet (Nos. 16, 125 a).

2. Bracelet, with overlapping ends (Nos. 183, 252, 428, 1459). 3. Bracelet, with spiral

coils (Nos. 376, 1484). 4. Bracelet, with small gap between rounded, flattened, or knobbed

ends, sometimes decorated with engraved lines (Nos. 150, 160, 175, 191, 273, 276, 399,

415 a, 488 c, 858 b, 948, 986, 1024, 1086, 1133, 1136, 1267, 1353, 1504). 5. Bracelet, with

gap betw'een ends, which are in shape of conventionalized snake’s heads and sometimes

with engraved lines (Nos. 147, 314, 439, 458, 746, 777, 1444, 1468).

Clasp (PI. CLXXVII).
There w'as found one fragment (No. 118 c) and a better preserved specimen of clasp (No.

1496) consisting of tw^o continuous rows of 8-shaped links; one end missing, the other of

double-curved outline, pierced by two holes.

Hinge (PI. CLXXVII).
Four hinges were found (Nos. 292, 301, 325, 828 a). Nos. 292, 301, and 323 arc of the

same type, consisting of an oblong bronze sheet with straight short sides, one long side con-

vex, the other with wavy outline; three cylindrical sockets placed vertically in the middle;

fixed with six nails with button-heads. No. 828 a is fragmentary and of a simpler type;

consisting of a bronze sheet with sockets formed by folding the sheet and fixed by bronze

nails.

Nos. 292, 301 and 325 are solid enough to have been used for a wooden door; No.

828 a can only have been used on a wooden chest.

Chain (PI. CLXXVII).
A triple chain of S-shaped links fixed to a circular ring and probablv used for hanging

a lamp (No. 38).

Mounting (Pis. CLXXVIII, CLXXIX).
Sockets, discs, plaques, strips etc. of bronze are verv common. Thev were used as mount-

ings of wooden or leather objects and are accordinglv of non-tvpological character, the differ-

ent shapes showing no tvpological sequence. The following main shapes are represented:

I. Button-shaped; circular with convex outside and concave inside; sometimes with

pierced holes (Nos. 3, 121, 274, 284, 534, 839, 1317). 2. Disc-shaped; circular or, occasion-

ally rosette-shaped; flat or almost flat, often with pierced holes (Nos. 6, 166, 169, 184, 316,

317. 347. 352, 360, 409. 447. 709. 710. 789. 790. 824, 894. 903, 922, 974, 984, 1093, 1211,

1277, 1284, 1303, 1368, 1441, 1503, 1510, 1527). 3. Button- or disc-shaped; with staple
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and attached ring; occasionally 8-shaped and pierced by nails (No. 901). Some of these

mountings are more or less defective; the rings or discs are sometimes missing (Nos. 7, ii,

42, 44, 45, 48, 1 13 b, 1 14 c, 1 18 b, 215,258 b, 262, 283,287,294,300,432,436, 4882,720

a—b, 801, 802, 895, 901, 906, 925,963,1003,1044, 1062, 1077, 1113, 1131, 1142, 1143,

1163, 1167, 1232, 1242, 1344, 1404). 4. Rectangular; usually pierced by holes; some-

times with raised edges (Nos. 159, 161, 195, 206, 241, 327, 389, 488 b, 491, 1206, 1306,

1346, 1369). 5. Strip-shaped; narrow straight strips; sometimes pierced by holes; probably

used as mountings of wooden boxes (Nos. 326, 505, 509, 552, 732, 1021, 1060 b, 1071,

1367). 6. Leaf-shaped; specimens in shape of ivy leaves (Nos. 13, 359). 7. Mounting,

used as a shoulder-plate or part of a helmet (No. 315). 8. Wing-shaped; thin sheet in

shape of a wing, with curved pinions in embossed work; one fragmentary specimen preserved

(No. 128). 9. Irregularily shaped; with straight sides and semicircular or cut out pieces

(Nos. 742, 1370). 10. Folded; rectangular sheet, folded, forming a roughly made socket

(Nos. 181, 210, 1199,1378). 1 1. Socket-shaped; of different shapes: a) tubular, with rounded,

tapering end (No. 76), b) cvlindrical, narrow, with moulded end (Nos. 508, 1241), c) cy-

lindrical, short; with one end closed, the other open; cylinder pierced by large, rounded

holes (No. 995), d) knob-shaped (1258), e) angular; square in section; one leg widening

towards the open end (No. 429). 12. Bell-shaped (Nos. 775, 784). 13. Figures; in shape

of a conventionalized bird’s head, with a loop on the neck (No. 1160); in shape of a bull’s

head with attached ring (No. 290).

Most of the mountings are plain or only decorated with plain, embossed ridges. Some

of them, the button-shaped (Type i) and the disc-shaped (Type 2) are decorated with

rosettes, lotus, palmettes, dots, beaded strings etc. in embossed work.

Xail, rivet, cramp.

Nails, rivets, and cramps of simple shapes, as described in the Object Register (See

diagrams).

Cylinder (PI. CLXXIX).
Plain bronze cylinder, solid (No. 878).

Lamp (PI. CLXXIX).
There is only one main type of lamp: saucer-shaped, with flat base; flat rim; and pinched

wick-holder (Nos. 134, 459, 1443). Nos. 134 and 1443 are plain; No. 459 is of a more

elaborate design, with a relief-line on rim ending in two small loops for hanging the

lamp; on each side of wick-holder two conventionalized birds facing each other.

Shovel (PI. CLXXIX).
Shovel; rectangular, with raised edges; concave back; handle missing (No. 318).
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J^ase (PI. CLXXX).
Of the vases, only bowls are entirely preserved. They are of the following different tvpes.

I. Hemispherical bowl with round base, and plain rim (Nos. 247 a—b). 2. Shallow bowl
with round or ffattened base; rounded outline, and plain rim (Nos. 20, 26, 1245, 1402).

3. Shallow bowl, with flat or flattened base; plain rim, and central boss on base, some-
times surrounded by relief-line (Nos. 17, 18, 27, 129). 4. Hemispherical or shallow bowl

with round base; moulded ridge below rim (No. 398). 5. Hemispherical bowl with ribbed

body; contracted rim; base missing (No. 2). 6. Shallow bowl with base-ring; ribbed body;

erect, concave rim (No. 81). 7. Large, shallow bowl with out-turned rim and handle

(missing) fixed separate by nails (No. 1485).

Of other vases only fragments are preserved, among which handles of jugs (See dia-

grams).

Other fragments of vases are ledge-shaped handles of bowls (Nos. 881, 1365); ring-

shaped, moulded stands (Nos. 396, 397); base-ring with animal’s foot (No. 1119);

triangular base-plate with concave sides, supported by three feet, now missing (No. 260) etc.

Weight (PI. CLXXX).
The weights are square (Nos. 414, 1493), rectangular (Nos. 31, 1005) or in shape of a

truncated pyramid (Nos. 403, 733). No. 1005 has a weight of 3.78 gr.. No. 733 a weight

of 22.53 No- 1493 ^ weight of 38.02 gr.. No. 414 a weight of 44.96 gr.. No. 403 a

weight of 45.52 gr., and No. 31 a weight of 67.50 gr.

No. 733 has an inscription in Cypriote syllabarx', reading 2 shekels (see Appendix V).

Silver-lead.
Finger-ring (PI. CLXXX).
The silver-lead objects are onlv represented bv a circular ring with overlapping ends

(No. 538).

Silver.

In silver the following classes of objects are represented: hair-rings, earrings, finger-rings,

bracelets, pendants, and mountings.

Hair-ring (PI. CLXXX).
There are two types of hair-rings: i. Thin, circular hair-ring, with overlapping ends

(No. 1244). 2. Thick, circular, spiral-coiled hair-ring (No. 1004).

Earring (PI. CLXXX).
The earrings are of two types: i. Circular, crescent-shaped earring (No. 92). 2. Leech-

shaped earring, with overlapping ends (Nos. 348, 796).
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Finger-ring (PI. CLXXX).
The finger-rings are of two main types: i. Finger-ring with circular coil, rather thin,

or thicker (X'os. 493, 646), sometimes wich a small gap between the ends (No. 1418). 2.

Finger-ring with circular coil and oval bezel (Nos. 345, 354, 1 529). The bezel is sometimes

decorated with engraved designs: the winged sun-disc, surrounded by a beaded string (No.

354)-

Bracelet (PI. CLXXX).
The bracelet are uniform in tvpe: circular, with a gap between the flattened ends, some-

times decorated with engraved lines (Nos. 77, 90).

Pendant (PI. CLXXX).
A circular pendant with tubular string- hole (No. 719).

iXIoiinting (PI. CLXXXI).
The mountings are button-shaped, disc-shaped, strip-shaped or socket-shaped, i. The

button-shaped mountings (Nos. 819, 1043, 1173) are semicircular in section with convex

outside and a loop on the concave inside. 2. The disc-shaped mountings are represented

by one specimen (No. 67): a flat disc of gilded silver with a central, globular knob and

decorated with an embossed rosette consisting of alternating lotus and papyrus ornaments.

3. The strips are rectangular in shape, with short ends rolled up, and pierced by string-

holes along the edges. Thev are decorated with floral and figural representations (Nos.

364 a, b). 4. Only a fragment of a socket-shaped mounting (No. 322) was found.

Gold.

The gold objects are very few and insignificant: earring, bead, pendant, mounting.

Earring (PI. CLXXXI).
Only one specimen was found (No. 473). It is of the oblong, boat-shaped type.

Bead (PI. CLXXXI).
A globular bead of gold leaf (No. 797).

Pendant (PI. CLXXXI).
A circular pendant with a dotted star in embossed work in the middle and a tubular

string-hole at the edge (No. 1337).

Mounting (PI. CLXXXI).
The mountings are represented by a plain strip (No. 803) and a small, plain disc

(No. 834).
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Terracotta.

The terracotta objects comprise the following classes: spindle-whorls, loom-weights,

lamps, incense-burners, weights, and statuettes.

Spindle-zvhorl (PI. CLXXXI).
The spindle-whorls are usually Plain White Ware. Only two specimens (Xos. 1 107, 1433)

are painted with encircling, black lines (White Painted Ware). In shape they are of differ-

ent types: i. Conical spindle-whorl (Nos. 781, 1107, 1410 b, 1433). 2. Biconical spindle-

whorl (Nos. 848, 849). 3. Circular spindle-whorl, with both sides conyex (Ncs. 483, 528,

1170, 1171, 1410 a). All the spindle-whorls are pierced by a central hole.

Loom-weight (PI. CLXXXI).
The loom-weights are all Plain White Ware. The following types are represented: i.

Flat, circular loom-weight, with a central hole (Nos. 63, 516, 1250). 2. Conical loom-weight,

with a hole near the rounded, top (No. 1074). 3. Pyramidal loom-weight, with a hole near

the flat top (Nos. 30, 622, 650, 1292, 1313, 1336, 1372). 4. Parallelepipedic loom-weight

with flat base and top, and hole near the top (No. 1389).

Lamp (PI. CLXXXI).
The majority of the lamps are of this type: i. Open, saucer-shaped lamp with rounded

or flat, raised base; rounded, flattened, or flat rim; the latter imitating the metal prototypes;

pinched wick-holder (Nos. 36, 152, 153, 182, 851, 852, 971, 1050, 1420, 1475). 2. Open,

saucer-shaped lamp with flat base; raised body; wide, flat rim; channel-shaped wick-holder,

eyidently imitating the metal prototypes (No. 1398). 3. Open, saucer-shaped lamp with

two wick-holders one on each side of a curyed twin-handle (No. 664). 4. Bowl-shaped

lamp, roughly round, with flat bottom; two perforated holes for suspension (No. 550).

Incense-burner (PI. CLXXXI).
The incense-burners are of one type only: ladle-shaped, with tall, flat, yertical handle;

rounded top and hole near top for suspension. (Nos. 340, 417). The handle is decorated

with incised design of running spirals bordered by straight furrows.

Weight (PI. CLXXXI).

The weights are of two types: square (No. 41 1) and bobbin-shaped (Nos. 108 a, b, c,

366).

No. 41 1 has a weight of 19.67 gr. (top missing); No. 366 a weight of 44.10 gr. (slightly

damaged). Of Nos. 108 a, b, c, parts are missing. These were reconstructed according to

the method mentioned by Eyans"* and the reconstructed weights are: 30.55 gr. (No. 108 a);

33.57 gr. (No. 108 b); 43.99 gr. (No. 108 c). It seems as if the reconstructions of Nos. a

and b are somewhat too small.
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Statuette.

The statuettes comprise the following classes: animals, riders, male and female figures.

Animals (PI. CLXXXII).

The animal statuettes include five types.

Type I is represented by the bull statuettes Xos. 452, 477. They are made of Base-ring

Ware and of the type characteristic of that ware: cylindrical, rather thin, body; narrow,

peg-shaped legs; triangular head with narrow muzzle; button-shaped eves; short ears;

horns erect; wide brisket falling from nose to chest; mouth, nostrils, eyebrows, hairs on

forehead marked bv incisions.

Type 2 is represented by the bull statuettes XTs. 445, 455, 463, and heads Nos. 51, 968,

1162. The clay varies in shade from brown to buff and is covered with a light, sometimes

greenish slip. The bulls are of a more clumsv, unelastic shape: the body is cylindrical;

the legs peg-shaped but thicker than those of Type i; the head is triangular; the snout

cylindrical, sometimes incised, and nostrils marked bv dots; the eyes are button-shaped;

the horns erect; the ears pellet-shaped; brisket sometimes marked bv a wavy ridge. Paint-

ings in dark colour mark details of the head and the body is covered with network-pattern

or dotted ornaments indicating a ritual cover.

Type 3 is represented by the buck statuette No. 1130 and the ram’s head No. 1419.

They are of a stiff, very thin, rather abstract shape. The back is straight; the neck straight

and tapering upwards; the head long with pointed nose; projecting eyes; small ears; curved

horns; goat’s beard marked. Bichrome painting cover the buck’s head and body.

Type 4 is represented by the ram statuette No. 989. The modelling differs from that of

Type 3 by being clumsier, and less distinct; the shape is more full-bodied but at the

same time less strict and laxer. The legs are conical; the back slightly concave; the head is

triangular; eyes painted black and traces of black paint on chest, neck, and horns.

Type 5 is represented by the bull’s head No. 1526. This is moulded, of a Cvpro-Archaic

type representing a combination of the conventional idol plastic and beginning stylistic

expression.

Riders (PI. CLXXXII).

Two types arc represented. Type i by Nos. 983, 1040, 1432, and Type 2 by No. 336 and

fragments Nos. 487, 560, 580. The rider of Type i is represented as a warrior wearing a

conical helmet. Both he and the horse are modelled in the same lax and summary technique

characteristic of Type 4 of the animal statuettes, with paintings in black and red, mat co-

lours.

Type 2 is of a more elaborate but still conventionalized modelling, reminiscent of the

wood-carving technique. The horse has a short body; tubular legs; tall, straight neck;

flat chest and front; hogged mane; small, conical head with mouth, nostrils, eyes, and ears

roughly modelled; details of horse-trappings indicated. Of the riders, only one small figure

is preserved. The statuettes were painted in the usual wav.
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Male figures (PI. CLXXXII).
Two types are represented; Type i by No. 969; Type 2 by Nos. 1431, 1530. Only frag-

ments are preserved. The figures wear conical helmet and mav have been standing figures

of warriors or have formed part of rider statuettes as those above.

Type I is of the thin, “pointed” shape, characteristic of Tvpe 3 of the animal statuettes,

and Type 2 is of the same shape as Type i of the rider statuettes.

Female figures (PI. CLXXXII).
Three tvpes occur.

Type I is represented by No. 724: a seated, female figure with flat body, naked; breasts

modelled; navel marked by dot; incised "‘tria7igle sacre"

;

the arms once pressed against

chest between breasts. Parts of bodv and head missing.

Type 2 is exemplified by Nos. 1423, 1428, 1429, 1430. No. 1423 is a seated figure with

cylindrical body; head back-bent; left arm bent and left hand touching the breasts. Nos.

1428—1430 are standing figures; with cylindrical bodv; uplifted arms; pellet breasts; pro-

jecting nose and eyes; the head-dress is flattened and rectangular, probablv indicating a

polos.

The figures are painted in black and red, mat colours. The way of modelling is similar

to that of Type i of hlale figures.

Type 3 is represented by No. 1157; a moulded figure in the Greek, late Archaic style.

Apart from the two moulded specimens (Type 5 of Animal statuettes and Type 3 of

Female figures) the statuettes thus represent different types of pure idol plastic.

Faience.

The following classes of objects are represented in faience: beads, pendants, necklaces,

bowls.

Bead (PI. CLXXXIII).

Circular, flat bead, with a central hole, of light-blue paste (Nos. 216 b, 343 b, 1293). 2.

Globular depressed bead, with a central hole, of white paste (Nos. 197, 474 d), and with

yellow-coloured, circular inlavs (No. 1483). 3. Oblong, fluted bead, with a central hole,

of blue paste (No. 1309). 4. Biconical bead, with a central hole, of green paste (No. 1338).

5. Tube-shaped bead, sometimes with several tubes attached to each other, of light-blue

paste (Nos. 1158, 1179, 1182). 6. Bead, as Type 5, but with horizontal, incised line around

the middle (No. 1161).

Pendant (PI. CLXXXIII).

I . Pear-shaped pendant, with a hole through top and a rosette ornament of green paste

(No. 533). 2. Phallos-shaped pendant, with a hole pierced at upper end, of green paste

(No. 79).
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Necklace (PL CLXXXIII).

Only one necklace of paste was found. It consists of 281 circular, flat beads with a central

hole, of white paste (X'o. 1261).

Bozd (PL CLXXXIII).

X"o intact bowls were found, only a spout of blue faience, square in section, closed, with

shovel-shaped outlet (Xo. 793).

Glass.

The glass is moulded and of various colours: white and blue-green (No. 127); grev-blue

(Xo. 88); light-blue (Nos. 474 a, 1025, 1161); blue (Nos. 187, 868, 1320); blue and white

(Nos. 72, 1075, 1251); dark and grey (Nos. 434, 474 c); multicoloured (Nos. 94, 474 b, 481,

527, 712, 807, 918, 940, 945, 1151, 1190, 1289 b).

The majority of the glass objects are beads. Besides one specimen of a ring and a frag-

ment of a bottle were found.

Bead (PL CLXXXIII).
I. Globular bead (Nos. 72, 88, 94, 527, 1251). 2. Globular depressed bead (Nos. 474 a,

b, 868, 940, 945, 1151, 1320). 3. Melon-shaped bead; globular with wavy outline (No.

187). 4. Rosette-shaped bead; flat, circular with ribbed body (No. 800). 5. Narrow, conical

bead; plain (No. 1190). 6. Broad, conical bead, with spiral line running from centre to peri-

phery (No. 1075). 7. Biconical, flat bead (No. 1289 b). 8. Pentagonal bead (No. 807).

9. Cylindrical bead (Nos. 481, 712, 918, 1025). 10. Bobbin-shaped bead (No. 474 c).

The beads are all provided with a central, or longitudinal hole except No. 1075, which

has no hole.

Ring (PL CLXXXIII).

A circular, rather thick ring, square in section (No. 434).

Bottle.

Fragments of a globular bottle (No. 127).

Stone.

The stone objects include the following classes; axe-heads, mace-heads, grinders, pestles,

whetstones, spindle-whorls, amulets, weights, moulds, vases, and cover.

Axe-head (PL CLXXXIII).

Only one specimen (No. 479 b) is represented. It is of the celt type, with flat body,

narrowed top and slightly curved cutting edge.
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Mace-head (PI. CLXXXIII).

The mace-heads are made of basalt. Their shapes differ, i. Globular mace-head (Xos.

972, 1164). 2. Depressed globular mace-head (Xo. me). 3. Flattened, circular mace-

head (Nos. 320, 468). 4. Oval mace-head (No. 479 a). 5. Cylindrical mace-head, with

slightly convex sides (No. 372). All have a hole bored in the centre from both sides; that

of No. 372 is unfinished.

Grinder (PI. CLXXXIII).

There is only one type represented. Elliptical, saddle-shaped grinder of dolerite (Nos.

170, 900, 1067, 1229).

Pestle (PI. CLXXXIII).

The pestles are of basalt and of these different shapes: i. Flattened, circular pestle (Nos.

Ill a, b, 467, 1106). 2. Cylindrical pestle (Nos. loi, 1231). 3. Small, cone-shaped pestle

(No. 589). 4. Pestle in the shape of a truncated cone (Nos. 12, 65, 394, 437, 549, 671, 872,

873, 1253). 5. Wedge-shaped pestle (No. 519).

Whetstone (PI. CLXXXIII).

The whetstones are of limestone (Nos. 783, 1383) or sandstone (Nos. 242, 546). They are

rectangular in shape and flat, sometimes provided with a pierced hole for suspension.

Polisher (PI. CLXXXIII).

One specimen of steatite (No. 99), cylindrical in shape, was found.

Spindle-ichorl (PI. CLXXXIV).
The spindle-whorls are usually of steatite and of the following types: i . Globular spindle-

whorl (Nos. 107, 1196, 1285). 2. Conical spindle-whorl (Ncs. 105, 588, 1008, 1371,

^ 435 )- 3 - Biconical spindle-whorl (Nos. 4, 56, 61, 73, 87, 95, 104, 216 a, 264, 331, 339,

406, 464, 471, 500, 541, 545, 586, 592, 647, 780, 782, 833, 841, 843, 865, 874, 876, 887, 888,

889, 890, 920, 921, 927, 933, 939, 975, 1082, 1135, 1139, 1166, 1169, 1221, 1234, 1262,

1264, 1381, 1387, 1393, 1397, 1399)- 4- Button-shaped spindle-whorl, with one side

flat, the other convex (Nos. 39, 58, 112, 520, 905, 977, 1073, 1140, 1246, 1390, 1424).

5. Button-shaped spindle-whorl, with both sides convex (No. 367).

All the spindle-whorls are pierced by a central hole. They are sometimes decorated with

incisions of circles, semicircles, encircling lines, bands of running semicircles, dotted semi-

circles, groups of vertical lines etc.

Bead and amulet (PI. CLXXXIV).
I. Globular depressed bead (No. 337). 2. Almond-shaped bead (No. 102). 3. Knob-

shaped bead (No. 917). 4. Biconical bead of marble (No. 1034). 5. Flat, circular amulet

with an eccentric hole (No. 1070).
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Weight (PI. CLXXXIV).
The weights (Xos. 371, 1134) are bobbin-shaped with one side flat, the other convex.

They are made of haematite. X*o. 371 has a weight of 17.20 gr. and No. 1154 a weight

of 28.35 gr.

Mould (PI. CLXXXIV).
Square moulds of steatite used for casting minor metal objects (No. 518) and a bull’s

statuette (No. 941).

Fuse (PI. CLXXXIV).
The vases are made of steatite, limestone, or dolerite. Bowls, plates, pyxides, and basins

are represented among the shapes. Most of them are only preserved in fragments.

The bowls (Nos. 967, 979, 1304) are shallow, rounded, sometimes provided with a tri-

podic base (Nos. 967, 1304). No. 1304 is decorated with incisions of zigzag lines on body

and rim, crossed lines on feet.

The plates are shallow, with base-ring or flat bottom and curved outline (Nos. 496, 1197).

Only one pyxis (No. 1150) is preserved. It is rectangular in shape, with four short legs

and small projection, on the short sides, imitating metal mounting on the wooden proto-

type.

The basins Nos. 421, 715 are roughly square in shape, with rounded corners.

Cofer (PI. CLXXXIV).
Circular or square cover, sometimes with a short, cylindrical projection to fit into the

mouth of a jar and a pierced string-hole, represented by Nos. 329, 1201, and 1492.

Alabaster.
Vase.

A fragment of a sack-shaped aryballos (No. 1513) is the only object of alabaster found.

Semi-precious stone.

Bead and pendant (PI. CLXXXIV).
The stone varieties represented are agate, onyx, and cornelian.

In agate only a globular bead (No. 83) was found and in onyx a bobbin-shaped bead (No.

29). The majoritv of the semi-precious stones are cornelian and consist of beads and pen-

dants. I. Globular bead (Nos. 115, 694, 716). 2. Biconical bead (Nos. 525, 539, 818, 1152

a). 3. Bobbin-shaped bead (Nos. 526, 1194). 4. Button-shaped bead, with one convex

side, the other flat (No. 93). 5. Flat, circular bead (Nos. 422, 1361). The pendants are

pear-shaped with disc-shaped base (Nos. 1152 b, 1222).
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Bone and Ivory.

The bone objects include; pins, auls, polishers, handles, buttons, beads, discs, statuettes.

Pin (PI. CLXXXY).
The pins differ mainly in the shape of the heads: i. Pin with pear-shaped head (Xo. 691).

2. Pin with pomegranate-head (Xo. 886). 3. Pin with long, moulded head (Xo. 1145).

4. Pin with short, cylindrical, moulded head (Xo. 103-^335^-^5^ 4'he pin of Tvpe 4 is

decorated with an incised scale-pattern.

Aid.

Dog’s tooth, probably used as an awl (Xo. 931).

Polisher (PI. CLXXXV).
Polisher made of a rib of an ox; pierced bv a hole for suspension (Xo. 919).

Handle (PI. CLXXXV).
The handles are cylindrical, i. Handle without head (Xo. 522). 2. Handle with knob-

head (Xo. 480). 3. Handle with cylindrical head (Xo. 1490). Sometimes they are decorated

with incised lines (Xcs. 480, 522).

Bobbin (PI. CLXXXV).
Bobbin with knobbed ends and a concavity at the middle (Xo. 377).

Button (PI. CLXXXV).
The buttons are circular, one side usually convex, the other flat; sometimes decorated

with encircling lines (Xos. 1066, 1291, 1479, 1494, 1495)-

Bead (PI. CLXXXV).
Small, flat bead pierced by a central hole (No. 1243).

Disc (PI. CLXXXV).
The discs are circular, flat, or slightly convex, and decorated with incised, encircling

lines, rope-ornament etc. (Xos. 342, 506, 540).

Statuette (PI. CLXXXV).
Bull’s statuette of ivory (Xo. 1283) as described in the Object Register.

Glyptics (Pis. CLXXXV, CLXXXVI).

The kinds of glyptics represented are: seal-stones, scarabs, scaraboids, cylinders.

The seals are of steatite, conical, domed or pyramidal (Xos. 472, 643, 645, 885, 891,909,

935, 1217), and rectangular (Xo. 1323).
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The scarabs are of amethyst (No. i); steatite, of various colours (Nos. 524, 731, 785,

1156, 1434, 1 31 1, 1520, 1524); paste (Nos. 74, 1474); the scaraboids are of white paste

(Nos. 706, 1413); the cylinders of haematite (No. 877), steatite (Nos. 390, 482, 892),

lapis lazuli (No. 369), and paste (No. 1294).

The seal-stones may be divided into six different stylistic groups: i. Vigorous style;

figural representation of animals (No. 909). 2. Rough, conventionalized style; figural

representation of a stag; filling tree-ornament (No. 885). 3. Fine, linear style; representations

of men and animals (Nos. 935, 1323). 4. Rough, linear style; simple geometric; floral,

or figural designs (Nos. 472, 645, 891). 5. Naturalistic style; representation of lying deer

(No. 643). 6. Plain (No. 1217).

The cylinders include six different types: i. Vigorous style; animal representations

and religious symbols (No. 877). 2. Fine, conventionalized style; representation of animals

and religious symbols (No. 369). 3. Fine, linear style; representation of dancing woman

alternating with tree-ornaments (No. 482). 4. Rough, linear style; figural and floral repre-

sentations (No. 390). 5. Inscribed cylinder (No. 1294). 6. Plain (No. 892).

The types of the scarabs are described in Appendices I—III.

Coins (PI. CLXXXVI).

The coins are of silver and bronze. The silver coin No. 1084 too much corroded to be

determined. Of the other silver coins, one (No. 1072) is Late Archaic, Idalian®; another

(No. 35) is from Citium* and a third (No. 1124) from Paphos’; Nos. 35 and 1124 date from

the 5th Cent. B. C., but their exact date ivithin that period is uncertain.

The bronze coins are of different mints: Nos. 5 and 82 were struck by Euagoras II of

Salamis*; No. 8 by Hercdes Archelaus’’; No. 10 by Ptolemaeus Soter'°; No. 62 by Demetrius

Poliorcetes”; Nos. 722'“ and by Ptolemaeus II Philadelphus; No. 973 by Constantius

IT"*; and No. 1392 by IMenelaus of Salamis.’^

CONDITIONS OF FINDS (fIGS. 24O—249; PL.ANS XVI—XXl).

Bv indicating the square and level of each find in the Object Register given above, there

are determined their horizontal and vertical position. This is a summaiA' of the general

conditions of finds.

The objects were found in different intact culture strata, disturbed layers, filling layers,

waste layers, and waste deposits.

On account of the intensive building activity, earlier layers were often disturbed by

foundation trenches of later walls, as shown by the stratification. Only in one case, around

Altar 40, had the layers been disturbed by treasure-seekers (cf. p. 499).

Filling layers occurred mainly in the interior of the towers and bastions, and outside

Walls 3—5 as a le\'elling of the road leading along the south-west wall to the entrance gate

of the temenos.
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tiS- 240. Idalion, 1 he deposit in the cult-liouse Fig. 241. Klahon. 'I'he deposit in the cult-house
of Period i. of Period i.

aste layers were found outside Wall 42 C, especially in Squares K—Q 12, and consist

of remains of culture earth and broken waste objects thrown out from the temenos.

Waste deposits were found in the bothroi, in the Well, and in a pit in. Squares G—II:

6—7 dug down from the floor-level of Period 6 and containing ex votos of pottery and other

material.

The majority of the objects of Periods i—3 were found in undisturbed culture strata.

Some of the objects were found in groups, or deposits. Such a group of objects was found

in the cult room of Period i . The main deposit was discovered in the west corner of the

room: five terracotta bulls (Nos. 445, 452, 455, 463, 477) and three jugs (Xos. 451, 475, 476),

surrounded by pebbles of various colours; a mace-head of stone (Xo. 479 a); a chisel axe of

basalt (Xo. 479 b); a spindle-whorl of stone (Xo. 471); glass beads (Xos. 474, 4S1); a bronze

needle (Xo. 478); a bronze pin (Xo. 454); bronze rings (Xo. 449,453); a bronze sheet (Xo.

450); a knobbed bone handle (Xo. 480); earrings of bronze and gold (Xos. 470, 473); a

conical seal (Xo. 472), and a cylindrical seal (Xo. 482). A little farther X. K. of this main

deposit were found a stone pestle (Xo. 437), and carbonized olive stones (Xo. 1532) in asso-

ciation with carbonized wood. A third deposit consisted of a spindle-whorl of stone (Xo.

586); a pebble stone (Xo. 587) and terracotta jugs (Xos. 426, 427, 585). These objects arc

evidently to be interpreted as ex votos, or remains of such. The cult object itself was not

found.

The cult paraphernalia of Periods 2—3 were less well preserved: only two libation jugs

(Xos. 423, 424) belonging to Period 2 and an incense-burner (Xo. 417), a bronze ring

(Xo. 252), and a bronze needle (X'o. 413) belonging to Period 3, were found in the cult

room. It seems that the majority of the ex votos of Period 2 were removed to the newlv

repaired cult room of Period 3 and then destroyed when the cult house was definitely ruined

at the end of that period. A head of a statuette of a bifll (Xo. 51) found in a stratum of

Period 3, outside the cult-house, in the courtyard, seems to be a fragment of these destroyed

3.S
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Fig. 242. Idalion. The deposit in the cult-house of Period i.
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Fig. 243. Idalion. Room XLVI, with pithoi in situ. Fig. 244. Idalion. Room XXXIX, with pithoi in situ.

ex votos, and indicates at the same time that the cult remained essentially the same to the

end of Period 3.

Less important, smaller deposits were found within some of the rooms of the other

houses of Periods i—3, as seen bv the plan of the finds in siltf. e. g. grinders in the kitchen,

storage vessels and big jars in the store-rooms, loom-weights, spindle-whorls, weights of

lead and terracotta; pins, needles, fibulae of bronze; knives, arrow-heads, spear-heads of

bronze and iron; finger-rings and earrings of bronze, etc. in the other rooms, illustrating the

standard of living.

Some of the objects of Periods i—3 were not found in the ordinary culture strata but

in waste deposits. Such deposits from Period i were found in the circular bothroi, and

deposits from Periods 2—3 in the square bothroi. The dating evidence for these deposits

is already given above, pp. 506 f.

In the temenos of Period 4 the objects found were rather few and scattered about.

A certain, number of objects were found in Stratum 5 of the waste layer outside W all

42 C. This stratum, as shown above, pp. 498 t., 51 1, is contemporary with the crdture

stratum of Period 4.

The objects of Periods 5—6. on the other hand, were to a great extent found in definite-

groups.

As seen from the diagrams of the finds thev consist chieflv of a representative series of

tools and weapons, such as swords, daggers, spear-heads, shields, armours, helmets, knives,

axe-heads, pins, needles, fibulae, finger-rings, earrings, bracelets, lamps, vases of bronze

and terracotta, glvptics, etc., brought to the temenos and dedicated as e.\ votos. A glance

at the plans of finds in situ shows that most of them were found in groups along the walls

of the sanctuarv; there are such grtmps in the gate-chamber (Room XLIX); in the hall

(Room L) along the N. E. side of Wall 32, in the cult-chapel and along the walls of the in-

ner temenos. If the levels of these objects are studied we find that some of them were

found on, or near, the floor-level, and others high up in the stratum of their respective

period. This seems to be best explained by assuming that some of the objects were hung
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Fig. 245. Idalion. Deposit in Room XLIX. Fig. 246. Idalion. Deposits along \\'a!l 33

(.Squares E 4—5).

on the walls and fell down on the collapse of the wall, while others were deposited on the

floor, or on some shelves or pedestals, whence they dropped onto the floor before the col-

lapse of the walls. Other explanations may be ventured. In any case, it is not possible to

associate the objects found higher up in the stratum with a subsequent flcmr-level, of which

there was absolutelv no trace.

The fact that a great number of the ex rotos were found along the walls and high up in

the stratum of their respective period seems, therefore, to indicate that it was customary

to hang up the ex rotos on the walls.

A certain number of finds were not associated with any visible traces of walls. The bulk

of these, as shown by the plans of flnds /;/ situ, were gathered along two lines, one extending

to the X. E. from the gate-chamber, and another to the X^. E. from the E. corner of the

inner temenos and turning to the X. W. towards the encircling wall 42 C. These lines of

finds possible mark the existence of a fence or some sort of a screen which bounded the

temenos to the X’. E. and S, E. and on which the objects in question were hung.

Apart from the objects found in the cxdture strata, a number of objects were found in

waste lavers, waste deposits, and fillings.

A few objects of Periods 5 and 6 were found in waste layers 3—4 and 2, respectivelv,

outside Wall 42 C. These layers, as shown above, pp. 498 f., 516, are contemporarv with

Periods 5 and 6.

A waste deposit of arrow-heads etc. from Period 6 was found in the well (Squares Z
13— 16). On the evidence of the potsherds found in the well (cf. above p. 316) the deposit

mav be assigned to Period 6.

Another deposit of waste ex rotos was found in Sepiares O—II; 6 -7. This deposit

consists of a group of pottery and some other e'otive objects buried in a pit dug down from
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the floor-level of Period 6, as shown, bv Section III. Apparently, these objects are old c\

Totos cleared awav from the temenos. Being holv things they could not be thrown away,

but were buried in a pit within the sanctuarc'. As the pit was dug from the floor-level of

Period 6, the whole group must have been buried after the beginning of that period.

On the other hand, the deposit must have been buried shortly after the beginning of

Period 6, i. e., in an early phase of Period 6 A. This is proved by a comparison of the pot-

tery tvpes of the deposit with those found in the filling outside Wall 3; the deposit contains

a majority of Type IV and a considerable number of Type V, while the potsherds in the

filling outside Wall 3 consist of a great majority of Type V, i. e., a combination of

pottery types characteristic of the beginning of the last phase of habitation on the

acropolis (see Diagrams and Statistical list of potsherds). 1 he filling outside Wall 3 was

thrown as a levelling stratum contemporarily with the erection of Wall 3 and it is, therefore,

necessarA’ to assign this w'all to the last building-phase within Period 6, i. e., the wall was

erected at the beginning of Period 6 B. The finds in the homogeneous filling outside Wall

3 thus represent the end of Period 6 A, and those in the deposit in Scpuires (i - 11 : 6 - 7

the earlv phase of Period 6 A.

Finallv, the condition of finds in the filling inside Walls 7—17 must be discussed. As

shoAvn above, pp. 514 f., this filling differs from that outside Wall 3. d'his latter is homo-

geneous, but the filling inside Walls 7—17 is mixed with earlier debris. It is, therefore,

not possible to assign the objects found in this filling to their periods on stratigraphical

evidence (cf. below. Relative Chronology).

RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY

These finds cvill now be assigned to their respective periods.

The following remarks deal with the methodic principles applied for this determination

of date.
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The finds in undisturbed cultuie strata are assigned to their respective periods in ac-

cordance with the levels of the finds.

The finds in disturbed layers, and stray finds, etc., are assigned to their pericds on typo-

logical grounds, after having been compared with similar finds in undisturbed layers. Such

objects, of types which occur in more than one period, have been assigned to more than

one period, e. g., objects typical of any of the periods i, 2, 3 are assigned to Periods i—3,

and objects typical of both the periods 5 and 6 have been assigned to Periods 3
— 6, etc.

To Period 6 A are assigned the objects found in Squares J—O: 4—7 below the floor of

Period 6 B. This is the only area within the temenos where a new floor was laid in Period

6 B and no other finds, therefore, can be assigned to Period 6 A on stratigraphic evidence,

except those of the deposit in Squares G—H: 6—7 and in the filling outside Wall 3.

As regards the objects found in the debris, the finds in the circular bothroi are assigned

to Period i
;
those in the square-cut bothroi to Pericds 2—3, and those in the well to Period

6. The finds in the deposit in Squares G—H: 6—7 are assigned to Period 6 A’ (earlv

phase of Period 6 A) and the objects in the filling outside Wall 3 (end of Period 6 A) to

Period 6 A”, on the evidence given in Conditions of Finds.

The finds in the debris outside Wall 42 C are dated according to their occurence in the

debris of the respective periods, on the evidence given in Conditions of Finds.

The finds in the mixed filling inside Walls 7—17 are, as far as possible, attributed to their

respective periods on typological grounds. In cases where this has been impossible, the

objects in question are registered under the heading of ’’Uncertain period”.

Under this heading are registered all the objects which are stray finds or have been found

in intermingled layers and, typologically, may belong to several periods.

In accordance with these chronological principles, the finds have been assignetl to their

respective periods, as shown by the following diagrams;
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UNCERTAIN PERIOD AND SUBSEQE'ENT FINDS
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The chronological sequence of the different types of objects is easily surveyable with

the aid of these diagrams. Before I sum up the chronological results 1 wish to draw atten-

tion to some points which are of importance for the right interpretation of this chronological

sequence.

The stratification has already shown that the culture strata of the different periods are

unequally accumulated, and the unequal number of finds in each stratum affords clear

evidence that the culture strata of some periods are much less “fertile” than others. Periods

I

—

3 are, on the whole, of equal fertility, though the finds of Period 3 are more numerous

than those of Periods i—2. Period 4, on the other hand, is a very poor period, with few

types of objects and a small number of finds. Period 5, although represented by a great

number of various finds, is less fertile than Period 6, which is the period richest

of all in finds. We must, therefore, bear in mind that Period 4, especially, is not

represented bv a sufficient series of objects characteristic of the period. Thus, the first

appearance of a type of object in Period 5, for instance, does not prove in itself that the type

of object in question would not have existed at the time represented bv Period 4, and the

occurence of a type in Periods 3 and 5, for example, and its absence among the finds of

Period 4, affords no evidence that it was non-existent at that period, and so on.
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Further, it is clear, that types of objects which are represented only by a few or even single

specimens, such as daggers, earrings, strigils of iron; chisels, awls, tweezers, strigils of

bronze; rings, pendants, and mountings of gold and silver; beads of faience, glass, and semi-

precious stone; rings and bottles of glass, etc., are of no great value from a chronological

point of wiew; their first appearance in the stratum of one period or their absence in strata

of other periods, atfords no conclusive proof as to their chronological sequence. Conclusive

in this respect are onlv such tvpes of objects as are represented by a great number of

specimens.

Finally, it should be borne in mind that the chronological sequence is, of course, im-

mediately conclusive only in regard to the local development of cidture in Idalion, and

the extent of its general bearing on the conditions in the whole of Cyprus can only be ascertain-

ed by comparison with the chronological evidence from other sites (cf. Vol. IV).

Bearing in mind these restrictions as regards the evidence of the chronological sequence,

we may sum up the results as follows.

Bronze Age potteny hand-made and wheel-made, of the White Painted, Bucchero, Red

Slip, Black Slip, and Plain White classes, is characteristic of Periods i—3. The wheel-made

potter}’ increases remarkably in Period 3.

Iron Age pottery is characteristic of Periods 4—6. Period 4 is represented by a majority

of Type III, and a minority of Type IV. Period 5 is composed of Types III—V, with only

one specimen in each class. At the beginning of Period 6 (Period 6 A'), there is a majority

of Type IV, and a great number of Type V. At the end of Period 6 A (Period 6 A”) the

pottery is almost entirely of Type V, and Type IV is represented by only one specimen.

The pottery of Period 6 B may be considered as represented by that registered under the

heading of Period 6. It is true that the finds of Period 6 may belong both to the beginning

and to the end of the period, but as regards the approximately intact pots found in the

stratum of the period it may be safely concluded that they are to be attributed to the end

of the period, as potterc is fragile and cannot last any considerable time, unless under

favourable conditions. Conscquentlv, the potter}' to be considered as representing Period

6 B is entirely of Type V.

Swords of iron are represented from Period 3 to Period 6
* Onlv one specimen (No. 208)

of Period 3 is preserved in its entiretv, and it cannot therefore be ascertained, if the other

specimens represent difterent t}pcs, but, as far as thev are preserved, all the swords are

of one type.

Iron spear-heads of Types i, 3, 4, 7 occur in Period 6; those of Tvpes 2 and 5 in Periods

5 and 6, and those of Tvpe 6 in Period 5.

Pikes of iron are represented in Period 6. Iron arrow-heads of Tvpes i, 3, 4, 5 occur

in Periods 5 and 6; those of Type 2 in Periods 4, 3, 6.

The single specimen of an iron shield boss belongs to Period 6 A and the armour to

Period 6 A\
All the iron axe-heads (Types i— 3) belong to Period 6.

* The sub-periods 6 A and B are not considered in respect to non-ceramic objects in this summary; for this, see diagrams.
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Iron knives of i appear in Period 2—3, Period 3, and Period 5; those of Tvpe
2 are represented only in Period 2, and that bv a single specimen; those of d\pe 3 start in

Period 2 3 and continue to Period 6; those of Types 4 and ^ are represented only in

Period 6; those of Type 6 in. Period 5 and 6 A’; those of Tvpe 7 in Period 5—6 and
Period 6.

Iron spits and rods occur in Periods 5 and 6.

A single iron strigil was found in the stratum of Period

Iron pins belong to Periods 5 and 6.

Iron earrings of Types i and 2 are represented bv single specimens, Tvpe i in Period

5, and Type 2 in Period 5—6.

A single specimen of iron finger-ring, Tvpe i, was found in the stratum of Period 6 A“.

Iron finger-rings of Type 2 occur in Periods 3 and 6; those of Tvpe 3 onlv in Period 6.

Iron lamps are represented in Period 6 bv a single specimen.

Of the lead objects, single specimens of cover and boss were found in strata of Period

6. Mountings of Type i occur in Period 2 and of Tvpe 2 in Periods i and 2; those of

Types 3—4 in Period 6.

The single specimen of lead weight of Type i belongs to Period 6 A”; weights of Type
2 to Period 2—3 and Period i—3; weights of T\pe 3 to Period 2.

The various bronze objects are distributed among the different periods, as follows:

Spear-head, Type i, is represented in Period 3; Type 2 in Period 6; Type 3 in

Period 5.

Arrow-heads of Type i occur in Periods 3, 4, 5; those of Type 2 in Period 2— 3 and 4;

those of Type 3 in Period 5; those of Types 4, 5, 6. 8 in Periods 5 and 6; those of Type 7

in Period 5—6 and Period 6.

Fragments of shield mountings appear already in Period 4; shield bosses of Tvpes i—

3

were preserved only in strata of Period 6.

Fragments of cheek-pieces of helmets were found in the stratum of Period 5, and intact

specimens of Types i—2 in Period 6.

Rods occur from Period 2 to Period 6.

Specimens of knives of Tvpes i and 2 occur in Periods 2 and 3 respectively.

One or two specimens of chisels, awls, and tweezers were found in the strata of Perio'd

2; strigils and spatulae in Period 6.

Needles are represented from Period i to Period 5.

Pins of Tvpe i occur in Periods i, 2, 3 and 6; those of Tvpe 2 in Periods 2, 3 and 6;

those of Tvpes 3—4 in Periods 6 and 3 respectively.

Fibulae of Tvpes i—2 are represented in Periods 1, 2 and 3; Tvpe 3 is of uncertain

attribution; Type 4 in Periods 5 and 6; Type 3 in Period 6 A"; Type 6 in Periods 4 and

5; Type 7 in Periods 3 and 6.

Hair-rings have been found in strata of Periods 3 and 6.

Earrings of 'Pypes i and 3 appear already in Period i; those of Type 2 in Period 2- 3;

those of Tvpe 4 in Period 2. All are represented by specimens down to Period 6.
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Finger-rings of Type i appear in Period 2—3 and continue to Period 6; those of Type

2 have been found in strata of Periods i and 5; those of Type 3 are represented from Period

3 to Period 6; those of Type 4 in Period 5—6 and Period 6; those of Type 5 were found

in strata of Period 6 only.

Bracelets of Types i and 2 occur from Period 3 to Period 6; Type 3 is represented by a

single specimen in Period 6 A; Types 4 and 5 belong to Periods 5 and 6.

Specimens of clasp and chain appear in Period 5—6 and Period 6, and hinges in

Periods 5 and 6.

Mountings of Type i occur in Periods 5 and 6, and those of Type 2 from Period 2 to

Period 6. It is, however, to be observed that only plain specimens are represented in Periods

2 and 3, while those with embossed rosette ornaments, etc. do not appear before Period 5.

Mountings of Types 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, ii, 12 in Periods 5 and 6; those of Types 6, 7, 8 in

Period 6, and those of Type 13 in Periods 3 and 6.

Lamps occur in Period 5—6 and Period 6; bowls of Type i in Period 3; bowls of

Type 2 in Periods 2 and 6; bowls of Types 3—7 in Period 6; weights in Period 5—6 and

Period 6.

The types of silver and gold objects are represented by only one or two specimens : finger-

rings of silver-lead in Period i—3; silver earrings of Type i in Period 5—6; earrings of

Type 2 in Period 2—3 and Period 6; finger-rings of Type i in Periods 4 and 5—6; finger-

rings of Type 2 in Periods 5 and 6; bracelet and pendant in Period 6; mountings of Type

I in Periods 5 and 6; mountings of Types 2—3 in Period 6; gold earrings in Period i;

bead in Period 2—3; pendant in Period 6; mounting of Type i in Period i, and mounting

of Type 2 in Period 5.

The types of the terracotta objects are represented in the following periods:

Spindle-whorls occur in Periods i, 2, 3, but those of Type i are also represented by

single specimens in Periods 4 and 5. These latter belong to the White Painted class.

Loom-weights are represented in Period i—3, and Periods 2 and 3; lamps of Type i

in Periods 4, 5, 6; lamps of Type 2 in Period 6; lamps of Types 3—4 in Period 6 A’; incense-

burners in Period 3 ;
weights in Periods i and 3

.

Animal statuettes of Type i are found in Period i
;
those of Type 2 in Periods i and 3;

those of Type 3 in Period 4; those of Type 4 in Period 5, and those of Type 5 in Period 6 A”.

Statuettes of riders of Type i are represented in Periods 4, 3, 6; those of Type 2 in Pe-

riod 6.

There is a single specimen of a male figure, Type i, in Period 4; those of Type 2 are

found in Periods 5 and 6 A”.

Of the female figures, Type i is represented in Period i—3; Type 2 in Period 4, and

Type 3 in Period 6.

Faience beads of Type i are found in Periods 2 and 3; those of Type 2 in Periods i, 5, 6,

and 5—6; those of Types 3, 5, 6 in Period 2, and those of Type 4 in Period 6.

Single specimens of faience pendant, necklace, and bowl occur in Period 3 (Pendant,

Type i); Period 6 (Pendant, Type 2); Period 2 (Necklace), and Period 2—3 (Bowl).
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Glass beads of Type i appear in Periods i, 5—6, and 6; those of Type 2 in Periods i—3,

5, 6; those of Type 3 in Period 5; those of Types 4 and 6 in Period 3; these of Types 5

and 8 in Period 5— 6 and Period 6; those of Tvpe 9 in Periods i and 3; that of Type 10 in

Period i
;
that of Type 7 is of uncertain attribution.

Single specimens of glass ring and bottle were found in strata of Periods 5 and 6 respect-

ively.

Of the stone objects, all the mace-heads belong to Periods i—3.

Grinders are represented in Periods i, 2—3, and 6; the single axe-head was found in

the stratum of Period i.

All the pestles belong to Periods i, 2, 3, except one specimen of Type 4, which appears

in Period 6 A’.

Whetstones of Tvpe i are represented in Periods 2—3 and 6; those of Type 2 in Period

3; the single specimen of polisher was found in the stratum of Period 3.

The majoritv of the spindle-whorls belong to Periods i, 2, 3, but one specimen of Type

3 is represented in Period 5, and single specimens of Types 2 and 3 in Period 6.

The beads and amulets of steatite occur in Periods i, 2, 3; that of marble in Period 6.

Of the two weights, one specimen belongs to Period 2— 3, and the other to Period 5.

One mould was found in the stratum of Period i, and the other in the stratum of Period 3

.

The bowls are represented in Periods 2, 3 and 4; the plates in Periods 3 and i—3; the

pyxis in Period 2; the basins in Periods 2 and 3; the covers in Periods i, 3 and 6 A'\ and

the alabaster bottle in Period 5—6.

The majority of the beads and pendants of semi-precious stone were found in strata of

I
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I refer to the silver pater® and the inscribed bronze tablet. It may seem hazardous to try

to ascertain the circumstances attending the finding of these objects, but a combination,

on the one hand, of the information given bv the finders themselves to Ohnefalsch-Richter'^"

and the observations made during our excavations, on the other, will enable us to reach

conclusive results. As find-spot of the silver pater® there is indicated a locality which

approximatelv agrees with the north-east end of the inner temenos. Furthermore, the

pater® were said to have been found deposited in a terracotta vase. The only place close

to the indicated localitv which showed traces of having been ransacked was the area around

Altar 40 (cf. p. 499) and this was, moreover, the onlv place where extensive treasure-seekers’

excavations could be observed within the whole area of the acropolis. We are thus justified

in considering the silver pater® as having been deposited in a terracotta vase, as a foundation

offering close bv the altar when this was erected, i. e., the pater® are contemporary with

the erection of this altar and should, therefore, be assigned to the beginning of Period 5

or to a somewhat earlier d.ate if thev were deposited much after their manufacture.

As regards the inscribed bronze tablet, it is said to have been found within the N. E. area

of the acropolis.'" Within this area there were no indications of the lavers below the sur-

face layer having been disturbed, so that it seems certain that the tablet was found in Laver

I, i. e., it belongs to one or the other of Periods 5—6. Its epigraphical evidence makes it

impossible to assign it to Period 5 and it should, therefore, be attributed to Period 6. Con-

siderations based on the fact that the inscription of the tablet'^ mentions a joint attack

by the Persians and Citians make it most probable that the tablet was erected in Period

6 B (cf. below).

I have dealt with the archaeological evidence for the date of these objects found before

our excavations, as, in themselves, they are of great chronological importance for the

Archaic histor\' of art (cf. Vol. IV).

ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY

The absolute chronology of the periods is made possible by the great amount of potterv,

hoth of registered vases and of the mass of potsherds from each stratum in ever}' square.

In manv squares, however, as e.xemplified by the sections, the strata were disturbed either

bv diggings for foundations of the walls or, in one case, bv a treasure-hunters’ shaft. In

other squares, the levels of the strata were vaguelv indicated in consequence of the poor

accumulation of culture earth, and in squares where the rock is near the surface some strata

are missing. It is, therefore, only a limited number of squares where there existed repre-

sentative and complete series of undisturbed culture strata, from the uppermost to the

lowermost. The pottery finds in these squares which alone arc instructive in stratigraphical

respects, arc statistically registered in the descriptive list given below. Besides, there are

registered a quantity of potsherds from debris and filling lavers which are important from
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a chronological point of view; the filling layers outside Walls 3—5, inside Walls 7—17
and the debris in Square L 12, outside Wall 42 C.

It is to be observed, that only the decorated pottery has been classified into respective

\ase classes, Yhile the undecorated potteiy is classified merelv summarily. Even one
r\ho has dealt with Cypriote pottery knows that only small difi'erences in shape and de-

coration distinguish the different vase classes, and it is, therelore, often impossible to state

to which class a potten' fragment belongs if it is undecorated and so small that the shape
is not recognizable. Thus, the method of classifications here used is the only possible one
if the principle “Safety first” is to be obsen’ed.

S q u art E

Jnd stratum Whilt Painted IV 3
(Period 6) White Painted V 4

Plain White (T\pc V represented) ... 20

Coarse W'are . . S

Hellenistic i

Base-nn‘2
. . . . . . i

Plain White Wheel-made . 16

Plain White Hand-made . 7

Coarse Ware 5

Pithob Ware .... 14

3rd stratum

(Perioel 5)

White Painted III ... 3

White Painted and Bichromc I\' . . S

White Painted \'
. . 2

Black Slip III ... i

Black sup IV—V i

Plain White (one T^pe III represemed) 15

Coarse W'are -5

^iid stratum

(Period 6)

S u a r e F 6 .

White Painted \V i

White Iknnted . . ... 5

Bichronie C . . 4
Red Shp III iV) . . 2

Red Slip Ionian i

Idain White ('I\pe repiesentedl
.

4S

4tli stratum White Piunted II-I[[ 2 j/d stiiitum

Upper part White Painted and Bichrome IH ... 1

2

(Period 3)

White Painted and Bichrome IV . . . . 4
Black-on-Rcel I (III) .... . . I

Bl.tck-on-Ued H (IV) ... 2

Black Slip II . . . 2

(Period 4) Plain White (Type III represented) 31

Coarse Ware (>

4 th St) aturn White Painted I ... . . . .

lower part White Painted I - 1

1

.. 2

Plain White
.//// stratiim

(Period 4)

5 th stratum White Painted I 2

(PLTiod 3) White Painted Wheel-made 3

Bucchero Hand-made . . . . 3

Plain White Wheel-made 4

Coarse Ware 1

Pithos Ware 1

2

White Painteel HI ... .3
White Painted IV .... 12

White Painted V . . .
. 4

Hichrome IV . . . ... 3

Black-on-Red H ( 1 \') ... . .3
Red slip 1 I ( 1 \') . , 2

Black >iip HI . . I

Black Slip lV-\" ... 1

Plain White ('i\pe I\’ repre^'ented
)

4(1

White Painteel II 2

White Painted 111 S

White Painted IV . . . 3

Bichronie H-Ul ..I
Black-on-Red I (HI) i

Bkick-ori-Red 11 ( 1 \ ) ... i

Black Shp HI ... . 2

Plain White ('Pepe^ II-III repre>ented 1 51)

C'oarxe Ware . . .... <1

6 th stratum

(Period 3)

While Painted W lieel-maele

While Slip

Plain White Wheel-made .

Coarse Ware

Pithos W are

ytii stratum White Painted Wheel-made

(Period 2) White Slip

1 7)/// stnitum

10 (Period 3)

5

34

4

White Painted I

W hite Painted W heel-made

White Sha\eei

Pitho', Ware ....

PIam White Hanel-made

Plain White Wheel-made

Ceiarse Ware

49

9

10

5
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Square F y.

212(1 st)atii2n White Painted 5

(Period 6) Black-on-Rcd III (V) .. ... 1

Black Gla/ed Greek i

Plain W hite (T\pe V represented) . . 67

Coarse W'are 6

Square F 'j.

27id stratutn White Painted IV 7

(Period 6) White Painted V 16

Bichronie IV . . . 2

Bichrome V ... 4

Black-on-Red II (IV) i

Black-on-Rcd III (V) 5

Red Slip 11 (IV) I

Red Slip III (V) 4

Plain White 62

Coarse Ware 15

3rd sttatuni White Painted III 2

(Period 5) White Painted IV 12

White Painted V 4

Bichrome IV-\’ i

Black-on-Red II (IV) 4
Black-on-Red III (V) 2

Plain White ... 43

Coarse Ware ... .... . . 8

4tJi stiutum White Painted II 4

(Period 4) White Painted III 26

White Painted IV .... 7

Bichrome III 7

Black-on-Red I (III) 6

Black-on-Red II (IV) 3

Black Slip II 4

Red Slip I (III) I

1 ate He-lladic III i

White Painted Wheel-made 2

Plain White ... 3S

Coarse W'are 11

strata White Painted Wheel-made 18

(Period 3) Bichrome Wheel-made 5

Plain White Wheel-made 16

Plain White Hand-made 3

Coarse Ware 10

Pithos Ware ly

•'^th sttatutu White Painted Wheel-made 17

(Period 2) Plain White W’heel-made 50

Plain White Hand-made . 14

Coarse Ware y

Pithos W are .... - ^5

i"th stratum White Painted Wheel-made 2

(Period I) White Slip i

Bucchero I

Plain White Wheel-made iS

Plain White Hand-made .... ... 15

Coarse Ware 2

Pithos Ware 47

S cj u a r e F i o.

Jtid stratum White Painted III-IV t

(Period 6) White Painted V 2

Black-on-Red III (V) 3

Red Slip II (IV) I

Plain White 23

Coarse Ware 4

3rd stratum White Painted II i

(Period 5) White Painted III .... i

White Painted and Bichrome IV 13

White Painted and Bichrome V 4

Plain White 27

Coarse Ware 3

4th stratum White Painted Wheel-made 2

(Period 4) White Painted II 3

White Painted II-III 4
White Painted and Bichrome III .... 19

White Painted and Bichrome IV ... 4
Black-on-Red I (III) i

Plain White 76

Coarse Ware 14

3th-6th sttata White Painted II-III i

(Period 3) White Painted Wheel-made ... y

White Slip I

Base-nny i

Bucchero Wheel-made 6

Red Slip ' 2

Black Slip 1

Plain W’are Wheel-made 24

Plain W’^are Hand-made 3

Coarse W*are 5

ytii stratum W^hite Painted Wheel-made 27

(Period 3) Bucehero Wheel-made 3

Red Slip 1

Base-rin^ 1

Plain White* Wheel-made 30
Plain White Hand-made 12

Pithos Ware 12

Coarse Ware 16

A7// stratum White Painted Wheel-made
(Period 2) Plain White Wheel-made .

Plain White Hand-m^ide .

Pithos Ware

Coarse Ware
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Square Gj. Bichrome III 8

2nd stratum White Painted IV Bichrome IV . ... .... • • 3

(Period 6) While Painted IV-V .... S Black-oti-Rcd I (HI) 3

White Painted V
. . . 20 Bl.ick-on-Red II (IV) 2

Bichrome IV . . -> Black Slip III 3

Bichrome V . . 9 Red Slip I (III) 2

Black Slip V ... I White Painted Wheel-made . . . . 1

Plain White (Type V repree^ented) . . 104 Plain White 103

Coarse Ware
•

• 5
Coarse Ware ... . . ^3

3rd stratum White Painted IT . .
. . 2 5th stratum White Painted Wheel-made • • 5

(Period s) White Painted II T .... I
(Period 3) Black Slip ... I

White Painted and Bichrome IV Red Slip . . r

White Painted V Plain White .... aq

Black-on-Red I (III) . . . , 1

Plain White Hand-made

Black-on-Red II (IV) 3 !
Base-nne: . . I

Plain White . , 54 Pithos W'are • • 59

Coarse Wkire . . . . 6 Coarse Ware . 4

^th stratum White Painted 11 3 S t[ u a r e G •.

.

(Period 4) White Painted III

White Painted IV
2nd stratum White Painted I\'—V . 5

Bichrome III-I\'
(Period 6) W hitc Painted and Bichrome \ 14

Black-on-Red I (III) . .

Red Slip 1 1 1 (\ ) I

Black-on-Red I (III)— II (IV) . .

Black Lustrous . . I

Plain White Ware ...
Plain \\ hue 37

Coarse W are 2
Coarse V are 5

3rd stratum
5th sttatum White Painted Wheel-made
(period 3) Plain White Wheel-made

(Period 5) White Painted IH-H
. 5

plain White Hand-made
White Painted \ .

->

Pithos W are 8
Bichrome Il]-I\ ....

Coarse W are ...
Bichrome 1\ . . ... f)

Black-on-Red 1 fill) I

S q u a r e G
Bl.iek-on-Red 11 {1\) 3

2nd stratum White Painted I\’-\' 3 Bl.ick Slip IV-V I

(Period 6) White Painted V s Plain White . 52
Bichrome IV I Coarse Ware TO
Bichrome V
Black-on-Red III (\') ,

fth sttatum White Iknnted 111 .. 12

Black Slip IV-V 1
upper part White Painted IV ... 3

Plain White Bichrome III . ... 2

Coarse Ware • • 15 Black-on-Red I (III) 3

Black-on-Red II (IV) 2

5rd stratum White Painted III 4 Black Slip 111... 1

(Period 5) White Painted III-IV
• 5 (Period 4) Plain White 41

White Painted IV • • I ^

White Painted V 4 4th stratum White Painted I .... 3

Bichrome IV 9
lower part White Painted I-II , . . . . 4

Black-on-Red II (IV) X
White Painted II 30

Black-on-Red III (V) 2 White IVunted II-III 1

2

Plain White 42 White Painted III .. 13

Coarse Ware 8 Bichrome II-III ... 2

Black-on-Red I (III) 9

4th sttatum White Painted 11 5 Black Slip 1 1 . . 2

(Period 4) White Painted III ... 57 Plain W hue ....
> L3

White Painted IV . 12 White Painted Whvel-made . . 5

Bichrome II-III 2 Late Helladic III I
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stmta

(Period 3)

StJi-ctth strata

(Period 2)

ii'th stiatuffi

(Period i)

-fui stiatufn

(Period 6)

jtd stiatum

(Period 5)

4th stratum

(Period 4)

6th stratum

(Period 3)

Sth-^'/th stxita

(Period 2)

Late Helladic III

White Painted Wheel-made

Plain White

Plain White Hand-made . .

Pithos Ware

Late Helladic III

White Painted Wheel-made

Base-rmti

Bucchero Hand-made . . .

Plain White Wheel-made . .

Plain White Hand-made. .

Pithos Ware

White Painted Wheel-made

Base-ring

Bucchero

White Slip

Plain White Wheel-made . .

Plain White Hand-made. . .

Pithos

Square G 10.

White Painted I\'-V

White Painted and Bichrome V
White Painted VI

Plain White

Black Glazed Greek

White Painted and Bichrome IV . . .

.

White Painted V
Black-on-Red II (IV)

Black Slip IV-V

Red Slip II (IV)

Red Slip III (V)

Plain White

White Painted II-HI

White Painted HI
White Painted IV

Black-on-Red I (III)

Black-on-Red II (IV)

Black Slip II-III

Black Slip HI
Red Slip I (HI)

Plain White

Coarse Ware

White Painted Wheel-made

Black Slip

Plain White ’

Plain White Hand-made

Pithos Ware

Late Helladic HI
White Painted Wheel-made

Plain White

Plain Wh'te Hand-made

Pithos Ware

2 loth stratum Plain White Hand-made 12

12 ! (Period i) Pithos Ware 20

15
'

^ ;
S cj u a r e // 6’

.

Jfid stratum White Painted and Bichrome IV .... 2

(Period 6) White Painted IV-V 3

1 White Painted and Bichrome V 22

10 Black-on-Red II (IV) 3

2
I

Black-on-Red HI (V) 2

2
j

Red Slip IV-V 2

26 ' Black Polished i

18 Grey Polished 3

28 I Plain White 26

. Coarse Ware 9

7 I

2 3rd stratum White Painted III 2

^
(Period 5) White Painted III-IV 4

2
White Painted and Bichrome IV .... 16

White Painted and Bichrome V 3

Black-on-Red I (III) 2

20 Black-on-Red II (IV) 8

Black-on-Red III (V) i

Black Slip III-IV I

^
Plain White 60

o Coarse Ware 2

- 4th stratum

(Period 4)

1 3th~6th strata

\
(Period 3)

56

7

6

I

3

4
I
^th stratum

I

(Period 2)

3

20

9

54

White Painted II 5

White Painted II-HI 9

White Painted and Bichrome III .... 23

White Painted and Bichrome IV .... 5

Black-on-Red I (III) 4

Black-on-Red II (IV) 3

Black Slip HI 3

Red Slip I (III) 4

Red Slip II (IV) 2

Grey Polished i

White Painted Wheel-made 2

Plain White 78

Coarse Ware 17

White Painted I-H 6

White Painted III 2

Black-on-Red I (HI) i

Black Slip II I

Red Slip I (III) I

Late Helladic III and Levanto-Helladic 6

White Painted Wheel-made 55

Bucchero i

Plain White Wheel-made 54
Plain White Hand-made 5

Coarse Ware 16

Late Helladic III and Levanto-Hel-

ladic

White Painted Wheel-made
Plain White ' :;i

Plain White Hand-made 10

Pithos Ware i

Coarse Ware 8
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gth sttatum Late Helladic III and Levanto-Hel- 4th stratum White Painted Il-Ill .... 3
(Period 2) ladic 8 (Period 4) White Painted III ...

\\ hite Painted \\ heel-made 20 Bichrome HI.. . . 2

Plain hite Wheel-made 45 Black Slip 11-111 . . .... I

Plain White Hand-made Black Slip III ... 2

Pithos Ware 2 Plain White ... 26

Coarse Ware ... . 12 Coars'e Ware ... ... .... ()

Square L 6. 3 th stratum White Painted I-II , ... . . I

(Period 3)2nd stratum White Painted 1\

(Period 6) W hite Painted IV-V
Plain White ... 88

.... 8W Kite Painted \

.... 42
Bichrome I\ .

Bichrome V 3 ''/// stratum White Painted Wheel-made . lO
Black-on-Red III (V) 2 (Period 2) Bucchero . . 6
Plain W’hite TVl TTM • -r-r-l

Coarse Ware 8 Plain White Hand-made

t)4

... i6

Pithos W'are
3rd stratum White Painted III-IV ... 3

(Period s) W’hite Painted and Bichrome IV 14 <)th-ioth strata White Painted Wheel-made . . 2

W’hite Painted and Bichrome V .... 2 (Period i) Black Slip , . • • . • 3

Plain White 28

Coarse Ware 4 Plain White Hand-made. . . . ... 8

Pithos Ware 8

4th stratum White Painted 1 1- 1 11 2

(Period 4) White Painted and Bichrome III.... 13

White Painted and Bichrome lY . . . 3
Square L i 2

.

Black Slip II I
Debris outside Wall 4J C.

Black-on-Red I (III) 4 Layer _• White Painted IV-V • • 3

Black-on-Red II (IV) 2
,

(Period 6) White Painted V 4

Plain White

Coarse Ware
1

Black-on-Red 11 (IV) 1

5th-0th strata White Painted Wheel-made 2 Black-on-Rcd 111 (V)
• 5

(Period 3) Plain White » 20 i

Plain White >2

Plain White Hand-made 3 Coarse Ware 4

Pithos Ware 13

Coarse Ware 6 Layers 3-4 White Painted IV >4

j

(Period 5) White Ikunted V 5

Bichrome 111.. 2
Square L y.

1
Bichrome IV t •>

2nd stratum White Painted IV I Bichrome V -

(Period 6) White Painted IV-V I Black-on-Red 11 (IVi I I

W hite Painted V 4 Black-on-Red III (V)

Bichrome IV-V 1 Black Polished 4
Plain W hite 33 Red Slip 11 (IV)-lll (V) . ()

Coarse W'are 3 Plain White .... 29

Coarse W are •
• 5

3rd stratum White Painted IlLIV 4
•

(Period 5) White Painted IV 9
1

Layer 5 White Painted II-III S

White Painted V I I (Period 4) White Painted HI .. I 7

Bichrome IV 2 White Painted IV . ... t

Black-on-Red II (IV) 1
'

Bichrome III 6

Black Slip III-IV I ! Black-on-Red I (111) • • 5

White Painted Wheel-made 2 Black-on-Ked 11 (IV) . . .

Plain White 40 Plain White .... ... I (>

Coarse Ware 3 Coarse Ware .... 8
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S c[ u a r e s A 11-12.

Filliftg layer outside Wall 3.

(Period 6 White Paintt-d IV 9

W hite Painted V 7^

Bichrome IV . . 12

Bichrome V ... 32

Black-on-Red il ( 1\) 4

Black-on-Red III (V) 24

Plain White (T\pe V represented) ... 318

Coarse Ware 40

Ionian Cup fabric . 7

Black Glazed Greek .... ...

Squares I-jf 1 4-

d-illifi^ in the nail shaft.

Late Helladic III and Levanto-Helladic 2

White Painted I-II 5

White Painted III 7

White Painted IV 2g

White Painted V 68

Bichrome IIl-IV 9

Bichrome IV 21

Bichrome V . . . . 43

Black-on-Red II (IV) 10

Black-on-Red III (\ ) 25

Black Slip II-III 6

Red Slip II (IV)-III (V) 13

Black Polished 1

1

Plain White 108

Ionian Cup fabric 3

Black Figured Clazomenian 5

Squares H-I 1 4.

Filling in the zvall shaft.

White Painted I-II 3

White Painted III 4

White Painted IV 18

White Painted V 57

Bichrome III 5

Bichrome IV 23

Bichrome V 31

Black-on-Red I (III) 4

Black-on-Red II (IV) 12

Black-on-Red III (V) 17

Red Slip II (IV)-III (V) 10

Plain White 186

This statistical list of potsherds from the strata of each period sho^vs that Periods 4—6
are characterized by Iron Age Wares; Period 6 by a majority of Type V; Period 5

by a majority of Type IV, a few Type III and some Type V; Period 3 by a majority

of Type III, a few Type II and some Type IV. In some squares (e. g., E 8), Types

I and II are represented by small quantities in the lower part of the stratum of this period.

Periods i—3 are characterized by a few Levanto-Helladic and Sub-Mycenaean and Bucchero

sherds; further, V'hite Painted Wheel-made, occasional Base-ring and White Slip sherds,

rich quantities of Wheel-made and Hand-made Plain Ware, Pithos Ware, etc. There is

not much difference betw een the pottery from these periods, only that the hand-made ware

increases in number towards Period i, and the wheel-made ware is common in Period 3.

As may be seen from the diagrams, the pottery vases found in the undisturbed layers are

in agreement with these results.

We are thus able to assign Periods i—3 to Late Cypriote HI. They represent there

successive stages of this epoch, called Late Cypriote HI A, B, C.

The latter part of Period 4 is approximately contemporary with Cypro-Geometric HI,

and lasts to the beginning of Cypro-Archaic 1 . As seen from the Statistical list of potsherds,

the lower part of the stratum of Period 4 contained small quantities of sherds of Types

I and 1

1

,
but there is no distinct stratum containing only these types of potter}-, and

no remains of architecture are combined with them. But, on the other hand, we must

reckon with the probability that a non-architectural, intermediate period with a poor sur-

vival of the cult filled up the gap between the end of Late Cypriote HI and the beginning of

Cvpro-Geometric HI, when the cult again left definite traces.
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Period 5 covers approximately Cypro-Archaic I and lasts to the early part of Cypro-

Archaic II.

Period 6, finally, can be assigned to Cvpro-Archaic II.

The end of Period 6 is approximately contemporary with the transition from Cypro-

Archaic II to Cypro-Classic I; only two White Painted VI sherds (in Square G 10, see

Statistical list of potsherds) was found in the undisturbed strata of the period. The beginning

of Period 6 B is characterized by potten’ almost exclusivelv of Type V, but with stray

specimens of Type I\ (see Statistical list of potsherds) from the hlling outside Wall 3, in

Squares A ii— 12. Such a predominance of pottery of Type V is characteristic of the last

phase of Cypro-Archaic II, and we are, therefore, not far from right if we assign Sub-

period 6 B to the last quarter, and Sub-period 6 A to the second and third quarters of Cypro-

Archaic II.

This dating of Sub-periods 6 A and B, based on archaeological evidence, is supported

by a combination of the archaeological data and historic events.

As mentioned above, the inscribed bronze tablet states that the Persians and Chians

attacked Idalion. The first question is then: When did this happen? This will involve us in

problems of Cypriote chronology into which we cannot enter farther in this context than

is necessary for our present purpose. For a detailed discussion of these chronological

problems, the reader is referred to Vol. IV.

It is well known that the bronze tablet is usually assigned to about the middle of the 5th

century B. C. This is much too late a date. We have already seen that the end of Period 6 B

is approximately contemporary with the transition from Cypro-Archaic II to Cypro-Classic

I. As the end of Cypro-Archaic II is to be assigned to about 475 B. C. (see Vol. IV), it seems

that the end of Period 6 B in Idalion should be assigned to about 470 B. C., but not later.

The end of Period 6 B marks the end of the cult on the Idalion acropolis. It seems safe to

conclude that this catastrophe is to be connected with the capture of Idalion by the Chians:

when Idalion ceased to be a formally Independent kingdom, the cult on its acropolis, being

a cult of its city goddess (see below), was forbidden. It is then evident that the above-

mentioned dating of the bronze tablet is too late, and, on closer examination, it turns out

that the arguments in favour of this dating are not defensible. If, thus, the attack mentioned

in the bronze tablet must be assigned to a date earlier than 470 B. C. and we search for a

historic situation which woidd explain this joint attack of the Persians and Citians, the Cvpriote

revolt in 499 8 B. C. is the onlv historically known situation that can come into question.

\Ve know that Kition joined with the Persians against the rebels, and it was natural that

the Citians should grasp the opportunity and trv to realize their conquest-poliev bv incorpor-

ating the kingdom of Idalion.

If we now combine these historic events with the archaeological data, it is worthv of

notice that Period 6 B is inaugurated by a remarkable activity in fortification work which

suddenlv sets in after a long intermission of such labour since the beginning of Period 5.

On archaeological evidence we can assign this fortification work to the last part of Cvpro-

Archaic II, as shown above. In consequence, it seems natural to combine this fortification

40
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of the Idalion acropolis with the time of war connected with the Cypriote revolt in 499/8

B. C. It mav thus be inferred that the dividing line between Periods 6 A and B should be

assigned to about :;oo B. C.

It remains to be stated that all the foreign dating material found during the excavations

is entirelv in agreement with the chronological data given above and based on Cypriote

evidence. A discussion of the chronological evidence of this foreign material must be

reserved for Vol. IV, where the general chronological problems will be dealt with. In this

place it can onlv be pointed out that the Egvptian scarabs Nos. 74 and 731 with the names of

Anienophis III and Sethos I were found in strata of Period 3. The scaraboid No. 1413,

which dates from the first part of first millenium B. C., was found in the stratum of Period

5, and affords a terminus post qtient of this period. Furthermore, the scarab No. 1156, of the

Sake Period, was found in the stratum of Period 6.

Finally, sherds of the "Ionian Cup fabric” and Black Figured Clazomenian fragments

were found in the fillings outside Wall 3 and inside Walls 7—17 (cf. Statistical list of pot-

sherds).

SUMMARY

Summing up the e\ idence of the architecture and finds, we obtain the following picture

of the historical development of culture on the western acropolis of Idalion.

Habitation began towards the end of the Late Bronze Age, in Late Cypriote III. The
type of settlement remained essentially the same during the whole of that period, from the

beginning, in Late Cypriote III A, to the end in Late Cypriote III C. The acropolis was

fortified by a massive rampart built of mud-brick on stone foundation. It formed a curved

line, following the natural formation of the hill, so that the fortified acropolis had the shape

of an oblong sack, contracted in the middle. There were three gates: the North Gate, the

West Gate, and the West Side-Gate. In Late Cypriote III B, a new rampart of similar

construction was built above the remains of that of Late Cypriote III A, and this new rampart

was repaired, to some extent, during Late Cypriote III C; the West Gates were blocked

up by a wall; the North Gate was narrowed and strengthened by two flanking bastions, and

a subterranean passage was cut through the rock below the gate.

The houses were of rather primitive construction, with mud-brick Avails on rubble found-

ations, floors of rammed earth, and probably flat roofs of reed and mud. In Late Cypriote

III A, the shape of the rooms is usually trapezoidal; in Late Cypriote III B and C, rectangular.

The plan of the houses is Aer}" simple and artless, Avithout architectural style. The build-

ings did not form a single complex, but there AA'ere separate blocks of rooms AA'ith a cult-

house in the centre, surrounded by storehouses and a house for the priest and chief of the

citA'.

The cult-room contained a small, square altar and a deposit of the A egetables AA'hich AAere

brought as gifts (of Avhich carbonized olme stones remain); libations AAere poured out of

terracotta jugs, and ex zotos of terracotta bulls and Aarious minor objects, as specified
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above, were deposited there. The sacrificial waste was collected in rock-cut bothroi out-

side the houses.

By means of comparison with remains of similar cults in Ajia Irini (cf. below) and in

foreign countries, it may be inferred that the cult performed was a cult of fertility.'®*

In the Cypro-Geometric Age, the character of habitation was quite different, d'he Idalion

acropolis was then occupied by a sanctuary of the temenos type. There are no traces, how-
ever, that this complete change was preceded bv a violent destruction of the Bronze Age
settlement.

It seems probable that there was a poor beginning of the cult already in Cvpro-Geometric

I—II- The scanty pottery fragments from these periods may he supposed to indicate this,

but there are no architectural remains that can be connected with them, and the cult place

must, therefore, have been of a very rustic and primitive type: a sacred enclosure fenced

in by twigs, brushwood, or some other easily perishable material.

Not before Cypro-Gecmetric III is there reliable architectural and stratigraphical

evidence of the new sanctuan,-. The acropolis was enclosed bv a fortification wall, with two

turrets in the W. corner and an entrance gate in the S. \V. wall.

The sanctuary, situated within this fortified acropolis, consisted of an altar-court probably

enclosed by a hurdle fence with a square altar of stone as the sacred centre, and a cult-

chapel of the liwan type adjoining the court.

In Cypro-Archaic I the temenos was enlarged. The acropolis wall was strengthened by

revetting walls and by a massive tower at the W. corner, replacing the W. turret of Cvpro-

Geometric III. This tower was connected with the city-wall. Inside the entrance gate

was erected a long, rectangular hall; a square altar was built at the right end of the open

front of the cult-chapel uhich was repaired, but retained its original shape. The inner

temenos was enclosed by a wall which was presereed in such a fragmentary state that its

construction is rather uncertain. For the same reason, the shape of the inner temenos

cannot be ascertained, but it seems most probable, for the reasons gieen, that it had the

same shape and size as during Cvpro-Archaic II, i. e., roughly rectangidar, with the entrance

at the S. W. short side, close bv the cult-chapel. A square altar, of the same shape and

construction as that of the cult-chapel, was built close to the N. E. short side of this inner

temenos.

In Cypro-Archaic II, a neev entrance to the temenos ^yas opened in the south-west acro-

polis evall leading to a small gate-chamber, S. W. of the long, rectangular hall.

The inner temenos ^yas enclosed by a nerv wall, probably made of evood and supported

by stone foundations. This inner temenos, or altar court, was oriented S. W.—N. E. It

was rectangular in shape; the main entrance was at the S. W. short side, close bv the cult-

chapel, but a back door seems to have opened in the N. corner. The court was open to the

sky, but provided with a roofing of tiles along the sides. On the outside, along the S. E.

and N. W. walls there was a two-stepped platform built of well-dressed limestone blocks.

The altar of the court remained the same as in Cvpro-Archaic I.

* A full discu^Mon of the character ot the cull will he Luven m a comprLl\en''i\ e '^tud\ on the ancient relmion of C\prus.
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The cult-chapel \Yas repaired and a new floor laid, but otherwise it remained of the same

shape as before.

The earlier fortification walls were repaired and heightened. The E. turret was replaced

by a strong tower which adjoined the tower of Cypro-Archaic I and thus a massive double-

tower was formed.

To the S. W. of this tower, the angle between the acropolis wall and the city wall was

strengthened bv another tower.

The ex rotos deposited in these successive sanctuaries of the Cvpro-Geometric and Cvpro-

Archaic periods consisted mainlv of weapons and tools of diiherent kinds: swords, daggers,

spears, arrows, shields, armours, helmets, knives, axes, etc.; specimens of personal acces-

sories, such as pins, fibulae, earrings, finger-rings, bracelets, beads, seals, etc., and other

oft'erings of different kinds of pottery.

A great number of these ex rotos were hung on the walls of the temenos.

The cult object itself was not found; we know that the deity worshipped was a goddess,

and we know that the Greeks called her Athena. This is borne witness to by the inscrip-

tion on the bronze-tablet, mentioned above, and by another inscription on an ex roto of

bronze, found together with the bronze tablet, silver patene, etc. during the illicit

diggings previous to our excavations.

The Phoenicians called the goddess Anat, as indicated by an inscription on a block of

bluish marble which was found built into the foundation of the chapel of Aj. Georgios^' close

by the N. E. city wall. This inscription contains a dedication to Anat. That Anat refers

to the same goddess as Athena seems evident from the fact that these goddesses were

regarded in Cyprus as identical, as is shown by a bilinguistic inscription from

Larnaka tis Lapithou'h It is, therefore, to be assumed that the marble block stood at one

time on the western acropolis within the temenos, and was then removed to be used as a

building-stone in the chapel of Aj. Georgios.

The Cypriote name of the goddess identified by the Greeks as their Athena and by

the Phoenician as Anat is unknown. Probably she had no name, as seems to have been the

rule with old-Cvpriote local deities. She was simply the Mistress of Idalion, its city goddess.

The kinds of ex rotos indicate that, at the same time, she was a war goddess, like Athena.

The cult of this Idalian goddess was, thus, the religious symbol of the existence of the

city as an independent state. This is in accordance with the fact that the cult ceased to

exist when Idalion was captured by the Citians and ceased to exist as an independent state.

E. G.
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The Necropoli

s

The situation of the necropoleis and their topographical relation to the city were described

above, p. 462.

In the necropolis outside the later city-wall we opened only two tombs (Tomb i and 2)

and that in order to save them from being plundered, a fate which was to be feared as they

were easily visible. Tomb i was situated N. of the road from Pera Chorio, which crosses

the site of the ancient citv. In fact, a part of the chamber lay below the road. Tomb 2

was situated close by.

Our main assault on the necropolis aimed at an examination of the Late Cypriote cemetery,

within the later city-wall, where, as mentioned above, p. 462, Ohnefalsch-Richter had

opened some tombs. We came across manv of these tombs alreadv excavated, but discovered

only one intact (Tomb 3). This one, however, dates from Cypro-Geometric I, nhich from

a topographical point of view is still more interesting than the eventual discovery of some

Late Cypriote tombs, as it proves that this cemeterv within the later city-wall continued

into the Early Iron Age.

TOMB I (Fig. 250:1-5)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Heiuht

Dromos 4-30 1.05 1.80

Stomion 0.42 0.67 0.90

Chamber — — —

SH.VBE

The dromos is a staircase shaft of medium size, with walls narrowing slightly upwards,

and descending to the doorway by five steps. The lower steps are wider than the upper-

most. The doorway and stomion are rectangular, with a flat roof, and the door was closed

by a rectangular stone slab kept in position by wedging stones along the left side. 'The

floor of the stomion slopes gently towards that of the chamber. Only the front part of the

chamber was excavated, so that the original shape is unknown; the back part is below the

road, which passes above the tomb. The floor slopes gently from the stomion towards the

back w'hich was cut at a level of o.io m. below the front part of the chamber. The roof had

entirely collapsed.

STR.\TIFR'.^TION

The dromos was filled with intact layers of chavura. Below the upper, covering layers

there was found the original filling of the chamber. This was composed of the tollowing

layers

:
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i) Thick top layer of infiltrated clay mixed with pieces of rock from the collapsed

roof and walls.

2—3) Thin layer of silted, infiltrated clay.

4) Layer of clay with chavara and small pieces of rock from the crumbled walls and roof.

5) Bottom layer of silted, infiltrated clay.

The water of the infiltrated layers had occasioned great disorder among the burial re-

mains and the tomb-gifts, which had floated about and were found at different leyelsin

the filling layers. It is therefore impossible to say, if there was more than one burial period.

BURIALS

On account of stratigraphic condition, nothing certain can be said about the burial

customs. Two groups of skeletal remains were found in hopeless disorder. Among these

were six skulls.

FINDS (group: PL. Lxxxyiii i; types: l. of pl. ii)

I Open, saucer-shaped lamp of terracotta with raised,

flat base; out-turned nm; pinched tMck-holder with

traces of soot. Parts missing. Diam. 10.2. —8.

2. Pigment-rod of bronze, thickening at both ends. Length

15 o. o.

3 Open terracotta lamp, as No. i, but with rounded bottom.

Diam. 1 1.8. — 3.

4. Hellenistic Plain White open bowl with flat, raised base;

curved outline; plain rim. Diam. 13.5 — i.

5. Open terracotta lamp, as No 3, but with flat rim. Diam.

10.5. —13.

6. Hellenistic Plain White shallow bowl with flat, raised

base; out-turned, flat nm. Diam. 8.5. — 15.

7. Hellenistic Plain White biconical jug with flat, raised

base; very short neck; pinched rim; handle from nm
to shoulder. Height ii.o. — 16.

8. Hellenistic Plain White bowl, as No. 4. Diam 12.0. —2.

9. Hellenistic Plain White sack-shaped jug with flat, raised

base; pinched rim; handle from run to body. Height

8.5. — 12.

10. Fragment of a Hellenistic Plain White amphoriskos. — 9.

11. Hellenistic Plain White depressed jug with flat base;

short neck; pinched nm; handle from rim to body.

Height 9.0. — 13.

12. Hellenistic Plain White jug, as No. 1 1 . Heighty.f. kio.

13. Hellenistic Plain White jug, as No. ii. Height 7.4.

—8 .

14. Hellenistic Plain \yhite jug, as No. ii. Part of rim miss-

ing. Height 9.0. — 10.

15. Open terracotta lamp, as No. 5. Small parts missing.

Diam. I i.o. — 9.

16. Hellenistic Plain White globular jug with raised, flat

base; wide, short neck splaying upwards; plain nm;
handle from rim to shoulder. Reddish surface. Small

parts missing. Height 15.0. ± o.

17. Hellenistic Plain White bowl, as No. 6. Diam. 8.7. — 4.

Shimming up the classification giyen in the Object Register, we obtain the following

diagram:

1 Pottery Bronze !Terracotta

Hell. PI. Wh. i Pi^ment-rod Lamp

4. 6. 7. 8. 9, 10 I. 3 - 5 ' 15

II, 12, 13 14. 16, 17
- 12 -I -4

CHRONOLOGY

The pottery found in the tomb shows that it dates from the Hellenistic period.
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TOMB 2 (Figs. 250: 6—8; 251; i)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 2.20 0.90 1.50 —
Stomion 0.60 0.65

Chamber 2.95 2.40

SH.\PE

The dromos is a short staircase shaft, widening towards the door. The walls narrow

slightly upwards. It descends bv six steps to a horizontal platform in front of the door.

The doorway is rectangular in shape and was closed by three superimposed stone slabs

and a packing of undressed blocks in front of the lowermost slabs. It opens on to the chamber

approximately in its longitudinal axis. The stomion widens slightly towards the chamber

and its floor descends by a rather steep slope. Its roof has entirely collapsed. The opening

of the stomion towards the chamber had been closed by a similar packing of slabs and

blocks of stone which had fallen into the chamber when the rock roof collapsed. Only one

block was approximately in situ. The chamber is almost square in shape, with a wide recess

in the back wall. In the longitudinal axis of the chamber a narrow shaft, 0.35— 0.40 m.

deep, is cut in the rock. The floor is approximately horizontal and the roof has entirely

collapsed.

STR.^TIFICATION

The Ailing of the dromos consisted of two layers of chavara. In the chamber, the stratiflc-

ation was composed of the following layers:

1) Top layer of earth, clay, and pieces of rock from the entirely collapsed roof.

2) Layer of infiltrated clay, sand, and rock material from the partly collapsed roof.

3) Burial stratum (2nd burial layer).

4) Levelling layer of chavara for the second burial layer.

5) Remains of another burial stratum (ist burial layer).

The stratification shows that there are two burial periods. The remains of the first

burial period (Layer 5) were found on the floor. At the time of the second burial period,

these remains were covered bv a levelling laver of chavara (Laver 4). The later interments

were deposited on top of this (Layer 3). Then the roof began to collapse and the chamber

was filled with infiltrated clay, sand, and rock material (Layers i—2).

Of the finds. Nos. i, 2, 5, 6, 15, and 17 belong to the ist burial period, and Nos. 3, 4, 7

—

14, and 16 to the second burial period, as is shown by their levels.

BURIALS

Skeleton remains of the ist burial period were found in the right front corner of the

chamber, removed there in the 2nd burial period to make room for the bodies buried at

that time.
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In the second burial period, four bodies were buried, two alon^^ the left side of the

chamber and two along the right side. The skeletons are well preserved. They are placed

side by side in a dorsal, outstretched position, with the heads towards the front wall of the

chamber.

FINDS (groups; PL. LXXXVIII,

1. Circular bronze button. Diam. 3.0 -r 4.

2. Bronze button, as No. i. Diam. 3.0 - 4.

3. Roman Plain White sack-shaped bottle with Bat base;

narrow, cylindrical neck; rim missing. Imiiatinsj ylass

bottle. Height 12.0. 25.

4. Cylindrical deep bowl of blown glass with rounded

bottom; plain rim. Encircling, impressed lines near

bottom and rim. Iridescence of mother-of-pearl ctdour.

Height 8.0. -3. I

5. Black Glazed lamp with low foot; squat body; hole on

top w'lth moulded rim; rather short nozzle; projection 1

on other side. Glaze rather mat and worn. Iwngth 7 5.

-
3 -

6. Black Cdazed lamp, similar to No. 5, but with more
|

lustrous glaze. Length 8.0 —iz.

7 Roman Plain White piriform, slender amphora with

knobbed base; almost cylindrical ncek; swollen nm;

moulded handles from neck to shoulder Height 73.0

— 16. I

8 . Roman Red Slip globular jug with basc-nn<g; narrow, '

concave neck; flaring ring with flat top; encircling, in-

cised line around base of neck; moulded handle from

neck to shoulder. Height 31.5. —22.

Q. Fragment of Roman Plain White amphoriskos; only
j

a piece of the upper part preserved with a horizontal

handle on shoulder; short, concave neck; flaring nm. 1

Height 13.8. —14.

10. Bowl of blown glass with Battened bottom; con\ex out-

line; plain nm. Impressed, encircling lines around
|

middle of bow and below nm. Blue-green iridescence,
j

Height 7.0—16.
j

11. Open bowl of mosaic, honey-coloured glass with flat 1

3—5; types: l. of PL. ii)

base, spla\ing. straight sides, plain nm. Impressed,

eneircling linej^ inside nm. Diam. 105. 15.

12. iMiniature sack-shaped bottle of blown glass with flattened

bottom; narrow neck; out-turned nm. Iridescence of

mother-r>f-pearl colour. Height 3 5. ib

13. ^Miniature bottle ot glass, as No 12, hut with Indian blue

iridescence. Height 3.7. --15.

14. a) Bronze coin. Ohhisi: Head of Zeus Ammon,
diademed, looking right Hu mi: H t i. M J I (

[A' / J. /. Jvagle- looking left, on thunderbolt; in

front aplustre. (Ptolemaeus, King of C\prus )
Diam.

2.4. Weight 6.37.

b) Bronze coin. Similar. RiiHSf II.

M

//'>>]

I) 11 / IliiJl'. Worn. Diam. 24 Weight 6.37.

c) Bronze coin. Similar. Worn. Diam. 2 5. Weight

6 40.

d) Fne bronze coins, probabK similar. Indecipherable.

Diam. 2.2; 2 4; 2.3; 2.3: 2.0. Weight 5 80; 5.77; 7.05;

6.95; 3 -70 -

15. Bronze coin. (Ibrnsi * Bust of Constantius IKr), looking

right [D N C()NS'rANT]('')lLS P F AUG. Reierse:

limperor crowned by Victory [VIR]d'US EXER[Crr].

Diam. I 6. Weight 2.60.

16. Beaeis of difl'erent materials and shapes ai one bobbin-

shaped beaei of cornelian; b) one depressiel, anel one

globular beaei of faience paste; c) twehe beads of dark-

blue, white, and multicoloured glass paste, globular,

biconical, and fluted; d) prismatic beaei of green glass;

c) shell. Diam a) o S; b) i 4, 1.2. c) o 3 — 1 2; d) Length

1.4. In the sieves.

17. Fragments of thin gold leaves. In the filling of lower

burial stratum.

Summing up the classification and the stratigraphical data given in the Object Register,

we obtain the following diagram:

Pottery Bronze Gold Terracotta Faience ( T 1 a s s Cornelian

Shell

Roman Roman
PI. Wh. R. SI.

Button Com Ivcaf Lamp Beaei Bowl Bottle Beaei Beail

1 I St burial

period
1

I, 2 14

;l-d

-- -4

1? 5 - b

- 1
-2

16 b 1 6 a I 6 e
2nd burial

pel iod

10 12. 13 16 c, el
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CHRONOLOGY

The bronze coin Xo. 15 seems to be a coin of Constantins II (cf. Obj. Reg.); in any

case it dates from the middle or later part of the 4th century A.D. This indicates that the

second burial stratum dates from the 4th century A. D. Of the tomb-gifts of the first burial

period, only a few minor objects are left: the pottery was eyidently cleared out of the tomb

at the time of the second burial period. The bronze coins (No. 14) assign the first burials

to the end of the Hellenistic period.

TOMB 3 (Figs. 250:9—11; 251: 2, 3)

SIZE

Length Width Depth Height

Dromos 5.00 1.20 1.95

Chamber 2.25 2.10 —

SHAPE

The dromos is a rather long staircase shaft widening towards the door. It descends by

seyen steps — of which the second from the top is more than twice as wide as the others —
to a slightly sloping platform in front of the door. The walls narrow upwards. In the right

wall, close by the door, a loaf-shaped niche is cut in the rock. The door opens on to the

chamber to the right of its longitudinal axis. It was closed by two superimposed slabs of

mud-brick. Abor-e these was found a roughly dressed block, which has not been used for

closing the door but seems to haye been a tomb-stone erected on the surface aboye the door.

On the collapse of the rock it sank down into the filling. There is no stomion, and the floor

of the dromos platform, in front of the door, descends to the chamber by a gentle slope.

The chamber is trapezoid in shape, with rounded corners. Its floor is approximately

horizontal and its roof has entirely collapsed.

STRATIFICATION

The filling of the dromos consisted of two horizontal layers of chavarii, on top of which

was the culture earth of the Classical and Hellenistic-Roman town. Above the door was a

wedgfe-shaped layer of disturbed earth, indicating that a pit had been dug through the

culture earth, probably traces of an attempt to discover the tomb which was given up before

the filling of the tomb was reached.

The chamber was filled by the following layers, below the earth of the town:

1) Rock material from the collapsed roof.

2) Layer of dark, infiltrated clay.

3) Another layer of rock material from the partly collapsed roof.

4—5) Layers of infiltrated clay.

6) A third layer of rock material from the crumbling roof.

7) Bottom layer with burial remains.
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The stratification thus illustrates the successive destruction and final collapse of the roof

of the chamber, and shows that there was onlv one burial period.

The majority of the objects were found on the floor, but a number of them had been

piled up on top of the others, in order to make room for the subsequent interments and

had floated about in the water of the infiltrated layers.

BURIALS

Remains of three skeletons were found, one at the back wall, another along the left wall,

and a third beside the right wall. Skeleton I is the earliest. The bones were almost mouldered

away, and only the skull was well preserved. The body had been covered with the pots

which were piled up along the back wall of the chamber. Body II was represented by

burial earth only. Skeleton III was best preserved. The body had been placed in a dorsal,

outstretched position, with the head towards the door.

In the dromos niche was found a well preserved skeleton in a dorsal, outstretched position.

FINDS (groups: pus. lxxxviii, 2; Lxxxix)

1 Black Slip Bichrome I shallow plate with base-ring;

rounded outline; groo\ed sides; closed spout, horizontal,

knobbed handle. On base a band of latticed lozenges

flamed by parallel lines, flanked by two framed, latticed !

triangles. Inside, encircling lines and bands around

sides; concentric circles in bottom; rim, spout, handles,

and sides of body painted black. Diam. 18.0. In dromos
— 79.

2 Bichrume II barrel-shaped jug with cylindrical neck;
,

daring, funnel-shaped mouth; handle-ridge; handle

from neck to shoulder Black and red concentric circles

on either side of body; encircling black and red lines !

around neck and mouth; black zigzag lines on handle.

Height 25.0. — 62.
!

3 Black Slip I jug with globular body; low foot; concave

neck; pinched nm; handle from rim to shoulder Body

vertically groo%cd Height 17.0. Floor.

4. Black Slip I jug with depressed piriform body ; low foot;

rather narrow, slightly concave neck; pincheel nm;
\

handle from nm to shoulder. Body vertically grooved.

Height 10.5. Floor. I

5. Black Slip I jug with globular body; short foot; con-
;

cave neck; pinched nm; handle from nm to shoulder. '

Ridge around base of neck; body vertically grooved,
i

Handle and part of mouth missing. Height 10. o. Floor.
]

6 White Painted II oval amphora with base-ring; slightly
1

concave neck, tapering upwards; out-turned, flat nni;

horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling lines and

hands around neck, shoulder, belly, and base-ring;

short-nppled line around belly
;
latticed triangles bordered

by parallel lines alternating with vertical, parallel lines

on shoulder; black handles. Height 33.0. Floor.

7.

Ihehrome II small barrel-shaped jug, as No. 2, but with-

out hanelle-ridge. Vertical black and red concentric

circles on either side of body; encircling lines and

wavy line around neck; black and red encircling lines

and band around nm; vertical strokes on handle. Height

9.2. Floor.

8. Black Slip I depressed piriform amphonskos on low

foot; concave, wide neck; flat nm; handles from nm
to shoulder. Body vertically grooved. Parts of neck

and body missing. Height 17.0. Floor.

9. Black Slip I jug with depressed oval body; base-disc;

wide, concave neck; pinched rim; handle from nm to

shoulder. A horizontal ridge around base of neck:

body vertically grooved Height 29.0. — 21.

10. Black Slip I jug, as No. 9, but with oval body. Height

180. —47-
11. White Painted I depressed oval hydria with base-ring;

concave neck; flaring nm; vertical handle from neck

to shoulder; horizontal handles on belly. Part of nm
missing. Fncirclmg lines and bands around rim, neck,

shoulder, and belly; short-nppled band around neck;

on vertical handle zigzag band; horizontal handles

painted black. Height 46 5. Pfloor.

12. Fragment of White Painted I amphora. Floor.

13. White Painted I shallow plate with curved outline;

flat, raised base; flattened nm; horizontal handles below

nm. On base diametrical band of contiguous lozenges

and triangles with central dots framed by vertical lines;

on either side a transverse, hatched band framed by

vertical lines, around base and inside bottom, encircling

lines and bands; black handles and nm. Diam. 22.0.

On No. 14.

14 Black sup Bichrome II shallow plate with raised, flat

base, curved outline; rounded nm; horizontal, knobbed

handles. ()n base black maltese cross encircled by

concentric black and red lines and bands from which
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alternating groups of three parallel lines and latticed
'

triangles framed by single line radiate; in one inter-
,

space is a s\vaj>tica; inside, a central black dot encircled

by concentric black lines. Sides of body painted black. '

Diani. 22.5. Floor.

15. Bichrome II shalUnv plate with curved outline, raised,

hat base; horizontal, knobbed handles below rim. On
^

base, wide central ornament of concentric lines and
|

bands from which framed, latticed triangles alternating
i

with groups of parallel lines radiate; encircling lines
]

and bands on sides and inside. Diam. 22.0 F'loor.

16. White Painted 1 howl on low hint; double-curved out-

line; plain nm; horizontal handles on shoulder Fn-
!

circling lines and bands around rim, shoulder, and foot;
,

between nm and shoulder a row of two latticed lozenges

with filled top triangles, framed by vertical, parallel 1

lines. One handle missing. Height 9.2. Floor.

17 Black Slip I jug, as Xo. 5, but without ridge around
|

neck. Height 16.5. Flofir
\

18. Black Slip I jug as No. 5, but with grtKWes around the
j

shoulder. Height 11.5 Floor.

19. Black Slip I depressed ovoid jug on low foot; cy-
|

lindncal neck; pinched mouth; handle from nm to ,

shoulder. Horizontal ridge aroynd base of neck; body

vertically grooved. Height 20 o. Floor. !

20. White Painted 1 oval jug on low foot; slightly concave
|

neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to shoulder.
|

Fncircling lines and bands around body and neck;

wa\y line around neck, foot painted black; bordered I

zigzag band along handle. Height 21.4. — 56. !

21. Black Slip I jug, as No. 5, but with depressed piriform
1

body. Height 16.5. (M Xo 84.

22. White Painted I amphora with high base-nng; narrow. ^

almost Lwlindncal neck; nm missing; horizontal handles
|

on shoulder. Fncircling lines and hand around base-

ring, body, shoulder, and neck; short-nppied hand '

around belly; on shoulder framed, latticed triangles,
j

Parts of neck missing. Height 20.0. Floor.
1

23. White Painted I depressed piriform amphora on low
|

foot; neck and handles missing. Encircling lines and
|

bands around body; base painted black. Height ii 5

Floor.

24. Late Helladic III piriform amphoriskos with raised

base; wide, concave neck, flat, down-turned nm;
three horizontal handles on shoulder. Encircling lines

and bands around base, body, and rim; a hatched band

around shoulder; neck covered by paint; encircling

band inside neck. One handle missing; red lustrous

paint. Height 12.5. Floor.

25. Conical spindle-whorl of stone, pierced hy a hole

through centre. Diam. 2.2. Floor.

26. White Painted I shallow howl with base-ring; curved

outline; in-turned nm; horizontal handles below

nm. Fncircling lines and bands; concentric circles

on base and inside bottom, black nm. Diam. 21.0.

Floor

27. White Pamttd I bowl, a.^ No. 2d, but with raised, flat

base. On base three crossed lines; two groups ol en-

circling lines around sides, central circle' inside, nm
and handles black painted. Parts of sitle missing.

Diam. 23.0. Floor.

28 White Painled I eiepressed oval amphora with base-

ring; concave neck, splavmg nm; honziaital handles

on shoulder. Encircling bands around base, Ixidv,

and shoulder; encircling, broad bands around neck; on

shoulder framed, latticed hour-glass ornament and groups

of vertical lozenges with hlle-d top triangles, trained

by vertical, parallel lines, black run and hanelles

Height 48.o. Fl(»or.

29. Fragment of a bronze hhula. Floor

30 Black Slip I depressed globular jug ,
low toot; ciincave

neck; pinched nm; handle from nm to shoulder. Relief

stripe on handle; body verticallv grooved Height

19.0 In Xo 31.

31. W'hite- Painted I howl on low foot
.
doiible-curv ed out-

line; plain nm
.
horizontal handles on hoely Ivncircling

lines and bands around foot, bodv . and nm; decoration

of crossed lines, sep.irated by vertical bands of framed,

latticed lozenges with top triangles, tlankeel bv vertical,

parallel lines; black handles. Diam 22.0. Dn Xo 32.

32. W’hite Painted I shallow plate with tlat base; rather

straight sides; slightly in-turned nm; horizontal handle-*

below nm. Wheel-ornament on base; encircling lines

and hands arounel base and below nm; encircling lines

and bands inside, black handles. Diam. 20 5. — 57

33. White Painted I shallow plate with wide base-rmg,

curved outline; flattened nm; horizontal knobbed,

handles below nm. On base, three rows of latticed

lozenges, some of which end in latnceel triangles, en-

circling lines anei bands around base on sieles; concentric

circles and encircling lines and bands inside; handles

and rim black Decoration much effaced; one handle

missing. Diam 15.5 In No. 32.

34. White Painte'd I shallow plate with ilat, raised base,

rounded outline; ilattened nm; horizontal, knobbed

handle's. On base u diametrical hand of two latticed

lozenges ending in latticed triangles framed by paralKl

lines; on either side two framed, latticed triangles,

around base encircling lines and bands; two coneentrie

circles inside bottom; black handles and nm One

handle missing Diam 22 5. Floor.

35. White Painted 1 lentoid jug with round ha-^e; short,

narrow, concave neck; collar-shaped nm. handle from

neck to shoulder. Ivncirchng lines around nm and

neck; groups of concentric circles all arounel hoeiv ;

transverse strokes over haneile Height 21.0 Moor

36. White Painted II barrel-shapeel jug with depressed

body; conical neck, handle-ridge, handle from neck to

shoulder. A maltese cross cncircleel hv lines and banels

on either side of boely; wide, vertical, concentiic

circles on either sieie; as front- anei back (wnament row

of framed, latticed lozenges Rim nussuig Hcght

25 o On Xo. 37

37. Black Slip I jug, as No. 21. lb ight 21 o --58
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38. White Painted 1 plate, as No 32, hut with ti»ur opposite,

latticeei bands between the encirchny bands on sides,

tilleei circle inside bottom, encircled b\ concentric

banels. Diam. 22 o. Floor.

30 White Painteel I plate, as Xo. 33, but with one knobbed

harielle, aiiel a closed spout opposite the same. On base

encircleel iiialtesc cross from which tilled triani^les

radiate; eneirclmy hnes and bands around sides; nm,
•^pout. and handles black, inside, hik'd circle and encircl-

ing lines anel bands. Diam 16 o Floor.

40. Plain White I jult on low foot; rather wide, short, con-

ca\e ncek; annular nm; handle from neck to shoulder

Him chipped Height 21 o In Xo. 41.

41. White Painted I bowl, as Xo 31. Imcircling bands

around rim and body; black foot; between nm and

shoulder a metope decoration consisting of a lozenge

tilleei with smaller, latticed and filled lozenges, and

crossed lines flanked by vertical, parallel lines and

bands of trained, latticed lozenges ending in latticed

triangles, bordered by \ertical, parallel lines; encircling

hands inside; black handles. Diam. 25.5. — 55.

42 Black Slip I jug, as Xo 3, but with depressed globular

body; ridge around neck. Parts of body missing

Meight 175. — 62.

43 White Painted I shallow plate with wide base-ring;

bulgina outline; flattened nm; knobbed, horizontal

handles below nm. On base a diametrical, latticed

band framed by parallel lines; a latticed, framed triangle

on cither side of this, groups of transverse lines on

base-nng, encircling lines and bands around biisc,

black nm and handles, concentric hnes and bands inside.

One handle missing Diam. 20.0. In Xo 44.

44. White Painted I plate, as Xo. 33, but with down-

turned nm In centre of base a wheel-ornament, encircled

by concentric lints, between centre and penpberv

ot base, ts\o opposite bands of latticed lozenges ending

in latticed triangles, and two opposite, framed triangles,

one latticed and the other tilled with chess-board pat-

tern; around base encircling lines and bands; filled

circle and encircling lines and bands inside; black nm,

base-nng, and handles Diam 255. On Xo 52.

45 Plain White I o\al jug with wide, low foot; narrow,

conca\e neck; handle-ndge, flaring nm; handle Irom

neck to shoulder. Height 20.0. On ’No. 52.

4^1 Black Slip I jug, as Xo. 21. Height iSo. On Xo. 52.

47 White Painted I shallow plate with raised, Hat base;

cur\ed outline; flattened nm. horizontal, knfibbcd

handles below nm. On base, encircled wht el-ornament

from which four opposite zigzag bands framed b\

parallel lines radiate; around base encircling lines and

bands; inside, filled circle encircled by encircling lines

and hands. One handle missing Diam. 165 l-’lonr.

4S Black >lip I jug, as Xo <j, but with low foot and oval

body Height 250 —
- t>.

40 Black I jug, as Xo <) Height 2*) o — 15

50 Bronze needle, broken at eyelet Length il 3 — 54

51 Black Slip I jug, as No 30 Height 21 o. In Xj> 52,

52. Fragment of White Painted I amphora, as Xo. 22.

Encircling lines and bands around neck, shoulder, and

bellv; on shoulder framed, latticed triangles; black

handles. Parts missing. Height c. 45 o. Floor.

53. White Painted I plate, as Xo. 44. On base, central

ornament of concentric circles from which three latticed

triangles framed by parallel lines with filled lozenges

in the angles radiate; three swasticas in the spaces be-

tween, groups of transverse strokes on base-ring; encirc-

ling lines and bands around sides; inside bottom, filled

circle encircled by concentric lines and bands; black

handles Diam. 22.0. On Xo. 54.

54. White Painted I plate, as Xo. 43. On centre of base

two concentric circles; between centre and periphery

of base, two opposite latticed bands, framed by parallel

hnes, and two opposite latticed triangles, framed by

parallel lines; groups of transverse strokes on base-

ring; encircling lines and band around sides; encircling

lines and hands inside; black handles. Diam. 253.

Fluor.

35. White Painted I bowl, as Xo. 31, but more bulging

outside. I'incircling bands around rim, body, and foot;

below rim, on one side, metope decoration of crossed,

hatched bands and lozenges filled with smaller, latticed

lozenges forming a secondary cross and framed by

vertical, parallel lines; on other side, a central lozenge

as above, flanked by metopes of crossed, hatched bands

framed by vertical, parallel lines. Height 21.0. Floor.

56. White Painted I bowl on low, stemmed foot; double-

cursed outline; sertical handle from nm. Double,

sweeping line around body; encircling lines and bands

around nm. Handle missing. Height 8.0. In Xo 55.

57. White Painted I depressed barrel-shaped jug with

narrow neck; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircled

maltesc cross and vertical, concentric circles on either

side ol hod> ;
eneirchng bands around neck; horizontal

Strokes across handle. Part of handle and nm missing

Height 9.0. In Xo. 55.

5<S W'hite Painted I bowl, as Xo. 55. Encircling bands

arounel nm, hoeiy, and foot, between nm and body

a central metope with double, crossed lines and two

hands <»f latticed lozenges ending m latticed triangles

and filled, lateral triangles, all separated by \ertical

lines. Broken; elecoration worn. Height c. 20.0. — 66

59 White Painted I bowl, as Xo. 16. Encircling lines

arounel nm. body, and foot; other decoration worn off.

Broken. Height K o. In Xo. 58

60 Coarse o\,il amphora with Hat base-; short, wide, con-

ca\e neck plain rirn, handles from nm to shoulder.

Height 3<S.o. Floor.

61 White Painted I amphora, as Xu. 22. Encircling lines

and banels around neck, shoulder, body, and base-

ring. a wa\y hand around body, on shoulder, vertical

zigzag baneL alternating with latticed triangles, framed

h\ lines and che\rons; on nm groups of transverse

stroke^; black handles. Height 49.0 Floor.

62 Bichrome II pilgrim bottle w'lth concave neck; handles
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trom neck t(j shoulder Black and red concentric ciicles

on either side ot bod\ . Upper part ot neck and run

missing. Height ii.o. — 48.

63. White Painted I chahce-shaped bowl with tiat bottom,

concave, splaying sides; horizontal hanelles. On base

a star ornament of si\ lilled triangles encircleel h\

lines and bands; on sides encircling lines and hands,

from rim vertical baneis of latticed triangles, trained

by parallel lines; handles painted black. Diam. 17.0.

--69.

64. White Pamteel I spherical jug with narrow, concave

neck; collar-shaped rim; handle trom nee'k to shoulder

Ihicircling band around rim and base of neck; tilleel

circle encircled by concentric lines on either side e)f

bodv’; transverse strokes on handle. Height 13.0. — 54

65. White Painted II amphora, as Xo. 6, but upper part

of neck missing; two short-rippled lines around shoulder

Height 270. — 51.

66. White Painted I bowl with low foot; double-curved

outline; slightly out-turned rim; handle from rim to

body. Encircling band around rim and foot; two wavy

bands around body; band along handle, and a curved

stroke from base of handle to nm; encircling hands

inside. Height 10.o. — 55.

67. Black Slip I depressed globular jug with liase-nng,

handle from nm to shoulder. Body vertically grooved;

ridge around base of neck. Neck and upper part of

handle missing. Height 14 o. — 49

68. Bichrome I oval, slender jug with hase-nng; short,

concave neck; pinched nm, handle from run to shoulder.

Encircling black and red lines and hands around nm,

body, belly, and base-ring; short-rippled line around

neck; encircling black line around base of neck with

short, vertical strokes; groups of transverse lines, framed

by vertical lines, on handle. Height 29 o. — 37.

69. Bichrome II oval, depresseel jug with Hat base; ne-ck

tapering upwards; (nm partly missing), h.mdle from

nm to shoulder, Ivncirclmg black and red lines and

bands around base of neck, shoulder, and belly; framed

zigzag band along handle. Height 25.0 — 41.

70 White Painted I plate with wide base-ring; curved

sides; knobbed, horizontal handles below nm. Decor-

ation much effaced. In centre of base a wheel-orna-

ment with encircling bands and lines Much damaged.

Diam. 25.0. Floor,

71. White Painted I shallow plate with wide base-ring,

curved outline; plain, in-turned nm, horizontal, knobbed

handles on nm. Dn base a diametiical band ot latticed

lozenges ending in latticed triangles, trained h\ parallel

lines; between centre and periphery of base, two

opposite triangles filled with latticed and plain lo-

zenges, framed by parallel lines; on base-ring groups

of transverse strokes; arejund sides encircling lines

and bands; inside nm encircling banils, encircled

maltese cross in bottom; black handles Part ot plate

and one handle missing. Diam. 26.0. Floor.

72. Black Slip I jug. as Xo. 5, but without ridge around
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base ot neck. Part ol base and nm ini-"-inL. Ihieht

10.5 I'looi

73. Black slip 1 jeiiT, \o -j2 Part oi nm in!'<''inc HcilIit

II.O. Floor

74. Coarse oval amph»!ia with t1at, laned hi^e, short,

straight neck, tL.t inn; h.indli s trom nm to ''houldei

Ikirts of boelv , neck, anti one handle ini'.''in_' Ileiaht

23 5 Floor.

75. White Painted I de-pres^ed ovoid amphora with hase-

nng, conical neck {run missing), horizontc.il handles

on shoulder I'ncireling lines anel hanels .iiourul neek.

shoulder, .inel liellv Broken. Height 170. Moor

76 Bichrome II shallow p'ati with hase-iing; eiirviei

outline; m-turned, tiat nm; hoii/ontal handles below

nm. Part ot handles missing ( )n base, eeiural dot

encircled bv red and black concentric lines and bands,

between Centre and penpherv ot base, groups ot tour

parallel lines alternating with latticeel tn. ingles, traimd

by parallel lines; on base-nng groups ot traiiseersc

strokes; on sides eneireling lines and baiiels. nm and

handles hlaek. cijncentric lines and hands inside

Diam, 22 5. P'lotjr

77. White Iknnted 1 wiile. shallow howl with base -ring,

ciirve'd outline. hon/i»ntal hanelles below tiin Fneiiel-

ing lines anel bands inside, erieiieling bands aiound

rim and boelv ; encircled dot on base Diam. iS o Flooi

78. Black sup I jug, us Xo 21. hut without ridge around

ne'Ck Parr ot nm missmg. Height i6 o Floor

7<v White Painted 1 hemispherical howl with loundeel

bottom, plain nm, handle missing 'Tiaees ol an en-

circling hand urouiui nm ])iam 90 l-'looi

.

80. While Painted 11 plate with base -ring; curve el sul^s,

knobbed, hon/e>nial handles below run Ik'rt ot jil.ile

and one handle missing On base, diametneal h.inel ot

eoniiguous, latticed anel tilleel lo/e‘nges aiul tiiangles,

llanked hv parallel lines; f^n t)ne siele ol this hand, a

framed h*)ur-gi.iss ornanie nt
, on the nthe r side-, a 1 1 atiu ei.

angular line, broad hanel amunel hase*-iing. eneireling

line arounel nm; black handles. Diam. 2ft u f»5

81. Bichrome 1 plate, shape* as No 71, hut with llatteneel

nm. Part of howl and one handle* missing ( )n hasi

a inaheSj. cross encireleel In eoneenltle lines .imi hands

between centre* anel ^tetipheiv ot hast
.
kitlieeei h.uals

alternating with latticed trianglo. tr.inud bv paialKl

lines; on hase-nng groups of transverse stiokes. on

sides encircling lines anel hamls; black iim anel

hanelles; tilleel circle enciieleel In eomintne baneis

insiele bottom, encircling hanel ne-tii run Diam 2<) o

- 67

82 While Pamteel 1 amphora, shajx* as Xo. 61. hut with

base-nng. Eneireling bands anel lines arounel neck,

sheiulder, boelv, anel hase-nng; a elouhie. wavy hru

around hellv , on shouleler latticeel tnanghs trained

hv lines Most pait ot neek nn-'Sing lleight 3S o

5 * •

S3 Black Slip I jug as Xb) 5 Height tS 5
-

- ^6

84. White Painted 1 plate with raned ba-e- euiveti sides,
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knobbed, horizontal handles below rim. On base,

encircled wheel-ornament from which framed, hatched

hands and Triangles radiate; around base encircling

lines, and band^, black handles. Oiam. 21 o. — SS-

S5. White Painted I ovoid jul; with pointed base; short,

concave neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to

shoulder. Encircling bands around rim, base of neck,

shoulder, and body; base painted black. Part of handle

missing. Heiuht 15.5 — 62.

86. White Painted I bowl, shape as No. 31; decoration

similar to No. 16 Hentht ig.o. E'loor.

87. White Painted I bowl, as No. 66. Height 80. Floor.

88 W’hite Painted I plate, as No. 30, but more shallow.

Handle missing. On base, a diametrical band of filled

lozenges ending in filled triangles, flanked bv parallel

lines; on either side, two opposite latticed triangles,

framed by parallel lines; black base-ring; encircling

lines and bands on sides; trans\erse strokes on spout;

inside bottom filled circle, encircled by concentric

lines and bands; inside of spout painted black. Diam.

14 o Floor.

89. White Painted I depressed ovoid amphoriskos on low

foot; concave neck; flat, flaring nm; handles from nm
to shoulder. Encircling bands inside rim, around

base of neck, and belly; foot black painted; zigzag band

on handles. Incomplete. Height 15.5. P'loor.

90 . W’hite Painted I amphoriskos, shape as No. 89. F.n-

circling lines and bands around body; band around

base of neck; short-rippled band around neck; groups

of trans\erse strokes on rim and handles. Height

16.0 Floor.

91. White Painted I bowl, as No. 66 . Height 10. o. — 43.

92 White Painted II barrel-shaped jug. Neck and handle

missing Encircling lines and bands on either side of

body. Height 72 — 56.

93. Straight bronze pin with knob-head. Length 5.0.

Floor.

94. Plain, circular finger-ring of bronze. Diam. 2.4. Floor.

05 Black Slip I ovoid amphora on wide, low foot; concave

neck; flaring rim, sharply defined; knobbed handles

from neck to shoulder. Slightly marked ridge around

base of neck; body \ertically groo\ed. Height 280.

— 63-

96. White Painted I ovoid crater with depressed, piriform

body; wide, low foot; flat nm; \ertjcal handles on

shoulder. Foot and lower body painted black with

outspared lines between; encircling bands around

shoulder and nm; on shoulder \ertica!, latticed bands

framed bv parallel lines, alternating with bands of

latticed lozenges ending in latticed triangles and framed

bv parallel lines; on nm ladder-pattern; black handles.

Height 28.0. Floor.

97. White Painted I amphora, as No, 61, but with base-

ring, and with framed, latticed triangles on shoulder

Height 29.0 Floor

98 White Painted I globular jug with narrow, concave

ncek, slighth marked collar run; handle from neck to

shoulder. Groups of concentric circles all around body

;

encircling lines around mouth; transverse strokes on

handle. Height 10 5. In No. 97.

99 White Painted I howl, shape as No. 16. Pincircling

bands around nm, bc)d> , and toot; encircling lines

inside; handles painted black. Height 9 o. P'loor.

100. White Painted I plate, shape as No. 44. On base, filled

circle encircled by concentric lines from which four

opposite bands of hcrnngbone-pattern, framed by

parallel lines radiate; on base-ring groups of transverse

strokes; around sides encircling lines and bands; black

nm; inside bottom, filled circle encircled h\ lines and

bands; ladder-pattern on handles. Part of one handle

missing. Dram. 20.0. Floor.

101. Conical, flat spindle-whorl of tufa, pierced by a hole

in the centre. On top encircling ridges around the

Central hole; incised, encircling zigzag lines with

semicircles in their interstices at the periphery; on

base border of cfincentnc lines; a tree-ornament and

curved lines. Diam. 3 7 Floor.

102. Bichrome I shallow plate with wide base-ring; bulging

outline; sloping, in-turned nm; horizontal, knobbed

handles below nm. On base, central maltese cross

encircled by black and red lines and bands, from which

six latticed triangles, framed by parallel lines, radiate;

transverse strokes on base-ring; on sides, near base-

ring, encircling black and red lines and bands; inside

bottom, central maltese cross encircled by concentric

lines and bands; black handles, Diam. 27.5. On No. 103.

103* White Painted I plate, shape as No. 81. On base, a

central maltese cross encircled by lines; between centre

and periphery of base, two opposite latticed bands

and two opposite bands of latticed lozenges ending in

latticed triangles, all framed by parallel lines; in their

interstices four latticed lozenges with filled triangles

in the angles; black base-ring; on sides, near base-ring,

black encircling band; encircling line around nm;
encircling bands and lines inside; black handles. Diam.

31.0. Floor.

104. White Painted I bowl, shape as No. 31. Encircling

bands around nm and body; black foot; between nm
and shoulder vertical, latticed bands, bands of small,

latticed lozenges ending in latticed triangles, bands of

zigzag lines, large latticed lozenge ending m latticed

triangles, and bands of contiguous, hatched triangles,

all framed by parallel lines; black handles. Height

12.0. Floor.

105. White Painted 1 bowl, as No. 66, but without curved

stroke from base of handle. Height 8.5. In No 104.

106. White Painted I globular jug on low f<»ot; c()nca\e neck;

flaring, flat nm; a tubular spout on shoulder; handle

from nm to shoulder. Encircling lines around rim,

base of neck, and belly; black foot; two wav\ lines

around neck; encircling line around base of spout;

on shoulder continuous, arched lines; ladder-pattern

on handle. Part of nm and spout missing. Height

16 o. In No 104.
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107 Black Slip I jug, as No. 21. Height 15 o. — 62.

loS. Coarse depressed globular jug with Hat base; wide,

short neck, splaying upwards; handle from rim to should-

er. Height 1 1.5. On No. 109.

109. White Painted I amphonskos, shape as No 89, decor-

ation as No. 90. Parts of neck, nm, and one handle

missing. Height 17.5. Floor,

no. White Painted I bowl, as No. 26. Diam. 21.0. Floor.

III. White Painted I depressed ovoid crater with base-ring

and bent, tnpodic legs; short, concave, raised nm with

flat top; vetical twin-handles on shoulder Fncirclmg

lines and bands around rim, body, and base-ring;

ladder-pattern on legs; on shoulder a framed, latticed

lozenge flanked b\ parallel lines; on each side ot this

ornament \ertical, latticed bands framc-d by paralkl

lines; on nm gu.ups of trans\er'«c strokes; kuld«. r-

pattern on handles Diam. 25 o Flooi

112. White Painted I plate, shape as No. 31. ( )n laoi.

central nialtese cross encircled by pkiin and tiincei,!

bands, from which four large, framed, latticed triangles

radiate; on base-ring groups of transserse strokes,

black sides with an encircling, outspared line near

base-ring; inside bottom central, nialtese cross encircled

h\ concentric lines and bands; black handles. Diam.

25 o. P'loor

113 Black Slip Ijug, asNo. 5. Height 170. Dromos niche.

Summing up the classification given in the Object Register, ve obtain the following

diagram:

Pottery Bronze Stonr

1 1. 12. 13. 16. 20, 22 6 68 2 1 14 3 " 4 . 5 40 60 24 93 50 -9 94 2 5

23 - 26. 27, 28, 31, 32 81 7 8. 9 . 10 45 74 lOI

33 . 34 . 3 .^; 39. 41 65 102 15 W- iS, 19 108

43 ' 44 - 47 . 52 , 53 , 54 80 62 21. 30, 37
55 . 56, 57 , 58, 59, 61 92 69 42. 46,

63. 64, 66. 70, 71 , 75 76 49 , 51, 67

77 - 7y. 82. 84 85, 86 72. 73 , 78
S7. 88, 89 90. 91. 9b f^ 3 - 95 - 107

97 , 98. 99 100. 103, 104 1 13
105. 106, 109 1 10. III. 1 12

- 60 “ 5 -3 -6 - I - I -25 -2 -3 ‘I -I -I -I -I - 2

CHRONOLOGY

The diagram shows that the majority of the pottery is of Tvpe 1 and only a small nnmhcr

of the objects are of Type II. Some of the specimens of Tvpe I are early in style, 'hhis indi-

cates that the earlier interments belong to Cypro-Geometric I, and the last interment to

the beginning of Cypro-Geometric II. The Late Helladic III amphoriskos (Xo. 24) may
be an old heirloom belonging to the family buried in the tomb.

E. G.

41
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Fig. 252. Ajia Irini. General view of the temenos and the site from the East.

AJIA I I I

INTRODUCTION

O n a day in the beginning of November, 1929, a priest made a trip from his village

in Cyprus, up to Nicosia. Ilis name is Papa Prokopios, and Ajia Irini is the name

of his village. Me brought with him a present to the Cvprus iMuseum, and his

present was the upper part of a terracotta statue from the beginning of the Sixth Centurv

B. C. When asked where he had made this discoverv, he replied that the find-spot was

his own field in the village. A few days later we made a preliminarv examination of the

place and were able to state that Papa Prokopios had discovered an intact temple-site with

numerous terracotta sculptures. Bv courtesv of the Governor, Sir Ronald Storrs, the

members of Cvprus Museum and Captain Rupert Gunnis, Inspector of Antiquities, we
obtained a permit to excavate the place.

Ajia Irini is a small village near the north-west coast of Cvprus, situated on the rock

plateau which extends between the alluvial plain of Morphou anel the olf-shoots of the

Kerynia range projecting into Cape Kormakiti. This rock plateau is covered with a thin

layer of soil with scant vegetation anel yielding very poor crops where it is cultivated. To
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some extent it is planted with pine-trees, but the general aspect of the district is that of

a barren and sterile land, desolate and poor. The plateau slopes gradually from the village

of Alyrtou and Diorios towarcis the sea. Ajia Irini is situated on the edge of this plateau,

where the rock is buried below the dunes of the seashore.

The place of excavation is situated close bv the village, to the West not far from the

village church, in a field, as mentioned above, belonging to Papa Prokopios. The place

is bounded to the X. bv a shallow vallev, and the to S. aud \\'. bv coastal dunes of sand

(Fig. 252; Plan XXII).

On the other side of the valley is a necropolis with rock-cut tonabs. The earliest of those

opened date from the Cvpro-Geometric period, and the latest from Roman times. Further

down towards the sea are ruins of a small, ancient town; the surface is covered with cut

stones, pottery fragments, and tiles. The earliest of the dateable finds observed on the

surface can be assigned to the Hellenistic period.

ARCHITECTURE (Plan XXHI)

ARCinTIXTL RAL HI .HMCNT.s (I'IGS. 253—272)

Wall s.

Wall T. Width: 0.65 m. Height: 0.40 m.

The wall is built of rubble of medium size, occasionally roughlv smoothed at the out-

side. The edges are laid with slightly larger stones of rcughlv triangular shape, the base

forming the edge of the wall. The internal filling consists of a homogeneous mass of

smaller stones, with mud mortar scantily used as binding-material. 'Phe wall is solidlv

built with exactly perpendicular sides. It is properly bonded to Wall 2. It is founded

on the rock, as also the tollowing walls, when not otherwise stated.

Wall 2. Width: 0.60 m. Height: 0.40 m.

The wall is built of the same material and constructic n as the previous one, but of con-

siderably larger edge stones. Consequently the filled interspace is narrower.

Wall Width: 0.70 m. Height: 0.50 m.
'Phis wall is built exactly as Wall 2; it is bonded to Wall 6.

Wall 4. Width: 0.60 m. Height: 0.^0 m.
The wall is built as Wall i; it is not bonded to Wall 5.

Wall 5. Width: 0.55 m. Height: 0.50 m.

'Phe construction of this wall resembles that of Wall 2: the edge stones are large and the

inner core is narrow. 'Phe wall is not bonded to anv of the adjoining walls.
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Fig. 253. Ajia Irini. Walls i—9. Fig. 254. Ajia Irini. Walls i—9.

Wall 6. Width: 0.6 5 m. Height: 0.60 m.

The wall is of the same material and construction as Wall i. In the south-west corner

there is a large river-stone. The corner stones are roughly cut. The wall is bonded to

\\ all 3. The space between Walls 3, 5, and 6 is entirely filled with rubble, forming a solid

substructure, as it seems, for a staircase leading to the upper story of Room II (cf. below

pp. 667 f.).

all 7. Width: 0.70 m. Height: 0.65 m.

This wall is of exactly the same material and construction as Wall i.

Wall 8. Width: 0.6 5 m. Height: 0.70 m.

The material and construction of this wall exactly correspond to those of Wall i
;

it is

a continuation of Wall 7, but separated from it bv a door.

II 9- Width: 0.65—0.80 m. Height: c. 0.40 m.
The construction of this wall resembles that of Wall i

;
it is built along the interior face

of Wall 8.

Wall in. Width: 0.75 m. Height: i.oo m.
The lower part of the wall is built of medium-sized rubble and the upper of smaller

stones. The material is sand-stone, schist, limestone, and river-stones. The wall is con-

structed with large stones at the edges, and a filling of smaller stones. The stones are well

jointed and occasionally sherds of terracotta pithoi are used for levelling purposes. At
the ends large stones are used.
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Wall II.

The wall is of the same material and

Width: 0.70 m. IIei<4ht; i.io m.

construction as Wall 10. It is bonded to Wall 12.

Width: 0.60 m. llei,^ht: i.io m.

The material and construction of this wall are similar to the prcccdm.u one. In the

north-east facade, c. i.oo m. from the north-west end, an unusually large stone is bu.lt

into the wall. The wall is bonded to Walls ii and 13.

Width: 0.75 m. Height: 0.90 m.

The material and construction are identical with those of Wall 10. Opposite the door

between Walls ii and 15, there is a change in the construction, which is tlwue rather

careless and built of medium-sized rubble-stones, meeting in the middle ot the ^^a .

This part of the wall is about 1.50 m. long and is not properly bonded to the reniainmg

part of the wall. It is evidently an earlier doorway, which has been blocked up.

corroborated by the fact that there are large, flat stones built into the wall on both sides

of the blocked-up portion: it is usual, as has been observed, that the ends ot the emails,

especially at an entrance, are built in this way. The wall is bonded to Walls 12 and 14.
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Fig. 256. Ajia Irini. The \V. temenos wall.

n ^/// 14. Width: 0.70 m. hleight: i.io m.

This wall is of the same material and construction as Wall 10. It is bonded to Walls

13 and 15.

Wall Width: 0.70 m. Height: i.io m.

This wall is of the same type as Wall 10. At the north-west end, at the entrance to

Room VII, large, flat stones are used. The wall is bonded to Wall 14.

Walls 16—iS. Width: 0.60—0.75 m. Height: i.oo—i.io m.

These walls are built of the same material as the preceding ones, but the construction

differs somewhat and resembles that of Wall 2: larger stones, sometimes meeting in the

middle, being used at the edges, and a narrow inner core. The walls are bonded to each

other, but Wall 16 is not bonded to the adjoining Wall it.

Uall i(). Width: 0.80 m. Height: i.oo m.

Of this wall only the exterior and the top face were laid bare. It is built of rubble of

the usual kind, and constructed as W'all i. The south-east corner especially, is carefully

built with fairly large, roughly cut corner stones.

Wall Jo. Width: 0.80 m. Height: i.oo m.
This wall is of the same type as Wall 19 and bonded to it.

]l all Ji. W'idth: 0.75— 1.35 m. Height: 0.85 m.

The material and construction of tliis wall resemble those of Walls 16— 18: the wall

is built of rather large stones at the edges, sometimes meeting in the middle, with a narrow

core of small stones on the side, opposite W'all to. The wall is widened into a projecting

rectangle: it is bonded to Wall 23, but not to Wall 22.
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02 Width: 0.75 m. Height: 0.85 m.

This wall is similar to Wall 21, hut its cast face is revetted by large monolithic blocks

with smaller stones in the interstices.

Wall 23—23.

These walls are of the same material and

to Wall 21, and Walls 24, 25 to all 23.

Width: 0.60--0.75 m. Height: 0.60 m.

construction as \\ all 21. all 23 is bonded

Wall 26.

This wall is of the same material

Width: 0.70 m.

and construction as \\ all i

.

Height: 0.40 m.

Walls 2y A, B. Width: 0.55 2.20 m. Height: 0.20—0.50 m.

Wall 27 A is built of rubble, rather carelessly piled up, but the edge stones are care-

fully laid. It is founded on the virgin soil of red earth covering the rock. Some parts

of the wall are destroyed. It is partly overbuilt by Wall 27 B, and partly runs inside this

wall. There is no evidence that there was an upper wall of mud-brick on this stone found-

ation. On top of the wall was an accumulation of dark, organic earth (cf. Stratification,

pp. 654, 658). This laver seems to be the mouldered remains of a hurdle fence, or the

like, which once covered the stone foundation. The wall served as part of the temenos wall.
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Wall 27 B is a temenos wall of the same material and similar construction to Wall 27 A.

The edsjes are more carefully laid anti the northern end of the wall, towards the entrance

gate, is built of a single course of roughly square-cut blocks of limestone. The wall is

partly built on top of Wall 27 A, and founded higher up in the debris.

Mall 28. Width: 0.65 m. Height: o.io—0.75 m.
This wall is a continuation of Wall 27 A and is of the same material and construction as it.

Wall 2g. Width: 0.70—i.io m. Height: 0.30— i .00 m.
This wall is a continuation of Wall 27 B and is of the same material and construction

as it. The wall runs at a distance of about 0.60 m. from the exterior face of Wall 28. Be-

tween these two walls is a filling of stones and earth gradually rising from the lower leyel

of Wall 28 to the higher leyel of Wall 29. The stone-filling is used at the north and south

ends of the wall, and the earth-filling in the space between.

TTu// 30. Width: 0.70— 1.45 m. Height: 0.20—0.75 m.

This wall is a continuation of Wall 28 and is of the same material and construction as it.

IVall 31. Width: 0.70— 1.60 m. Height: 0.20— i.oo m.

This wall is a continuation of all 29 and is of the same materia! and construction as

it. Between Walls 30 and 31 is the same filling of stones and earth as between Walls 28

and 29.

IValh 32 A, B. Width: 0.80—1.60 m. Height: 0.15—0.65 m.

These walls are of the same material and construction as the preceding, and run from

the N. W. end of Walls 30—31 to the entrance gate of the temencs. Wall 32 B is founded

on top of Wall 32 A; Wall 32 B is bonded to Wall 31. Wall 32 A is a continuation of Wall

30, though the connecting part is missing.

Wall 33. Width: i.io m. Height: 1.40 m.

The wall is built of rubble of yarying size with roughly coursed edge stones. The wall

is bonded to Wall 34, but not to Wall 36. Its north end is founded on the same leyel as

Wall 36, at a leyel of about 94, but the rest of it is founded higher up in the debris on a

leyel of about 100. Wall 40 is built oyer it.

JVall 34- Width: I.IO m. Height: 1.35 m.
This wall is of the same materia! and construction as Wall 33, to which it is bonded.

It is not bonded to Walls 35 and 37, and is founded in the debris at about leyel 100.

IVall 35. Width: 0.9 5 m. Height: 1.26 m.
This wall is of the same material and construction as the preceding. It is bonded to

Wall 36 but not to Wall 34, and is founded in the debris on the leyel of Wall 36.
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Fig. 258. Ajia Irini. The N. temenos wall from the Hast.

Wall 36, Width: 1.05 m. Height: 1.30 m.

This wall is of the same material and construction as the preceding. It is bonded to

Wall 35, but not to Walls 33 and 37. It is founded in the debris accumulated on the rock

at a level of about 94.

Wall jy. Width: 0.90 m. Height: 1.30 m.

This wall is of the same material and construction as the preceding. It is bonded neither

to Wall 34, nor to Wall 36. Its northern part is founded at the level of 94, and its southern

part at the level of 100. At the point where the foundation level changes, there is a break

in the laving of the wall indicating that the southern part has been relaid.

The top of Walls 33—37 is levelled and there is no evidence that thev have been higher,

nor that thev have supported an upper structure of mud-brick or anv other material: no

clay from mud-bricks or mouldered remains of organic material, as in Walls 27—32, co-

vered them.

Walls 38—40. Width: 0.50—0.60 m. Height: 0.20 m.

These walls are built of rubble in one or two courses with large edge stones, meeting

as a rule in the middle. The upper walls have been built of mud-brick (cf. p. 653). Wall 39
is founded on top of Wall 33 and is much destroyed. Walls 38 and 40 are founded in the

debris at a level of about 105—no.

Wall 41.

This wall is an earth wall; an agger formed bv a filling of the red, virgin soil of the site,

and enclosing a roughly oval area. The sides of the agger are sloping and the top is slightly
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Fig, 2^ij. Ajia Irini. The eastern temenos wall and Fig. 260. Ajia Irini. I'he eastern temenos wall and

Walls 3S, 40 from the South. Wall 38 from the North.

conve.x. Sections through the agger (cf. p. 662) show that it has been built at two periods;

an upper filling covers the top of the original agger (W'alls 41 A and B).

The description of the walls given above, has shown that there are five main groups

of wails.

1. Walls built of mud-brick, on a stone foundation of considerable height (Walls i—26).

2. Walls built of mud-brick, on a stone foundation of one or two courses (Walls 38—40).

3. Walls, with a roughly built and irregular stone foundation, and an upper hurdle

fence (Walls 27—32).

4. ^\'alls built entirely of stone with no upper structure of other material (Walls 33—37).

5. Wall built of earth filling (Wall 41).

Benches.

Bench 42. Width: 0,65 m. Height: c. 0.25 m.

Idle bench is entirely built of lubble-stones of medium size held together with abundant

mud mortar. It revets the outside of the Walls i and 2, and is founded on the rock.

Boich 44. Width; 0.65 m. Height: c. 0.20 m.

The bench is of the same material and construction as Bench 42 but with larger, roughlv

cut stones at the ends. It revets the outside of Wall 7.

Bench 44. Width: 0.65 m. Height: 0.20 m.
This bench is of the same material and construction as the preceding ones. It revets

the exterior of Wall 8.
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Fig. 261. Ajia Irini. The altar of Periods 4—6 from

the East.

Fig. 262. Ajia Irini. The altar of Periods 4— 6 from

the X. F.

Bench 45. Width: 0.60 m. Height: 0.20 m.

The bench is built of one to two courses of rubble of medium and small size, along the

inside of Walls 14 and 15. A large stone is built into the bench at its north-west end.

Bases and Substructures.
Bases 46 A—D.

Four bases of flat stones, probably serving as bases for wooden poles; thev are founded

in the debris at a level of about 93.

Substructures 47 A—C. Width: 0.50— 1.20 m. Height: 0.30—0.50 m.

Three straight settings of rubble, in one or two courses running parallel. Parts of the

settings are destroved. They are founded in the debris, at a level of about 93. These

settings may have served as substructures for wooden poles, supporting a roofed shelter.

Substructures 4S A, B. Width: 0.25— i .00 m. Height: 0.25 m.

Two settings of rubble, segmental in shape, in one or two courses, founded in the debris

at a level of about 92. The purpose of these substructures seems doubtful.

Altars.
Altar 49. Width: 1.60 m. Height: 0.30 m.

The altar is built of rubble in two or three courses. It is roughly triangular in shape,

and is founded partlv on the rock, partlv in Stratum 12.

Altar 50. Width: 0.70 m. Height: i.io m.

The altar consists of a monolithic block of limestone; the upper part is sc|uare and well

dressed; the lower part is unworked and eroded bv the water, so that the block has the
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shape of a rouphlv modelled head on a narrow neck. Only the upper, dressed part was

visible while the altar was in use (cf. p. 663). The top of the altar is slightly hollowed out,

into a shallow square cavity, with a raised edge. The altar is founded on a levelling sub-

struction of rubble, on the rock.

Gates and Doors.

Between Walls 27 and 32 is an entrance gate. In front of the gate are remains of a stair-

way leading up to the entrance. The preserved part of the stairway is built of well dressed

blocks of limestone in three steps: it is founded in the virgin soil covering the rock at a

level of 87. This gate belongs to Walls 27 B and 32 B, which is evident from the fact

that Wall 27 B abuts against the stairwav, and Wall 32 B is on a line with the north face

of the stairwav, while Wall 32 A turns to the S. in front of the entrance; moreover, the

upper level of the stairway is that of the floor belonging to Walls 27 B and 32 B. The east

end of Wall 32 B is not preserved; the wall has originally projected to a point in a line

with three more steps adjoining those preserved to the N., so that the stairway originally

extended along the whole width of the entrance having been approximately 1.60 m.

If there once had been a corresponding entrance at this place, belonging to Walls 27 A
and 32 A, cannot be stated with certainty as the remains of this original gate, if ever there

was one, would in such a case have been destroyed at the building of the preserved gate.

The doorways belong to Walls i—26. They are usually provided with thresholds of

rubble. About the construction of the doors not much can be said. The preservation

of a stone with a pivot-hole in the doorway between Walls 19 and 22, shows that at least

this door turned on a pivot.

Floors.

The floors are of four different types: rock floor, earth floor, floor built of rubble and

earth, and floor of lime-earth. The floors of Type i are connected with Walls i—26; the

floors of Type 2 with ^’aH 41; the floors of Type 3 with Walls 27—37; the floor of Type

4 with Walls 38—40.

Roofs.

For the construction of the roofs, there is no evidence. It is certain that the area enclosed

by Wall 41, and that enclosed by Walls 27—32 has been open to the skv. Furthermore, it

is evident that Rooms XII and XIII have been unroofed, also (cf. above p. 649). The rooms

enclosed by Walls i—26 were probably covered with flat roofs built of earth and wattle in

accordance with the usual practice in Cyprus. No remains of the roofs, however, such as

impressions of the wattle etc. were preserved.

It was suggested above that wooden poles on Bases 46 A-D and Substructures 47
A-C had supported the roofs of two shelters. It may be conjectured that the roofs of these

shelters had been of a construction similar to those conjectured above.
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Hearth.

A hearth, consisting of a shallow cavity filled with ash and carbonized matter, was

found in the S. W. corner of Room V.

STRATIFICATION’ (PLANS XXIV—XXVIl)

Description of the la vers.

The stratification can be studied with the aid of several sections which run through

the area of excavation as marked on the architectural plan.

Section I (Plan XXIV, i).

This section runs between Squares D and E in west-east direction from Squares D—

E

3 to Squares D—E 12. It cuts Sections IX—XII, XIV and is composed of the following

layers.

1. The uppermost layer consists of surface earth being the cultivated soil of the

field.

2. Below the surface layer there is a local accumulation of sand and gravel in Squares

D—E; 3—4. This represents the alluvium of a flood, which can be traced in other

sections too (cf. below). This flood must be assigned to a period later than Layer

3 since this layer is covered by the alluvium and has partly been cut into by the

activity of the water. On the other hand it must be earlier than Layer i, by

which it is covered.

3. This layer consists of dark culture earth mixed with sand and clay from mud-

bricks; it extends from Squares D—E 3, where it has been nearly altogether washed

away by the flood of Layer 2, to Squares D—E 6 where it ends approximately in

line with Wall 44. It rests on a floor stratum of white lime-earth. The floor has

the same extent as the culture stratum. It abuts against Wall 38 and is therefore

contemporary with that wall

.

4 A-C. A triple layer of alluvium, of which Laver 4 C consists of small river-stones

mixed with gravel and sand being the heavier alluvium of a flood whose lighter

alluvium is formed by Layers 4 A—B. Layer 4 B consists of alluvial sand and

contained a compact mass of terracotta sculptures and fragments thereof, placed

as a means of substructure immediately below the floor of Stratum 3. Layer

4 A consists of sand mixed with gravel.

5. Stratum 5 has been nearly altogether washed awav bv the flood of Laver 4, and

mixed with the alluvium of that layer. Only a part of its floor stratum remains

intact in Squares D—E: 9— 10.

6—7. Layer 6 consists of fine sand, dark-coloured and mixed with remains of culture

earth. The layer extends from Wall 29 to the end of the section. Above Wall

30 it has been entirely washed away by the flood of Layer 4, but it is evident that
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it accumulated on top of this wall, as it rests asjainst the fat, dark earth of Layer

9 (Laver 9 E, cf. below) which rests directly on the wall, and it appears again to

the W. of the wall between this and Wall 31, against which it abuts. The layer

represents a culture stratum mixed with, and covered by sand, being alluvium

of a flood. Idle culture stratum itself. Layer 7, is only partly preserved as a thin

streak of culture earth resting directh on the floor-level of the layer. This floor-

level extends between Walls 29 and 3 1 ;
it consisted only of a streak of hard-

packed sand and gravel, but was rather indistinct here and there, being difficult

to distinguish from the sandv accumulations. This floor-level passes on top of

Laver 9B (cf. below) which covers Wall 30, and abuts against Wall 31.

8—9. Laver 8 consists of sand mixed with culture earth of Layer 9. It marks the activ-

itv of a flood and is represented in Squares D—E; 6—9. Layer 9 A, the intact

culture stratum of dark, fat earth mixed with fatty sand, extends between \\ alls

28 and 30 on both sides of Layer 8. On top of Wall 30, it is substituted by a

special Laver 9 B consisting of dark, fat organic earth. Layer 9 A rests on a floor

built on a substructure of rubble. I'his floor abuts against Walls 28 and 30. The

lavers behnv this floor down to the rock-level are not recorded by this section,

but it was noted that a thick layer of red earth extended below Wall 30.

Section II (Plan XXIV, 2).

This section is 4 metres to the X. of Section I, between Squares F and G, running

from Squares F—G 2 to Scpiares F—G 14. It crosses Sections IX—XV, XVIII. The layers

of the section form three difl'erent stratigraphical groups: a) outside Wall 29; b) inside

Walls 28 — 29 and 30 — 31, but outside Walls 33 and 35; c) inside these latter walls.

a) Below the surface layer of cultivated soil there are different layers of sand and gravel

being the alluvium of successive floods. Onlv close bv Wall 39, there are remains of a

culture stratum of dark earth resting on a floor of white lime-earth. This floor is the same

as that of Laver 3, and the culture stratum the same as Layer 3 of Section 1 . The floor

goes right up to Wall 39 but rests on the accumulation of sand above Wall 29. It is there-

fore contemporarv with the former, and later than the latter.

h) 'I'his part of the section shows the same stratification as the corresponding part of

Section 1 . 'I’he floor of Laver 3 abuts against Wall 39: this floor and Stratum 3 are there-

fore contemporarv with this wall.

Above Walls 28 and 30, there is the same Layer 9 B of organic earth as was observed

in Section 1 . I'hat this layer is contemporary with Stratum 9 A, and earlier than Strata

6—7 follows trom the fact that the latter layers cover it. while the former laver graduallv

mixes with it. 'Phe evidence ot Section I as to the interrelations of these lavers is there-

fore fullv confirmed.

Below V'alls 30 and 31 was observed a compact laver of red earth, mixed with charara

forming a bank of earth sloping inwards; and the same bank of earth appeared below the

floor of Stratum 9 in Squares F --G 5. 'Phe structure of this bank and its relation to the
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layers below the floor of Stratum 9 are not, however, elucidated bv this section, which

was not excavated below this floor, but are fullv cleared up bv Section IV (ef. below).

c) The stratification between Walls '53—37—33 both differs from, and agrees with

that outside them. The difl'erence is formed bv huers of sand mixed with dark mould

which are characteristic of the area within these walls, hut are entirelv absent outside these.

These layers of mould are represented at two levels, on top of the floor-level of Laver

9 and the alluvium of Laver 4 C. Apart from this, the stratification w ithin the walls

agrees with that outside them. The lavers are marked on the section with the numbers

of the corresponding layers 4 and 6—7 outside the walls.

Wall 33 is founded in Laver 6, and the floor-level of Laver 5 abuts against it, proving

that this part of the wall, which has been repaired (cf. p. 64S), is later than Lavers 6— 7,

and that Layer 5 and the wall are contemporarv. The same holds good for Wall 37 (cf. p.

649). Wall 35, however, is founded deeper down, at a level just below that of the floor

of Layer 9, which abuts against the wall. This wall was therefore contemporarv with

Layer 9.

Section III (Plan XXIV, 3).

This section runs 4 metres to the X. of Section 11
,
between Squares H and 1 . It begins

between Squares H— I 2 and ends between Squares 11— I 15, crossing Sectiems IX -XV.

It displays entirely the same stratification as that of Section 11 b, and does not require an\

comments. The section was not sunk below the level of the floor of Laver 9, this, too, in

conformity to the preceding sections.

Section IV (Plan XXIV, 4).

This section runs 4 metres to the X. of Section III between Sejuares J and K. It begins

between Squares J—K 2 and ends between Squares J— K 16, crossing Sections IX— XV,

The stratification of this section conforms to that of the preceding ones, but displavs

a greater variety and complication from the fact that it runs through the central part ot

the temenos, and includes all the layers right down to the rock. It re(,|uires, therefore,

a detailed description.

1. The surface laver all over the section is the same as that of the preceding sections.

2. Scantv remains of alluvium in Squares J—K: 8—11, corresponding to Laver 2

of the preceding sections.

3. From Squares J—K 4 to J—K 7, there is a culture stratum corresponding to Laver 3

of the preceding sections. The floor of this culture stratum consists of the same

hard-packed, white lime-earth as in the preceding sections, 'hhis floor abuts

against Wall 40. From Squares J—K 9 to J—K 11 the floor-level is represented

by a thick layer of the same kind of lime-earth (Laver 3 B), used as a covering

stratum for the deposit of votive sculptures (cf. below). 'Fhe floor appears again

in the west part of Sejuares J—K 13 and extends to the end of the section, but

its culture stratum has been washed awav bv the flood.
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4— 9. Layers of the same composition as the corresponding layers of the preceding

sections. Laver 5 has been entirely mixed with the alluvium of Layer 4, and the

river-bed has partly sunk down, as far as the level of Layers 6—7.

10. A layer of light-coloured sand with remains of ashes, carbonized matter, etc., being

a culture stratum mixed with accumulated sand. The floor-level of this stratum

consists only of a trodden strip of sand.

1 1 . A layer of dark-coloured sand mixed with clay representing remains of a culture

stratum, a strip of trodden sand being the floor-level of this stratum.

12. A culture stratum of fatty, dark, sandy earth resting on the rock.

This stratified series is partly broken by difl'erent intrusive matters. From the beginning

of the section to about the end of Squares J—K 6 and from Squares J—K 14 to the end of

the section there is a thick and compact layer of red earth mixed with chavara below the

floor of Layer 9, and below Walls 27, 30, and 31 on top of Stratum 12. On the other hand,

Strata 10, ii, and their floor-levels rest on this accumulation of red earth. This layer of

red earth is the same as that observed in the preceding sections, where, however, its struc-

ture and relation to the culture strata below the floor of Layer 9 could not be studied

(cf. above). The earth consists of the red-coloured, sterile earth covering the rock sur-

face all round Ajia Irini, from where it was brought to its present place and heaped up

into a compact bank of earth. From the relation of the culture strata to this bank of

earth (Wall 41), it is evident that it was heaped up at the beginning of the period

represented by Stratum ii, and was in use to the end of Stratum 10.

Between the bank of earth in Squares J—K 6 and Squares J—K 8, there was a pit dug

through the layers below the floor of Layer 9, right down to the rock. The pit was filled

with debris of disturbed culture earth and fragments of pottery. From the relation of the

pit to the adjacent layers stated above, it is safe to conclude that it was dug and filled in

at the end of the period represented by Stratum 10. From this pit to Squares J—K ii,

the section cuts through a compact accumulation of white lime-earth resting on Stratum

12 and reaching up to the floor-level of Stratum 10. On the other hand, Stratum ii abuts

against the accumulation of lime-earth.

On top of this heaped-up layer, the section cuts through a set of stones belonging to

Substructures 48. Layer 10 abuts against these stones and the floor of Layer 9 passes over

them.

Sectio?i L (Plan XXIV, 5).

This section runs 2 metres to the N. of the preceding one between Squares K and L,

from Squares K—L 8 to K—L 13. Only the layers down to the floor of Layer 9 are recorded,

except in Squares K—L 13 where all the layers down to the rock are represented. The

section shows a stratification which conforms to that of the corresponding layers of the

preceding section. In Squares K—L 9 and 12, the section cuts through pits dug from the

surface to about the floor of Layer 7. These pits are those of Papa Prokopios.

Stratum 3 and its floor are missing. The covering layer of white lime-earth, corresponding
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to Layer 3 B of Section IV, is, however, represented from Scjuarcs K—L 8 to K L ii.

It shows the peculiarity, that its central part close to Altar 50 is much thicker and of a

homogeneous white lime-marl, while its peripheric parts are thinner, and of the usual

lime-earth mixed with sandv clav.

The river-bed of Laver 4 has partly sunk down to the floor-level of Layer 7

.

The culture earth of Laver 10 is covered bv a thick accumulation of alluvial sand,

divided by a streak of gravel into two superimposed parts; Layers 10 A—B.

Section L/ (Plan XXV, i).

This section runs 2 metres to the X. of the preceding one between Squares L and !M,

from Squares L—AI 4 to L

—

1\I 17. Onlv between Sections XIV and XV, are all the layers,

down to the rock, recorded; in the remaining part of the section, only the layers down

to the floor of Stratum 9 are represented.

In general the lavers of the section are consistent with those of the preceding sections.

The particulars requiring attention and description are as follows.

In Squares L—AI: 9—10 there is an accumulation of ash and carbonized matter in a

shallow cavity dug from the floor-level of Layer 5 into the subjacent Layers 6—7. 'Phis

accumulation of ash, etc. is covered by the alluvium of Layer 4, and the top of the

accumulation has been washed away by the flood. It is therefore evident that this

accumulation is contemporary with the period represented by Layer 5.

In Squares L—AI: to—it, on both sides of the crossing point of Section XIII, there

is another heap of ash and carbonized matter accumulated on the floor of Layer 9, while

the floor-level of Layer 7 passes over it. This accumulation is therefore contemporary

with the period represented bv Stratum 9.

This latter heap of ash, etc. is covered by a similar mound of ash mixed with sand and

tough, clayey earth. Layers 5 and 6—7 abut against this upper heap, showing that it is

contemporary with them.

In Squares L—AI: 14— 15 the section cuts through a large and thick accumulation of

fatty earth, mixed with ash and carbonized matter and full of pottery fragments, animal

bones, etc. The top of this waste material is covered bv a layer of rubble. The relation

of this accumulation of waste material to the surrounding culture strata is not shown bv

this section, as the lower part of the debris and the subjacent lavers are not here recorded,

but Sections ATI, VIII, and X\" will eludicate this point (cf. below).

Section VII (Plan XXV, 2).

This section runs 2 metres to the N. of the preceding one between Scpiares AI and X,

from Squares AI—N 8 to AI—X 13.

The interest of the stratification lies in the fact that the section cuts through a part of

the same accumulation of ash, carbonized matter, animal bones, etc. (Squares AI—X 13)

as Section A"I where, however, as stated above, the interrelations of this accumulation

and the adjacent layers were not clear. The part of this accumulation cut through bv

42
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Section VII displays the following composition. At the bottom is a layer of dark sand

mixed with fragments of animals’ bones in a shallow cavity dug in Layer ii of red earth

and alluvial sand. On top of this layer is the floor of Layer 10. It is therefore evident that

the cavity was dug and filled in at the end of the period represented by Layer ii, or the

beginning of the period represented bv Laver 10, when the floor of this layer was built.

Above this bottom layer is the same accumulation, as in Section VI. Layer 10 abuts

against the lower part of this accumulation and Layer 9 abuts against its top: the lower

part of this accumulation is therefore contemporary with Layer 10 and the top with Layer 9.

The stratification of the rest is quite normal. It should only be noted that the river-

bed of Layer 4 has reached the level of Laver 7 along the whole length of the section.

Section L/// (Plan XXV, 3).

This sections runs 2 metres to the N. of the preceding one, between Squares N and

O, from Squares X—O 3 to N—O 17.

The stratification is intact from the beginning of the section to Squares XI—O 5 and

consists of the following layers:

1. The surface layer, represented in every section.

2. A layer of alluvial sand corresponding to Layer 4 A of the preceding sections.

3. A culture stratum corresponding to Layer 5 of the preceding sections.

4. A culture stratum corresponding to Layer 7 of the preceding sections.

5. A bottom layer corresponding to Layer 9 of the preceding sections, and an accumul-

ation of dark, organic earth on top of Wall 27 A, corresponding to Layer 9 B of the

preceding sections.

Layer 5 (= Layer 9 A) abuts against Layer 9 B on top of Wall 27 A, while Layers 3

and 4 (= Layers 5 and 7) pass over this wall, and abut against Wall 27 B, corresponding

to the stratification of the preceding sections.

From Squares X"—O 5 to the end of the section, the stratification resembles that of the

preceding sections. The surface layer is the same as usual. Of the second layer of alluvial

gravel and sand, some remains are left. Of the third layer of the preceding sections, no

remains are represented. The fourth layer, the flood layer of alluvial remains, is mixed

with Layers 5—7 in the same way as in parts of the preceding sections. Lavers 8—9 are

better preserved and are only occasionallv disturbed bv this mixed flood laver (Squares

X—O: 6, II— 14), where the river-bed has reached the floor of Laver 9. Lavers 10—12

are the same as those of the preceding sections. Layer 12 consists partlv of clayey earth

covering Wall 3 being the remains of the sun-dried bricks of that wall. Wall 41 of red

earth is represented in Squares N—O: 10— 12; there is an accumulation of ash, carbonized

matter, animal bones, potsherds, and other waste material filling in a shallow cavity, dug

in the bank. The floor-level of Layer 10 passes over this accumulation, indicating that

it is later than the construction of the earth bank and earlier than the beginning of Layer

10, i. e., contemporary with Layer ii. The accumulation of waste material in Squares

AI—X: 13—14 is the same as that of Section VII (cf. Section XV).
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Section IX (Plan XXV, 4).

This section runs between Squares 3 and 4, from Squares A 3—4 to S 3—4. It crosses

Sections I

—

1\ ,
VI, and VIII, and displays the same stratification as the intersecting

parts of these sections. To the X". of Section VIII, in Squares O—S: 3—4, the stratification

is the same as that of Section VIII in Squares X—O; 3— ^
(cf. above).

Section X (Plan XXV, 5).

This section runs 4 metres to the W. of Section IX between Squares 5 and 6, from

Squares A 5—6 to T 5—6. It crosses Sections I—IV, VI, and VIII. In general the section

displays the same stratification as that of Section IX and does not therelore deserve a de-

tailed description; from Squares O 5—6 to the end of the section, the stratification is

undisturbed except for a small part of Squares S 5—6, where the alluvium of a river

has mixed up Lavers 6—9; from the beginning of the section to Squares () 5—6, the

flood of Laver 4 has disturbed Laver 3 and parts of Lavers 6—7 (Squares J~XV 5 —6),

and in Squares M—O: 5—6 the flood of Laver 2 has disturbed Laver 3 too. in agreement

with the stratification of the intersecting points of the above mentioned sections. Layers

6

—

7 pass over Wall 30, and abut against Wall 31, while Lavers S - 9 abut against Wall

30. Only the layers down to the floor of Laver 9 are recorded bv this section.

Section XI (Plan XXVI, i).

This section runs 4 metres to the W. of Section X between Squares 7 and 8, from A
7

—

8 to S 7—8. It crosses Sections I—VIII. A minute description of its stratification

is not wanted, as this is similar to that of the preceding Sections IX—X, and is identical

with that of the crossed Sections I—VIII. The stratification within Walls 34 and 36 difl'ers

from that outside these walls in the same way as shown by Section II (cf. ab()VC). Wall

34 is founded in Laver 6—7, while Wall 36 is founded at a level just below the floor of

Layer 9: the same difference which was noted as regards Walls 33, 35, 37 (cf. above). Out-

side Walls 34 and 36, the flood of Layer 4 has caused the usual disturbance of Laver 5,

some parts of Lavers 6—7, and even reached the level of the floor of Layer 9 in S(.|uares

N—O: 5—6. From Squares P 5— 6 to the end of the section, the stratification is undisturbed,

in the same wav as in the corresponding parts of the preceding Sections IX—X. 'I’he

relation of Walls 30 and 31 to Lavers 6—7 and 9 is the same as in Section X.

Only the layers down to the floor of Laver 9 are recorded, but Wall 41 of red earth

was noted from Squares O 5—6 to the end of the section.

Section XII (Plan XXVI, 2).

This section runs 4 metres to the W. of Section XI between Squares 9 and 10, from,

and inclusive of. Squares A 9—10 to R 9— 10. It crosses Sections I—VIII, and cuts through

the middle part of the temenos, in that respect corresponding to Section IV, On account

of this, and the fact that all the layers down to the rock are recorded, it deserves a more

minute description. The following layers are represented.
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1. The usual surface laver.

2 . A flood laver corresponding to Laver 2 of the preceding sections, from Squares

X 9—10 to the end of the section.

3. A laver of white lime-earth corresponding to Layer 3 B of Sections I\"—VI.

The layer extends between Squares I 9— 10, and the middle of Squares AI

9— 10.

4. A flood laver corresponding to Laver 4 of the preceding sections. The layer

consists of heavier alluvium of smaller stones, and lighter alluvium of sand

with strips of gravel, the former represented from the beginning of the section

to Squares H 9—10. For the relation of this flood layer to Strata 5—7,

see below.

5. A culture stratum corresponding to Layer 5 of the preceding sections. This

laver has been almost altogether mixed with the allu\ium of Layer 4. The floor-

level of the laver is partly preserved from Squares D 9— 10, and so is the accumul-

ation of ash and carbonized matter in Squares L—hi; 9—10, identical with that

of the cross section VI. As was stated in the description of that section, this

accumulation fills a shallow cavity dug out of Layers 6—7. It is evident that

the top of the accumulation has been washed away by the flood of Layer 4 (cf.

above Section VI).

6—7. A layer of alluvial sand mixed with culture remains, corresponding to Layers

6—7 of the preceding sections. Also these layers have been partly mixed with

the alluvium of Layer 4 (Squares B 9— 10, and from Squares hi 9— 10 to the

end of the section).

8—12. Lavers corresponding to Lavers 8—12 of the preceding sections.

On the floor-le\-el of Layer 10, there is an accumulation of ash in Squares

G 9— to.

In Squares J—L; 9— 10, there is an accumulation of white lime-earth, mixed

with ash and dark culture earth in the middle. This accumulation rests on Layer

12, while the floor-level of Layer 10 passes over it. It is therefore contemporary

with Layer ii (cf. Section IV).

Wall 41 of red earth appears in Squares C 9—10 and O— P: 9— 10.

The section crosses the following walls: 31, 30, 7, 32, Substructures 48, Altar

49, and Bench 43. The relations of the lavers to these structures are as follows.

Laver 9 abuts against Wall 30; Lavers 6—7 pass over Wall 30, and abut against

Wall 31. Layers 4—9 abut against Wall 32. Layer 10 abuts against Substruct-

ures 48 which are founded on top of the white laver of lime-earth, contemp-

orary with Layer ti. Layer 12 is cut through by Altar 49; Layer ii abuts

against it, while Layer 10 covers it. Layer 12 abuts against Wall 7 and

Bench 43, while the bank of red earth contemporary with Lavers 10— ii

covers them.
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Section XIII (Plan XXVI, 3).

This section runs 2 metres to the W. of Section XII, between Squares 10 and ii,

from Squares G 10—ii to X 10— ii. It crosses Sections II—VIII and does not display

any peculiar stratification different from that of the cross sections. Only the layers down

to the floor of Layer 9 are recorded, except in Squares X 10— 1 1, where all the layers down

to the rock are included.

Section XIV (Plan XXVI, 4).

This section runs 2 metres to the W. of Section XIII, between Squares 1 1 and 12, from

the middle of Squares B ii—12 to R ii— 12. It crosses Sections I—\ III. In Squares

AI—O all the lavers down to the rock are represented but in the other part ot the section

only the lavers down to the floor of Layer 9 are taken into account. The stratification of

the section does not display any peculiar formation between the points of the cross sections.

The following facts may be noted. Layer 9 B covers Wall 30; Layers 6—7 pass on

top of that and abut against Wall 3 1 . The river-bed of Layer 4 descends to the floor-level

of Layer 7 already in Squares J ii— 12. The accumulation of ash etc. in Squares X—O:

II—12 appearing below the floor of Layer 10 and on top of Layer ii is the same as the

corresponding accumulation of Section VIII (cf. above).

Section XV (XXVI, 5).

This section runs 4 metres to the W. of Section XIV between Squares 13 and 14, from

Squares F 13—14 to Q 13— 14. It crosses Sections II—VIII. From Squares K 13— 14

to P 13—14 all the layers down to the rock are included, while in the remaining part of

the section only the layers down to the floor of Layer 9.

The stratification is the same as that of the cross sections and does not display any stra-

tigraphical peculiarities between the intersecting points ot tliese sections.

The main interest of the stratification of this section lies in the fact that it cuts through

the thick and extensive accumulation of ash etc. in Squares L—O: 13— 14. 'khe strati-

graphical evidence as regards the formation of this accumulation and its relation to the

adjacent layers given bv this section conforms altogether to that given by Sections \ I

—

VIII. It is evident that the bottom laver of this accumulation, filling the cavity dug in

Layer ii, is contemporary with Laver 1 1 : it was filled at the beginning of the period re-

presented by Laver 10 as the floor-level of that layer passes on top of it (cf. Section \ II).

The accumulation above the bottom laver is divided into two parts: one part right on top

of the bottom laver, and another part, extending over Squares L—M, where the bottom

layer is missing. These two parts are separated by a set of stones. The latter part of the

accumulation fills in a cavity dug in Layer 10, and rises above the floor of Layer 9 approxim-

ately up to the level of Laver 5. It is covered by the layer of rubble already met with

in Section VI (cf. above) marking the floor-level of Layer 5. It is therefore clear that this

part of the debris was accumulated contemporary with Layers 7— 9. About the middle
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of this accumulation there is a horizontal strip of gravel and sand which seems to indicate

the alluvium of the flood of Layer 8 covering Stratum 9. The lower part of the accumul-

ation below this strip of gravel and sand seems, therefore, to be contemporarv with Laver

9, and the upper part contemporarv with Layer 7.

The part of the debris accumulated right on top of the bottom layer is of a different

structure. From a comparison with the evidence of the cross sections VII—VIII it is

quite clear that the accumulation around Section VIII is contemporary with Layer 9,

while the lower part of the accumulation around Section VII is contemporary with Layer

10, and only the upper part with Layer 9. It is very probable that there once was an ac-

cumulation contemporary with Layer 7 on top of the accumulation of Layer 9, as stated

within the southern area, but in such a case it has been washed away bv the flood of

Layers 4—6.

Wall 41 of red earth appears in Squares X—P. It is interesting to note that it could

be observed that the original bank has been heightened bv a laver of red earth, less compact,

on top of this original bank. We know that the bank is contemporarv with Layers 10— ii

(cf. above), and it seems therefore justifiable to combine the original bank with Laver ii,

and the built-up bank with Laver 10, from the fact that the upper level of the bottom

layer of the accumulation of ash etc., which was formed at the beginning of Layer 10, is

on a line with the upper level of the original bank.

Apart from the sections described above, there are particular sections through different

parts of the excavated area. Of these, three sections are stratigraphically important and

complete the evidence given by the other sections. These sections are a section through

the cult-house, Rooms V and VI; Section XVI, a section through Altar 50 and the strata

close to it: Section XVIl, and a section through Room XII: Section XVIII.

Sectioji XVI (Plan XXVH, i).

This section runs in the longitudinal axis of the cult-house. Rooms V and VI, cutting

Walls 12, 18, 14, and Bench 45. The stratification comprises the layers below the floor

of Laver 9.

On both rooms there is a thick laver of red earth, being part of the red earth filling,

known from the other sections. This red earth covers the culture stratum resting on the

rock-cut floor. This stratum consists of dark culture earth, fattv and mixed with fragments

of animal bones and ash close bv Bench 45. The section cuts through an offering table,

close to Wall 18 (cf. below p. 798).

In Room VI the stratification is similar to that of Room V, only that the culture earth

is not mixed with ash and animal bones, etc. The culture earth thickens towards W'Alls

12 and 18, indicating that the earth accumulating on the floor was swept towards the walls.

Section XVII (Plan XXVII, 2).

This section gives evidence of the stratigraphical conditions close to Altar 50. The
altar rests on the rock and the layers close by it are as follows, counted from the top:
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1. The top layer represented in this section corresponds to Layer 3 B of the other

sections.

2. A layer of sand and culture earth, close to the altar mixed with carbonized remains,

corresponding to Layer 4— 5 of the other seetions. From the flcor-level of this stratum

the altar has another reyetment of a similar lime-earth, rising 0.15 m. above the upper

leyel of the altar, and retaining a layer of ash and animal bones from the sacrifices

resting on top of the altar.

3. A layer of sand mixed with scanty remains of culture earth, corresponding to Layers

6—7 of the other sections. The floor-level of this stratum is on a level with the top

of the lime-earth revetment of the altar referred to above.

4. A laver of alluvial sand corresponding to Layer 8 cf the other sections.

5. A culture laver mixed with sand, corresponding to Layer 9 of the other sections.

Close to the altar, the culture earth is mixed with clayey ash. The altar is revetted

by a cover of limw-earth, against which the culture stratum abuts.

6. An irregular layer of fatty earth mixed with votive ohjects, ash, animal bones, being

remains of sacrifices. This laver cuts through Layer 7 of this section and Layer

10 of the other sections. On the other hand, it is covered by the floor of Layer 5

of this section corresponding to Laver g of the other sections. Layer 6 of this section

is therefore earlier than the period represented by Layer 9 and later than the period

represented by Layer to, i. e., it must be attributed to the transition between these

periods, or, in other words, the filling was deposed at the end of the period represented

by Layer 10 and the beginning of the period represented by Layer 9. It forms

the upper sacrificial filling at the altar.

7. A filling of dark earth mdxed with sand, representing the transition between Layers 10

and 1 1 of the other sections, i. e., the filling was deposed at the very beginning

of the period represented by L,ayer 10, as it is covered by the floor of Layer 10 and

rests on the bottom filling of Layers 8—9, by which Layers 1 1— 12 of the other sec-

tions are cut through (see below). Layer 7 forms the lower sacrificial filling at the altar.

8-9. A layer of hard sand and a bottom layer of sand, mixed with clayey rock m.aterial

Both these layers are sterile filling layers. Layers 11— 12 of the other sections are

cut through by this bottom filling.

Section XVIII (Plan XXVII, 3).

This section runs through Room XII, between Squares 6 and 7. I he stratification

conforms to that of Section II (cf. above). Wall 36 is founded at level 94 and Wall 34 at

level too.

Periods.

The analysis of the stratification of the different sections given above has shown that

the different layers represent both culture strata and layers of alluvium brought there

by rivers flooding the area.
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The culture strata represent seven periods of habitation.

Period i is represented bv Stratum 12 resting on the rock. It appears in the sections,

everywhere within the excavated area.

Period 2 is represented by Stratum ii, which appears in the sections within the area

enclosed by Wall 41.

Period 3 is represented by Stratum 10, which appears in the sections within the same

area as Stratum 1 1

.

Period 4 is represented by Stratum 9. This stratum occurs within the whole area en-

closed by Walls 27—32.

Period 5 is represented by Stratum 7, which appears within the same area as Stratum

9. The stratum is partlv mixed with the upper flood lavers.

Period 6 is represented bv Stratum 5, which appears within the same area as Strata

7 and 9. It is to a great extent mixed with the alluvium of Layer 4.

Apart from the regular culture strata, accumulations of ashes, carbonized matter, and

other waste material were associated with them. The attribution of these waste lavers

to their respective periods is given bv their relation to the strata of these periods as made

clear above, in the description of the layers.

Period 7 is represented by Stratum 3, which is mainly restricted to an area within

Squares E—K; 4—7.

The other strata which do not represent culture periods are Strata i, 2, 4, 6, 8. Of these.

Stratum i represents the cultivated soil accumulated on the surface. Strata 2, 4, 6, 8 re-

present alluvium of floods which have inundated the place on different occasions: Stratum

2 after the end of Period 7, Stratum 4 between Periods 6 and 7, Stratum 6 between Periods

5 and 6, Stratum 8 between Periods 4 and 5.

ARCHITECTUR.AL AN.VLYSIS (fIG. 263)

The attribution of the architectural elements to these different periods is very simple,

on a basis of the structural and stratigraphical evidence given above.

Walls I—26 belong to Period i as the culture stratum of that Period (Stratum 12) abuts

against the walls and the filling of the agger (Wall 41 A) which belongs to Period 2 covers

the walls.

Wall 41 A (the original earth bank) belongs to Period 2 as the culture stratum of that

period (Stratum ii) rests against the wall; Wall 41 B (the heightened earth bank) can be

assigned to Period 3 (cf. above. Section XV, p. 662).

Walls 27 A, 28, 30, 32 A, are assigned to Period 4 by the fact that the culture stratum

of that period (Stratum 9) abuts against the walls.

Walls 27 B, 29, 31, 32 B are attributed to Periods 5 and 6, as the culture strata of those

periods abut against these walls, and pass on top of Walls 27 A, 28, 30, 32 A.

Walls 35, 36, and the northern part of Walls 33 and 37 belong to Periods 4—5, as they

are founded on the level of Period 4, and the culture strata of Periods 4—5 abut against
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the walls. Wall 34 and the southern part of Walls 33 and 37 belong to Period 6: they are

not bonded to the walls mentioned above, but they are founded on the level of Period 6.

The door-level of that period, preserved in Section II, abuts against the southern part

of Walls 33 and 37 as well as the dood alluvium of Stratum 4 partly mixed with Stratum

5, which is that of Period 6.

Walls 38—40 belong to Period 7: thev are founded on Stratum 4, and the door and cult-

ure stratum of Period 7 (Stratum 3) abut against the walls.

Benches 42—45 naturally belong to Period i being built along the walls of that period

and covered with the red dlling of Period 2.

Bases 46 are founded at the door-level of Period 4 as well as Substructures 47, and

were covered by Stratum 8: thev must, therefore, belong to Period 4.

Substructures 48, on the other hand, are founded on the level of Period 3, and are

covered bv the door of Period 4. This assigns them to Period 3.

Altar 49 belongs to Period 2. It must be later than Period i as it is partly founded in

the stratum of that period, and it must be earlier than Period 3, as it is covered by the

stratum of that period (Stratum 10). Furthermore the culture stratum of Period 2 (Stratum

ii) abuts against the altar.

Altar 30 was erected in Period 3, and was in use until the end of Period 6. Section XVII

has shown that for Strata 1
1—12 close to the altar are substituted the layers of sterile filling.

These layers were placed there at the erection of the altar which, consequently, happened

later than Period 2. The door-level and stratum of Period 3 (Stratum 10) passes over

the sterile dlling and is not, as Strata ii— 12, cut through by the dlling pit. This fact

assigns the erection of the altar to Period 3.

Close to the altar the stratum of Period 3 is cut through by a pit with sacridcial dlling

dug at the end of the period (cf. p. 663). It cannot be doubted, however, that the stratum

of Period 3 once abutted against the altar, and this is condrmed by the fact that the door-

level of Period 3, if continued to the altar, reaches the point from where its surface is

dressed.

The strata of Period 4—6 abut against the altar, proving that it was in use until the end

of Period 6.

ARCHITECTURAL SYNTHESIS (FIGS. 264—272)

Period i

.

The architecture of Period i so far as excavated consists of three buildings: one to the

X^orth (the northern building), another to the South (the southern building) and a third

between these (the central building). Besides, there is a house to the West, (the western

building) of which only Wall 26 was laid bare.

Every house forms an isolated unit with no direct communication between it and the

others, but thev are placed approximately at right angles to each other.
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Fig. 264. Ajia Irini. View of the cult-house of Period i.

Between these houses there is an open space, about 30 20 m., so that the buildings

form a rectangular block of houses enclosing a large, open court. There is no evidence

that this dwelling formed part of a town or village: in trial trenches dug in the fields around

the place, we did not discover a single piece of wall or other signs of habitation. We are

therefore bound to consider the houses as forming an isolated building complex.

Between the northern and central buildings there is an entrance passage, nearlv 6 m.

wide, leading into the courtyard. The south side of the court between the southern and

western buildings is entirely open and there is also an open passage between the western

and northern buildings though its width is unknown, as we do not know how far the western

building extended to the X.

The walls of the houses were built with stone foundations of rubble and upper walls

of mud-brick; the floor both of the houses and the courtyard was formed of the levelled

rock; the roofs were probably flat, constructed of wattle ceiled with clavev earth resting

on W'ooden beams, as described above p. 632. All the walls are straight and the shape of

the rooms is rectangular.

The northern building was built in two stories, with three rotnus (I 1 1

1

) on the ground-

floor. Room I is approximately scpiare, with a width of 4.40 m.

The back wall of the room (not excavated) runs below Walls 32 A-B meeting Wall i

just inside the interior face of these walls, and the depth ol the room can therelore lie

fixed at 4.50 m.

The room is entered from the courtyard bv a door, 1.70 m. wide, opening in the right

end of the front wall. The substructure for the threshold is built of rubble. Along the

exterior face of the west wall and the west part of its front wall, there is a low bench, built

of rubble (Bench 42). Just inside the door, on the right hand, seem to be the foundations

of a staircase, which led to the upper story of Room II. The foundations of this stair-

case consist of a filling of rubble retained bv Walls 3, 5, 6 as described above, p. 644. The
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Fig. 265. Ajia Irini. The cult-house of Period

during the excavation.

Fig. 266. Ajia Irini. The cult-house of Period i

during the excavation.

steps may have been of wood or mud-brick. The width of the staircase is i.io m. and the

length of its base 3.60 m.

Room I communicated with Room II bv a door at the north end of Wall 4. This room

is rectangular in shape, 12.75 • is entered from the outside by two doors,

one in the left end of the front wall and another somewhat to the right of the middle of

the wall. On both sides of the second door two benches, (Benches 43, 44) of the same

construction as Bench 42, are built along the front wall.

It is to be supposed that Room II communicated with Room III in the same way as

with Room I, and as there is no door in the front wall this was necessarily the case, if

there was no entrance from the outside in the east and back walls. The existence of

such an entrance seems unlikely, but cannot be denied with certainty as the walls were

not laid bare.

Room III corresponds to Room T, it is almost square, measuring 4.40, 4.50 m. Its

southern wall (Wall 9) is built along the inside of Wall 8.

The finds (cf. p. 802) indicate that the northern building was used as a storehouse.

The central building is a rectangular house. Along its front is a corridor. Room IV,

bounded on the W. by Wall 10, and on the E. by the front wall of the house. The corridor

is ii.o m. long and 1.70 m. wide. It could be entered from the outside at its north, open

side and bv a door at its S. end. By this corridor the front of the house was screened off

from the outside. It seems likely that it was roofed. Only in that case the very solid con-

struction of the high stone foundation of Wall 10 is e.xplained, whereas if the corridor

had been open to the sky and Wall 10 was not intended to support a roof, but only to be

a screen wall, such a solid construction was superfluous.

From this corridor the central building is entered by a door, 1.40 m. wide, in the middle

of the front wall. The house is rectangular, 8.00 m. long and 5.80 m. wide. It contains

two rooms, an outer, principal room (V) and an inner, smaller room (VI), separated by

the zigzag Walls 16—18 and communicating by a door, 1.40 m. wide, in the east end of
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Fig. 267. Ajia Irini. General view of the temenos from the North.

these walls. The rooms are rectangular, hut through the zigzag separating walls, the\

obtain a somewhat irregular shape, with two small, rectangular recesses; the one in the

principal room immediately to the left of the entrance door, and that in the side-room in

the inner, western part of the room. Exclusive of the recess which measures i .10 1.10 m.,

the principal room is approximately scpiare, measuring 4.40 4.40 m. Along the inside

of the front wall, and the west part of the south wall (Walls and 14) is a bench

(Bench 45) built of rubble.

In the triangular space between the two, was the hearth, without anv structural element

and only traceable in a distinctly defined laver of ash and carbonized matter.

The side-room exclusive of the recess, which measures 1.65 1.15 m., is 2.65 m. long

and 2.10 m. wide: it is wide-fronted.

There is no evidence that the house had more than one store. The finds discovered in

the rooms (cf. pp. 797 ft.) show that the building was a cult-house.

From the corridor, a door, 1.30 m. wide, opened in the exterior soutli-west angle of

the cult-house into a small room (VII), almost srjuare in shape and measuring 2.63 2.63

m. This is a vestibule of the southern building. Bv a narrow door, 0.90 m. wide, at the
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Fig. 268. Ajia Irini. General view of the temenos from the N. E.

north end of the east wall the room communicates with an exterior entrance hall (Room
VIII) measuring 2.45 m. in width. The vestibule could thus be entered both from the \V.,

through the corridor, and from the E. through the entrance hall. At the east end of the

south wall of the vestibule a door, 2.30 m. wide, opens into the southern building. The
rock floor of the doorway is sloping, leading down to the lower floor-level of that building

and the door turned on a pivot (cf. above p. 652). Of the disposition of the rooms and the

interior arrangements, there is not much evidence, as this part was left unexcavated to

a great extent being buried below the later walls and the compact filling of red earth of

Period 2.

To judge from the objects found it seems likely that this building served as a store-

house for cult requisites, ex votos, etc.

Of the disposition and purpose of the western building nothing can be said as it was almost

entirely unexcavated. The building probably served as a dwelling-house for the priest.

Thus the architectural evidence of Period i can be summed up as follows.

A building complex serving cult purposes was erected around a large, open court. The
houses are rectangular, built at right angles to each other, in isolated blocks along the sides

of the court. Along the north side, is a storehouse in two stories; on the east side, the

cult-house proper, occupying a central position; to the S. a house for cult requisites, etc.;

and to the W., the priest’s residence. The cult-house and the southern building do not

communicate directly, but are connected to each other by a roofed passage. Through
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Fig. 269. Ajia Irini. Substructures 47 and the altar Fig. 270. Ajia Irini. 'Fhe altar in the foreground and
in the foreground; all 40 and the tree-enclosure in the tree-enclosure in the background,

the background.

the corridor in front of the cult-house, and the vestibule of the southern building, the

isolated character of the buildings is thus preserved, while at the same time the two houses,

which together form parts of the sanctuary, are united.

Thus the type of cult-house is that of a house-chapel and the type of the whole building

complex is that of a geometrically planned entity, with isolated house blocks.

Period 2.

The architecture of Period 2 is of quite another type, marking a sudden change of the

previous conditions. The houses of Period i were covered with the filling of an earth wall

(Wall 41 A) enclosing a roughly oval, open area: 11.50 m. long and 7.90 m. wide. The only

structural element within this enclosed space is a low altar built of rubble (Altar 49); this

and the finds show (cf. p. 803) that the enclosure was a cult-place. Instead of the house-

chapel of Period i, we have an open temenos with an altar as sanctuary. The entrance was

at the south end of the temenos where the earth \vall runs out.

Period 3

.

In Period 3 the same temenos was still in use; the temenos wall was only heightened

by addition of a new filling of red earth (Wall 41 B) on top of the earlier wall; the floor-

level was raised and a new altar (Altar 50) was erected. In front of the altar, are two curved

courses of stone, the purpose of which I cannot explain.

Period 4.

In Period 4 the temenos was subject to greater changes. The same altar was still in use,

but the temenos was widened beyond the earth wall and reached a size of about 40.0

30.0 m. Around this enlarged temenos, a new wall was built of rubble, covered bv a hurdle
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Fig. 271. Ajia Irini. \^'all 40 in the foreground. Wall 28 and the tree-enclosure behind, and Wall 38 in the

background.

fence, and the floor-level was raised again. The temenos has a roughly triangular shape

with the base to the E. and the apex in the X.W. corner. Where the entrance had been

is not clear. The entrance of the temenos of Periods 5—6 was in the X. E. corner (cf.

below), but if there was an entrance at this place in Period 4, too, cannot be decided with

certainty, (cf. abo^'e p. 652) as the temenos wall has been partly destroyed at this point by

the later rebuildings. On the other hand there is a gap between Walls 30 and 32 A in the

X. W. corner of the temenos. It is possible that the wall has been destroyed at this point,

but also possible that the entrance was there.

Within the temenos a few new structures were erected. Most remarkable is the en-

closure S. E. of the altar. It consists of two small, rectangular rooms (XII, XIII) and

measures 5.80 5.60 m., Room XII being 1.50 m. and Room XIII 1.75 m. in width. It has

been shown that the enclosing rubble walls are preserved to their total height, about i.o

m. above the floor-level of the temenos, and that the enclosure was open to the sky. What

was their purpose? Observations of the stratifications gave evidence, that the culture

stratum of Period 4 was different within and without this enclosure: within the culture

earth was of a decaved, organic consistency. A comparison of this enclosure with pictures

of similar ones on Minoan seals representing cult-places and cult-scenes (cf. E. Sjoqvist,

Die Kuitgeschichte ei/ies cypr. Temenos in Arch. f. Religionswiss., XXX, 1932, pp. 308 ff.)

makes it likelv that Rooms XII, XIII were enclosures of holy trees. In this way

the organic earth within the enclosure is explained, as being the decayed remains of

the trees.

Remains of other structures erected during this period are found east and north of the



altar: Bases 46 and Suhstructares 47. It was suggested (p. 651) that these were bases and

substructures for wooden poles supporting the roofs of two shelters, one along the north

wall of the temenos and the other between this and the tree-house, 'bhese shelters are to

be considered as rustic parallels to the stoai of Greek sanctuaries and the hall (Room L)

of the Idalion temenos, and in this way the central part of the temenos around the altar

became an enclosed area limited by the north and east shelters, the tree-house, and the west

temenos wall

.

Period 5.

At the end of Period 4, a flood inundated the temenos. The stream of water came down

from the hill-slope east of the site and entered the temenos from the E. and S. E. as did

the successive floods of Periods ^ and 6: they naturally followed tlie slope of the ground,

as is also shown bv the formation of the alluvial layers of these floods in the sections (cf.

pp. 653 ft'.. Plans XXIV ft'.). The stream of water docs not seem to have flowed very rapidly

this time and caused but little damage to the temenos: its alluvial sand only covered the

floor-level and culture stratum of Period 4. On this raised level the temenos of Period ^

was erected. The altar of the previous periods was still used anel the temenos was of the

same type and shape as in Period 4: the temenos wall was only relaid, partly on top of

the earlier wall (Walls 27 E, 32 B), partly outside, running parallel with it at a distance

of about 0.50 —2.00 m. and with a filling of earth and rubble in the interstice.

A new entrance gate was built in the east corner of the temenos with a stairway of well-

dressed stone blocks, leading up to the gateway.

43
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Period 6

.

At the end ol Period another flood inundated the temenos and its alluvium raised the

floor-level aeain. 'Phe flood destroved the south-east part of the tree-enclosure, i. e., the

part opposed to the stream of water and had to be repaired: new walls (Wall 34 and the

southern part of Walls 33 and 37) were built instead of the destroved ones. Within this

repaired enclosure new trees were planted instead of those apparentlv destroyed by the

flood, which were planted at the beginning of Period 4 and lived until the end of Period

5. This is evieient from the fact that there are onlv two lavers of organic earth inside the

enclosure: one above the level of Period 4 and the second above the alluvial layer of the

flood, which inundated the site at the end of Period 6.

In other respects the architecture of Period 6 remained the same as in Period 5. The
okl altar was still in use but on account of the successivelv raised floor-level, it was now
not more than 0.15 ni. above the floor, its height was therefore increased bv a raised

border of lime-concrete around the top edge.

As mentioned above, the temenos was again inundated bv a flood at the end of Period

6. This flood was the heaviest of all, the action of the water in some places cut down the

river-bed to the floor-level of Period 4, and the whole temenos was covered with a thick

alluvial laver (Stratum 4). After this destruction the temenos was abandoned, as the finds

show (cf. p. 820), for some centuries.

Period 7.

In Period 7 there was a very poor revival of the sanctuary as shown both by architecture

and finds (cf. p. 820). On top of the alluvial layer a rectangular room (XIV) was built be-

tween the earlier temenos wall and the tree-enclosure. The walls were built of mud-bricks,

on stone foundations of one or two courses of rubble. Of the wall foundations only parts

(fl' the wall and the two side walls (Walls 38—40) are preserved: the back wall is missing.

The room had a width of 11.30 m. It faces the W. and was entered through a doorway

at the X. end of the front wall. The floor was made of a laver of lime-concrete. The room

was probablv unroofed: the wall foundations are too insecure to support the pressure of a

roof. The room was thus an open enclosure: a small hvpa.thral shrine.

When this sanctuary was ruined the site was never again inhabited either for sacred

or profane purposes. The brick walls crumbled into clayey earth, winter torrents covered

the place with layers of alluvium (Stratum 2), the soil accumulated (Stratum i) and the

site became a cultivated field.
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FINDS

OBIKLT REGISTER
— 1 6 1 8 — 1 6 1 1)

.

Statue representing a male t^uure '^tani.lmtt the

left foot ativanced, feet with sandaU with sinule. knotteei

straps, ^.Imhtly ^lopm;i. broad shoulele rs , et )ne'a\ e neck

,

heael of trapezoid type, chin with pointed hearel with

spiral curls; straight mouth with sharp-edited lip&;

moustache painted black; rather thin, convex n.>se;

e\es with raised lids, cureed, raised brt>ww; iris and

brows painteel black; rouuhlv moelelleel, larite ear-^

with earriny's of terracotta, one below and one at the

top of the ear; straight forehead, plain, raised hair

on back of the head; veTcical arms hands with modelled

finecrs (one hand No. ibifp; conical helmet with

upturned cheek-piece s and soft top bent back 'I’he

statue is dressed in a short tunic endinc» aho\ e knees,

with shirt sleeves and markeel eeitw round neck.

The clay is br<jwn, co\ ered by a li'jht-brown slip

The statue is made in two h lives, the lower half (No.

i6i8) endiniz in a collar, lo o g.o 6 o, pierccel by

two holes to receive the upper body (No. i) which

was fixed by a bar passed through the'^e holes and

throuLrh correspondmi^ hole^ at the bottom of die

upper part. The feet are attached separateh to the

lower body, and the lower arms were separately put

in, and attached by means of pins throuLth pierced

holes. The upper hoely has a hack-hole. The hmire

stanels on a base tablet. The upper bod> is broken

across breast and vertiealK
; part of its bottom nussinLr.

le^s broken at ankles, the left let; at the knee, the nuht

leg below knee anel smaller parts missinii: HciL'ht 1183.

Shoulder width 33 0 Waist width 21.S. ib'east eliam

18.7. Feet to hip f)0 O Feet to shoulder i)2 o. Nee'k

height S I. Neck width ii 4 lie.id height 150 I K ael

length 150. Head width 15.0. No 1 found In-iore

exca\ ations

— 1625.

Statuette with tubular, wheel-made bi)el\ ; slciping

shoulders; somewhat bukging breast. conea\e neck,

triangular head; chin with rouneleel hearel; incised

mouth with roLighh nioelelleel lips, prominent elueks,

cur\eel nose with nostrils, prominent exes with inoel-

elled lids, fallen off, nearly straiL'^ht iorehe-ael, x'ert ca!

arms; hands with hnge-rs; helmet made separately in

front; elresseei m chiton markeel at the arms Hack-

hole Reel-brown el.ix ; light slip, partly eftaceel Ne-ck

and base broki-n and partlx inissini:; top ot helmet,

left cheek-piece, top of right cheek-piece, bnizcrs

of both hands, and right ear missing. Height (>7 2.

No. 2 founel before exeaxMthms

Heael of statuette; trapezt'ui in '•hape; short, triangular

hearel; inciseti. smiling mouth; thin, projeeting nose;

almond -shape el, prominent ex es; sloping l«)rehead

,

pellet ears xxith earrings, helmet with straight spike.

Height 160. E\)und beh^re exeax ations.

4 d'xxo anns xxithout mo^lelleel hanei-' Length. 70
Eounei be h^re e \eax ations

5 Foot of statuette. \xnh moelelkd too. and part i‘l Itg

Height ihf). i (jund before exc.ixation-'

6 Fiagment of face, ineiscel mouth x\ith inodelleel hp'';

rounded beard Length u o I'ounei before exevix ation^

7 Body of statuette, cxlirHlncal. splaxcd at ha'-e. Height

ih o. Founel before exeaxations.

S Fragment <if st.ituettc-, as No qh. hut lower p.iiT of

bodx ami head missnig Height 7c Litiinel btfiae

exeax ations

9. Head ot statuette, as that of No. 79 Height 7 7.

Found before exeaxations

10 Statuette xvith solid, exlindrieal bodx ; llattem. d bre.ist;

horizontal shoulelers. spLixed b.ist . xertieal arms

xxith(»ut shapeel h.aneis. sijuaug rather trape/md head;

long, straiglit-cut beard, markeel exebrox'.s, pinched

n-jsc; pellet cars, tall, straight helmet Lower p.irt

missing. Height 13(0 F<^und before excaxation-'

II. Upper part of bodx of '•tatuette. a> th.it oi No 71;.

I leight I 3 6 I'ou'id be tore e\eax ation^

12 I'ragment oi cxlmdiieal. solul boelx, spkixed b.ise

H eight S.5 Fouriei heiore exc.ix ations

1 3 1 007

Statuette xvith h<idx. a-' No 42, s..|uare he.jel. long,

rouneleel heard; xMg->liapvel hair, b'lid rouriel lieael,

lelt aim l>ent <»\er breast lioleiing a xoti\e objiet. light

arm xeriie.il Riglii ,irm missing, Wiii't broken 'i'l.iees

of p,tinting Light shp lleigh.t 220 No 13 found

bet(»re exeaxathfiis

14 Heael fragment of statuette, tjxoul with long, s^ju,ire-

cut hearel, .ncisod mouth, prooiiiu'nt nose, ;\i.s markeel

lix pellets; eXebfoXXs in relie! Lais arui he.ul-eoXet

ml^^lng Height 45 It'urul before e .ix lUons

15 Statuette xxirli oxoul, i.'.tiur sejuau heael, eoxereel hx

soft cap xxith triple haneL, long, stiaight-eut he.irei

Nose and Ixoth amis missing. Reel-hrown e kix
,
reeldish

slip Height mo I'kiuriel before exeaxations

ih. Head of hoist.; ninow. ]iro;ninent exts, pilKr eat'-

Fart of neek and m<ine juv-e rx e el i.engih (> o Lounel

before exeax atnuis

17 Fragment of a boelx of a hull statuette i.ength -S S

Founel he tore exeax ations

iS. Shoulder anel upper arm <•! a statuette-. Height mo.
h'ounel before e xeax .itions

19 I'ragment td st.itue-tle xxith square heael. hair falling

m a compact mass te) the shouklers along haek of heael,

cars markeel hx pe-Ilets l.owe.r pait of bodxx arms,

nose, anel hearel missing Height (17, Ltuinel before

exeax ations

20 Open l.im]i of terracotta, saiie er-sh,ipe el, with flat

rim; pinched x\ it. k-holde-r wuh tiaees ot snntke Di.'in

7 5 I emnd Iwfore exeaxations

21 Hand of terracotta. Length X ; L ii. 100
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22. I'cL't ot terracotta attached to a plinth, 1 foot advanced.

Length 3S.0. L g 100 7

23. .-\riTi of terracotta I.enL'th 170 L g. 101.7.

24 SejUare head vith roundeel heard; pinchcel nose, pellet

ears anel niouth; hanei around heael. wm-shapeel hair

Licdit slip. IleiLthl 5 3 L g loi 2

25 - 1 1 1

3

.Statuette with hoel\ as No 42; sejuare heael; lontr,

stramht-cut heard; band arounel head; pinched nt>se;

pellet ears; statuette dressed m a shawl co\erini^ both

shouleiers Traces of ctrlour. Reei-brown clay; reddish

slip. Ri^ht arm and waist brokem; left arm nussiny

Heii^ht 22.1. L g. too 2.

26. Statuette, as No. 13, short, tnanyular, rounded beard;

no base; left arm vertical, ri^ht arm uplifted. Red

clay; In^ht slip; no traces of colour. Left arm and

waist broken. Height 20.7 L 9. 100.2.

27. Statuette, as No 25 — 1113; rounded beard; witr-

shaped hair; no shawl modelled. E\es, eyebrows,

and heard painted black; three black, horizontal lines

on breast and two around waist. Liyht slip Heu^ht

21 .g L g. 100 2.

2S Statuette with bod\ as No. 42; rectaiiLudar beael;

pellet mouth, wm-shapeel hair. Kelmet, e\e!ieis, ins,

moustache, beard, and hiUr are painted black, shawl

co\ered h\ black network, twv) black lines across

waist. 1 .. arm missiny; broken at waist brown clay;

Imht slip Heiuht 21.0 (/ g. 1002.

2 <). Fraunient of statuette. OnK lower part of ewlindnCiil

body \Mth splay eel base preser\eel Black, vertical

bands on boely . luiiht SS L g. 100.2.

30. Statuette, as No 27; trapezoid head, pellet mouth.

The decoration is the same but with a band round

head, latticed lines on breast; no lines round waist

Lower parr of body, both arm--, ane! part of band

round head missinvt Heitxht go L g 1002.

31 Fragment of a terracotta horse Lenynh 7.3 Lo 1002

32. Statuette, as No 27. longer, triangular, rounded beard

The decoration is the same as No. 30, but hair painte*d

black Both arms missinir. Hemht 20 3 L g. gg.7.

33. Conical terracotta helmet with straight top. Height

134 L II. 1 00 6.

34 Deal head; short, triangular e'hin; thick bps marked

bv a pellet; bm nose; eye*s slii^htly indicated, flyiny

forehead, pellet e.irs; turban-shaped hair-dress. Height

S 7. L 1 1 . 102 2.

35. Lf>\\er part of cylindrical hoely of statue*tte wielenintt

at the base Height ii 7. 1 . ii. lOi o.

jh. Fraitment of a terracotta heail; carefully' modelled

with stramht nnse; almonei-shaped eyes, lids in relict.

HeiL^ht 8.4. L 1 1 . 100.7

37 .Statuette body, as No 42; rectangular head; shtirt,

str<iicht-cut heard, hand rounei head; statuette dressed

in a stnucht shawl c)\eT both shoulders Red-brown

clav . licht slip, partly turned red No traces of colour.

Waist broken; hand around head anel left ear missm^

Height 213 Lit. 100.5.

3<S Statu'-tte, as No. 2()g. hut with slaailders less sloping,

anel loniter, rounded heard Lower part missinc.

Height 173. L II. 100.5.

3g Head of statuette, rectanuular, with rouneled heard;

prominent nose; pellet ears, turhan-shape d hair-dress

Heutht 5.3. Lit. gg S

40 Statuette with ht>el\ as No 42; stjuare head, .short,

tnanj^Lilar, roundcel heard, moelelleei eyes; short,

straiuht helmet with hanei round the same, shawl

with fnneed btirders tailing from left shoulder obli-

C[uely across body Left arm vertical; rmht arm bent

below shawl Fvebrows. eyes, hearei, hair, frinces of

the shawl, anei a line alone shouleiers marking the

chiton are black painted: shawl painted red. Light

slip. Right part of face, left arm, and lower part of

body missing. Height 10.5. Lit. 100.2

41. Statuette with body as No. 42. trapezoid head; big

nose; roughly modelled cars; long, rounded heard;

modelled eyes: conical helmet; statuette dressed in

a roughly moeltdled shawi falling over both shouleiers

Neck broken. Red-brown clay; light slip Height

235. Lii gS g.

42 Statuette with eylmdncal hoely, arms oblie[uc anel

entirely free trom body, horizontal shouleiers; seiuare

heael, long, roundeel heaul, no heael-co\ enng. 'braces

of colour on hearei Brown day; light slip Height

1 3 .S L 1 1 gg g.

43. F'ragment of arm anel hanei with bent fingers Length

0 5 Lii. ioo o.

44 Statuette with boely as No 42, trapezoiel head; long,

stnught-cut heard; large, roughly shapeei ears; no

head-covenng; right arm bent over breast; left arm

vertical, arms with undigitateel hands; dresseel in a

horizontal shawl draped over shoulders Traces of

Colour Both arms broken; part of base missing Light

slip. Height ig 2. Lii. gg.4.

45. Plain White V jug with Hat base; bobbin-shaped body;

out-turned nm; handle from nm to shoulder; parts

of nm missing. Height 15 6. L it. gS.i.

46. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with pointed base;

bobbin-shaped body; raised, out-turned nm; handle

from nm to shoulder Height 10.3. L ii. gS i

.

47. White Painted V plvite with raised base; two miniature

horizontal handies at rim Lncircling black lines round

run; broken, and small parts missing Diarn 170.

Lii. (>8 . 1

.

48. Circular tvirnng of bronze, thickening below Diam.

25 L 1 I
. g8 I

.

4g. Plain White sack-shaped jug with tl.it base, bodv

tapering upv\ard^. out-turned nm; handle from rim

to shoulder. Height go L g. iN i.

50. Pkiin White \’ sack-shaped jug, as No. 4g Height

g.o L g. g8.o

51. iicad of st.ituette, as that of No 7(1 ILight 6 5 L g.

gS

52. Statuette with hollow, eylindrieal, wheel-made hodv
;

moulded o’'al head made separatelv
;
sloping ic'iehead

;
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curved nose, rallier thick lips; small mouth; rt>unded

chin; seini-Iunar e\es with lids anel e\el)ro\\s m relief;

larj^e ears; hair in a compact mass elown the hack of

head anel alom; the sides to the shoulelers 'Fraces

of black colour on hair, e\es, and chin, markini* the

beard; black, angular lines round neck and on breast;

plain, black lines alons^ shoulelers; hanels ot ladder-

pattern alono sides of b(jdy; trans\erse lines at waist.

Red slip. Heiy^ht ig.o. L y. ej7 2.

53. Statuette, as No. 52; no beard indicated; statuette

dressed in straight shawl draped o\er both shoulders.

Traces of colour. I>isht slip Height 18.5. -L 9. 97.7

54. Leaf-shaped arrow-head of iron with midrib. Tany
missing. Length 8.3. L 9. 97.7.

55. Statuette, as No. 41; eyes not modelled; pellet mouth.

Neck broken; lower bodv missing. Red-brown cla\ ;

light slip. Fleight 18.5. L 9. 99.1.

56. Statuette, as No. 27; triangular, rounded beard; arms

with undigitated hands; statuette dressed in straight

shawl. Eyebrows, eyes, beard, and hair painted; faint

traces of colour on body. Red-brown slip Height

20.6. Found on top of No 58.

57. Statuette, as NO. 41; e\es not modelled Top damaged,

breast verticalK broken. Height 19.7. On top of No Oo.

58. Statuette, as No. 57. Height 228 L 9. <>9.6.

59. Statuette, as No. 57. Height 22 2. On tup of No. ()0.

60. Statuette, as No 57. Eyes, e>ebrows, beard painted

black; angular lines on shawl, vertical lines along

sides of body and arms. Height 23.2. L 9. 99^-

61. Statuette, as NO. 42; short, rounded beard; straight-

sided, conical helmet. Helmet, e\es, beard, and hair

painted black; black, horizontal lines on breast; black

lines along sides of body; and black trans\ersc lines

at waist. Red-brown clay; light slip, partly turned

reddish. Height 22.8. On top of NO, 62.

62. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; flattened breast;

horizontal shoulders; splayed base; vertical arms

without shaped hands; square, rather trapezoid head;

rather long, triangular beard; marked eyebrow lines;
|

pinched nose; pellet ears; eyes painted, tall, straight
;

helmet. Base damaged. Red-brown cla> , light slip. .

Height 22.5. L g. 98.8.

^>3 Statuette with solid, cwlmdrical body; square head;

pointed beard; short, straight helmet; dressed in 1

shawl draped over both shoulders; btirders with stripes
|

in relief. Traces of colour. Red-brown clay; light
,

slip. Height 13. 1. i\I 12. 996.
j

64. Black-on-Red II (I\’) ar> hallos with flat base; narrow' I

neck with handle-ndge; out-turned rim; handle from
;

neck to shoulder. Large, concentric circles on body. 1

Blackened b\ tire. Height 5.8 M 12. 9^^ i-
|

65. Plain White V juglet; o\al body; base-ring; short,

concave neck; raised handle from nm to shoulder.

Parts missing. Height 7.2. iXI 12. 95.7*
:

66 927.

Statuette with body as No. 42; square head (No. 66), j

short, triangular beard; pellet mouth; band round

head, r. arm bent tlu hit.t-,1. 1 arm \iitii.al

^I'ract s »)t black colour on ivt'> .iihI l)ial\ Hioktn

neck, band round Iwad p.irtK n.l^smg lltiuhi 177

M 12. 99 2.

67 Plain White V sack-''hap<. d jug. as Nt) 45. hut bod\

spla\ing towards the base. Hi.ight 74 1. ii 97 4

68 Bichronic V t>pcn bowl with rai'cd base, squat hod\
,

raised, uut-turnc-d rim, two hf>ri/ont.il handUs on

shoulder. On the outside encircling black and rtd

lines around nm and body; groups ot \Lrncal lints

between these, inside broad, red bands betxvLtn en-

circling. black lines Diam ii 5 I. ii. 976

69. Shallow bowl of limestone with llat ha.-'e; slightl\

conca\ e sides, incised, encnclmg line bLlo\s plain

nm; thick, rectangular shaft handle with spla>ed,

curved end; crossed, incised lines on handle Length

(with handle) ii 5. L ii (^7.^1

70. White l^ainted IV open howl ^Mth round base; wide,

out-turned nm. Encircling line around nm Diarn

1 1 8. L 1 1 . 96.7.

71. Iron arrow-head, as No 54. Length 3. L 11 In

No 70.

72. Bichromt. Rtei II (\') (»pen howl with r.iistd bast,

curved outline, «»ut-turned run; one hon/.ontal hiUnllc

below nm 1 ncircling hrus inside and outsuie 11m.

groups of framed, transverse lines on nm ^hp tuineel

black. IkirtK damaged Diam. 134 Lii of'

9

73. Statuette with solid, tall, cvlinelncal boelv . siflaved

base; sloping, wielc shoulelers, vertical aims without

shaped hands; square, rather trape/md heael, pi lie

t

ears; pinched nose, short, triangular heaid, eorucal

helmet; eiressed in a roughly indicated shawl 'Traces

of paintings. Reel-brown clav ; light slip. Height

26 8. Lii. 97 5.

74. Plain White IV stemmeel goblet with vvielc foot, annular

nm; the bowl with raised, out-turned nm; two handles

below nm; broken and parts missing Height 142

Lii. (>7.5

75. Plain White IV stemmed goblet, as No. 74 Height

142. Lii 97 5 •

76. Plain White 1\ shallow howl with raise ei base, run

curving outwarels. Diam 13 i; I. ii 07 5

77. Statuette, as No 52; short, rouneied heaul, both aims

bent over breast Hair, eves, anel bearel ]'>amteel Iflack,

blae'k lines along arms; baneU ol kulelde i -patte 1 n along

Sides ot hoelv , transverse lines at the' waist, eneiuluig

black line arounei base Height 20 u L ii <17 5

78. Plain White stemmeel goblet with eoneave' sUm,

wide‘ toot, the bowl with raise el, ercet inn. two hoii-

zonial hanelles below run. Height 142 L 1 i 97 5

7t; Statuette with soliel, cvlinelncal hoelv, spkweel ba-'e",

sloping, wieie shoulelers; vertie.il arms without sbapeel

hands; sejuare heael; pinched nose-, pellet e.iis. '•hort.

rouneied bearel; short, conical helmet Bl.iek boreler

at base. Breiwn clav; brown slip R arm broken

Height 240. L II. On top ot No So.

80. Statuette with cylindrical. s(4uei hoelv; vertical ,mms

.
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spla\cd base; battened breast; square head with pinched 1

nose, pellet ears; short, rounded beard, st)ft, corneal 1

helmet. Black, encirclin<f line round helmet; face
I

and ears painted red; black e\cs, eyebrows, beard,
,

and faint traces of black on hair; black border at the
j

base. Red-brown cla\ ; liyht slip. Height 24.5. L ii. !

On top of Xo. Si.

81. Statuette, as Xo 80, but with longer, narrow beard;

black, encirchmt lines round helmet crossed by four

\ertical lines; hair marked by small, \ertical lines

encirclimr head; lartte t\es and plain, black beard,

horizontal line over breast and shoulder just below

neck; band of ladder-pattern alomy arms and alont^

sides of body; girdle around waist consisting of hori-

zontal and Vertical lines crossing each other; line round '

neck supporting a round dot suggesting a necklace

with a pendant; traces of colour on base. Height

25.2. L II. 97.5.

82. Statuette, as Xo. 80, but with triangular, rounded

beard, black, encircling line round base of helmet,

face, neck, and lower arms painted red, eyes, eyebrows,

beard, and hair painted black; black, transNcrse lines

at elbows. Height 25.2 Lii. 97.5.

83. Statuette with body as Xo. 52; moulded, ovoid, rather

triangular head, put in separately; slightly sloping

forehead; curved, projecting nose; rather thin lips;
^

rounded chin; narrow, lancet-shaped eyes with lids

and eyebrows in relief; large ears provided with large

earrings; hair in compact mass down back of the head

and along sides, straight shawl draped over shoulders

Hair and e\es painted black; horizontal lines on shawl;

vertical lines along sides of body; transverse lines at

waist. Height 21.4. L ii. 97 5.

84. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 23.8. Lii. 97.5

85. Statuette, as Xo. 83; painted chin indicating beard;

band of ladder-pattern along shoulders, black neck-

line; ladder-pattern along sides of body and at waist.

Height 20 7. Lii. (9n top of Xo. 86.

86. Statuette, as Xo. 52; r arm vertical; 1 arm bent o\er

breast; hair painted black; traces of colour on body.

Light slip. Height 192 L II. 978
87. Plain White V stemmed goblet, as Xo. 78. Parts

missing Height 140. Lii. 97.8.

88. Statuette, as Xo. 83. Height 25.4. ii. 978.

89. Statuette with square head; long, rounded beard;

helmet with top bent backwards. Xeck and base

broken; parts of back missing. Reddish slip Height 1

23.0. Lii. 97.8. I

90. Statuette, as Xo. 1114--1115, but with long, round

beard; projecting mouth; thin nose, modelled ears; '

hair falling m a compact mass on back of head; no

head-co\er; figure dressed in a chiton with overfold;

girdle painted by three lines; lines along shoulders and

arms with transverse lines on .shoulder and upper arm

indicating sleeves of chiton; fringed border around neck;

vertical lines ahmg sides of legs, beard, hair, ins, eyelids,

e\ebrows are painted black. Height 15.6. 11. 97.4.

91. Statuette, as Xo. 56. Height 146 AI 8. 1027.

92. Statuette, as Xo 52; shorter hair; both arms bent over

breast holding tynpanon. Hair, e\es, and chin painted

black (indicating beard); black neck-line; bands of

ladder-pattern along sides of body and round waist;

black lines along arms; encircling, black line round

base Lower part of body broken; part of base missing.

Height IQ. I. Lq 93.6.

93. Fragment of statuette, as Xo. 269. Face details, top

t)f helmet, r. arm, lower part of 1. arm, lower part of

body missing. Height 12.2 L 9. 93 6.

94 Statuette, as Xo 52. Body decorated with angular

neck-lmes; black lines along shoulders; bands of ladder-

pattern along sides of body; transverse lines at waist.

Light slip. Height 19 8. L 9. 93.6.

95. Statuette, as Xo. 79; trapezoid head; very short beard;

conical helmet with top bent forwards. Reddish slip.

Height 20.4 L 9. 93.6.

96. Statuette, as Xo 86; rather long, rounded beard; both

arms bent over breast holding a quadruped. Hair,

eyes, and beard painted black; black neck-lines; hori-

zontal lines along shoulders; vertical lines along sides

of body, horizontal line at waist; encircling band round

base, eyes of quadruped painted. Light slip. Height

18. 1. L 9, 93 6.

97. Statuette, as No. 79. Light slip. Height 22.2. L 9.

93.6,

98. Statuotto, as X'o. 79, but with very short heard. Left

arm and neck broken. Red clay; red slip. Height

21.4. 1.9. 93

99. Statuette, as X'o. 96; bands of ladder-pattern along

sides of body, and around waist. Height 20.7. L 9.

93 -6 .

100. Statuette, as X'o. 79. Broken at top, neck, arms, and

waist. Part of helmet and r. arm missing. Height

20.7. L 9. 93.6.

101. Statuette, as X'o. 92. Hair, eyes, and chin painted

black; two black neck-hnes; lines along shoulders

and arms; vertical lines along sides of body, three

horizontal lines at waist, oblique lines on undigitated

hands, marking fingers; traces of black colour on

tympanon; black border on front of base. Light slip.

Height 20.9 L 9. 93.6.

102. Statuette, as X'o. loi; tympanon brown-red; black

and red strokes abo\e border of base Height 202.

L9 93.f>.

103. Statuette, as X'o. 77. Head and arms painted red;

faint traces of black colour on hair, e\es, and beard.

Height 21.4. 1.9. 93.6.

104 Statuette, as Xo 52: longer, triangular beard. Lower
body broken. Height 21,2. L 9. 936.

103. Statuette, as X'o. 52, longer, rounded beard. Hair,

eyes, and beard painted black; body decorated as Xo.

94.

Height 20.1, L 9. 93.9

io6. .Statuette, as Xo. 269, but with wedge-shaped head;

pointed, thick beard; more sloping shoulders, Heiglrt

28.6. J.9, 93.9.
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107. Statuette, as No. 10, but with \s ed^e-shaped head;

short, triangular beard, black border on base \Vaist

and lower arms broken. Red-brown cla\
;

reddish

slip. Height 29.4. L 9. 93.9.

loS. Statuette, as No. 107, but with Ioniser beard, and the

upper body heart-shaped. Red-brown clay, reddish

slip. Height 28 2. L g 93 9

109. Statuette, as No. 92 ;
longer, pointed beard Traces of black

paint on hair, eyes, and beard, lines alomz arms; hands

painted black; bands of ladder-pattern aloni; sides

of body; tympanon with black border. Heiitht 20.2.

Lg. 939.

no. Statuette, as No 79. Red clay; red slip Height

22.4. Lg. 93.9.

111. Statuette, as No. 52; longer, rounded beard. Hair,

eyes, and beard painted black; angular black and red

lines from neck to waist; black lines along arms ending

m two black, transverse lines at elbows. Height 20 3.

L 9. 93.9.

1 12. Statuette, as No. 79. Traces of black paint on back

of head. Broken below middle Height 24.7 L 9.

93.9-

1 13 Statuette, as No 83, but without earrings; wedge-

shaped lines below neck Height 21.0. Lg 939
114. Statuette, as No. 79. Red-brown clay; red slip. Height

21.2. Lg 93.9.

115. See No 249 L 9. 93.1;.

1 16. Statuette, as No. 73; long, triangular heard. Height

21. 1. Lg. 93.9.

117. Statuette, as No 79; longer, rounded beard, and rather

trapezoidal head. Height 23.0. L 9 93 9.

1 18. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body, splayed base;

vertical arms; square head; pinched nose; pellet ears;

short, rounded beard; short, soft, conical helmet.

Traces of colour on body. Red-brown clay, reddish

slip. Height 243. Lg 93 ()

1 19. Statuette, as No. 79 Top of helmet chipped; m.ck

broken. Height 25 7. L 9 93 9

120. Statuette, as No. 71). Lett arm missing Clay black

in core; brick-red slip. Height 23 7 L 9 93 9.

I2i Statuette, as No. 73, but with longer, triangular, rounded

beard. Height 25 5. Lg 93.9.

122. Statuette, as No. 73. but with longer, pointed beard.

Height 23 8. L 9 93 9.

123. Cjroup of rmg-dancers of four female figures (two

missing); one standing in the middle. The figures

are attached to a disc; flattened bodies; outstretched

arms; face details worn, long \eil (m head falling down

the body. Parts of arms missing. Brown cla\ ; light

slip Height 25 o. L 9. 93 9.

124. Statuette with solid, cylindrical body; splayed base;

square head; pinched nose; pellet cars; rounded beard;

long, soft helmet of rounded outline. Black border

at base. Reddish slip Height 24 8 L 9. 93 9.

125. Statuette with solid, cylindrical body; splayed base,

wide, sloping shoulders; vertical arms with undigitated

hands; square head, rather irape/oid; marked eye-
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brow line, pellet nose and ears; long, rounded beard;

conical, straight-sided helmet with straight top. Brown

elay , light .slip. Height 25 o 1 . 9 93 9

12O Statuette, as No 79, black boreler rounei base. Height

210 L 9 03 9

127 Statuette, as No. 79. Red-brown clay; light slip.

Height 221. T 9. (;3 9.

128 Statuette, as No. 79; \er\ short, tightly cut beard.

Reel-brown clay, light ^lip, partly turned red. Height

22 2. 1. <; 93

129. Statuette, as No 70 Light-br<)\\ n slip. Height 272.

L 9. 93 9

130. Statuette, as No. 124. but with no boreler round base

Height 26 5. L 9 93 9.

131. Statuette, as No 79, but with rather long, conical

helmet. Nose missing. Height 27 o L 9. 93.9

132. Statuette, as No 70. hut with longer, triangular beard;

black border at the base. Nose, 1 ear, and both arms

missing Light-hruwn slip Height 242 L i; 948.

133. Statuette, as No 124 R. arm missing. Height 232.

Lij. 948

134. Statuette, as No 1^4 Baek broken. Hemht 23 5

L y. 04

135. Statuette, as No. 70. but with lonyer, stiaiitht-cut

beard. Brown slip, Heujht 24 8 I, y. 94 8.

136. Statuette, as No 52. Height 22 7. I. () 94 S

137. Statuette iMth cslindrical, solid bod\
;

splaeed base,

vertical arms; shawl o\er both shoulders, square head,

pinched nose; pellet ears; short, straiuht-cut beard;

concaee helmet with top bent forwards Red-brown

cla\
,

liqht slip 'braces of horizontal, lattieed birder

over shawl; two honz mtal lines at waist and on the

arms; traces of black colour at base. Heiqht 23 5

L II. 94.4.

138. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; splayed base;

vertical arms; trapezoid head; roughly shaped nose,

pellet ears; triangular, rounded heard, short, soft,

conical helmet: statuette dressed in a short shawl

of rounded outline over both shoulders K arm missing

Red clay; red slip. Height 25 o. L 11. 944
139. Statuette, as No. 137; square head; prominent cheeks;

incised mouth; long, triangular beard; rai''i.d eye-

brow line; vaguely indicated «.yes; concave helmet.

Height 26.5 L 1 1
. 94 4.

140. Statuette, as No 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Height 232 L 1 1
. 94 4.

141. Statuette, as No 70; \ er\ short beard. Broken at the

waist. Red-brown clay; reddish slip Height 21 5

L 1 1 . (>4.4

142. Statuette, as No. 13S; stjuare head, pointed beard,

long, straight helmet; shawl of square outline. Broken

at waist; 1. arm, and lower part of r arm missing

Brick-red clay, red slip. Height 25.5 L ii 94-4.

143 Statuette, as No 79; longer beard Lower part of

r. arm missmg. Red-brown clav; light slip, mostlv

turneel reel-brown. Height 23 2 1. ii. 944
144. Statuette, as No 7<;; longer beard. He.iei broken at
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neck, r. arm hrokon Reddish slip Height 22 7.

I. II. 114 4.

145 SraTuette with cylindrical, solid body, splayed base;

\errical arms ^\lthout shaped hands; square head with

lone, roundtd beard; marked eyebrow line; pellet ears

and nostL-; short, stramht helmet with splayed, Hattened

top. Traces ot black colour on beard and helmet,

laeht shp. H(.ieht 240 Lii. <>4 4

146. Statuette, as No 145; square, rather trapezoid head.

Red clay, red slip. Height ig.6. L ii. Q4.4.

147 Statuette, as No. 124: roiurhly shaped shawl. Neck

broken. Heiuht 2O.2. L ii. g4-4.

14S Statuette, as No 73. lonuer, triangular, rounded beard

R arm missirm: nose damarred. Height 22.7. L ii. ^4.4.

141}. Statuette, as No. 39; long, straight-cut beard and

pierced eyes, Light slip. Height 226. Lii. Q4.4.

150 Statuette, as No. 61: marked eyebrow line; short,

conical helmet with top bent back; short, triangular,

rounded beard. Traces (jf black colour on helmet,

eyes, and beard; vertical lines along arms; two hori-
j

zontal lines, one at elbow, the other above hands; '

black base-; three red vertical lines on body. Lower

parr of 1. arm missing. Height 25 5. L ii. 94 4.

151. StatLKtte with cylindrical, solid body; splayed base; '

sloping, rounded shoulders; very short, vertical arms;

square, rather ovoid head with large pellet nose: pellet
,

ears; short, conical helmet with top bent forwards.

Height 21.0, Lii. 944.

152. Statuette with cyiindncai. solid body; splayed base;

vertical arms; wedge-shaped head; rounded, triangular

beaid; long, straight helmet. Broken below waist , top

of helmet missing. Dark-brown clay; light-brown,

blackened slip. Height 18 2. L ii. 04.4.

153 Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; trapezoid

head, rather long, rounded beard; prominent nose;

pellet ears, short, straight helmet. R. arm and waist

broken Height 21 o. 1, ii. 944.

154 .statuette with ey ImJncal. soliel body, H.ittened bre-ast;

heart-shapeel upper boely; splayed base; vertical,

short arms; wedge-shaped head; large, pointed nose;

pellet cars; long, triangular, narrow heard; tall, straight

helmet. I. arm missing. Red-brown clay; light slip.

He-ighr 28 3 , L 1 1
. 94.4.

15; .‘-Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; splayed

ha‘>e
;

trapezoid head; rather long, rounded beard;

short, straight helmet. Broken at neck. Height 21.8.

Lir. 94.4.

159 Statuette, a^ No 155. Left ear and part of base missing;

broken liclow w.iist. ILight 21 6, 1. il. 94 4-

157 Statuette, a> No. 79. Height 29 o. J. ii. 94 4*

15S. Statuette, as No. 155. Broken neck; base missing.

Height 209. Lii. 944.

Statuette, a.s No 79, long, rounded bearel. Broken

at \\ai>t anel r aim; enel of 1. arm mi^^sing. Brick-reel

cla\
.

rrel slip Heicht 225 Imi 94 4

i9c "^TatLi! tte-, as >0 70; longer, tiiangular beard Height

23 9 . Lii. 94 4.

161. Statuette, as No 79. Face damaged; top of helmet

missing Red-brown clay; light, reddish slip. I4eight

20.0. Lii. 94-4-

162. Statuette w'ith cylindrical, solid body; splayed base;

sloping shoulders; vertical arms; narrow, trapezoid

head; pinched nose; pellet ears; prominent eyeballs;

long, straight-cut beard; long, straight helmet. liars

painted red; eves, eyebrows, beard, and hair painted

black; line round neck; curved, black lines on breast,

bordered below* by two horizontal, black lines; upper

arms green and black; black lines with red transverse

lines on lower arms; between breast and waist black

triangles hanked by two red lines; two black lines

round waist; tw'o black angle lines, flanked by vertical,

red lines below w'aist; black base; blue helmet with

black band round head. Broken at waist. Height

24.9. Lii. 944.

163. Statuette, as No. 154. Helmet missing; broken at

middle. Height 252. Lii. 94*4-

164. Statuette with solid, cylindrical body; flattened breast;

rarher horizontal shoulders; vertical arms without

shaped hands; square, rather trapezoid head; very

short beard; marked eyebrows; pinched nose; pellet

cars; tall, straight helmet. Top of the helmet damaged.

Brow'n clay; light slip. Height 22 9. L ii. 94.4.

165. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay: red slip. Height 23.7. L ii. 94.4.

166. Statuette with cylindrical, hollow body; trapezoid

head: slightly prominent eyeballs; hair falling in com-

pact mass on back of head; long, triangular beard;

helmet with upturned cheek-pieces and w'lth hollow,

straight top; arms are vertical with undigitatcd hands.

Nose, part of chin, and breast missing; upper part

of body broken. Height 26.2. Lii. 94-4-

167. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; splayed base;

verv wide, sloping shoulders
;

oval, trapezoid head;

long, soft helmet. Traces of colour on body; black

liorder at base. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height

27.8. Lii. 94.4.

168. Statuette with solid, cylindrical body; splayed base;

trapezoid head; short, rounded beard; short, straight

helmet. Traces of colour on body; black border at

base. Height 197. Lii. 94.4.

169. Statuette with body as No. 42; trapezoid head; pellet

mouth; marked eyebrows; long, narrow, round beard;

short, straight, conical helmet; helmet, eyebrows, eyes,

moustache, beard, and hair painted black; ears and

bps painted red; red hand bordered by blue lines

over breast below neck; black border on base. R. arm

missing. Height 23.9. L ii. 94.4.

170. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; flat breast;

vertical arms without modelled hands; upper body-

heart-shaped; trapezoid head; pellet no'^ie and ears;

long, rather straight-cut beard; concave helmet with

straight spike. The helmet, eyes, eyebrows, heard,

moustache, and hair painted black; ears and mouth

painted red; black line around neck; vertical black
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lines alon^ arms and horizontal lines at the elhmvs;

traces of black colour intlicate the hands, red hori-

zontal lines over the breast and at ^\alst; black vertical

lines along; sides of body
; angular black lines on hodv from

^\alst to base; black border at base Broken at waist;

1. car niissinu. Reddish-brown slip. Height 25 t.

1. 1 1 . t>4 4.

171. Statuette, as No. 145. Height 24.2 L 11 944-
172. Statuette, as No. 145. Height 24.0. L ii. 94.4.

173. Head. See No. 175. Lit. 944
174 - Statuette, as No. 170. but with longer, triangular

beard; conical helmet with splayed top Vertical black

lines along sides; red lines with trans\erse lines on
arms. Height 247 L. 11. 944.

175 -- 173 -

Statuette, as No. 79. Height 16.^. L ii 94.4. '

176. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 210. Lit. 94.4.

177. Statuette, as No 164; longer, triangular beard, and i

heart-shaped upper body. Body broken below waist;
j

r. arm and side missing. Red-brown clay; reddish

slip. Height 299. Lii. 94.4. ;

178. Statuette, as No. 145. Beard, top of helmet, and hand '

of 1 . arm missing: waist broken. Traces nf black colour
j

on hair and a band round base of helmet Reddish
'

slip. Height 25 9 Lii. 944.

179. Statuette with c>lindrical, solid body; vertical arms;
'

rather rectangular head, short, triangular beard, head
,

bent back; straight shawl, falling over both shoulders,
j

acro.ss breast; long, conical helmet. Reddish slip, i

Height 184. Lii 94.4.

180. Statuette, as No. 79. Both arms broken Height 22.H.

Lii. 94 4.

181. Statuette, as No. 73; very short beard. Traces of colour

on helmet. Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Height

245. Lii. 04. 4.

182. Statuette, as No. ']<.) Lower part of r. arm missing

Height 25.9. L (>. 94 S.

183. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 258. Lg 1)4.8

184. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 21.0. L 9. 948.

185. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, straight-cut board, and

pierced ears. R. arm and w'aist broken; end of beard

missing. Height 20 7 L 9. 94 8.

186. Statuette, as 79; longer, rounded beard. Light slip.

Height 23.7 L Q. 94 S.

187. Statuette, as No. 79. Broken at the middle of body.

Height 24.3 L 9. 94 8

188. Statuette, as No 124. Height 21 3. L 9- 948.

189. Statuette, as No. 79, longer, rounded heard Red-

brown clay; light slip. Black border on base. Height

25.9. L 9. 94,8.

190. Statuette, as No. 79. Light-brown slip Height 22.6.

L9. 94.8

191. Statuette, as No 124 Height 21 2. Lg 94 8

192. Statuette, as No 79, short, straight-cut beard 'Lop

of helmet damaged Height 19.2. Lg 948
193. Statuette, as No. 7*). Light-brown slip Height 242.

L 9. 94 8.

194 St.ituette, as No. 70, \er\ short beard Black border

on base. Htiifhr 24 3 L 9 94 8

195 Statuette, as No 79 Broken neck and arms Reel

cla\ , reel slip Height 22 3 L <)• 948.

196 >*tatuette, as No 7(^. longer, rouneied bearel 'Top ol

helmet missing iaghf-brown slip. Height 22 7

L 1*. u4 ^

197 Statuette, as No 145 .No traces of colour He-lilhr

22 7 - L i) 94.S.

19S. Statuette, as No 7<). Height 21.2. I. 9. 94.8

199 Statuette- with c\ linelrie.il
.

soliel hoel\
,

splaveel hiise;

w» dge-shapeel head; pinched nose; pellet e.irs
.
shghtK

marked t\ehn)W'., short, vertical arms; long. slightK

concave helmet. laover p.irt ot 1 arm missing Reelehsh

shp. Height 25 5 L 9. 1)48.

200 Statuette, as No. 1^4 Broken at waist. Height 264
L(>. 94. S.

201. Blain White IV torpedo-pithos with cvlinelncal hoelv;

pointed base; angular shoulder; annular nm; vertic.il

handles at shoulder. Height 54 2. N 9 95 o

202 Plain White V sack-shaped jug with tiat base, bobbin-

shaped body; out-turned nm, handle from nm to

shoulder Height 1S.7. N 9. 95 I

203 Plain White \' jug, <is No 202. Height 129 N 9.

95 I

204 Pkiin White V jug, as No 202. Height ih 8 N 9

95 »
205. Bkick-on-Red II (IV) jug with raised base, dt-pressed

oval hodv. verv short neck, wielening upw.irds; pinched

nm, handle from nm to shoulder Lncireling lines

arounel nm anel base ot neck, veitieal groU]>s ot two

or three coneeniric circles on hodv; handle missing

Height 7.2 N 9. 95 I

.

206. Plain White V jug, similar to No. 202 Height 8 5

N 9 <>5 (k

207. Plain White \' jug, as No 202 Height 14(1 N
<>5 9

208. Fragment of a Plain White \\ sack-shape ei jug witli

raiseel base; cylindrical hodv; upper part ot hodv

missing. Height c 9 o. N 9. 94 4

20<). Plain White I\’ open bowl with cvlindncil stem;

raised, splaying nm, two small hoti/ontaj h.imlles

below nm. lincircling. grooveel lines rounei sit.m

Lower part of stem anel half of howl missing Height

10.7 N 9. 94 2.

210. Red Slip HI (V) jug with hase-ring; pear-shapeei

hodv ; angular shouleler; neck with hanelle-ndge; hanelle

from neck to sh(‘uleler. iMouth missing Height 82.

N <). <>4.2.

211. White I'aintevl I\' juglet with base-nng; globular

hodv; narrfiw ne-ck with haneile-ridge; narrow mouth;

wide, flat nm; handle from neck to shoulelci I'm-

circling lines anel banels rounei nm. neck, anel hoelv ,

concentric circles on shoulder, groups ot frameel,

transvei'.e lines on hanelle, eieeoiation parllv etiaced

Height 10 2 N <) <14.2.

212 W’hite Painted IV jug with base-ring, globular body;
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neck with hanJle-ridiie
; Hat, wide rim; handle from

neck tn shoulder Kncirclinu lines and bands round

neck and b(Kl\ ; frie/e nf concentric circles on shoulder;

tilled trianirles encircled In lines on run, ladder-pattern

on handle. Height 8.4, N 9. 94 2

213. \\ hite Painted IV jus. as No 212, but with oval body

Heisht 85. N y. 04 2.

214 - 803.

Statuette with tubular, nheel-made body (Xo. <803);

vertical arms; undisitated hands; bulttint; breast;

rather tall, concaee neck; rather sejuare head (Xo

214); chin with pointed bearei; prominemt, thin nose;

pellet mouth and ears; no markeei e\es; hair is a plain

and raiseei surface on neck; helmet with straight,

hollow spike modelled m front and at sides. Grittv>

red-brown clay. Top of helmet, r. arm, lower part

of 1. hand, parts of base missintr. Body badly broken.

Heii^ht 3y 3. X g. 94 i

.

215. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded heard. Red-

brown cla> ; redelish slip. Hei.Ltht 22.4. L 9. 03.6.

216. Statuette, as Xo 164; square he^ad. Rather red-brown

clay: liizht slip Heiuht 23 5. L 9. 93.6.

217 vStatuette, as Xt). 73; short, rounded beard. Red-

brown cla\
; red-brown slip. Height 24.9 L 9. 93.6.

218. Statuette, as Xo. 118; rather trapezoid head; triangular,

pointed beard Broken at waist. Height 20 7. L 9.

03 6-

219 >tatuette, as Xo. 79; lonircr, rounded beard; black

border on base. Xose damatreel. Red clay; red slip.

HeiL^ht 213 1. 9 93 6.

220. Statuette, as Xo. 73: short, rounded beard. Rcd-

brown cki>
; liuht-brown slip. Traces of red colour

on nose and ears. Height 20 S. L 9. 93.6.

221. Statuette with solid, c>lindrical body; splayed base;

battened breast; short, vertical arms; square, rather

trapezoid head: pinched nose; pellet ears: short, rounded

heard; soft, short, conical helmet. Traces of black colour

on tves; black beard and hair; traces of black lines

on bod\
; red helmet and cars. Hemht 20.5. J. 9

222 Statuette, as Xo 79. Height 22 7. L 9 93.6.

223 Statuette, as Xo. 79. Broken at neck and 1. arm; top

of helmet missing. Red slip. Height 22.8. L 9 93.6.

224. Statuette with cylindrical body; splayed base; vertical

arms; trape/oid head, narrow, short, rounded beard,

pellet nose and ears; short, straight, conical helmet

Red-brow'n cla>
;

light slip Height 201. J. 9 936.

225. Statuette, as Xo 79; short, straight-cut beard Height

22 o I. 9 93 h.

22h. Statuette, as Xo. 79 Black border on base. Red clay;

red slip. Height 16.3, L 9. 93.6.

227. Statuette with body as Xo. 79; rather trapezoid head;

\erv short beard; no head-co\ cring. K. ear missing.

Slip partly turned red. Height 15,2. L 9. 936.

228 Statuette, as Xn. 79; trapezoid head. Black bcirder

on ha^e. Brick-rt.d clay with black c(ire; light slip

Height 262 by. 93/’.

229. Statuette, as Xo. 73; trapezoid head; very short beard.

Red-brown clay; reddish slip fleight 16.0. L 9. 93.6.

230 Statuette, as Xo 79; trapezoid, rather square head;

\ery short beard. Black border around base. L. arm

broken. Red clay; red slip. Height 21.6. L 9. 93.2.

231 Statuette, as Xo. 21S; ovoid head; short, round beard.

Traces of black colour on body. Black border around

base Height 21 9. L 9. 93. 2.

232. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; shghtlv

spla\ed base; long, concave neck; trapezoid head;

short, triangular beard; pinched nose; pellet cars;

prominent eyeballs; helmet with wide, straight, hollow-

spike; vertical arms with undigitated, closed hands;

Traces of a black border at base. Back-hole. Reddish

slip. Height 27.0. L 9. 93 2.

233. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; splayed base;

oval head; very short beard; turban and three or two

bands around head; vertical arms. Xo traces of colour,

b. arm and nose missing. Slip partly turned brown-

red. Height 22.8. b 9. 03.6.

234. Statuette, as Xo. 70; rather trapezoid head; longer,

rounded beard. Red-brown clay; light slip, partly

turned red. Height 21.7. b 9. 93.6.

235. Statuette, as Xo. 79- R. arm missing. Height 21.5.

L9. 93.6,

236 Statuette, as Xo,
. 79; rather trapezoid head

;

longer.

rounded beard. Black border around base. Height

18.8 1.9. 936

237. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 20.0 b 9. 93.6.

23S. .Statuette, as Xo. 79; rather trapezoid head; triangular,

rounded beard. Broken at waist and base, parts of

,
base missing. Height 21 6. L 9. 93.6.

: 239 Statuette, as Xo. 73; longer, triangular beard. Lower

part of r. arm missing; broken at breast and 1. arm

Red-brown clay; light-brown slip. Height 21.8. L 9.

93.6.

240. Statuette, as Xn. 79; rather trapezoid head. Black

border on base Height 21.4. 1.9. 93.2

' 241. Statuette, as Xo. 96 ;
without black line at waist. Height

;

18.5. 1.9. 932.

I 242. Statuette, as Xo. 53. Traces of black colour on hair,

i

eyes, and chin, indicating beard; black neck-line;

! angular lines over breast; lines along shoulders; bands

of ladder-patterns along sides of body; three hori-

I

zontal lines at waist. Black border at base. Height

' 5- b 9. 93 4.

I

243 Statuette, as Xo 155; longer, triangular beard. Traces

of black colours on helmet, eyes, and beard: black

I
line round neck; horizontal lines over the shawl, and

lines along the shoulders and arms and along the sides

of the body. Base broken and part missing. Height

19.5. by. 93.4.

: 244 Statuette, as X’o. 53. Traces of colour. Base missing.

Height 180. 1.9. 93.4.

245. Statuette, as Xo ()2. Hair, eyes, and beard painted

black; angular lines on neck; transverse lines at waist;

fingers roughly painted; border at base. Black and red



radiating lines encircled by black border on the t>in-

panon. Heiuht u; 4 L 93 4-

246. Statuette, as No 79. Ileiuht 220. L <>. <;3 4

247 Statuette, as No 79, but without traces ot colours

Top of helmet and base missm;^ Height 207 L9
93 -4 -

248. Statuette, as No. 53 Hair and e\es painted black,

black neck-lmes; lines alonij shoulders and arms to

elbows; trans\erse lines at waist; border at base. Height

20.2. Lg (>34

249 115-

Chariot drawn by four htjrses, with siraiL»ht, peit-

shaped legs without marked hoots; thin, straight body

;

tall necks tapering upwards, with tiat, wide front;

the outer r. (No 115) and 1 . horses have lung tails

falling down r. hind leg; long, narrow heads; incised

mouth; pierced nostrils; provided with nose-ban<ls,

cheek-bands, front-bands, and blinkers, the top of the

head is covered by a crest consisting of small, round

discs and a central knob indicating a plume, ears erect.

Body of chariot rectangular with three plain sides

and open in the rear, resting on an axle with two l.*rge

wheels with rounded hubs, and pro\idcd with hve

spokes. In the middle of the rear of the chariot is

a rectangular support. Between the outer and inner

1 . horse is a beam w'hich is fastened to the yoke Each

horse has two reins. The outer r. and 1 . horses had

been provided with a side-co\er, only parth preserved

The horses have also had front-cox ers and breast-

bands of which only a part of the breast-band of

the 1 outer horse is preserxed. 'Two figures (now

missing) have been standing m the chariot The
whole group stands on a roughlx rectangular tablet.

Brown clay xx-ith thick, black core Heads of inner

horses, 1. foreleg of outer r. horse, both forelegs

of r. inner horse, one spoke and part of the felloe of

1. wheel, and part of the tablet are restored Dnxers.

parts of beams, reins etc. missing, l.ength 33 5. M S.

93 -I-

250. Scarab of white paste, Type A4— B3—C4. See Appen-

dices 1 and II. Length 1.5. M 8. 93 i.

251. Statuette xvith tubular, xvheel-made body; slightly

bulging breast; somewhat sloping shoulders; short,

thick, rather straight neck; square head; short, pointed

beard; pellet mouth; thin, prominent nose, no marked

ex’cs; pellet ears; short, straight torehead, plain hair mod-

elled at the back of head, helmet with straight, hnlluw

spike, in one piece xxith head; xertical arms with un-

digitated hands. (Irittx, red clax, black in core; light

slip, partlv effaced. Back-hole. Lower pait of r. arm

missing. Height 45.4. L y. 93.3.

252. Statuette, as No. 79; trapezoid head; pointed beard

L. arm missing. Red clax; red slip. Height 21.0.

Lq. 93 - 3 -

253. Statuette, as No. 79; square, rather trapezoid head,

triangular, rounded beard. Head broken at neck.

Height 23 8 . T. 9. 93 3 -

254 Statuette with iorva, exliiulrieal bodx
,
spkuid b.isc;

sloping, \ el X w leie '-houleie Ts
,

X v rt leal arms \s iiln ait ni« lel-

elled hand^, oxal, sliiihtlv trape/.ciel he.wl, pinelui.1

nose, pellet ears, short, straraht-eui laard, sh<»rl,

soft, conieal helmet. 'Traces ut colour on ln.ard. TLiek

and red lines on boeK ; black boielcr at base. Red-

brown clax; light slip. Hei'jht 21 5 Ly. 93 3

255. Statuette, as No 79. longer, roundid bearel Black

border on base Blown elax
. light slip Heieht 224

Ly. 93 3 -

25!). Statuette, as No 79. R. ann missing Red-biown

clax; light slq^ Height 20 3 i. 9 93 3

257 Statuette, as No 79. trape/.oid head, xerx short heaid

'Top of helmet and both arms missing Brick-n.d

clay, red slip Height 20 b. L 9 ‘;3 3.

258. Statuette, as No. 7<;. lemger, triangular, rounded beard;

pierced ears. Part ot 1 rar missing Red-broxxn clax;

light slip Height 28.o L 9. (>3 3.

259 Statuette, as No 233, sejuare. rather trapx/oid head;

U)ng, pointed heard Parts ot band missing Red

clax; red slip. Height iS () L ti 113 3

260 Statuette, as No 79, xerx short heard 4 'op of helmet

missing; 1 arm broken Height 144 L 93 3.

261. Statuette, as No. 168 'Praces of black colour on exes.

I

beard, and boeix ; black bolder on base. Tight slip

I
Height 13 5. L 9. 93 3

I 262. Statuette, as No. 21S; trapezoid head, short, rounded

I

beard. Nose mis>ing ilelght 22.0 Ly (;3 3

I
2(>3. Statuette, as No 79, rather trapezoid head, ^eix shoit

I
beard. 'I'op *>1 helmet, both arms, and ])arl ot llu base

1 missing. Bnck-reel clax
,
led slip Height 22 9 . T o 93 3

264 Statuette, as No 79 Height 21 1 T i) (>33

j

265. Statuette, as No iby; without pellet mouth and xxith

I

pointed beard. Traces of black colour on exes, angular

line-' on neck; xertical lines along mielelle of bodx.

Vertical lines al<»ng arms with twii transxerse lines,

black border on b<ise Brick-rcel clax
,
light slip Height

' lO 7. Ly 933

269 Statuette, as No 194; XX-edge--sh.i)Uel heaei. shoit.

triangular beard ILel-hiown clax. reel slip Height

18.9 Ly 933
267 Statuetle, as No 73; less sloping shoulders, conical

helmet Nose damaged Red clax
. rather red-brown

slip Height 19.3 Ly. 93 3

298 Statuette, as No 79 Beard, no'.e . and 1 aim missing

Bnck-red clay Black border on base Height 212.

L 9. <13 3

2ht) Statuette xxith cxlmdiical, soliel boeix, Ikitteneel bieast,

horizontal shouldeis; spkix e el base; xertieal aims

without moelelleel hanels
, seiuaie, rather trape/oiel

head xxith tenelencies tti the xx eelge -shapeel txpe, pointeel,

thick beard; marked exehrow lines, pmcheel nose;

pellet ears; tall, straight helmet. Brown clay; light

slip Height 220. Ly 93 3.

270 Statuette, as N<) 29(^ 'Top of helmet, r side, anel

lower part ot boeix missing, boeix anel 1. aim broken.

Height 20 7 L 9 i>3 3
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-“I Statuette, as No,. 269, long, rounded beard. Traces

ot black Coll:ilir 1an hodv
.
black b»»rdcr e>n base. 1 ..

ear mi>sing Hci ght 23.8 L i) 1)3 3.

272. Statuette, as No 79; very short beard. Brown clay;

reddish slip. Hcl!aht iS 8 L 9. »>3 3.

273 - Statuette, as No. 79. Reel-bn>wn cla\ ; red slip. Height

ib.y. L 9. ()3 3

274. Statuette, as Nu 7g; trape/oitl head; \ery short heard.

Tup uf helmet missing; r. arm broken. Height 204.

T. g. g3 3.

275. Statuette, as Xo. 168; sejuare heaei. Height 21.

Q

L y y 3 9 -

276. Statuette with solid, cylindrical body, spla\ed base;

\ertieal arms; \Mele, sloping shoulders; wedge-shaped

head, long, straight helmet. Helmet, eyelids, iris,

heard, and hair pamteel black; black and red vertical

lines on body; black border at base. Brown cla>
;

light slip. Height 24.6. I. y. 93.9.

277 Statuette, as No 79; pointed beard. R. arm missing;

1 . arm and waist broken. Height 22.5 I.y 93-9-

278. Statuette, as No. 218, trapezoid head; very short

beard. Top of helmet damaged; hand of 1 arm missing.

Traces of red and black colour on shoulder; three short,

\ertical, black lines on r. hand suggesting fingers.

Height 19 2. L 9 93 9.

279. Statuette, as No 232; p(.)inted beard Broken neck

and breast. Height 21.3. L 9. 93.9.

280. Statuette, as No. 269. Broken waist and 1 arm, lower

part r. arm missing. Height 24.1. Ly 939
281. Statuette, as N'o. 138; head of broad, wedge-shaped

type; pellet e>es; goatee; short, straight helmet. Red-

brown clay; light slip. Height 18.2. Ly 93 9

282. Statuette with long, cslindrical body with splayed

base; sloping slioulder, \ertical arm^; heart-shaped

upper body; wedge-shaped head, pellet ears; long

goatee; hair falling down in plaits behind ears;

long, straight, conical helmet Helmet painted green-

blue with a black border round head, red ears; black

eyes, eyebrows, beard, and hair; black neck-line;

horizontal, cursed red lines oscr breast bordered by

black lines; upper arms painted green, bordered by

black lines, extending below elbows and ending in

black, transverse lines, vertical and h<»rizontal black

and red lines on lower body; black border on base.

Height 240. L 9. 93.9

283. Statuette, as No. 145, triangular, rounded beard,

roughly indicated shawl. Traces of colour. Height

19.7. L 9. 93.9.

284 Statuette with cvlindncal body, splayed base; sloping

shoulders, vertical arms without modelled hands; oval

head; pellet ears, roughly modelled nose, long, rciunded

beard; tail helmet with upturned cheek-pieces and top

bent backwards Top of helmet missing; broken at

waist. Height 29.5. Jy 9. 93.9

285.

Statuette, as Xo. 128; trapezoid head; very short

beard. Xose damaged, both arms and waist broken

Height 24.3. Ly. 93.9.

286. Statuette with cylindrical body; splayed base; sloping

shoulders; vertical arms; square head; roughly shaped

nose; pellet ears; pointed beard, long, slightly concave

helmet; tigure dressed in a short shawl falling straight

over both shoulders. Helmet, mouth, and ears are

painted red; eyes, eyebrows, moustache, and beard

black; dress painted red with angular opening at neck

bordered by two black lines; two black, transverse

lines at elbows; traces of black and red colours on

low'er body; black border on base. Height 24.2 L 9.

93 -9 -

287. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Height 23.5 L 9. 93.9.

2S<S. Statuette with oval head; long, straight-cut beard;

pellet ears, straight nose; helmet with top bent back;

upturned cheek-pieces; advanced arms; plain feet;

r. foot advanced: legs separated by a groove; statuette

dressed in a shirt with fringed borders round lower

body, ending along r. leg. Lower parts of arms missing;

I. arm and legs broken Red-brown clay; light slip,

mostly turned red. Height 23.7. L 9. 93-9.

2S9. Statuette, as Xo. 73; longer, triangular beard. Traces

of black and red colour on arms, red colour on body.

Red-brown clay, light-brown slip. Height 21.3. L 9.

93 9.

290 Statuette, as Xo. 218; trapezoid head; longer, triangular,

rounded beard. Base damaged. Red ears; traces of

black paint on arms. Height 18.6. L 9. 93 9.

291. Statuette, as Xo. 2^9. Rather red-brown clay, reddish

slip. Height 13.0. L 9. 039.

292. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 21.5. L 9. 93.9.

293. Statuette, as Xo. 79, very short beard; perforated

ears. Parts of 1 ear and r. arm broken. Height 25.3.

Ly. 93.9.

294 Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 17 4. L 9. 93 9

295. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Height 21.5.

L9. 939.

296. Statuette, as Xo. 269; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Arms and waist broken. Red clav
,
reddish slip. Height

2b. I . L 9. 93 9.

297. Statuette, as Xo. 269. Broken at middle and at arms.

Red clay; reddish, blackened slip. Height 24.4. L 9. 93.7.

298. Statuette, as No. 79; straight-cut beard 'Ikip of helmet

damaged. Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Height 23.2.

L 9. 93.7.

299. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Arms missing, fleight 20.7.

Ly. 93.7.

300. Statuette, as X(;. 79, rather trapezoid head, short,

triangular, rounded beard. Height 20.1. L 9. 937.
301. Statuette, as Xo. 232; without bent fingers. Xo back-

hole. Xose and base missing. Height 240 L 9. 93.7.

302. Statuette, as Xo 218, trapezoid head. Part of base

missing; waist broken. Brown clay, black core, light

slip. Height 20 8. L 9. i;3 7

303. Statuette, as Xo 79, rather trapezoid head; short,

triangular, rounded beard, base of the helmet marked,

fleight 25 5. L 9. 93.7.
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304. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Top of helmet and lower part of 1. arm missinit; r.

arm and waist broken. Brown ela>
;
red-brown slip

Height 22.3. L9 93 7.

305. Statuette, as No. 79. Broken below breast. Red-
brown day; light slip. Height 27.3. 1.9 937

306. Statuette, as No, 79; rather tr.rpezoid head. \erv short

beard; black border on base I.ight-brown slip, ^rartlv

darkened. Height 21.3. L9 93.7

307. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Broken
at neck. Height 21,2. L 9. 93.7.

30b. Statuette, as No, 79; \ery short hearth R arm missing.

Height 21.0, L 9. 93.7.

309. Statuette with solid, cylindrical both, splayed base,

wide, sloping shoulders; \ertical arms without mo-
delled hands; oral, slightly trapezoid head, pinched
nose; pellet ears; short, rounded beard; conical, soft,

short helmet. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height

21.2. Lg. 93.7.

310. Statuette, as No 73; short, rounded beard. Red-
brown clay; retl-brown slip Height 23.2. Lg. 937.

31 1. Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard. Black border

on base. Red slip. Height 14 5. L ij 93.7.

312. Statuette, as No. 21b, rounded head, short, rounded
helmet; very short beard. Height 16, S L g. 93.7.

313. Statuette, as No. ihg; trapezoid head; longer, tiiangular

rounded beard; without pellet mouth. Traces of black

and red colour on face; two \ertical, black lines along

middle of both; transserse lines at w.iist, two wrtical,

black lines along arms interrupted by two transverse

lines; black border on base. Height iS 4. I, g. ()3.7.

314. Statuette, as No. 269. Height 21.5. I. ii. (14.4

315. Statuette, as No. 79. Red clay, red slip. Height 24.7.

L II. 94 4 -

316 Statuette, as No. 73; longer, rounded heard. Red-brown
clay, light-brown slip. Height 23.2. Lii. 94.4

317. Statuette, as No 79; short, straight-cut heard. Nose
and arms missing; broken at waist. Bnck-rcd clay,

red slip. Height 24.0. Lit. 94.4.

31S. Statuette, as No. 79; short, rounded beard. Bnck-
red clay; red slip. Broken at neck and waist. Height

22.0. Lii. 94.4.

319- Fragment of statuette, as No 284, without check-

pieces. Lower part of body, both arms, and top of

helmet missing. Height 103. Lti. 94.4
320. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, nmndcil beard Broken

at neck, waist, and below waist; both arms missing.

Black-brown clay; light slip. Height 23.6. Lii.

94 -4 •

321. Statuette, as No. 145. Height 247 L ii. 94.4.

322 Statuette, as No. 73; longer, rounded beard. Both

arms missing. Red-brown ela\ ; red slip. Height

26.3, Lit. 94.4.

3-3- Statuette, as No. 145, but uith •sht’rt, rouruU’d heard.

I'races of black colour on helmet and face, fleiitht

25 3. L 1 1 94 4.

324. Statuette, as No 79. Base partly rrussirm, top ot helmet

damatred; broken belou the waist 'I’tsKes ot black

colour. Red clay; red-brown slip. Height 23.5. L ii.

94 4-

325. Statuette, as No 73, Ioniser, rounded beard Red
cla> , rather red-brown slip Heis^bt 21 5. Lit. 944.

32h Statuette, as No 2^)9; trajic/oul head; short, iriamrular.

rounded beard. Broken neck Red-biown Lla\ , reddish

slip. Hemht 25.0. L 11 94.4.

327 Statuette, as No 2^9, short, tnanitular. lound beard.

Nose missmir, b.ith arms and waist broken. Red-

brown cla\ . reddish slip Iltiuhr 25^1. L ii. 94.4

32S. Statuette, as Nti 79. longer, rounded beard, lleittht

22.3.

Lii. 944.

329 Statuette, as No. 73; longer, rounded beard Height

22.S. Lii. 944.

330. Statuette, as No. 124, without painted border on base

Broken at neck. Heiuht 22 5. Lit. <;4 4.

331. Statuette, .is No 73, trapezoid head, eats placed at

the occiput. Red-brown clay, httht-brown slip. Height

20.0 L 1 1
. 94.4.

332. .Statuette, as No 79. Top of helmet damaged, head

broken at neck. Brown-red cla\ . brown-red slip.

Heii'ht 22 3 L 1 1 . <14.4.

333 Statuette, as No. “<). \er\ short beard Broken cl waist

and both arms Red cia\ . red slip HeiL'ht zh.S. L ii.

94.4

334. Statuette, as No. 79. longer, rounded beaid L arm

missinii. broken at neck and waist. IleiL^it 22 7. 1 1

.

94 4.

335. Statuette, as No. 73. short, rounded beaid Red cla\;

red-brown slip liemht 240 Lji. 944.
33t). Statuette, as No. 73, short, riiundcd beard Red cla\

,

red-brown slip. Heiuhr 22 S. Lii. 04 4.

337 Statuette, as No 7-’^. loimer. triangular beard Neck

broken. Red-brown cla\ ; reddish slip ilemht 220
Lii. 94.4.

33S. Statuette, as No. 179. lormer, trianirular rounded beanl;

lonu, conical helmet liroken at neck Ilciudit 23 3

Lii. 94.4.

339. Statuette, as No 124. d'op ot helmet damaLTcd 'J'races

of black colour, llemht 21.7 1. ii 'H 4-

340 Statuette, as No. 73. Heiuht 222 L 11 94.4

341. Statuette, No. 79 Black border on base. Lmht
slip. Hciuht 23 5. L II 944.

342 Statuette with cylindiical, solid bodv; splaved base;

square head, pinched nose; pellet ears, bow 1-shaj^ed

helmet, lett arm holdinu circular shield, r arm ad-

vanced. d’races of black colour. Shield and r arm
broken. Red-hr-.wn c]a\

, buht slip Black bonier on

base. Heiuht i<S.o Lii. 944.

343 Statuette, as No 73; short, rounded beard. Heiuht

22 S. Lii 94 4

344' Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Heiuht

22 o. L 1 1 . <14 4.

345 Statuette, as No. 73, short, rounded beard 'Top of

helmet damaued. Red-brown cla\
. reeldish slip Heiuht

210. r. 1 1
. 94 4
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346. Statuette, Xo. 124: lonuer, rounded beard. Height

2 1 .0. Lit. 94 4

347 Statuette, as No 73; lontter. rounded beard Height

23 2 L 1 1
. g4 4.

34S Statuette, as No. 73, longer, triani^ular beard Red

clay, red-brown slip. Heii^ht 237 Lii 944.

349. Statuette, as No. 145. Hei<tht 23 5 L 11. 94.4.

350. Statuette, as No. 124; short, triangular beard R. arm

missing. Slip parth turned red. Height 253. J. 11.

94.4.

351. Statuette, as No 73. Height 255. Lii. 94.4.

352. Statuette, as No 73 Red clay, red-brown slip. Height

254 Lii. ()4.4.

453. Statuette, Nu 124. Liitht blip Heiitht 23 5. L 11.

94 4-

354. Statuette, as Xo 73. Heiijht 22.0. Lii. 944.

355. Statuette, as Xo 73; short, rounded beard Red-

brown clay; red-brown slip. Heittht 24.6. l.ii

94-4

356. Statuette, as X'o. 73; short, rounded beard. R. arm

missma:. Red clay, red-brown slip. Hcmht 23.8.

Lii. 94.4.

357. .Statuette, as X'o. 73. short, rounded beard. L. arm

and nose missmj;. Red clay with dark core. Height

23.5. Lii. 944.

358 Statuette, as No. 124, longer, rounded beard, without

painted border on base. Broken at neck, breast, and

below waist. Height 24.2. Lii. 94.4.

359. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded, narrow beard.

Both arms broken Red clay; red slip. Height 22 8

Lii. 94 4.

360. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded, narrow beard.

Height 24.0. Lii. 94.4.

361. Statuette, as No 73, longer, rounded beard. Slip

partly turned red Height 24 i . 1. ii. <>4 4-

362. Statuette, as No. 79. Black border on base. Broken

at middle and I. arm. Height 22.3. Lii. 94.4.

363 Statuette, as No 73: long, rounded beard Slip partly

turned red. Height 247. I. 11. 94-4-

364. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, straight-cut beard. Red-

brown slip, red-brown clay. Height 26.7. L ii. 944
365. Statuette, as No 73; short, rounded beard R arm

missing. Red-brown clay; red-brown slip. Height

24 9 Lii. 94 4.

366. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 21 7. Lii. 94 4-

367. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Top of helmet damaged; r. arm broken. Red-brown

clay; light slip, mostly turned red Height 21 (>. L ii

94 4

'

368 Statuette, as No 79; long, straight-cut beard Both

arms broken. Red-brown clay, light slip, partly turned

red. Pleight 23.0. Lii. 94-4-

3^)9. Statuette, as No. 309; longer, nmnded beard; \er\

wide shoulders. Height 20.3. Lii. <)4.4

370. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. R. arm

missing. Traces of black colour on beard Height

20.7. Lii. 94.4.

371 Statuette, as No. 79; short, straight-cut beard. L.

arm and neck broken; helmet, r. arm, and nose missing.

Brown-red clay; red-brown slip. Height ig.o. L ii
. 94.4.

372 Statuette, as No. 145. rectangular head, triangular

beard. Broken neck and waist. Brick-red clay; light

slip. Height 21.3. Lii. 944-

373 Statuette, as No. 79. Broken at waist. Bnck-red clay;

light slip. Height 20.3 Lii 94.4-

374 Statuette with cwhndncal body; splayed base; \crtical

arms; scjuare head; pinched nose; pellet ears; pointed

beard, soft, conical helmet; dressed in chiton with

a border modelled round neck and along upper arms;

slee\es end at the elbows. Reddish slip. Height 20.6.

Lii 94.4.

375. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

R. arm missing Height 21.4. L ii. 94.4.

376. Statuette, as No. 79; very narrow body Broken at

middle, fleight 214. Lii. 94.4.

377. Statuette, as No, 232; without bent fingers. No back-

hole. Top of helmet, neck, and base broken; part of

base and 1. ear missing. Height 21.8. L ii. 94.4.

378. Statuette, as No. 79, short, triangular, rounded beard.

Broken arms and waist. Height 21.5. L ii. 94.4.

379. Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard. Black border

on base. Height 24.3, L ii. 94.4.

3N0 Statuette, as No. 309. Broken at waist and 1 arm,

r. arm missing. Red clay; light slip. Height 23 o.

Lii. 94-4-

381. .Statuette, as No. 79. Broken at waist; r. arm missing.

Height 24.4. Lii. 944.

352. Statuette, as No. 2S2, but without paintings Height

15.3. Lii. 94 4.

353. Statuette, as No. 79. Red clay; red slip. Height 22.0.

J. II. 94-4-

354. .Statuette, as No. 79 Top of helmet damaged; 1 arm

missing. Black border on base Red-brown clay;

light, partly reddish slip. Height 22.0. Lii. 94.4.

385. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Top of

nose and lower part of r. arm missing. Red-brown

clay; reddish slip d’races of black colour ()n body

and face. Height 24.7. Lii 94.4.

386. Statuette, as No 79; longer, rounded beard Brown-

red clay and slip Height 20.4. Lii. 94.4.

3S7 Statuette, as No. 79, less sloping shoulders. Nose

missing Red-bnnvn clay and slip. Height 20.7.

Lii. 94.4.

3S8. Statuette, as No. 79. L. arm missing; top of helmet

and 1 side of the face damaged. Red-br()wn clay

and slip. Height 198. L ii. 944
389. Statuette, as No 79, very short beard. Nose damaged;

neck broken. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height

18.2. Lii 944.

390. Statuette, as No. 73, short, rounded beard. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Top of helmet damaged. Height 21.6.

Lii. 94.4.

391. Statuette, as No 8fi. Traces of red paint on face and

bod\ , black hair. Height 12. i. L ii. 94.4.
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392. Statuette, as No. 107. 'I’races ot black colour un beard

and arms, \ertical, black line alony middle ot bod\

;

black border on base. Red-brown clay; reddish slip.

Height 21 9. L II. 94.4.

393. Statuette, as No 79. Nose and r arm missinu, 1 arm
broken. Bnck-reJ clay; bri.wn-red slip Height 220.

Lii. 94.4.

394. Statuette, as No. 73, longer, triangular beard L. arm
missing. Red-brc.wn cla\

,
reddish slip Height 20.7.

Lii. 94 4.

395. Statuette, as No. zGl). Tup of helmet damaged; 1.

arm broken. Traces of colour Red-brown clay;

reddish slip. Height 24.3. Lit. 944
396. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; red slip. Height 26.0. L ii. 94.4.

397. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; light-brown slip. Height 190. L ii. 94.4.

39S. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, straight-cut beard. Red-

brown cla\
;
reddish slip. Height 22 i . Lii. 94.4.

399. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Light slip.

Height 20.2. Lii. 94.4.

400. Statuette, as No. 73. Height 22.4. L ii. 94.4.

401. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 207. I- 1 1
. 94.4

402. Statuette, as No. 232; with long, pointed beard; hands

without bent fingers. No back-hole. Base broken.

Height 21.2. Lii. 94.4.

403. Statuette, as No, 79, Broken at waist. Height 23,2.

Lii. 94.4

404. Statuette, as No 79. L. arm missing. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Height 23.2. Lii. 944.

405. Statuette, as No 145; short, rounded beard Red clay,

red blip, partly darkened by soot. Height 19.5. I, 1 1

.

944
406. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard

Broken below breast and at 1. arm. Height 24 3. L ii.

94 4-

407. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body, splaccd base;

r, arm bent over breast; 1. arm somewhat adcanced,

trapezoid head; large, pinched nose, pellet ears, short

beard, soft, short, conical helmet. Both arms and

body below breast broken, lower r. arm missing.

Light slip, partly turned red. Height 219. Lii.

944-
40S. Statuette, as No. 79, shorter, triangular, rounded

beard. Nose missing. Red cl<i\
,

red slip. Height

21.5. Lii, 944.

409. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard. Red-brown

ela\ ; llsht-bro^^n slip. Height 22.7. Lii. 94.4.

410. Statuette, as Xo. 218, longer, rounded beard. Height

23.2. Lii. 94.4.

411. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Broken at

waist. Height 23.9. Lii. 94.4.

412. Statuette, as Xo 79; lonu, rounded beard Liyht-

brown slip. Height 21.0. L ii. 94.4.

413. Statuette, us Xo. 79; short, tnanuular, rounded beard.

Top of helmet missing; head broken at neck. Height

17.5. Lii. 94.4.

687
414.

Statuette, as Xo. 145; short, straight-cut beard. Losver

part of body and 1. arm missinti, upper part ot body

broken Slip darkened by soot. Height 13 4. L ii.

94 4-

415 Statuette, as Xo. 73 HeiLtht 22 1 L ii. 94 4-

4H). Statuette, as Xo. 79 Bioken at Nsaist. Height 21 7

Lii. 947.

417. Statuette, as Xo. 124. Height 21 5. L ii 94 4

4itS. Statuette, as X<i 79. short, triangular, rounded beard.

Height 21.4. Lii 947.

419 Statuette with cylindrical body, splayed ba.-'e, \ertical

arms, ^clth flattened hands; trapezoid head; pinched

nose, pellet ears; long, pointed beard, conmee helmet

with straight spike, made separately; upturned cheek-

pieces, with two straps crossed at the back 4*op ot

helmet, part of the straps, I. cheek-piece, and part

of beard missing; neck, 1. arm, and lower part of the

body broken Red clay, red slip Height 198. L ii.

94-7-

420. Statuette, as Xo. 79, \cry short beard Xuse damaged.

Slip partly turned red. Height 20.2. Lii. 94-7'

421. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Black border on base*. Slip partly

turned red. I leight 21 o. L ii. 947.

422. Statuette, as Xu. 7<^; longer, triangular beard Black

border on base. Red-brown clay; red-brown slip.

Height 21 3. Lii. 94.7

423. Statuette, as Xo. 79, no beard. Height 24.5. Lii.

94-7 •

424. Statuette, as Xo 79, short, triangular, pointed beard.

Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 24.0. Lii 94.7.

425. Statuette, as Xo. 79 Ifoth arms missing Red clay;

light slip, partly turned red. Height 22 5 L 11 94.7

42O. Statuette, as Xo 79; straight-cut beard, head pushed

forward. Head broken at neck. Light slip, partly

turned red. Height 19.3. L 11 947.

427. Statuette, as Xo. 7<i, \cr\ short heard. Nose damaged

Light slip. Height 24.2 L 11 94.7.

428. Statuette, as Xo. 419; rectangular head; pointed beard,

undigitated hands, short, straight, conical helmet,

without straps Red-brown clay, light slip. Height

241 Lii 94.7.

429. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer beard; modelled mouth.

Broken at waist. Slip partly turned red, Height 21 3.

Lii. (,4.7

430. Statuette, as Xo. 21S; more o\oid head, longer, tri-

angular heard; black border on base. Reddish clay.

Height 19.7. Lii. <14 7-

431. Statuette, as Xo. 269, short, rounded beard Base

missing. Height 21.5 Lii. <>47.

432. Statuette, as Xo 374. trapezoid head, short, rounded

beard; straight, conical helmet made separately, dressed

in chiton with elbi>w sleeves. Black border at base.

Broken waist. Slip mostly turned red-brown. Height

193. Lii 94 7

.

433. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 21.5. L ii. 94.7.

434. Statuette with body as Xo. 42; ovoid head, pinched

ni)se; pellet cans; pointed beard, three bands around
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head, schawl \Mth rounded edsze draped n\er both

shoulderib Xo^e and btard chipped. Reddish slip.

HeiLrht 225 L 1 1 . (>4.7

435 Statuette, a^ Xo 42-S R cheek-piece, nose, and hiwer

r. arm wai.-^t and 1 arm broken. Lii»hr slip.

HciLdit 21 .2. L 1 1
. g4 7.

436 Amphora of limestone with base-rins:, depressed

Ltlobular body, short, coneaxe, wide neck; riny-shaped

rim; handles trom rim to shoulder A pseudo-\aNe,

solid, only the mouth liollowed out. lien^ht 14.5

L 1 1 . (j4 7

.

437. Statuette, as Xo. 79: without beard; sliutly indicated

knob on top ot helmet Red clay, red slip. Ilci^^ht

17.4. L 1 1
. 94.7

438 Statuette, as Xo. 79. Heii^ht 206 Lli. 94.7

439. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Red-brown cla\
;
red-brown slip. Hen'ht Lii.

94-7 •

440. Statuette, as Xu 166; tnanuular head, pointed, longer

beard; helmet, made separately, with top bent back.

Broken neck and lower b )dy of which a small part

is missiny. Slip partly turned red. Height 21.0. L ii

94 “-

441. Statuette, as Xo. 269. Red-brown clay, reddish slip.

Height 20.7. Lii. 947.

442 Statuette, a.s Xo. 2h<;; x ery short beard Broken at

neck Red-brown clay, reddish slip Heiyht 21.5

L II. 94 7.

443 Statuette, as Xo. 419, triangular head, short, rounded

beard, va^niely indicated eyes; concave, short helmet

with splaxed top Ked-hrown c!a\ ; Imht slip. Height

19 4. L 1
1 94 7.

444. Statuette, as Xo. 79; luntr, rounded beard. Height

20.7. Lii, 94 7.

445. Statuette, as Xo. 52. Traces of colour lleiuht k; S

Lii. 94.7.

446. .Statuette, as Xu. 79, very short beard. Top of helmet

missing; broken below waist Height 220. Lii.

‘H- 7 -

447 Statuette, as Xo 21S; short, round be.ird 'J'races

of black colour on back of head and arms Light slip,

partly turned red. Height 20.9. Lii. 94.7.

44S Statuette, as Xo 233; trapezoid head, triangular,

rounded heard. Xose damaged Height 196 I. ii

94 7 -

449 .Statuette, as Xo 79; sh(.)it, straight-cut beard. Broken

below middle. Height 21. h. Lii. 947
450 Statuette, as Xo 233; trapezoid head, triangular

heard, hands with modelled fingers d’op damaged

Height 22.7 Lii. 94.7.

451 ^^tatuette, as Xo. 269; very short beard, exebrows

slmhtly indicated. Base missinc Red-broxxn clax ,

reddisii slip. Height 17.5 L ii. <>47.

452 Statuette, as Xo. 79; lonuei. straight-cut beard. Top
rnissing. broken below xxaist. Height 133. Lii 94.7

453. Statuette, as Xo 79. longer, rounded, triangular

beard. Red clax; red slip Height 21 2 J. ii 947.

454 Statuette, as Xu. 79, xery short beard. Tup uf heknet

damaged, neck bruken; r. arm missing. Brick-red

clax; black cure; light slip. Height 194 L ii. 94.7.

455. Statuette, as Xo. 56. Height 200. L ii 94-7.

459 fragment ut statuette with holluxv, cxlindrical body,

plain, xertical arms. Head and 1 . arm missing Height

17.5, Lii. 94.7.

457. Statuette, as Xu 79; xery short beard. Light-broxxn

slip Height n).(). Lii 947
455 Statuette, as Xu 79. Loxver part of b )dy, and r. arm

missing, broken at breast. Red-brown clay; reddish

slip. Height 13 5. L II. 947.

459. Bichrtune i\' b )xvl xvith raised base; curved outline;

raised nm; two horizontal handles bek^w nm. Inside,

encircling black lines xxith broad red band betxx'een;

on the outside, encircling black lines around nm and

b >dy below handles; groups of red xertical lines be-

tween these. Diam. 13.0. Lii. 94.7.

4^)0 Statuette xxith cxlindrical body; splayed base; sc^uare

head, pellet nose and ears; long, narroxv. rounded

beard, and long, straight helmet. Helmet painted red

xxith border round the head, black eyes, eyebroxx's,

and beard; green line round neck; red network on

breast, bordered by black lines; upper arms painted

green, xvith black borders; on arms beloxv elboxvs red,

transverse lines; traces of colour beloxv breast; black

painted border at base. Bruken at neck, fleight 26.8.

Lii. 947.

461. Statuette, as No 145, straight-cut beard. Red-broxx'n

clay, light slip. Height 23.9. Lii. 94.7.

4()2 Matucite, as Xfi. 33S Top of helmet damaged; 1 .

arm missing. Bnck-red clay; blackened slip Height

21.5. Lii. 947.

463 Statuette, as Xo. 338; short, rounded beard. Traces

ot colour. Black border on base. Red clay; led slip.

I leight 24 o. Lii. 94.7.

494. Statuette, as Xo. 73, lung, rounded beard. Luxx'er

part of r. arm missing; r. shoulder broken. Height

25.0. L. II. 947.

405. .StatuL-ltt;, as Xo. 73. Heinht 23.0. Lii. 947.
1 4(10. Statuette, as Xo 372. Heiiiht 22.0. Lit. 94.7.

i 467 Statuette, a.s X'o. 79, very short beard. Black border

on base. Red clay; red-brown slip. Heitfht 22.4. L ii.

94 -7

4(iS. Statuette, as Xo. 269; wedtie-shaped head; longer,

triangular, narrow beard; pellet mouth, heart-shaped

upper body. Arms and waist broken. Red-brown
clay; liftht slip Heiuht 29.5. Lii 94.7.

4(>9. Statuette, as Xu 145 Top of helmet and base damaged

;

middle of body and 1 . arm broken. Darkened slip.

Hei'aht 22 o. L ii. 94 7.

470. Statuette, as Xo. 124, longer, rounded beard. Reddish

slip. Hemht 24.2. Lii. 947.

471. Statuette, as Xo. 21.S, short, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Height 18.9. L ii. 947.

472. Statuette, as Xo. 79; lonyer, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; liiiht slip. Ileiyht 22.2. Lit. 947.
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473. Statuette, as No. 124; lunger, rounded beard. Slip

partly turned red. Height 22.9. Lii. 94.7.

474. Statuette with cylindrical body; splayed base; vertical

arms; trapezoid head; pinched nose; pellet ears; long,

narrow, rectangular beard; long, straight helmet.

Brick-red clay; light slip. L. arm missing; broken

above and below waist. Height 22.4. Lii. 94.7.

475. Statuette, as No. 73. Red clay; red-brown slip. Height

22.0. Lii. 94-7.

476. Statuette, as No. 137; very short beard; short, soft

helmet. Traces of colour. Slip mostly turned red.

Height 21.3. Lii. 94.7.

477. Statuette with cylindrical body; splayed base; vertical

arms; square head; pinched nose; pellet ears; marked

eyebrow line; long, rounded beard; helmet with top

bent forwards. Traces of colour; black border on base.

Top of helmet broken. Light slip, partly turned red.

Fleight 23.4. L 11. 94.7.

478. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; splayed base;

vertical arms; square head; pellet mouth; roughly

modelled nose; pellet ears; tall helmet with top bent

backwards; pointed beard; dressed in a plain shawl

wrapped from 1. shoulder below r. arm-hole. Light

slip. Height 20.2. Lii. 94.7.

479. Statuette, as No. 145; long, curved, straight-cut beard.

Black border on base. Height 22.5. Lii. 94.7.

480. Statuette, as No. 79; long, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Brown-red slip. Height 21.8. Lii.

94.7.

481. Statuette, as No. 124; longer, rounded beard. Height

23.0. L n. 94.7.

482. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Height

24.4. Lii. 94.7.

483. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Broken

at neck. Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Height 23.3.

Lit. 94.7.

484. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. L. arm

broken; lower part missing. Height 22.4. L it. 94.7.

485. Statuette, as No. 338. Top damaged; r. arm broken.

Height 23.3. Lit. 94.7.

486. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded, triangular

beard. Red-brown clay; brown slip. Height 24.7.

L II. 94.7.

487. Statuette, as No. 269; longer, triangular beard; only

slightly marked eyebrows; helmet with splayed top.

Broken at neck. Height 19.8. Lii. 94.7.

488. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Part of

beard and 1. part of chin missing. Red-brown clay and

slip. Height 25.2. Lii. 94.7.

489. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Light-

brown slip. Height 20.2. L ii. 94.7.

490. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Height 26.2. Lit, 947.

491. Statuette, as No. 79; long, rounded beard. Traces

of a black border on base. Height 18,1. Lii. 947.

492. Statuette, as No. 79. Broken at middle. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Height 23.2. Lii. 94.7.

493. Statuette, as No 79 Nose and base ini-,smg. Hriek-

rcd clay; black core Height 23 5 L 11. o4 7

494. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, triangular, rounded beard.

Height 19.0. L II. 94.7

495 Statuette, as No. 79; straight-cut beard. R. arm missing.

Red-brown clay; black core. Height 26.0. L 11. 94 7-

496. Statuette, as No 73. Height 24.1. I- 1 1 94 7

497. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Red-brown

clay and slip Height 25.6, L 11. 947

498. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, triangular beard. L arm

missing. Height 25.4. Lii. 94.7.

499. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Top of helmet and nose missing; broken at neck,

below breast, and both arms Red-brown cla\
,
red

slip. Height 22.6. L II 947.

500. Statuette, as No. 79. Top of helmet damaged. Red

clay and slip. Height 259, Lii. 947.

501. Statuette, as No. 79; short, straight-cut beard Black

border on base. Red-brown clay and slip I leight

22.0.

Lii. 94 7.

j

502. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Rcd-

I

brown clay; light slip Height 23 5. L ii. 947.

!
503. Statuette, as No 73; longer, straight-cut beard L

' arm missing. Height 27.S. L ii. 947
504. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Top and

' front of helmet missing; 1. arm and waist broken.

Red-brown cla\ ; red slip Height 210. Lii. 1147.

505. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Top of

beard chipped. Red-brown clay, red-brown slip.

Height 23.0. Lii. 947.

i

506. Statuette, as No. 79, \ery short heard. Height 20.0.

;
Lii. 94.7

507. Statuette, as No. 79. K. arm missing I leight 239.

Lii. 94.7.

I 508. Statuette, as No. 79; triangular beard. Red-brown

slip. Height 21,8 Lii 94.7.

509. Statuette, body as No. 79; large, sejuare head; long,

j

rounded beard; uncovered head, roughly indicated

shawl o\cr both shoulders. Brown clay, light slip.

Height 18.0. 1. II. 94.7.

510. Statuette, as No. 79, trapezoid head, longer, straight-

I

cut beard. L. arm missing; broken at waist and r

arm. Height 209. Lii. 94.7.

51 1. Statuette, as No. 73, short, roundeil beairi 'Places

of colour. Red-brown cla\ , light slip. Height 22 3.

L 1 1
. 94 7

512. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. R. arm

broken. Height 23 fi. L ii. (14 7.

513. Statuette with solid, cclindric.d body, siil.iced base;

vertical arms. R. arm and head missing; waist broken.

Height 22.3. Lii. 94,7.

514. Statuette, as No. 79 Nose broken and top of helmet

damaged. Height iS 4. Lii 94-7.

515. Statuette, as No. 79. R arm inisMnu. d’laces of coU>ur.

I Red-brown cla\
; liuht slip. Hei^dit 21. f). L 11 94.7.

516. Statuette, as N'o. 79; longer, rounded beard. Liuht-

brown slip. Height iS 8. L ii. 94-7.

44
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5I/ StiUllcttc, Nt) IlciLrht 22 2 . I I .

5i>S .Statuette, as No. 79, U)nt£L‘r, tnanirular beard. Xose
nii^^inu Heidit 27 3. Lii. 947.

519. Statuette, as No. 79, longer, straitrht-cut beard Xose
damaged. Heiuht 20 <>. L ii. 94.7.

520 statuette, as. Xo. 79. longer, iiHinded beard. R. arm
Red-hr(.\\ii cla\ ; brown ^hp. ileieht 197.

I. 1 1
. 94 7

521 Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

HeiL^ht 218. Lii 94 7.

522 Statuette, as Xo. 79, \ery short beard. Red-brown
ela\

, red slip Ileiudit 21 3 L 11. 947
527. Sta u tte. as Xo. .Middle j^art of arms missing.

Ilchnet, hair, e\ebi(.\vs, beard painted black, girelle,

fingers
,
base painted black, red lines along sides of

body. Height 240. L ii. 947.
524. Statuette, as Xo. 79 Broken at waist. Height 20 5.

Lii. 94 7.

525 .Statuette, as Xo 79 Top of helmet missing. Light-

brown slip. Height 20.4. L II 94.7

526. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, straight-cut beard Body
broken below and at waist Part of base missing.

Height 220. Lii. 947.

527 Statuette, as Xo. 77; short, rounded beard Red-
brown ela\ ; light-brown shji. R. arm missing; I

arm broken Height 223. Lii. 94.7.

52^. Statuette, as Xo. 73, short, rounded beard Red-brown
clay; reddish slip. Height 18.8. Lii. 94.7.

52(). Statuette, as Xo. 73. Red-brown cla> ; light-brown

slip, d'racts of colour. Height 23 2. L ii. 94.7

530. Statuette, a.s Xo. 73, short, rounded beard 'I’races

of colour Rcd-biown clay; light-brown slip. 'Pop

of helmet chipped. Height 187. L 11. 947
531 Statuette, as Xo. 79. K. arm missing. Brick-red clav;

light-brown slip, partly turned red. Height 20.0 Lii.

94 7 -

532 Statuette, as Xo 79. Black bortler on base Light

slip Height 23 4 Lir 947.

533 Statuette, as Xo. 218; short, n unded beard. Height

17.3 Lii 947.

534 .Statuette, as Xo. 79. Broken below breast and both

arms, top ot liehnet missing Brown clay; red slip.

1 Light 24 5 Lii 94.7

535 Statuette, as Xo 79 Black border on base. Xeck
broken, breast damaged Red-br<.)wn clav; light slip.

Height 23.0. Lii. 94.7.

53f> Statuette, as Xo. 79. longer, straight-cut beard. Xeck
brt)ken Kcd-bro\s n cku

,
led slip Height 21 i.Lii 947

537 Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, lounded heard. J<ed-

brown clay, leddish slip. Black border on base; traces

ot colour bud\ . Height 19.4. L ii 947.

53 ^' Statuette. as X. 73; short. rounded beard. Red-

brown cla\
, light -brown slip. 1 lemht 2;,.

3

.Lii 94 -7

Statuette, a-, X( ' 73 ' \ery short beard Red-'brown

cku, recidi sh ''Ii p. Hci ght 22 2 . I. 11 94 -7

540 Statuette. as .\- ). 218; short, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Height 23.2. Lii. <34 7 •

541, Statuette, as Xo 79, \cry short beard. Height 22.4.

Lii. 94-7-

542. Statuette, as Xo. 218; short, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Xeck broken Height 23 5. L ii.

94 7 -

543 Statuette, as Xo 21S, \ery short beard. End of r.

arm missing; broken at neck, r. arm, and waist, d’races

(.)f black and icd colours on face and b )dv. Height

22.6. Lii. 947.

544. Statuette, as Xo. 79; \ery short beard. R arm missing;

broken neck and top of helmet. Brick-red cla\
,
black

core; light slip. Height 240 L ii. 947.

545. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard Red-

brown clay, hght-bruwn slip Height 23.9. Lii.

94 -7 '

54('). Statuette, as Xo 73; short, rounded beard. Broken

below middle. Red-brown clay; light-brown slip.

Height 22.2. Lii. 947.

547. Statuette, as Xo. 269. Xeck bioken. Red-brown
cla\

, reddish slip. Height 23.5. L ii. 94.7.

548. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, straight-cut beard. Traces

of black colour on helmet; black border on base. XTse

damaged. Height 24 5. L ii 94 7.

549. Statuette, as Xo. 21S; shi>rt. rounded beard. Black

border on base. Broken abo\e base. Height 21.8.

Lii. 94.7.

550. Body of a statuette, cylindrical; head missing. Height

14.6. L9. 956.

551. Statuette, as Xo. 73; trapezoid head; short, rounded

beard. R. arm broken Red-brown clay; light-bruw'n

slip Height 18.7. L 9. 95.().

552. Statuette, as Xo. 73; trape/uid head, short, rounded

beard R. arm broken. Red-brown clay, light-brown

slip. Height 22.8. L 9. 95.6.

553. Statuette, as Xo. 269. Traces of colour. Height 23,9.

L9 95.6.

554. Statuette, as Xo. 509, o\al head, \ery short heard;

closed, undigitated hands. L. arm missing Red-

brown clay; light slip. Height 16 i. L 9. 95.6.

555 - Statuette, as Xo 79. Height 21.4. L 9. 95.6.

556. Statuette, as Xo 73 ;
short, round beard X'use damaged;

body broken below and abo\e waist. Red-brown
clay, light-brown slip Traces of black and red colours.

Height 224 Lii 94.7

557. Statuette, as Xo 79; short, rounded beard. Height

19.0. Lii. 94.7.

555. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, nuinded beard. Xose
missing 'r races ot black colour. Red-brown cla\

;

light-brown slip Height 185 I>ii. 947.

559 Statuette, as Xu. 79. Part ot base missing. Height

214. Lii. 94.7

560. Statuette, as Xo. 21S; short, rounded beard. Black

border on base, R. arm broken. Height 197. Lii.

7 -

561. Statuette, as Xo. 79; \ery short beard. Base partlv

missing. 4 races of black colour, tleiglit 23.7. L ii.

94 -7
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562. Statuette, Xo. 419, triangular head; mndclled f\es;

pointed, loniter beard, coneate, short helmet with

splayed tup. Heiijht 22.2. L ii 047.

563. Statuette with cylindrical body, splayed b.ase; vertical

arms, square head; short, rounded beard; pinched

nose; pellet cars, s.ift helmet with knobbed top. Traces

of colours. Broken near base. lau'ht slip Heiqht

22 7. Lit. 94 7.

564. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Traces of colour on body, black border on b-tse. Height

25.0. Lit. 94.7.

^65 Statuette, as Xo. 73 IleiL^ht 25.0. I. 1 1
. 94.7.

566. Statuette, as No. 79, short, tnanttular, rounded beard.

Top of helmet damai^ed. Red clay and slip Heii^ht

26.0. L 1 1
. 94.7.

567. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Louver part of body missing.

Height 17. 1. Lii. 947.

5(->S. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. L. arm '

mis'^mg, broken ab)\e and below waist, r arm broken.

Red-brown day, light slip. Height 25.2. Lri. 04.7

569. Statuette, as X'o. 73. Height 22.2 Lii. 947.

570. Statuette with solid, cylindrical body, splayed base:

sloping shoulders; oval head; pinched nose; thin pellet
’

ears; short, rounded beard; long, soft helmet. Broken

at neck. Red-brown day, red ^hp. Height 24.1. L ii.

94.7.

571. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard Black '

border on bise. which is partly missing. Red-brown

day; light slip. Height 23.6. L ii. 94.7.

572. Statuette, as Xo. 21S; longer, triangular beard; very

wide and much sloping shoulders R arm and lower
'

1 arm missing; broken at waist and nose. Slip some-

what effaced. Height iS 2. L ii. 94.7.

573. Statuette with body of elliptical section; flattened

breast; almost horizontal shoulders; straight neck;

ovoid head; rounded beard; open mouth with roughly

shaped lips, >traight, prominent nose without nostrils;

leaf-shaped eyes with raised lids; marked eyebrows;

sloping forehead; helmet with straight spike and

hanging cheek-pieces R arm uplifted; 1. arm bent over

the breast holding animal, hands with fingers; l^ollnea^

feet with sandals standing on a b.ise tablet, statuette

dressed in chiton ending some centimeters ab)\e base

tablet; feet attached separately Hand-made. R. check-

piece, part of neck, r. hand, some fingers of 1. hand

missing; broken at neck and lower part of body.

Brown clay; light slip. Height 59.0 Lii. 947.

574 Statuette with hollow, cylindrical body, splayed base;

r. arm bent o\er breast; 1. arm \ertical; trapezoid

head; pinched nose; pellet ears; rather long, triangular,

straight-cut beard; helmet with straight, hollow spike.

L. arm missing; broken at neck, below and above

waist. Red-brown slip Height 200. L ii. 947.

575 St<ituette with solid, cylindrical b )d> , splayed base,

\eriical arms, trapc/oid head; pinched nose, pellet

ears; short, triangular beard, long, straight, conical

helmet. Traces of colour on b^dy. black harder at

base Red-brown clay, light ^lip Height 220. L ii.

94 7-

57b. Statuette with cylindrical, solid b )d\
,
splayed hi'-e,

r. arm bent forward; !. arm bent forward holding a

sword beluw' the arm-hole, sejuare head, sh >rr, r«)unded

beard, pinched nose; large pellet cars; three binds

round head, staruettc dressed in chifon with elh )W-

slee\es. Black birder at base. Reddish slip Height

1 9 I . Lii 94 7

.

577 Statuette, as Xo. 42; 1. arm bent forwards; r. arm

vertical; o\al head, pinched nose; pellet mouth and

ears; wig-shaped hair; hand around the head, dre-'sed

in a chiton with short sleeves. Band round head,

chin and lower r arm missing, nose damaged Light

slip nearly effaced. Height 15 5. L ii. 947.

578. Statuette, as Xo. 79; triangular beard Missing' r.

ear, nose, and r. arm. Red-brown clay Height 23 3.

Lii. 94 7.

579 Statuette, as Xo 79, very short heard Nose damaged.

Broken at middle. 1 leight 22 2. I. ii. 947
550. Statuette, as Xo. 73. Height 27.7 Lii. 947.

551. White Painted V jug with raised base, biconical b.)dy;

wide neck, splaving upwards, pinched mnuth, handle

from rim to shoulder. IMain hand*- around ri n. ha^e

of neck, and b )Jy; vertical lines on handle. Height

19 2. Lii. 94.7.

582. Bichromc IV b >wl with rounded b.ise; iirn curving

inwards. Encircling black lines inside and outside

rim; battom paintevi red Diam. 1 1 .7 I.ii 94 7-

553. Bichronie TV b iwl, shape as Xo 5.S2 Lncireling

black line> outside and inside nm. the rest of the h ivvl

is painted red. Diam. 11.5. i. ii (>47

554. Statuette, as Xo. 53. Black hair and e>es, two hori-

zontal lines below neck over breast, ladder-pattern

along arms to elbows; black line^ from elh ivvs to hands,

two vertical lines along ''ides of b )d\ ; three hori/ontal

lines at waist; border on base, Jleight 20 N. L ii 04 7.

5S5 Statuette, as No. 79. R. aim m!^^lng. Hrivk-rcd vlav.

Height 259. Lii. 947
586. Statuette, as Xo. 145. Reddish slip. Height 22.7.

Lii. 947.
5S7 Statuette, as Xo 7(>; very short heard Head broken

at neck; top of helmet ml^'lng Red-hiown clav,

red slip. Height 230. L 11 047.

58S. Statuette, as Xo 79, short, triangular, rounded beard

Height 27.2. Lii. 94.7.

5S9 Statuette, as Xo 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Red elay and slip. Traces of black colour lleight

23 3. 1. 1 1. 94 7-

590. Statuette with cylindrical, sidid h >d\ , cplaved b.ise;

battened breast; sloping shoulders, vertical arms;

square, rather trapezmd head; globular eyeballs;

pinched nose; pellet ears; rounded, triangular beard;

straight, long, conical helmet Beard ilamaged. Broken

at neck and below waist Height 21 5. L ii. 94.7

591 Statuette, as Xo 73, short, rounded beard. L. arm

and body ab.ne waist broken Height 25 8 L ii. 94.7.
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592 Statuette, as Xu 145; trapezc)td head; helmet with

top sliijhtly leaniiiLt backwards. R arm and waist

broken. Heiuht 194. L ii. 94.7.

593 Statuette, No. RvS
, longer, rounded beard Reddish

slip. Heutht 200. Lii. 947.

594. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Broken

at r. arm and breast Red clay; red slip. Traces of

black colour Ileiuht 237. Rii. 94.7.

595. Statuette, a;. No. 73; longer, rounded beard Ileij^ht

26 7. Lii 94 7.

596. Statuette, as No 269; roughly modelled shawl. Height

24 4. I. II. 94.7.

597. Statuette, as \<u 79; nearly horizontal shoulders,

goatee. Rounded ba^e. 1^. arm broken; r. ear missing.

Height 195 Lii. 947
598. Statuette, as X'o. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard

Head broken at neck. Brick-red clay; reddish slip.

Height 23 o. Lii. 947.

599. Statuette, as Xo 79. Black border on base. Broken

neck, r. arm, b.idy below and above waist, 1. arm missing.

Red clay and slip. Height 23.5. L ir. 94.7.

600. Statuette, as Xo. 124. Height 259 Lit. 947.
601 Statuette, as Xo 16S; square head; \ery short beard.

Reddish slip. Height 17.3. Lit. 94.7.

602 Statuette, as X'o. 79. Top of helmet damaged. Traces

of black colour on head and helmet. Brick-red clay;

light slip, partly turned red Height 23.3. L 11. 947.

603 Statuette, as X’o. 137; trapezoid head; short, rounded

beard; short, straight helmet; modelled shawl with border

indicated by relief stripes. Height 20.7. L ii. 94.7

604. Statuette, as X'o 73; short, rounded beard Red day

and slip. Height 223. L ii 947.

605. Statuette, as X’o. 269, short, triangular beard. Arms
and lower part of body missing; body broken but

repaired with gypsum; top of helmet damaged Height

21.4. Lii. 94 7

606 Statuette, as X'o. 564; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Black border on base. Red clay; red slip partly light.

Height 215. 1. 1 1
. 94 7.

607 .Statuette, a.s No 73, longer, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip Traces of colour on bjdy;

black border on base. Height 23.4. L ii. 94.7.

60S. Statuette, as X’o. 269. Black border on base. Height

23 9- Lii. 94 7

609 Statuette, as No. 73, short, rounded beard. Height

219. Lii. 94.7

610 Statuette, as X'o. 79 Height 22.S. Lii. 94.7.

611. Statuette, as XO. 73; short, rounded beard. Xose

missing; r arm and body below waist broken. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 25.6 Lii. 94.7.

612. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard Red-

brown clay; light slip. Height 19.S. L ii. 94.7.

613. Statuette, as Xo 79; \ery short beard. Height 24.0.

L I r
. 94-7-

614 Statuette, as Xo. 73; longer, triangular beard. Broken

at middle and 1. arm Red-brown clay; reddish slip.

1 [eight 25 3 . Lii. 94 7

I R I N I

615. Statuette, as X’o. 79; longer, rounded beard. Rather

well marked shawl. Red clay and slip. Height 24.9.

Lii. 94,7.

616. Statuette, as X'o. 477; triangular, rounded beard. L.

arm broken. Height 22.3. Lii. 94.7.

617. Statuette, as Xo. 477; trapezoid head; curved, straight-

cut beard. Head broken at neck; right arm broken;

lower part of body missing. Dark-brown to grey slip.

Height 165. Lii. 94.7.

618. Statuette, as Xo. 145; triangular, rounded beard;

roughly indicated shawl. Traces of colour. Height

20.0. Lii. 94.7.

619. Statuette, as Xo. 269; long, rounded beard; pellet

mouth Helmet slightly concave. Height 245. Lii.

94 7-

620. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 21.3. Lii. 94.7.

621. Statuette, as Xo. 73. Height 250. Lii. 94-7.

622. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard. Height

240, Lii. 94.7.

623. Statuette, as Xo. 124. Height 23.8. Lii. 94.7.

624. Statuette, as Xo. 73; longer, rounded beard. X’ose

broken. Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Height 21.5.

Lii. 94.7.

625. Statuette, as Xo. 474; oval head; longer, rounded

beard. Broken neck. Brown clay; dark core. Height

24.1. Lii. 94.7.

626. Statuette, as Xo. 73. Height 25.4. Lit 94.7.

627. Statuette, as Xo. 564; longer, rounded beard. Xose

missing; top of helmet damaged. Red clay and slip.

Height 23.0. Lii. 94.7.

62<S. Statuette, as Xo. 73, longer, rounded beard. Broken

at middle and 1. arm; end of r. arm missing. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 23.4. Lii. 94.7.

629. .Statuette, as Xo. 167; oval, rectangular head; straight-

cut, short beard; less sloping shoulders Both arms

missing; part of base chipped. Red-brown clay; black

core; light slip. Traces of colour. Height 25.0. Lii.

94.7.

630. Statuette, as X'o. 79; longer, straight-cut beard. Red-

brown clay, light slip. Height 24.3. L ii. 94.7.

631. Statuette, as Xo. 73. R. arm missing. Height 25.5.

Lii. 94,7.

632 Statuette, as Xo, 79; trapezoid head; long, triangular,

rounded beard; short helmet; Hat body; arms in one

piece with body. Height 23.5. L ii. 94.7.

633. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 22.3. Lii. 94.7.

634. Statuette, as Xo. 162; incised mouth with modelled

lips; nose with pierced nose-holes. Hair, beard, eyes,

and eyebrows painted black; ears and lips red; two

black, angular lines from shoulder to waist; between

them, three transverse lines; transverse lines on arms

below shoulders; two vertical, black lines along body
on back R. ear missing. Height 21.0. Lit. 947.

f*35- Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard. Broken

at waist; top of helmet and base of body damaged.

Red-brown clay; leddish slip. Height 26.2. Ij 1 1

.
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636. Statuette, as No. 145; short, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Broken at neck. Height 230. L ii.

94 7-

637. Statuette, as No. Height 247. L ii 94.7.

(138. Statuette, as No. 79. Nose ntissing. Traces of colour.

Red clay, light slip. Height 25 b. L ti. 94.7.

639. Statuette, as No. 73; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Height 25.4. Lit. 94.7.

640. Statuette, as No. 124; short, triangular beaid Height

25.9. Lit. 94.7.

641. Statuette, as No 79; short, straight-cut beard. Broken

at cvaist and 1. arm. Red-brocvn clay, reddish slip.

Fleight 22.1. L II. 94.7.

642. Statuette, as No 73. Height 242. L ii. 94.7.

643. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard Height

24.8.

Lit. 947.

644. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Both arms,

r. ear, and part of base missing; neck and body broken;

top of helmet damaged. Height 23.5. Lii. 94.7.

645. Statuette, as No. 218; longer, rounded beard; \ery wide,

much sloping shoulders. Slip much effaced. Height

249. Lii. 947.

646. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, triangular, rounded beard.

Top of helmet damaged. Red clay and slip. Traces

of colour. Height 22.7, Lii. 94.7.

647. Statuette, as No. 124; without painted border on base.

End of 1. arm missing. Height 259. Lii. 947.

648. Statuette, as N'o. 124. Broken at waist. Height 27.3

Lii. 94.7.

649. Statuette, as No. 79; loru?er, rounded beard. Head

broken at neck. Height 20 S. Lii. 947
650. Statuette, as No. 73; short, triangular beard. L. arm

missing; broken below waist and at nose Red-brown

clay; light slip Height 24.6. Lii 94 7-

651. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Height 24.1. Lii. 94.7.

652. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Nose

damaged. Red clay and slip. Height 22.4. Lii. 94.7.

653. Statuette, as No. 79, longer, rounded beard. Height

22.5. Lii. 947.

654. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, triangular beard. Height

24.8. Lii. 94.7.

655. Body of statuette, cylindrical, solid, slightly splayed base;

vertical arms. Head and r. arm missing Height 14 5

Lii. 94 7.

656. Statuette, as No. 79. Arms and lower part of body

missing. Height 14.2. Lii. 94.7.

657. Statuette, as No. 79; short, straight-cut beard. Height

20.0. Lii. 94.7.

658. Statuette, as No. 477; trapezoid head. R. arm missing;

broken at waist, r. arm, and below waist. Black clay;

dark-brown core; brown, blackened slip. Height

20.8. L 1 1 94.7.

659. Statuette, as No. 79; \ery long helmet; short, rounded

beard. Dark-brown clay; black core; brown, dark

slip. Height 22.7. Lii. 94.7.

660. Statuette, as No. 169; wedge-shaped head, longer.

rectangular, straighi-cut heard. Black encireling line

round helmet; eces, ccebrows, beard, hair painted

black, line round neck; certical lines alung arms;

transcerse lines at elbows, black border on base. Height

18 2. L n. 94.7.

661.

Statuette, as No. 79 Height 229 L ii 94 7-

662 Statuette, as No. 79; long beard. Height 19.2 L ii.

94.7.

663. Statuette, as No. 79. L. arm missing, broken at right

shoulder, breast, and r. arm. Height 24.5. L ii. 947.

664 Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Lower part of I arm missing, 1. shoulder, r. arm, and

waist broken. Height 270. Lii. 947
665. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded heard

Low'er part of 1. arm missing. Black border on base.

Light-brown slip. Height 25.2. L ii. 94.7.

666. Statuette, as No. 79; pointed beard. Nose damaged.

Dark-brown clay, light-brown slip. Height 25.0. L ii.

04 7-

667. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; splayed base:

vertical arms; square head; pinched nose; pellet ears;

prominent eyeballs; raised eyebrows; incised mouth;

short, triangular beard; long, straight helmet L.

arm broken. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height

24.9. Lii. 94.7.

668. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, rounded beard. Height

26.0. L 1 1. 94 7.

669. Statuette, as No. 73, short, rounded beard. R. arm

missing Red-brown clay; hght-brown slip. Height

22.2. Lii 94.7.

670. Statuette, as No 73 Height 25.2. Lii. 947
671. Statuette, as No. 137; trapezoid head; short, lounded

beard; short, soft helmet, shawl with marked b.irder.

Height 21 .5 Lii. 94 7.

672. Statuette, as No. 218; short, rounded be,ird. Black

border on base. Broken neck and waist, 1 arm missing

Height 21.2 Lii. 947.

673. Statuette, as No 79, triangular beard. R. arm and

waist broken. Height 21.9. L 11. 94.7.

674. Statuette, as No. 79; \er\ short beard Broken at middle

and r. arm. Height 222. Lii. 94.7

675. Statuette, as No. 218; short, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Neck broken; nose damaged Height

22.2 L 1 1
. 94 7.

676. Statuette, as No 79; short, numded beard. R. ear

and r. side of face missing; broken at breast Height

23.3. Lii. p4-7

677. Statuette, as No. 73. Height 26.0 L ii 94.7.

678 Statuette, as No. 124; longer, tiiangular, rounded beard.

Height 26.5. L II 947.

679. Statuette, as No. 269. R. arm missing; broken below

waist. Height 27.1. L ii. 947.

6S0. Body of statuette, cylindrical with splaced base; hori-

zontal arms, head, parts of arms, and base missing.

Height 15.8. Lii 94-7.

681. Statuette, as No. 79; trapezoid head. Traces of colour

round base, neck, ears, and chin. Height 20 3. L 1 1
. 94.7.
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682. Statuette, as No. 79, short, rounded beard. Li«iht-

brown slip. Heiu^ht 21 S. L ii. 94.7.

683. Statuette, as No. 73; short, round beard. Red-brown

clay, lu^ht-brown slip. Height 197. Lii. 947-
6S4. Statuette, as .\o 73. lormer, straiizht-cut beard. '^IVaces

ot black colour, liei'eht 21.3 L 11. 947
685. Statuette, as No. 124; lon^a^r, rounded beard. Height

24.6. Lii. 94 7.

680. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Both

arms missmii; broken at neck Red-brown clay and

slip. Height 235. Lii. 947.

687. Statuette, as No. 79; but with long, straight-cut beard

Black bjrder on base. Broken at waist. Brick-red

clay; red slip. Ileiuht 24.0. Lii. 947
688. Statuette, as No. 79, longer, triangular beard. Light-

brown slip. Height 22.4. Lii. 94.7.

689. Statuette, as No 73, longer, straight-cut beard. Black

border on base Height 250. Lii. 94.7.

690. Statuette, as No 269. Well marked, raised eyebrows

Top of helmet missing Black border on base. Height

25.5. Lii. 94.7.

6yi. Statuette, as Xo 73; longer, rounded, narrow beard.

Traces of black colour. Red clay; red-brown .slip

Height atS.3. Lii. 94.7

692. Statuette, as X"o. 21S; lonf'er, rounded beard. Black

border on base Reddish clay. Height 20.5. Lii.

y4-7-

693. Statuette, as No. 21S, longer, rounded beard; roughly

indicated shawl over shoulders. Red ears; traces of

black colour on face. Height 21.2. L ii. 94.7.

694. Statuette, as N'o. 79; longer, straight-cut beard. Broken

at both arms and waist; top of helmet damaged Red-

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 20.9. L ii. 94.7.

695. Statuette, as N'o. 79, pointed beard. Both arms missing;

slip partly turned red. Height 22.S. L ii 94.7.

696. Statuette, as N'o. 79 Broken at neck and below waist;

top of helmet missing Red-brown clay. Height 22.2.

Lii. 94 7.

697. Statuette, as N’o 73; short, rounded beard. Top of

helmet missing. Red-brown clay, light slip. Height

21 .1 . Lii. 94 7.

698. .Statuette, as No. 79; short, straight-cut beard. Lower

part of r arm missing. Brown clay, red slip. Height

19.8. Lii 94.7.

699. Statuette, as No. 79, long, straight-cut beard. Arms

and waist broken. Brick-red clay; light slip. Height

19.2. Lit, 94.7.

700. Statuette, as No. 79. Black border on base. Height

2 1 .6. L 1 1
. 94 7.

701. Statuette, as No, 79; very short beard. Broken below

waist; part of base missing. Height 21.6. L ii. 94.7.

702 Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Red-brown

clav; light slip. Lower part of r. arm broken. Height

20 o. 1 1
. 94 7.

703 Statuette, as No 79; longer, straight-cut beard. Broken

at neck, breast, waist, and 1. arm; back of head, part

of 1. front missing. Height 24.5. Lii 94-7-
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704. Statuette, as N'o. 407; o\al head, triangular beard.

Red-brown slip. Height 21. i. Lii. 94.7

705. Statuette, as N'o. 79. Slip partly turned red. Height

227. Lii 94.7.

706 .Statuette, as No 79, longer, triangular, rounded beard.

Black border on base. Height 23.3. L ii 94.7-

707. Statuette, as N'o 155, longer, straight-cut beard.

Red-brown slip. Height 21 7. L 11. 94.7.

70S. Statuette, as No. 155. Broken neck and waist. Traces

of colour. Height 22.1. L ii. 94.7.

. 709. Statuette, as No. 79; triangular, straight-cut beard;

conical helmet with splayed top; almost horizontal

shoulder.s. Broken at 1 shoulder, 1. arm, and at waist.

Black-brown clay; grey-brown slip, partly turned

black. Height 21.0. L ii. 94.7.

710. Statuette, as N'o. 145; longer, triangular, rounded

beard. Black border on base. Height 22.3. Lii.

y4-7-

71 1. Statuette, as N'o. 145; longer, straight-cut beard. Top

of helmet missing. Height 21.8. Lii. 94.7.

;
712. Statuette, as N'o. 269; longer, rounded beard. Broken

at waist; nose chipped. Brown clay; light slip. Height

297 Lii. 947.

' 713. Statuette, as No. 86; longer, rounded beard; both

arms bent over breast holding quadruped, of which

forepart is missing. L. arm missing. Traces of paint.

Height 205. Lii. 947.

714. Statuette, as No 145; short, rounded beard; no marked

eyebrow line. Waist broken. Black border on base.

Height 20.0. Lii. 94.7.

715. Statuette, us No. 269; short, pointed beard. Top of

helmet damaged. Height 23.4. Lii. 94.7.

716. Statuette, as No. 282. Black line round base of helmet;

black painted eyes, ears, and beard; black neck-line;

horizontal red lines over breast divided by central,

\ertical, black band consisting of two superimposed,

black crosses flanked by black lines; black lines along

shoulders and upper arms; red transverse lines at

elbiws; red and black vertical and horizontal lines

on lower body; black harder on base. Height 27.1.

Lii. 94 7.

717. Statuette, us No. 145. Top of helmet damaged, both

arms, beard, and chin missing. Height 25 i. Lii.

94-7-

718 Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Red-brown

clay; brown or light-brown slip. Height 22.5. L ii.

94-7-

719 Statuette, as No 79. Height 19.3. L ii. 94-7.

720. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, rounded beard. Red clay;

red-brown slip. Height 22.0. Lii. 94.7.

721. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, triangular beard. Red
clay; red-brown slip. Height 23.2. Lii. 947.

722. Statuette, as No 269. Red-brown clay; light slip,

mostly turned red. fleight 28.9. L ii. 94.7.

723. Statuette, as No. 269; trapezoid head; modelled eyes.

Height 24.0. Lii. 947.

. 724. Statuette, as No. 590; trapezoid head; incised mouth;
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pierced nostrils; lontter, strait,'ht-cut beard. Black

border on base. Height a3.5. L ii. 94.7.

25. Statuette, as No. 269; short, rounded beard. Red-

brown clac ; reddish slip. Ileiyht 22.0 1. ii 94.7.

26. Statuette, as No. 269; short, trianitular beard Red-

brown clay; littht slip. Height 25 S L ii. 947.

27 Statuette, as No 269; short, triangular beard. Red-

brown clay; light slip. Height ch.i. I, ii. 947.
2S. Statuette, as No. 145; short, triangular, rounded beard

Base partly missing. Traces of red colour on back of

helmet; black colour on beard. Height 23.4. L ii. 94.7.

29. Statuette, as No. 170; longer, triangular, rounded beard;

conical helmet with splayed top Helmet red with

black lines around b.tse, black eyes, eyebriAvs, beard,

and moustache; upper body covered by black net-

work; triangular lines on neck, and transverse lines

at waist; vertical lines along arms with transverse lines

at elbows; traces of black lines on hands and fingers.

Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 26.3. Lii. 947.
30. Statuette, as No. 2S2. Black helmet; black eyes and

beard; traces of black colour on breast and arms;

green, black, and red vertical lines enclosing red

transverse lines, black border on base. Height afi.y

Lii. 94.7.

31. Statuette, as N'o. 108. Broken at waist. Red-brown clay;

reddish slip Height 25 9. L ii. 947
32. Statuette, as N'o 282. 'Traces of colour on head;

green, black, and red transverse lines on arms; traces

of colour on body; black border on base. Height 28 4.

Lii. 94.7.

33 Statuette, as No. 269; long, triangular beard 'I'op

of helmet damaged; 1 arm missing. Red-brown clay;

light slip. Height 27.1. Lii. 947.

34. Statuette, as No. 21S; longer, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Waist broken Reddish slip. Traces

of black colour on body. Height 234, Lii. 947.

35. Statuette, as No. 79. Nose broken; back of base missing.

Height 256. Lit. 94.7.

36. Statuette, as No 79; short, straight-cut beard Height

26.2. Lii. 94 7.

37. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beaid. Heail

broken at face. Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Height

25.1. Lii. 94.7.

3<S Statuette, as No 79; short, trianirular. rounded beard.

Black border on b.ise. Red clay, red slip. Heiijht 23.5.

Lii. 94.7.

39. Statuette, as No. 145, but with short, stramht-cut

beard. Dark-bro^^n clay; red, partly blackened slip.

Base and lower part of body missinu. Height 19 S.

Lii. 94.7.

40. Statuette, as N'o. 739; shawl muchly indicated. Red

clav; licht slip, partly turned red. R. arm missintr.

Heicht 20 S. Lii 94.7-

41. Statuette, as No. 73; lonuer, rounded beard. Nose,

1. shoulder, waist, and base brcjken. Traces of black

colour on bidv. Black b )rder on base. Red-brown

clay; reddish slip. Ilemht 24.4. L ii 947.

D S 695

742 B<jd\ ot statuette. c\lindrical; spla>ed bise; \ertical

arms Heicht if) o L ii 94 7-

743 Statuette, as No 73; short, rounded beard; hori/<mtal

shoulders, marked evebrows, head bent hukwards.

Neck and r arm broken. Red-brown cla\ , reddish

blip. ! leicht 24.2. L ii 94 7-

744. Statuette, as N\). 73, short, rounded beard Red-brown

cla\ , reddish slip. Height 23.S. L ii. 04.7.

745 Statuette, as No 73; short, rounded beard. Traces

of black colour Red-bmwn clay, reddish slip lleiuht

22 7. Lii. 94 7

746 Statuette, as No. 233; trapezoid head; lone, rounded

beard, incised mouth Bands around head twisted

Traces of colour Broken at r. shoulder. Ileicht

20 S. Lii. 94.7.

747. Statuette, as N’o. 79. R arm missing. Hemht 23 o.

Lii. 94.7.

745. Statuette, as N'o 21S, loncer, n)unded beard and

\ery wide shi)ulders. Height 22.7 L ii 94 7-

749. Statuette, as N'o. 79; short, triangular, remnded beard.

Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 23 9. L ii 94 7-

750. Statuette, as N'o. 79. longer, rounded heard. Height

23.7. Lii. 94.7.

751. Statuette, as No 73, short, rounded beard K arm

broken Red-brown clay, reddish slip. Height 24 S

L M. 94 7.

752. Statuette, as No. 2^9; longer, roundetl beard Top ot

helniLt damaged. Red-brown cla\ ; reddish slip. lientht

26.2. Lii Q4.7.

753. Statuette, as N'o. 124. L. arm broken. Height 23.9.

Lii. 94 7

754. Statuette, as N’o. 73; longer, rounded beard Height

24.7. Lii. 94 7 -

755. Statuette, as N'o. 79. Black border on base. Red clay

and slip. Height 254 L 11. 047
756. Statuette, as No. 73, long, rounded be.ird; short,

conical helmet; very wide shoulders; head bent back-

wards. Height 234. Lii. 94.7.

757 St.ituette, as No 124; longer, rounded beard Slip

partly turned red. Height 24 5 L li 947
75S. Statuette, as No 2Sf); rounded outline of the shawl.

Traces of red colour on helmet; traces of black cubiur

m face, red and black. cur\ed hands on shawl, two

horizontal bands at waist, concentric, black, angailar

lines representing the folds of the skirt on lower hod> .

Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 23 i L ii. 947.

759. Statuette, as No 79; short, rounded beard Reddish

slip. Height 25 3. 1. II 94 7

760 Statut'tte, as No 221. T'races of black colour on e\es,

beard, and hair, curved black lines over breast; hori-

zontal lines at elbows and waist. Red-brown cla> .

light slip. Height 23.1. Lii. 947.

761 Statuette, as No 73, longer, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Height 200 L ii. 947.

762. Statuette, as No 73; longer, rounded, narrow heard.

Traces of black colour on body Height 23.1. L ii.

94-7
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763. Statuette, as Xo. 7g; lon<^er, rounded beard Black

border on base. Top of helmet missing. Red clay

and slip. Height 23.5. Lii. Q4.7.

764. Statuette, as Xo 269; long, curved, straight-cut beard.

Height 242. L II. 94-7*

765. Statuette, as Xo 145; longer, straight-cut beard.

Nose missing; neck broken. Height 21.0. Lii. 947.

766. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Damaged. Height 22.0. Lii.

94 7-

767 Statuette, as Xo. 10; pointed beard; traces of colour.

Height 23 2 . L II. 94.7.

768. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Broken at waist. Brick-red

clay. Height 23 2 L ii. 947
769. Statuette, as Xo. 233; long, rounded heard. Xo traces

of colour. Broken at r. arm and below waist. Xose

and most of bands around head missing. Height 21.9.

Lii. 94.7.

770. Statuette, as Xo. 79 Broken at waist and r. arm.

Part of base missing. Brick-red clay, red slip. Height

23.0. Lii. 94.7.

771. Statuette, as Xo. 137; triangular beard; long, concave

helmet; shawl falling from 1. shoulder across breast

to lower part of r. arm. Height 27.2. Lii. 94. 7.

772. Statuette, as Xo. 137; trapezoid head; very short

beard; long, soft helmet. Traces of colour on body;

black border on base. Height 24.2. L ii. 94.7.

773. Statuette, as Xo. 338; short, rounded beard; erect

head. Broken neck. Height 25.2. Lii. 94.7.

774. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. R. arm

broken. Height 25.5. Lii. 94.7.

775 Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, triangular beard. Xose

and all body l-froken; base, pares of body, and r. arm

missing. Red-brown clay, red slip. Height 27.0. I> ii.

94 7-

776. Statuette, as Xo 73; short, rounded beard. Red clay;

red slip. Height 25.0. Lii. 94.7.

777. Statuette \\irh cylindrical, solid body, splayed base;

vertical arms; rectangular head; roughly modelled

mouth; long, triangular beard, long, straight helmet

with band round base; shawl with rounded outline

over both shoulders. Both arms and waist broken.

Bnck-red clay; light slip. Height 297 Lii. 947.

778. Statuette, as Xo 269, trapezoid head; longer, triangular

beard. Top of helmet damaged. Red-hrown clay;

reddish slip. Height 17.7. L ii 94-7-

779. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard. Red clay;

red-brown slip. Height 24.2. Lii 94 7-

780 Statuette, as Xo. 73; longer, rounded beard Red clay;

red-hrown slip. Height 23 2. M 8. 94 i.

781 Body of statuette, as Xo. 742. Height 14.5. M 8. 94.1.

782. Ram statuette with short, concave body; straight legs

and tail; triangular head with slightly prominent eyes;

pellet cars; back-cur\ed horns. Tx-ngth 75 M <8.94.1.

783. Hand of terracotta with modelled lingers, l.ength

67. M 8. 94.1

,

784. Fragment of an arm. hollow Hand and upper part

missing. lA'ngth 230. i\I 8. 94.1.

785. Statuette, as Xo. 227; rectangular head. Height 13.5.

M 8 94 I

.

786. Head of statuette, similar to that of No. 73. Height

4.5. MS. 94. 1.

787. Statuette, as Xo. 269; short, triangular beard, only

slightly marked eyebrows; helmet with splayed top.

Height 220. MS. 941.

788. Bull statuette with flat, short body; genital organs;

solid legs tapering downwards; long neck, flat in front,

with wavy brisket; triangular head with curved horns;

oval, prominent eyes; curved, incised lines indicating

eyebrows; incised, slightly angular, transverse lines on

nose; nostrils vaguely indicated by slight projections;

incised mouth. Ends of horns, both ears, ends of both

forelegs, hind legs, and tail missing. Red-brown day-

light slip. Hand-made. Length 162. M 8. 94.1.

789. Horse, see Xo. 1123. Length ii.o. AI 9. 94.1.

I

790. Horse, as Xo. 789. Length 12 o. M 9. 94-i-

791. Statuette, as Xo. 787: square head; longer, rounded

beard; short, triangular helmet. Xose missing. Light

slip. Height 21.5. ]\I 8. 04.1.

792. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, triangular beard. Broken

neck. Red clay; light slip, partly turned reddish.

Height 22.4. M 8. 94.1.

793. Statuette, as Xo. 169: trapezoid head; longer, rounded

beard; without pellet mouth. Vertical black lines on

helmet; encircling band around base of helmet; eyes,

eyebrow's, beard, and hair painted black; horizontal

black lines across breast and back continuing along

arms to elbows; crossed lines at elbows; tw’o transverse

lines at waist, black border on base. Lower part of 1.

arm missing; beard damaged. Height 22.0. M 8. 94.1.

794. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. Top of

helmet missing. Height 23.4. M 8. 94.1.

795. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Height 24.5. M 8. 94.1.

796. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; red slip. Height 21. i. M 8. 94.1.

797. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; splayed base;

vertical arms; almost horizontal shoulders; oval, rather

rectangular head; slightly prominent eyeballs; marked

eyebrow line; pellet mouth; long, straight helmet.

Traces of red colour on helmet; black, vertical lines

on body, red, oblique, transverse lines carelessly drawn

on body; traces of red colour on body. Brown clay-

light-brown slip. Height 21 5. M 8. 94.1.

798. Horse statuette. See Xo. 178 I, M8. 94.1.

799. Terracotta shield. Diam. 5.7,. M 8. 94-1.

800. Statuette, as Xo. 79. R. arm

M 8. 94.1

.

missins;. Height 21.7.

801. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer,

damaged. Height 16 5. M 8

rounded

94 . 1 .

beard. Nose

802. Fragment of a terracotta head. M8 94.1.

803 Body of statuette. See Xo. 214. M 8. 94.1.

804. Charioteer, as Xo. 23S8. Height 13.3. IM 8 94 i.

805. Statuette, as Xo. 79; triangular beard, short, conical

helmet. Red-brown clay; red slip. Height 11.4. M 8. 94.1
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806. Arm of terracotta, hollow; hand with fingers. Upper '

part missing. Length 28.6. K 10. 99.2.
|

807. Legs and feet of terracotta attached to plinth; 1 . foot :

advanced. Height 30.0. K 10. 100. 8.

808. Feet of terracotta, isohnear, without modelled toes;
*

attached to a square plinth; basket-handle from one '

foot to the other. Height 175. K 10. 997. ;

809. IMasked figure, with 1. arm lifting mask of bull's head,
;

holding the mask over his own head. The bull's head
1

has curved horns, slightly prominent eyes; pellet ears;

brisket; rather pointed nose without mouth and nostrils

indicated. The male figure has rather broad, hori-
|

zontal shoulders. L. horn, r. arm, and male body

from breast missing. Brown clay, light slip. Height

16.5. K 10. gg.6.

810. Feet, similar to No. 808, but with no basket-handle.
:

Height 14.0. K 10. 99.6.
I

81 1. Statuette, as No. 233; long, triangular beard; flat
|

body; nose, hairs, ears roughly modelled; prominent

eyeballs. Traces of colour. Light slip. Height 29.5.

Kio. 99.6.
I

812. Body of statuette, cylindrical; splayed base. L'pper .

part missing. Height 10. o. K 10. 99.6.
1

813. Statuette, as No. 44; oval head; pellet mouth; plain I

ears; r, arm bent below the shawl, which falls from 1.

shoulder obliquely across body. Broken at wai>t; r.

hand missing. Brown-red slip. Height 19. i. K 10.99.6.

814. Statuette, as No. 233. Lower part missing. Height
'

12.2. K 10. 99.6.

815. Statuette with body as No. 42; square head; short,

straight-cut beard; band round the head. Traces of

colour. Light slip. Height 19.8. K 10 99-6.

816. Statuette with cylindrical, solid bod> ; splayed base;

both hands holding a flute; square head; thick bands

around head; mouth-band tied behind head to hold

flute in place; knap-sack hanging in a strap on 1.

shoulder. Ears and head-band are painted red; eyes,

eyebrows, and the mouth-band painted black; traces

of black colour on arms and body. R. arm broken;

most parts of flute missing. Light slip, fleight 17.8.

K 10. 99.6.

817. Statuette, as No. 233. Neck broken; chin missing;

body chipped. Height 21.2. K 10. 996.

818. Statuette, as No. 13S; rectangular head, ears rouithly

modelled; pellet mouth; long, cur\ed, rounded beard;

shawl straight, with a semicircular flap in the middle

over breast. Waist broken; r. ear, part of r, shoulder,

and r. hand missing. Height 25 o. K 10. 99.6.

819. Statuette with body as No. 42; trapez<nd head; separate,

conical helmet with upturned cheek-pieces and top

bent back; arms with undigitated hands. Nose and

thumb of 1 . hand missing. Light slip. Height 19.7'

K 10. 99.6.

820. Statuette, as No. 27, trapezoid head; large, projecting

nose; roughly modelled ears; long straight-cut, in-

cised beard; thick band round head. F>es, eyebrows,

moustache, and beard painted black; black lines along

shoulders; two horizontal lines at waist. Height 169

K. 10 99-6.

821. Statuette, with body as No. 42, thin, square head,

long, straight-cut heard. Back of he-imet black, hori-

zontal black lines on back ot shawl. Broken at waist;

1 ear missing Reddish slip. Height 199. K 10. <;9 6

822. Statuette, as No. 821; trapezoid head; big nose; roughh

modelled ears; short, straight helmet; long, straight-

cut beard Height 22 o K 10 99 6

823 Lower end of cHindncal bod\ of statue with two

isohnear feet; modelled toes, attached to plinth. Diam

of body 23.0. K 10 99 7.

824. Statuette with hodv as No 42; trapezoid head; big,

curved nose, prominent eyeballs, pellet ears; short,

rounded beard, long, narrow helmet with top bent

back. Both arms missing; broken at waist Light slip.

Height 21,4. K 10. 99.7.

825. Statuette, as No. 73. Height 242. K 10. 9<).7.

826 Statuette, as No. 79, longer, rounded beard, pellet

nose; short helmet. Lower part of 1 . arm missing.

Height 18. 1- K 10. 99 7

S27. Statuette, as No 13S. longer, straight-cut beard.

Broken waist and r. hand. Height 21 i. Iv 10 (^9 7.

828 Statuette, as No, 815; longer, rounded beard K.

shoulder broken, part of band round head, and r.

ear missing. No painting Height 18 S. K 10 9<) 7.

829. Hollow statuette with spkiyed base; upper part missnig.

Height 10.0. K 10. 99-7.

830. Statuette, as No. 42, pellet mouth; hand along back

of head; cross bands on top. Lower part of body and

r. arm missing Brown clay; light slip. Height 139

K 10. 99 7.

831. Statuette with body as No 42; trapezoid head; pinched

nose; pellet ears; long, rounded beard, shore, straight

conical helmet, shawl over both shoulders. Red-brown

day; light slip. Height 227. K 10. 9S.5.

832. Statuette, as No 577; sejuare head, longer, n)unded

beard; both arms bent over breast h<dding a quadruped

.

No painting Light shp. Height 20.4. K 10 oS 5

833. Statuette, as No. 7<). Height 21 4. K 10. 9S 5.

$34. Statuette with c>lindrieal, solid b('d\ , sejuare head.

projecting, curved nose; pellet ears; long, rounded

beard, band around head falling down back of head

ineiicating hair; both arms ad\<inced holding a tlute, now

missing Heard chipped. Slip nio->tl\ turned reddish

Height 17 3. K 10. 9 ^- 5 -

835 Statuette, as No. 25 -1113; short, rounded beard,

band round head falling down the back of head, pro-

bably indicating hair Height 1S.2. K 10 08 5.

836. Statuette, as No. 42; band around head, wig-shaped

hair. Uhin damaged; bod\ chipped; r arm broken.

Light slip. Height 22 2. K 10 98.5.

837. Arm of terracotta sculpture pro\ieled with a hole for

fixing It to the sculpture Lower part of hand missing.

Length 23 5. K 10. ()S 5.

838. Head of statuette, o\ al in shape with thick, rounded

chin, mouth with soltly modelled lips (much worn),
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straight nose with thick tip; leaf-shaped eyes with

raised lids and thick, almost straight eyebrows (pro-

bable once feathered, but worn ofil, rouithly modelled

e.irs ith e,irrincs at top and end of ear; slopinit forehead;

the hair is failin'; over the back of the head m a raised

mass and comes out from cap m front, indicated by

incisions, the cap is conical with a hole at the top.

Hand-made, Upper earrinu of 1 . lar missins Brown

clay; littht slip. Total height 194 Height of head

10 s l.ength S 4 W idth S.o. K 10, 98.9,

S39. Fragment of a bull statuette with rather triangular

head; incised mouth and nostrils; slightly modelled

eves, pellet ears, straight legs; horns and back part

of bodv missing Fleight S o. K 10. 98 9.

840. Fragment of statuette, hollow', elliptical in section

with bulging, widening breast. Height 14.0. K 10.

99 .a .

841. Head of statuette, as that of Xo 251 Height 14.5.

K to. 99 2.

842. Statuette, as Xo 79; short, straight-cut beard. Top
of helmet missing, broken at middle. Red-brown

clay; black core. Height 21.0, L to. 94,3.

S43 Celindncal body of statuette. Traces of colour on

body. Height 15.0. L to. 94.3.

S44. Statuette, as Xo, 1 38 . rectangular head; long, rounded

beard, arms with undigitatcd hands. Black border on

base R. hand missing. Reel-brown clay, light slip.

Height 20 7. [. to. 94.3,

845. Statuette, as Xo. 79 Arms missing. Height 23 7

L 10. 94 3.

8411. Statuette
,
as Xo 79; longer, rounded bearel. Shoulders,

body, and r, arm broken; part of 1 shoulder, 1. arm,

and lower p,irt of body missing Black-red clay; grey-

brown slip Height 20.8. 1 , lo. 94 3

847. .Statuette, as Xo, 477; oval head Broken at neck,

waist, anel r, arm: lower part of 1 . arm missing. Height

212. 1. to, 94 3,

84S Statuette, as No. 79. Broken below waist anel top of

helmet. Black border on base Height 25.2. ly 10. 94.3.

549. Statuette, as Xo 79; longer, rouneleel bearel. Broken

at neck, r arm, and waist; lower part of 1. arm missing.

Height 22 3 1 . 10. 94 3.

550, Statuette, as Xo, 79; eery short beard. Lower part

of aims missing Brick-reel clay; black-ied slip Height

12 5. 1. to 94,3

85 1 statuette with llattened bode, splayed base; short,

eertical arms in one piece with body, triangular, wedge-

shaped heael, pinched nose, triangular beard, pellet

ears; straight, short helmet. Length 23 o, L 10. 94 3.

852 Statuette, as Xo 79. Height 19 h L 10 943

833 Statuette, as Xo 79. R. arm broken, hover part of

1 arm and top of helmet missing Height 20.8. L 10.

94 3 -

S54 Statuette, a.s Xo. 79, short, conical helmet Height

m 8. L 10 1)4 3

833. Statuette, as Xo. 21S. longer, rounded heard. Black

border on base Broken at waist Height 22.9 L 10 94 3.

856. Statuette, as Xo. 218; short, straight-cut beard. Black

border on base Top of helmet damaged. Height

19.4. L 10. 94.3.

837. Statuette, as Xo. 73; longer, triangular beard. Broken

at waist; 1 . arm missing. Red-brown clay; light-brown

slip. Height 22.0. L to. 94 3.

858. Statuette, as Xo. 2S2. Red coloured helmet with

black border; black eyes, eyebrows, and beard; black

neck-lme; black horizontal band across breast; black

lines along shoulders and arms ending m black trans-

verse lines below elbows; traces of black and red vertical

lines along bodv; black border on base. Broken at

neck and below' waist. Height 26.6. L to. 94.3.

859, Statuette, as Xo. 79. Broken at waist; top of helmet

missing Black border on base. Height 22.0. L 10.

Q4 - 3 -

S60 Statuette, as Xo. 269; rather wedge-shaped, square

head; slightly marked eyebrow lines; short, rounded

beard. Broken neck and r arm. Red-brown clay;

reddish slip. Height 23.2. L to, 94.3.

861. Statuette, as Xo 218. longer, rounded beard. Broken

at 1 . arm and waist. Height 20.2. L to, 94 3.

862 Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, straight-cut beard. Height

22,7, L 10. 943.

S63. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard. Broken

at waist: base partly damaged. Red-brown clay; reddish

.slip. Height 23,6, 1 . 10. 94.3.

864. Head of statuette, as that of Xo. 79. Helmet, eyes,

ears, and beard painted black. Height 6.0. L 10. 94.3.

865 Statuette, as Xo 52, Black eyes and hair; black angular

lines below' neck on breast; lines along shoulder; ladder-

bands along sides of body; transverse lines at waist.

I.ow'er part of body broken. Height I 7 ' 3 ' L 10. 94.?
86f). Statuette, as Xo. 52, but without beard; same decoration

as Xo. 865, but without angular lines. Height 19.4.

L 10. 94.7.

867. Statuette, as Xo. 155; longer, triangular beard; hori-

zontal shawl draped over both shoulders. Broken

neck. Light slip. Height 21.3 L 10. 94.7.

868 Statuette, as Xo. 53. Black hair, eyes, and beard;

black neck-line from which run angular lines; ladder-

hand along sides of body; transverse lines at waist;

lines along shoulders. Height 19.8. L 10. 94.7.

869 Statuette, as Xo 153 Broken neck. Height 19 8.

L 10. 94.7.

870 Statuette, as Xo 52. Hair and eyes are painted black;

black neck-lme, angular lines over breast; black lines

alonij shoulders and arms; bands of ladder-pattern

along sides of body, three transverse lines at waist;

a black border on base. Broken neck. Height 185.

L 10. 94 7.

871 Statuette, as Xo. 86; both arms bent over the breast

holding quadruped, beard only indicated by black

colour. Hair painted black, bands of ladder-pattern

along shoulders and arms; horizontal, oblique lines

over breast; bands of ladder-pattern along sides of

body; two bands of ladder-pattern at waist; black
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border on base; ears and neck of quadruped painted

black. Part of lower body and base missing. Height

17.4. L 10. 94.7.

572. Statuette, as No. 871. Both arms and lower part of

body broken; part of base missing. No painted beard;

only traces of colour on back of head. Height 17.0.

L 10. 94.7.

573. Statuette, as No. 155, longer, triangular beard. Both

arms and base missing; broken neck, waist, and base.

Height 25.5. L 10. 94.7.

574. Statuette, as No. 99; without beard. Reddish slip.

Height 19 o. L 10. 94.7.

S75 Statuette, as No. 221; longer, triangular, rounded

beard. Black helmet; traces of black colour on ears

and eyes; black beard, black lines along arms and sides

of body; black border on base. Nose and 1. arm missing.

Height 24.2. L 10. 94.7.

S76. Statuette, as No. 53; triangular, painted beard; semi-

circular lines below neck-line; bands of ladder-pattern

along sides of body. Height 20.2. L 10. 94.7.

877. Statuette, as No. 83. Beard indicated by black colour

on chin. R. arm missing. Height 21 2. L 10. 947.

87S. Statuette, as No. 52; short, painted beard. Hair and

eyes are painted black; black angular ncck-lines; plain

lines along shoulders; band of ladder-pattern along

sides of body, transverse lines at waist. L arm broken.

Height 19.8. L 10. 94 7.

879. Statuette, as No. 83 Beard painted on chin. Height

21.7. L 10. 94-7-

880, Statuette, as No. 86. both arms bent over breast holding

a vase. Hair, eyes, and beard painted black; lines

along shoulders and sides of body; transverse lines

at waist; black border at base; black line along rim

of vase. Height 21.3. L 10. 94.7

8S1. Statuette, as No. 53. Hair and eyes black; black neck-

lines; bands of ladder-pattern along shoulders to

elbows; black lines along sides of body; transverse

lines at waist; black border on base Height 22 o. L 10.

94-7-

S82. Statuette, as No. 269; square head; marked eyebrow-

lines, without border on base. Red-brown clay; light

slip. Height 23.4. L 10. 947.

883. Statuette, as No. 53. Height 21.6. L 10. 947.

884. Bull statuette with roughly modelled body, semi-

circular in section; freely hanging tail; legs tapering

downwards; neck with straight brisket, triangular

head; curved horns, oval e>es; modelled eyebrows;

modelled nose with nostrils; open, incised mouth.

Hand-made, kinds of both horns and I ear missing.

Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Length 22.2. 10.

97-5.

885. Statuette, as No. 79; long, triangular, rounded beard.

Nose chipped. Reddish slip. Height 24 5. L <). 99-4

886. Statuette, as No. 73. Height 26.0. L 9. 99.4.

887. Statuette, as No 124; longer, rounded beard, c\es.

eyebrows, beard, and moustache painted black. R.

arm missing. Height 25 6 L 9 99 4-

888 .Statuette, as No 53. Black beard, red cars, black hair

and eyes; lines along shoulders and body; neck-linc;

angular lines and honztjntal lines over breast, three

transverse lines at waist. Height 19. 8. L9 994.

889. Body of a statuette, c\hndncal, spla\ed ba.^e, vertical

arms. Head missing Height 14.5. L 9. 99.4.

890 Statuette, as No. 169, trapezoid head
.
longer, triangular,

rounded beard, without pellet mouth Helmet, eves,

beard painted black, vertical, black lines on back of

head indicate the hair, hatched fields on breast; vertical

lines along sides of hodv
;
transverse lines at waist.

Height 21,5. L 9. 994.

891 Statuette, as No 831; short, rounded beard; undigi-

tated hands, incised eVes. Height 22.2. L 9 99-4

S92 Statuette, us No. 138; rectangular head; longer, rounded

beard; roughly shaped ears, shawl with straight,

slightly rounded outline, head uncovered. Broken

below waist. Red-brown clav ; light slip. Height

18. 1. L9. 99.4.

893. Statuette, as No. 27, but wearing a how and filled

eiuiver hanging behind 1. arm from the shoulder in

a strap. Painted eyes, eyebrows, beard, and hair;

shawl marked by red band bordered by black lines

obliquely from 1 shoulder to r. arm-hole. Broken

waist and r hand. Light slip. Height 21 6. L 9. 99.4.

894. Statuette, as No. 895 but with pellet mouth; scarab on

breast; rounded shawl. Height 18.3. Lg 994.

895 Statuette with body as No. 42, slightly splayed base;

straight shawl falling over both shoulders, across breast,

trapezoid head; nose and ears n»ughly shaped; short,

rounded beard; head uncovered Hair, eyes, evebrovv.N,

moustache, and beard painttd black; red horizontal

lines on shawl; red neck-line, arms red with black

border lines; black vertical lines along sides of hodv ,

belt of black latticed band bordered by black lines

around waist, black border on base. Brown clav;

light slip. Height 217. L 9. 9(^.4

896. Statuette, as No. 716; longer, rounded beard, nose

and ears roughly shaped Black horizontal lines on

helmet; eyes, eyebrows, beard, and moustache painted

•black; horizontal, hatched lines on breast, band^ ot

ladder-pattern along upper arms to elbow three trans-

verse lines at waist. Height 191. L9 994-

897. Statuette as No, 831. Black lines round helmet;

eyes, eyebrows, moustache, and beard painted black,

black network over breast on front of shawl; black

horizontal lines on hack ot shawl; transverse lines at

waist. Broken at neck. Height 17.2. L o. 094.

S98. Statuette with boely as No 42; tall, straight helmet,

tall head with roughly shaped nose anel ears; eves

slightly markeel by two impressed lines, triangular,

rounded beard. Broken at neck; top of helmet missiiig.

Height 20 2 L 9. 99-4-

899 Statuette, as No. 831; short, roundeel beard; straight

shawl. Re'd-brown clay; light slip. Broken at neck,

nose chipped. Height 19.5 L 9. (jo 4.

900. Statuette, as No. 44; trapczoiel heael, plain ears; r.
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arm bent u\ e-r hreabt, 1 arm, now probabK

al>o bent. No tracer of colour. Lower part of r. arm,

1 . arm. anel lower part of boei\ mijvsinu Heiijht ii 5.

L (;. o<; 4.

goi. Arm of terraeotta, hollow, hanel with tinkers. Length

34 7 R 10 *.)() <j.

i)02. Bull i«tatuette, with body as No. 884, curved

back: freelv hanunnu tail, solid lees with knees and

hoofs rotmhlv moelcllcd: plain ne*ck, flat in front;

heael with cur\eei horns, rouuhly modelled ears; pro-

minent e\cs, loim nose without nostrils and mouth;

the head is painted black. Hand-made. R. horn,

1 . foreleg, anel both hind let's missin^n Red-brown

clay, red-brown slip. Length 185. K 10 96.9.

903 Arm of terracotta, hanel with iinL'ers. Middle finger

and index missing. Length 26 3. K 10. On Xo. 904

Q04 Statuette with tubular body; splayed base; 1 . arm

^ertlcal; r. arm bent o^er the breast in the folds of the

mantU
,

bt)th with undiuitatcd hands; sloping, wide

shoulders, tall neck; small, oval head, short, rounded

bearel, straight, slightly smiling, mouth with roughly

modelled lips; thin nose; round checks, roughly mo-

delkel cars with tw\) earrings, eyes are only indicated

by painting, raised cxebrows; sloping forehead; hair

falling in raised mas.s with conca\e sides on hack of

the head, one curl in front; helmet straight, conical

with splayed, hollow top; a band round the base of

helmet "Fhe statuette is dressed in a chiton with

short sletwes, and a mantle o\er b('>th shoulders with

plain relief border, in wiueh the r. arm is slung m a

fold The hair is painted black, traces of black colour

on e>e.s. ins, hd, and beard; traces of red colour in

the face The statuette is made in two parts both with

holes on the hack, the upper part fits on the lower

without any collar. Wheel-made and hand-made

ikirt of base, upptr bod\
,
and one eariing in 1. ear

missing, parts of upper body broken. Red-brown

clae
,

light slip. Height 930. Shoulder width 23.7.

Base width 155. Waist width 145. Breast diam.

10 7 Neck height 5 5 Neck width 7.0. Head height

7 Head width 82 Head length 8.2. Arm length

24 7. Hands length 71 K 10 99 5

905 Ib)lIo\'. legs and feet, isobnear, attached to a plinth.

Height 24 b K 10. 99 5.

90 fi t)2S 931-

Upper p<irt of statue with flattened body, oval m sec-

tion, almost hoiizontal shoulders, conca\e neck, rather

small, rectangular head (No. 931), plain, rectangular

beard; a faint smile on the thin lips; straight, thin

nose; lancet-shaped eyes with raised lids and marked

ewehrows, roughlv modelled ears with earrings, straight

forehead; rows of small curls in fiont below helmet;

helmet is of a he'mi'«phe rical t\pe with neck-cover

and a round hole at top, probably tor insertion of spike

of another material, it is decorated with vertical in-

cisions m front anel with circular, stamped incisions

on side'-, 1 arm is vertical, r. arm Ixnt and slung in

a fold of the mantle. The statue is dressed in a

chiton with short sleeves and a mantle over both

shoulders leaving a triangular opening in front. The

statue IS hand-made, with back-hole, and two small

holes on sides of base for insertion of pegs to fix lower

part (now missing); the 1. lower arm was separately

put m bv means of pegs m pierced holes. Lower 1 .

arm, back of helmet, thumb of r. hand, earrings of 1.

car missing; smaller parts of head, parts of shoulder

and back restored vv'ith gypsum. Red-brown clay;

brow'n slip. Length 89.5. Shoulder width 480. Base

width 340. Head height 1S.5. Head length 18.5.

Head width 16.0. Neck height 8.7. Neck width

11. 5. K 10. 99.5.

Q07 Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; somewhat

sloping shoulders; flattened breast; ovoid head; rounded

beard; incised mouth with thick, raised edges; long,

prominent, slightly curv'ed nose with nostrils; pro-

minent eyes with raised eyebrows, sloping forehead;

helmet with straight spike; hanging cheek-pieces

modelled in front covering ears; vertical arms; hands

with fingers, dressed in a mantle with fringed border

hanging over 1 . shoulder. Spike of helmet, ends of cheek-

pieces, and both arms nussmg; breast broken. Height

41 .1 . K 10. 99.5.

908 Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flattened

breast; somewhat sloping shoulders; thick, concave

neck, long, thick nose; incised mouth with raised edges;

prominent eyes with raised eyebrows; chin with straight-

cut beard; helmet with straight spike and hanging

cheek-pieces; the helmet and head in one piece; cheek-

pieccs made separately; vertical arms; undigitated hands;

and sloping forehead. Brown-red, gritty clay; light

slip. L. arm broken. Height 40 i. K 10. 99.5.

909. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flattened

breast; horizontal shoulders, concave neck; oval head;

short, rounded beard; roughly modelled lips; almond-

shaped eyes with lids and marked eyebrows; carefully

modelled ears; straight forehead, hair not indicated;

separate helmet with straight spike and upturned cheek-

pieces; vertical arms; hands with fingers; dressed in

a folded mantle with fringes falling over 1. shoulder;

statuette made m two halves, the upper one with conical

top; head made separately. Brown clay; light slip,

partly effaced. Nose, 1 . cheek-piece, and parts of base

missing; head broken at neck. Height 85.0. K 10.

97.6.

910. Arm, hollow; hand with modelled fingers. Length

26 o. K 10. 97.6.

91 1. Fragment of a cylindrical body, hollow; splayed base.

Height 23.0. K 10. 100.0.

912. Statuette, as No. 815. Lower part of body and both

arms missing. Height 9.8. K 10. 100.0.

913 — 1086.

Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; bulging

breast; sloping shoulders; trapezoid head; rather long,

straight-cut beard; incised mouth, with roughly shaped
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lips; pellet nose; leaf-shaped eyes with painted lids,

iris, and eyebrows; plain ears; hair indicated bv plain,

raised surface on back of head and relief stripes alon^j

sides of neck; straitzht forehead; helmet modelled m
j

front, with straight, hollow spike; hanging cheek- !

pieces. Eyes, beard, and hair painted black; black

border round base of helmet; encircling, concentric

red bands above the black border; below neck in front,

are two black angular lines; black, vertical lines along

arms; two vertical, black bands along sides of body

indicating chiton. Body broken at waist, neck, and

beard; both arms and ends of cheek-pieces missing.

Back-hole. Green, gritty clay; greenish slip. Height

56.3. K 10. 96.6.

914. Bull statuette, similar to No. 884. End of r. horn and

ear, nose, tail, r. hind leg, and end of 1. hind leg missing.

Red-brown clay; light slip, partly etfaced. Length

12.5. K 1 1. 100. 1.

915. Fragment of a terracotta head with straight, thin nose;

almond-shaped eyes with lids in relief; slightly cur\ed

eyebrows in high relief. Lower part of head and head-

cover missing. Eyebrows, lids, iris painted black;

traces of red paint on face. Height 13.2. K ii. loo.i.

916. Fragment of head, oval, with pointed chin; incised

mouth; full cheeks; upturned nose; almond-shaped

eyes ^Mth lids in relief; slightly curved eyebrows in

relief; hair visible in contiguous plaits on forehead

below covering veil. Height 105. Kii. 100.3.

917. Fragment of head of terracotta. K ii. 100.0.

918. Black Slip V small jug with raised base; sack-shaped
'

body; neck with handle-ndge; narrow mouth; out- ^

turned, swollen rim; handle from nock to shoulder. .

Height 6.5. Kii. 99.9. '

919. Head of statuette, as that of No. 79; rather straight

helmet. Height 5.1, L 10. 99.9.

920. Head of statuette, as that of No. 836. Height 4.7. L 10.

99.9-

921. Statuette of horse and rider; similar to No. 922; the

horse with front-cover; head-cover with plume; strap

with tassels round neck; the rider with conical helmet;

hanging cheek-pieces with upturned ends; shield with

central boss and strap over 1. shoulder. End of 1.

hind leg, end of tail, top of head-cover, and plume

of the horse missing; end of r. cheek-piece, part of

strap over r. shoulder, lower part of legs of rider missing;

horse and rider broken in several pieces. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Length of horse ii 5. Height of

horse-man 12.0. L 10. 99 9.

922. Statuette of horse and rider; the horse with narrow,

short body; tall neck; long, narrow head; prominent

eyes; erect ears; hogged mane; slightly marked nostrils;

peg-shaped legs, tapering downwards; tail hanging

along right hind leg; the rider with flat, rectangular

body; large, wedge-shaped head W'lth pellet eyes and

ears; big nose; rectangular, rounded beard; conical

straight helmet; both arms stretched out grasping

horse's neck; legs stretched out along sides of horse.

Black mane, eyes, ins, front-band, cheek-band, and

three horizontal, black lines between eyes; black bands

along sides of neck and forelegs; breast-band indicated

by two groups of three horizontal, black lines; black

lines along the hind legs, which continue o\er the

back. The rider has black helmet; black band along

arms and over back; traces of black lines along sides

and legs. Rider’s left arm and waist, horse’s tad, r.

hind leg, and neck broken. Length of horse 15.2 L 10.

99 9-

923 f)pen lamp of terracotta, saucer-shaped, with flat rim;

wavy shaft-handle; two projections at the square

wick-holder. Length (with handle) 28 o. M ii 98.0.

924. Feet, isolinear, attached to a plinth; part of hollow

legs preserved. Height 20.0. K—Lit. 989
925. Hollow arm and hand with modelled fingers. L>englh

38.6. Kit. 99.2.

926. Fragments of a statuette with oval head; thick lips;

curved nose; leaf-shaped eyes; raised lids; feathered

eyebrows; ears with earrings; hair falls along neck,

with horizontal incisions; sloping forehead; conical

helmet with uplifted chcek-pieces. The body is broken

in small pieces, and has not been put together, head

broken at neck; r part of neck and r ear missing;

the surface chipped and effaced here and there. Brown,

soft clay; brown slip, rather worn. Head height 10 i.

Head length 6.8. Head width 77. Kii. 996.

927. See No. 66. K ii. 99 2.

928. See No. 906. K 10. 99.5.

929. Fragment of a cylindrical, hollow body, splayed base

Height 19.0. K9— 10. 100.5.

930. Upper part of statuette, elliptical in section; 1. arm

vertical; r. arm bent holding buck statuette in front

attached to body; concave neck; o%al head with rather

narrow, rounded chin; full lips; nose with thin ridge;

tip slightly upturned with incised nostrils, semi-lunar

eyes; lids in low relief; feathered eyebrows; ears with

earrings; hair falling m compact mass with curved

sides on back of htad; head covered with conical helmet

with uplifted cheek-pieces and top bent back The

figure is dressed in chiton with short sleeves. Much
damaged and put together from hundreds of pieces.

Height 33.3. K 10. 99.2.

931. See No. 906. K 10. 99 9.

932. Statuette, as No 25 -• 1113; arms with undigitated

hands; raised lids. Eyes, eeebrows, beard, and hair

painted black, traces of black colour on body; black

neck-line; black line along shoulders; transverse lines

at arms; double lines along sides of bodv with trans-

verse lines between; transverse lines at waist, black

border at base. Broken neck. Height 18.7. K 10

lOI I

.

933 Arm and hand with top of fingers missing. Length

24.8. K9— 10. lOI.I.

934. Arm and hand with modelled fingers. Length 26 3.

K 9. 101 .1

.

935. Foot with modelled toes. Length 8.2. K 9. lOi.i.
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03^^) Head, as that of 1725. Height 10 h. Kg loi.r.

937. }Iani.i ot terracotta with niodelkd tinkers KcriLjth

102. K o 1 01 I

93S Ri\ L r-^u>n». <if .ilin(>-,t 'globular shapt 'with tracer of

ha\inL' hLcn n.ihhi.d with oiPiMnent and burnt by hie

d'ht >.tone has been u.seel as cult object Broken Diam.

190 L 10.

939 Statuette, as No 27, short, rounded beMrd; band

arounel heael hanuinu down the hack of head, probably

indicating hair, shawl with rounelcel outline o\er both

shoulders. r\e'>, e\ebiows, aiiel hair painteel black

Broken at neck Height 17 5 L 10 100.8

<>40 Statuette with tlat boel\ , slopinu shoulders, 1 . arm

\ertical, r. arm bent o'er the breast holding a i^oat;

coneave neck, oval head, rather thick lips, somewhat

concave* nose with nostrils; modelled ears with double

earrin<n>, leaf-shapid e\es; raised lids, feathered e\e-

hrows; sloping forehead, modelled hair fallintj in a mass

on the back of head; soit. conical helmet with top

bent back. The statuette is dressed in a chiton, with

short slecwe.s, painted with black and red vertical

lines. Lower part of body missinir; upper body and

head broken. Hand-made; back-hole. Brown clav

;

brown slip Height 20 i. L 10

941 (hal body of statuette. Heael missini:. Heii^ht 35.0

L 10. 1 01 .1

.

942 Heael (d statuette, as that of No 79 Hciudit 7 o. L 10

I

.

943 Fraunnents ot a bod\ of a statuette, elliptical in section.

K 1 0 9<; 7

944. Horse, as No. 790 Le'ncth 170. K 10 079
(145, Flat hanelle with concave sides helouL'mi; to an ineense-

hurner of terracotta. lA-ncth 1^5. Mo. loi i.

()4h. Arm, hollow, and hand with modelK'd finu'ers, upper

end of arm with peu pierced with holes for fixm<4 it

to a statue Lermch 395. K ii. 9<> (>

947 Lower parr of statue, oval in section, with collar at

the enel ttir keepmu the upper part ot statue in place

I L'mht 50 o. K 1 I 99 S

945. Fragment ot head with conical helmet Hcmht c

120 K 1 1 100 h

949. .-\rm, hollow, and hand with moelellcd tinuers Lenuth

310 K 1 1 . 1 00 7

950 Red Slip HI (\b shallow bowl with raiseel base; wieie

run, turneel downwards, two pierceel holes at nm
F.neirclinw, grooved lines round rim Diam 17.3.

.Mil 93 3.

951 Bichrome IV bowl, shape as No. 5S2. but nm onlv

slmhrly bent-in. I'neirelin^ biaek and reel lines outside

anel insule nm; the rest ot inside painteel red. hroael

real band bHow run on the out'-ide Diam. 12 2 M ii.

In No 952.

<>52. Bichrome I\' howl, as No. 459. Diam. 130. M ii

‘^.s 3 -

953 Hiehrnrne I\ bowl, a^ N<> 5S3 i^iam ii h M ii

95 3

954. White Painted I\’ rather eleep bowl with raised base;

bulmnc outline; contracted nm; one hori/ontal handle

below nm. Lneirclini^ lines round body; concentric

circles below nm; part of howl and handle missing;

eleeoration almost etfaced Diam. 107. Mil. In

No <)55

<>55 Red >lip II (I\') bowl with raised base, bulynm^ out-

line; tlat run, pierced by two holes. Diam. 13.3. Mil.

95 3 -

956 Plain White juu. as No. 45. Heictht 15.6. AI ii.

95 3

<)57. Red Slip HI TV) jiu; with biconical body; rather wide,

short neck, splaying upwards; handle from nm to

shoulder; lower part missinu Heiuht 6.6. ii

95 - 3 -

Plain W'hite V small juu with pear-shaped bodv ; tlat

base; neck with handie-ndi^e; narrow mouth; wide,

tlat lip; handle from neck to shoulelcr. Height 7.0.

Mil 95 3-

959. Plain W’nitj V ju'j, as No. 45 Height 15.5. M ii.

95 3 -

960 Open lamp of terracotta, saucer-shaped, with pinched

w ick-holdeT. Diam. 13 6. yi ii 95 3.

961. Black-on-Red III (V) plate with raised base; wide

nm, slightly turned down, anei pierced by two holes.

F'ncirclmg lines inside; groups of transverse lines

encircled by lines on nm. Diam. 21 3. M ii. 96.7.

962 Plain White' V jug, similar to No. 49. Height 7.8.

Mil. 96 9

963 Flam White V jug, as No 45. Height 8.9. Mii. 95.7.

<164. Idam White' jug, as No 45. Height 12. <j. Mil.
95 o

995 Plain While* I\' small jug with tlat base, oval body;

very short neck: pinched nm, hanelle from nm to

shoulder. Height 7.7, M ii. 95.7.

969 Plain White V jug, as No. 45. Height 16 S. M ii.

95 -7 -

967. White Painteel V jug with raised base; ovoiel boeiy;

narrow neck, tapering upwards; pinched nm; handle

from nm to shoukler Ivncircling lines arounel nm,
neck, and body; parallel, vertical lines on shoulder;

vertical lines along handle. Height iS o. M ii. 95.3.

<>6S Plain White IV small jug, as No. 965. Heiyht 8.3

M r I 95 3-

<^69 Plain White* IV small jug, as No 965. Height 7.8.

Mil. 95 3 .

970 Plain White IV small jug, as No. 965. Height 8.0.

Mil 95 3

971 Heael of statuette, as that of No. 79. Height 5.5. M ii.

100 4.

972. Statuette, a'i No 79 Height 21 3. L 10. 996.

973 - Statuette, as No S15, trapezoiel heael, short, rounded
bearel, head-cover with fringes Fleight 17.3. L 10.

99-6

974 Statuette with hoely as No 42; long, rouneleel bearel,

trapezoid head, short, straight helmet, straight shawl

over both shouielers Red helmet, eve‘S, e'vebrows,

moustache, beard, and hair painted black; black neck-
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line; red band bordered with black lines on shawl;

black border below; two transverse lines at waist,

lower body painted red. Height kj L lo. go.6.

i,_,75 Fragment of cylindrical body of statuette. Height

7.0. L 10. 99.6.

Statuette with bod\ as No. 42; narrow, square head;

nairuw, straight-cut beard; eyeballs vaguely modelled;

pinched nose; pellet cans, long, straight helmet. Broken

at neck and waist; base damaged. Height 242. I. jd.

99.6.

(,77 Statuette, as No. 73; trapezoid head; short, rounded

beard. R. ear and 1 . arm missing Red-brown cla\

;

light-brown slip Height 14 5 L 10 (>9 6

078. Statuette, as No. 79; black eyc-s; short, triangular

beard. 'Fop of helmet and arms missing Height 21.7.

L 10. 99 6.

0711. Statuette, as No. 79. Fleight 16 4. F lO. 9<) 6.

(No. Statuette, as No. 895; square head; pinched nose;

pellet ears; longer, straight-cut beard. Hair, eyes,

eyebrows, moustache, and beard painted black; hori-

zontal network bands on shawl; traces of colour on

body. Broken breast. Height 17.5. 10. 99.6.

(j8r. Statuette, as No. 509 Height ib 0. L 10 99.6.

()82 Statuette, as No. 40; vertical arms; no shawl, trapezoid

head. No traces of colour. Light slip. R. shoulder

and neck broken. ILight 277. L 10. 9<; 6.

983. Statuette, as No. 137; trapezoid head, incised, lancet-

shaped eyes; longer, straight helmet. Nose, 1 . ear,

and part of base missing; neck, 1. arm, and waist broken

Height 20.3. L 10. 99.6.

984. Statuette, as No. 138, trapezoid head; very short

beard, short, straight helmet. Traces of black and

red colour on helmet, painted border at base. Broken

at neck; r. arm missing. Red-brown cla\ ; light slip.

Height 20.3. L 10. 99 b.

9S5. Statuette, as No. 282, but with sc^uare head; long,

rounded, narrow beard. Helmet painted red with

a black border line rounei base, eyes, cNcbrows, and

beard painted black; black vertical line from neck to

base which is dnided into two lines around neck and

bordered by two vertical red lines; black and red

transverse lines on arms; red ears. Red-brown cla> ,

light slip. Height 26.5 L 10 99 6.

98b. Statuette, as No. 79, but with oval head. Height

25.3. L 10. 99 b

<;87. ^Moulded statuette with plank-shaped bod\ ; isolinear

feet peeping out of the chiton; 1. arm \LrucaL r. arm

slung m a fold of the mantle, which has a fringed border

and IS thrown o^er both shoulders; trapezoid head;

long, rounded, tapering beard with vertical, thin

incisions; mouth with thick lips; broad, thick nose;

semi-lunar eyes; sloping forehead; modelled ears, a

veil on the head. Black beard; traces of red border

on mantle. Head, breast, and waist broken; upper

part of head and small parts ot body missing. Height

23.7 L 10. 99 b.

985. Statuette, as No. 987. Hair, eyes, eyebrows, iris,

703

iinjustache, and beard painted black. Height 130

L TO 99.b.

989 Statuette, as No 269, heart-shapeei upper bod\ ;

longe-r, triangular, narrow beard No base border

Top and neck broken, nose damageel Red-hrown

clay, light slip. Height 27.5 10 <;9 b.

9(^0 Statuette, as No. 41, rectangular head; short, round

heard. 'Traces ot colour Neck, breast, and 1 . shoulder

broken; r. ear and tront of face missing Brown cla>
,

light slip Height 204 L 10 90 b.

991. Statuette, as No. 407; trapezoid head; triangular,

rounded beard, helmet with top bent baek; r arm

bent holding sword across body, 1 arm holding a

shield with Central spike* Red and black lines along

arms; traces of colour on body; helmet and sword

painted red. red and black radiating, filled triangles

on shield diMded bv red, radiating lines. Neck. r.

arm, and shield broken, nose chipped. Light slip.

Height 17.9. L 10. 99 6.

992. Statuette, as No. 86, but head as Nh). 83 Traces

of paint on head; black lines on neck; transverse

lines at waist; black border on base. Broken below

waist and at neck, part of base missing. Height 21 5.

L 10. 99 6.

993 Statuette, as No. 233, single broad band around head,

pellet mouth. Beaid and lower part of body missing.

Height 14.5. L 10. 98.3

994. Head of statuette, as that of No. 52 Height 5.1. L 10.

<)7 -b.

(>95. Statuette with body as No 42; short, soft helmet,

rectangular head; longer, rounded beard; ^aguely

modelled eyes. dVaces of black and red colours.

Height 18 7. L 10. 98 3.

096. Statuette, as N«>. 7(); long, triangular beard; roughly

modelled ears, horizontal shoulders. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Height 200. L 10 gS 3.

0<)7. Statuette, as No. 831; pellet mouth, long helmet;

shawl falling over 1. shoulder, undigitaicd hantis

Neck broken; r. arm missing. Height 27.0. L 10.

08.3.

998. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 25.8. L 10 98 3.

999 Statuette, Us No. 822; long, r(»uneieei beard. Broken

at neck Reeleiish slip. Height 23.9. 1 . 10. (;8 3.

1000. Statuette, as No. 1154; onl\ a twisted banel round

head. L(»wer part ot base missing. Height 173

J, 10 98 3 -

1001. Black Fohsheel sm.ill jug, shape as No 212. Height

7.1 . Mil. 96.8.

1002. Plain White V jug, similar to No. 49. Height 7 4.

Mil. 96,8.

1003. Red Slip III (Vi sack-shaped bottle with Hat base;

narrow neck with handle-ndge, hat, out-turned

rim, small handle trom neck to shoulder. Alat slip,

damaged. Height 8.4. M ii (>6.8.

1004. Coarse small jug with tlat base, depresseel o\ al boeiy;

w'lde nock. spla>ed upwareis, haneile from nm to

shouldeT. Height 57. i\I 11. 96.8.
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1005.

1006.

1007.

1008

1009.

lOIO

lOl I

Fcer, isulint-ar. with modelled toes; attached to a

trape/'t)id plinth. Heiuht 16.0 K 9. 96 S.

Statuette, as No. <Si5; rectanyular head; lont^er,

straiyhr-cut beard. Part of hand round head; both

ears., no^e, both arms, and part of base missing.

Reddish slip. Heij^ht 23.4 ?vl 9. 99-5.

See No. 13 M 9. 99.5.

Coarse jul;, as No 1004. Damaged. Height 7.1.

M 9. 99,5,

vSearab of white steatite. Type A4—B3—C4. On base

incised Signs, for Horua and uraeus. See Appendices

I and II Length i 15 K ii 95.3.

— 1030.

Statue with flat body (No. 1030). widening waist;

isolinear feet, visible below the chiton; vertical arms;

horiijontal, somewhat concave shoulders; tall, concave

neck; small, narrow, trapezoid head (No. lOio);

long, rounded heard; smiling mouth with rather

angular lips; thin, curved nose; roughly modelled,

large ears; almond-shaped eyes with raised lids:

ridged eyebrows; sloping forehead; soft helmet with

top bent back and seams marked by relief lines.

The statue is dressed in a chiton; upper border marked

by painted line around neck and seams by lines along

shoulders and upper arms; overfold with side-Haps;

girdle of plain band in relief; ridged folds below

girdle. I'yebrows, lids, iris, moustache, beard are

painted black. The upper part of the body is wheel-

made and provided with back-hole; the lower body

IS all hand-made, with a collar to receive the upper

part (23 o 8.0 12); the upper part is provided

with pierced holes on the sides corresponding to holes

m the collar of lower part for insertion of pegs by

which the two halves were fixed. 'The feet and lower

arms are separately fitted. Head and body broken

into pieces; both forearms and smaller parts of

the head and body missing. Brick-red clay; light

slip, partly turned red on the upper body and on most

parts of the lower body. Height 40 o. Shoulder

wielth 332 Base width 22.4 -8.0. Waist width

28 5 12.3 Breast diam. 14 o. Neck height 7 o.

Neck wieith 8.5. Head height 142. He*ad length

15.5. Head Width ii.o Feet length 17.8 K 10. 97.1.

1056.

Statuette, as No. S95, but AVith sejuare head (No.

1056); longer, rounded heard, prominent eyeballs;

shawl bordered by two stripes meeting in angle from

shoulder to waist. Hair and beard painted black;

traces of black paint on eyes, face painted red; red

neck with black border line; on shawl black and

red angular lines between stripes suggesting folds;

black lines round upper ends of arms, black lines along

sides of the body bordering a network pattern; black

horizontal lines at waist; below that, crossed lines

bordered by a segment. Neck broken; r. arm missing.

Height 21 6. K 9. 98. 7.

1012, Fragment of statuette, as No. 619. Lower part missing.

Height II. 5. K 10. 98.7.

1013, Fragment of a statuette, as No. 79- Lower part of

body missing. Height 125. K 10. 9^-7-

1014. Scarab of black steatite. Type A3—'B2- -C3. See Ap-

pendix II. Length 1.15. Mu. 96.1.

1015. Lower part of statue; flattened body; dressed in

girdled chiton; overfold with side-flaps; ridged folds

below girdle; plain girdle; isolmear feet; modelled

' toes; attached to plinth. Upper end provided with

I

collar tor keeping the upper part of statue in place.

! Much damaged. Height c. 95.0. K 10. 96.1.

I 1016
, 2505,

Statue made in tw'o halves; isolinear feet; flattened

body; almost horizontal shoulders; left arm vertical;

I

right arm bent over breast and slung in a fold of the

mantle; small hands; concave neck; oval, rather narrow

head; rectangular beard with vertical, narrow in-

cisions; full, softly modelled lips; straight nose with

thickened tip; semi-lunar eyes; raised lids; ridged

eyebrows; roughly modelled ears; sloping fore-

head; hair raised surface on back of head; head

covered by a soft helmet with stamped circles and

I top bent back; dressed in a sleeved, girdled chiton;

overfold with side-flaps and ridged folds below girdle;

short, fringed mantle thrown over both shoulders

leaving triangular space open in front. Part of upper

body, left thumb, and part of face and helmet missing

and restored in gypsum. Brown clay; light slip. Height

164.0. Shoulder width 41.0. Base width 26.8. Waist

width 23.7. Breast diam. 12.5. Neck height 8.0.

Neck width 1 1.2. Head height 23.0. Head w’ldth 15.0.

Head length 17.0. Arms length 44.0. Hands length

II. 5. Feet length 18.0. K 10. 96.1.

1017. Lower part of cylindrical body, slightly convex;

I

splayed base. Height 44.2. K 10. 96.1.

1018. Body of statuette, oval in section; isolinear feet,

visible in quadrangular, cut-away part at base of body;

' upper part of arms modelled and provided with a

;

hole for attaching the lower arms. Head and r. shoulder

missing. Height 54.3. K 10. 96.1.

1019 Fragment of the lower part of a statue with oval

section; somewhat widening downwards; ridged folds

of chiton in front; overfold with side-flaps. The body

is hand-made, provided with back-hole. Part of upper

end and most of collar missing, broken all through.

Brown clay; light slip. Height 90.9. K 10. 94.5.

' 1020. Fragment of a statuette, as No. 1383. Head, r. arm,

and base missing, part of the border of the mantle

missing. Height 38.0. K 10. 96.1.

1021. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; sloping

I
shoulders; flattened breast; concave neck; ovoid head;

,

chin with broad, pointed beard; incised mouth with

thick, raised under-lip; very prominent eyes; raised

eyebrows; large, roughly modelled ears; sloping fore-

;
head; helmet and head in one piece; helmet with

I

straight spike; undigitated hands; 1. hand closed;
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r. arm uplifted. Salmon red clay, bu^f core, light

slip. Head broken; part of r. arm missing. Height

40.5 . K 10. 96.1

.

1022. Terracotta arm, hollow, and hand with modelled

lingers. Length 44.5. K 10. 96.1.

1023. Conical terracotta helmet. Height 10.7. K 10 06.1

1024. Fragment of a statuette K 10. 96.1.

1025. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flattened

breast; somewhat sloping shoulders; concave neck,

ovoid head; thick, long nose; incised mouth with

raised edges; prominent eyes; raised eyebnwvs; tri-

angular, rounded beard; helmet with straight, knobbed

spike; hangin<g cheek-pieces, covering ears, sloping

forehead; vertical, long arms; hands with fingers.

Traces of black colour on back of head and on beard;
j

lines on back of body; raised surface on upper arms I

indicating sleeves of tunic. R. arm broken; thumb
of 1 . hand missing. Brown-red, gritty clay, light slip.

Height 43.6. K 10. q6 i.

1026. Statuette, as No. 79; a short, rounded beard. Height
i

23 2. K 10. 96.1
. I

1027. Back part of bull statuette with cylindrical body;
|

straight legs. Height 8 5. K 10. 96 i.
|

1028 -- 2077.
I

Statue with naked, isolinear feet; marked toe-
j

nails; flattened body of elliptical section; bulging
j

breast; slightly concave neck; ovoid head; short,

round beard up to the temples, with stamped, cir-
j

cular incisions; straight mouth with thm, softly ;

modelled lips and painted moustache, short nose
|

with thick tip; leaf-shaped eyes with raised lids;

ridged, curved eyebrows; roughly modelled ears; !

rather straight forehead; hair is modelled in a plain,
|

raised mass on back of head; tall cap with short 1

top bent back; 1. arm vertical with closed hand; and
|

the r. arm uplifted in position of adoration. The
1

statue is dressed in a chiton, with short sleeves

and overfold with side-flaps; a mantle with fringed
‘

border in relief slung over both shoulders. Eyebrows,

lids, ins, moustache, and beard are painted black; hel-
\

met, ears, and the fringed border of mantle painted red.

The statue is hand-made; the feet are put in separately

and attached to the clay; the 1. forearm was put

in separately by means of pins through pierced holes;

upper half (No. 2077), kept m position by a collar

on the lower half (No. 1028); upper half with back-

hole. Upper part broken (now repaired); lower part

intact. Brown clay; light slip. Height 172.5. Shoulder

width 45.0. Base width 37.0. Waist width 26.1.

Breast width 18. i. Neck height 8.7. Neck width

12.4. Head height 17.7. Head length 17.6. Head

width 15.4 Arms length 64.0. Hands length 15.5.

Feet length 21.0. K 10. 96.1.

1029. Statuette, as No. 907; horizontal shoulders; mantle

with plain border. Brown-red, gritty clay, light slip.

Neck, body, and 1 . arm broken; r. arm and part of

border of mantle missing. Height 60.2. K 10. 96.1.

1030. See No. loto. K 10. 96.1

1031 Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; fiat breast;

sloping shoulder:^, concase neck; trapezoid head;

short, rounded beard; incised mouth with raised edges;

pellet nose with nostrils, prominent e\es; marked

eyebrows; roughly modelled ears with holes for

earrings, plain hair; slightly sloping forehead, helmet

made separately, with straight, hollow spike and

upturned cheek-pieces; vertical arms; hands with

fingers; dress indicated by modelled, short sleeves

on arms, "^rraces of red ctilour on helmet and rtel

border at base. Back-hole. Fingers of r. hand and

waist broken; fingeis of 1. hand and part of base

missing. Brown-re<i, gritty clay; light slip, partly

effaced. Height 53.5. Iv ic. 96 i.

1032. Statuette with body and moulded head, as No. 1092;

helmet with straight, closed spike, hanging cheek-

pieces; arms holding a round shield with central

spike. Top of helmet, neck, shield, and lower body

broken. Height 22 4. K 10. 96 i.

1033. Statuette, as No. 1025; horizontal shoulders, long,

concave neck; rounded beard; cheek-pieces and

front part of helmet are made separately. Spike of

helmet, end of 1. cheek-piece, and fingers broken;

one finger on r. hand missing. Brown-red, gritty

clay; light slip. Height 39 S K lo 96 i.

1034. Statuette, as No. 1021; rounded beard; nearly straight

nose. Dark line round neck, traces of dark colour

on beard, transverse lines over breast indicating

chiton. Lower part of 1 . arm broken; top of helmet

missing. Height 40.6. K 10. 961.

1035. Statuette, as No 1025; helmet and head in one pnee;

horizontal shoulders. Neck and both arms broken.

Red-brown, gritty clay; light slip, partly effaced.

Height 49.5. K 10. 96.1.

1036. Statuette, as No 73; short, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 26.2. K lo. 9O.1

1037 - 2454.

Statuette with tubular body (No. 1037); upper part

of elliptical section, somewhat convex breast; shaping

shoulders; long, concave neck; head (No. 2454) rather

long, trapezoid; square heard; face moulded, as that of

No. 1725; modelled hair falling in a semicircular mass

behind; conical helmet; vertical arms with fingers.

'I'he statuette is dressed in chiton with short '^ke\es

with marked borders; overfold with side-flaps, plain

girdle in relief. Black border around base \\ heel-

made up to back-hole on hack. Head broken and

partly damaged; top and parts of sides of the helmet,

both thumbs of the hands, ears, and part of the

girdle missing. Brick-red cla\
;
black core; light slip.

Height 79.0. Shoulder width 25 7. Base width 18.2.

Waist width 127 Breast diam. 12.1. Neck height

6.2. Neck width 8.1. Head height 9.0. Head length

13.0. Head width 10. f) Arms length 32 5 Hands

length 8.2 K 10. 96.1.

1038. Statuette, as No. 1032, r. arm vertical; and 1 . arm

45
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bent, holding object now missing. Top of helmet

and part of 1 . arm missing; broken at neck. Height

22.3. K 10. 96 I.

1039. Statuette with tubular, \\heel-made body, slightly

flattened breast; sloping shoulders; o\oid head;

mouth with roughly shaped, thick lips, rather short,

thick nose, prominent eyes; raised eyebro^^s; pro-

minent cheeks; rounded beard; helmet \\ith straight,

closed spike; hanging cheek-pieces made separately;

rest of helmet in one piece with head; long, vertical

arms; undigitated hands with modelled thumbs.

Tower part of r. arm, and end of r. cheek-piece

missing; neck broken. Brown-red clay. Height

36.4. K 10. 96 I

.

1040. Statuette, as No. 1021; pointed beard; dress indicated

by colours; chequered border along r. side indicates

border of chiton; mantle painted black, with oblique

red border and black lines across body; black border

at base. Breast and arms broken; top of 1 . ear missing.

Height 403. K 10. 96.1.

1041. Statuette, as No. 1668. Height 41.0. K 10. 96.1.

1042. Statuette with hollow, cylindrical body; splayed base;

hat breast; sloping shoulders, oval head; pinched

nose; pellet ears; marked eyebrow line; mouth

with thick pellet lips; no beard; conical helmet; sta-

tuette dressed in a shawl falling over both shoulders.

Lower part of arms missing; waist broken. Brown

clay; light slip. Height 31.0. K 10. 96.1.

1043 Statuette, as No. 1035; somewhat sloping shoulders;

straight-cut beard Head broken; 1 . hand, two fingers

on r. hand, and top of helmet missing. Brown-red,

gritty clay; light slip. Height 54.5. K 10. 96.1.

1044 - 2495.

Statue with isolinear feet; modelled toes; vertical

arms with modelled fingers, separately attached;

sloping shoulders; concave neck; rather triangular

head (No. 2495), short, rounded beard, marked

by contiguous, stamped circles, slightly smiling

mouth with carefully modelled lips; full cheeks;

curved nose with modelled nostrils; eyes leaf-shaped

with prominent eNeballs; slightly curved eyebrow

line, straight, broad forehead; rather carefully mod-

elled ears; hair falling in a compact mass on back

of head and marked by narrow, vertical incisions

below helmet in front; head co\ered by conical cap

with plain top The figure is dressed in a chiton with

short sleeves; plain overfold with side-fiaps; ndged

folds below o\erfold; a mantle slung round both

shoulders and falling along back of figure; the mantle

incised with horizontal lines at short intervals. Height

102 o. B<^dy to shoulder 77.5. Shoulder width 26.5.

Waist width 14.5. Breast diam. 12.5. Neck height

5.0. Neck width 6.8. Head height 13 o. Head width

II 8. Head length 13.0. Arms length 27.5. Hands

length 9.7. Feet length 90. K 10. 94.4.

1045 Lower bodv ()f statue, o\al in section; dressed in

girdled chiton; overfold with side-flaps; plain girdle;

ndged folds below girdle; collar at the upper part

for keeping the upper body in place. Height 52.0.

K 10— 1 1
.

96.9.

1046. Chariot, drawn by four small horses, with short,

narrow bodies; straight, peg-shaped legs; straight necks

with flat fronts; tails falling down 1. hind legs; heads

with pellet eyes provided with blinkers; incised mouths;

pierced nostrils; small pellet ears; plain head-cover;

two front-bands starting from head-cover and meeting

each other on nose; on necks of horses is laid a yoke

which connects the horses in pairs. Breast-bands

which are placed rather high up on necks are attached

to yoke; from the outer 1. and r. horses is a pole

fastened to the yoke; of the reins, only that of the

outer 1. horse is preser\ed.

The body of the chariot is high and of a rectangular

shape with three plain sides and open in the rear.

It is hollow and provided with a floor placed rather

high. Two plain wheels are resting on an axle with

I

slightly projecting hubs. Two figures are standing in

the chariot, both with outstretched arms below front

edge of the chariot. The heads are moulded, as that

of No. 1092; pointed beards, short, conical helmets,

the 1. one with hanging cheek-pieces, the r. one with

i
upturned cheek-pieces. The 1 . figure is dressed in a

I
fringed mantle falling over 1 . shoulder. The r. figure

I

is of smaller size. On either side of the chariot hang

I

a shield and quiver, the 1. shield decorated with pel-

i lets suggesting bronze mountings; the r. one plain

I

with central boss. The chariot is divided in tw’o parts

I

by a low partition, with one figure standing in each

I

part, d'he group stands on a roughly rectangular

I

tablet. The reins of the outer and inner r., and the

,

inner 1. horses missing; top of 1 figure’s helmet and r.

1 figure's r. cheek-pieces missing. Light-brown clay;

light slip. Length 16.5. K 10. 96.1.

I
1047. Lower body of statue, oval in section; provided with

j

collar at upper end for keeping the upper body in

place. Height 47.5. K9— 10. 97.2.

! 1048. Feet attached to a plinth Height 22.1. K9—10.97.0.

' 1049. Statuette with flattened body of oval section; sloping

I

shoulders; tapering, concave neck; ovoid head;

straight, rather short nose with somewhat thickened

tip, well modelled mouth with full lips; prominent,

semi-lunar eyes with raised lids; feathered, straight

brows; modelled ears with double earrings; somewhat

sloping forehead; hair with concave sides falling in

a compact mass on back of head; thick “turban”

with incised network round the head; 1. arm vertical;

r. arm bent over the breast provided with a bracelet

on the upper arm and holding a goat in the closed

hand. The statuette is dressed in a chiton with short

sleeves. Hair and eyebrows painted black, traces

of red colour on the face; traces of black and red lines

on body. Lower part of body, parts of back, and lower

part of 1 . arm missing, neck and body broken. The
statuette is hand-made, the face seems to be moulded
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and touched up; 1. forearm is separately fixed to

the upper arm. Brown clay; brown slip. Length

347. Shoulder width 21.4 Waist w idth 1 4.1 . Breast

diam. 7.8. Xeck height 47. Xeck width 7.8. Head

height 12 2. Head length 10.4 Head width 8.3

Arms length 39.0. K9— 10 972.

1050. Feet with modelled toes; isolinear; attached to a

plinth; at the top a wedge-shaped cross-piece. Height

18.5. K9. 97.0.

1051. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; fiat breast;

sloping shoulders; short neck; trapezoid head; incised

mouth; rather thick and short nose; prominent cheeks;

prominent eyes; roughly modelled ears with holes for

earrings; short, rounded beard, straight forehead; conical

helmet; vertical arms with undigitated hands; chiton

indicated on arms at elbow. Lower part of body

missing; head broken at neck. Back-hole Brown, grittv

clay; slip almost efi'aced. Height 37.8. K 9. 97.2.

1052 - 2442.

Statuette with body of hour-glass shape; bulging

breast; horizontal shoulders; long, concave neck;

oval head (Xo. 2442), mouth with finely modelled,

rather thick lips; faint smile; nose with upturned

tip; semi-lunar eyes; lids in relief; feathered, arched

eyebro^vs; painted ins, roughly modelled ears with

two earrings, one at the top and the other at the lower

end of the ear; plain, raised hair with concave sides

falling in a compact mass on neck; almost straight

forehead; hemispherical helmet with short, straight

spike and large, rounded cheek-pieccs; 1. arm vertical,

the r. arm bent over breast. The feet are isolinear.

The statuette is dressed in a chiton with short sleeves

with borders in relief, and two black lines round

the neck; black and red band round waist suggests

girdle; black lines on the lower body indicate folds;

a red mantle over both shoulders and falling over

the r. arm with borders in relief. The eyes, eyebrows,

and hair are painted black; face with lips, ears, helmet,

arms, and hands are painted red. The statuette is made

in two halves; the lower one is provided with a collar,

8.0 ' o

.

3.0, to receive the upper body; each part

IS provided with back-hole. The feet which are peeping

out from the lower body arc made separately and

attached to the body. The lower part of each half is

wheel-made; the rest hand-made. The clay is hard

and red-brown covered by a light slip. Xeck and 1.

shoulder broken. Height 84.5. Shoulder width 22.3.

Base width 18 o. Waist width 12.4. Breast diam.

14.2. Xeck height 7.0. Xeck width 8.5. Head height

II. 4. Head length 13.2. Head width 10.5. Arms

length 183. Hands length 60. K 9. 96.6.

1053. Feet, isolinear; roughly incised toes; attached to a

square plinth; on top a hollow cross-piece Height

i5o- 1^9- 97-0-

1054. Feet with modelled toes; attached to a plinth; 1. foot

advanced. Lower part of legs preserved. Height

34 5- F:9. 97.0.

1055. Feet, isolinear, with modelled toes; attached to a

plinth. Toes of 1. foot missing. Height 18.0. K 9. 97-o.

1056. Head. See Xo. lOir. K9. 98.9.

1057. Body of statuette, oval in section, with concave sides;

vertical arms with modelled fingers; overfold of

chiton and girdle indicated by horizontal black bands

Upper part and head missing. Height 57.0. K 9. 96.1.

1058. Body of statuette, oval in section, tapering upwards;

with small, isolinear feet peeping out of body; chiton

w'ith overfold painted red; girdle indicated by hori-

zontal black bands. Height 57.6. K 9. 96.1.

1059. The lower part of a statue, standing on base plinth

with 1. foot advanced; feet with modelled toes; a

tunic reaches to the knees with rounded outline and

with ridged folds; side-fiaps along the sides and a

plain belt. The lower part is provided with a collar

to receive the upper body. Hand-made. Back part

of collar missing; body broken in small parts over

the hips. Browm clay; brown slip. Length 52.1.

K 10. 98.8.

1060. Moulded statuette with flat body; r. arm vertical;

1- arm bent over breast; isolinear feet; rather square

head; broad chin; thick bps; thin nose, lancet-shaped

eyes with lids; marked brows; hair falls in a heavy

mass on neck; tall helmet with fiat top; statuette dressed

in a girdled chiton; black ins, lids, beard; lower

border of helmet black, three black, horizontal lines

at waist suggest the girdle. Statuette moulded, but

later touched up as to the dress, 1. arm and helmet,

which are separately added. Red clay; light slip.

Height 25.6. K 10. 99.2.

1061. Statuette with body as Xo 42; rectangular head;

pointed beard; pellet mouth; veil and turban on head,

shawl draped horizontally over both shoulders. Hair,

eyelids, ins, and beard painted black; traces of black

lines on shawl; transverse lines at waist; black, vertical

Side lines along body. Broken waist; r. arm missing.

Brown clay, black in core; brown slip. Height 20.7.

K 10. 99 2.

1062. Statuette with narrow, flat, solid body; splayed base;

plain, small, isolinear feet peeping out of base; oblique

arms, entirely free from body; undigitated hands;

rectangular head, incised mouth; big nose; vaguely

projecting e\es; roughly modelled ears; long, rounded

beard; short, triangular helmet made separately;

raised border of chiton visible above feet; over

breast and both shoulders shawl of rounded outline,

with a large border of incised lines, and decorated

with incised, angular lines in the middle. 'Traces of

black colour on beard. Broken at waist and 1. hand.

Red-brown clay ; light slip. Height43.S. K9— 10. 992.

1063. Statuette of limestone with rectangular bod\ ; r. arm

vertical, 1. arm bent below breast, both attached to

body. The statuette stands on a square plinth which

is in one piece with body. Xo modelled feet. Head

missing; surface of upper part of body damaged.

Height 53.8. K—L:9— 10. 99.0.
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1064. Scarab of white paste, Type A5—B3—C4. On base

incised, winpid Ljnffin See Appendices I and II.

Lcnyth 21. L 12. yS.S.

^^65- Statuette tilth tubular, wheel-made bodv, routthiv

flattened breast, broad shouldeis; short, vertical

arms; no hneers, oval head; cylindrical neck; large,

straight nose; large, o\ al eyes slightly prominent;
roundeil beard; large, disc-shaped ears placed high up;
a helmet with straight spike separatelv modelled.
I races of black colour on base, 1 . e^vebrow, and cheek
'I'op of nose and r. arm missing. Back-hole. Height

42 3. K II. 95.0.

106(1. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flat breast;

sloping shoulders, nearly straight neck; trapezoid,

rather oval head; chin with rounded beard; incised

mouth with roughly shapeel bps; curved nose; slightly

prominent eyes; marked eyebrow line, plain ears;

straight forehead; modelled helmet with bent top,

and upturned cheek-pieces; plain, slightly raised

hair; vertical arms; hands with fingers. Beard, eves,

and hair painted black. Traces of black lines on helmet;
black transterse lines on arms; black border at base.

Back-hole. Brick-red, gritty clay; black core; light

shp. partly burnt red. Top of helmet, neck, and
fingers of r, arm broken. Height 61.7. Kii. 95.0.

1067. Statuette, as No. 52. Traces of colour on hair; ladder-

pattern along sides. Height 194. Kii. 950.
1068 Arm, hollow, and upper part of hand. Fingers missing.

Length 34.9. Kii. 95.0.

1069 Spear-head of terracotta with cylindrical socket;

leaf-shaped blade; midrib; painted black. I.ength

15.3. Kii. 95.0.

1070 - 1072 -• 1073 A 1075.

Body (No. 1070) of statuette with tube-shaped legs;

feet attached to plinth; r. foot advanced; both arms
advanced; hands with modelled thumbs and incised

fingers; r.arm(Xo. 1075) with bent fingers having hold

of a weapon, possibly a spear; 1 . hand (No. 1073) hold-

ing handle of sword (No. 1072) horizontally attached

to body and hanging in a relief strap running obliquely

over r. shoulder and below 1 . arm. The figure is

dressed in a tunic ending a little below hips, and slit

up at left sidt ; a girdle around waist indicated by

vertical incisions. Tunic painted red with black

ornaments consisting of pairs of vertical lines in

front of upper part of girdle encircled by black bands
and vertical lints between incisions, lower part pro-

vidtd with hatched border and a central ornament

of trapezoid shape with four black rectangles forming

a secondary ornament of fork-shape, probably indicating

a bag hanging from girdle. Strip of sword painted

black. Feet and head missing. Height 68.0. Kii.
95.0.

1071.

Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; somewhat

bulging breast; almost horizontal shoulder; straight

neck; triangular head, narrow beard ending in spiral

curls, with circular impressions; mouth with modelled

I R I X I

lips and moustache with circular impressions; prominent

eyes; eeebrows marked by circular impressions;

roughly modelled ears with double earrings; short

nose with slightly upturned tip and nostrils; sloping

forehead; hair is plain and slightly raised surface

on back of head and falls down in front in strips,

marked by circular impressions; helmet with front

border; upturned cheek-pieces, and soft top bent

back, with tassel; arms slightly advanced; r. hand

holding a round object with shaft; dressed in chiton

with elbow slee\'es, bordered b\' incisions; angular

incisions suggesting folds; plain girdle; mantle falling

over both shoulders and breast. Hair, beard, eye-

brows are painted black; traces of black colour on

eyes; face, neck, the naked parts of arms, and helmet

painted red; traces of red colour on border of mantle.

Back-hole. I>ower part of body, upper part of r.

arm, lower part of 1. arm missing; end of beard partly

missing. Lower part of body and neck broken. Red-

brown clay; light slip. Height 44.8. Kii. 950.
1072. See Xo. 1070. Kii. 950.

1073. See Xo 1070. Kii. 95,0.

1074. Fragment of a horse statuette with thin body; flat

front; provided with breast-band; cheek-band; head-

cover, Legs, tail, part of head, and mane missing.

Length 85. K 1 1
. 95.0.

1075. See Xo 1070 K ii. 95.0.

1076. Statuette, as Xo, 251, slightly marked eyes. Height

43 - 3 - 95 .0 -

1077. Statuette, as Xo. 79; triangular beard. Body broken
at waist, 1 . arm broken; r. arm missing. Height 18.5.

Kii. 95.0.

1078. Body of statuette, cylindrical; splayed base. Height

9.0. Kii. 95 o.

1079. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Base partly missing; waist

broken. Brick-red clay; black core; red slip. Height

225. Kii. 95,0.

1080. Statuette with tubular body, elliptical in section;

flat breast; slightly sloping shoulders; long, rather

trapezoid head, straight-cut beard; mouth with
smiling lips; prominent cheeks; nose with curved,

broad tip; prominent eyes with marked eyebrow
lines, roughly modelled ears; rather straight fore-

head; square, raised mass of hair; helmet with closed
spike modelled m front; thin, vertical arms; hands
with fingers. The statuette is dressed in a chiton with
a triangular opening in front of the neck; sleeves

of medium size. Iraci's of black oblique lines along
the opening in front, traces of black on beard and hair.

Wheel-made, except the head and smaller parts,

which are modelled. Back-hole. Breast and neck
broken; thumb of r. hand missing. Red-brown clay;
light shp. Height 71 2. Shoulder width 21,8. Base
width 154— 12 I, Waist width 1 1 .4—8 6. Breast
diam. 7.5. Xcck height 3.6. Xeck width 3.1. Head
height 1 1.3. Head length 8.6 Head width 8,1 . Arms
length 23 2. Hands length 5.2 K—L ii. 93 -o-
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1081. Louver part of a figure standirm with 1 . foot ad\anccd,

tfct well modelkd and painted red. 'Fhc dre.-^s con-

bibtb ut a ^hort tunic prcb^.fd au’amst the Iciib and

ending above the knee'-; o\erfold A\ith side-flaps and

ridL^ed lolds below ( )nh the lower part of the statue

up to the hips pre-ser\ed lirown-xellow cla\ ,
black

core; brown-\ ellow ;.lip. Hand-made Heu^ht 67.0.

K 1 1
. 95 o.

1082. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; bul^inix

breast; sloping shijulders; conca\e necl:; trapezoid

head, straiLiht-cut heard; mei^eei mouth with n>uuhl\

modelleei lips; curved nose with flatteneei riduc and

nostrils; alrr.ond-shapeei eyes with raiseel lids, ears

lou^hK mcxlelled with triple carnnys; sloping fore-

head, plain, slightly raised hair, modelled helmet

with bent top, \e-rtical arms, hanels with flnirers;

dressed in ^urdleel chiton with overfoid, and ndyed

folds below girdle. Helmet and ears painted red,

cheek-pieces with black borders; lilack border round

helmet; hair, beard, eyelids, anel ins pranted black;

traces of black on chiton. Ikick-hole Top of helmet

and neck broken, Anirers of 1. haiiel, anel fingers of r.

hand partly missing Bnck-red clay; light slip. Height

61 .3, K 1 1
. 95 o.

10S3. Fragment of b^wer part of statue, oval m section,

relief lines along sides and curved relief lines in front

indicating fulelcd dress. Height 75.0. Kii. 950-

1084. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made boely; breast and

back somewhat bulging, sloping shoulders: rather square

head; short, inaneular beard; incised iiKmth with

roughly modelled lips, nosC somewhat c(^nea\e, with

curved Tip; prtmiment eyes; plain ears, straight fore-

head; plain hair, helmet modelled in Ironr. with bent

top and upturned cheek-pieces; arms with undigit-

ated hands; r. hand vertical, closed; 1. hand bent,

holding sword in a strap iwer slutuldtr Back-hole.

Head broken; base and part of strap o\tr 1 . shoulder

missing Brown-red clay; slip much effaced Height

398. Kii. 95.0.

1085. Upper part of forearm, hollow, ending in a peg,

pierced by hok for flxing it to the upper arm. Length

257 Kii. ‘•;5 .0.

1086. Head, as that of 1480. K ii 95 o.

1057. Statuette with tubular, whe*.l-made h()d> ; ^e^^

sloping shoulder.'., flattened breast, slightly eonea\e

neck; ovoid head, chin with small, rounded beard; pro-

jecting pellet mouth; big, nearly straight, prominent

nose; prominent e\es; eyebrows with raisi’d edges;

plain pellet ears; sloping forehead; plain hair, slightly

raised; ,irms with undigitated hands; helmet with

straight, closed spike. Base and lower part of body

missing. Brown-red, rather gritty clay; slip almost

elfaced. Height 505. Kii. 95.0

1058. Head of statuette, as that ot No. 251. ICyes, eyebrows,

anti heart! painted black Top <>1 helmet missing.

Height 100. K II <)5 o

1089.

Hand with modelled Angers Length 215 K ii. 95 o.

1090. Head ot o\(»!d •'hape; long, triangular beard, ineistd

mouth with raisetl, roughh shaptd lips; eurttd,

thick nose; prommtnt cheeks, leaf-shaped c\es with

raised lids; marktd t\ebrows, short, sloping tore-

hcxid , tar.' not modelled, once eoxeittl by chtek-

pieces of now missing helmet, dhree pierced holes

on hack of heati Tht htad is hand-made and made

SLparateb tor insertion in the bod.. Brown-red

cla\ , light slip Height 104, Iw-ngth 77 Width

So K 10 <15.0

1091. Fragment ot bt)U> <<1 statue, otal in seclicm Height

27 o. K 10. 95 o

1092. Statuette with hollow, eylindncal, wheel-made bod\
,

trapezoid, rather o\oid, moulded head, put in separate-

ly; smiling mouth; narrow, lancet-shaned eyes

with lids and c\cbrow.s in relief, long, roundeel beard:

straight te»re-head. short, concave helmet with hanging

cheek-pieccs. Light slip. Height 22 8. K 10. 95 o.

1093 Body of statuette, cvlmdncal; splavtd base. Length

1 1 4. K 10. 95.0.

1094 — 1429-

Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body (No 14219,

bulging breast; slightly sloping shoulders, triangular

head (No. ic<>4) with no heard, incised n'n)uth, straight

nose; no m^stnls. slightly prominent eves, marked

eyebrow line, sloping forehead, pellet ears; modelled

helmet with top bent back, raiseei cheek-pieces

Back-hole. K. side of face, upper part of breast,

part of neck, lower parts of arms, anel most part of

lower body and base missing Reel-brown clav
,
slip

etTaecd. Height 30. b. K 10. 95 o.

1095 Statuette of soft limestone standing with 1 . foot ad-

vanced; tibia and knee marked, narrowing wMist;

flat, sloping brcMSt. horizontal shoulders; short neck,

ovoiel. roundeel heJel; no beard; prominent cheeks;

thick lips; wide, flattened nose, narrow, lancet-

shapcel eves with modelled beis anel markeel eve-

brows; sloping foreheaei, kirge' ewrs, hair bills in a

compact sejuare mass on back ot head, conical helmet

with top bent back; vertical arms with closed hands;

dressed in a tunic V'ltb short skeves, ending above

knees; plain girdle rounel waist 'I'he b.ise anel statuette

are made out of one stone, which is provideel at

the back with a pilaster, trape/i')id in section, as a

support for the flgure. Put together from manv pieces.

T.’op of helmet missing. Length 42.3. Legs to knees

10 O Legs to hips 20 o Bodv to shoukkr 31 5 Waist

width 6.5. Breast diam b l. shoulder width 11 4.

Neck heigth 2 i Neck width 4 (> Head b.eight S.2.

Head length <>2. Heael width (>3. Feet length 7.2.

Arms length 1S.5. K 9. 950.

109b Statuette, as No. 577: trape/oid head. Iraccs of

])lack colour on evis, beard, hvur. and bodv L<*vver

part of bodv, and 1 . arm mis-ing. Height 10 5. N 8.

100 9

iO()7. Seiuaie base ot limestone and tect of large statue with

modelled toes; feet isolinear, attached to a seiuarc
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btonc plinth sunk into babc. The haj»c is wtll dressed

from top to about 20 cm from lower end. Size

base 520 61.5 33.0 K 9. 99-3-

1098. Body of xtatucttL, hollow, o\al m sectum, vertical

arms. Lower part of arms and head missing. Height

43. S. L9 gS o.

1099 --
:2735 -

Statuette with hollow body, oval in section; small

feet peeping out of bod\ and attached to semicircular

plinth; shghtK sloping shoulders; vertic.il arms;

handb With modelled hngerb; slightly concave neck;

ovoid head (No. 2735); triangular chin, rather thick,

soft lips; thin bhghtly curved nose; roughly modelled

ears; almond-shaped eves; slightly cur\ed eyebrows

in relief; hair falling m a mass on back of neck and

along bides to shoulders; conical, soft helmet with

upturned cheek-pieces and with top tassel hanging

backwards. The figure is dressed in a long chiton

with short sleeves, o\erfold with side-flaps; girdle

at waist. Traces of red and >eIlow painting on

dress, head, and helmet. Height 84.5. Base width

19.5. Shoulder width 26.0. ^Valst width 16.6. Breast

dram. 11.3. Neck height 5.5. Neck width 6.2. Head

height 127. Head width 118. Head length 10.9.

Arms length 23.0. Hands length 9 i. K—L 9. 98.6.

1 100. Arm and hand with modelled fingers. Length 25.5.

L 9. 97-4-

1101. Fragment of a statuette with plank-shaped body;

isolmear feet with modelled foes, standing on a base

plinth. The statuette is dressed m a long chiton, with

ridged folds below plain girdle around waist. I'he

feet are painted red. Hand-made and provided with

a collar to receue the upper body. Upper part broken

and large part missing. Ued-brown clay; light slip

Height 47.3, K—L9. 965.

1102. Open lamp of terracotta, saucer-shaped, with fiat

rim; pinched wick-holder, with traces ot smoke.

Diam. II 5. K 9. On N*o. 1103.

1103. Open lamp of terracotta, as No. 1102. Diam. ii.o

K 9. 101 .4.

1104. Hand with modelled fingers. Length 13 6. K 9. 101.4.

1105. Fragment of cylindrical body of a statuette with

splaied base. Height 9.8. L 8. 101.8.

1106. Statuette, as No. 27; only traces of colour. Height

9,0. L 8. 101.8.

1107. Statuette, as No 1571, but with square-cut beard,

and fillet around head. Lower part ot body and lett

arm missing. Height 12.8. L 8 . 101.8

1108. Terracotta bracelet. Diam. 11.5. L 8. 101.8.

1109. Statuette, as No. 73. Base missing. Height 25.2.

L 8. loi .8.

1 1 10. Statuette, as N'o. 974, but shawl with rounded out-

line; triangular, rounded beard; long, straight helmet.

Helmet, eves, eyebrows, moustache, beard, and hair

black, traces of black colour on shawl and arms.

R. arm broken; lower body and I. arm missing. Height

17.0 I. 8. 101.8.

nil. Bodv of statuette, cylindrical; splayed base; vertical,

free arms. Loiter part ot body and head missim;.

Height 96. L 8. loi S.

1112 Statuette ivith bod> as No. 42; trapezoid head; short,

round beard, pellet mouth and ear.s; tviy-shaped

hair; thick band round head; r. arm bent o\er breast;

1 arm bent os et breast beloss the other; unilutitated

hand.s Traces of bhick on eyes, nose, hair, beard,

bods, and base, traces of red colour on ears and band

around head, arms, hands, and bods. Light slip.

Heiyht to 2. L S, tot S.

1 1 1 ^ . Sec No 25 L8. loiS.

1 114 ~ 1115-

Statuettc with isolmear, plain teet; legs separated

by a groove; vertical arms with undigitated hands;

strap over the 1 shoulder lor holding object, now

missing; trapezoid head (No. 1 1 14) with lt>ng, straight-

cut beard; pellet mouth; thick, curved nose; pellet

ears, hair wig-shaped; head co\ered by a soft cap.

Broken at neck; 1. arm missing. Red-brown clay;

reddish slip Height 136. L 8. 101.8.

1116. White Painted V jug with base-ring; bicomcal body;

neck with handle-ridge; fiat, w'lde rim; handle from

neck to shoulder. J-.ncirchng lines and bands around

rim, neck, and shoulder; frieze of concentric circles

on shoulder, kidder-pattern on handle. Height 7.5.

L 8. loi .8.

1 1 17. Scarab of green stone, Type A3—B2—C3. On base

incision of T>pe \'JI representing a standing stag

with twig-shapcd horns. See Appendix II. Length

I 25. N 8. 03 8.

1118. Oval scaraboid of multicoloured glass, almost fiat

on both sides. The representation is entirely effaced.

Worn and chipped ]>engTh 1.3. On. 94.0.

1 1 19. Flat, square seal of black steatite with three loops

on the top Above: conventionalized bucranium,

sun-disc, and two stars; below: two geometrically

designed animals of uncertain kind, framed by pa-

rallel lines. Length 18. On. 94.0.

1120. Oval scaraboid of grey-blue steatite, with slightly

convex upper side. Representation of a Cypriote

goat walking, in profile. On his back is sitting a little

bird and in frimt of the head is a flower. See

Appendix 11. Length 1.3 L 12. 95.7.

1121. Body of statuette, cylindneal; splayed base Head
and r. arm missing. Height 15.0. AI 10. 999.

1122. Statuette of a minotaur with thin, cylindrical body;

freely hanging tail; hind legs with modelled knees;

human forelegs; genital organs; human body

flattened; navel and muscles on breast marked, up-

htted, advanced arms with undigitated hands, tra-

pezoid head; long, straight-cut beard with vertical

incisions, straight, incised mouth with modelled lips;

straight nose with nostrils; almond-shaped, deep

eyex; raised eyebrows; two short horns on head;

incised lines suggesting hair in front; long, fiat plaits

with spiral ends fall elown to shoulelers. Traces of
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black colour on animal's body, black line along middle

of human body. Hand-made. Broken at junction

of human and animal's bodies; cracks at hind quarter;

base of hind legs, part of body, and part of 1. foreleg

missing. Brown clay; light slip mostly effaced I^ength

16.5. Height 28.1. L II. 04 I.

1123 - 789 — 790 — 1864 ' 1971.

Chariot (1123) drawn by four horses (Nos. 1864,

1971, 790, 7S9), with straight legs; short, thin

bodies; straight, or slightly concate backs; straight,

cylindrical necks with slightly flattened fronts; plain,

hanging tails; “duck's" heads; shghtlv projecting

eyes; incised, open mouths; pierced nostrils, erect

small ears: cheek-bands; nose-bands; plain head-

cover with erect plume. Inner r. horse has an erect

support for the reins on back. Roughly modelled

front-cover; small remains of yoke. Body of chariot

rectangular with three plain sides and open in the

rear; two plain wheels with plain, projecting hubs

on an axle; small remains of two beams. At the back

of chariot is an erect support ending in a loop. Two
figures stand in the chariot. The 1 one is an archer

with r. arm drawn back to draw the bow. He has a

rectangular head with pellet nose and ears, and wears

a soft cap. R. figure, beams, reins, parts of chariot

and horses missing. Broken. Red-brown clay; light

slip, nearly elTaced, Hand-made. Length 19 5. I, ii.

94 - 1 .

1124. Chariot drawn by four horses, of the s.ame .shape as

the horses in group No. 1123, but with flat, straight

necks, and without nose-bands. (Dn necks is laid a

yoke with ends bent upwards connecting horses two

and two; breast-bands, which are placed very high

up, are attached to the yoke; on the outer r, and 1.

horses the breast-band continues along side of neck

below belly. Body of chariot high and rectangular in

shape; open in the rear; rests on a central support;
,

two plain, solid wheels with projectin.g hubs attached

directly to sides of chariot, between outer and inner

1. and outer and inner r. horses two beams attached

to yoke; at the back of chariot erect support ending

in a loop. In the chariot stand three figures. The 1 .

in front is a warrior dressed in a conical helmet w ithout
|

check- pieces; vertical arms; square chin; pellet ears.

The r. in front is driver; he is dressed in a soft helmet
|

with top bent back; upturned cheek-pieces; pellet ears;

square chin; arms outstretched, holding reins. The

r. man in the back of the chariot is of the same type !

as the driver; r. arm rests on side of chariot; the 1

holds an uplifted, circular shield with spike, behind

the warrior. The group stands on a roughly rectangular >

tablet, w ith rounded back corners, .Small parts mussing.
,

Hand-made. Brick-red clay; light slip, somcwvhat

reddish. Length 22.5. Lit. 94.1.

1123, Chariot drawn by four horses with thin, short bodies;

long necks; narrow heads; long, hanging tails, slightly

prominent eves; plain head-covers; small, erect
,

I I

cars. Body of chariot high and of the same shape

as m group No 1046, but solid. Two beams are

fastened bv straps around horses' necks to the > oke

In the chariot are three figures, standing. One driver

in middle, dressed in a topped helmet w ith outstretched

arms; to the 1, a warrior with soft helmet and h.inging

cheek-pieces, holding a circular shield with a spike

m the centre, in front of him; and to the r. another

man with a band round the head, both arms bent

orcr the breast holding an animal In the rear of

chariot is an erect support ending in a loop. The group

stands on a roughly rectangular tablet. Parts missing

and broken. Hand-made. Red-brown cla>
;
light slip

much eifaced. Length 24.0. L ii. 94.1.

1126. .‘statuette, as No. 145. Nose broken. Slip partly

turned grey-brown. Height 21.7. L ii. 94.1.

1127. Fragment of a terracotta lion. Length c 12.5. 1 . ii.

94.1.

1128. Statuette, as No. 96; longer, rounded beard. N'o

traces of paint. Height 19.6. L 11 94.1.

1129. Statuette, with body as No, 42; tall, straight helmet;

with longer, narrow, triangular beard. Brown clay;

light slip. Height 24.5, Lii. 941.

1130 -Statuette, as No. 1129. Traces of black and red

vcrical lines on lower bod> , black band round the

helmet and black border on base. Red-brown clay,

light slip. Height 25.9 Lii, 94.1.

1131. Statuette with bell-shaped, wheel-made body , flattened

hrc,a,st; sloping shoulders: concave neck: straight-cut

beard; mouth with modelled lips; large eyes with

modelled lids; slightly marked eyebrows; large,

roughly modelled ears; double bronze earrings in

r. ear; single bronze earring m 1 ear; sloping fore-

head; helmet modelled in front, with soft top bent

back; hair plain and slightly raised on back of head;

arms bent over breast holding a buck; undigitated

hands. Arms and body broken, top of helmet missing.

Brown, gritty cl,ay; light slip, somewhat effaced.

Height 316. Lii. 94 i

1132. Statuette wath tubular, wheel-made body; slightly

widening breast: cylindrical neck; wide head, large, oval

eyes; marked ejebrows; pointed heard; disc-sh.iped

ears; short, thin arms: undigitated hands: helmet

with straight top, in one piece with he,id. Rack-hole.

Both arms broken. Cfritty clay , thm, light slip. Height

49.1. Lii. 94-1

1133. -Statuette with tubular, w heel-made bodj
;

bulging

breast; sloping shoulders; concave neck; trapezoid

head; pointed beard, mouth indicated by raised

line; convex nose without nostrils; straight forehead;

shghtlv prominent eyes; m,irked eyebrows; hair

is plain and slightly r.iised surface on back of head;

modelled helmet with upturned cheek-pieces and

soft top bent hack; vertical arms; h,mds undigitated;

dressed in plain chiton with oterfold. Black border

at base. B-ick-hole. Neck broken. Brick-red, rather

dark clay; light-brown slip Height 57.0. L ii. 94.1.
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1134. Statuette with tubular, whetl-made body; somewhat

buluin<7 breast, slmhth xlopin^ '^houldcr.s; rathei

trianizular head; Iduiz, slmhtK cur\ed nose; prominent,

leaf-xhaped, narrow evc^^. marked e\ebro\vs, incised

mouth with thin ed:^es. prominent cheeks; stranzht-

cut beard, sloping forehead; rouizhlv shaped ears;

plain, xlmhtly raised hair, helmet with bent top and

upturneei cheek-pieces; vertical arms; hands wnth

tinizers. Dresxcel in chiton with moelelled. short

sleeves. Base and hair painted black Back-hole.

Four hnizers of 1 hand missiniz. Red-brown cla\

;

luzht slip. Heicht 4g S. L II. <>41.

1133 btatuette with tubular boeiy; Battened breast; wide,

slopintr shoulders, thin arms, straight hands with

hnizers, cylindrical neck; oval head; triangular face;

small, strauzht nose, larize. disc-shaped ears; pointed

beaid; straight helmet. U thumb missing, d’hin,

white slip. Heiiiht 43 i. I. ii. 04 i •

iijh. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body. Bat breast;

sliizhtly slopinc; shoulders; pyramidal nose with

nostrils; pellet mouth; prominent e\cs, marked c>c-

brow line; chin with pointed beard; straittht forehead;

conical helmet with hamzinL" cheek-pieces; vertical

arms; hands with tinkers Dark stripe at base Back-

hf)le. A crack at r. arm to middle of the body. Red

cla> ; liL'ht slip Height 55.4 D 11. <14 1

.

1137. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made bod\ ; somewhat

Battened breast, slopim; shoulders; r. shoulder is

broader and more slopuuz; stramht neck, trapczind

head; rather seiuare bt'ard; inci:>ed mouth with mo-

delled lips; nose sliLdtrly curved; leaf-shaped cy^.^

with raised lids; marked eyebrows; roushly modelled

ears with double earnnus; stranzht forehead; hair

markt'd by plain and raised surface on the* neck; ve*r-

tical arms; hands with Bnizers, dressed in plain chiton

with overfold and short sleeves, helmet with conical

top and no chcek-pieccs. Back-hole. Brown-red

clav ; liuht slip. Nvck, 1 and r arm hn)keri; Bncers

of r. hand missintz. fleiiiht 73.0. Lii. 94.1.

113S Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body, somewhat

bulmnii breast; shjpimz shoulders; straieht neck;

trape-zoid head, roundevi beard, incised, narrow mouth
with thin, movlelled lips; short, straight nose with

nostrils; leaf-shaped eyes with lids in relief; roUL^hlv'

modelled ear', with triple earnnirs, straight forehead,

plain hair, modelled helmet with bent lop and up-

turned chcek-pieces; vertical arms, hands w'ith Bnsers;

dresseel in izirelled chiton with overfold; plain, nic)-

delled izirdle; rielized fold below and above yirdle.

Black border at base. Back-hole. Top of helmet,

end ot r. cheek-piece missmi', linth arms broken

anel r hand broken Bnck-red clay, hizht slip, partlv

burnt reel. Ileiizht 62 2 F il 94 i.

1139.

statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; somewhat

bulcinu breast, slopiniz shcailders, concave neck;

trapezoid, rather oval heael. ehm with pointed beartl;

inciseel mouth with muizhly ineidelUd lips, concave

nose with nostrils; plain ears; straight forehead;

plain, sliizhrlv raised hair, helmet with top bent

back and upturned cheek-pieces; vertical arms; haneis

with Bngers. Black border round base; traces of black

transverse lines on arms; red bands along sides of

bodv, indicating sleeves and dress. Top of helmet

missing; r. arm broken. Back-hole Bnck-red clay;

light slip, partly burnt red. Height 682. L ii— 12.

04 I-

1140. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made l^ody; flattened

breast; sloping shoulders; concave neck; rather

seuiare head, no beard, incised mouth with roughly

modelled lips; leaf-shaped eyes, raised eyelids; marked

cvebrows; roughlv m idelled ears with single ear-

rings; sloping forehead, band across forehead; ver-

tical arms. Back-hole Back, top of 1 . side of head,

anel thumb of 1 . hand missing, heael broken. Brown-

red clay; black core. Height 604. Lii. 94.1.

1141. Statmttc with Battened boeiy, rectangular in plan,

bobbin-shaped in section; upper body very thin; Bat

breast, sloping shoulders; straight, tall neck; trapezoid,

almost tnan'mlar head; stout, prominent chin; smiling

mouth; short nose with upturned, thick tip; large,

almond-shaped eyes with incised lids; ridged eye-

brows; roughly modelled ears with double earrings;

sloping foreheavl; hair falling in a compact mass

down to shoulders; Bat band round head; thin, short

arms; 1 arm vertical; r. arm holding circular object;

both provided with undigitated hands; isolmear feet,

peeping out of the chiton. The statuette is dressed in

a chiton with sleeves below elbow; border of sleeves

marked by incisions; overfold with side-flaps; girdle is

shown by two black transverse lines; grooved folds

below girdle; mantle falling over both shoulders, back,

and along the sides of the body with folds in relief

and paintings. The folds of the mantle are painted

red; traces of black on the hair. The statuette is

wheel-made up to the waist; other parts are

hand-made; feet peeping out of the chiton and resting

on a separately attached front base; the statuette

has two back-hok-s. Top, part of back of head,

and 1. side of head missing; head broken at

neck, body broken at breast Red-brown, hard clay;

light slip. Height 58.2. Shoulder width 18.8. Base

width 15 9. Waist width 138. Breast dlam. 6.6.

Neck height 4.9. Neck width 5.6. Head heigth 8.3.

Head length 9 8. Arms length 19.6. Hands length

50. Li I— 12 94 I

.

H42. Statuette, as No. 1066; roughly modelled ears pro-

vided with double earrings. Traces of a black border

at base. I.,, cheek-piece, lower part of 1 . arm, and
Angers of r. arm missing; neck, breast, and r. arm
broken. Back-hole. Bnck-red clay; light slip, partly

burnt red. Height 66.1. Lii— 12 94.1.

1143. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made bodv, somewhat
bulumg breast, slightly sloping shoulders; depressed

ovoid head; short, rounded beard; mouth incised,
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With roughly modelled lips; thin, curved nose; slightlv

prominent eyes ; raised eyebrows ; sloping forehead; small

pellet ears, helmet and head in one piece, with straight,

hollow spike, both arms advanced; undigitated hands
with small thumbs, chiton indicated bv modelled
sleeves on the arms Hair painted black; black

border round base; traces of red colour on helmet,

on border of sleeves, and on body below sleeves.

Back-hole. Head broken at ne-ck; 1 . arm missing;

a crack along upper part of r. arm. Brown, gritty

clay; light slip, partly effaced. Height 51. i. Ln.
04 I

1144. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; splaved
!

base; slightly advanced arms, in one piece with bodv;
1

rather trapezoid head, broad, short chin; prominent

cheeks; incised mouth; thick nose, roughly modelled

eyes; ears with earrings; conical helmet without

cheek-pieces
,

hair modelled as a compact mass on
hack of head. The figure is dressed in a girdled

chiton with short sleeves slit up at sides; plain over-
1

fold with side-flaps, ridged folds below girdle. Traces

of colour round base and figure Lower part of hands
j

missing; lower part of body damaged. Height 65.0.
|

I. II. 94.1. ;

1145. Scaraboid of white paste. Sec Appendices I and II.
^

Length 1.6. N 8. 93.0.
|

1146. Scarab of white steatite, Type A4—B3—C4. On base
j

some meaningless hieroglyphs Length i 5. X 8. 93.0.
|

1147. Scaraboid of white paste See Appendices I and II.
'

Length 1.2. X 8. 93 o.

1148. Scaraboid of grey steatite with one side flat; the other

convex, pierced by a hole through the longitudinal

axis. On base incision of Type III representing

chariot mounted by three men, one of them the

driver, the horse is galloping with flying mane and

lifted tail See Appendix II. Length i 3. X 8. 93.0. '

1149. Cylindrical body of statuette; dressed in a chiton, marked

by relief borders along sides of upper arms and around

neck. The lower part is wheel-made; other parts

hand-made; the forearms are separately attached

to the clay. Back-hole. Head and end of fingers

missing; breast broken. Red-brown clay; light slip.

Height 63.3 K

—

II. 94.1.

1150. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flat breast;

horizontal shoulders, short, vertical arms; undigit-

ated hands; short, wide neck; oval head; large,

straight nose: disc-shaped ears; stout chin without

beard, small pellet mouth; prominent eyeballs; in-

dicated eyebrow line; conical, straight -sided helmet

with hollow spike; black border on base; two black

and red vertical lines from breast to base. Back-hole.

Height 48. 6. L II. 94 I. 1

1151. Fragment of a statue, with isohnear feet; modelled

toes, sandals with straps; feet peeping out of a square '

excision in front; the excision has a border con-

sisting of a dented frame, arms vertical, figure dressed

in a chiton with elbow sleeves; overfold with side-
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flaps; ridged folds below girdle of three relief stripes

Head and part of r. arm. part of hodv. part of straps

of sandals, end of fingers of 1. hand missing, broken

below waist. The feet are put in separateK on a

tablet; arms are attached separately into the cla\ .

Hand-made. Brown clay; light slip. Height 73 8.

L 1

1

. 94 I.

1152. Lower part of cylindrical bod> . spla\ed base, dress

with ridged folds. Upper part nursing. Length 50.0

L 1 1 . 94 I

1153. Statuette, as Xo 79. Xose damaged; lower part

of r. arm missing Dark-grey, red cku . Height

20.0. L 1 1
. 94.1

.

1154. Statuette with tubular body; trape/oid head, tri-

angular beard; pellet ears; thin nose, no eyes; conical,

soft cap with triple band Hand-made End of nose,

and part ol 1 , hand missing Red-brown clav; light

slip, partly turned reddish. Height 240. L ii. 94 i

1155. Statuette, as Xo 79. Height 21 b. L ii 94.1

1156. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, straight-out beard. Height

21.5. L II. 94 I.

1157. .Statuette, as Xo. 79; \ cry short, straight-cut beard;

head bent forwards; slightly advanced arms. Top of

helmet missing Brick-red clay; reddish slip Height

17.8. Iv 1 1
. 94.1

.

1158. Statuette, as Xo. 162; broader, o\oid head, larger,

prominent eyeballs; triangular beard; long, slightly

concave helmet. Traces of black colour on helmet;

eyes, eyebrows, and heard painted black, two black

lines and traces of one red line ending in an angle,

from shoulder to waist, black trans\Lrse lines aho\e

elbows; trace's e>f black, \ertical Ime.s from waist to

base along body. Traces of reel colour on ears,

shoulder, and on hack. Height 21 9 L ii 94 1

.

1159. Statuette with tubular body; splayed base; \ertical

arms; sejuare head; no bearel, pellet nose anel ears;

separate, short helmet with top bent back. L. ear,

top of helmet missing. Height 15 3. L 11. 94.1.

1160. Statuette, as Xo. 73; longer, rouneled beard, d'races

of black lines along arms anei black border on base.

Height 21 6. L II. 94.1.

1161. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, triangular, rounded

bexird. Brick-red clay; black core, light slip. Height

190. L 1 1
. 94 I

.

1162. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, straight-cut he.irei Height

184. L 1 1
. 94 I

.

1163. Statuette, as Xo. 124 Traces of black on hair on

back of head and black luireler on base. Height 26 b.

L II. 94.1.

1164. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard. R arm
missing Bnck-red clay; light slip 'Eraccs of red

colour on ears, face, and neck Height 220. L ii.

94 I-

1165. Statuette, as Xo 79. Top of helmet missing; broken

at wMist. fleight 194. L II 94. T.

iibfi. Uhanot drawn by four horses with short, thin bodies;

rather short legs; thick, long necks, narrow heads.
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With cheek-bands and nose-bands; plain head-cover

with small, erect plumes; lontr tails; across horses’

necks a yoke, of which only a part is preserved; from

the outer r. and 1 horses a beam fastened to the yoke;

the r. one missing; chariot rather low, rectangular

in shape, with two roughly circular, small wheels

with large, projecting hubs; body of the chariot duided

in two parts by a low partition with an erect support

ending in a loop at the back of chariot. Three figures
|

stand in the chariot; two warriors m the r. part, and i

a third in the 1 . part: the driver (missing). The war-

riors arc of the usual type; they have rounded beards,

bands round heads, and hold swords under their

1 . arms in straps over 1 . shoulder. The group stands

on a rectangular tablet. Parts missing and broken. ,

Hand-made. Brick-red clay; red slip. Length 24 5-
;

L II. 94.1. !

1167. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flattened

breast; sloping shoulders; vertical arms; concave
j

neck; trapezoid head; chin with triangular, long beard;
;

thin, curved nose without nostrils; prominent eyes;

marked eyebrows; pellet ears; slightly raised hair
1

on back of head; helmet with hollow spike, in one

piece with head. Eyes painted black. End of lower

body and of both arms, small parts of helmet and

back missing; helmet, back of head, and lo\\er part

of body broken. Back-hole. Brown clay; light slip,

partly turned reddish. Height 33.5. Lii. 94.1.

1168. Fragment of chariot. Lii. 94.1.
j

1169. Fragment of group of nng-dancers; four figures
|

attached to a roughly trapezoid tablet. Heads, .some

arms of all figures, and most of the body of one figure

missing. Length 11.5. Lii. 94.1.

1170. Chariot dra^^n by four horses with short, straight
1

bodies; short, straight legs with roughly marked

hoofs; heads with open mouths; pierced eyes and

nostrils; erect ears; blinkers; the outer r., and the '

outer and inner 1 horses provided with head covers,
j

reaching down to mouths, and decorated with
\

mountings representing sun and crescent; the inner
j

r. horse has a head-cover of usual type w'ith erect

plume; horses have double breast-band, and cheek-

band; they are provided with front-covers; the

outer r. and 1. horses have rectangular side-covers;

across their necks a yoke; and between the outer and

inner 1 and r. horses a beam is fastened to the yoke.

The chariot is low with two plain, large, circular
;

wheels; projecting hubs. Three figures stand in the

chariot. I’he 1. one in front is the driver; pointed

beard; pellet ears; soft helmet with upturned cheek-

pieces, a full quiver in front of him. The r. figure

in front is an archer; pointed beard; helmet with

straight spike; hanging cheek-picccs; arms uplifted and

outstretched holding a drawn how'. In front another

full quiver. In the rear a man with pointed beard;

pellet ears; hand round head; uplifted 1. arm holding

a circular shield above the driver and archer; the

shield with central spike and decorated w'ith radiat-

ing mountings, alternating with circular, small

discs, placed two and two in the interstices. The

group stands on a rectangular tablet Parts missing

and broken. Red-brown clay; light slip. Hand-made.

Length 195. Lii. 94.1.

1171. Statuette with tubular, w'heel-made body; bulging

breast; sloping shoulders; concave neck; o\oid head;

short, rounded beard; incised mouth; thin nose turned

upw'ards; incised nostrils; pellet ears; no eyes, helmet

in one piece w'ith head. Part of body, r. ear, arms,

top of helmet missing, all the figure much damaged.

Height c. 45.0. Lii. 94.1.

1172. Statuette, as No. 79; rather square head; short, tri-

angular, rounded beard; rounded, tall, straight helmet

with spike R. arm and waist broken; chipped at

waist and back of head. Brown clay; brown slip.

Height 22.3. Lii. 94.1.

1173. Statuette, as No. 232. Black border on base. Top

of helmet and arms missing, upper body and head

broken. Height 20.3. Lii. 94.1.

1174. Statuette, as No. 79, short, triangular beard. Broken

at r. shoulder and at waist. Red-brown clay; reddish

slip. Height 23.7 Lii. 94.1.

1175. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Top of

helmet damaged; waist broken. Red-brown clay;

light, thick slip. Height 22.6. Lii. 94.1.

1176. Statuette, as No. 1154; shorter, pointed beard; conical

helmet with spike. Traces of colour. R. arm missing;

neck and lower part of body broken. Wheel-made.

Red-brown clay; light slip, partly turned reddish.

Height 23 2. L 1 1
.

94.1

.

1177. Statuette, as No. 269. Top, r. part of face, and part

of base missing; broken below waist and at neck.

Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 18.5. L ii. 94 i.

1178. Statue with tubular, wheel-made body; breast and

back bulging; shoulders sloping; straight neck; rather

square head; chin with rather long, pointed beard;

incised mouth with thin, raised edges; thin, pro-

jecting nose without nostrils; slightly prominent

eyes; plain ears; straight forehead, helmet modelled

in front, ending in spiral curls on back of head; hair

plain and slightly raised; vertical arms; closed, un-

digitated hands. Back-hole. Top of helmet and 1 .

arm missing; neck and lower part of body broken.

Brown-red clav
; light slip, partly effaced. Height

48.8. Lii. 94.1

.

1179. Jug of limestone with raised, fiat base; oval body;

short neck, splaying upwards; rim intended to be

pinched, handle from nm to shoulder. The jug

is solid, only hollowed out inside nm. Height ii.o.

K 1 1
. 94 i

.

1180. Fragments of chariot, much damaged. Kii. 94.1.

1181. Statuette, as No. 232. Beard and part of base missing;

cbm and base broken. Height 26 7. K ii. 94 i.

1182. Statuette, as No. 1154; shorter, rounded beard;

double band round head. No traces of colour. Part



of Iowlt body missing; broken below waist and across

body Red-brown clay; light slip, mostly turned

red. Height 21.7. Kii. 941.

1183. fragments of a head of trapezoid shape; chin with

triangular heard of \ertical stripes, incised mouth
^v ith well modelled lips; thin, nearly straight nose,

but with curved tip; modelled nostrils; leaf-shaped

eyes; prominent eyeballs; raised lids; marked eye-

brows; well modelled ears, double earrings, one

pierced through the top and the other through the

lower part of ears; short, plain, slightly raised hair

on back of head. Parts of forehead missing; broken

at neck. Hand-made. Red-brown clay; light slip,

turned reddish; partly effaced. Height 23.0. Kii.
94.1.

,

1184. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Nose chipped; head broken

at neck. Light-brown clay; light slip. Height 23.2.

Kii. 94.1.

1185. Statuette, as Xo. 419; hands without modelled fingers;

1 . arm holding fragment of a sword. Lower part,

I . hand, and cheek-pieces missing. Height 10.8.

Kii. 94.1.

1186. Head of statuette, as that of Xo 9. Height 7.1. K—

M

II. 94.1.

1187. Head, as that of Xo. 590. Height 4.6. K ii. 94.1.

1188. Plain White IV miniature amphonskos with fiat
]

base, oval body; very short neck; swollen nm; hori-

zontal, erect handles on shoulder. Height 6.8. K ii. '

94 -I-

1189. Body of statuette, standing with 1 . foot advanced; .

feet with modelled toes; sandals with straps, modelled

ankles and knees; 1. arm vertical; r. arm bent for-

ward with closed hand, which might once have been .

holding a spear; the hands with modelled fingers

and short thumbs; sloping shoulders and narrow-

waist; figure dressed in a girdled chiton with sleeves
j

ending above elbows; border of vertical incised lines
|

around waist; girdle with tassels falling along the
j

r. side. Traces of red colour at the naked parts of

legs. Head and part of r. shoulder missing; body,

legs, and arms broken. Hand-made. The legs rest
|

on a plinth, put m separately; the forearms were
j

fastened by pins to the upper arms. Brick-red clay,

sometimes black; light slip, partly turned grey-black.

Height 59.8. Lii. 94.1.

1190. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flattened

breast; sloping shoulders; thick, tall, cylindrical

neck; cubic head, triangular face; straight, thin,

vertical arms with undigitated hands; large, disc-

shaped ears; huge, triangular, pointed nose; small

mouth; pointed, thick beard; helmet with hollow' spike.

Back-hole. Xo traces of colours. Base, head, and

arms restored. Light slip, badly worn. Height 43.5.

Lii. 94.1.

1191. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body, flattened

breast; small shoulders; straight, vertical arms with

undigitated hands; very thick neck; oval head; tri-
,

angular face; pointed beard; large, triangular nose;

disc-shaped ears placed high up; incited mouth;

helmet with hollow spike. Head, r. arm, base, and

body broken Slip effaced. Height 48 7, Lii. 941.

1192. Statuette, as Xo. 73. Top of helmet missing; broken

at neck and waist. Black border on base. Brick-red

clay; red slip. Height 20.2. L ii. 94 i

.

1193. Statuette, as Xo. 282. but with rather trapezoid head

and triangular beard. Helmet painted red; traces

of black on eyes, chin, and beard; black lines along

arms ending at elbows; alternating black and red

transverse lines on lower arms, black and red alter-

nating, vertical lines along lower part of body; black

border at base. Height 20.5. L ii. 94.1.

1194. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 22.4. L ii. 94.1.

1195. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body, flat breast;

sloping shoulders; straight neck; trapezoid head;

flat, rounded beard; plain pellet mouth; straight nose

with nostrils, prominent eyes with arched brows;

somewhat sloping forehead; plain, slightly raised

hair on back of head; two twisted, plain bands around

forehead, falling down the sides of head; vertical

arms. Hole on top of head, back-hole. L. arm broken.

Brown-red, gritty clay; light slip. Height 45 4. Kii.

94.1.

1196. Lower part of body, cylindrical, splayed base. See

No. 2437. Kii. 94.1.

1197. Statuette, as Xo. 269; longer, triangular beard. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 25.0. K—L ii 94.1.

1198. Statuette, as Xo. 218; short, rounded beard. Black

border on base. Traces of black on beard and shoulder;

traces of red colour on ears, face, and neck. Height

22.2. K—L 1 1
.

94.1

.

1199. Statuette, as Xo. 227; elliptical head, pointed beard.

Height 16.4. K—Lii. 94.1.

1200. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flat breast;

sloping shoulders; slightly concave, rather long neck;

trapezoid head; chin with pointed heard; incised

mouth with raised edges; thin nose; projecting cheeks;

prominent eyes; plain pellet ears; sloping forehead;

slightly raised, plum hair on back of head; helmet

with hollow, straight spike; upturned cheek-pieces;

vertical arms, closed, undigitated hands. Back-hole.

Lower part of 1 . arm missing. Red-brown, hard cla\ ;

slip almost effaced. Height 43.0 L ii. 94.1.

1201. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body, oval in

section; bulging breast; very sloping shoulders;

slightly concave, rather tall neck, trapezoid head;

incised mouth with roughly shaped lips; prominent

cheeks; thin, straight nose without nostrils; prominent,

lancet-shaped eyes; pierced pellet cars; marked e\e-

brows; straight forehead; top of head flattened;

plain, raised mass of hair on back of head; double

bands round head, vertical arms; undigitated hands;

dressed in plain chiton, and mantle draped over 1.

shoulder. Hair, beard, ins, lids, and eyebrows are

painted black; ears, neck, chiton, and arms painted
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red Back-hole and hole on top of head. Earrings

of r ear, aiul thumb of 1 hand missing, base and lower

part of bod\ broken Butf cla\ ; light, greenish slip.

H^^icht 5 I I . Eli 1)4 I

1202 183(1.

Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body (No. 1202);

helmet and head (No 1836) in one piece; similar

to No. iibj. R ear, part ot beard, and triangular

pieces on base missing, arms and body broken. Brown-

red cla\ . Height 45 o. E II. <>4.1.

1203 .Statuette, as No 52. Base broken. Height iy.8

E I o 94 I .

1204. Statuette, as No. 79, rather horizontal shoulders.

Broken in middle. Reddish slip Height 23.0. E 10.

94 I.

1205 Statuette, as No. 52. Traces of colour. Eight slip.

Height 19 3 E 10. 94.1.

1206. Statuette, as No. 52; decoration as No. 878, but

without neck-lines and horizontal lines over breast.

Height 19 3 L 10. 94.1.

1207. Statuette, as No. 52. Height iQ 8. E 10. 94-i.

1208. Body of statuette, cylindrical, splayed base; vertical

arms. Head missing. Height 15.7. E 10. 94.1.

1209 Statuette, as No. 71), longer, rounded beard. Eower

part of body and 1 . arm missing. Bnck-rcd clay;

red-brown slip. Height 15 5. E 10. 94.1.

1210 Statuette, as No 79. E. arm missing. Height 23.0.

L 10. 94.1

.

1211. Statuette, as No. 73; longer beard. Beard damaged.

Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 197. L 10. 94 i.

1212 Statuette, as No 79; longer, rounded beard. Reddish

slip. Height 22.5. E 10. 94 I.

1213 Statuette, as No. 79. Height 203. L 10. 94 i.

1214. Statuette, as No. 79 Height 185. E lO. 94 -*-

1215. Statuette, as No. 79. Broken in middle. Height 19.0.

E 10. 94 I .

1216. Statuette, as No. 79 Eower part of r. car missing.

Height 22 b. E 10. 94.1

.

1217 Statuette, as No. 79. Red-brown clay, red-brown

slip. Height 22.6. E 10. 94.1.

1218 Statuette, as No. 269 Red-brown clay, light slip
j

Traces of colour. Height 25 2. E 10. 94 i

.

1219. Statuette, a? No. 233, ovoid head, undigitated hands.

Red-biown cljy; light slip R. car. hand of r. arm,

nose, and part of hands missing. Height 21.6. L 10

94 I.

1220. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; vertical

arms, uneiigitatcd hands; sloping shoulders; cylind-

rical neck, trapezoid head; pointed, rounded beard;

incised pellet mouth; thin, projecting nose, pellet

ears; sloping forehead; hair plain and raised on back

of head; triple band round head. Height 25.0. J- 10.

94 I

1221 Statuette, as No. 251; narrow waist, slightly con-

cave neck, prominent eyes, very thin, concave, pro-

minent nose, head and waist broken, 1, part round

ear, and lower part of r. arm missing. Ciritty, red

cla\, bbek core, Imht slip, partly effaced No back-

hole. Heipht 43 6. L 10 1)4 I

;222 Statuette, as No 21S, oral head, with tendency to the-

trapezoid rvpe, lonyer. rounded beard. Red-brown

cia\ , red slip. Heiuht 15 0 1 , 10. 04 - 1 .

1223. Statuette, as No 233; trapezoid head; undipitated

hands Neck broken, lower r, arm and part of band

around head missiny. Reddish slip, rfeiyht 26.4

I, to. 04.1

.

[224. Statuette, as No. 233, tiapezoid he,.d. Neck broken,

both arms and nrost of the bands around head missinit.

Reddish slip, Heiyht 17.0. L 10. 94.1.

[225. Statuette, as No. 79. Red-brown clay ;
light and reddish

slip Height 23. S. L 10. 94.1

1226. Statuette, as No 79; pointed, long beard Black

border on base. R. shoulder broken. Red-brow'n

clay; light slip. Height 17.5. H 10. 94 i.

1227. Statuette, as No. 73; trapezoid head; short, rounded

beard. Nose damaged. Red-brown clay; light-brown

slip. Height 21.7. L to. 941.

1228. Statuette of sandy limestone with 1 foot advanced;

feet uncovered with modelled toes; vertical arms

with meddled fingers, in one piece with body; con-

cave waist; Hat, sloping breast, horizontal shoulders;

very short neck; rather square head with face of negro

type; broad, short chin; full lips; prominent cheeks;

broad. Hat nose; eyes indicated by deep cutting;

roughly meddled ears; 1. ear with silver earring

preserved, rather long, conical cap; dressed m long

chiton with overfold. The feet of the f.gure are in one

piece with the trapezoid plinth and along back of

Hgure 13 a support, sejuare m section, and also m one

piece with figure. Height 541. L 10. 94.1.

1229. .Statuette with tapering, tubular, wheel-made body;

Hattened breast; concave neck; oblong face; large,

rounded beard; eyes not indicated; large, curved nose;

incised mouth; circular, disc-shaped ears; helmet with

straight spike, separately made, rather short and

vertical arms: undigitated hands. R. hand missing;

1 . arm broken. Light slip. Height 42 9. L 10. 94.1.

1230. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, triangular beard. Red-

brown clay; light slip. Height 23.3. L 10. 94.1.

T231. Statuette, as No, S15; longer, rounded beard. Lower
part ot body, part of beard, and r. ear missing. Height

14.0. L 10. 94.1

.

1232. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Black

b irdcron base. L. arm broken Height 23.0. L 10. 94.1.

1233. Statuette, as No, 79; short, straight-cut beard. Height

19.7. L 10. 94 I

t -34 Statuette, as No. 73; longer, triangular beard. Broken
below waist. Red-brown clay; light slip Height

23.2 L 10. 94 I

,

1^35 Statuette, as No. 32; triangular, rounded beard.

Broken neck and base. Height 19.2. L 10. 94 i.

1236, Statuette, as No. 52; triangular, rounded beard.

Broken neck and b.ise, ot which part is missing.

Height 20.3. L 10. 94.1.
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1237. Statuette, as No. 79 ;
oval head. Nose missing. Height

26.0. L 10. 94 I

.

1238. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 23.3. L 10. 94.1.

1239. Statuette, as No 221; longer, triangular, rounded

beard; long, soft, conical helmet. Black and red

transverse lines on helmet; eyes, beard, hair painted

black; red ears; black transcerse lines on arms; black

border on base. Height 27.6. L 10. 94 i.

1240. Statuette, as No. 73 Height 29.2. H 10 94.1.

1241. Statuette, as No. 73; trapezoid head; longer, rounded

beard. Nose damaged; neck broken. Red-brown
clay; light slip. Height 20.9. L 10. 94.1.

1242. Statuette, as No. 570; oval, rather rectangular head;

longer, rounded beard. Height 22.7. L 10. 94 i.

1243. .Statuette, as No. 79. Height 23.7. L 10. 94.1.

1244. Statuette, as No. 269. Lower part and 1 arm missing;

neck and body broken. Red-brown clay; reddish

slip. Height 15.2. L 10. 94.1.

1245. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Broken

below middle. Height 21.7. L 10. 94.1.

1246. Statuette, as No, 269; short, triangular beard. Neck
broken; lower part of body missing. Slip partly

turned reddish. Height 25.9. L 10. 94.1.

1247. Statuette, as No. gfi. Part of 1. arm missing. Height

19 7. L 10, 94.1.

124S. Statuette, as No. 94; without painted beard. R. arm

missing. Height 19.0. L 10. 94.1.

1249. Statuette, as No. 105. Height 20.7. L 10. 94.1.

1250. Statuette, as No. 52. Height 18.8. L 10. 941.

1251. Statuette, as No. 218; longer, straight-cut beard.

Black border on base Height 20.3. L 10. 94.1.

1252. Statuette, as No. 137; long, rounded beard; trapezoid

head. Height 20.7. L 10. 94.1.

1253. Statuette, as No. 79. Red clay and slip. Height

21.6. L 10. 94.1.

1254 Statuette, as No 79, pointed beard Head broken

at neck; top of helmet, lower part of r. arm, and

part of b,tse missing. Height 19.0. L 10. 94 i-

1255. Statuette, as No. 79. Broken m middle; reddish slip.

Height 21.7. L 10. 94.1.

1256. Head, as that of No. 79. Height 6.8. L 10. 94-i.

1257. Statuette, as No. 342; oval head; pointed beard.

Brown clay; light slip. Height 21.7. L 10. 941.

1258. Statuette, as No. 269; longer, triangular beard, upper

body heart-shaped. R. arm broken. Slip partly

turned reddish. Height 27.3. L 10. 94 i.

1259. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Broken

at neck; beard chipped. Slip mostly turned red

Height 22.7. L 10. 94.1.

1260. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, triangular beard. Broken

in middle. Light-brown slip. Height 24.7. L 10.

94-1.

1261. Statuette, as No. 269. Neck broken; base partly

missing. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 27.3.

L I o
.

94.1.

1262. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 21.0. L 10. 94.1.

1263. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, triangular beard. Part
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of base, lower part of r. arm missina:; broken at middle.

Lij;ht-brown slip. Height 25.2. L 10. 94 i.
1264.

Statuette, as No. 73. Red-brown cla\
;
liyht-bro\\n

slip. HeiL(ht 21.5 L 10. 94 I.

12^5. Statuette, as No 79. Height 21.0. L 10. 94 i

1266. Statuette, as No. 21S: longer, rounded beard. Nose

damaged, black border on base Height 21 .3 L 10. 94.1

.

1267. Statuette, as No 269; wedge-shaped head. Broken

ab)\e waiivt; base chipped, lower parts of b )ih arm^t

missing. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 25.1

I, 10. 94.1.

i 26«S. Statuette, as No 269; marked eyebrows. Base partly

missing. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 19. i.

L 10. 94 I

1269. Statuette, as No. 269. Red-brown clay; light slip.

Height 20.6. L 10. 94.1.

1270. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Height

247. L 10. 94,1

1271. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, rounded beard. Nose

damaged. Red-brown clay; light-brown slip. Height

iQ.o. L 10 94.1

.

1272. Statuette, as No. 79. longer, rounded, triangular

beard. Red clay and slip. Broken at neck. Height

23 2. L 10. 94 I

.

1273. Statuette, as No, 79. Black border on base Broken

in middle; base chipped; lower parts of arms missing.

Brick-red clay; red slip. Height 23.1. L 10. 94.1.

1274. Body of statuette. c>]indrical, hollow; spla>ed base;

\ertical arms. Jdead missing; damaged. Height

30.0. L 10. 94.1.

1275. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; square head;

pointed beard; helmet with top bent forwards; 1.

arm holding round shield. R. arm and r. ear missing;

broken at waist and shield ; nose chipped Black border

on base. Reddish slip. Height 247. L 10. (>4.1.

1276. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made b,)dy; hori-

zontal shoulders; arms ad%anced. bent upwards;

concave neck; rather trapezoid head; long beard

(end missing) with \ertical incisions; face moulded,

with full lips and cheeks; rather thin, curved nose;

elliptical, prominent eyes with lids and eyebrows

in relief; roughly modelled ears; hair indicated by

r.arrviw, notched, horizontal, contiguous bands; large,

cut hole on top of head; sword with hiit hanging

below left arm m strap running over r. shoulder

below 1. arm Both hands, and part of strap missing.

Height 35.3. L 10. 94 I.

1277. i'eet, isolinear, without modelled toes, attached to

a plinth; horizontal cross-piece at the upper end.

Height 14.5. L 10. 97.0.

127S. Statuette, as No. 269. Red-brown clay; light slip.

Height 19.7. L 10. 94.1.

1279. Statuette with c\lindncal, solid body; splayed base;

\ertical arm>; ovoid head; pinched nose, pellet ears;

pointed beard; helmet with hack-bent top. The
head leans slightly backward No traces of colour.

Reddish slip. Height 21.9. L 10. 941.
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1250. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; splayed base;

both arms advanced; trapezoid head; long, rounded

beard; helmet with top bent back, made separately.

Lower r. arm missing, broken at waist; base partly

chipped. Black border on base. Reddish slip. Height

21 .1

.

L 10. 94.1

.

1251. Body of statuette, hollow; head and arms missing.

Much damaged. Height 240. L 10. 94.1.

1252. Statuette, as Xo. 73. Damaged. Height 24.2. L lo. 94.1.

1283. Statuette, as Xo 227; short, rounded beard. Broken

at waist and 1 . arm. Height 12.4. L 10. 94.1.

1284 Statuette, as Xo. 477; ovoid head; short, rounded

beard. Xose damaged. Reddish slip. Height 22.3.

L 10. 94 I

.

1285. Statuette, as Xo. 1275; trapezoid head; big nose;

pointed heard; helmet with spike; hanging, out-

turned cheek-pieces; r. arm vertical; 1. arm bent

holding now missing sword hanging by a strap over

1 . shoulder. Top of helmet, r. cheek-piece, end of

beard, and lower 1 . arm missing; 1 . arm broken. Red-

brown slip. Height 22.8. L 10. 94.1.

1286. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; bulging

breast; sloping shoulders; small, trapezoid head:

thin nose; marked eyebrow line; pellet ears; square-

cut beard; helmet with straight, hollow spike; head
;

and helmet in one piece. Arms missing. Height

25.5. L 10. 94.1.

1287. Statuette, as Xo. 155; ovoid head; longer, triangular

beard. Light slip. Height 15.2. L lo. 941.

128S. Statuette, as X'o. 269; trapezoid, slightly wedge-shaped

head; triangular, short, rounded beard. Red-brown

clay; reddish slip. Height 19.0. L 10. 94.1.

1289. Statuette, as X'o. 12SS. Broken at waist, below waist,

and at neck. Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Height

22.3. L 10. 94.1.

1290. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; bulging

breast and back; vertical arms of medium size; straight
|

neck; oblong head; long, thin nose; incised mouth; '

chin with pointed beard; prominent eyes without

lids; large ears with pierced holes for earrings

now missing; helmet with straight, hollow spike;

hair indicated by stripes in relief on sides of neck;

head and helmet made in one piece; dressed in a

chiton marked by a relief stripe across arms and

breast. Back-hole, X’eck and lower part of body

broken; part of front and a few fingers missing.

Rough, red clay; white slip, partly effaced. Height

50.0, L 10. 94 1

.

1291. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; sloping

shoulders; slightly concave neck; trapezoid head:

short, rounded beard; incised mouth with roughlv

modelled lips; pellet nose; prominent eyes; pellet

ears; sloping forehead; helmet with straight spike;

head and helmet in one piece; chiton indicated bv

modelled slee\es, vertical arms; undigitated hands.

Top of helmet missing; crack at back. Brown, gritty

clay; light slip. Height 40.5, L 10. 94.1.

1292. Statuette, as X'o. 79; arms with undigitated hands.

Lower part of body and 1 . arm missing. Height

14.5. L 10. 94.1.

1293. Statuette, as Xo. 269; longer, triangular beard. Lower

part of bodv and r. arm missing; neck broken. Height

16.4. L to. 94.1.

1294. Statuette, as X'o. 79. Broken in middle; r. arm and

part of base missing. Brick-red clay; light slip.

Height 19.9. L 10. 94.1.

1295. Statuette, as Xo. 96. Height 19.2. L 10. 94-t.

1296. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Brick-red clay;

red slip. Height 22.9. L 10. 94.1.

1297. Statuette, as Xo. 282, but with square head; long,

rounded, narrow beard. Helmet painted black;

ears painted red; eyes and beard painted black; red

horizontal lines over breast; black lines along shoulders;

red transverse lines on arms; black border at base.

Height 18.4. L 10. 94.1.

1298. Statuette, as X'o, 79; ver^ short beard. R. ear missing.

Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Height 12.5. L 10.

94.1.

1299. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Height 20 3.

L 10. 94.1

.

1300. Statuette, as Xo, 73: short, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; light-brown slip. Height 21. i. L 10.

94 - 1 .

1301. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Height 18.5.

L 10. 94.1

.

1302. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Black border

at base. Brown clay; red slip. Height 16.5. L 10.

94.1.

1303. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Xose damaged. Brick-red

clay; red slip. Height 21.9. L 10. 94.1.

1304. Statuette, as Xo. 79, Height 17.5. L 10. 94.1.

1305. Statuette, as Xo. 1182; rather square head; quadruple

band round head. Black border at base. Light slip.

Height 23.4. L 10. 94.1.

1306. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Xose damaged. Brick-red clay;

light slip, partly turned red. Height 23.2. L 10. 94.1.

1307. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; breast

and back bulging; sloping shoulders; straight neck;

trapezoid head, chin with short, rounded, pointed

beard; incised mouth with thin, raised edges; slightlv

prominent eyes; plain ears; straight forehead; helmet

with straight, hollow spike; helmet and head in one

piece; vertical arms; undigitated hands. Brown-red

clay; grey-black core; slip much effaced. Back-hole.

Top of helmet missing. Height 44.5. L 10. 94.1.

1308. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flattened

breast; slanting shoulders; thin, vertical arms; un-

digitated hands; concave, wide neck; cubic head;

triangular face; large, straight nose; no beard; large,

disc-shaped ears with trace.s of earrings. Red, coarse

clay. Head and 1 . arm broken. Height 340, L 10.

94.1

.

1309 Statuette, as Xo. 137; wedge-shaped head; short,

triangular beard; short, straight helmet; shawl with
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fringed border falling over the r. shoulder. Both '

arms broken. Red slip. Height i.S.i. L lo. 94.1.

1310. Statuette, as No. 79. Head broken at neck; r. arm

missing. Brick-red clay; reddish slip Height 22.1.

L 10. 94.1

.

1311. Statuette, as No. 79. L. arm and r. ear missing.

Brick-red clay. Height 22.5. L 10. 94.1.

1312. Statuette, as No. 590; longer, triangular, rounded

beard. Broken at neck and 1 arm. No traces of

colour. Slip nearly effaced. Height 21.7. L 10. 94.1.

1313. Statuette, as No. 79; arms tvith closed, undigitated

hands. Height 19.6. L 10. 94.1.

1314. Statuette, as No. 667; short, rounded beard; no

incised mouth. Traces of colour on body; black

border at base. Broken at neck and 1 . arm. Red-

brown clay; light slip, partly turned red. Height 23.2. '•

L 10. 94.1. I

1315. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flat breast;
^

sloping shoulders; thin arms; closed, undigitated

hands with straight thumbs; wide neck; small, cubic

head; triangular face; pointed beard; slightly indicated

mouth; large, pointed, upturned nose; disc-shaped

ears; helmet with straight spike, in one piece with

head. No tiaces of colouis. Head, body, and r. arm

broken. Back-hcle. Coarse, red clay; thin, white

slip. Height 39.1. L 10. 94 i,

1316. Statuette, as No. 1315; widening breast; narrow,

horizontal shoulders; large, cubic head; rounded

beard; incised mouth; large, pointed nose. Top of

head missing; head, body, and r. arm broken. Slip

effaced. Height 42 3. L 10. 94.1.

1317. Fragment of a chariot; with one wheel, and pieces

of two horses preserved. Height 21.3. L 10. 94.1.

1318. Scaraboid of red stone. On base incision of Type

Vn representing winged sphinx. A dot between its

legs and one above its head. Above the sphinx a i

comb-shaped ornament. Length 1.5. L to. 94.1.
|

1319 + 2458. '

Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body (No. 1319);

bulging breast; horizontal shoulders; 1. arm vertical;

r. arm bent over breast; hands with fingers; concave

neck; oval head (No. 2458); long, rounded beard;

helmet with splayed top. Traces of red paint

on lower body. Part of helmet and r. hand missing;

parts of body broken; face details worn. Brown

clay; red-brown slip, much effaced on upper body.

Height 62.2. L to. 94.1.

1320.

Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; vertical

arms; hands with fingers; flat breast; sloping shoulders;

almost straight neck; trapezoid, rather triangular

head; rounded, triangular beard; incised, small mouth

with thin, raised edges; curved, thin nose; prominent,

narrow eyes
;
marked eyebrows

;
plain ears with ear-

rings; straight forehead; on the head soft cap with

band; hair indicated by strips m relief along neck;

dressed in chiton with overfold; girdle indicated by

horizontal incisions and folds below girdle by incised.

719

curved lines Back-hole. Neck, upper part of body,

and !. arm broken; finders of 1 hand, lower part of

r. arm, and r. earrin^< missing. Brick-red clay; black

core; slip blackened and much effaced. Height 68.3.

L 10. 941.

1321. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; bulging

breast; sloping shoulders; concave neck; rectangular

head; short, triangular, rounded beard; thin, incised,

roughly modelled bps; thin, cur\ed nose; prominent

eyes; marked eyebrows; plain ears; straight forehead;

single band round head; hair slightly raised and plain

on back of head, and indicated b\ stripes m relief

along sides of neck. Traces of a black border at base.

Back-hole. Neck, base, and upper part of body broken;

I. arm, lower part of r. arm, and part of upper body

missing. Brick-red, gritty clay, light slip, much

effaced. Height 41.7. L 10. 94.1.

1322. Statuette, as No. 1321, back of head much sloped;

closed hands with fingers. Black border at base.

Head, breast, both arms, and lower part of body

broken; both ears, band round head, upper part of

back, part of 1. side of head missing; fingers partly

missing. Height 57.8. 'L 9—10. 94 -i-

1323. Statuette, as No. 1034; oval head. Black transverse

lines over breast, indicating chiton: red, broad stripe

framed by black lines indicating mantle o\er 1. shoulder.

R. arm broken. Height 40.1. L9— 10. 94.1.

1324. Feet, isoUnear, with modelled toes: attached to a

plinth. Length 24.9. L9— 10. 94.1.

1325. Arm and hand with bent fingers. Length 21.3.

L9— 10 94.1.

1326. Statuette, as No. 1279; long, rounded beard. Traces

of colour. Broken neck and waist; r. arm missing.

Brick-red clay; light slip, partly worn off. Height

19.2. L 10. 94.1

.

1327. Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard. Black border

on base. L. arm missing. Red clay; red slip. Height

24.6. Lio. 94.1.

1328. Statuette, as No. 79; trapezoid head; longer, rounded

beard. L. arm missing. Brick-red clay; black core.

Height 23.6. L 10. 94.1.

1329. Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard. Black

border on base. Brick-red clay; red slip. Height

16. 1. Lio. 94.1.

1330. Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard. Red clay

and slip. Height 22.5. Lio. 94.1-

1331. Fragments of a chariot; only plinth preserved. Length

20.0. Lio. 94.1.

1332. Statuette, as No. 73; very short beard; trapezoid

head. Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Height i 4 .7 -

Lio. 94.1 .

1333. Statuette, as No. 79. Nose damaged. Red clay and

slip. Height 22,6. K—-L: 10— ii. 94.1.

1334. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, straight-cut beard. R.

arm, waist, and neck broken; beard chipped. Brick-

red clay; reddish slip. Height 24.0. K—L:io— ii.

94.1.
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1335 - Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard Both arms

and waist broken; nose missin". Brick-red clay; red

slip. Height 21 5 K— L. 10

—

II. 94.1.

1336. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, triangular beard. Height

150. K—L:io— II 94 -I-

1337. Statuette, as Xo. 218, trapezoid head; short, rounded

beard. Black border at base. Height 22.5. K—L : 10— 11.

94.1.

133^ Few fragments of a terracotta chariot K—L: 10— ii.

1339- Statuette with slightly flattened, tubular, wheel-

made b)dy; widening breast; sloping shoulders;

short, thin, vertical arms; closed, undigitated hands

with straight thumbs; thick, concave neck; small

head; square face; large, irregular nose; short, rounded

beard; disc-shaped ears with traces of earrings; 1

ear placed low down; r. ear high up; beard and eyes

not indicated. Xo back-hole. Very rough clay;

thin, white slip. Height 35.3. K—L; 10— ii. 94.1.

1340. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Broken at waist. Height 22.8.

L 10. 94.1

.

1341. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; bulging

breast, somewhat sloping shoulders; slightly concave

neck; rather square head, chin with short, pointed

beard; prominent mouth without incision; thin pellet

nose; prominent eyes, plain car; slightly raised hair

on back of head; helmet with straight, hollow spike,

arms with closed, undigitated hands. Back-hole.

Top of helmet, base, and both arms broken at shoulder.

Bnck-red, black-red, gritty clay; light slip, partly

burnt black. Height 43.2 K—L 10. 94.1.

1342. Statuette, as X’o. 79. Height 22.7. L 10. 94.1.

1343. Statuette with Hattened, tubular, wheel-made body;

bulging breast; very thick, cylindrical neck; small,

cubic head in one piece with the pointed helmet;

disc-shaped pellet ears; large, triangular nose; irre-

gularly placed mouth; no beard indicated; very thin

arms of medium size; closed, undigitated hands

with straight thumbs; back-hole. White slip. Arms

and body broken; part of base missing. Fleight 52.0.

K—L 10 94.1

.

1344. Statuette, as Xo. 419; oblong head; triangular, short

beard; helmet with top bent forwards; hanging cheek-

pieces, arms with closed, undigitated hands. Xo
traces of colour. End of r. cheek-piece missing.

Brick-red clay; light slip partly red. Height 22.8.

K—L 10. 94.1

.

J 345 - Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. Height

22.2. K—L 10. 94 I .

1346 Statuette, as Xo. 73; longer, triangular beard; hori-

zontal shoulders; marked eyebrows. Red clay and

slip. Height 15 7. K— L 10 94 i.

1347. Statuette, as Xo. 79. R. ear, and I. arm missing.

Red-brown clay; light slip Height 18.5. K—L 10 941.

1348. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Brick-red

clay, red slip. Height 22.8. K—F 10 94 i.

1349 Statuette, as Xo. 79. Ked-brown clay; reddish slip.

Height 16.7 K—L 10 94 i.

1350. Statuette, as Xo 79; very short beard; arms with

closed, undigitated hands. Brick-red clay; light slip.

Height 19.2. K—L 10. 94.1.

1351. Statuette, as Xo. 269. Red-brown clay; reddish slip.

Height 16 I. K—L 10. 94 - 1 .

1352. Statuette with irregularly tubular, wheel-made body;

tiattened breast, wide shoulders; short, very thick

neck; small, oval head, in one piece with pointed

helmet; large ears with traces of earrings; large,

upturned, pointed nose; small, incised mouth; square

chin without beard; very thin arms of normal length

ending in two slightly bent fingers. Back-hole. Xo
traces of colours. Coarse, red clay; thin, white slip

almost entirely effaced. Base and head broken; r.

hand missing. Height 32.6. K 10. 94.1.

1353 - Statuette with tubular, slightly flattened, wheel-made

body; widening breast; broad shoulders; short, thin

arms without hands; short, thick, cylindrical neck;

cubic head; square face; upturned, pointed nose;

horizontal mouth; high, disc-shaped ears; slightly

marked eyes; helmet with straight spike, in one piece

with head. Back-hole. Traces of black colour on

base. Coarse, red clay; thin, white slip. Arms broken.

Height 40.8. K 10. 94.1.

1354. Head of statuette, as that of Xo. 1321, but with rather

trapezoid head; band round head missing. Height

13.7. K 10. 94.1.

1355- Statuette, as Xo. 1043, short, triangular beard; helmet

with knobbed spike. Top of helmet, arms, and base

broken; one Anger of 1 . arm, end of one Anger of

r. arm, and end of cheek-pieces missing. Height

497. Kio. 94.1.

1356. Fragment of statuette with cylindrical body; splayed

base; upper part and head much damaged. Kii.

94.1.

1357 - Statuette, as Xo. 73; trapezoid head. Top of helmet

damaged; broken at waist and I. arm. Red-brown

clay; light-brown slip. Height 15.5. K 10. 94.1.

1358. Statuette, as Xo. 73; very short beard; trapezoid

head. Broken neck and r. arm. Red clay. Height

26.0. K 10. 94.1.

* 359 - Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flattened

breast; sloping shoulders, concave neck; trapezoid

or almost rectangular head; pointed beard; mouth
indicated by shallow depression; thin, concave nose;

prominent eyes; marked eyebrows; plain ears with

small pellet earrrings; straight forehead; plain, slightly

raised hair on back of head, and stripes in relief

along sides of neck; double band round head; vertical

arms; closed, undigitated hands; dressed in girdled

chiton with folds indicated by curved incisions in

front; girdle with horizontal incisions; mantle

across breast and draped over both shoulders with

fringed border of vertical incisions; paintings on neck.

Back-hole and hole on top of head. Brown-red clay;

light slip rather effaced. Height 33.3. K 10. 94.1.

1360 Statuette with cylindrical body; wide neck; sloping
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shoulders; polygonal head with a hole on top; short,

rounded beard; pellet mouth; pellet nose; slightly

prominent eyes; plain ears; sloping forehead; double

band round head; vertical arms; hands undigitated;

hair indicated by a slightly raised, plain mass on back

of head. Hand-made. Part of base, and part of one

band round head missing. Brick-red clav; black core,

light slip. Height aS.a. K lo. 94.1.

1361. Statuette, as Xo. 1307, chin with curled beard; hair

slightly raised on back of head; eyes indicated by

concentric, black circles. Head and base broken;

one curl of beard, and part of base missing. Height

42.4.

Kio. 94.1.

1362. Statuette, as X’o, 73; short, rounded beard; closed,

undigitated hands. R. arm broken. Red-brown

clay; light-brown slip. Height 20.7. K 10. 94.1.

1363. Statuette with tubular body; sloping shoulders;

slightly concave neck; ovoid head; short, rounded

beard; incised mouth with modelled lips; thin nose

with curved tip; prominent eyes with marked eye-

brows; roughly modelled ears; sloping forehead;

plain, raised hair; hands with fingers; r. arm vertical;

1. arm bent over the breast with the hand projec

ting out of the mantle; helmet, modelled in front,

with tall, straight spike. The statuette is dressed

in a mantle with incised border and long, modelled

fringes, vertically incised; the mantle falls on the

upper part of the body, over both shoulders. The
helmet is painted red; and the fringes are alternately

red and black. Head and hand of r. arm broken;

fingers of 1 . hand missing. Brown-red, gritty clay;

light slip, well preserved. Height 75.0. K 10.

94.1.

1364. Statuette, as Xo. 1321; rather horizontal shoulders;

pellet mouth; closed, undigitated hands; double

band round soft cap; chiton vaguely indicated by

pellets between body and arms. Head broken; part

of band in front, and 1 . ear missing. Height 40.1.

Kio. 94.1

.

1365. Statuette, as Xo. 1178. Top of helmet preserved;

no spirals on back of helmet. Lower part of r. arm,

1. shoulder, small parts of body missing. i\Iuch da-

maged. Height 48.3. L 10. 94.1.

1366. Rider, as X'o. 922, but no pellet eyes; helmet with

top bent back. Height 17.6. L 10. 94.1.

1367. Statuette, as Xo. 509; oval head; short, triangular

beard; and closed, undigitated hands. R. arm broken;

nose missing. Height 19.2. K—L 10. 94.1.

1368. Statuette, as Xo. 232; depressed ovoid head; triangular,

rounded beard; raised eyebrows; pellet mouth. Top
of head and base missing; neck broken. Red slip.

Height 25.6. K—L 10. 94-I-

1369. Statuette, as Xo. 1321; solid, cylindrical body

widening upwards, flat breast; long, slightly conical

neck; ovoid head with hole on top; thin, concave

nose; pellet mouth; no eyes; double band round

soft cap on head. Black hair; dress indicated indi-

rectly by red colour on naked parts of l)t>dy. Xeck,

r. part of breast, base, and arms broken; part of bands

round head missing. Hand-made. Brown clay;

greenish slip. Height 38.4. K 10 94 i

1370. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard, trapexoid

head. Height 19 3. K—L 10. 94.1

1371. Statuette, as Xo. 73; long, narrow, rounded beard.

Top of helmet chipped; both arms missing. Red-

brown clay; red slip. Height 24.8. K—L 10. 94.1.

1372. Statuette, as Xo. 590; very short beard. Broken at

neck and arms. Height 21.7. L 10. 94 i.

1373. Statuette, as Xo 269, longer, rounded beard. Height

21.4. L 10. 94.1.

1374. .Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard

Xose missing. Red clay; red slip. Height 24.5.

L 10. 94.1

.

1375. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 22.2. L 10. 94.1.

1376. Statuette, as Xo. 218; short, rounded beard. Black

border at base. Height 15.8. L 10. 94 i

.

1377. Statuette, as Xo. 1279; long, rounded beard. Xose

missing. Red-brown clay, light slip. Height lO 2.

L 10. 94.1.

1378. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 23.8. L 10. 94 1.

1379. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Red clay and slip. Height

23.4. Lio. 94.1.

1380. Statuette, as No. 218; ovoid head, longer, rounded

beard; pellet mouth. Reddish clay Height 20.1.

L 10. 94.1

.

1381. Statuette, as Xo. 79; triangular beard Bnck-red

clay; red slip. Height 21.3. L 10. 94.1.

1382. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made bod\
;

Ikilteiied

breast: horizontal shoulders; concave neck; depressed

ovoid head; chin with short, rounded beard, incited

mouth; curved, thick nose; prominent eyes with raised

eyebrows; sloping forehead; helmet with straight,

hollow spike, in one piece with head; vertical arms;

undigitated hands without thumbs Black, hoti-

zontal lines on back of neck; traces of red on back of

head. Face, r. arm, breast, and lower part of hajse

broken; lower part of 1. arm, and base parth missing.

Brown-red, partly darkened, gritty clay; light slip,

partly effaced. Height 41.2. Kio. 94.1.

1383. Statuette, as Xo. 1029; rather straight-cut heard;

head, thumbs of r. and 1. hands broken, tup of helmet,

end of r. cheek-piece, and two fingers of r. hand

missing. Bnck-red clay; light slip etf'aced Height

50,3. Kio. 94.1.

1384. Statuette, as Xo. 1021, pellet mouth; pointed heard;

leaf-shaped eyes with raised, almost horizontal lids;

left, undigitated hand closed; dressed in a chiton

with overfold and ridged. cur\ed folds. Black line

round neck and black line along 1 . arm. Xeck broken;

top of r. ear, lid of 1. eye, and r. hand missing.

Height 503. K 10. 94.1.

13S5 1530-

Statuette (Xo. 1385), standing with 1 foot slightly

advanced; naked feet with toes ; unusually long legs;

46
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upper body of elliptical section; flattened and sloping

breast; sloping shoulders; oval head (No. 1530),

chin with pointed beard; incised mouth with roughly,

modelled lips; straight nose with nostrils and thickened

tip; prominent eyes; ridged, curved eyebrows; sloping 1390

forehead; helmet with straight spike and hanging

cheek-pieces meeting at chin; arms with undigitated

hands; the 1. arm bent, hand holding sword; r. arm

also bent, hand holding now missing object, possibly

a spear. The statuette is dressed in a girdled tunic with

short sleeves; a ciicular shield hangs along 1. side, with

central boss and decorated with circular and heart-

shaped pellets between centre and rim, imitating

metal mountings. The figure stands on a base tablet.

Hand-made; back-hole; legs and arms are separately

put in. Head broken at neck; arms broken, 1 . arm
at shoulder, r. arm below elbow; legs broken at top

and tarsus; end of beard missing. Brown-red clav;

light slip partly effaced. Height 53.6. Shoulder

width 14.5. Waist width 11.2. Breast diam. 6.8.

Legs to knees 17.5. Legs to hips 27.5. Body to shoulder

38.8. Neck height 3.5. Neck width 4.3. Head height

9.0. Head length 7.4. Head width 6.0. Arms length

23.3. Hands length 8.2. Feet length 10.9. K 10.

94 -I-

1386. Statuette, as No. 1035; rather long neck; rounded
;

beard. Neck and fingers of 1 . hand broken; upper '

part of head, and thumbs of both hands missing,
j

Height 42.0. Kio. 94.1. !

1387. Upper part of forearm, with a peg pierced by holes

for fixing it to upper arm. Length 24.4. K 10. 94.1.

1388. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; arms

holding quadruped across breast; hands with modelled

fingers, head as that of No. 1 191 ; top of helmet missing,

two fingers of 1 . arm miSMng; damaged. Height 29.1.

Kio. 94 I

.

1389. Statuette with body oval in section; flattened breast;

sloping shoulders; conca\e neck; ovoid head; chin
^

with triangular, rounded beard; mouth with thick
j

lips; no.se with prominent, curved tip; leaf-shaped

eyes with raised lids and ridged eyebrow's; painted
j

ins; roughly modelled ears; painted hair; sloping 1

forehead; helmet with straight, closed spike and *

upturned cheek-piece.'.; \ertical arms; I. hand closed
]

holding now missing object; r. arm vertical; isoJinear !

feet \vith modelled toes, wearing sandals with straps,
j

The statuette is dressed in a chiton with elbow sleeves; i

borders of relief strips around neck and along sides
,

of arms. The chiton ends slightly abo\e the feet.

Ears and lips are painted red; black hair, eyebrows,

lids, iris, moustache, and beard; traces of black on

the chiton The figure stands on a roughly square

base tablet. Hand-made, d'wo pierced holes on

breast, and hack-hole; feet and lower arms are se-

parately put in. Head broken at neck; body broken

in pieces, base tablet repaired with gypsum. Brown
cla\

; light slip. Height 73.3. Shoulder width 18 2.

Base width 20 2. Waist width 16 3. Breast diam

12.5. Neck height 4.3. Neck width 7.1. Head height

12.6. Head length 10.8. Head width 10.9. Arms length

32.0 Hands length 9.3. Feet length 14.0. K 10. 94.1.

Statuette with tubular, wheel-made bod\ ;
fiatlencd

breast; sloping shoulders; slightly conca\e neck;

depressed ovoid head; no beard; no mouth marked;

straight, prominent nose with upturned tip; promi-

nent eyes; marked eyebrows, plain ears; sloping

forehead; helmet with straight, closed spike, made

in one piece with head; vertical arms w’ith undigi-

tated hands; sleeves of chiton indicated by strips

in relief along arms. Body covered by red colour,

partly effaced. Head broken at neck, thumb of 1 .

hand missing. Back-hole. Brown-red clay; light

slip. Height 43.6. Kio. 94.1.

1391. Statuette, as No. 1035; rounded beard; cheek-pieces

and the front piece of helmet made separately
;
rest of

helmet in one piece with head Brown, giitty clay; light

slip, partly effaced. Head, neck, and r. thumb broken;

1 . thumb missing. Height 49.3. K 10. 94.1.

1392. Statuette, as No. 79. Damaged. Length 17.0. K 10.

94.1.

1393* Statuette, as No. 1039, Traces of red colour around

base; black line on lower part of r. arm. Height

34.4. Kio. 94.1.

1394. Statuette, as No 73; trapezoid head; very short

beard. Nose missing; top of helmet chipped. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 21.4. Kio. 94.1.

1395. Statuette, as No. 1178. Much damaged. Top of

helmet and part of body missing. Height 54.0.

Kio. 94.1

.

1396. Statuette, as No. 1025. Head damaged; r. part of

head partly missing. Height 45 2. K 10. 94.1.

1397* Statuette, as No. 1025. Top of helmet, part of cheek-

pieces, and lower arms missing. Height 46.5. K 10.

94.1.

1398. Statuette, as No. 831; prominent eyes; marked eye-

brow line; short, rounded beard; straight shawl.

Height 22.7. Kio. 941.

1399 - Statuette, as No. 27; trapezoid head; no ears; short

rounded beard. Painted eyes, eyebrows, beard, and

hair, horizontal lines over breast and along shoulders;

trans\erse lines at arms and waist. Broken w’aist

and lower part of 1. arm; part of band round head

missing. Height 18.3. Kio, 94.1.

1400. Statuette, as No. 53. Broken neck. Height 18.8.

K 10. 94.1

.

1401. Statuette with cylindrical body; splayed base; \er-

ticai arms; hands with fingers, flattened breast; slightly

sloping shoulders; concave neck; rather trapezoid

head; triangular, rounded beard with dot incisions

and encircling, incised lines; incised mouth; moustache
marked by incised line; slightly concave nose with

thickening, projecting tip; pierced nostrils; oval eyes

with incised lids and a dot marking the iris; eve-

brows with incised dots; hair falling in compact
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mass on back of head; helmet made separately, without

cheek-pieces, with top bent forwards, decorated by
1

oblique incisions on sides. Helmet, beard, and eyes

painted black; red face, vertical, black lines enclosed

by red lines on body; red lines on arms. Middle of r.

arm, neck, and helmet near base broken; top of helmet,

1 . arm, and end of finder on r. hand missing^ Red- '

brown clay, lii^ht-brown slip. Hei^^ht 29.3. K 10.

94 I-

1402. Statuette, as No. 124. Breast and both arms broken;

top damaged, end of 1 . arm missing. Height 23.2.

K 10 94.1

.

1403. Statuette, as No. 1043; long, curved nose without
j

nostrils; slightly raised eyelids and brows. No back-hole.

Neck, end of 1 . cheek-piece, and part of base broken.

Both arms missing Brown-red clay; light slip. Height
,

58.2. K 10. 94-1.

1404. Statuette, as No. 1382; less Hattened breast; slightly
|

sloping shoulders; projecting mouth; thin, straight
'

nose. Broken; part of head and base missing. Bright-

red, gritty clay; light slip, nearly effaced. Height

43.6. K 10 94.1.

1405. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; somewhat

bulging breast; horizontal shoulders; slightly concave

neck; ovoid head; rounded beard; incised mouth

with roughly modelled lips; straight nose; narrow,

leaf-shaped eyes; marked eyebrows; plain ears; slop-

ing forehead; helmet with bent top and upturned

cheek-pieces; vertical arms; dressed in plain chiton

with overfold and short sleeves. Neck, top of helmet,

and I. cheek-piece broken; top of helmet, r. cheek-

piece, end of 1. cheek-piece, 1. hand (e.Kcept thumb),

and part of nose, missing. Brown-red clay, light '

slip. Height 46.8. K 10. 94.1.

1406. Head of No. 1389. Height K 10. 94.1.

1407. Statuette, as No. 1383; helmet with b?nt top. Arms,

waist, and base broken; fingers of 1. hand missing.

Height 49 - 5 - K 10. 94 -i-

1408. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body, splayed base;

sloping shoulders; vertical arms; square head; pinched

nose; pellet ears; long, triangular, rounded beard;

soft cap on head. Traces of red colour on cap; black

hair on the back of head. Lower part of both arms,

and r. ear missing. Brown-red clay; light slip, partly

turned red. Height 18.9. K 10. 94.1.

1409. Statuette, as No. 83. Broken neck; b.ase missing. 1

Height 19.9. K 10. 94.1. .

1410. Statuette, as No. 907. L arm. and parts of head and \

body missing; much damaged. Height 46.5. K 10. 1

94.1.
I

1411. Body of statuette, cylindrical, hollow; splayed base;

vertical arms with modelled fingers. Head and parts

of body missing; much damaged. Height 34.5. K jo.

94.1.

1412. Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard. Black border

at base. Neck and breast broken; nose missing.

Brick-red clay. Height 24.5. K to. 94.1.

1413. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Broken

at neck; chin and part of base missing. Red-brown

clay; light-brown slip. Height 249 K 10. 94 i.

1414. Statuette, as No 162; o\aI head with prominent

cheeks; roughlv modelled nose with nostrils; melted

mouth, prominent eyeballs; hair falling in compact

mass on back of head. Helmet painted red, with

black, encirclini: line round base; ears red; e\ebro\\s.

moustache, beard, and hair black; black line round

neck, black and red transverse lines on arms, no traces

of colour on body; black border at base. Broken

waist. Height 31.5. K 10. 94.1.

1415. Statuette, as No. 86; both arms bent over breast

holding quadruped. Neck, 1 . arm. quadruped, and

base broken; r. arm and part of base missing. Height

18.3. K 10. 94.1

.

1416. Moulded relief statuette with fiat body; bare legs;

isolmear feet; both arms bent upwards on breast;

statuette is dressed in girdled tunic ending below

knees; overfold with side-fiaps; plain girdle in relief.

Head missing. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height

15.5. K lo. 94.1.

1417. Statuette, as No 1032; both arms bent over breast

holding quadruped; soft helmet with top bent back,

decorated with scale-shaped incisions, arranged in

parallel rows. Lower body, arms, and hind legs of

animal broken; part of r. arm, and end of r horn of

animal missing. Height 21.6. K 10. 94.1.

1418. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; fiattened

breast with two nipples; horizontal shoulders, con-

cave neck; oval head; short, rounded, incised heard,

wide, incised mouth with raised edges; curved n(-se

with nostrils; prominent eyes; raised eyebrows;

sloping forehead; helmet, separateh made, with

straight spike and hanging cheek-pieces; vertic.d arms,

undigitated hands without thumbs. Body coloured

red with black, vertical stripes in front and al( ng

the sides, which indic-ite dress Lower part of face

and bodv broken; r. cheek-piece and r. arm missing.

Buff clay with thick, black cure; buff slip, partly

effaced. Height 37.7. K 10. 94.1.

1419. Statuette, as No. 269; very short beard Neck and

waist broken; top uf helmet chipped. Red-brown

clay; reddish slip. Height 21.0. K 10. 94 i

1420. Statuette, as No. 251. Height 42.0. K 10. 94.1.

1421. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flattened

breast; horizontal shoulders; tall, tapering, concave

neck; oblong, trapezoid head; long, rounded, square

beard; incised mouth with small, marked bps; thin,

concave nose; leaf-shaped eyes with lids and marked

eyebrows; roughly modelled, plain ears; slightly

sloping forehead; slightly raised, plain hair on the

back of head, soft helmet with top bent back

decorated with small incisions; 1. arm vertical; r.

arm uplifted, with closed hand. Body and arms

broken Brown clay; light slip, somewhat efifaced.

Height 30 2 K 10 94-1
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1422. Statuette, as No. 251. Height 42.0. K 10. 94.1.

1423. Statuette, as No. 7Q ;
very short beard. R. arm missing.

Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 20.7. K 10. 94.1.

1424. Statuette, as No. 79. very short beard. R. arm and

waist broken; nose, end ot I. arm missing; base da-

maged. Red-brown clay. Height 23.7. K 10. 94.1.

1425. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; somewhat

tiattened breast; sloping shoulders; concave neck;

oval, triangular head; short, thick nose; incised mouth

with thin, raised edges; projecting cheeks; prominent

eyes; marked eyebrow line; pellet ears with a button

projection imitating carring; slightly sloping fore-

head; chin with pointed beard; slightlv raised, plain

hair on back of head; straight helmet with straight,

hollow spike; hanging cheek-pieces; vertical arms;

hands with fingers. Much damaged. Height c. 40.0.

K 10. 94.1

.

1426. Statuette, as No. 1040. Traces of black on beard;

black line round neck; latticed, black lines on chiton

and arms indicating sleeves; red, oblique band en-

closed by black lines on mantle. Lower part missing;

neck and body broken. Height c. 40.0. K—-L 10. 94.1

.

1427. Statuette with tubular body; splayed base; bulging

breast; sloping shoulders; vertical arms; slightly

concave neck; ovoid head; rounded, triangular beard;

full lips and cheeks; thin, prominent nose; leaf-

shaped eyes with lids in relief; raised, slightly curved

eyebrows; sloping forehead; roughly modelled ears;

helmet with missing top. The figure appears to be

dressed in a long chiton with short sleeves and a

mantle thrown obliquely over body from I. shoulder.

Border of mantle marked by relief ridges. L. arm,

part of 1. side of body, r. hand, and top of helmet

missing; much damaged. Height 56.5 L 10. 94.1.

1428. Statuette, as No. 169; without pellet mouth. Helmet

painted red; eyes and beard black; ears red; traces

of black on the body. Broken at waist and 1. arm.

Brown clay; light slip. Height 20.9. K—L 10. 94.1.

1429 Body of a statuette. See No. 1094. K 10. 94.1.

1430. Statuette, as No. 79; long, triangular beard. Both

arms missing; top of helmet and waist broken. Brick-

red clay; black core; red slip. Height 24.8. L 10.

94-1-

1431. Statuette, as No. 1035. Height 41.0. K 10. 94.1.

1432. Statuette, as No. 53. Base missing; neck broken.

Height 18.4. K ro. 94.1.

1433. Statuette, as No. 1140, but roughly made; some-

what flattened breast; sloping forehead; undigitated,

closed hands; no band round head. Traces of black

colour on hair. Back-hole. Brick-red clay; partly

black core; light slip. Nose and part of base missing.

Neck and arms broken. Height 36.5. K 10. 94.1.

1434. Fragment of a statuette. Body broken in pieces.

Head and arms missing. Height 35.2. K 10. 94.1.

1435. Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard; earrings in

the ears. Base partly missing Brick-red clay; red

slip. Height 19.0. L 10. 94.1.

I R I N X

1436. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded

beard; short, conical helmet. L. arm missing. Red-

brown clay; light slip. Height 15.9. L 10. 94.1.

1437. Statuette, as No. 590; short, triangular, rounded

beard. Neck, both arms, and waist broken; base

partly missing. Height 22.6. L 10. 94 i.

1438 Statuette, as No. 1279; square head; incised mouth;

long, rounded beard. Broken at waist. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Height 19.3. L 10. 94.1.

1439. Statuette, as No. 1051; helmet with hanging cheek-

pieces with ends rolled up. Two black vertical lines

along front of body. Back-hole. Flead and upper

part of body broken in pieces and partly missing;

both arms missing. Brown-red clay
;
light slip. Height

41.5. K—L 10. 94.1.

1440. Statuette, with tubular, slightly flattened, wheel-

made body, sloping shoulders; thin arms; closed,

undigitated hands with straight thumbs; thick, cy-

lindrical neck; head with triangular face; pointed

beard; very large, straight nose; large, slightly pro-

minent eyes; large, disc-shaped pellet ears; pointed

helmet, m one piece with the head. Top of helmet,

1. arm. and small parts of body and base missing.

Coarse, red clay; light slip only partly preserved.

Height 39.1—41.5. K—L 10. 94.1.

1441. Statuette with cylindrical, hollow body; splayed base;

vertical arms; hand without shaped fingers, bent.

R. arm and head missing. Height 36.0. L 10. 94.1.

1442. Statuette, as No. 92. Traces of paint. Neck broken;

part of base missing. Light slip. Height 19.0. K 10.

94.1.

1443. Statuette, as No. 52. Height 202. K 10. 94.1.

1444. Statuette, as No. 53. Base missing. Height 17.6.

K 10. 94.1

.

1445. Statuette, as No. 1307; nearly square head. Body and

neck broken; low'er part of r. arm and end of 1. ear

missing. Height 49.0. K 10. 94.1.

1446. Statuette, as No. 52. Broken neck and base; part

of base missing. Height 19.0. K 10 94.1.

1447. Statuette, as No. 73. Height 23.1. K 10. 94.1.

1448. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; bulging

breast; very sloping shoulders; slightly concave neck:

nearly square head; chin with short, pointed beard;

incised mouth; thick, projecting nose without nostrils;

eyes painted black; plain pellet ears; sloping forehead;

helmet with hollow, straight spike; helmet ends

in spiral curls on back of head; upturned cheek-

pieces; vertical arms; closed, undigitated hands.

L. arm. head, and base broken; head and base partly

missing. Buff clay; light slip. Height 36.8. K 10.

94.1.

1449. Statuette, as No. 1139: double band round head
instead of helmet; closed, undigitated hands. Nose,

part of breast, lower part of I. arm, and part of base

missing; neck, upper part of body, and both arms
broken. Height 47 S. K 10. 94.1.

1450. Statuette, as No. 1360; prominent eyes; marked
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eyebrows; single band round luad; no traces of colour inci-^ed mouth with roughly shaped li[)s; nose straight,

on hair. No slip. Nose, chin, and 1 . arm missing. ' with nastnls; prominent eyes with painted details

Height 28.5. K 10. 94.1. and eyebrows; slightly sloping forehead; plain ears

1451. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard; hands proMded with earrings of bronze; helmet separate

wnth modelled lingers. L. arm missing Red-brown m front with top bent back; upturned cheek-pieces;

clay; light-brown slip. Height 17.2. K 10. 94.1. vertical arms; hands with fingers, dressed in a chiton

1452. Statuette, as No. 269; square head; short, rounded with black borders painted at neck and arms; black,

beard. Black border at base. Base damaged. Red- angular lines on breast; black girdle and black border

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 16. S. L 10. 94.1. at base; nude parts painted red; beard, eyes, and

1453 - Statuette, as No. 309, square head; short, straight- eyebrows black. Back-hole. Top of helmet, thumb
cut beard; very w'ide shoulders. Height 19.7. L 10. and two fingers of I. hand, and thumb of r. hand

94 -I- missing; base broken. Height 44.8. K 10. 94.1.

1454. Statuette, as No. 232; square head; longer, triangular 1468. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; bulging

beard; srift, short helmet with closed spike; strap

around I. shoulder, in which missing sword once

was hanging. Broken below' w’aist, at neck, and breast;

r. arm and sward missing. Red slip. Height 28. i.

L 10. 94.1
. j

1455. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, triangular beard. Broken

at neck. Red clay and slip. Height 24.0. L 10. 94.1.

1456 Statuette, as No. 269; longer, triangular beard. R. arm
missing; neck broken. Red-brown day; reddish slip.

'

Height 20.3. L 10. 94.1.

1457. Statuette wdth tubular, wheel-made body; somew’hat

flattened breast; thick, straight neck; square head;

long, thin nose; incised mouth; pointed beard; pierced

ears with earrings of clay; helmet with hollow', straight

spike, in one piece with head; hair indicated by relief

stripes along sides of neck; chiton indicated by relief

line from arms across breast; girdle by three hori-

zontal ridges at waist. Back-hole. Broken at breast

and arms; lower part of arms missing. Rough, red

clay; light-buff clay, partly effaced. Height 60.3.

K—L 10. 94.1.

1458. Statuette, as No. 124; longer, rounded beard. Height

24 I . K 10. 94.1

.

1459. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. L. ear

and end of 1 . arm missing. Red-brown clay; light-

brown slip. Height 24.7. K 10. 94.1.
I

1460. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, triangular beard. Top '

of helmet damaged. Red clay and slip. Height 25.6. i

K 10. 94-1

.

1461. Statuette, as No. 269; short, straight-cut beard. Height

25.2. K 10. 94.1.

1462. Statuette, as No. 73; long, triangular beard. Nose

damaged. Height 252. K 10. 94.1.

1463. Fragment of a statuette, as No. loao. Head, lower

part of both arms, and lower part of body missing.

Height 27.7. K—L 10. 94.1.

1464. Statuette, as No. 590. Height 21.6. L 10. 94.1.

1465. Statuette, as No. 1314; pellet mouth. Both arms

broken; 1. eye missing; back of helmet damaged.

Red slip. Height 24.3. L 10. 94.1.

1466. Statuette, as No. 1035. Arms missing. Height 40.7.

K I o
.

94.1.

1467. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; fiat breast;

slightly concave neck; oval head; rounded beard;

brea-'.t, sloping shoulders; conca\e neck; rather rect-

angular head; short b^ard; incised mouth; convex

nose with thick end; leaf-shaped eyes with raised

lids and modelled eyebrows; sloping forehead; helmet

with soft top bent back; hair not indicated; I. arm

vertical; r. arm bent over breast holding a bowl con-

taining three cakes; both arms have undigitated

hands without thumbs. Traces of black colour on

beard; fingers of I. hand indicated by black lines:

Black lines along sides of body; two horizontal, black

lines across body: black transverse line over I. arm

probably indicating chiton; black line along the r.

arm. Small holes on head and body. Lower part

of body, part of 1. shoulder, middle part of 1. arm,

top of helmet, part of front of helmet and cheek-

pieces missing; body, neck, and helmet broken. Light-

brown clay; light-green slip. Height 52 3. K 10 94.1.

469. Statuette, as No. 1033; undigitated hands. Neck

and r. arm broken; I. arm missing. Brown-red clay;

light slip, partly burnt red. Height 37.7. K 10 94.1.

470. Statuette, standing with 1 . foot ad\anced (its ankle

placed beside toes of r. foot); feet with modelled toes,

wearing sandals with usual straps; conventionalized,

tube-shaped legs; r. hip placed backwards owing

to the mechanical insertion of the legs, and on that

account, the body is of a peculiar shape: the lower

body up to waist is more deep than wide; the upper

body is of normal proportions with wide, horizontal

shoulders; concave neck; very high, but short, oval

head; straight-cut, rounded beard; mouth with thick

lips; prominent cheeks; curved nose; lancet-shaped

eyes with raised lids and cur\ed eyebrows; ears were

hidden by now missing helmet; sloping forehead;

hair indicated in front by incised scale-pattern; the

arms are bjnt forwards holding a now missing object.

The statue is dressed in a short skirt kept up by a

plain girdle in relief round the waist; and the upper

body is naked; the umbilica is marked by a hole,

'^rhe statue stands on a roughly circular tablet.

It 13 hand-made, without back-hole and the legs

are separately attached to the body. The face is

moulded. Lower part of body broken, and partly

missing, restored; arms, fingers of I. hand, one finger

of r. hand, 1. leg, and r. leg below knee broken, helmet
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and object missing. Brown clay; light, somewhat

greenish slip. Height 79.5 Shoulder width 21.9.

Waist width 16.5. Breast diam. 12. i. Legs to knees

24.0. Legs to hips 43.5. Body to shoulder 64.5.

Xeck height 43. Neck width 6.0. Head height 12.6.

Head length cS.o. Head width 7.8. Arms length

34.2. Hands length 12.2. Feet length 14.8. K 10

(H 1.

1471. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flat breast;

horizontal shoulders; concave neck; elliptical head;

rounded beard; incised mouth with roughly modelled

lips; narrow hook-nose; prominent eyes with incised

lids; plain ears standing straight out, sloping forehead;

soft helmet with top bent back; vertical arms; hands

with fingers; dressed in plain chiton and mantle

over 1 . shoulder. Head broken at neck; part of neck,

beard, and front parts of ears missing. Buff-red

clay; light-buff slip. Height 30.2. K 10. 94.1.

1472. Statuette, as Xo. 53. Part of base missing; neck

broken Slip partly turned red. Fleight 18.9. K 10.

94 - 1 -

1473. -Statuette, as Xo. 1093; short, straight helmet with

hanging cheek-pieces. Traces of colour. Neck broken.

Height 24.5. K 10. 94.1.

1474. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; somewhat

bulging breast; slightly sloping shoulders; concave

neck; trapezoid head, no beard; incised mouth with

raised edges: thin nose with upturned tip; prominent

eyes; straight forehead; slightly raised, plain hair

on back of head; modelled helmet with top bent for-

wards; hanging cheek-pieces with upturned ends.

Back-hole. Neck and upper part of body broken;

both arms, end of 1. cheek-piece, part of body missing.

Brown-red, hard clay; dark core; slip much effaced

Height 50.3. K 10. 94.1-

1475. Body, cylindrical, splayed base. Head and 1 . arm

missing. Height 13.3 K 10 94.1.

1476. Statuette, as No. 1279, Nose and r. arm missing;

1
.
part of the face damaged. Light slip. Height 15 9.

K 10. 94 I

.

1477 Statuette, as No. 407; head, as No. 1290, but with

long, straight helmet; bvith arms advanced holding

quadruped with now missing horns; hands with

roughlv indicated hngers. Neck and both arms

broken, base partly chipped; top of helmet damaged;

lower r. arm missing. Red slip. Height 19 5. K 10

94 - 1 -

147S. Statuette, as No. 227; trapezoid head. Nose, chin,

and beard missing. Slip partly turned red Height

16.5. K 10. 94.1

.

I47(>. Bronze statuette, as No. 275S, but with r. arm lifted

in a position ot adoration. Height 9.8. K 10. 94.1.

1480 Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; breast

and back bulging; sloping shoulders; thick, straight

neck; rather square head, incised mouth; prominent

eves with raised evebrows; cbm with small, pointed

heard, ears covered by cheek-pieces; slightly sloping

forehead; helmet with straight, closed spike and hanging

cheek-pieces; helmet made separately; relief stripes

along sides of neck indicate hair; hands with fingers.

Back-hole. Waist and arms broken; end of r. cheek-

piece missing. Red clay; black core; light slip.

Height 61.2. K 10. 94.1.

1481. Statuette with concave, tubular, wheel-made body;

small, horizontal shoulders; vertical arms, undigitated

hands with straight thumbs; concave neck; large,

oval head; projecting chin, large, triangular nose

with nostrils; oval eyes; ridged eyebrows; pellet ears

placed high up; mouth with prominent lips; helmet

with straight spike and hanging cheek-picces. Thick,

white slip. Top of helmet broken Height 406.

K 10 94-1 •

1482. Head of statuette, as that of No. 79. Height 5.0.

K 10. 94 I

.

1483. Statuette, as No. 269; trapezoid head; longer, triangular

beard, heart-shaped upper body. Top (ff helmet

missing; neck broken; base damaged. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Height 23.0. K 10. 94.1.

1484. Hollow, cylindrical b.idy; splayed base; vertical

arms; hands without shaped lingers; bv^ck-hole.

Head missing. Height 23.5. K 10. 94 i.

1485. Statuette, as Xo. 96; only traces of paint Height

19.8. K 10. 94.1.

1486. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made badv; bulging

breast; flattened back; horizontal shoulders; concave

neck; oval head, short, rounded beard; incised mouth;

projecting thin, straight nose with nostrils; prominent

eyes with marked eyebrows; plain pellet ears; sloping

forehead; soft helmet with bent top and band along

lower edge in front; both arms holding now missing

animal on breast. Two groups of two small holes

on back of shoulder. Head and body broken; r. arm

and fingers of I. hand missing. Brick-red clay; grey-

black core; light slip, effaced on upper part of body.

Height 43.7. K 10. 94.1.

1487. Statuette, as Xo 1359; ^ery sloping shoulders;

mouth incised with thin, raised edges; no hair along

sides of neck; arms with bracelet; hands with lingers;

dressed in mantle draped over both shoulders and

back. Black hair. Back-hole. Xeck and upper body

broken and pieces missing; part of I. arm misusing.

Brown-red clay; light slip, much effaced. Height

43-2. K 10. 94 I.

1488. Statuette, as No. 907; horizontal shoulders. Head,

r. arm fingers of 1. hand, part of mantle and base

broken; top of helmet missing. Height 45.2. Iv 10.

94.1.

1489. Statuette, as No. 282; pointed, sh^)rt beard. Helmet

painted red with red borders; eyes and beard black;

transverse red and black lines on upper part v)f body;

parallel, wedge-shaped lines on waist. Height 18.4.

K 10. 94.1

.

1490 Statuette, similar to No. 1470; but isolincar feet

wearing sandals without straps; helmet with soft
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top bent back and hani^inj^ cheek-pieces; hair indi-

cated by stripe in front, below helmet; r.<irm vertical;

I. arm bent; hands with finj;ers; the 1 . one holding

a now missing object, which might ha\e been a spear,

d'he statuette is dressed m a kilt ending aho\e knees,

kept up by a girdle in plain relief round the waist

from which are hanging plain, \ertical tassels along

I. side of body The upper body is naked, with marked
umbihca. I'he statuette is hand-made, without back-

hole; the legs are separately attached to body. Both
arms broken at shoulder and elbows; r. cheek-piece

broken; lower part of body broken and partly missing

(now restored); legs broken at upper end and tarsus;

1 leg broken below' knee. Red-brown and brick-red

clay; greenish, light slip. Height 83.5. Shoulder

width 22.2. Waist width 190 Breast diam. 12.2.

Legs to knees 22.5. Legs to hips43.o. Body to shoulder

67.7. Neck height 4.8. Neck width 6.9. Head height

12.5. Head length 8.8. Head width 7.5. Arms length

31.8. Hands length lo.g. Feet length 16.7. K 10.

94 . 1 .

1491. Statuette, as Xo. 1353. X'o black colour. Height

39.3. K 10. 94.1.

149J. Statuette, as X'o. 233; oblong, rounded head; undi-

gitated hands. Traces of colour. Most of band around

head missing. Reddish slip. Height 18,7. K 10. 94.1.

1493. Statuette, as X'o. 1407; rounded beard; inner edge

of mantle marked. Nose, thumb of 1 . hand, and parts

of lower body missing; many parts of body broken.

Height 50.0. K 10. 941.

1494. Statuette, as X'o. 1480. X'eck and base broken; r. arm
and end of r. cheek-piece missing. Height 49.2.

K 10. 94.1

.

1495. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flattened

breast; almost horizontal shoulders concave neck;

oval head; short, rounded beard; pellet mouth; slightly

concave nose with projecting tip; slightly prominent

eyes with marked eyebrow.s; plain ears; sloping fore-

head; helmet, modelled in front, with bent top and

upturned cheek-pieces; arms with undigitated hands

holding a goat on breast; decorated with vertical,

black lines along the sides, in front, and on back; black

border at b.ise Brown-red clay: light slip, effaced

on upper part of body. Height 37.0. K 10. 94.1.

1496. Statuette, as X'o. 53. Black beard; lines along shoulders

and along sides of body. Height 18.9. K 10. 94.1.

1497. Body of statuette, hollow; oval in section; vertical

arms. Head missing. Height 44.0. K 10. 94.1.

149S. Statuette, as X'o. 218; shorter, rounded beard. Black

border at base. Broken waist. Height 21.7. K lo.

94.1.

1499.

Statuette, as X'o. 53. Black beard; black lines round

neck from which angular linc.s hang o\er breast;

border lines on shawl; band of ladder-pattern along

shoulders to elb nvs
;
black, vertical lines along sides

of body; transverse lines at waist. X'eck broken.

Height 19.4. K 10 94.1.
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1500. Statuette, as Xo. 53; without colour on beard, hand

of ladder-pattern around neck
;
band of ladder-pattern

alon^ shoulders; horizontal border lines on shawl;

band of ladder-pattern alon^ sides of b )dy. Height

18.5 K 10. 94.1

.

1501. Statuette, as Xo. 309. Height 22.6. K 10. 94.1.

1502. Statuette, as Xo. 227; short, trian^mlar, rounded

beard. Black border at base; traces of colour on

body Lmht slip. Heiitht 11.2. K 10. 94 i.

1503. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; conca\c

neck tape^ln^? upwards; triant^ular head; triangular

beard, small, incised mouth; tetrahedral nose without

nostrils; prominent eyes with raised eyebrows; plain

ears standing strai^^ht out; slii^htly slopini^ forehead,

conical helmet without cheek-pieces, in one piece

with head; both arms bent over breast holdim^ animal,

l^ierced by two small holes; one m each arm-hole.

Xeck, base, and lower part of body partly broken;

trians^ular piece of back missing. Buff clay; greenish,

light slip. Height 42 7. K 10. 94 i.

1504. Statuette, as No. 1382; much damaged. Parts missing.

Height 28.0. K 10 94.1.

1505. Statuette, as Xo. 907; horizontal shoulders; plain

ears; helmet with upturned cheek-pieces ending in

a tassel on back of head; inner edge of mantle marked

by a plain ndge. Xeck, r. arm, four fingers of r.

hand, and part of fringes of mantle broken: end of

r. cheek-piece, and fingers and thumb of 1 hand

missing. Height 55.6. K 10. 941.

1506 Body of statuette, as that of Xo. 94 Height 15.5.

K 10. 94.1

.

1507. Statuette, as Xo. 53. Ladder-band along sides of

body; black beard. Height 18.3 K 10. 94.1.

1508. Statuette, with body as Xo. 42; tall, straight helmet;

longer, narrow, triangular beard. Helmet and neck

broken; top of helmet damaged Brown clay, light

slip. Height 29.0. K 10. 94 i.

1509. Statue with almost rectangular, flattened body, slightly

narrowed waist; conve.x breast; horizontal shoulders;

concave neck; oval head; short, rounded beard

(painted); straight mouth with sharp-edged, parted

lips; rather thin nose with curved tip; lancet-shaped

eyes with thick eyelids and sunk-in c\eballs; thick,

ridged eyebrows; sloping forehead; soft helmet with

upturned cheek-pieces and soft top bent back; 1.

arm vertical; r. arm outstretched, isolinear feet.

The statue is dressed in a chiton with short sleeves;

a border in relief round neck; incised lines along

sides of arms, sides of body, and lower end of chiton;

groo\ed, vertical lines in the middle. Beard, eyebrows,

hds, and ins are painted black; red helmet; traces

of red colour on back of chiton. The statue is hand-

made and stands on a base tablet. Back-hole. The
feet are separately put into the lower body; fore-

arms separately attached, the chiton attached to base.

Top of helmet and lower part of body broken; roth

forearms missing. Brown-red, gritty clay; light
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slip, nearly effaced. Height 91.0. Shoulder width

29.0. Base width 29.0. Waist width 21.0. Breast

diam. 16.5 Xeck height 6.0. Neck width lo.o.

Head height 15.0. Head length 13.2. Head width

13. 1. Feet length 15.0. K 10. 94.1.

1510. Statuette, as Xo. 907; horizontal shoulders; inner

edge of mantle marked in plain relief. End of r.

cheek-piece, upper part of r. arm, nose, and one

fringe of himation missing; fingers of 1. hand and

waist broken. Height 49.1. K 10. 94.1.

1 51 1. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flat breast;

horizontal shoulders; concave neck; ovoid head; '

short beard; incised mouth with raised edges; rather

short, straight nose; slightly prominent eyes; raised

eyebrows, roughly modelled ears; sloping forehead;

no hair; helmet with straight spike, in one piece

with head; arms with undigitatcd hands; 1. arm ver-
j

tical; r. arm bent over breast holding buck. Base

partly broken; buck restored; thumb of I. hand,

and part of r. hand missing. Brick-red, hard clay;

black core; light slip, much effaced. Height 44.5.

K 10. 94.1.

1512. Statuette, as Xo. 907; horizontal shoulders. Neck,

1. arm, fingers, and base broken; some fringes of him-

ation missing. Height 47.7. K 10. 94.1.

1513. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flattened

breast; thin, conca^e neck; ovoid head; rounded

beard; incised mouth; straight nose with thick tip;

slightly prominent eyes with marked eyebrows;

sloping forehead; helmet with hanging cheek-pieces;

1 arm vertical; r. arm uplifted in position of adoration.

Xeck and body broken; top of helmet, lower part of

I. arm, and fingers of r. hand missing. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Height 54.5. K 10. 94.1.

1514. Forearm, hollow, and hand with fingers, closed; arm

provided with a peg for fixing it to upper arm. Length

35.2. Lq. 94.1.

1515. Statuette, as Xo. 1035; large, rounded beard; shorter,

straight nose; helmet modelled in front; arms with

undigitated hands. R. arm and base broken; triangular

part of base missing. Height 32.2. K—L 9. 941.

1516. Statuette, as Xo. 1321; straight neck; short, rounded
|

beard; triple band round soft cap; sleeves of chiton

vaguely indicated. Back-hole. Both arms missing;

lower part of body broken. Brick-red clay; black
|

core. HcMght 38.7. L 9. 94.1.
j

1517. Statuette, as Xo. 1321, but with straight neck; 1

chin with short, rounded beard; incised mouth; triple
j

band around soft cap on head; dress indicated by
j

sleeves on arms. Lower part of arms missing; lower
!

part of body broken. Brick-red clay; black core. '

Fleight 38.7. L 9. 94.1.

1518. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; slightly

buliiing breast; horizontal shoulders; triangular head; !

nose with thick tip; incised mouth; painted eyes; I

chin with pointed beard; straight forehead; helmet
|

with straight, hollow spike; hanging cheek-piecse; I

plain hair indicated; vertical arms; closed, undigitated

hands with thumbs. Upper end of r. arm and waist

broken. White slip; remains of red paint. Height45.3.

K—L 9. 94.1.

1519. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, rounded beard. L. arm

broken; top of head and nose missing. Brick-red

clay; red slip. Height 22.5. K—L 9. 94.1.

1520. Statuette, as Xo. 224; long, triangular, rounded

beard. R. arm missing. Red clay and slip. Height

22.0. K—L9. 94.1.

1521. Statuette, as Xo. 79; trapezoid head; pellet mouth;

pyramidal beard. Broken at w'aist; 1. arm missing.

Height 21.5. L 9. 94.1.

1522. Statuette, as Xo. 79; rather horizontal shoulders;

long, pointed beard; short, conical helmet. Red-

brown clay; light slip, partly turned red. Height

^3'3. L9. 94.1.

1523- Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; wide,

flattened breast; sloping shoulders; thin arms; closed,

undigitated hands w'ith straight thumbs; thick, cy-

lindrical neck; oval head; triangular face; large,

slightly cur\ed nose; disc-shaped ears with earrings;

no beard and eyes modelled. Back-hole. Base and

r. arm missing; neck broken. Slip badly w’orn. Height

44-9—4f>-0- L9. 94.1.

1524 2333 + 2346.

Statuette standing with 1. foot slightly advanced;

feet wearing sandals with straps; clumsily shaped,

tubular legs; body of elliptical section; slightly convex,

rather straight breast; sloping shoulders; oval, short

head; long, rounded beard; mouth with thick lips;

straight nose with narrow ridge and large nostrils;

prominent cheeks; lancet-shaped eyes; marked lids;

ridged eyebrow lines; sloping forehead; a small,

conical helmet, made separately, with top bent

back; both arms bent forwards; sword hanging below

1. arm-hole in strip slung obliquely around r. shoulder

over body; hands with fingers. The statuette is dressed

in a girdled tunic ending above knees, with short

sleeves; border of three incised lines; plain girdle

round waist. Along the r. side are two vertical rows

of fringes in relief and one row with incised fringes

ending in a freely hanging tassel decorated with

incised network. The statuette is hand-made and

provided with a pierced hole behind each ear; one

pierced hole below the r. shoulder on arm, and one

above the girdle on 1. side. Helmet and legs attached

separately. The feet stand on a square tablet.

Helmet and body broken in pieces; neck and legs

at tarsus broken; top end of helmet, fingers of both

hands missing. Red-brown, brick-red clay; light-

brown slip. Height 86.2. Shoulder width 26.5.

Waist width 21.5. Breast diam. 13.6. Legs to knees

13.6. Legs to hips 43.5. Body to shoulder 68.8.

Xeck height 4.7. Xeck width 7.0. Head height

12.0 Head length 9.0. Flead width 9.5. Arms length

27.0. Feet length 15.2. K—L 9. 94.1.
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1525. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; bulging

breast; sloping shoulders; thin arms; I. arm \ertical;

r. arm bent over breast holding small goblet with

circular objects; no hands, concave neck; oval head

bent backwards; rounded beard, incised mouth;

prominent nose; indicated nostrils; leaf-shaped eyes

with heavy lids; arched e>ebrow line, sloping fore- .

head; conical helmet with top bent back. Vertical
,

black bands along sides (jf body; encircling bands
|

round base. Part of helmet missing. Height 57.2
|

K—L 6. 94.1 .
1

1526. Statuette, as Xo. 1035; rounded, large beard
;
curved,

long nose; modelled helmet in front; 1. shoulder

sloping. Xeck and arms broken; top of helmet, I.

cheek-piece, and thumb of r. hand missing. Height ‘

53.2. Lg. 94.1.

1527. Statuette, as No. 1405; almost horizontal shoulders;

oral head; plain, rouithly modelled ears; sloping

forehead; helmet without cheek-pieces. Height 45 o.

K—L 9. 94 I.

1528. Statuette with hollow, cylindrical body; splayed base.

Arms, part of upper body, and most part of head

missing. Height 23 7. K 10. 94 i.

1529. Fragments of a statuette, K to. 94.1.

1530. Head, See No. 1385. L g. 94.1.

1531. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; sloping

shoulders; slightly bulging breast; hump at back;

concave neck; sloping forehead; rather rectangular

head; straight nose of medium size with large nostrils,

large, globular etes; marked eyebrows; roughly mo-

delled ears with double earrings; incised mouth

with roughly muddled lips; rounded beard, tall

helmet with knobbed top; 1. arm advanced and up-

lifted; r. arm might ha\e been uplifted, now missing.

Traces of red colour and black lines below 1 . arm.

Lower part of r. arm and lower part of 1 hand missing.

Urown-red gritty clay; light slip much effaced Height

30.4. K—L 10. 94.1.

1532. Statuette, as No. 407; ovoid head; very short beard;
j

soft helmet with top bent back; both hands uplifted
|

in position of adoration. Face worn, lower r. arm '

missing; 1 . arm broken. Reddish slip. Height 14.6.

Kg. 94 . 1 .

1533 - Statuette, as No. 1092; short, straight helmet with

hanging cheek-pieces Light slip. Height 21.3. Kg.

94.1.

1534. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 20.0. K—L; 9— 10. 94.1.

1535 - Statuette, as No. 53, Rkiek lines along shoulders

only. R. shoulder broken. Height ly.g. L 9. 94.1.

1536. Statuette with flattened body; almost horizontal
;

shoulders; thick, short neck, large, oval head with
;

flattened top; stout chin with no or very short beard;

incised mouth with roughly shaped lips; straight

nose; le.af-shiiped, prominent eyes with thick, ridged

eyebrows, roughly modelled e.irs, almost stiaight

forehead; hair marked by small incisions on top of

head, band in low relief around head, both arms

729

Uplifted; hands with modelled fin'^ers, i:>oImear feet

with m<idelled toes The statuette is dressed in a

chiton, incised line around neck, \cTticaI lines alont.:

shoulders and alonL'' sides of body, and horizontal

lines at the base. inarkinL^ seams and borders. 'Fhe

feet are peepintz out of the dress, separateK attaLhed,

and restine on a base tablet. Hand-made. Head and

upper b >dy br<»ken; 1. ear, part of 1. side of head,

part of back of head, part of 1. shoulder, lower part

of 1. arm, part of upper r. arm, and finu:ers of r. hand

missing. Height 45.0. .Shoulder width 159. Base

width 13 2. Breast diam. 9 2. Xeck height 3 4 Xeck

width 63. Head height 14. i. Head length 10. o.

Head width 10 5 Arms length 31.1. h 9. 94 i.

537. Statuette, as Xo. 1021; neck tapenny upwards;

straight beard; incised mouth with thin, raised c-dj^es;

projcctin^J: nose; slopim^ forehead. Traces of paintings

in front above base, traces of a black border at base.

Top of r. ear, ends of r. and I. hands, part of b.ise

nussini;; arms broken Height 37.2. L 9. 94.1.

538. Statuette with hollow, cylindrical body, splaying

upw'ards; flattened breast; horizontal shoulders;

concave neck; round head; chin with short, rounded

beard; incised mouth with rouL'hly modelled lips;

thin, concave, prominent n ise without no.'^tnls;

slitrhtly prominent eyes with raised brows; \ery

slopinit forehead; plain cars, both arms bent o\er

breast holdim: tjuadruped; hands with Hniiers; helmet

with upturned cheek-pieces and a strap on back of

head. 'Traces of a black border at base; black lines

alone Sides of bod\ ; chctiuered band round neck

and on strap. Helmet and ends of both hands nii'Siny;

body broken at shoulder; both arms broken near

hand-, an!m<d miNLinu Buff cla>
;

well preserved

slip. Height 39.8. L9. 94.1.

1539. Statuette, as Xo 907; horizontal shoulders Heicdit

54-5 L9 94 - J •

1540. Statuette, as Xo 907; eyes with eyelids, horizontal

shoulders Baits hioken; I. arm. r check-piece, and

part of hnirers missinu. Red-brown cla\ . llei^dit

56.1. 1.9 941

1541. Statuette, as Xo 1352 IleiLdit 32 7 K 94 i

1542. Statuette, as Xo. 1510. Parts of band mi.-smt:; traces

of red and black colours ijn hair Ileiudit 37 (} L 9

94 I

1543. Statuette, as Xo. 1360. Lower part of 1 . arm and part

of band missincr. Height 24. f>. L 94 i.

1544. Statuette with Tubular body, buluinc: breast. siopmL;

shoulders; rather conical neck; traf^ezoid head, short

beard, no mouth; thin, conM-x nose, no ewes, plain

ears; straiixht forehead; three parallel bands round

a soft cap on head; hair plain and shuhtlv raised

on back of head. Hand-made, hack-hole. L. arm

broken Brick-red cla> ; black core; huht slip Height

30 S. L 9— 10. 94 I

.

1545. Statuette, as No. 232, siuaie head, shut, rounded
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beard. R. arm broken; thumb of 1. hand missing.

Brick-red cla\ ; Uuht slip, partly turned red. Height

a I 5 L i) . (>4.1.

1546. Statuette, as Xo. 797; oval, rather square head; longer,

rounded beard; prominent e\eballs. Xo traces of

colour. Broken neck. Red-brown clay; red shp.

Height 2t a, L 9. 94.1

1547 Statuette, as Xo a^Kj; nearly horizontal shoulders

Xeck broken; r. ear missing; top of helmet chipped

1 leight 19 7. 1. 9. 94 I

.

154'^. Statuette, as Xo. 269; shoulders less sloping; longer,

roundei.1 beard. Height 22.4. L 9. 94.1.

I54(; - 1991.

Statuette uith isi-ilinear feet wearing sandals without

st^ap^; legs clumsy and tube-shaped; upper body

elliptical in section; straight breast; horizontal should-

ers; short, conca\ c nock, o\al, short head; triangular,

rounded beard marked with stamped circles; straight

mouth uith thin lips; narrow, straight nose with

nostrils; loaf-shaped e>es with prominent eyeballs; !

raised, arched eyebrows; roughly modelled ears; slightly
;

sloping forehead; hair indicated by spiral curls; 1

lough surface on back of head indicates a helmet
!

(now missing); vertical, thin arms; hands with fingers, i

"The statuette is dressed in a tunic with short sleeves ;

and without modelled girdle. The statuette is made •

in two hahes; the lower part hand-made provided
[

with a collar (lo.o' ; 6.0 : 5.5) to receive and fix the

upper half. The upper half is wheel-made up to '

breast; the statuette rests on a base tablet (No. 1991).

^’he head is solid and separately attached; the eye-

balls are also separately attached to the eyes. The
upper half is without back-hole. Helmet, r. eyeball,

;

part of base and of upper body, fingers of r. hand

missing, part of back of head and face broken. Brown

cla> , light slip, partly effaced Height 78.0. Shoulder

width aoo Waist width 15.7. Breast diam. ii.i. Legs
j

to knees 19 5. Leg? to hips 37.5. Body to shoulder 65.0.

Xeck height 28. Xeck width 7.0. Head height

13,5. Head length 8.3. Head width 10.8. Arms i

length 28.0. Hands length 8.5. Feet length 13.5.
j

L9. (;4 1.
i

1550 Cylinder of black steatite with a ridge round each '

end; pierced by a wide hole through the longitudinal

axis. Representation: a large tree with convention-

alized boughs in the shape of lolutes, at the trunk

of which one horned and one unhorned buck form

a heraldic scheme, their legs are horizontal; a man

dressed in a short, tight dress, and without head-

dress performs a dance with vi\idly moved arms

and head turned back
;
a sun-disc between two crescents

are placed in the space between. Lengthz 3. N 10,94.3.

1551. Bull statuette, as Xo. 1552 Much damaged. Length

30 o. K —L 10. 93.1

.

1552 Bull statuette with cylindrical b.:)dy; backbone not

marked; solid legs tapering downwards; tail tailing

along r. hind leg; no genital organs: cylindrical hole

with raised edges on buttock; short neck with broad

brisket; head W'lth curved, erect horns; modelled

nose with incised nostrils; open, incised mouth with

tongue licking 1 side; oblong, modelled eyes with

incised lids; ears standing straight out, two incised,

horizontal lir\es across nose above nostrils. Traces

of black colour on body, tail, and legs; black, oblique

lines on brisket. L. foreleg and both horns broken;

end of 1 ear missing. Wheel-made body. Red, hard

cla> ;
light-greenish slip. Length 24.5 L 10. 93 i.

1553. Bull statuette, as Xo. 1552; tail falling along 1 . hind

leg. Traces of black colour r)n body. Both horns

broken; both ears, end of r. horn, and tongue missing.

Length 23.2. R 10. 93.1.

1554 Bull statuette with rather short and thick body; tubu-

lar legs, tapering downwards; genital organs; \igo-

rously modelled head; oval eyes with incised lids;

brisket and hair on head rendered with incisions of

ornamental effect; band with attached bell hanging

around neck, 'bail, 1 . ear, and horns missing. Length

325. K 10. 93.1.

1553. Statuette, as No. 1032; cap-shaped helmet, both

arms uplifted. Breast broken. R. arm and end of 1 .

arm mtssint?. Liitht slip. Heiuht 184 L 9. 93.1.

1556. Bull statuette with rather short, cylindrical bod>

;

without marked back-bnne; genital organs; legs

tapering downwards: modelled hoofs; broad neck

with wavy brisket; head with curved, erect horns;

oval, slightly prominent eyes with incised lids; mo-

delled nose with nostrils; incised lines above nostrils;

incised mouth; erect ears with incised lines; small,

circular pellet disc on forehead; snakes coiling on

back up to head, Xeck, both horns, both forelegs,

and r. hind leg broken; end of horn.s, part of snakes,

and tail missing. Body, feet, and neck wheel-made.

Brown clay; sometimes grey core; light slip. Length

36.2. Ly. 93.1.

1557. Statuette, as Xo. 1481. Thick, white slip. Height

37.7. L9. 93.1.

1558. Statuette, as Xo. 907; horizontal shoulders; eyes

with eyelids; arms with undigitated hands. R. arm

and head broken; lower part of 1. arm and part of

fringed border missing; crack on 1 . shoulder. Height

492. L9 931.

1559 - Statuette, as Xo. 907; horizontal shoulders; mantle

draped o\er r. ‘shoulder. Breast broken; head, fingers of

1 . hand, and r. arm missing. Height 39.3. L 9. 93.1.

1560. Statuette with wheel-made, hollow, cylindrical body;

sloping shoulders; concave neck; ‘’Janus” figure

with two head; oval faces; chins with rounded beards;

pellet mouths; long, curved noses; sloping foreheads;

single helmet with straight, closed spike and hanging

cheek-pieces; vertical arms with roughly indicated

fingers. Cheek-pieces missing; r. arm broken at

shoulder. Brick-red clay; red polished slip, much
effaced. Height 33.3. L 9. 93.1.

1561. Statuette, as Xo. 79; triangular, pointed beard. Xeck,
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r. arm, and \vaist broken; top of helmet missing?.

Heiitht 2^.S. L 9. 93.1.

1562. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; almost

horizontal shoulders
; concave neck; I arm vertical;

r. arm uplifted with closed hand; hands with modelled

fingers; triangular head; short, rounded beard; mouth
with thick, modelled lips; plain ears pierced by holes;

leaf-shaped eyes with raised lids and eyebrows;

convex nose with nostrils; sloping forehead; straight,

conical helmet with straight spike and upturned

cheek-pieces, tied at back of head with straps; dressed

in a fringed mantle draped over I. shoulder obliquely

across body. Lower part of body, lower 1. arm, and

top of helmet missing, body broken. Red-brown
clay; Ught slip, partly effaced. Height 55.0. L9
93-1-

1563 f 2026.

Female figure sitting in a square arm-chair with the

feet resting on a square stool; arms resting on knees

and on sides of chair; ovoid head; incised mouth
with raised edges; circular impression round mouth
from nose to chin; concave nose with long tip; lancet-

shaped eyes, with prominent eyeballs and incised

lids; indicated eyebrow line placed high up; pellet

ears; hair indicated by parallel, thin incisions and tied

in a projecting knot at back of head; transverse band

on top of head marked by incised line. The figure is

dressed in a chiton and a mantle draped over both

shoulders and arms. At each side of the arm-chair

stand sphinxes with long, cylindrical bodies; rather

short legs with prominent knees on forelegs; small,

upturned tail; female heads of the same shape as the

sitting figure, but with plain hair; on back of each

sphinx a fiat wing of double-cure ed outline; decorated

evith incised, hatched rectangles and squares, which

might indicate feathers. On the sejuares and rectangles

traces of black colour; upper border of wing marked

by black paint. The group stands on a tablet. Knds

of fingers of r. hand; end of 1. arm; r. ear and part

of I. ear; forepart of 1 sphinx; end of tail, part of hair,

and most of tablet of r. sphinx; back part of tablet

below stool, missing. Broken. Red-brown clay;

black core; hght-brown slip. Height of female

figure 28.(1. Length of sphinxes 20.0. L9. 93'i-

1564. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; flat breast;

sloping shouIderj>; slightly concave neck; trapezoid

head; chin with short, rounded beard; projecting

checks; pellet mouth; rather straight nose of medium

size; prominent eyes with painted eyebrows; large,

roughly modelled ears; somewhat sloping forehead;

modelled helmet with straight spike. Eyebrows,

lids, and beard painted black; naked parts as face

and neck painted red. by which the dress is indirectly

indicated. Body broken; top of helmet and both

hands missing. Dark-grey clay; grey slip Height

46.2. L9. 93.1.

1565. Lower part of statue; elliptical in section; plain base;
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tapering upwards; at the upper end a collar for keeping

the upper body in place; modelled side-tkips, ridged

folds of chiton in front. Height 93.0. L 9. 94 i.

1566. Statuette with depres.^ed, tubular b ;dy, flattened breast,

rather h.irizontal, broad sh')ulders. slightK conca\e

neck; trapezoid head; short, straight-eut heard,

small, straight mouth with nu^dJlcd lips, slightK

smiling expression; nose with prominent tip and

marked nostrils; leaf-shaped ewes with prominent

eyeballs; modelled eyelids
;
marked e\ebrows; roughh

modelled ears with earrings; prominent cheeks, sloping

forehead; plain, raised hair on back of head, cunica!

helmet, modelled in front, with bent top and up-

turned cheek-pieces; \ ertical arms; hands with fingers

The statuette is dressed m a girdled chiton with grooved

folds m fnint; overtuld with side-flaps and grooicd

folds; shawl draped o\er both shoulders and jailing

along back. Eyes, eyelids, ins, and e\ebrows painted

black; moustache, beard, hair, and shaw 1 painted bhiLk

.

traces of red colour on helmet; red colour on back

of neck with traces of black lines. The statuette is mo-

delled and wheel-made and pru\ided with back-

hole. Cheek-pieces of helmet, r. hand, and fingers

of 1. hand miSsing Brown-red cla\ . Height 850.

Shoulder width 30.0. Base width 21 7 Waist width

17.4. Breast diam. 11 o Neck height 48 Neck

width 8.0. Head height 11.5. Head length 1^4
Head width 11.6. .\rms length 254. Hands length

8.5. L9. 93.1.

1567. Statuette with tubular body: .sloping shoulder's; rather

long, cylindrical neck; trapezoid head; rather long,

rounded beard, incised mouth with thin, modelled

lips; thin, curved nose with nostrils; curved, niaiked

eyebrows; leaf-shaped eyes with raised hds, ears

with double' earring.s; straight forehead; soft, conic. il

helmet with top bent back and upturned cheek-

pieces; hair is marked by a raised square on b.ick of

head; vertical arms. The statuette is dressed m a plain

chiton with elbow’ sleeves. The hair, beard, iris,

eyelids, evebrows are painted black, traces of red

colour on face and neck; two black tran''Verse line''

at waist indicating girdle; black border at base. la'Wer

part of body vs wheel-made and provided with back-

hole, Broken at neck and breast; ends of two fingeis

of r. hand, ends of chcek-pieees, and e.ining ot 1

ear missing Brick-red clay; black core; light slqt.

Height 80.3. 1.9 93.1.

1568. Statuette, as No. 1307; nearly sciuare head Head,

breast, and 1. arm broken; tup of helmet, r part of

face, r arm, and part of back above hack-hole missmg

Height 48 2, L y. 93.1.

1569 Statuette with cvlindncal hodv ; splayed h,\^e; disc-

shaped, oval head, placed obliqutlv to bodv
;

long,

triangular, rounded beard: pinched nose, no head-

covering; r arm vertical holding jug. 1 arm adv.iiiced.

Hair, eyes, beard, and moustache painted black;

black border at base; traces ot black and led colour’'
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on body. Knd of 1 . arm missin^r. Liijht-brown clay;

hiiiit shp Ilciudrt ii.S. L 9. 93.1.

1570. Staruorrc. No. 109’; helmat with straight, closed

syike. slip. Broken neck. Height 21.5. Lg
93 I-

1571. Staruerte with cylindrical body; splayed, bell-shaped

bi>e, slightly .sloping shiulders; tall, o\al head,

long, rounded beard, pinched nose; pellet ears' no

m )urh indicated, without head-covering. Hair, eve-

iids, ins, m )U.-,taehe. and beard painted black; two

black, crossed lines on body; framed, transverse lines

on arms, bkwk border at base. Hand-made. Brown
cla\

; light slip. Height 12.0. L 9. 93 1.

1572. Statuette, as No. 79, short, rounded heard Black

harder at base Reddi:>h slip. Height 22.0. L, 9 93.1.

^ 573 - Statuette, as No. 232; incised mouth; eyes not mo-
delled R. arm missing Height 223. L 9. 93.1.

1574. Statuette, as No. 1035; horizontal shoulders; large,

rimnded beard; arms with undigitated hands. Traces

of red colour on the slip. Height 39.7. H 9. 93.1.

1575 - Statuette with 1 mg, slightly flattened, tubular, wheel-

made bjdy; Hat. narrow shoulders; tapering neck,

small, square head; long, pointed nose; triangular

beard; large pellet cars vith earrings; arms of medium
length bat very thin; slightly clenched hands; helmet

with straight spike in one piece with head. Back-hole.

Head, base, and r arm broken; r. ear missing. Coarse,

red clay; slip effaced. Height 47.6. L 9. 93.1.

1576. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; bulging

breast; hanzontal shoulders; somewhat concave neck;

trapezoid head; rather pointed heard, pellet mouth;

prominent nase; no eyes; pellet ears; rather straight

forehead; hair plain and slightly raised on back of

head, vertical arms; dosed, undigitated hands, three

parallel bands round soft cap on head. Hole on top

ot head. L arm, b.ise, and most of two bands round

head mis.smg Hair, beard, eyebrows and a stripe in

front indicating hair painted black; red ears. Greenish,

gritty ckiN
;
light slip Height 35.4 L 9. 93.1.

1577. Statuette, as N*o. 1039; horizontal shoulders. R. cheek-

piece, spike of helmet, and head broken. Brown,

rough day, light slip, nearly elfaced. Height 33.2.

L 9. 93 I .

15713 B )d\ of statuette, hollow, oval in section; splayed

base; vertical arms. Head missing. Height 39.8

L (>. <13. 1

.

1579. Statuette, as No. 269; trapezoid head; thick, longer,

triangular beard. Broken at wai-^t; lower part of r.

arm missing. Red-brown day; light slip. Height

210 L 9 93 I

.

1580. Much damaged head of statuette. Height 61. L9
93-1

1581 Statuette, as Xo. 218; trapezoid head, long, rounded

beard BUiek border at base Nose damaged. Height

21.4. T.9. 93.1.

1582. Statuette, as No. 79 Height 200. L 9. 93 i.

1583 ^tatue•tte, as Xo. 79, trapezoid head; very short

beard. Xose missing. Red-brown day; light slip,

partly turne'd red. Height 26.5. L 9. 93.1.

1584. Statuette, as Xo. 269; helmet with splayed top; long,

rounded beard. Height 220. Lq 93.1.

1585. Statuette, as Xo. 168; triangular, long, rounded

beard. Traces of colour on body. Black border at

base. Light slip. Height 193. L 9. 93.1.

1586. Statuette, as Xo. 168; longer, triangular, rounded

beard. Reddish slip. Height 19.9. L 9. 93.1.

15S7. Statuette, as Xo 79; longer, triangular, rounded beard.

Black border at base. Base damaged. Height 27.8.

L9. 93.1.

1588. Statuette with tubular body, elliptical in section;

very sloping shoulders; rather long, concave neck;

triangular beard; incised mouth; straight nose without

nostrils; prominent cheeks; leaf-shaped, prominent

eyes; marked eyebrows; concave pellet ears; slightly

sloping forehead; double band round soft cap or veil

on head; slightly raised, plain hair on back of head;

vertical arms; closed, undigitated hands; dressed in

a chiton with short sleeves, and plain mantle draped

over 1 . shoulder. Traces of black colour on hair;

oblique black and red strokes on lower part of body.

Lower part wheel-made; upper part hand-made; hole

on top of head. R. arm and lower part of body

broken; small parts of lower body missing. Brown

clay; light slip. Height 67.5. L 9. 93.1.

15S9. Statuette, as Xo. 269; trapezoid head; thick, long,

triangular beard. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height

22.4. L9. 93.1.

1590. Statuette, as Xo. 269; trapezoid head; longer, thick,

triangular beard. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height

24.4. L9. 93.1,

1591. Statuette, as Xo i6S; trapezoid head; long, triangular

beard. Height 18.4. L 9. 93.1.

1392. Statuette, as X'o 168; trapezoid head; long, triangular

beard. Beard damaged. Height 19.0. L 9. 93.1.

1593. Statuette, as X'o. 79; long, straight-cut beard. Head
broken at neck Height 27.5. L 9. 93.1.

1594. Statuette, as X’o. 79; trapezoid head; long, triangular,

rounded beard. R. arm broken. Red-brown clay;

reddish slip. Height 21.6. L 9. 93 i.

1595. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 20.3. L 9. 93.1.

1596. Statuette, as X'o. 73; short, rounded beard; pierced

ears. Red-brown clay; light-brown slip. Height 23.3.

' Lg- 93-I-

;

* 597 - Statuette, as X'o. 16S; trapezoid head; long, triangular

I

beard. Reddish slip Height 17. i. L 9, 93.1.

j

1598. Statuette, as X’o. 79; pointed beard. Black border

j

at base. Top of helmet and r. arm missing. Height

27.5. L 9. 93 I.

1599 - Statuette, as X'o. 168; trapezoid head. Beard missing.

Reddish slip. Height 17.6. L 9. 93.1.

,

1600. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; widening,

flattened breast, arms of medium size with bent

fingers and straight thumbs; cylindrical neck; square,

cubic head; large nose; small, triangular beard;
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no eyes or mouth indicated; helmet with straight,

hollow spike, in one piece with head; dish-shaped

pellet ears placed high up. Back-hole. Base and head

broken; r. arm and top of helmet missing. White

slip. Height 43 7. L y. 93.1.

1601. Cylindrical, hollow body of statuette; splayed base;

vertical arms without shaped fingers, bent. Head
and r. arm missing. Height 28.0. L 9. 93.1.

1602. Statuette, as No. 1576; straight neck; triangular,

rounded beard; incised mouth. Traces of black

colour on hair. Back-hole; no hole on top of head.

L. arm. part of base, and part of one band round

head missing. Brown, gritty clay; light slip. Height

34.6. Lq. 93.1.

1603. Fragment of a body, only part of body preserved

with I. arm. Length of arm 14.0. L 9. 93.1.

1604. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; marked

waist; widening breast; straight, thin arms; undigit-

ated hands with straight thumbs; very thick neck;

oval head; triangular face; pointed beard; large,

pointed nose; disc-shaped ears placed high up; eyes

and mouth not indicated; helmet with straight spike,

in one piece with head. Back-hole. Piece of base

and helmet missing. Coarse, red clay; thin, white

slip, but for the head. Height 43.8. L 9. 93.1.

1605. Statuette, as No. 73; trapezoid head; long, pointed

beard
,
short, conical helmet

;
rather horizontal shoulders.

Red-brown clay; light-browm slip. Height 22.1.

Lq. 93.1.

1606. Statuette, as No. 79; trapezoid head; long, triangular

beard with straight-cut edge. Black border at base.

Broken at 1 . shoulder. Height 21.3. L 9. 93.1.

1607. Statuette, as No. 168, longer, triangular, rounded

beard. Reddish slip. Height 16.0 L9 93-i.

1608. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Black border at base. Slip mostly turned red. Height

19.8. L9. 93.1.

1609. Statuette, as No. 73; trapezoid head; short, rounded

beard. R. arm broken. Red-brown clay; lighi-brown

slip. Height 2S.8. L 9. 93.1.

1610. Statuette, as No. 221. Eyes, beard, and hair painted

black; red helmet with black, bordering line; red ears;

red bands bordered by black lines over breast and 1.

shoulder indicating himation; black, vertical lines

on arms. Height 17.2. L 9. 93 i.

1611. Statuette, as No. 221. Kye^ and heard painted black;

black lines on body; trans\erse lines on arms; black

border at base. Height 13.9. L 9. 93.1.

1612. Statuette, as No. 79; short, straight-cut beard. Waist

broken; 1 . ear, end of 1 . arm missing. Red-brown

clay. Height 20.3. L 9. 93.1.

1613. Statuette, as No. 79; conical head; short, conical

helmet; triangular beard. Black border at base.

Broken at waist; end of 1 . arm missing. Red-brown

clay. Height 20.3 L (;. 93-1 •

1614. Statuette, as No. 79; \ery short beard. Brick-red

clay; red slip. Height 16.6. L 9. 93 -i-

1615. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

R. arm and w'aist broken; 1 . arm missing Height

178. Lg 93.1.

1616. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; roughly

flattened breast: tall, thick, cylindrical neck; large

head modelled in one piece with the pointed helmet;

ears placed high up, straight, large nose; large, slightly

marked eyes; small horizontal, incised mouth; vertical

arms with undigitated hands. Traces of black border

at base. Back-hole. R. arm, 1 . ear, and top ol helmet

missing. Thin, white slip, nearly effaced. Height

46.2. L 9. 93.1.

1617. Statuette, as No. 1616. but without back-hole. The
white slip better preserved and traces of black border

at base and of vertical lines on body. Broken neck

and base. Height 45.5. L9 93.1.

161S See N{». I. L 9. 93.1-

1619. Arm and hand with fingers See No. i. Length

24.7 L9. 93.1.

1620. Cylindrical, hollow body of statuette; splayed base;

\crtical arms, back-hole. Traces of colour. L. arm

and head missing Much damaged. Height 290.

Lo- 93 -*-

1621. Fragment of a statuette Head and r. arm missing.

Base broken. Height 33.0 L 9. 93.1.

1622. Statuette, as No. 79, ^e^y short beard Broken at

W'aist. Height 22 i . L 9. 93.1.

1623. Statuette, as No. 79, longer, triangular, rounded

beard Brick-red clay; black core; light slip. Height

22.S. L9. 93.1.

1624. Statuette, as No. 218, longer, rounded beard. Black

border at base. Height 18.8. L 9. 93.1.

1625. Body of a statuette. See No. 2. 1,9 93.1.

1626. Statuette, as No. 79; \ery short beard. Blai-k border

at base. Waist broken. Height 203, L 9. 93 i.

1627. .Statuette, as No. 79. Black border at base. R. ear

missing; top of helmet and end of 1. arm damaged,

Red-brown clay; red-brown slip. Height 23,5. L 9.

93 -<-

1628. .Statuette, as No. 338. Nose, lower part of face, lower

part of body and of 1 arm missing. Height 163.

Lg. 93.1.

1629. Statuette, as No. 79 IleiLjht 229. 1^9. 93 i.

1630. Statuette, as No. 79; triangular beard. R. arm missing.

Brick-red clay, light slip. Height 23.3. L9 93.1.

1631. Statuette, similar to No. 1480. Damaged. Height

35.0. L9. 93.1.

1^32. Statuette with cclindrical, solid body; splayed base;

nearlv horizontal shoulders; trapezoid head; triangular

beard; short, straight, conical helmet; vertical arms.

Traces of colours on body. Red-brown clay; light,

partly reddish slip. Height 21.2 L 9. 93.1.

1633. Statuette, as No. 221. d’hc helmet, face, nose, cars,

and neck painted red; traces of black on hair;

lower part of r. arm painted red; no traces of colour

on eyes and beard. L. arm missing; r. arm and waist

broken. Height 21.4. L9 93-1.
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1634. Statuette, as Xo 79 with short, triangular, rounded

beard. Broken waist. Height 23.0. L 9. 93.1.

1635. Body of cylindrical statuette; splayed base; vertical

arms. Head missing. Height 13.0. L9 93.1.

1636. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 234. L 9. 93 i.

1637. Body of statuette, cylindrical; splayed base; \ertical

arms. Head missing Height 18.0. L 9. 93.1.

1(138. Statuette, as No. 79. Broken waist; nose and r. arm

missing. Brick-red clay; light slip, mostly turned

red. Height 21.7. L 9. 93.1.

1639 Statuette, as No. 221 . Red helmet with black transverse

lines, hair, eyes, beard painted black; red face; red

arms below elbows; red himation with black lines

round neck, along arms, and across elbows; girdle

marked by two black transverse lines; black border

at base. Height 22.3. L9. 93 i.

1640. Statuette, as No. 179; head rather trapezoid; longer,

rounded beard Traces of colour on helmet and

beard; ends of arms painted red. Height 19.8. L 9,

93-I'

1641. Body of statuette, cylindrical, hollow; vertical arms;

hands with modelled fingers; seems to be dressed

in chiton with short sleet es Back-hole. Head, parts

of bady missing. Much dimaged. Height 40.0.

L Q. 93 I.

1642. Statuette with tubukir bidy; flattened breast; sloping

shtulders; trapezoid head; short, rounded beard;

incised mouth with modelled lips; straight nose with

no.strils; prominent, leaf-shaped eyes, marked, painted

eyebrows; concave pellet ears; slightly sloping fore-

head; conical helmet with upturned cheek-pieces;

plain, slightly raised hair on b.ack of head; vertical

arms; hands with fingers; dressed in a chiton with

elbow sleeres and painted girdle around waist; ears

with earrings of bronze. Face, neck, arms, ears painted

red; black hair, beard, moustache, eyebrows, lids,

and ins; bl.ick borders on helmet and cheek-pieces;

black line round neck; angular, black line over breast;

black transserse lines around waist indicating girdle.

Hand-made with exception of the base. Back-hole.

Top of helmet, thumb of 1 . hand, thumb and two

fingers of r hand missing; part of base broken. Brown

day; light slip. Height 45.2. L 9. 93.1.

1643. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; sloping

shoulders; arms slightly' adtanced; hands cvith fingers;

slightly concave neck; trapezoid head; triangular,

rounded beard; incised mouth; indicated lips; curved

nfi-se; leaf-shaped eyes w'ith lids in high relief; nearly

straight eyebrow line; pellet ears; sloping forehead;

hair falling in compact mass along back of head;

conical helmet with top bent back. Back-hole; lower

part of 1 . arm and fingers of r. hand missing. Height

42.2. L9 93 i-

1(144. .Statuette, as Xo. 124, longer, rounded beard. Height

26 I . L 9. 93 I

.

1(143 Statuette, as No. 124. Top of helmet damaged.

Height 24.9 1.9. 93 I.
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1646. Statuette, as No. 419; short, rounded beard; short,

straight, conical helmet with indicated border. Black

brrder at base. Light slip Height ig.g. L 9. 93 i.

1647. Statuette, as No. 124. Height 25.7. L 9. 93.1.

164S. .Statuette, as No. 1646; long, rounded beard; traces

of colour on body; black border at base. Height 21.8.

L9. 93,1.

1649. Statuette, as No. 218; long, straight-cut beard. Black

border at base. Height ig.6. L 9. 93.1.

1650. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 19.8. L g. 93.1.

1651. Statuette, as No, 21S; longer, rounded beard. Height

21.7. Lg. 93.1.

1652. Statuette, as No, 79; short, rounded beard. Height

26.9. L9. 93.1.

1653. Statuette, as No. 218; longer, rounded beard; very

wide shoulders. Black border at base. Base slightly

chipped at back. Height 22 2. L 9, 93.1.

1654. Statuette, as No. 79; rather oval head. Height 23.0.

L8. 93.1.

1655. Statuette, as No. 79. I>ight slip on helmet. Height

23.0. L8. 94,4.

1656. Statuette, as No. 79; long, straight-cut beard, short,

conical helmet. Red-brown clay; light slip, turned

red. Height 14. i, L 8. 94.4.

1657. Statuette, as No, 73; longer, triangular beard. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 13.7. L 8, 944.

1658. Statuette, as No. 1134. but with shorter, slightly

concave nose; straight forehead; rounded beard;

plain ears. L. arm and thumb of r. hand missing.

Height 47.2. L 8. 94.4.

1659. Statuette, as No. 79; long, straight-cut beard. Black

border at base. L. arm missing. Height 17.9. L 8.

94 .<).

i()f)0. Statuette, as No 111; only traces of colour. Height

20.0. L 8. 94.9.

1661. Helmet of terracotta, conical, with uplifted cheek-

pieces. Height 12.1. L 8. 949.
1662. Fragment of legs and part of body round hips. Length

21.0. L8. 94.9.

1663. Statuette, a.s No. 233, oval head; short, rounded beard.

L. arm and most of band round head missing. Height

186. L8. 94.9,

1664. Body of statuette, cylindrical, hollow; splayed base;

head and both arms missing. Height 30.5. L 8. 94.9.

1665. Statuette, as No. 1360; neck of medium size; longer

beard; incised mouth; large ears; soft cap on head

without band round it. No traces of colour on hair.

Hand-made. Brown-red ckay; both arms missing.

Height 29.2. L 8. 94,9.

1666. Statuette, as No. 1408; triangular beard. Base partly

missing; waist broken. Height 16.2. L 8. 94.9.

1667. Fragment of a statuette with oval head of the same

type as No. 1524 — 2333 — 2346; long, triangular

beard; incised mouth without raised edges; curved

nose with projecting tip; sharply marked root of the

nose; ridged, arched eyebrows; slightly prominent

eyes; sloping forehead. The head is provided with
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two pierced holes on back of heads made separately

and fixed into the body by means of a pivot. Body
broken in pieces, but so far as preser\ed, wheel-made.

Red-brown clay, brown slip. Height c. 50.0. L 8.

94.9.

1668. Statuette with tall, slightly fiattened, tubular, wheel-

made body; somewhat widening breast; thick, cy-

lindrical neck; square head; triangular face; pointed

beard; horizontal mouth; disc-shaped ears; eyes

not indicated; helmet with straight top, in one piece

with head. Xose, top of helmet, and arms missing.

Coarse, red clay. Height 48.4—50.4. L 8. 94-9.

1669. Statuette, as No. 1417; 1 . arm vertical; r. arm bent

upwards, in position of adoration. Hands and base

of body missing. Height 26.7. I. 8. 94 4.

1670. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, straight-cut beard. Head
broken at neck. Height 30.7. L 8. 94.9.

1671. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with Hat base; cy-

lindrical body; angular shoulder; splaying mouth;

handle from rim to shoulder. Height 16.0. L 8. 100.0.

1672. Fragment of a cylindrical body. Height 15.8. L 8.

94.9.

1673. Statuette, as No. 218; trapezoid head; short, rounded

beard. Waist broken; nose and base damaged; end

of r. arm missing. Height 18.0. L 8. 94.9.

1674. Statuette, as No. 218; trapezoid head, long, triangular,

rounded beard. Black border at base. Nose damaged.

Reddish slip. Height 17.0. L8 94.9.

1675. Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; splayed base;

vertical arms; sloping shoulders; oval head; short,

rounded beard; short, straight, conical helmet. Three

encircling, black lines round helmet; beard, hair,

and eyes painted black; iris marked by a black dot;

two oblique, converging, black lines from neck to

base; two horizontal, black lines over breast; two

transverse lines cn arms indicate end of sleeves;

traces of red colour on face and body
;
black border

at base. Neck broken; body broken below waist.

Black clay; red surface; light-brown slip. Height

18.0. L8, 94.9.

1676. Statuette, as No, 218; longer, rounded beard. Height

21 .9. L 8. 94.9.

1677. Statuette, as No 79; oval head, no traces of colours.

Height 14.3. L8. 94.9.

1678. Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard Slip mostly

turned red. Height 24.2. L 8. 94.9.

1679. Statuette, as No. 221; longer, rounded beard. Black

and red horizontal bands round helmet; traces of

black on eyes; black beard; traces of red colour on

face and neck; hair unpainted. L. arm missing;

r. arm broken. Height 21.4. 1 . 8
. 94.9.

1680. Statuette, as No. 162, triangular, rounded beard.

Vertical, black lines on helmet: encircling line round

edge of helmet; eyes, eyebrows, beard, and hair

painted black; decoration on body the same as No.

1158, but three transverse lines at elbows. Height

21.3. LS. 949

t68i. Statuette, No. 140S; triangular, rounded beard.

Neck broken; r. arm missing Reddish ‘^hp. Height

129 94 9 -

1682. Statuette, as No. 227; short, rounded beard Neck

broken; base partly damaged. Height 13.0 1.8

94 9 -

1683. Statuette, as No 233; narrow, spindle-.shapcd head;

short, narrow, '-traight-cut beaul; two bands round

head. Traces of colour. Height 12.7 1 . 8 . 949.

1684. Statuette, as No. 79; short, rounded beard. N<jse

damaged Height 122. L 8. 94.9.

1685. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 14-3. L 8 94 9

1686. Fragment of a cylindrical body, hollow Head, arms,

and base missing. Height 22.3. LS. 94.9.

1687. Body of a bull statuette with short, rather cylmdiical

body; short legs, tail, neck, 1 foreleg, and head missing.

Length 8 o. L 8. 94 9.

1688. Statuette, as No 509; longer, straight-cut beard.

Lower part of bodv missing. Red clav ;
red slip.

Height 1 1. 8. 1 . 8 . 94.9

1689. Statuette, as No. 509; ovoid head; somewhat bulging

breast. Broken neck; r arm missing. Height 1O.3.

L8. 949.

1690. Minotaur with long, cylindrical animal’s body; tail

hung on r hind quarter; cvhndrical, short legs;

snake coiling from neck down along back; human
body is cylindrical, flattened breast; two female

nipples, uplifted, short arms, ovoid head bent back;

two small, erect horns; roughly shaped ears, oval

eyes with raised lids; ridged eyebrows, stout, pro-

jecting nose, short, sloping forehead; incised mouth;

straight-cut beard, .\nimars bodv decorated on 1.

loin with conventionalized tree-ornament, an r. loin

a star composed of three crossed lines; hatched, ho-

rizontal bands along sides of bodv ; tree-ornaments

above forelegs on chest with a geometrical bird on

branch ot tree, human body decorated with hatched

and latticed bands along sides; latticed lozenges in front;

fingers ot hands indicated by lines; snake decorated

with small strokes mutating scales. Animal's body

wheel-made; other parts hand-made. Hole on lovve-r

part of human body and two smaller ones below,

on chest ol animal. Parts of legs and most ot snake

missing; arms, body, and legs broken. Brown clay;

light slip. Height 452. Length 2h o L8. 94.9.

1691. Statuette, as No 477, oval head Beard missing.

Height i6.o. L 8. 94.9.

1692. Statuette, as No 79; short, tiiangular, rounded heard-

Reddish slip. Height 19 4 1 . 8 94 9.

1693 -r 20S3

Fragment of group of nng-dancers Three figures

preserved, attached to disc. (Two figuics and disc

No. 2083.) The figures are roughly shaped, with

female breasts; outstretched arms, bands round

heads Part of disc, one head, and both arms of tvw)

figure.s missing. Diam of disc 152. Height of figures

<}.(>. I.S. 94 9.
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1694. Statuette, as Xo. 79; pointed beard. Slip mostly

turned red. Height 22. <S. L 8. 94 . q.

1695. Statuette, as Xo. 73, short, rounded beard. Height

21.2. L S. 94.9.

1696. Statuette, as Xo. 79 Height 24.5. L 8. 94.9.

1697. Statuette, as Xo. 251 . Base, 1 . and r. arm, r. earmissing;

head broken at neck, nose damaged. Height 47.1.

L8. 94.9.

1698. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Height 18.6.

L8. 94.9.

1699. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard. Xose
damaged. Red-brown clay; hght-brown slip. Height

20.6. L 8. 94 9.

1700. Statuette, as Xo 79; longer, rounded beard. Brown
slip. Height 21.3. L8 94.9.

1701. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Part of base missing. Red clay and slip. Height 19.8.

L8. 94.9.

1702. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded, triangular

beard. Xose missing. Height 17.5. L 8. 94.9.

1703. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Bnck-red clay; red slip. Height i8.8. L 8. 94.9.

1704. Statuette, as Xo. 269; very short beard; long helmet.

Top of helmet damaged. Red-brown clay; slip mostly

turned red. Height 13.9. L8. 94.9.

1705. Statuette, as Xo. 79; long, rounded beard. Brick-red

clay, red slip. Height 11.6. L 8. 94.9.

1706. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, triangular beard. Red-

brown clay; light-brown slip. Height 1S.7. L 8. 94.9.

1707. Statuette, as Xo. 232. Beard damaged. Red-brown

slip. Height 21.2. L S. 94.9.

1708. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard. L. arm
missing. Red-brown clay; light-brown slip. Height

21.5. L8. 949.

1709. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Black border

at base. Red-brown clay; red-brown slip. Height

21 .6. L 8. 94.9.

1710. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, straight-cut beard.

Part of base at back missing, top of helmet damaged.

Brown clay; reddish slip. Height 18.3. L 8. 94.9.

1711. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 21. i. L 8. 94.9.

1712. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Traces of colour on body.

Height 22.8. L 8. 94.9.

1713. Statuette, as Xo. 1600. Height 43.1. L 8. 949.
1714. Statuette, as Xo. 232; incised mouth; vaguely in-

dicated eyes. Both arms broken. Height 26.7. H 8

94.9.

1715. Chariot drawn by four horses with short, thin bodies;

rather short legs; thick, long necks; narrow heads;

long tails; slightly prominent eyes; plain head-

cover with plume bent forwards; erect ears; cheek-

bands attached to yoke which is laid across necks

and only partly preserved; front-covers decorated

by strap hanging in front of neck and pro\ided with

a tassel. Body of chariot rectangular, low, and flat;

open in the rear resting directly on the base tablet;

two circular wheels with projecting hubs, dnided
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in two parts with a loop-shaped support m the rear.

Two figures stand in the chariot; the right one is

the driver, he is dressed in a straight, pointed helmet

with hanging cheek-pieces and outstretched arms

;

the I one is a warrior; he is dressed in a turban and

a sword hanging in a strap around 1. shoulder; arms

are vertical. The group stands on a roughly rectangular

base tablet. Parts missing and broken. Hand-made.

Red-brown clay; light slip. Length 26.0. L 8. 94.9.

171b. Statuette with cylindrical, hollow body; splayed

base; advanced arms; disc-shaped, oval head, placed

obliquely to body; incised mouth with raised edges;

curved, thin nose; large, globular eyeballs; soft helmet

on head with uplifted cheek-pieces. Waist broken;

end of both arms, and end of r. cheek-piece missing.

Hand-made. Brown clay; light slip. Height 19.2.

L8. 94.9.

1717. Statuette, as Xo. 477; rectangular head; longer,

rounded beard. Broken waist; r. arm missing. Red-

dish slip. Height 23.0. L8. 949.
1718. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, rounded beard. Height

24 - 3 - 94 -9 -

1719. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, rounded beard. Broken

neck. Brick-red clay. Height 20.1. L 8. 94.9.

1/20. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, rounded beard. Black

border at base. Height 22.6. L8. 94.9.

1721. Body of a statuette, cylindrical; splayed base; vertical

arms. R. arm and head missing. Height 9.5. L 8.

94.9.

1722. Body of statuette, hollow, cylindrical; vertical arms.

Head and lower part missing. Height 13.6. L 8. 94.9.

1723 Body of statuette, as that of Xo. 1505. Pleight 36.7.

L8. 94.9.

1724. Statue with body almost rectangular in plan and

elliptical in section; lower body wider than upper

body; flattened breast; horizontal shoulders; long,

concave neck; small, oval head; short, painted beard;

straight mouth with thin, modelled lips; chin and
cheeks rounded; straight nose with thick tip; leaf-

shaped eyes with raised lids; marked eyebrows;

large, roughly modelled ears with two earrings at

lower part and one earring at upper part of the ear;

straight forehead; plain, wig-shaped hair; conical

helmet without cheek-pieccs, with a wide, open hole

at top, and a plain ridge in relief round the base;

thin, vertical arms with two bracelets on each upper
arm; hands with modelled fingers; isolinear feet

wearing sandals without straps; incised toes; a string

round neck on which a brooch with a scarab is hanging.

The statue is dressed in a chiton with short sleeves

ending with borders in relief, and with four incised,

black painted lines along shoulders to the relief border;

a girdle round waist consisting of a band in relief

with straight edges; decorated with a blue upper
border from which rectangular fields divided by
incised lines, alternately painted black and red,

are hanging. The face, neck, and ears are painted
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red; hair, eyelids, eyebrows, ins, lips, and beard

painted black. The statue is wheel-made up to the

waist; the rest ot the statue is hand-made; the arms
were separately attached to the body by means of

pins inserted in small holes; the statue is provided

with back-hole and a hole at tup of head; moulded
face. Neck, body, two hnyers of I. hand, and feet

broken; part of I. shoulder, breast below neck, and

three fingers of 1. hand missing (partly restored).

Brick-red clay; light slip, partly turned red. Heiuht

91.2. Shoulder width 29.5. Base width 18.2. Waist

width 22.7. Breast diam ii.o. Neck length 73.
Neck width 7.6. Head height 8 o Head length 8.9

Head width 8.9. Arms length 37 o. Hands length

10.8. Feet length 8.5. K8—9. 97.4.

1725. Statue with flattened body, elliptical in section;

straight breast; horizontal shoulders; long, concave

neck; oval head; face moulded and touched up; mouth
with thin, modelled lips: stout nose with thick end;

leaf-shaped eyes with raised lids: marked brovv-hnes,

very large and roughly modelled ears; straight fore-

head; the hair falls in a compact mass along the sides

of neck and in a stripe below helmet in front; conical

helmet without cheek-pieces; I. arm vertical, r. arm

bent over the breast slung in a fold of the mantle,

string round neck to which a scarab is attached. The
statue is dressed in a girdled chiton with short sleeves,

overfold with side-flaps and ridged folds below girdle;

fringed mantle thrown over 1. shoulder and r. arm.

The statue is made in two halves, the lower part wheel-

made; the upper part wheel-made up to the back-

hole, and provided with two pierced holes at waist;

the lower part is without back-hole. End of nose

damaged, part of base and part of upper body missing

at back; part of the fringes broken. Brown clay, light

slip, partly turned reddish. Height 110.7. Shoulder

width 27.0. Base width 23.2 Waist width 21.2.

Breast diam. i2,o. Neck height 7.0. Neck width

7.4. Head height 8.8. Head length 10 5. Head width

9.3. Arms length 35.0. Hands length 8. i . K8—9. 97.6.

1726. Head of statue, as No. i, but with short, rounded

beard; helmet in one piece with head, no cheek-

pieces; straight top. Nose and top of helmet missing.

Height 18.0. K S. 94.4.

1727. Statue with fiat body, elliptical in section; feet with

modelled toes; marked nails, body narrowing at

waist; slightly bulging breast; sloping shoulders;

tall, concave neck; long, narrow, trapezoid head;

long beard composed of vertical, parallel stripes,

whiskers marked by incisions and black paint; mouth

with thick, curved, smiling lips; straight nose with

thin ridge; ears with earrings; almond-shaped eyes;

marked eyebrow lines; incised lids; sloping fore-

head, hair falling in plain, raised mass on back of

head; one small curl coming from under helmet m
front; helmet with upturned chcek-pieces, top bent

back w'ith tassels hanging along cheek-pieces; isolinear

feet with straps of sandals painted black cf-ining out

between big toe and ne\t, and separating to both

sides, vertical arms with small hands, d’hc statue

IS dressed in a chiton reaching feet, short sleeves;

broad, lower border inaiked by obliciue mcisiori'-.

painted red borders framed by black lines alcmg the

Sides, round arms, and below neck, the black lines

only pre.served at neck, black painting between bfjrders

i> traceable in front, black borders along shoulders,

black angular lines abjng neck ending at the j'-ainted

red border of chiton; plain mantle draped over both

shoulders and tailing ck*vvn to waist. Beard .ind hair

painted black, red lips; lower part of helmet black;

upper part of same red, the statue is made in two

halves, both provided with back-holes; hand-made;

the upper part is ke'pt in position by a high collar;

forearms separately put m. and were once attached

by means of pegs through pierced holes; of the feet

only the part coining from under the dress i^, modelled;

the feet rest on a small, separate ba&e. the back part

of body IS splayed and reaches the ground in order

to serve as a base and a supp<jrt t(jr the statue Hand

of r. arm, small parts of body and head restored m
gvpsum; body broken Biovvn clav ; light slip, partly

worn. Length 177.4. Base width 440. Waist width

35.3. Breast diam 147. .shoulder width 4S 5 Neck

height 8.5 Neck width 10 S. Head height 18 2

Head length 165 Head width 152 Arms length

65.0. Hands length lO.o Feet length 125 K 8— (>.

96.4—97-3 •

1728 - 1740.

Statue standing with I. foot advanced, feet with sandals

and plain straps, shghtlv slo]''irig shoulders, concave

neck; trapezoid head, chin with ]N)inrt*d beard ending

in spiral curls: straight mouth with sharp-edged

lips and painted mou>tache, con\c.\, latber thin

nose; eyes with raised eyelids and painted iris, curved,

raised cvebrows; roughly modelled eais with car-

rings ut bronze, one below and one at top ot eat;

straight forehead, hair falling in a compact mass

on hack of head, vertical arm.^. hands with na delled,

bent fingers; conical helmet with ujHurned chcek-

pieces and soft top bent back. The statue dre-''ed

m a tunic with short sleeves with borders in relief

along arms and round neck, tailing down To the hips

and provided with a rounded llap in trunt Helmet

and face painted red, heard, mou^tailie, ms, t>e-

Iids and eyebrows painted black, d'he statue is hand-

made, the feet are put in separately and attached

to body, forearms were attached to uppei arms

by means of bars pierced through holes at upper

arms. Back-hole The figure stands on a base tablet.

Top of helmet, 1 . cheek-piece, I'lart of cuiU ot beard,

and upper bronze earring ot 1 . car missing. Red-

brown and brick-ied cLi\ , light slip. Height 1050.

Shoulder width 295. ^^'alst width 21.7. Breast

diam. ib.2 Legs to knees 35.0 Legs to hips 5(1.0.

47
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Body to shoulder 8i.o. Xeck heiisjht 8.0. Neck width

10.0. Head heii^ht 13 8. Head length 14.5. Head

width 13.4. K 8. 94.4 (No 1728); 949 (No. 1740).

1729 Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B3—C4. Double

breastline. See Appendix H Length 1.4 K 8. 92.9.

1730. Statuette, as No. 79; short, rounded beard. Part

of base missing. Red-brown clay; black core. Height

23.5. K8. 94.9.

1731. Statuette, as No. 477; oval head; long, triangular

beard. Traces of colour. Light slip. Height 21.3.

K8, 94.9.

1732. Statuette, as No. 590. Slip turned red. Broken over

breast. Height 26.5. KS. 94.9.

1733. Statuette, as No. 79; short, rounded beard. Height

20.8. K8. 94.9.

1734. Statuette with cylindrical, hollow body; somewhat

splayed base; female pellet breasts; short, concave

neck; ovoid head; pointed chin; big, pinched nose;

pellet eyebrows; pellet ears; arms uplifted; upper

part of arms missing. Height 14.0. K 8. 94.9.

1735 - Statuette, as No. 1154; more ovoid head; shorter,

rounded beard; triple band round head; bulging

breast. Hole on neck. Height 27.0. K 8. 94.9.

1736. Statuette, as No. 79; no traces of colour. Height

22.0. K8. 94.9.

t737- Statuette, as No. 73; long, straight-cut beard; short

helmet; horizontal shoulders. L. arm missing. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 17.2. K8. 94.9.

1738. Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard; less sloping

shoulders. Black border at base. Nose missing.

Red-brown clay; red-brown slip. Height 17.6. K 8.

94.9.

1739 ^ 2345.

Statuette with flattened body; concave sides; hori-

zontal shoulders; short, concave neck; large, oval

head (No. 2345), no beard; incised mouth with roughly

shaped lips; slightly convex, prominent nose; sloping

forehead; soft helmet with hanging cheek-pieces;

1. arm bent forwards holding object; r. arm vertical;

isolinear feet, peeping out of the dress; dressed in

chiton with sleeves ending above elbows with relief

borders along 1. shoulder, along sides and below; plain

bandolier thrown over 1. shoulder and below r. arm.

Hand-made. Broken, and parts missing. Brown clay;

light slip. Height 34.3. K8. 94.9.

1740. See No. 1728. K 8. 94.9.

1741. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; somew'hat

flattened breast; sloping shoulders; concave neck;

oval head; long, pointed beard, mouth with sharp,

protruding lips; narrow, curved nose with upturned

tip, w'ithout nostrils; leaf-shaped eyes with raised,

large lids and eyebrows; prominent cheeks; sloping

forehead; modelled, soft helmet with large, upturned

cheek-pieces and a front piece with tasselled strap,

rising in front, indicating bent top of helmet, and

falling down the back of head; dressed in chiton

indicated by horizontal ridge across back and breast.
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' and fringed mantle thrown obliquely over 1. shoulder,

with everv second fringe coloured black; r. arm ver-

tical; 1. arm bent with closed hand which might

have held a spear; hands with modelled fingers.

Traces of red colour on mantle. Butf-brown, gritty

clay; thick slip. Height 38. 6. K8. 94.9.

1742. a) Chariot drawn by four horses with thick, cylind-

rical bodies, short, peg-shaped legs tapering down-

wards; outstretched tails; straight necks; narrow

heads with pellet ears; eyes not marked; plain head-

cover with plume bent forwards; head-cover reaches

down over neck forming neck-cover; strap with a

tassel hanging in front. Body of chariot is rounded;

i divided into two halves; two high, disc-shaped wheels

i
with projecting hubs. In the chariot a driver stands

‘ with r. arm outstretched, dressed in a short, conical

helmet. Roughly square base tablet. Hand-made

Parts missing and broken. Only the driver preserved

of the figures. Red-brown clay; light slip, mostly

turned red. Length 23.5. K8. 94.9.

b) Fragment of chariot of which only the body of

the chariot and two horses are preserved. The horses

have narrow, cylindrical bodies; short, peg-shaped

legs; slightly curved neck; miniature roughly shaped

heads, without indicated mouth and eyes; plain

tails; plain head-cover with erect plume on head;

strap with tassels in front of neck. Red-brown clay;

light slip, mostly turned red. K 8. 94.9.

1743. Statuette, as No. 251; with bulging breast; tall, concave,

tapering neck; incised mouth; slightly raised eyes;

plain, slightly raised hair. Head broken at neck;

top of helmet, end of nose, and 1. arm missing; breast

and upper part of r. arm broken. Slip is mostly

effaced. Height 44.4. K 8. 94.9.

1744. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard; less

sloping shoulders. Brick-red clay; red slip. Height

14.7. KS. 94.9.

1745. Statuette, as Xo. 338; short, straight-cut beard

Reddish slip. Height 19.9. K8. 94.9.

1746. Statue in two halves; lower body elliptical in section,

plain base; back-hole; upper body of the same type;

vertical arms; sloping shoulders; almost cylindrical

neck; trapezoid head with short, rounded beard;

modelled lips; full cheeks; rather short nose with

nostrils; leaf-shaped eyes with lids in relief; roughly

modelled ears with earrings at upper and lower parts;

indicated eyebrows, rather straight and oblique;

slightly sloping forehead; conical helmet; upturned

cheek-pieces. Forearms are separately put in.

The figure is dressed in a girdled chiton with short

sleeves slit up along arms; plain overfold and girdle

at waist; ridged folds in front. Height 135.0. Shoulder

width 37.5. Base width 35.0. Waist width 28.0.

Breast diam. 21.5. Xeck height 8.0. Xeck width

11.7. Head height 16.5. Head width 15.0. Head
length 16.3. Arms length 35.0. Hands length 12.8.

K 8. 94.9.
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1747. Body of statuette, as No. 1505. Head and lower part

of body missing. Height 76.0. K 8. 94 g.

1748. Body of statuette, cylindrical, hollow; \erncal arms

without modelled fingers; b.ick-hole. Lower part

of 1 . arm and head missing Height 17.7. K.8. 94.9.

1749. Statuette, as No. 1043; round beard; helmet without

cheek-pieces, in one piece with head; arms with un-

digitated hands. Base partly missing Height 39.0.

K8. 94.9.

1750. Body of statuette, cylindrical, hollow; vertical arms;

horizontal shoulders. Lower part of body, arms, and

head missing. Height 25.0. K 8 94.9

1751. .Statuette, as No. 407; hollow body; trapezoid head;

long, straight-cut beard, marked eyebrow line;

short, triangular, straight helmet; both arms bent,

carrying a cjuadruped on back of shoulders. Red-

brown slip. Height 128 K 8. 949.

1752. Moulded female statuette with naked body; isolinear

feet; vertical arms; ovoid head; thick lips; big nose;

lancet-shaped eyes; long hair parted; neck-lace round

neck. Brown clay, light slip. Height 258. K 8.

94.9.

1753 - Statuette, as No. 233; oblong, rounded beard; un-

digitated hands. R arm and waist broken; part of

band round head missing Height 23. 8. K 8. 94.9.

1754 -r 198S.

Statuette, as Xo 232; ovoid head (No. 1988); short

beard; roughly shaped mouth; raised, plain hair on

back of head; helmet with slightly splayed, closed

spike; r. arm uplifted. Traces of colour. Neck broken;

r. arm missing (traces of it on bodyi. Light slip.

Pleight 29.1. K8 94.9.

1755. Statuette, as No 1092. Traces of colour on face;

black horizontal and \'errical lines on back of body

and along sides; black lozenges in front. Top of helmet,

beard, r. arm, lower I. arm, and part of base missing;

neck broken. Light slip. Height 19.9. KS. 94.9.

1756. .Statuette, as No 79; nearly horizontal shoulders;

entirely vertical arms. Height 20.0. K S. 94.9.

1757. Fragment of body of statuette, cylindrical, hollow.

Height 17.0. K.S. 949.

1758. Statuette, as No 79; very short beard. Broken below

middle. Height 23 2. K S 94 g.

1759. Statuette, as No. 79, very short beard. Height 23.0.

K 8. 94 9.

1760. Statuette, as No. 269. marked eyebrow lines. Red-

brown clay; light slip. Height 21.0. K 8. 94.9.

1761. Statuette, as No. 79; short, rounded beard Height

22.5. K8 949
1762. Statuette, as No 232, Top of helmet and lower part

of arms missing, waist and r. arm broken. Height

21 .0. K 8. 94.9.

1763 1S45.

Statue with uncovered legs (No. 1845); isolinear

feet; the legN are tubular, n.irrowing at the knees,

with marked tibia and knee, body narrowing at

waist; convex breast; slight!) sloping shoulders;

concave neck; oval head with flattened top; long,

rounded beard; curved nose with thickened tip,

large, roughly modelled ears placed near the eyes;

ears pierced by a central hole, which might ha\e been

used to fasten the now inis>ing cheek-pieces of a

helmet; lancet-shaped eyes with prominent eyeballs

and modelled lids; ridged, curced eyebrows; sloping

forehead; r arm vertical. I. arm bent up holding

a dove. The statue is dressed in a short, plain tunic

ending at middle of thighs. The beard, moustache,

and evebrows are painted black, and traces of colours

on breast, indicating the dress, are still visible. The

legs and body are wheel-made. The upper body,

which is proNided w'lth a back-hole, was probably

attached to the lower part by means of pegs passed

through four holes in the upper body, corresponding

to four holes in the lower part. The arms are sepa-

rately attached into the clay. Helmet, small parts

of feet and body, fingers of r. hand, and thumb and

fingers of 1. hand, head of dove, and end of its feet

missing; the statue has been broken into many pieces.

Brow'n cla\ ; light slip. Height 155.5 Legs to knees

43.0. Legs to hips S4.0. Body to shoulder 125.2.

Waist width 22 8 Breast width 19.5. Shoulder width

35.2. Neck height 9.0. Neck width 9 6. Head height

179. Head length 15.4. Head width 14 i Arms

length 48.8. K 8. 94.9.

1764. Legs of a statue. Height 41.0 K 8. 94.9.

1765. StaiLierte, as No. 1383. L. arm, fingers ot r. hand,

lower part of 1. cheek-piece, part of beard, and part

of b.ise missing; neck, and r. arm broken. Height

57.7. K8. 94.9.

1766. Fragment of a statuette, as No. 1043, Head and

lower part of arm.-) missing; base broken. Height

35.7. K8. 94.9.

1767. Statue standing with I. foot ad\anced, n iked feet,

rather well modelled legs with marked tibia and

knee, the body is almost square in section, narrowed

waist; bulging breast and belly; slightly sloping

shoulders; almost straight neck; triangular, rather

trapezoid head; pointed chm; smiling mouth with

sharp-edged hps, hooked nose; prominent cheeks,

leaf-shaped e\es with prominent e\ebalk and thick

lids, marked eyebrows; roughly modelled ears; hair

marked by a plain, raised surface on the back of

head; straight forehead; helmet without chcek-i'>ieces

and with straight spike. The statue is dressed in a tunic

with short slee\cs and a skirt with overlapping side-

flaps. held by a plain band in relief round the waist,

indicating girdle. The statue is hand-made. The

head and feet are separately attached to the body.

Neck, top of helmet broken, body broken into pieces

and partly missing, restored in g\psum; both legs

broken at knee and tarsus; part of I. ear, thumb of

1 hand, heel of 1 foot, two toes ot 1 foot, part of r.

foot missing; base mostly repaired in gypsum. Brown

clay; light and light-brown slip. Height 91.0. Shoulder
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Width 225. Waist width 97 Breast diam. ii.o.

Less to knees 2h.o. Letrs to hips 42.0 Body to

shiuildar Neck height 49. Neck width 7.2.

Head heicdat ii 5 Head length ii.i. Head width

().6 Arms length 73 o. Hands length 9.5. Feet

length 17 o K S. 94 9.

176S Bichrome I\^ jug with raised base, oval body, cvlmd-

ncal neck; pinched rim; twin-handle from nm to

shoulder. Encircling lines and bands round neck

and body, three concentric circles on shoulder; ladder-

pattern on handle. Parts of mouth and body missing.

Height 1S.2. KN 949
1769. Statuette, as No. 1092; short, straight helmet with

hanging cheek-pieces. I'op of helmet and part of

1. cheek-piece missing, r. arm broken. Height 21.3.

KS 94.9.

1770 Statuette, as No. 1040. Lower part of head, lower

part of arms, and part of base missing. Slip almost

effaced. Height 24.8. Kb. 949.

1771. Head of statuette, as that of No. 1025. Top of helmet

missing. Height ii o Kb. 94.9-

1772. Body of statuette, hollow, cylindrical; horizontal

shouhlers Head, lower part of arms, body, and breast

missing. Remains of straps in relief below r arm
obliquely over body and over r. shoulder. Height

3^10. KS 949.

1773. Body of statuette, cylindrical, with sloping shoulders;

concave neck: vertical arms; modelled fingers, the

body js apparently dressed in long chiton with short

slee\es. Head, lower part of 1. arm, and lower part

of body missing Height 37.6. K 8. 94 q.

1774 Statuette with cwlindrical, solid body, splayed base;

r. arm bent over the breast holding a now missing

object: 1. arm vertical; ovoid head; long, rounded

beard; incised mouth with raised edges; modelled

eyes with pellet eyeballs in leaf-shaped orbits; marked

eyebrow line; helmet with straight spike. Neck

broken, end of I. arm missing. Height 23.2. K 8.

94.9-

1775 Minotaur with short, cylindrical animal’s body;

freely hanging tail; hollow legs tapering downwards;

no genital organs; two holes on chest and one on

buttock; human b;)dy cylindrical with marked upper

line; female breasts below arms; arms uplifted, triangul-

ar head; short beard, open mouth with roughly shaped

lips; pellet ears; short pellet nose; projecting, o\al

eyes with ridged eyebrows; conical helmet with nose-

cn\-er: hair plaits tied up round helmet and kept

together in knot on back of head; snake coiled on

animaEs hind ejuarter. Wheel-made body. Part of

hair, 1. arm, end of r. arm, 1 foreleg, r. hind leg.

end of tail, and most of snake missing; parts broken.

Red-brown clay; black core; reddish slip. Height

94-y-

i77f). B<»d\ ol statuette. cHindrical, hollow; \errical arms;

hfjrizontal shoulders. Lower part of body, arms, and

head missing Mueh damaged Height 28.0 K.8.949

1777. Statuette, as No. 478, trapezoid head; longer, rounded

beard; incised mouth with raised edges, indicating

lips; vaguely indicated eyes; marked eyebrow line;

modelled nose; black border at base. The back is

hollow. Top of helmet, ends of cheek-pieces, and

both arms missing. Light slip. Height 21 7 K 8. 94.9.

1778. Fragment of statuette, cylindrical, hollow. Height

21.5. K 8. 94.9.

1779. Chariot drawn by four horses with very short bodies;

straight necks; hogged manes; front-cover; head-

cover with plume: cheek-bands; yoke laid across necks

of horses which are yoked two and two; chariot is

low and of a flat type attached to the horses by means

of two poles In the chariot are three men, standing.

The r. one in front is the driver; he has straight-cut

beard and pellet ears; dressed in a pointed helmet

with t()p bent forwards; the I. one in front has a

pointed beard, and pellet nose, and is dressed in a

soft helmet with top bent backwards, and holds a

sword between body and I. arm; the man standing

behind the last described has pointed beard, pellet

ears, and is dressed m a turban; on 1 shoulder, frag-

ment of a strap which indicates that he has been

holding a sword, now missing. The group stands on

a base-tablet. Parts missing and broken. Brown clay

light slip, rather effaced. Length 23.5. L 9. 92.8.

1780. Chariot drawn by four horses, similar to No 1715;

horses with pellet eyes; incised mouth; pierced nost-

rils; plain head-co\er, hogged mane; nose-bands;

cheek-bands; crossed front-bands; noses of horses

joined together by cross reins. Across horses’ necks

IS laid a yoke which is attached to the poles of chariot.

Body of chariot low and fiat, provided with tw'o small,

roughly modelled, disc-shaped wheels with projecting

hubs. In the chariot three figures are standing; the

r. one in front is the driver; both arms outstretched

holding the reins; dressed in a soft cap with a band

round head, the 1. one in front is a warrior; dressed in a

soft cap with band round head; he might have held

a bow in his now missing arms; the man at back

is dressed in a pointed helmet with top bent back,

and holding a circular shield defending the front

man. The group stands on a roughly rectangular

base tablet. Parts missing and broken. Hand-made.
Brown day; light slip, mostly effaced. Length 23.0.

L9. 928.

1781 - 798.

C harlot drawn b\ four horses with short, narrow
b>dies; peg-shaped legs with roughly marked hoofs;

long, free hanging tails; tall, wide necks straight in

front
; modelled, open mouths; pierced nostrils; glob-

ular, prominent eyes; blinkers; plain head-covers;

hogged manes; nose-bands; cheek-bands; inner r.

and 1. horses are provided with crossed front-bands;

the outer r. and 1. horses have single front-band;

the front-band of the outer 1. horse decorated with

a sun and crescent ornament in relief. All the four
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horses are provided with front-co\ ers and breast-

bands, which are placed rather hiirh up on necks.

A \oke is laid across necks of the horses, to this the

poles are attached. Body of charK)t rounded in

front; rounded bottom resting on the axle and on

an erect support; wheels are hi^h, provided with

seven spokes and modelled, projectint^ hubs. In the

chariot are three men, standin^n Tne r. one is the

driver; outstretched arms; larf^c, pinched nose, pellet

ears; short, rounded beard; dressed in a soft helmet

with top bent back and upturned cheek-pieces The
1. one IS a warrior; pinched nose; pointed beard;

dressed m tall, straight helmet with knobbed top and

hanging cheek-pieces; carrying circular shield with

a central spike on his 1 side, strap over I. shoulder

in which a now missing sword has been hanging.

The third figure is a warrior; pinched nose; pellet

ears; pointed beard, dressed in helmet of the same

shape as the driver, carrying circular shield with

central spike on his 1 side; 1 hand grasping handle

of a sword. He jumps into the chariot with the hand

grasping the back of the chariot, and his r. leg raised

with the r. foot resting on the chariot. Roughly rect-

angular tablet. Hand-made. Parts missing and broken

Light-brown clay, light slip. Length 27 5. L 9. 92 8.

17S2. Chariot drawn by four horses, with cylindrical bodies,

thick, peg-shaped legs; short, freely hanging tails;

very narrow heads without modelled eyes; incised

mouths; head-cover with erect plume; head-cover

joined to neck-cover; front-cover decorated with

a strap and tassel; cheek-band.^'. Chariot, as No.

1781. but lower, with two large, circular wheels

provided with painted spokes and projecting hubs

It IS divided into two parts separated by a l()w rail

which ends with a loop-shaped support at the back

of chariot. In the chariot are two figures, standing

The r. one is the driver, pinched nose; pointed beard;

dressed in conical helmet with hanging cheek-pieces.

end:3 of cheek-pieccs rolled up; outstretched arms

The r. figure is a warrior of the same type as the dri\er

but cheek-pieces on helmet. At the back of the driver

is a circular shield. Hand-made. Roughly rectangular

base tablet. Parts miNMng and broken. Brown clay,

when thick, with black core; light slip, nearly

effaced. Length 26 o. L 9. 92.8.

1783. Fragment of chariot. L 9. 92. 8.

1784. Statuette with concave, tubular body; somewhat

bulging breast, slightly concave, horizontal shoulder^,

concave neck; oval head, short beard, marked by

ridge on chin
;
modelled mouth with closed lips; pro-

minent cheeks; leiif-shaped eyes with raiseil lids and

plain iris which might have been painted; marked

evebrows; straight forehead; large, roughly modelled

ears; soft helmet with top bent hack and upturned

cheek-pieces; both arms bent over breast, 1. arm

holding goat; r. arm holding goblet; undigitated

hands. Face and bodv painted red, lids black; ins

left white. Lower body wheel-made; surface cut

with knife giving the Imp^e^^lo^ of stonewoik. face

pr(jbal>Iv numlded iind reworked. Bodv and head

broken into pieces Light-brown clay; light slip

Height 43 3. L 12 94 7

178s. Statuette, as No 487; short, rounded beard Broken

neck; lower part of r arm missing. Slip parth turned

red Height 19 O. L 12. 94*7

1786. bragment of feet. Height 9 f). L 12. 94 7 -

17S7 Statuette, as No. 1032. hair added t(» the moulded

head, arms holding eiuadruped on breast, helmet

with straight, closed spike. Body, face, and beard

painted red, hair black; black vertical lines on helmet;

black border at base Height 304. L 12 94-7

17S8. Fragment of a statue, only preserved up to the breast;

cvlindncal body, vertical arms with nujdelled fingers,

dressed in a chiton with short sleeves, overfold with

ridged folds and side-fiaps; plain girdle, two black

hands painted around base. Wheel-made. Back-

hole. The arms were attached bv pins through pierced

holes Red-brown clav , dark core: light slip Height

(>3.7. Li2. 94 7 -

17S9 Bull statuette with thin, short body: tall, solid legs,

forelegs with marked knees and modelled ht)ofs;

nmmed hole at brisket and a small pierced hole

below that, broad, curved neck with wide brisket,

vigorously modelled head, vvith cur\ed horns; ears

standing straight out; circular, prominent eves with

a central, incised dat; incised, curved evebrows,

nose with incised lines round nostrils; widely open

mouth, bind *>1 I ear. 1 shoLikler, and tail missing,

parts broken. Brick-red clay; dark-brown slip. Hand-

made. Length 295 L 12. 94 -7 -

1790. Statuette, as No. abu. binger. triangular beard, 'bop

of helmet d.imaged Height 25.1. L 12 947

1791. Statuette, as No 57 Height 25 3 L 12. 94 7

1792. Statuette, as No. 79, with goatee, nearlv hoii/ontal

shoulders. Red clav and slip. Height i<j 8. L 11 “12.

7 -

1793. Statuette, as No 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Height 21.4 Lii— 12. 947

1794. Statuette, as No 79 'I'op of helmet damaged Red

eJav and slip. Height 20 5 L ii— 12 94 7

I79>. Statuette, as No. 79: without traces of colour Height

2<j.5. Lii— 12. 94-7

179b. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made b.>d\ , sloping

shoulders; concave neck, trapeznid head, straight-cut

heard, wide, incised mouth with roughh modelled

lips; nose with narrow ridge and curved end. painted,

almond-sh.iped eyes; marked evehrov\>; roughly

modelled ears; slightlv raised, plain hair on back

of head and spiral curls in front; sloping forehead;

head covered by a soft cap with three band-', vertical

arms, hands with fingers; dressed in a chiton with

painted, horizontal girdle of two bands and sleeves

marked hv painted transverse lines on aims; mantle

draped i>vcr both shoulders. Hair, eves, and beard
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painted black, ears red, border of mantle, girdle

of chiton, border of its slee\es, and nails of fingers

are black. Back-hole. Brown-red clay, partly black

core; light-brown slip Height 46,8. L 12. 94-7-

1797. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made bidy, bulging

breast, slightly conca\e neck; thick, sloping shoulders;

ovoid head with hole on top; rounded beard of med-

ium size; incised mouth with roughly shaped lips,

straight nose of medium size, prominent eyes; marked

eyebrow lines; plain ears, slightly raised, plain hair

on back of head; bands round head; painted border

of red dots between red lines across breast, below

shoulders, indicates chiton. Back-hole. R. arm and

base broken. Bnck-red, gritty clay; black core. Height

40 o. L 12. 94.7.

1798 Statuette, as Xo. 477. Top of helmet missing. Height

186. L 12. 94 7.

1799. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Xose missing.

Red clay and slip. Height 22 8. L 12. 94.7.

1800. Statuette, as Xo. 338. Height 27.5. Lii. 94.7-

1801. Statuette, as Xo. 478; trapezoid head; short, triangular

beard, helmet with top bent back and upturned

cheek-pieces. Traces of colour on body. Reddish

slip. Height 24.3. Lii— 12. 94-7-

1802. Statuette, as Xo. 79; rather tall helmet. Black border

at base. Height 23.7. L 12. 94.7.

1803 Statuette, as Xo. 137, triangular, rounded beard,

modelled eyes; raised eyebrow lines; helmet with

top bent forwards Base chipped. Height 21.7.

Li2. 94.7.

1804. Statuette, as Xo 1425, but with ends of cheek-pieces

rolled up, Xeck and r arm broken; one finijer of

r, hand, two fingers of 1, hand, and spike of helmet

missing. Height 4.8,0, L12, 94,7,

1805 Statuette, as Xo, 1133; flattened breast; incised

mouth with roughly modelled lips; nose with thick

end and nostrils; hands with fingers; chiton with

modelled sleeves, girdle, and ridged folds below

girdle. Hair, beard, and moustache (only traces pre-

served) painted black, traces of black border round

base. Slip burnt slightly red Fingers of r, hand

broken; fingers of 1, hand missing. Height 55.8,

Li2, 947,
1806. Statuette, as Xo, 269: shoulders nearly honzonral,

j

longer, rounded, narrow beard. Height 21.2. L 12.

94 -
1807. Statuette, as Xo. 218; longer, rounded beard. Xose

damaged. Height 20.7. L 12. 94.7.

1808. Statuette, as Xo. 269; square head; very short beard.

Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 23.5. L 12. 94.7.

1809. Statuette, as Xo. 47S; trapezoid head, short, rounded

beard; helmet with top bent back and upturned

cheek-pieces. Traces of colour. Light slip. Height

19.6,

L 12 94.7.

1810. Statuette, as Xo, 218, longer, rounded beard. Traces

of colour on body. Red-brown clay . light slip. Height

22.3, Lii— 12. 94.7.

1811. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. Slip

mostlv turned red Height 21.5. I, 12. 94*7*

1812. Statuette, as Xo. 79: longer, rounded beard. Black

border at base. Height 20.6. Lii. 94.7.

1813. Statuette, as Xo. 233; rectangular head. Xeck broken.

Height 17.0. L 12. 94.7-

1S14 Statuette, as Xo. 79; long, triangular, rounded beard.

Slip mostly turned red. Height 20.0. L 12. 94,7.

1S15. Statuette, as Xo. 1S04; slightly sloping shoulders;

straight forehead; hair painted dark; bulging back;

hands with modelled thumbs, L. arm broken; end

of cheek-pieces missing Slip much effaced. Height

57.4, L 12. 94.7-

1816. Legs and feet with modelled toes attached to plinth;

feet isolmear. Height 21.2. L 12. 94.7.

1817. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. Height

21 .7. L 12. 94.7.

1818. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Height 20.1. K—Liz. 94.7.

1819. Statuette, as Xo, 73; short, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; light slip. Height 19.0. L 12. g4'7.

1820. Statuette, incomplete, with tubular, wheel-made

body; flat breast; almost horizontal shoulders; dressed

in a chiton with an incised border along the neck,

shoulders, and arms; painted with angular orna-

ments, bordered by grey-blue stripes and rectangular,

grey-blue fields, bordered by black and red lines.

Lower part of body painted red; traces of red

are still visible on the arms. The statuette is wheel-

made and hand-made, provided with back-hole.

Head missing. R hand and part of base broken.

Brown-red, gritty clay; light slip. Fleight 63 4. L 12.

94-7-

1821. Statuette with tubular body; almost horizontal

shoulders; concave neck; ovoid head; short beard;

roughly modelled, incised mouth; nose with curved,

broad tip; without nostrils; almond-shaped eyes

with marked eyebrow lines; roughly modelled ears;

sloping forehead; modelled helmet with broken top

and upturned cheek-pieces; wig-shaped hair; vertical

arms; hands wirh modelled fingers. On back, below

neck, is a pointed projection. The statuette is dressed

in a chiton with incised borders along neck, shoulders,

and arms; along the sides yellow lines bordered by

red lines; a red, rather effaced line along the incised

border, and a red border at the base. The nude

parts of the statue are painted red; the eyes have

been painted; now' effaced. The statuette is modelled

and wheel-made and provided with back-hole. L’pper

part of head and helmet missing; four fingers of 1.

hand broken. Clrey-rcd, gritty clay, grey slip. Height

66.7. L 12. 94.7.

1822. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. Height

20.1 . Liz. 94.7.

1823. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; slightlv

sloping shoulders; vertical arms; undigitated hands;

concave neck; trapezoid head; rounded, triangular
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beard; incised mouth %\ith raised edjjes; straight,

rather thin nose, with nostrils; slightly prominent

eyes; indicated, curved e\ebrow lines, pellet ears;

slightly sloping forehead, hair falling in a plain,

raised mass on back of head; double band round

head; back-hole and hole on top of head. Traces

of red paint on face and black paint on beard Height

40.2. L 12. 94.7.

1824 - 2139.

Statuette with body (No. 2139) splaying towards

base; spindle-shaped section through lower body

and more c\lindncal through upper body; battened

breast; horizontal shoulders; concave neck; rather

trapezoid head (No. 1824); short, rounded beard

marked by spiral impressions; slightly smiling mouth
with modelled lips; convex nose with thin ndge and

nostrils; prominent cheeks; prominent eyes, marked

eyebrow lines; roughly modelled ears with double

earrings; rather straight forehead; hair is visible in

front below the helmet as a strip marked by circular

impressions, and falling in a compact mass on back

of head; soft helmet with upturned cheek-peices

and top bent back. The statuette is dressed in a

chiton with short sleeves; plain o\crfold with side-

flaps; incised and ridged, curved folds below the plain

girdle; plain mantle thrown o\er 1. shoulder, passing

behind, along, and below r arm, crossing the breast,

passing again the 1 shoulder, and hanging down

the back The beard, and hair are painted black.

Wheel-made up to the waist and provided with back-

hole, the head and the lower parts of the arms are

made separately Part of base, lower part of arms,

and top of helmet missing; head broken at neck,

and body across waist and below same. Brown,

gritty cla\
.
light or light-brown shp, nearly effaced.

Height 56.0. Shoulder width 174. Base width 196.

Waist width 9.0. Breast diam. 6.5. Neck height

4.0, Neck 4 S Head height 9.7. Head length S.8.

Head width 8.2. K—L 12. 94.7.

1825. Statuette, as No. 168, vaguely modelled eyes; short,

triangular beard Both cars damaged, r. arm missing.

Height 22.2. L 12 94.7.

1826. Statuette, as No. 79; Iong«.r, rounded beard Top of

helmet and nose damaged. Brick-red clay; light

slip. Height 22.2 I. 12. 94.7.

1827. Statuette, as No, 79; longer, rounded beard. Slip

mostly turned red. Height 23.3. L 12. 94.7*

1828. Statuette, as No 79; longer, rounded beard. Top of

helmet chipped. Light-brown shp. Height 21.7.

L 1 2
. 94 7

1829. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 23.5. L 12, 94 7-

1830. Statuette, as No 73; short, rounded heard. Imd

of I arm missing Red-brown clay; reddish slip.

Height 23.4. L 12 94 7

1831. Statuette, as No. 73, short, rounded beard. Red

clay and slip. Height 23.9. L 12. 94-7*

1832. Statuette, as No. 79; straight-cut beard, narro\s

.

conical helmet. Height 20.4. I. 12. 947.

1833. Statuette, as No. 124. He-ight 23.5. L 12. 94.7.

1834. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, straight-cut beard

Red-brow'n clay, light slip. Height 21.7. L 12 (14 7

1835. Statuette, as No. 79. but of smaller type. Slip parth

turned reel Height 14.4. L—M 12. 94.7

1836. Head. See No. 1202. K 12. 947.

1837. Statuette, as No 79, longer, rouneieei beard. .Slip

mostly turned red. Height 21.0. K12. 94.7.

1838. Statuette, as No. 79 Height 20.2. K 12. 94 7

1839. Statue'tte with tubular, wheel-made and hand-made

body; straight breast, sloping shoulders; straight

neck, rather trapezoid head; chin with small beard

indicated; projecting pellet mouth; straight nose

of medium size, no marked eyes, plain pellet ears;

hair not indicated; sloping forehead; straight back

of head; hands with fingers. R ear and one finger

of both hands missing, top of helmet partK missing;

base and low'er parr of body broken. Brick-red clay;

light. Well preserved, slip. Height 37.7. K 12. 94.7.

1840. Statuette with bod> as No. 42; roughly modelled

ears; big no.se. long, straight-cut beard; soft, short

helmet with top bent back, straight shawl. Traces

of colour. Height 218. K 12. 94.7.

1841. Fragment of statuette, as No 1571. but with fillet

round head. Height 6 (>. K 12 102 3.

1842. Head of statuette wuh conca\e neck, face rather

triangular with rounded, triangular beard; incised

mouth with modelled bps and filtrum, short nose,

turned upwards, with nostrils and broad tip, leaf-

shaped eyes with lids in relief; arched ewebrow

lines, roughly modelled ears; conical helmet with

upturned cheek-pieces and top bent back; hair falling

in compact mass on back of head, traces of colours

on ins of 1 eye. R. cheek-piece and lop of helmet

missing. Height 240. K 12. 94.7.

1843. Fragment of a statuette. Head mi'^sing. K S 94.9

1844. Statuette, as No. 1043. d'races of colour (»n hack

of head. L. arm, parr of base, and fingers missing;

top of spike, neck, upper end of r arm. and base broken.

Height $6.0, K8 94.9.

1845 See No 17^3. K 8. 94.9.

1846. Low er part of statue, as No. i 565 . Low er part missmg.

Height c. 50.0. K 8 94 9

1847. Bodv of statue, o\al in section; plain base; sloping

shoulders; concave neck; vertical arms, only upper

arms preserv c d w 1th p'lerced holes for fi\ ing fore-

arms. Much damaged

.

head and forearms rnissing.

Height 75-O- K8. 94-0

1848. Lower part of st<itue. as No . 1565 Heu.rht 90.3.

K 0. 94.1).

1849. Body of statuette. c\ lindrieal: spla\ ed base ; \ertical

arms. Head missi ng. Height 1 4.(1. N 10. 93 2.

1850. Bronze tweezer, a?; No 2312 .i. Length 5. 2. N 10.

93 2-

1851. Statuette, as No. 79: 1 onger. triangular beard; less
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slopiniz shoulders. Black border at base. Red clay

and slip Base partly missiny. Height i6.o X g.

g3 c>

185a. Frairnient of a head with short, ct)nical helmet, made

separately. Height 6.5. X g. g3 o.

185^ Bull statuette with rouuhly ir.odelleel, narrow body,

freely hani^inu tail, neck with brisket; roughly mod-

elled head with curved horns; slobular e\es with

cur\ed, incised lines indicating eyebrows; nose with

markeel ndue; pierceei nostrils; incised mouth.

Hand-made. I'nds of horns, both ears, 1 . foreleg,

and I hind leg mi''Sing. Red-brown clay; reddish

slip. Height 15.7. K 8. 04. g.

iS^4 Statuette with tubular, wheel-made, broad bod\ ;

long, thin, \ertical arms without lingers; thick, cy-

lindrical neck; small, square head; separately modelled,

conical, pointed helmet: roughly modelled ears;

straight, long nose; pointed beard; incised, horizontal

mouth; no marked eyes. Back-hole, ^^hlte slip.

Both arms broken at upper ends, base not complete

Height 43.1. Ki2. 95.2.

1S55. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; slightly

sloping shoulders; nock narrowing upwards; o%oid.

rather rectangular head, breast and back somewhat

bulging; large, curved nose with nostrils; mouth

not marked, prominent e^e^; marked eyebrow*,

chin with pointed beard; sloping forehead; plain ears;

marked hair, helmet with hole on top and upturned

choek-pieccs ; \ertical arms; hands with modelled

fingers. Helmet and base broken; 1 . cheek-piece,

fingers of r. hand missing. Height 47.7. K 12. 04 2.

1856. Two legs of a bull statuette, almost cylindrical Length

25.3. Ki2. 94.2.

1857 Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. R. arm

missing. Brown slip, fleight 22.6. K ii— 12. 94.2.

1S58. Statuette, as Xu. 79; trapezoid head; nearly hori-

zontal shoulders. Height 22.0. Kii— 12. 942.

1S59 Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; splayed

base; sloping shoulders; tall, cylindrical neck; tra-

pezoid head; triangular, rounded beard; incised

mouth with raised edges, slightly curved nose; pro-

minent eyeballs; pellet ears; conical helmet; \ertical

arms with modelled fingers, dressed in a chiton with

short sleeves. Red-brown clay and slip. Lower part

of left arm and two fingers of right hand missing.

Broken at neck and across body. Height 54 o K 12.

94.2.

i860 Statue in two halves; lower body with plain base;

elliptical in section with collar at the upper end tt)r

keeping upper part of statue in place; upper body

with bulging breast, vertical arms; sloping, broad

shoulders, concave neek; small, ovoid head; triangular,

rounded beard; incised mouth with raised lips* rather

thin nose, with nostrils; tip curved upwards, leaf-

shaped eves with raised evehds; large, roughly shaped

cars; hair fiilhng in compact mass on back of head;

two spiral curls on forehead, C()nical helmet with upturn-

ed cheek-pieces and top bent back. The figure is appa-

rently dressed m girdled chiton; plain overfold w'ith

side-fiaps. plain girdle at waist. Lower arms and

top of helmet missing. Height 158.0. Shoulder

width 44.0. Base width 35.5. Waist width 33.7.

Breast dr.im. 26.5. Xeck height 7 5. Xeck width

10.5. Head height 17 5. Head width 12.3. Head

length 13.0. K 12. 94 2.

1S61. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard Height 22.2.

Ki2. 94.2.

1862. Statuette, as Xo. 21S; longer, triangular, rounded

beard. Black border at base. Top of helmet damaged.

Height 21.9. K 12. 94.2

1863. Statuette, as No 338, erect head. Height 18.7 K 12.

94.2.

1S64. Horse, similar to that of Xo 921. Height 14.7. K 12.

94 . 2 .

1865. Fragment of bull statuette with a narrow, short body;

straight legs. Tail, neck, and head missing. Genital

organs preserved. Vertical, black bands on legs.

Length 100. K 12. 94.2.

1866. Statue with cylindrical body; splayed base; sloping

shoulders: vertical arms; forearms attached sepa-

rately; hands with modelled fingers; concave neck;

rather triangular face; rounded beard; incised mouth

with modelled lips; straight nose with nostrils; full

cheeks; leaf-shaped eyes; lids m relief; rather straight

eyebrow lines; roughly modelled ears; hair falling

in compact mass on b.ick of head; beard, moustache,

and eyebrows painted black; back-hole. L’pper part

of head, fingers of hands missing. Much damaged.

Height 91.0. Shoulder width 32.0. Base width

24.0. Waist width 22.8. Breast diam. 19.5. Xeck

height 5.8. Xeck width 10.5. Head height (top

missing). Head width 135. Head length 15.S. Arms
length 27.0. Hands length (fingers missing). L—M 9.

04

1867. Statuette, as Xo. 92; rather long, triangular, rounded

beard. Hair, eyes, and beard are painted black; encircl-

ing lines on neck; lines along arms, transverse lines at

waist; black border at base; black, radiating lines

and encircling border on tympanon. Height 19.3.

M g. 94.0.

iSOS. Statuette, as Xo. 145; short, rounded beard. Height

21.4. Mg. 94-0.

1869. Statuette, as Xo. 1508. Intact. Red-brown clay;

light slip. Height 23.5. M 9. 94.0.

1S70. Statuette, as Xo. 106; long, pointed beard. R. side

damaged. Fleight 30 i. M 9. 94.0.

1871. Statuette, as Xo. 86; rather long, rounded beard;

both arms bant over breast holding quadruped.

Hair painted black; black lines along shoulders,

arms, and sides of body; transverse lines at waist;

red body and face. Height 20.0. M 9. 94.0.

1872. Statuette, as Xo. 1508; pellet mouth; short, triangular

beard. Intact. Height 22 9. M 9. 94.0.

1873. Amulet of black steatite representing a frontal Silenus
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mask with flat nose; larg^e, thick lips; striped full-

beard from ear to ear, pointed buck's ears; striped

hair, small projection for suspension. I^en^th 2.9.

Ml). 94.0.

1874. Statuette, as Xo 729. Hair, beard, and eyes painted

black; neck red; black lines on hands; black border

at base. Xo traces of colour. Height 22.4. M 9. 94.0.

1875. Statuette, as Xo. 1573. Height 23.6. M 9. 940.
1876. Statuette, as Xo. 145; short, round beard. Xo traces

of colour. Heijjht 20.3. M 9 94.0.

1877. Statuette, as X'o 53. Black lines on neck; horizontal

lines on shawl below neck; lines along shoulders

to elbows; band of ladder-pattern at waist; black

border at base. Heit'ht 198. M9 94.0.

1878 Statuette, ai, Xo 269 ;
short, triangular, rounded beard.

Red-brown slip; light slip. Height 27.5. M 9. 940.
1879. Statuette, as Xo. 570; longer, pointed beard. Waist,

lower body, and base broken; top of helmet, and end

of 1 . arm missing. Hand-made Red-brown clav;

dark core; light slip. Height 25.2. M 9. 94.0.

1880. Statuette, as Xo. 590; wedge-shaped head; short,

pointed beard. Broken neck. Reddi-^h slip. Height

27.1- M9 94 0-

1881. Statuette, as Xo. 124; longer, rounded beard. Reddish

slip. Height 28.4 M 9. 94.0.

1S82. Statuette, as X(u 79; without beard. R. arm and

waist broken. Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Height

24.0. -Mo. 94.0.

1883. Statuette, as Xo. 269; longer, triangular beard; upper

body heart-shaped, helmet with splayed top. Height

22.6. M9. 94.0.

18S4. Statuette, as Xo 73; short, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip. Height 25.2. Mg. 94.0.

1585. Statuette, as Xo. 170; rather square head; short,

straight-cut beard. Red helmet with black border,

black eyes, eyebrows, beard, moustache, and hair;

black line round neck, traces of colour on body;

black line round body slightly abo\e the base. Height

20.7. Mg. 94.0.

1586. Statuette, as Xo. 79; rather horizontal .shoulders;

short, conical helmet; longer, rounded, triangular

beard. Red-brown clay; red-brown .slip. Height

23.8. Mg. 94.0.

1887. Statuette, as Xo. 73, longer, triangular beard. Red-

brown clay; reddish slip Height 21.5. 9. 940.

1S88. Statuette, as Xo. 269; wedge-shaped head; upper

part of body heart-shaped; longer, triangular beard.

Height 26.0. M 9. 94.0.

1889. Statuette, as Xo. 73; longer, rounded beard. Height

22.5. M g. 94.0.

1890 Statuette, as Xo. 269. Height 231. Mg. 94.0.

1891. Statuette, as Xo. 269; short, triangular beard. Base

damaged. Red-brown cla\
;
light slip. Height 244.

-Mg. 94.0.

1892. Statuette, as Xo 218; longer, rounded beard Black

border round base. Reddish clay. Height 22.7.

-M 9. 94.0.

1893.

Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 21 3. Mg. 94.0.

1S94. Statuette, as Xo. 162. longer, triangular beard; longer,

straight, conical helmet; heart-shaped upper bod\

.

Red helmet with black herder, bl.ick eves, evehrows.

and beard; red ears; black lines round neck, traces

of red colour on breast, upper parts of arms green-

black with black border lines towards breast, black

vertical lines along lower part of arms with red

transverse lines; black transverse lines at waist Light

slip. Height 22.6. M 9. 94 o

1895. Statuette, as Xo, 26<;. Height 205. Mg. 940.

1896. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, triangular beard. Height

22.0. M 9. 94.0.

1897. Statuette, as Xo. 477, trapezoid head, triangular,

rounded beard, pellet mouth. R. arm missing. Height

25.0 M 9. 94 o.

1898. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Height 21. b. Mg 94. 0.

1899. Statuette, as Xo. 79, no traces of colour. Height

22.5. Mg. 94.0.

1900. Statuette, as Ne), 79; black border at base. 'Top of

helmet missing. Height 23.1. Mg 94.0

1901. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, triangular, rounded

beard. Height 23.1. Mg 940,

1902. Statuette, as No. 124, longer, triangular beard Height

26.3. M 9 94.0

1903. Statuette, as No 218; longer, rounded beard, roughh

shaped himation. Top of helmet damaged. Black

border at base. Height 20 2 M 9. 94.0

1904. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 19.2. Mg. 94.0.

1905. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, straight-cut beard.

Height 19 I. Mg 94 o.

1906. Statuette, as No. 79, black border at base. Red-

brown clay, red-brown slip Height 23 b. M 9. 94 o.

1907. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, roundeel beard. Brown

clay; light slip Height 23.4. M 9 94.0.

190S. Statuette, as No 79; \ery short, rounded beard. Nose

damaged. Reddish slip. Height 23 0 M 9. 94.0.

1909. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, triangular heard Black

border at base. Slip parth turned red-brown. Height

23.0 Mg. 94.0

1910. Statuette, as No. 79. No traces of colour. Height

248. Mg 94.0

1911. Statuette, as No. 73, short, rounded heard. Top of

helmet damaged Height 25 i. Mg 940
1912. Statuette, as No 124; longer, triangular, rounded

beard. Height 25.0. M 9. 94.0.

1913. Statuette, as No. 73; longer, rounded beard Height

22 4. M 9 94 o

1914 Statuette, as No. 79; straight-cut beard. Black border at

base. Top of he Imet missing. Height 21.0 Mg 94.0.

1915 Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded heard. Height

21.4. :M 9 94.0.

1916. Statuette, as No. 576; trapezoiel heael, narrow, straight-

cut, long hearel. r. arm \ertieal; 1 arm bent holeling

a sword below arm-hole; arms with undigitated

hands Lnel of sworel missing. 'Traces of colour.

Light slip Height 17. 8. M (g (14. c.
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1917. Statuette, as Xo. 218; longer, rounded beard. Black

border at base. Top of helmet damaged. Height

20 8. Mg. 94.0.

1918. Statuette, as Xo. 145. Top of helmet damaged.

Height 18 2. M 9. 94.0.

1919. Statuette, as Xo. 218; longer, rounded beard. Black

border at base. Height 21.3. Mg. 94.0.

1920. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, straight-cut beard. Height

19.8. M 9. 94.0.

1921. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, straight-cut beard.

Height 20.0. M 9. 94.0.

1922 Statuette, as Xo. 218; longer, rounded beard; marked
eyebrow lines. Black border at base. Height 19.8.

Mg. 94.0.
I

1923. Statuette, as Xo. 21S; triangular, rounded beard,
j

Black border at base. Height 21.6. Mg. 94.0.

1924. Statuette, as Xo. 218; longer, triangular, rounded

beard. Black border at base. Top of helmet damaged.

Height 24,7. M 9. 94.0.

1925. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, rounded beard. Height

22.0. M 9. 94.0.

1926. Statuette, as Xo. 474; wide, sloping shoulders; oval

head, incised mouth; short, pointed beard. Broken

neck. Brown clay; light slip. Height 22.8. Mg.
94.0.

1927. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, straight-cut beard. R.

arm and beard broken. Red-brown clay; light slip.

Height 25.5. M 9. 94.0.

1928. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Xo traces of colour. Height

21 o. M 9, 94.0.

1929. Statuette, as Xo. 218; longer, rounded beard. Top
of helmet damaged. Black border at base. Height

22.8. M 9. 94.0.

1930. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, rounded beard. Height

24.6. M 9. 94.0.

1931. Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Height 25.6. M 9. 94.0.

1932. .Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, straight-cut beard.

Height 21.5. M 9. 94.0.

1933- Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, triangular beard. Red '

clay and slip. Height 23.5. Mg. 94.0.

1934. .Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, rounded beard. Height

22.3. -Mg. 94.0.

1935. Statuette, as Xo. 79, Xo traces of colour. Height
!

23.0. M g. 94.0.
'

1936. Statuette, as Xo. 73; longer, rounded beard. Height

235. Mg. 94.0.
I

1937. Statuette, as Xo. 79. R, arm and upper part of head i

missing. Height 21.5. Mg. 94.0.
j

1938. Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, triangular, rounded '

beard. Top of helmet missing; 1. ear. r. arm, and neck ^

broken. Reddish slip. Height 20 7. M g. 94.0.

1939. Statuette, as Xo. 137; short, rounded beard. Top
i

of helmet broken. Height 19.9. M 9 94.0.
j

1940 Statuette, as Xo. 286; rounded outline of shawl;
'

short, rounded beard. Traces of black and red

vertical lines on helmet; traces of colour on head;
,

black and red curved lines on shawl; black transverse

lines at arms; traces of red vertical lines along sides

of body; black transverse lines at waist. Broken

neck; nose missing. Height 22.1. Mg. 94.0.

1941. Statuette, as Xo. 73; short, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay; light slip. Height 21.8. Mg, 94.0.

1942. Fragment of statuette, as Xo. 1571. Xo traces of

colour. Height 16.5. Mg. 940.

1943. Statuette, as Xo. 286; rounded outline of shawl.

Helmet painted red with black border line; red ears;

black eyes, eyebrows, moustache, beard, and hair;

alternating black and red, wedge-shaped lines and

bands on shawl; two black transverse lines at elbows;

band of black vertical lines from shawl to base;

black transverse lines at waist; black border at base.

Broken neck. Height 25.9. 9. 94.0.

1944. Statuette, as Xo. 867, Lower part of body missing.

Height 19.5. Mg. 94,0.

1945. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, straight-cut beard. Broken

at waist; end of 1. arm missing. Red-brown cla\
;

light slip, mostly turned red. Height 23 5. M 9. 94.0.

1946. Statuette, as Xo. 269; short, rounded beard; longer

helmet. Height 20.8. M 9. 94.0,

1947. Statuette, as Xo, 137; short, triangular beard; long,

concave helmet. Height 23.9. M 9, 94.0.

1948. Statuette, as Xo. 79. Xo traces of colour. Height

20.7, M 9, 94.0.

1949. Statuette, as Xo. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

X'ose missing; top of helmet damaged. Red clav

and slip. Height 20.2, M 9. 94.0

1950. Statuette, as Xo. 269; longer, triangular, rounded

beard; r. eye incised. Red-brown clay, light slip.

Height 25.5. Mg. 94.0.

1951. Statuette, as Xo. T092; square head; short, pointed

beard; concave helmet with closed spike. Red helmet,

face, and body; black eyebrows, lids, iris, and beard;

two black bands of ladder-pattern along sides of the

body. Light slip. Height 27.2. M 9. 94.0.

1952. Statuette, as Xo. 791 short, triangular, rounded beard.

Slip mostly turned red. Top of helmet missing.

Height 17.7. M 9. 94.0.

t953- Statuette, as Xo. 590; longer, rounded beard. Broken
at neck and waist; 1. arm and part of base missing.

Height 23.1. Mg. 94.0.

t934- Statuette, as Xo. 218; short, straight-cut beard. Slip

partly turned red. Height 23.8. Mg. 94.0.

1955- Statuette, as Xo. 79; longer, triangular beard. Light

slip. Height 23.2. Mg. 940.
1956. Statuette, as Xo. 124; longer, rounded beard. Xo

painted border at base. Height 240. Mg. 94.0.

1957- Statuette, as Xo. 79; very short beard Broken at

breast and waist; cracked on face; top of helmet
damaged; r. ear and r. arm missing. Brick-red clay;

light slip, mostly turned red. Height 23 i. iVI 9.

94,0.

1958. Statuette, as Xo. 79; oval head. Xo traces of colour.

Height 20.3. Mg. 94.0.
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1959. Statuette, as No. 79; longer, rounded beard. Broken

at middle and 1 . arm. R. arm missing. Height 24.2.

M 9. 94.0.

1960. Statuette, as No. 282. Helmet painted red with black

and green border; ears red, eyes and beard black;

red lattice work on breast; black, green, and red

lines on body. Height 27.9. M 9. 94.0.

1961. Statuette, as No. 269; sloping shoulders; trapezoid

head. Broken at waist. Slip partly turned led. Height

23.2. M9. 94.0.

1962. Statuette, as No. 79; short, straight-cut beard. Black

border at base. Slip partly turned red-brown Height

25.2. M9. 94.0.

1963. Statuette, as No. 79; short, rounded beard. Red-

brown clay, light slip. Height 24.7. M 9 94.0.

1964. Statuette, as No. 590. Broken at waist. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Height 19.6. M 9. 94.0.

1965. Statuette, as No. 166; arms without hands. Light

slip. Height 22.1. i\I 9. 94.0.

1966. Statuette, as No. 73; short, rounded beard. Broken

at both arms and waist. Red-brown clay; reddish

slip. Height 22.8. M 9. 94.0.

1967. Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard. Height 18.8.

M 9. 94.0,

1968. Statuette, as No. 79 Short helmet. Height 21.0.

IM 9. 94 -0 -

1969. Statuette with cylindrical body; splayed base; vertical,

concave arms with out-turned ends; trapezoid head;

short, soft helmet; two pellet nipples on breast. Brown

clay; light-brown slip. The slip varies from light-

brown to white or greyish. Height 20 8. M 9. 94.0.

1970. Statuette, as No. 79; short, rounded beard. L. arm

missing. Dark-brown clay. Height 23.2. M 9. 94.0.

1971. Fragment of a horse with narrow body; straight

legs. Tail, r. hind leg, neck, and head missing Length

10,5. Mg. 940.

1972. White Painted IV jug with raised base; oval body,

short neck, tapering upwards; handle from rim to

shoulder. Encircling lines round neck and body;

two conventionalized tree-ornaments on shoulder;

vertical lines crossed by two horizontal lines on handle.

Mouth and part of body missing. Height 21.2. M 9.

94.0.

1973. Plain White IV sack-shaped jug with fiat base; almost

cylindrical body; angular shoulder; short neck,

splaying upwards; handle from rim to shoulder;

handle missing. Height 11.7. Mg. 94.0.

1974. Bichrome IV jug with base-ring; oval body; slightly

convex neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to

shoulder. Encircling lines and bands around neck

and body; groups of framed, transverse lines on

I handles; concentric circles on shoulder. Height

20.7. M 9. 94.0.

1975. Body of statuette, cvlindncal, hollow; splayed base;

female pellet breast; 1. arm holding an object (pro-

bably a sword) below arm-hole. Head and r. arm

missing. Height 17.0. M 9 94 o.

1976. Body of statuette, cylindrical, splayed base; vertical

arms. R. arm and head missing. Height 15.0. AI 9.

94.0.

1977. Body of statuette, hollow, oval in section, plain base;

vertical arms. Much damaged; head missing. Height

52.0. M 9. 940.

1978. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; slightly

sloping shoulders; vertical arms; hands without

modelled fingers, almost cylindrical neck, rather

square head, triangular, rounded beard; mouth

indicated by projection; curved nose; full cheeks;

eyes slightly prominent, vaguely indicated, slightly

curv'ed eyebrows; large, roughly modelled ears;

slightly sloping forehead, conical helmet with upturned

cheek-pieces and top bent back. Traces of red colour

on helmet, ears, neck, and face; black colour on

beard, eyes, and hair. Top of helmet and lower

part of r. arm missing. Height 50.7. M 9. 94. 0-

1979. Fragment of a statuette; hollow body, oval in section.

Height c. 55.0 M 9. 94.0.

1980. Statuette, as No. 1805; more rounded beard; helmet

with modelled front, nose without nostrils; no marked

sleeves on chiton. Red and black lines on the upper

part of chiton; black bordered overfold; folds of chiton

and girdle coloured black; traces of black on eyes,

eyebrows, and helmet; no traces of painted mous-

tache; black border at base. Head and r. shoulder

broken; 1 . arm missing. Back-hole. Brick-red clay,

light slip. Height 51.3. L—Mg. 94.0.

1981. Statuette, as No. 79; triangular beard. Black border

at base. Broken at waist. Height 22.8. Mg. 940.

1982. Arm and hand of statuette Length 14.1. M 9. 94.0.

1983. Head of statuette, as that of No. 1302. Height 7.5.

M 9. 94.0.

1984. Statuette, as No. 218; longer, rounded beard, trap-

ezoid, rather ovoid head. Black border at base. Top
of helmet damaged; r. arm missing. Height 19.7.

Lg. 93 -0 -

1985. Statuette, as No. 79; short, rounded beard. Broken

at middle. Height 20.6. L 9. 93 o.

1986. Statuette, as No. 73, long, triangular, rounded beard;

undigitated hands, closed. Broken at neck and r.

arm; top of helmet damaged. Brown clay; light

slip. Height 20.9. L 9. 93.0.

1987. Statuette, as No. 168, short, triangular, rounded

beard. Reddish slip. Height 134 L 9. 93.0.

1988. Head. See No. 1754. L 9. 93.0.

1989. Statuette, as No. 590 Height 12.2. L 93 O-

1990. Disc of terracotta, probably used as base for a chariot.

Broken into seven pieces; small parts missing. Diam.

26.2—26.8. L 9. 93 o.

1991. Base tablet. See No. 1549. L 9. 93.0

1992. Statuette, as No. 79; long, rounded beard. Nose

and r. arm missing. Red-brown clav
;

light slip.

Height 21.0. N 8. 95 2.

1993 2378 - 2314.

Fragments of a chariot; wheels with eight spokes;
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metal mounting round felloe indicated, drawn by
I

tour horses with thin bodies; tall, wedge-shaped

necks; narrow htads with incised mouths; nostrils;

pellet exes and ears; long tails along 1. hind leg; front

coxer with tassels, head-coxer; strap of bridle. Parts

ot horses, drixers, and warriors missing. Length

25.5 X 8. 03.

a

1094. Statuette xxith cxlindncal, hollow, wheel-made body;

horizontal shoulders; conical head; short, triangular,

rounded beard, thin, prominent nose; pellet ears;

globular eyeballs; raised eyebrows; r. arm bent,

probably once holding object of which traces are

letr on bodx
,

1 arm probably xertical; long, straight

helmet. Beard, lips, and lids painted black, helmet

red L arm, loxxer part of body, and r. arm missing;

neck broken. Red-brown clay; light slip. Length

27.7 X 8. 95.2.

1995- Statuette of small goat of terracotta with cylindrical

body; short, straight legs; wedge-shaped head; tri-

angular horns. Two legs and part of r. hind leg missing.

Length 6.5. X 8. 93.2.

1996. Fragment of head with curved nose; oval eyes; marked

exebroxxs; pellet ears, incised mouth; helmet made
separately, loxver part of head and top of helmet

missing. Height 7 o. X 8. 93.2.

1997. vStatuette with tubular, wheel-made, flattened body;

horizontal shoulders, tall, concave neck, ovoid head;

incised mouth xxith thick lips; prominent cheeks,

nose missing (probably of a broad, negroid type);

lancet-shaped, narrow eyes; raised eyebrows, plain

ears; very sloping forehead; helmet of soft, cap-

shaped txpe With top bent hack; dressed in bandolier

mantle throxx'n oxer 1. shoulder. Small hole on back

ot neck, and behind ears. Lower part of body, beard,

r. arm, lower part of 1 arm, 1. ear, part of r car, end

of nose, and part of bandolier on back missing; neck

broken. Brown clax
,

light slip. Height 21.3 X8
93 2

1998. Chariot draxvn by four horsts; wheels xxith ii spokes;

mounted by one drixer and one xvarrior xvith shield;

helmet xVith check-pieces; heads of horses xxith mod-
elled exes, ears, manes; incised mouth and nostrils;

head-covers; cheek-bands; blinkers; front-covers pro-

X ided xxith tringtd borders and ornamented xxith sun

and crescent ornament. Length 31.5 L 10. 94.6.

1999. Fragment of chariot, .similar to No. 1998 L 10. 94.6

2000 Chariot draxvn by four horses xxith roughlv cylind-

rical bodies; legs xxith roughly modelled hoofs; long

necks; long tails; narrow heads xxith erect ears; incised

mouth and nostrils; plain head-coxer; front-coxer

xxith tassel, plain side-cover; the horses are yoked

two and two; the chariot, as that of Xo. 1715. In

the chariot are txvo figures, standing. The left one

IS the druer; modelled and painted heard, painted

eyes, soft helmet xxith upturned cheek-pieces. The
right one IS a xvarrior, xvith r. arm uplifted; 1. arm
holding circular shield xxith central boss; pointed

helmet xxith red border xxithout cheek-pieces; mod-

elled and painted beard; painted eyes; red pellet

ears. The bodies of both figures are painted blue

on upper part of body; loxver part red, indicating

dress. Behind the xxarrior on r outside of chariot,

a cjuixcr xxith arroxx s and a boxv is attached. Front

and side-coxer of horses painted blue and red on

x'elloxx ground; necks blue: painted eyes and blinkers.

The chariot is painted red; xx heels xxith red felloe

and blue hubs; blue paintings on back of coach body,

and at the loop-shaped support. Rems, top ot r.

hand of xxarrior missing. Length 20.5. L 12. 94-6

2001. Chariot draxxn by four horses xxith roughly cxlind-

ncal bodies; narroxv heads; roughly modelled eyes

and ears; no mouth; rather short, broad necks; head-

cox’er xxith tassel and cheek-bands; the yoke-poles

seem to be connected into one piece of twisted shape;

the reins indicated by thick ropes ot terracotta. The

coach-body is high, of the usual type. Hand-made.

Farts missing and broken. Length 25.5. K—L 8. 94.7.

2002. Statuette, as Xo. 1092; short, straight helmet xvith

hanging cheek-pieces. .A.rms, loxxer body, and part

of r. check-piece missing; body broken. Length

22 2. L 8. 94.6.

2003. Head of statuette, as that of Xo. 1092. Height 9.4.

L8. 94.6.

2004. Plain White IV large, deep, open boxxl, curx'ed out-

line; flat rim, one (probably txx'o) handles beloxv nm;
base and half part of boxvl missing. Diam 39.5

L 12. 97.1

.

2005. Plain White V jug. as Xo. 962. Height 7.2 M 12.

97.1.

2006. White Painted V jug xvith raised base; depressed ox'al

body. Decoration of pendant leaf-ornament. Broken,

neck and handle missing. Height 12.2. M 12. 97.1.

2007. Bichrome IV jug xvith raised base, oval body; short

neck, pinched mouth; handle from nm to shoulder.

Encircling lines and bands around rim, neck, and

body; detached, concentric circles on shoulder;

vertical lines crossed by group of transverse lines

on handle. Height 197 M 12. 97.1.

2008. White Painted IV small jug with base-ring; globular

body. Encircling lines on both tides of body, x’ertical

row of concentric circles in front. Xeck and part

of body missing Height 53. M 12. 97.1.

2009. Plain White \ sack-shaped jug, as Xo. 49. Height

7.3 M 12. 95.6.

2010. Head, as that of Xo. izyg, but with pellet mouth.

Height 5.5. M 13. 93.4.

2011. Arm, holloxv, and hand xvith modelled fingers; a

peg at upper end pierced by a hole for fixing it to

upper arm. P'mgers missing. Length 30.0. J 8. 96.8.

2012. Statuette, as Xo. 79. short, triangular, rounded beard.

L. arm and r. car missing; head broken at neck.

Brick-red clay; red slip. Length 15.3. J 8 96.8.

2013. Fragment of a conical helmet. Height 13.0. J 8. 96 8.

2014. Statuette, as Xo. 79; less sloping shoulders. Xeck
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broken; top of helmet chipped. Red clay; red slip.

Height ig 5. J 8. 96 8

2015. Statuette, as No. 79, very short, rounded beard. Head
and neck broken. Brick-red clay: littht slip. Hemht
20.0. J 8. 96.8.

2016. Statuette, as No. 79. very short, rounded beard.

Waist and arms broken. Brick-red clay, red slip.

Length 20.3. J 8. 96.8.

2017. Statuette, as No. 79, very short, rounded beard

Heuzht 20 7. J 8. 96 8

2018. Statuette, as No. 79. Broken at middle. Height

241. J8. 96.S

201Q Statuette, as No. 138; rectangular head; longer,

rounded beard, tuo cro.ssed bands in relief on breast.

Face much damaged. Red-hro\\n clay, red slip.

Height 12.9. J 8. 96.8.

2020. Statuette, as No 7<), horizontal shoulders, very short

beard. Black border at base. Height 14.4. J 8.

96.8.

2021. Fragment of a head, rather trapezoid; short, rounded

beard, smilmg mouth with modelled bps: curved

nose, almond-shaped eyes with lids in relief; slightly

sloping forehead. Head-cover and back of head

missing. Height 16.5. J 8. 96 8.

2022. Amulet m shape of a Bes tigure of white faience paste

with yellow and blue glaze, pierced by a transverse

hole through the top. Height 28. K 8 96.8.

2023. Mace-head of basalt with a hole bored from both

sides; ribbed body with rmg-shaped edges around

hole. Diam. 9.7. L 10. 91.4 (At altar).

2024. Globular bead of steatite, pierced by a central hole.

Length i.i. L 10. 91.4 (At altar)

2025. Plain White IV miniature amphonskos. as No. 1188

One handle missing. Height 7,0 L 10. 91 4 (.At

altar).

2026. Fragments. See No 1563. L 10. 914 (At altar)

2027. Bull statuette with cylindrical body; marked back-

bone, legs hollow with splayed base, tail falling along

r. hind leg; genital organs, hole on buttock; wide,

cylindrical neck with marked brisket; triangular head

with curved horns, modelled ears, prominent eyes,

modelled nose with incised nostrils and open mouth;

two snakes coiling from forelegs along neck to head.

Lars and horns painted black; eyes decorated with

encircled black dot; two crossed lines across nose;

brisket and backbone black; on forehead dotted lo-

zenge with butterfly pattern; along neck bordered bands

of herringbone pattern; on forelegs vertical and hori-

zontal lines; along sides of body bands of chess-board

pattern framed by parallel lines from backbone to

neck; broad, black lines along backbone; traces ot

colour on snakes. Decoration much faded. Wheel-

made hodv, feet, and neck; hand-made head, two

oblong holes on each side of brisket, hnds of horns,

1. car, and parts of snakes mi.ssmg; broken in pieces

Brown clay; light-greemsh clay. Length 26.5. L 10.

91.4 (At altar).

2028 -- 2050.

Hull statuette with cvlindrical body, four cvhndrical,

hollow legs, long tail along r. hind leg; cvlindrical

neck with brisket, triangular head (No 2028) with

prominent lvcs, snakts m rehet along both fore-

legs and along neck; pellet ears; tubular m<:»uth.

Part of horns and snakes missing ILight 31.5. 1 . 10

90.1 (At altar).

2029. Bronze statuette of a male figure, standing with 1 .

leg adv'anced m front of r. leg; toes indicated by

incisions; cvlindrical, thin bf»dy. horizontal shoulders,

vertical arms with bent hands; oval head with sharp-

edged chin; broad, wide mouth; thick, rather short nose;

narrow, lancet-shaped eves with slightiv curved

evebrows in relief, pellet ears covered by a conical

helmet with wide, knobbed top; dressed in short

chiton ending at knees, slit up between leits; plain

girdle at waist. Height 9 5 L 10. 92.1 (At altar).

2030 Scarab of white steatite. Tv pe A 2— B2-—C'2. See*

Appendices I and II. Length 1.7 L 10. 92 i (At

altar).

203 I •• 236 1

.

Minotaur with cvlindrical. short animaPs btuiy;

cvlindrical legs tapering downwards; short. ftLclv

hanging tail; genital organs with a short skirt above

them, human body cvlindrical. marked navel, leiniile

breasts below arms, thin, uplifted arms with modelled

lingers; 1 hand holding snake coiling from head

down neck along hack of animal; rhomboid, roughlv

shaped head; short beard, incised mouth; roughlv

shaped bps. glohul.ir pellet evts ot “hsh evt." tvpv

and raised eyelids, pellet ears; ridged tvehrows;

pr«'‘jecting nose, short, sloping tnrehvad; pointed

helmet with I'land round its base Ikirtlv wheel-made.

R. arm. 1 . foreleg, tail, part of snake, parr of genital

organs, most of skirt, parts of hanel rounel helmet,

and base of r. hmd leg nussmg. manv parts ot --tatuetre

broken. Red-brown clay, redeli^h slip. Length 13 5

Height 32.3 L 10 90. 1 (At altar).

2032. Body of hull statuette with cyhnelncal legs Onlv

liack part preserved l.ength 129 L 10 90 t (At

altar).

2033 Body of hull statuette, fragment as No 2032 Length

18 2. 1 . 10 <>o.i (.At altar)

2034 Bull statuette with cvlineirical boely; haekbeme not

marked; hollow legs with splavtd base, tail along

I. hind leg; ne> genual organ*'; hole on buttock; cy-

lindrical neck with brisket, heael with euiveei horns;

large', prominent eves; pellet ears: cvlindrical. long

nose, snake curling from base ot 1 torelc'g up to

ne*ck. Bodv and legs painted black, eves marked

by black dot encircled bv large circles, black band,

encircling base of horns, nurges into a curved hand

on nose. Wheel-made. Hole on chest Lnd of nose,

horn.s, part <»f back, 1 hind leg. part ot snake, and

tail missing, r. foreleg and boely broken Light-

gre'c'n clay and slip . Length 24.0 L 10 ()o.i (At altar).
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2035. Snake’s head of terracotta. Height 5.7. L 10. 90.1.

(At altar).

2036. Bull statuette with cylindrical body; marked back-

bone; legs partly hollow, partly solid, tapering down-

wards. no genital organs; tail along r hind leg; hole

on buttock; long neck tapering upwards, with biisket;

narrow head with curved horns; prominent eyes

with marked eyebrows; narrow, cylindrical nose

with flat end, pierced by a hole. Feet and body,

probably nose and neck, wheel-made; two oblong

holes on each side of brisket. R. horn, end of 1 . horn,

both ears, r foreleg, and lower part of 1. foreleg missing;

broken. Brick-red clay; reddish slip. Length 39.2.

L 10. 90.1 (At altar).

2037 Bull statuette with cylindrical body; marked back-

bone; hole on buttock; solid, rather cylindrical legs;

brisket; neck flat in front; head with curved horns;

modelled cars; prominent eyes with incised iris,

incised mouth; nose with incised nostrils. Body is

wheel-made; the rest hand-made. Ends of horns,

end of 1 . ear, both forelegs, and tail missing; I. hind

leg broken. Brown clay; light slip. Length 20.0.

L 10. 90.1 (At altar).

2038. Bull's head and neck; cylindrical neck with brisket;

triangular head with prominent eyes; curved horns

and pellet ears. Mouth and I. ear missing. Height

15.2. L 10. 90.1 (At altar).

2039. Bull statuette with cylindrical body; hole on buttock;

tail along r. hind leg; cylindrical, hollow legs; neck

with marked brisket; Hat chest; head with curved

horns; prominent eyes. Wheel-made body; hand-

made head and horns, two oblong holes in front.

Most of head, r. horn, end of 1 . ear, and r. foreleg

missing. Parts broken. Length 21.6. L 10. 90.1 (At

altar).

2040. Fragment of a bull statuette with narrow, triangular

head; curved horns; erect, plain ears; globular, pro-

minent eyes; marked eyebrows; incised mouth; pierced

nostrils; licking tongue; curved neck; brisket; cy-

lindrical legs with base-ring. Body and legs wheel-

made; two narrow holes in front. R. horn, end of

1. horn, end of r. foreleg, hind part of body missing;

r. foreleg broken Length 16.8. L 10. 90.1 (At altar).

2041. Bull statuette with cylindrical body, hollow legs

with splayed base; tail along 1. hind leg; hole on

buttock, rather short, cvlindncal neck; head with

curved horns; small pellet eyes, roughly modelled ears;

long, cylindrical nose with incised, open mouth;

pierced nostrils; tongue licking nostrils Wheel-made

body, feet, neck, and nose; two circular holes on

chest; two pierced holes below cars. End of 1 horn

missing; neck and legs broken. Red-brown clay;

grey core; light slip. Length 29.5 L 10. 90.1 (At

altar)

2042. Black Slip III jug with base-ring: squat body; slightly

concave neck, splavmg upwards, pinched rim; handle

from nm to shoulder. Careless, vertical, groov'ed

lines on body; three encircling, grooved, horizontal

lines round shoulder. Height 11.6. L 10. 90.1 (At

altar).

I

2043 + 2052. Bull statuette with cylindrical body; cylindrical,

! hollow legs; long tail along r. hind leg; genital organs;

cylindrical neck with brisket; triangular head (No.

2052) with prominent eyes; snakes in relief along

both forelegs and along neck; pellet ears. Horns,

mouth, and part of snakes missing. Height 32 3.

L 10. 90.1 (.\t altar).

2044. Minotaur with cylindrical animal’s body; short legs

tapering downwards; male genital organs; female

breasts; arms uplifted; long neck, ovoid head with

neck-line sharply defined; short beard; incised mouth;

,

straight nose; globular, projecting eyes; pellet ears;

sloping forehead; hair in plain plaits falling down

the neck. Wheel-made body. Part of hair, r. arm,

end of 1. arm, r. foreleg (restored), 1. back leg, part

of tail missing; legs and body broken. Red-brown

clay; light slip. Length 22 5. Height 24.0. L 10

90.1 (At altar).

^ 2045. Bull’s head, similar to that of Xo. 2038. Height

12.2. L 10. 90 I (At altar)

2046. Bull statuette with cylindrical body; marked back-

bone; cylmdiical legs with tapering base; tail along

r. hind leg. no genital organs; hole on buttock; cy-

lindrical neck; triangular head with curved horns;

open, cylindrical nose; short, small ears; prominent

eyeballs; raised eyebrows; snakes in relief coiling up

1

forelegs and neck. Black horns. Body and nose

j
wheel-made; head hand-made. R. horn, top of 1 .

1 horn, part of r. ear, part of tail, and most of the snakes

missing; broken neck. Brown-red clay; light slip.

Length 31 8. L 10. 90.1 (At altar).

I

2047 — 2051.

,
Bull statuette with cylindrical body; marked back-

j

bone; hole on buttock; tail along r. hind leg; cylind-

I

rical, hollow legs with splayed base; genital organs;

' curved neck with brisket; head (No. 2051) with flat

front and long, curved horns; upturned, plain ears;

I

globular, prominent eyes; raised eyebrows; funnel-

1 shaped nose. Framed rectangles along sides of body

filled with lattice lozenges; bands of parallel, oblique

lines along legs; base of legs painted black; horns,

, ears, and nose black; triangle of double lines m front;

eyes with black ins encircled by fringed lines suggesting

ciliary hair. Wheel-made body and nose; small parts

of head hand-made as horns, ears, etc.; two narrow

holes on chest. Ends of horns, end of 1 . ear, and end

of 1 . foreleg missing; parts broken. Red-brown clay;

light shp. l.ength 25 3. I. 10. 90.1 (At altar).

2048. Bull statuette with cylindrical body; marked back-

bone; cylindrical legs with splayed base; tail along

r. hind leg; genital organs modelled; hole on buttock;

cylindrical neck; brisket; head with long, curved

horns; modelled eyeballs and lids; hmg, narrow,
I cylindrical nose. Black painted ins; semicircular,
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fringed line suggesting ciliary hair; triangle of double

lines in front, top of horns and nose painted black;

band of large lattice lozenges bordered by three lines

along side of body; bands of framed, parallel zigzag

lines along neck and legs. Bod\ \\ heel-made; head

hand-made; two narrow holes on chest. End of r.

horn, part of r. ear, part of neck, part of backbone,

part of sides of body, 1 hind leg, and baseofr.hind

leg missing; broken. Grey, rather grey-brown clay;

grey slip. Length 46.0. L 10. go.i (At altar).

2049. Bull statuette with cylindrical body; marked back-

bone; projections on neck, cylindrical legs with splayed

base; tail along r. hind leg, genital organs; hole on

buttock; neck with brisket; triangular, rather tra-

pezoid head with curved horns; short, erect, plain

ears; narrow eyeballs; raised, lozenge-shaped lids;

mouth m shape of an open, circular spout, nostrils

indicated by a horizontal nb in the diameter of spout

and a vertical rib from the upper part of mouth to

the horizontal nb; tongue licking 1 nostril. Painted

squares with central dots on body; black band along

tail and backbone; tremulous lines on sides of neck;

black ears, horns, and front; black lines along legs

with a black border at base; lids and eyes black;

black band round nose; framed latticed lozenge on

forehead. Body and legs wheel-made; head hand-

made; two narrow holes on chest. L foreleg missing;

head, neck, body, and legs broken. Brown clay;

light slip. Length 33.0. L 10. 90.1 (At altar).

2050. See No, 2028. L 10. 90.1 (At altar).

2051. Bull’s head. See No. 2047. Height 194 L 10.

90.1 (At altar).

2052. Head of bull. See No. 2043. L 10 90 i (At altar).

2053. Head of statuette, rather trapezoid; narrow, rounded

chin; modelled lips; nose with thick tip: leaf-shaped

eyes; lids in relief; roughly shaped ears, head covered

with soft cap wound by single band. Part ot r. side

missing. Height 144. K 8 94-7-

2054. Statuette, as No. 227; rounded, narrow beard. R.

ear missing. Slip mostly turned red. Height 14.7.

Kii. 94.7

2055. Plain White V shallow bowl with iiat base; plain run;

horizontal handle at rim. Diam 80. I 10. loi o.

2056. Plain White l\—V jug with raised base; ovoid body.

Broken. Handle and neck missing. Height 26.0.

I 10. lOI ,i .

2057. Scarab of faience, Type A4—B2—C4. See Appen-

dices I and II. Length 1.2 I 12. 100.2.

2058. Scarab of blue paste, Type A3-4—B4—C3-4.

On base sphinx surrounded by meaningless signs.

See Appendices I and 11. Length 1,7. h 10. 96.5.

2059. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—'B4—C4. See

Appendices I and 11. Length 1.5 J 11 94. 8.

2060 Scaraboid of white paste. See Appendices I and II.

Length 0.95 H 12. 94 3-

2061. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B3 C4 See

Appendices I and 11. Length 1.3. H 12. 94-3
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2062 Scarab of green glass. See Appendices I and 11.

Length II. H 12. 94.3.

2063 Amulet of a Hurus eye of white faience paste with

blue glaze preserved, a hole pierced lengthwise.

Length 18. H 12. 94 3-

2064. Scarab of white paste, Type A3—Bz—C2. See

Appendices I and II. Length 14. I 10 94-3.

2065. Scarab of white steatite. Type A5—B4—C4. See

Appendices I and 11. Length 1.7. H ii. 94-3

2066. Scarab of white paste. Type A3—B2—C3. See -\p-

pendices I and IL Length 12. H ii. 94 3

2067. Scarab of white paste, Type A5—B3—C4 See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.45. H ii. 94 3-

2068. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard,

shorter helmet. Height 14.3. J 10. In No. 2069

2069 - 2087.

Statue with body of elliptical section, somewhat

convex breast; sloping shoulders, ovoid head; short,

triangular, rounded beard; short, straight mouth

with roughly shaped lips; thin, straight nose, promi-

nent eyes; ridged eyebrows; roughly modelled ears;

sloping forehead; hair falling down the neck in a

compact mass; the helmet, which is made out of the

same piece as head, is provided with straight, hollow

spike; rectangular, naked feet with sandals, tied by

strap passing between great toe and next and around

ankle, from v\here another strap passes below the

heel; left foot advanced; thin, vertical arms with

bracelets of terracotta d'he statue is dressed in a

plain chiton with short sleeves. It is hand-made,

m two halves, and rests on a base tahkt, the lower

part (No. 2087) has an opening in front, 15 cm.

in height, from which the Let are sticking out; the

feet are separately put on the base tablet and end

as open cylinders, 17 cm. high, inside the lower

half; the lower half is provided with a collar, 12.5

9 5, intended to receive the upper part
,
the lower arms

were separately attached by means of pegs inserted

in holes at the end of the upper part 'hop of helmet,

fingers, and part of base missing, base and lower

body broken Bnck-red, hard clay, light-brown,

rather dark-grey slip. Height 113.8. Shoulder width

26.0. Base width 290. Waist vsidth 214. Breast

diam. 146. Neck height 6.4 Neck vwdth 100.

Head height ii 7. Head length 128. Head width

12.5. Arms length 40.0. Hands length (missing).

Feet length 12.0. J 10. 96.7

2070. Fragment t)f body of minotaur (?), cylindrical, hollow

Height 26.0. J 10. 96.7.

2071. Head, oval in shape; pointed chin; smiling, protruding

mouth with parted lips, prominent cheeks, big,

projecting, straight nose; almond-shaped, prominent

ewes, raised evebrow lines, roughly modelled ears;

single earring at top and double spiral-shaped ear-

rings at lower end of ear; sloping forehead; short,

vvig-shaped hair; soft, conical helmet with upturned

cheek-pieces and top bent back with hanging, tasseled
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str^ip '^rr.iccs of black colour on hair Hand-made

Top of helmet and upper earnntrs missing Brown
cla\

, black-urey core Hemhr 16.2. Lenuth <; 5.

Width 1 1 8. J 10. g6.7.

2072. Feet S«.e No. 2075. J lO gh 6.

2073 Statuette with c\lindrical, solid bt)d\
;
spla>ed base,

oval head; short, rounded head; lone, straight helmet

with splayed top. Red-brown cla\ , lieht slip Heieht

183. J—K 10. 95.4.

2074. Fragment of minotaur statuette with cylindrical

bod\
;
c\lindncal lees; hind lees tapenny downwards;

forelees with plain feet; human et^nital organs below

a plain, short skirt. Wheel-made body and legs.

Lpper part of human body, parts of animaFs body,

part of 1 foreleg, and end of tail missing; legs and

body broken. Brown clay, light slip. Length 432.

Height 3g.5. J 10. g6 7.

2075. Statue w'lth isolinear feet, attached to a b<;se tablet,

flat body, m two halves; the lower part with a collar

at the upper enei for keeping upper part in place,

bulging breast; sloping shoulders; r. arm vertical;

1 arm bent up and hand with bent fingers probably

having held a sacrificial knife; cylindrical neck;

broad, trapezoid head; sc^uare-cut beard, the plaits

indicated by contiguous, vertical bands of incised

chevrons: somewhat protruding mouth with slightly

smiling lips; nose with curved, broad tip; almond-

shaped eyes; eyelids in relief; curved e>ebrow lines;

rather straight, broad forehead, ears with earrings

of terracotta; hair covered b> a \eil falling along

neck towards shoulder and kept in place by twisted

band. Back-hole and hole on tup of head. The figure

IS dressed in long chiton of which the upper border

is marked by two incised lines and lower border by

a broad band with incisions of oblique lines and a

mangle m the middle. Above the chiton a short

mantle, thrown round both shoulders and I. arm,

falling along back, r. arm missing. Traces of red

and black painting on beard and mantle. Height

1740. Shoulder width 52.0 Base width 430. Waist

width 347. Breast diani.26.0. Neck height g.o Neck

width 13.0. Fiead height 25.0. Head width ig 5.

Head length 20.0. Arms length 84.0. Hands length

23.0. Feet length 23.5. J 10— ii. g6.6.

2076 .Statuette, as No. 1408; trape/oid head; probabK

pointed beard (now damaged). Traces of colour on

body. Light slip. Height 148. J ii 966
2077. L'pper part of statue. See No. 1028. J 10. 96.7.

2078. Statuette, as No. 7g; but with straight-cut beard.

Height 22 o. I 10. y6 6.

2079 - 2105

.

Statuette with tubular body of elliptical section,

splaying downwards; straight breast; sloping shoulders;

concave neck; o\oid head tNo 2079); no heard;

smiling mouth with modelled lips, straight nose

with nostrils; slightlv prominent eves, marked e\e-

brows; roughly modelled ears with double earrings;

sloping forehead; plain, raised hair falling down

the neck, tall, conical helmet without marked top;

vertical arms; dressed in girdled chiton with short

sleeves and overfold; ridged folds below girdle; plain

mantle thrown over breast and both shoulders. Hair

painted black. Whtel-made up to waist; the rest

hand-made. lower part of arms massing; neck broken

Brown clay, light slip, much effaced. Height 61.0.

J 10. g6.b

20S0 Statuette, as No. 79 No traces of colour. T<)p ol

helmet, part of base and arms missing. Height 18.4.

J 10. 96.6.

2081. Statuette, as No. 218. trapezoid head; short, rounded

beard. Lower part of body and lower part of arms

missing; broken below waist. Red-brown clay; red

slip. Height 19.0. J 10. 96.6.

2082. Head, as that of No. 269 Nose, r. ear, and top of

helmet missing. Height 4.7. J 10. g6.6.

2083. See No. 1693. J 10. 966.

2084. Statuette, as No. 251 .
slightly concave neck ot medium

size; incised mouth with raised edges; very long,

thin nose, hands with modelled fingers; raised, plain

hair on back ot head. Base, r. arm, top of helmet,

and ears missing. Head, neck, breast, back, upper

part of 1 arm broken. Red-brown gnttv clav ; slip

much effaced. Height 42.5. J9 96.6.

2085. Body of a statuette with plain base, tapering at waist;

sloping shoulders; back-hole, r. arm advanced; appears

to be dressed in a chiton with short sleeves. Height

21.5. J 9. 96.6.

2086. Forearm of terracotta, with a peg at the upper

end pierced by a hole for fitting it to upper arm; hand

with fingers. Length 38.8. J 9. 96.6.

2087 See No. 2069. J 9. 96 i

2088. .Statuerre with tubular, wheel-made body: bulging

breast: sloping shoulders; straight neck; oval head;

straight-cut beard, incised mouth with roughly

modelled lips; straight nose, prominent eyes, marked

eyebrow line; plain, raised hair on back of head;

sloping forehead; separately modelled helmet with

straight spike and hanging cheek-pieces with ends rolled

up; Vertical arma; hands with fingers; dressed in chiton

Without modelled sleeves, overfold; girdle; grooved

folds above girdle. Back-hole. End of r. cheek-pitce,

fingers of 1. hand, thumb and two fingers of r. hand,

and base partly missing; two fingers of 1. hand and
base broken. Brown-red clay; light slip, eliaced on
lower part. Height 57.8. J 9. 961.

2089. Hand of terracotta. Length 38 6. J 9. 96.1.

2090 Statuette, as No. 79. Height 224. J 9. 96.1.

2091. Statuette, as No. 79; long, pointed beard. Height

22.5. J9 96.1.

2092. Statuette, as No 477, narrow, ovoid head: pointed

heard. L. arm missing; neck and r arm broken.

Red-brown clay; light slip Height 18.7. J 9. 96.1.

2093 Statuette, as No. 1505; shorter, rounded beard;

helmet with straight spike without knob. Both arms,
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lower part of body, and base missing; head broken

at neck. Height 50.3 J 9. 96.1.

2094. Fragment of a horse statuette. Height 12.7. j 9.

96.1

.

2095. Bull statuette, as No. 884. Fnd of horns, r. ear, r

foreleg missing. Red-brown clay; gre\ -black core; light

slip, partly turned red. Length 128. J 9. 96.1.

2096. Body of statuette, cylindrical, hollow; splayed base;

bulging breast. Upper part missing. Height 17.0.

J 9 - 96.1.

2097. Statuette, as No. 269; short, rounded, narrow beard.

R. ear missing; neck, both arms, and lower pan

broken Height 23.4. J 9. 96.1.

2098. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Height 19.2. J 9. 96.1. I

2099. Fragment of head of statuette \Mth conical helmet

IMuch damaged. J9 96.1.

2100. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body of elliptical

section, flat breast; trapezoid head; fairly long,

rounded beard; smiling mouth with modelled lips,

straight nose with nostrils; prominent cheeks; pro-

minent eyes without marked eyebrows, somewhat

sloping forehead; roughly modelled ears with double

earrings; helmet with modelled border, upturned check-

pieces; soft top bent back; vertical arms; dressed

in a chiton with triangular opening in front and

short slee\es. Back-hole. Lower part of r. arm,

part of r. side at base missing; 1. cheek-piece broken.
;

Brown-red clay; light slip. Height 47.7. J 9. 96.1.
j

2101. IMinotaur with depressed cylindrical animal’s body;

legs tapering downwards; forelegs with plain ieet;
j

human body flattened, of concave outline; marked
1

navel; advanced, thin arms provided with undigitated

hands; trapezoid head; long beard; projecting mouth;

straight, prominent nose; leaf-shaped, prominent

eyes; marked eyebrow line; plain, oval ears; hand

round head; dressed in a tunic which is vaguely

marked in relief, reaching from neck to legs; two

snakes coiled from animal’s body up to head; two

other snakes coiled from animal’s body to shoulders.

Eyebrows, lids, ins, moustache painted black; mouth

red; traces of black colour on hind legs. Body and

legs w'heel-made; arms and head hand-made. Two
holes on top of head. Part ot beard, part of r. hand,

1. foreleg, parts of body, parts of snake, tail, and back

of body missing (most repaired in gypsum), arms,

legs, and body broken. Brown clay; black core,

light slip. Height 63.9. I 10. On No. 2102c.

2102 a, b, c.

Statue with r. foot advanced; rather rectangular feet

with modelled toes and roughly marked nails, marked

tibia and knees with semicircular incisions; tubular

upper legs; tall upper body with conca\e side^; some-

what bulging breast; slightly sloping shoulders;

concave neck; rather trapezoid head; long, sejuare

beard, composed of vertical, straight stripes with

circular incisions; the beard continues along the chins

up to hair, hair marked by a row ot circular impress-

ions below helmet, smilin<j, slmhtK open niouth;

painted moustache, almost straight nose with big

nostrils, roughh modelled. o\al ears, leat-shaped

e\es with raised lids, marked, almost straiedit e-\c-

brow's; sloping torehead; helmet in shape ot a soft

cap with upturned cheek-pieees anel back-turned

top w'lth tassels; vertical arms; a sword under 1. arm

hanging in a strap oscr 1 shoulder. The statue- is

dressed in a turiie with short slee-ve-s ending abo\c

knees, a girdle round waist with tassels hanLuni:

along r. side. 'Fhc huure stands on a se]uare base-

tablet. Hand-made, in two halves; the leL's separateh

pur in and attached to the cla\ ; the arms are separateh

put in and were probably attached by means of pegs

in pierced holes; the upper part of body is kept in

position by a collar pierced b\ three- holes on each

side corresponding to three holes at base of the upper

part; the sword is put separateh into a sejuare hole

in 1. arm-hole; two smaller holes on upper part ot

1 . arm for infru.sion of some other eeiuipment. Part

of back missing (restored in gypsum); hod> iind leLS

below knees broken. Light-brown c]a> ;
hght-brown

slip Jflcad (2102 h), upper body (2102 a), lower

body (2102 c). Height 177.7. Legs to knees 4S 0.

Legs to hip.s 86.5, Body to shoulder 1448. Waist

width 26.0. Shoulder width 41 5. Breast diam. 20 3

Neck height lo.o. Neck width 13 3. Head height

22.5. Head length 195. Heael width 18.b. .\rms

length 62.0 (to end of thumb). Hands length 12.2

(end of fingers missingh Feet length 24 3 I 10,

J 9, I— J 10. 96.6.

2103. Fragment of a helmet See No. 210b T 10 9(10

2104. Body, fragment, cvlindncal, hollow, spla\ed Ixi^e

Height 27.6. 1 10. 9b. o.

2105. See No. 2079. I 10 9b. b.

2106 — 2103.

Statue with tubular boel\, o\al in se-etion, pktin base,

slightly bulging breast, sloping shoulele-rs, vertical

arms; hands with fingers, conea\ e neck, trapezoiel

head, long, trape/oid heard with \enieal, straight

grooves; straight mouth with sharp-edgeei lips; painted

moustache, rather short, nearly stiaight nose with

large nostrils; roughly niodelle-el ears with earrings

of terracotta in the upper part at ear; leal -shape el

eyes with raiseel lids and painted ms. cur\e‘ei, raised

evebrows; the hair projects in a square mass on back

of head, two curls in front sticking out ot helmet,

conical helmet with upturneel check-pieces anel top

bent back. I'he statue- is elressed in a girdleel chiton

with short slee\es with borders in relict round neck

and along arms, plain overtold with siele-Haps. rielgeel

folds below the plain girdle. Ins, lids, e\e-brows,

beard, and moustache painted black. The statue

IS made in two hahes, both pro\ided with si.|eiare

back-hedes; the upper part is kept m position by

means of a raised collar on lower halt; the arms are

48
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separately put in. Lower part of hands, upper part

of 1. ear missing; Top of helmet, girdle, and some
folds of chiton restored in gypsum; body broken in

pieces. Red-brown clay; light slip. Height 187.0.

Base width 43.5. Shoulder width 49.5. Waist width

38.5. Breast diam. 25.0. Neck height 9.5. Neck
width 13.8. Head height 22.0. Head length 22.0.

Head width 1S.6. Arms length 53.0. I 9. 96.0.

2107. Scaraboid of white paste. See .Appendices I and II.

Length i 45. G ii. 97.1.

2108. Scaraboid of white paste. On base, some verv

effaced, hieroglyphic signs. See .Appendices I and
II. Length i.i. Gii. 97.1.

2109 Scaraboid of white paste. See .Appendices I and H.
Length 1.4. Gii. 97.1.

2110. Scarab of white paste. Type .A4—B3—C4. See

-Appendi.x H. Length 14. Gii. 97.1.

21 1 1. Scarab of black steatite. Type .A3—B2—C3. See

-Appendi.x I. Length i.o. Gii. 97.1.

2112. Ornamental seal of white paste in the shape of a flower.

See .Appendices I and H. Length 1.55. G 9. 97.1.

2113. Scarab of white steatite, Type .A5—B3—C4. Elvtra

marked by double line. See .Appendices I and II.

Length 1.4. Gii. 97.1.

2114. Scarab of white steatite. Type .A4—B4—C4. See
.Appendices I and II, Length 1.5. Gii. 97.0.

2115. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—Bi—C4. On base,

incised ibex; before it an oH\'e jar. See .Appendices

I and II. Length 1.4. G ii. 97.0.

2116. Scarab of white steatite. Type .A4—B3—C4. See
.Appendices I and II. Length i.i. G ii. 97.0.

2117. .Amulet of white paste representing Bes, standing.

Big head. Length 2.2. F 9 98.2.

2118. Scarab of white steatite. Type .A2—Bi—C2. See

.Appendices I and II. Length 1.5. G 12. 96.4.

2119. Scaraboid of white paste. See .Appendices I and II.

Length I 35. G 12, 96.4.

2120. Scarab of white steatite, Type .A5—B4—C4. On
base, ornament of symmetrically arranged beetles

and leaves. Length 1.5. G 12. 96.4.

2121. .Amulet of white faience paste in shape of a roughlv

made Horus eye, with a hole pierced lengthwise.

Length 1.7. G 12. 96.4.

2122. Scarab of white steatite, Type A3—B2—C3. See
.Appendices I and II. Length 1.8. G 12. 96.4.

2123. Flat scarab of blue steatite. Type A2—B3—C3.
The representation consists of a cult scene. In the

centre there is an altar or slaughtering table of a thick

stone supported by a truncated cone built of square

masonry. The altar is surmounted by four thin,

curied projections which might be two pair of horns

of consecration. Between them there is a bucranium.
To the right of the altar stands a woman dressed

in a long gown tightly girdled at waist and with very
wide, half length sleeves. The dress is decorated

half way down with a broad transverse border. She

IS approaching the altar with both hands lifted in

adoration. Between her hands she holds a little

spherical object, probably an offering. Three similar

balls and one oblong object are already placed round

the altar. To the right sits on a large, backed chair

another woman dressed in a similar w'ay playing

on a lyre with three strings. The base of the repre-

sentation is a hatched segment. See .Appendi.x II.

Length 1.4. F 9. 98.2.

2124. Scarab of white steatite. Type .A5—B3—C4. See

.Appendices I and II. Length 1.8. G 12. 96.4.

2125. Scarab of white paste, Type .A4—B3—C4. See

.Appendices I and II. Length 1.2. G ii. 97.1.

2126. Large scaraboid with com ex upper side. Represent-

ation of three boughs in a linear, geometrical style.

Probably unfinished. Much worn in all corners.

Length 1.8. G 12. 96.4.

2127. Scarab of white paste, Type .A5—B2—C4. On base,

the signs for "Strength" (wsr), “Favour" (hs) and

the Horus eye. See .Appendices I and II. Length

1.4. Gii. 97.1

.

2128. Scaraboid of white paste. See .Appendices I and II.

Length 1,4. G 12. 96.4.

2129. Scarab of white steatite. Type .A2—Bi

—

Cz. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.5, G 12, 96.4,

I

2130. Oval seal of white paste On upper side, lines radiating

from a central ring. See .Appendices I and II. Length

i

1.6. G 12. 96.4.

!
2131. Scarab of white steatite, Ttpe .A3—B2—C2. See

.Appendices I and II. Length 1.6. G 12. 96.4.

2132. Rectangular bead of black steatite, veined with green-

I

ish-yellow lines; hole through longitudinal axis.

I

Length i.o. G 12. In the sietes.

1

2133. Scarab of white steatite. Type .A2—Bi—C2. See

.Appendices I and II. Length 1.0. G 12. 96.4.

2134. Fragment of body of statuette, cylindrical, hollow;

splayed base; overfold of chiton with side-flaps;

j

girdle; ridged folds below. Upper part missing.

Height 38.0. I 9. 96.9.

2135 - Arm, hollow, with a peg at upper end pierced by a

hole for fixing it to upper arm; hand with modelled
fingers. Half of the fingers missing. Length 46.0.

I 9. 96.9-

2136. Feet with modelled toes; isolinear; lower part of legs

attached to a square plinth. L^pper end of legs joined
by a cross-piece. Height 18.0. I 9. 96.9.

2137* Statuette, as No. 251; eyes and eyebrows indicated;

arms in one piece with body. Height 45.0. I 9, 96.9.

2138. Body of statuette, cylindrical, hollowg splaved base.

Arms and head missing. Height 18.0. I 9. 96.9.

2139. Fragment of a statue. See No. 1824. I 9. 96.0.

2140. Head of a statue, rather triangular; lancet-shaped

ev'es with eyelids in relief; roughly shaped ears; straight

forehead; triple band round head. Beard, nose, part

of lids, band, and top of head missing. Height 17.0.

I 9 - 96.9

2141. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body, bulging
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breast; short, concave neck; trapezoid head; chm
with long, round beard; thin, concave nose without

nostrils; slightly prominent eyes; marked eyebrows;

straight forehead, hair falls in plain mass on back of

head; helmet with straight, hollow spike, tn one

piece with head; \ertical arms; undigitated hands.

Back-hole. Knd of lower body, I. arm, both ears

missing; r. arm broken Brick-red clay; reddish,

partly light slip. Height 30.0. J 9. 96.7.

2142. Statuette, as No. 79, short, triangular, rounded

beard. Nose damaged. Red-brown clay; light slip.

Height 27.0. J 9 96.7.

2143. Statuette, as No. 477; narrow, ovoid head; pointed

beard. Broken at waist. Reddish slip. Height 21.5.

J9. 96.7.

2144. Statuette, as No. 79; long, rounded beard. Height

18.8. J 9. 96.7.

2145. Arm, hollow, with peg at upper end pierced by a hole

for fixing it to upper arm; hand with modelled fingers.

Length 50.8. J 9 96.7.

2146. Hand with fingers, closed. Length 14.3. J 9. 96.7.

2147. Statuette, as No. 79; trapezoid head; very short,

straight-cut beard L. arm missing; r. arm and body

broken. Slip partly turned red. Height 24.5. J 10.

96.7.

2148. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Lower part of body, lower part of arms, nose, and

beard missing. Bnck-red clay; red slip. Height 13.2.

J 10. 96.7.

2149. Statuette, as No. 79; no traces of colour. Lower

part of body and arms missing. Height 20.6. J 10.

96 7 -

2150. Statuette, as No. 79. Height 15.4. J 10. 96.7.

2151. Statuette, as No. 73; trapezoid head; very short beard.

Red clay; slip partly turned red. Height 24.9. J 10.

96.7.

2152. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Nose missing. Broken at waist. Height 17.3. J 10. 96.7.

2153. Statuette, as No. 79; without beard. L. arm missing.

Bnck-red clay; black core; reddish slip. Height 16.0.

J 10. 96.7.

2154. Fragment of body, cylindrical, hollow; splayed base.

Height 28.7. J 10. 96.7.

2155. Statuette, as No. 79; short, triangular, rounded beard.

Lars missing. Red-brown clay; reddish slip. Height

19.9. J 10. 96.7.

2156. Hand with modelled fingers. Thumb missing. Length

18.5. J 10. 96.7.

2157. Fragments of a large terracotta body. J 9. 96.1.

2158. Fragment of arm, hollow; hand with modelled fingers,

only thumb preser\ed. Length 25.0. J 9. 961.

2159. Arm and hand with modelled fingers; small part of

body preserved; short sleeve of chiton indicated.

Length 18.0. J 9- 96.1.

2160. Body of statuette, rather bell-shaped; vertical arms;

head missing. Height 12.0. J 9. 96.1.

2161. Statue with tubular, narrow lower body; flattened.

broader upper body; straight shoulders, concave,

tall neck; rather trapezoid head; stout chin; \ery

prominent cheeks; smiling mouth with roughly

modelled, protruding lips: almond-shaped, prominent

eyes; ridged eyebrows; sloping forehead; roughly

modelled ears; hair falling on neck in plain, raised

mass with concav'e sides, veil over head; vertical

arms with closed hands. The statue is dressed in

a chiton with sleeves ending a little above elbow.

The lower part of body is wheel-made; upper part

of body and head hand-made. The statue is provided

with back-hole, and two small holes on back of neck.

Top and back of head, lower part of r. arm, front

of body, and part of lower body missing; broken

on r. side of face, and lower part of body. Red clay;

light slip. Height 70.5. Shoulder width 27.5. Breast

diam. 13.0. Neck height 6.3. Neck width 10.3.

Head height c. 14.0. Head width 13.7. Arms length

38.0. Hands length 15.0. I ii. 101.7.

2162. Fragment of a statuette, as No. 284; pointed, triangular

beard, helmet with hanging cheek-pieces and top

bent back; wig-shaped hair falling along sides of neck

Brown clay; dark core; light-brown slip. Height

8.5. In. joi .7.

2163. Head of statuette, as that of No. 42. no paintings.

Height 55. III. loi .7.

2164. Fragment of a bull statuette with strpighr, narrow-

body , neck with marked bri>kct; head with curved

horns; slightly prominent eyes; nose with open,

incised mouth; pierced nos nls. Lower part of legs,

part of hind quarters of body, part of tail, 1 horn,

end r. horn missing; neck broken. Red-brown clay,

light slip, partly effaced. Length 13.7. I ii. 101.7.

2165 - 2430.

Statuette with cylindrical, solid body; splayed base;

ovoid head; narrow, long, straight-cut be.ird; big

nose; r. arm bent over breast, I. arm vertical, he-lmet

with top bent back. Traces of colour. Neck broken;

light slip. Height 23.2. H 10. 101.3

2166. Coarse shallow cooking-pot with round base; rounded

outline; flattened, out-turned nm; vertical handles

below nm. Diam. 13.0. H 10. <^7 3

2167. Head of statuette, as that of No 1178; top of helmet

bent forwards. Height 14.9 I 10. 95. 9.

2168 Fragment of a minotaur statuette. I 10. 95.9

2169. Head of statuette, ovoid, with triangular chm; smiling,

protruding lips; full cheeks; rather short, straight

nose; almond-shaped, prominent eyes; sloping fore-

head; pellet ears; hair falling in raised mass of concave

outline along sides of neck; head covered by helmet

with knobbed top. An oblique, narrow piece on left

side missing. Height 18.5. Head height 11.5. Head

width 8.5. Head length 8.5. G 10. 102.5.

2170. Statuette with head covered by a mask of a bull's

head of the usual, triangular shape with prominent

eyes; pellet ears. Horns, arms, and lower part of figure

missing Height 19.5. G 10. 10 1.9.
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2171. Bichromo 1\' jui; with rjised base; o\al body; short,

cylindrical neck, pinched rim, handle from rim to

shoulder. Ilncircliny lines and bands around rim,

neck, and bod> ; frieze of concentric circles on shoulder;

framed zigzag line on handle. Height 16.9. G ii. Q7.5.

2172. Moulded female head of the Cretan type, with hair

hilling in contiguous, transeerse plaits on both sides

to shouklers. Black paint on hair. A peg at the lower

end tor fixing head inti> the bod\'. Height 6.2. G ii.

97 . 5 -

2173. Bichrome V jug with raised base; oval body. En-

circling lines and hands round body; three concentric

circles on shoulder, neck and handle missing. Height

15 7. H 12. 97.5.

2174. Scarab of white steatite, Type A2—B2—C2. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.4. F 11. 98.0.

2175. Scarab of white steatite. Type A2—Bi—C2. See

Appendices I and II. Length i 7. F ii. 98.0.

2176. Moulded terracotta head of Aphrodite statuette;

oval head; small, rounded chin; full lips; straight

nose; deeply set eyes, semi-lunar in shape; hair parted,

covered by plain diadem; earrings in ears. Height

6.0. G 7. 109.7.

2177. .Scarab of white paste, T>pe A4—B3—C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.5. F ii. 98.0.

2178. Scarab of white steatite. Type A5—B4—C4. On base

kneeling man with sun-disc above his head, wor-

shipping a cartouche containing a scroll-sign. Above

It, a double-feather. Length 1.65. N 13. 94.7.

2179. Scarab of white steatite. Type .^3—B2—C2. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.7. Fii. 98.0.

2180. Large, oral scaraboid of black steatite. .See Appendi.x

II. Length 2.0. Fit. 98.0.

2181. Scarab of blue steatite. Type .A.i. .See .Appendi.x II.

Length 1.8. Fit. 98. 2.

2182. .Scarab of white steatite, Type A3—Bz—C2. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.7. F 12. 97.9.

2183. .Scarab of black steatite, Type .A3

—

Bz—C3. On
base incision of Type I, representing a wolf or dog

walking to the right, with one Hying bird above his

back and other in front of his forelegs. One hind leg

and both forelegs damaged. See .Appendix II. Length

17, Fii. 97 I.

2184. .Scarab of grey steatite. Type A3—B2—C3. On base

incision of Type representing man standing be-

tween two trees. Length 1.4. H 13. 95.3.

2185. Amulet in shape of a Bes figure of white faience

paste with blue glaze. Head-dress missing. Height

1.7. H 13. 95,3.

2 1 86. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B2—C4. .See

Appendices I and II, Length 1.3. H 13. 95.3.

2187 .Scarali of grey steatite. Type A3—Bi—C3. On base

incision of Type V representing standing man. (Rest

of incision effaced ) Sec .Appendices I and II. Length

I ,3
H '3 95-3

2188. IjOtus bud of white paste; on upper side relief lines

Length 2.6. J 13. 95 o.

' 2189. Scarab of glass paste; much damaged; representation

entirely effaced. .See Appendi.x II, Length 1.5.

G 13. 96.9.

2190. Scarab of black steatite with the same shape and

incision as Xo. 21S4. Length 1.4. G 13. 96.9.

2191. Scarab of Type A2—Bz—C2. See .Appendix I.

Length 1.45. G 13. 96.9

2192. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B2—C4. See

i
Appendices 1 and II. Length 1.4. G 13. 91^.9.

j
2193. Scarab of black steatite, Type A3

—

Bz—C3. On base

incision of Type 1 . See Appendices I and II. Length

I

1.7. K 13 94 8.

' 2194. Small figure of Ptah-seker; faience. Height 1.8. I 13.

93.2.

' 2195 Scarab of white steatite, Type A3—B2—C2. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.7. G 13. 96.9.

2196. Hand of limestone with modelled fingers, holding

an apple. Length 7.3. J 6. 106.8.

2197. Limestone head, male, of Hellenistic type; features

worn off; flat cap on head. Height 9.0. I 6. 107.2.

2198. Fragment of a swung bronze handle of a rase with

flattened base plate; on the handle remains of a foot.

Length 40. H 6. 106.8.

i 2199. Fragment of head with smiling, protruding bps;

full cheeks; almond-shaped, prominent eyes; pro-

jecting, straight nose with nostrils. Height 11.5.

H 6, 106.8.

2200. Statuette, similar to X'o. 155; bell-shaped, hollow

body; ovoid head; soft, short helmet; on upper body

horizontal, black lines; on lower body \ertical, black

I and red lines. Light slip. Height 11.7. G 6. 104. i.

, 2201. Body, cylindrical; splayed base; vertical arms. Head

j

missing. Height ii.o. H 7. 98.7.

;

2202. Body, as Xo. 2201. Head missing. Height 17.3.

;

H7.' 987.

2203. Body, as Xo. 2201. Head missing. Height 12.7.

H7. 987.

2204. Statuette, as Xo. 79. L. ear missing. Height 17.0.

H7. 98.7.

; 2205. Fragment of a statuette, as Xo. 251; rather long,

I

pointed beard. Xose and lower part of body missing.

,
Height 14.7. G7. 97.7.

,
2206. Fragment of a bull statuette. Length 13.7. H 6.

102.5.

2207. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.3. F 13. 99.3.

2208. Scarab of white steatite, Type A4—B3—C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length 2.0. F g. 97.6,

2209. Scarab of white paste. Type A4

—

Bz—C4. On base

the cartouche of Men-kheper-re (Thotmes III).

See Appendices I and II. Length 1.4. F 9. 97.6.

2210. Bronze coin. Obvetsc: Head of Zeus Ammon looking

right. Reverse: Eagle standing on thunderbolt. Aluch
worn Seems to he of the same type as Xo. 2277.

Diam. 3.6. Weight 49.1. Js. 108.4.

2211. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B4—C4. Double
,

hreast-line. On base incised sphin.x wearing the
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crown of I^owcr P.4\pt. The sign for "Fa\our‘’

and the sun-disc abo\e its hack. Slc* Appendices
I and II. Length 1.35. JNj. 07.6.

2212. Scarab of white steatite. T\ne A4—B3—C4. See

Appendices I and 11 . Length i. 5 . i: p. 97.6.

2213. Scarab of white paste, T>pe A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices I and 11 . Length 1.25. L 10. 97.6.

2214. Scarab of white paste, d\pe A2—B2. See Appen-
dices I and 11 . Length 1.4 L 9. 96.5.

2215. Scarab of white steatite, Type Aa—Bi. On base

symmetneally arranged hierogKphs In the middle

a beetle and surrounding it signs for *‘Bcaut>”

and "Strength". See Appendices I and 11 . Length

1.7. K9. 96.3.

2216. Flat, oval scaraboid of lapis lazuli with a hole through

the longitudinal axis. Half of the lower part missing.

The representation is much damaged and not decipher-

able. Length 1.65. L 9. 96.5.

2217. Scarab of white paste, Type A5—B4—C4 See

Appendices I and 11 . Length 1 3. H 9. 96 5.

2218. Bronze com. Obztrse: Head in r. prohlc with Co-

rinthian helmet, probably Athena. R(.iiisc: inde-

cipherable. Diam 1.5 Weight 3.60. L 0 . iio.i.

2219. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B2—C4. On base

hieroglyphs, probably the signs for "King of Upper
and Lower Egypt". See Appendices I and 11 . Length

1,0. E 13. 101.5.

2220. Scaraboid of white paste See Appendix 11 . Length

I 3. D 10. 97.0

2221. Scarab of white steatite, Type A3—B2—C2. On base

the hieroglyphs for "King of Upper and Lower Lgypi”

(nsw-t bj-t). Below this is incised a beetle flanked by

two signs for “Truth*’ (maa-t), Length 1.65. D 9. 97.4.

2222. Scarab of white steatite. Type Aa—B2—Ua. Hatched,

encircling lines marking legs. Encircling ring. See

Appendices I and 11 , Length i 3. Dp. 974.
2223. Scarab of onyx, Type A3—Ba—U3. See Appen-

dices I and 11 . Length 1,7, O 10. 94.3.

2224. Scarab of white paste, T>pe A4—C4. See Appen-

dices I and 11 . Length 1.25. Dio. 1000.

2225. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—^C4 See Appen-

dices I and 11 . Length 1.55 N 7. 944.
2226 Scarab of white paste, T\pe A4—B2—U4. Repre-

sentation on base effaced; possibly a standing man
with a sign for "Life’’ behind him. Sec Appendices

I and H. Length 1,3 N 7. 94.0,

2227. Amulet of light-blue steatite in the shape of a very

primitive and geometrically car\ed head with \ ery

long neck: square eyes; two \ertical, incised lines

indicating nose; small projections indicating ears

and hair; no mouth. A hole pierced from ear to car

Length 3.2. O 10. 94.7.

2228. Scarab of white steatite. Type A5—B2—C4. Breast-

Iine and ehtra marked by double lines. On base

a cartouche with the name Men-kheper-re and on

either side a feather of "Truth" and an uraeiis. See

Appendices I and 11 . Length 2.1 Oio 947.
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2229.

Scarab of white steatite. Type A3—B2—C2 See

Appendices 1 and H Length i 7 li 8. 97.5.

2230 Scarab of white paste, dhpe A4— U4. On base king,

standing before the goddess Sekhmet. holding papyrus

sceptre. Set Appendices I and 11 Length 1.4

O 10 947.

2231. Scarab of black steatite, T>pe A2—B2—C2. Repre-

sentation etfeCed, See Appendix 11 . Length 1.55.

O 9 95.2

2232. Bobbin-shaped bead of cornelian with hole pierced

lengthwi.'-e Length i.f). (>9 95.2.

2233. Scarab of white steatite. Type A5—B3—C4 See

Appe-nelices I and H Length i 3. (>9. 95 2.

2234. Scarab of white- paste, d’spe A5—B4—U4. Drmble

breast-line. See Appendices I and II Length 1.55.

O 9. 95.0.

2235. Scarab of white paste. T\pc A4—B2—C4. On base

probably a figure of the godde&s of "Truth". See

Appendix L Length 1.2 L ii. 9S 7

2236. Scarab of white steatite, Type A4—B3—C4. See

Appendices I anei 11 Length 1.3. L 14 94.4

2237. Scarab of black steatite, 'l\pe A3—B2— U3. In-

scription on base e-ffaced. Length 1.2. O 9. 952
2238. Scarab of blue paste. 'Ihpe A4—B2 — U4 See Ap-

pendices I and 11 . Length 1.3. 09, 952
2239. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices 1 and 11 . Length 1.45 Uii. 91; 5.

2240. Scarab ot white pa.sie, T>pe A4 See Appendix I.

Length 13. C 1 1 . 99 5.

2241. Oblong l'e.;d of oinx with a hole pierced through

longitudinal axis. Length 37 P 10— ii. 94.8.

2242. .Scarab of white ‘.tcatiTe, Type A3—B2—C2. See

-Appendices I and II Length i.()5 P ii 94 ^

2243. Scarab of grcenn>h steatite, T\pe A3—B2—C3.

Incision of dhpe VL representing a minotaur figure

full lace and holelmg an upright staneiing lion in each

arm. Deep borings freejUe-ntly used. See Appendix

II Length 15. Pii. 948

2244. Scarab of wlute paste, d’s pe A4—B2— -U4 Double

breast-lme. Repre^sentation of a Uypru^te wild buck

With long, cure eel horn<. walking in protile .A eiot

behind aho\e- the back Rather worn, ^ee Appenelix

IL I.ength 1.2. Pii 948.

2245. a) I-'ragment of a globular bead ot white faience-

paste, pierced by a hole in the mielelle.

b) Fish astragalus Diam i .0 P 10. 948.

2246. a) Brun/e tweezer with capital-shape el top with

attached ring and straight pin with bent top; arms

splaying towards the hent-in catch Lower part of

one arm and pin missing Length 3.7.

b) Bronze tweezer, as No. 2246 a. but ring missing.

Intact. Length 3 o

c) Bronze tweezer, as No 227(1 b. Length 2 8.

d) Straight bronze pm with bent top Length 2.8.

P 10.

2247 Scarab of black steatite. T\ pe A3'-B2—U3 On base
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incised representation of a man with high cap standing

before a tree. Length 1.5. P 10. 94.6.

2248. Fragment of an iron tweezer P 10. 94.6.

2249. Amulet of steatite in shape of an oval, male head

(Silenus ') with tiat back; pointed beard; nose marked
in relief, hair and beard by incisions; pierced bv a

trans\erse hole at the place of the ears. Height 2.0.

P to 94.8.

2250. Scarab of black steatite. Type A3—B2—C3. On base

incision of Type representing a man m profile

with head bent forward; vivid gestures with the arms;

head bent forward; ithyphallic sexual organ. See

Appendix II. Length 1.5. P 10. 948.
2251. Bronze tweezer, as Xo. 2276 a. Intact. Length 3.2.

P 10. 94.8.

2252. Scarab of white steatite. Type A4—B3—C4. Double
elytra. .See .Appendices I and 11 . Length 1.3. Pio.
94.8.

2253. Bead of white faience paste, cylindrical, with a hole

pierced in the middle. Length 0.5. P 10. 94.8.

2254. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B2—C4. See

-Appendi.x 11 . Length i 75. P 10 94.8.

2255. Scarab of white paste. Type A5—B3—C4. Elytra

marked by double line. See Appendices I and II.

Length 1.4. P g. g8.o.

2256. Scarab of white steatite. Type .A4—B5 —C4. Double
breast-line See .Appendices I and 11 . Length 1.25.

P 10. 94.8.

2257. Scaraboid of grey steatite. On base two bucks with

long, curved horns; bodies indicated by round dots,

legs by straight lines. Rather clumsy incision. Length

1.5. Pit. 94.0.

2258. Scarab of white steatite, Type .A5—B4—C4. See

Appendices I and 11 , Length 1.4, P 9. 96.3.

2259. Scarab of white paste. Type .A3—B2—C4. On base

some meaningless signs. Length 1.4. P 10. 94.8.

2260. Scarab of white paste. Type .A4—B2—C4. Sec

-Appendices I and 11 . Length 1.25. P 10. 94.8.

2261 Scaraboid of white paste. On base inscribed signs

of which can be distinguished the word “Lord”
(nb). The rest damaged. -See Appendices I and 11 .

Length 1.35. Pio. 94.4.

2262. Scaraboid ot grey steatite. On base incision of Type
III. .See -Appendi.x II Length i.o. Pio. 94.4.

2263. Rectangular scaraboid of light-blue steatite with flat

sides. Representation of a quadruped, probablv

a Cypriote wild buck with curted, raised tail; lifted

head and horns parallel with the back. Worn. .See

.Appendix 11 . Length 1,2. Pio. 94.4.

2264. .Scarab of white paste. Type .A4—B3—C4. See

.Appendices I and 11 . Length 1.4, P 10. 94.4.

2265. Scarab of white paste. Type A3—B2—C3. See

.Appendices I and 11 . Length 1.45. P 10. 94.4.

2266. Closed bronze lamp with base-ring; long nozzle;

horizontal mouth; flat nm; profiled top with a cir-

cular hole in the centre; loop-handle, protided with

a curted, leaf-shaped projection. At base of handle

two small, vertical projections pierced by holes for

hanging the lamp. Length 11.5. If 5 . 1108.

2267 .Scarab of white paste, T\pe .A3-4—B2—C3-4.

See .Appendices I and 11 . Length 1.35. P 10 94.4.

2268. Scarab of glazed faience, much damaged. Length

1,4, Pio, 94,4

226g. Small, circular rincs of silver-lead, used as hair-

nngs or earrings. Diam. 0.9. P 10. 94.4.

2270 Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B3—C4. On base

the signs for the uraeus and the goddess of ’’Truth”

(Maat) can be seen. See Appendix I. Length 1.4.

Pio. 94.4.

2271. Scarab of blue paste Type A4—B2—C4. Signs

on base effaced. Length 1.6. Pio. 94.4.

2272 Scaraboid of white paste. See Appendices I and 11 .

Length 1.4. Pio. 944.

2273. Scarab of white paste, Type A2—Bi—C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length i.i. Pio. 94.4.

2274. Head of a female limestone sculpture with oval face;

mouth not modelled; straight nose; eves indicated

by depressions; hair by incised lines. The head is

crowned by a wreath and its back part is covered

by a flap of a mantle falling along sides of head. Mouth
and details of eyes were probably marked with colour;

the border of mantle decorated with red line. Height

8.2. E 5 . 108.0.

2275. Scarab of black steatite, Type A3—Ba—C3. On base

incision of Type I. See Appendix II. Length 1.3.

Pio. 94.4.

2276. Scarab of black steatite, Type A3—B2—C3. On base

incision of Type II, as Xo. 2706. Length 1.35. P 10.

94 4 -

2277. Bronze coin. Obverse: Head of Zeus Ammon in r.

profile. Reverse: eagle on thunderbolt, lotus flow’er

in front UTOJEMAIOY BJII.IEIUE (Ptole-

maeus Philometor). Diam. 3 7. Weight 49.50. E 5.

108. 1

.

2278. Scarab of white steatite, Type A3—B2—C2. See
Appendix 11 . Length 1.55. Pio. 94.4.

2279. Fragments of a bead of multicoloured glass. Pii.

94 4 -

2280. Cylindrical seal of light-blue steatite with contracted

waist pierced by a transverse hole. Representations

are carved on both the circular sides of the seal;

on one side, a lion in profile with large tail curved
o\er the back and head turned back; on the other

side, a head of a minotaur figure with a sun-disc

marked by a dot between the large, erect horns and
a wavy snake on each side of the head. See Appendix
11 . Length 1.3. P 9. 92.5.

2281. fragment of scarab of white paste, Type A3—B2. Signs

on base effaced. Length 1.4. P 9. 93.0.

2282 Globular, depressed bead of dark-green glass paste,

as Xo. 2552b. Diam. 1.2. Pii. 94.0.

2283. Bronze arrow-head w'ith pointed end; square in sec-

tion; long tang. Length 8.8. L 6. 104.3.

2284. Scarab of black steatite, Tvpe A3“—-62—03. base
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incision of Type I. See Appendix II. Length 1.45.

P 1 1
. 94 o.

2285. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.7. Pii. 94.0.

2286. Miniature tweezer of iron with cont e.x arms splaying

downwards; top ending in a pinched loop. Broken

into two pieces. Length 4.0. Pit. 94.0.

2287. Bronze coin. Obverse: Head of Augustus m right pro-

file. IMP CAESAR DIVI F AUGUSTUS. Rcicrse:

A victory with the palm twig in her left hand and

resting on her left shoulder; a wreath in the out-

stretched, right hand. COS OCT.-\V[Q DESIO].

(Augustus; 26 B. C )• Diam. 2.15. Weight 8.33.

H4. 109.7.

2288. Oblong bead of light-blue stone with white veins;

convex sides; a hole through longitudinal a.xis. I^ength

1.2. Pit. 940-

2289. Scaraboid of paste. On base are inscribed the signs

for beautiful (nfr). Length 1.05. Pit. 94.0

2290. Fragment of amulet in yellow-brown clay of the god

Bes. Height 3.2. Pro. 93.5.

2291. Scarab of black steatite, Type A3—B2—C3. On base

incision of Type 1 . See Appendices I and II. Length

1.7. P9. 93.3.

2292. Bronze tweezer with splaying arms; top ending in

a loop through which is passed a ring with a pointed

pin attached. Pin broken and not complete. Pro-

bably used for cleaning lamps. Length 4.15. P 9-

93 - 5 -

2293. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B3—C4. See

Appendices I and 11 . Length 1.4. P 10. 93.3.

2294. Fragment of amulet in brown faience representing

sitting cat (= mj-yv, emblem of the goddess Bastet).

Head missing Height 1.6. Q it. 94 4 -

2295. Roughly spherical bead of black stone with circular

incrustations of black-yellow paste, pierced by a

hole through centre. Diam. i 15. Q 10. 94.3.

2296. Oval scaraboid of black steatite with convex upper

side. The representation is carelessly carved and

purely linear; possibly a man sitting or walking in

r. profile holding a mace or a twig in his outstretched

1 . hand. Length 1.25. Q 10. 94.3.

2297. Amulet of black steatite in the shape of a bearded

Silenus head; a hole through upper end. Details

are worn out. Length 1.9. Qii. 94 '4 -

2298. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B3—C4. See
|

Appendices I and II. Length 1.4. Q it. 948-

2299. Scarab of black steatite, Type .^3—B2—C3. On base

incision of Type II, as No 2706. Length i.i. Q 10.
|

94 4 -
!

2300. Scarab()id of dark-blue steatite ^^'uh slightly convex
|

upper side. On base incision of Type I\ . See Ap-

pendix 11 . Length 1.5. Q 10. 04 4 -

2301. Scarab of \\hite paste. Type A4—^B2 C4. See

Appendices I and II Length 1.5 Q 10. 04 -4 -

2302 Scarab of white paste, Type A2 See Appendices

I and 11 . Length i 4. 0 lo. 94.4.

2303. Scarab of white steatite, Type A2—B2—C2. See

Appendices I and IL Lenc'th 1.45. Q 10. 944 -

2304. Three fluted beads of gre\ish taiencc, and two pierced

shells. Diam. i.i. Q 10 94-4

2305. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B2—C4. On base

much effaced signs of which can be distinguished

a Wza-t eve See Appendices I and IL Length i 3 -

Q 10. 94.4.

2306. Scarab of white paste, T>pe A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices 1 and IL Length i.H. Qii. 94 -4 -

2307. Bead of multicoloured glass, as No 2521 Length.

1 .7. E 4. 107 2-

2308. Scarab of paste, T\pe A4—Bi. See Appendices

I and 11 . Length i 55. Q 10. 93 5.

2309. Fragment of scarab of white paste Q ii. 93-5

2310. Scarab of green stone, d'ype A3—B2—C3. On base

incision of Type VL See Appendix IL Length

1.5. Q 10. 93.5.

2311. Scarab of glazed faience. Type A4—B’—C4. See

Appendices I and 1

1

. Length 1.5. Q ii. 93 - 5 '

2312. a) Bronze tweezer with capital-shaped top. spUning

arms; bent-in catch. Length 3.5.

b) Pin with bent top. Length 48. Q ir. 93.5.

2313. Bronze fibula with arc-shaped, beaded bow, straight

pm with loop-shaped spring. Length 6.4. Q 10.

98.7.

2314. Horse statuette. See No. 1993 - I- 97-7

2315. Bull statuette with barrel- shaped bod\ . \ery short,

solid legs; short tad; no genital organs; small hole

on buttock; short neck with brisket; head with cur\ed

horns; short nose with nostrils and mouth indicated

bv incised holes; pellet eyes; pellet ears, band round

neck. Traces of black colour on 1 . hind hg. Body

wheel-made; head and feet hand-made. R. ear, ends

of both horns, most of band round neck, r. foreleg,

r. hind leg. parts of body and buttock missing; body

and I- hind leg broken. Red-brown, rather grey-red

clay; light slip partly turned red, much effaced. Length

19.0. L 6. 98 7.

2316. Statuette with trumpet-shaped, hollow body; Battened

breast; female pellet breast; concave neck; square

head; broad chm with rounded heard: mouth with

painted lips; conve.x nose with thick end; painted

eves and lids; ridgeei eeehrows; large, plain ears,

no forehead; hair indicated by painted stripes hanging

on head; arms uplifted; snake curling along back of

figure and projecting above 1 . shoulder. Black lines

round upper end of arms and neck indicating chiton,

girdle of hatched triangles, framed by broad lines

on back of waist (effaced in front). Wheel-made

body. Hole on top of head. Upper part of both

arms missing, head broken at neck. Light-brown

clay; light slip. Height 36.2. L 6. 98.7.

2317. Cylindrical body of bull statuette with cylindrical

legs; knees marked on forelegs. Neck and head missing.

Length 167. L 6 97*7—98.7
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231S 232M 2331) 2357 23()S.

Bull statuette, as No 2046, c\lindrical bedv (No

2357I ^Mth raii^L-d backbone, tubular le^s (2329

2339 2368). hi-ad (231S) without raised eyebrows.

Knd of nose, horns, part of snakes, part of 1. side

(restored in <rypsum) anel r foreleg, missinu; parts

broken. Length 27. S. L 6. 97.7—987.

2319 Bull statuette with short, narrow bod\ , stral^ht leLiS,

freely hanging tail, neek with brisket, triangular

head; preeminent e\es, inciseel mouth; pellet ears

Horns, 1 . ear, r hind lei:, anei part of 1 . foreleg missing.

Height 14.7 L f). 977 —9^.7.

2320 Minotaur with cvlindncal human and animal bodies;

tail on hind eiuarte-rs, large male and temale genital

organs; female pellet breasts, rhonahoid, roughly shaped

head; pellet ears anel mouth; cur\ eel nose; no marked

eyes; ridgeei ewebrows on rudimentary forehead;

arms probably uplifted (now missing). Wheel-made

and hanel-made. Both arms and end of tail miss-

ing, parts broken. Red-brown clay; light-brown

slip Length 17.5. L 6. 97.7—98.7.

2321 . Statuette with tubular body; genital orgtn as a Hermes;

uplifted arms, globular elepressed heael, roughl\

shaped; round, triangular beard, incised mouth;

big, somewhat conca\e nose; large, globular eyes

with raised eyebrows; rough ears. Both amis missing

Red-brown clay; light slip Length 330. L 6. 97.7

—98.7.

2322 Bull statuette with cylindrical body , cylindrical legs,

long tad along r hind leg; straight, rather cxlindncal

neck; c\lmdrical head; pellet evirs; cur\ed horns

Top of horns and mouth mis: mg. Height 25.C. 1 H>.

97.7—

98.7.

2323 Head of bull statuette; trapezoid, ending in a tubulcr

nose with projecting tongue, prominent e\es; pellet

ears; curveel horns Top of horns missing. Length

19.0. L6. 97.7—98.7.

2324 Arm belonging to No. 2344. Length 1S.9. Lh
07-7—9S. 7.

2325 Bull statuette with ewlindncal, short body; rather

triangular head; prominent, lancet-shaped eyes w.th

raised lids; roughly modelleel nose, incised mouth
with incised nostrils and tongue licking L nostril;

wide brisket, band in relief round neck decorated

with oval mountings in ixluf; incised, longitudinal

line. Body wheel-made; head hand-made. Horns,

forelegs, and hind part of body mis^ng. Brown
clay, light, paitly red-burnt slip. Length ii.i. L 6.

97.7—

'98. 7.

2326. Fragment f)f bulbs body, c\lmdrical; longitudinal

ridge along back. Ntck, liead, and legs missing.

Length 27.2. L 6. 97.7—98.7.

2327 2365.

Fragment of a bull statuette with c>lindrical bodv

(No. 2365), cylindrical Ugs (No. 2327). Length

255. L 6. 97 - 7
—

2328. Leg, see No. 2340. L 6. 97.7—98 7.

2329 See No 2318. L 6. 97.7

—

9^-7

2330 Fragment of a bull statuette. Length 20.0. Iv 6.

97-7—98 7-

2331. Fragment of a throne (') with preserved figure of

a sphinx with thin, cylindrical body; moulded head,

oval in shape: narrow, rounded chin; full, parted

lips; straight nose; semi-lunar eyes with lids in relief;

ridged, slightly curved brows; slightly sloping fore-

head; rather large ears; hair falling in a compact

mass on back of htad and along sides of neck; head

covered by crown of L’pper Egypt. Length 15.7.

L6. 97-7—98.7-

2332 - 3360.

Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body, rather

horizontal shoulders; short, concave neck; oval head

(No, 2332). with tendencies to be square; short,

rounded beard; incised mouth with roughly modelled

lips; somewhat curved nose without nostrils; pro-

minent. lancet-shaped eyes; thick, raised eyebrows,

roughly modelled ears; sloping forehead, helmet

with closed spike and upturned cheek-pieces, both

ending with a strap and tied on back of head. L.

arm, most of r. arm, 1. chcek-piece missing; breast

broken. Brown clay; light slip. Height 39.6. L 6.

07 7—yS 7 -

2333. Sec Xo. 1524. K6, 97,7—98.7.

2334. Hand with modelled fingers; only thumb preserved.

Length 17.3. L6 977—987.

2335. Head, almost square in shape, broad chin; incised

mouth; stout nose with thick tip; pellet eyes; sharply

defined brow lines; broad, short, slightly sloping

forehead; roughly shaped ears; flat top of head with

raised edge in front, indicating band. Red, coarse

clay. Height 65. L 6. 97.7—98.7

2336. Statuette with hollow, trumpet-shaped body; triangular

head, no beard; incised pellet mouth; pellet eyes,

marked eyebrows; helmet made separately with top

bent back, pierced by a hole; figurine holding a lyrein

his arms. Part of lyre missing; nose and r. ear damaged.

Light slip. Height 146. L 6. 97.7—98.7.

2337. Body of statuette: cylindrical, flask-shaped. Lower
part, head, and arms missing. Length 1S.7. L 6.

07 -7—

o

8 .7 -

2338. Sec X’o. 2348. L6. 97 -7—y8.7 -

2339. See Xo. 2318. L 6. 97.7—98. 7.

2340 - 2328 - 2373.

Alinotaur with cylindrical animal's body; freely

hanging tail; buttock hole; legs tapering downwards;

human body cylindrical; genital organs; abo\ e these

short skirt; female breasts; r, arm uplifted holding

goblet; 1. arm bent down holding missing object;

broad, ovoid head with large, globular eves; ridged

eyebrows; sloping forehead; roughly shaped ears;

straight, projecting nose; pellet mouth; band round
head, plain plaits of hair falling down neck; two
thick, twisted plaits in front falling along neck on
to breast. Wheel-made, e.xcept arms and head. L,
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forclct?, object in I. hand, two ot hair plaits on back

of head, and end of tail missinj? Broken at junction

between animars and human bodies, and on r. fore-

leg?. Red-brown clay; hyht slip. LenLCth2i.3. Ileiiiht

43.0. L 6. 97 - 7
—

“341- ^naall statuette of a horse helonc;inLi to a chariot,

cylindrical bod\
, carelessly shaped lei>;s; r. hind le*^

flattened; freely hanmm^ tail, neck tapering upwards;

small head with cylindrical nose with Bat end, pro-

minent eyes. Hand-made. R. foreleu, most of tail,

and both ears missing, broken at back. Length 124.
L6. 97-7—9^7.

2342. Statuette, as No 1555. Helmet and both arms missing.

Red slip Height 15 I L 0 . In No. 2344.

2343. Terracotta leg of animal. Length 13.6. L h. In

No. 2344.

2344 ^ 2324.

Lpper part of statuette, elliptical in section; slightiv

sloping shoulders; 1 arm bent forwards holding

sword wnth hilt below arm-hole; o\oid head with

short beard; incised pellet mouth, projecting, cur\ed

nose with modelled nostrils; prominent cheeks; leaf-

shaped, prominent eyes with slightly raised hds;

ndged eyebrows, low, sloping forehead; no head-

cover; the figure is dressed in a mantle with fringed

border, horizontally draped across upper body L.

hand and r. arm missing. Height 31.5. Lb. 977
—98.7

2345 Head, belonging to No. 1739. L 6. 97 7—9S.7.

2346 Arm, lower part, and hand with modelled fingers.

See No. 1524. Length 20.5. L 6. 97.7—987.

2347. Bull statuette with flattened body; flat legs withtiut

base; neck oval in section, with brisket, tnanguktr

head with a shallow incision at mouth, short cars,

globular, prominent eyes; curved horns; tail along

1 . hind leg. sornew'hat cursed. Traces of black on

body, horns, and eyes. Hand-made. 1 .. foreleg

and ends of horns missing, r hind leg broken. liulT

clay; slip effaced. Length 20.8. L 6. 97 7—9S 7.

234^ - 2338 -- 2366.

Bull statuette with cylindrical body without marked

backbone; tail along 1 hind leg; legs tapering down-

wards (both hind legs No. 2366; 1 . foreleg No. 2338),

with slightly splayed bases; cylindrical neck; marked

brisket, head (No. 234S) with cur\cd horns; pellet

ears; prominent eyes with modelled hds. marked

jaw-line; closed, cvlindncal nose, pierced nostrils,

incised, open mouth; snakes along legs coiling along

neck to forehead. Wheel-made, except head; two

pierced holes on chest. Fnd of both horns, part of

snakes, r. foreleg, part of ba.se of I. foreleg, base of

r. hind leg missing; parts broken. Red-brown clay;

slip rather effaced. Length 24.0 L 6. 97.7—98.7.

2349 - Bull statuette with flat body, freely hanging tail,

solid legs tapering elownwarels, weelge -shaped neck;

no brisket, head with eur\ed horns, small cars; pro-

minent eyes; ins marked by incised eiot; nose with

761

pierced nc ‘-trils, meued mouth Neek. horns, and

ears painted black, black circles lound e-ye^, two

transverse lines on nose, end of nose blaek, traee-^

of black on tail H. nd-made Imeis of both horn-^,

ends of both ears, both forelegs, r hind leg, and end

of tail missing Length iS.o Lb ‘>7 7 - 98.7-

2350. Fragment of a Minotaur statuette- with ewhndneal

animars b<id\ , human body llatteneel 1:1 front; genual

organs; female breasts; roughly shaped head with

painted, rouneLd. short hearel, pellet m.outh, globular

eyes; rather thin nose; pellet errs, hair hangs in vertical

stripes on hack ot head and in iwi>ted plaits along

sides of neck; conical helmet with no-e-cover, up-

lifted arms; r. arm hokling goblet. Boely is wheel-

made. Hind part of bt)dy. foreleg‘s. 1 arm. part of

r. plait of hair, and 1. plait of hair mis'^ing; r. anr anel

neck broken. Buff clay anei slip . Length 14.0 Height

31.0. K—L6 97 7— 98.7.

2351. Scarab of white paste. T\pe A4—B3 —C4. See-

Appendices 1 and H. Length 1.4. Q 10. 93.5.

2352. Scarab of white pa.^te, Type- A3. See Appi ndice-s

I and IL Length i 15. (J 10. 93.5.

2353 - Scarab of white steatite. "l'>pe A4—B3— C4. On base

incised fish. Other signs indecipherable. Length

1 .45. Q 10. 93 5

2354. Bead of dark-green glass, as No. 2552 b Diam
I . I

. Q I o. 93 3

2355. Mmiature bn>nze tweezer with splaving arms and

capital-shaped top Length 39 Lb 97-7 -98.7

2356. Bull statuette with cwlinelne'al, short boel\
,

freely

hanging tail; .short, jolid legs, short neck with brisket,

hand rounel neck decorated with o O mountings

in reOcf and inei.ed \\:th lines i.t two heael

with curveei h<‘rns, narrv.w, k.nee‘t-''l'a;'e d e\ew with

raised e>ebrows; incised lids, rcaighh moelelle-d nose

with inciseel n(wtnL anel inereei n i.uth Wheel-made

body; pierced hole between kgs ..nei another below

tall L. horn, erul of r. ht)rri. 1 ear. anel i Imie’ kg
missing Brown cla\ ; light slip. Length 21 S Lb.

97 7---98 7 -

2357 Body of hull statuette .'8ee No. 2318 Lb. 97.7

—98.7.

2338 Statuette, as No 3<jo, o\oiei heael. helm.it with top

bent hack. Both arms mi.->sing Light dip. Height

167 K 6. 97 7--<iS 7.

2359. Bull statuette with flat, short bodv
.
fiveK hanging

tail, neck with brisket, hee.el with curveei horns,

prominent, globuLr e\cs, n«)se with ineued mouth.

Hand-made. L. horn, 1 ear, enel of r hc»rn, enei of

r. ear. end of 1 . furek-g, and r hind kg missing, r.

foreleg anei neek broken Liglit-brown ei.iv ; light

slip. Length n).3. K. b 977—98. 7.

2360. See No. 2332 Kb. 97.7 — 987.

2361. Fragment of a minotaur statuette, belonging to No.

2031 K b 97 7-- 98 7.

23b2. Statuette with cylmelne al , hollow, wheel-made bodv;

splaved base; female pellet breasts, uplifleel arms;
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rounded, coniLal head; pinched nose; marked eye-

brow line; pellet ears. Lower parts of arms missing.

Red-bro\^n cla\
;
brown slip. Length 15.0. Kb97.7—

98 7.

2363 Statuette with tubular, wheel-made body; horizontal

shoulders; short, concave neck; trapezoid head;

short, rounded beard; mouth with lips painted black,

pellet ears and nose; prominent eyes with traces of

colour; eyebrows marked by curved ridges; straight,

conical helmet in one piece with head; r. arm vertical;

1. arm has been bent forward. Most parts of arms,

top of helmet missing; neck broken. Brown clay;

light slip. Height 35.2. K6. 97.7—98.7.

2364. Bull statuette, as No. 2315; black network along

sides of bodv. Wheel-made body; solid, hand-made

feet and head. R. horn, r. hind leg, part of body

missing; 1. horn broken. Red-brown, rather grey-red

clay; light slip, partly turned red. Length 19.3. K6.

97 7—gS-T-

23O5. See No. 2327. K6. 97.7—98.7.

2366. See Xo. 2348. K6. 97.7—98.7.

2367. Hollow, tubular leg of bull, tapering downwards.

Length 15.8. K6. 97.7—987.

2368. Leg of a bull statuette, belonging to Xo. 2318. K6.

97.7—

98.7.

2369 Human lett; thif>h and calf preserved: foot missing.

Height 38.3. K6. 97.7—98.7.

2370. Fragment of lower part of statuette, oval in section,

semicircular part at base cut away, where isolinear

feet with modelled toes are placed. Height 20.0

K—L6. 97.7—98.7.

2371 - 2392.

Body of bull statuette; cylindrical, rather thick body;

roughly modelled legs (r. hind leg; No. 2371); knees

and hoofs indicated; genital organs; neck with brisket.

Head and tail missing. Height 23.6. K6. 97.7.

—

98.7.

2372. Statuette with tubular body; horizontal shoulders;

r. arm bent forwards; I, arm missing; tall, concave

neck; square head with short chin; wide, incised

mouth; straight nose; one globular eyeball, the other

eye with lids in low relief and eyeball not modelled;

eeebrows m low relief; pellet ears; sloping forehead.

Height 24.8. K6. 97,7—98.7.

2373. Part of minotaur. See No. 2340 K 6, 97.7—98.7.

2374. Upper part of statuette with tubular body; almost

horizontal shoulders; 1. arm bent over body with

closed fingers holding an ankh-symbol; r. arm missing;

thick neck; oval head with short-cut beard and mou-

staches indicated by small, stamped circles; wide

mouth; full lips; nose with broad end; lancet-shaped

eyes with lids in relief; curved brow-hne, large, roughly

modelled cars; sloping forehead; conical, straight

helmet with knobbed top; surface of helmet marked

with contiguous notchings. U. side of face and nose

damaged, r. arm and part of body missing. Height

35.5.

K—L 6, 97 7—98.7.

237=: Bodv of statuette, c\lindrical; splayed base; female

pellet breasts; r. arm uplifted; 1. arm holding circular

shield with central boss; head, upper part of r. arm,

part of shield missing Height 18.0. K6. 97.7 98.7.

2376. fluman part of minotaur statuette with cylindrical

bodv, narrow, cylindrical arms bent over breast;

pentagonal, roughlv shaped face with rounded, tri-

angular beard; parted lips; projecting, thin nose;

indicated nostrils; sides of face sunk in; fish-eyes

added as pellets with central dot; pellet ears; sloping,

short forehead; head cotered by soft cap with top

bent back. Height 21.0, L 6. 97.7 98.7.

“377- Bcarah of white paste, T>pe .^4—B4—C4. See

Appendices I and II I.ength 1,55 Q ii. 93.5-

2378, Fragment of a horse, belonging to No. 1993. N 7.

94.2.

2379, Foot with modelled toes; attached to a plinth. Length

16.3. N 7. 94.9

2380. Bull's head, rather triangular, tubular nose; incised,

hollow mouth; modelled tongue; globular eyes;

pellet ears; horns and part of mouth missing. Length

7.0. N 7. 94-9.

2381. Body of statuette, hollow, cylindrical; splayed base.

Arms, head, and part of shoulders missing. Height

26.5. X 7. 94.9,

2382 Statuette, as No. 79; very short beard. Nose damaged.

Height 20.5. N 7. 94,9.

2383. Human leg; thigh and calf preserved; foot missing.

Length 38.2. M 7. 95.4.

2384. Male head, moulded and modelled; similar to that

of No. 1092 but larger; rounded chin; full lips and

cheeks: slightly curved nose with incised nostrils;

narrow, leaf-shaped eyes with lids m relief; arch-

shaped eyebrows: slightly sloping forehead; pellet

ears; conical helmet with straight top and hanging

cheek-pieces. Beard, one cheek-piece, and part of

the other missing. Height 10.5 M 7. 95.4.

2385. Statuette, similar to No. 2165 — 2430; square head;

short, rounded beard; short, straight helmet with

short, thick, straight spike; hanging cheek-pieces

with strap tied below chin; advanced arms. Fore-

arms missing. Light slip. Height 24.9. M 7. 95.4.

2386. Foot with modelled toes. Length 14.8, M 7. 95.4.

2387 Terracotta horse with short, cylindrical body; straight

legs, tall neck with flat front; hogged mane; narrow,

cylindrical head; incised mouth and nostrils; pellet

eyes; pellet ears; plain, fan-shaped head-cover Hmd
legs, 1. foreleg, part of tail, and 1. ear missing. Height

13.5. M 7. 95,4

2388. Charioteer with cylindrical body; arms advanced;

sejuare head, rounded, pointed beard; pinched mouth;
separate helmet with hanging cheek-pieces. Part of

arms and top of helmet missing Height 13.6. M 7.

95.4.

2389. Fragment of a body of statuette; hollow; oval in sec-

tion Much damaged. Height 25.0. M 7. 95.4.

2390. Fragment of a bull statuette. Length 27.2. M 7. 95.4.
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2391. Fragment, as No. 1040 Dark lines on arms and 240S. Statuette, as No. 815; longer, rounded beaid, pellet

dark line round neck, L pper part of head, lower mouth. No paintings. Lower part of body, 1 , arm,
part of arms, base, and lower part ot bode missing and hand round head missing. Height 10,5. J 13.

Height 3 ^-^- It, 95 4 * 100 2

2392. See No. 2371. L 7. 95 4. 2409 Cylindrical bode with splaeed base. Height 12.0.

2393, Bull statuette, as No. 1853 Ends of horns, ears,

1. foreleg, and both hind legs missing; neck broken.

Hand-made. Red-brown clay; light slip. Length

14.2. 1.7 954.

2394. Fragment of cylindrical body; splae ed base. Height

10.o. L 7. 95 4.

- 395 * Bulls head, rather triangular, short nose, concave

mouth pierced by hole; pendant tongue; circular

pellet eyes; pellet ears; short, curved horns. R. horn

missing. Length 9.5. K7. 95.4.

2396. Bichrome IV globular juglet with raised base, short

neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder.

Encircling lines round rim and base of neck; groups

of large, concentric circles on body; groups of framed,

transverse lines on handle. Height 7.1. K 7. 95.4.

2397. Plain White IV crater on low, stemmed foot; splayed

base; hemispherical body; short, wide, tapering neck;

flat rim; twin-handles from rim to shoulder. Half

of body and one handle missing. Height 34.5. K 7.

95 ,4 ,

2398. Hind part of bull statuette, cylindrical body, c\hnd-

rical legs; long tail along r hind leg. Height 17.8.

K7. 95.4.

2399. Statuette, as No 138; rectangular head; longer,

rounded beard; no hands. R. ear, chin, beard, part

of shawl missing. Height 18.6. L 7. 104.2.

2400. Fragment of a statuette. Height 15 2. K—L 7 103.6.

2401. Horse, as No. 2387. Part of head, r. foreleg, hind

part of body missing. Height 12.7. I. 7. 102 7

2402. Statuette, as No 53; longer, rounded beard; stout

nose. R. arm and lower part of body missmiz. Brown

clay; light slip. Height 14.7. L 7. 102.7.

2403. Fragment of terracotta. Length 10.5. L 7. 104.3.
j

2404. Bull statuette with short, narrow body; straight legs;

cylindrical neck with brisker, triangular head; incised

mouth; globular eyes; pellet ears; curved horns.

L. forelegs, hind legs, tail, top of horns missing.

Traces of black paint on horns, ears, and eyes. Height
j

17.2. L7. 101.8.

2405. Forearm, hollow, hand with modelled hngers;
j

pierced hole at upper end for fixing it to upper arm.
,

Four fingers missing. Length 31.7. K 13. 95.9. 1

2406. Bichrome IV jug with raised base: oval body; cy-

lindrical neck; pinched mouth; handle from rim to '

shoulder. Encircling lines round neck and body; ,

three concentric circles on shoulder; \ertical lines ’

crossed by parallel transverse lines on handle. Part
j

of neck and body missing Height 17.6. K 13. 96,1.
j

2407. Plain White IV jug with raised base; depressed oval
!

body; concave nock, handle from nm to shoulder.

Mouth, part of neck, and handle missing. Height

14.6. K 13. 96 I.

J 13. lOI.I.

2410. Black-on-Rcd II (IV)— III (\') stemmed goblet

with short stem; wide foot, almost hemispherical

bowl with plain nm; two small, horizontal handles

below rim. Encircling bands and lines around nm,

body, and stem; parallel, \ertical lines between en-

circling lines below nm. Part of foot missing. Height

10.7. J 13 969.

2411. Plain White I\" stemmed goblet, as No 209, the cy-

lindrical stem with wide foot. Parts of stem and howl

missing. Height 11.4. J 13. 96.9.

2412. White Painted V stemmed goblet, shape similar to

N o. 2411, but with angular shoulder. Encircling

lines round nm, body, and foot. More than half

of bowl and foot missing Height 10. o. J 13. 96.9.

2413. White Painted IV stemmed goblet, as No. 2411,

but without groo\cd lines round stem. Encircling

lines round nm. body, and stem, concentric circles

round shoulder Half of bowl missing. Height 11.4.

J 13 - 96.9-

2414. White Painted IV— amphora with bieonical body;

short, wide, cylindrical neck , wide, flat nm , triple hand-

les from nm to shoulder. Metope decoration of two

or three vertical rows of concentric circles di\ided

by vertical lines on shoulder; frieze of concentric

circles round neck; encircling lines around nm and

body; groups of encircled, transverse lines on nm;
handles decorated with framed, transverse lines and

a female terracotta figure with moulded head, similar

to No. 83. Lower part of body, one handle, and part

of rini missing. Height 22.0. H 13 960.

:4i5. White Painted IV—V hydria, as No. 2416. Broken;

vertical handle and upper part of neck missing. Height

c. 40.0. C 1 1 . 100.4.

;4i 6. White Painted IV—V h>dna with base-ring; biconical

body; rather narrow, cylindrical, short neck; fiat, out-

turned nm; horizontal handles on shoulder, vertical

handle from neck to shoulder Plain bands; encircling

wavy ornament round neck, encircling lines and bands

round bod\ ;
detached, concentric circles on shoulder

and belly. Height 43.5. C ii. 100.4.

417. Bichrome IV juglet with raised base; globular body,

narrow neck with handle-ndge; handle from neck

to shoulder. Encircling lines round neck; encircling

lines on both sides on body; vertical row of concentric

circles in front; vertical line on handle. Mouth missing.

Height 74. K 14. 96.8.

1418. Scarab of white alabaster, T\pe A3—B2—C3. Wing-
cases marked with double lines. See Appendix 1 .

Length 16. Q II. 93.5.

:4i9. Scaraboid of white steatite. See Appendix 1 . Length

1.5. H 13. 95.7.
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2420. Scarab of whiU' .'tcatitc, .\4--- Bj—C4. ^cc

Appendices I and II Lt-ns-th 12. B () 102. i.

2421 Scarab ot whirc sri.atiit\ db Pn. A4 -B3—C4. See

Appendices I and H b^ncth 1.4 Q p. <;3.5.

2422 Htad of dark-L'ret n cbos pa^u, as No. 2552 b. Diam.

12 Q (j P5 5

2423 St irabnid of white pa tt Sie Appendices I and H
Lenerh 15 Q P <13 5

2424 Scarab of uretn :erptnrint\ T>pe A3—B2—C3
Set Anptntlices I and II Ltnc^rh 13. Q9 y3 - 5 '

2425 Scaraboid ot pre} ste.Jite. On base three tree-orna-

intnts alrerncinnLr with i\\<» short, \ertical lines.

Length I I. Q p. '>3.5

242^1 scarab of black steatite, d\pe A3—Bi—Ci. On base

incision > f dbpe reprcsentinu two nicn in obscene

po''iU(jn btn'Jth 13 Qo P3-5-

2427. I-'rayment of scarab of faience. Type A4—B2. See

Appendices I c nd II. Length i i. CJ p. 93. 5.

2428 - 2464.

Statue with tubular bod\ , o\aI in section, slopinpn

w'lde shoulders, vertical arms with closed hands;

rather straight neck, OMJid head (No 2464); stout

chin; smilinu mouth with thin, rouj^hly shaped lips;

stniLdrt r.u e, prominent, almond-shaped c\es; arched

eyebrow iinss: mndedled ears with round earrings;

slopinu lorchead; plain, raised hair on back ot head,

soft, conical helmet with pointed top. I’he Hgute

IS drcsjed in a tunic with short sleeves. Lower body

and r. ear niis-'inu, brt>ken tace and neck. Wheel-

made and h.ind-inade, pro\idcd with back-hole.

Brown cla> , liithc sbji. Height 48.9 Waist width

13.5. Shoulder width 27 o. Breast diam. ii 6. Neck

heiitht 5.r>, Xe’ck width 8.2. Head height 12.0. Head

length II 2. Head width 8 8 Arms length 3S.3.

Hands length 5.5. 1 ! 4. 106.6.

2429. ITagment of a hand Only four fingers preserved.

Length 14.8 I'l 4 106.6.

2430. Fragment of a statuette, belonging to No 2165. F 4.

106 6.

2431. Fragments of a large terracotta body. 1-^4, 106.6.

2432. Cblmdncal bods; spla>ed base; \ertical arms; shawl

round shoulders Head and r arm missing. Height

14.7 F 4. 106.6.

2433. Body of sr4itue'tre, ewimdrical; solid. Height 10.0

L 4. 106.6

2434. Body of sr<ituette, as that of No. 2428. Height 70.0

F 4. 106 6.

2435. Head (jf statue, with rather triangular face; pointed

chin, smiling lips, protruding, slightly curved nose

with thick tip: semilunar eves with modelled lids,

placed near the nose; roughly modelled ears with

earrings; sloping forehead, head covered by soft

cap decorated with stamped circles. Part of right

side and hack of head missing. Height 25.5. Head

height 180. Head width c. 15.0 Head length c.

15.5 I-’ 4 1 06 6.

2436 Bod} of statuette. o\ al in section Height 38 0.F4 ic6.6.

2437 1166.

Statue with cvlindncal, somewhat depressed body;

isolinear feet with modelled toes, much sloping

shoulders, concave neck; trapezoid head, rather long,

triangular Imurd; incit'd mouth with remghly shaped

bps; straight nose with som.ewhat thickened tip and

nostrils; Ieai"Shaped e'yes; raised cvelids, marked

tvebrow lines, ears with double earrings; nearly

straight forehead, soft helmet with neck-cover; up-

lifted cheek-pie'ces and t()p bent back (missing).

The statue is dressed in a girdled chiton with elbow'

sleeves, plain o\erfold with side-thips; girdle composed

of two bands m relief The statue is hand-made;

the lowcT parts of arms were fixed to the upper arms

bv means of pins tn pierced holes; a sejuare excision

in front where the separately made feet protrude.

Top of helmet, part of I. cheek-piece, end of beard,

1. hand, end of fingers of r. hand, part of back round

back-hole, and border of overfold missing; neck and

upper part of body broken. Red-brown clay; light

slip, partly cfFaced. Height 100. o. Shoulder width

29.5. Base width 22.0. Waist width 18.8 Breast

diam 168, Neck height 5.2. Neck width 8.9.

Head height 13.2. Head length 12.7. Head width

10.7. Arms length 34 5. Feet length 1 1 2. 114. 106.2.

2438. Moulded statuette with narrow waist; I. arm vertical;

r. arm bent over bieast, ovoid head with short, tri-

angular, rounded beard; mouth with thick lips; big

nose; lancet-shaped eves; marked lids and eyebrows;

modelled ears: veil o^er head. The statuette is moulded,

except beard and r. arm which are separately added,

part between legs added too, but has falkn off, 1. e
,

the statuette was female, but has been transformed

into a male Hand of r arm and lowtr part of body

missing. Red-brown cla> ; light slip. Height 21.2.

L 4. 106.2.

2439. Head of statue, ovoid, with narrow chin; incised mouth
with smiling lips, thin nose, slightly upturned; semi-

lunar, prominent eyes with painted lids; curved,

raised eyebrows with vertical incisions; roughly mo-
delled cars with earrings; very sloping forehead with

relief button in the middle; hair falling in compact

mass with concave sides on back of head and along

Sides of neck; on top of head hair marked by stamped

circles and border of vertical incisions. Height 19.5.

Head height 14,5. Head width 9.7. Head length 10.5

.

hi 4. 1066

2440 Aloulded statuette, as No. 987. Red-brovvn clav;

light slip. Height 27 4 li 4. 106.6.

2441. Hind part of body of bull statuette, cylindrical,with

straight legs tapering downwards. Height 15.0. 1^4,

106.6.

2442 Head, belonging to No. 1052. K 4. 106.6.

2443. Fragments of body of statue. F 4 106 6.

2444 Helmet of terracotta; conical; knobbed top; two

pierced holes below top. Height 15.0. 1^4. 106.6.

2445 Scarab of green stone, Tvpe A3—B2—C3. On base
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incision of Type \ I representing man fij^hting

lion with a sword. Length 1.7. Q 9. Strav find.

3446 -r 2448.

Upper part of statuette; tubular body, elliptical in

section; sloping? shoulders, conca\e neck; small,

rather triangular head; narrow, pointed chin; smiiinj^

mouth with protrudinj^r, angular lips; narrow nose,

tip turned up, no modelled eyts; \aguely indicated

eyebrow lines; pellet ears with earrings; sloping

forehead; hair falling in compact mass with cur\ed

sides on back of head and along neck; soft helmet

With top turned back. Traces of black painting on

helmet; part of body missing; damaged. Height

41.7. Waist width 20.1. Shoulder width 30.7. Neck
height 7.0. Neck width 5.0. Head height 8.5. Head
width 8.1. Head length 8.9. E 4. 106.6.

2447. Lower part of arm and hand with modelled, closed

fingers. Length 16.0. E 4. 106.6.

2448. Fragments of terracotta, belonging to No. 2446. E 4.

106.6.

2449. Fragment of body of statuette; shoulders and upper

1 . arm preserved. Traces of red colour on body

Height 27.5. E 4. 106.6.

2450. Fragment of head with upper part preserved; pro-

minent eyes; e>elids in relief, slightly curved brow

line; roughly modelled ears with upper and lower

earrings; almost straight forehead; conical helmet

with upturned cheek-pieces. Eyebrow and ins painted

black. Height 22.0. E 4. 106.6.

2451. LJpper part of statuette, hollow, cylindrical. Much
damaged and parts missing. Height 29.0. E 4. 106.6.

2452. Fragment of forearm and hand without modelled

fingers; closed. Length 13.4. E 4, 106.6.

2453. Foot with modelled toes, attached to plinth. Length

22.0. E 4. io6,6.

2454. Head, belonging to No. 1037. E 4. 106.6.

2455. Lower part of leg. Length 31.0. E 4. 106.6.

2456. Upper part of statuette, body oval in section; sloping

shoulders; vertical arms; cylindrical neck; ovoid

head, rather triangular; projecting, rounded, triangular

chin; mouth with smiling, much curved lips; promi-

nent cheeks; short nose with curved, prominent tip,

slightly prominent eyes; thick, rather straight eye-

brows; sloping forehead; roughly modelled ears

with earrings; hair falling in compact mass with

concave sides on back of head and along sides of neck,

head covered by hemispherical helmet with spike.

Back-hole. Traces of red painting on helmet, face,

and body. Spike of helmet, r. arm, and lower part

of 1 . arm missing. Height 42.5. Head height 13.5.

Head width 10.2. Head length 10.4. L4 106.6.

2457. Fragment of arm, hollow, and hand with modelled

fingers; bent. Fingers missing. Traces of red colour.

Length 17.0. F 4. 106.6.

2458. Fragment of a head, belonging to No i3i‘K L 4.

106 6.

2459. Fragment of body of bull statuette, cylindrical;

765

tubular legs with splayed base. Height 13.0 E 4.

106 6.

2460 L’pper part of lower b(;dy of statue, hollow, o\al in

section Height 23 7 4 106.6.

2461. ETagment of face with semi-lunar e> es
.
marked lids;

archeei brow -lire; rather thin, straight no^e with

thick, slightly curved tip; head covered bv a plain

turban Height 19.0 Iv 4. 106.6.

2462 Head of statuette, ovoid in shape; almost cvlindrical

neck, short, stout chin, smiling mouth with pro-

truding lips; full cheeks; roughly modelled ears with

earrings, short, thick nose; prominent eyes without

lids; no eyebrows marked; hair falling in compact

mass on back of head and along sides of neck, band

around head. Most part <)f band and hair missing

Height 197. Head height 14.0. Head width 10.3

Head length 12.0. E3, 106.6.

2463. Fragment of body of a female statuette. 1 . breast

with nipple, shoulder, and part of upper arm pre-

served The figure was dressed in a chiton with

short sleeves Height 15.5 E3. 1066

2464. Head, belonging to No. 2428. E 4. 106.6.

2465. Statuette with short, clumsy legs, isolinear feet with

modelled toes; enormous ankles; sandals indicated

by straps in relief, fiat body; sloping shimlders; neck

slightly widening upwards; trapezoid head; long, broad,

rounded beard, incised by vertical lines; beard on

cheeks marked by incised spirals, incised mouth;

short, thick nose; nostrils marked by four pierced

holes, concave face; slightly prominent eyes with

painted lids; eyebrows marked by small, vertical

incisions; forehead sloping, head fiat at top; 1. arm

bent u\er the breast with a globular projection at

wrist, plain bracelet in relief, hand holding tbit object,

r. arm has probably been vertical (now missing);

hands with modelled fingers; relief strip with pendant

round neck Red front, eyelids, beard, neck, and

hair; legs anel body decorated with network of reel

horizontal and vertical lines. Hand-made; back-hole

and hole on top of head. R arm, both ears, ends of

fingers of 1. hand, band rounel head niissmg; body

broken in many pieces. Brown clay, light-brown slip.

Height 42.2. E 4. 106 6

2466. Lower part of arm and hand with moelelled fingers;

end of fingers missing Length 28.0 b 3. 1066.

2467. Head of statuette with almost cvlindrical neck; tra-

pezoiel hecel, projecting, tri.nguKir ehm. smiling

mouth with protruding, angular lips; lull cheeks,

short, thick nose, roughly modelled vers with earrings;

almond-shaped eves (only paintedL large ins; hair

failing in a compact mass with concave sides on back

of head and along sides of neck; turban around head.

Skin painted red. beard, hair, moustache, ins, lids,

evebrows black; part of dress preserved with red and

black painting on shoulders. Damaged, part of turban

missing. Height 22 2. Heavl height (top missing).

Head width ii.o. Head length 11.5. E 3. 106.6.
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2468. Lower part of arm with closed hand. Length 21.5.

E 4. 106.6.

2469. Fragment of face with prominent eyes; only part of

nose, smiling protruding lips, and pointed chin pre-

served Height 13.5. E 4. 106.6.

2470. Fragment of face See No. 2501 E 4. 106.6.

2471. Lower part of arm and hand with modelled fingers;

closed. Length 15.5. E 4. 106.6.

2472. Leg with part of thigh and calf preserved; hollow.

Length 13. i. E 4. 106.6.

2473. Cylindrical body, as Xo 2432. Head missing. Height

12.9. E 4. 106.6.

2474. Fragment of arm and part of body; hand with modelled

fingers; closed. Length 19.4. E 4. 106.6.

2475. R. arm and part of body; hand bent without modelled

fingers. Length 17.5. E 4. 106.6.

2476. Arm with hand. See Xo. 2501. E 4. io6.6.

2477. Lower part of arm and hand with modelled fingers;

closed. Length 18.2. F 4. 106.6.

2478. Lower part of arm and hand with modelled fingers;

closed. Length 20.0. F 4. 106.6.

2479. Fragment of statuette, as Xo. 233. Part of beard,

arms, and lower part of body missing. Height ii.o.

F 4. io6.6.

2480. Fragment of a chariot mounted by thiee men; only

a part of the body of the chariat, small part of 1. wheel,

and parts of the throe men of which one is driver, and

the two others warriors, preserved. Brown clay;

light-brown slip. Height 9.2. F 4. io5 .6 .

2481. Fragment of head. See Xo. 2501. F 4. 106.6.

2482. Upper part of body of statue, hollow, oval in section.

Much damaged; back-hole. Height 60.0. F 4. 106.6.

2483. Scarab of white steatite. Type A2—B2—C2. See

-\ppendiccs I and IL Length 1.55. R 9. 94.8.

2484. Scarab of white steatite. Type .A4—B3—C4. Double

elytra. See .\ppendices I and IL Length 1.5. R 9.

94.8.

2485. Scarab of white steatite, Type .\.4—B3—C4. See

Appendices I and H. Length i.i. R 9. 94.8.

2486. Scarab of white steatite, Type A2—Bi—C2. See

Appendices I and IL Length 1.6. R 9. 94.8.

2487. Scarab of faience. Type .A4—B3—^€4. See Appen-

dices I and IL Length 1.6. R 9. 94.8.

2488. Scarab of faience, Type A4—B3—C4. Double

breast-line. See Appendices I and H. Length 1.6.

R 9. 94.8.

2489. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—C4. Signs on base

effaced. Length 1.4. R 9. 94.8.

2490. Lower part of body, cylindrical, narrow; splayed

base with collar at upper end for keeping upper

body m place; plain side-flaps; girdle indicated bv

horizontal, black bands. Back-hole. Damaged; pieces

of lower part missing. Height 80.0. D 4. 106.9.

2491. Fragment of head; triangular face; pointed chin;

smiling mouth with protruding lips; conve.x, broad

nose; almond-shaped eyes with incised lids; marked
eyebrow lines, sloping forehead with a circular button

in front; roughly modelled ears with double earrings;

the hair falls in a raised mass with concave sides on

back of head and along the sides of the neck. Hair

painted black. Hand-made. Two pierced holes on

back of head. Upper part of head and helmet missing.

Buff clay; reddish core; light-greenish slip. Height

15.0. D 4. 106.9.

2492. Fragment of face; straight nose; only mouth with

protruding, smiling lips and projecting, triangular

chin preserved. Height 11.2. D 4. 106.9.

2493. Fragment of body of statuette; only part of the back

preserved; back-hole. Height 24.0. D 4. 106.9.

2494. Body of limestone statuette; plank-shaped; sitting

in pose of so-called temple boy; r. arm holding bird.

Head missing. Height 13.2. D 4. 109.6.

2495. Head of statue, belonging to Xo. 1044. D 4. 106.9.

2496. Part of lower arm, hollow, with double holes at upper

end for fixing it to upper arm. Length 23.5. D 4.

' 106.9.

j

2497. Bust of statue with slightly sloping shoulders; concave

I

neck; rather trapezoid head with rounded, triangular

I

chin; smiling mouth with sharp-edged protruding

lips; full cheeks; almond-shaped eyes with raised

' eyelids; thin, curved nose; ridged, curved eyebrows;
I sloping forehead; roughly modelled ears with double

earrings; hair falling in a compact mass with concave

sides along sides of neck; head covered by helmet.

Top of helmet and part of back of head missing.

Traces of red painting on face. Height 31.7. Head

j

height 15.7. Head width 12.3. Head length (back

of head missing). D 4. 106.9.

i

2498. Statuette with cylindrical, hollow body; splayed

base; vertical arms; hands without modelled fingers,

closed; almost horizontal shoulders; tall, concave

I

neck; most part of face missing; pointed, rounded

1
chin; pellet ears with earrings; hair falling in a compact

I

mass with concave sides along back of head. Back-

hole. Height 45.0. D 4. 106.9.

' 2499. Body of statuette, cylindrical, hollow; vertical arms;

hands without modelled fingers, closed; horizontal

' shoulders; concave neck; hair falling m a compact

mass with concave sides on back of head; head with

conical helmet; face missing. Height 60.0. D 4.

106.9.

2300. Arm, hollow; at the upper end pierced by hole; hand

with modelled fingers. Three fingers missing. Length

I

46 - 5 - D 4. 106.9.

: 2501 T 2470 2476 A 2481.

;

Upper part of statue with tubular body; flattened

breast; horizontal shoulders; vertical arms with mo-

j

defied fingers (r. arm Xo. 2476); oval head (Xos.

I 2481, 2470); short, stout, projecting chin; smiling
' mouth with protruding, rather angular lips; large,

I semi-lunar eyes with lids m high relief; curved eye-
' brow line; rather short, thin nose, somewhat upturned;

very sloping forehead; roughly modelled ears with

I

earrings; in middle of forehead button ornament;
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hair falling in compact mass on back of head; traces
;

of red paint on face; red and black paint on body.
!

Baking-holes in front and back; much damaged;
,

top of head and part of breast missing. Height 55 o. 1

Waist width 22.5. Shoulder width 34.0. Neck height
'

5.5. Neck width 10.4. Head height 15 o. Head
j

wddth 1 1. 8. Head length c. 14.0. D 4. 106.9.

2502. Statuette with tubular, wheel-made bod\ ;
somewhat

bulging breast; slightly sloping shoulders; tall, con-

cave neck; trapezoid head; no beard; smiling mouth

with roughly modelled lips; convex nose with nostrils;

prominent eyes; marked eyebrows; roughly modelled

ears with double earrings; sloping forehead; plain,

slightly raised hair on back of head; vertical arms;

hands with closed fingers; dressed in chiton mark-

ed by relief sleeves ending above the elbows.

Bands of red ladder-pattern along r. side of body.

Back-hole. Parts of head, middle part of r. arm,

part of base and body missing; parts of body,

arms, and head broken. Light-brown clay
;
light slip.

Height 70.0. D 4. 106.9.

2503. Fragment of face; one ear, part of beard preserved;

ear provided with earrings. The face is painted red.

Length 9.0. D4. 106.9.

2504. Fragment of statuette with hollow body, elliptical

in section; vertical arms with incised fingers; sloping

shoulders; slightly concave neck; ovoid head, much

damaged; projecting, triangular chin; incised mouth;

lancet-shaped, prominent eyes; roughly modelled

ears; hair falling in plaits of in-turned spiral coils

along sides of neck. Lower part of body, part of face,

and top of head missing. Height 34.0. D 4. 106.9.

2505. Fragment of body of statue, hollow, oval in shape.

D4. 106.9.

2506. a) Fragment of a statuette. Preserved parts: one

arm and hand with fingers, with an upper hole for

attaching it to upper arm. Length 33.0.

b) One arm with closed hand with an upper hole

for attaching it to the upper arm. Ends of fingers

missing. Length 26.5.

c) Two hands with fingers. Length 17.5; 15.0. D 4.

106.9.

2507. Fragments of body of statue. D 4. 106 9.

2508. Fragments of body of statue. D 4, 106.9.

2509. Scarab of white steatite, Type Az—Bi—C4 See

Appendices I and 11 . Length 1.65. R 9. 94 -4 *

2510. Triangular, thick bead of mcrusted glass paste with

rounded corners; concave sides; hole through centre.

Diam. 2.2. Rii. 94.0.

2511. Scaraboid of black steatite. On base incision repre-

senting recumbent animal with long horns. Length

1.4. R 9. 94 o.

2512. Pyramidal pendant of steatite with slightly convex sides

and a hole pierced through top. Length 1.9. R 10.

97.0.

2513. Hellenistic limestone statuette, representing a draped
j

male figure with roughly cut folds; r. knee bent;
1

1. arm vertical with hand holding folds of mantle;

r. arm bent over breast in a told of the dress Head

missing; much worn. Height 72.5. F— Cj 3 -

2514. Sejuare base of limestone with rectam/ular caMty

for receiving statue. Size 58.6 46.0. 03. 107.3.

2515. Scaraboid of white steatite. On base, a scorpion

with SIX legs and two outstretched, hooked pincers;

short side occupied b\ a hatched segment. See Appen-

dix IL Length 1.35. Rio. 96.2.

2516. Scarab of grey stone, I'vpe A3—B2— C3. On base

incision, representing horse with rider. 1 he rider

has a sack on his back. The drawing is rude and

only the outlines of the figures are incised. Length

1.8. Rio. 96 2,

I

2517. Scaraboid of grey steatite. On base incision of T>pe

HI. See Appendix IL Length i.i. Rio. 96.2,

2518. Small, circular earring of bronze vMth spirally over-

lapping ends. Diam, 1.25. Rio. 96.2.

2519. Amulet of blue faience paste, representing the god

Bes. Length 2.4, Rio. 9S-3-

2520. Scaraboid of white paste. See Appendices I and II.

Length 1.9. R 10. 95.3.

2521. Cvlindrical bead of multicoloured glass paste with

a wide hole pierced in the middle. Length 1.4. D 6.

104.8.

2522. Scarab of white steatite, Type A4—B2—C4 See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.4. Rio. 95 * 3 -

2523. Fragment of scarab of white paste. Length i 3. R 10.

95 - 3 -

2524. Scarab of white paste, T>pe A4—B2— C‘4. See

Appendices I and II. Length i.i. R 10. 95 * 3 -

2525. Depressed spherical head of black stone, with a hole

through centre. Diam. i.i. Rio, 95.3

2526. Fragment of a scaraboid of black steatite. On base

engraved representation of a horse ('). Length i.o.

Rio. 95.3.

2527. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—32—C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.4. Rio. 95.3.

2528. Scarab of black steatite, d’ype Aa— B2—C2 See

Appendix II. Length 1.7. Rio. 93 7 -

j

2529. Bronze tweezer with ring-shaped top and bent-in

I
catch. Length 3.8. R 10. 93.7.

' 2530. Scarab of white paste. Fragmentary. R 10. 93 - 7 '

2531. Scaraboid of white paste. See Appendices I and IL

Length 1.15. P 12. 930.

2532. Scaraboid of white paste. See Appendices I and IL

Length 1.5. P 12. 93.0.

2533. Scarab of grey steatite, Type A3—B2—C3. See

Appendix 11 . Length 1.3. P 12. 93.0.

2534. Biconical spindle-whorl of gre\ ish-black stone, with

a hole pierced through centre. Length 1.65. In the sieves.

2535. Triangular bead of multicoloured glass paste, with

a hole pierced m the middle. Diam. 2.0. Stray find.

2536. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.2. P 14. 92.2.

2537. Scaraboid of agate. Representation worn out. Length

1.5. In the sieves.
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2538 Scarab of white paste, "^Ihpe A4—B2— C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.45 A 10. 100.6.

2539. Scaraboid of i^rev steatite. On base incision of Type

III representinti a two-wheeled chariot mounted

by three men and drawn by one horse. Length i 7.

PS. 93.8.

2540. Scarab of white paste, T\ pe .^4. See Appendices

I and II. Length 1.2. P 8. 03-8.

2541. Scarab of white paste, d'\ pe A4—B2—(’4. See

Appendix I. Length 17. PS. 1)3. S.

2542. Scaraboid of white paste. See Appendices I and 11.

Length 1.2. PS. 93.8.

2543. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B3—C4. See

Appendices I and 11. Length 1.5. Q 8. 947.

2544. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B3— C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.3. Q 8. 94.7.

2545 Scarab of white paste, Type A3—Bi—C3. See

Appendices I and 11. Length 2.2. Q 8. 94.7.

2546. P'ragment of white faience pendant, pierced by a

hole lengthwise. Broken. Length 1.6. P 8. 93.8.

2547. Scarab of white steatite, Tepe A4—Ba—C4. See

-\ppendices I and 11. Length 1.3. Q8 946.

2548. Oval scaraboid of green stone with one flat and one con-

ve.x side. No representation \isibk. Length 1 .3. Q 8. 94.6.

2549. a) Bronze tweezer with loop-shaped top, splaying

arms and bent-in catch. Length 3.6.

b) Fragment of a pin with bent top. Q 8. 94.6.

2550. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B3—C4. Double

breast-hne. On base an incised sphinx surrounded

by luck-bnngmg signs as "Favour” and "Duration”.

See Appendices I and 11. Length 1.55. P 8, 94.0.

2551. Scaraboid of white paste. Incision on base eflaccd.

Len.gth i ,i . Q 8. 95 .1

.

2552. a) Fragment of a bronze tweezer with bent-in catch

Length 3.2.

b) Depressed bead of dark-green glass paste, with

a hole pierced in the middle. Duim. 1.2. Q 8. 95 i.

2553. Scarab of black steatite, Type .^3—B2—C3, On base

incision of Type V representing man standing in

front of some kind of animal (?), Sec .Appendix II.

Length 1.55. Q 8, 95.1.

2554 Scarab of black steatite. Type -At—Bi—Ci. Re-

presentation on base effaced. Length 1.4. Q 8. 95.1.

2555. Scaraboid of white paste. On base signs arranged

in three fields. In the middle the hieroglyph for

"Protection”, See .Appendices I and 11. Length

I 4, P 8 93 9-

2556. Scarab of blue paste. Much damaged, l.ength 1.5.

P8. 93-9.

2557 Scarab of black steatite, Type .A3—B2—C3. On base

incision of d'\pe I, representing running animal

with straight, lifted tail. Length 1.65. Q 8. 95.1.

2558 Scarab of white paste. Type .A4—C4 See .Appen-

dices I and II Length 1.5. O 8. 95 i.

2559. .Scarab of white steatite. Type .A4—B4—C'4. Double

breast-line. See .Appendices 1 and II Length 1.5

Q8. 95-I-

2560. Scarab of white paste, T\pe ,A4 B3 C4. See

.Appendices I and 11. Length 14. Q 8. 95-i-

2561 Scaraboid of red stone. On base incision of Type

VII representing two birds facing each other. Behind

the birds dots with pendant crosses. .Above the birds

comb-shaped ornament. Length 1.5. Q 8. 95.1.

2562 Scarab of black steatite, Pype .A3 Rg F'3. On base

incision of Type I, representing a walking bull in

profile. .Above the back a flying bird; in front of head

a dot. Sec .Appendix 11. Length 1.5. Q 8. 95.1.

2363 Scarab of black steatite, Type A3 B2 C3. Double

eittra. On base incision of Type V, representing

man standing in front of trees. Length 1.4. Q 8.

95-I-

2564. Scarab of white steatite. T\pe A4 B3 C4. See

Appendices I and 11. Length 1.8. Q 8, 95.1.

2565. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B2—C4. See

.Appendix 1. Length 1.4. Q S. 95-t.

2366. Scaraboid of white paste. See .Appendices I and 11.

Length 1 .1
. Q 8. 95.1.

2567. Scaraboid of blue stone. On base incision representing

flying bird: above it a sun-disc. Length 1.9. Q 8.

95 1

2568. .Amulet of blue, glazed paste m shape of a Horus

eye svith iris, eyelids, brows, and tear in raised relief.

.A hole pierced lengthwise. Length 1.6. Q 8. 95.1.

2569. Fluted, spherical bead of white paste, with a hole

through centre, Diam 0.8. Q 8. 95.1.

2570. Scarab of white steatite, Type .A4—B3—C4. See

.Appendices I and II. Length 1.6. Q 8. 95.1.

2371. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—C4. On base inde-

cipherable signs. Length 1.4. Q 8. 95.1.

2572. Globular bead of cornelian with hole pierced length-

wise. Diam. i.o. Q 8. 95.1.

2573. .Scaraboid of red stone. On base incision of Type
Vn, representing fl\ing bird with outstretched wings

and hanging legs. Length 0.8. Q 8. 95.1.

2574 Flam White V sack-shaped jug with flat base; body

tapering upwards; out-turned rim; handle from nm
to shoulder Height 9.2. R8. 99.0.

2375. Black Polished oral, small jug with raised, flat base;

narrow neck; handle from neck to shoulder. Upper
part of neck and handle missing. Height 5.0. Q 8.

98.3.

2576 Flam White V sack-shaped jug with flat base; body

tapering upwards, run upturned; handle from rim

to shoulder. Height 82. Q 8. 98.5.

2377, Red Slip III (V) small jug with raised base; sack-

shaped body; concave neck; narrow mouth; wide,

flat nm; handle from neck to shoulder. Height 6.9.

Q8. 98.5.

2578. Red Slip III (V) small jug, as No. 2577, but with

handle-ndge and flat, swollen nm. Height 6.4. Q 8.

98.5.

2579. B!ack-on-Red HI (\') small jug with raised base; bi-

conical body; narrow, short, concave neck; narrow
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See Appendix 1 . Lengthmouth; harin^i, swollen rim; handle from nni to

shoulder. Encirclini? lines round neck and bod\ ,

concentric circles on shoulder. Handle and part of

rim missim^. Heij^hr 6.0. R 8. 100 i.

2:580. Biconical spindle-whorl of steatite, pierced by a

lontntudinal hole. Length 32 R 8 98.5

2581. Red Slip III (V) small jug with raised base; depressed

oval body; short neck, splaeing upwards; handle

from rim to shoulder. Height 8 3. R 8. (>7 8.

2582. Plain White V jug, as No. 202. Height 17.2. R8 97.8.

2583. White Painted IV small jug with base-ring; oval

body, neck with handle-ridge
,
narrow mouth, wide,

flat nni; handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling

lines and bands round neck and bodv
;
wavy line below

handle-ridge; encircled, tilled triangles on rim; frieze

of concentric circles on shoulder, gioups of tramed,

transverse lines on shoulder. Parts missing. Height

9.2. R 8. 97.8.

2584. Scarab of white paste, Tvpe A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices I and H. Length 1.2. R8 95 .5.

2585. Bead of multicoloured glass, as No. 2649 b Diam.

0.7. R8. 95.5.

2586. Scarab of white paste, Tvpe A4—B2—C4. Double

breast-lme. See Appendices I and H. Length 2.25.

S7. 99“-

2587. Scarab of white steatite, Tvpe A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices I and H. Ltngth i 6. S 7. In the sieves.

2588. Piriform bead of terracotta, pierced at the narrow-

end by a horizontal hole. Length 285. S 7. In

the sieves.

2589. Biconical spindle-whorl of steatite, with a hole through

the centre. Length 1.9. S7 997
2590. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B2—C4. See

Appendix II. Length 13. S 7. 99-7-

2591. Scarab of white steatite, Type A4—B2—C4. On base

a blundered writing of the name ot the god Khnum.

See Appendices I and 11. Length 1.4 S 7, 99.7.

2592. Roughly square scaraboid of serpentine, with rounded

corners. See Appendix II Length 1.35. S 7. 997.

2593. Scarab of white steatite, Type A2—Ba. See Appendix

H. Length 1.5. R 8. 940.

2594. Spherical, depressed bead of white, incrusted glass

paste; wide, central hole. Diam. 1.35. S 7. 99 7-

2595- Scarab of chlorite. Type A3—^Bz— C’3 See Appendix

II. Length 1.5. R8. 94-0-

2596. Fragment of amulet in yellow-brown clay representing

the god Harpokrates. Feet and head missing. Height

2.8. S 7. 99. c.

2597. Scarab of white steatite, Tvpe A3-4—F3-4. See

Appendices I and II. I^ength i 7. R 8. 93*^*

2598. Fragment of bcarab of white paste. See Appendix 1

Length 1.2. S 7. 990
2599- Scarab of white steatite, Type A5—B3—C3. Llytra

marked bv double line. See Appendices 1 and H.

Length 14. Q 7. 101.4.

2600. Scarab of white paste, Tvpe A4—B3 C4 See

Appendices I and H. Length i 3. Q 7- Li the sieves.

2601. Scarab of white paste.

18. (J 7 1014.

2^02 Scarab of white pa.stc, Tvpe A4—B3—C4. Double

breast-hni. . See Appendices I and II Lcneth 1.4

Q 7 loi 4-

2603 Scarab of white paste. I'vpe A4—B3—L4 On hase

meaningless, false, I gvptian signs. Scl Appendices I

and 11. Length 1.7. Q 7. 10 1.4.

2604. Scarab of white paste, Tvpe -A.4—B2— C'4. \ery

effaced See Appendices I and 11. Length 2.1. R7
101 .4.

2605. Scarab of white steatite. Type A3. .See Appendices

I and 11. Length 1.6. R 7. In the sieves.

2606. Fragment of scarab of green glass paste Length

1.5. R 7. 99 I.

2607. Scarab of black paste. Type A5—B2—C2. Raised

elvrra. -Signs on base effaced. Length i-55- B 7-

99.1.

2608. Ring-shaped bead of bone with convex outline

Height 1.6. S 7. 98.5

.

2609. Scarab of white paste, 'Fvpe A3—B2—C3. See

Appendices I and H. Length 1.2. R7. loi 3,

2610. Scarab of white paste, Tvpe A3. Sec Appendices

I and IL Length 1.7. R 7. 101.3.

2611. Spherical bead of white, incrusted glass paste. Diam.

0.7. R 7. loi 3.

2612. a) Cvlindrical head of multicoloureel glass with

slightly Convex outline, pierced by a hole in the

middle. Height 1.5.

b) Bead of multicoloured glass with rather seiuare

outline, pierced by a hole m the middle Height 1 i.

c) Small, cylindrical bead oi white glass paste, pierced

by a hole m the middle. Height 0.5.

d) Disc of hone, pierced by a hole in the middle

Diam. 1.5. S 6. loi 2.

2613. Scarab of white paste, 1 ype A4— B2 • C4. ( )n hase

incision probably representing two croeoehles, one

on top of the other \’ery effaced. See Appcndi.x H.

Length 14 SO. loi .2.

2614. Scarab of white paste, Tvpe A3—B2—C3. On base

ertaced inscription, which can be deciphered as ‘’things

belonging to the goel" (1 khel-neter) . See .-Vppendices

I and IL Length 1.55 S6. loi 2

2615 Scarab of white paste. Upper side much worn See

Appendices I and H Length 14. S 6. 101.2.

2616. Scarab of white paste, Tvpe A3---B2— U3. See

Appendices I and H, Length 2 3. R 7-

2617. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B2—U4. See-

Appenelices I and IL Length i S. R 7. 101.3.

2618. Scarab of white paste. Type A4— B4—C 4. Double

breast-line. On base can be distinguishid the incised

figure of Re See Appendices I and II. Length

1.35. R7. 101.3.

2619. Scarab of white paste Much damaged. Length

1.2. R 7. 101.3.

2620. Scaraboid of white paste. On base signs arranged

in three fleLL. In the middle ot the upper held the
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hieroglyph tor Hoiub tlanked b> meaningless signs

In the centre of the middle held a beetle Hanked by

meaningless signs. See Appendices I and II. Length

1.2. R 7. g6 I

.

2621. Scarab of gre\ ish-black steatite with flat back;

tour legs marked by rough incisions. Aluch worn;

head missing. See Appendi.x II. Length 1.35. R 7.

gb.i

.

2622. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B3—C4. Double

breast-line See Appendices I and 11 . Length i 4.

Q7. 95.0.

2623. Amulet m the shape of a Horus eye of white faience

paste. Small traces of blue glaze still visible. Length

2 4 - Q 7 - ^ 5 -0 -

2624. Small Bes amulet of white faience paste. Head missing.

Height 1.8. Q 7. 95.0.

2625. Pendant of white paste in shape of a bird; pierced

with a hole through the head. The hole indicates

the eye. Lower end of body and wings missing.

No glaze left. Length 1.9. Q 7. 950.
2626. Scaraboid of grey steatite. On base incision of Type

III, representing two hgures in obscene position.

Length 0.9. Q 7. 101.3.

2627 Fragment of a hand of limestone, holding a circular
j

object, which might be a piece of bread. Length I

23.0. L 5 . 1 1 1 .8.

2628. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B3—C4. Double
breast-line. Elytra marked with three lines. Sec

Appendices I and II. Length 1.65. S5. 102.3.

2629. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—Ba—C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length 14. Q 7. 95.0.

2630. One bead of blue glass, and one of incrusted paste.

Diam. 0,6—0.8. S5. 102.3.

2631. Scarab of white paste. Much damaged. See Appen-

dices I and 11 . Length 1.7. R6. 101.8.

2632. Scarab of black steatite, Type A3—B2—C3. On base

incision of Tspe V representing a $at\r turned to

the left; right arm kept along the side; left arm lifted,

phuing with an object hanging in a string. The satyr

has a tail and a large phallos. Above the shoulder

a branch. Length 1.4. Q 7. 95-4-

2633. Scarab of white paste. Type A3. See Appendices

I and II. Length 1.2. Q 7. 95.4.

2634. Scarab of white paste, d’ype A4—02—C4. See Ap-

pendi.x 1 . Length 2.0. R 6. 101.2.

2635. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.8. R 6. loi 2.

2636. Prismatic pendant of steatite, with a horizontal hole

through the upper end. Length 1.55. S5. 101.7.

2637. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B3—C4. See

Appendi.x 11 . Length 1.8. Q 6. 100.7.

2638. Scarab of white paste, T\pe A5—B3—C4. Double

breast-line. Ivhtra marked with three lines. See

Appendices I and II. Length 1.6. Q6. 100.7.

2639 Scaraboid of serpentine. On base incision of Type

IV representing centaur holding a branch in his left

hand. See Appendix 11 . Length i.i. R5. 101.9.
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2640 Scarab of white paste. Type A3-4—B2 C3-4.

See Appendices I and 11 Lenitth 1.5. R5. lOi.Q.

2641. Conical button of bone, with slightly com ex outline;

hole pierced in centre. lincircling, incised line near

base, Diam. 1.7. S5. 101.7.

j
2642 Scarab of white paste, T\pe A4 B3 C4. See

Appendices I and II. Tength 1.5. P 6. 96.3.

2643. Fragtment of amulet in \ellow -brown faience re-

presenting' the god Bes. Only top preser\ ed Leng'th

2.2. Q 6. 96.9.

2644. Scaraboid of white paste See Appendices I and II.

Length 1.4 Q 6, 96.9.

2643. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—D4. Klytra marked

with double line. See Appendices I and II. Length

I 35. R 5. 97.9

2646. Scarab of white paste, T\pe A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices I and IL Length 1.4. P 6, 96.5.

2647. Scarab of black steatite, Type A3—B2—C3. On base

incision of Type I, representing running animal

with long tail curved o\er the back. Length 1.2.

R5. 97.9

2648. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices I and IL Length 1.4. Q 6. 96.9.

2649. a) Triangular bead of multicoloured glass paste,

pierced by a hole.

b) Cllobular bead of multicoloured glass paste, pierced

by a hole. Diam, 0.7, Q 6. 96.9.

2650. Coarse cup-shaped bowl with rounded base; erect

rim; handle from rim to shoulder. Height 5.0. S 6.

100,8.

2651 . Plain White sack-shaped jug with flat base, bobbin-

shaped body; thin, annular rim; handle from rim

to shoulder, handle and part of body missing. Height

12.7. S 6 101.8.

2652. Plain White IV jug with flat base; oval body; short

neck; pinched mouth; handle from nm to shoulder;

part of mouth missing. Height 9.8. S 6. 97.4.

2653. Plain White V open, shallow bowl with flat base;

nm curving inwards. Diam. 8.0. S 7. 101.8.

2654. Plain White V rhyton, funnel-shaped, with fiat base;

out-turned nm; a ram’s protome projecting at the

base. The horns, ears, and eyes of ram are modelled,

and the mouth is pierced by a hole communicating with
the vessel. Height 16.0. S 7. loi.i. (On the wall).

-655. Bichrome I\ small jug with raised base; globular

body; neck with handle-ndge
; flaring, swollen rim;

handle from neck to shoulder. Encircling lines round
neck; large, concentric circles on body. Height 7.1.

S7. 96.9.

2656. Coarse cup with flattened base; squat body; raised

nm
; handle from nm to shoulder. Height 5.0. S 7. 99.3.

2657. Scaraboid of green stone. Incision of Type VI. See
Appendix II. Length 1.35. T 7. 100.3.

2658. a) Bead of blue glass, with a hole pierced through
centre.

b) Disc-shaped bead of white paste, with a hole pierced
through centre Diam. 1.2. R 5. 97.0.
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2659. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—Ba—C4. Double
breast-line. See Appendices I and II. Length 1.7.

Q5. 102.6.

2660. Open lamp of terracotta, saucer-shaped; flat rim;

pinched wick-holder with traces of smoke. Diam.

11.9. P5. 1040.

2661. Stiuare seal of black steatite. On one broad side, a

bucranium marked by three dots and two curved

lines; on other broad side, a man walking, with one

arm lifted. On the narrow sides, an encircled dot.

Transverse string-hole. Length 1.3. T 5. 103.2.

2662. Scaraboid of blue glass On base, man; before him
a deer with long horns. Length 1.9. R5. loi.i.

2663. Scaraboid of grey stone. Rounded, high shape. On
base incision, representing dragon with a man's

head and a long, erect tail. Length r.25. R5. 101.4.

2664. Scarab of glass paste, Type A3—B2. Base incision

indecipherable. Length 1.9. Q5. 100.6.

2665. Three small beads of incrusted glass paste in blue,

white, and green colours. Diam. 0.5. P5. 103.3.

2666. Bead of variegated blue and yellow glass, conical

in shape, of rounded outline, short shaft at top pierced

by a hole. Length 1.4. P 5. 103.3.

2667. Scarab of \\hite paste, Type A4—B2—C4. See

Appendix 11 . Length 1.4. R5. 101.4.

2668. Scarab of white paste, Type A3—B2—C3. See

Appendix IL Length 1.8. T 5. 103.2.

2669. Scarab of white paste. Type A3—B2—C3-4. Elytra

marked with three lines. On base incised represent-

ation of a standing man. See Appendices I and 1

1

.

Length 1.45. In the sieves.

2670. Spherical bead of incrusted blue glass paste, and

fragment of a larger bead of the same shape. Diam.

1.2. In the sie\es.

2671 . Flattened, c> lindrical bead of agate, with a hole through

the longitudinal axis. Length 1.25. T 6. 102.0.

2672. Bead of black stone, in the shape of a truncated cone,

with a hole through centre Length 2.25. P 5. 102.4

2673. Scarab of white paste, T>pe A4—B2—C4. Sec

Appendix L Length 1.7 Q5 loi 2.

2674. Fragment of scarab of green glass paste. Length

1 .4. In the sieves.

2675. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B3—C3-4. Elytra

marked with double line. See Appendices I and IL

Length 1.9. T5. 100.3.

2676. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—Ba—C4. See Ap-

pendices I and IL Length 1.4. T5. 1003.

2677. Scaraboid of glass paste. Base incision indecipherable.

Length 1.6. T5. 100.3.

267S. Scaraboid of white glass paste. See Appendices I

and IL Length 1.55. T5. 100.3.

2679. Scarab of white paste, T>pe A4—C4. See Appen-

dices I and IL Length 1.5 T 6. 100.3.

2680 Scarab of black steatite, T>pe A3—B2—C3 On
base, incised representation of a warrior in short,

tight dress; topped helmet; one arm lifted. iNIuch

worn. See Appendix IL Length 1.3. P5. 968.
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2681. Scarab of black steatite, Type A3—Ba—C3. On base

incision, representing running animal with long tail

curved o\er the back. Length 1.4. P 5. 98.1.

2682. Scarab of white paste Back chipped off. Sec Appendix

L Length 13. T 6. 100.3

2683. Amulet of blue paste m the shape of a recumbent

monkey with large ears; prominent e\es; pierced

by a horizontal hole at the w'aist. One side chipped.

I^cngth 215. T 6. 99 o.

2684. Seal of multicoloured paste in shape of a narrow,

truncated cone, pierced at the top by a hole; slightly

con\ex base. Priest in long gown standing with lifted

arms in front of a double pillar behind which there

are two other pillars on the tops of which an object,

resembling a bucranium, is resting; gown of the priest

girdled at waist, provided with short, wide sleeves,

and richly embroidered lower part. Length 2.0.

K 6. 99 o.

2685. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—B3—C4. See

Appendices I and IL Length 1.25. T 5. 100.3

2686. Scarab of grey steatite. Type A3— Bi—Ci. On base

incision, representing standing bird w ith erect wings.

Length 15. T5. 100 3.

2687. Scaraboid of grey stone, On base incision of d'vpc

IV. See Appendix IL Length 1.3. P5. 968

2688. Fragment of scarab of white paste. Length 1.5.

R 4. 102.9.

2689. Conical seal of black steatite with oval base; rounded

top, pierced by a hole. Bird sitting m r. profile with

long neck, head and neck turned backwards. The
carving is very rough and clumsy. Length 1.3. P5.

99 -7 -

2690. Scaraboid of glass paste. Fragmentary and worn.

T5. 100.0

2691. Amulet of multicoloured glass bordered by yellow

paste, in shape of a Silenus mask with large, prominent

eyes, and flattened nose, crowned by a circular pro-

jection for suspension Length 2.5. T6. 972.

2692. Scarab of green glass paste, Type .^.3—B2. Signs

on base indecipherable. Length T.45. T 6. 97-2.

2693. Scarab of white steatite. Type A3—B2—C2. See

Appendices I and IL Length i 8. T 6. 972.

2694. Scarab of blue glass. See Appendices I and I L Length

1 .4. T 5 . 100.0.

2695. Scarab of white paste, Type A3. See Appendices

1 and IL Length 1.3. S 4. loi 4.

2696. Conical seal of white paste with oval base and rounded

top, pierced by a hole. See Appendix IL Height 1.8.

S 4. loi .4.

2697. Scarab of white paste. Type A2—B2—C3. See

Appendices 1 and IL Length 1.3. R4. 102.0,

2698. Scaraboid of impure serpentine. Incision representing

human figure sitting on a backed chair with crossed

legs. Behind the back of the chair is a serpent and m
front IS a small tree. The figure, which is dressed

m a long gown, is bent over the tree and grasping it

with one outstretched arm. Length i.i. T6 97.4.
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26gg Seal of white steatite, in the shape of a wini^ed goddess

protecting Ilorus. Head of goddess missing Sec

Appendix II. Length 1.7. T6 1)6.4.

2700 Scarab of white paste, dhpe A2 See Appendices

I and II Length i ::5 R4. 102.0

2701 Scaraboid of white paste. See Appendix 11. Length

I 2. R 4. 102 o

2702 Burton-shaped scaraboid of paste. See Appendices

i and 11. Diain. 12 S4 101.4.

2703. Amulet ot white faience in the shape of a Horus e\ e

with black coloured iris, pierced by a hole length-

wise. Length 2 6. T 6. 07.1.

2704. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—C4. See Appendices

1 and II Length 1.5 T6 97.1.

2705. Bronze fibula with beaded, arch-shaped bow; spiral-

coiled spring; straight pin; large, flattened catch.

Length 6.3. T 5 00.4.

2706. Scarab of black steatite, Type A3—B2—C3. On base

incision of Type II, representing scorpion or spider

with three dots beside it. I.ength 1.4. T 5. <)0-4-

2707. Scarab of green stone. Type A3—B2—C3. On base in-

cision of Type VL xSec Appendix 11. Length 1.7.

T6. q8.8.

270S Scaraboid of glass. Worn incision. See Appendix

II. Length 1. 1. T 6. 9S.8.

2709 Scarab of white paste, Type A4—C4. On base m-
decipherabk signs. Length 1.2 S4 99.6.

2710. Scarab of white paste, Type A4—C4. See Appendices

land IL Length i.i. T 6. 97.1.

2711. Fragment of iron rods; square in section. Length

7-5—4 4- T 7. 100.3.

2712 Bronze tweezer, as Xo. 2292. Lingth 4 55. T 7. 97.0.

2713. a) Arrow-head of bronze with straight sides; square

section, long, straight, solid tang. Length 9.S. X 5.

Surface layer

h—g) One bead of cornelian, one head of agate;

one huted head of blue paste; two beads of incrusted

paste, four beads of plain, white paste; fragment of

a seal-stone. X 5. In the sieves

2714. Bronze tweezer with concave sides; loop-shaped top;

on the upper part of legs a central knob. Length

4.7. T5. <)9 o.

2715. Plain White V sack-shaped jug with Hat base, bobbin-

shaped bod\
,
short, concave neck; plain nm, handle

from nm to shoulder. Height 18.7. T 6. 100 5.

2716 Plain White jug, as Xo 2715. Parts missing. Height

87 T 5 . 90 3-

2717. Scarab of white paste, T\pe A4—B2—C4. See

Appendices I .ind H. Length 1.15 T6 loi 6

2718. Scarab of white paste. Type A4—B2—(J4. See

Appendices I and H Length i 2. 'P 6. 101.6.

2719. Scarab of black steatite. Type A3—B2—C3. See

Appendix H. Length 1.7. TO. loi 6.

2720 Scaraboid of gla.ss Signs on base indecipherable.

I.ength I 4. T 5 . <J9.4

2721. Scarab of rock-cr> stal, d’ype A3 — -B2—C‘3 Wing-

cases marked with ekiuble lines On base incision.

representing two birds on either side of a tree. The

incision IS made with small dots and lines. Length

1.95. U5. 101.3.

2722 Scarab of Type A3—B2—C3. On base incision of

Tvpe'VI. See Appendix IL Length 1.6. U5. 101.4.

2723 Scarab of black steatite. Type Ai Bi Ci. On base

incision, rc'presenting two birds one^ abo\'e the other.

Effaced, Length i 55. L\s- ioi-3*

2724. Scarab of paste, T\pe A4—B2—C4. See Appendices I

anei IL Length 1.6. L 3. 101.3.

2725 Scaraboid of grey steatite. On base roughly incised

animal with long tail. Length 1.9. Q 4. 102.2.

2726. Scarab of black steatite, Type A3—B2-—C3. On base

incisuin, representing a t%\'o-wheeled chariot mounted

bv two men and drawn by a horse. Length 1.75*

T 4. 100.5.

2727. Scarab of grey steatite. Type A3—^B2—C3. On base

incision of Type V, representing ostrich standing

with outstretched wings. Length 1.4. U 4. 98-7-

2728. Scaraboid of grey stone. On base incision of Type

I\'. See Appendix II. Length i i. U 4. 102.3.

2729 Scarab of glass, Type A2—B2—C2. See Appendix

I. Length 1.6. U 5. loi.o.

2730 a) (i lobular, depressed bead of dark-blue glass paste,

pierced by a hole in the middle. Diam, 1,5.

b) Flat, oval bead of blue-veined conglomerate.

Length i.i. In the sieves

2731. Fragment of iron. In the sieves.

2732. Scaraboid of paste. Round shape. See Appendices

I and II. Diam. 1,15. In the sieves.

-733- Scarab of white paste, Type A2—Bz. See Appendices

I an d II. Length 1.25. In the sieves.

2734 Fragment of head of statuette. C 4. 107.6.

2735. Mead. See Xo. ioqq C 4. 107.6.

2736. Head of statue with concave neck; ovoid, rather tri-

angular face with narrow, prominent chin; mouth
with smiling lips; slightly curved nose with rather

thick tip; almond-shaped, prominent eyes without

modelled lids; arched brow line; slightly sloping

forehead; roughly modelled ears with earrings; hair

falling m a raised mass with concave sides on back

of head; head covered by soft cap. Traces of black

colour on hair, eyes, and neck. Height 20.5. Head
height 13.0. Head width S 2, Head length 8.3, C 4.

107.6.

-737- Statue with tubular body, oval in section; short,

concave neck, horizontal shoulders; vertical arms;

trapezoid head; pointed chin; prominent, stout cheeks;

.ilmond-shaped eyes; raised eyelids; ridged evebrow
lines; hair falling in plaits ending with in-turned

spiral curls on shoulder; soft, short helmet with knobbed
top. The statue is dressed in a chiton with triangular

opening in front below neck and short sleee es ending
above elbows. A hole in front, another hole at back
of waist to fi-K the lower bodv; one large back-hole.

The statue is hand-made. Lower bodv, r. arm, 1.

hantl, r. side of body, part of head, and face missing;
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b-iokcn jH i )\ ci . HccJ-hrow n cIj\ , liLrht oIid l^cnyth

522 \Vai-,t width 18 h Bi-L-a.t diam Ned.
height 5.4. Ncjk Width 102 Head height 13.S

Head width 133 C 4 107 0

2/3'"^- Bichronic \ \vidc, oh.illnw h'jwl with ha>e-rinitj

curved outline; wide, Hat nni, two snial], horizontal

handles bdow nni. r^ncirclin^ lines and bands in-

side and outside; tiiezc of conventionalized tree- ornu-

nients on the ouiside ot rini Diani. 30 o
'^

1 ' 4. 100 3.

2739- AVhite Painted IV small jU 2 , as No. 212, hut with

encirchny: lines round rim. Heii^ht 10. i Outside

the entrance. Surface laver.

2740. White Painted V small jint with base-nntt, biconical

bodv ; neck with handle-ridite; narriwv mouth, Harinu

nm; handle from neck to shoulder Encircling lines

round nm, neck, and bodv
, trieze of concentric circles

on shoulder; uroup of transverse lines on handle

Height 81. Outside the entrance. Surface laver.

2741 White Painted I\ jui^ with base-nnit, itlobular bodv;

short, cylindrical neck, pinched mouth; twin-handle

from nm to shoulder Encirclmu lines and bands

round nm, neck, and body; three concentric circles

on shoulder, vertical lines crossed by iiroups of pa-

rallel, transverse lines on handle. Ileicdit 28.5. U 4.

()8 i)

2742. Black-on-Red 111 f\ ) shallow bowl with round,

Ihittened base, curved outline. sliL'htly contracted

nm. Encirclinjj black lines around nm. Diam. 9.3.

U 4. 98.9

2743. Plain White V small juy with raised base; bobbin-

shaped body; short neck, splayiner upwards, pinched

rim; handle from nm to shoulder Height 10.7 R4.
Surface layer.

2744. Red Slip 111 (\') small ju«^^ with Rat base, biconical

body; short, narrow, concave neck; narrow mouth;

Rat, swollen nm; handle from nm to shoulder Hciyht

5.0. R 4. Surface layer

2745. Plain White V bowl with Rat base; curved outline:

Rat nm, parts missini^ Diam i() o Q 4. 102.1.

2746. Plain White III horn-shaped vase with flat base:

narrow mouth With wide nm. Heiuditii.9. O y. 905.

2747. Plain White plate with raised base, sw.illen nm.
used as a cover of a pithos, fra^mienrs of which were

found close by Diam 28.0. N 14. 9O o

2748. Plain White V ju2- as Xo 2651. Hemht 15.8 X 14

94.8.

2749. Scarahoid of irrev steatite On base inci.sion of Tvpe

III representintt rider and horse. Lens^uh 1.15. T 6.

96. J .

2750. a) A fluted bead of blue ijlass paste.

b) A spherical bead of incrustcd, white paste.

c) Two biconical beads of plain, white paste

d) A small, biconical beavl of cornelian 0.6—0.8.

'r 0 9 f''.4 .

2751. Scarahoid of black steatite with almost circular base;

ridue above base and fluted top See Appendix II.

Length 10. EWv 98. 7.

2752.

Cvlinder steatite with engraved representations

of two tiecs, tlankinu a ccntial representation ot stand-

ing ficure t(» the left, a seated flejure to the- riuht; a

biwranium m th. mieldle 'I'he flyures are exeeuted

in a ueometric, linear stvle Et-ncth 20 E 6 <>87.

2753 'scarab ot white paste, d’vpe A4— C’4. On base* in-

ci-.ed, '>e-ated man anel beiori. him animal vsith lonu,

upturned tail. EenL^th 1.7 U 0 98 7

2754 Scarab of white paste. l'<jr.n not distinguishable.

See .appendix I Eenerth 15 U 6 98 7

2755. Scarab ot black steatite, i’vpe A3—B2—C3. On base

inci'.ion of Tvpe ^ . See .\ppendix II. Een<2th 1.3.

O 12. 96.0.

275b. Scarab ot multicoloureel Ldass, Damaged See Ap-

pendix II, Iwnitth 14. U 6. 98.7.

2757. Bronze statuette of a sta^ with slender body and

limbs; hiLth neck, small head crowned bv two flattened

horns, bent back and curved forwards. Shoulder,

loins, neck, head, tail, and hoofs are well modelled

in a viL^orous, con' entionabze-el style Incisnms round

eyes. Half of left hind lei2 missing. Height 10.7.

Eenuth 7.2. M ro 92 5

2758. Bronze statuette of a male flL'ure m frontal position,

with 1 leit and foot advanced, both arms vertical;

clinched fl'ts. angular nose, laru^c eyes, marked eye-

lids, prominent evebrows: pronounced chin, dressed

in a shore, turdled kilt parted m front in two rounded

flaps and straiuhily cut up at back; rest of body naked,

sole conical helmet cnJinu in a flat knob, volutes alony

sides. Between the feet the-re is a nnind niountiniz

ending m a pcit. which has served for flxint: the

statuette on to a wooden base lAnuth 2 M 10

92.5

2759. Statuette of steatite of Neolithic tvjve, rcpresentinu

a oe.ited fluure'; arms marked by short, horizontal

stumps; head in shape of a slopinu slab, pierced

hole h«.low head. R <irm inissirm Heii:ht 3 9 X
90 3

2760 Scarab of u'rev itcatite, Tvpe .\2— B4-- C4. On base

incision, representin'; running horse with hrancli-

shaped tail. See Appendix H. Length 15. X 9.

90 8

2761. Head, rather rectangular; short, rounded heard;

incised mouth with raised lips; thin, straight nose,

siiLrhtlv pniminent, almond-shaped eve,'-, incised

evelids, vaituely marked c\e•b^ovv•^. straight lorehead;

rouithlv modelled cars with earnn^'^; hair plain and

slightly raised on back of head falling down on each

side of neck, plain hand round head. Bart of band

and upper earrini; of r. ear nnssinL;. Elole on top.

Brown clav ; lu;ht slip Height 17.2. E 3. 106.6.

2762. I'eet, isolinear, with modelled toes, standini: in semi-

circular. excised part of lower part of body Hemht
132. E 3 io6.6.

2763. Bull's head, vmourously modelled, of trapezoid shape,

cuived, tall horns, modelled, erect eais; ulobular

eye.-' with prominent ins m disc-shaped cveballs;
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ndiicd eyebrows; flattened, stout nose with sliuhtly

convex rid^e, modelled nostrils; hair indicated by

semicircular, stamped impressions. E\es, horns, and

ears painted black; between evebrows and eve, red

paint. Hand-made. Top of horns, end of r. ear.

part of r. side of nose missing, horns broken at base.

Brown, gritty clay, butf slip; mat paint. Length

1 6.0 I Q. <)2 g.

2764. Axe-head of diorite; straight cutting edge; body

elliptical in section; rounded, tapering top. Length

10.3. Cult-house Rock.

2765 a) Two biconical spindle-whorls of steatite. Diani

lo-

b) One spherical bead of terracotta. Diam. 1.5. As

No. 2764.

2766. Flat, leaf-shaped arrow-head of bronze with short,

straight, solid tang. Length 7.7. As Xo. 2764.

2767. Fragment of a terracotta bowl, as Xo. 2668. As Xo.

2764.

2768. Coarse shallow bowl, hand-made, with liat bottom;

curved outline; plain rim, slightly bent inwards.

Diam. 12.2. As Xo. 2764.

2769. Pestle of basalt, m shape of a truncated cone, with

concave sides. Length 10.2. As Xo. 2764.

2770. Base-nng bull with cylindrical body; narrow legs

tapering downwards; tail with incised end hanging

between legs; short, thick neck with brisket; triangular

head; circular pellet eyes, incised; roughly modelled

ears; incisions of chevrons and encircling line on head.

Horns and parts of body missing (restored). Length

17.0.

As Xo. 2764

2771. Pebble stones of various sizes and colours. As Xo.

2764.

2772. Flam White Hand-made small jug with flat base;

oval body; short, cylindrical neck; handle from rim

to shoulder. Handle missing. Height y.(j. As No
2764

2773 Basf-rmg jug with squat body, neck, handle, lower

part of body missing. Height c. 9.5. As Xo. 2764.

2774 Flam White, partl\ wheel-made, stemmed goblet

with wide stem; the bowl with curved outline; wide,

flat rim Height 18.7. As No, 2764.

2775. Fragments of two large Flam White pithoi; hand-made.

As No. 2764.

2776. Festle of basalt, in shape of a long, truncated cone,

chipped at base and top. Length 15 8. As No. 2764.

2777 a) Arrow-head of bronze with straight sides; square

section; long, solid tang. Length 9,3.

b) Arrow-head of bronze with double-curved sides;

rhomboid section, straight, solid tang. Length 6.3.

c) Arrow-head of iron with straight sides; four-

sided; flat tang. Length 4.9. In the sieves.

2778. Small axe-head of greenish diorite with slightly convex

cutting edge; tapering top. Length 2.8. As No. 2764.

2779 Seven biconical spindle-whorls of greyish stone,

with hole through centres. Length: 2.3; 2.0; 1.95;

1.85; I 6; 1.5. As No. 2764.

2780 Fragment of a chariot. L 9. 93.0.

2781. Fragments of a large, hand-made pithos. As No. 2764.

2782. Fragment of a pithos, as No 2781. ,As No, 2764.

2783. Fragments of pithoi. similar to No. 2781. Northern

building. On lock.

2784. a) Flat, roughly oval grinding stone of basalt. Length

13.0, Southern building. On rock.

b) Squat, cylindrical grinding stone of basalt. Diam.

6.0. .Southern building. On rock.

2785. Stone slab roughly rectangular, used as an offering

table. Size 90 60. As No. 2764.

2786. Stone slab of an irregular shape, used as an offering

table. As No. 2764.

2787. Two stone slabs, similar to No. 2785. As No. 2764.

2788 Libation table of limestone, flat, roughly oval in shape.

Small concavities cut on the upper side. Broken in

several pieces. Length 120.0. AI 8. 91.0.

CLASSIFICATION OF FINDS

Pottery (Pis. CLXXVII^CLXXVIII).

Numerous potsherds were found in the successive culture strata. They are classified

below (Statistical list of potsherds, pp. 815 f.).

The more or less intact and numbered specimens of pottery consist of the following

classes.

A. Bronze Age pottery: Base-ring, Plain White Hand-made, Plain White Wheel-made,

Coarse Ware.

B. Iron Age pottery: White Painted IV—V; Bichrome IV—V; Black-on-Red II (IV)

—

III (V); Bichrome Red II (V); Black Slip III, V; Red Slip II (IV)—III (V); Black Polished;

Plain White III—V; Coarse Ware.

Of the Bronze Age pottery, the Base-ring Ware is represented by No. 2773: a jug with
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squat body; the Plain White Hand-made bv the juglet No. 2772, with flat base; oval body;

short, cylindrical neck; handle from rim to shoulder, and by the fragments of large pithoi

(Nos. 2775, 2781, 2782, 2783); the Plain White Wheel-made by the stemmed goblet No.

2774, with wide stem; rounded bowl with flat, wide rim; the Coarse Ware bv the shallow,

hand-made bowl No. 2768.

Of the Iron Age pottery, White Painted IV is represented bv a deep bowl with base-

ring; bulging outline; contracted rim; horizontal handles below the rim (No. 954); bowl

with round base and splayed, out-turned rim (No. 70); goblet with cylindrical stem;

wide foot; bowl of rounded outline; raised rim; horizontal handles below the rim

(No. 2413); juglets with globular or oval body; base-ring; narrow neck with handle-ridge;

flat or flaring rim; handle from neck to shoulder (Nos. 21 1, 212, 213, 2008, 2583, 2739);

jugs with base-ring; globular body; short, cylindrical neck; pinched rim; twin-handle from

rim to shoulder (Nos. 1972, 2741).

The bowl is decorated with encircling lines and concentric circles below the rim; the

goblets with encircling lines; the juglets with encircling lines; concentric circles on shoulder

or vertical row of concentric circles in front; sometimes wavv line below the handle and

ring of filled triangles on the rim; the jug with pinched rim is decorated with encircling

lines and bands and concentric circles on the shoulder.

White Painted V is represented by a plate with raised base and miniature horizontal

handles at the rim (No. 47); a goblet with stemmed foot and bowl of angular outline (No.

2412); jugs with biconical body; neck with handle-ridge; flat rim; handle from neck to

shoulder (Nos. 1116, 2740); jugs with base-ring or raised base; oval or biconical body;

neck splaying or tapering upwards; pinched rim where this is preserved and a handle from

rim to shoulder (Nos. 581, 967, 2006); amphora with biconical body; short, wide, cylindrical

neck; wide, flat rim; triple handles from rim to shoulder (No. 2414); hydria with base-

ring; biconical bodv; short, cvlindrical, narrow neck; flat, out-turned rim; horizontal handles

on shoulder; vertical handle from neck to shoulder (Nos. 2415, 2416). The decoration

consists of simple, encircling lines on the shoulder of the jugs and a tree-ornament or

leaf-ornament in front; on the amphora encircling lines and bands; metope decoration

of vertical rows of concentric circles divided bv vertical lines on the shoulder; a frieze

of concentric circles on the neck and moulded relief figurines on the handles; on the

hydria encircling lines and bands; wavy lines on the neck; detached, concentric circles on

the shoulder and belly.

Bichrome IV is represented bv shallow bowls with round, flattened base and the rim

curving inwards (Nos. 582, 583, 951, 953); bowls with round base; curved outline; raised

rim; two horizontal handles below rim (Nos. 459, 952); juglets with raised base; globular

body; narrow neck with handle-ridge; flat, swollen rim; handle from neck to shoulder

(Nos. 2417, 2655); jugs with raised base; globular or oval body; short or longer, cylindrical,

occasionally slightly concave neck; pinched rim and handle from rim to shoulder (Nos.

1768, 1974, 2007, 2171, 2396, 2406). The decoration of the bowls consists of a few encircling

lines; sometimes almost the whole of the interior or the exterior is painted red; the juglets
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are decorated with encirclinsr lines; concentric circles on shoulder or a vertical row of con-

centric circles in front; the jugs with pinched rim are decorated with encircling lines and

concentric circles on the shoulder.

Bichrome is represented bv a bowl with raised base; square body; raised, out-turned

rim; two horizontal handles on the shoulder (Xo. 68), and a shallow bowl with base-ring;

curved outline; wide, flat rim; two small horizontal handles below the rim (Xo. 2738);

a jug with raised base and oval, sack-shaped body (Xo. 2173). The decoration of the

bowls consists of encircling lines and bands; groups of vertical lines between these;

frieze of conventionalized tree-ornaments outside the rim
;
the jug is decorated with encircling

lines and bands and concentric circles on the shoulder.

Black-on-Red II (IV) is represented bv a stemmed goblet with wide foot; almost he-

mispherical bowl; plain rim; small, horizontal handles below the rim (Xo. 2410); a jug

with raised base; depressed oval bodv; short neck splaving upwards; pinched rim; handle

from rim to shoulder (Xo. 203); handle-ridge jug (Xo. 64). The goblet is decorated with

encircling lines and bands and groups of parallel, vertical lines below the rim; the jug

is decorated with encircling lines and groups of concentric circles.

Black-on-Red III (V) is represented bv a plate with raised base; wide rim, slightly down-

turned and pierced by suspension holes (Xo. 961); a shallow bowl with flattened base;

curved outline; contracted rim (Xo. 2742); a juglet with raised base; biconical body; short,

concave neck; narrow neck and mouth; flaring, swollen rim; handle from rim to shoulder

(X’^o. 2579). The plate is decorated with encircling lines and groups of transverse lines

on the rim; the bowl with encircling lines; the juglet with encircling lines and concentric

circles on the shoulder.

Bichrome Red II (V) is represented by a single specimen: an open bowl with raised

base; curved outline; out-turned rim; horizontal handles below the rim; it is decorated

with encircling lines and groups of vertical lines on the rim (Xo. 72).

Black Slip III is represented by a single specimen: a jug with base-ring; squat body;

concave neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder; rough, vertical grooves on bodv
and horizontal, incised lines around the shoulder (X’o. 2042).

Black SlipV is represented by a single specimen: a juglet with raised base
;
sack-shaped body

;

narrow neck with handle-ridge; out-turned, swollen rim; handle from rim to body (Xo. 918).

Red Slip II (IV) is represented by a single specimen: a bowl with raised base; bulging

outline; flat rim, pierced by suspension holes (Xo. 955); Red Slip III (V) by a shallow

bowl with raised base; wide, down-turned rim, pierced by suspension holes (Xo. 950);
jug with biconical body; rather wide, short neck splaying upwards; handle from rim to

shoulder (Xo. 957); juglets with base-ring or flat base, usually raised; sack-shaped, occa-

sionally oval, depressed or biconical body; narrow neck, usually with handle-ridge; occa-

sionally short, splaying neck; swollen or flat rim; handle from neck to shoulder (Xos.

210, 1003, 2577, 2578, 2581, 2744.)

Black Polished is represented by globidar or oval juglets with base-ring; narrow neck
with handle-ridge; flat rim (Xos. 1001, 2575).
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Plain White III is represented by a horn-shaped vase (Xo. 2746); Plain White IV

by shallow or large, deep bowls and goblets (Xos. 74, 75, 76, 209, 2004, 2411);

crater on stemmed foot (Xo. 2397); sack-shaped jugs (Xcs. 208, 1671, 1973, 20^6,

2407); jugs with pinched rim (Xos. 965, 968, 969, 970, 2652); amphoriskos with flat

base; oval body; short, cylindrical neck, swollen rim; horizontal, erect handles on the

shoulder (Xos. 1188, 2025); pithos (Xo. 201); Plain White V bv plate (XW. 2747); bovls

(Xos. 2055, 2653, 2745); rhyton (Xo. 2654); stemmed goblets (Xos. 78, 87); juglet (X*o.

958)1 with round mouth (Xo. 65); jug with pinched rim (XW. 2743); sack-shaped jugs

(Xos. 45, 46, 49, 50, 67, 202, 203, 204, 206, 207, 956, 959, 962, 963, 964, 966, 1002, 2005,

2009, 2574, 2576, 2582, 2651, 2715, 2716, 2748).

The Coarse Ware is represented by bowls Xos. 2650, 2656; jugs Xos. 1004, 1008; and

cooking-pot Xo. 2166.

Terracotta sculptures.

The majority of sculptures are made of terracotta, onlv a few specimens being of stone

and bronze (cf. below). These sculptures are classified in the tvpes and stvles described

below. The majority of the small and larger statuettes are pure idol plastic, i. e., they are

not of an artistic, but only a sacred nature; not produced with artistic intentions, but onlv

for religious purposes to be used as votive offerings. It is evident that no stylistic class-

ification of these statuettes is possible, if by style is meant an artistic norm producing an

intended artistic shape; we can therefore onlv distinguish different tvpes of these statuettes,

but not styles. Other statuettes do not allow of a minute, stylistic analysis. This is possible

only with those statuettes and statues bearing the impress of an incontestable and clearlv

artistic character. In the classification of the sculpture we shall start, therefore, with this

third category of the sculptures.

Style I (Pis. CLXXXIX-CXCVI).

Two groups can be distinguished; one is tvpologicallv earlier and called Stvle I A; the

other is tvpologicallv later and called Stvle I B. Stvle I A is represented bv Xos. i — 1618

— 1619, 1082, 1137, 1138, 1144, 1385 — 1530, 1567, 1726, 1728 - 1740, 174^^ 1866,

2103 ^ 2106, and Stvle I B by Xos. 1071, 1140, 1566, 1842, i860, 2140, 2437 - 1196.

The sculptures of Stvle I A have a triangular head, with broad, sloping forehead and

pointed chin; an almost pointed, or trapezoid beard, sometimes ending in spiral curls

and usuallv worked in vertical grooves; painted moustaches; the cheeks are prominent;

the nose is rather thin and usuallv curved; the eves prominent with marked lids; the eve-

brows are indicated bv a curved ridge rather high above the eves; the ears are roughlv

worked; the back of the head is straight; the hair falls down the back of head in a

compact mass; occasionallv a few spiral curls appear below the helmet in front, d'he whole

expression of the face is grim, fierce, and stern; the gaze is austere and gloomv and the lips
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are stiff and sullen. Details of face, as eves, moustaches, beard, hair, etc., are painted in a

dark colour; the skin is sometimes rendered with red paint.

The shape of the body varies; verv often it is tubular, oval in section; the arms are ver-

tical and the feet are not indicated. The dress is rendered in a conventionalized style,

with the folds of the chiton below the belt as parallel, curved ridges; the seams of the sleeves
are marked by ridged edges. The figure is strictlv frontal. The bodies of Nos. i + 1618
+ 1619, 1385 — 1530, and 1728 -p 1740 are modelled with free legs, isolinear feet, or
left foot slightly advanced. The arms of Nos. i — 1618 — 1619 and 1728 + 1740 are
vertical; those of No. 1385 -f 1530 are advanced and bent at right angles, the left hand
holding a sword. These figures are dressed in a short tunic with the seams represented
by relief ridges, or in a girdled chiton with plain surface and short sleeves; in both cases
the dress is rendered in the same conventionalized style as on the sculptures with tubular
bod} . Sometimes sandals are modelled on the feet. The head of all the figures is covered
b} a conical helmet, which usually is soft but of rather straight outline, evidently repre-
senting a leather helmet, with upturned cheek-pieces. Only No. 1385 - 1530 has a helmet
of another type with straight spike.

The sculptures of Style I B are more advanced; the cheeks are less prominent; the sur-
face IS smoother; the expression sometimes (No. 1566) even slightly smiling and always
less fierce; in general a softening of the shapes is characteristic of this stvle. No. i860 may
be considered as transitory between the two groups sharing both their characteristics;
Nos. 1071 and 1566 represent the end of the series. No. 1071 has a beard marked by stamped
circles as sculptures of Styles II B and III, and the shape of the eyes and slightly smiling
e.xpression of No. 1566 are characteristic, too, of sculptures of these styles.

"

The shape of the bodies and the portrayal of the dress and head-covering, etc., are
the same as in Style I A. No. 2437 -p 1 196 lias a rectangular excision in front for insertion
of the feet.

A few sculptures classified above are of a rougher, more conventionalized type even
in the modelling of the face; they show a beginning of artistic expression, and are properlv
transitory specimens between the pure idol plastic and the developed art sculpture (cf
above p. 777).

Style II (Pis. CXCVII—CCIII).
The sculptures of this style, too, divide in two groups. Styles II A and B, of which the

latter group is more advanced in style than the former. Stvle II A is represented bv Nos
1090, 1389, .47°, 1490, 1324 + 2333 - 2346, ,536. ,549 + ,99,, ,667, .763 7 1845.'
2069 - 2087, 2324 p- 2344, and Stvle II B bv Nos. 1363 1427 2102
The sculptures of Style II A have a head of a more o;oid, leis triangular shape than

in Sule I. The expression is still vigorous but not grim as in Stvle I; the lips are stern
but sometimes shghtly smiling and less stiff; the cheeks and nose are rather prominent’;
the beard has lost its triangular shape and is usually rounded; sometimes its surface is
marked bt stamped circles. The eyes are narrotvcr. of myrtle-leaf shape, with prominent
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eve-balls; high, arched, ridged eyebrows; roughlv modelled ears; sloping forehead; more

rounded occiput than in Style I; the head of some sculptures (e. g.. Nos. 1470, 1490, 1549

+ 1991) is very short; the helmet is of a softer, more rounded outline than in Stvle I.

The sculptures of Style II B are characterized bv a softer form; the cheeks of Xo. 2102

are smoothly modelled; the mouth is smiling; the eves are less prominent, with raised lids;

the eyebrows are raised and nearlv straight; the beard is almost square-cut, worked in

vertical grooves, and marked with stamped circles; the hair ends in spiral curls in front,

below the helmet.

The body of the sculptures of both Stvles II A and B is usuallv modelled with free legs;

the feet are sometimes isolinear, sometimes the left or right foot is advanced. The position

of the arms varies: vertical; right arm advanced, or bent upwards, holding a weapon; both

arms held out for carrying a votive gift, probablv an animal. The whole body is rather

more roughly shaped than in Style I; the legs are wheel-made, unelastic, and stiff; the arms

are sometimes too short and thin.

As a rule, the figures are represented in a standing posture, only occasionally (No. 1470)

a walking movement is attempted. This is rendered quite inorganicallv: the legs are placed

one behind the other, vertical and parallel with each other, from the feet and to the hips.

The figures are, as a rule, dressed in a short chiton with short sleeves, sometimes with

modelled belt, tassels hanging down on one side, and the seams indicated by ridges, but

otherwise plain without even conventionalized folds.

Eyes, beard, hair, borders of the dress, etc., are painted in the same way as in Style I.

Some of the sculptures of this style, too, classified above, are of the transitory class be-

tween idol plastic and art sculpture.

Style III (Pis. CCIV—CCIX).
A typological sequence of the sculptures of this style can be distinguished as in the pre-

vious styles : Style III A representing the earlier stage and Style III B the later stage. Sculpt-

ures Nos. 1044 T 2495, 1509, 1767, 2021, 2374 belong to Stvle III A, Nos. 936, 1028 4-

2077, 1037 -r 2454, 1724, 1725, 1824 ^ 2139, 2053 to Style III B.

The first group shows some similarity to Style II. The head of No. 1767 is rather ovoid

in shape, the cheeks and eyeballs are prominent; the whole expression of the face is vigorous

and smiling at the same time as is characteristic of the first group of Style II, but the fore-

head is broader and the evebrows are not so arched and high above the eyes; the nose is

shorter, but at the same time more prominent than in Style II: all these are features which

this figure has in common with the other sculptures of Stvle III. The beard is not modelled

but has only been indicated bv paint: it has been of the short-cut type characteristic

of Stvle III. The head is covered by a conical cap with pointed, straight top.

The shape of the bodv, too, is different from its formation in Style II. The figure is frontal;

it is modelled with free legs, the left foot being advanced; the arms vertical; it is dressed in

a short-sleeved tunic and kilt with side-folds and held together by a belt. The dress does not

conceal the outline of the body. The latter is square in section, its parts being rather
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carefully mcdelled and well accentuated with an attempt at tectonic structure quite

dift'erent from the rough and mechanical structure of the body that is Upical of St}le II.

Figure Xo. 2374 has a bcdv of the conventional, tube-shaped type; the left arm is bent

across the chest and holds an ankh-sign; the short beard and moustaches are rendered

by contiguous, stamped circles as in the sculptures of the later phase of this st} le (cf. below),

the soft material of the conical cap is indicated by notchings.

The head of X'o. 1044 -- 2495 resembles that of No. 17671 beard is marked

with stamped circles like that of Xo. 2374. The body, on the other hand, is of quite a

different type from that of Xo. 1767, and resembles more the rendering of the bod} in St}le

III B: it is entirely covered by the dress and its form is determined by a desire to achie\e

an ornamental effect: the sweeping and symmetrical outline and the strictly parallel, hea^w,

curved ridges of the folded chiton below the girdle in front, in contrast with the narrow',

fine, and irregular incisions of the mantle are evidence of this. Both the calmer expression

of the face, its softer treatment of surface and the refined modelling of the dress indicate

that this sculpture is really a transitory type between Styles III A and B.

The sculptures cf Style III B display the lollowing features different from those of Style

III A: the head is of a more rounded outline, not so angular as that of the figures described,

but still the old, trapezoid shape survives in some of the sculptures. The beard is closely

trimmed and marked with stamped circles; the cheeks are not so prominent, and the ex-

pression is milder; the face reflects a calm and serenity; a faint smile hovers over the lips

and a dignified air marks the figures. The head is covered with a conical cap or helmet

of a rounded outline, with top bent back. The body is not of the square, tectonic type,

characteristic of Xo. 1767 but is, on the other hand, different from that of the figures

in Styles I— II. It shows a tendency to flatness; it is plank-shaped, only slightly bulging

over the breast and is entirely covered by the dress. This is mcdelled with minute care

(e. g. the mantle of Xo. 1028 2- 2077 with fringed border) and the structure of the body

resembles therefore that of Xo. 1044 -r 2495 (cf. Xo. 1824 -p 2139 with it). Maturity

and artistic refinement mark the sculptures of this style.

Beside these sculptures, there is another group of Style III B which displays some features

of its own (Xos. 936, 1037 — 2454, 1724, 1725). The body is tubular and rather clumsy,

but the face shows some resemblance to these of Style III B; the faces, however, are cast

in a mould and retouched. Xo. 1509 has also a bedy of heavier, coarser structure, but

the configuration of the face is the same as in the sculptures of the more refined modelling.

All the figures of this style are represented standing in a frontal position; the feet are

isolinear; the arms vertical or advanced, or the right arm is vertical and the left bent over

the breast, or the right arm is lifted in a gesture of adoration.

The sculptures of Style III B, especially the faces of Xos. 936, 1037 -r 2454, 1724,

1726, show similarity to those of Style VI, which proves that Style III was continued and

developed by Style VI. It is worth noting, too, that Xo. 1726 has the left arm vertical

atrd the right arm bent across the chest stuck in a fold of the mantle, a position of the arms

which is typical of Style VI (cf. below).
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Style IV (Pis. CCX—CCXV, 2).

Two groups can be distinguished within this style, too: Styles IV A and B. Sculptures

Xos. 1010 T 1030, 1080, 1141, 1727, 1821, 2100 belong to the first group and Xos. 904,

1796, 2071, 2072 V 2075, 2079 — 2105 to the second.

The sculptures of the first group are characterized by the following distinctiye features.

The head is almost triangular or trapezoid; the chin is strong; the lips are pursed, almost

angular, and smiling; the cheeks and nose are rather prominent; the eyes are almond-

shaped with lower lids straight and curyed, ridged eyebrows close aboye the eyes; the fore-

head is sloping; the nose and forehead are almost aligned with each other; the chin is shayen

or proyided with a long beard worked in yertical grooyes; the hair falls along the back

of the head in a compact mass with slightly concaye sides and sometimes a single curl is

yisible below the helmet in front (Xo. 1727); the head is coyered by a helmet of rounded

outline or by a broad band. The body is plank-shaped and entirely coyered by the dress.

The figures stand in a frontal posture with isolinear feet and yertical arms; the head of

No. 1727 is turned slightly to the left. The dress has no modelled details, only an incised

border at the lower end of the chiton. The modelling is rougher than in Style III and

lacks the elegance and artistic refinement of that style.

The sculptures of the second group haye a broader, trapezoid head; the eyes are almond-

shaped, but broader, with curyed lower lid; the beard of No. 2072 2075 is almost rect-

angular, worked in yertical, incised grcoyes with incisions of arrow-heads between; around

the head are triple bands; the modelling of the face is softer and the expression milder,

rather beneyolent and sublime, displaying religious deyotion. The bcdy is plank-shaped

as in the first group; the figures stand in frontal posture; sometimes (No. 2072 — 2075)

with the head turned slightly to the right. The feet, when indicated, are isolinear; arms

yertical or right arm bent upwards with closed hand holding a weapon or tool, possibly

a sacrificial knife (No. 2072 — 2075). The dress has no modelled details, only an incised

lower border of the chiton as in the first group, but has retained something of the

sweeping outline characteristic of Style III.

The dress and details of the face haye been painted as usual and yestiges of the paint

are sometimes still preseryed (No. 1727).

The sculpture No. 904 has the position of the arms dift’erent from the other statues of

this style: the left arm is yertical and the right one is bent across the chest, stuck in a fold

of the mantle. As has been already pointed out aboye, this position of the arm is typical

of Style VI (cf. below). The face of this sculpture, on the other hand, and still more those

of Nos. 2071 and 2079 -7 2103, show a strong resemblance to those of Style VII. This

proyes that Style IV was continued by Style VII: the characteristic features of this style

are already beginning to appear in the last stage of Style IV.

Rougher figures which can be attributed to Style IV are Nos. 1080, 1821.
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Style V (PI. CCXV, 3, 4)-

This style is represented by No. 906 4- 928 -r 93^ characterized by an almost

rectangular head; a faint smile on the thin lips; thin, straight ncse; narrow eyes of myrtle-

leaf shape; forehead nearly yertical; a helmet with back-coyer on the head. The body

is oyal in section; the shoulders horizontal; the right arm is bent across the chest at right

angles; the dress is plain with the mantle flung oyer both shoulders, leaying a triangular,

open space in the middle; the beard is flat and rectangular. Angular and straight lines thus

dominate this dry style, showing the beginning of formalistic art.

Style VI (Pis. CCXVI—CCXIX).

The sculptures of this style (Nos. 838, 926, 930, 940, 1016 + 2505, 1049, 1052 + 2442,

2461) form a more homogeneous group than those of Styles I—IV.

The characteristic features of the style may be summed up as follows: Head oval, with

rounded and softly modelled cheeks; lips full; nose rather short with slightly concave

ridge and thick tip; eves large, semicircular with straight lower lids; thick, almost straight,

“feathered” eyebrows; forehead slightly sloping without beard; hair falling in a compact,

concave mass down the back of head. The head is covered either by helmets of a rounded

outline or by a ’’turban”. In some sculptures the expression of the face is calm and mild,

but still somewhat strained; the face of No. 1016 -1-2505, on the other hand, reflects a

mixture of sensuality and religious devotion, while that of No. 2442 is characterized by

still softer modelling and a smiling, rather effeminate expression. These latter sculptures

represent the last stage of the style (VI B). iMost of the figures have no beard. The

beard, when it occasionally is found (No. 1016 -|- 2505), is flat and rectangular as in Style V.

The figures stand in frontal posture with isolinear feet, as far as these are preserved;

the left arm is yertical and the right arm bent across the breast, holding an animal (buck)

or stuck in the folds of the mantle. The body is oval in section, sometimes rather

plank-shaped, and is entirely covered by the dress. The concave outline of the body of

No. 1052 -f 2442 with the narrowest diameter at the waist recalls the concave outlines of

some of the figures of Styles III and IV. The dress consists of a short-sleeved chiton,

sometimes covered by a mantle thrown over both shoulders (Nos. 1016 2505, 1052 +
2442) and has no modelled details except ridged borders.

Paintings, when preserved, are used on details of the face and dress.

Style VII (Pis. CCXX—CXXIII).

The sculptures of this style (Nos. 1099 ~ 2735, 2161, 2169, 2428 -f 2464, 2435, 2439,

2446 ^ 2448, 2456, 2462, 2467, 2469, 2491, 2492, 2497, 2501 2470 -f 2476 + 2481,

2736, 2737) form a rather homogeneous group, though, of course, individual variations

occur.

The head is ovoid with a strong chin, sometimes rather pointed; lips often angular with

vigorous smile; nose straight, as a rule, aligned with the sloping forehead; the eyes are
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almond-shaped and prominent; the eyebrows curved and ridged, occasionally “feathered”;

shaven chin and lips; the hair falls in a compact mass with concave sides down the back

of head to the shoulders, or with plaits along the sides of the neck and ends in in-curved

spirals on the shoulders; the head is covered with a conical helmet or cap, sometimes com-

bined with a plain frontlet.

The figures are represented in a frontal, standing posture, usually with both arms vertical

along the sides of the body and with closed hands; more seldom the right arm is bent across

the chest and stuck in the folds of the mantle (No. 904). The bodv is oval in section or

tubular, with horizontal or sloping shoulders; it is covered bv the dress and in the only

case where the lower part of the body is preserved (No. 904), no feet are indicated. The
dress consists of a chiton with short sleeves, occasionallv (No. 904) covered bv a mantle.

The dress has no modelled details.

Painting, when preserved, is used for details of the face and the dress.

Figures of a more summary modelling, which belong to this stvle, are Nos. 2446 -r 2448

2456, 2501 + 2470 -y 2476 T 2481.

Animal statuettes.
Type I (PI. CCXXIV).

This type is represented by the bull statuette No. 2770. It is made of Base-ring Ware

and is of the shape characteristic of that ware; cylindrical body; narrow, straight legs;

short neck with brisket; triangular head with incised pellet eyes; roughly modelled ears;

incisions on head.

Type 2 (PI. CCXXIV).

The bull statuettes Nos. 2036, 2047 -f 2051, 2048, 2049 are of this type: the body

is cylindrical, somewhat bulging with ridged backbone; the legs are tubular with splaying

base; the neck is cylindrical with ridged brisket; the head is triangular or trapezoid with

tubular nose; sometimes the nostrils are indicated by one vertical and one horizontal

rib across the mouth, and the tongue is licking left nostril; the eves are prominent and

globular or small, oval pellets sometimes with raised lids; the ears are short and erect;

the horns are curved. Details such as eyes, horns, ears, etc., are painted black with geo-

metrical ornamentation: bands of latticed lozenges, dotted squares, probablv indicating

ritual cover, single lozenge-ornament on the head, etc.

Type 3 (PL CCXXIV)

This type comprises Nos. 2037, 2039, 2040, 2041, 2322, 2323: the body is cvlindrical

but much thinner than that of Type 2; the neck is short; front and neck somewhat flattened;

head with long, cvlindrical “spout-nose”; sometimes the whole head is spout-shaped

(No. 2322); incised mouth; pierced nostrils; tongue licking left nostril; eyes prominent

or small pellets; ears short, erect; horns curved.
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Type 4 (PI. CCXXV).

This type includes Ncs. 2028 -7 2050, 2034, 2038, 2043 + 2052, 2045, 2046,

2318 — 2329 — 2339 — 2337 — 2368, 2338 -r 2348 T 2366. d he bod\ is similar to

that of dhpe 2 but sometimes without marked backbone; somewhat narrower and usualh

with straight outline; snakes usually writhing from the head along the forelegs; e}es large,

globular; narrow “spout-nose”.

Type 5 (PI. CCXXV).

This type is represented by Nos. 2027 and 2763. No. 2027 is a statuette with a body

similar to those of Type 4, but the modelling of the head is more adyanced; it is triangular

in shape with modelled nose and ears and prominent, globular eyeballs. The body is

painted with geometrical ornaments. The bull’s head No. 2763 is of trapezoid shape and

yigorously modelled: globular eyes with prominent iris and disc-shaped eyeballs; eye-

brows flattened; thick with slightly conyex ridge; nostrils modelled; hair indicated by

semicircular, stamped impressions.

Type 6 (PI. CCXXV).

This type is represented by Nos. 2315 and 2364. These statuettes are roughly made,

with short, thick, cylindrical bodies; short legs and necks; roughly shaped heads with

modelled nostrils; pellet eyes; curyed, erect horns.

Type 7 (Pis. CCXXV, CCXXVI).

The statuettes of this type comprising Nos. 788, 1853, 2164, 2319, 2347, 2349, 2359,

2393, and 2404 are characterized by a short, narrow, flattened body; narrow’ neck,

rounded or flat, with plain or wayy brisket. The head is of a conyentionalized type with

roughly indicated details.

Type S (PI. CCXXVI).

This type comprises Nos. 884, 902, 914, 2095. These statuettes are all small in size;

the body is straight, thin and semicircular in section. The head is similar to the roughly

modelled heads of Type 7.

Type 9 (PI. CCXXVI).

This type is represented by one specimen only. No. 1789. The head is somewTat

similar to those of the more adyanced specimens of Type 10, with open mouth and low’er

muzzle shorter than the upper one. The neck is broad, with plain brisket; the body short

and yery narrow; the legs are rather tall; the forelegs with indicated knees and roughly

model'ed hoofs.
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Type lo (PL CCXXVI).

Of this type are Nos. 1551, 1552, 1553, 1554, 1556, 2325, and 2356. The body is

rather short and cylindrical; the tubular legs are of medium size; the hoofs are rcnighly

modelled; the neck is short, with plain or wavv brisket. The head has a modelled nose;

incised mouth; roughly modelled nostrils; oval eves with incised lids. S( metimes the

head is of a more advanced modelling than that of Tvpe 9. Occasionally a band, with

or without, pendant bell is modelled around neck and snakes coil from the head along back.

A few miniature figures of rams, bucks, and other animals described under their respec-

tive numbers in the Object Register are net detached statuettes but have belonged to

sculptures such as PI. CCXXXII, 5, representing worshippers carrving votive ollerings of

animals. These miniature animals are all made in pure “snow-man” techniejue.

Minotaur statuettes.
Type I (PI. CCXXVII).

The statuettes of this type (Xos. 1620, 1690, 1775, 2031 : 2361, 2044, 2320, 2376)

are crude figures with cylindrical animal and human bodv; short legs; sometimes both

male and female se.xes are indicated; the arms are uplifted or bent over breast; the head

is roughly shaped, pentagonal, hexagonal or ovoid, with projecting nose; incised mouth,

sometimes with raised edges; eyes projecting or of “fish-eye” tepe; arched eyebrows;

receding forehead; sometimes snakes writhing from the head along the body.

Type 2 (PI. CC'XXVni).

The statuettes of this type (Xos. 2101, 2340 4- 2328 -r- 2373, 2350) show a more advanced

type: the animal body is cylindrical; the legs are tubular; the human legs ot Xo. 2101

have roughly modelled feet; the human bodies somewhat fiattened; Xo. 2340 -- 2328 y-

2373 is dual sexed with male genitals and female breasts; the arms are uplifted or

advanced; the nose and eyes are projecting; raised eyebrows; receding ten-ehead; the hair of

Xo. 2340 -r 2328 -r 2373 falls in plain, contiguous plaits along the back of head with

twisted plaits falling over the shoulders in front; on Xo. 2101 snakes writhe Inmi the

head along the bodv.

Type 3 (PI. CCXXVIII).

This tvpe is represented bv one specimen only (Xo. 1122). The animal boely is cy-

lindrical and rather narrow; the human legs have roughlv moeielleel feet; the human body

is flat; the arms are advanced; the head is similar to those ot the sculptures of Style 1 \ ;

short horns project from the head.

S m a 1 1
,
h u m a n idols.

A minute classification of the overwhelming mass of these statuettes, w ith respect paid

to all the typological difterences as regards the techniejue, shape, representation, etc., would

50
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comprise more than fifty types. Such a classification has been made in older to see if these

typological difterences answered to those of a chronological character. It turned out that

most of these typological difterences were of no chronological significance, and I ha\e

therefore arranged the statuettes under a few leading types and described the\arieties\^hich

are of non-chronological character under each leading type. I thought also that the readers

who haye prcceeded to this point would be in need of some encouragement and relief,

so I will spare them the fifty types.

Type I (PI. CCXXIX).

This type comprises a small group of statuettes which are only small specimens of Type

I of the larger statuettes. 1 he body is trumpet-shaped, hollow, hand-made or wheel-made.

The head is clumsily shaped, with rough face details: piominent nose, pellet eyes or

yery prominent eyeballs, incised mouth, semetimes with pellet lips. The arms are usually

uplifted. A lyre player, too, is represented.

Type J (PI. CCXXIX).

This type is represented by a small group, similar to Type i, but more adyanced in

type. Sometimes the head is disc-shaped.

Type 3 (PI. CCXXIX).

The statuettes of this group, too, are few in number. The characteristic features of the

group are: a tubular, wide, wheel-made body; a small, triangular head; roughly shaped

nose; globular eyeballs; ridged eyebrows; arms usually bent, sometimes holding an

animal; straight, tall helmet. Face details are painted. The body is of the size of the

larger statuettes, but the head is always small.

Type 4 {FI. CCXXIX).

The statuettes of this type are only small specimens of Type 2 of the larger statuettes.

The body is wheel-made, tubular, with splayed base; usually bulging breast; yertical

arms; square or trapezoid, bearded head. The nose is rather thin and of the pinched type;

the eyes are sometimes indicated by premdnent eyeballs; the ears are plain pellets. The

head is coyered by a helmet with a straight spike or a yeil held around it by bands.

Type 5 (Pis. CCXXX, CCXXXI).

This type includes the majority of the statuettes. The figures are hand-made. The clay

is usually red or red-brown, and is coyered by slip of the same colours. Occasionally,

a lighter clay and slip occur. The body is cylindrical and solid with splayed base;

sometinres the upper part of body is heart-shaped, the arms and the body being made in

one piece. The head is oyal, rectangular, trapezoid or wedge-shaped, with pinched nose,
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pellet ears, and usually a beard of varying shape: short or rather long, pointed, straight-

cut, or rounded; sometimes the eyes and mouth, tco, are indicated bv added pellets, pro-

minent surface, and incisions, d he arms are usually vertical, but sometimes other posi-

tions of the arms are represented: both arms are advanced, or bent upevards, (jr one arm
is vertical and the other bent over the breast or uplifted in attituele of adoration. Ihe
statuettes with vertical arwis are not provided with accessories; these with non-vertical

arms are sometimes represented as flute players or as warriors, carrying swords and shielefs

in the advanced hands; votive bearers carrying anim.als or other votive gifts in their arms.

A few figures have the head uncovered. Sometimes plain bands are wounel arounel the

head keeping a veil or soft cap in place. As a rule, however, the head is ccA cred bv a peaked

cap, or pointed helmet of various shapes: short or long; soft or straight-sided; with straight,

splayed, or knobbed top; or with top bent back or forwards. Usually, the helmet is made
in one piece with the head, but sometimes it its mcdelkd separately and provided with

cheek-pieces, upturned or drooped.

The dress is occasionally indicated plastically, e. g., the sleeves of the chiton marked
on the arms and a plain mantle or shawl draped over the shoulders. Eves, hair, beard,

and other face details are often painted in black and red, and the dress is indicated bv

simple geometric ornaments, e. g., the sleeves of the chiton bv encircling lines around

the arms, the girdle by lines around the waist, and the open neck bv lines on the breast.

The paintings on the bedy, however, cannot always be interpreted as indicating details

of the dress, but are often purely ornamental.

A few specimens are of exactly the same type, but their body is hollow.

Type 6 (Pis. CCXXXI, CCXXXII).

The statuettes of this type are less common than those of Type 5. Thev are hand-

made. The clay is usually light-brown and is covered bv light, buff or white slip, 'i'he

body is cylindrical and solid, usually with less splaveei base than in 'Pvpe 5. The head

is square or trapezoid, usually tapering upwards. The face details are shaped with the

same “snow-man” technique as in Type 5. Contrary to Type ^ the hair is sometimes

plastically indicated. It is wig-shaped. The position of the arms is a characteristic feature

of this type: the variations of position are the same as in Tvpe but the “vertical” arms

are oblique and entirely free from the body, forming a triangle together with the horizontal

shoulders. The head is covered bv a pointed helmet, or a veil or soft cap kept in place bv

bands. Contrary to Tvpe the latter head-cover seems to be commonest. The helmets

are usually rather short and straight-sided; this tvpe lacks the great variation in the shape

of the helmets characteristic of the previous tvpe. The same simplified foims mav be

observed in the representation of the dress: the chiton is never indicated, but only the

short mantle, or shawl, which, as a rule, is straight, more seldom rounded, in the outline.

In general, conseciuentlv, Tepe 6 is of a more homogeneous and standardized form than

Type 5, and at the same time more advanced. Face details and dress arc sometimes painted

as in Type 5.
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Tyf-.t 7 (PI. rCXXXII).

This tvpc comprises statuettes with moulded heads. The body is hollow, with splayed

base; the arms are vertical, or one arm is vertical, the other bent over breast; or both

arms uplifted or bent over breast and holciing a tambourine or quadrupeci. The heads

are separatelv put on; the faces are moulded and touched up; details as beards and

ears, etc., are added. The faces have been moulded in at least five dift’erent moulds. JXIould

1: ovoid face; soft, rather thick, and wide lips; nose with upturned tip; narrow, lancet-

shaped eyes. Alould 2: face similar to No. i, but larger in size. Only a few faces are made
in this mould. IMould 3; rather thick, small lips; curved nose; semi-lunar eyes; wig-

shaped hair. Mould 4: similar to XIould 3, but larger in size, face more triangular, with

broad torehcad and narrow eyes. This mould is less common than jMould 3. IMould 5:

face of the Cretan type, with hair falling in contiguous, transverse plaits on both sides of

neck. Only one specimen (No. 2172) has been made in this mould. Face details and body
are painted as in Types 5 and 6. On some, the dress is indicated bv plastic representation

of a short shawl over both shoulders.

Moulds I and 2 represent male heads; IMoulds 3—5 female; but the heads ot Types

3 and 4 are usually superficially transformed into male ones by adding a painted beard.

Type .S' (PI. CCXXXIII).

1 he statuettes of this t}'pe are altogether moulded, but parts are sometimes added
and changed. Four different moulds can be distinguished. Mould i: male figure,

with plank-shapcd body; isolinear feet, peeping out of the chiton; left arm vertical;

right arm stuck in a told of the fringed mantle; trapezoid head; long, rounded, tapering

beard with vertical incisions; thick lips; broad, thick nose; semi-lunar eyes; sloping forehead;

a veil on head. Mould 2: male figure with flat bedy; bare legs; isolinear feet; both arms
bent upwards on breast; dressed in a girdled tunic. Only one specimen, of which the head
is missing, is preserved (No. 1416). Mould 3: male figure with flat body; r. arm vertical;

1. arm bent over breast; isolinear feet; rather square head; broad chin; thick lips; thin nose;

lancet-shaped eyes; hair falling in a heavy mass on neck; on head tall helmet with flat top;

dressed in a girdled chiton. Only one specimen (No. 1060) of this tvpe is preserved. The
left arm and helmet are added separately, and the figure was originally female, of a type
similar to that of ^loedd 4? but was transformed into a male figure, with painted beard,

etc. Alould 4- female figure with naked body; isolinear feet; vertical arms; ovoid head;
thick lips, big nose, lancet-shaped eecs, long hair, parted (No. 1752). Another specimen
(No. 243b) of this te pe has been transformeef to a male figure bv adding a beard and a part
between the legs which has fallen off; the right arm, too, which is bent across bodv, is

added. Details in face and dress are often painted, as usual.

Type () (PI. CCXXXIII).

The statuettes of this type are represented by two specimens only: they have roughly
modelled legs, separated by a groove; isolinear feet; trapezoid head with roughly modelled
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face details; vertical arms; dress indicated; soft cap on head, or uncovered. Only

two specimens (Nos. 90, 1114 — 1115) are represented. The Upe of these statuettes

is evidently influenced by the larger statuettes and statues with modelled legs.

Type 10 (PI. CCXXXIII).

This type is represented bv a single statuette with tubular boeiy and a helmeted head

with double face (No. 1560).

Type II (PI. CCXXXIII).

The statuettes of this tvpe are onlv two in number (Xcs. 809, 2170) and represent a

human figure wearing a bull’s mask on the head.

Type 12 (PI. CCXXXIII).

An unique statuette, representing a female figure sitting on a throne flanked by

sphinxes, is the only representative of this type (No. 1563 — 2026).

Type 13 (PI. CCXXXIII).

Three group statuettes, representing ring dancers, are of this type. The figures are

made in the same technique as the statuettes of Type 5 and are attached to a base

tablet (Nos. 123, 1169, 1693 — 2083). Each of the groups consists of four figures,

one group with the figures placed at the corners of the tablet, and two groups w ith a central

figure in the middle — presumably the musician, hut missing — and three figures dancing

around it. All the groups are much damaged, and parts are missing.

Type 14 (PI. CCXXXIV).

This type comprises a few rider statuettes (Ncs. 921, 922, 13^^^^) 5 - The hoiscs

have short, straight bcdies; peg-shaped legs; tall necks; nairow heads. The riders are

identical in type with the figures of depe 5) with their outstretched anrsthey grasp the

horse’s neck.

Type 13 (Pis. CCXXXIV, CCXXXV).

Four-horse chariots with two or three occupants are included in this t\pc. The

chariot is two-wheeled, som.e with modelled spokes. The horses are roughh modelleel

with short bodies; peg-shaped legs; tall necks, often with flat front; narrow heads,

as those of the rider statuettes. Plumes, blinkeis, nose-hands, eheek-hanos, front-bands,

breast-bands, front-covers, side-covers, yokes, poles, reins, etc., are mcdelled. Of the

occupants one is the driver and the others are warriors, aimed with hows and shields.

The body of the figures is solid and cylindrical, and the heads as those of 1 }pe 5 cr moulded,

similar to those of Alould i of Type 7.
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Type i6.

A single specimen (No. 2176) of a moulded, Hellenistic Aphrodite head is the

representative of this type.

Large, human idols.

Type I (PI. CXXXYI).

The statuettes of this type have a tubular, wheel-made body; the arm.s are uplifted or

advanced; the head is roughly shaped, with a big, projecting nose; globular eyeballs, hea\\,

ridged eyebrows; short, very sloping forehead. There are remains of paintings on body

and face. Only three specimens (Nos. 2316, 2321, 2372) are represented.

Type 2 (PI. CXXXYI).

This type includes statuettes with tubular, wheel-made body; splayed base; vertical

arms; trapezoid or rather triangular head; pinched, rather thin nose; incised mmuth; chin-

beard; pellet ears. Usually, no other face details are modelled, but sometimes the eyes

are indicated by prominent balls. The head is covered by a helmet with straight top,

usually made in one piece with the head, or by a veil or soft cap held by bands MOund

around the head. Details of face were painted but the paintings have usually gone.

Type j (PI. CXXXYI I).

The statuettes of this type are similar to these of the preceding one, but more advanced.

The arms are vertical, or one arm is vertical, the other bent, or uplifted in attitude

of adoration; or both arms are bent and hold a quadruped or some ether object. The

hands are either undigitated, or modelled with fingers. The head is of the same shape

as in Type 2, but the face details are rendered niore carefully, semetimes with a decided

tendency to stylistic expression, showing connection with the sculptures of Style I; there

is a gradual transition from the statuettes of this type to the sculptures of Style I. The head

is covered bv a veil or soft cap held by bands, or a helmet which is usually modelled

separately, with upturned or hanging cheek-pieces. On some statuettes, the dress, too, is

indicated: a chiton with short sleeves, semetimes girdled with overfold and ridged folds

below the plain girdle. Face details and dress are often, painted in black and red. As a rule,

the statuettes are made of a red or red-brown clay, and are covered by slip of the same

colours. A very few statuettes of this type have modelled feet.

Type 4 (PI. CXXXYIII).

The statuettes of this type dift'er from those of the preceding type by many characteristic

features. The boclv is tubular and wheel-made; the arms are vertical, or one arm is

vertical and the other advanced or bent over the body; or one arm is vertical and

the other uplifted in attitude of adoration; or both arms are bent over the body. The hands

are undigitated, or have modelled fingers. The head is ovoid with long, rounded beard.
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roughly shaped mouth with thick lips; prominent, usually long, curved ncse c\ith thick

tip; prominent, leaf-shaped eyes, occasionally with raised lids; ridged, arched eyebrows;

very sloping forehead. The statuettes of this type show a stylistic connection with the sculpt-

ures of Style II, in the same way as there is a relation beteveen the statuettes of Type ^

and the sculptures of Style I. The head is covered bv a helmet usually with straight spike

and hanging or upturned cheek-pieces. In the representation of the dress a characteristic

feature is the mantle with fringed border. Painting seems to be less used than in dhpe

3, and only a ferv traces of colours are found. The statuettes are as a rule, made of light-

brown clay, and are covered by light slip. A few statuettes of this t\pe, too, have modelled

feet.

Stone sculpture s.

The stone sculptures include four styles.

Style I (PI. CCXXXIX).

This is represented by the torso No. 1063; The body is a rectangular block without

modelled feet; the left arm is bent belorv the breast, the right is vertical; both arms are

attached to the body.

Style II (PI. CCXXXIX).

Two sculptures of this style were found (Ncs. 1095, 122<S). Both figures are standing

with the left foot advanced and vertical aims attached to the body; the shape of the bedv

is the same evith prominent chest and contracted at the waist, but No. 1095 is dressed in

a short chiton, leaving the legs free, while the long chiton of No. 1228 covers the whole

body. The face is negroid; the eyes of No. 1095 are modelled, while these of No. 1228

are only indicated by carved depressions. The face of No. 1095 ^ softer modelling

than that of No. 1228, and the whole figure of this latter sculpture is coarser and less worked

than No. 1095.

Style III (PI. CCXL).

This style is represented bv a few Hellenistic sculptures of a crude, conventionalized

shape (Nos. 2197, 2274, 2494), which may be characterized as a survival of the plank-

shaped, conventionalized sculptures of the late Cvpio-Classic period (Sec Vol. III).

Style IV (PI. CCXL).

Only one specimen (No. 2513) can be assigned to this style, which is a representative

of the full-bodied sculpture of the Cvpro-Hellenistic II period, identical with Style II of

the sculptures from the temple of Aphrodite and Isis in Soli (cf. (torulla arctuuoJogica,

Acta Instituti Romani Regni Sueciae II, pp. 179 tf.; Vol. Ill of this publication).

Bronze sculptures. (PI. CCXL).

Four bronze statuettes were found; Nos. 1479, 2029, 2757, 2758. All the statuettes

are cast and solid.
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No. 2757 is a statuette of a stag, with slender body and limbs; long neck; small head

crowned bv two flattened, curved horns. It is modelled in a conventionalized style but

with naturalistic details. The other statuettes represent male figures standing with left

foot advanced; arms vertical with clenched fists, or the right arm uplifted. The body is

thin and cvlindrical; the shoulders are horizontal; the head is ovoid and the chin is strong;

the nose is thick and prominent; the eyes are oblong and narrow with marked lids and

evebrows; the forehead is sloping. The statuettes are dressed in a girdled, short chiton,

on the head is a flat-topped cap (tiara) sometimes with volutes at upper and lower end, in-

fluenced bv the Egvptian crown. The bronze statuettes are similar to such from Syria

and Anatolia, and thev are verv likelv imported (cf. Vol. IV).

Iron (PI. CCXLI).

Onlv a few objects of iron were found.

A r r o w-h e a d.

1. Leaf-shaped arrow-head; with midrib and straight tang (Nos. 54, 71).

2. Four-sided arrow-head; with straight sides; pointed end; straight tang (No. 2777 c).

Tweezer.

Only one specimen (No. 2286) is well preserved; it has convex arms splaying downwards

and top ending in a pinched loop; fragment (No. 2248) of similar.

Rod.

Fragments of rod, square in section (No. 2711).

Bronze (PI. CCXLI).

Apart from the sculptures which are classified above, the bronze objects consist of the

following classes and types.

A r r o w-h e a d

.

1. Leaf-shaped arrow-head, flat; straight tang (No. 2766).

2. Four-sided arrow-head; straight sides; pointed end; straight tang (Nos. 2283,

2713 a, 2777 a).

3. Double-curved arrow-head, square in section; pointed end; straight tang (No.

2777 b).

Tweezer.

I. Tweezer with arms tapering slightly upwards; plain loop with attached pin with bent

top (No. 2712).
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2. Tweezer with arms tapering upwards; bent-in catch; top of oval shape with central

knob and small loop (No. 2714).

3. Tweezer with arms tapering upwards; usually bent-in catch; moulded top in shape

of a capital, usually with attached ring and pin with bent top (Nos. 1850, 2246,

2251, 2292, 2312, 2355, 2529, 2549, 2552 a).

Fibula.

Only one type is represented: arch-shaped bow with small beads; spiral spring; flat

catch; straight pin (Nos. 2313, 2705).

Earring.

1. Circular earring with overlapping ends (No. 2518).

2. Crescent-shaped earring (No. 48).

Lamp.

Only one specimen was found of the type described in the Obj. Register (No. 2266).

Handle.
Handle of a bronze jug (No. 2198).

Silver-lead (PI. CCXLI).

Ring.

Small, circular rings, used as earrings or hair-rings (No. 2269).

Terracotta (PI. CCXLI).

S p i n d 1 e-w h o r 1 .

Spindle-whorl, globular, with hole pierced in the centre (No. 2765 b).

Pendant.

Piriform pendant, with pierced hole through the top (No. 2588).

Lamp.

Open, saucer-shaped lamp with flat rim and pinched ^Mck-holder (Nos. 20, 9^*®) 1102,

1103, 2660).

2. Open lamp, similar to Type i, but with a long shaft-handle (Nos. 923, 945).
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F a i e n c e (PI. CCXLI).

The paste is usually white in colour, occasionally brown-coloured (No. 2294) or grey

(No. 2304), and covered with blue glaze, which sometimes is preserved.

Bead.

1. Globular bead, pierced bv a central hole; sometimes with incrustations (Nos. 2245,

2630 b, 27130, f, 2750 b).

2. Biconical bead, pierced bv a central hole (No. 2750 c).

3. Cylindrical bead, pierced bv a longitudinal hole (No. 2253).

4. Disc-shaped bead, pierced by a central hole (No. 2658 h).

5. Globidar or globular depressed bead with fluted body, pierced by a central hole (Nos.

2304, 2569, 2713 d).

Pendant.

The pendants were, as a rule, used as amulets and pierced by suspension holes. The

following types are represented.

1. Pendant in shape of a lotus bud (No. 2188).

2. Pendant in shape of a bird (No. 2625).

3. Pendant in shape of a mmnkey (No. 2683).

4. Pendant in shape of a cat, with the emblem of the goddess Bastet (No. 2294).

5. Pendant in shape of a Horus eye (Nos. 2063, 2568, 2623, 2703).

6. Pendant representing the Horus child (No. 2596).

7. Pendant representing a Bes figure (Nos. 2022, 2117, 2185, 2290, 2519, 2624).

8. Pendant representing figure of Ptah-seker (No. 2194).

Glass (PI. CCXLII).

The glass is white (No. 2612 c); blue (Nos. 2630 a, 2658 a, 2730 a, 2750 a); dark-green

(Nos. 2282, 2354, 2422, 2552 b); variegated, blue and yellow (No. 2666), with incrustations

in white, blue, green, and dark colours (Nos. 2510, 2594, 2611, 2665, 2670); multicoloured

(Nos. 2307, 2521, 2535, 2585, 2612 a, b, 2649 a, b, 2691).

Bead.

1. Globular or globular depressed bead, pierced bv a central hole (Nos. 2282, 2307, 2354,

2422, 2521, 2552 b, 2585, 2594, 2611, 2630 a, 2649 b, 2658 a, 2665, 2670, 2730 a).

2. Rounded square bead, pierced by a longitudinal hole (No. 2612 b).

3. Cylindrical bead, pierced by a longitudinal hole (Nos. 2612 a, c).

4. Triangular bead, with rounded corners and slightly concave sides, pierced by a central

hole (Nos. 2510, 2535, 2649 a).

5. Globular depressed bead with fluted body, pierced by a central hole (No. 2750 a).
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Pendant.

1. Vase-shaped pendant with a suspension hole at the top (No. 2666).

2. Pendant in shape of a Silenus mask (No. 2691).

Stone (Pis. CCXLII, CCXLIII).

A X e-h e a d.

1. Roundish axe-head of basalt; with narrow, rounded top; almost straight cutting edge

(No. 2764).

2. Flat axe-head of diorite; with narrowing top; slightly convex cutting edge (No. 2778).

INI a c e-h e a d.

Only one specimen was found (No. 2023). This is depressed in shape, with ribbed body

and relief rings around the edges of the central hole.

Grinder and pestle.

1. Flat, roughly oval grinding stone of basalt (No. 2784a).

2. Squat, cylindrical grinding stone of basalt (No. 2784 b).

3. Pestle of basalt in shape of a truncated cone, long or shorter (Nos. 2769, 2776).

S p i n d 1 e-w h o r 1 .

Biconical spindle-whorl of steatite, sometimes decorated with incised circles (Nos. 2534,

2580, 2589, 2765 a, 2779).

Bead.

1. Globular or globular depressed bead of basalt or steatite, pierced by a central hole;

occasionally decorated with incrustations of dark-yellow paste (Nos. 2024, 2295, 2525).

2. Bobbin-shaped bead of light-blue stone with veins; pierced by a longitudinal hole

(No. 2288).

3. Square bead of black steatite, with green-yellow veins; pierced by a longitudinal hole

(Nos. 2132, 2730 b).

4. Bead of basalt in the shape of a truncated cone, pierced by a hole at the top (No.

2672); probably a spindle-whorl.

Pendant and amulet.

1. Pyramidal pendant of steatite with slightly convex sides, piereed by a hole at the top

(No. 2512).

2. Prismatic pendant of steatite, pierced by a hole at the top (No. 2636).
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3. Pendant of steatite, in the shape of a Neolithic idol, representing a seated figure; pierced

by a suspension hole on the head (No. 2759).

4. Pendant of steatite, in the shape of roughly carved head (No. 2227).

5. Pendant of steatite, in the shape of a Silenus head (Nos. 1873, 2249, '^'^
91)-

Vase.

The vases are made of limestone. Only the bowl (No. 69) is a real vessel. The jug (No.

1179) and the amphoriskos (No. 436) are solid.

B o w 1 .

Shallow bowl with wide, flat shaft-handle, decorated with incisions (No. 69).

Jug.

Oval jug with raised, flat base; short neck; pinched rim; handle from rim to shoulder

(No. 1179).

Amphoriskos.
Depressed globular amphoriskos with base-ring; concave, wide neck; ring-shaped rim;

handles from rim to shoulder (No. 436).

Cult object.

Oval stone of basalt, used as cult object (No. 938).

Offering tables.

These are of the types described in the Obj. Register (Nos. 2785, 2786, 2787, 2788).

Semi-precious stones (PI. CCXLIII).

A few beads of agate (Nos. 2713 c, 2671), cornelian (Nos. 2232, 2572, 2713 b) and onyx

(No. 2241) were found. The beads are of four diflFerent tvpes.

1. Globular or globular depressed bead, pierced by a central hole (Nos. 2572, 2713 b, c).

2. Biconical bead, pierced bv a central hole (No. 2750 d).

3. Bobbin-shaped bead, pierced by longitudinal hole (Nos. 2232, 2241).

4. Cylindrical bead, pierced by a longitudinal hole (No. 2671).

Bone (PI. CCXLIII).

Bead.

1. Ring-shaped bead of rounded outline (No. 2608).

2. Conical button, slightly convex, pierced by a central hole (No. 2641).

3. Disc-shaped bead, pierced by a central hole (No. 2612 d).
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Glyptics (Pis. CCXLIII- CCLI!).

T. he following classes of glyptics arc represented : seal-sted’es, e\ linders, scarabs, scaraboids.

The seals are nsiially of steatite, onlv oceasionallv ot paste (Nos. 26S4, 2696); conical

(Nos. 2684, 2696); dome-shaped (No. 2689); echndrical with incised, encircling line around

the middle (No. 2280); tour-sided (No. 2661); llat, se[uare, with three loops on the top

(No. 1 1 19); oval and flower-shaped (Nt s. 2112, 2130); in the shape (fl a w inged godtless

protecting llorus (No. 2699). All are pierced h\ a hole for suspensiom

The seals can be classified in four stylistic groups:

1. Fine, linear style; geometrical and hgmal designs (Nos. 1119, 2h6i).

2. Rough, conventionalized style; geometrical desig::s and st\ lized, ligural representations

(Nos. 2684, 2689, 2696).

3. Archaic stvle (No. 2280).

4. Egyptian style (Nos. 2112, 2130, 2699).

The cylinders are of steatite; they are pierced hv a kiugitudinal hole (Nos. 27^2).

They* are decorated with representations in a linear stvle.

The scarabs and scaraboids are classified and interpreted in Appendices 1— 111 .

Coins (PI. CCXLIII).

Only four coins were found (Nos. 2210, 2218, 2277. 2287). 'I'hey are all of bronze.

No. 2277 can be attributed to Ptolcmaeus Philometer and, probablv, No. 2210, too'. No.

2287 is an Augustus coin’. No. 2218 is so much worn that it cannot be identified with

certainty.

CONDITIONS Of FINDS (iTOs 273 297; IM,\X< WVIll XXX)

The objects were found under various stratigraphic conditions. The majority were

found in undisturbed culture strata, but a certain number in waste heaps or deposits, and

filling layers.

It was shown in the description of the layers that the culture strata were often asso-

ciated with waste accumulation (cf. Sections IV, \'l, \'II, VIll, XII, XI\’, XV). 'I’hese

heaps or deposits of waste contained nothing but aslies, animal bones, and potsherds and,

naturally, represent remains of sacrificial waste and broken c\ rittos. Onh in two cases

sculptures were found in such waste deposits; in the rubbish heap oti the floor of Period

4, in Squares K—L: 6—7, and in the sacrificial fillings around the altar (cf. Section XVH).

A filling layer with pieces of broken sculptures seiwing as substructure for the floor

of Period 7 was found in Squares C- F: 3 -4, as shown by Section 1 .

The objects of Period i were all found on the rock, or in Stratum 12, at the levels given

in the Object Register.

The majority of the objects were discovered in the central cult-house. In Room V, close



Fig. 273. Ajia Irini, Libation pithos in situ and deposit

of cx vutos in the E. corner of Room V in the

backijround.

Fig. 274. Ajia Irini. Deposit of ex votos in the E.

corner of Room \'.

by Wall 18, there was found a stone slab (Xo. 2785), 0.90 0.60 m., placed on a levelled

support composed of small river-stones, so that it has the shape of a low table. The surface

of the slab was dark and glossy. It is apparently an offering table. On the floor, close by

the table, was found the stone axe-hcad Xo. 2764. Between the hearth and the table there

was a deposit of pestles (Xos. 2769, 2776), a pottery bowl of Coarse Ware (No. 2768),

spindle-whorls of stone (Xos. 2765, 2779), a bronze arrow-head (Xo. 2766) and fragments

of two large pithoi of terracotta (Xo. 2775).

Another deposit was found in the S. E. corner of the room: a central group of small

pebbles of varying sizes, red and white in colour (Xo. 2771), was encircled by four objects

consisting of a terracotta bull of Base-ring Ware (Xo. 2770), a Base-ring jug (Xo. 2773),

I’lt;. 273. Ajia Irini. I hc liliation table of I’criod 2

in situ.

big. z~(i. Ajia Irini. 'I'lic altar with the cult

object 1)1 situ.
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Fig. 2S0. Ajia Irini. \'ie\v of the central part of the sculptures around the altar.

a miniature jug of Plain White Hand-made Ware (No. 2772) and a stemmed bowl of Plain

White Ware, partly wheel-made (No. 2774). Finally, along the back wall, there were frag-

ments of a pithcs (No. 2781), similar to No. 2775 ^ stone slab (No. 2786) of a more
irregular shape than the one mentioned above; it was without a dark-coloured, glossy

surface and rested direct on the rock floor.

In Room VI many fragments of large pithoi (No. 2782) were found along the walls of

the room in the culture earth. By the east wall were two stone slabs (No. 2787), similar

in shape to No. 2785, but of a smaller size. They rested direct on the rock floor.

The most important finds in the excavated part of the southern building, in addition

to fragments of pithoi (No. 2783) and other vases, are some grinders (No. 2784), indicating

that the house was probably used as a repository for cult requisites.

In the northern building there were no other finds than fragments of pithoi and other

vases, indicating that the building was used as a storehouse.

The majority of the objects of Period 2 were not found in situ.

Of the objects of Period 2, on the other hand, only the libation table No. 2788, which
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Fig. 281. Ajia Irini. Sculptures in Squares K— L 10.

was found close by the altar, the glass bead No. 2521, potsherds and fragments of bull

statuettes ot terracotta were found in the strata of this period. One of these terracotta

fragments, however, fitted to the bull statuette No. 2047 — 2051 (Type 2), found at the

level of 90.1. in the lower sacrificial filling around the altar (Layer 3 of Section XVII).

It was shown above (cf. p. 663) that this filling was placed there at the beginning of Period

3. It may thus be concluded that a part of the votive objects were transported on this

occasion from their original place around the altar of Period 2 and deposited as foundation

offerings on the erection of the new altar. These deposited objects thus belong to Period 2.

It is finally to be observed that a few fragments of finds which must be assigned to Period

2 were found intrusively in other find-spots, e. g., of the bull statuette No. 2028 - 2030,

one part (No. 2050) was found in the lower foundation deposit at the altar, but another

part (No. 2028) was found in the upper foundation deposit of Period 3 (see below).

Evidentlv, the lower foundation deposit was somewhat disturbed when the upper sacri-

ficial pit of Period 3 was dug, and this fragment thus happened to be mixed with the finds

of the upper foundation deposit. Furthermore, of the minotaur statuette No. 2031-^ 2361

one part (No. 2031) was found in the lower foundation deposit by the altar, while the other

part (No. 2361) was found on the floor of Period 4 in Squares K—L: 6—7. How this is

to be explained will be shown below.

The objects of Period 3 were found in three different find-spots. Some were found in

the culture stratum of that period. Others were found at the level 91.4—92.1 in the upper

foundation deposit around the altar (Layer 4 of Section XVII). It was shown above, p.
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I'it;. ’S^. Ajia Irini. Detail of sculptures in

Squares K - L lo.

Fig. 283. Ajia Irini. Sculptures in Squares K—L ii,

with most of the smaller statuettes removed.

663, that this deposit is contemporary with the end of Period 3 and the objects found there

are to be interpreted as votive offerings deposed at the foundation of the new temenos

of Period 4, These objects thus date from the end of Period 3. Finallv, some objects which

must be assigned to that period were found in Squares K—L: 6—7 on the floor of Period

4. The objects found there were not in situ as were all the other objects on the floor, or

in the culture stratum of that period, but they have been thrown there, apparently in a

broken state, forming an accumulation of waste ex votos. Among this waste there are

naturally objects dating from Period 4. An examination of the sculptures in question

shows, however, that a certain number are similar in type to some of the sculptures found

in the lower foundation deposit on the one hand and, on the other are unrepresented among
the sculptures found in situ on the floor of Period 4. This is the case with Tvpe i of the

small and large, human idols, and Types 3 and 4 of the animal statuettes. As a matter

of fact, Types 3 and 4 of the animal statuettes are found only in the lower foundation deposit

and on the waste-heap in Squares K—L; 6—7. The similarity of Tvpe i of the larger human
flgures to some of the sculptures found in the lower foundation deposit becomes evident

by comparing the head of Xo. 2372 from the waste-heap with that of No. 2044 from the

lower loundatum deposit. It is further to be observed that most of the minotaur statuettes

of Type I were found either in the lower foundation deposit or on the waste-heap in Squares
Ix—L: 6—7; only Nos. 1690 and 1775 were found approximately in situ on the floor of

Period 4. How is this to be explained? It is easy to say that old types have survived but
this explanation cannot be correct in this case. Stratigraphy, like all methods, is one which
must be used w ith discretion. I hope that this work shows that I attach the greatest value to

the stratigraphic method which is the only one bv which modern field archaeology can
obtain reliable results, but even a valuable method can be misused if applied mechanically.
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Fig. 28S. Ajia Irini. Detail of sculptures in

Square L ii.

Fig. 289. Ajia Irini. Detail of sculptures in

Squares L 9— 10.

r

Let us return to this special case. If we apply a mechanical, stratigraphic interpretation

and consider all the finds on the waste-heap and the floor ot Period 4 as belonging to that

period, there are indications that we have been misled. First of all: Where are the objects

ot Period 3? In the culture strata of this period only the scarabs Nos. 1729, 2769, the amulet *

No. 2759 and the bull’s head No. 2763 were found. These four finds, together with the

few objects Nos. 2023—2027, 2029, 2030 in the upper foundation deposit at the altar,

cannot be all the remains of the ex votos of Period 3. Where are the others? It is easy to say

that they are lost. We are, however, happy enough to be able to recover some of them.

The CO)pus delicti in this research work is the statuette No. 1563 -1- 2026. The main

part of the statuette was found on the floor of Period 4, but a wing of the sphinxes

Fig. 290. .\jia Irini. Detail of sculptures Fig. 291. .Ajia Irini. Sculptures in Square K 10.

in Square Lit.
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Fig. 292. Ajia Irini. Sculptures in Squares K S— 9.

of this statuette was found in the upper foundation deposit of Period 3 by the altar. This

is a proof that some objects on the floor of Period 4 are contemporary with those buried

in the upper foundation deposit. It is thus evident that some objects of Period 3 are lying

on the floor of Period 4, i. e., the ex zotos of Period 3 were removed to the floor of Period

4 at the beginning of that period, in the same wav as the ex votos of Period 2 were buried

in the lower foundation deposit at the beginning of Period 3. A few objects, however,

were buried in the upper foundation deposit (Nos. 2023—2027, 2029, 2030) and among
these objects was the broken wing (No. 2026) of the statuette No. 1363. Those statuettes

of Period 3 which were subsequently damaged, were thrown on the waste-heap in Sc^uares

K—L: 6—7 where they became mingled with waste statuettes of Period 4. Some of the

statuettes, however, among which was No. 1563, remained on the floor of Period 4 until

the end of that era. In this way it is explained why some of the sculptures on the floor

of Period 4 and on the waste-heap are earlier in type than the majority of the sculptures

found on the same floor, and show stylistic connection with the sculptures in the foundation

deposits by the altar. At the same time, this explains how one part of the minotaur sta-
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Fig. 293. Ajia Inni. Sculptures in Squares K S— Q.

tUL-ttc Xo. 2031 - 2361 was found in the foundation deposit of Period 2 by the altar, while

the other part was found on the waste-heap in Squares K—L: 6—7 (cf. above). As we have

seen, the earth of this foundation deposit was somewhat disturbed by the digging of the

upper foundation pit, which was excavated at the end of Period 3 and the beginning of

Period 4. Evidently, a part of this minotaur statuette (Xo. 2361) was then shovelled up

on to the door of Period 4 together with the earth, and was subsequentlv thrown away

on the waste-heap together with the other broken statuettes found there. We thus see

that, in this case too, stratigraphy has proved to be the reliable method, although it

woidd be misleading to use it mechanicallv. As in criminal cases it is often a scrap of evi-

dence — in this case the fragment Xo. 2026 — that leads to the right solution.

ddie majority of the objects of Periods 4—6 were found in situ, on the floors or in the

culture strata of their respective periods. The sculptures were found almost in their original

position, arranged in concentric semicircles around the altar in such a wav that the smallest

statuettes were placed nearest the altar, the larger statuettes anci small statues behind

these, and the life-size statues farther back and forming the background of the mass of

sculptures. 'Phe position of the sculptures had, of course, been affected bv the action of

the water streams that flooded the temenos in each of these periods (cf. pp. 673 ff.): some

sculptures had tumbled down and were somewhat removed from their original position,

this being especially the case with the sculptures in the background and the wings which

had to bear the first brunt of the attack of the water, d'he mass of smaller sculptures in

the centre had also been crowded together more than thev were originallv, but, on the

other hand, the original, close grouping of the sculptures saved them from being entirelv



Fig. 294. Ajia Irini. Sculptures of the waste deposit

in Squares K—L h.

Fig. 295. A)ia Irini. Sculptures of the waste deposit

in Squares K - L 6.

dispersed bv the action of the water. Leaning against each other thev formed a barrier,

which resisted the floods of water. Thus, in the main, the sculptures were found approxim-

ately in their original position.

As shown bv the stratigraphical analysis, the successive, alluvial layers of Periods 5—

6

were not removed, but the sculptures of these periods were placed on the successively

raised levels. This aft'ords an excellent means of distinguishing the sculptures of Periods

4—6 stratigraphically and they are, accordingly, assigned to their respective periods by

means of their different levels.

Some of the sculptures of Period 4 were found on a level abo\e the floor, where the

other sculptures of that period were found. This level did not extend all over the area

where the sculptures were found and there were no indications that it represents an actual

floor-level: it seems that it marks a partial heightening of the floor on account of accumu-

lated earth in parts of the temenos. It must, then, be supposed that this level represents

a later phase of Period 4.

The non-sculptural objects of Periods 4—6 were found in small groups here and there

within the temencs, mainlv along the west and north temencs walls. Possibly these small

objects of iron and bronze, faience and glass beads, scarabs, etc. were hung up on the hurdle-

fence of the temwnos enclosure and on the wooden posts of the shelter along the temenos wall.

The majority of the cx votos were found in the way described above. The cult object

itself, the oval stone No. 938, was found close bv the altar whence it had tumbled down.

It has been shown that the majority of the sculptures of Periods 4—6 were found approxim-

ately in situ. There is one exception from this. In Sepiarcs C—F: 3 — 4 there was found a

stratum of broken sculptures used as a substructure for the floor of the cult chapel of Period

7. It is thus evident that the builders of this chapel extracteel some sculptures from the

mass of them in the earlier sanctuary ruined at that time and used them for the purpose

mentioned. It mav be assumed that the sculptures nearest at hand, i. e., those on the highest
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Fig. 2g6. Ajia Irini. Sculptures in Squares Fig. 297. Ajia Irini. Sculptures in the substructure

I—J; 9— 10. stratum of Squares D—E: 3.

level, were the object of this plundering and so it seems a priori most probable that the

majority of the sculptures found in this substructure belong to Period 6, but, on the other

hand, sculptures of Periods 4—5, too, mav be represented there as well (ct. below. Relative

Chronology).

It was shottn in the description of the lavers that a layer of white lime-earth covered

the sculptures around the altar (Layer 3 B). This layer, as shown bv the stratification

(cf. Section IV), is contemporary with the floor of Period 7. It is thus evident that the

people who extracted some of the sculptures to serve as a substructure for the floor of the

sanctuary of Period 7 levelled the place by means of this layer of lime-earth.

The objects of Period 7 were all found in the culture stratum of that period.

RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY

The finds will now be assigned to their respective periods on the basis of their levels

and other conditions of finds, as stated in detail in the previous pages. The finds in the

culture strata are thus assigned to respective periods on the basis of their levels. The finds

in the lower foundation deposit by the altar are assigned to Period 2, and those in the upper

foundation deposit to Period 3, as given in the Conditions of finds. As regards the chrono-

logy of the finds on the waste-heap in Squares K—L: 6—7, it has been shown above that

this is a more intricate matter to settle. A mechanical interpretation of the stratigraphic

conditions will certainly be misleading. It was shown that there are indications that a

part of the sculptures found in this waste-heap and on the floor of Period 4 belongs to the

stock of ex rotos of Period 3 which, at the beginning of Period 4, were transferred to the

floor of Period 4. In order to distinguish these transferred sculptures of Period 3 from
the majority of sculptures of Period 4, found on the same floor, we are thus referred to
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typological criteria; and, accordingly, 1 have entered in the diagram of Period 3 those of

the sculptures in question which have no stylistic connection with the other sculptures

of Period 4, i. e., Type i of the small and large, human idols. Types 3 and 4 of the animal

statuettes and Type i of the minotaur statuettes.

A few words must be added as regards the attribution to Period 5 and 6 of the minor

objects found within the area N. of Section VII. These objects, like all the others, have been

attributed to the periods in question on the evidence of their levels, but, as shown bv the

stratigraphical description above, p. 658, the level between the strata of Periods 5 and 6 is

largely blotted out within this area by the alluvium of the flood of Laver 4. It is therefore

possible that some of the objects have floated about and were removed from their original

levels. An indication, however, that the original levels are generally preserved is given

by the fact that the objects were found at distinct, continuous levels and no objects were

found in the earth between. As no sculptures of importance were found within this area

and the minor objects in question, on the whole, are of the same types within Periods 5

and 6 any possible mistake in their attribution to one of these periods is of no chrono-

logical importance.

It should be noted that of a few sculptures (Nos. 1693 A 2083, 2069 9- 2087) which

were found in a broken state, some parts were found on the level of Period 4 (Nos. 1693

and 2069) while other parts (Nos. 2083 and 2087) were found on the level of Period 5.

In the case of No. 2069 A 2087 this fact seems to be best explained bv assuming that the

head of the sculpture (No. 2087) was broken off in the time of Period 5 and then naturally

dropped on to the level of that period. As regards the ring dancers’ group No. 1693 A
2083, an explanation is more hazardous. It may, however, be suggested that a part of the

broken group (No. 2083) happened to be extracted from its original place when the floor

of Period 5 was levelled on top of the flood layer of Period 4. In any case, these occasional,

stratigraphic peculiarities cannot affect the generally strict evidence of the stratification.

There remains the chronologt' of the sculptures found in the substructure stratum of

the floor of Period 7. It has been pointed out in the Condition of finds that it is, a priori,

most probable that the majority of the sculptures found in this substructure belong to

Period 6, but that sculptures of Periods 4—5, too, mav be represented there. Of these

sculptures, I have therefore assigned those types which are unrepresented among the

sculptures of Periods 4—5, i. e., sculptures of Style VII, to Period 6, bv the same method
of elimination mentioned above.

The sculptures which thus are dated on typological evidence are put in brackets in the

diagrams.

Finally, it is to be observed that fragments are entered in the diagrams only if their

style or type can be determined with certainty, and that only the total number of the small

statuettes, not each single specimen, are registered. This was necessary for practical reasons,

on account of the great mass of small statuettes of some of their types.

In accordance with these principles, the finds are assigned to their respective periods,

as shown by the following diagrams;
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The chronological sequence of the diilerent st\les of the terracotta ^culptures hliow.s

that all the sculptures of Style I, both Class A and H, helon'j, to Period q. ( )i the sculp'

tures of Style II, those of Class A are onlv found in Period 4, wliile those of Class 1 !, re-

presented by the statue Xo. 2102, continue m Period 5.
'1 Ins is an indication that the sculp-

tures of Class B found in Period 4 belong to the latter part of that jreriod.

The sculptures of Styles III and IV show approxinuiteh the same distribution and ma\
therefore be considered to be approximatelv contemporarv. Sciilptures o1 Class A of

these styles occur already in Period 4 hut continue in Period 5, which indicates that the

sculptures of Period 4 belong to the latter part of that period. The majoritx of the sculp-

tures of Class B belong to Period 3; onlv two sculptures of Stvle 111 and one sculpture

of Style I\ can be assigned to Period 4 and one sculpture of Stele 1
\' to Period b. Phis

shows that the sculptures of Class B belonging to Period 4 should be assigned to the

very end of the period; the stvles reached their zenith in Period 3, and Stele 1 \ con-

tinued until the beginning of Period 6. As onlv one sculpture of Stele I \ , Class B. belonus

to Period 4, and this class, on the other hand, continues until the beginning of Period b,

evhere no sculptures of Stvle III are represented, it seems to be indicated that Stele 1 \

,

though on the whole contemporarv evith Stvle III, is of a slightle later date than the latter.

Of Style V only one sculpture is represented, and that belomjs to Period 5.

The sculptures of Stvle VI do not appear before Period 5 and continue in Period b.

An equal number of sculptures is represented in both these periods, which indicates that

the zenith of the stvle fell within the latter part of Period 5 and the earl\ part of Period (>.

Sculptures of Style VII are characteristic of Period b. .Ml the sculptures found /// .v//»

belong to that period. In accordance with the principle mentioned abo\e, p.Sii, 1 ha\e

therefore assigned those sculptures, which were not found hi silu. to the same period. It

is of course possible that some of these sculptures belong to the end o1 Period 5, but until

a sculpture of this stvle is found in a stratum contemporarx with that ol Period 5, it is

as a matter of principle more correct to assign them to Period b.

Of the four bronze statuettes, Xo. 2024, which t\ pologieallx is the earliest, belongs to

Period 3, while the others date from Period 4.

Of the stotte seulptures, the single specimen ot St\le 1 was tound in a stratum ot Period

6, but this tvpe of sculpture, though continuing in Period b, seems to be quite as eaii\

as those of Stvle II which belong to Period 4 and mav luue been removed from tlie stratum

of Period 4. As onlv one specimen of Stvle I was tound, it is not imssible to determine

its chronological sec|uence.

The stone sculptures of Stvles III and 1 \ belong to Period 7.

Tet us now examine the chronological scH|Uenee of the animal and tmnotaur statuettes.

Of the animal statuettes, Tvpe i is characteristic ot Period i; 1 ype 2 occurs m Period 2;

Types 3 and 4 begin in Period 2 and continue m Period 3; 1 \pe 3
is tound m Period 3;

Types 6— to are found in Period 4 and occasionally m the subsequent periods. Ope 1

of the minotaur statuettes is represeiiteel alreaeK m Perioel 2; I xpes 2 aiul 3 are tmiml

in Period 4, and a single specimen of 1 ype 2 elates from Perioel 3.
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If we examine the chronological sequence of the small, human idols of terracotta, we find

that the statuettes of Type i and the seated figure of Type 12 date from Period 3. Types

2, 3, 10, 13, 14 occur only in Period 4, but so yery few of them were found that it cannot be

determined if they are restricted to that period alone. The bulk of the statuettes of Types

4 and 15 belong to Period 4: of Type 4 there is only one specimen found in Period 5 and of

^5 specimen dates from Period 3 and another from Period 4— 6. We haye seen

that Type 4 of the small statuettes is only a small size yariety of Type 2 of the large

statuettes. Their diagram shows the bulk of them to belong to Period 4, and only a few
specimens are found in Periods 5 and 6. This fact corroborates the chronological sequence
of Type 4 of the small statuettes, and we are therefore justified inferring that statuettes

of Type 4 went almost out of fashion after Period 4, and were only sporadically used in

the subsequent periods. The same holds good for Type 13 (the chariot statuettes). The
remaining types of small statuettes. Types 5—9 are represented from Period 4 to Period

6 and Type 1 1 in Period 6. Types 8, 9, and 1 1 are few in number; Types 6 and 7 are rather

frequent, and Type 5 is commonest of all. There is, howeyer, a remarkable decrease in the

number of the statuettes of Types 5 and 7 after Period 4, while the contrary is the case

with the statuettes of Type 6: in Period 4 there are 1332 specimens of Type 5 and only 15
of Type 6, while the latter are in majority in Period 6, where there are 58 specimens
of Type 6 as against 41 of Type 5. We are thus justified to consider Type 5 as the para-
mount type in Period 4 and Type 6 as characteristic of Period 6. Type 16, finally, is

represented by a single specimen in Period 7.

^^ e now proceed to the chronological sequence of the large, human idols, and find
that statuettes of Type i are characteristic of Period 3, while the other types, i. e.. Types
2—4, are represented from Period 4 to Period 6. After Period 4, howeyer, there is a not-
iceable decrease in number of these ttpes. The explanation of this phenomenon seems
to be that after Period 4 the larger statuettes were usually so much influenced by the styles

of the contemporary art sculptures, that we are able to determine their stylistic character,
and, as a matter of fact, it turns out that many of the sculptures assigned aboye to the
different styles of art sculpture are figures of the size of the large idols.

The chronological sequence of the objects of iron, bronze, terracotta, faience, glass,
stone, and bone is generally less conspicuous on account cf the small number of specimens
of each type. It may be summed up as follows. Objects of iron are not represented in
Period i. Bronze arrow-heads of Type i, spindle-whorls of terracotta, axe-heads, and
grinders of stone, on the other hand, are characteristic of this period. Lamps and coins
of bronze do not appear before Period 7. All the other types of the different classes of
objects in question are either represented in Periods 4, 5, and 6, or occur sporadically in
one or two of these periods. The same holds good for the seals and cylinders. The scarabs
begin to appear in Period 3 and are yery numerous in Periods 4, 5, and 6.
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ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY

Finally, we have to assign absolute dates to each period. The dating material is afforded

here, as everywhere else, by the pottery. Besides the vases found in the different strata

and registered in the diagrams ef each period, numerous potsherds from the same strata

have been examined fur the purpose of corroborating the chronological evidence. A
classification of these potsherds in a statistical list is given below. It is to be observed

that potsherds from Period i are not included in this list, as thev consisted almost entirely

of Plain hite Ware, which, in its fragmentarv state, as explained above, p. 619, can onlv

occasionally be reliably determined. IMoreover, the date of Period i is indisputable fi.xed

by the vases found in the stratum of that period (see Diagram of potterv). On the other

hand, the three vases found in the strata of Periods 2—3 (see Diagram) do not, in them-

selves, form conclusive, chronological evidence, and so the supplementarv evidence of the

potsherds is wanted. Periods 4— 6 are well dated bv the intact vases found in the strata of

these periods (see Diagram) but the potsherds serve as additional, dating evidence.

In the statistical list of potsherds given below the square, level or stratum of each series

are indicated.
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On the basis of the vases of pottery found in the respective culture strata, as shown
by the diagrams, and the supplementary evidence of the stratified series of potsherds re-

gistered above, we are now' able to assign absolute dates to the perioeis.

Period I is characterized by potterv tvpical of Late Cypriote III; Pase-rirg, Plain M liite

Wheel-made, and Plain White Hand-made. The Ease-ring jug (Xo. 2773) is late in t\pe,

and the Plain ^\hite specimens are of the types represented in Late Cvpricjte III. Period

I thus dates from Late Cypriote III.

The potsherds of Period 2 consist altogether of Iron Age wares. The majority are of

Types I—II: White Painted I—II and Black Slip I

—

11 . A considerable number of sherds,

however, are of Type III: White Painted and Bichrome III, Black-on-Red I (III) and

Red Slip I (III). The number of sherds of Type III increases in the upper part of the

stratum of Period 2: in the debris just below the floor of Period 3 the sherds of Type III

are in majority. On the other hand, a homogeneous stratum, containing only of sherds

of Types I—II, was found in Square O 12; this stratum consisted of waste material thrown

out on the encircling earth-wall (Wall 41) of the temenos of Period 2 and evidently repre-

sents the remains of a clearing away of accumulated sacrificial waste. As only potsherds

of Types I—II, but none of Type III, were represented in this stratum, it seems evident

that the clearing away took place before Cypro-Geometric III, i. e., Period 2 began in

Cypro-Geometric I—II, most probably already in Cypro-Geometric 1 . True, no layer

or deposit, containing only pottery of Type I, has been found, but, on the other hand,

there is no evidence of a long time having elapsed between the end of Period i and the

beginning of Period 2. On the contrary, the fact that the Late Cypriote 111 sanctuary

tvas purposely covered at the beginning of Period 2 with a thick layer of red earth resting

immediately on the debris of the sanctuary indicates that the temenos of Period 2 succeeded

the Bronze Age sanctuary without a long, intermediate period. Furthermore, the finds

of Period 2 are few, and the culture stratum is rather thin. The cult was tluis poor and

on a small scale during this period. In consec]uence of this, the culture earth accumulated

slowly and a considerable time is represented by a thin accumulation of culture earth.

Remains from dilferent times were, therefore, easily mingled and this would explain why

no culture earth or deposit containing only pottery of Type I, i. e., representing Cypro-

Geometric I, could be observed. If the evidence, therefore, is in favour of the supposition

that Period 2 began already in Cvpro-Geometric I, the potsherds of Type HI found on

the altar and in considerable quantities in the filling below the floor of Period 3, show that

the period lasted until about the middle of Cypro-Geometric HI.

Within Period 3, two sub-periods may be distinguished: Periods 3 A and B. Period 3 A
is represented bv the potsherds collected from about 10—20 cm. below the floor of Period

4, i. e., in the earth immediately above the original floor of Period 3; Period 3 B by the

potsherds collected from about o—10 cm. below the floor of Period 4, i. e., in the earth

on the successively raised floor-level of Period 3. In Period 3 A, the potsherds consist

of a majority of Type HI, a few specimens of Types I— II and stray sherds of Type IV.

In Period 3 B there are only stray sherds of Type H, a decreased majority of Type HI,

52
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and an increased number of Tvpe IV. The stray sherds of lypc R in the earth of Period

3 A and the stray sherds of Type II in the earth of Period 3 B show that these lo^yer and

upper parts of the stratum of Period 3 are, for the same reasons as explained aboye, not

stratigraphically pure, but the decrease of the earlier pottery types and the increase of the

later specimens in the upper part of the stratum is significant, dhe combination of pottery

types characteristic of this upper part of the stratum, i. e.. a mixture of Types III and I\
,

is typical of the early part of Cypro-Archaic I, and tye are thus justified in assigning the

beginning of Period 3 to about the middle of Cypro-Geometric III, and its close to about

the middle of Cypro-Archaic I.

Period 4 is represented by stray specimens of Type III, a majority of Type I\ and a

fety specimens of Type V. These latter show that the period lasted until the beginning

of Cypro-Archaic II. Consequently, the period coyered the time from the middle of Cypro-

Archaic I to the beginning of Cypro-Archaic II.

Period 5 is represented by a great number of yases of Type IV and a majority of Type

V. This combination of pottery types assigns the end of the period to about the middle

of Cypro-Archaic II. Thus the period coyered the time from shortly after the beginning

of Cypro-Archaic II to about the middle of that epoch.

Period 6 is represented by a few specimens of Type IV and a majority of Type V, as-

signing this period to the later part of Cyprc-Archaic II. It is to be cbseryed, however,

that the latest phase of Cypro-Archaic II is not represented. This is proved by the small

quantity of Types IV and the fact that, among the pottery, the latest specimens of Types

V are unrepresented. A comparison with the tomb-groups of Marion from Cypro-Archaic

II B will make this clear.

The latest stage of Cypro-Archaic II B, represented by e. g. Tombs 26, 50, 66 (Pis.

XLVI, LX, LXXI) has not been reached by the Ajia Irini pottery of Period 6. As the end

of Cypro-Archaic II may be assigned to c. 475 B.C. (see Vol. IV), we are thus justified

in assigrring the end of Period 6 to 510—500 B.C. This date is further supported by the

pottery finds in the filling outside Wall 3 in Idalion (cf. pp. 624 ft’.). This filling mav
be assigned to about 500 B.C. and, as shown by the Statistical list of potterv, p. 624,

contained approximately the same ccmbination of potterv tvpes as those represented in

Period 6 at Ajia Irini.

Finallv, we have to consider the dating evidence cf the scarabs.

Scarabs are sometimes used by classical archaeologists for dating purposes in a way
that does not seem to be safe, because a single scarab found in a tomb or a stratum of a

settlement is very often considered to aft’ord a safe dating for the tomb or stratum which
are assigned to the same time as the scarab. The scarabs found in Ajia Irini — and the

same holds good for those found in Idalion and Amathus, too, — show the great peril

of such a method of dating. The dates of these scarabs given bv Prof. Xewberrv and Dr.

Pieper in Appendices I and II prove that scarabs from the Hyksos period and the XVIIIth
Dyn. down to the XXVIth Dyn. were found in the same laver in Ajia Irini. The scarabs

from the XXVIth Dyn. are naturally decisive from a chronological point of view. Supposing,
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however, that by chance only one or two scarabs, e. g., from the Hvksos period, had been

found in this same layer one can easily see that it would be wrong to assign the period

represented by this layer to the Hyksos period. Both the solid material of many scarabs

and their use as seals and amulets make them long-lived, and it is therefore no wonder

if earlier and later scarabs are found in the same layer. On the other hand, such extrem-

ities as Hyksos and XVIlIth Dyn. scarabs found in the same layer as scarabs from the

XXVIth Dyn. cannot be explained by the assumption that the former scarabs have been

in use for one millenium when they were brought as ex rotos in the Ajia Irini temenos.

Various explanations may be put forward. It seems probable that the scarabs in question

were found occasionally, or bv treasure-hunters, centuries after their fabrication and then

put on the market again. Be that as it mav: the fact is that only the find of a number

of scarabs sufficient to evade a selection pointing in a wrong direction, can be con-

sidered as a safe means of dating. From this point of view, the great number of scarabs

found in Ajia Irini must be considered as sufficient and the latest specimens found in

every layer must be considered as a reliable dating material for the laver in question. If

this be admitted, it must still be borne in mind that the scarabs can very often be dated

only within a large space of time, except those bearing the name of a king, if they can be

proved to be from his time and not later imitations. Scarabs admitting such an exact date

are almost entirely missing among these of the Ajia Irini specimens which are the latest

and therefore of decisive chronological value, i. e., those of the XXVIth Dyn. .-Xmong

these, only one scarab (Xo. 2718) bears the name of a king of that Dynasty (Psamtek 1
,

cf. Appendix I, No. 2718). The chronological value of the scarabs lies, therefore, mainly

in the fact that they give a terminus post quern: the period represented by a stratum \\ith

datable scarabs cannot be earlier than the scarabs in question. Such a fixed point is, however,

of a great chronological value: the minute chronology can then be obtained by the strati-

graphic series of pottery.

If we examine the scarabs from this chronological point of view we find that no scarabs

were found in a stratum earlier than Period 3, and onlv three scarabs belong to that period.

These, however, afford an excellent termimis post quern. No. 2030 can be assigned to the

Aethiopian period and both Nos. 1729 and 2760 date from about 700 B.C. (see Appendix

II), which assigns Period 3 to the 7th century B.C. As Period 3 on the evidence of the

pottery covers the later part of Cypro-Geometric III and the early part of Cypro-Archaic

I, this dating is entirely in accordance with that of the pottery (see Vol. IV).

The majority of the scarabs belongs to Periods 4 and 5, and a considerable number to

Period 6. The latest scarabs — and therefore decisive from a chronological point of view

— found in the strata of these periods belong to the XXVIth Dyn. It is therefore evident

that Period 4 must be dated later than the beginning cf the XXVIth Dyn., i. e., later than

663 B.C. On the evidence of the pottery. Period 4 covers the later part of Cypro-Archaic

I, and the beginning of Cvpro-Archaic II, as shown above. The dating evidence of the

scarabs is consequently entirely in accordance with that of the pottery in this case, too

(see Vol. IV).
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1 here remains the chronology of Period 7. The hnds of this period are undoubtly Hel-

lenistic, but they are few in number and most of them insignificant; it is therefore difficult

to fix the exact limits within the Hellenistic period. It is very much to be regretted that

only a very few, undatable potsherds were found. \Xe thus have to recourse to the

other finds. Two decipherable bronze coins, one (No. 2277) assignable to Ptolemaeus

Philometor and the other (No. 2287) to Augustus (26 B. C.) would indicate a date of the

first century B. C. (cf. Obj. Register). The style of the sculpture No. 2513 is in accordance

with this date, because it is a representative of Style H of the sculpture from the temple of

Aphrodite in Soli and this style can be assigned to the first century B. C.^ The bronze
lamp (No. 2266) may be assigned to the end of the third or beginning of the second
centuries B. C. and does, therefore, not contradict this dating as, on account of its material,

it may have been in use for a long time when deposited among the ex votos in the sanctuary.

Only the style of the sculptures Nos. 2197, 2274, 2494 seems to be incompatible with the
dating suggested on the evidence of the stylistic development of the sculptures found in

Soli, because sculptures of this style are only represented among those of Style I in Soli

and thc\ can be assigned to about 200 B. C.'* \\e have therefore to reckon with two
possibilities. Either the cult of the Ajia Irini sanctuary of Period 7 began already before
200 B. C. and lasted for more than one century with a sporadic offering of a small number
of ex cotos, or we have to admit that the evidence of the stylistic development of sculpture
has no absolute bearing upon the whole of Cyprus, but in remote and rustic districts,

such as Ajia Irini was during this period, the old sculptural technique survived some time
after it was abandoned in the more central districts. Be that as it may, the fact is that
at least the lower chronological limit for Period 7 of the Ajia Irini sanctuary can be fixed to
the later part of the first century B. C.

SUMMARY
The cult in the sanctuary at Aija Irini began in the last period of the Bronze Age, in

Late Cypriote HI, and lasted until the last quarter of Cypro-Archaic H, with a poor revival
first centurt B. C., after about 4^0 years of oblivion^.

In Late Cypriote HI the sanctuary consisted of a complex of rectangular houses with
walls built of mud-brick on solid stone foundations of rubble. The houses are built in
isolated blocks along the sides of a large, open court. The western and northern houses
seem to have served as living rooms for the priest and store rooms. The central and
southern houses served cult purposes, the central building being the cult-house proper.
It consists of two rooms separated by an angular wall. In these rooms all the cult requi-
sites were found: offering tables of stone slabs, large pithoi, jugs, bowls, a cult-axe of stone,
pestles and grinders, spindle-whorls of stone, a bronze arrow-head, a terracotta bull, and

' 1 he full discus.Mon of the character of tht cult cannot hi- tnv.r» .r-, fh,., . *

pr>stulates a comparison with similar cult places and finds in Cvprus and oth^r cri

report Such an interpretation

comprehensive study on the ancient rclitrion of CXprus. Vlorcotcr a de'scnati n f
p''' " ill be Riven in a

in Alia Trim has .ilrcadv been published bv Air E, .S|oc,vist -Jrr/,’ f
-

XWV the cult

the nuantime the reader ,s referred in respect of the in.hpreti, n^ PP' 3o8 ff, to which in

obtained by the results of the excavation will be Riven, together with a keen'l l

Sjoqvist's examination
to-etner with a Reneral description of the cult based upon
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a group of pebbles of various shapes and colours. The cult thus shows a close resemblance
to that of Idalion in Late Cypriote III (cf. above pp. 593 IT.). This cult is a tvpical agrarian

cult with the worship of deities protecting the crops and cattle, hlling the store-rooms
with corn, wine, olives, honey, and other vegetables. To these deities products of this

kind were offered: the olive stones found in Idalion are remains of olives offered; the

grinders and pestles found both in Idalion and Ajia Irini point in the same direction. The
jugs and bowls are evidently libation vases, and the pithoi receptacles for libations. The
spindle-whorls, the arrow-head, and the terracotta bull are other votive offerings. The
cult object itself was not found (cf. pp. 797 IT.). The terracotta bull cannot be the cult

object as shown by the condition of finds in Idalion where five terracotta bulls were found.

As pointed out by Sjoqvist the cult object must be a single specimen, and the close re-

semblance of the Ajia Irini cult to that of Idalion makes it necessary to interpret the single

terracotta bull in Ajia Irini in the same way as the five bulls in Idalion, i. e., as a votive

offering. The bull statuette among the cx votos seems to indicate that the deitv was con-

ceived in the shape of a bull in the religious ideas of the worshippers and this is entirely

in accordance with the character of the cult as a fertilitv cult: the idea of the bull as a re-

presentative of the power of fertility is widelv spread.

As there are no traces of the cult-object, two e.xplanations are possible: it has been

destroyed or removed. As has been shown above, p. 809, the cult-object in the later tcmenos

was an oval stone. It has already been suggestad bv Sjoqvist that this stone was originallv

the cult-object in the Late Cypriote III cult-chapel and that it was removed succesively

to the subsequent sanctuaries. I find this suggestion verv plausible in view of the obvious

continuity of the cult. The Late Cypriote III sanctuary was not destroyed at the beginning

of the Iron Age but intentionally covered with a thick layer of sterile, red earth, as made
clear above by the stratification (p. 671). This preservation of the earlier sanctuary, which

proves the piety towards the earlier cult entertained by the later worshippers makes it

probable that the sacred cult-object was preserved, too, and used by them. As has been

shown (pp. 803 ff.) such a removal of the sacred objects and their transfer from an earlier to

a later sanctuary happened more than once in the subsequent periods: I am thinking here

of the removal of some of the bull statuettes from the temenos of Period 2 to the altar

of Period 3 and from the temenos of Period 3 to that of Period 4 (cf. below). Such a pre-

servation of an old cult-object and its transfer to subsequent sanctuaries is a natural and

common practice of which there is ample and well-known evidence.

It is equally well known that the idea of stones being the abode of the power of fertilitv

is widely spread. The use of a stone as a cult-object is, therefore, in this case in accordance

with the general character of the cult. That at the same time this power of fertilitv in the

religious ideas of the worshippers might be conceived in the shape of a bull, as a represen-

tative of this power, is easily understood.

As mentioned above, the Late Cvpriote III sanctuary was covered bv a thick laver of

sterile, red earth, and on top of the same the new sanctuary was erected. This was of ejuite

another tvpe. Instead of the closed and roofed-in house-chapel, with the adjoining houses
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forming a rectangular and geometricallv planned complex, there is now an open temenos

of an irregular, oval shape, surrounded bv a peribolcs wall c;f red earth. A low altar was

built in the temenos and close bv a libation table for fluid ofterings was placed.

The majoritv of the ca rotos consists of terracotta bulls w hich originally were placed around

the altar. This was covered with a layer of ash, carbonized matter, and animal bones. \\ aste

material of the same kind was found in the bothroi of Se^uares hi—X 13 and N O: 10 12,

indicating that the remains of the sacrifices were removed fronr the altar and buried there.

From this we mav infer that the cult remained a cult of fertility and the deity was still

conceived in the shape of a bull. Apart from the change of the type of sanctuary there

is also a change of the rite. In the Late Cypriote sanctuary only hlccdltss sacrifices were

performed while the remains of animal bones among the sacrificial waste in the Geometric

temenos gives evidence of sacrifices of animals in the cult.

This Geometric temenos lasted to the middle of Cypro-Gecmetric III, at which time

the temenos was subject to new but not very radical arrangements. The old temenos area

remained the same as before; the peribolcs wall of earth was only heightened, and the

earlier altar replaced bv a new altar in the shape of a rectangular pillar. The old ex lotos

of terracotta bulls were removed from the earlier altar and placed in a deposit around the

new altar. Other waste material from the sacrifices was buried in. bothroi or thrown on

waste-heaps, and the central part of the temenos covered with a layer of white earth, corres-

ponding to the covering of the remains of the Late Cypriote III sanctuary with red earth

in the beginning of the Cypro-Geometric period.

The majoritv of the ex lotos deposed in this new temenos consists of three classes of

statuettes: animal statuettes, minotaur statuettes, and hunran figures. Besides, a few other

objects: pottery, scarabs, a bead, an amulet, and a stone mace-head were found among the

ex zotos. Some of the animals are of the same type as in the earlier temenos, others are of

slightly modified types. Some of the bulls and minotaurs have snakes writhing along the

neck and back. The snake as an animal of fertility appears here in connection with the bull.

The minotaurs are ccm,pcsed of a bull’s body and a human torso and head. They are

represented as adorants naturally of the deity worshipped, and are therefore to be inter-

preted as representatives of the swarm of nature daemons which are reduced to the position

as attendants on the single god, when such a god was created out of the mass of daemons.

This indicates that the strictly theriom.orphous conception of the deity had been sub-

stituted by an anthropomorphic idea of the same.

The human figures are, as a rule, represented as adorants too. They are the first figures

of the worshippers themselves who in the subsequent periods developed into the great art

sculpture of Cypro-Archaic I and 11 . Both in cult and art the anthromorphic idea begins

to appear. The great majority armed figures among the votive sculptures, the chariot

statuettes, etc., indicate that the god was a god of war as well as a god of fertility: he had

developed to a theos sosopolis.

The rites seem to have remained the same as in the earlier temenos as far as evidence

goes. Remains of waste material from the sacrifices consisting of ash, carbonized matter.
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and animal bones mixed e\itl; pc/isherds were found in different places within the temenos,

as shown by the description of the stratiffcation.

1 his temenos was in use until about the middle of Cvpro-Archaic I and thus covers

the end of the (ieometric and beginning of the Archaic periods, when a new temenos was

planned on top of it. 1 lie continuity of the cult is clearly shown bv the fact that some

of the ex votes were removed to the level of the new temenos, while others were buried

in the upper sacrificial filling arounel the altar above the earlier deposit. This new
temenos inaugurates the great period of the Ajia Irini sanctuarv. It lasteel from the

middle of Cypro-Archaic I to the beginning of Cvpro-Archaic II. The same altar as in

the period before was still in use, but the temenos was wieiened anel attained a size of about

40.0 30.0. m. A new peribolos wall of rubble, covered with a hurdle-fence, was built

around the temenos thus enlarged. The entrance was either in the X. E. corner, where

it opened in the subsequent temenos, or possibly in the N.W. corner of the temenos. In

its south part an enclosure of tvo small, rectangular rooms was erected. This seems to

have been an enclosure for sacred trees which is indicated bv an analvsis of the structure

of the building, the compesitien of the eartli found within it and a comparison with Minoan

parallels which must have been such enclosures (cf. p. 672).

The cult was performed according to the inherited scheme, and remains of the sacri-

fices were accumulated in different places within the temenos, cspeciallv in the X'.W. part,

on top of the earlier sacrificial remains at this place in the temenos cd’ Peric^d 3, as

shown by the stratigraphic description. Details in the cult arc naturally unknown, but

from finds of some figures with a bull's mask on their heads we mav infer that the priests

used to wear such a mask when performing some cf the ritual ceremonies, and the finds

of a great number of figurines with tamburines and flutes seem to indicate that music on

these instruments plaved also a part of these ceremonies.

The bull’s mask as part of the ritual dress shows that the old theriomorphous symbols

survived in the cult, though the god was now most probablv conceived in an anthropo-

morphic form. We do not know his name, as no inscriptions were found. The ex votos,

on the other hand, give evidence of the new development. Most of thenr consist of terra-

cotta sculptures. These were arranged in concentric semicircles around the altar in such

a wav that the smallest statuettes vere placed nearest the altar, the larger statuettes and

small statues behind these, and tb.e life-size statues further back and forming the back-

ground of the mass of sculptures. From a religious point of view these sculptures are only

ex votes commemorating an offering made to the goel. Verv often the figures carry a buck,

some other e]uadruped, or objects of other kinds in their hands. From an artistic point

of view the sculptures divide into two main classes: ielol plastic and art sculptures. Sculp-

tures of the former class are onh' sacred objects, purely votive offerings, without any art-

istic intentions; the sculptures of the latter class are e.v votes which at the same time are

products of art, marked bv a distinct style. The different styles of these sculptures and

their stratigraphic attribution to the strata of the successively raised levels of the sanct-

uarv have been studied in detail above, pp. 777 ft.
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Apart from the sculptures, the ex votos consisted of objects of other kinds, first and

foremost scarabs, and minor objects of iron, bronze, faience, glass, stone, and bone. These

were found mainly on the floor of shelters erected along the \\ . and N. peribolos ^\alls.

Remains of animal bones, shells, and periwinkles found on the same floor ma\ be inter-

preted as remains of ritual meals. It is then possible that the scarabs and the other minor

objects were hung in these shelters in commemoration of the meals.

In the beginning of Cvpro-Archaic II the temenos was inundated by a flood hich co\ ered

it with an alluvial layer of sand and gravel. The floor of the new temenos was le\elled on

top of this alluvium, and new peribolos walls were built on top of the earlier ones, or slightly

outside the same, and a new entrance wdth a staircase of well dressed blocks was opened

in the N.E. corner of the temenos. Nothing else was changed, either in architecture,

or in cult. The sculptures, which had not tumbled down altogether, covered by the

alluvial sand, were left in their original position, so that their bases were below the new'

floor-level, on which new sculptures and other ex rotos were placed.

Another flood inundated this temenos at about the middle of Cypro-Archaic II, but

did not cause much damage. Part of the tree-enclosure, however, was destroyed and re-

paired, and the floor of the last and fifth of the Archaic temene was placed on top of the

alluvial layers of the flood. The cult remained the same. The cult object, the oval stone

No. 938, which probably had been used as such from the beginning, was found close to

the altar from which it had tumbled down.

New votive sculptures were deposed on the raised level of the temenos and the earlier

sculptures, as before, were left in their original position, so that the small statuettes standing

on the floor of the Cvpro-Archaic I temenos must have been entirely covered by the alluv-

ium and the larger sculptures almost entirely, or up to the breast, or waist, dependent

on their height.

At the beginning of the final phase of Cypro-Archaic II, 510—500 B. C., a third flood

inundated the temenos. This flood was the severest of all, and after this destruction the

temenos was abandoned, and the place was not occupied until the ist century B. C. when

a poor revival of the cult took place. The surface was levelled, some of the broken sculp-

tures were used as substructure for the floor of the new shrine then erected, and the central

area around the altar was covered with a thick layer of lime-earth.

The shrine was built between the earlier temenos wall and the enclosure. It is rect-

angular in shape, and was probably hypaethral.

The cult was very poor and no remains of sacrifices or traces of an altar were left. Ex

votos of a few insignificant specimens of a crude and rustic sculpture, a bronze lamp, coins,

etc., are the only finds.

When this poor aftermath decayed, as it seems, at the beginning of our era, oblivion

descended over the place; sand and soil accumulated; it turned gradually into a field and

remained such until one day, in November, 1929, Papa Prokopios made the discovery

that he grew his corn on top of terracotta sculptures.

E. G.
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AMATHUS

TOMB 4

I. Scarab of steatite, finely cut back with loops for rins.

On base meaningless signs in rude work. Encircling

line.

6. Scarab of blue paste. On base, incised lotus flowers.

Style of Middle XVIIIth Dyn., but from material

probably XXVIth Dyn.

8. Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base, incision represent-

ing 12 lotus flowers emerging from one side of the

scarab.

y. Scarab of blue paste. On base, incision representing

five lotus flowers, emerging from one side of the scarab.

10. Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base, incision represent-

ing a horse with running man before it. Over its back

a cartouche with the name Mcn-kheper-re (Thutmes

III). Nos. 8— 10 might well be of the date of Thutmes
III but the blue paste scarabs (Nos. 6 and 9) look as

!

if they belonged to the XXVIth Dyn.

51. Oval-shaped seal of steatite, glazed. On base, two

scroll signs on either side of an indecipherable sign.

Middle XVIIIth Dyn.

52. Scarab of steatite, glazed, with finely cut back. On
base, a cartouche with meaningless hieroulyphs sur-

rounded by signs for “Health'’ (waz), Horus, and

Horus-eye. Probably Middle XVIIIth Dyn. Copy '

of a Ilyksos scarab, for the wings ha\e the triangular

mark upon them.

TOMB 5

9. Oval plaque of steatite, white in colour. On base,

cartouche with the name Men-kheper-re. Under it.

indecipherable sign. This may well be Thutmes III

(cf. No. io).

10. Scarab of steatite, glazed. White, with rounded back.

On base, incised signs of which can be deciphered

two signs for the crown of Lower Euypt. Date:

Thutmes III {cf. also No. 9).

11. Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base, incision of King

animal and over it a sign for “Beautiful" and pillar-sign.

13. Scarab of blue-glazed faience. Lion. On base, in-

decipherable sii^ns.

14. Scaiah tjf white steatite, glazed. On base, senseless

hieroglyphs. Probably XIXth—-XXth D\n.

TOMB y

48. Scarab. On base, incision representing the goddess of

Truth and the uraeus. Possibly Ramcssule.

166. Scarab. On base, incision representing standing man
with outstretched arm before an uraeus. Such scarabs

are \ery common and rtinge from the Rames'^lde

Period onwards.

184. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic inscription with the

blundered name of Amon. Rest senseless. Ramesside

or later.

185. Scarab. On base, a cartouche v ith the name of Men-
kheper-re. Over ir, a fiymg bird (talcon?) with out-

stretched wings. Such scarabs arc \cry common in

Eg\pt; most of them <,latc from the reign of Thutmes

III (he reigned 34 years), but some date from the

Ramesside Period and later times.

258. Scarab. On base, incision representing a kneeling

man shooting a lion with bow and airow. Ranies-

side Period.

'lOMB 8

1. Scarab ot blue pa^te. ()n base, iiuised figure of the

goddess of Truth (Maat) and uiaeiis

2. Scarab of steatite. On base, incised cartouche with

the name Men-kheper-re (Thutmes HI); on one side

of It, a figure of the goddess of d'ruth 'I'hutmes HI
Period.

48. Scarab of steatite, glazed, chipped. On base, inscrip-

tion: “Horus li\ing eteinalh" (Her ankh zet).

143 Scarab ot steatite, blue, glazed. ()n base . represent-

ation of two animals, ()ne on the top of the other. The
uppermtist has its tail bent oxer its body, the lower

one has an outstretched t<iil. Probably XIX—XXlh
Dyn
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TOMB t)

Scdiab. ()n b i>.c incisu>n rApresi.*ntin‘j sphinx with

the siLfri'' tor *'(b,d'’ (nctcr) and “haxour” (hes) Pro-

babk XXX'Ith Uyn.

Scarab. ( )n base, inci-'ion rcpresentini^ an ichneumon

and ab »ve it a sun-disc and a pillar-siirn (iwn). Such

scarabs are common in Ei;ypt and date from the

SaiTe Period (ct Xewbarry, Scaiahs, XLI, a6).

Scarab. ( )n bise. incised crocodile and beneath

meaningless hieroLdyphs Possibly Ramesside from

the back, but may be Saite.

Scarab. On base, incised bird and antelope. Above

the back of the antelope the signs for *'God" (neter)

and"Beaut\ " (neter\\ ). Suehscals are known in Eg>pt

from the XVIIIth Dyn onwards.

Scarab set in a bronze funda. (.)n base, incision in two

fields. In the upper held, sphinx with upright \\ings.

In the lower held, the goddess Sekhmet recemng a

sceptre from the king. Behind him, a man. Eine, deep

blue paste >aite Peried

Scarab. On base, some meaningless hieroglyphs.

Appears to be ot the Saite Period.

Scaiab On base, incision representing running ani-

m.d With uplifted tail From Ramesside Period on-

wards.

TGMR 1

1

Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base, meaningless

hieroglyphs.

yf) Seal, cH)ne-shapcd. of blue paste. On base, incision

representing walking man wearing a high head-

dress On b.ath sides of the man. scorpions with up-

turned tails.

tomb I a

17. Faience seal of pale blue glaze On base, the prenomen

of Amenophis III, Men-maat-re Vrom st\!e certain-

ly later. XlXth Oyn.?

TOMB 22

4. Reetangular plaque On top, a hgure of IIorus;onbase.

blundeied inscription guing the name of Amen-re.

Ramcs-^ide Peru.d or later

TOMB 23

15. Scarab On base, a cartouche Mith meaningless signs

flanked by Wzat eye on either side.

76. Tnis scarab bears the prenomen of Thutmes III.

Such scarabs are very common m Egypt; most of them

date from the reign of that monarch, hut some date

from the Ramessuie Period and later times.

77. Scarab. On top. a sphinx, below it, the blundered

name of Amen-re. Ramesside.

7S. C’onical seal On base, an ibex. Possibly as late as the

Ptolemaic Period.

AIARIOX
TOMB 83

Sciirab of steatite, set in silver rinc with funda. Finely

cut b.ick (Jn b.ise, a buurc (male) kneclimr holding

in bath hand^ a sistrum (?); before him an erect uraeus

XIXth Dyn. or later.

()\al plaque set in siher funda and rinq. ( )n b.ise,

some hicroL'iyphic siitns of which can be distinguished

a j-siyn and an a-siqn.

’7 Scarab of steatite, set in silver rinc Finely cut back.

On base, the sii;ns for “wn" (blundered name of

Unasr) and underneath, the siqn for “'as" (mj) and

a fiyinc' bird (khen). (There is a similar scarab m
Bologne Museum, Xo. 2641. See 'Sewherry .

Scarabs

,

pi. XL, 7. The date is possibly the XVIIIth Dyn.;

see Xewberry, Tiirtiis' Cullcctinii, pi Xll 31).

IDALIOX
Scar.d-) of ^teatlte Flat back On base, a sphinx and

betore It a sign fur “Lite" (ankhp Abu\e the neck

of the sphinx, Svinie meaningless hierogKphs.

Scarab of steatite, glazed, gone white. Side and back

AJIA
Scarab of steatite, glazed On base, the cartouche of

Men-khcptr-rc Btlow it some meaningless signs

Scarab. On ba.se, hierogKphic signs. Appears tc>

be ot the Saite Period.

Scarab. On ba>e. a winged griffin Ramesside Period

or later.

0 \al pLujue Plain On base figure of the g<iddes'>

Xeith standing, holding papyrus-sceptre; hierogKphs

m the field

chipped On base, hieroglyphs in two rows. In the

upper row, a scroll-sign in cartouche, flanked by a feather

ot "rruth on LUther >ide In the lower row is a sun-beetle

with a feather of Truth on either side of a sun-ship

IRIXI

1147 0 \al plaque of faience. On base, meaningless signs.

2030. >carab of steatite, glazed, white On base, cartouche

with the name of Men-kheper-rc, flanked by feathers

of Maat.

2057. Scarab of faience ( )n base, sphinx Iving on neb-

sign. before it, a feather of Truth.
205S Scarab ()n bise, -^phinx wearing the crown of Lower

Egypt
, below, meaningless signs Probably Saite Period.

205«>. Scarab A king kneeling; holding out a small figure
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of AljJt, j^ctidess ui 1 ruth, to un h racus serpent

Behind the km<,^ is a ti^nire of Sekhmet standmir.

Possibly Kamesside.

2060. Scarab of faience, glazed Irndescent.

2o 6 j. Scarab of faience, chipped On base, cartouche with

the name of Alen-khepcr-re, abo\e it, Ivins^ sphinx

and beside it, a kinp^ kneelinc:.

2062. Scarab On base, an oval containim^ a scroll-smn and
surmounted by t\\o ostrich leathers, on the left a male

himre \Mth sun-disc on head Probably XX\’Ith Den
2064. Scarab of steatite. On base, cartouche with the name

of Men-kheper-re, tianked by uiaei, abj\e. a double

feather. Probably Ramesside Pern-d

2065. Scarab On base, an oval containing hiero^lvphs

reading Kheper-re with above and below a ncfer-sign

flanked by uraei Ramesside or later.

2066. Scrarab of steatite, glazed. On base, indecipherable

signs

.

2067. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs s\ mmeti ically

arranged. Ramesside or later.

2107. Oval plaque. On base, a standing figure of Sekhmet

with another figure (?) m front of her. Saite Period

210S 0 \al plaque of faience, white. Indecipherable.

2109. 0 \al plaque. On base, a figure of the goddess Maat

with uraeus m front of her. Saite PeiK.d.

2111. Scarab of lapis lazuli. Indecipherable.

2112. An ornamental seal with se re, “Son of Re",

engraved on the base. Such scarabs are common in

Egypt from the Ramesside Period onwards (cf. New-
berry, Scarabs, pi. XLI, y).

2113 Scarab. On base, blundered inscription gning the

name of Amen-re. Possibly Ramesside

2114. Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base, the name of

Men-kheper-re w'lth the addituui setep n re (chosen

by Re). Chipped.

2115. Scarab, On base, ibex with hieroghphs in the held.

Ramesside Perii>d onwards

2116. Scarab of steatite (?), glazed. C)n base, crocodile,

abo\e it, a sun-disc and a pillar-sign (iwn). XXX'Ith

Dyn. Cf. Newberry, Tiffins Cdlhttuni, pi 22.

2117. Amulet, hgure of Bes. Faience.

2h 8. Scarab of steatite. White. On base, incited sun-di^c,

sign for Truth and a Wzat-cye

2119. Oval seal. Base engra\ed with sacred eye Probably

Saite Period.

2122. Scarab. On base, a vertical column of hienughphs

with ostrich feathers in the held. Probably Rames-

side Period.

2124. Scarab, hnely cut. On base, kneeling hgure, uraeus,

and sacred eye. Probably Ramesside Period.

2125. Scarab of faience, yellowish. (')n base, an inacus,

a seated king, and the sign for “Beauty" (nefer).

2127. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs of doutblul

meaning Probably Saite Period.

2 1 28. 0 \al plaque of faience. On base, hieroglyphic signs

of which can be deciphered the formula “The belosed

of Ra" imeij n re).
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2 1 21; SL..iuib ( )n h.ist
, liier' lu-U j'hiL '^ic n ' ot di uiihl ul

inc. Probabh K.iniw-suic

2130 \ al seal ith <-i nainentvd b.,v.l. ( hi ha-'L .
tiicaninclc'-s

hieroclx pliN

2131 'Scarab ( >n base, ihax with huT' in tin.- laid

Ramesside Period (-nwaruN

2133 ^»wai ah ot fa iL I'D. e. ( )n bast
,
^-laris tor ’’Ik aut\ “ nictt i )

.

“'’Ih'uth" (maat), and son ot Re (se ici. Pn-babh

XX\ Ith Dsn. (ct Petrie, Xiivk'Uit^ I.XXXXII S3 )

2174. Se.irah ()n base, sciadl pattern tlankeel bs o-tiieli

feathers, abose a wingeel eiisc Not e.ii'liei than the-

Ramesside Period

2175. Searab ot faienee White. On base, uiaeu'-, sign tOr

Thebes Back plain

2177 S>carab of steatite, ckized. On base, seated king wear-

ing double crown, betore him a sase Well etit haek

2179 Scarab. On base, an o\al ce>nTainmg hiei<!ci\phs reael-

ing Men-maat (?)re with urae-i on either side and a

kheper flanked h\ birels with outspre-aei wings Not

earlier than the Ramesside Period.

2182. Scarab. On base, sacrcel t\e with re-eel-Mcns <il)o\e

Probabh Ramessiele Pe 1 lod

.

2186. Scarab of faience, (lone white (broken) On base,

king kneeling wearing the crown ot L ppci Fevpt.

betore an altiir; behinel hum, a figure iSekhmetq

staneling, holding a pap>r>s sCeptre. XIXth D\n
2187. Scarab, too much destroNcel to date.

2191. Scarab On b.ise. scroll juttein t]<inkeel by nstiuh

feathers Prob.ibh middle X\'IIIth D>n.

2192. Scarab ot faience. On base, the sun-g( d Re. an uiatus,

anti the sign for “Fife".

2193. Scarab. C>n base, horse and bush Ramesside ik-ru d

tir later.

2194. Fmall tigure of Ptah-Seker. r.iieni.e

2195. Scarab. On base, a gazelle (') with hush and ostiich

feather Probabh as earh as the XXIlIth D\n

2207 Scarab of faiente. Wlnte (hi base, king Iriecling,

wearing crt>wn ot I’pper Kg>pt and holtling sign ot

“Truth", in fn*nt, an uiaeus, bcltind him, standing

hguies ot Sekhmet

2208. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs A common
t\ pe dating trom the Ramesside Ikii<d nnw.uth

2209 Scaiab ('f taicnce ( )n base, caitoutlu with the n.ime

of Men-kheper-re.

2211. Scarab On base, sphinx with huroghi'hic -igns in

the held Probabh XX\dth Ihn

2212. Scarab of steatite, glazed White ( )n base seated

tigure ot a talcon-hc adc\l tlcit\ InTling si.eptie, be-

hind him .1 cartouche. Probabh 'j'hutmcs III

2213. Scarab Too much dcstrt)\ed to dale.

2214 Scarab ot faience. White On base, some meaninglcs-’

hieri'gh phs

2215 Scarab. On base, hieroghphs s> mmctricalh arranged.

Ramesside Pci lod.

2217. Scarab. On base, hicroghphic signs fio much wan
to lead Date uncertain.

2219 Scarab of steatite, gla/cd, gone white ( )n base, hicio-
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glyphs, probably the signs ior "King of Upper and

Lower Egypt” (nsw-t bj-t).

2222. Scarab of steatite, glazed, gone white. On base, the

signs for ‘'Beauty” (neferw), "Truth” (maat), and ‘

“Son of Re” (se re). Probably XXVlth Dyn. (cf.
|

Petrie, yaukratis I. XXXVII. S3).
[

2223. Scarab of onyx’. On base, a winged sphinx with
]

sistrum before it. i

2224. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphs for ‘’'Beautiful” and
j

the sun-disc between two kheper signs. Possibly as
|

early as the Ramesside Period.
|

2225. Scarab ot faience. Finely cut back. On base, cartouche :

with the name of Alcn-kheper-re, on either side an .

uraeus, below, a beetle flanked by two winged goddesses,
j

2226. Scarab. Too much destroyed to date. :

2228. Scarab. On base the prenonien of Thutnies III. Cf. ^

Amathus, T. 7, No. 185. i

2229. Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base, sphinx with
;

erect wings and crowned by double feather. In front, .

the tree of life. XXVlth Dyn. or later.

2230. Scarab. On base, the goddess Sekhmet (?) standing

before an altar. Saite Period.

2233. Scarab- On base, hieroglyphic inscription reading

“Khensuweser”, the name of a deity. Probably Rames-

side Period.

2234. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs of doubtful mean-

ing. Probably Ramesside.

2235. Scarab of faience, glazed; gone white.

2236. Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base, falcon, sign for

“Palace”, and doubtful sign.

223S. Scarab of faience. White. On base, apparently a

seated figure of a king wearing the crown of Upper
Egypt, behind him doubtful signs.

2239. Scarab. On base, the prenomon of Thutrnes III. Cf.

Amathus T. 7, No. 185.

2240. Scarab of faience, broken. On base, figure of a king*

behind him, Sekhmet holding sceptre.

2242. Scarab. On base, an o\al with scroll-sign within, and

uraeus on right side. Pr<‘ibably XXVlth Dyn.
|

2252. Scarab. On base, an ichneumon with hieroglyphic •

signs; such scarabs are common in Egypt and date

from the Saite period (cf. Ne\t berry, S’t XLI
, 26).

2255. Scarab. On base, inscription reading “Ptah giving

life”. Possibly Ramesside Period.

2256. Scarab of steatite, glazed, white. On base, sphinx

with a sun-disc over it and beneath it a Horus-falcon

and the goddess of Truth (?).

2258. Scarab On base, the god Ilarpocrates upon a boat.

Saite Period or later

2260. Scarab of faience. On base, to the right, a feather of

Truth; to the left, an uraeus. Chipped.

2261. 0\dl plaque ^\ith hicroghphs on base. Probably

Saite Period.

2264. Scarab of faience. White. On ba'c, standing figure '

of Sekhmet holding sceptre. Before her is written

“File” (ankh). XXVlth D>n.^

22^)5. Scarab. On base, inscripti.-.n probably reading khet

nefer neb “all goodthings” (cf. Newberry, Scarabs , XL,

4). Such scarabs are common in Egypt and date from

the XVIIIth to the XXXth Dyn.

2267. Scarab. Base engraved with a de\ice of doubtful

meaning. Perhaps Ramesside date from the style

of the back.

2270. Scarab of faience, glazed; gone white.

2272. Oval plaque of faience; white, chipped. On base, ap-

parently the cartouche of Men-kheper-re in centre.

2273. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphs symmetrically arranged.

This is a typical scarab of the Hyksos Period or

early XVIIIth Dyn.

22S5. Scarab of faience. On base, an uraeus, the goddess

of Truth, and the name of Men-kheper-re, without

cartouche (?).

2291. Scarab. On base, horse, cobra, and bush. Ramesside

Period or later.

2293. Scarab of faience; chipped. On base, two figures

kneeling on either side of an oflfering-table with two

vases on it.

2298. Scarab of faience. On base, a sun-disc and a feather

of Truth are to be distinguished.

2301. Scarab. On base, kneeling figure of a king with blun-

dered name of Amen-re behind him. Saite Period.

2302. Scarab of faience. On base, the signs for “Beauty”

(neferw) and the uraeus,

2303. Scarab. On base, figure of the god Bes. Possibly

Ramesside.

2305. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs much defaced.

Probably Saite Period.

2306. Scarab of faience. On base, the signs for ‘’King of

Upper and Lower Egypt” on a rippled line.

2308. Scarab. On base, at the top a sphinx; below’, hiero-

glyphs; broken. Probably Ramesside.

2309. Scarab of faience, glazed; gone white (broken).

2311. Scarab of faience, glazed. On base, cartouche with

indecipherable hieroglyphic signs on left.

2351. Scarab of faience. On base, a misunderstood winged
sun-disc over a sign for "gold”. On either side, a sign

for “Life” (ankh).

“35“- bcarab. On base, probably Kha-ka-re, the prenomen
of a Sebekhotep King of the Second Intermediate

Period (cf. Xewberry, Scarabs, X, 14).

“377* Scarab of faience. On base, the blundered name of

Amon can be distinguished.

2418. Scarab. On base, ibex roughly engraved. It might
be Ramesside or later.

2419. Scarab. On base, winged griffin wearing the double
crown of Egypt. Probably XXVlth Dyn.

2420. Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base, crocodile and
beneath it a wine jar.

2421. Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base reads “under the

protection of Khonsu in Thebes”. XIXth to XXVlth
Dyn. Similar scarab XIXth Dyn. in Newberry,
2 imius' Colletticfi, pi. XIII, i.

2423. 0\al plaque. A king adoiing the goddess Sekhmet.
Saite Period.
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2424. Scarab. On base, the ankh-sie'n surmundcd by two
uraei (lumpy scarab).

2427. Scarab of faience (broken
)

2483. Scarab of steatite. On bast-, the iroddess of Truth
(maat); in front ut her, uiaeus

2484. Scarab. On base, hiero^lyphR stems for “KinLT of

L pper and Tower E^ypt Sucli scaistb-. are common
from the Ramesside Period onwards (cf Xewberrv,
Scarabs, XL I, 25).

2485. Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base, lion irodde^^

Sekhmet before a feather of Truth and sun-disc

2486. Scarab. On base, prenomen of a Sebekhotep Kin^
of the Second Intermediate Period (cf. Xet\berrv,

Scarabs, X, 12).

2487* Scarab of faience. On base, a king wearing crown
holding up two bound captures.

24S8, Scarab of faience. White. On ba.se. sphinx with a

crown on its head. Over it, winged uraeus and in

front of it a sign for "Favour" (hes). XIXth Dyn.
2509. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs. Probvibly

XVnith Dyn.

2520. Oval plaque. Ivory(?). Indecipherable

2522. Scarab. On vase, name of Unis, a king of the Fifth

Dynasty, but certainly not earlier than the XXVIth
Dyn. (cf. Newberry, Scarabs, IX, b).

2524. Scarab of faience. On base, two signs for "Beauty"

(neferw) and two beetle signs.

2527. Scarab. On base, a king standing before the godde.ss

Sekhmet. Saite Period.

2530. Scarab of faience (broken).

2531. An oval seal with figure of a hull. vSaite Period.

2532. Oval plaque. On base, a king kneeling and making

an offering; behind him is a figure of the goddess

Sekhmet standing. Above is a winged disc Saite

Period.

2536. Scarab of faience. On base, sun-ship, sailing on the

water.

2538. Scarab. On base, an ichneumon ^\lth hieroglyphic

signs (cf. Ajia Irini, Xo. 2252).

2540. Scarab (broken). On base, hieroglyphic signs. Ap-
pears to be of the Saite Period.

2541. Scarab of faience; chipped. On base, figure of a king

standing before Sekhmet who holds sceptre

.

2542. Oval plaque of faience. Indecipherable.

2543. Scarab. On base, blundered inscription naming Amen
Ramesside or later.

2=144. Scarab. On base, a seated figure of Re; behind him a

cobra and before him a neier-sign. Saite Period.

2545. Scarab of steatite. On base, cartouche of Men-kheper-

re flanked by feathers of Truth and uraei. Below,

luck-bringing hieroglyphs.

2547. Scarab of steatite. On base, luek-bnnging signs, as

“Honour" (imakh), "Fife" (ankh). and the sun Well

cut.

2550. Scarab. On base, a sphinx with hierogh phic signs in

the field. Probabh XXX'Ith Dyn.

2555. Seal. It may be as early as Ramesside times but the

s\ inmetrwul designs on it ai e iound as late as the

S.iite Pei lod

-55^ SLarali ()n base, a king ln-lding a pa]'>\rus sceptre;

behind him an uraeus. Saite Peric-ti.

- 55^ Scarab. ( )n ha^e, a king kne-v-ling and making an otfer-

ing. Behind him stands the giKklcs>. Sekhmet Ra-

messide or later.

2560. Scarab of steatite. White; coarse cutting On base, le-

cunihent sphinx, below some index iphe-rablc sign-,.

2564, Seaiab. ( )a base, hiercighphu signs of doubtful mvan-

ing. Similar scarabs are known from the Rame-ssuie

Peiiexi onwards (cf. Xe\sberry, Surtabs, XL, 7)

2565. Scarab of faience, white. On base can he di>tinguished

two signs for "Beauty".

25O6. (J\al plaque. On base can be read 'Oversei'r of the

I

city". XX\'Ith Dyn.

2570. Scarab <if steatite; glazeel; white. On base, wingeei

sun-ehsc over the cartouche of Men-kheper-re. L'nder-

neaih, the sign for "as" (mj) and a flying birel (khen).

Prenomen of '^Phutmes HI hut possibly XIXth D\n.

i 2584. Scarab of faience with tiaces of blue glazing On base,

a standing sphinx.

2586. Scarab of faience. (Jn base, a winged gritfin stand-

ing

2587. vSearah. On base, human figure with uraeus in front

Such scarabs are \ery common and range from the

Ramesside Period onwards.

2591 Scarab. On base. hierogKphic signs Appears to be

of the Saite Period.

- 597 * Scarab of steatite, glazed. ( )n base, inscription in

I four rows: Beautilul, lorti of the two lands, Men-

kheper-re, chosen by Re.

2598. Scarab of faience, glazed, gone white (broken).

2599. Scarab. On base, hierogh phic inM.riptiori giving

the name of Amen-re with nefer iUikh Possihh early

XVnith Dyn.

2600. Scarab. On base, hierogh phic signs. Appears to be

of the Saite Period.

2601. Scarab of faience. On base, a sphinx wearing atef-

cnjwn. Over its hack a falcon.

2602. Scarab. (.)n base, a winged figure of a goddess Pro-

bably Saite Period

2^03. Scarab of faience; white. ( )n base. meaningleS'=. false.

PT'vptian signs.

2<)04 Scarab of faience. On base, prohahlv the name of

Ncb-maat-rc ( Amenophis HI).

I

2605. Scarab of steatite, glazed. On base, the blundered
’ name of Thutmes III on (.ine side; on the other side

]

some indecipherable signs

I

2609- Scarab of faience. On base can he read the signs for

“Truth" (maat) and the sun-disc.

2610. Scarab. On base, a splunx wearing double crown of

I

Egypt Saite Period

I

2614. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs. Possibly Rames-

side Period but mac be later.

! 2615. Scarab of faience; white. On base, sun-disc and below

I
that, a crocodile.
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2616. Scarab of faience; brown. On base, falcon, feathers of

Maat and ankh-si?n (reversed).

2617. Scarab of faience. On base, bearded sphinx with

Atef-crown.

261S. Scarab. Too much destroyed to date.

2619. Scarab of faience; gone white (broken).

2620. Seal. It may be as early as Ramesside times but the

symmetrical designs on them are found as late as the

Saite Period.

2622. Scarab. On base, a figure of the goddess Maat with

uraei on either side of her. Saite Period.

2628. Scarab. On base a winged figure of the goddess

Sekhmet. Ramesside Period or later.

2629. Scarab of faience; chipped. On base, a sphinx; in

front, a libation vase. XIXth Dyn.

2631. Scarab of faience; gone white. On base, in centre a

figure of a deity (?) standing and holding sceptre.

2633. Scarab. Too much destroyed to date.

2634. Scarab of faience; gone white. On base, cartouche.

2635. Scarab. On base, cartouche of ]Men-ka-re, with two

uraei on right. This may be of the XXVIth Dyn.,

certainly not earlier.

263S. Scarab. On base, the prenomen of Thutmes III. Cf.

Amathus. T. 7, No. 185.

2640. Scarab of faience; glazed; gone white; chipped.

2642. Scarab of faience. On base (chipped), some meaning-

less signs.

2644. Oval plaque. On base, a king (?) seated before Sekh-

met; above is a sphinx. Saite Period.

2645. Scarab. On base can probably be read khet nefer neb

’'all good things” (cf. Newberry, 5r«ra65, XL, 4). Cf.

Ajia Irini No. 2265.

2646. Scarab of faience. On base, the cartouche of Men-

kheper-re, on either side flanked by winged goddess,

probably Neftys.

2648. Scarab of faience. On base, meaningless signs.

2659. Scarab of faience. On base, a winged sphinx wearing

atef-crown, with figure of Maat seated in front of 11

and a (blundered) uraeus over hind quarters. Prob-

ably XIXth Dyn. vSee No. 2693.

2669. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs. Appears to be

of the Saite Period.

2673. Scarab of faience. On base, to the left a seated deity?

2675. Scarab. On base, a winged griffin. Ramesside Period

or later.

2676 Scarab of faience. On base, uraeus, sun-disc, and a

seated god.

267S. Oval seal, not Egyptian.

2679. Scarab. On base, figure of the goddess Maat; before

her were hieroglyphs but they are too much decayed

to decipher. Saite Period

2682. Scarab of faience. Back broken off. On base, the

name of Men-kheper-re, flanked by an uraeus on either

side

2685. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs. Appears to be

of the Saite Period.

2693. Scarab of steatite, glazed. Finely cut back. On base,

sphinx wearing atef-crown with uraei, before it is a

figure of Maat and over its hind quarters a winged

uraeus. Probably XIXth Dyn. (cf. Newberry. Ti-

tmns' Collection, PI. XVI, 13. 14).

2694. Scarab of blue glass

2695. Scarab of faience. On base, the name of Amon-re.

2697. Scarab. On base, human figure with uraeus in front.

Such scarabs are very common and range from the

Ramesside Period onwards.

2698. Scarab. Indecipherable.

2699. Seal. A winged figure holding before it a figure of the

child Horus. On base, a winged griffin and lion (?).

XXVIth Dyn.

2700. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs. Appears to be

of the Saite Period,

2702. Circular seal with griffin cut on base. Saite Period.

2704. Seal. It may be as early as Ramesside Period but the

symmetrical designs on it are found as late as the Saite

Period.

2710. Scarab of faience, glazed; gone white (broken). On
base, sign for ’’Lower Eg>pt” to the right.

2717. Scarab. On base, hieroglyphic signs. Probably Saite

Period.

2718. Scarab of faience; white. On base, the cartouche of

Wah-ib-re (Psamtek I). XXVIth Dyn.

2724. Scarab of faience; glazed A man wearing crown stand-

ing and attacking rampart lion.

2729 Scarab of faience; glazed, gone white.

2732. A circular seal with two lines down centre. On base,

a beetle flanked by two sun-discs. Probably Saite

Period.

2733. Scarab. On base, a horse. Possibly Saite Period.

-754 Scarab of faience, glazed; gone white. On base, the

blundered name of Amon-re.

Percy E. Newberry
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EIXLEITUNG

N ach den Ausfiihrungen des Ausgrabers hangen die ersten Funde mit Funden in

Kilikien (Die Antike, IX, S. 265) zusammen. Dazu konnte stimmen, dass die

ersten Button Seals, die in Aegypten auftauchen, soweit wir heute feststellen, aus

Kleinasien zu stammen scheinen. (Bissing). In Kleinasien haben sich Siegel dieser Form
bis in nachhittitische Zeit erhalten. (S. die letzten Ausgrabungen in Boghazkoi). Ein

,,Leitfossir’ ist der ,,Palmzweig’', der sich in Agypten (Hykscszeit), Syrien, gelegentlich

auch in Boghazkoi findet. Ein weiteres INIerkmal ist das Durcheinanderwerfen der Figu-

ren ohne planmassige Anordnung wie in Agypten.

Eine weitere Veranderung erfolgte durch die griechische Kolonisation. EAter diesem

Einfluss ent\yickelt sich Cypern zur kulturellen Selbststandigkeit. Damit scheint endlich

das Problem der angeblich phonikischen Silberschalen geldst, sie sind, wie Zahn schon

lange gemeint hat, kyprisch-griechisch. Die Funde in Niniye deuten auf den Zusammen-
hang mit Nordsyrien. In der Eisenzeit sind zwei Proyinzen zu unterscheiden.

Das kann auch fiir die Skarabiien stimmen. Von den Stiicken sind einige dem Hyk-
soskreis zuzurechnen oder stammen aus dem Neuen Reich, wiihrend die Mehrzahl

griechisch unter saitischem Einfluss sind. Es ist schwer, durch Einzeltypen so etwas

zu belegen, zumal da eine Sammlung der Skarabaen nicht agyptischer Fundorte noch

immer aussteht.

Wenn der Ausgrabungsleiter in seinem Vorbericht sagt (op. cit. S. 276), dass assyrischer

Einfluss in Ajia Irini nicht festzustellen ist, dagegen yieles an die syrische Kunst erinnert,

dass sich aber direkt nordsyrische Plastik ebenfalls nicht nachweisen lasse, dass die E'eberein-

stimmungen beider Epochen tiefer liegen, so gibt das den langst — wie ich offen bekennen

will — yergeblich gesuchten Schliissel zur cyprischen Glyptik. Auch direkt agyptischer

Einfluss ist kaum festzustellen, ebensowenig sind phonikische Kunstwerke gefunden.

,,Die iigyptisierende Plastik ist, als Kunstsprache betrachtet, kyprisch, ihr agyptisierender

Stil weist jedoch auf phonikischen Einfluss hin, der agyptisch-phonikische Stilzuge mit

sich fiihrte”. Das gilt mutatis mutandis auch fiir die Glyptik. Verhaltnismassig friih

sind: A. I. 2517 (Cesnola-Stern, S. 80), dies aber nur aus stilistischen Griinden, ferner

A. I. Nr. 2595 (agypt. Anklange, jedenfalls Spatzeit, nach der Art wie die Zeichen yerteilt
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sind); A.I. Nr. 2483 (Nachahmungeines Ramessidenskarabaus); A. I. Nr. 250 (Nachahmung

XX—XNII Dyn. aber nicht iigyptisch, so setzt man den hes-Krug nicht); kein Stiick

klingt an Naukratis an; A. I. Nr. 2254 sieht naukratitisch aus, aber wieder ist von direkt

naukratitischem nicht die Rede; A. I. Nr. 2693 klingt an spatag}'ptisches an, rvieder ohne

es zu sein (die Haufung und Zusammendriingung der Zeichen ist griechisch, aber nicht

iigyptisch); A.I. Nr. 2421 konnte agvpt. sein, doch stort das in viel kleinerer Form
nachtraglich eingravierte sa (Schutz), das in den grammatischen Zusammenhang nicht

hineinpasst.

Ein eigenartiges Stiick ist der Skar. Nr. 2722 von Ajia Irini. Er stellt einen liegenden

Lowen dar mit stark geneigtem Kopf und geradezu spielerisch gekriimmtem Schweif.

Es ist nicht leicht, Parallelen zu linden. Die starke Beugung des Kopies liisst auf ein ver-

wundetes Tier schliessen. Ob die Striche, die auf der Photografie erkennbar sind, Pfeile

bedeuten sollen, ist ohne Augenschein des Originals nicht zu entscheiden. Ist die Annahme
richtig, so kann man dieses Stiick allerdings nicht friiher ansetzen als die bekannten Dar-

stellungen verwundeter Lowen in Ninive I (s. am besten Weber, Assyrische Plastik, Tafel

42—45)- E)enn die Darstellung verwundeter Lowen ist m. W. vor der Plastik des assy-

rischen Grossreiches nicht nachzuweisen. (Wreszinski, Lowenjagd im alten Agypten,

S. 20). Das Stiick aus Ajia Irini (verwundete Lowen kommen auch ohne Pfeile in der

griechischen Kunst vor, Furtwiingler A. G. LXVI, 2; Lippold, Gemmen des Altertums

und der Neuzeit, T. 86, 9) lasst den Sinn des Vorgangs schwerlich recht verstehen, wie

der Schweif beweist; auf den assyrischen Darstellungen ist die Sache anders, so dass man
eine direkte Entlehnung nicht annehmen kann.

AMATFIUS
(rR.\B 7 CRAB 22

Nr. 48. s. A. I. Nr. 2109. Nr. 4 - Rochteckiges Plaitchen im Stil der Athiopenzeit
Nr. 166. s. -A. I. Nr. 2587, (8,7 Jahrh. v. Chr.) Ruhe Arbeit Vorderseite:
Nr, 1S4. s. A. I. Nr. 21 i.v Stehender Horus. Unterseite' .Aus .Amon-Re
Nr, 1S5. s. A. I. Nr. 222H mis.^verstandene Gruppe.
Nr. 258. s -A.I. Nr 21Q3.

i.RAB 23
.Nr 15 gehurt deni Stile nach noch ins fruhe Neue

Reich, wtnn nicht in die Hyksoszeit; seit dem
GRAB 9 Neuen Reich, vercinzelt schon fruher, werden

Nr. 6. s. A.I. Nr 2211. die Hieroghplien nicht bloss durch Rmriss
Nr. 63 s. A I. Nr. 2232. wiedorgeben, sondtrn die Z\\ischenflache aus-
Tsr. 64. s. A. I. Nr. 2252. gehoben. Die Lnterseite zeigt einen vollig
Nr. 65 zeigt eine ALius start des Raters, auf der Ruek- missratenen Kunigsnamen, cvie er in der Hvk-

suite statt dur Antilopc tinun Vogel. Die beige- sobzeit, namentlich im Ciebiete von Palastina
fugten Hieroglyphen zeigt. n, dass die Stuckc und Syrien, nicht Nultun ist. Uechts und links
(auch die vorhergehenden Nr.) als .\inulettc oben am Konigsnng 2 Zuichun: ,,grun, Irisch”,
\er\vtndet worden; den naheren Sinn zu erraten, urn Rande 2 Lrjen, daruntcr 2 iig. .Augon. E’nten
ist bti dem uinstueilen iehlenden hturarisehen erne missratune getlugclte Sonnenscheibe. Der
Anhalt unmuglieh. Skarabaus sieht nicht agvptisch, eher s\risch aus.

Nr. 67. s. A. I. Nr. 2059. Nr, 76. .A. 1 Nr. 2228
Nr. 150 s. A. I Nr. ioo<i Ni. 77 s. A. I Nr 20 4

S

Nr. 15S. s. A I Nr. 2195 Nr. 7S s A. I. Nr. 2195.
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IDALIOX
Xr. I. Der SeL'len\ogel ist zvNcifelkjs Jan^^cstL-lIr, \vic

cT in truh^ricchibch-archaischcT Zcit hautig 1st,

fruhi^^ricchibch hicr nur in dem Smnc gcni^mmcn.

cbiliche Ahttcimeerkultur vor 600 v. Chr Kine

dircktc Parallclc habc ich nicht auftrciben konncn.

Dlt P'ntLrsatz, auf dcm der Vol»lI stcht, tiiidct

bich auf Skarabat'n aub Ajia Inni WK-der. (Siehc

A. I. Xr. 1014) Diese Art, tine Flachc durch

cm gcbrochencs Band aubzufulkn, ist ccht

k\prisch Die Sittt, Skarabaen aus Anicth\st

hcrzustellen, findet sich in Atryptcn scit dem
Mittlcrcn Reich; (bic ibt fur dicsc Zcil dort

sugar charakteribtisch) .Aber an cine so feme

Zcit 1st bci dem k\prischen Stuck sclbstver-

standlich nicht zu denken. Auch das Xcue

Reich (bis etwa 1000 v Chr ) schcidct aus.

Anklangc tinde ich in den I loyarthschcn I'undcn

aus Ephesus (Exc. T. XXI, 4) Doch hezicht

sich das nur auf den Cjcsamteindruck, der Skara-

baus hat weder SichelHugel noch Idagenpcr-

rucke, wie es nach Poulsen fur das 7. Jahrhunderl

an der kleinasiatischen Kuste typisch sein soil.

Also ich \vurde sagen' etwa um 700 v Chr. mit

dem notigen Spielraum nach oben und nach unten.

Xr. 74. Skarabiius mit dem Vornamen Amenophis III,

doch 1st das Re (die Sonne) oben fortgclassen.

Skarabaen dieses Konigs sind in der ganzen

\orderasiatisch-gnechischen Welt verbreitet, keins

der mir bekannten Exemplare scheint cine un-

agyptische Xachbildung, auch das. vorhegendc

nicht, doch ist das oben fehlende Re autfallend

Xr 524. Sphinx, davor cm sehr schmales in die Eange

gezogenes Lebenszeichen, uber dcm Rueken der

Sphinx smnlose HicrogKphen

Xr. 731 Dunkler Stem, Kopf von hellerer Farhc als

Brust und Hmterleib. Unterseite: Vornanie

Kunig Sethos I. im Konigarmg. davor Zeichcn

der Maat (Feder), dahmter ziemlich grosse Dar-

stellung des agyptischen Uzat-Auges, unter

ihm die beiden Zeichen fur men. Alle Zeichen,

die hinzugefugt sind, geben ktinen Sinn Das

Stuck ist die unagNptibche Xach.ihmunu eincs

missverstandenen C orbildcs.

AJIA

Xr. 250. Skarabaus, Unterseite Thutmosis III im Ko-

nigsring, darunter Krokodil, dahmter ,,ehr-

wurdiger Alann ' mil KupUchmuck. Athiopen-

zeit (8 7 Jahrhundert)

Xr. 1009 1009, 2^40. 2^91, 2600, 2669, 26S5, 2700, Amathus,

Grab 9, Xr. 150. Samtlich Skarabaen saitischer

Zeit (7 6 Jahrh v. Chr )
Charakten^tisch die

einfache Aubfuhrung der Oberseite, nur 2669

macht eine Ausnahme, 2700 ermnert an Skara-

Xr 78^ Skarabau-' Unterseite in 'I'cile ectwlr, oben

m der Mitte >pir.‘le im KuiiiL'sime. ^^as mlIi

S t it der 1 1\ ksi),.ZL It btitein ]ci-''>t. Kechts und

links zuei Federn, Ztitheii dtr Wahrheit, unten

ornaintntale DarstcllunLT dcs ^onntnsehilies. uu

findtn in zwti I rausschlanuL ri auskiultiui, in

der Mitte der ^'()n^enkafL r, zwischLii Wahrl'nits-

federn (lUtcr Stil der XIX Denastit >Lheint

echt au>ptisehe Arbeit

Xr. ^ikarabaus der >aiten/eit init di in Namen de-'

Erbauers tier /.weiten P\ramide Chephrtn. Die

Xanien der Pv ramidenei bauer ^^erderl in dieser

Zcit, der letzten nationahr L nabhaneiuke it, nut

Vurliebe auf Skarabaen uesetzt; we^halh. ist

nirgcnds uberhefert; die l.)ynastie der l^sanime-

tiche ahmt bcbunelers ttern ekis Alte I^eieh naeh,

vielleicht als Reaktiun ueui-n die PnesltrheiT-

schaft, die nach dem fllauhen der Zeit dainals

noch keinc Macht gehabt hat.

Xr. 1413 Skarabaoid aus der i Haltte des eisten jahr-

tausends Auf der Unterseite \crunulucktc Wie-

derholung des Xarnens Amon-Re. Ucr seit dem

Xeuen Reich der hautigste Xame aut Skara-

liacn 1st

Xr. 1434 Skarabaus von eleutlieh einheimische 1 .\rbeit

Unterseite. Strcituagcn nut zwei Pteideii, im

Wagenk<»rl) z\sei Manner, ekr \urden luit

Pcitsche, <)l> der hintere Mann etwas m eUr

Fland halt, li-t nicht zu erkennen. Von elern m
Cypern liauligcn 'i\pus, s. CeMUilti-Stern, 'lalel

XUIl unten, Iklhig, das luaiuiisehe 1 pi-s, 2

Aufl. S 13b. I'lLT. 29; \'gl auch ekn Skarabaus

von Ajia Irmi 1148.

Xr. 1474. 8'kar<ibaus nut Plkm/enurn<inu nt, ulun und unten

jc elrei Pap> rus^teiujel \un t\]Mseh ac>ptischeT

Form. Bel dem linken Steivjel hat der Arbeiter

das \’orl)ikl nus5.\ erbtanJen uiiel einen Liaiis

elaraus gemacht.

Xr. 1520. Skarabaus nut Dar.stellung tines kuwcii in der

Art des Xeuen Rtiches

Xr 1524 Sehr schiechtcr Skarabaus nut Darsttllunu eirus

Knegers in kurzem, chetitisehein R(/ek; weUeies

1st nicht zu erkennen.

IRIM
haen nut elem Xamen Psainmetich (Newberry,

Tf. XXXVl), Weitere Btispiele Quibtll I, 1905

—06, a a. 0. S. 33).

Xr 1014 Skarabaus, Unterseite' Damon im Knielaut-

schema: auf dem Kopf, der im Protil elargestellt

ibt, scheint ein (kweih zu sit/en; r unten ein

Palmzweig. (jestalten iiu Knit lautsehe ma kinu-

inen auf ag Skambaen zwar vor, (ich babe m
A Z , Bel. 69, 1933, S. (^5, ein solches 8'tuck
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\ crotfentlicht)j sind abtr da ausserst sclten.

Lm ahnhchcs \Vcscn abcr stchcnd Contcnau,
GKptique S\ ro-Hittite, PI. XXXIV, Xr. 237

Xr. 1064. Zicmlich grosser Skarabaus. Unterseite: Greif
im naukratitischen Stii.

Xr. 1117. Skarabaus. Unterseite: Hirsch. Im spat baby-
lonischen Std. i. Jahrt. v. Chr.

Xr. 1118. 1118, 2554, 2621, 27CI, samthch nichts zu er-

kcnnen. 2621 ennnert in der Techmk auffaliend

an die fruhen Skarabaen. Zwischen A. R. und
M. R.

X'r. 1 120. Rundes Plattchen, Unterseite; Antilope, aut derem
Rucken ein Falke. Auf keinen Fall agvptisch.

Datierung mir unmoghch.
Xr. 1145. Ovales Plattchen. In der Mitte anscheinend

I’alke, sonst nichts zu erkennen. Xicht zu da-

tieren.

Xr. 1147 - Xleiner Skarabaus. Unterseite: sinnlose Zeichen,

soweit zu erkennen, erhaben ausgefuhrt, nicht

eingeschnitten, \vie solche namentlich bei den
athiopischen Ausgrabungen (8. Jahrh. v. Chr.)

vielfach aufgetreten sind, (fruher hatte man sie
'

fur kretisch gehalten).

Xr. 1148. Renn^^agen mit 3 Insassen. Dor Stil ennnert
an die Darstellungen auf kyprischen Vasen '

Helbig, Homer. Fpos 2. Auti. S. 136, Fig. 29.

t_ber dicse Art, die nicht iigyptisch ist, s. das
;

Schlusskapitel von Wreszinski, Lowcnjagden im
1

altcn Agypten.

Xr. 1550. Siegelcyhndei ; Schcmatische Darstellung des

Lebensbaumes (?) daneben cm Mann, den
einen Arm erhoben, den anderen gesenkt. Das
Siegel hat mit den bekanntcn babvlonischen

nichts zu tun, es gehort in den Krcis der nord-
syrischen Glyptik. In scincm ofter erwahnten
Werke liber syrische Glyptik, T. XXXIX,
XXX\ I, gibt Contcnau Stucke, die zwar keinc

i

dirdkten Parallelen bieten, aber doch nut unserem !

eine gexvisse Ahnlichkeit haben. Fin Cberbhck
viber die Stucke Xr. 236-—245 zeigt, dass es

sich hier nur um den ,,Lebensbaum” handeln

kann, und dort, xvenn man Xr. 243 (namentlich

den zweiten ,,Baum”) ansieht, wird man durch

die reichlich rohe Ausfuhrung auf dem Siegel

%on Ajia Irini nicht uberrascht. Die Zeit ist

die spatchetitische (Sendschirly-Karchemisch).

Etwa 1000 V. Chr.

Xr, 1729. Fine \ erdrehung des ag. Xamens Amenophis
vermengt ahnliche Hieroglyphen, die der Stein-

schneider nicht lesen kann. Ende des 8. oder

an den Anfang des 7, Jahrh. v. Chr.
Xr. 2030. Skarabaus, Unterseite' Ein lUonigsname im Ivo-

nigsnng, gemeint 1st Mcn-cheper-re (Thutmosis
III) doch hat der Steinschneider das letzte

Zeichen des Xamens (den Kafer) nicht ver-

btanden und durch ein sinnloses Zeichen ersetzt

X'ebcn dem Konigsring 2 Alaat-Federn. Das

Stuck 1st nicht agyptischc Arbeit; dass Xamen
agvptischer Pharaonen als Amulette galten, und
auch anders^^o von Hmheimischen hergestellt

wurden, haben schon die Funde Layards in

Xinne gczeigt. Das Stuck lehnt sich an an eine

Techmk, die im Ciegensatz zu fruher von dem
Untergrund der Pdache moglichst vicl zum Vor-

schein komnien liisst, es durfte in die Aihiopen-

zeit gehoren (8 Jahrh. v. Chr.).

r. 2057, Skarabaus, Unterseite* Sphinx auf dem Xib-

Zeichen, davor die Wahrheitfeder.

r. 2058. 2058, 2308, Amathus. Grab 23, Xr. 77. Skara-

baen ohen nut Sphinx, darunter moist sinnlose

Inschrift. .\n tiner durch die Fundumstande

gesicherten Datierung fehlt es bisher. Der
T\pus kommt schon m der XVIII. Dynastic

vor, (Maketgrab von Kahun, Newberry, Scarabs,

T. XXIX). Die schlcchte und sinnlose Aus-

fuhrung weisen die genannten Skarabaen in

die Spiitzeit, s das zum folgenden Stuck be-

merkte. Unter der Sphinx erkennt man in

Amathus, Grab 23, XT. 77 Amon-Re, doch
wciss der Ghptiker nicht, was er auf sein Stuck

setzte. Tune sichere Datierung der Skarabaen

lasst sich, soweit mir bekannt, z. Z noch nicht

geben, nach der Ahnlichkeit nut den vorher

besprochenen Stucken wurde ich sie ohne wei-

teres in die Saitenzeit (7 6. Jahrh v. Chr.) setzen.

Im allgemeinen ist zu bemerken, dass fur die

betr Graber nicht die ag. t'unde die Datierung
ergeben konnen.

-Nr. 2059. 2059, 2107, 2230, 2423, 2527, 2532. 2558, 2559,
2644. Amathus. Grab 9, Xr. 67. Gotterskarabaen
der Spatzeit (erstc Ha.lfte des ersten Jahrtau-

sends V. Chr. Sie sind typisch fur das spate

Xeue Reich, also vorsaitisch (Beispiele, New-
berry, 1 . XLI, Mute; schr viele m der Berliner

Sammlung). In der Mute oder an der Seite

der Konig; 2059, 2532, 2559, 2558 der Konig
m knieendcr Stellung. Unter den Gottinnen
erscheint hier regelmassig (mit Ausnahme von
2230 und 2258) die lowenkopfige Gottin Sachmet
(fruher Sechmet gclesen). 2230 dafur Scepter,

2258 Uracn.

r. 2060. Ovales Plattchen. Xichts zu erkennen.
r 2061. 2061, 2186, 2609, 2615, 2710. 2615 und 2609:

Emzelne Zeichen woe Re, IMaat (Wahrheits-
t*.der) lassen sich erkennen, \'on den folgenden
2186 und 2710 irn ersten tin hockender Konig
und das Zeichen fur Xordland, weiter Xr 2061,
sicht man oben eine Sphinx, darunter Men-
cheper-re ( I hutmosis III) da\or den hockenden
Konig. Das ubrige einstweilen nicht zu er-

kennen. (Die Skarabaen Xr. 2057, 2427, 2302,
2238, 2192, 2260, 2^04, 2598, 2668, 2631, 2207,

2311, 2285, 2615, 2609, 2186, 2710, 2061
durtten aeg. Herkunft sein).
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Xr. 2062. Skarabaus vun ^^anzlich una^yptischcr Arbeit,
im. Stil ahnlich spaten Stucken dor Berliner

Sammlunt^: Betender mit Sonnenscheibe (’)

auf dem K.opfe, \or sich eine Spirale (s Nr.

2242) im Riny:, mit Sonne und 2 Wahrheitb-
federn. Oberseite zeiut den Stil des Neuen
Reiches.

Nr. 2064. Skarabaus, Lnterseite: Im Ronitisrinu \'un L'raen-

band um^eben, Koniy' Thutmosis III, das

Stuck 1st etwa XIX Dynastie ^1300 v. Chr.).

Nr. 2065. 2065 und 2179 \\'urde man nach dem Aussehen
der Oberseite allein noch ms Neue Reich setzen,

die L nterseite zeiurt die \\ eiterentw icklung des

oben besprochenen Typus Auch diese Stucke

^\e^den der Saitenzeit an^ehoren. Sie haben
den Namen Mencheperre bis zur Unkennt-
lichkeit entstellr.

Nr. 2066. Kleiner Skarabau.s, Unterseite, soweit zu er-

kennen. Hockender Konig, Anbetender Konii^,

Gottin mit ausgebreiteten Flu^eln. \Vahrschein-

lich Nachahmuns cines saitischen Skarabaus

(7, 6. Jahrh. v. Chr.).

Nr. 2067. Skarabaus nach emem Vorbild der Spatzeit

(Oberseite Stil der XVI H. Dynastic) Oben 2

Oraen, darunter 2 AtTen. Miss\erstandene

Nachahmung eines Vorbildes der Ramcssidenzeit.

Nr. 2107. s. Nr. 2059

Nr. 2108. 2108, 2214. 2 io8; Ovales Plattchen, auf der

Unterseite mehrere Hieroglyphen. von denen

nur eine Urausschlange zu erkennen. Spatzeit,

vorsaitisch (1000— 800 v. Chr.) 2214’ Skara-

baus, auf der Unterseite sinnlose Hieroglyphen.

Genaue Datierung unmoglich.

Nr, 2109 2109, 2124, 2301, 2544, 2622, 2679, Amathus,

Grab 7, Nr. 48: Stucke im Ramcs.sidenstil (vor

1000 V, Chr.), daran andert nichts. dass 2301

erne Oberseite im Stil des Mittleren Reiches

hat. Dargestellt die Wahrheitsirottm Maat. L’her

ihr die Sonnenscheibe, neben ihr Uracn bei

2544 noch ein Zcichcn ,,schon’\ 2124 nut eigen-

artiger Oberseite, die aber in diesjr Zcii nicht

selten vorkommt; der Sonnengott, vor sich

Urdus und Auge (Amuleit gegen den bosen

Blick). 2301, Amon, vor ihm ein anderer uner-

kennbarer Gott, hintcr ihm Inschnft' Amon-Re.

Nr. 2110 Skarabaus im Stil des Neuen Reiches gut aus-

gefuhrt, Unterseite: Ungeschickt ausgefuhrtes

Ornament, nach Muster des ag ,,Spiralen-

kreuze'k Nach den Dangsseiten zwei leidlich

ausgefuhrte Darstellungen des ii.g Lotus. Nach

den Schnialseiten zu wollte der Steinschneider an

jeder Seitc 2 Streifen anbrmgen, die m 2 Spi-

ralen (nchtiger Kreiscn) endigen und den

Z\Mschenraum durch das hmeinge.stellte sa-

Zeichen lUisfullen Das ist ihm nur an dtr einen

Seite gOungen. an der anderen hatte er fur

das sa-Zeichen kemen Platz mehr.

Nr. 2112 2112, 2127, 24S4. 2564 Skarabacn saitischer

Zcit (76. Jahrh. v. Chr) der htzte ent^pneht

ganz den hautigen Una^-Skarabaen der Zeit

(s. Newberry IX, 6). 2484 die nicht ^.eltene

'Fitulatur des Konigs von Oht.r- und Unter-

agypten (auch auf Skarabaen haufig). 2112

Schow (Gott der I.uft), Sohn des Re, 2127

Zeichen der Augenbraue in der Spatzeit hautig,

doch wohl Amulett gegen d(.n bosen Blick, auf

demselben Stuck Zeichen fur woser ,, Stark”,

und Zeichen des Kruges (oben bereits wieder-

holt erwahnt).

Nr. 2113 2113, 2543. Amathu'^. Grab 7. Nr 1S4 Skara-

baen der Spatzeit, nchtiger wohl unagyptische

Nachahmungen. Line Lesung 1st unmoglich,

der Steinschneider hat nicht gewusst. was er

eingraviertc (Das ist hei Skarabaen dieser Art

allerdings auch in Agypten die Rcgelh Man
erkennt hier nur, dass in alien 3 Stucken der

Name Amon-Re vorkommt oder nchtiger \or-

kommen sollte. Km durch Funde gesichertes

Stuck dieser Art kann ich nicht beibrmgen. Zu

den fein stilisierten Skarabaen der Spatzeit stim-

men sie nicht, sie mussen dem Stile nach alter

sein. Da sie andererseits von dem wohlbekannten

Ramessidenstil (wohl ubcrlegte Anordnung und

tadello-'C .\usfuhrung der Figuren) abweichen, so

waren auch diese Stucke in die Zeit zwi^chen

spatem Neuen Reich und der Saitenzeit, die

wir allgemein als die Athiopenzeit bezeichnen,

(8 7. Jarhh v. Chr.) zu setzen Die bereits

erwahnten von (infhth m Sanam im alten Reich

von Meroe gefundenen Stucke, die einiger-

massen sicher elatiert sind, zeigen ahnlichen Stil.

wenn auch direkte I'ntsprechungen fehlen

Nr. 2114. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Konigsname* Men-cheper-

re, ('rhutm«)s!s 111 ) auserwahlt \on Re (dem Son-

nongott). Diese Zusatze zum '^Pronnamen eles

Konigs ersche'inen bereits bei Lebzeiten des

Konigs, so auf den beruhmten Ohelisken m
Karnak, doch wechseln sie' da haufig, in der

XIX Dvnastie (wie Runses II) werden sie kon-

stant. Un^er Stuck gehort stihstisch m die

spatere Ramessiden/eit. 19er grosste aller Pha-

raonen ersche'int wahrend der ganzen ag\p-

ti^ichen Geschichte so haufig auf Skarabaen,

so dass deren Zahl mehr betragt, als die Zahl

saintlicheT aneleren Konigsskarabaen zusammen

.

Nr. 2115. 2115, 2131, 2418, 2531. Darstellungen von

Antilopen aus der Zeit des alteren neuen Reiches

nieistens zweihornig. 2115 nur em Horn (Auf

gen uie zoologische Bestimmung elarf man hier

nicht sehen, eiie Verfertiger haben schwerlich

an eine genaue Wieelergabe gedacht). Diese

Jageltiere treten m .Agepten auf Skarabaen

nicht vor der Hyksoszeit auf, nach eler XVIII

Dynastic verschw ineien sie. 2131 z.eigt unter
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den hciueschriehenen HiernuUphcn das ,,Palm-

7\\\ii:’'-MoTiv, das cbcnfalls tur die Hyksoszeit

und tur die Kunst der Berirvolker Vorderasiens

charakrc ri^tisch i^t 2115 zeii^r auf der Ober-

seite die L,'latte Darstellunu {ohne i;enauere

Austuhruni^ von Brust und Fluueln, wie es die

I In ksosZs.it kennzeichnet) NVo'2euen die bereits

ausLiearheiteten Beine zciiten. dass es sich um
cm Stuck dcs Ncuen Reiches handeln wird.

Dk Jauddaistellunucn verschw inden in der

Ramessidenzeit (1300—1100 v. Chr.) finden

abet erne Fortsetzung in Syrien, unter klein-

a•^latl^chem FinHuss, die syro-chetitischen Siegel

zeigen die Tiere haubg (Contenau, Olyptiquc

Sero-Hittite, T. XXXIII ft ).

Nr. 2 1 fti Kleiner Skarabaus, Unterseite: Sonne, Kro-

kodil, und Zeichen fur Palast (s. Xr. 2236).

Agyptischer L'rsprung unwahrschcinhch. Je-

deafalls Saitenzeit (7 6 Jahrh. v. (_'hr.).

Xr. 2118. Wohl in Skarabaenform, liisst sich nicht deut-

lich erkennen. State der Beine Perlenstab, Un-

terscite: Links cm auf die Seite gcstelUcs Auge

davor in richtiger Stellung Wahrheitsfeder und

Sonne. Schwerheh agypnsche Arbeit.

Xr 2119. 2in>, 2182. 2305, 3 Stucke. ausschliesslich oder

hauptsachhch mit Darstellung des Auges auf

der Unterseite (Amulette gegen den bosen

Bbck) Xr 2182 zeigt uber dem Auge 5 mal

das .,Schilfblatt" (Zeichen fur j) wie sich ahn*

liches, aber nicht gleiches tindet Petrie, Amulets

1410, Lanzone, Dizionatio nutologico III, Tafel

C'UL. 12. Hier hat man wohl an ein Messer

zu d(.nken. wie es in der spaten Toten-(Amduat)

Littratur ziemlich haufig 1st. gewiss von apotro-

paischer Wirkung. AUe 3 Stucke sehen vor-

saitisch aus (ich kann nur sagen: erste Halfte

dts I Jahrtnusends v. Chr).

Xr. 2122. 2122. 2215, Sind Darstellungen, die sich aus den

Ornamenten des Mittleren Reiches entwickelt

habtn. 2215 1st nach der C)btTSeite auch noch

im Mittleren Reich entstanden. aber das andere

Stuck 2122 i^t saitisch s. Quibell, a. a. O. S. 33.

Das ist cm Zeichen (was wir auch sonst he-

merken), das.s in der Spatzeit alte Ornamente

Nsieder autleben Doth wusste der Arbeiter

nicht mehr, was er auf das Stuck setzen sollte,

4 mal ein Zeichen, das aus o ..gross” entstanden

1st, darunter 4 mal das Zeichen, fur n. Das

Stuck 1st schNNcrlich agyptisch. Xach Vor-

bddern der Hyksoszeit ist hier etwas zu Stande

g<.kommen, des^en Sinn niemand mehr ver-

''tand.

Nr. 2123 Skarabaus. \’ielleicht das eigenartigste Stuck

tK r ganzi.n Sammlung. \ or einein ()pfertisch,

(das -.oil es gewiss sein) mit eimm Ilorner-

Aufsatz. (daruber ein Bucranium) sitzt erne

(itstalt, doch wohl erne Priestenn mit einer

Laute .A.uf der anderen Seite cine den Oberkorper

zuruckbiegende Tanzenn. Fdne vollstandige Pa-

railele hierzu 1st mir unbekannt, von den mir

bekannten Stucken \ergleiche ich am ersten

die Tanz^cene auf der Silberschale aus Dali

hei Cesnola-Stern. Cypern, T. IX. Der dortige

Altar, um den die 'ranzceremonie n or sich geht,

ennnert m manchen an den Altar auf den Skara-

baus, nur muss man sich das Cianze in den

altonentahschen Zeichenstil ubersetzt denken.

Weniger passt dazu die Kultscene auf dem be-

ruhmten kretischen Sarkophag von Hagia Triada

Bosserf, AltKreta, 2 Autb Abb. 71—77. Der

Stil ennnert auch hier auffallig an die nord-

syrische Kunst. Von Agypten kerne Spur. i.

Halfte des i. Jahrtausends n. Chr.

Nr. 2124. s. Xr 2100.

Nr. 2125. Skarabaus, Unterseite: 3 Zeichen' ..Schon”

Hockender Ciott o. ii ,
Urausschlange. .Stammt

wohl aus der Spatzeit (1000—800 v. Chr.).

Nr. 2127. s. Xr, 2112.

Xr 2128 Runde Platte im Stil iithiopischer Zeit (S 7.

Jahrh. v. Chr.) mit sinnlosen Hieroglyphen.

Xr. 2 \ 2 (). 2129, 2509. .Skarabaen im Stil des Mittleren

Reiches (hier etv\a 17. Jahrh. v. Chr ) mit zum
Teil Nollig missverstandenen Hieroglyphen, na-

mentlich das z^^eite Stuck (2129) sieht nach

synschcr Herkunft aus. Stucke wie 2509 hat

man lange genug fur den Xamen ernes der Antef-

Konige de.s Mittleren Reiches gehalten, es sind

.-^niulette dorselben Zi it (oder etwas spater).

Xr. 2130. Trapezfcrmiges Pliittchen. Unterseite* 4 sinn-

lose Hieroglyphen. Zeichen fur Stadt (Vei-

wcchsiung mit dem Sonnenzcichen), Zeichen

fur mr ,,lieben'\ missratenes Auge, zum Orna-

ment gewordenes Sistrum. Xicht zu datieren.

Xr. 2131 s. Xr. 2125.

Xr. 2133. Kleiner Skarabaus saitischer Zeit (7 6. Jahrh.

V, Chr.) Unterseite: 4 Zeichen: schon, Wahr-

heit, Sohn des Re.

Xr. 2174. 2174, 2191, 2267. .Skarabaen etsva athiopischer

Zeit (8 7. Jahrh. v. Uhr.). Zu 2267 eine Parallele

m der Berliner .Sammlung. In 2191 zeigt sich

wie schon wiederhoit unter cyprischen Skara-

baen die Spirale aK Mittelpunkt hier wie in 2174

zwischen 2 ,,\Vahrheits”-Federn. Bei letzterem

emige Ornamente daruber, so die volhg miss-

Nerstandene geil .Sonnenscheibe, anderes nicht

erkennbar. (Fundbericht fur .Skarabaen athio-

pischer Zeit in den Oxforder Annals of Archaeo-

log\ Vol. X, Xr. 34, Tafel 42—54).

Xr. 2175. Skarabaus m auftallend altertumhchcm Stil,

Unterseite: Fine Urausschlange mit der unterag.

Krone auf dem Konf, vor ihr das Zeichen fur

Theben i\Ian fragt sich, oh nicht eine Verweehs-

lung mit dem ahnlich aussehenden Zeichen fur

,,schon Norlicgt. Das Stuck durfte unter den
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zu AjKi Inni ^'cfumicriLn Skarahaon dcr altcatc

sein, SI mar 'I't-chnik halbar. Wahrand salt dam
Nauen Raich nicht nur die L'mnsba der Zaichan
armiart wardan, sundarn der da/wisahan stahanda
Grund ausarahohan a\ ird, sind auf diasani Stuck nur
die Lmrisse ainyraa lart. Dar Ibkarahaus kann
spatastans Iruha X\III. Dvnastia sain, atwa
1550 V Chr, ^'lcllalaht fallt er niich in dia Hvk-
so^zait. Also am Istuck aus dar FuHa ton Skara-

baan, aha an dan analaran Aiis^raltunusstattan

ziamlich hauhit. m Ajia Irini abar nur itanz

tareinzalt auftratan.

A'A, ai 77 - Skarabaus, Entarsaita Ilockanala-r Ivoniit niit

Doppalkrone, vor ihm Krup. Guta Arbeit fruh-

ramassialischar Zait (1200 v. Chr.).

Nr. 2179 S. Nr 20(15.

Nr. 21S0 Ovalcr Stain: Mann mit Leier, vor ihm ,,Kcrub”.

Das Alotiv muchte ich ±ur ausgasprochan

ktprisch ansehen, ich kanna as wanigstans aus

^ orderastan nicht, allerdings 1st mama Kanntnis

aut ausseragyptischam Gebiete unzurcichend

M aba'r m samant Biicha ubar \ ordt rasiatischa

Siegel ertvahnt derartiges ubcrhaupt nicht.

Nr. 21S1. Roh gcarbeitcter Skarabaus Gatiugahar Grcif,

dan Kopf in die Hohe tvandand, darubar Wipfal

fines Baumas.

Nr. aiSa. s. Nr. any.
Nr. 2183 Skarabaus aus dunklam Stem, Untarsaita Hund.
Nr. 2186. s. 2061.

Nr. 2187 21S7, 220S, 2213, 2224, 2226, 220i, 2(114, 261S,

-h 33 ' 2717 Die Untersaitan sind darmassan

zerstort, dass man huchstcns noch einme Zeichen

arkannan kann (Uraus, ,,schon'’, ,,Sonna") Dar
Stil, vnr allcm die DrciTLilunu, (cin Zcichen

senkrecht, zwci wagerecht') mucht ihrc Ansetz-

un^ in baitisehe Zeit (7 6 Jahrh. v Chr.) Mcher.

Nur Xr. 2208 isc dt-uthch ,.Schon'\ Wahrheit,

Lraus. Xach dem ganzen Aussehen gchort

dieses Stuck nuch der Raimessidenzeit an

(spatestens um 1000 v. Chr.).

Xr 2189. 2189, 2220, 2231, 2708, samtlich nichts zu cr-

kennen.

Xr. 2192. Gutt-r Skaraibaus dcs Xeuen Reiches (etwa

Ramessidcnzeit). Unterseitc: Mehrere Hiero-

glyplicn, erkennbar Gestalt des Sonnengottes

Re und Lebenszcichen. D>e Art. wie die Figairen

im Raum zusaimmengedrangt sind. spricht geradc

nicht datur. dass er ag\ptisch ist.

Xr. 2103. 2193. 2291, 2733, Amathu'J, Grab 7. Xr 258

Der \'erfertiger hat seh^^erllch gewussl, was er

machen wollte, 2291 sicher ein Pterd, da\or

Baum, daruber Uraus Amathus, Grab 7, Xr

258, Pterd (?) den Kopt' zuruckwerfend, dahinter

Bogenschutze. daruber , .Palmzw c
ig*' und Pleil

-733 yweifcllos saitisch, erinnernd an die

Stucke aus Xaukratis (7 0 Jahrh. v. Chr.).

Dio 3 anderen Stucke sind stilistisch tVuher

«37

Man inusstc mehr .\IaTcii<il liahcn, uin hicr die

Vorbilder der let/ten Ph.ise ilc-t >!.arahac n-sT iK

fcsTyustellen

Xi 2194 2194. 2351. 2524. 2^’)29, 2^)42 Aut den ^karabacn

I'tt s») gut wie niehts /.u erkennen. Aut 2524 I'-t

ein Zeichcn tur ..schon". 2^>42 scnc ini cin Mstium

zu enthaltvn, aut 23^1 trkcnni man das I.cbcns-

zeichen, das Konig.sZciehen und das Zcichcn nub

..Gold ’. das fcgelinassig eintaLh tiK 1 ullsluek

dient, 2629 enthalt cine Sphinx und cincnda\nr-

stehenden Krug. 21 (>4 ist cine P.itakcntigur

Pataikos ist eine \ erkruppehc zwcrgartigc Form

des Schoptergottes Ptah A.iH Memphis

Xr 2195. Amathu.s, Cirab <j, X'r 15S, Amathus. (,rab 23.

Xr. 7S, tbensolche Jagdd4irstcilungen vmc Xr

2115, 2131. 2418, 2531. Amathus. Cirab 9, Xr.

65. Die Tierc nchmen \ erschiedenm Pormeii an.

-Amathus, Cirab 23, Xr. 78 niit untm Horn,

2195 mit zwci, -Amathus, Grab in Xr 15S zu

cinem Hunde geworden Hinter den 'Picren

Zwt-ige (s. oben) am deutliehsten 2195 Amathus.

Grab 23. Xr. 78 hat tine komischt Form, die

zwar in Ag>pten auch n orkommt. abet tur Klcin-

asien besondtis charakteristiseh 1st.

X’r. 2207. Skarabaus, auf dessen Unttrseite mthrtre Ztith.tn,

zu erkennen eine hockende Maat (Wahrheits-

gottm).

Nr. 2208 s. Xr 2187.

X’r. 2209 Skarabaus saitiscbt-r Ztit, zu erkennen nur tin

Kcnigsnng nut X’amen 'PhuimosKs Hi

Nr 2211. 2211, 2419. 2550. 2tuc, -\mathus. Grab 9, Xr

6 4 Skarabaen. cm rundes Plattehen mit einer

Sphinx, \or oeler uher sieh tin Krug uder ait-

dere Symlxile (Ring, Gottes/c iche n l Du feme unel

zierliche Ausfuhrung nst tur die ^aite-nzeit (7r^

Jahrh. \. Ghr.) charakte ri-iiseh, ein ahnliehes

Stuck; Peine, Xaukratis 1 . 25, ^8 Der King,

der die Spenele fur den 'Poien heeleuten wnd,

tindet sich \ielfaeh aul ^karabden ties Neuen

Reiches, cine Reihe von IXemplare-n in tier

Berliner Sammlung. Im (jiabe des 'I'ut-anch-

-Vmun sinel eimge heheinkruge elieser Fnim

gefunden.

Xr. 2212. Skarabaus. Gnterseite Gotr Hmus sit/.enei mit

Scepter, eiaruber geil ^^nnensehe ibe .
hinter

dem Haupte Konigsring, (in elem mir ties Zeichen

fur ,,Gott" erkennbar) dahinter W’ahrheit.steder.

Das Stuck 1st k>piisehe .Arbeit, es erinneil an

kyprische SilheT'^chalen (C'esnola-Stern, 1 ’
i 51'

nut den zusammengeelruckten I’ruportionen ag\p-

tischer (iestalten.

Xr. 2213. s. Xr 2187.

Xr 2214. s Xr. 2108

Xr 2215 s Xr. 2122

Xr 2217. 22 17 unel 2234 sinnlose Inschnften nach Vor-

bildern des Xeuen Reiches, (bie Vorbilder diescr

Stucke elurtten Ramessidenzcit sein) Ihi 2234
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dcnkt man an die Neujahrsskarabaen (Newberry,

Scarabs XXXX, i—3).

Nr. 22n>. Kleiner Skarabaus ,.naukratitischer" Arbeit. Un-
terseite: Soweit zu erkennen, das Konigszeichen

(nisut bjtj) Spatzcit

Nr. 2220. s Nr. 2189.

Nr. 2222. Skarabaus saitischer Zeit. Unterseite: 3 Zeichen

[teder, zu lesen Schow (Luft) oder ]\Iaat (Wahr-

heitsgottini]. Ob im Ganzen ein Sinn steckt,

ist zweifelhaft.

Nr. 2223. Skarabaus aus dunklem Stein, Unterseite: Sphinx,

davor l.ebenszeichen. Kypnsch-griechische Ar-

beit.

Nr. 2224. s. Nr. 2187.

Nr. 2225. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Oben Konigsnanie (un-

leserlich) im Ring zwischen 2 Uraen. Darunter

2 getiugelte Gottmen, dazwischen ein Kafer.

Spate Zeit, wahrscheiniich saitisch. (7 6. Jahrh.

V. Chr.).

Nr. 2226. s. Nr. 2187.

Nr. 2228. 2228, 2638, Amathus, Grab 7, Nr. 185. Amathus,
Grab 23, Nr. 76. Bei alien 4 Skarabaen findet

sich der Name Men-cheper-re (Thutmosis III)

im Ring, aber ohne den ublichen Titel. .,der

Gute Gott”, der bei zweitellos aus der Zeit

der X\ III. Dynastic stamnienden Stucken ge-

wohnlich nicht fehlt, (die Cbersicht bei New-
berry, Scarabs T. XX\ III) falls nicht ein be-

sonderer Zusatz da ist. Auch diese Skarabaen

werden aus saitischer Zeit stammen, (7 6. Jahrh.

V. Chr ), em ahnhehes Stuck bei Quibell a. a.

O. S. 33. Nach Plutarch, de Iside ct Osiride

Cap. waren diese Skarabaen Amulette ag.

Krieger, das wird lichtig sein, dann versteht

man am ehesten, dass gerade diese Stuckc so

leicht ins Ausland gegangen sind. Die Symbole,

die sich auf den Skarabaen finden, sind: Amathus,
Cirab 7, Nr, 185: Falke (?) mit ausgebreiteten

Flugeln; Amathus, Grab 23, Nr. 76: Gefiugelte

Sonnenscheibe, 2638: Sonne mit Uraen, 2228:

2 Federn, 2 Uraen; alle lassen erkennen, dass

die Stucke samt und sonders spater sind, als

des Konigs Lebenszeit, sein Name findet sich

bis in die gricchische Zeit auf Siegeln; das ag.

\ oik hat seinen grossten Pharao nicht vergessen.

Nr 2229. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Sphinx vor Lebens-

baum. (s. Cesnola-Stern, Cypern, T. 80, Nr.

13), aus dem ,,Schatz von Curium”. Das durftc

in die sog. ,,archaische Periode” gehoren.

Nr. 2230. s. Nr. 2059.

Nr. 2231. s. Nr. 2189

2233. Eines der in der iigyptischen Spatzeit haufigen

Stuckc mit dem Namen des thebanischen Gottes

Chonsu, doch statt des gewohnlichen ,,Chonsu

in Theben” (s. Newberry. Scarabs XXXIX,
4) hier eine sinnkjse In'chrift.

Xr. 2234. s. Xr. 2217.

Nr. 2236. Skarabaus, Unterseite. Oben der Falke, (Horus)

darunter das Zeichen fur ,,PaIast”. Was das

neben dem I'alken eingequctschte Zeichen (als

ob es nachtraghch hinzugefugt ^vare) sein soil,

lasst sich nicht erkennen. Ahnhche Stucke

kommen in der ag\ptischen Spatzeit (auch die

Saitenzeit gehort dazu), also etwa 1000—600

V. Chr
. vor, ein Berliner Skarabaus (Nr. 3843)

1st dazu zu rechnen. Was sie bedeuten, ist bisher

nicht heraus zubnngen gewesen.

Nr. 2238 Skarabaus, die Unterseite nicht zu erkennen.

Links scheint das Zeichen fur s. t. ,,Sit2” zu

stehen.

Nr. 2239 Skarabaus, Unterseite: Gottheit (musste die

Nilgoltheit sein, 1st aber sehr schlecht ausge-

fuhrt) ein Konigi>schild haltend nut dem Namen
Thutmosis III, hmter ihr die Zeichen ,.schon”

und ,.Leben”. Lin sicher datiertes Exemplar

dieses nicht seltenen Typus kenne ich nicht,

nach dem Stil (sowcit aus der Zcichnung ge-

schlooSen werden kann) gehort das Stuck eben-

falls in die Saitenzeit.

Nr. 2242. Eigenartiger Skarabaus. Datieren kann ich nicht

welter als Neues Reich, gefunden in einem Stralum

des 6. Jh. Ganz auffallend ist, dass statt des

Konigsnamens cine Spirale in den Ring gesetzt

ist. Ahnhehes ist mir unbekannt, doch kenne
ich, dass die Spirale als Ersatz fur den Uraus,

das Symbol des Konigtums gesetzt wird. (New-
berry, Scarabs XXIII, 35). Die Spirale ist seit

dem fruhen IVIittlcren Reich auf Skarabaen

ubernommen. und zwar, wie zuletzt Bdhiau
ausgcfuhrt hat, vom Agaischen Meere her,

Welter aus dem Donaugebiet. Die alte, u. a.

auch von iXlontclius s. Z. vertretene Theorie,

dass die Spirale aus Agypten stammen muss,
1st damit hinfalhg geworden und wurde heute

gcwiss von Montelius sclbst nicht mehr aufrecht

erhalten werden. Da die Skarabaen Amulette sind,

(erst m zweiter Lime Siegel), mtissen die Agypter
einen besonderen, uns \'erschIo3senen Sinn in

die Spirale hmemgelegt oder von ihren Nach-
barn empfangen haben. Hierzu passt durchaus,

dass die Spirale in unserm Skarabaus sogar im
Konigsring erscheint. Die modernen Phanta-
sien, die hinter der Spirale Gott weiss w'elchen

tiefen Sinn suchen, mochte ich aber grundsatz-
lich unberucksichtigt lassen.

Nr. 2243. Skarabaus, Unterseite: 3 Fabeldamonen, der
mittelste anschemend mit Stier, die beiden an-
deren mit Uow-en- [oder Pferdc (?)] kopf. Pa-
rallelen mir unbekannt. iVIan denkt natiirlich

an die kretisch-mykenisehen Inselgemmen. Doch
1st mir etwas I'^ntsprechendes auch dort nicht

hekannt. Datierung mir unmoghch.
Ni. 2244 Skarabaus. \ ierfussiges Tier, wohl ein Greif,

Kopf auf der Abbildung nicht erkennbar.
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Nr. 2250. Skarabaus, schlccht aus<r<.-arheitL-t, die Bcinc so

undeutlich, dass t-me ^enauere Bestimmunij

danach (die \vurde sich sonst lassen)

unmoclich 1st. Unterscitc: Barti^zcr Mann, vom
Unterleib brcitet sich nach vorn ein Flu^el aus.

lancn zwcitcn I'kiuel sehc ich nicht. Uber

dem Kopf durch Stneh mit ihm verbunden

unbest imnibarer Gei/enstand, ebenso scheint

vom Kopf etwas den Rucken herunterzuhancen.

Ahnliches kenne ich nicht, agyptisch ist das

Stuck auf keinen Fall.

Nr 2252. 2252, 253S, Amathus, Grab 9, Nr. ^4, Skarabaen

saitischer Zeit (7 6 Jahrh. v Chr.) ahnliche

Stucke Leiden, Mon. of the Godsdienst 1098.

Das dargestellte Tier 1st auf den ersten 3 Stucken

schver zu bestimmen, vorgeschw ebt hat dem
Verfertiger ^vohl ein Krokodil, das Tier des

Gottes Sobk, das sich in dieser Zeit hauhg findet,

Beispiele in Quibells Ausgrabungen m Saqqara.

Auf dem 4. Skarabaus (Amathus, Grab 9, Nr.

64) ist das Krokodil deutlich zu erkennen.

Nr. 2254. Skarabaus, Unterseite’ GeRugelter Greif.

Nr. 2255 2255, 2555, 2620, 2704, 4 Skarabaen saitischer

Zeit (7 6. Jahrh. v. Chr). Die Datierung ergibt

sich mit aller Deutlichkeit aus dcr feincn zier-

lichen Ausfuhrung (jedesmal dreiteilig, mitt-

lerer Teil durch 2 oder i Querstnehe abceteilt).

In der Mittc gluckbnmzende Zeichen mcist

ohne Sinn und Verstand anceordnet, 2255: von

vorn und hinten Ramses zu lesen, 2704 unleser-

lich, 2620. in der Mitte Kafer, rcchts und links

sinnlose Stnehe, rechts Pcah. der Gott von

Memphis.

Nr. 2236. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Oben Sphinx, daruntcr

der Falke (Horus) und die Wahrheitsgottin

Maat. Dieser Skarabaentyp nut d<.r Sphinx

oben ist zwar bereits in der X\’IIL Dynastic

unter Thutmosis III zu bclegen (Beispiele nut

sicherer Dvttierung: Newberry, Scarabs T. XN\ III,

27 und 31, XXIX, 25 aus dem in die XVIIl.

Dvnastie zu datierenden Maketgrab in Kahun).

behauptet sich aber wahrend des ganzen Neuen

Reiches (Beispiele aus der Athiopenzeit: New-

berry. T. XXXVII, 29. T. XXXVIH, ii).

Das gegenwartige Stuck muss in die Spatzeit

(ca 1000—700 V. Chr) gesetzt werden; die

Zusammcnstellung 1st aussergewohnlich.

Nr. 2238. Konig im Sonnenschiff sitzend (statt des Sonnen-

gottes) vor ihm und hinter ihm 2 Blutcn. VIiss-

verstandene Scene des Sonnengottes im Schifl:

(ausserordenthch hliufig, z. B. lAman, Ag Re-

ligion. 3 Autl. S. 18, Abb. f>).

Nr. 2260. Kleiner Skarabaus, Lnterseitei nichts zu er-

kennen.

Nr. 2261. s. Nr. 2187.

Nr 2262. C)\aler Stein. F'ntcrseite' 3 Sedenvogel {')

Nr. 2263. Viereckiges Plattchen. Auf der Unterseite:

Rohe, z zerstorte Darstellung eines Vier-

fus4ers (Rmdes ?). Nicht zu datieren.

Nr. 2264 Skarabaus saitischer Zeit, nut Sphinx, Zeichcn

fur n und Uehenszeichen auf der Unt<r^eite.

(7 h. Jahrh. v Chr.),

Nr 2265 Skarabaus, UnterseitL: ,.Alle guten Dinge".

Ein Segenswunsch. der auf den Skarabaen sait-

K'.cher Zeit sehr haufig vorkomnit. ahnliche

Stucke auch in QuibelK Ausgrabungen in Saq-

qara.

Nr 22f)7. s. Nr. 2174.

Nr. 2272 2272. 2542. Runde Plattchen. Unttrseite nichts

zu erkennen.

Nr. 2273 Skarabaus des Mittleren Reiches (etwa 18 17.

Jahrh. v. Chr.). Gluckhringende Hieroglyphen,

^Me sie fur die erste Blutezeit der Skarabaen

kennzeichnend 1st. Oben 2 mal ..Geben’
,
m

dcr Mitte ,.grun”. Darunter das Ivebenszeichen

zwischen 2 ,,schon''.

Nr. 2275 Skarabaus, sehr schlecht ausgefuhrt: Unterseite:

Pferd. darubcT Krcis. Zum Kreise \'gl das oben

mehrfach ausgefuhrte uber den naukratitischen

Stii (700600 \. Chr.).

Nr. 2278. Ornament aus 0 m einander gctlochtenen

Schlingen, dem ag Zeichen iur sa ,,Schutz .

Das Zeichen erschcint bereits auf den Skara-

haen des Mittleren Reiches, tritt spater zuruck,

ohne Jemals ganz zu \ ersch\Mnden, es erscheint

noch auf den Abrax.isgemmen des 3. Jahr-

hunderts n. Chr und auf den griechisch-ag> p-

tischen Zauherpap\ n . Auch dieses Stuck 1st

nicht agyptisch. verrat nur die ^\Tbreltung des

ag> ptischen Zauberzeichens

Nr. 2280 Rundes Siegel, in der Mitte eingezogen, oben

und unten 2 Siegelbilder. Links Lowe mit

aufgesperrtem Rachen, den Kopf zuruckw endend,

rechts Stierkopf nut nienschhehen Zugen, an

den Hathork»)pf ennnernd, \on 2 Schlangen

umgehen Die religiose Bedcutimg des Symbols

1st nur unhekannt, es sieht am chesten nord-

s\risch aus Datierung nur unnuiglich.

Nr. 22S4. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Luwe. Der hohe Rucken

des Kafers passt nicht g^rade zutn ag\ ptischen

Ursprung Der I .owe erscheint auf agyptischen

Skarabaen m der Hyksoszeit, bleibt dann im

F'ormenschatz des Neuen Reiehs. Die Aus-

fuhrung der Zeichnung aut dieseni Stem sieht

nicht gerade nach ag\ptischer Herkunft aus.

(i Halfte der i. Jahrt. v. Chr.)

Nr. 2285 2283, 2311, 2 z. Z. unlesbare Skarabaen.

Nr 2291 s. Nr. 2193.

Nr. 2293. Skarabaus. Fnterseite’ 'Feje, die Cjattin Ame-

nophis HI.

Nr. 2296. Ovaler dunkler Stein, Unterseite: Stehender

Mann
Nr 22<>S. Auf der Unterseite nur 2 ..Schilfblatter" (Zeichen

fur j) 7U erkennen. Nicht zu datieren.
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Xr 2300 ()\ikr Stein, Unterseitt Zu bciden Scitcn

oines Baunics em Mann mit eineni Kopfputz.

dcr wic die ,,^Velsse Krone" \ on Oberagypten

aus^leht und ein hoe'kender AtTe. An diescm

intere^santen Stuck la^st sich eine Vermischung

/weier ganz fremder Typen tVststellen. I^er

Agyptische Typ stellt 2 Aden um eine Palme

dar, ein haufiger 'I'xp, von dem jede gro>sere

Sammlung Exemplare be^itzt. Der vordera^i-

atischc Tvp stellt 2 bald damonische, bald mensch-

liche We^en u’n elen .,Lehensbaum" dar Zeit-

lich Ubst sich das Stuck euva m die Zeit von

1000 V. Chr ah datieren.

Xr. 2301. s. Xr 2109

Xr. 2302 Skarabaus, aut der Unterseitc stehen, soweit

die Photographic erkennen lasst. zwischen 2

Fullstucken die Urausschlange und das Zeichen

fur nfr ,,Schon": Sehr haurtger Typus der Ra-

messidenzcit (1300— 1000 v. Chr > und sparer.

Xr 2303 Skarabaus mit Darstellung des Gottes Bes,

vohl Sparztit. Lber ihn s. ausser der unzu-

langhchen Dissertation von Bailed uber die ag.

Zwerggottern, die wertvolle Abhandlung von

Spiecelberg in don agyptolog. Mitteilungen

Munchen 1925, Xr. Ill (uber die Pataken).

Xr. 2305 s, Xr. 2119.

Xr. 230S. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Das Zeichen fur ,,Konig

\on Ober- und Unteragypten" auf emer ,,\Vasser-

linie" Sieht nicht agyptisch aus.

Xr. 2308. s. Xr. 2058.

Xr 2310. Skarabaus. Unterseite* Hirschkuh, sich dem

tnnkenden Kalbchen zuwendend.

Xr 2311 s Xr 2285.

Xr 2351. s Xr 2194.

Nr. 2352. Skarabaus saitischer Zeit mit dem alten Xamen
Cha-ka-re, dem Tronn.imen Sesostris HI, so

vicl wir wissen. des grossten Konigs dcs Mittleren

Reichs. Dieses Zuruckgteifen auf die grossen

Konige dot Vergangenhcit 1st fur die Saiten-

zeit (7 6. Jahrh. v. Chr.) charaktcristisch, be-

sonders haufig sind die grossen Xamen der

Pvramidenzeit, aber auch spatere erscheinen

nicht selten. Sieher datiert sind derartige Stucke

durch die Ausgrabungen Quibells in Saqeiara

Xr. 2377 skarabaus, Unterseite* So^velt zu erkennen:

Name cines Rameseiden (um 1200 v. Uhr.).

Xr, 2420. Kleiner Skarabaus saitischer Zeit (7 6. Jahrh.

V. Chr.) Unterseite Krokodil und (eiuer dar-

unterlieuend) Weinkrug. Die Skarabaen mit

Weinkrug (wohl Ersatz fur eine Totenspende)

erscheinen seit dern Xeuen Reich die Skara-

haen mit Krokodil etwas spater, diese sind Amu-
htte gegen Krankheiten <> a

Xr 2421 .Skarabaus von sehr guter Arbeit, Unterseite*

In Schnff Chonsu (thehanischer (iott) in Thehen

Dazwischen spater eingcsetzt das Zeichen: sa,

,,Ajnulctt", ,,Schutz". Diest* Stucke von oft .sehr

feiner Ausfuhrung sinei im spaten Agxpten

ziemhch haufig. grossere Sammlungen haben stets

Beispiele Autfallcnd i^t hicr, class der Charakter

aK Amulett, der ja ohnehin selbstverstandlich

1st. durch ein nachtraghch eingefugtes Zeichen

sa -- ..Schutz" (von auffallend kUinem Format)

noch extra hervorgehoben wire!

Xr 2423 s. Xr. 2059.

Xr 2424 Skarabaus aus dunklcin Sicin, Lnterseite* Das

anch (Lebenszeichcn). daran hangend 2 Uraus-

schlangen Das Lebenszeichcn. ein^ der hautigsten

agvpnschen Svmbole. erschemt auch hauhg auf

Skarabaen, w enn auch nicht so zahlreich, wie

man erwarten mochte (Die grosse Berliner Samm-
lung hat kcin halhcs Dutzend, wo das Lebens-

Zeichen die- Hauptsachc 1st) Fur die Form,

dass 2 Uraen daran gehangt smd. hahe ich mo-

mentan koine Parallde zur Hand, doch fallt das

Stuck au-i dem gewohnten nicht heraus Fine

Daticrung 1st hicr allerdmgs nut so weit moglich.

dass man sagen kann Xeuas Reich

Xr. 2427 Skarabaus. die Unterseite zum grossen Ted
weggebrochen. zu erkennen nur ein Kafer.

Das Stuck scheinr dem Stile nach noch der

XVI I L Dynastie anzugehoren.

Xr. 24S3. Skarabaus, Unterseite* Xachahmung eines Ra-

mobsidennamens, agyptische Arbeit ramessi-

discher Zeit (etwa um 1100 \. Chr.).

XT. 2484 s. X»' 2112

XT 2485. Skarabaus, Unterseite Die lowenkophge Gottin

Sachmet, s'ur ihr Wahrheitsfeder und Sonne.

Em Smn inT nicht herauszulesen Ztif Spates

Xeues Reich, genauere Datierung mangels zeitlich

bestiminter Fundstucke unmoglich.

XT. 2486. Em Stuck, das ganz und gar aus dem Ralvnen

heraus fallt, ein Skarabaus, der ganz zweifellos

aus dem Endc dcs Mittleren Reichs stammt

(iS. Jahrhundert v. Chr) Die Behandlung der

( 9berseite und der Unterseite lassen daran auch

nicht den genngsten Zweifel. Von einem Spi-

ralenkranz umgeben, erschemt der Name ernes

der Sebckhotep-Konige. Cha-nefer-re, der irn

spaten Agypten besonders angesehen sein muss,

die judischen Apolugeten nennen ihn ChenefreS,

und Skarabaen der Spatzeit mit seinem Xamen
haben sich aller Orten gefunden. Xach den

ausserNt kummerlichen Xachnehten, die wir

haben, war er der machtigste Herrscher der

XIII Dynastie Weshalb er in der Spatzeit

einen solchen Ruf hat, 1st unbekannt.

Xr. 2487 Skarabaus, Lnterseite: Agyptischer Konig mit

der Oberagyptischen Krone (an ihr Urausschlange)

2 Gefangene haltend Die Art, wie die Gefangenen

gehalten werden, las>.t auf unagyptischen Ur-

sprung des Stuckes '^chliessen.

XT 2488. Skarabaus ,,naukratitischer" Arbeit (7 6. Jahrh.
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Chr.). L nlcrscitc. Sphinx mit Kront*, darubcr

s^efluseltcT Urau^.

Nr. 2509 s. Nr. 2129

Nr. 2515 Rundcr Stein, auf dcr Unterseitc ein Wesen,

dabS an eincn Skorpion erinnert. nicht dcuthch

zu erkennen. Kein attsplischer Stil.

Nr. 2517. In dcT Mitte ein roh ^ezeichneter Baum, unter

ihm rechts und linkb 2 mir unbcstimmbare

Tiere Unter dem Baum i^t Ltcwibs das \ordcT-

asiatische Symbol dcs Ivebensbaumes zu ver-

btehen. {Weber, a. a. C) Text, S. iiS, eine

dort lehhaftc trewunschte Untersuchuny uber die*

KntwicklunL' dieses SymboU 1st m. W noch

niche erse'hienen ) Das Schema ennntrt an ein

agvptisches, auf Skarabaen und runden Flaschen

nicht selten auftretendes Motiv, das ini Neuen

Reich ziemhch unvermittelt erscheint In der

Mitte ein Palmbaum, darunter 2 oder 4 Affen.

Hier smd cs aher keine Affen Datierung: Krste

Haifte dcs I. jahrtausend v. Chr.

Nr. 2520. Rundcs Plattchen, mchts zu erkeanen.

Nr. 2522. Gut gearbeiteter Skarabaus mit dem Namen

des letzten Kunigs der 5. D\ nastie Unas (gricch.

(')nnos), des Krbaue*rs der ersten Pyramide mit

Inschnften. Gerade dicser Konig erscheint auf

Sk saitischer Zeit ausserordentlich h.iuhg, meistens

Sind die Stucke tadellos aubgefuhrt. Warum

gerade dieser Konig so behebt war. cntzieht

sich unserer Kenntnis Die Literatur der Spatzeit

erwcihnt den Konig nicht. \ lelleicht hattc cr

bereits im Neuen Reich bc.sonderes Ansehen,

ein Skarabaus der Slg. Petrie stammt aus dieser

Zeit.

Nr 2524. s. Nr 2194.

Nr. 2527. s. Nr. 2059

Nr 2528. Skarabau-' aus dunklem Stein, auf der L iitcr-

«eite wahrschemhch cm Lowe.

Nr. 2531 s. Nr. 2115

Nr. 2532 s Nr. 2059

Nr. 2^33. Sich um\scndcnder Hirsch, synsche lechnik.

Der Hirsch 1st ein in alien Berglandern \ order-

asiens bis zum Kaukasus hin hauhg dargostelltes

I'ler und erscheint m der nordb) rischen (ijyptik

ausserijrdentl ich nft. Was die Datierung anbe*-

triRt. so haite ich gegen fruhere Vermutungen

den W I such Hogarth>. dergleichen Sreine mog-

lichst Welt ins 2. Jahrtausend hinaufzurucken,

fur berechtigt, Sicherheit ist m W noch nicht

zu erieichen

Nr. 2536. Kleiner Skarabaus saitischer Zeit (7 6 Jahrh.

V Chr.) Das Sonnenschdf des Sonnengottes

auf dem Wasser (Himmelsozean).

Nr. 2538 s Nr, 2232.

Nr. 2540. s. Nr. 1009-

Nr. 2542. s. Nr 2272.

Nr. 2543 s. Nr 2113.

Nr. 2544. s. Nr. 210Q.

Nr. 2545 Skarabaus, C'nterseite Oben m di.r Mitte im

Konigsring Thutmosib III, reehts und linkb

2 Wahrheilsfcdern und 2 L rau'^schlangcn. Dar-

unttr unter dem .Strieh Lint. RliIk- win Zeiehcn

,,Schutz”, ,.schon" u. a d’%pisches Stuck der

Athiopcnzeit (S Jahrh. \ Chr t

Nr. 2347. Skarabaus sparer oder schon saitischer Zeit

Unter^eite' AHerhand Zeichen, ..W urde, Leben,

Sonne”, u s w. zusammengestellt Sehwerheh

ag. Arbeit.

Nr 2550. s. Nr 2211.

Nr. 2553 Skarabaus. Unterseite- Mann nehen aufrecht

stehendem 'Pier.

Nr 2554 s Nr. 1118.

2555. s. Nr. 2255

Nr 2537. Skarabaus aus dunklem Stem, InterseiTe Lau-

fendes Pferd (').

I
Nr 2558 s Nr. 2059.

Nr 2559. s. Nr. 2059.

;

Nr. 2560. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Oben Sphinx, darunter

2 auf der Photographic nicht erkennhare Zeichen

(reehts em Krug L- Soviel nach der Photo-

graphie zu sehen, ..naukratitische” Arbeit (7 6.

Jahrh. v. Chr )

Nr. 2562. Skarabaus, Unrer.>eite Darstellung eines Stieres,

daruber unliestimmbares Zeichen.

Nr. 2564. s. Nr. 2112

Nr 2566. Ovales Plattchen. Auf der Unterseite zu er-

kennen 3 Zeichen ) unel Sonne, das'or ^^ohl m,

alles cingeritzt. Nicht zu datieren.

Nr 2570. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Oben kleine Stmnen-

scheibc mit Uracn (ohne Flugel) darunter Name

'Phutmoiis III im Konigsnng, darunter 2 Zeichen.

mj (uie) und der \'ouel mit auhsarts gerichteten

bciden Flugoln. das Zeichen fur hn; Ubersetz-

ung des Ganzen bisher noch nicht gcgluekt.

Der T>pus 1st in der Spatzeit haufig (Beispiele

iin Berliner Katalog) ahsolut genaue Datierung

bishcr mangels Fundangal'en nodi nicht mog-

Iich, gcwiss Spatzeit (1000—700 Chr).

Nr 25S4 Kleiner Skarabaus saitischer Zeit (7 b Jahrh.

V. Chr). C*nterseite. Sphinx \or Lehensbaum (').

Nr. 2389. Skarabaus, Unterseite. Lowengreif. Nichtag>p-

tische .A.rheit

Nr 2587. 2587, 2697, .\mathus. (irab 7. Nr. lOb, Mann

nut au'^gestrecktem .-Vrm, (sollte \sohl betende

Haltung sein) davor Uraus (eiie 2 Stnehe in 2697

sollen wohl ehenfalls einen Uraus \orstellen).

Der Tvpus 1st nach\N eislich in der Hyksoszeit

enlstanden. in Palastma hnden sich derartige

Stucke hauhg. Doch weist die .\usfuhrung in

cine spatere Zeit. jedenfalls vorsaitisch. Amathus.

Cirab 7, Nr ibb musste nach der Form des

Ruckens, der Umrahmung der Flugel, eler Her-

\orhcbung der Schulfern durch dreieckige Zeich-

nung sogar noch in eiie XNIII Dxnastie gesetzt

werden Dagegen 1st mir namentlich bei 2697
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die ligyptische Herkunft fraglich. Die Bedeutung

dicker Stucke (Mann und Schlange) 1st noch

irnmcr unerklart, nur ihr Aniulcttcharakter ist

sicher.

Xr. 25QO Skarabaus, anscheinend von guter Arbeit, Un-
terseite: Hockender Greif.

Xr 2591. s. Xr. 1009.

Xr. 2592. Runder Stein: iMann im Knielaufschema, einen

gefiiigelten Damon bekampfend.

Xr. 2593. Skarabaus, \vohl naukratitisch, Unterseite: Un-
bestimmbares I’ler: Hase ? Antilope ? dahinter

mehrerc Striche.

Xr 2595. Skarabaus, aus dunklem, anscheinend hartem

Stem. Darauf eine Darstellung, die sich an das

ag. Zeichen Amcnte fur Westen anlehnt, dasselbe

aber durchaus umbildet. Statt der einen oder

2 Stangen, die das Gauzeichen bei den Agyptern

tragt, sind hier 3 Stangen, und statt der einen

Feder, die vor dem Falken 1st, hier 2. Uber

dem Tier ein unerkennbares Zeichen (Halb-

mond)?. Der eigenartige Stil, der den grossten

Teil der Flache freilasst, ist in Agypten erst

denkbar etwa in der Athiophenzeit, (8. Jahr-

hundert v. Chr.) und friiher ist an eine Ent-

stehung unseres Stuckes unter kcinen Umstanden

zu denken.

Xr. 2507. Schlecht gearbeiteter Skarabaus der Athiopen-

zeit (eUva 8. Jahrhundert v. Chr.). Auf der

Unterseite cm 4-zeilige Inschrift: Konig Thut-

mosis II von Amon (dessen Zeichen sehr schlecht

geschrieben sind) auserwahlt.

Xr. 2598. Weder Form noch Zeichen zu erkennen.

XT. 2599. Skarabaus des Xeuen Reiches. Da der Verfer-

tiger ein Zeichen (mn oder t) weggelassen hat,

^^eiss man nicht, ob Amon oder Aton (die Sonnen-

gottheit der Amarnazeit) bcabsichtigt war, beides

ist moglich. Das Vorbild 1st spate XVIII. Dy-

nastie (Amarnazeit).

XT. 2600. s. Xr. 1009.

Xr 2602. Skarabaus, Unterseite, Gottheit mit Uraus-

schlange am Haupte und mit ausgebreiteten

Flugeln, Stil: Xeues Reich.

Xr. 2603. Skarabaus, sicht naukratitisch aus (aber nur

die Oberseite). Unterseite: Typische Falschung,

^^enn die Fundumstande sicher sind, schon aus

dem Altertum.

XT. 2604. Skarabaus. Obwohl undeutiich zu erkennen,

doch sicher Xib-i\Iaat-Re, der Vorname Ame-

nophis III (um 1400 v. Chr.). Von Thutmosis

III (Men-cheper-re) abgesehen, ist kein Ko-

nigsname auf Skarabaen so haufig wie dieser.

Aber im Gegensatz zu seinem grossen Vorganger

scheinen alle gefundenen Skarabaen (auch in

Cinechenland hat man dergleichen) gleichzeitig

zu scin. Fs 1st das nicht verwunderlich, da wir

wissen, dass dieser Pharao — Sultan mussten

wir eigentlich sagen — seine Skarabaen wic

I I

kein anderer Konig im grossten Massenvertrieb

hat herstellen lassen. Der Skarabaus kann fur die

Datierung der Stelle, wo er gefunden, wichtig

sein.

Xr. 2605. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Xachgeahmte Inschrift

' Thutmosis III, von einem, der nicht agyptisch

konnte. Wurde mir das Stuck im Handel ange-

boten, wurde ich es sofort als Falschung zu-

i
ruckweisen. Sind die Fundumstande sicher, so

ist das Stuck cm mteressanter Beweis dafur,

I
dass die Skarabaen bereits im Altertum ebenso

!
gefalscht wurden wie heute.

Xr. 2609. s. Xr. 2061.

Xr. 2610. s. Xr. 2211.

XT. 2613. 2613, 2756, Skarabaen, soweit zu erkennen,

I

naukratitische Arbeit. Unterseite nichts zu

j

erkennen.

' Xr. 2614. s. Xr. 2187.

Xr. 2615. s. Xr. 2061.

! Xr. 2616. Skarabaus, Unterseite (sehr schlechte Arbeit).

I

Zu erkennen: Falke, vor ihm eine verkehrt ge-

stellte Maat-Feder, uber ihm Lebenszeichen in

verkehrter Haltung. Unagyptische Arbeit.

XT. 2617. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Sphinx mit der Atef-

krone (Krone mit 3 Schilfbuschcln) dahinter

unbestimmbare Zeichen. Das Stuck sicht nicht

agyptisch aus. Zeit: spat, aber vorsaitisch (8 7.

Jahrhundert).

XT. 2618. s. XT. 2187.

!
Xr. 2620. s. XT. 2255.

I

Xr. 2621 . s. Xr. 1 1 18.

' Nr. 2622. s. Xr. 2109.

I

Xr. 2628. Skarabaus. Unterseite. Lowenkopfige Gdttin

Scchmet (heute Sachmet) gclesen, daruber 3

' Kugeln, die letzteren zeigen, dass wir keine

rein agyptische Arbeit vor uns haben. Am Rumpf
Flugel, dahinter Lebenszeichen. Die Zeit kann

ich nicht genauer bestimmen als erste Halfte

I

des ersten vorchristlichen Jahrtausends.
' Xr. 2629. s. Xr. 2194.

XT. 2631. 2631, 2668, Skarabaen anscheinend ohne In-

schrift.

XT. 2633. s. Xr. 2187.

XT. 2635. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Men-ka-re, (Mykerinos),

Erbauer der dritten Pyramide, darunter allcr-

hand schwer definierbare Zeichen. Aus der-

selben Zeit wie die vor. Xr. Der Konig erscheint

i seit der Athiopenzeit (8 7. Jahrh.) auf Skarabaen

I

ziemlich haufig, in der Spatzeit hatte man, wie

die Erzahlungen Herodots zeigen, geradc sehie

Zeit vollig vergessen.

Xr. 2637. Skarabaus, L-nterseite: Aufrecht stehender Alann,

^

in der Rechten Stab, rechts und links 2 ITdern

I

(Hiernglyphe fur Wahrheit). Die Darstellungen

der \\ ahrheitsgottin und der Wahrheitsfeder

sind auf ag. Skarabaen sehr haufig, (der von

^

mir angefertigte Katalog der Berliner Sammlung
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zahlt einc ganze Reiht Nummern) aber die

Zusammcnstcllung, wie sic hier stcht, 1st nicht

agyptisch. Sic crmntrt von A\citcm an Skarabacn

dcr Spatzcit (1000— 600 v. Chr.).

Xr. 2638. s. Xr. 2228.

Xr. 2639. Rundcr Stem, die Unterscitc stcllt, so^^elt ich

schen kann, cincn Kentauren dar, dcr in der

eincn Hand einen PalmzAscig halt. Das Stuck

1st, wenn mcinc Auslegung richtig, schr inte-

lessant. Figuren von Kentauren kommen auch

in dcr vorderasiatischen Glyptik vur, ein schones

Stuck bci Weber, Altoricntalischc Sicgclbilder

X'r. 330, dazu Text. S. 92. Dass die Kentauren

der gnechischen Alythologie in Griechenland,

speziell in Thessalien zu Hause sind, bezweifelt

\Nohl nicmand. Aber die Form mag so wie bei

anderen Sagengcstalten, (Sphinx, Gorgo, Sirene)

vom Orient entlehnt, oder Avenigstens beein-

dusst sein. Der Kentaur kommt auch bereits

in der mykenischen Kunst vor, s. IMiIchhofer, !

Anfange S. 75 ff.

Xr. 2640. Skarabaus, Unterscitc: Oben die Sonne, wie

in alterer Zeit vieltach ubiich, durch 2 konzent-

rische Kreise geschneben, darunter links Uraus-

schlange, rechts Zeichen fur mn und drei Wasser-

Imicn. Das Ganze 1st smnlos, das Stuck ist

keine agyptische Arbeit.

Xr. 2642. s. Xr. 2194.

XT. 2644. s. XT. 2059.

XT. 2645. Skarabaus mit der gleichen Inschrift wie Xr. 2265. '

XT. 2646. Skarabaus der Spatzeit, Unterscitc: In der Mitte '

Konigsring; Thutmosis lit umrahmt von 2 '

geflugelten Gbttinen.

NT. 2648. Skarabaus athiopischer Zeit (8 7. Jahrhunderi)

mit smnlosen Hieroglyphen,

Xr. 2657. Runder Stein: GeRugelter Datnon mit Fisch-

schwanz von uberraschender Feinheit der Aus-

fuhrung [Fine Art getlugeltes Seepferd (?)].

Ahnlichcs kenne ich nicht, wie spater das See-

pferd auf gnechischen Gcmmen aussieht, s.

Furtwangler, A. G. FXIV, 14). ^ gh ferncr

die Gemmen bei Weicker, Seelenvogel, S. 18,

Fig. 12, S. 99, Fig. 28.

Xr. 2659. Skarabaus, Unterscitc: Geflugelte Sphinx, da\or

die Wahrheitsgottin, dahmter ein haufiges un-

erklartes Zeichen, das seit dem ^Iittleren Reich

auf Skarabaen vorkommt. Die getiugeltc Sphinx

1st auf rein agyptischen Denkmalern selten

(s. Roeder im Sphinx-Artikel bei Roschers Alyth.

Lexikon) kommt aber vor. Der Skarabaus ist

XX. Dynastic (etwa 1000 v. Chr.).

XT. 2667. Skarabaus, F'nterseite: Hund, einen anderen

bespnngcnd (?).

XT. 2668. s. XT 2631.

XT. 2669 s. Xr. 1009.

XT. 2675. Ziemlich grosser Skarabaus, Fmterseite: Sphinx

im naukratitischen Stil.

Xr. 2676. Skarabaus der Spatzeit, nach-ramessidisch Ln-

terseite. Uraus und hockende Ciottcrgestalt.

Xr. 2678. Ovales Plattchcn, F'nter&citc: Stehender Mann,

rechts und links unklarc Zcich^n. ITinncrt in

der Ausfuhrung an die Patakcruiarstcllunycn

saitischer Zeit, wic sie in dcr Berliner Sammlung

vorhandan bind.

Xr. 2679. s. Xr. 2109.

Xr. 2680. Skarabaus aus dunklcrn Stem, zu erkennen:

Darbtellung eincr mannlichcn (iotthcit ctua irn

Stile des chetitischcn Teschub, davor stand

wohl auch noch et\sas, das auf der Platte nicht

zu sehen ist.

Xr. 2685. s. XT. 1009.

Xr. 2687. Ovales Plattchen, Fmterseite: Geflugelter Greif,

zwischen den Bemen cm Kreis. Dcr Kreis 1st

ein hauhges Zeichen, das den Ticren dcr nau-

kratitischen Skarabaen (saitische Periode) 7 6.

Jahrh. v. Chr. zugefugt wird, doch stimmt die

ganze Haltung und Zeichnung des Ticres nicht

rccht zu dieser Art. Auch haben die naukra-

titischen Skarabaen den Kreis nicht zwischen

den Beinen des Tieres, sundern obeii rechts.

Jcdenfalls aber wird man dieses Stuck et\^a in

die XXVI ag. D\nastie setzen mussen.

Xr. 2693. Skarabaus, Unterscitc (Zeichen autfallend zu-

sammengedrangt): Liegender Lowe, daruher

gertugclte Urausschlange, die Sonne zwischen

den Flugeln haltend. Zeit: Spates Xeues Reich

(etwa 1000 V. Chr.).

Nr. 2694. Skarabaus, Unterscitc: Xichts zu erkennen.

Sind die vielen zarten Striche zufallige Kratzer r

XT. 2695. Skarabaus, Unterscitc: Xame des Amon He m
ausserordentlich schlechter Ausfuhrung. Das

Stuck ist aber iigyptische Arbeit. Dicse Skarabacn

sind ^lasscnartikcl, die an schlechter Ausfuhrung

das ausserste Listen.

XT. 2696. Siegel, unten Pferd mit aufrecht gestelltem

Schwanz, ennnert an syrischc Arbeit, s. Con-

tenau, CJKptique Syru-Hittite, PI. XLIII, Xr.

' 322. Fine genauere Bcstimmung der synschen

!
Vorbilder ist zur Zeit noch unmoglich, solange

1
die Ausgrabungen von Boghazkoi und Alischar

j

nicht in extenso \orlicgen. Fruhestens I'.nde

I

des 2 jahrtausends.

j

Xr. 2897. s. Xr. 2587.

I

Xr. 2699 Kleines Amulet in Form eincr gcHugAltcn Ciott-

I
heit Horus beschutzend. Unterbcite: GeHugelter

' und ungetiugelter Lowe. Ennnert schon an

griechische Gemmen: s. die Abbildungen bci

I T.ippold, CJemmcn des Altertums und der

;

Xeuzeit, T. 82 IT.

I

XT. 2700. s. Xr. looq.

I

Xr. 2701. s. XT. 1 1 18.

i
XT. 2702. Rundes Plattchen, Unterscitc: An Stelle dcs

' bishcrigen Jagdtiers cm CireiF, die Zeichen

daneben unklar.
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Nr. 2704. s. Nr. 2255.

Nr 2707 Skarabaus aus dunklcin Srcin, Untcrscitc 2

autVecht stchc-nde Lowvn. IXirubcr Halbmond

und Sonne. Ai4\ptisch 1st diese wappenartiue

Zusammcnstelluns^ z\\ eier einander ^egenuber-

stL.henden Luwen kt-incbtalU, ob sie sich vorder-

asiatisch belegen lasst, weiss ich nicht, die normale

Darstelluniz zweier Low on sieht dort anders aus

s. Weber, Alrorientalische Siegelbilder Xr. 558

und 561. Fur die Darstcllung Halbmond-Sonne

vgl. ebendort Nr. 487, das nach seinem Stil auch

in den n()rd-.yrischen Kreis gehort. Zeitlich

mochte ich das Stuck moglichst spat setzen,

schun m die pcrsisch-gnechische Zeit, s. meme
Bemerkungen zu 2722. Der Ivopf des Lowen

1st hier nicht so gekrummt wie dort, aber die

Schwanzbildung 1st ahnhch.

Xr. 2708. s. Xr. 2i8q.

Xr. 2710. s. Xr. 2061.

Xr. 2717. s. Xr 2187.

Xr 2718. Skarabaus ,,naukratitischer" Arbeit (7 6. Jahr-

hundert v. Chr.). Auf der L’nrerscitc anscheinend

der Konigsnng ernes Psammetich, genaucs nicht

zu erkennen.

Xr. 2719 Skarabaus aus dunklem Stem, Unterseite: Sit-

zende Gottheit, vor sich cine hohe Ahrc, also

Fruchtbarkeits-Gotthcit. Der Stil erinnert \ve-

niger an die agyptischen als an die gnechischen

Skarabaen, etwa die bei Gabncis Grabungcn

m Cumazusammenmitkormthischcn Vasengcfund-

encn Steine. Die Scene kommt auf ag. Skirabacn

nicht vor. Parallelen smd mir unbekannt.

Xr. 2722. Skarabaus, Unterseite: Hockender Lowe, merk-

wurdig ftin ausgcfuhrt. Der Kopf des Lowen

1st stark geneigt, der Schweif 1st geradezu spiele-

risch gekrummt. Die Xeigung des Kopfes lasst

auf ein verwundetes Tier schliesscn. ob die

Striche, die auf der Photographic erkennbar

Sind, Pfeile bcdeuten, 1st nicht zu entschcidcn

(In der gnechischen CByptik kommen ubrigens

auch vcrwundcte Lowen ohnc Andeutung von

Pfeilen \or, Furtwangler, A. G LX\I, 2 --

Lippold, (/cmmen dcs AUertums und der Xcu-

zcit, T. 86, 9). 1 st dicse Annahme von cinein

veivvundeten T.owen richtig, so kann man dieses

Stuck nicht gut fruher ansetzen, als die bekann-

ten Darstellungen ^'e^^vundete^ Lowen aus dem

Palaste Assurhanipals. Denn vor dem Assynschen

Grossreich ist dergl meines Wissens nicht nach-

zuweisen. (Abbildungen am bequemsten bei

Weber, Assynsche Plastik, 'F. 42—45, s. ferner

Wreszinski, Lowenjagd iin Alien Ag\pten, S. 20).

Jedenfalls hat der Stemschneider den Smn des

Giinzen nicht oder nur ungenugend \erstanden,

vgl die Darstellung des Schweifes bei ihm und

in Xinivc (s. die Abb. bei Weber, a. a. O. Das

Stuck viell. Zartisch. i. Lippold. Ciemmen 84,4.

' Xr. 2724. Skarabaus, Lriterseite: Alann gegen einen an-

I springendeii Lowen kampfend. Der Lowe 1st

mir trotz alien Bedenken am wahrschemlichsten.

Dass es bei dieser Art Darstellung oft nicht

Icicht ist. die Ticre zu unterseheiden. dafur mag

die Abbildungsmehrzahl m Wreszinskis Lmver.-

jagden im Alten Agepten (Morgenland Heft 23

1

I
zum Beweise dienen.

I

Xr. 2727. Skarabaus aus dunklem Stein. Lnterseite. Dar-

I

stellung eines Reihers, die Beine versehentlich

I unter den rechten Flugel geraten. Aber w"ohl

!
agyptische Arbeit

NT. 2728. Runder Stein- Mann auf einem Sessel sitzend,

irgcnd etwas nicht zu erkennendes vor ihm. Am
ersten noch an s>rische T>pen ermnernd.

NT. 2732. Rundes Plattchen, die Unterseite m 2 Halbkreise

gctcilt, darauf ein Kafer zwischen 2 Sonnen-

zeichen. Diese Stucke smd charaktcnstisch fur

die Athiopenzeit (S 7. Jahrh. Uhr.) s. Griffith

Bencht uber die athiopischen Grabungcn von

Sanam.

NT. 2733. s. NT. 2193.

Nr. 2751. Skarabaoid von unklarer Form: Unterseite:

Mann (mit autiallend langcn Beinen) zwischen

2 ..kLksoszweigen” Letzteres Ornament er-

scheint zum er'^ten Mai auf Skarabaen der Hyk-

soszeit, jede grossere Sammiung hat erne Fulle

von Bcispiclen. Was es 1st, ist vorlauhg noch

unklar. Ve-rgleicht man das von Contenau a. a.

O. zusamnicngestellte Material, (T. XXXII) ff.

so denkt man an den Lebensbaum der vorder-

asiatischen Kunst, doch 1st das einstwcilcn alles

noch iragheh. Dass es unter Urnstanden cm
heiliger Baum 1st, geht aus 2 in Samaria und

Sichcm gefundenen Stucken hervor. Der Stil

erinnert an die nordsynschen Stucke, von denen

I

Contenau a. a. O. reiches Material bringt.

NT. 2753. Skarabaus, L’nterieite scheusshche Nachahmung
der .A.mon-Re-Skarabaen. Nicht zu datieren.

I
NT. 2755. Skarabaus. Unterseite: Gedugelter Greif, dar-

unter Kreis. S. das oben zu Nr. 2687 uber den

' Stil bemerkte.

NT. 2756. s. NT 2613

Xr. 2760. Darstellung eines Pferdes. Bestimmen kann ich

das eigentumliche Oebilde uber dem Pferde

nicht. Ftwa um 700 v. Uhr. mit den notigen
' Spielraum nach oben und nach unten.
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ZUSAMAIEXFASSUXG

E nter den Skarabaen von Ajia Irini sind einigc, die zweifellcs agvptische Arbeit sind,

in erster Tdnie ein Skarabaus Amenophis III. X*r. 2604. Das wiirde den Ausfuhrungen

von Gjerstad in seinem kurzen Ausgrabungsbericht (cp. cit. S. 266) durchaus nichtwidcrspre-

chen. So weit ich beurtcilen kann, wird dort mit vollem Recht ausgefLihrt: ,,Die cyprisehen

Kunstgegenstiinde wurden von den ausliindischen verdriingt, und so kommt ts, dass die

auslandischen Tongefasse, Goldschmuck und andere Kunstgegenstande bisweilen in

der t berzahl sind.'’ Dass die Skarabaen Amenophis III und seiner Frau, die nachweis-

lich in alle Welt versandt wurden, sich auch auf Cvpern tin den, darf nicht Wunder nehmen.

Indessen die iiberwaltigende iXIehrzahl der Funde stammt aus der Periode, die die

Ausgraber als die friihe Eisenzeit bezeichnen. Dass sich hier eine ganze Reihe echt agyp-

tischer Stiicke gefunden haben, zeigt die Einzelbesprechung, besonderes braucht nicht

aufgefiihrt zu werden. Aber dass sic nicht einfach aus Agypten kamen, sondern mit an-

deren Stricken aus Vorderasien, dass sie also Import, wenigstens zum Teil sein diirftcn,

zeigt die Einzelbesprechung ebenfalls. S. Seite Iff. Es stimmt alles auch zu den Ausfuhr-

ungen des Leiters der Ausgrabungen, dass direkte Parallelen zu nordsyrischen Stiickcn

sich kaum nachweisen lassen. Die Funde der nachsten Jahre mdgen nach allem, was

man bis jetzt erlebt hat, eine erhebliche Korrektur der eben aufgestellten Ihese bringen;

im Ganzen wird es richtig sein, dass die Kyprier aus den der Fremde entstammenden

Vorbildern selbstandige Werke schufen, Xr. 1148, Xr. 2639, Xr. 2728, Xr. 2133 und

sonst.

Die Stiicke gehen hinab bis in die persisch-griechische Zeit, so die Lbwendarstellungen

Xr. 2754, Xr. 2704 (S. ribrigens dazu die Gemme bei Lippold, Gemmen des Altertums

und der Xeuzeit. T. 84, Xr. 4). iNIanchc Stiicke, wie bei der Einzelbeschreibung ange-

geben ist, diirftcn griechische Gemmen sein. So zeigt sich hier, wie ich nieine, gtnau

dem sonstigen Ausgrabungsbefund entsprechend, dass Cypern zwar eine ganze Reihe

fremder Vorbilder empfing, aber im Ganzen selbstiindig gearbeitet hat.

Wax Pieper
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1

TYPOLOGY OF SCARABS

B
esides the scarabs, there are many scaraboids with round or oval base and with plain

upper side among the material found by the Swedish Cyprus Expedition. The scarabs

are both of Egyptian and non-Egyptian origin, and can be classified into several form-

types. Thus the legs are more or less carefully worked, the wing-cases are marked in dif-

ferent ways, and the heads show distinct variations. The characteristics of the different

types are mainly localized to the legs, wing-cases, and head. In order to facilitate the de-

scriptions in the Object Registers the scarabs have been classified in accordance with the

different shapes of legs, heads, and wing-cases. The shape of the legs is indicated by the

letter A, that of the wing-cases by B, and the head by C.* Within these main groups the

variations are indicated by figures in accordance with the following diagram:

A. Legs B. Win^-cases C. H e a d s 1

I

I Legs marked by one horizontal line. Wtng-cases not marked. Head marked by lines.

- Leus marked by nvo horizontal

lines.

Wing-cases marked by breast-line

and elytra-hne.

Clypeus and head forming a
]

tnanizle.

3 Le^rs sketched with oblique lines Wing-cases marked by breast-line

elytra-hne and line along periphery

Head entirely separated from the

semicircular clypeus which has si.x

projections.

4 Aleticulously Wiirkcd Ictjs in hiyh

relief.

i

As B 3, but with small triangles

added at the bases of the wini;-

cases

Head separated from clypeus only

at the sides. Cjently curved line from

the upper side of the head to the

point of the clypeus which often

has four projections.

5 As A 4, but with striated leU'*.

* Hall has pointed out that the lees, uine-case.s, and he.id arc the parts of the scarabs most suitable for a classi-
fication (H R. Hall, Catalnaue of Eaypt siartihs etc , in the Brit. Mus , London 1913), and that principle has been
followed but the system used here differs from that of H.dl.
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Most of the scarabs have carefully worked legs (Tvpe A 4), the wing-cases are marked

by means of breast-line, elvtra-line, and contour (Type B t,), and the head is separated from

the clypeus only at the sides (Tvpe C 4). These scarabs are accordingly characterized as

being of Type A 4—B 3—C 4. Legs meticulously worked in relief (A4 or A5) occur without

exception together with heads of Tvpe C4, i. e., with the head separated from the clypeus

only at the sides; furthermore, this form of the head occurs only in connection with legs

of Type A4 or A5. These types of heads and legs are combined with wing-cases of Types

Bz—B3—B4. On scarabs with sketched legs (B3) the head very often is separated from the

clypeus, which in such cases is always provided with six projections (C3); but sometimes

Type B3 occurs in connection with C2, i. e., where head and clypeus form a triangle.

Both these types always have the wing-cases separated bv one central line (B2). — On
scarabs with legs indicated by two horizontal lines (A2), the wing-cases, as a rule, are marked

by breast-line and elytra-line only (B2) and in such cases always in connection with Type C2

of the head, i. e., head and clypeus forming a triangle. There are, however, a few speci-

mens of scarabs with legs of Type A2 on which wing-cases are absent.

Within the material here concerned it is impossible, as a rule, to pick out certain form-

types which are combined with certain types of representation on the base. This holds

good especially in respect of the Egyptian scarabs. Most of these are of Ramesside or Saite

origin. Neither of these two groups is characterized by a certain type of scarabs. In both

these groups, scarabs with sketched legs and carefully worked legs, striated or not, are

present; wing-cases are sometimes marked with triangles, contour, breast-line and elytra-

line sometimes with contour, breast-line and elytra-line, and sometimes with breast-line and

elytra-line cnly; the elytra-line can be single, double, or triple. In form there does not exist

any difference between Ramesside and Saite types. In the relatively late period from which

most of these scarabs date many shapes occured, which mostly had developed during

previous periods and which were still in use. As the scarabs concerned almost exclusively

can be ascribed to Ramesside or later periods, and only few specimens date from earlier

periods, the material does not supply any information as to the time when these types

developed. Thus we do not get the many suggestions as to the dating of the scarabs

from their form-types as one would expect with so much material, most of it collected

from only one locality.

In some cases, however, the types of representation evidently are combined with the

form-types. There is a relatively large group of Ramesside scarabs (15 specimens) with

the same representation on the base: a king in an upright or kneeling posture, with god-

desses or gods behind and in front of him (A. I. Nos. 2059, 2067, 2186, 2226, 2230, 2234,

2235, 2238, 2239, 2301, 2305, 2527, 2558, 2559, 2709). Of these specimens thirteen are

of the same material, i. e., glazed, ^yhite paste and of exactly the same size. They are all

of identical type, viz. Type A4—B3—C4. Further, they are all provided with a sharply

angular, double breast-line which — with the exception of one Saite scarab (A. I. 2211)

— is found in this group exclusively. It seems probable that we here have a closed group

of scarabs originating from the same workshop tradition, possibly of pure Ramesside origin.
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Xos. 20:^9, 2067, 2186, 2226, 2230, 2239, 2538, 2559 were found in the same layer, dating

from Period 4; Xcs. 2234, 2235, 2238, 2301, 2303, 2527, 2709 were found in a layer dating

from Period 3.

There are furthermore some scarabs (A. I. Xcs, 2131 and 2193) with a type of repre-

sentation which, according to Dr. Pieper, docs not occur after the X\ Illth Dyn. These

scarabs have on their base representations of an antelope with a tree ornament above its

back. Thev are of exactlv the same size, shape, and material: Type A3—B2— C3 and with

a somewhat curved breast-line; the material is white steatite. The two scarabs mentioned are

identical with the scarabs A. I. Nos. 2182 and 2221 as regards shape, material, and size.

Their type of inscription has been determined as Sake: on No. 2221, sign for the king

of Upper and Lower Egvpt, and signs for Truth and Scarab; on No. 2182, a wzat-eye

with a row of j -signs above the eve. The specimens might be Saite copies of scarabs from

the XVIIIth Dvn., but on account of the great resemblance one is rather inclined to think

that these, too, date from the XVIIIth Dvn., and that their type of inscription developed

already in that period. Nos. 2221 and 2195 were found in the same layer, dating from

Period 4; and X’os. 2131 and 2192 in the superimposed laver dating from Period 5.

There is a scarab from the Xliddle Empire (A. I. No. 2273) whose shape is characteristic

of that period and on which wing-cases not are marked, but it has a minutely worked-out

head.

V ith the exception of these few early scarabs and the Ramesside group with double,

angular breast-line, there are no Egyptian scarabs which, as regards shape, are combined

with any certain type of representation.

The non-Egyptian scarabs show quite another conformity. These form at least 30
of the whole material. The majority of them are scaraboids or scarabs of Tvpe A3—B2—C3.
Apart from these, there is a number belonging to various types. The maiority of the non-

Egyptian scarabs (about 85 specimens) are made of dark steatite (black, grey, or dark-red).

These materials are exclusively found among the non-Egyptian scarabs of Type Aj—Bs—Cj
and scaraboids, and teas not used for the Egyptian scarabs.

As regards their origin and dating nothing can be determined; but it is possible to di-

stinguish certain well-defined groups of types which, on account of conformitv in respect

of shape, material, and type of representation, seem to originate from the same work-shop
or work-shop tradition. We thus obtain seven groups of types which can be characterized

as follows.

I. (A. I. Ncs. 2183, 2193, 2275, 2284, 2291, 2557, 2562, 2647).

Scarabs of black steatite of Type A3—B2—C3. On base, representations of running

animals carved in rather uncouth technique evidently with rough tools. The animals are

in all cases turned in the same direction, the head facing right on the scarab. The legs are

somewhat bent, indicating movement. The animals are provided with long tails, sometimes
bent over the back (A. I. Nos. 2284, 2647), sometimes hanging straight down (A. I. Nos.
21S3, 2193, 2291, 2562, 2275, 2557). In the latter case there is always an ornament (a snake,

a tree, or a sun-disc) above the back of the animal. The inscription on these scarabs is
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always surrounded by an encircling line. With the exception of Xo. 2275 from Period 5

they are all found in a laver dating from Period 4.

II. (A. I. Xos. 2276, 2299, 2706).

Scarabs of black steatite of Type A3—B2—C3. On base, representations of a scorpion

with three pairs of outstretched legs and two tentacles. Behind the scorpion are three

small dots placed so as to form a triangle and surrounded by a circle. These scarabs were

all found in the same layer dating from Period 5.

III. (A. I. Xos. 1120, 1148, 2262, 2425, 2517, 2539, 2626, 2749).

Scaraboids of light-grey stone. On base, incisions made in a very minute and careful

technique with small, fine, sharp lines and minute dots. The representations usually con-

sist of bearded men whose bodies are marked with dots and their extremities with lines.

The ornaments on these scaraboids are always surrounded by an encircling line. Xos.

1120 and 2262 were found in a layer dating from Period 4; the rest in a layer from Period 5.

IV. (A. I. XTs. 2300, 2592, 2639, 2687, 2728).

Scaraboids of greyish-black stone; yery high body. On base, careless incisions made

with such clumsy tools that the representations hardly are recognizable. The scaraboids

were found in layers dating from Period 4: Xo. 2687; trom Period 5: Xos. 2300, 2592;

from Period 6: Xo. 2728.

V. (A. I. Xos. 2184, 2187, 2190, 2250, 2426, 2553, 2563, 2632, 2727, 2755).

Scarabs of greyish-black stone of Type A3—B2—C3. On base, representations of one

or two human figures and one or two trees worked in a rough, careless technique. The most

characteristic feature is that the human figures are drawn with small, transyerse lines across

the bodies. X"o. 2727 shows the same technique with incised, transyerse lines but bears

a representation of a bird instead of the human figure. The scarabs were found in a layer

dating from Period 4, with the exception of Xos. 2250 and 2255, found in the superimposed

layer dating from Period 5.

VI. (A. I. Xos. 1 1 17, 2243, 2310, 2445, 2657, 2707, 2722).

Scarabs of green stone of Type A3—B2—C3. On base, incisions in a yery minute tech-

nique with rounded, gentle lines. The representations are animals. Both technically and

iconographically these scarabs show a resemblance to iNIycenaean gems. I'he incisions

are surrounded by an encircling line. V ith the exception of Xos. 1117 and 2310, found

in a layer from Period 5, these scarabs belong to Period 4.

VH. (A. I. Xos. 1318, 2561, 2573).

Scaraboids of dark-red stone. On base, representations in a minute, careful technique

with fine lines and dots or holes made with a drill. The representations consist of birds in

yarious attitudes, encircled by a line. They were all found in a layer of Period 4.

It is thus possible to distinguish groups of scarabs which, on account of similarities as

regards shape, material, and representation are closely related, and which most likely date

from the same time and haye the same origin. This holds good for the scarabs and scara-

boids of dark stone.

There are, howeyer, a good many non-Egyptian scarabs made of faience or white steatite

54
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which are not of uniform type. Their inscriptions are either entirely non-Egyptian or

misinterpreted copies of Egyptian inscriptions. The shapes within this group yary. There

exist copies of the styles of the Aliddle Empire and Elyksos period, as well as of Types

preyiously recognized as Ramesside.

As regards Aija Irini, the scarabs are comparatiyely equally distributed between layers

dating from Periods 4 and 5. A comparatiyely small number was found in layers of Period

6. In both Periods 4 and 5, scarabs occur dating from so greatly yarious periods as the

IMiddle Empire, Ramesside, and Sake periods. By reason of these circumstances one ought

to be chary in using scarabs as objects of dating for other finds. It must be remembered

that scarabs can only be used for the chronology to alYord a terminus post quern.

In summing up the results we find that legs, wing-cases, and head are the parts of the

scarabs most suitable for a classification, being applicable to all scarabs. In some cases a

certain form-type is combined with a certain type of representation. This was noted especially

on scarabs from the Aliddle and New Empires and some Ram.esside specimens. As a rule,

howeyer, the Egyptian and Egyptianized specimens show that the same form-type has been

used for scarabs from different epochs. Sometimes yarious form-types haye been used

during the same period, with the same type of representation. The non-Egyptian scarabs,

too, haye been classified after their form-type. But, as there are fewer yariations among
these, they haye been arranged in yarious groups of types according to their material and

type of representation. These groups might haye originated from the same work-shop

or work-shop tradition. As regards the material inyestigated, scarabs of dark stone (red,

grey, or black) are all of non-Egyptian origin and without exception of Type A3—B2—Ct,
or scaraboids. — The fact that scarabs from the most different epochs haye been found
in the same layers shows that their main use as objects for dating, too, lies in the fact that

they giye a terminus post quern.

AL\j Saxdxlax
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TYPES OF BLACK GLAZED AND RED FIGURED WARES

BOWL

Type A. Without handles.

1. Small, shallow bowl with base-ring; rounded outline; incurved, plain rim.

2. Small, shallow bowl with base-ring; rounded outline; inturned, moulded rim.

3. Shallow bowl with thick, swollen base-ring; rounded outline; incurv'ed rim. Thick ware.

4. Shallow bowl with thin, wide base-ring; concave, splaying sides; moulded, thick rim.

5. Disc-shaped bowl with wide base-ring; moulded rim.

6. Shallow bowl with high base-ring; rounded outline; flat rim.

7. Shallow bowl, usually with moulded rim; rounded outline; flat, moulded rim.

8. Shallow bowl with base-ring; rounded outline with encircling, moulded lines; slightlv

swollen, moulded rim.

9. Small, shallow bowl with high, straight base-ring; curved outline; slightlv swollen rim,

Thin ware.

10. Shallow bowl with high, straight base-ring, similar to Type A 9, but wider and with

rather angular outline.

11. Bowl-shaped stand with base-ring; concave sides; flattened rim.

Type B. With one handle.

1. Shallow bowl with low base-ring; rounded outline; flat rim; horizontal handle at rim.

2. Shallow bowl with plain or moulded, high base-ring; rounded outline; plain rim;

horizontal handle at rim.

3. Shallow bowl with low base-ring; curved outline; out-turned rim; horizontal handle

at rim.

4. Deep bowl with low base-ring; depressed body; concave neck; out-turned rim; vertical

handle from rim to shoulder.

Tvpe C. With two handles.

I. Bowl, rather deep with base-ring; somewhat depressed body; rounded outline; plain

rim; horizontal handles at rim. Thin ware.



2. Shallow, wide bowl with splaving base-ring; rounded outline; plain rim; moulded

ridge inside bottom; horizontal handles, curved upwards, below rim.

3. Shallow, wide bowl with plain, straight base-ring; rounded outline; plain rim; hori-

zontal handles, curved upwards, below rim.

4. Shallow, wide bowl with plain or splaving base-ring; rounded outline; moulded ridge

below rim; slightlv out-turned rim; horizontal handles, curved upwards, below rim.

5. Deep bowl with high, moulded base-ring; swollen lower body; concave sides; wide,

out-turned, swollen rim; horizontal handles, curved upwards, Irom lower body.

6. Deep bowl with base-ring; rounded outline; plain rim; horizontal handles at rim.

7. Deep, pear-shaped bowl with base-ring; slightlv splaying rim; horizontal handles

at rim.

8. Bowl, rather deep with high, concave base-ring; somewhat depressed body; plain rim;

horizontal, straight handles at rim.

9. Bowl, rather deep with moulded base-ring; rounded outline; plain rim; moulded ridge

below rim inside; horizontal handles, curved upwards, below rim.

10.

Bowl, rather deep with rather high, moulded base-ring; rounded outline; moulded

lines below rim; thick, out-turned rim; horizontal handles, curved upwards, below rim.

KVLIX

Wide kylix with rather high stem; splaying base; curved outline; splaying

rim; horizontal handles, curved upwards, below rim.

Wide, rather deep kylix with short, cylindrical stem; flat base; rounded out-

line; moulded ridge below rim; slightly out-turned rim.; horizontal handles,

curved upwards, below rim.

Wide kylix with short, concave stem; wide, flat, moulded base; rounded out-

line; moulded ridge below rim; plain rim; horizontal handles, curved up-

wards, below rim.

Wide, shallow kylix with short, concave stem; splayed base; rounded outline;

plain rim; horizontal handles below rim missing on the single specimen re-

presenting this tvpe.

LEKYTH03

Type A.

1. Lekythos with cylindrical body, tapering towards the raised, flat base; sharply defined,

sloping shoulder; concave neck; slightly douhle-curved funnel-mouth; vertical loop-

handle on shoulder.

2. Lekythos, similar to Type A i, but with moulded base; more tapering bodv; horizontal

shoulder,

3. Lekythos with flat, raised base; rather funnel-shaped, tapering bodv; sharply defined,

horizontal shoulder; concave neck; rather low funnel-mouth of rounded outline; hori-

zontal loop-handle on shoulder.

Type I

.

T }• p e 2

.

Type 3

.

Type 4.
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1’ y p e B

.

1. Oval lekvthos with base-ring; narrow, concave neck; funnel-mouth with softly curved

outline; handle from neck to shoulder.

2. Depressed oval lekvthos with base-ring; concave neck; concave, splayed funnel-mouth;

handle from neck to shoulder.

3. Lekvthos, as Tvpe B 2, but funnel-mouth with rather double-curved outline.

4. Lekvthos, as Tvpe B 2, but with straight, splayed tunnel-mouth.

5. Lekvthos, as Tvpe B 2, but with rather cylindrical bociy, and shorter, splayed, straight

funnel-mouth.

GUXrtN

Type I .

Tvpe 2.

Type 3.

Type 4.

Type 5

.

Type 6.

Flat guttus with flat, raised base; convex top; concave neck; splaying rim;

basket-handle from neck across body.

Guttus with base-ring; rather high, bowl-shaped body; filling-hole on top;

concave neck; splaving rim; basket-handle from rim across body.

Flat guttus with flat, raised base; convex top; filling-hole with strainer; con-

cave neck; splaved rim; vertical, moulded loop-handle at right angles with

outlet.

Guttus, similar to Tvpe 2, but without filling-hole, with swollen base-ring;

sharply defined shoulder-line; twin basket-handle.

Guttus, similar to Tvpe 3, but with high, splayed base-ring; sharply defined

shoulder.

Ring-shaped guttus with flat, raised base; concave neck; splayed rim; basket-

handle from rim across bodv.

E. G.
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INSCRIPTIOXS (Figs. 29S, 299)

MARIox

1. Tomb I, No. I.

(i[o]r'Jr E/wr/’/fir.

-JyQiuviui.

Stamped on the handles of the amphora. Cf. M R Nilsson, Tiin'’res a’nphoriqtie de l.indcs. C openha^ue, lyoQ, pp.

35 ^. 365-

2. Tomb 14, No. 28.

Various scratchmgs of which the letter .A can be distinguished.

3. Tomb 22, No. 33.
-Stamped on one handle of the amphora.

4. Tomb 26, No. 13.

ptv to' <Iklf( I.

The inscription reads from left to right, which is the rule in the Paphian inscriptions from the beginning and was

used in late inscriptions from other places, too, due to influence from Greek writing (cf. J. H. .S'. XI, p. 77). '/'I'o.

as a name is known cpigraphically, too (Pape-Benseler, Wortcrhiich d. gnech. Eigttmainen, p, 1600). '/’I'.'in, nom.

•I'd.-n; with digamma preserved (cf. Hoffmann, Die gnechischen Dialekle, I, p. 131). The sign used for ro is found

in the Salaminian alphabet (see Colhtz-Bechtel, Samndutig griech. Diahkten c! riften, I, .Alphabetic table).

5. Tomb 27, No. 5.

pi- 0)1 -.

The initial syllable of a name.

6. Tomb 30, No. 3.

The letter <I< stamped on one handle of the amphora.

7. Tomb 40 B, No. 13.

so- va- lo- 7.(jFd/.oj.

The inscription reads from right to lett. with /"-sufhx. Cf. itm {J // S', XI, p 66).

8. Tomb 40 B, No. 15.

As Xo 7.

9. Tomb 41, No. 6.

The initial K.

10. Tomb 41, No. 7.

As X’o. 9.

11. Tomb 41, No. II.

h'f '/f; old-attic (irtho^raphy. Refers tu the figure of Persephone

12. Tomb 41, No. 20.

ro- ‘To- or me- \ff .

The initial syllable of a name Both readings are possible, depending on \\hich part uf the sign is considered to be

the top. It seems most likely that it is a sign for ro Ct. No. 17.
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13. Tomb 43, Xo. 5.

///* N i -

The initial s> liable of a name.

14. Tomb 43, Xo. 6.

As Xo. 13.

15. Tomb 43, Xo. 10.

ne'

The initial syllable of a name.

16. Tomb 43, Xo. 35.

tv tcv ko' I 'l k 'i/.oj.

The Q[rafhto is written as a monogram; it is» as usually, inscribed on the bottom of the bowl, and is to be read from

left to right by turning the bowl in that direction so that the sign for ko, which is upside down m relation to

the signs ti and to, is seen in the proper direction. The name t/e/os js known from Herodotos, IX. 73.

17. Tomb 43, XT. 38.

me' J/f-

The initial syllable of a name. This reading seems most likely, but if turned upside down it may be a carelessly

written sign for ro. Cf. Xo. 12.

18. Tomb 47, Xo. 43.

le' .If-

The initial syllable of a name.

19. Tomb 52, Xo. 7.

sa- tir SO' ko'

The inscription reads from right to left. As seen from many of the other inscriptions the graffiti on the vases \ery

often do not supply complete names. Sometimes only the initial letter or a syllable is represented. In this case the

name is written more fully so that there can be no doubt about its identity.

20. Tomb 52, Xo. 8.

sa' ta' sa' ' ta' pe' l!Tur>u\_yuo<_ci '\ iu(i 7
“Intended for the funeral of Stasagoras.” The inscription reads from right to left. The name of Srasagoras is one

syllable shorter than on Xo. 7 of the same tomb. / dat without iota, which is often dropped in the later in-

scriptions at the end of a sentence (cf. Meister, Die grieckisc/.eti LiaUkte, II, p. 23y). The word illustrates the

beginning influence of the Attic dialect in the 4th century 13 . C.

21. Tomb 52, Xo. 12.

An inscribed cross, with the sign for sa in one of the interspaces Most probably it is the initial s\ liable of

Stasagoras, the name which occurs on the other two inscribed vases from this tomb (Xos 19 and 20).

22. Tomb 57, Xo. 10.

ti Ti-

The initial syllable of a name.

23. Tomb 59, Xo. 13.

sa' ko'

The inscription is probablv to be read, as suggested, from right to left, and gi\es the two first syllables of a name,

possibly nom. (Thukyd. VI, 5).

24. Tomb 59, Xo. 14.

ti' mo' la' O' Tiitu/.uui.

The inscription reads from left to right. Digamma is dropped. The sign for o is carelessK written, the lines of

the lower angle of the sign being protracted into a cross.

25. Tomb 59, Xo. 19.

pa' I la-

The initial s\ liable of a name.

26. Tomb 60, Xo. 18.

The Greek letter M.
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27. Tomb 60, Xo. 19.

As Xo. 26.

28. Tomb 60, Xo. 33.

^Greek letters.

29. Tomb 60, Xo. 34.

As Xo 26.

30. Tomb 60, Xo. 37.

Greek letters. Apart from the stamped specimens, Greek letters occur only on vases from Tombs 13, 41, and 60,

which are from the end of the 5th or the 4rh centurx’ B C (cf. the chronology of these tombs).

31. Tomb 73, Xo. 26.

The sign is probablv an owner’s mark or some other mark of a non-alphabetic kind. It ma\ . hox\e\er. be consi-

dered as a monogrammatic writing of the two syllables It’ 10 ,
read xertically. This would indicate that the jar

contained wine from the island of Leros, but this interpretation seems to me rather far-fetched.

32. Tomb 74, No. 3.

An incised cross and the svllables sa u 2('r-being the first two syllables of a name. The signs are to be read from

right to left.

33. Tomb 80, XT. 17.

ro' ‘Po-

The first syllable of a name.

34. Tomb 81 B, Xo. 2.

The old-Phoemcian numeral signs for 23. The sign for 20 is somewhat cursively written but resembles closeh the

old-Phoenician type. -As the numeral sign for 3 in the old-Phoenician script is usually written ||| it is possible that

the last stroke does not belong to the numeral signs which in th.it cast would be 22, but the first alternatite stems

more likely,*

35. Tomb 84, No. 23.

sa- X«-
The first syllable of a name.

36. Tomb 96, No. 6.

o- ’()-

The first syllable of a name.

37. Tomb 98, No. 5.

kw pQ- ro' pi' lo- se- • pir ro- Ki rroi'xi i/.o~ Ifnioco.

The inscription is to be read from left to right. Dnisor between the two words. Pyrrhos, the name of the father,

was apparently an immigrant who wanted to demonstrate his loyalty to his new country by giving the name of "Cyprus’

friend" to his son. The name is represented as too, (Meistcr, up. cit. p. 154; Plutarchos, Solon, 26; He-

rodotos, V, 113), and fern. 'PO.iixiiui' (Collitz-Bechtel, op. at. p 18). The father’s name occurs here without the ar-

ticle. In the Cypriote inscriptions it occurs both with and without article (cf. Nos. 38, 40; Hoffmann, 0/1. fit. p. 295),

38. Tomb 53. Inscribed stele of limestone.

hr pa- ra- ho- ra- se o- hr po- ro- ke le ve o- se Kimct^’once ’o Krrrgoy./.i'fde.

The inscription is to be read from right to left. Both the father and the son have names compounded with xi-TJon.

as the first link. Such compounds are not uncommon. Kypragoras is known from another inscription on a gold

ring (Collitz-Bechtel, op. cit. p. 36); Kyprophilos (Marion, Tomb 98, No. 5); Kyprokratis (Collitz-Bechtel, op.

cit. p. 18); Kypromedon ('}. //. S. NI, p 6.8). Compounds with y.r-juo- m the second link are common, too.

h ! Ti()()/.'/.i~ to;

,

with digamma preserved.

39. Tomb 77. Inscribed stele of limestone.

pi- lo- ke- ne- se' vo- se' lo- se
VO- se- lo- se.

The inscription is to be read from right to left In its latter part, the signs are much worn and can only be partly

identified with any certainty, 'I’l'/.o- in.c is not known from Cyprus but other compounds with '/'(/«- as the first

link are represented (Meister. op. cit. p. 314; cf. above. No. 37). Outside Cyprus, the name Philogencs is common
(Pape-Bcnseler, op. tit. p. 1624).

* This information is gnen b\ Professor H. S. Nyberg, to whom I am greatly indebted for his assistance.
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40. Tomb 86. Inscribed stele of limestone.

a- rw ke' le' r se' a' pa' se' he' re' to' se' 'u IYoi ih-.

The inscription is to be read from right to left A few of the signs are worn and rather difficult to identify. Lspe-

cially the sign tor pa is much damaged. - /{>/i /c m the lonian-Attic form for this name is pro\ ed

by literary e\idence ( Pape-Benseler, op. nt. p 151). That an lonian-Attic form is used for a prtiper noun already

at this early period (later part of C\ pro-Archaic I), is not surprising' the names t>f the immigrants were naturally

written m the way they were spoken, //d.^ occurs in the Chpriote dialect besides //<-'/> (Meister, op. nt p. 141, Horl-

mann, op. nt. pp 136, 195). As apposition, J/cfy (//«•>') occurs both with and without the article, like the father's

name (Hoffmann, up. iit. p. 295). ^ gen. is a proper niiun known from Chaonia and Beotia (Pape-Benj>eler,

op. Lit. p. 246).

IDALION

41. Idalion, No. 268.

SO' \ to' z'O' e' /«/' I'o- nZ Xvjfio

The name of the dedicator is only represented by the first s\llab!e. gen. sg. of occurs on

Cypriote inscriptions from Abydos (Hoffmann, op lit. p. 90). The inscription is to be read from right to lett,

42. Idalion, No. 733.

II si- II.

Two shekels.

43. Idalion, No. 1285.

pa' TIu-

The first s\ liable of a name.

E. G.
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